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PREFACE 
_ Fredrick Aandahl supervised the planning and compilation of this | 

| volume. William Z. Slany succeeded him as editor in 1975 and directed _ 
the process of review, declassification, and final editing, = 2 | 

David H. Stauffer and John A. Bernbaum prepared the sections on __ | 
development of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization and financial | | _ assistance for defense of Western Europe. Mr. Stauffer and Mr. Slany | | prepared the section on the tour of capitals by the Supreme Allied | _ Commander, Europe. Lisle A. Rose compiled the documents on devel- : 
opment of the NATO command structure, and Mr. Bernbaum those on 

_ the seventh and eighth meetings of the North Atlantic Council. Mr. . : 
Slany edited the materials on the attitude of the United States toward | 
the conference for the organization of a European defense community. 
Charles S. Sampson prepared the sections on meetings at Bonn, dis- | 

| cussions concerning a possible convening of the Council of Foreign | 
Ministers, meetings of the American, French, and British foreign min- 
Asters at Washington, Paris, and Rome, and the entire compilation on 
the German question. The technical editing of the volume wasdoneby = 

_ the Publishing and Reproduction Division under the direction of 
_ Paul M. Washington and the immediate supervision of Anne K. Pond. | 

Francis C. Prescott prepared the index. oo an 
| The editors acknowledge with appreciation the assistance provided | 

them by the historians of the Department of Defense, including those 
of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. They are also grateful for the cooperation | 
of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization, the National Security | 
Council, the Department of Defense, and the Central Intelligence : 
Agency, all of which facilitated declassification of papers for release in 7 

| this volume. Thanks are also due to those foreign governments that e 
kindly granted permission for publication of certain of their | 
documents. a | She | 

| es es Davw F. Trask | | 
| oe | The Historian | 

- eee Bureau of Public Affairs — 

PRINCIPLES FOR THE COMPILATION AND EDITING OF 
| a _ “Forrien Retatrions” 7 | 

7 The principles which guide the compilation and editing of Foreign a 
| _ Relations are stated in Department of State Regulation 2 FAM 1350 a



IV Oe PREFACE | oS Loe a 

of June 15, 1961, a revision of the order approved on March 26,1925, 
by Mr. Frank B. Kellogg, then Secretary of State. The text of the - 

regulation, as further amended, is printed below: | | 

| 1350 Documentary -REcorp oF AMERICAN DIPLOMACY | 

1351 Scope of Documentation  _— | 7 | 3 

The publication Foreign Relations of the United States constitutes 
the official record of the foreign policy of the United States, These vol- 

| umes include, subject to necessary security considerations, all docu- — | 
| ments needed to give a comprehensive record of the major foreign 

_ policy decisions within the range of the Department of State’s respon- 
sibilities, together with appropriate materials concerning the facts . 
which contributed to the formulation of policies. When further mate-. | 
rial is needed to supplement the documentation in the Department’s _ 

| files for a proper understanding of the relevant policies of the United 
States, such papers should be obtained from other Government 

| agencies. a Se 

1352 Editorial Preparation 2 a 

| The basic documentary diplomatic record to be printed in Foreign _ 
Relations of the United States is edited by the Historical Office, Bureau 

| of Public Affairs of the Department of State. The editing of the record 
—-- 4s guided by the principles of historical objectivity. There may be no 

alteration of the text, no deletions without indicating where in the text 
_ the deletion is made, and no omission of facts which were of major im- 

oO portance in reaching a decision. Nothing may be omitted for the pur- 
pose of concealing or glossing over what might be regarded by some as | | 

_. adefect of policy. However, certain omissions of documents are permis- | 
sible for the following reasons: ee ita Es RE | 

a. To avoid publication of matters which would tend to impede 
. .. eurrent diplomatic negotiations or other business. | 

_ b. To condense the record and avoid repetition of needless details. 
- ¢e. To preserve the confidence reposed in the Department by indi- a 
_. -vidualsand by foreign governments. = | | 

_. . d. To avoid giving needless offense to other nationalities or 
peg individuals, — | CP 

y _ @. Toeliminate personal opinions presented in despatches and not | 
acted upon bv the Department. To this consideration there is 

| one qualification—in connection with major decisions it is desir- | 
i _ able, where possible, to show the alternative presented to the - 

: _ Department before the decision was made. | ae . 

1853 Clearance — : | So 

To obtain appropriate clearances of material to be published in 
| Foreign Relations of the United States. the Historical Office: os 

a. Refers to the appropriate policy offices of the Department and 
os of other agencies of the Government such papers as appear to 

ne require policy clearance. Oe | - 
7 6. Refersto the appropriate foreign governments’ requests for per- 

a mission to print as part of the diplomatic correspondence of the 
United States those previously unpublished documents which — 

| were originated by the foreign governments. as | |
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| LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS, SYMBOLS, AND CODE NAMES 

Eprtor’s Note.—This list does not include standard abbreviations in common 
usage; unusual abbreviations of rare occurrence which are clarified at appropriate 
points; and those abbreviations and contractions which, although uncommon, 
are understandable from the context. | 

ACA, Allied Control Authority for BHE, Bund der Heimatvertriebenen und 

Germany | Entrechteten (League of Expellees 
: ACC, Allied Control Council for and Disfranchised) ae 

Germany BIS, Bank of International Settle- 
Actel, series indicator for telegrams ments | 

from Secretary of State Acheson _—_— BK, Berlin Kommandatura | 
AE we away from Washington BL, Basic Law | | 

C, : tomic Energy Commission | BNA, Office of British Common- 

AF, Air Force ; wealth and Northern European 
AFHQ, Allied Force Headquarters, . | gen 

Medit Theater (1943 Affairs, Department of State 
1945) erranenn eaner ~  C of E, Council of Europe | 

AFN, Armed Forces Network | C of S, Chief of Staff ware 
AG. Akti lischaft (Joint Stock CCS, Combined Chiefs of Staff 

, Company) ellschaf om oe CD, North Atlantic Council Deputies 

a: CDT (CMDT), Commandant . 
Ae All-German Constituent Coun- CDU, Christlich- Demokratische Union | 

AGSec, Allied General Secretariat, CET rere Union) 
Allied High Commission for Ger- » Ventral suropean “ime | 

- CFM, Council of Foreign Ministers —— 

AHC. All d Hich Cc 1 e CG, Commanding General 
. eG NE Ommission fOr _ CHU, Christian Historical Union, 
Germany Netherlands political party 

AIOC, Anglo-Iranian Oil Company |. Lt a 
. : . CIA, Central Intelligence Agency 

AK, Allied Kommandatura for Berlin CIC. Counter Intelli CG , 

ALO, series indicator for military CINC Cn or ie Sch 
telegrams . » Commander in e & 

Amb, Ambassador | | CINCAFE, Commander in Chief, 

AP, Associated Press a United States Air Force, Europe 

A.P., Atlantic Pact (an informal ref- CINCNELM, Commander in Chief, 
erence to the North Atlantic United States Naval Forces, East- 

Treaty) 7 ern Atlantic and Mediterranean 

APO, Army Post Office circtel (cirtel), circular telegram 
ARA, Bureau of Inter-American CMC, Collective Measures Committee, 

Affairs, Department of State United. Nations a 
ARBIE, United States radio broadcast CoCom, Coordinating Committee of 

operations at Munich the Paris Consultative Group of 

_ B/P, balance of payments nations working to control export 

BDL, Bank Deutscher Lander, West of strategic goods to Communist 
German financial institution countries | | 

BGA, an informal abbreviation for Cominform, Communist Information 

Bureau of German Affairs; see Bureau | 
GER CTB, Combined Travel Board 

vite



VIII LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS AND SYMBOLS 

DC, Defense Committee, NATO; also = ECC, European Coordinating Com- _ | 
-. series designation for documents mittee | | 

Of that committee | ECE, Economic Commission for 
DDR, Deutsche Demokratische Repub- = —- Europe 

, lik (German Democratic Repub- ED, European Defense Oo | 
lic) co _ EDC, European Defense Community 

DEF, Department of Defense EDF, European Defense Force 
DefM'n, Defense Minister | EDT, Office of Economic Defense and — 
DefRep, Defense Representative __ Trade Policy, Department of | 
DefSec, Secretary of Defense State : (aS | 
Deleg, Delegate; Delegation EE, Eastern Element, Office of the 

| Delga, series indicator for telegrams United States High Commissioner _ 
from the United States Delega- for Germany, at Berlin; also, | 
tion at the United Nations Gen- Office of Eastern European 
eral Assembly — | Affairs, Department of State; _ 

Dep, North Atlantic Treaty Council Eastern Europe | 
‘Deputy - _ Embdesp, Embassy despatch —s_— 

Depcirtel, Department of State cir- | Emboff, Embassy officer - | 
- cular telegram an Embtel, Embassy telegram  =—_— 7 
Depreftel, Department of State ref- | EPU, European Payments Union _ | 

erence telegram - ERP, European Recovery Program | 
Deptcir (Deptcirc), Department of ETS, exploratory talks with the Soviet 

‘State circular telegram -..- Union; also series designation for | 
Deptel, Department of State telegram § —S- United States” position papers - | 

| Depto, series indicator for telegrams _ prepared for the exploratory talks 
from. the United States Deputy _ with the Soviet Union — | 

_ Representative to the North At- EuCom, European Command, United 
— lantie Council . States Army 3 

_ DFEC, Defense Financial and Eco- EUR, Bureau of European Affairs, 
- ‘nomic Committee, NATO Department of State; Europe; 

DirGen, Director General | _ European ~ OS ee 
DKV, Deutsche Kohleverein (German FAO, Food and Agriculture Organiza- 

Central Coal Sales Agency) _ tio - RS 
DOT, dependent overseas territory | FDGB, Freter Deutscher Gewerkschafts- 
DP, Deutsche Partei (German Party) bund (Free German Trade Union 
DP, displaced person Oe , League) a — | 
DPA, Deutsche Presse Agentur (Ger- FDJ, Freie Demokratische Jugend — ‘man Press Agency) | | (Free Democratic Youth) _ 
DPB, Defense Production Board, — FDP, Freie Demokratische Partei (Free | 

NATO rr Democratic Party) 

E, Office of the Assistant Secretary of FE, Bureau of Far Eastern Affairs, State for Economic Affairs Department of State; Far East 
. | | FEB, Financial and Economic Board, E/W, East-West os “NATO. “Laie aes oy 

EB, Executive Bureau, Temporary | . Pete Council Committee, NATO _ FedRep, Federal Republic of Germany 

, ECA, Economic Cooperation Admin- FEG, Finance and Economic Group, . . NATO | | istration . | . . 
ECA/W, headquarters of the Economic  FinCom, Finance Committee _ : 

Cooperation Administration in  FinMin, Finance Minister | 
- Washington __ oe FM, Foreign Minister. | 

Ecato, series indicator for telegrams  FonAffs, Committee on Foreign 
from the Economie Cooperation Affairs, House of Representatives  _ 
Administration in Washington to | FonMin, Foreign Minister 
its missions abroad _ FonOff, Foreign Office a



LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS AND SYMBOLS x 

FonRels, Committee on Foreign Re- intel, circular information telegram | 
- lations, United States Senate IRO, International Refugee Organiza- 

FonSee, British Secretary of State for tion Sn 
Foreign Affairs _ | ISA, Office of International Security 

ForMin, Foreign Minister ne _.. Affairs, Department of State © 
FY, fiscal year | Bee ISAC, International Security Affairs - 
FYI, for yourinformation —_— | Committee ree 

G, Office of the Deputy Under ISG(G), Intergovernmental Study 
Secretary of State sy | Group on Germany | ey 

GA, General Assembly of the United §IZT, Interzonal trade agreement (Ger-  __ 
- Nations = es many) = | |)... | 
GADel, United States Delegation at JAMAG, Joint American Military 

the United Nations General As- . Advisory Group =» | 
- sembly; also Gadel, series indi- JAMMAT, Joint American military 

cator for telegrams to the United = © Missionfor Aidto Turkey | 
States Delegation  __ eS JCS, Joint Chiefs of Staff | 

GDR, German Democratic Republic JEIA, Joint Export-Import Agency | 
GEA, Office of German Economic JP, Jung Pionier (Young Pioneer) 

Affairs, Department of State. KDP, Kommunistische Partei Deutsch- 
GER, Bureau of German § Affairs, -. -lands© (Communist Party of — | 

Department of State = Germany) . pe a 
_ GFR, German Federal Republic _ -L/EUR, Assistant: Legal Adviser for 
GNP, gross national product > European Affairs, Department of 

- GOI, Government of India ae — State a 

GOP, Government of Pakistan —_ LA, Latin America moe 
GPA, Office of. German Political LDP, Liberal-Demokratische Partei — 

Affairs, Department of State — | (Liberal Democratic Party) _ | 
GTI, Office of Greek, Turkish, and LOC, line of communication 

_ Iranian Affairs, Department of |§ MAAG, Military Assistance Advisory : 

State Group) ee 
H, Office of the Assistant Secretary of MAP, Military Assistance Program _ 

_ State for Congressional Relations © MB, Munitions Board | 
HAR, series indicator for telegrams to MC, Military Committee, NATO 

Washington from Harriman as MDAA, Mutual Defense Assistance | 
Chairman of the Temporary Act oe 
Council Committee, NATO MDAP, Mutual Defense Assistance | 

HICOG, United States High Commis- Program : pe 
: sioner for Germany === = ME, Middle East oo 
HICOM, High Commission(er) for MEC, Middle East Command 

Germany | MEDB, Middle East Defense Board 
HMG, His Majesty’s Government == MEDLO, Middle East Defense Liai-on 

- HPPP, High Priority Production _. Organization — 
Program MG, Military Government | 

IAC, Intelligence Advisory Committee MilCom, Military Committee, NATO. 
IAR, International Authority for the | MPSB, Military Production and Sup- 

Ruhr oo ply Board, NATO 
TARA, Inter—Allied Reparation Agency MRC, Military Representatives Com- 
IBD, Division of International Broad- = = =~=mittee, NATO ss” | 

- casting, Department of State’ MRP, Mouvement Ripublicain. Popu- | 
IC, Indochina ee ae laire, French political party =| 
ILO, International Labor Organization MSA, MutualSecurity Agency 
IMF, International Monetary Fund MSB, Military Security Board =~ 
Indo, Indonesia = =. ~~. ~~. ~=MSP, MutualSecurity Program 

| infotel, information telegram = MT (MTP, MTDP), Medium Term 
7 INS, International News Service Defense Plan, NATO



x , LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS AND SYMBOLS 

MTB, motor torpedo boat _ PCC, Palestine Conciliation Commis- 

mytel, my telegram © a a sion (United Nations) 

NA, North Atlantic | : PED, Petroleum Policy Staff, Depart- 

NAC, North Atlantic Council . ment of State | 

-NACD (NACDep), North Atlantic PEPCO, Political and Economic Proj- 

~~. Council Deputies ects Committee, Office of the a 
NAO, North Atlantic Ocean | United States High Commissioner _ 

NAORPG, North Atlantic Ocean _ for Germany ~ a : 
Regional Planning Group PLI, prohibited and limited industries 

NAT(O), North Atlantic Treaty PM, Prime Minister RUE ta 

(Organization) - | PolAd, Political Adviser — 
NATFEB, North Atlantic Treaty PolCom, Political Committee 

Organization Financial and Eco- PriMin, Prime Minister. > 
- nomic Board | | PW, Prisoner of War. | 

. NATIS, North Atlantic Treaty PWS, Permanent. Working. Staff 

Organization Information Service RA, Office of European Regional 
NATP, North Atlantic Treaty Pact Affairs, Department of State ==> | 

NCA, National Constituent Assembly RCT, Regimental Combat Team 
NE, Office of Near Eastern Affairs, reDeptel, regarding Department of 

_ Department of State; Near East _ State telegram ca 
NEA, Bureau of Near Eastern, South reEmbtel, regarding Embassy tele- 

Asian, and African Affairs, De- | gram UE RUBS 
-. partment of State =~ | refcirtel, reference circular telegram 

NECDB, Near East Cooperative De- reftel, reference telegram oe 

fense Board oe RelCom, Committee on Foreign Re- 
niact, night action, communications lations, United States Senate 

indicator requiring attention by remytel, regarding my telegram __ 

_ the recipient at any hour of the = Repna series indicator for telegrams 
____ day or night a on matters dealing with NATO 
NIOC, National Tranian Oil Company from the ‘United States Special 
NKVD, Soviet secret police Representative in Europe under _ 
NRW, Nordrhein- Westfalen . | the Foreign Assistance Act of 1948 

NSC, National Security Council ___ Repsee, series indicator for telegrams 
ODM, Office of Defense Mobilization _ to the Secretary of State from the — 

OEEC, Organization for European United States Special Representa- 
Economic Cooperation , tive in Europe under the Foreign 

OLC, Office of the Land Commissioner Assistance Act of 1948 co 
| OMP, Office of International Ma- Repto, series indicator for messages 

terials Policy, Department of . to th © Eco: nome | Cooperation 
State oe Administration headquarters in. 

OOF, Office of Operating Facilities, os be asning? on om the t United - ~ Department of State 7 renee pecial Represen ative in 

| | - Europe under the Foreign As-. 
OSP, off-shore procurement sistance Act of 1948; also series 
OSR, Office of the United States indicator for messages from 

| _ Special Representative in Europe the United States Delegation at , 
under the Foreign. Assistance Act the Temporary Council. Com- ~ oo 

| of 1948 , 7 mittee, NATO, to the Depart- a 
ourtel, our telegram - ment of State : | os 

PanAm, Pan American World Airways reurtel, regarding your telegram 
PAO, Public Affairs Officer RFE, Radio Free Europe 

PBOS, Planning Board for Ocean RGR, Rassemblement : des Gauches 
Shipping, NATO R’publicaines, French political | 

PC, participating country: party 2 :



| 
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RIAS, Rundfunk im Amerikanischen  Secto, series indicator for telegrams 
Sektor (United States Radio in to the Department of State from 
the American Sector of Berlin) _ the Secretary of State or his 

_ RM, raw materials | | Delegation in connection with | 

ROK, Republic of Korea _. conferences of Foreign Ministers 

R-P, Rhineland—Palatinate SED, Sozialistische _ Hinhettsparter 

RPF, Rassemblement du  Peuple Deutschlands (Socialist Unity 

Francais, French political party Party), the Communist Party in 

’ RPTS, series designation for reports East Germany | 

prepared in the Department of SG, Standing Group of the Military 

_ State for use in possible talks Committee of the North Atlantic 

with the Soviet Union n the Council 7 

spring of 1951 ae SHAEF, Supreme — Headquarters, 

S/A, Ambassador at Large, Depart- Allied Expeditionary Force (1944- 

ment of State we be FO 1945) | : 

S/Def, Office of the Secretary of SHAPE, Supreme Headquarters, 

Defense | | Allied Powers, Europe ~~... 

S/ISA, Office of International Security Shapeto, series indicator for telegrams 

Affairs, Department of State from the Supreme Headquarters, 

S/MDA, Office of the Mutual Defense Allied Powers, Europe | 

Assistance Program, Department Sigto, series indicator for telegrams 

of State | from the United States Delega- 

S/P, Policy Planning Staff, Depart- | tion at the Intergovernmental 

ment of State | | _. Study Group on Germany 

S/S, Executive Secretariat, Depart- SOA, Office of South Asian Affairs, 

ment of State > Department of State 
SAC, Supreme Allied Commander SovDel, Soviet Delegation | 

SACA, see SACLANT SPD,  Sozialdemokratische Partet 

SACEUR, Supreme Allied Commander, Deutschlands (German Social 

Europe | | Democratic Party) 
SACLANT, Supreme Allied Com- SRP, Sozialistische Reichspartet (So- 

mander, Atlantic cialist Reich Party) 

~ SACME, Supreme Allied Commander, SUSRep, Senior United States Rep- 

Middle East : oe resentative, North Atlantic 

SAG, Saudi Arabian Government Treaty Military Production 

SC, Security Council of the United Supply Board oe 
Nations a SYG, Secretary—General of the United 

SCC, Screening and Costing Com-_, Nations | 

mittee of the Temporary Council TA, technical assistance a 
Committee, NATO. TARUES Tactical Air Force, Central 

. . | os . urope | 
SOC Soviet Control Commission (in TCC, Temporary Council Committee, 

ermany) | | | NATO : : 

SCS, Soreening and Veet of Telac, series indicator for telegrams to 

e temporary tvounel om Secretary of State Acheson while 
mittee, NATO 7 . oe 

a : | away from Washington 

SEA, Southeast Asia | telcon (telcom), telecommunication 
SecDef, Secretary of Defense  -eonference | 

SecGen, Secretary—General of the TGS, Turkish General Staff 

United Nations _ TIAS, Treaties and Other Interna- 
Secrep, series indicator for telegrams tional Acts Series : 

| from the Secretary of State to the Todep, series indicator for telegrams 

United States Special Representa- to the United States Deputy 
tive in Europe under the Foreign Representative to the North At- 

Assistance Act of 1948 lantic Council
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XII LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS AND SYMBOLS 

Toeca, series indicator for telegrams | UNP, Office of United Nations 
| to the Economic Cooperation Political and Security Affairs, — 

_ Administration in Washington Department of State | 
from its missions abroad UNRRA, United Nations Relief and — 

' Toisa, designation for telegrams Rehabilitation Administration 
dealing with matters within the —_ uragram, your airgram 
responsibility of the Director,  urinfo, your information 

International Security Affairs, urtel, your telegram a 
Department of State | USA, United States Army a | 

Topent, series indicator for telegrams USAF, United States Air Force | 
from the United States Delega- | USAFE, United States Air Force, _ 
tion on the Screening and Costing Europe oe 
Committee of the Temporary | USCOB, United States Command (Com- 
Council Committee, NATO, to mander, Commandant), Berlin 
the Secretary of Defense _ USDel, United States Delegation 

TopSec, Top Secret USDep, United States Deputy Repre- 
| Torep, series indicator for messages sentative on the North Atlantic | 

from the Economic Cooperation Council Oe 
Administration headquarters in | USG, United States Government 
Washington to the United States © USN, United States Navy => 
Special Representative in Europe UST, United States Treaties and Other a 

-- under the Foreign Assistance Act International Agreements , 
of 1948 | | VOA, Voice of America | 

Tosec, series indicator for telegrams  VVWN, Vereinigung der Verfolgten des 
| from the Department of State Naziregimes (Association of Vic- 

to the Secretary of State or his tims of the Nazi Regime) _ 
delegation in connection with WE, Office of Western European 

— conferences of Foreign Ministers Affairs, Department of State; 
Teele, . one eeator wor Dae Western Europe | 

o the Unite ates Delegation | n Rog} , 
at the Intergovernmental Study ee 3 Suropean Regional | 
Group on Germany M. W . - ton Ministers’ 

TRC, Office of Transport and Com- WFM, ashington Foreign Ministers 
- munications Policy, Department Meeting | | Set of State , WFTU, World Federation of Trade 

T.S., Top Secret | Unions 7 | | 
TWA, Trans-World Airlines, Inc. WG, Working Group 
TWP, Three Western Powers WU, Western Union (Belgium, France, 
UKDel, United Kingdom Delegation Luxembourg, the Netherlands, 
UNA, Bureau of United Nations and the United Kingdom), signa- 

Affairs, Department of State tories of the Treaty of Brussels, 
UNESCO, United Nations Educa-— March 17, 1948 

tional, Scientific and Cultural WYF, World Youth Festival 
Organization ZVD, Zentralverband der Vertriebenen | 

UNGA, United Nations General: Deutschen (Central League of _ 
Assembly German Expellees) oe
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sos LIST OF PERSONS s—t™”™ | 
Eprtor’s Norre:—The identification of the persons in this list is limited to | 

circumstances and positions under. reference in this volume. Historical personages | 
alluded to in the volume and certain minor officials are not identified. All titles | 
and positions are American unless there is an indication to the contrary... .. _. | | 

Assort, Douglas C., Canadian Minister of Finance. - ee 
Ass, Hermann J., Chairman, German Federal Republic Delegation for Settlement | 

of German External Debts. _ ne OO me , 
Acueson, Dean G., Secretary of State. . So oo : | 

_ Acuriuss, Theodore C., United States Vice Deputy on the North Atlantic Council. | 
_ ADENAUER, Konrad, Chancellor; Foreign Minister of the Federal Republic of. — | 

- Germany from March 1951. : oe ee | | | 
ALLEN, William Denis, Head of the German Political Department, British Foreign | : 

ce. Ly oe | 
ALPHAND, Hervé, French Deputy Representative on the North Atlantic Council; | 

_ President of the Conference for the Organization of a European Defense | 
- Community from February 1951,  — | ae ; a | 

ANDERSEN, Hans G., Legal Adviser, Icelandic Foreign Ministry. a | ! 
ANDERSON, Eugenie, Ambassadorin Denmark. = - oo a | 
ANGELO, H. G., Office of United Nations Political and Security Affairs, Depart- | 

| ment of State. a eens Seg) a oe a | 
ANSCHUETZ, Norbert L., Officer in Charge of Greek Affairs, Department of State, 

until September 1951; First Secretary of Embassy in Greece from October | 

Arnot, Adolf, a leader of the German Social Democratic Party and member of the 
| Bundestag of the Federal Republic of Germany. | | 
ASHER, Robert E., Adviser to the Director, Office of European Regional Affairs, 

until October 1951; thereafter, Special Assistant, Office of the Assistant 
Secretary of State for Economic Affairs. oe ee | 

AsHworta, Colonel Edward T., USA, Office of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. | | | 
ATTLEE, Clement R., British Prime Minister and First Lord of the Treasury, | 

| July 1945--October 1951, Oo RE ee oe : 
AUCHINCLOSS, John Winthrop, Office of German Political Affairs, Department | 

AURIOL, Vincent, President of the French Republic. — ae eee nee | 
AveErorr, Evangelos, Acting Foreigh Minister of Greece. i ee, 
AxeNn, Hermann, member of the Centra’ Committe of the East German Socialist 

- Unity Party (SED); Chief, Propaganua Section of the SED at the end of 1951. | 

BaAEYENS, Jacques, Director, Asia-Oceania Viv'sion, French Foreign Ministry. | 
Bakker, A. R. Tammenoms, Nethe lands Vice Deputy Representative on the 

- North Atlantic Council. | eh ce en 
BaLpwin, Charles F., Counselor of Embassy for Economic Affairs in the United 

Kingdom until October 4, 1951; Head o: the United States Delegation to the 
- ‘Tripartite Conference on Aid to Yugoslavia, London, April-June 1951; Con- 

sul General at Singapore from October 4, 1951. mst 
BALpwIn, Hanson W., military correspondent for the New York Times. : 

| Bancrort, Harding F., Bureau of United Nations Affairs, Department of State; | 
| Deputy United States Representative on the UN Collective Measures | 

Committee. | . | ae | 
Barsour, Walworth, Counselor of Embassy, with rank of Minister, in the Soviet 

Union, until July 1951; Bureau of European Affairs, Department of State, | 
from July ‘1951; Acting Director, Office of Eastern European Affairs, from | 
October 1951. oS _ : | an | | 

| Barcuay, Roderick E., Private Secretary of Foreign Secretary Bevin, until Octo- 
ber 1951; thereafter, Assistant Under Secretary of State, British Foreign 

, oe XIII | 

| 

t



XIV | _LIST OF PERSONS 

BARKLEY, Alben W., Vice President of the United States. 
BaRNARD, John L., Office of European Regional Affairs, Department of State. 
BaRNES Robert G., Chief, Policy Reports Staff, Executive Secretariat, Depart- 

ment of State; Acting Deputy Director, Executive Secretariat, from May 21, 
1951; Deputy Director, from September 2, 1951. 7 

BARRINGER, Philip E., Office of the Secretary of Defense. | a 
Basuxin, L. A., Political Adviser to the Soviet Commandant for Berlin, October- | 

November 1951. | ee 
Bastin, A. J., Belgian member of the Permanent Working Staff, Defense, Finan- 

_ cial and Economic Board, NATO. - | - 
Batt, William S., Chief, ECA Mission in the United Kingdom; United States 

| Representative, Defense Production Board, NATO. a Oo 
Batt e, Lucius D., Special Assistant to the Secretary of State. _ as 
Baupovulin, Prince Royal of Belgium, August 1950—July 1951; King of the Belgians 

from July 17, 1951. OO | : —_ 
Bayar, Celal, President of the Turkish Republic. . a’ oo 
Baypor, Hiiseyin Ragip, Turkish Ambassador in Italy. Se ge . 
BEAULIEU. See Leroy-Beaulieu, Paul. | : | 
Breaumarcuals. See Delariie Caron de Beaumarchais. os 
Becu, Joseph, Luxembourg Foreign Ministcr and Minister of Defense. | 
Breese, Colonel Rayden E., Jr., USAF, Director, Office of North Atlantic Treaty 

Affairs in the Office of the Assistant to the Secretary of Defense (International 
Security Affairs), | | eer on 

Brecottenge De Juniac, Gontran, French First Counselor of Embassy in the 
7 United States; Head of the French Delegation to the Tripartite Committee 

on Military Assistance to Yugoslavia, meeting in Washington after April 9, 

BELL, John O., Assistant Director, Office of International Security Affairs, Depart-. 
~. sment of State, until October 1951; Counselor of Embassy in Denmark, from 

| December 1951. | a 
7 Be.tows, Everett H., Special Assistant in the Office of the Administrator, ECA. 

BENDETSEN, Karl R., Assistant Secretary of the Army (General Management). 
BENEDIKTSSON, Bjarni, Icelandic Foreign Minister. | Oo 
BérarpD, Armand, French Deputy High Commissioner for Germany. 
Berry, Burton Y., Deputy Assistant Secretary of State for Near Eastern, South 

_ Asian,.and African Affairs, Department of State. | ee ke ee 
_ Bervuaet, Ernst Hans van der, Chief, Division of Western European. Affairs, 

_ Netherlands Foreign Ministry. | | | eee | 
Bevin, Ernest, British Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs until March 1951. 
Bipautt, Georges, French.Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of State, March- 

August, 1951; thereafter, Minister of National Defense; member of the Cham- 
 _. ber of Deputies ; President of the Mourement Républicain Populaire. ss. | 

Bisnor, Max W., Department of State member on the National Security Council 
Staff until July 1951; Consul at Dhahran, Saudi Arabia, from July 1951; 
Consul General from September 1951. sts ce 

BIssELL, Richard M., Jr., Deputy Administrator for Economic Cooperation until — 
September 1951; Acting Administrator from September 1951; Deputy Direc- 
tor for Mutual Security from December 1951. | 

- Bsérnsson, Sveinn, President of Iceland. Co 
Buarssr, P., Member of the Netherlands Parliament. oo | 
Buank, Theodor, Delegate of the Chancellor of the Federal Republic of Germany 

(Adenauer) for Problems Relating to the Increase of Allied Troops; Christian 
Democratic Union member of the Bundestag; Chief, German Federal Repub- 

_ lie Delegation to the Conference for the Organization of a European Defense 
Community from July 1951. | : 7 ioe EE od | 

BLANKENHORN, Herbert, Minister-Director and Chief of Staff for Foreign Affairs 
_ in the Federal Chancellery until March 1951; thereafter, Head of the Depart- | 

ment II, Political Affairs, German Federal Republic Foreign Office. 
Burss, Don Carroll, Minister in Canada. | oe ee . 
BuuEcHER, Franz, Vice Chancellor of the Federal Republic of Germany and | 

| Minister for Relations with the Marshall Plan; Chairman, Free Democratic 
arty. . 7 ae | : oo DG 

BOETZELAER VAN OostTEeRHOUT, Carel Baron van, Netherlands Ambassador in. 
France; Netherlands observer at the Conference for the Organization of a 
European Defense Community. : | 7 

Bowen, Charles E., Minister in France until March 1951; Counselor of the 
Department of State from March 13, 1951; member of the Senior Staff, 
National Security Council from July 1951.
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Bouté, Lieutenant General Charles L., USA, Deputy Chief of Staff for Plans, | 

Office of the Chief of Staff, United States Army. | | : | 
Boutz, Lothar, First Chairman, Free Democratic Party in East Germany; Deputy | 
- Prime Minister and Minister for Reconstruction, German Democratic | 

Republic. Oy | rs 7 
BoNBRIGHT, James C. H., Deputy Assistant Secretary of State for European | 

ffairs. as ge ae ) 

BoneEstEEL, Colonel Charles H., 3d, USA, Attaché (MDAP) in the United ) 
Kingdom; Executive Director, European Coordinating Committee, MDAP. | 

Bonnet, Henri, French Ambassador in the United States. , | 

BonsaL, Philip W., Counselor of Embassy in France. | 
Boon, Hendrik N., Secretary-General, Netherlands Foreign Ministry. | 
BourBON-BvsseET, Jacques de, Directeur du Cabinet, French Foreign Ministry. ! 
Bourne, Major General G. K., General Officer Commanding, Berlin (British | 

Sector), until October 1951. | - ae 
Bowie, Robert R., Chief, Office of the General Counsel, HICOG. oe | 
Bowne, Sir Reginald James, Assistant Under-Secretary of State, British Foreign | 

| ce. . : | | 
Brap.uey, General of the Army Omar N., Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff. “ | 

Branpt, Willy, nonvoting Social Democratic member for West Berlin of the | 
Bundestag of the German Federal Republic; editor-in-chief of the | 
Berliner Stadblatt. a a oe CO | 

BrannaN, Charles F., Secretary of Agriculture. a | ee 7 | 
Bray, William H., Jr., Chief of Program Staff, MDAP, until early 1951; thereafter, 2 

in the Office of International Security Affairs, Department of State. | 
BRENTANO, Heinrich von, Chairman, Christian Democratic Union Party; Chair- | 

‘man, German Federal Republic Delegation to the Council of Europe. | 
Broross, Erik, Norwegian Minister of Trade. — | 
Bronz, George, Special Assistant to the General Counsel, Department of the 

Treasury. | 
Brook, Sir Norman C., Secretary of the British Cabinet until November 1951; 

Chief Planning Officer and Deputy Permanent Secretary of the Treasury 
from November 1951. - Pe 

BrovstRa, Vincent, Head of the Conference Secretariat of the French Foreign E 
inistry. | oo | 

Brucs, David K. E., Ambassador in France; observer at the Conference for the f 
Organization of a European Defense Community from February 1951. | 

Bryn, Dag, Norwegian Deputy Representative on the North Atlantic Council. | 
Burin pes Roziers, Etienne, member of the French Delegation to the North | 

Atlantic Council Deputies. | no | : 
Burns, Major General James H., USA (Ret.), Assistant to the Secretary of ! 

Defense for International Security Affairs until July 1951. | OC | 
Burrows, Bernard A. B., Counselor, British Embassy in the United States. _ | 
Busu, Vannevar, President of the Carnegie Institution of Washington; Director | 

of the Office of Scientific Research and Development, 1941-1946; Chairman, 2 
- ‘flesearch and Development Board, National Military Establishment, 1947- | 

Burtier, Richard A., British Chancellor of the Exchequer from October 1951. | 
BUTTENWIESER, Benjamin J., United States Assistant High Commissioner for | 

: Germany. oe | | | 
ByineTon, Homer M., Jr., Director, Office of Western European Affairs, De- | 

_ partment of State. a | | | oo | 
_ Byroaps, Henry A., Director, Bureau of German Affairs, Department of. State. | 

Cazot, Thomas D., Director, International Security Affairs, Department of State, | 
February—October 1951. | Be 

CaFFERY, Jefferson, Ambassador in Egypt. oe | ae : 
CatHoun, John A., Deputy Director, Office of German Political Affairs, De- | 

partment of State. - 7 — es 
Carmona, General Antonio Oscar de Fragoso, President of Portugal, 1928-1951; | 

died April 18, 1951. | | a oo a 
Carney, Admiral Robert’ B., USN, Commander in Chief, United States Naval 2 

- Ferces,; Eastern Atlantic and Mediterranean, 1950-1952; Commander in | 
Chief, Allied Forces, Southern Europe and Commander in Chief, Allied | 
Naval Forces, Southern Europe, from June 18, 1951. | oe |
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| Carns, Colonel Edwin H. J.. USA, Deputy Secretary, Joint Chiefs of Staff. 
CaroLen, Major General (Général de Brigade) Pierre Louis, French Commandant __ 

or Berlin. | oo | eds : 
Carpentier, Lieutenant General (Général de Corps) Marcel Maurice, French | 

| Deputy Chief of Staff at SHAPE. | | —— 7 | 
Cattirr, Jean, Chief, ECA Special Mission in the Federal Republic of Germany; 

Director, Office of Economic Affairs, HICOG, until July 1951. . | 
CuaPINn, Selden, Ambassador in the Netherlands. — Be - 
CHAUVEL, Jean, French Permanent Representative at the United Nations. | 
Cuuixov, Gereral of the Army Vasiliy Ivanovich, Commander in Chief, Soviet 

Occupation Forces in Germany; Chief, Soviet Military Administration 
in Germany; Chairman, Soviet Control Commission for Germany. Sead 

CHURCHILL, Sir Winston S., leader of the Conservative Party in the British House _ 
, of Commons until October 1951; Prime Minister and First Lord of the | 

Treasury from October 26, 1951. Deo Sis Sees he. | 
Cua SEN, André, Luxembourg Deputy Representative on the North Atlantic | 

ouncil. | | . 7 ee 
Cuaxton, Brooke, Canadian Minister of National Defense. = - 
Cuay, General Lucius D., USA (Ret.), United States Military Governor for 

Germany, 1945-1949. | | woe | 
CLEVELAND, Harlan, Deputy to the Assistant Administrator for Program, ECA; | 

| Chairman, Finance and Economie Group, ISAC. | gS 
CLEVELAND, Stanley M., Second Secretary of Embassy in France. 3ss_— 
Counen, Benjamin V., Alternate Representative at the Sixth Session of the a, 

United Nations General Assembly. (A Seng SS 
Co.uins, General J. Lawton, Chief of Staff, United States Army. | oe 

| Conant, James B., President of Harvard University. a en 
CONNALLY, Tom, Senator from Texas; Chairman, Senate Committee on Foreign. : 

| elations. ° oo a as Sa - 
| Conouy, Admiral Richard L., USN, Commander-in-Chief, U.S. Naval Forces, | 

_Eastern Atlantic and Mediterranean, November 1, 1947-October 31, 1950. 
Costa Leitn, Joao Pinto da, Portuguese Minister of the Presidency. - 
Cox, Henry B., Office of German Political Affairs, Department of State. 
CrawrorbD, Lieutenant General Sir Kenneth, Controller of Munitions in the 

| British Ministry of Supply. - - . 
| ~ Cunua, Paulo A. V., Portuguese Foreign Minister. Dla | 

_ Daripan, Jean, French Minister Counselor of Embassy in the United States. __ wos 
Davies, Ernest A. J., British Parliamentary Under-Secretary of State for Foreign 

_ _ Affairs until October 1951. - ees 
7 | Davis, vice Admiral Arthur C., USN, Director, Joint Staff, Joint Chiefs of 

Davis, Richard H., Officer in Charge of U.S.S.R. Affairs, Office of Eastern 
European Affairs, Department of State. _ ee | ee | 

Dayton, Kenneth, Chief, Internal Political Affairs Division, Office of Political 
Affairs, HICOG, until the summer of 1951; subsequently, Deputy Director, 

- Office of Political Affairs, HICOG. : an | 
_ Dr Ganevat, Lieutenant General Jean, French Military Representative at the 

Bonn talks concerning a German military contribution to Western Defense; 
Chief of Staff for French Minister of National Defense. = = 

| De Gaspenl, Alcide, Italian Prime Minister; Foreign Minister from July 26, 1951. 
Dr GavLte, General Charles, former President of the Provisional Government of 

the French Republic; Leader of the Rassemblement du Peuple Francais. 
De Greer, Colonel Edouard, Belgian Minister of Defense. 

| DEHLER, Thomas, German Federal Republic Minister of Justice; member of the 
- Executive Committee of the Free German Party and member of the Bunde 

tag. ° ne Se ge ge ass eh 
| De Juniac. See Begoiigne de Juniac. 8st - ES ea 

DeELARtE CARON bE Beaumarcuals, Jacques, Officer in Charge of Saar Political 
Affairs, French Foreign Ministry. = i | 

De Larrre vE Tassiany, General of the Army Jean, French High Commissioner 
in Indochina; Commander in Chief, French Union Forces in Indochina. _ 

De L’tste anp Dup.ey, Baron (William Philip Sidney), British Secretary of 
State for Air from October 1951. __ Te ea, 

De Maizikre, Lieutenant General Ulrich, former German General Staff officer; 
Military Adviser to the German Federal Republic Delegation to the Con- 

ference for the Organization of a European Defense Community from Febru- | 
: ary 1951. | | . So
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Dre Mareerin. See Jacquin de Margerie. A eitigl | | | 
Denain, Major General Sergey Alexeyevich, Soviet Commandant for Berlin. : | 
DERTINGER, Georg, Foreign Minister of the Democratic Republic of Germany. | ; 
De Starrcxe, André, Belgian Deputy Representative on the North Atlantic | 

| ‘Council; Head of the Belgian Delegation to the Conference for the Organiza- 
| tion of a European Defense Community from December 1951. | a 

Dr1BEttivs, Otto Friedrich Karl, Bishop of the Evangelical Church, Berlin-Branden- | 
| - +burg Diocese, and Chairman of the Evangelical Church of Germany.  - 

DICKINSON, Edward T., Assistant to the Joint Secretaries of the Army, Navy, and : 
ir Force. | So gS ee ee | ae | 

Dirrmann, Herbert, Acting Chief of the German Federal Republic Liaison 
Group to the Allied High Commission for Germany, until July 1951;thereafter, | 
Head of the Personnel and Organization Department, German Federal 
Republic Foreign Office. | | i 

Dixon, Ben Franklin, Office of Greek, Turkish, and Iranian Affairs, Department 

Drxon, Sir Pierson J., British Deputy Under-Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs; | 
Superintending Under-Secretary of the Western Organization Department 

- (NATO), British Foreign Office. : } Ss 
Dorsz, Edmund J., Deputy Director, Office of Greek, Turkish, and Iranian 

| Affairs, Department of State. | oe So 
Dress, Willem, Netherlands Prime Minister and Minister for General Affairs. 
Duss, John Foster, Consultant to the Secretary of State. | 
Duncan, Vice Admiral Donald B., USN, Vice Chief of Naval Operations. —_- 
Dunn, James C., Ambassadorin Italy. ke ES. OO 

Exsert, Friedrich, Mayor of East Berlin. _ | ous 
EpEN, Anthony, a leader of the Conservative Party in the British House of Com- 

~ mons; Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs from October 27, 1951. _ 
Eten, Wilhelm K., West Berlin Senator for Economics and Food from February 

EISENHOWER, General of the Army Dwight David, Supreme Allied Commander, | 
| urope. : So 2s _ | ; we 

Evsrick, Charles Burke, Counselor.of Embassy in the United Kingdom; member | 
, of the Mission to NATO from July 1951. 

Exuiot, Air Chief Marshal Sir William, Chairman, British Joint Services Mission 
in the United States, and British Permanent Representative, NATO Standing 
Group, after April 1951. Loe ae a | / 

Exy, Lieutenant General Paul, Chief, French Military Mission in the United 
- States; French Permanent Representative, NATO Standing Group. © | 

| ERHARD, Ludwig, German Federal Republic Minister of Economic Affairs, | 
ERIKSEN, Erik, Danish Prime Minister. | | Oo 
ERKIN, Feridun C., Turkish Ambassador in the United States. | 
ERLANDER, Tage, Swedish Prime Minister. ee OO 
Ernst, Roger, Office of the Secretary of Defense. : . So 
EsENBEL, Melih, Turkish Counselor of Embassy in the United States. oe 

FECHTELER, Admiral William M., USN, Commander in Chief, Atlantic Fleet, until 
July 1951; Chief of Naval Operationsfrom August 1951. = ts 

Fercuson, John Haven, member, and Deputy Director, Policy Planning Staff, 
Department of State, from April 1951. | : | | | 

FESSENDEN, Russell, Office of European Regional Affairs, Department of State. . 
FINLETTER, Thomas K., Secretary of the Air Force. |. Bs 
Fisuer, Adrian S., Legal Adviser, Department of State. . a | 
Fourey, Edward H., Under Secretary of the Treasury. Be | 
Forest, Alexander R., Policy Reports Secretary, Office of the Executive Secre- 

tary, HICOG. — oO | | 7 | 
Foster, William C., Administrator for Economic Cooperation until September 

1951; Deputy Secretary of Defense from September 1951. - 
Franco y BAHAMONDE, General Francisco, Spanish Chief of State and Prime 

Minister. | - | | ss 
Frangois-Poncet, André, French High Commissioner for Germany. a 
Franks, Sir Oliver S., British Ambassador in the United States. / 
FRASER OF Nortu Cape, Baron (Bruce A. Fraser), Admiral] of the Fleet, R.N., | 

British First Sea Lord and Chief of Naval Staff. 7 | : | 
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| FREuUND, Richard B., Attaché in the United Kingdom and member of the mission 
to NATO. Oo | ee 

GaINneER, Sir Donald St. Clair, Joint Permanent Under-Secretary of State (German 
Section), British Foreign Office. - , 

GAITSKELL, Hugh, British Chancellor of the Exchequer until October 1951. 
GANEVAL. See De Ganeval. - 
GreBeEr, Anthony, Chief of the Economic Division of the Eastern Element of 

HICOG, at Berlin. . 
GERHARDSEN, Einar, Norwegian Prime Minister until November 1951. 
GERHARDT, Lieutenant Colonel Harrison A., USA, Special Assistant to the United 

States High Commissioner for Germany. ee 
Girrorp, Walter S., Ambassador in the United Kingdom. | | 

_ GtLLEtT, Robert, Deputy Director, Division of Economic and Financial Affairs, 
French Foreign Ministry. - 

GLEASON, S. Everett, Deputy Executive Secretary, National Security Council. 
Govier, G. McMurtrie, 2d, Office of Western European Affairs, Department of 

tate. / 
Go.ay, John F., Deputy United States Secretary on the Allied General Secre- 

tariat, Allied High Commission for Germany. | co 
GORDON, Lincoln, Economic Adviser of the Special Assistant to the President. | 

(Harriman) ; Assistant to the Deputy Administrator for Economic Coopera- 
tion. | a 

GranpDvAL, Gilbert, French High Commissioner for the Saar. _ | | 
GRANDVILLE. See La Chevardiére de la Grandville. | SS - 
GREEN, Theodore Francis, Senator from Rhode Island. ° oO | 
GREENE, Joseph N., Office of Western European Affairs, Department of State. 
GrEwE, Wilhelm, Head of the Office for Changing the Occupation Statute 

_ Through Contractual Relations, German Federal Republic Foreign Office 
from March 1951. | ee oe 

Grigoropo.tous, Lieutenant General Theodore, Chief of Staff, Greek Army. 
Gromyko, Andrey Andreyevich, Soviet First Deputy Foreign Minister. 
GROTEWOHL, Otto, Cochairman of the Socialist Unity Party and Minister-Presi- 

dent of the German Democratic Republic. .. | 
Grussr, Karl, Austrian Foreign Minister. | | | 

- GRUENTHER, Lieutenant General Alfred M., USA, Chief of Staff, SHAPE; Gen- | 
eral from August 1, 1951. : 

GUILLAUME, Baron (Jules Guillaume), Belgian Ambassador in France. 
Guirinaaup, Louis de, Political Adviser to the French High Commissioner for 

Germany. | | | 
GUNDERSEN, O. C., Norwegian Minister of Justice. a 

Haakon VII, King of Norway. | Soe gi te vase 
Haas, Friedrich, West Berlin Senator for Finance. wee te. 
Haxxr, Abdul Rahman, Egyptian Under Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs. 
Hatasy, Najeeb E., Jr., Special Assistant to the Administrator, Office of the 

Assistant for International Security Affairs, ECA. . 
Haut-Patcu, Sir Edmund Leo, Permanent British Representative at the Organi- 

zation for European Economic Cooperation; Chairman, Executive Committee | 
of the OEEC Council. 7 | coe 

HALustEIn, Walter, State Secretary for Foreign Affairs in the German Federal 
: Chancellery from August 1950; State Secretary and Head of the Office for the _ 

Schuman Plan in the German Federal Republic Foreign Office from March 13, 

Hanpy, General Thomas T., USA, Commander in Chief, European Command. 
Hannay, Evan B., Financial Policy and Trade Development Division, ECA. 
Harriman, W. Averell, Special Assistant to the President until October 1951; 

Chairman, Temporary Council Committee (North Atlantic Council), from 
September 1951; Director for Mutual Security from October 1951. 

Harris, Michael S., Chief, ECA Special Mission in the Federal Republic of Ger- 
many; Director, Office of Economic Affairs, HICOG from July 1951. 

Harrison, Geoffrey W., Head of the Northern Department, British Foreign Office 
wnt October 1951; thereafter, Assistant Under-Secretary of State for Foreign 

airs. . a | 
Harvey, Sir Oliver Charles, British Ambassador in France.
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Hasexron, Norris S., Officer in Charge of Economic Affairs, Office of British Com- | 

monwealth and Northern European Affairs, Department of State, until 

April 1951; thereafter, Acting Officer in charge of Dominion Affairs. ) 

Hassetman, Lieutenant General B.R.P.F., Chief of General Staff, Royal Neth- 

erlands Army. 
Havas, Jens Christian, Norwegian Minister of Defense. | 
Hay, John, Office of German Political Affairs, Department of State. 
Hays, Major General George P., USA, United States Deputy High Commissioner 

for Germany. | oe 
Hayter, William Goodenough, British Minister in France. | 

HEBBARD, William L., Assistant Director, Office of International Finance, De- 

partment of the Treasury. : | oo | 

HEINEMANN, Gustav, German Federal Republic Minister of the Interior in 1950. 

Heron, William R., Coodinator of North Atlantic Defense Production; ex officio 

: member of the Defense Production Board, NATO. / | | 

Herz, Martin F., Second Secretary of Embassy in France. , 

HEssELUND-JENSEN, Aage,. Danish Counselor of Embassy in the United States. 

Hevusincer, Alfred, former German General. - 

Hevss, Theodor, President of the Federal Republic of Germany. | 

Hicxerson, John D., Assistant Secretary of State for United Nations Affairs. 

HILLENBRAND, Martin J., Off'c2r in Charge of Government and Administration, 

Office of German Political Affairs, Department of State. | | 

Hirscu, f.ienne, Deputy Commissioner General of the Plan for Modernization 

and Reequipment of the French Economy; French Deputy Commissioner of 

| the Preparatory Conference on the Schuman Plan. | ee | , 

HorrMann, Johannes, Minister-President of the Saar. vo 

HouMEs, Julius C., Minister in the United Kingdom. | - 

Hout, John B., Soviet Sector Branch, Political Affairs Division, Berlin Element, 

HICOG, until February 1951; Acting Director, Eastern Element, HICOG, 
from February to July. i 

Honecker, Erich, First Chairman of the Free German Youth and candidate- 

member of the Politburo of the Socialist Unity Party. 7 - 

Hoop, Viscount (Samuel Hood), British Counselor of Embassy in France until 
~ October 1951; Head of Western Organizations Department, British Foreign i 

Office, from October 1, 1951. 
Hoover, Herbert, former President of the United States, member of the Advisory L 

Board of the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development. | 

Hopkinson, Daniel K., Director, European Program Division, ECA. | 

Horer-Mitar. See Millar. | 
Huauutn, Colonel Henry C., USAF, staff member of the United States representa- | 

tion on the NATO Standing Group, Office of the Secretary of Defense. | 

Hutt, Major General John E., USA, Director, Weapons Systems Evaluation | 

| Group, Office of the Secretary of Defense. a _ | 
Humetsine, Carlisle H., Deputy Under Secretary of State for Administration. | 

s’Jacos, Hendrik L., Netherlands Minister for War, until March 1951. | | 

Jacoss, George R., Assistant Chief, Division of Industry and Development, Office : | 

of German Economic Affairs, Department of State, until February 1951; | 

| thereafter, International Relations Officer in the same Office. : | | 

Jacquin DE Marcenrig, Christian, French Counselor of Embassy in the United ) 

- States, until July 1951; thereafter, Counselor of Embassy in Vatican City. | 

Jacquin pE Margeris, Roland, Assistant Director General for Political and Eco- 2 

nomic Affairs, French Foreign Ministry. : 

J ANNE, Henri, Chairman and Belgian Representative, NATO Defense Production | 

oard, — ey = | | 

Jess, Gladwyn, British Permanent Representative at the United Nations. | 

Jessup, Philip C., Ambassador at Large; member of the National Security Council | 

Senior Staff until July 1951. | | . | 

Juin, General of the Army Alphonse P., French Resident General in Morocco | 

untit January 1951; thereafter, Inspector General, French Armed Forces; | 

-. Commander in Chief, Allied Army Forces, Central Europe, from April 1951; | 

redesignated Commander in Chief, Allied Land Forces, Central Europe, on — | 

August 2, 1951. | | 

Juntac. See Begoiigne de Juniac. | | 

Kaiser, Jakob, German Federal Republic Minister for All-German Questions. ! 

Kaptan, Jacob J., European Program Division, ECA. |
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_ Karz, Milton, United States Special Representative in Europe under the Foreign _ 
| Assistance Act of. 1948 until September 1951... ee, | 

KaurrMann, Henrik L. H. de, Danish Ambassador in the United States. | 
Kaumann, Gottfried, German Federal Republic representative at the interzonal 

trade agreement negotiations. Mo 
Kearney, Richard D., Office of German Economic Affairs, Department of State. 
KELLERMANN, Henry J., Office of German Public Affairs, Department of State. | 
Kennan, George F., Career Minister in the Foreign Service, on leave during 1951; 

, proposed as Ambassador to the Soviet Union in November 1951. a 
Kennepy, Joseph P., Ambassador in the United Kingdom, 1937-1941; author 

- of articles on international and economic questions. = # . |... 
Kerr, Robert Samuel, Senator from Oklahoma. ee 
Kerr, Walter B., Jr., diplomatic correspondent and Chief, Paris Bureau, New ~ 

York Herald Tribune. / oo ees Oo 
_ Kre.inesr, Valentin Anton, West Berlin Senator for Justice. 
KreLmannseae, Johann, Office of the Commissioner for Questions Arising in 

_ Connection With an Increase of Allied Troops, German Federal Republic. 
Kina, James E., Jr., Executive Secretary, HICOG. | : | 
Kina, W. L. MacKenzie, Canadian Prime Minister, 1921-1930, 1935-1948. 
Kirx, Alan G., Ambassador in the Soviet Union. Ok | 
Kirkpatrick, Sir Ivone A., British High Commissioner for Germany.. en 
Knapp, J. Burke, Attaché in the United Kingdom; assigned to Nv. ATO affairs 

after January 8, 1951. 7 Be a 
Knieut, Ridgway B., Officer in Charge of Political-Military Affairs, Office of — 

European Regional Affairs, Department of State, until February 1951 ; 
thereafter, Acting Deputy Director, and from July 1951, Adviser on NATO 

| airs. | | - - a as 
KounstamM, Max, Director, German Bureau, Netherlands Foreign Ministry. — : 
K6pruLii, Fuat, Turkish Foreign Minister. Lee | 

/ Krart, Ole Bjgrn, Danish Foreign Minister. - | ee 
Kristensen, Thorkil; Danish Minister of Finance. . © ee : 
Kronacker, Baron (Paul Kronacker), a leader of the Belgian Liberal Party. | 

_ La CHEvarpIbRre DE LA GRANDVILLE, Jean de, Assistant Chief, Office of Economic 
. | Cooperation, Bureau of Economic and Financial Affairs, French Foreign 

_» «Ministry; Secretary General of the Conference for the ‘Organization of a 
_° Kuropean Defense Community from February 1951. - we Sees . 

Lacoste, Francis, French Deputy Representative to the United Nations Security. 
ouncil. ; | mC 

Lator, Rear Admiral William G., USN, Secretary of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. ss 
Latoy, Jean, Officer in Charge of U.S.S.R. Affairs, French Foreign Ministry, 
Langer, Halvard M., Norwegian Foreign Minister. Pe | aor . 

_ LANGHELL®, Nils, Norwegian Minister of Communications; occasionally Acting | 
| - Deputy Foreign Minister. a m beet ae . 
Lattre pg Tassiany. See De Lattre de Tassigny. | jal ee 
LAUKHUTF, Perry, Director, Office of German Political Affairs, Department of | 

. State. . ne | So uggs | 
Lawton, Frederick J., Director, Bureau of the Budget. ee Bs | 
Lay, James §., Jr., Executive Secretary, National Security Council. — 
Lecurres, General Charles F., Chief of Staff, French Air Force; member of the __ 

Superior War Council; Acting Chairman, French Chiefs of Staff Committee; 
_ French Representative, Military Committee, North Atlantic Council... 
Lerort, G., Economic Adviser to the French Commandant for Berlin. | an 
LEAR, Dr. Robert, German Federal Republic Minister of the Interior. 
LemMER, ‘Ernst, Editor of the Berlin newspaper Der Kurier. Poh yo 
Ls Rory, Jean, French Counselor of Embassy in the United Kingdom. © 
Lreroy-BEavULIEv, Michel, Economie Adviser to the French High Commissioner 

for Germany. Co | 6 ee | 
Lreroy-BEav.ieu, Paul, Chairman, Financial and Economic Board, NATO. __ 
Le Roy pE LA TOURNELLE, Guy, Director General for Political and Economic 

Affairs, French Foreign Ministry. a | | . 
Levy-Hawes, Maurice, Office of British Commonwealth and Northern European 

Affairs, Department of State. 
Lewis, grcotirey W., Deputy Director, Bureau of German Affairs, Department 

of State. a 
Liz, Haakon, Secretary General, Norwegian Labor Party, since 1944. - | 
Liz, Trygve H., Secretary-General of the United Nations, — — : 
Liertinck, P., Netherlands Minister of Finance.
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Lincotn, Anthony Handley, Head of the German Economic Department, - 
_ British Foreign Office. ie fe - oo 

_ Lincoun, Colonel George A., USA, Office of the Secretary of Defense; assigned to | 
SHAPE, Paris from October 1951. | Oe ee 

Lino, Lewis M., Office of German Economic Affairs, Department of State. 
LinpER, Harold, Deputy Assistant Secretary of State for Economic Affairs. 
Linpsay, Major General Richard C., USAF, Liaison Officer between NATO | 

Standing Group and Council Deputies. PS : | : 
Luioyp, Selwyn, British Minister of State for Foreign Affairs from October 30, 1951. 
LéseE, Paul Gustav Emil, West Berlin nonvoting Social Democratic Party member : 

_ of the Bundestag of the German Federal Republic. : . | 
LockER, Melville, E., Deputy Director, Financial Policy and Trade Development 

Division, ECA. So : | | | 
Lopes, Henry Cabot, Jr., Senator from Massachusetts. | 
LoeBE. See Lobe. - oe : | | 

| Losenvio, Miguel Maria de Legendio Irure, Spanish Counselor of Embassy in 
rance. : a oe | : 

LomsBarpo, Ivan Matteo, Chairman, Italian Delegation to the Conference for the 
- Organization of a European Defense Community. 

Lovett, Robert A., Deputy Secretary of Defense until September 1951; thereafter, 
Secretary of Defense. | | | / 

, Luctouul, Mario, Italian Counselor of Embassy in the United States. | : 
LUETKENS, Gerhard, leader of the German Social Democratic Party and member ‘ 

of the Bundestag of the German Federal Republic. sy 
Lyon, Cecil B., Special Assistant to the United States Commander, Berlin, from 

_ August 1951; Director, Berlin Element, HICOG, from October 1951. 

| MacArravr. Douglas,II, Deputy Director, Office of European Regional Affairs, 
Department of State, until February 1951; thereafter, Counselor of Embassy 
in France, and Adviser on International Affairs to the Supreme Allied Com- 

-mander Europe. — —— ce | | . 
MacLean, Lieutenant General Sir Kenneth, Chief Staff Officer in the British | 

Ministry of Defense. | oe, oe 
MacVeaau, Lincoln, Ambassador in Portugal. , a | 
MaarupeEr, Major General Carter B., USA, Defense Department representative 

at the London Tripartite talks on German Security Controls. ; 
Maizizre. See De Maiziére. | | | 7 oa | 
Makins, Sir Roger, Deputy Under-Secretary of State, British Foreign Office. 
Mautx, Yakov Aleksandrovich, Soviet Deputy Foreign Minister; Permanent. | 

Representative to the United Nations. | . ( 
Ma.tet, Sir William I., Deputy Under Secretary of State (for the Austrian | 

iteaty), British Foreign Office; Ambassador in Yugoslavia, from October | 

Maracerig. See Jacquin de Margerie. _ : | er ' 
Maraouigs, Daniel F., Deputy Director, Office of German Economic Affairs | 

Department of State, from January 1951; Director from July 1951. ; ( 
MAaRJOLIN, Robert E., Secretary General, Organization for European Economic | 

Cooperation. : oe . | | 
Marras, Lieutenant General Efisio L., Chairman, Italian Joint Chiefs of Staff; | 

Italian Representative, Military Committee, North Atlantic Council. 
MARSHALL, George C., Secretary of Defense until September 1951. | : 
Marten, F. W., First Secretary, British Embassy in the United States. | 2 
MARTIN, Edwin M., Director, Office of European Regional Affairs, Department 

_ of State. | | 
Massieul, René, French Ambassador in the United Kingdom. . : 
Matern, Hermann, Chairman, Control Commission, East German Socialist Unity : 

Party; Vice President of the East German Volkskammer. Be | 
MatTHEwson, Major General Lemuel O., USA, United States Commander, Berlin, | 

- from February 1951. | | | 
MarttuHews, H. Freeman, Deputy Under Secretary of State. = | 
Mautz, William H., Director, Economic and International Security Estimates } 

_ Division, Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense (Comptroller). | | 
Mayer, René, French Minister of Justice until August 1951; thereafter Deputy | | 

Prime Minister, Minister of Finance, Minister of Economic Affairs. | : 
McBripet, Major General Horace L., USA, Chief, Joint American Military Mis- : 
~~ sion for Aid to Turkey. ee | a oe | | 
McBripz, Robert H., Consul in Rabat, Morocco. ee : 
McCteE ian, John L., Senator from Arkansas. | |
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_ McOtoy, John J., United States High Commissioner for Germany. | 
McCormick, Admiral Lynde D., USN, Commander in Chief, Atlantic Fleet, from, 

ugust . | | | 
McCou.ttouan, James 4., Director, Financial Policy and Trade Development 

Division, ECA. | | 
MoDznaorn, Michael J., Special Assistant to the Secretary of State (for. Press 

ons). _ | | | 
McF att, Jack K., Assistant Secretary of State for Congressional Relations. 
McFaruanp, Ernest W., Senator from Arizona. | 
McGuexs, George C., Assistant Secretary of State for Near Eastern, South Asian, 

and African Affairs. 7 : 
McManpnov, Brien, Senator from Connecticut. | | | : | : 
McNarney, General Joseph T., USAF, Chairman, Screening and Costing Com- 

mittee, NATO. | : | 
MtWiturams, William J:, Director, Executive Secretariat, Department of State. 
Miiviite, Eugene, Financial Adviser to the British High Commissioner for 

Germany. : 
MERCHANT, Livingston T., Deputy Assistant Secretary of State for Far Eastern 

Affairs until November 1951; thereafter, Special Assistant for Mutual Security 

Merxatz, Hans-Joachim von, German Party member of the Bundestag of the 
German Federal Republic. oO | | | 

Mesra, Perle, Minister in Luxembourg. | | 
-Mippueton, George H., Counselor, British Embassy in Iran. , 
Miuuar, Sir Frederick Robert Hoyer, British Deputy Representative, North. 

Atlantic Council. — | | | | 
Miter, Frank J., Chief, Property Division, Office of Economic Affairs, HICOG. 
MILLER, William K., Office of German Economic Affairs, Department of State. 

| Mocs, J ules, French Minister of National Defense,. July 1950—-August 1951. 
Mottet, Guy, Secretary General, French Socialist Party; Minister of State in 

charge of Council of Europe Affairs, July 1950-March I95!; Deputy Prime. 
_ Minister, March—August 1951. | ae 
Monnet, Jean, Commissioner General of the Plan for Modernization and Re- 

equipment of the French Economy; President of the Preparatory Conference 
_ on the Schuman Plan. a | 
MonTENEGRo, Daniel W., Office of German Political Affairs, Department of 

ate. | co 
MonrTGomERY or ALAMEIN, Field Marshal Viscount (Bernard L. Montgomery), 

Chairman, Commanders in Chief Committee, Western Union Defense _ 
Organization, from Mareh 1951; Deputy Supreme Allied Commander 
urope. So es , 

Moorg, C. Robert, Acting Officer in Charge of Turkish Affairs, Office of Greek, 
Turkish, and Iranian Affairs, Department of State. a ee 

Morean, George A., Director, Eastern Element, HICOG, until November 1951. 
Morrison, Herbert S., British Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs, March- 

October 1951. 7 So! - 
Morssz, Huntington T., Special Assistant to the Administrator, Maritime 

Administration, Department of Commerce; Alternate United States member 
of ithe Combined Shipping Adjustment Board—United States and Great 

Titan. 

Morse, Wayne L., Senator from Oregon. | | | 
Morz, Roger, President of the Belgian Liberal Party. a 
Muoreuy, Robert D., Ambassador in Belgium. 
Murray, Lieutenant Colonel Thomas C., USA, Office of the Secretary of Defense. 

Nasu, Frank C., Special Assistant to the Secretary of Defense until July 1951; 
thereafter, Assistant to the Secretary of Defense for International Security 

airs. as 
air css yigurd (Sivert), Secretary, NATO Temporary Council Committee 

NirmO6uter, Martin, President of the Evangelical Church in Hesse and Nassau; 
President of the Ecclesiastical External Relations Office of the Evangelical 
Church in Germany. | | 7 | 

Nitze, Paul H., Director, Policy Planning Staff, Department of State. 
Norsrap, Lieutenant General Lauris, USAF, Commander in Chief, United States 

Air Forces in Europe; Commander in Chief, Allied Air Forces in Central 
Europe, from March 1951. a | — 

NvuNLEY, William T., Office of European Regional Affairs, Department of State.
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Nuscrker, Otto, Chairman; -Christian, Democratic Union in East Germany; 
_. Deputy Prime Minister’of the Gefman Democratic Republic. / - 

Orsrnun, Colonel Sidney A., USAF, Office of the Assistant to the Secretary of 
_. Defense for International Security Affairs. 

Ounty, John H., Deputy Director of Mutual Defense Assistance until January 8, 
1951; thereafter, in the Office of International Security Affairs (ISA), De- 
partment of State; Assistant Director for Policy and Program Development. 
(ISA) from October 1951,  §« |. | 

Oxarsson, Bjérn, Icelandic Minister of Commerce and Education. | | 
Otav, Crown Prince of Norway. : , vy : | 
OLLENHAUER, Erich, a leading Social Democratic Party member of the Bundestag 

| of the German Federal Republic. | ve | | 
Oumstep, Brigadier General George H., USA, Director, Office of Military Assist- : 

ance, Office of the Secretary of Defense ; Head of United States Delegation to | 
the Jripartite Committee on Military Assistance to Yugoslavia, April 9, 1951; | 

___ Chief, Joint MDAP mission to Yugoslavia from August 1951. | 
O’Nertz, Con Douglas Walter, First Secretary and Political Director to the Brit-_ | 

ish High Commissioner for Germany. | a | 
Ontopr, J set, Ministry for Foreign and German Trade, German Democratic | 

, epublic. a | oy | , os | 
O’SHaveunessy, Elim, Officer in Charge of French-Iberian Affairs, Office of | | 

Western European Affairs, Department of State. = | | a } 
| Osuins, Robert L., Deputy Director, Organization and Planning Division, ECA. | 

Passcn, Anton F., Political Affairs Officer in the Internal Political and Govern- : 
mental Affairs Division (Liaison and Political Reporting Division, after. May : 
1951), Office of Political Affairs, HICOG, a a 

Paccrarp1, Randolfo, Italian Minister of Defense. | OS | 
Pacer, Frank, Jr., Secretary of the Army. . : | 
Pager, Edward, Jr., Director, Berlin Element, HICOG, until July 1951. . | 
ParkKMAN, Henry, Chief, ECA Mission in France until August 1951. | 
Parop1, Alexandre, Secretary General, French Foreign Ministry. — | 
Parrort, Cecil Cuthbert, Head of the United Nations (Political) Department, 

| British Foreign Office. : | 
Parsons, J. Graham, Deputy Director, Office of European Regional Affairs, 

| Department of State, from July 1951. | 
| Pau, Norman S., Deputy Assistant in the Office of the Assistant for International . | 

| Security Affairs, ECA. - | 
Prarson, Lester B., Canadian Secretary of State for External Affairs; Chairman. 

_ Eighth Session of the North Atlantic Council at Rome, November 1951. 
Pre.ua, Giuseppe, Italian Minister of the Budget and Treasury until July 1951; 

thereafter, Minister of the Budget. | 4 a a | 
Perkins, George W., Assistant Secretary of State for European Affairs. 
PETERSEN, Harald, Danish Defense Minister. ao, - | 
Prtscue, Maurice, French Minister of Finance and Economic Affairs until August | 

1951; Minister of State, August-September 1951, a | 
PETURSSON, Gunnlaugur, Icelandic Deputy Representative on the North Atlantie | | 

7 uncil. — } os we mo : : | 
Pruriroy, John E., Ambassador in Greece. : | | | 
PFERDMENGES, Robert, Christian Democratic Union member of the Bundestag. | | 

of the German Federal Republic. a - 
Puiurs, Joseph B., Information and Editorial Specialist, Office of the Assistant - | 

- Secretary of State for Public Affairs. — | | . | 
PHOLIEN, Joseph, Belgian Prime Minister. | ae | 
Pittman, Steuart L., Office of the General Counsel, ECA. BS 
PLEVEN, René, French Prime Minister, July 1950-March 1951; Deputy Prime : 

Minister, March-August 1951; Prime Minister, August 1951-January 1952. | 
| Piowpen, Sir Edwin, Chief Planning Officer and Chairman of the British Eco- | 

_. nomic Planning Board; Vice.Chairman, Temporary Council Committee, | 
a North Atlantic Council, from September 1951. oe | 

Porter, Ivor F., First Secretary, British Embassy in the United States. | 
Porter, Paul R., Assistant Administrator for Program, ECA; Acting United | 

States Special Representative in Europe under the Foreign Assistance Act | 
_ of 1948 from September 1951. — a | ae a 
Prup’Homme, Hector C., Director, Office of German Economic Affairs, Depart- 
— Mmentof State. So PEO 8 a | 

|
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Quaronl, Pietro, Italian Ambassador in France. | ee os 
Quevitite, Henri, French Minister of the Interior until March 1951; Prime / 

Minister, March-August 1951; thereafter, Deputy Prime Minister and. 
Minister of State. _ a oO a 

Rav, Heinrich, Deputy Prime Minister of the German Democratic Republic 
_ and Chairman, State Planning Commission; member of the Politburo of 7 

the Socialist Unity Party. Oo | 
RayBurn, Sam, Speaker of the House of Representatives, _ 7 

| _ Raynor, G. Hayden, Director, Office of British Commonwealth and Northern 
European Affairs, Department of State, from March 1951. __ ee 

Reser, Samuel, Jr., Director of Political Affairs and Counselor, HICOG; United. 
| _ States Deputy for Austria, Council of Foreign Ministers. = = 3 = 

Retrman, Alfred, Division of Research for Western Europe, Department of State. 
_ Rermann, Max, Chairman of the German Communist Party; member of the 

Bundestag of the German Federal Republic. nee 
REINSTEIN, Jacques, J., Director, Office of German Economic Affairs, Department : 

of State, until December 1950; thereafter, on duty at Frankfort on the Main; 
_ Special Assistant to the Director, Bureau of German Affairs, Department 

of State, from August 1951. | . a 
Reuter, Ernst, Governing Mayor of West Berlin. : . 
Ricuarpson, Commander David C., USN, Joint Strategic Plans Group, Office | 

a of the Joint: Chiefs of Staff. | er 
Ricuey, Earle J., Office of African Affairs, Department of State.  —s_ poe 
RIDDLEBERGER, James W., United States Political Observer at the Conference 

for the Organization of a European Defense Community; attached to the — 
| _ ECA Mission in France; Acting Deputy United States Special Representative 

, - ‘in Europe under the Foreign Assistance Act of 1948 from September 1951. 
Ripeway, General Matthew B., USA, Commander in Chief, United Nations 

Command (Korea); Commander in Chief, Far East. soe nee oS SD 
Ripspauez, William, Head of the News Department, British Foreign Office. 

a Riuey, Roderick H., Officer in Charge of Industry and ‘Development, Office of : 
| German Economic Affairs, Department of State, from spring 1951; Officer 

in Charge of Trade and Resources from fall 1951.00 
| Roserts, Frank K., Deputy Under-Secretary of State (German Section), British 

Foreign Office, from October 1951. a ee Neg A a 
: Rosertson, General Sir Brian H., British Commander-in-Chief, Middle East : 

Land Forces. - Oo oS Spe Mag gee Be - 
Roepiaer, Professor Conrad, Deputy Head of the German Federal Republic 

_ Delegation to the Conference for the Organization of a European Defense __ 
Community. a mo a 

Rogers, Jordan T., Office of German Economic Affairs, Department of State. 
| Rowen, Jan Herman van, Netherlands Ambassador in the United States. 

Rott, Eric, British Representative on the NATO Financial and Economic Board; - 
| Chairman of the Economic and Financial Working Group, OEEC, we 
Roosevett, Anna Eleanor (Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt), Chairman, United 

- Nations Commission on Human Rights, until April 1951. ee 
Ross, Edward M., Assistant to the Head of the Western Organizations Depart- 

ment, British Foreign Office. - (oe 
Roseman, Alvin, United States Representative for Specialized Agency Affairs at 

_ Geneva, ECA, until June 1951; Director, Organization and Planning Division, 
ECA, from July 1951. Sa ets mo OEP ee a 

/ Rosar Lonaut, Alberto, Italian Deputy Representative on the North Atlantic | 
ouncil. Pia oe a eo oS 

Rountree, William M., Director, Office of Greek, Turkish, and Iranian Affairs, : 
Department of State. . re ee dee ok 

Rowan, Sir Leslie, British Minister (Economic) in the United States until July 
_ 1951; Second Secretary in the British Treasury from September 1951. 

Ruerr, Jacques, French economist. — a EC ee 

Sauazar, Antonio de Oliveira, Portuguese Prime Minister, = i OEE Be 
| Santos Costa, Lieutenant Colonel Fernando dos, Portuguese Minister of Na-— 

tional Defense. re SER ges 
SATTERTHWAITE, Livingston L., Deputy Director, Office of British Commonwealth _ 
_. and Northern European Affairs, Department of State, until August 1951; moe 
_ thereafter, on detail.to the National War College. | Bee 
SAUVAGNARGUES, Jean, Officer in Charge of German Political Affairs, French 

_ Foreign Ministry; Acting Deputy Director from May 1951,. Deputy Di- 
rector from August 1951, Office of Central European Affairs, French 
Foreign Ministry. | | oo a
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Scuacut, Hjalmar, German economist. ae , | 
Scudrrer, Fritz, German Federal Republic Minister of Finance. __ fags 
ScHELLING, Thomas C., Economic Cooperation Administration until July 1951; | | 

_ thereafter, in the Executive Office of the President. : | cas 
Scumip, Carlo, Deputy Chairman, Social Democratic Party of Germany. _ ; | 
ScHREIBER, Walter Carl Rudolf, Deputy Mayor of West Berlin. © | 
ScuumacHer, Kurt, Chairman, Executive Committee, Social Democratic Party 

| of West Germany; member of the Bundestag of the German Federal Republic. — 
Scuuman, Robert, French Foreign Minister, leader of the Afouvement Républicain 

Populaire. : — a 
SCHUMANN, Maurice, French Deputy Foreign Minister from Avgust 1951, 
Scuvuy_er,: Major General Cortlandt V. R., USA, Special Assistant to the Chief | 

of Staff, SHAPE. ee ee Co , 
_ Scorr, Joseph W., Officer in Charge of Swiss and Benelux Affairs, Office of West- | 

ern European Affairs, Department of State. =. og | 
Scort, Robert Heatlie, Assistant Under Secretary of State, British Foreign Office. ! 
Semyonov, Vladimir Semyonovich, Political Adviser to the Chairman of the Soviet | 

_ . Control Commission in Germany. | : oo . 
Stypoux Fornier pe CLaussonne, Francois, Head of the European Affairs 

Section, French Foreign Ministry. | Oo | 
Srorza, Count Carlo, Italian Foreign Minister. : ; | | | 
SHEPPARD, William J., Deputy Director, Executive Secretariat, Department of | 

State, until August 5, 1951; then, Executive Assistant to the Director for 
International Security Affairs, until November 25, 1951; thereafter, Executive | 
Assistant to the Director for Mutual Security. mo | | 

SHINWELL, Emanuel, British Minister of Defense until October 1951. | 
SuuckBurauH, Charles A. E., Head of the Western Organizations Department, | 

British Foreign Office, until October 1951; thereafter, Private Secretary | 
to the Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs (Eden), : | 

S1p1 MonammapD, Sultan of Morocco. | | 7 | 
s’Jacos. Sees’Jacob under J. - | . . . | 
SKAUG, K., Norwegian Representative on the NATO Financial and Economic | 

oard. . pon : : — . , | 
Suater, Joseph E., United States Secretary on the Allied General Secretariat, 

Allied High Commission for Germany. ee cee 
SLEEMAN, Lieutenant Colonel R. G., Chairman Secretary, Allied Kommandatura, E 

erlin. | | 7 | ae a . | 
S.tessor, Marshal of the Royal Air Force Sir John C., Chief, British Air Staff. 
Sui, Field Marshal Sir William J., Chief, British Imperial General Staff. 
SMIRNOY, Major General I. V., Administrative Officer, Soviet Control Commission | 

in Germany. | a . | 
Smitu, Joseph "Kingsbury, European General Manager, International News 

Service, Paris. | | | oe | 
Snow, Conrad E., Acting Assistant Legal Adviser for Far Eastern Affairs, De- 

partment of State. ae | - 
Snow, William P., Deputy Chief of Mission and Counselor of Embassy in Norway, 

| SNoy ET D’ Oprurers, Baron Jean-Charles, Belgian economist, former Chairman | 
of the Council of the OEEC. oe | a 

Snyper, John W., Secretary of the Treasury. | | | 
Spaak, Paul-Henri, former Belgian Prime Minister and Foreign Minister; Presi- 

dent of the Consultative Assembly of the Council of Europe until December 
1951; leader of the Belgian Socialist Party. , | | 

SPEIDEL, Hans, former German General and military representative of the Federal 
Republic of Germany at the Bonn talks concerning a German contribution | 
to Western defense and to the Conference for the Organization of a European : 
Defense Community. | | - | 

SPENNRATH, Friedrich, President of the West Berlin Chamber of Commerce. | 
_ SPrerenBore, Dirk P., Chairman of the OEEC Council at the Official Level. 

SPorrorpD, Charles M., United States Deputy Representative on the North 
Atlantic Council; Chairman, North Atlantic Council Deputies and European | 

- Coordinating Committee. 7 a : | 
_ StaBuer, Wells, Officer in Charge of Egypt and Anglo-Egyptian Sudan Affairs, : 

_* Department of State. | | | | | 
| Stamgonn, André de, Belgian Deputy Representative on the North Atlantic 

ouncil, _ a oe a | 
Star, Cornelis, Netherlands Minister for War and the Navy from March 1951. : 
STARKENBORGH. See Tjarda van Starkenborgh Stachouwer. | wo : : |
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Sree, Sir Christopher E., British Minister in the United States. 

STEENSEN-Letu, Vincens de, Danish Deputy Representative on the North At- 
lantic Council. | | 

Srevens, Roger B., Assistant Under-Secretary of State, British Foreign Office; 

Alternate Representative at the Intergovernmental Study Group for Ger- 

many; Representative to the Tripartite Talks on a German Financial Con- 

tribution to Western Defense from October 1951. | 

Strxker, Dirk U., Netherlands Foreign Minister; Chairman, OEEC Council. 

Stoner, Shepard, Director, Office of Public Affairs, HICOG. | 

| Strano, Sir William, British Permanent Under-Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs 

Straus, Richard, Information and Education Specialist, Office of German Public 

Affairs, Department of State. | o Le | 

Sturt, Giacomo Constantyn, Chief, Western Cooperation Section, Netherlands 
Foreign Ministry. : cae . 

Sunr, Otto, President of the West Berlin House of Representatives. 

-Suttan, Herbert L., Legislation Division, Office of the General Counsel, HICOG. 

Sutzsereer, C. L., chief foreign correspondent for the New York Times. 

Susin, A. F., Deputy Berlin Representative of the Soviet Control Commission 
for Germany. 7 

Tart, Robert A., Senator from Ohio. 
Tassieny. See De Lattre de Tassigny. | | a 

Taviant, Paolo Emilio, Under Secretary to the Italian Foreign Minister. 

Tepper, Baron (Arthur William Tedder), Marshal of the Royal Air Force; 

British Permanent Representative, NATO Standing Group, until April 1951. 

Tuepieck, Franz, State Secretary in the German Federal Republic Ministry for 
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| PARTICIPATION OF THE UNITED STATES IN THE N ORTH | 

; ATLANTIC TREATY ORGANIZATION | 

A. DEVELOPMENT OF THE NORTH ATLANTIC TREATY ORGANIZA- | 

TION AND UNITED STATES FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE FOR THE 

DEFENSE OF WESTERN EUROPE* | | 

740.5/1-851 a re a | | 

Extracts From a Briefing Book Prepared in the Department of State | 

for the Supreme Allied Commander, Europe (Eisenhower)? | 

TOP SECRET U.S. EYES ONLY - FWasurncron, undated.] 

| Parr B ; STATUS NATO FINANciaL AND Propucrion Puannine To | 

| - — Txrecemenr MTDP,? Incruprne U.S. Arp | 

| Lee | 1. GENERAL a | 

| - TheNATOhassought os 

| (1) to determine requirements for an adequate defensive strength ; | 

(2) to plan production to meet the equipment requirements, in- | 

cluding allocation of tasks to countries; and 

|. (3) to determine how the economic and financial burdens of the a 

| defense effort should beshared. a 

| - Production planning has not made very much progress, although 

| expert task forces under MPSB auspices have recently concluded sur- 

| — yeys of production capacities and potentials in the most important 

1¥or previous documentation, see Foreign Relations, 1950, vol. 111, pp. 1 ff. 

* General Eisenhower was about to begin a tour of the capitals of the NATO 

countries. (See pp. 460 ff.) The briefing book, prepared for him in the Office of 

- European Regional Affairs, consisted of two major divisions: I. General Com- 

ments and II. Country Briefing. The latter is not printed. Part A of the General 

| Comments, military in nature, is printed ibid. A copy of the General Com- — 

| ments was transmitted to Lucius Battle by George Perkins with a memorandum 

“ dated January 3 (740.5/1-251) suggesting that Acheson might wish to glance 

| through its contents before his talk with Eisenhower on January 4 described in | 

~ circular telegram 354, January 5, p. 395. . 7 — 

Medium Term Defense Plan. It was set up on April 1, 1950, at a meeting of 

| the NAT Defense Committee at The Hague. At that meeting, the Defense 

Committee approved the first draft of a detailed 4-year defense plan prepared 

| by the NATO Standing Group, Military Committee, and Regional Planning 

| Groups. This plan, in revised form, was approved by the Defense Committee 

| and forwarded to the North Atlantic Council Deputies on October 28, 1950. This. 

| document is presumably the one generally referred to as DC 28. oe | 

| | 

| 

-
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| categories of military equipment. These surveys are under study in _ 
| the MPSB and the results of these studies should be useful to the 

| newly created DPB in moving forward to achieve an adequate produc- 
tion program. | 

In the interim, each country has been urged to undertake production 
in those categories of equipment most urgently needed and for which 
the most serious deficiencies exist. Progress in this direction is uneven 
although some improvement recently has been noted. The U.S. is 

seeking both through the NATO and bilaterally to get each country 
to increase and expedite its production of military equipment as much — 
as its financial and economicsituation will permit. sits | 

Efforts to work out an equitable distribution of defense burdens are 
necessarily proceeding slowly. The difficulties include the necessity for 

first determining the cost of the effort required and at least tentative — 
decisions as to the assignments to countries of tasks both in terms of 

forces and production. The U.S. seeks to avoid permitting this deter- 

mination becoming a condition precedent to an all-out effort by all 
countries, | eg 

In planning U.S. assistance to NAT countries, the U.S. has neces- 
| sarily had to make some broad estimates of the costs of the MTDP, | 

_ some assumptions as to the extent of the production task which should 

be undertaken by the U.S. and by the other NAT members, and some 
assumptions as to the capability of the European nations to increase 

defense expenditures, with a resultant estimate of economic aid from 
the U.S. which would be required to assure continued economic | 
stability. a 

Two billion dollars were appropriated in 1950 and 1951 under the 
MDAA for aid to our NAT partners. A supplemental appropriation 

| of $3.5 billion was made in 1951 to be devoted primarily to production 
of long lead items in the U.S. which would ultimately be delivered to 

| European nations. The regular appropriations were designed to pro- | 
vide part of the deficiencies in capital equipment of the forces ex- 

pected to be in being. The supplemental appropriation is only now 
being programmed but will also be related to increased forces. 9 | 
There is attached a table* which reflects current U.S. estimates of 

the costs of mounting the Medium Term Defense Plan in Europe show- 
ing the amounts of aid required in the form of equipment and eco- 

nomic support and the extent of European effort assumed. These 
figures are phased over a four year period. It must be borne in mind 
that if it is decided to accelerate the MTDP, these estimates would 
have to be sharply adjusted. They are also rough judgments based on 

‘Not printed. | | -
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incomplete and inadequate data. They assume the U.S. bearing the 

cost of 60% of capital equipment deficiencies with the European na- 

tions bearing the remaining 40% and all of the maintenance and sup- 

. port of forces costs. . Oo | 

| ae | Part B 

- | 2, DEFENSE PRODUCTION | 

1. VAT Organization for Production. The past organization has 

consisted of the NAT Military Production and Supply Board 

(MPSB), composed of representatives of all NAT governments ex- 

cept Iceland. The MPSB is a subordinate body under the NAT De- © 

| fense Committee, and has met infrequently. Its continuing work has 

been performed by a Committee called the “Permanent Working 

Staff (PWS) of the MPSB”, composed of full time representatives 

| in London. Progress by the MPSB in getting increased military pro- 

duction under way has been very slow. Among reasons advanced for 

| this slow progress are: (a) Inability to get from the Standing Group 

| statements of deficiencies in equipment and decisions as to specific _ 

| types to be produced, (6) lack of adequate funds in defense budgets | | 

| of countries concerned to permit necessary expansion of production, 

| and (c) the necessity to work in committee or subcommittees of 

national representatives rather than through an integrated staff capa- | 

ble of continuing forward planning. | | | i 

| 9. New Organization. Reorganization of the MPSB into a 

_ “Defense Production Board” (DPB) of country representatives per- 

| -manently available in London, plus an international staff under a 

| Director or Coordinator of Defense Production has just been ap- 

| proved by NAT governments. The DPB will meet in early January 

| to appoint a Coordinator and to initiate the establishment of an 

international staff. When the DPB is a going concern, it should be 

| more effective than the MPSB, but the necessary urgent action will 

remain dependent in the final analysis on adequate increased defense 

budgets. BD | ma 

| 3. Progress. Since the signing of the North Atlantic Treaty, de- 

| fense production in the European NAT countries has increased from | 

! about $700 million yearly to something under $1,500 million. How- 

ever, if equipment requirements for NAT defense forces are to be met 

by 1954, it will be necessary, as a minimum, to more than double this 

| rate of production, even assuming that U.S. production for Europe 

| under the Mutual Defense Assistance Program (MDAP) is continued 

| at. present or even higher levels. A most useful step taken by the 

| MPSB has been the organization of “task forces” of competent people
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| 

in specialized fields of production of high priority equipment, which 
have visited all important potential producer countries and have made _ 
reports which will be used to establish sensible production programs 

in the various fields covered. | —— 
4. Problems. In addition to the necessity of getting clear cut de- 

cisions from the Standing Group or other military sources as to 
requirements and types to be produced, and the necessity for govern- ) 
ments. to increase defense budgets to finance military production, 
there are other major problems involved in obtaining adequate and ~ 

| urgent production increases in Europe. pare 

(a) First is the problem of coordinating U.S. “end-item” programs _ 
(equipment produced in the U.S. for Europe) with European pro- 
duction programs. Countries hesitate to increase their own produc- 
tion if thev think there is any hope that they can get the same items 
free from the U.S. , SO 4 

(6) Second is the problem of “integrating production”. To get the 
requisite amount of production performed urgently and at reasonable — 
costs, it is necessary that large scale and economical projects be car; 
ried out, utilizing the countries best able to produce certain items, to 
meet not only national but total NAT requirements. However, produc- 
tion of items in one European country for transfer to other countries _ 
would involve payments back and forth, contracts, etc., which have so | 
far prevented initiation of any large-scale production for transfer. 

(c) Other complications in the production field arise from selfish 
commercial motivations, failure of certain countries to provide the 
MPSB with full production data necessary for planning, difficulties — 
involved in trying to do production planning through the “committee 
system”, ete. Oo oe 

5. Adequacy of Effort. Although no authoritative figures for the 

| total cost of needed new equipment for European NAT countries have 

been produced, various rough estimates indicate such cost will run 

from $20.0 billion to $25.0 billion or even more. Assuming the U.S. 

might provide 50% or somewhat more of the equipment free from the 

| U.S., there remains the necessity for Europe to produce over $10.0 

billion worth of new equipment in the next three years. Unless greatly 

increased emphasis and accent is put on military production in Eu- | 

rope, there is grave danger that the forces desired by 1954 under the 

Medium Term Defense Plan will not be properly equipped by that 

time. | | | ae Pa gh 

6. Comments. The unavoidable time-lag between the beginning of 

production planning and the delivery of finished items is such that 

all countries should be urged: i 

| (a) To back up the newly approved Defense Production Board, | 

make available to it the best possible personnel, and accept and im- 

plement its recommendations. oe |
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(6) To initiate maximum production that is known to be economical | 

and needed without awaiting full commitment of U.S. aid, the com- | 

pletion of agreement on “sharing the defense burden”, ete. 
(c) Most importantly, to take the urgent and courageous action 

necessary to obtain increased defense budgets from their Parliaments. _ 

_ Parr B - | 

a g. FINANCIAL AND ECONOMIC =” | | 

_ 1. European NAT members have not yet faced up to the full need | 

for increased defense budgets. Some of the basic difficulties have been: | 

a. Lack of the same sense of urgency that has impelled post-Korea 

U.S. increases. ee s a | | a | 

| b. Political shakiness of European governments, which has made 

them reluctant to take unpopular decisions and disappoint hopes for | 

higher living standards. | | | | | | 

c. Postponement of decisions until U.S. aid has been committed. | | 

9, Financial planning within NATO is still in an elementary stage. | 

Such planning has been based on the general perfectionist assumption | | 

that the costs of the MTDP must first be estimated and then the burden 

_ of sharing such costs should be shared equitably, having regard to the 

capabilities of each participant. Attempts to cost the MTDP have not 

yet resulted in any NAT-wide accepted estimate of what the cost of | 

an adequate defense plan would be. Meanwhile, NATO has agreed on | 

procedures to analyze the economic capabilities of member countries | 

with a view to helping the Council Deputies agree on an equitable | 

sharing of the burden, but conclusions are not now expected for some | 

months. | ces | hg ! 

3. The defense budgets of European NAT countries in 1950 have | 

not increased substantially above the pre-Korea rate. For 1951, their | 

budgets based on announced plans may total $6.6 billion for defense, | 

| compared with the pre-Korea rate of $5 billion. Increases in addition | 

- to announced plans, however, are now being actively considered. U.S. | 

appraisals show need for increasing European budgets for next year 

to at least $10 billion, exclusive of about $6 billion of U.S. aid if | | 

minimal defense needs are to be met. Some U.S. estimates suggest | 

much larger budgets are necessary. _ 7 Spel gt 

4, The following pages discuss present prospects and economic - | 

potentialities for increasing defense expenditures of the various coun- | 

tries. Their present and pre-Korea rates of defense expenditures are | 

- given in the accompanying table, which also compares expenditures 

with each country’s Gross National Product. -
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7 NAT European Defense Budgets 

FY beginning: (in million $)  PercentofGNP - 

1950 «19851 1950 1951 
a Pre-  Post-Korea Pre- _Post-Korea 

Korea © rate _ Korea rate 
rate* | rate | | 

Belgium | 187 187 250 29 2.9 3. 8 
Luxembourg 4 6 N.A. a5 45 N.A. 
Denmark — 53 | 75 75 18 2.6 2.5 
France 1,640 1,640 2,451f 123 867.3 9.7 
Italy 515 - 095 915% 40 45 — 6. 4 
Netherlands 307 307 263 6.2 6.2 5. 0 
Norway. 48 63 80 27 3.6. | 4.5 
Portugal 41 44 N.A. 1.8 219 N.A. 
U.K. | 2,237 2,380 3, 108§ 6.0 64 . 8. 0 | 

: | Canada and U.S. Defense Budgets | 

Canada, 493 | “ 950 . 950 3.3 6. 3 6.3 
: | Q fa 16. - U.S. 15,124 {on So pony NA 5.5 {28,7 5 NA, 

_ ) Appropriations. : a , | 
©) Estimated expenditures. | | 

“aes on country submissions to the PWS-DFEC. [Footnote in the source _ 
text. | ier | 

tAssumes $400 U.S. special-aid. [Footnote in the source text.] Ds 
{This is projection based on the assumption that very substantial U.S. dollar | 

_ assistance will be available. [Footnote in the source text.] a 
§Assumes U.S. special aid of approximately 100 million. Program is now being 

reviewed by Cabinet and further increases likely. [Footnote in the source text.]} 

740.5/1-851 : Telegram | - : | US See 

The United States Deputy Representative on the North Atlantic — 
Council (Spofford) to the Secretary of State OS 

SECRET Lonpon, January 3, 1951—6 p. m. 
Depto 382: Perkins from Spofford. Canadian memorandum? “re- 

vised in light of conclusions reached by military committee? and by _ 
groups of experts in London” has just been received and is being cir- 
culated among deputies.? All pertinent parts text reads as follows: 

| “4, Canadian approach to problem is based on two assumptions: - 

Oe (a) That there is general recognition by member governments | 
that increased responsibilities of NATO now makes necessary __ 

* For text, see Foreign Relations, 1950, vol. m1, pp. 461 ff. _ oo ee 
*NATO Military Committee, composed of one military representative of each 

member country, preferably a Chief of Staff. 7 . oo 
*North Atlantic Council Deputies, in continuous session in London under | 

the permanent chairmanship of Charles M. Spofford. The 12 regular members 
of the Council Deputies in 1951 were: André de Staercke for Belgium, L. Dana 
Wilgress for Canada, V. de Steensen-Leth for Denmark, Hervé Alphand for . 
France, Gunnlaugur Pétursson for Iceland, Alberto Rossi Longhi for Italy, 
André Clasen for Luxembourg, Jonkheer Tjarda van Starkenborgh Stachouwer | 
for the Netherlands, Dag Bryn for Norway, Ruy Ennes Ulrich for Portugal, 
Sir Frederick Hoyer-Millar for the United Kingdom, and Charles M. Spofford 

| for the United States.
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some degree of reorganization, and that it is timely to examine | 
problem as whole; | | | 

“(6) That any changes in organization that may be neces- 
gary or advisable should be made without alteration of treaty, | 

! that is by appropriate revision of ‘by-laws’ of NATO rather than | 
| _. by amendment to its ‘constitution’. (In Canadian view, this can | 
| -_-be accomplished by revising previous decisions of Council and 

Defense Committee) = | | : 

| “5. Under. present structure, with three separate Committees of 
| Ministers,® problem of coordination arises and this problem is difficult 

to resolve simply through Council Deputies. Moreover, quick action 
is often impeded because if meeting of a Ministerial Committee is 
pending governments may tend to defer approval proposals under con- | 
sideration in Council Deputies. With accelerated transformation from 
period of planning to period of action, it is desirable to limit number | 

| treaty bodies which meet periodically. Changed circumstances dictate | 
| that all subsidiary bodies of organization should be on continuing 
| basis, with only NAC meeting periodically to review progress an | 
| work of subsidiary bodies and make decisions on higher and general 

| “Council of Governments: — oe OB 

“8. Canadian Government is, therefore, of view that considerations 
in preceding paragraph emphasize necessity for combining all activi- | 
ties of NATO under single council which would represent govern- | 
ments. At such council, governments might according to their own | 
domestic requirements and nature of agenda, be represented by one or ; 
more ministers. (Occasional representation by Prime Ministers should : 

| not be excluded.) _ a | | 
| “7, It is recognized that such solution might increase number of 

persons attending meetings of Council. Nevertheless, advantages to 
| be gained by introducing into highest body of NATO where policy 
| _is formulated, Ministers directly responsible in their own governments 
| for defense, finance and supply seem sufficient to outweigh disadvan- 

tages of numbers. Council sessions could be made less cumbersome by 
setting up ministerial subcommittees on functional basis. _ 

“8, March of events has made it essential there should be immedi- 
ately available (and consequently in continuous session) a body of , 
representatives of all governments. Such body would be Council Depu- 
ties. This body should be representative of governments. Under pro- 
posed reorganization: Council Deputies would no longer be merely 

| deputies of Foreign Ministers, as they are now at least in form, but 
| would also represent all their Ministers concerned with North Atlantic 
| matters. In fact, between Council sessions, Council Deputies would 

represent governments and be in position to speak for NATO. It 
would not seem that any new directive would be required for this 

_ development, since it would follow directly from transformation of — 
| present council into ‘council of governments’. | | | 

| ‘NAT Defense Committee, composed ordinarily of the Defense Ministers of 
( _ the membercountries.  —_ | Bn | | oe 
| *The Defense Committee, the Defense Financial and Economic Committee 

composed of the Finance Ministers, and the North Atlantic Council
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“Military side: ho es | 

— “9, On military side, reorganization we have in mind would be to _ 
redesignate military representatives committee ® (referred to in docu- | 
ment MC 22/5) the ‘defense committee’ in order comply with re-_ 

| quirements of Article 9 of treaty. This defense committee would be 
permanent body responsible to Council, meeting in same place as SG.” 
Defense committee would meet as often as necessary, but at least once 
fortnight. Governments would be represented on defense committee — 
either by chiefs of staff or their representatives. Chiefs of staff would 
attend whenever they considered it advisable, or at request of chairman. 
_. 40, Under this arrangement there would be no need for separate — 
military committee, since all NATO governments would be repre- 

- gented continuously on defense committee at level of chiefs of 
staff (or representatives). SG. would act as steering and executive | 
agency of defense committee and would provide its chairman. SG 
would be required consult at early stage with defense committee or 
military representatives of individual nations when their interests 
were involved in formulation or implementation of plans. Defense — 
committee would be guided on political matters by Council, and when _ 
Council not in session by Council Deputies. SG would be channel 
through which this political guidance would be passed to supreme | 
commander. Council Deputies would obtain military guidance from 

, defense committee. a re ee 
“11, At New York meeting,’ Council requested defense committee 

examine problem of establishment. of closer relationship between SG 
and accredited representatives. Military committee has now approved 

Bo certain recommendations to this end, set forth in document MC-22/5. 
It is felt that proposed redefinition of functions of defense committee _ 
and SG, as outlined in paragraphs 9 and 10 above, would further — | 

| strengthen effectiveness of measures already proposed by military — : 
committee. It is suggested that proposals in these two paragraphs 

| should be considered by appropriate NATO nihitary agency. a 

“Production side: - oo no 

“192. To ensure efficiency and prompt attainment NATO objectives 
in production field, proposals for establishment of Defense Produc- | 
tion Board and Director of Production have been approved. While _ 
advice on military aspects production would be provided by defense 
committee or SG, it is essential that DPB should be responsible to 
and operate under general direction of Council Deputies. 

“Winancial and economic side: - 

“13. Similar considerations apply to machinery best suited for efh- 
cient and prompt attainment of NATO objectives in finance and eco- 

| nomic field. We agree in principle with approach to problem new being 
worked out by Council Deputies and consider that advisory groups 
and working group to be constituted in this field should be responsible 

®The NATO Military Representatives Committee, a permanent committee | 
meeting in Washington, composed of representatives of the Military Committee. 

| 7The Standing Group, the executive agency of the Military Committee, was 
composed of the Chiefs of Staff of France, the United Kingdom, and the United 
States, or their representatives, functioning continuously in Washington. | 

| ®North Atlantic Council meeting, September 1950. For documentation, see 

Foreign Relations, 1950, vol. 111, pp. 1 ff. : ee .
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to and obtain general guidance from Council Deputies. Under Cana- 
dian proposals, present responsibilities of DFEC would be exercised | 
through reorganized NAC. | Oo | 

“Secretariat: 

“4, Tt is also felt it will be necessary to strengthen to some extent 
secretariats both in London and Washington, and develop ways of 
integrating secretariat services of various NATO agencies as closely 
as possible.” a wee. 

| Believe effort will be made to put Canadian paper on agenda 
_ promptly. Therefore request Washington’s reaction soonest. 

Todep 189° just received. Will cable views shortly. | 

| a fo a | _ [Sporrorp | 
| 

* January 2, not printed. This message stated that the Departments of State 
se and Defense were still considering the subject of NATO reorganization and 
oe that, in this interim period, Spofford should continue to obtain the views of the 

| “4 other NATO nations while seeking to postpone crystallization of debate until 
| : the U.S. position could be firmed up. (740.5/12-2850) oe | my 

| 740.5/1-351 : Telegram wo: oe a | 

_ -‘Lhe Secretary of State to the United States Deputy Representative 
ho on the North Atlantic Council (Spofford), at London 

SECRET PRIORITY _ _ Wasnineton, January 3, 1951—8 p.m. 
| Todep 193. (1) Knapp is being fully briefed on Washington views 

re NATO-OEEC consolidation. While this matter becoming increas- _ 
| ingly urgent, no further progress toward decision contemplated until 

your views received, which hope canbesoon. a | 

(2) Meanwhile, believe mtg Financial Experts? scheduled Jan 4 
| might as well proceed if only to elicit views European members on 
| principle of bringing all NATO economic and financial staff work 

| under direct supervision of Deputies. European experts will presum- 
| ably have consulted their Finance Ministers on this subject 

which will remain a problem under any form of NATO-OEEC 
consolidation. | | | : | 

_ (3) In view present discussion of more basic reorganization, US 
_ rep shld oppose any final decisions or referrals to Depts. US rep shld 

| Teel free to express US view that some basic reorganization and con- 

[ solidation of NATO-OEEC is likely prove necessary in near future. 
| Until time schedule for such consolidation becomes clear, however, 

i * Repeated to Paris with instruction to pass to OSR. J. Burke Knapp of the 
] Office of European Regional Affairs drafted the telegram and Edwin Martin, 

Director of that Office, cleared the message in substance with ECA. co : 
“Presumably the Working Group on Production and Finance (the so-called . 

Working Group of Seven), meeting in London and composed of seven of the | 
Council Deputies. | = | : 

| | |
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US rep shld keep door open for possible adoption interim solution 
along lines Depto 305.3 Our views on latter question will take into 
account reaction European reps at Jan 4 mtg. Oo 

ACHESON 

8 December 9, 1950, not printed; it presented the texts of a draft resolution 

and draft report on the proposed reorganization of NATO’s financial and eco- 

nomic procedure. These drafts, presumably drawn up by the Working Group 

of Seven, were intended to stimulate comment from the NATO governments. 

(740.5/12-950) | 

740.5/1-451: Telegram . 

The United States Deputy Representative on the North Atlantic 
Council (Spofford) to the Secretary of State+ — 

SECRET Lonpon, January 4, 1951—4 p.m. 

Depto 385. From Spofford and Breithut for Perkins pass to Knapp. 

1. Memo “Reflections regarding production military equipment in 

Europe” received from Van Zeeland. Copy pouched January 3.’ It | 

is proposal for stimulating NAT arms production of items for transfer _ 

by NATO guarantee of compensation to producers. In accordance his | 

request, memo has been circulated to deputies D-D(51)1.* As indi- | 

cated telephone conversation January 1, Spofford-Achilles,* it will 

be on agenda meeting January 4. We plan suggesting deputies refer- 

-- ring itto PWS/DFEC for study. a es 
2, Main points memo follow: Pe BOS 

(a) Cites MTDP as establishing minimum size of required. forces 
| and indicates types of needed equipment now also known. Indicates 

this information provides basis for determining what equipment is 
needed and how much. Remaining problem is to assure producers of | 

payment. pa Re ON ae , : 

(6) To extent that producing countries procure for their own forces _ | 

they can themselves give assurance of payment. However, in case 
of arms provided for other countries, producing countries cannot be 
expected to assume the risk of production, exclusively on own 
responsibility. | a : 

(c) Proposes solving latter problem by promise or guarantee of 
payment by 12 NAT countries collectively, including Us. | 

(d) Indicates 2 methods of implementing this proposal: main- 
tenance of book accounts with settlement of net debit and credit 
balances every 6 or 12 months; or through EPU appropriately ! 
amended. No specific amendments or means of using EPU are outlined. 

4+ Repeated to Paris for OSR and to Brussels. os | | | 4 

-*Not printed. A copy of the original text and translation were transmitted to 2 

Washington in airgram 770 from Brussels, January 4. (740.5/1-451) ‘ 

® Not printed. | | ~ i. 

‘No memorandum of this conversation has been found in the Department of 

State files. oe '
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| (e) Concludes with some suggestions for stimulating internal shift 
of manpower and resources to defense production in producing coun- 

| tries by paying premiums. Suggests fund created by each country con- | 
| tributing percent excess profits (probably means tax). Suggests as one. 

specific use of fund, financing of migration and housing costs of 
skilled labor as growth of production makes shortages of technicians 

| acute. | | : | 

3. Although memo not explicit, fund appears not related to guar- 
antee arrangement. © | | a . 

| 4, Reports from Embassy Brussels (Embtel 1021 to Department 
December 215) and discussion here with Bastin (Belgian delegate 
PWS DFEC) indicated early version Van Zeeland plan unacceptable 
to FinMin and National Bank. However, inclusion in present pro- 
posal of possible use EPU may have made proposal acceptable. __ 

5. As presented proposal might involve open end guarantee of pay- | 
| ment for armament production, and in present form is too vague for 

realistic consideration, = | | 7 
6. We have been thinking about less ambitious scheme for imple- 

| menting HPPP by establishing 1 to $200 million fund various cur- 
| rencies to provide 90 percent guarantee so that producers while having 
| some assurance of payment will also continue to have incentive to 

| find buyers. Latter considered important as providing motive for 
| maintaining quality of production standards. Some obstacles re: 

| (2) Some NAT participants presently unwilling to let contracts 
| on basis of MTDP’s commitments. If financial and economic limita- 

tions result in reduction of procurement below requirements, some 
high priority items might be slashed disproportionately or eliminated 
entirely. | | 

| (b) SG determination of acceptable types not construed as mean- 
| ing that types designated as acceptable to meet needs of producing 
| country would necessarily meet needs of NAT partners for such equip- 

ment. For example, international financing of Italian truck production 
| based. on overall NAT truck needs and SG designation of Italian 
| trucks as “acceptable” might be rash, if other countries refuse to con- | 

sider such trucks acceptabletothem. 
(c) MPSB data do not at present provide basis for elimination 

inefficient high-cost. producers. Thus financing of all high priority 
| projects outlined in PWS D-D/175,° by international.commitment 

might result in NATO misdirection of resources and in group acquir- 
| ing high-cost unsaleable equipment. | a SO | 

_ %. We believe above problems may be solvable, and basic suggestion 
of international financial commitment as instrument for stimulating 

: armament production for others merits exploration. Believe basic ques- 
tion to be answered soon is whether US opposed in principle to such 

p scheme or willing to consider participating if above problems solved. 

| -8Not printed, | | / , oe a oo
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&. Would also welcome OSR’s reactions, possibly during Triffin’s 

expected visit here, with whom Breithut had discussion substance para- 

| graph 6 above. | OO | 

| | [BrerrputT| — 
| [Sporrorp] 

740.5/1-551 : Telegram pe as | 

The United States Deputy Representative on the North Atlantic 

| ~ Council (Spofford) to the Secretary of State* — 

SECRET | -Lonpon, January 5, 1951—11 p. m. 

Depto 891. Perkins from Spofford. eee - : 

| 1. Subject is NATO-OEEC relationship, reference Todep 171.2 _ 

2. I have not as yet been able to confer with Katz other than by 
telephone but expect to see him in Paris over weekend, following which 
joint comments requested will be forthcoming. In meantime these 
are my tentative views, which I discussed with Knapp before his. 

departure to Washington. a ee | 

- 3. I.agree time has come to reconsider NATO-OEEC relationship 
and develop clear-cut US position. I also strongly support Katz 
approach. that we think im terms of functions to be performed by 

both organizations and assets represented by each and that with rapid 

_ shift in emphasis we should not regard either organization or relations — 

between them in static terms. | ES 

4. In my view principles which should govern reorganization in — 

order of priority are: a - 

| (a) Primary consideration should be attaining most effective eco- 
nomic underpinning for NATO defense effort. In economic field | 
emphasis is going to be heavily on defense at least for near future and 
it should havetop priority forexpert personnel. 
_ (6) In whatever consolidation or regrouping is decided upon there 
should be minimum of overlap or duplication and most efficient use 

- of personnel. This is particularly important for smaller NAT partners 

- who have limited resources in economic expertise. | 
_ (e) Any such consolidation or regrouping should be done so as to 
preserve, so far as possible, asset now represented by: QEEC delegates 
and secretariat. With Katz I would place less emphasis than Wash- 
ington on morale of OKEC staff. | 2 oe 

5. While present arrangement with twelve man group * has not 
gone far enough to come to final conclusion on workability, strong _ 

Repeated to Paris. a | Ce - ge | 

2 Dated December 16, 1950, not printed. oe . | 
? Presumably the so-called Working Group of Twelve which was established 

in late 1950 to meet in Paris for the study of problems involved in the distribu- . 

tion of the defense financial burden among the NATO participants. It was com- 

posed of representatives from each of the NATO member governments. os
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| probability that as temporary [¢empo?] and activity step up separa- 
_ tion of deputies and important element of economic staff will not be 

satisfied [satisfactory?]. Therefore we should plan on assumption that 
entire NAT economic organization responsible for defense matters 

_ should be located in same city as deputies and DPB. 
6. Some consolidation of NAT economic agencies and OEEC there- 

_ fore seems necessary. Alternatives are (a) consolidation of entire 
| OEEC organization and NAT agencies or ( 6) regrouping and trans- 

fer to NAT of those OEEC functions relating directly to defense, 
presumably those set out in Katz analysis in Paris Repto 69054 sub- __ 
paragraphs (c), (d) and (e) of paragraph 2. Functions performed by 

| OEEC not directly related to defense, e.g. EPU, trade liberalization 
| _ and integration, et ceteranottobeconsolidated. §#8 = | | 
| 7 From NATO standpoint and aside from political and security 

problems arising from different membership, I see following disad- 
, vantages in over-all consolidation : ici PE gee 

(a) Assimilation of large organization dealing with functions not 
| Telating to defense effort would be time consuming organizational 

job which would most certainly slow up necessary reorganization in 
overlapping fields, which will be difficult enough in any event. Sheer 

| numbers of OEEC organization would make total consolidation diffi- | 
| cult business. / oo a | ec by 

(6) Although I make point with hesitancy because of limited direct 
| _ contact, I have feeling that “back to normalcy” psychology in OEEC 
| organization would involve psychological disadvantage in over-all 

consolidation. | oe = fot 

8. From OEEC standpoint I think it should be carefully considered 
whether consolidation into NAT and attempt to streamline organiza- 

| tion for essentially defense purposes may not involve loss of OEEC’s 
| present and possible future effectiveness in non-defense fields, in which | 
| I am sure we all want to see it continued and strengthened. ow 
| 9. For foregoing reasons I favor alternative (b) in paragraph 6. _ 
| 10. If regrouping is decided upon, question of geography becomes _ 

unimportant. NAT economic staff would be based in London; residual - 
| OEEC would continue in Paris. In any event geography is not con- 
| trolling, certainly from US standpoint. rs : 

11. Tosummarize, my tentative views are that: a og | 

(a) Economic functions of NAT and OEEC related to defense . 
‘should beconsolidated. | OF | 

| | (6) These should be performed by single staff in same city as 
| deputies. Be oe ee | ee 
| (c) This should not involve over-all consolidation of OFEC and 

NATO economic agencies to which I see objections from standpoint _ 
| of NATO and possibly from standpoint of OEEC. | . 

‘Not printed. , . -
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.(d) Preferable alternative is regrouping of functions and consoli- 

dation only those directly related to defense, Oo 

- 12, Will comment more fully when I have had talk with Katz. 
a ae | | | _- [Sporrorp] 

| Editorial Note ae | 

Congressional opposition to the stationing of American troops in 

Europe as part of the NATO defense force grew after President 

Truman’s press release on the subject on September 9, 1950. In that 

statement he said he approved a substantial increase in the strength 
of United States forces stationed in Western Europe for the defense 
of that area on the basis of recommendations of the Joint Chiefs of 

Staff, endorsed by the Secretaries of State and Defense. (Department 

of State Bulletin, September 18,1950, page 468) oo 

A speech by Herbert Hoover on December 20, 1950, set the stage 

for the following “Great Debate” on the use of American troops in 

Europe. Hoover said that the prime obligation to defend Europe rested 

with the Europeans themselves and that the United States should — 

limit its contributions to air and sea power. In his opinion, committing 

American ground forces to a land war in Europe would result in 

“a war without victory ... would be the graveyard of millions of 
- American boys and would end in the exhaustion of this Gibraltar of  - 

| Western Civilization.” (New York Times, December 21, 1950, pages 
. 1, 22) | So a . 

At a Department of State meeting on January 2, 1951, Under Secre- 

tary of State Webb, Legal Adviser Fisher, and Director McWilliams 

of the Executive Secretariat agreed that someone in the Department. 
should draft a reply to a forthcoming speech by Senator Taft opposing 

the use of American troops in Europe. They planned to offer it to | 

an administration supporter, probably Senator Connally, for use in 
the Senate debate. Information on that meeting is in the Secretary’s 

- Memoranda of Conversation, lot 65 D 238. RR 

-. Senator Taft opened the Senate portion of the debate on January 5. 

He said the President had “no power to agree to send American troops 

to fight in Europe in a war between the members of the Atlantic Pact 

and Soviet Russia.” Taft considered a powerful air force the best | 

| defense for the United States and suggested the country rely on | 

superiority in air and sea forces throughout the world for its own — 

| defense and for assistance to its allies. He concluded by saying that — 

any policy adopted “must be approved by Congress and the people ~ 

after full and free discussion. The commitment of a land army to 

Europe is a program never approved by Congress, into which we 

should not drift.” (Congressional Record, 82d Congress, 1st session, 

pages 54-61) | | | ce
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| Secretary’s memoranda, lot 53 D 444 | . . 

| ‘The Under Secretary of State (Webb) tothe President» | 

| MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT oe 

- i — P WASHINGTON,] January 5, 1951. 

Subject: Congressional Debate on Foreign Policy during the Eighty- 
second Congress | | : 

It is clear that your State-of-the-Union message and Senator Taft’s 
announced statement on foreign policy will precipitate the full-scale 
debate on foreign policy which is brewing.? Under the circumstances 

: this is both inevitable and desirable. ae 
Although the Administration policies are sound and are consistent 

| with the natural inclinations of most Americans, dangerous confusion — 

| has been created in the public mind by persistent Republican attacks. 
| The Republicans in Congress have been and are well organized to 

| conduct this debate. The Democrats in the Congress have not been 

_ well organized to combat these attacks effectively. If they are to make 
| a clear and convincing statement of policy which will be understood 
| and supported despite Republican efforts to create confusion, it is 

| now imperative that they be organized by the leadership. Your meet- 
ing with the new leadership on Monday morning is an ideal oppor- 

| tunity to start this organization, and in view of the urgency it should 
| not be delayed beyond that time.* Enclosed is a memorandum of sug- 

gested points which it is recommended you take up with the leadership 
| atthismeeting, = _ oe | 

| a oo ST es [Enclosure] . Oe | 

| Nores For ConFERENCE Wira Leapersuie oN Foreign Poricy 
DEBATE * oe 

| 1. Impress on leadership the vital importance to country of creating 
| an understanding of our foreign policy and support for it out of the 
| confusion which the Republicans have created during the last. cam- 
| paign and are still trying to create. Mention the particular importance 
| of public support of the policy of collective security as contrasted with 

| the isolationism being preached by Hoover, Taft, and [Joseph] 
| Kennedy. | | : Boe 

| 2. Point out that there is no common “Republican policy”—their 
| entire effort has been to create confusion by attacking Administration | 

| 1 prafted by the Legal Adviser, Adrian Fisher. oe —— 
: * See editorial note, supra. 
| ~®No record has been found in the Department of State files of discussions 
| between the President and Secretary or Under Secretary of State on this topic, 
| but see editorial note, p. 22. } — | | : 

The source text indicated that this paper was drafted by the Legal Adviser, 
| Adrian Fisher, on January 4, 1951. : — | 

536-688 PT 1--81---4 |
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efforts. They have been able to do this with great success because they 

are very well organized both in the Senate and the House and have 
an effective speech-writing machine. 

3. Democratic foreign policy as carried out by the President and 

as enacted by the Congress during the last several years is funda- 

mentally sound and is consistent with the natural sympathies of the -. 

American people. What we must do is to make it plainly understood 

despite the organized Republican efforts to spread confusion and — 
doubt. | Oo a | 

4, In view of the Republican organization, it is absolutely vital 

that the Democratic leadership in the Senate and the Housé create 
an even better organization to support the Democratic program. To _ 
do this it will be necessary to arrange for a group of able speakers 

| to make speeches on the Floor in an organized program which the _ 

leaders personally keep on schedule. | a 
5. The President’s State-of-the-Union message on Monday will 

| open the debate. It is understood that Senator Taft is planning to 
make a full statement of his views on foreign policy immediately there- ~ _ 

| after. The Democrats in the Senate and the House should therefore 

be prepared to start their speeches in the next day orso. - 
6. The President will depend on the leadership to make these 

arrangements with the Senators and Representatives whom the 

| leadership feels are most appropriate and best qualified. — | 
| -%. The President has reiterated his standing directions to the 

‘State Department to be available to the leadership on a day-and-night = 

basis to help them and any of the members who are joining in this 

| effort to clarify public understanding of the issues through furnishing = 

materials, drafting speeches, and whatever else may be requested. 
They shall call upon Mr. Webb for this. OE | | 

740.5/1-551 7 OC Be oo 
—— Memorandum by the Assistant Secretary of State for European Affairs 

(Perkins) to the Deputy Under Secretary of State for Administra- 
7 tion (Humelsine) — | are | | 

«CONFIDENTIAL _ [Wasurneron,] January 6, 1951. 
Subject: . Future Handling of NAT program in Department of State 

| I understand there are two general schemes in mind concerning the 
responsibilities of Mr. Cabot here as related to NATO. One is that | 
NAT operations remain the primary responsibility of EUR, with 

- supervision, general policy direction and integration into the world 
situation by Mr. Cabot and his organization. The second one 1s that | 

The reference here is to the International Security ‘Affairs. Committee. See 
footnote 3, p. 21. | |
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| - Mr. Cabot and his organization take over the full responsibility for - 
| operating all mattersconnected withNAT. =» mes 
_-J-want to register very strongly that we in EUR believe that the 

| first course is essential. As I understood, and still understand, the 
- regional setup in the State Department it is that the Regional Bureaus _ 
were to be responsible for affairs in their areas with, of course, due 
and proper coordination and supervision from higher echelons. ‘The | 

~ North Atlantic Treaty is the heart of the policies and operations in / 
EUR. It is the most important single item in our relations with the 
European countries. It also has an important bearing on our relations 

| | with the European countries and other countries under EUR which 
| are not directly associated in NAT. To eliminate EUR from the work 
| on this matter would, I believe, hopelessly compromise the influence 

and effectiveness of EUR as an operating agency. The NAT is more 
: - than a military arrangement. It enters into political and economic 
| questions as well, and it is, therefore, at the very core ofall KUR work. _ 

I cannot see that moving the work in connection with the NAT to 
| some new central agency would provide any operating advantages. 
| The NAT problem is big enough and of sufficient importance to 
| justify in itself a component and effective staff. But it is equally true 
| that, it cannot be adequately understood and dealt with as a thing 
| apart from other European problems. As part of EUR such a statf 
| has the advantages of being integrated closely with the Office Directors 

| and desk Officers who are working constantly on all problems of the 

| countries affected by the NAT. | | 

| I think I should again point out, as I have often before, that HUR 
| needs additional strength in personnel to discharge its functions 

properly in connection with NAT. This, I think, we have all recognized 

| for some time, and the only reason we have not moved on strengthen- 

| ing and increasing the personnel was the uncertainty as to what the 
| central organization would be and where it would be. | | 

| I have, as you know, long favored the establishment of a position 

such as Mr. Cabot’s. I believe there is a very important function to 

be performed in establishing departmental-wide policies, in correlat- 
ing the activities of the Regional Bureaus, in establishing priorities 
in working out inter-departmental relationships, and in carrying an | 

| integrated program to the Congress. These functions seem to me to be — 
enough to tax anyone’s ability. Oe oe oes 

| Now a word further on inter-departmental organization. It seems 
to me that the idea which we had sometime ago of a worldwide inter- _ 

| departmental coordinating committee with subsidiary regional co- 
| ordinating committees is desirable and efficient. Certainly there should 
| be regional committees for EUR and FE, and probably also for ARA 

and NEA. - a | 7 ea bed
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‘Tam attaching hereto a memorandum which Ed Martin has prepared 
which goes into further detail on some aspects of the situation, and 
also a list of the personnel in EUR which is now involved in NAT 
matters.’ 7 | | 

* Neither printed. : | oo | 

740.5/1-751 : Telegram | ; | 

| _ The United States Deputy Representative on the North Atlantic 
Council (Spofford) to the Secretary of State oo 

SECRET Lonpon, January 7, 1951—2 p. m. 

3780. For Perkins from Spofford. Reference Todep 189 1 and Deptel 
2864.? Following is my view re Canadian proposal : ® - | 

1. I believe basic structure contemplated by Canadian paper is un- 
questionably sound, i.e., one policy-making body representing govern- 
ments and meeting periodically, one “governmental” body sitting per- 
manently to insure that its policies are both effectively implemented 
and kept up-to-date in light of events, with detailed implementation 
carried out by permanent integrated staff agencies assisted by technical 
advisory bodies. | | a 

Most NAT governments agree such structure desirable. I believe 
it would be far more effective than present “proliferation of com- 
mittees” and provide framework in which US leadership could more 
effectively be exercised. I nevertheless do not agree with all details of 
Canadian paper or feel that it satisfactorily disposes of some problems. _ 

2. Concept of Council of Governments is certainly sound. I believe 
this has always been intention of parties and that what is needed is | 
recognition this fact rather than reorganization on this point. Para- 
graph 1 of Council document D-1/1 September 17, 1949 * makes clear 
that Council is principal treaty body, that it is charged with responsi- 
bility of considering all matters concerning implementation of treaty 
and that other bodies set up under treaty are subordinate to it. Concur 
in Department’s view, which represents long established international _ 
practice, that Foreign Ministers in international relations always 
speak for their governments rather than their ministries. Since most 
if not all NAT governments concur that Council should represent 
governments it should not be difficult to obtain agreement that it now 
in fact does. - Oe 

* Not printed, but see footnote 9, p. 9. - | 
* Not printed. This telegram to London of December 1, 1950, provided Spofford 

with the first reactions of the Office of European Regional Affairs to the Canadian 
proposal and stated that the Department of Defense did not believe the time 
was appropriate for action on top-level NATO reorganization (740.5/11-2950). 

* See footnote 1, p. 6. Oo , | | 
*“Report of the Working Group on Organization as Adopted by the Council | 

on September 17, 1949.” For text, see Foreign Relations, 1949, vol. rv, pp. 330-337.
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3, Believe Council should as provided in third paragraph of D-1/1 

normally be composed of Foreign Ministers. This does not, of course, 

preclude governments from being represented by other persons pro- 

vided they have “plenipotentiary” powers. While delegations might 

well include delegate of other Ministries depending on agenda, be- 

lieve each government should have only one representative on Council. 

Possibility conflicting voices speaking for any one government must 

be avoided. Canadian suggestion of subcommittees may be found — 

| useful. | og | | 

4, If Council represents governments it follows automatically that 

Deputies also represent governments (recognized in paragraph 2a 

| of my terms of reference *). Question is simply one of assuring that 

person representing his government on Deputy’s has confidence of all 

| agencies concerned and that he is advised by those agencies so that — 

| he can adequately expound their point of view. I consider deputies 

| regarded as speaking for governments by each other, = | | 

5. I see real advantage in retaining Defense Commission [Com- 

| mittee] in some form. Reconstitution as outlined in paragraphs 9 and 

10 of revised Canadian paper would have advantages of simplified 

military structure and give non-SG governments feeling of permanent 

military representation without impairing operational authority of 

SG. On other hand, we see real advantage in continuing personal meet- 

| ings of Defense Ministers and are not sure inclusion of them or their 

| representatives in Council delegations would be sufficient. As com- — 

| promise you might consider reconstitution of Military Representative 

Committee with Military Committee representative reporting directly 

to Deputies on usual policy matters requiring government sanction 

and to Defense Committee specially convened for the purpose to re- 

view or consider policy matters in defense field. Such meeting includ- 

| ing agenda to be coordinated with NAC meeting possibly to be held 

| jointly with NAC. | | re 

| 6. With respect to relations between Deputies and SG, we believe 

| each should have responsibility for giving other guidance in its own 

| field and calling upon other for advice and assistance in other’s field. | 

! For example, SG would be subject to continuing over-all political 

| guidance from Deputies as permanent alter ego of Council but not 

| to any authority by Deputies in military field. Deputies would depend 

on SG for advice on military but not on other matters. Deputies should 

call upon SG for military advice and assistance and needle them for 

| SThe passage under reference reads “The United States Deputy shall have the 

| following functions: a. represent the United States Government in the work of 

| the North Atlantic. Council of Deputies: ...”. The text of the terms of reference, | 
| approved by President Truman, December 16, 1950, is attached to a memorandum 

: for Acheson from the Executive Clerk in the White House, dated December 16; 

neither printed. (740.5/12-1850) | Oo - a
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it (e.g. acceptability of types, military requirements, costing informa- _ 
tion ‘et cetera). SG should call upon Deputies and needle them for 

— advice and assistance concerning political, economic and production 
matters. Deputies could not require SG to take substantive action © 
in military operational matters nor could SG require Deputies to take 
substantive action in other fields. This concept would continue Counc! 
and Deputies as bodies speaking for governments and would provide 
Deputies with direct line of authority over SG within area of Depu- 
ties competence but would make impossible for Deputies (particularly 
small nations represented therein) to interfere in any substantive way 
with authority of SG or SHAPE on military operational matters. 

1. Believe DFEC should be eliminated and that all agencies engaged 
in NATO production, raw materials or finance problems such as DPB, 
RM [raw materials?| advisory group and proposed new Finance and 
Economic Beard or elements of OEEC should report to NAT Council — 
and between meetings to its alter ego Council Deputies. DPB would | 
not be responsible to Defense Ministers. Of course, as above stated, 
SG or SHAPE should guide DPB as to acceptable types, military 

| requirements and other matters. Deputies would be principally respon- 
sible in economic, political and production fields | 

_ 8, Believe paragraphs 6, 7 and 8 should be modified as indicated 
above. Items 12 and 13 are generally sound. ca ve | 

9. Re item 14 believe Roseman revised draft * embodies sound US | 
position and plan to take this up informally with UK and other in- _ 
terested Deputies. Have altered chart to remove entirely boxesshowing 
position of DC and DFEC. ge 

10. Believe these suggestions preferable to those in paragraph 5 
Deptel 2864 of 1 December. | | a a 

11. I believe that practical answer to relationship between Deputies 
and SG is something along lines of paragraph 6. However, in view - 
importance most governments attach to continuing political guidance 

over military, we believe emphasis in negotiations in Deputies should 
be upon fact that Deputies as continuing body are channel for gov- 

- ernments to give higher direction to work of other NATO agencies. 

It would then be the mission of US representatives on Deputies and 
SG to achieve day-to-day working solution advanced in paragraph 6.7 

—  FSporrorp] 

| - .° The reference here is to a revision, not found in Department of State files, of 
a memorandum of December 28, 1950, by Alvin Roseman, U.S. Representative for 
Specialized Agency Affairs at Geneva, entitled “Suggestions for the Develop- | 
ment of an Internationally Financed Staff for the North Atlantic Treaty 
Organization.” The memorandum of December 28 is in Department of State file 

740.5/12-2850. | - coe | 
“In answer to this message, telegram Todep 203 of January 9 informed Spofford 

| that his position on the Canadian proposal was sufliciently at variance with 
7 views previously expressed in the Department of State as to require careful 

study and that he should limit his participation in debate of the subject to 
expression of his personal views (740.5/1-751). > re
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ECA message files, FRC 53 A 278, Paris Torep, telegram | | 

The Administrator for Economic Cooperation (Foster) to the United 

States Special Representative in Europe (Katz), at Paris 

CONFIDENTIAL PRIORITY |= WASHINGTON, January 8, 1951—6 p. m. 

 Torep 143. 1. Pres. signed on Dec. 19 memo of understanding ° 

between Depts. State, Treas., Defense and ECA on organizational 

arrangements within US Govt. for policy and implementation re 

| international security arrangements and mil. and econ. assistance for 

| mutual defense. Phe ey my 
| 9, This document provides review and coordination of policy and 

| program among interested agencies shall be through high level Com- 

| - mittee on International Security Affairs, consisting State, Def., Treas., 

ECA and Harriman office reps., with State rep. as chairman. FYI | 

| State rep. is Thomas Cabot, ECA rep. is N. E. Halaby, other agency | 

| representatives not yet designated.* Committee expected to hold first | 

mtg. shortly. OO oe oe | | | 

| ~ 3. Document provides “it is essential that. operating responsibility | 

| be delegated to greatest possible extent to those agencies which are — 

equipped to handle it”, and further that “ECA shall have primary 

responsibility for developing and implementing plans for economic 

| assistance required to support an adequate defense effort abroad, and 

for implementing approved programs for addl. mil. product. abroad”. 

| 4, Copies this document being airpouched, but above provisions 

| set forth in order guide OSR and Missions in taking immediate steps | 

increase their participation in development plans for economic sup- 

| ‘port European rearmament effort. : Co | oo 

| 5. Specifically, it is view ECA/W that missions backstopped by 

| ~ OSR must play new and important role, in close cooperation Embassy 

and MAAG, in negots. with NAT countries re increased defense effort 

| (including raising and maintaining troops and mul. production) and 

' should provide initiative in developing econ judgment as to amt. 

MDAP econ. support funds required accomplish desired results. This 

| - eonnection missions should regard all Tomap cables raising econ. and | 

1 Authorized by N. E. Halaby of ECA, drafted by Norman 8S. Paul of ISA. 

Cleared in draft by Deputy ECA Administrator Bissell and by Assistant ECA ~ 

Administrator for Programs Porter. Cleared in substance by Ohly, Bell, and 

Martin of the Department of State. Repeated to ECA missions in all NATO | 

countries. All telegrams from ECA Washington to the Office of the Special _ 

Representative in Europe were addressed to and sent via the Embassy in France. 

All telegrams from ECA Washington to the various European ECA missions . 

were addressed to and sent via the Embassies in the countries in which the 

| respective missions were located. | | 

| 2 For text, see Foreign Relations, 1950, vol. 1, p. 484. — Co 
* Effective January 8, 1951, the position of Director, International Security 

| Affairs, was established in the Department of State and took up the personnel, | 

| records, and functions of the Office of the Director, Mutual Defense Assistance. 

| For a description of the duties of ISA, see the Department of State Bulletin, 

| January 22, 1951, p. 155. : | | | 

| | | |
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financial issues as priority action matters. Recognize that in present 
atmosphere lack of detailed definition agency responsibilities much 
of mission work must be on ad hoc basis, but strongly urge that mis- 
sions use own judgment in applying their best talents towards meeting 
pressing problem of securing maximum defense effort abroad. —— 

6. Econ. support programming now entering stage where different 
kinds competence required in field than heretofore, particularly in 
area of mil. product. Urge Chiefs of Missions and OSR give immedi- 
ate attention possible staffing needs this regard. Production problem 
relates not only to programming for US financing but to priority 

| assistance as well. Missions and MAAGs must work in closest coopera- 
tion this matter. | oo a Oo 

7. This cable primarily addressed to immediate problem negots. | 
now in progress in connection MDAP financing. Separate instructions 
forthcoming on relationship ERP allotments to European defense 
efforts. : oe | 

8. These bilateral approaches to governments must be geared with 
| US actions in NATO and in coming weeks developments in Deps, | 

WG 12 and DPB will be important matters for Missions to consider.  —/ 

- OO | Foster , 

a | Editorial Note | | So 

| In his State of the Union message on January 8, President Truman — 
| did not specifically mention sending American troops to Europe, but — 

he did ask the Congress for legislation for “military and economic 
aid to help build up the strength of the free world.” A copy of the 
State of the Union message is in Department of State Bulletin, Janu- 
ary 22, 1951, pages 123-127. _ | PPE en Tn | 
On the afternoon of the same day Senator Kenneth Wherry intro- 

duced Senate Resolution 8, and the Wherry Resolution came to be the 
central issue of the “Great Debate.” It stated that “no ground forces of 
the United States should be assigned to duty in the European area for 
the purposes of the North Atlantic Treaty pending formulation of a 
policy with respect thereto by the Congress.” (Congressional Record, 
82d Congress, 1st session, page 94) EE 

| In a press conference on January 11, the President told reporters 
| that his constitutional powers as Commander in Chief of the Armed 

| Forces gave him the authority to send troops anywhere in the world. 

He said he would consult the Congress before sending troops, but did 
not need congressional permission to do so. (Public Papers of the 
Presidents of the United States: Harry S Truman, 1951 (Washington, 
Government Printing Office,1965,page19)
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On January 12 Secretary Acheson called Senators Connally and 
McFarland to thank them for responding to Senator Taft with Senate | 

| speeches favorable to the administration’s foreign policy. On Jan- 
uary 16 he called Senator Lodge to thank him for his speech of Jan- 
uary 11, and on January 18 he called Senator Morse about his speech 
of January 15 and Senator Kerr about his speech of January 16 in : 
support of the administration. Memoranda of those telephone conver- 
sations are in the Secretary’s Memoranda, lot 58 D 444. The speeches 

| can be found in the Congressional Record, 82d Congress 1st session: 
McFarland, page 139; Connally, page 140; Lodge, page 146; Morse, 

| page 253; Kerr, page 334, All the Senators the Secretary called spoke 
| in favor of stationing American troops in Europe as part of the NATO 
| forces, and opposed Senator Taft’s suggestion that the United States 

rely onairandsea power. => oo 8 
; During the month of February the Senate Foreign Relations and 
| Armed Services Committees held 11 days of joint public hearings on 
| Senate Resolution 8, the Wherry Resolution. Secretary of Defense | 
| Marshall gave the opening testimony against it on February 15. He 
| told the committees that the President had authorized him to discuss 
| the specific strength of American ground forces in Europe. He said, 

“The Joint. Chiefs of Staff have recommended to me and I have so 
recommended to the President—and the President has approved—a 
policy with respect to our forces in Europe which looks to the mainte- 

| nance by us, in Europe, of approximately six divisions of ground 
| forces. We already have there, on occupation duty, about two divisions 
| of ground forces. Our plans, based on the recommendation of the Joint 
| Chiefs, therefore contemplate sending four additional divisions to 
| Europe.” (Department of State Bulletin, February 26, 1951, pages 
! 328-330) —_ - | | 
| Secretary of State Acheson and General of the Army Omar N. 
| Bradley, Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, testified against — 
| the resolution on February 16. The Secretary answered those who 

proposed reliance on air and sea power by saying that “however over- 
whelming our available air striking power is likely to be in the period 
ahead of us, the presence of defense forces in being in Western Eu- 

| rope is a vital part of the effectiveness of our air power as a deterrent 
| to attack. .. . In the event of an attack the availability of defense 

forces in Europe would give us time that we would vitally need to 
bring our other forces into operation.” Copies of the administration 
witnesses’ testimony are in Department of State Bulletin, February 26, © 

| 1951, pages 323-332. Early drafts of Secretary Acheson’s testimony are 
| in the Shulman files, lot 53 D 403, “Wherry Resolution Testimony.” 

| An account of the public hearings is printed in Hearings before the 

| Committee on Foreign Relations and the Committee on Armed Serv- 
ces on S. Con. Kes. 8 (Washington: Government Printing Office,
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1951). A short account of the “Great Debate” and excerpts from some 
| of the major speeches can be found in Documents on American For- 

— ergn Relations, 1951, pages 13-25, 295-298. _ Se 
After the hearings ended, the committees rewrote the Wherry 

Resolution and reported out Senate Resolution 99, in support of the . 
President’s authority to send American troops to Europe. (Senate 
Report 175, 82d Congress, Ist session.) A copy of Senate Resolution99 > 
is in Department of State Bulletin, April 16, 1951, page 637; Docu- 
ments on American Foreign Relations, 1951, page 227; and Congres- 
sional Record, 82d Congress, 1st session, page 3282.  — . | 

| On April 2 the Senate, by a vote of 49 to 48, with 4 not voting, added 
the McClellan Amendment to Senate Resolution 99. The amendment. 

| stated that “no ground forces in addition to such four divisions should 
be sent to Western Europe in implementation of Article 3 of the 
North Atlantic Treaty without further congressional approval.” On | 

| April. 4, by a vote of 69 to 21, with 6 not voting, the Senate passed 
| Senate Resolution 99. (bid., pages 3096, 3282) — | Sy 

-At a press conference on April 5, in answer to a question about — 
whether the Senate’s addition of the McClellan Amendment would — 
alter his policy on sending troops to Europe, the President said that 

_ the only matter considered was the sending of four divisions, which 
_ the Senate approved. He added that he had always consulted the _ 

7 Congress about major policies and that the situation would develop 
in the usual manner. (Public Papers of the Presidents of the United 

States: Harry S Truman, 1951, page 214) ee eee 
| Documentation in Department of State files on the “Great Debate” 

is scanty. From time to time Department officials discussed it and re- _ 
: ports of their meetings are in the Secretary’s Daily Meetings, lot 58 | 

D 609; the Secretary’s Memoranda of Conversation, lot 65 ‘D 238; the | 
Secretary’s Memoranda, lot 53 D 444; and the Barrett files, lot 52 D 

| 740.5/1-1051 : Telegram a 

The United States Deputy Representative on the North Atlantic — 
: Council (Spofford) to the Secretary of State ~ ee 

CONFIDENTIAL  NIACT — Lonpon, January 10, 1951—noon. 

3817. For Perkins from Spofford and Batt. Re diplomatic status 
and rank coordination DPB, and Embtel 3681, December 31.2 

1. Recommend, of course, that Coordinator? be given US diplo- 

~ matic status (passport, et cetera) and high personal US rank. While 
his position is international, he is, nevertheless, “contributed” by US 
Government. | a | : 

*Not printed. _ ; | an 
* See paragraph 2 of Part B, Section (2) Defense Production, p. 3.
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: 2. As to his status in UK, we have discussed with UK deputy who 
assures us he will be given same diplomatic status as council deputies. 

5. As to his status in other NAT countries, he will be holding a 
position unique, except for that of General Eisenhower, established 
by action of all 12 NAT governments, who have recognized the vital 
importance to North Atlantic defense of finding a dynamic leader 
for the NAT defense production effort. Consequently, there is no doubt. 
that he will be received in other countries as a person of highest rank — 
and importance. There should be no bar, from this standpoint, to his 
talking to any and all government ministers as the occasion demands. 

We would expect to formalize the NAT-wide status of the coordinator 
_ as an important element in the formal development of international 

staff of NATO, but hope you will assure Herod that we anticipate 
| not the slightest formal difficulties or lack of recognition of the im- | 
| portance of the job of any NAT governments. [Batt.] 

OO | _ [Srorrorp | 

| 740.5/1-1151 Telegram | 7 7 | 

| Lhe United States Deputy Representative on the North Atlantic 
Council (Spofford) to the Secretary of State 

| SECRET PRIORITY __ Lonvon, January 11, 1951—1 p. m. . 
| _ Depto 401. Pass to Secretary Defense. Please pass to Chairman SG 
| from Chairman NAC. Deputies have asked me to inform you that, as 

result action of NAC in Brussels, they intend continue discussion of 
possible reorganization NATO structure and to consider question of 

| relationship between SG and military representatives and SG 
and Deputies, as directed by Council. Deputies understand that 
latter aspects of military organization will also be considered by SG | 

| and military representatives in Washington, and it is the Deputies’ 
| thought that discussions on this question should not be carried on 

simultaneously in Washington and London. Therefore, they intend 
proceed with discussions on reorganization top NATO structure and 
to postpone discussion military aspects of reorganization until hear- 
ing from you as to schedule and procedure contemplated by appro- 
priate Washington agencies for consideration these questions. I should 

| therefore appreciate learning as soon as possible intentions of SG in | 
this regard. — en so 

Deputies wished me to point out that outcome of their discussions | 
: on Canadian memo (D-D(51)4)? might well have bearing on con- — 

: Pa ul van Zeeland, Belgian Minister of Foreign Affairs, - | | | 
Not printed. Presumably the revised memorandum discussed in telegram 

| Depto 382, January 3,p.6. | | | a
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sideration by SG and military representatives of military aspects 
- ofreorganization® | 

| 7 a _ [Srorrorp] 

& The. Council Deputies’ discussion of the Canadian memorandum, referred to 
in this telegram, took place in the Deputies’ second meeting of the year on Jan- 
uary 10. The meeting was reported in telegram 3837 of that date from London, 
not printed. (704.5/1-1051) 

740.5/1-1251: Telegram _ 

The United States Deputy Representative on the North Atlantic | 
— Council (Spofford) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET § PRIORITY Lonpon, January 12, 1951—6 p. m. 
Depto 405. For Perkins from Spofford. Embtel 38374 January 10 

discussion by deputies of Canadian reorganization proposal resulted 
in free and frank exchange of views re top NATO structure particu- 
larly proposed council of governments. Leading participants were ~ 
Wilgress, Alphand, Starkenborgh and Hoyer-Millar. Consensus of — 
opinion was expressed by Starkenborgh when he said that Netherlands 

| favored council of governments because it would do away with present 
| multiple committees at ministerial level whose practice had been to | 

refer questions back and forth and each of which could act on only 
| part of questions put before them. : | 

I said very little during discussion except to express personal view 
that we had always considered represented governments rather than 
foreign offices and that there might be merit if annual though prob- 
ably not more frequent meetings were held with wider high level. 
representation. At end when it was asked which deputies could accept 
Canadian concept of council of governments in principle, I said I was 
not instructed. Only other deputy unable to accept in principle was 
Belgian who also uninstructed. I believe that on Monday when ques- 
tion is to be discussed again Belgium will indicate acceptance in 
principle. ae 

_ Situation we face therefore is that of US being only government — 
not ready accept principle of Canadian proposal for council of gov- 
ernments. Possible courses of action seem to me to be (1) take position 
that present top structure satisfactory and no reorganization needed, 
(2) accept principle of council of governments as basis for discussion 

| without accepting details of Canadian paper, and attempt to fill out 

picture along lines satisfactory to US, (38) put forward alternative _ 
proposal for reorganization of top structure. | 

First alternative would not solve question but merely have effect 

of prolonging discussion and consideration of reorganization. We 

1 Not printed, but see footnote 3, supra. oe
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would be substantially alone in that position. As to third, we can 

undoubtedly get sympathetic consideration of constructive new pro- 
posals, but I believe that if we are going to advance any we should 
serve notice at Monday’s meeting of our intention to do so. 

Believe we should follow second alternative. In any event, we can 
no longer prevent crystallization of position by 11 other governments 
without expressing some US position. Appreciate your efforts to get 

US position formulated and importance of getting one satisfactory 
to all concerned. At same time I have been stalling since September 

| council meeting and curve of diminishing returns is now falling 
| sharply. In effort to help clarify problem, I submit following further 
| discussion in amplification of thinking in Embtel 3780? and Deptel 

2864.8 - . co | s 
There is general agreement here and I believe in Washington that 

| council members should and do speak for governments. This is prin- 

| ciple of council of governments which I recommend we join ‘others | 
in accepting. While other NAT governments have indicated in general 

| terms more or less agreement with details of paragraphs 6 to 8 of 
| revised Canadian paper there has been little specific discussion and 
| I believe we can secure its development along satisfactory lines if 
| we can take active role quickly enough. Am glad to note in Todep 

| 208 * statement increasing number US agencies attaching importance 
| to NATO as “operating entity”. In this connection wish reiterate views 
| expressed paragraph 1 of Embtel 8780 that forecast as indicated 
| therein would be far more effective and better vehicle for US leader- 

ship. Problems with which Canadian paper still seems to deal in- 
adequately and which are apparently bothering Washington may be 
broken down as follows: 

| (1) Composition of council to ensure efficiency, responsibilities, and 
| continuity. Believe it should, as indicated paragraph 3 Embtel 3780 
| and paragraph 3 Deptel 2864, be small and normally composed of 
| FonMins, in any case with only one spokesman for each government. 

(2) Making sure views of all agencies concerned are adequately 
reflected both in policy decisions and operations. This in turn has 3 
aspects (a) composition of council delegates (6) formulation of in- 
structions and (¢) advisors to deputies. We believe (a) could ade- 

| quately be met by appropriate defense and other interested agency 
| advisors on council delegations. With respect to (b) commission on 
| internal security affairs should insure adequate coordination of US 

policy based on views all concerned. Defense and other advisors to 
| shar (a suggested last sentence paragraph 5(a) Deptel 2864 should 

cover (c). 
| (3) Question of personal contact between top officials other than 
| FonMins. This is clearly desirable provided action not held up pend- 
| ing such meetings. In this connection believe solution should include 

| * January 7, p. 18, 
: * Not. printed, but see footnote 2, ibid. 

* Not printed, but see footnote 7, p. 20. | 

| | 
| |
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elements both alternatives suggested paragraph 5 Deptel 2864 perhaps 
along following lines: Oo ne 

_ (a) SG, with military representative commission [committee], 
whose members presumably reflect their Defense Ministers’ views, 
should be action agency in military field and have final decision _ 

, on operations within framework overall policy decisions of coun- 
| cil and political guidance from departments. Defense Ministers 

would continue meet periodically primarily in advisory relation 
to council. (I note present terms of reference of defense commis- 
gion [committee] provide “it shall meet in ordinary session an- 
nually and at such other times as it may be requested to meet by 

| the council or as may be deemed desirably by majority of defense = 
commission”). Whether or not SG-military representative com- 
mission [committee] renamed “defense commission” as Canadians. 

| propose seems of little importance but its role is closer to that 
assigned to defense commission [committee] by treaty, Le., “to 

- yecommend measures for implementation of Articles 3 and 5” 
than is role of Defense Ministers. _ | | | 7 

| (6) Council deputies adequately advised by representatives of | 
: defense and other ministries would continue as permanent alter _ 

ego of council to supervise operating groups as envisaged in 5(6) 
| Deptel 2864 (except for military planning). They would in effect 

be deputies of all agencies concerned. It might, in time, be found _ 
desirable to have defense and other advisors to deputies meet in. 
sub-committees which would further this concept.2 

| | | | [Sporrorp ] 

8 Inthe answering telegram 3391 to London of J anuary 13, not printed, Perkins 

informed Spofford that he personally favored his second position but felt that no 
decision could be made until the subject was discussed in the Department at 

| Washington with Spofford and Katz, preferably in the coming week (740.5/ 

1-1251). | ane | 

740.5/1-1251 : Telegram co lage EL 

The Secretary of State to the Embassy in the United Kingdom 

SECRET “Wasuineton, January 12, 1951—7 p.m. 

3382. Pass to Spofford. Sir Leslie Rowan has reported to Perkins . 

on Bevin-Stikker conversation of Jan 9 re OQEEC-NATO relations. 

‘He indicated main Brit purpose was to cool Stikker off and prevent 

matter being brought to an issue at this time. Brit believe they 

succeeded. - (AE gts ee 
Brit position was outlined as consisting of following points: : 

1. Essential to maintain important position forOEEC. = 
--9, Not sufficient personnel to have two major international economic 

| bodies in EUR. a a ae 

1 Repeated to Paris for Katz. Drafted by Martin and cleared by Haselton 
(BNA). - | OR a
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3. Undesirable to undertake any major reorganization until further 
effort to develop along lines already established and see how it works 
out. | : | 

__ 4. Wld hope that more and more functions can be assigned to WG | 
of 12 in Paris.’ | | | — | 

A number of questions were raised with Rowan about possibility of | 
- proceeding on present basis and having in fact an effective operation. | 

re meh kg ee ACHESON | 

- *Seefootnote3,p.12, 0 | | | | 

| 740.5/1-1551 : Circular telegram es De 

| The Secretary of State to Certain Diplomatic and ECA Missions 3 

| SECRET —  , Wasuineton, January 15, 1951—8 p. m. 

| Subj: Fol is general framework for Mission Negots _ Se | 

«888. Re defense effort and resulting submission info for Congres- | 
| sional Aid Presentation, ee | | ee 

| This is joint State-Defense-ECA msg. > Oo 

| —  T. Purpose - | | | | 

! Purpose this cable is to: = | | | 

| | 1. Emphasize need for increased defense effort by NATO countries. 
| 2. Indicate why intensive negots are needed in next four weeks to 
| obtain commitment or other evidence of intention to undertake such 
| effort and general character ofsuchnegots. ss ! 
| 3. Point out info needed for such negots and for Bureau of Budget 

! presentation of Eur aid program. Co ey OE ke 
| _4. Instruct Missions to take action on getting info. ~ ! 

| II. Need for Increased Effort Cs 

| NAT countries have accepted certain mil tasks which, if carried | 
| out on sched, will meet (with some gaps) MTDP. NAT countries have | 

not, however, taken steps necessary to carry out this plan on sched. 

Letting of production contracts is going forward slowly, conscription 

| periods in many countries are inadequate and, on whole, budgets are | 

| very inadequate. We estimate that to meet their reasonable share of | 

| cost of MTDP as presently dated Eur Govts this year need on average 
| to double their budgets over pre-Korea rate—an increase of about 

_ five billion dollars. While a number of countries are taking steps in 
_ right direction less than half this increase has been realized in budgets __ 

| to date. | ee ce a | 

} 1 Sent to all capitals of | the NATO countries except Reykjavik. Drafted by . | 
| R. H. Whitman (RA) and cleared by him with Martin (RA), Byington (WE), 

Levy-Hawes (BNA), Bray (S/MDA), Colonel Ofsthun (Defense), and Cleveland : 

(ECA). a | | | Oo |
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FYI only, trend of events is such that US Exec Branch considering 
as matter of urgency extent to which present target date of MTDP 
shld be made substantially earlier. If at all feasible, time allowed to | 
complete MTDP by all NAT countries shld be shortened. Certainly 
MTDP as now sched must be met as minimum requirement. Countries 
shld be prepared to make commitments now on this basis. _ 
US feels NAT countries can meet their fair share costs without 

endangering their political stability or basic econ strength, Admin is 
prepared ask Congress for funds needed to assist them in this task 
provided there is reasonable assurance other countries will do their | 
part. Moreover, as Pres stated in Budget msg US assistance will be 
geared to actual performance by Eur Govis. | 

III. Need for Negots at Present Time a 

Since July 22 US Govt has been discussing increased defense effort 
with NAT countries both bilaterally and multilaterally.2 On whole — 
results have not been adequate to give any confidence that MTDP will 
be met on sched. World situation makes renewed vigorous efforts neces- 
sary. Efforts are required at this particular time so that goals will 
be met on sched and in order to permit presentation aid program to 
Congress. Before Admin can present program must be able to show 
convincingly that efforts Eurs are in support of an agreed defense 
plan and that other NAT Govts are taking necessary steps to do their 
part, so that with requested US aid, defense plan can be met approx 

~_ onsched. ~ | phe! | 
| According present interdepartmental agreement Eur aid program 

shld be submitted to Bureau of Budget by early Mar. 
| In general, presentation of program will start with description of 

MTDP showing mil and in so far as possible, production tasks ac- | 
cepted by each country. Second step will be to indicate gross cost of 
plan. Finally, in light of cost, of country’s econ and financial position, 
of country’s own productive facilities and production program they 
can do, state what is necessary US aid program both as end-item as- | 
sistance to supplement production program and as general econ assist- 
ance. Thus all econ assistance will be shown in relation to total 
defense effort. S/M formula * will no longer apply to allotment US 
econ aid. Admin cannot present a program until it is assured that 
actions taken by country will at least come close to mtg phase require- 

2 The reference here is presumably to a circular telegram from Washington on 
the subject of increased defense efforts, addressed to the NATO participants on 
July 22, 1950. For the text of that circular and subsequent correspondence on the 
subject, see Foreign Relations, 1950, vol. 111, pp. 188 ff. Doe, Ha: | 

%The reference here is to the Snoy-Marjolin formula for allocating economic 
aid through the Organization for European Economic Cooperation. Baron Jean- 

. Charles Snoy et d’Oppuers was formerly Chairman of the Council of the OEEC 
and Robert E. Marjolin was Secretary-General of the Organization. For docu- 

mentation on involvement of the United States in decisions of the OHEC, see
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ment of MTDP for FY 1952. It is recognized that NAT countries are | 

now engaged in costing MTDP and their submittals to NAT are due 

Feb 8. Moreover, some of Eur NAT countries are now reexamining | 

their mil and budgetary plans for coming months and are or are about | 

to make new decisions concerning them and concerning the comple- | 

mentary econ policies and measures needed to support them. It will not | 

be possible, however, to postpone negots nor delay sched for Congres- | 

| sional presentation to await such info. Therefore, is essential that | 

Missions obtain from their Govts as much as possible of necessary info | 

- ona bilateral basis, in advance ofitssubmittaltoNAT. > | 

| IV. Role of Missions oo | - OO | 

| In next 4 weeks Missions will play extremely vital part both in 
| conducting negots to obtain an adequate effort and in reporting info 

| needed for appraising adequacy of countries effort and for Congress. 
7 For this purpose Mission is defined as an Emb-ECA-MAAG team 

under leadership Ambassador. Missions will have primary responsi- 

| bility for negots along line described VI below but outside participa- | 

| tion, particularly Spofford and Katz, will be called upon to join with 

| Ambassador in particular cases where negot situation calls for this 

| type additional effort at head of Govt and key Cabinet Minister level. | 

| _ This cable sets forth instrs to Mission with respect to obtaining info ! 

| and will be followed shortly by specific instrs each Mission with respect _ | 

i to character and timing their approach to Govts on negots re level | 

| their effort and US aid. Such specific instrs will take account of what | 

| is known. about adequacy commitments already obtained, status past 

| and current negots, etc. ee | ee 

| V. Relation to Multilateral Negots ee 

| These negots are not intended supplant or affect multilateral negots ! 

| re burden sharing, assignment tasks, etc. If decisions had been reached 

| in NATO more promptly burden of bilateral negots wld be less. . | 

| Missions will make clear to Govts that info and maximum commit- 

| ments must be obtained at this time on a bilateral basis because (1) Aid 

- will not be asked for by Admin without adequate data and programs 

| covering defense tasks of NAT countries (2) Timetable for Congres- 

| ‘sional presentation does not permit awaiting the results of NATO _ 

| burden sharing negots. ao : 7 | 

- National undertakings obtained by action contemplated here can 

‘be fitted into subsequent multilateral undertakings and level US aid, 

| where necessary, can be adjusted later in light of burden sharing 

- negots in NATO, Congressional action.on funds, and performance of 
countries. These adjustments can take place through transfer. non- 

| dollar resources, through agreed adjustments of US aid program and 
. through apportionment funds to be requested from Congress which 

536-688 PT 1—80-—5 SO 

| 
|
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will not be tentatively earmarked for particular countries in prelim 
bilateral negots. Fan Oo 

VI. General Character of Negots == | 

_ Negotiating pattern will differ in each country. General objectives, 
however, are the same: to ensure that each country contributes to 
mutual defense program in accordance with its ability and, in par- 
ticular, that its contribution in 1951 will make possible achieving time 
phased goals of MTDP. It will be important to emphasize physical 
tasks which must be accomplished as well as fiscal actions to support 
such tasks. In each country it will be necessary to compare proposed 
defense effort of country with both its “potential” contribution and 
with requirements of MTDP. Prelim estimates country “potential” are — 
set forth in ECA Blue Books. These estimates shld not necessarily be 
considered maxima; they are being reviewed here and will be revised 
in light of costs of MTDP, ECA Mission comments and other factors. 
Specific revisions of or comments on Blue Book country estimates will _ 
follow in individual cables to each Mission. Both comparisons will be 
approx since neither bench mark can be measured accurately,’ When- 
ever comparisons show that country’s effort is inadequate negots must 
press for a larger program. a 

Negots will also involve a discussion of possible level US econ aid 
_ In relation to size country’s program. It is recognized that, in order 

obtain a reasonably firm statement of intentions, it will be necessary 
in many countries to indicate scale of aid which US considers as 

| reasonable and which Admin wld contemplate requesting of Congress. 
Missions will be instructed as to amount US aid which can be 
considered. 7 

VII. Required Info a | 

1. General. | oo | 
Info is required for two purposes. First is to appraise what’a coun- 

try shld and can do to meet MTDP. This will help set general goals 
and character of negots. Same info is also required for presentation 
program to Congress along lines stated in III above. Info shld cover 
costs of MT'DP, specific tasks necessary to achieve MTDP and specific 
actions to implement MTDP which Eur Govts are planning -take 
within next 12 to 18 months. oe 

As much info as possible shld be obtained on an unclassified basis 
so that favorable developments can be reported widely (See Depcirtel 

351 Jan 5*). An understanding shld be reached as to possible use — 
classified material in oral testimony in Exec Session Congressional __ 
Commites. You can assure Govts use info will be confined to Exec 
Agencies US Govt if necessary. ee 

* Not printed. oe ee
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Data shld be developed where feasible to cover period through : 

June 380, 1952. However, emphasis shld be placed on 12-month period i 

for which country data and plans are most firmly developed. Negots | 

can be limited to most convenient 12-month period. Projection through : 

US FY will be made by Washington. - 7 
2. Required Info on Costs of MT DP and Other Defense Programs. 
Tf possible, cost of entire MTDP shld be obtained. Is essential to | 

obtain country costs for country’s next FY. What is needed are coun- 

tries’ prelim estimates their submissions under NATO costing instrs. | 
All detail called for by costing instrs is not required. As minimum, _ : 
however, summary info Table H of SGM-317-50 is necessary together : 
with data in Attachment Table B1 called for in SGM-602-50 which : 
breaks down material requirements into “Own Production”, “US”, 

| “Canada”, and “Other”. Projection of non-NATO production cost | 
sched in Table 4 is also necessary.> _ | | a 

3. Info required or Character Commitments be Obtained Re Govt 
| Intentions and Contemplated Policies and Action. == 
| In addition to info on costs of MTDP and other mil programs, info | 
| or commitments on Govt plans, policies and intentions will be required 

! in connection with negots outlined in VI above and for Washington 
| use in connection with Congressional presentation. Info on these com- 
| mitments will be intwo forms: (1) statistical forecasts; and (2) evi- | , 
| - dences of Govt pol decisions, establ of new admin arrangements and 

like. As indicated in VI above, major purpose of negots described in 
this cable is to obtain such info in form of commitments or statements | 

| of intention by Govt concerned. General categories in which such 
| info forecasts or commitments wld be most desirableare: | 

| 1. Defense budget indicating part of budget required for non- 
| NATO cost, for maintenance existing forces, for raising and support- | 
| ing new forces, and for production equipment. Costs of civil defense 
| shld be shown separately. 

2. Overall budget. | | | - | 
3. Steps taken or contemplated to meet budgetary requirements, e.g., | 

| what funds will be raised in new taxes, what will be nature of required | 

borrowing, etc... © O48 So | oe : 
4, Action other than fiscal to produce needed equipment :—con- 

| tracts let, factories converted to armament production, procurement | 
| plans, ete. ee : eee Ba | 

5. Action taken or.contemplated to raise or support troops. This is 
problem ‘of sched forces, legis on enlistment, etc., as well.as budgets. _ | 

| 6. Supplementary actions contemplated or undertaken: re admin. 
| transfer econ resources; 1.e. direct controls'to be put into effect. over 

materials and manpower, etc. © ee re 

| ©The schedules and tables of the costing instructions mentioned here are not 
printed. SON es gy ec ye ug ENE |
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7. Whenever available, national accounts and balance of payments 
forecasts. | 

VIII. Summary I[nstrs | 

1. This message has given general background for negots. No negot 

for greater effort shld take place without specific instructions. The 

following pertain only to obtaining or imparting info. 
9. Missions will immediately approach their Govts to obtain info 

called for in Sec VII, 2 and where not already obtained that in Sec 

VII, 3. This info is necessary by Jan 27 in order to set goals for 

negots. If info cannot be obtained by that time Missions shld inform 

Wash immediately and indicate alternative ways of appraising ade- 
quacy of country programs so that negots can proceed on solid basis. 

‘Missions shld forward info on costs as rapidly as available and sup- 

plementary reporting to date shld keep Wash currently informed re 

ehanges Govt intentions. | | ee 

| 8. Mission shld at once inform Govts of general character proposed 

US aid program emphasizing following points: | 

_ @. There will be only single country aid program in FY 1952. , 
b. Aid will be justified only as support to a program for meeting 

MTDP rqmts and expenditure made only as program is put into effect. 
No aid will be allotted by S/M formulain FY 52. | 

| _ ¢. In order present any aid program US must have assurance that 
| actions contemplated by NAT countries will be adequate to meet time 

phased goals of MTDP and that adequate info will be available to | 
present an aid program to Congress. | 

4. If negots are not already under way, Missions shld also inform 

respective Govts of US concern with adequacy of NAT defense effort 

and intent US to start negots shortly with country re character and 

level of its defense effort and rqmts for US assistance.® _ 

ACHESON 

®€ Beneath the Secretary’s signature ‘on the source text appear the following 
directions to the Department of State code room : : 

Add for Rome: Instructions will follow shortly on US position re Ital proposal. 
Approve waiting approach to Ital Govt until receipt ofsame. a 

Add for London: Instructions are modified as follows: The current review of 
their rearmament program by Brit Govt will delay any attempt get definitive 

date on scale of UK effort. Nonetheless, UK Govt shld be warned, at this time, 
of rqmts imposed by Congressional time-table. They shid also be requested fur- 
nish info called for in See VII, 2 as soon as possible. Info in Sec VII, 2 shld be 
obtained and-forwarded when not contained in previous messages. 8 
 Adé for Lisbon: Above FYI Comments of Mission requested as to application. 

me of approach this message to Portugal. ee os ee 

Add for Paris: Conversations with Fr in October and current review their 
+ program along lines Embtel 3869, Jan 8 shid provide most info called for on 

| relation Fr program to MTDP called for in See VII; 2 and 3. This airgram does 
not alter plans for further negots with Fr, on which instrs will follow. =
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| —  —- Bditorial Note — a | 

In the Council Deputies meeting of January 17, Wilgress intro- , 

~ duced a re-draft of the North Atlantic Council terms of reference | 

(D-1/1; see footnote 4, page 18) which he had worked out with | 

Alphand to meet the latter’s point that the Foreign Minister was the 

only official who could engage the French government. Spofford sup- | 

plied the substance of the re-draft in his telegram Depto 422 of ) 

January 18, not printed, and added that the other Deputies showed a | 

| preference for the original Canadian proposal. He reported that, when 

| asked for American ideas on the language of the drafts, he had in- | 

formed the Deputies that he could only reiterate the United States 

view that the NAC was in fact a council of governments and that 

foreign ministers represented governments and not merely foreign 

| offices. (740.5/1-1851) | 

| 740.5/1-1951 : Telegram ; 

The Secretary of State to the Embassy in the United Kingdom * | 

| SECRET § PRIORITY Wasuineton, January 19, 1951—7 p. m. 

| NIACT | 
_ 8463. Spofford eyes only from Perkins. At Interdepartmental mtg | 

this morning it was agreed that Spofford—Katz—Clay * discussions shld | 

start Monday afternoon.® oe 
| FYI there is desire here to see clear-cut centralization of responsi- 7 

| bility in order avoid any possibility buck-passing as cause of delays. | 

| It is considered important to insure that US does not seek defense , 

| programs in Eur for which we are not prepared supply machine tools 

| and raw materials which can only be procured in US. It is desired to | 
insure also that European mobilization measures make most effective 

| possible use of imported short supply goods, including for example 

| restrictions on uses to which materials in short supply may be put. | 
: In this context talks will focus on following major issues: 

| 1. How shld NATO be organized to perform its current job most 
effectively ? In particular, shld DPB be expanded to cover all economic : 

| mobilization activities rather than just mil production problems, or 
| shld a separate body be established for non-mil field, with Deps serv- | 
| ing as Coordinator of the two? How is mil planning effectively related | 
| to production and basic economic planning ¢ | | | 
| 9. A pertinent issue to above is extent to which, as far as US con- | 
| cerned, Office of Def Mobilization looks to NATO and to what extent | 

| —_—__——- | 
| 1 Drafted by Martin (RA) and cleared by John Ohly, Office of International 
| Security Affairs. | | 

“Gen. Lucius D. Clay, representing the Office of Defense Mobilization. | 

| $ January 22. | -
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to individual countries for joint planning with respect to material and 
eqpt rqmts for European def and essential civilian production 
programs, _ - | | | 

- 8. A further pertinent issue is development of adequate integration 
Cee and NATO activities in economic, financial and production | 
field. a 

| 4. In such a new setup what shld be US organization at regional 
and country level to insure effective direction of US efforts? | | 

In addition to above central issues, there will be discussion in larger 
or smaller grps as appropriate of relation of NAT and OKEC to 
international commodity grps and their relation in turn to US agen- 
cies. It is also hoped that we can settle US position on whole of | 
Canadian reorganization proposal and on NA'T-OEEC question. We 
also hope we can give you clearer answers as to Wash backstopping 
arrangements for various NATO activities. | 

On basic questions at issue we have no fixed positions here. The job — 
will be to explore problems and reach agreement as to best solutions. 

[| PERKINS | 
: oe | ACHESON 

- | Editorial Note | 

The Council Deputies, in their meeting of January 22, discussed 
further the future composition of the NAC and, with the exception of __ 
the United States representative present, agreed upon a draft state- 
ment that would substitute for certain parts of the Council’s original 

! terms of reference, D-1/1, and the Wilgress draft introduced at the 
meeting on the 17th. Ambassador Gifford, quoting the draft and re- 
porting the meeting in telegram Depto 445, January 23, not printed, 
said that at the close of the discussion the Deputies expressed the hope 
that the United States would soon remove the last hurdle on reorga- 
nization of the top NATO structure by making its position known. 
(740.5/1-2351) oe | 

740.5/1-2451 : Telegram me 

The United States Deputy Representative on the North Atlantic 
Council (Spofford) to the Secretary of State 

TOP SECRET § PRIORITY Lonpon, January 24, 1951—11 p. m. 
Depto 450. Deputies seventh meeting January 24. 
1. Considered Canadian report ? on progress of preparation ad hoc 

report on status of defense effort. Report indicated information de- 
ficient in all phases. Initial financial data expected shortly, production : 

1 Repeated to the capitals of the other NATO countries and to Frankfurt, to | 
Heidelberg for Handy, and to Wiesbaden for Norstad. | 

~ *Not found in Department of State files.
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information to be largely based on replies to JAMAG questionnaire. | 

Military information lacking owing failure receive information on ) 

forces from SG. | a | : 
SG letter January 17 Tedder to Spofford* indicated SG believed it 

rather than governments should supply information but still debating | 

information to be supplied deputies and SG not in possession sufficient | 

information permit reporting in accordance deputies request. Deputies ) 

| decided: again request SG for report, by February 14 if possible, on : 

simpler basis giving minimum information required for deputies’ im- | 

mediate use and at same time request their governments to provide SG | 

with information required this purpose. Text resolution contained | 

separate telegram to Department, Paris and HICOG.* , | 

[Here follows a summary of discussion concerning NATO statistical 

| services, possible recipients of a Canadian offer of armament and an- 

cillary equipment for a second infantry division, and a decision to 

| provide information requested by Yugoslavia and Austria on the 
| NATO decisions of late 1950 regarding German military 

| participation.] — oe eh _ ee | 

4, Continued discussion NATO reorganization with emphasis on 

role deputies and relation to SG. Netherlands urged establishment prin- 

| ciple that deputies act fully for Council of Governments as highest 

| NATO body when latter not in session. Deputies would furnish direc- 

tion to NATO military agencies represented by SG “as to political | 

considerations on which strategic positions should be based” (see GG , 

5-D6, paragraph 7f*). In absence such permanent political control, | 

governments putting troops under SHAPE would have to admit in | 

| their parliaments they had surrendered all control over their forces to | 

| SG. Norway strongly endorsed Netherlands position emphasizing im- | 

| portance of deputies day-to-day liaison with SG not only through : 

| representatives of latter in London but also through strong deputy | 

| representation Washington. UK felt SG might have occasion ask 

! deputies to reconsider political decisions on military grounds and | 

| might also insist that final decision on major issues be top-level gov- 

ernment decisions in each country. Netherlands replied this assured 

since deputies represented governments, but agreed that SHAPE could 

| request reconsideration. Essential point was that final decision be by | 

| political rather than military authorities. : 

| Norway circulated informal working paper on deputies terms refer- 

ence * based on May Council resolution establishing deputies.’ It pro- 

| — 8Not found in Department of State files. | | a | 

| ¢Melegram Depto 449 from London, January 24, not printed (740.5/1-2451). ; 

| * Not found in Department of States files, 
‘The verbatim text was transmitted to Washington in telegram Depto 454, 

| January 25, not printed (740.5/1-2551). oe 

| 7¥For text of resolution, see the Department of State Bulletin, May 29, 1950, 

| p. 831. For documentation on the May 1950 meeting of the North Atlantic Council, 
see Foreign Relations, 1950, vol. 111, pp. 1 ff. Oo ‘
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vided they would constitute permanent working organ Council 
Governments and represent it in all aspects between sessions. Deputies’ 
general terms of reference would be same as those of Council and they 
would be responsible for carrying out its policies. Particular terms of 
reference would be those of May resolution brought up to date (fuller 
report to Department*®). -—  - oe 

Next meeting January 29. OS 
, - -ESporrorp] 

: —*® Telegram Depto 454. - | , | 

740.5/1-2651 : Telegram | | | 

The Secretary of State to the Embassy in the United Kingdom 

SECRET __ WASHINGTON, January 26, 1951—5 p. m. 

—38989.. Dept, ECA, Def, Budget and Harriman taking advantage 
Spofford’s and Katz’ presence US to discuss advisability of consolidat- 
ing NATO operations in Paris or London. Gen feeling here that Kisen- _ 
hower and his staff, Spofford and OEEC shld be in one place and that 
eventually this will be found to be necessary even if it is not done 
right away. If SHAPE included this wld of course make it Paris. 
Before reaching any decision on this and related problems and to help 
us weigh all factors, wld like your estimate effect move to Paris on 
Brit Govt, on Brit public opinion and on effectiveness Brit influence, 
cooperation and leadership in making defense efforts successful. Text 

of paper covering this and other points on which we want your com- 

ments will be available and sent you tomorrow with comments required 
by Mon.? | | as 

ACHESON 

| * Drafted by L. Satterthwaite, Deputy Director of the Office of British Common- 
wealth and Northern European Affairs, and cleared in draft with Martin (RA). 
fle The paper referred to here has not been identified in the Department of State 
Les. 

740.5/1-8051 : Telegram | - | 

Phe Ambassador in the United Kingdom (Gifford) to the Secretary 
of State ey | 

SECRET § NIACT Lonpon, January 30, 1951—8 p. m. 
4190. Deptel 3539 January 27 [26] 1 and Embtel 4171 January 29.? 

At informal meeting in FonOff attended by Dixon, Makins, Hoyer- 

1 Supra. . 
-- * Not printed ; it provided an Embassy estimate of the probable British attitude 

| regarding the proposed transfer (740.5/1-2951).
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Millar, Shuckburgh, Baldwin, Achilles and Willius [Wallis] British | 

7 gave us official view opposing transfer NATO organizations to Paris. | 

Dixon presented British position which he said had been agreed upon 

at, Whitehall meeting Janaary 21 attended by Dixon and Makins from | 

FonOff, Hoyer-Millar, NAT deputy, Brook, secretary Cabinet, Sir 

Harold Parker from Ministry of Defense and Plowden for Treasury | 

among others. Dixon pointed out collective view presented was that of | 

- high officials and should not be regarded as final position of HMG. | 

| However, if question of moving NAT agencies to Paris were formally 

| raised position opposing could not be changed without submitting to _ 

| ministers, which would in turn involve submission to Cabinet since : 

position communicated to Perkins by Rowan 3 last week had already 

been approved by Cabinet. | | oy | 

| Dixon outlined two groups of objections to moving NAT organiza- ; 

| tions to Parisas follows: group one, those with political implications; : 

| and group two those which were operational in character. os 

! Group one—objections with political implications: a : 

a. Broad general effect would be to strengthen European concept at 

expense of Atlantic concept. | 
| b. There would be danger that NATO would be absorbed into 

OEEC, and economic rather than defense considerations would pre- 

| dominate, whereas it was agreed that defense should be paramount. 

| c. Close cooperation between the US and the UK would be more 

| difficult in Paris than in London. Close cooperation between these two | 

countries is regarded as the heart and soul of NATO. : 

d. Commonwealth sympathy which is important can be better 

| attained if organizations are in London and would doubtless be weak- 

| ened by transfer to Paris. Makins interjected that statement was true 

in itself and that further link-up of NAT and QEEC would weaken 

appeal to Commonwealth as large portions of Commonwealth look 

| askance at European organizations such as OKEC. | 

| e. Security. It was generally agreed that the NATO security con- | 

trol as administered by UK is good. In Paris it would be in the hands 

| of international staff and danger of Communist penetration would be | 

greater. In fact penetration of Communists into organization would be | 

| almost inevitable. They recognized NATO material already subject | 

to risk of Communist access in France but felt that risks would be | 

far greater if organizations were located in France where, for example, | 

| all messengers would be French. 

Group two—objections of an operational character: | : 

| a. Difficulties would not be solved merely by having NATO and 

| OEEC side by side. It was admitted that there might be some gain 

| from national point of view in merging delegations but that if there 

| 2The communication referred to here has not been identified in the Depart- 

ment of State files. 
|
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were no fusion of functions of two organizations the problems of 
differentiation of functions, overlapping and liaison would still re- 
main. Certain advantages of having physical location of two organiza- 
tions in separate cities were brought out in connection with the par- 
ticipation of those countries which do not belong to NATO and do not. 
wish to be associated with its work such as Sweden and Switzerland. 

Dixon stated objections had been listed in order of relative im- 
portance. Following presentation of British views above outlined, 
there was an extremely informal exploration of possibilities other. 
than the moving of NATO operations to Paris. British indicated they 
had looked at possibility of moving OEEC to London and decided 
it was politically not practical and would undoubtedly evoke objec- 
tions from OEEC members not members of NAT. In general British 
view appeared to be that problem of relationship between OEEC and 
NATO was one which was not ripe for solution, and that it would be 
preferable not to try to solve it for a few months but to test out 
existing working arrangements. Makins expressed personal view that 
question had been raised prematurely partly because of (a) “fuss over 
raw materials” and (b) feeling on the part of OEEC that it was going 
to lose some of its functions. | | 

In reply to question whether there was any indication from Eisen- 
hower as to whether he desired to have deputies in close proximity | 

_ to SHAPE it was stated Embassy had no information on subject.* 
British reiterated doubt Eisenhower would wish to be surrounded 
by NATO agencies since this would tend to involve him in questions 
from which he would otherwise be screened by standing group. British 
also inquired whether in the event that NAT organizations were moved 
from London to Paris US would also be in favor of having SG move to 
Paris. Embassy officers again indicated they had no information on — 
this point. oe , 

Our estimate given in paragraph 6 Embtel 4171 that move would 
not have adverse effect on British public opinion is unchanged by 
views expressed at January 30 meeting. os | 

. >. GIFFoRD 

“General Hisenhower’s views on the proposed move of the Council Deputies to Paris were briefly expressed by the Director of the Executive Secretariat, Wil- liam J. McWilliams, in a memorandum to S/S, drafted by MacArthur and dated February 6, Eisenhower, the memorandum said, had indicated that he did not wish to take a position regarding the matter but thought the decision should ( MOR /o Us n° basis of whether organizationally such a move would make sense. |
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740.5/2-351 ts | | 

Memorandum by the Director for International Security Affairs 

(Cabot) to the Secretary of State* | : 

SECRET ae Wasnineton, February 3, 1951. _ | 

Subject: U.S. Position on Canadian Proposal to Reorganize NATO. 

Mr. Spofford has informed me that you gave your blessing at lunch ; 

on Tuesday to the attached short statement of a U.S. counter-proposal | 

| to the Canadian reorganization plan. He was unable to see Mr. Lovett? : 

prior to departure, but telephoned him from New York and also asked 

me to send Mr. Lovett copy of the document. This, I did, indicating: | 

that I understood you had approved the proposal. | oo | 
Mr. Lovett referred the document. to General Burns * and Colonel : 

| Beebe ere Oo eg a | 
| In the ISAC meeting yesterdays General Burns said he planned | 

to recommend to Mr. Lovett that this State proposal, together with the 
| original Canadian proposal, be referred to the JCS. | | Oo 

This morning, Mr. Lovett phoned me as indicated by attached memo. | 
I have informed Mr. Spofford.® | | | | | 

| aa 
| 7 [Enclosure 1] | : 

| Suecustep Reorganization or NATO Tor Strucrurs? — 

| The Council is the senior body of the NATO; its members continue 
| to represent governments. Other ministers may be invited to partici- : 

| pate as members of national delegations. Once a year, there shall be 

a plenary meeting of the NATO attended by all the national repre- 

| sentatives of Cabinet rank (i.e., members of the Council, Defense 

| Committee and D.F.E.C.). 
| The Council will be advised by the Defense Committee and by the 

Defense Finance and Economic Committee. - 

The Defense Committee consists of the Defense Ministers and shall 

advise the Council on military matters, including measures for the 

| implementation of Articles 3 and 5 of the NAT. _ a 
| —_—— | | 
| 2The source text bears the handwritten notation “Sec[retary] saw.” | | | 
| 2? Robert A. Lovett, Deputy Secretary of Defense. | : 

*Maj. Gen. James H. Burns. Oo | | 
*Col. Royden E. Beebe, Jr. — : | 

| * The meeting of February 2 was the first meeting of the International Secu- | 
| rity Affairs Committee. The participants included W. Averell Harriman, Special. : 
| Assistant to the President, and representatives of ECA and the Departments of : 
| State, Defense, and the Treasury. | | | 

| *Felegram Todep 287 to London, February 3, not printed (740.5/2-351). This | 
| telegram also briefly summarized the proceedings of the ISAC meeting, most of- | | 

| which were concerned with organizational and procedural matters. ce | 
7 Drafted by Ridgway B. Knight (RA). . | | 

|
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The D.F.E.C. shall advise the Council on matters of financial and 
economic policy. Its members shall be of cabinet rank and each govern- 
ment shall have full discretion in the selection of its representative. 

The Councit Deputies discharge the Council’s responsibilities be- 
tween Council sessions on a permanent and continuous basis. When the 
Council is not in session, they shall furnish direction to the Military 
Committee and Standing Group as to political considerations on which 
strategic decisions should be based. The Deputies shall be responsible 
for coordinating the activities of and giving general direction and 
guidance to all the other permanent organs of the NATO (Defense 
Production Board, Finance Economic Board, Planning Board for 
Ocean Shipping). The Deputies shall be assisted by competent ad- 
visers who may be either national representatives on the permanent 
NATO bodies or designated by the interested ministers at the discre- 
tion of the individual governments. 

The Military Committee shall consist of Chiefs of Staff or their 
representatives and will be responsible to the Council advised by the 
Defense Committee. It shall supply day-to-day guidance to the Depu- 
ties concerning military considerations entering into the formulation 
of policy. The Standing Group is the executive organ of the Military 
Committee. It consists of the U.S., U.K., and France, and will be in 
permanent session and will maintain close liaison with the Deputies. 
When the Military Committee is not in session the Standing Group 
will supply military guidance to the Deputies and will receive politi- 
cal guidance from the Deputies on behalf of the Military Committee. 

JANuARY 31, 1951. . 

( [Enclosure 2] = 

| Memorandum of Telephone Conversation, by Cabot 

SECRET [Wasuineron,] February 3, 1951. 

Mr. Lovett called and expressed concern that the Spofford sug- 

gested reorganization of NATO top structure by subordinating the 

Defense Ministers might have unfortunate repercussions by weakening 

the Standing Group. He also said he was not sure that the British 

Government really supported the Canadian proposal. He thought 

perhaps that several of the Deputies were agreeing in principle only 

and that the British in particular had not, as a Government, decided 

favorably on the Canadian proposal. I surmise he has gained this 
impression from conversation with Marshal Tedder, OSD. 

Mr. Lovett said that he wanted 10 days for the JCS to consider the 

Spofford paper * and asked me to so advise Mr. Spofford. | 

* Presumably enclosure 1. | | a
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4 | Editorial Note ) 

_ In pursuance of the matter of relocation of NATO bodies and 
| restructuring of the Organization, Thomas Cabot sent a memorandum | 

(drafted by Martin) to Acheson on February 9 enclosing a suggested 
aide-mémoire (also drafted by Martin) proposing the transfer te | 

Paris of the Council Deputies, the newly formed Defense Production , 

Board, and a projected successor to the DFEC, a Financial and Eco- : 
| - nomic Board composed preferably of NATO-country representatives | 

on the OEEC, Cabot recommended that Acheson inform the French ) 
and British Ambassadors of this American position and hand them | 

| the aide-mémoire. He further recommended that several days Jater 

| the Ambassadors in the other NATO countries be instructed to inform | | 
those governments of the American view along the lines of the aide- 

| mémoire. He recommended that Spofford, at the same time, be in- 

structed to propose actions in the Council Deputies necessary to 

! implement the decision. Finally he recommended that no publicity be 

| given this position pending a NATO decision. 

Action on this recommended procedure was delayed while the De- 

| partment of State awaited the views of the Department of Defense | 

| on the transfer question and made an effort to determine what the | 

L British reaction would be to the terms of such a proposal. The meme- : 

| randum and aide-mémoire were later returned to Cabot and are not 
printed (740.5/2-951). No answer to the memorandum or evidence 

| of action taken on it have been found in the Department of State files. 

, 
| 740.5/2-1551: Telegram | 

The Secretary of State to the Umted States Deputy Representative on © | 

| the North Atlantie Council (Spofford), at London} . | 

SECRET PRIORITY WasHineron, February 15, 1951—8 p. m. 

| Todep 253. Eyes only for Spofford. AmEmbassy London, eyes only 
| for Gifford. | 
| 1. As you know, problem organization NAT economic work and 

| NATO/OEEC relations, alternative solutions thereto, and especially » 
| question. geographical location, have been intensively considered by 

interested Wash agencies over several weeks, especially during recent 

| Spofford—Katz visits. In view political delicacy location question, we 

_ 7 Repeated ‘to Paris eyes only for Katz. The telegram was drafted by Martin 
| and cleared. with the following: Bissell (ECA), Nitze (S/P), Matthews (G), 

Bonbright (HUR), Cabot (S/ISA), Gordon (White House), Lovett (Defense), 
and Webb (State). — |
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desire secure expression UK views at highest level before taking firm 
US position between London and Paris. _ 

- 2. Amb Gifford is therefore requested to discuss this matter with 
Attlee, requesting an expression of UK views. It will doubtless ex- 
pedite Brit consideration and expression of views if Attlee can have 
appropriate Brit ministers and/or officials participate in discussion. 
Amb Gifford will doubtless also wish to request Spofford and Katz 
to take part in view their recent participation Wash discussions this 
subject. US position shld be presented to Attlee along following lines: 

(1) US Govt is impressed with need to take coordinated action 
along many lines in economic and financial field to maximize defense 
effort while maintaining sound basic economic structures. Action on 
many of these matters requires knowledge and understanding NAT 
military programs. It also requires close coordination with work other 
NAT bodies, particularly DPB, and shld be given continuous political 
leadership and guidance by Council Deps. | - 

_ (2) US Govt has therefore concluded that NAT requires full-time — 
economic organization, dealing with all aspects economic mobilization 
in support military production, complementing DPB’s vital task of 
stimulating output of military equipment. US intends submit proposal 
for establishment such body, which might be called NATO Financial 
and Economic Board (FEB) to Depsatearly date. - 

(83) Inconsidering necessary NAT economic and financial work, US 
Govt hasbeenimpressed by four points; = 

.  @. Difficulty of creating a second major and efficient interna- 
tional economic organization in North Atlantic community 

- without stripping OEEC, with respect both to national delega- 
- tions and most competent members Secretariat. a 

6. Importance in long run maintaining OEEC with genuine 
vitality as body promoting economic cooperation North Atlantic | 

| community on broader basis including all free nations Europe 
as well as present NA'T members. on | 

‘. c. Value of having many economic mobilization and adjustment 
measures agreed on among NAT countries accepted by wider 
membership of OEEGC, especially Western Germany, Sweden and 
Switzerland. | pA es | 
sd, Desirability of utilizing for NAT defense effort problems, 
as well as in continuing work of OHEC, experience and ccopera- 
tive working traditions developed in almost three years fruitiul 

. activity by OEEC national delegations and Secretariat. 

- (4) As US Govt sees it, there are five possible courses of action: 

: a. To move present NAT agencies in London to Paris. If this 
were done, we wid assume that members of proposed FEB wld 

2 Ambassador Gifford was informed in telegram 3828 of February 16, not. 
printed, of Eisenhower’s unofficially expressed fear that a move of NATO agencies 

to Paris would cause a great increase in the tendency to turn to his staff.and 

to him for answers to all sorts of questions. Gifford was asked to weigh carefully 

and report back on the extent to which the United States would face.a major 
patile with the United Kingdom if it adherea to its position in favor of the move 
to Paris. (740.5/2-1651) | CO
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also be senior members NATO country delegations to OKEC. This | 
wid permit necessary flexibility between NAT and OEEC in | 

_. handling the many related and even common problems with which | 
the two bodies will have todealincoming few years. | 

| 6. To move OEEC and national delegations thereto from Paris : 
- to London, with same relationship as in (a) between FEB and : 

+ -@, To retain present NATO agencies in London but establish : 
| | FEB in Paris, similarly related toOEEC. ~ : _ : 

. @. To establish FEB in London, and transfer from OEEC such 
| | functions and national delegations and Secretariat personnel | 

as are primarily related to defense programs and require con- ) 
: : sideration within NATO framework. | ae : | 

 € Retain status quo. Oo a ca | | 

(5) Intensive consideration has been given within US Govt to 
| these five possibilities. It is present judgment US Govt that either : 
| (a) or (0) wld constitute genuinely satisfactory and effective solutions, 

that (c) and-(@) raise such serious diiliculties as probably to be un- ) 
| workable, and that (¢) is unacceptable. On balance, as between (a) | 

and (6) tentative judgment US Govt favors (a). The following con- | 
7 siderations are relevant to these judgments: | 

a. It is not easy to predict now, both from standpoint of way 
in which problems will arise and from standpoint of attitude of | 

| .  non-NATO members of OEEC, which of the problems which 
| will be arising in general field of economic and financial support 

of defense effort can best be dealt with in NATO framework 
and which in OEEHC. In fact, it may well be that many of them _ 
might best be considered more or less informally in NATO, but | 
formally acted upon in OEHEC with its wider membership. Im- | 
portance maintaining maximum degree of flexibility by using 

| body best equipped to deal with problems constitutes major ad- 
vantage in choosing either (a) or (6). a | 

| | 6. Alternative (a) to move to Paris differs from all other pro- 
| posals in bringing Deps into same locality as SHAPE. After 
| careful consideration, US view is that this aspect of alternative | 
| (a) presents both advantages and disadvantages and shld not be 
| considered as necessarily a controlling factor. | 

ce. US Govt recognizes that political difficulties are posed by : 
both (a) and (0). For example, if OEEC were to be moved to | 
London, it wld be necessary for us to be able give assurances this | 

| step wld not reflect desire reduce prestige and position OHEC and 
| did not indicate psychology of retreat from Continent. We an- 
| ticipate, moreover, possible objections from Kur neutrals, who , 
| have given strong indications willingness cooperate informally — | 

_ with measures supporting NATO detense objectives but wld be 
. fearful overt action which might be construed as subordination : 

~  OEEC to NATO. On other hand, it is recognized difficulties might : 
| be posed to UK by concentration in France of all North Atlantic | 
| - multilateral activities located in Europe. Move in either direction | 
| | wld also. pose practical problems providing housing and office : 
| | facilities, although numbers moving wld be appreciably smaller 
| _-1£ Paris-were selected than if OKEC, together with OSR and other — | 
| national delegations in Paris were to move to London. ees | 

|
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-  @, Alternative (c), which wld establish FEB in Paris while 
- Jeaving Deps and DPB in London, wld present major difficulties 

-- of coordination, since Deps will have major concern with political 
aspects cooperative economic mobilization measures, FEB work 
shld be intimately meshed with DPB work on military produc-_ 
tion, and Deps shld be responsible for insuring close coordination  =—_—© 
between Dep [DPA | and FEB. | | 

e. Alternative (d@) wld present many difficulties to govts mem- | 
bers of both NAT and OEEC in distribution limited personnel 

_ experienced in types of international economic work that wld be 
going forward in both Paris and London. It wld also be difficult 
to determine concretely and without duplication and friction what ~~ 

_ shid be done in London and what in Paris. It wld sacrifice ad- 
vantages fluid line of division between NAT and OEEC economic 
work, and wid make difficult effective association West Ger, 

| Sweden, Switzerland and other OKEC members not in NATO 
- with measures economic cooperation required to adjust economies 

to requirements rapidly expanding defense programs. US Govt 
fears that this alternative wld have most adverse effects on future 
of OEEC. | | a 

| — f. With respect to (e), no change, US Govt is impressed with 
necessity for reaching prompt decision as to way in which inter- 
national work on economic problems of defense in North Atlantic— 
West Eur community is to be organized. It is believed that shape | 
of problems and nature of political possibilities for next year 
or so are clear enough now to permit making decisions which will 
be satisfactory for at least that period. It is considered urgent 
to take advantage of this fact and to reach prompt decisions in 
order that organizational and administrative problems involved 
in any rearrangement of present setup can be fully worked out 
and new setup put in reasonable working order before substantive 
issues, which will arise inevitably out of rapid expansion in de- 
fense activities and increasing scarcities of manpower, materials, 
and eqpt, grow to such volume as to tax our common ability to deal 
with them. Difficulties of program on which we are embarked are 
too great to permit us fail to do what we can to be ready to meet 
them as effectively as possible. Many of them are already upon us 

| and further delays will be increasingly costly. Therefore US Govt 
does not believe further continuation of status quo is acceptable 
answer to problems raised above. | 

(6) From these very summary comments it is believed that Brit 
Govt will agree with US Govt on difficulty of working out perfect 
solution. It is partly because of difficulties that US Govt seeks views of 
Brit Govt before reaching firm position as between alternatives (a) 
and (6). Needless to say it is most desirable for our two Govts to have 
a common position. As already indicated, our tentative judgment 
favors alternative (a). Shid alternative (0) be strongly supported by 
HMG, the US Govt wld expect HMG to take initiative in persuading 
Continental Govts, including non-members OEEC, to accept transfer 
OEEC to London. It will be greatly appreciated if in light preceding 
presentation US Govt can have considered views Brit Govt as to most 
desirable solution. —— |
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3. Action on this matter is considered here to be of great urgency and | 

wid be appreciated if this can be taken up as promptly as possible. , 

4, For ur info, Canadians have informed us that they wld prefer : 
geographical consolidation in Paris, but we understand they have not 
so informed HMG. You shld also bear in mind that Brit have never | 
been as enthusiastic as US with regard importance maintaining and 

strengthening OEEC. You shld therefore emphasize that US regards | 

OEEC as extremely fruitful international institution for long term | 

economic cooperation, not only in Western Europe, but in North At- | 

lantic community asa whole. _ | | a | 

5. This is State-Def-ECA message, concurred in by Harriman. | 

| | ACHESON | 

0 740.5/2-1651 | : 

| Memorandum of Understanding Between the Departments of State : 

| and Defense and the Economic Cooperation Admimstration * | 

CONFIDENTIAL | [Wasuinetron,] February 15, 1951. | 

| RELATIONSHIPS AND ORGANIZATION OF UnitTep States REPRESENTATIVES | 
| anp Certarn Norra Atiantic Treaty Bopims In Evropzan Pro- ) 

- DUCTION AND Economic AD PROGRAMS 

| I. DEFINITION OF PURPOSE 

- An interagency memorandum of understanding,’ approved by the , 

} President on December 19, 1950, identified as a most urgent organiza- | 
| tional problem the establishment of “the proper framework in which | 
| the questions relating to North Atlantic Treaty and economic and | 

military assistance programs can properly be coordinated.” The memo- | 

| randum of understanding set forth arrangements for the organiza- | 

| tion of the U.S. Government in Washington, including the 

| establishment of an interdepartmental International Security Affairs , 

| Committee (ISAC). It further agreed that corresponding arrange- 

ments should likewise be made as quickly as feasible for both the 

~ regional and country levels. 

| This memorandum of understanding is concerned with the organi- | 

| zation of United States representatives in European NAT coun- 

1This is a revision of the original memorandum of understanding agreed upon 
by the agencies involved on February 1. The Director of Defense Mobilization, 

! Charles E. Wilson, transmitted the source text to Acheson as:an enclosure to 

| his letter of February 15, not printed, explaining that it took aceount.of General | 
Eisenhower’s wish that the geographic location of the NATO agencies be left | 

| open for him to discuss with Spofford (740.5/2-1651). The original memorandum 

| of understanding was discussed in telegram 871 to London, February 6, not | 

| printed (740.5/2-651). . | | : | ; 

2 For text, see Foreign Relations, 1950, vol. 1, p. 484. | | 
536-688 PT 1—80——6 

| |
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tries and with NATO and OEEC organization as related to the work 
of such representatives on production and related economic aid pro- 

grams. The assignments of responsibilities to the various groups of 
United States representatives in Europe and arrangements for their - 

coordination are without prejudice to such division of functions as 

may be worked out between international agencies on the one hand 

and United States national representatives on the other. The refer- 

ences to United States responsibilities therefore apply only to the 

extent to which such functions are now or may be decided to be 
handled on a United States national basis. 

This agreement shall be used as a basis for developing further re- 

finements of the points covered and additional functions and relations 

of the U.S. organizations and members of international organizations 

necessitated by the integration of the MDAP and ECA programs. 
This refinement shall be initiated by ISAC. 

‘Il UNITED STATES ORGANIZATION AT COUNTRY LEVEL , 

A. Functions. The United States representatives (as subsequently 
defined in B below) at the Country level shall function as a team and 
be responsible for: Oo | 

(1) Monitoring (a) the conversion of approved plans into specific 
production programs, and (6) the execution of such programs for 
defense production and of programs for economic mobilization. They 
should assist, where appropriate, in the planning process itself, in- 
cluding the initiation of projects and the recommendation of desirable 
measures, and persuasion of European governments to accept desired 
plans and measures; | | 

(2) Conducting necessary bilateral negotiations on programs involv- _ 
ing reciprocal commitments between the Country and the U.S.; 

(3) Implementing the United States assistance programs, both for 
military end items and general economic assistance; _ 

(4) Providing coordinated recommendations and a flow of infor- 
mation to U.S. regional representatives and Washington on the 
military production position and possibilities, general economic condi- 
tions, economic mobilization plans and projects, requirements for 
financial aid and for materials and products in short supply, and 
availabilities of scarce materials and products, in the Country. 

(5) Assuring the coordination of United States military end item 
assistance with military production in the country concerned. This 
includes screening country proposals for end item assistance to elimi- | 
nate items which should be produced by the countries themselves. 
(Screening for production possibilities in other European countries — 
shall be done at the regional level.) SO | 

B. Organization. To insure the full coordination of the U.S. effort, 
U.S. representatives at the country level shall constitute a team under 
the leadership of the Ambassador. They will refer to appropriate
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regional or Washington agencies, with a joint recommendation or | 

statement of differences, all matters which they are unable to resolve. | 

The United States representatives at the country level are: | i 

- (1) The Ambassador, who is responsible for coordination, general | 

- direction, and leadership of the entire effort, for insuring that broad ) 

United States foreign policy in relation to the country is reflected in : 

| all of the operations, and for providing coordinated recommendations 

| to U.S. regional representatives and Washington; _ | 

(2) The Chief of the Military Assistance Advisory Group. ) 

{MAAG), who isresponsible for nn | 

(a) Administering the United States military end items assist- 

ance for the country and assistance in military training; and | 

(b) Military aspects of production programs in the country. 

| (3) The Economic Cooperation Administration (ECA) Mission 

| Chief, who is responsible for oe : 

| | (z) Administration of U.S. economic assistance to the country, 

| which should now be channeled toward the rearmament program 

| and toward support of those areas of the general economy which | 

tend to deteriorate because of the rearmament program ; | 

- (b) Following, influencing and reporting on the country’s 

economic mobilization, including defense, defense-supporting and 

non-military production, economic stabilization, and the mainte- 

| | nance of the basic economy. This function includes primary re- 
sponsibility in negotiations with the national governments on | 

economic and financial measures relevant to defense efforts. | 

| (c) Influencing, expediting and reporting on non-military : 

production, as well as economic aspects of military production. | 

. This includes advice on technical aspects of production and guid- : 

cance as to most economical use of country resources. With respect | 

to military production, there will be a need for close coordina- | 

| tion with the MAAG to insure that military and economic aspects | 

| of production programs are properly integrated, and that there is 
| _ proper interrelation between production and end item | 

| programming } | 7 | , 

| (d) Reviewing, reporting and making recommendations with | 
respect to country availabilities and deficiencies in scarce mate- | 

| rials and products. | | 

_ (4) The detailed respective responsibilities of the U.S. representa- 
tives at the country level and the U.S. element of the North Atlantic | 
Treaty Organization Defense Production Board (DPB), as well as | 
the U.S. position on the appropriate responsibilities of the Interna- | 

| tional Staff of the DPB, shall be further clarified by the International : 
Security Affairs Committee. | 

! (5) The Ambassador’s responsibility for coordination, general di- 
| rection, and leadership shall be given renewed emphasis, and all : 

United States elements shall be reindoctrinated with respect to the 
| Ambassador's role as senior representative for the United States in : 

7 the country. Cee
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a III. REGIONAL LEVEL — i 

A. Functions. The United States regional representatives are re- | 
sponsible for | | : 

(1) Guidance from the regional viewpoint of the work of the U.S.. 
representatives at the country level; | : 

(2) Representing the United States in the regional multilateral: 
organizations of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) 
and the Organization for European Economic Cooperation (OEEC) ;: 
and | 7 

(3) Evaluating country programs and providing coordinated! 
recommendations thereon to Washington. | | 

B. Organization. The principal U.S. regional representatives are’ 
as follows: | 7 

(1) The United States Deputy in the North Atlantic Treaty Orga- 
nization (NATO), responsible for general political guidance and for 
assuring political-economic-military coordination in accordance with: 
his approved terms of reference of December 16, 1950.* 
(2) The U.S. military representative in Europe (designated by the: 

Secretary of Defense) and his staff responsible for coordination of 
the U1 ited States end item supply and training programs and pro- 
viding guidance thereon to the MAAGs. | 

(3) The ECA United States Special Representative in Europe: 
(OSR), responsible for economic mobilization activities and United’ 
States economic assistance programs and for coordinating the work 
of EC.A missions; and 

(4) The United States member of the Defense Production Board: 
(DPB), responsible for representing the United States position in 
connection with NAT munitions production programs. He will have- 
appropriate access to and will be served by OSR and ECA Missions. 
and may also have appropriate access to MAAGs, as determined by 
the United States military representative in Europe. | 

C. Coordination. These U.S. regional representatives shall be for- 
mally coordinated through the European Coordinating Committee: 
(ECC), composed of the U.S. Deputy (Chairman), the U.S. military 
representative in Europe, and the ECA Special Representative in Eu- 
rope, as identified in IIJ-B. Arrangements shall be made for associat- 

ing the U.S. members of the DPB and of the FEB with this group. 

Arrangements shall also be made for effective collaboration between: 

this group and the United States element in Supreme Headquarters: 

of Allied Powers in Europe (SHAPE). , | 
D. Geographic Location. Efiective coordination requires easy access. 

between the U.S. representatives identified in III-B above and the 

United States element in SHAPE. This implies consideration of the 
transfer of the Council of Deputies, the DPB, the permanent working 

staff of the Defense Finance Economic Committee, and the Mili- 

* See footnote 5, p. 19. | .
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tary Standardization Agency of the North Atlantic Treaty Organiza- 

: tion (NATO), as well as the United States regional organizations 

now in London (Joint American Military Advisory Group, and the | 

U.S. Deputy’s Staff). The United States should seek the agreement 

of other interested governments to a location of the agencies of the 

North Atlantic Treaty Organization as may be recommended by the | 

U.S. Deputy (Chairman) with the concurrence of SHAPE. ! 

: IV. DEFENSE PRODUCTION BOARD RESPONSIBILITIES : 

| A. The DPB should concentrate on problems of NAT munitions ) 

production, in accordance with the hitherto accepted London discus- ) 

| sions of its scope. This includes planning for NAT production m 

accordance with military requirements based on approved objectives, 

and expediting the effective accomplishment of such production plans. 

| It should also include the identification of major bottlenecks in the 

| form of material supplies, production equipment, machine tools, man- 

| power and other resources, and seeking action to remove these bottle- 

mecks by the responsible authorities, national or international. 

B. The DPB functions should not be broadened to include economic | 

| mobilization, NAT organization for which is discussed in V below. | 

| Close working relations between these NAT organizations will be 

| essential. 
| C. The DPB should maintain close liaison with the Standing Group : 

| and its agencies including the Military Standardization Agency. 

| V. NATO ORGANIZATION FOR ECONOMIC MOBILIZATION | 

| A. There should be created, in a position parallel with the DPB 

| and similarly subject to coordination by the Deputies, a NATO F1- | 

| nance and Economic Board (FEB) composed of senior economic | 

| officials from the member countries. The U.S. member would be desig- | 

| nated by OSR. The FEB, and on a broader geographical basis the | 

| OEEC, should be responsible for necessary cooperative work in the 

entire field of economic mobilization and maintenance of the basic : 

| economies, including parallel action on materials conservation and 

limitation, conversion of civilian production, economic stabilization, 

| and stimulation of additional production of scarce materials, power 
| and fuels, and other defense supporting requirements. A great deal 

| of this work will necessarily be performed on a national rather than 
an international basis, and the degree of NATO-wide coordination will 

| be less than in the case of munitions production. ) | | 
| B. The permanent working staff of the Defense Finance Economic | 

| Committee would be absorbed into or be replaced by the FEB. The 
| working Group of Twelve on equitable distribution of the economic | 

burdens of the NATO defense program would also be absorbed into 

| the FEB structure, but for the purpose of the burden-sharing exercise, 

|
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the FEB would report recommendations for action by the Deputies 

| rather than merely operating under their general coordination. | 
C. U.S. representatives shall press vigorously for the expeditious 

establishment of FEB. Pending its establishment, the U.S. Deputy 
and the ECA Special Representative in Europe shall act for the ful- 
fillment of the objectives proposed for FEB, in the Council of Depu- | 
ties and OEEC and in discussions with regional representatives of 

other NAT nations. | | 
-D. The FEB might well be composed of the NAT country members 

of the official level of OREC Council. A corresponding relationship 

should exist with specialized subcommittees wherever action both on 
a NATO basis and on an OKEC-wide basis is desirable. (For example, 

| an FEB subcommittee concerned with the problem of financing mili- 
tary end item transfers would be the NATO member element of the 

| OEEC Trade and Payments Committee, which is concerned with the 
general operations of the European Payment Union.) | 
_E. The FEB would require some international staff. Part of the 
FEB staff might well be recruited from the existing OKEC Secre- 
tarlat staff. , a 

VI. ADJUSTMENT OF REQUIREMENTS AND AVAILABILITIES FOR SCARCE 

MATERIALS AND NON-MILITARY PRODUCTS. 

A. The primary channel for determining deficiencies in scarce mate- 
rials and non-military products should be the national governments, 

with review and screening by the ECA Missions as part of the United 
States country teams outlined in II above. Arrangements should also 
be made for regional screening to ensure the fullest use of intra- 
European supply possibilities. These country claims will be affected by 
action in the FEB (and OEEC), particularly in connection with the 

development of parallel conservation measures and European sup- 

plies. Screened claims for non-European resources will be transmitted 

through the ECA for appropriate consideration in Washington. This | 

will require coordination with global action on supplies and require- 

_ ments in the proposed international materials group. — | | 
B. European materials programs should be reviewed so far as pos- 

sible through U.S. machinery, national and regional, in Europe and 
transmitted to Washington for action only after such screening. Wash- 

ington Supply Missions of foreign countries shall not become agencies 

for the submission of programs of requirements to U.S. allocating 

_ authorities. They will have to engage in day-to-day negotiations with 

claimant agencies in connection with final decisions on claims, modi- 

fications of programs, and the development of detailed schedules 

| within approved programs. However, decisions in Washington should 

not be taken without reference to review and recommendations from 

the country and regional representatives. |
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740.5/2-1951 ea | re BS | 

~ Memorandum of Conversation, by the Director for International | 
: | Security Affairs (Cabot)* > : | 

| SECRET [Wasuineron,] February 16, 1951. | 

| - Pursuant to a telephone call from Mr. Spofford yesterday, I called 
| Mr. Lovett regarding delay in getting decision on the Spofford : 

7 counter-proposal to the Canadian Proposal on top-structure of NATO. 
Mr. Lovett called back today stating that if I pushed for an immediate , 
decision it would be adverse, but that he hoped to work out a com- | | 
promise by Wednesday at the latest. I told him we preferred to wait ) 

| until next week in the hope of a compromise. Thereupon I phoned — 
Mr. Spofford who concurred. __ | ree 

| From various sources in the lower echelons of Defense, I gather that: 

! the Munitions Board and the JCS don’t wholly agree, but generally | 
fear weakening of the authority of the military and particularly of 
the Standing Group. I am trying to assure those concerned that this 

| is not an attempt of the State Department to gain authority, but only 
an attempt to improve liaison and provide a better working relation- 
ship between the political, economic and military elements of NATO. | 

| 1Transmitted to Acheson in a memorandum from McWilliams dated Febru- 
ary 19, with the comment: “With reference to your phoning Mr. Lovett on the | 
Canadian proposal for the reorganization of NATO, the following are submitted. 
for your information.” Also enclosed were copies of the Canadian proposal of — 

November 17, 1950 and the draft counterproposal (memorandum by Cabot,. | 

February 3, enclosure 1, p. 41. : | | 

740.5/2-1951 : Telegram - - | 

| The United States Deputy Representative on the North Atlantic . 
| —— Gouncit (Spofford) to the Secretary of State+ | | 

CONFIDENTIAL _ Lonpon, February 19, 1951—6 p.m. 

Depto 517. Reference Todep 244 February 8, repeated Paris Torep: 

928.? | - oe | 

1. Following message summarizes USDep-—OSR views on organiza- | 
tion of FEB in NATO, based largely on discussion Paris February 10° __ 

! with Katz, Wood, Bissell, Batt, and my representatives participating. 
Comments appreciated. | 4 os 

2. Believe US should table FEB proposal in NACDeps simulta- 
neously with or immediately following formal proposal for move to- 

| Paris. While some such proposal might be advanced even if geographic 
separation were to continue, believe at this stage we would avoid un-- 

| 1 Repeated to Paris for OSR and MacArthur. - a 
*Not printed; it referred to circular telegram 454, February 3, not printed,. — 

eoncerning relationships between NATO, ECA, and OEEC in the overall defense’ 
effort. (740.5/2-851 and 740.5/2-351) eo |
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necessary and probably irrelevant discussion by linking FEB proposal 
directly to that. for geographical consolidation. Once latter agreed to 
in NAT, we would press for immediate implementation of FEB pro- | 
posal even though actual transfer of other NAT agencies to Paris 
might be somewhat delayed. | | 

3. US proposal in NACDeps or FEB would consist of brief gen- 
eral statement followed by draft resolution containing terms of 
reference and establishing organizational relationships. Draft of such 
paper will be transmitted shortly; upon receipt this proposal, deputies 
will probably desire (although we should not encourage) referral to 
expert group; if so, while many if not all of WG of 12 members are 
likely participate, we believe this should be ad hoc 12-nation group 
meeting in London and with same individuals subsequently partici- 
pating in deputies discussion. 

4. So far as FEB functions concerned, we concur in your preference 
for broadly-stated terms of reference. Check-list contained in reftel 
for US guidance seems useful pending experience with FEB opera- 
tions. Desire call your attention, however, to certain additional orga- 
nizational problems (see paragraphs 5-9 below) on which US position 
should be as clearly established as possible for purposes discussion in 

| NATO whether or not incorporated directly in USDep’s proposal for 
creation of FEB. 7 | 

5. Relationship of FEB to NACDeps. In general deputies should 
- have same authority to coordinate and give guidance to FEB as in 

case DPB. Would not be necessary in case FEB to provide analogous 
_ responsibility to ministerial committee (DFEC) although would be 
_ desirable to have FEB, under guidance deputies, undertake service 

any required DFEC meetings along lines earlier proposal for advisory 
group on financial and economic problems (See Depto 305, Decem- 
ber 9, repeated Paris 1138).? DPB formula of appeal to deputies in 
case of disagreement would seem provide useful safety-valve for 
FEB, although would not expect such procedure to be followed fre- 
quently and when followed, would not expect deputies to be able ordi- 
narily to solve issues which had defied solution at FEB level. Agreed 
recommendations would be transmitted directly to governments unless 
FEB or deputies believed subject concerned was of sufficient impor- 
tance to warrant review and endorsement by deputies or council itself. | 
‘While we would envisage a great many recommendations being for- 
warded by FEB directly to governments far-reaching policy or politi- 
cal implications of some of its decisions, e.g., on burden-sharing, would 
clearly warrant consideration by higher authority. | 

_ 6. Relationship of FEB to DPB. This relationship would consist 
largely of DPB, having identified economic or financial problems ob- 
structing the accomplishment of defense production programs, refer- 

® Not printed. | | | a
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ring them to FEB for appropriate multilateral action. May also be: : 

occasions on which FEB would make recommendations to DPB, for | 

example, on desirability directing assignment of production tasks: | 

toward countries with underutilized resources. Obviously essential | 

secure intimate collaboration DPB-FEB on such problems as assur-. | 

ing provision of raw materials, components, and production equip- | 

| ment for purposes defense production. | , | 

: _” WEB secretariat. FEB should have own international staff, own: | 

| premises, and own security arrangements separate from OEEC and , 

: conforming to general NATO standards. Staff director and few top- ) 

level assistants would have to be full-time NATO personnel, as would 

! lower level staff including research assistants, clerical and stenographic | 

personnel. At intermediate levels should be possible for NATO and. | 

| OEEC to exchange personnel on loan basis as general work load and. | 

| need for particular expertise might indicate. OKEC personnel bor- 

rowed by NATO would have to be thoroughly screened for security ) 

purposes. NATO secretariat would continue rely on OKEC secretariat | 

for much straight statistical and research work, so that number could: | 

: probably be held to around 100 overall. Large percentage of this. | 

2 number could probably be recruited from present OEEC secretariat, | 

! with addition of appropriate proportion of US and Canadian per- | 

sonnel. All NATO staff would at present have to be on contributive- 

basis, pending consideration of NATO international budgetary and: 

employment procedures. Foregoing procedures would apply in interim 

| to WG of 12 secretariat. 

| 8, Functional relationship to OEEC. Agree general principle that. 

| FEB and OEEC (at all levels of international representation) would. 

| constitute inner and outer circles with inner circle delegation per- 

sonnel normally representing their governments simultaneously in 

| outer circle. Also agree on maximum “transferability” of subjects as- | 

| between FEB and OEEC with assignment being determined from case: | 

| to case, mainly on grounds indicated in paragraph 3 reftel. While may 

| be unnecessary define this division of labor much more precisely in : 

FEB terms of reference (which in any case deputies would lack power | 

| to do insofar as OEEC is concerned), believe that US deputy should. | 

| be in position to reflect US view on broad division of labor with at 

| least some specific illustrative examples. In general, we would expect: 

| OEEC to retain major interest and activity in such matters as raw 

materials conservation and allocation (specific defense requirements, 
however, being assessed in NATO), harmonization of monetary and. | 

| fiscal policies, and trade and payments relationships (other than mili- 

| tary transfers). Even where action assigned OEEC, however, would: | 

| expect FEB undertake as necessary to concert action by NATO mem- | 

: bers, and be prepared take over problem if non-NATO members: 

were to obstruct effective action. A further consideration, arising from 

| | , 

|
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fact that US will be a full member of FEB and presumably bound _ 
as fully as European members to receive and consider FEB recom- 
mendations, is that we may desire steer into OKEC forum questions - 
on which recommendations addressed inter alia to US would be em- 
barrassing. Fact that NATO European countries might have opposite 
interest in steering such matters into FEB emphasizes strategic char- 
acter FEB chairmanship. a 

9. Sub-committee structure. Agree that existing functional: bodies | 
(burden-sharing group, raw materials group and PWS-DFEC) 
would become sub-groups of FEB. Question of further sub-groups re- | 
‘quires further consideration but does not need to be covered in initial 
organizational paper. oe 

10. Chairmanship. In view of need for aggressive leadership and in 
view delicate problems of steering business as between FEB and 
‘OEEC (see paragraph 8) chairmanship is likely to prove impor- 
tant and strategic post. While organizational paper need only pro- 

vide that FEB will elect its own chairman, believe it important for 

‘US view on this subject to be developed soon. There would be obvious 
advantages to US chairmanship, although this must be considered in 
relation to nationality chairman in other NATO bodies and in light 

‘desirability avoiding excessive US responsibility for managing NATO 

_ affairs. Your views will be welcomed. 
| | | a SPOFFORD 

'740,.5/2-2051 | | | 

Memorandum by the Director of International Security Affairs 
: (Cabot) to the Secretary of State* — - 

‘SECRET | | [Wasuineton,| February 20, 1951. 

OUTLINE oF DEFENSE DepartmEeNT Posrrions CoNCERNING STATE 
DEPARTMENT Proposats TO REORGANIZATION oF NATO. 

Mr. Knight spent the morning discussing the Defense Department’s 

position concerning State’s NATO reorganization proposals with the 
following: (a) Admiral Wright and Colonel Hughlin of the U.S. 
Standing Group team; (6) Colonel Beebe and Mr. Ernst of the Office 

-of the Secretary of Defense; (c) Commander Richardson and Colonel 

Ashworth of the JCS; (d) Mr. Dickenson, Assistant to the Joint 

‘Secretaries. The following were determined to be the main subjects 

| of concern to Defense: | | 7 | 

(1) State’s proposal concerning the Military Committee was in- 
terpreted as an attempt to bring in all twelve nations into the Standing 

1Drafted by Knight (RA) and sent through the Executive Secretariat.
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Group operation through “day-to-day” supervision. This is fundamen- | 

tally unacceptable to Defense which insists that the present Standing | 

Group membership and method of operation be preserved to insure | 

the necessary speed and efficiency for a command operation. : 

(2) Defense is concerned over the difference in the words “direc- : 

tion” and “guidance” in describing the special relationship between the | 

Deputies and the Military Committee and Standing Group. On the one | 

| hand, State has proposed that the Deputies shall furnish direction to — | 

the Military Committee and Standing Group as to political consider- | 

ations on which strategic decisions should be based. On the other hand, 

we have proposed that the Military Committee, or the Standing Group 

| in its stead, supply day-to-day guidance to the Deputies concerning © | 

| military considerations entering into the formulation of policy. De- : 

fense’s concern is that “direction” may give the Deputies too much | 

influence in “purely military matters”. ee : 7 

| (3) Defense is worried about the general reduction in influence of | 

| the Defense Ministers by taking the Defense Committee out of the | 

| line of command and making it purely advisory. . ) 

| The Standing Group is primarily worried by (1) and, to a lesser. 

| extent, by (2). The Office of the Secretary of Defense is primarily 

| worried by (3). The JCS is worried by (1) and (2). Mr. Dickenson | 

| is worried by (1) and (2) and, toa lesser extent, by (3). _ 

_ State’s position was stated as follows: | 

(1) State considers that the organization from the Military Com- : 

| mittee level on down is primarily a Defense matter and would accept 

any reasonable Defense view, including perpetuation of the present | 

| status quo. It was explained that our tentative suggestion was based _ | 

| on our belief that Defense might welcome some kind of a military | 

| “screen” between the Standing Group and the Deputies. | | | 

| (2) With reference to political “direction”, we referred to the grave | 

| concern on the part of the smaller countries that a three-nation purely 

| military body, such as the Standing Group, might free-wheel and take | 

| certain measures leading to war without the smaller countries having ! 

| had the opportunity of stating their views. _ | | | | 

| (3) The State proposal concerning the Council organization was | 

| strongly supported on the grounds of efficiency and of the necessity 

| to establish responsibility clearly. It was pointed out, however, that 

| Government instructions would be fully coordinated with Defense and | 
| that there was no intention to try in any way to reduce the stature or 

| influence of the defense establishments of the NATO countries. 

| It is expected that the JCS position will be completed sometime 

tomorrow. Likewise, the Joint Secretaries ? will meet on this question | 

| tomorrow. | : | | 

| —-——__~ 
- es | 

| _ *The Secretaries of the Army, the Navy, and the Air Force. eee 

| | | | 

|
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State-JCS meetings, lot 61 D 417, Jan-June1951 | - 

Draft Record of Department of State-Joint Chiefs of Staff Meeting,, 
Pentagon Building, Washington, February 20, 1951, 3 p. m+ 

TOP SECRET | | 4 
PRESENT | : 

General Bradley | Ambassador Jessup 

General Collins Mr. Matthews | 
. Admiral Sherman Mr. Nitze 

| General Vandenberg Mr.Mann | 
. Admiral Duncan | Mr. Tufts | 

General Bolte a Mr. Ferguson 
General White Mr. Bonbright 

oe Admiral Davis Mr. Lay 
Admiral Lalor | Mr. Gleason 

Admiral Wooldridge | | : 
7 | Colonel Carns | | 

Se WESTERN EUROPE 

Mr. Nirzz: We might begin our consideration of the problem of 

the defense of Western Europe by taking up the morale problem and 

the problems associated with the Medium Term Defense Plan. On the 

political side, it is clear that the basic problem is the problem of de- | 

veloping confidence in Western Europe that Western Europe can be 
defended. General Eisenhower’s visit was extremely helpful in this 
respect. I think that the announcement concerning the sending of 

additional U.S. forces to Europe has also been helpful, and that the | 

steady increase in U.S. production of defense items is also having a 
helpful effect. We in State believe that it is very important for the 

U.S. Government to do whatever it can to back up General Eisen- 
hower. His assignment is a particularly difficult one, and his success 

depends in large part on his ability to exercise personal leadership. 
| That in turn depends to some extent upon the backing he receives from 

Washington. Such things as flexibility in the MDAP program will be 

helpful in giving him the support he will need. oe 

*The source text, drafted in the Department of State, recorded the discussion 
of the defense of Western Europe, here printed, and four other topics not printed : 
Latin America, Yugoslavia, Korea, and a proposed Conference of Foreign 
Ministers. | 

Representatives of the Department of State and the Joint Chiefs of Staff met 

at varying intervals throughout 1951 to discuss matters of common interest. At 

one point (March 14-15) they met on successive days. At other times (May—June) 
nearly a month elapsed between meetings. Usually one or more of the Joint Chiefs 

was in attendance, while Department of State representation varied according to 
the topics under discussion. However, Mr. Nitze, the Director of the Policy Plan- | 
ning Staff, was almost invariably in attendance.
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The recent splits in the Italian Communist Party are also a very | 

promising development. There are a range of problems of a straight 

political character like this which we have well in mind and to which 

| ‘we are giving full attention. ee | 

| As regards the MTDP, the problem of particular concern to us is : 

| ‘that of the deficiencies. As we understand it, the national submissions _ 

| leave a considerable gap between the requirements set in the MTDP : 

and the forces which the European countries are actually planning to 

create. These deficiencies amount, we are told, to about 19 divisions on : 

D plus 30, to 3800 planes, and to about 450 ships. The problem of | 

- 4what to do about these deficiencies has been thrown back to the coun- 

‘tries. They have been asked to make additional submissions. This 

"process is very slow and from the returns which have come in, it seems 

| unlikely that these additional submissions will meet the gap. We are | 

| -quite worried whether we can continue to let this problem drag and 

| at. the same time make the necessary presentation of our MDAP | 

‘program to the Congress. : ee | be 
| - Gewerat Brapiey: Those deficiencies do not take into account what — | 

| ‘forces the Germans may provide. Is that correct . 7 — 

| Mr. Nirze: That is correct. We understand that whatever forces | 

| Germany supplies are matched in effect by an additional requirement. 

| In other words, as we understand it, the problem of defending Western | 

| “Europe as far to the east as possible requires forces in addition to | 

| ‘those called for in the MTDP. It is hoped that these additional forces | 

| -will be supplied by Germany. a a SS | 

| GENERAL Conins: I am not sure that that is right. | | | 

| Grnerat Brapuer: I think the problem is rather more complicated | 
than that. For instance, the adoption of a forward strategy will, to 

| some extent, reduce the requirement for forces for the defense of 

| ~ Denmark and Italy, and so forth. | DS 
| _ Generar Cortins: But the offset is not complete. It will be harder 
| to defend Western Europe the farther east we attempt to hold. | 

| GENERAL Braptey: It seems to me that before we start worrying 
| about meeting the gap, we should obtain more progress toward the 

| accomplishment of the present goals contained in the national sub- 

| missions. The improved spirit and morale coming from such progress | 
will itself provide a basis for the additional efforts required to fill 

the gap. General Eisenhower’s assignment, the steady increase in mili- | 

tary production, and gradual improvement in morale will all help to | 

| get the Western European defense effort rolling. Then we can talk 

| to the French about increasing their targets. It would not accomplish 
| much to get the French steamed up at this time about the need to 
| create 35 divisions instead of 28. The biggest problem now is to revive 

the spirit of the French and Germans and others. - : . - .
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GeneraL Cottins: Korea can contribute to the improvement of 
morale. The excellent showing which the French troops have made 
in Korea ought to be emphasized to the French. If we can get the 
French as proud of their military prowess as the Turks, we will have 
a very different situation. : | 
GENERAL VANDENBERG: There are many discouraging factors. I have 

been talking with General Lechere and Marshal Slessor about the 
problem of tactical air. I don’t know where we are going to get the 
necessary tactical air forces. General Lechere told me about his plans. 
and about how far short he is going to fall. He asked me what we 
could contribute, and the answer I had to give him was that we could 

| not contribute a damn thing. Then the question arises of how these 
people are going to protect their cities and people against air attack. 
What we have available is a drop in the bucket compared to the size 
of the problem. We have got to get a realistic allocation of manufac- 
turing capacity and we have got to persuade the Europeans that this 
problem is a manageable one. But right now a big number is staring 
everybody in the face and no one is doing anything about it. Even 
after they get moving, it will be 214 years until any planes are 
produced. | | | oe a 

| -ApmirAL SHERMAN: There is another problem which has been giv- 
ing me some concern. I am frank to admit that I am not sure of my 
analysis. This is the problem of the attitude of the U.K. The Royal 
Air Force and the Home Fleet are not allocated to General Hisen- 
hower. They have not been made available for the Western European 
region or for the North Atlantic region. In effect, the U.K. home 
islands are an enclave in the NATO area. What bothers me are the 

| implications of this. The British are not prepared to put their home- 
land into NATO to the extent that the French and Dutch and others 
have done. It seems to me that the British must have reservations 
regarding the defense of the U.K., and that they must have some in- 
ternal political difficulties. I suppose that the British are troubled 
about the survival of the British people in the event of war. We, of 
course, are sitting in a more comfortable position. We are not com- 
mitting our home defense forces and the British are acting as we are, 
but everything that the French have is at the disposal of NATO. I 

have the impression that the British are waiting for the establish- 

ment of a combined Chiefs of Staff apart from NATO or for some 

other development of this kind. They appear-to be holding back. _ 
_ Generar Cotirns: General Eisenhower is planning to do something 
about’ this problem:~This was indicated to me recently by General 
Gruenther. There is a good argument—especially as regards air—for 

full British participation in the defense of Western Europe. They still 
_ remember that they fought the Battle of Britain over the English 

‘Channel. Some of them perhaps do not realize that this will not happen
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again. It is in the British interest that the Battle of Britain be fought : 

| as far to the east in Europe as possible. The Soviet Union will have a 

| large capability in guided missiles and will be able to make it very 4 
| hot in the U.K. if the U.K. does not succeed in stopping a Soviet ad- 

| vance before it reaches the Channel coast. They should be particularly | 
interested in the security of the North Sea area, the defense of the | 

- gontinental coast. and the holding up of a Soviet advance across the | 

North German plain. | | | | | 
Mr. Matruews: I am sure that the psychology of 1940 1s still an 

important factor in the U.K. — 7 | 
) GENERAL Coxtins: Conditions are different, however. | 

Mr. Marruews: I recognize that, but the same psychology probably | 7 

still exists. a | : | | 

- GENERAL VANDENRERG: The real problem is that the U.K. has noth- 

| ing to throw into the defense of the continent. | 
ApmiraL SHERMAN: But the U.K. will not throw in what it does 

have | | | we | 
- GENERAL VANDENBERG: We can hardly blame them for this attitude. , 

| There is this great big hole between what Western Europe has for 

defense and what it needs for defense. No one can-see where this hole — | 
| is going to be filled. No one but the U.S. is producing any substantial | 
| quantities of equipment. a | 
| _ Generat Couiins: There has been too much talk about the shortage | 
| of ground forces and not enough talk about the shortages in tactical 
| air. When the DPB was set up, Mr. Pace and I thought that it should 
| be strengthened by the appointment of a good executive who would 

[be] comparable to General Eisenhower in stature. We could see no | 

other way in which to get production moving in the U.K., France 
| and Belgium. ; ogee 
| GENERAL VANDENBERG: There is also a good capacity for produc- 
| tion in Italy, but nothing is happening. coeds, : 
| Mr. Nrrzu: We have appointed Mr. Herod, former President of the — 

International General Electric Company toheadthe DPB. | 
GENERAL Brapiey: I talked with Mr. Herod and Mr. Batt this 

morning. They feel that the U.K. is really getting underway on its 

| production program now. Of course, the British are real individualists _ 
| when it comes to production. Mr. Herod and Mr. Batt have already | 

: found that it is necessary to talk to British industrialists one at a time. 
_ Apparently it is not possible to call in the representatives of the entire 

industry and to work out a program withthe group. ee 

: _ Apmiran Suerman: Basically what is bothering.the British—if we | 
| get to the real roots of thesmatter—is the poverty of:their resotirces 

and the implications of this for the future of the U.K. | 
| GeneRAL Braptey: None of us will get this problem solved until 

we get production going. OS
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GreNERAL VANDENBERG: The European countries have got to pull 
themselves up by their bootstraps. The NATO machinery in the pro- 
duction field is bogged down. Once it gets started it will take two years 
to get much in the way of results. | | 

Mr. Nirze: The deficiency of 3,800 aircraft seems to us to be pretty 
‘important. - _ 

GENERAL VANDENBERG: If we look at that problem coldly the de- 
ficiency is really on the order of 8,000 aircraft. Only a coordinated 
production program will be adequate. For example, we need a program 
under which air frames can be produced in France, motors in Italy, 
instruments and special equipment in the U.K. and some special items 
in the U.S. That is a very difficult kind of program to develop. Yet 
nothing has been done on the apportionment of production tasks. 

GENERAL BrapitEy: As I understand it the U.K. is setting up pro- 
duction lines to produce about 8,400 jet engines per year. 

GENERAL VANDENBERG: That will supply only about 1,000 airplanes 
and, of course, though that program will supply some engines the 
question remains where are we going to get frames, tires, electronic 
equipment, and so forth. Nothing we have heard about is more than 
a drop in the bucket. We have got to get going in France, Italy and 
some of the other countries. I can’t find-anyone who is looking at the 
whole problem—all the way from gasoline to airfields. The whole thing 
is completely uncoordinated and is stuck at dead center. 

| - GeneraL Coxiins: Mr. Pace and I think that it is necessary to 
-soup-up the DPB. We got the impression at Brussels that genuine 
progress was being made so far as ground forces were concerned. The 
question of sovereignty did not‘seem to loom very large in the question 
of ground. forces, but everyone’s back hunched up when we talked 
about the allocation of production tasks. I think we are going to need 
as much pressure from the U.S. on production as we have on any 

a other problem. ee an 
_ Generat Vanpenserc: The only way they are going to get self- 
confidence is by producing. ~ ae - 

Mr. Nrrze: It is our view that the U.S. has got to make up its mind 
about what needs to be done before much can: be accomplished in 
Europe. a re Ss | 

GeneraL VANDENBERG: That is the point. It seems to me that we 
should get U.S. teams of aviation engineers, tank engineers, and so 

forth, to survey the European scene and to tell Mr. Herod and Mr. Batt 
what countries can produce what equipment. | a ) 

- Generat Cotiins: That is the way we look at it also. We must 
‘remember that Mr. Herod has just been appointed. He has not even 

been over there yet. I think he is going to have to make a survey just 

-as General Eisenhower did. We have been agreed that the DPB should 

do just the job Mr. Nitze spoke of. The DPB has got to approach tasks
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GENERAL VANDENBERG: We would like to know his approach to his 
job. | | | Se 

GENERAL Cottins: We might be able to assist him to get a clearer 

conception of what his problems will be. po 
Mr. Nrrze: I think it would be helpful if Mr. Cabot could join that 

discussion. a | 

(It was generally agreed that this would be desirable.) __ | 
GENERAL Braptey: Of course, Mr. Batt should be present also. — | 
Mr. Nrrze: We have a number of further questions regarding the 

Western Europe defense problem but I am not sure there is time to 
take them up today. - | 

GENERAL Cotiins: I am anxious to get a discussion of Spain. 

740.5/2-9351 : Telegram a 

The Ambassador in the United Kingdom (Gifford) to the Secretary 
| of State? . ; - 

- SECRET PRIORITY Lonpvon, February 23, 1951—7 p. m. 
4600. In accordance with telephone instruction received by Holmes 

I saw the Prime Minister? this afternoon and opened discussion with 

reference to the location of NATO civilian agencies and OEEC. 

| Spofford accompanied me. I outlined the substance of Todep 253, 
February 16 [75],? stating that of the alternatives which had occurred 

to the US only first and second seemed workable and US was inclined 

to favor first, 1.e., concentration of NATO civilian agencies in Paris. 

I made clear, however, that we wished to exchange views with HMG 
' on whole problem and hoped we might be able to reach common 

position in the matter. we | 
Prime Minister said that Cabinet had not formally considered 

question but that he had already asked for views and would be in a 

position to discuss the matter further with us promptly. I left with 

him an aide-mémoire * based on my telegraphic instruction, 

To avoid press speculation we agreed that we would state to press 

that subject to [of] our conference had been NATO economic problem. 

| | | | GLIrFrorD 

* Repeated to Paris for Katz. . | 
2 Clement Attlee. : : 

| * Ante, p. 48. | 
* Not found in Department of State files. - ee |
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| 740.5/2-2651 : Telegram | , OO | 

| The Acting Secretary of State to the United States Deputy | 
, _ Leepresentative on the North Atlantic Council (Spofford), at : 

London? : | | eS, oo” | 

| SECRET PRIORITY _ WasHINGTON, February 26, 1951—7 p. m. | 

_ Todep 272. Following letter * from Lovett to Secretary just received. 
State has Def proposal under urgent consideration and anxious give 
you final instrs earliest possible date. Want your views before making 
any finaldecision. | | ee 

“Dept Def has given careful consideration to suggestion by Can 
| Govt for reorg NATO and Dept State view thereon as.given to us by | 

| Mr. Cabot. I last furnished you with my views on this matter by letter 
of 5 Dec 1950,? in which I indicated opinion it was advisable to post- 

| pone any major adjustment Treaty Org until we had moved into an : 
| ‘operational’ phase of the Treaty. I am still of this opinion. The ‘opera- : 
| tional’ phase has only just begun through appt Gen Eisenhower and 
| Messrs Batt and Herod. If any real results are to be accomplished to | 
| increase def capabilities in Kur it will rest largely on results. of 
| SHAPE and DPB. Effectiveness their working patterns and organi- | 

| zational relations are therefore essence of any rqmts to reorganize 

| “Yam well aware US has placed itself in difficult position on Can : 
| proposal as such by turn of events in Council Deps. If you therefore 
| feel that US must present a positive proposal in Council Deps, I have - | 
| two alternative solutions. These are based on opinions of J oint Secre-_ | 
| taries and JCS. | a | 
| “Solution A: US shld propose that consideration of any reorg : 
| NATO shld await full installation and operating experience SHAPE, : 
! operational commands under SHAPE, and DPB. When these orga- 
| nizations have proven their effectiveness, a study of NATO org shld 

| be undertaken with view to determining if additional support can be. 
| rendered to mil def preparations by any adjustment of Treaty mechan- 
| ism. Meanwhile presently constituted organization shld improve its 

effectiveness through closer liaison and more effective governmental 
| _ representations. Dept Def will undertake to improve its part in this — 

matter. | | | | 
| “Solution B; Tf above solution not acceptable, I recommend that 

| the US propose a method of reorganization approaching that sug- 
| gested by ‘Can Govt but differing in several major aspects. One of the 
| most important differences is that for practical political reasons I 
_ consider it is in the best interest of the US to reject notion that the 
| Council shld be re-titled or considered as a Council of Govts. Equally _ 
| important is the point that mil leadership of US shld not be un-— 
| settled by any reorganization of NATO mil structure at this time. US 
| position wld therefore be: OS | 
' | “a. Reorganize Council by incorporation therein of Def Comite, 
| _ and by titular change from ‘Council’ to ‘Council of Ministers’. The 
| * Edwin Martin drafted the message and cleared it in substance with Cabot. 

* Dated February 24, 1951. | ag | 
| * For this letter, signed by Secretary of Defense Marshall, see Foreign Relations, 

1950, vol. m1, p. 524, Ob ey
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US reps wld thereby be the Secretaries of State and Def. The 
terms reference of Council shld be modified to comply with pro- 

- vwisions of Article 9 of Treaty. | 7 oe, a. 
| “6, Expand role of Council Deps so that they represent gov- | 

ernmental views of Foreign and Def Ministers. When Council | 
of Ministers is not in session, Council Deps shld carry out policies _ 
of Council of Ministers, formulate issues requiring decisions _ 
by Council of Ministers or by member govis, and otherwise | 
constitute a body which may register approval of their govis 

~ ‘as obtained on matters before them for consideration. On US side, 
, US Council Dep wld be assisted by a rep of Dept Def acceptable _ 

to Gen Eisenhower, JCS, and SecDef. ee 
_ “e, Eliminate DFEC, including its assigned role and functions | 

_ and substitute therefor Finance and. Economic Board as set forth 
in principle in Memorandum of Understanding between Depts 
State and Defand ECA,dated 15 Feb 19514. | | 

“d, Reject any proposals by Can Govt, or other govts for re- 
organizing Mil Comite, and insist that at this time no changes be 

- made in present terms of. reference, functions, and org of Mil — 
Comite,SG,and Mil RepsComite. © . OO 

_ “e, Support CanproposalregardngDPB. 

“The inclusion of the Def Ministers in the highest policy making 
body of NATO, in order to represent their govts in def problems for © 
which they are directly responsible, is especially desirable inasmuch 
as this shld insure that mil matters are accorded their place in re- 
lationship to other matters considered by the Council.” - a 

- - - Wrss 

‘ Ante, p. 47. | | CO 

740.5/2-2651 : Telegram : . ae : : 

The United States Deputy Representative on the North Atlantic — 
Council (Spofford) to the Secretary of State+ 

SECRET Lonvon, February 26, 1951—midnight. 
Depto 560. Deputies 18th meeting February 26. : 

[Here follows a reference to the adoption with minor revisions of 
a resolution authorizing the Chairman to set up an international staff 

_ for NATO civilian agencies and a summary of preliminary discussion 
of a proposed “information conference” on the subject of Soviet 
aggression or imperialism and the defensive nature of the North 

Atlantic Treaty Organization. | | | 
3. French deputy asked meeting continue past usual hour to hear’ 

important statement on behalf his Prime Minister. He cited NATO _ 

a 7 Repeated to Paris for the Hmbassy, Schuyler, MacArthur, and OSR and to 
the capitals of the other NATO countries; also to Frankfurt, to Heidelberg for 
‘Handy, and to Wiesbaden for Norstad. - |
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| progress in short period but called attention to repeated warnings of | 
| growing economic disequilibrium which French now consider critical. : 

| Skyrocketing raw material prices were reducing western standards of ) 
: living, tending toward new economic and social troubles, causing pay- | 

ments difficulties (Netherlands and Germany) in EPU, interfering : 
with integration and making rearmament more costly and difficult. ) 
Continued degeneration might have economic and social consequences : 

_ which could defeat purposes of defense program. | | . | 
| _ His Government did not know answer but felt US steps under Wil- | 

son directives? along right line. Asking who had responsibility for | 
maintenance international equilibrium, he answered individual gov- | 
ernments, Washington raw material groups and OEEC each had : 

responsibilities for some aspects but that dangerous gaps remained. | 

| Our twelve governments must deal collectively with this problem, to | 
| which Article 2 of treaty particularly applicable. Reiterating answer | 

| would be difficult to find, he urged deputies seize themselves of prob- ) 

| lem, keep informed of national and international steps and take ini- | 
| tiative in seeking to plugexisting gaps. | | 
| Italian deputy, obviously forwarned, supported French position 

| fully. Canada and Netherlands deputies also expressed general : 
| support. - | | oo 

| _ Résumé French statement to be circulated tomorrow. CD will meet _ | 
| for clarifying discussion tomorrow and for full consideration later 

! this week or beginning next. | | ae 
| ee - - Cy SPOFFORD | 

| 4 The reference here is presumably to action taken by the Director of Defense 
| Mobilization, Wilson, which led to the announcement on February 26 in Wash- 

ington, London, and Paris of the creation in Washington of a new organiza- 
| _ tion for international cooperation in the field of consumption and production 
| of essential materials under the name of the International Materials Conferenee. | 
} ‘The conference was to consist of a series of separate International Commodity 

Committees, the first of which was concerned with copper, zinc, and lead and 

was meeting on the same date, February 26. | oe 

| 740.5/2-2751 | OO | a 

| The Deputy Secretary of Defense (Lovett) to the Director of Defense : 
| OO | _ Mobilization (Wilson)* oe 

| CONFIDENTIAL | | WASHINGTON, 27 February 1951. 

| Dear Mr. Witson: I refer to your letter to General Marshall of 

| 16 February 1951, enclosing a memorandum of understanding to pro- 
| mote closer inter-agency relations on European production and aid | 

| * Copies of this letter were sent to Harriman, Cabot, W. C. Foster, E. T. Dickin- 
son, Admiral Wright, and the Joint Chiefs of Staff. oe a |
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programs” The Department of Defense is particularly concerned 
about paragraph III D of the paper which implies relocating in Paris 
those North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) agencies now in | 

| ‘London. The remainder of the document is satisfactory as a statement 
of objectives to be secured through Departmental action. _ 
We have received the views of both General Eisenhower (on 

24 February 1951) and the Joint Chiefs of Staff (on 20 February) — 
on this matter. They both are convinced that a move to consolidate 
NATO in Parisis undesirable at thistime. _ | | | 
_ I wish to summarize the detailed reasons given by General Eisen- 
hower as to why. the move should not be undertaken: There is a 

‘definite and. continuing security risk in the concentration of so much 

NATO activity in one city; there is already a serious shortage of 
adequate accommodations in the Paris area; concentration of NATO 
activities in Paris might lead to the by-passing of the Standing Group | 
or force it to move to Paris; and finally, that retention of certain major 
NATO agencies in Paris, London and Washington tends to keep alive 
with national leaders an interest in NATO affairs, 
The Joint Chiefs of Staff are particularly concerned that the con- 

centration in Paris would subject General Eisenhower to direct politi- 
| cal pressure which might well be detrimental to him militarily. Fur- 

thermore, the proximity of the Council Deputies to SHAPE would 
tend to prejudice the military authority of the Standing Group in 
which the authority of the United States is more predominant. — 
It is therefore quite clear that from the military point of view the 

“move to: Paris would be disadvantageous. The Department of Defense 
_ is: aware that the primary reason advanced for the move is to achieve 

a closer NATO relationship with the OEEC. This is not a matter of 
our direct responsibility. It would seem, however, that this require- 

| ment. could be. achieved by other means, such as moving all or part of 
OEEC to London. EE 

I believe the Executive Branch is faced with the problem of decid- 

ing whether or not the financial and economic aspects of the problem 

are of over-riding importance and therefore could only be resolved by 

_ the move to Paris despite the views of General Eisenhower and the 
Joint Chiefs of Staff. It seems to me that the interested Departments 

should consider this matter further before introducing any proposal 

into the North Atlantic Treaty Organization. - 

Iam forwarding a copy of this utter to Messrs. Harriman, Foster 
andCabot. sis CO ae 

Sincerely yours, — | a Rosert A. Lovett 

“*Dated February 15, p. 47. Wilson’s.letter to Marshall has not been found in 
the Department of State files. |
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740.5/8-151: Telegram oe oe | 

| The United States Deputy Representative on the North Atlantic 

- Gouncil (Spofford) to the Secretary of States 

SECRET PRIORITY _ Lonpon, March 1, 1951—7 p. m. | 

- Depto 576. Appreciate opportunity given by Todep 272? to com- | 
ment on Lovett letter® before final decision reached and trust you 

will both weigh following discussion in reaching it. oa | 
It is, of. course, true that operational phase is just beginning and | 

that much valuable experience will be gained in coming years. How- | 
ever, several considerations militate against solutiona. | 

| One point I wish to emphasize is that present reorganization pro- 

| posals do not involve change from one hard and fast arrangement to ) 

| another which will last indefinitely but represent rather one step in _ ) 
| an evolutionary process. Further changes will undoubtedly be neces- | 

sary in light of further experience. This was recognized in first sen- | 
| tence of second paragraph D-D1/1* “Organization established under : 
| - NAT should be operated with as much flexibility as possible and be 

| subject to review fromtimetotime.” OS : | 
| Original organization was blueprinted without benefit of experience 

| by political WG before first meeting of council. I am advised that 
Defense and JCS representatives in those preliminary discussions then 

| expressed concern over “can of worms” of twelve-nation committees 
which were then considered. politically necessary if otherwise un- 

| fortunate. Experience has subsequently shown need for reduction in 
| number of twelve-nation committees and increasing use of operating 

staff agencies. This has been reflected in establishment of SHAPE 
| and DPB andinrecognizedneedforaFEB. = |... | 
! In this evolutionary process, in parts of which we have. exerted 
| effective leadership, we can accomplish little by attempting to convince | 
| others that no improvement is. needed at this time. Eleven other | | 

governments and substantial part of US officials concerned hold | 
— opinion which I share that further improvement can and should | 
| be made at this time. Should we follow solution a, most we could 

| do would be to frustrate others temporarily by refusing to budge. | 
| Aside from abandonment of US leadership in this field, ill will which | 
| would be caused would react unfavorably in other fields in which — | 

weareseekingtostimulateaction, 2 | 

| _ One of the most important considerations to my mind is that of 
giving Eisenhower, Herod and Batt most effective political support —__ 

| | ~ 1 Repeated to Paris for MacArthur. Beginning almost immediately after an 
instruction from Spofford on March 1 (telegram 1610 to Paris, Depto 571 to 

| Washington ) , all telegrams from his office to Paris were assumed to be made 
| available to MacArthur and were no longer marked for him. (740.5/3-151) : 
| * Dated February 26, p. 65. | es 

5 Quoted in telegram Todep 272, ibid. | 
“Council Document D-1/1. For text, see Foreign Relations, 1949, vol. rv, 

| pp. 380-837. | 
| | 
j .
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from outset. Do not consider present structure adequate to obtain 
_ for them supporting action by other NAT governments to degree and 

| with speed which will be necessary. Believe we owe it to them to de- 
velop most effective possible instrument for obtaining requisite gov- 
ernmental support and that this should be sought now with such 

_ further changes in future as experience may indicate. 
- I accordingly recommend strongly against solution a. | 

Solution 6 seems much more realistically in accord with US in- 
terests. If instructed to proceed vigorously along lines b believe we © 
ean obtain agreement and that end product will be better instrument _ 
for US leadership than we now have. I have following specific 
comments : 7 eee 

What Council is called or whether it is retitled at all seems 

of minor importance, although my preference would be to retain 

_ present title “North Atlantic Council”. What is important is concept. 

| Iam puzzled by statement it should not be “considered as a council 

: of governments” and assume this not intended to imply members 
| would not speak for their governments (as they always have). Such 

implication would make Council merely impotent debating society 

and deprive whole organization of central authority. 
_ Military side of organization is obviously matter for discussions 

by military authorities and we have accordingly avoided deputies’ 

, consideration of Portuguese and similar proposals® pending such 

| action if any as SG might wish to take. Our main interest in this 
| field is to ensure governmental action adequate to implement agreed _ 

military decisions. | | | 

7 Agree with paragraph @ except question need for any change in 

: title and believe participation by Finance and other ministers if agenda 

| _ requires should not be excluded. | EE INE 

. Fully agree with paragraph 6 but if MilCom is to be retained would 

_- suggest additional provision such as is implied in DC 24/3 * whereby 
| decisions of SG which require governmental approval could be trans- 

mitted direct by SG with agreement of Military Representatives Com- 

° The reference here is to a proposal of late 1950 by the Portuguese Representa- 
tive on the Council Deputies for a wartime NATO Supreme Cabinet of five mem- 

. bers and a five-member Standing Group. This suggestion was described and 
- charted in an appendix to Defense Committee Document DC 24/1, October 26, 

1950. The Belgian Representative at about the same time proposed a different 
, formula for composition of the Standing Group. For reference to the discussion 

| of such proposals, see Foreign Relations, 1950, vol. 11, pp. 1 ff. 
-. *SDefense Committee Document DC 24/38, “Report by the Military Committee 

to the North Atlantic Defense Committee on the Creation of an Integrated Euro- — 
| pean Defense Force, the Establishment of a Supreme Headquarters in Europe, 

- and the Reorganization of the NATO Military Structure,” distributed in the 
Defense Committee with a covering note by its Secretary on December 12, 1950, 
approved by the North Atlantic Council as Document C 6-D/7 on December 18, 
1950. For text of DC 24/8, see Foreign Relations, 1950, vol. 111, pp. 548 ff.
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mission to deputies for final governmental action. Would welcome 

representative of Defense Department on my staff and would be glad | 

| to work out with State and Defense arrangement for channels for 

instructions of such representative, etc. | 

Re paragraph d, we will undoubtedly have difficulty with smaller | 

| nations. However, USmil must undoubtedly be best judges as to _ | 
| what best serves US interests in this field both as to substance and | 

timing and we will continue to resist pressure for any changes unless | 

and until US agrees that they are desirable. a ae | 
Fully agree with paragraphs c, e and final paragraph. Would | 

| appreciate definite instructions soonest. | | SC olge ay ay | 

| : oa sop er eee aa .  Srorrorp ~ | 

| 740.5/2-2151 : Telegram | a | a | 

| The Acting Secretary of State to the United States Deputy Lepre- | 
| - sentative on the North Atlantic Council (Spofford), at London+ 

SECRET = : -. ‘Wasurneton, March 1, 1951—7 p. m. 

| Todep 284. For Spofford. Dept interested ur reference in Depto 540 | 
Feb 212 to Wilgress’ view that key to NATO reorg problem was a | 

better working relationship between Standing Group and Mil Reps. | 
We wld be interested in amplification and comments on Wilgress’ : 

statement in view extreme importance placed by Def on preservation _ 

| present setup from Mil Comitelevelondown. pe Ss 
‘Def fundamentally opposed to any reorg proposal which wld place 

2 in permanent session the Mil Comite at Dep Chief of Staff level and | 
| hence retard Standing Group’s day-to-day work by reducing it to 

| small nation level. Def is positive and State generally concurs any sd 
such solution wld render impossible the operation of Standing Group 

as a kind of 3-nation CCS with command responsibilities over | 
SHAPE andotherNATOSupremeHdqgs. = - | 

} Rep Can Emb told us informally and with specific request he not | 

| be quoted he was confident his Govt wld be satisfied to forego now | 

! reorg of Mil Comite and lower echelons and give fair trial to results =| 
| Brussels action in setting up Mil Reps Comite and to current attempts | 
| to foster closer assoc Mil Reps with Standing Group work. | 

| As Wilgress’ viewpoint cld be interpreted as at variance with above | 

| informal local Can views, ur further comments wld be of value. _ | 

PO ges geen ae be a os te ao | 
| * Repeated to Paris for MacArthur. Drafted by Knight and cleared with the , 

Department of Defense by Colonel Beebe... ES Se ae TP : 
? Not printed. | | | | Ba 

| | | )
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740.5 MAP/3-151:Telegram  ssi—(i‘—s~s*s~™S 

| The Ambassador in the United Kingdom (Gifford) to the Secretary 
| : of State+ 

SECRET Lonpvon, March 1, 1951—7 p. m. 
_ 4708. From ECC for ISAC. | | 
_.1. In considering item III of its agenda (coordination European 
military production with US MDAP end item programs and US 
offshore procurement) ECC had in mind overall objective of meeting | 
MTDP equipment requirements with maximum speed and economy. — 
ECC recommends that ISAC, in connection with its instructions to _ 
the field aimed at achieving this objective, incorporate the following 
policies as essential planning guides, the first four of which should 
be made clear to NAT country governments by country MDAP groups. 
We realize that in some cases this will constitute reiteration, but believe 
these US policies not yet fully accepted by other governments nor 

| reflected in their planning. re oo | 

-(a) MDAP end item programs should not, in general, include items 
that could reasonably be expected to be produced in Europe and the © 
US will eliminate from end item program requests those items that 
can reasonably be made in any European NAT country; the US will 
expect that the countries will take the necessary initiative to produce 
or procure such equipment. ee 

(6) Pricing in the SG costing exercise, of US types on basis US 
prices carries no implication whatever that equipment so priced will 
be obtained under MDAP end item programs. ce 

_ (e) Seope of both US economic and end item assistance will be 
related to and supplement willingness our NAT partners undertake 
maximum defense efforts within their respective economic and finan- 
cial capabilities, including in such efforts, steps to meet presently 
unallocated MTDP gap and, if possible, making of burden-sharing 
contributions to, other Kuropean NAT countries. _ 

-(d) Country end item programs constitute guides to procurement 
from US productions and will be delivered in accordance with ade- 
quacy and efficiency of the countries actualefforts. 

_ (e) Any US procurement in Europe will be undertaken in such 
manner as to minimize conflicts with principles set forth in para- 
graphs (a) and (¢) above. eee eee 

2. Joint regional cables expanding on above principles follow. | 
_ 8, Foregoing message does not cover financial and transfer measures, 
which are covered in separate ECC cable.?_ aoe oe 
_4. Todep 278 February 27 * just received and will be studied further 

before direct regional comment. [ECC] | oo - 

; Repeated to Paris for OSR, to Frankfurt, and to Heidelberg for Handy. — 

> Not printed ; it provided a detailed presentation of the latest Washington 
views concerning U.S. procurement directly by military services of military 
equipment and related end items and components in areas outside the continental 
United States and its possessions. (740.5/2-2451) si Cty
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| 740.5 MAP/8-151: Telegram - Bo pean | 

: The Ambassador in the United Kingdom (Gifford) to the Secretary 
te of States ns 

| SECRET, | . | oe Lonpon, March 1, 1951—7 p. Mm. ) 

4709. From ECC for ISAC. Subject is expansion European mili- 
| tary production, «sy bee TE 

1. Believe there is urgent need to dispel uncertainty in European | 
countries re general system for financing intra-European transfers | 

| military equipment. These uncertainties are major factor retarding | 

development rationalized European production. Recommend US press 
for action soonest in NATO to reach multilateral agreement on gen- 

eral system for financing intra-EKuropean transfers by ordinary com- 
mercial payments through normal EPU payments mechanism rather : 

: than by “free transfer” system or (except in special circumstances) | 
| US off-shore procurement. Further recommend that any resulting 

undue strains on European payments relationships be offset later by | 
| intra-European burden-sharing transfers in the form of financial con- tf 

tributions among the European NAT countries. US should use its 

| aid programs.as a lever to obtain satisfactory pattern of intra-Euro- | 
: pean contributions as US interests require. Use of off-shore procure- , 
| ment to finance intra-European military transfers should be confined | 
| to cases where clearly necessary to break particular log-jam, and lim- | 
| ited to. scale which will not create European expectations that such : 
| use will become generalized. Finally US should declare that US- 

| produced end-item program will in general not include.items which | | 

| can be efficiently and timely produced in Europe. oa rats | 
| 2. We are convinced long step could be taken toward badly needed 

| acceleration intra-Kuropean military transfers if these‘ basic policies : 
| were adopted. However, assuming that necessary progress will be | 

| made on these and other factors retarding European defense produc- 
tion, believe also there is room for use of additional “pump-priming” 

| financial devices to stimulate production for transfer or perhaps pro- : 

| duction more broadly. We believe any such scheme should involve | 

| multilateral sharing of risks involved. However, as soon as reasonably 
| firm agreement in principle is reached on such risk-sharing believe US 
| funds might be put into scheme. Our specific recommendations this | 

subject follow shortly. Meanwhile, we recommend proceeding with | 
| case of French mortar ammunition as in Embtel 47 10.2 [ECC.] | 

* Repeated to Paris for OSR, to Frankfurt, and to Heidelberg for Handy.” © 
| ? Not printed. a oe 4 - o | 

|
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740.5/3-351 : Telegram _ OS | | - ; a 

The United States Deputy Representative on the North Atlantic — 
: Council (Spofford) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET oe ) Lonvon, March 3, 1951—5 p. m. 

Depto 583. Todep 284.2 Wilgress did not say that he considered key 
to NATO reorganization problem was better working relationship 
between SG and military representatives but that key to SG-military 
representative problem was better working relationship between them 

| (Depto 540).2 I gathered that he was referring more to day-to-day 
operational procedures and informal relationships between SG and 
military representatives than to any formal procedure which may have 
been in force. I regard Wilgress comment more as expressing hope _ 
that military representatives would as practical matter be held less 
at arms length by SG than as indication of intention to press for 
formal reorganization SG-military representative arrangement. a 

As I get background Canadian attitude probably more sensitive on _ 
this point than other non-SG nations since former have enjoyed close 
and intimate working relationship with both US and UK military 
since last war. Canada undoubtedly would like to forge closer relation- 
ship with US military, and as part of this are most desirous being 
taken into confidence as much as possible by them re SG operations. 
UK patronizing attitude of speaking for Canada on SG matters ob- 
viously irritating for latter who I think regard their military and 
strategic interests more in consonance with those of US than with UK. _ 

| We have consistently taken position with other deputies that ques- _ 
tion. of military reorganization one which military itself should re- 

| solve. I propose continue this position and ward. off CD discussion 
| military organization unless appropriate military agencies ask for | 

CD help. Furthermore it is obvious that CD must not attempt to 
intervene in day-to-day operational problems of military. There has 
so far been no sign of any desire to do so and I am confident it could 
bequashedifitarose. __ 7 oe - 

. _ Emphasis in all discussions on organization here has been on neces- 
sity for “streamlining” and substitution of command for committee 
structure wherever possible (e.g., DPB, SHAPE) and apart from 

some small nation pressure there is increasing support for view which 

I have always had that SG must be equipped to perform CCS func- _ 
tions. In these circumstances, to let organization move back to the 
committee type operation would to my mind be unfortunate. I there- _ 

| fore fully understand and agree that it would be highly undesirable 

to create permanent 12-power military body over SG to which mili- 

1 Repeated to Paris. es 
* March 1, p. 71. | 
*Not printed, but see the reference to telegram Depto 540 in Todep 284, ibid. |
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| tary decisions would be referred before issuance and to allow CD get ss 
: involved in military decisions. However, it seems to me important as 

practical matter that US military attempt work out arrangements | 
to insure non-SG nations being kept as happy as possible without _ | 
formal change in organization or jeopardizing authority or efficiency © 
of SG. I believe this is what Wilgress had in mind. — | 
Oe wee re | - SPorrorD 

740.5/3-451: Telegram | - na | | a oo ot 

The United States Deputy Representative on the North Atlantic — 
— Council (Spofford) to the Secretary of State* = 

| SECRET | - Lonpon, March 4, 1951—10 p. m. 

| -Depto 586. Following joint message from Katz and myself super- 
| sedes paragraphs 2 and 3 Depto 517, February 15 [79]:? | 
| a. In view at best serious delay in resolving problem geographical 
| consolidation, we now consider it essential proceed forthwith on FEB | 
| | proposal. In view CD discussion on general economic problems sched- 

| uled for Tuesday March 6 as result Alphand statement, desire table 
: paper quoted below at that time. | 
| 6. Note paper does not pose question geographical location FEB, 

although this question bound arise early in discussions of proposed 
ad hoc organizing committee. We are engaged in clearing supple- : 
mentary message * on this subject, together with comments on Todep 

| 987, March 2 ¢ which hope you will have Monday morning. Regarding 
| FEB chairmanship, will take soundings at appropriate time as sug- 

| gested Todep 273.5 | 

“1. In view of mounting number, complexity and seriousness finan- 
| cial economic problems confronted by members NATO, and in view 
| importance to common defense effort of effective solution these prob- 
; lems, US Government has been giving urgent consideration to ques- 

tion of how, within NATO framework, and in relationship to other 
agencies such matters might best behandled. __ 7 | 

“2. Clearly measures which are necessary in each member country 
| provide financial and economic support for its defense effort and 

protect civilian economy against undue deterioration are primarily 
national responsibility that member. However, US Government also | 

| impressed with need for taking coordinated action along many lines 
financial and economic field to maximize defense efforts while main- 

: taining sound basic economic structure. Existing NAT agencies this 
field (financial and economic WG in Paris, PWS/DFEC, and ad- 

| * Repeated to Paris for OSR, to Frankfurt, and to Heidelberg for Handy. 
| * Ante, p. 58. _. | 
| , velegram Repto 1007, infra. | aa 
| Not printed; it concerned a request by Alphand for NATO consideration of 
| the inflation problem (740.5/2~-2651). | 
| * Not printed. | | 

| | 
| | 

|
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visory group of raw materials problems), as presently organized, not 
| adequate for this purpose. US Government therefore proposes estab- 

lishment as part: of permanent NAT organization under CD, ’a high- 
level NATO financial and economic board: (FEB), to be concerned 
with all aspects financial and economic mobilization in support de- _ 
fense effort which require multilateral consideration, and to. comple- _ 
ment DFB in task ‘stimulating output military equipment. It is 
recommended that this board be given broad assignment of responsi- 
bility within NAT framework for promoting effective cooperative 
action in such fields as materials conservation and limitation, conver-_ 
sion civilian production, economic and financial stabilization,:stimula- 
tion additional production of scarce defense-supporting requirements, 
and financial measures to promote defense programs. ~ °° 

“3. US Government appreciates that one of the major factors which 
has hitherto delayed effective action within NATO framework to deal 
with financial and economic problems has been concern lest such action 
infringe upon responsibilities and effective functioning of OEEC. 
US Government is keenly aware of long run importance maintaining 

| OEEC with genuine vitality as body promoting economic cooperation 
among ‘all free’nations of Kurope, and fully recognizes value having 
any economic: mobilization and adjustment measures which might 
be agreed upon among NAT countries accepted by wider membership 
of OEEKC. Arrangements, should, therefore, be contemplated which | 
would provide maximum degree collaboration between NATO Finan- 
cial and Economic Board and OEEC, including maximum flexibility 
and transferability in assignment tasks.as between two organizations. 
To:this end, it is recommended that so far as. possible FEB should 
operate as inner. circle within outer circle of OE EC, with: individuals. 
who serve on FEB or its subcommittees. normally representing their 
governments in corresponding OEEC bodies. Especially. in broader, 
more general fields finance and economic planning, of fundamental __ 
importance to, but not directly related to, defense efforts NAT mem- _ 
ber countries, NATO should rely so far as possible upon activities | 
OEEC. | | — 

_ ° #4, In general, CD should have same authority to give continuous 
political leadership and guidance to FEB as in case DPB. Recom- 

| mendations developed by Board for communication to NAT member — 
countries would be transmitted directly to governments unless board 
or CD considered subject concerned was of sufficient importance to 
warrant review and endorsement proposed recommendation by CD. 
FEB should work in close collaboration with other NATO bodies, 
particularly with DPB. DPB should identify economic or financial 
problems obstructing the accomplishment of defense production pro- 
grams and refer them to FEB for appropriate multilateral action. 
May also be occasions on which FEB would make recommendations to 
DPB for example on desirability directing assignment of defense : 
production tasks toward countries with underutilized resources. There 
is clearly need for close collaboration between the two agencies on 
such problems as assuring provision raw materials, productive equip- 
ment, and finance required for defense production. It is contemplated 
that existing NATO staff organizations in financial and economic 
fields would become subcommittees of FEB, which would become re- 
sponsible for immediate direction their activities. Would also ‘be neces-
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sary for board be equipped with secretariat staffed with appropriate. 
| technical experts. es 

, “5. It is recommended that CD consider passing resolution along | 

lines of draft attached in order secure expeditious consideration in | 

. NATO of above proposal.” ge EN 

Begin resolution: CD, having examined proposal by USDep for | 

creation FEB, invites member governments. to designate representa- 

tives to constitute ad hoc organizing committee which should be con- 

| vened London at the earliest possible date to prepare proposed terms : 

| reference for NAT financial and economic board. These terms refer- 

ence should be in conformity with general principles expressed in US. | 

proposal and should provide general statement. functions. this body | 

and define its relationships with other NAT agencies. Organizing 

i committee is also requested include in its report to CD general state- 

| ment of how it-would envisage relationship between operations of | 

FEB and those of OEEC. End resolution. — re 

| 740.5/8-551 : Telegram a | 

| The United States Special Representative in Europe (Kata) -to. the | 

| Administrator for Economic Cooperation (Foster)* | 

SECRET : Paris, March 5, 1951—7 p.m. | 

Repto 1007. For Foster and Bissell; pass Department for Perkins : 

| and Cabot. Reference Depto 586,? repeated Paris 1653, Frankfort 916. | 

| This is joint message from Spofford and Katz supplementing reftel. 

| 1. Re geographical location FEB, problem would of course be auto- | 

| matically solved if favorable decision reached on suggestion now under 

| consideration to consolidate NATO activities in Paris. Failing such 

| decision, believe nevertheless essential proceed with FEB arrange- 

| ment. There might be two geographical possibilities. One would be 

set up FEB in Paris like Working Group 12. We agree this not satis- 

factory because of separation from Deputies and DPB. Remaining | 

possibility arrangement under which inner circle would normally | 

| meet in London and outer circle in Paris. This would mean FEB 

secretariat would be established initially in London, and that in 

general meetings of FEB and its sub-committees would be held in 

| London. To reduce to minimum possible unfavorable impact upon 

| OEEC, we would contemplate informal personal explanation with 

| Marjolin, Hall-Patch, and possibly Stikker, of ways and means to | 

: achieve optimum. result. Believe Secretariat arrangements along lines 

1 Repeated to London for Spofford, to Frankfurt, and to Heidelberg for Handy. 
* Supra 

|
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paragraph 7, Depto 517,? repeated Paris 1496 and functional relation- 
ships along lines paragraph 8, Depto 517 good starting point which 

| could be maintained despite geographical difficulties. Furthermore, 
would contemplate many meetings FEB taking place in Paris and | 
in any case, would recommend leaving WG of 12 operation there until 
it completes report to CD on first round of burden-sharing. 

2. Re Todep 287, repeated Paris 4574, March 2,4 believe our views 
_ fully in line with yours. However, “inflationary problem” com- 

prehends great many general and particular economic issues, some of 
which could appropriately be dealt with in FEB. To take a clear | 
example, FEB advice to DPB on country’s economic and financial | 
capacity to undertake additional defense production tasks would 
involve assessment possible inflationary consequences thereof and on 
others of which “maximum flexibility and transferability” between 
FEB and OEEC should be maintained. To extent “inflationary prob- 
lem” involves review member countries broad economic and financial 
policies, notably their fiscal and monetary policies (which are high- 
lighted in Marjolin’s memorandum), see further advantage of steering 
problem to OEEC in that this is clearly field in which US might be 
reluctant offer full participation, = | 

Katz 

* February 19, p. 53. | 
“See footnote 4, supra. : | 

740.5/3—451 : Telegram . a 

The Acting Secretary of State to the United States Deputy Repre- 
sentatwe on the North Atlantic Council (Spofford), at London * 

SECRET NIACT | Wasuineron, March 5, 1951—8 p. m. 
PRIORITY | ae —_ 

Todep 288. Following are State-ECA-—Defense comments on Depto 
586.2 an | 

1. Suggest that in para 3 a new sentence be inserted after sentence _ 
beginning “To this end”. “In order to permit such an arrangement to 
function smoothly and in view of the importance of close working 
relations between the FEB and the OEKEC, it is believed desirable 
that the FEB be located in the same city as the OKEC”. | 

2. Suggest that there be added at the end of first sentence of para 
4 the following language: “and shall see that the FEB and the DPB 
take effective coordinated action and establish and maintain close 

_ working relations with each other”. Be 

| +H. M. Martin drafted the message and cleared it with Cabot, Halaby (ECA), 
Colonel Beebe, and Gordon. : a : 

* March 4, p. 75. | : ) .
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8. After second sentence of para 4 it is suggested there be inserted 
following sentence: “Issues on which the FEB is unable to reach 
agreement may also be referred where practical and useful to the CD | 

| for resolution”. — ord , 
4. First proposal is all that can be said definitely on location ques- 

tion at this time. Note you hope to avoid this issue in Deps but not | 
| sure this feasible or desirable. Feel strongly that without finally com- 

mitting ourselves as to where NAT-OEEC shld be, it is more im- 
portant that FEB be located adjacent to OEEC than to Deps or DPB. | 
This wld mean that unless new decisions are taken by NATO and 
OEEC on location, the FEB wld be located in Paris. If question shld : 
arise as to whether US attaches importance to close working relations — ) 

| between FEB and Deps and DPB, you can of course answer in affirma- _ 
| tive. The issue is rather one of relative importance in immediate | 
| future. a 3 . | oe 
| | 5. Purpose of last two suggestions is to strengthen position and = 

| responsibilities of CD to insure effective working of NATO. > 
| | 6. What is your intention respect PBOS? Language para 2 broad — 

and cannot clear today anychange. Bn | | 
¢. This proposal also raises issues with respect to future of DF EC 

| on which we hope to send you instructions in a day or so as part of 
| general NAT reorganization plan. 7 
| 7 | | ‘Wess | 

—-740.5/38-551 ao a 
_ Memorandum by Laurence C. Vass of the Office of European Regional | 

Affairs to the Director of that Office (Martin) 

| SECRET [| Wasuineton,| March 5, 1951. | 

| Mr. Cabot phoned you again? and conveyed to me the following 
| message re Depto 586.2 | 

| He stated that Spofford had called him about 9:15 this morning 
to emphasize the necessity of a reply before tomorrow. I gathered that 

| he was also putting in a plug for a favorable reply. Mr. Cabot also 
stated that Harriman had talked to him this morning ®* and expressed | 

| his agreement with the proposal.* However, he felt that there should 

be included in paragraph 8 some statement along the line that the | 

seat of FEB should be in the same city as OEEC in order to bring 
about the maximum flexibility and transferability contemplated. _ 

*No record of the earlier telephone conversation has been found in the Depart- 
| ment of State files. : | : | 

-* Dated March 4, p. 75. . | 
| * No record of this conversation has been found in the Department of State files. | 

“The proposal on the FEB, transmitted by Spofford in telegram Depto 586, | | 
March 4, p. 75. | . 

536-688 PT 1—80-——8 | :
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He then stated that he had been informed by Mr. Webb that Mr. 

Harriman raised the question of FEB with Mr. Lovett at lunch, and 

told him that we would be sending out a reply tonight. Mr. Lovett 

expressed interest in the subject and stated that Defense would ike sy 

to consider the reply. Mr. Webb said that Mr. Lovett would have an 

opportunity to concur in the cable, whereupon Mr. Lovett remarked 

that they would need alittletimetoconsiderit, 

Mr. Cabot stated that he took the line with Mr. Webb that he did 

not really think that Defense was directly involved in the subject of 

‘FEB and was not at all sure that such clearance was essential. I 

pointed out that Defense would have at least a negative interest in 

the subject, in the sense that they would wish to make sure that we 

were not pre-judging the decision on geographic location or NATO 

reorganization by this action. I pointed out also that Mr. Harriman’s 

suggested reference to location was particularly likely to invite close 

scrutiny bythe Pentagon, BS 

Mr. Cabot concluded by remarking that the important thing was 

to get something out tonight. If it turned out that we could not reach 

agreement on the proposal, we should at least tell Spofford why not, 

My own initial reaction to Spofford’s proposal. is that, whether 

intentionally or not, it forces us to attempt a shortcut to a decision on 

the major issues between State and Defense. I feel certain that the 

tabling of such a proposal would lead immediately to questions as 

to our position on the Canadian proposal, the location of NATO and 

OEEC in the same (and which?) city and the fate of DFEC.I think 

we should consider our decision on the reply as a part of our general 

| strategy. If we feel that the introduction of this proposal at this time 

would accelerate favorable decisions, we should attempt clearing an 

affirmative reply. While I have a number of questions to raise‘on the 

text of the proposal, I have no substantive diiiculty with it. 

However, I am not at all certain that introducing such a limited 

proposal at this particular time is a particularly helpful move in the 

direction of obtaining agreement on the move to Paris and the estab- 

lishment of FEB. I am particularly concerned at Harriman’s sugges- 

tion since it sounds to me as though this would imply U.S. willingness 

to split FEB from the Deputies. It is my recollection that our position 

is that NATO and OEEC must be together and that we take a dim. 

view of FEB in Paris, unless there has been agreement that all of 

NATO is to move. On balance, I am not inclined to favor approval 

of the proposal since the inevitable disclosure that Spofford is not pre- 

pared to talk about the essential questions will at least create confusion 

and may well lead to suspicion of our motives in making so limited 

a proposal. ee
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740:5/3-651: Telegram BC | PO aa tee ; 

_ The United States Deputy Representative on the North Atlantic — 
oe Council (Spofford) to the Secretary of State = : 

SECRET . Lonvon, March 6, 1951—midnight. 

| Depto 597. Deputies seventeenth meeting March 6. . ¢: .,. 50 | 

_ [Here follow a comment on reports presented by the Working-Group | 
of Twelve and a brief account of a report made by William R. Herod, 
Coordinator of North Atlantic Defense Production, on first steps being | 

| taken to build an international staff for the DPB and to set priorities 
| _ in the planning and speeding of defense production.] | 

| 3. French deputy opened discussion on “his paper. on economic | 
| consequences of rearmament (Depto 560)? by emphasizing that he 
| had no intention infrirging upon responsibilities and functions OEEC, 
| and only desired reinforce its activities. If CD kept properly informed | 

| deputies might be able to intervene from time to time with govern- | 
| ments to secure implementation of OEEC recommendations affecting | 

successful carrying out defense effort. This: position supported in 
| principle by almost all deputies. Netherlands deputy proposed that 
| CD be kept informed of OEEC activities by WG of 12, and requested 
: comments on this proposal from Roll, who stated his belief that such 
| arrangement would be practicable and helpful to CD. This proposal __ 
| again supported by most deputies, with French deputy suggesting | 
| reports also cover developments in Washington raw materials organi- | 

| zation, and with UK deputy raising question of whether, when inter- 

national staff organized, this reporting function might not: become | 
| a staff job. CD then accepted chairman’s proposal that specific arrange- | 

| ments for obtaining such reports be worked out between him and 

| chairman WG of 12, but chairman emphasized interim character such | 
| arrangements, expressed his belief these not adequate on permanent 
7 basis, and announced his intention present further concrete suggestions 

soonest possible. At close of discussion Canadian deputy referred to 

deputies’ responsibilities under article 2 but supported OEEC con- 

| siderations, at least temporarily, of broad economic and financial 
! problems raised in Alphand paper, on grounds avoiding duplication, 
| OEEC technical competence, inclusion non-NATO members, and | 
| because international action on such problems more feasible in : 
| Kuropean context than if short-term attempt made now to secure 
| full participation Canadaand US. Bn 

* Repeated to Paris for the Embassy, OSR, and MacArthur; to the capitals of : 
the other NATO nations; to Frankfurt; to Heidelberg for Handy ; and to Wies- 
baden for Norstad. oo re | 

*FWebruary 26,p.66. 00 re | 

| |
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[Here follows an account of discussion concerning national military 
service, mobilization, and training procedures.] | 

Next meeting March 8. ee ee | 
| | —  SpORFORD 

State-JCS meetings, lot 61 D 417, Jan—June 1951 ae - 

Draft Record of a Department of State-Joint Chiefs of Staff Meeting, 
Pentagon Building, Washington, March 7, 1961, 11 a. m+ . | 

TOP SECRET | | 
, PRESENT | a 

‘General Bradley Mr. Matthews _ 
General Collins — Mr. Nitze | 

| Admiral McCormick Mr. Perkins 
| General Twining Mr. Ferguson | oe | 

| General Bolte Mr. Marshall | , 
| Admiral [Sherman ? ] Mr.Tufts Lo 

Admiral Davis —  Mr.Lay a | 
General White | Mr. Gleason | 
Admiral Wooldridge | 
Admiral [Duncan ?] oe 
Admiral Lalor a a 
Colonel Carns | | 

Mepiom Term Drrense PLAN | 

Mr. Nirzz: Mr. Cabot recently wrote me a letter concerning the 
deficiencies in the MTDP and the position which the U.S. Government 
should take regarding the meeting of these deficiencies. I replied to 
him in a letter giving the views of the Policy Planning Staff.? With 
your permission, I would like to read excerpts from this reply in 
order to make sure that our views are not in conflict with your own. 

(At this point Mr. Nitze read to the group the two questions ad- 
dressed to him by Mr. Cabot and most of his reply. These documents 
are on file in Mr. Nitze’s office.) a 
GENERAL BrapLey: We have at last received the long awaited cost- 

ing study, and are very disappointed with it. It seems to represent 
a mere addition of nine sets of national figures. The principal con- 
clusion to be derived from it is that the European countries want us 
to do most of the job. In fact, it shows that they expect us to foot 
about 90 percent of the total bill. We simply cannot do that. Mr. 

1'The source text, drafted in the Department of State, records the substance of 
discussions of the Medium-Term Defense Plan, here printed, and three other 
topics not printed : Yugoslavia, Spain, and Austria. | 

* This exchange of letters not found in the Department of State files.
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Herod has got to get busy on this problem with General Eisenhower. ) 
He can use the personnel of the ECA organizations and other U.S. | 

- personnel in Europe to find out what other European countries can 
produce. With the information thus acquired I think he can develop | 
a production program. The present study is impossible, and, in my | 

opinion, should be burned. | | Co | 

Mr. Nrrze: It is our view that before a satisfactory European 
production program can be developed, the U.S. Government will have : 

to give Mr. Herod and Mr. Batt considerable guidance. 
_ Generat Brapiey: I agree with that. We know that the U.S. can- 

| not furnish more than $4 to $5 billion per annum for two or three 
| years. If the forces called for in the MTDP are to be ready by 1954, 
p it follows that the U.S. can furnish, say, $12 billion, and Western 
| _ Europe has got to do the rest. On the basis of guidance along these : 
| lines, Mr. Herod has got to work out a production program for ac- 

j complishing this task. om | OB | 
| Mr. Nerzz: There are a number of problems on which it seems 

| necessary to have a U.S. view if our people are to do an effective job. | 
We have to know what the requirements are, what production 1s | 

| possible, and what financial burdens can be carried by the European : 
Governments before a sound program can be worked out. It is for | 

| this reason that we made the two points in our reply: (1) it is.im- © 
| portant to make progress on the present job, and (2) it is important | 

| to prepare a coordinated program here of what the European coun- 

| tries must do. Such a coordinated program would have important | 
| influence on the work of ECA and State. | oe | 

_ Generat Brapiey: I agree that it is necessary for the European | 
countries to make a good start on their present programs before. they | 

| are confronted with the question of expansion and acceleration. Even | 
| on these present programs they are asking that 90 percent of the burden 

| be carried by us and expect to carry only 10 percent of the burden 
| themselves. | SD MSE AR Et | 

| Mr. Nrrzm: We realize that that is not possible. Another element : 

of this problem is the length of time during which the defense of | 
Western Europe will be in doubt. What do we do during this period? 

| GENERAL Braptey: We have accelerated our own program with | 
| the view of completing it in 1952. It is unrealistic to expect the 

| _ Europeans to do the same thing. It is not physically possible forthem = 

| to complete the necessary production in that time. In my view, 1954 | 

| is the earliest date at which the Europeans can develop the forces | 
| called for by the MTDP. It will take them two or three years in some 

instances to set up production lines. =” Oe ws | 

| GrneraL Contins: At a minimum it will take them 18 months to — 7 

set up a tank line. » os 7 | — ve | 

| Oo |
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-Geyerat Braptey: There is no doubt that it will take a long time. 
For one thing, we have got to furnish a lot of machine tools and other 
equipment required for the-production process. = 8 = | 
_ Mr. Nivze: This corresponds to our own point of view. It leads to 
the question of what we are going to do about our own security in 
the meantime. I think it has a bearing on the Spanish problem, the 
Yugoslav problem, the problem of the air defence of the U.K., 
and the problem of building up stockpiles in the U.K. _ - 

Genrrat Coitins: Moch is a very able man, and has given areal 
impetus to the French production. program. The French have de- 
veloped a pretty good light tank. Some of its features are better than 
our own. The French can move along on this fairly rapidly, but they 
cannot do it within the time limits that we would like. _ 
Mr. Nrrzz: They should attempt to meet their present programs, 

and perhaps to give some increased emphasis to the deficiency in the | 
air. In the meantime, perhaps we could do more to assist Spain, Yugo- , 
slavia, and the U.K. | Oo , | 
‘Gznerat Coutins: I hope you will excuse me for a few minutes. 

I am trying to stop the limitation to 314 million men. That would 
have a, profound effect on what we are now discussing. All that you in 
State can do to help Mr. Herod will greatly ‘Increase Western EKuro- _ 
pean ability to meet its present targets. I have thought for some 
time that Mr. Herod should have a stature comparable to General 
Kisenhower’s. His task involves very touchy problems. It is very 
important, in my opinion, to give him all possible political support. 

Mr. Prrxins: Mr. Herod has got to organize an international staff, 

and that will take some time. It seems to me that the U.S. should get 

its. ideas straight—on a unilateral basis—so that we can inject our 
ideas into the process over there as rapidly as possible. | , 

GeneraL Cottins: The MDAP groups have a great deal of infor- 
mation which Mr. Herod should receive, and which he could use in 
developing his own program. a | , 

Mr. Nrrzm: It will take a great deal of time to organize a multi- — 
lateral staff for the production problem, and for this staff to produce | 

results. It seems to us that these results can be accelerated if the U.S. 
can furnish Mr. Herod a coordinated program representing our own | 
view of. what the Europeans must do. For example, someone needs _ 
to give Mr. Herod and Mr. Batt a firm view as to what the Belgians 

should produce. — re neh an 
GrneraL Cotzins: By invitation of Moch, the Army 1s sending a 

group over to evaluate certain new French weapons. We have a 
favorable report on the French light tanks. They also have a new 
bazooka and a new recoilless rifle which we are going to look at. This 

group could discuss with French authorities the limitations on French
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LD production. If it were desirable, the group could pass on its views to 

Mr. Batt'and Mr. Herod. , | 7 ; | 
| (At this point General Collins left the meeting.) , a | 

Gunerat Braptey: To sum up, it appears that we should not try 

at this time to allocate the additional efforts required to fill the gap. : 

We should try to get the present programs well underway. When we : 

have made some progress, we can talk about plans to fill the gap. | 

- This should not be postponed until the present program is completed, 

but only until it is well underway. By this time General Eisenhower | 

will be able to give us a lot of help. He will be able to work with us 

| and with Mr. Herod and others with responsibilities in this field. At | 

| the present time we should give whatever guidance to Mr. Batt and 

to Mr. Herod that we can. We should inform them that Western 

| Europe has got to do most of the production job, and that the U.S. | 

| cannot furnish more than $4 to $5 billion a year in assistance. | 

| Mr. Nirvze: We will quickly run into serious financial problems in — 

Europe. : ae | 

Genrrat Braver: But we will not get more appropriations than | 

that from the Congress. There has already been a shift in view on 

the “hill” which may be of serious proportions. Last September the 

| “hill” was asking why we did not mobilize 6 to 7 million men, but | 

| now opinions have changed and there is an increased feeling of secu- | 

| rity. In my view, we are likely to get only $2 to $3 billion dollars 

| next year. If so, it will be very tough for Western Europe to com- 

| plete its plans in two to three years. I do not see myself how we can 

give much more guidance than this to Mr. Herod and Mr. Batt. | 
| Mr. Nirzz: We have been told by a number of Europeans that 1t 

ig a mistake to deal with them in terms of generalities. I have myself 

been urged to recognize the importance of being specific about what | 

| it is we want them to do. It presents them with a much easier domestic | 

| problem if we tell them that we want a certain number of tanks then | 
| if we tell them that they must double their production and their | 

appropriations for military purposes. a | | 

Generat Braptey: Isn’t that exactly what Mr. Herod was set up | 
to do?. - a | | 

| Mr. Nrrzz: Yes, but I think he needs guidance from us. _ | 

| GENERAL Brapuey: He needs guidance from the Standing Group | 
| also. We here in Washington are not in a position to tell them exactly _ | 

| what to produce. That job has got to be done over there. The ECA | 
| missions in Europe are better able to doitthan weare. _ | | 

| Mr. Perkins: We do need to work here on the financial require- 

ments. - | 

! Generrat Brapiey: The program is laid out in general terms in 
| DC-28. General Eisenhower will eventually be able to make this more 

specific. : | 

|
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Mr. Nitze: Would the costing study provide details as to the 
number of tanks and other items of equipment which the French and 
others should produce? | Se | 

GENERAL Braptey: To obtain that information all that is necessary 
is to take the forces they are planning to create and to apply the data © 
from the tables of organization for each country. We are not familiar 
with the details of this problem. It might be possible to give the costing _ 
exercise to Mr. Herod after deleting the price and value computations. 

Mr. Perxrns: Shouldn’t we look at the T.O. to make sure that it is 
satisfactory to us? oo | | 

GENERAL Brapiey: It is hard for us to know what the T.O. should 
be. We would greatly resent it if they made suggestions to us for 
the revision of our T.O. I think we will have to take the approved 

T.O. of each country as the basis for our work. I am not sure that I 
understand exactly what it is that you think that we should furnish 

to Mr. Herod. I don’t see how we can go beyond DC-28, and what we 

can attain by multiplying four figuresby the T.O. 
_ Mr. Perxins: An example of what I am talking about is that we 

are now asking the Belgians to increase their defense budget by 500 

million franes. They want to know what they should produce. | 

GENERAL Braptey: That is Mr. Herod’s job it seems to me. 
Mr. Nirzm: There are also heavy financial problems when we get 

into this problem of costs. We have got to have some ideas about the 
division of the financial burden before we can deal successfully with | 

the production problem. I recognize that the present costing exercise 

-is no good, but we might convert these costs into European currencies 

in order to get a basis for proceeding to a study of the financial 

problems. : é | aS | Bo | 

GeneraL Braptey: If the present costing figures should leak, they 
would do far more harm than good. I think, however, that we could 
give the requirements data from the costing exercises to Mr. Herod. 

Perhaps this should go from the Standing Group to Mr. Herod. 
Mr. Perxins: I am not sure how valid the individual cost estimates 

are. On many items of equipment U.S. costs were used because the 

Europeans did not know what their own costs would be. 
Generat Braptey: We will look into this question of supplying 

lists of equipment to Mr. Herod without the costing data.
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740.5/8-751 : Telegram | | 

| The Ambassador in the United Kingdom (Gifford) to the Secretary 
. gh of States 

SECRET PRIORITY Lonpon, March 7, 1951—8 p. m. | 

4802. Following is text aide-mémoire which Attlee handed me this : 
afternoon (Embtel 4600 February 23 repeated Paris 1566).? Report 
of my conversation with him follows in separate message (Embtel 

. 4803 ? repeated Paris 1684 March7). | Oe Ee ao | 

| 1. “His Majesty’s Government have carefully considered aide- : 
mémoire which US Ambassador handed to Prime Minister on | 
93 February‘ on subject of co-ordination in economic and financial | 
fields, with particular reference to future development of economic 

| workofNATO. ae | Ee 
| _ 9, HIMG agree with US Government on need to ensure coordinated | 

| action in the economic and financial fields for increasing the defense | 
| efforts of NAT countries while at same time maintaining sound basic 
| economic structures. They also agree that continuous leadership and 
| guidance from North Atlantic Council deputies to the other NATO 

‘bodies is necessary for smooth functioning of whole organization and | 
| _ for attainment of broad objectives of NAT. They recognize, as do US , 
| Government, difficulty of working out any perfect solution to these | 

| roblems. ee | 
| P 3. HMG have carefully examined five alternative courses of action | 
| set out in Ambassador’s atde-mémoire. The first point on which they 7 
| wish to make their position clear is that they could not contemplate , 

moving to Paris the NAT agencies now situated in London, as pro- 
posed under solution ‘A’ in atde-mémoire. General grounds on which | 
HMG oppose such a move have been explained to US Government | 

in discussions both in London and Washington and do not need to | | 
be rehearsed at length in this reply. Broadly speaking, HMG are_ | 

' convinced that a removal of central agencies of NATO from London | 
| to Paris would not be in best interests of the organization and would | 
| be detrimental to full and effective cooperation which HMG have | 
! been able to offer and intend to continue offering both with US Gov- | 

ernment and with other members through NATO... _—© oe : 
4, HMG appreciate that it is desirable to provide machinery which | 

will enable NATO to deal more effectively than it is at present | 
equipped to do with tasks in economic and financial sphere which fall : 
to the organization. NATO has considerable role to play in this sphere, 

| not only on account of bearing of defense programs on economic life : 
| of member countries, but in view of undertakings in regard economic 

collaboration assumed by member governments under Article 2 of | | 
NAT. HMG fully share US Government’s desire that NATO and | 

| Council Deputies should be put in better position to fulfill their re- : 
} sponsibilities in economic field. | | | 

| *Repeated to Paris for Bruce and Katz and passed to MacArthur for : 
| Hisenhower. | : 

* Ante, p. 64. : | | - 
3 Infra. AR es | - es cane a | 

“Not found in Department of State files. a eee 

| | |
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5. At same time, HMG feel it is important to avoid duplication 
with work already being done by other bodies, such as OKEC and 
International Materials Conference. They are not convinced, having 
regard to work being done by these bodies, that setting up of any elab- 
orate machinery under NATO is necessary at present time. In their 
view principal need in present circumstances is to ensure that deputies — 
are able: | | OO 

(a) To keep closer contact with group of twelve and to exer- 
| cise the necessary supervision over its work; and © | 

(6) To maintain liaison with other international organizations 
operating in economic field. oe , : 

They believe that these requirements can be met by making full use 
of the integrated international staff, under a special assistant to the 
chairman of deputies, which it has recently been decided to set up in 
London.® This staff, if enlarged by appointment of one or two persons 
with economic training, should be able to keep deputies and their 
chairman regularly informed of proceedings, both within and outside 
NATO, affecting economic problems of defense and enable them to 
take whatever action they may consider necessary. In addition, indi- 
vidual deputies could arrange closer contact with corresponding -na-_ 
tional member of group of twelve. ee 

6. Arrangements of this kind should enable deputies to keep them- 
selves informed of developments in general economic situation and to 
satisfy themselves that purposes of NATO are properly reflected in 
economic policies of member governments, while at same time making 
full use (through group of twelve) of experience and cooperative 
working traditions of OKEC national delegations and secretariat, 
_%. Above are present views of HMG. They are, however, prepared to 
consider and discuss with US Government any proposal for improv- 
ing effective working of NATO consistent with maintenance of its 
headquarters in London.” ENE TS a 

| oo : — . GIFFORD 

_ ® The proposed creation of a NATO international staff was reviewed by the 
Council Deputies during January and February, and a resolution (D-D (51) 
47 (Final), not printed) establishing the principles for setting up such a staff 
was adopted by the Deputies on February 26... - PL oe . 

740.5/8-751: Telegram _ | a | | 

The Ambassador in the United Kingdom (Gifford) to the Secretaru 
; oe of State> — OO | 

SECRET ‘Lonpon, March 7, 1951—8 p. m. 

4803. Re Embtel 4600 February 23,? repeated Paris 1566. At Prime 
Minister’s request I.saw him today to receive British reply as to 

1 Repeated to Paris for Bruce and Katz and passed to MacArthur for Hisen- 
hower. : a Oe eg te 

2 Ante, p. 64. | |
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location of NATO civilian agencies and OEEC. Spofford accompanied 
me; DixonofForeignOfficepresent.. = = 8 8 8  ... 2.. 

Prime Minister stated government had set out their views in atde- , 
mémoire, text which is being cabled in Embtel 4802,? repeated Paris — 

1683 March 7. | | | OS 
: Prime Minister orally stated that in addition to points made in : 

aide-mémotre in favor NATO agencies remaining in London, there 

| was further important question of security on continent. They could | 

| not help remembering situation in 1940. As to geographical question, 

I inquired whether they had considered alternatives in our aide- 

mémoire. He said they had. As to matter of economic organization | 

\ he said they were as indicated in aide-mémoire prepared to discuss this | 

| question, ee 
| He then referred to several other points related to NATO. He hoped | 

| chief of international staff:could be appointed soon. He then referred | 

| to Canadian proposals, stating he attached great imiportance to sim- | 

| plification of complicated committee structure. He hoped this matter : 

could be concluded speedily. Spofford stated we were giving careful | 
and. urgent consideration to question and he hoped he could be in a 

| position to take it up in the deputies in the near future. = 

| _ Prime Minister.then stated that he had been somewhat disturbed | 

| ‘by reports that SHAPE was to have very large information staff 

| stating this was a matter which in his view should be handled pri- | 

| marily by national governments. He said that he felt there was real | | 

| question as to desirability of SHAPE engaging in psychological war- 

| fare activities; that:conduct of psychological warfare by army-ofiicers 

| might cause resentment among civilian populations.in continental 

| countries and might be construed as having too pronounced American 

| flavor. I stated I was not informed as to General Hisenhower’s. plans 

| in this respect but latest information we had was that General Hisen- 

| hower contemplated only small staff for information purposes. 

| I told Prime Minister I would transmit his views and give: them 

| our furtherspeedy consideration. = 
| oe Eh ce eo oe GEFORD 

tgupra B® 

The Deputy Secretary of Defense (Lovett) to the Secretary of State 

| SECRET | : Oo - OO -Wasuineton, March 7,,1951. 

| - Dear Mr. Secrrrary: This letter will confirm our verbal agree- 

| ments reached on'5:March 1951," as to the United States position on the 

3 No record of this conversation has been found in the Department of State files.
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proposed reorganization of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization 
| (NATO). It is understood that my letter of 24 February 1951,? should | 

therefore be modified as follows: neat : . 
In Solution “B,” paragraph “a” should be deleted and the following — 

revised paragraph inserted: | | oe 

“Reorganize the Council by the incorporation therein of the Defense 
| Committee, but without titular change. The North Atlantic Council 

will represent the respective Governments of the member states. It | 
shall incorporate not only the Council envisaged by Article 9 of the 

_ Treaty but.also the Defense Committee referred to in the same Article. | 
The Council shall be composed of members of Ministerial rank, al-— 
though in exceptional circumstances member Governments may be 
represented by other persons duly designated for the purpose. Heads _ 
of Governments may attend meetings of the Council in person. Other-_ 
wise, Governments shall be represented by their Minister of Foreign __ 

_ Affairs and/or their Minister of Defense or by other competent. Min- 
isters according to the nature of the agenda.” | 

In Solution “B,” paragraph “S” should be amended by: © | 

a. Adding to the first sentence the phrase: “and other competent 
Ministers as appropriate.” | : a oe a 

6. Deleting the phrase “Council of Ministers” where it appears and 
substituting the word “Council.” og 

The intent of the above change to paragraph “a” is that the Council 
_ Shall be composed basically of Foreign Ministers and Defense Min- 

isters. When the nature of the agenda requires the presence of Min- 
isters other than Foreign Affairs and Defense, such Ministers shall 7 
enter the discussions of the Council and participate in its decisions. 
Under these conditions the United States could be represented at the | 
Council by the Secretary of State alone, or the Secretary of Defense 
alone, or any competent Minister alone when dictated by the agenda, 
or by any combination thereof. In selecting the membership of the 
Council for its meetings the wording now before the Council Depu- 
ties might well be accepted, which is: bees | 

“Member Governments will decide, in the light of their own con- | 
stitutional and domestic requirements and of the agenda fixed in 

_ advance by which Minister or Ministers they shall be represented.” 

The intent of paragraph “bd” is that the Deputy United States | 
Representative, North Atlantic Council, shall, in addition to the Secre- 
tary of State, advise and assist the Secretary of Defense according 

to his responsibilities under Article 9 of the North Atlantic Treaty 

and other Ministers according to the agenda. I suggest that Ambas- 
sador Spofford’s terms of reference, as approved by the President on 

| 16 December 1950,° should be reviewed and a joint recommendation 

_ * Printed in telegram Todep 272 to London, February 26, p. 65. a | 
* See footnote 5, p. 19. co | |
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| between our Departments be made to the Bureau of the Budget for | 

revision inlightofthese understandings. Be 

‘With reference to Solution “B,” paragraph “ce,” it was further : 

agreed that in the event all or part of OEEC does not move to London | 

the Department of Defense would not object to the location in Paris 

of the contemplated Financial and Economic Board. The Department 

| -—-—s of Defense position regarding other major NATO bodies remains | 

: that they should not be transferred from Washington or London to 

| Paris. | Sphok ve PEPE. ne 

| Regarding the military structure of NATO, it is my understanding 

| you are in agreement that at this time no changes should be made in | 

| that structure, as previously stated in paragraph “d” of Solution 

| “B.” [ therefore urge that this point be made explicit in presenting 

| our views on the Canadian proposal to the Council Deputies. __ | 

| A major consideration in adhering to the present military structure _ 

| is to insure direct relations between the Council Deputies and the 

; Standing Group. This is particularly important if the Council is to 

| be reorganized to incorporate the Defense. Committee. Under no 

circumstance should the United States accept any proposal to place | 

| the Military Representatives Committee in any way between the 

| Standing Group and the Council Deputies. To insure this point the 7 

| United States should present to the Council Deputies a proposed | 

| amendment to the Council Deputies terms of reference * recommended | 

by the Joint Chiefs of Staff, whichIenclose. Oo | | 

Sincerely yours, | Rosert A. Loverr | 

| | , Appendix ee 

| Topas or Rerrrence ror Counci Dzputies 4s PRoposep BY THE 
| | - Jornt Curers or STAFF) as 

The Council Deputies shall represent all Ministers concerned with 

North Atlantic Treaty matters between Council sessions on a per-_ 

| manent and continuous basis. When the Council is not in session, the 

| Council Deputies shall carry out the policies of the Council, formulate | 

| issues requiring decisions by the Council or by member Governments, 

| and otherwise constitute a body which may register the approval of 

| their Governments as obtained on matters before them for considera- 
tion. The Council Deputies shall deal directly with the Standing 
Group (Military Committee as presently constituted when that body 

| is in session) on political matters having military implications and 
| shall provide the Standing Group (Military Committee as presently 

| constituted when that body is in session) with the political guidance | 

| ‘See the North Atlantic Council Resolution on Central Machinery, released. to | 
| the press May 19, 1950, printed in the Department of State Bulletin, May 29, — | 

1950, p. 881. 
| 
|
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upon which strategic decisions should be based. The Standing Group 
shall maintain close liaison with the Council Deputies and provide that 
body advice on military matters. The Deputies shall be responsible 

for coordinating the activities of and giving guidance to all the other 
permanent organs of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization. Each 
Deputy shall be assisted by such advisers as are deemed necessary by 
his Government. | 

740.5/3-851 : Telegram | | 

The United States Deputy Representative on the North Atlantic 
Council (Spofford) to the Secretary of State? | 

SECRET § NIACT | Lonpon, March 8, 1951—6 p. m. 
Depto 604. For Cabot from Spofford. Re Todep 288 March 5. 
1. In view receipt reftel, notably paragraphs 1 and 4 thereof, have | 

not tabled February * paper in CD pending clarification final position | 
of FEB geographical location. Understand reftel dispatched before 
receipt in Washington of Repto 1007 from Paris of March 5,* para- 
graph 1 of which set forth view of Katz and myself that, failing 
consolidation NATO activities in Paris, FEB should have main head- 
quarters in London. Consider it appropriate therefore to present fol- 
lowing further views on this subject. These views concurred in by 

SUSRep and cleared by JAMAG, but since Katz has informed me 
he feels unable pursue matter further as result telephone conversations 

| with Washington since receipt thereof Repto 1007, have not requested 
him concur this message. | 

2. Fully share your desire for intimate working relationship be- 
tween FEB and OEEC and would expect achieve same through inner- 

outer circle arrangements involving maximum personal union in NAT 
country representation on two bedies and their respective sub- 
committees. Such arrangements would ensure that national repre- 

sentatives FEB and subcommittees would be fully conversant with 

OEKEC activities, problems, and policies. However, a further major 
operating problem remains, namely how to develop intimate col- 
laboration among various NATO agencies and in particular, how to’ 
secure proper orientation economic and financial personnel and activi- 

_ ties toward importance military considerations and problems asso- 
ciated with defense effort (to cite just one example, question financial 
measures to promote defense production—see ECC message in Embtel 

, Repeated 9° Paris for OSR, to Frankfurt, and to Heidelberg for Handy. . 

2In the source text “FEB” is incorrectly spelled out as “February” instead of 
as the or FEB (Finance and Economic Board). | .
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| 47095). See no effective answer to this problem other than locational 

| arrangements proposed in Repto 1007. Note these proposed arrange- | 

ments fairly flexible on location meetings FEB and subcommittees. 

However, believe FEB secretariat (which should be small in com- | | 

parison OEEC, but which we all apparently agree should be separate 

from OEEC) must be located in immediate proximity to other ele- 

| ments NATO international staff in order ensure day-to-day coordina- | 

| tion of NATO work programs and close gearing FEB activities to 

problems arising out of additional defense and defense production 

programs. : SO 

| 3. Desire reiterate view that in initial presentation CD, FEB paper 

| should not specifically address itself to locational problem. However, 
| if can secure your reconsideration conclusions in reftel, would contem- 

| plate making oral statement to effect secretariat should be located, and ) 
| in general FEB meetings should be held, at headquarters permanent 
| NAT organization. Would further suggest organizing committee be 
| invited consider this question (with any guidance which may be pro- ! 
| vided by CD) in connection with its report regarding relationships 

| with OEEC. (See last sentence proposed resolution in Depto 586.°) | 
| 4, Agree paragraphs 2 and 3 of reftel and am making correspond- | 
| ing amendments to FEB paper. Re paragraph 6 reftel, had not in- 
| tended affect PBO’s status, at least for present, but have added to | 
| proposed FEB functions advance planning for wartime economic 

mobilization, which would eventually have to be brought into rela- 
: tionship with PBO’s work. Re paragraph 7 reftel, very much hope 

| avoid raising this issue in initial CD meeting, since this might result 
| long delay even in reference problems organizing committee. However, — 
| if pressed, would contemplate making oral statement to effect that 

| relationship with DFEC should be studied by organizing committee | 
| in light any guidance provided by CD as result their consideration 
| NATO top-level reorganization. | | 
| 5. Believe necessary proceed as rapidly as possible with FEB paper 
| in view fact British appear opposed developing NATO body with 

such broad jurisdiction and, if given time, may succeed in developing 

substantial Continental opposition to whole idea. British view appears | 

| based not so much on sensitivity re OHEC as upon feeling that burden- 
sharing is far most important NATO economic and financial activity, 

| and that extension NAT functions into field economic and financial 

mobilization in support defense effort might involve UK in undesira- 
ble commitment to multilateral review such matters. Note that British 

| at least agree (see paragraph 5 London Embtel 4802 March 77) that | 

| NATO should have a small staff in economic field operating in London 

| ® March 1, p. 73. | | 
§ March 4, p. 75. 
7 Ante, p. 87. |
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with rest of NATO international staff (cf. last sentence paragraph 2 
above), although their “one or two persons” is of course less than we 
would expect to have in FEB secretariat. Bn 

| | | SO SPoFForD _ 

740.5/3-1051 | On 
Memorandum by the Director of International Security Affairs 

(Cabot) to the Secretary of State _ ; 

TOP SECRET | . [Wasuineton,] March 10, 1951. 

Subject: Location of NATO. | Bo | 
I need your help in resolving the conflict with Defense on the proper 

location of NATO. The NATO staffs in London (Deputies and DPB) 
are dealing with economic and production problems as is OFEC in 
Paris. The proposed Finance and Economic Board (FEB) of NATO | 
must cover the same problems of burden-sharing and economic mobili- 
zation for defense that concern OEEC. Division and duplication 
are costly, will tend to devitalize the splendid OEEC team built up 
by the ERP, and will slow down rearmament. It is, therefore, impor- _ 
tant to reach agreement on geographical consolidation, = 

The United Kingdom has officially advised us they wish to keep 
NATO in London. Informal advices indicate that other Europeans 
want it in Paris. Defense does not believe the U.S. should accept a 

move to Paris of NATO groups now in London. This would leave us © 
with the alternatives of a split organization or a complete move to _ 
London, neither of which State or ECA wish us to advocate. Our 
advocacy of movement to London would give support to the charge 
that we consider Europe expendable thus discouraging our partners. 
Such a move might also weaken OEEC. State and ECA are not im- 
pressed by the argument that movement to Paris would make less 
secure the individuals and secrets with which they deal and might 
embarrass General Eisenhower with added political interference. 

State and ECA now recommend that Ambassador Spofford seek, 
in the Council of Deputies, to get FEB formed immediately, located 
in Paris for the moment; and further recommend that he ask the 
other members to decide whether the rest of the NATO organization 

in London should be moved to Paris (about 500 personnel) or whether 
OQEEC and FEB should be moved to London (about 800 personnel, 

, including Ambassador Katzandhisstaff), 

The NATO alliance is both political and military as are its prob- 
lems. Unless you can resolve this problem with General Marshall, I 
feel it must go to the President. | 

|  Tromas D. Cazsor 

? Cleared by Perkins. |
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| 
| | | | : 740.5/3-1051 : Telegram _ oo . Pools webs 

| The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in the United Kingdom + 
| | | 

SECRET = --- -‘Wasutneton, March 10, 1951—4 p. m. 

|  Todep 293. 1. Fol is agreed US position on Canadian reorganiza- | 
| tion proposal, including concurrence Budget Bureau, as it was con- 

cluded in ISAC Mar 9. You are requested to seek agreement to these 
instructions in substance. If unable to do so you are requested to report | 
situation for further consideration by ISAC. In particular, changes” 

| in language with respect to Council shld not be accepted without 

| checking here. oo SC Fey 

| 2. With respect to Council following language is desired: BS 

| ©The North Atlantic Council will represent the respective Govts | 
| of the member states. It shall incorporate not only the Council en- : 
| visaged by Article 9 of the Treaty but also the Defense Committee : 
| referred to in the same Article. The Council shall be composed of | 
| members of Ministerial rank, although in exceptional circumstances 
| member Governments may be represented by other persons duly | 

designated for the purposes. Heads of Govts may attend meetings 
| of the Council in person. Otherwise, Govts shall be represented by | 

| their Minister of Foreign Affairs and/or their Minister of Defense 
| or by other competent Ministers according to the nature of the agenda.” : 

| The agreed minute as contained in Depto 567 ? 1s accepted subject it 

| to predeletion of the words “and finance ministers” and of the last 

. _ The language dealing with the Council has been interpreted by | 
| Defense Dept *as follows: | ee | re | 

| “The intent of the above change to para ‘a is that the Council shall 
| be composed basically of Foreign Ministers and Defense Ministers. ! 

r When the nature of the agenda requires the presence of Ministers | 
! other than Foreign Affairs and Defense, such Ministers shall enter the | 
| discussions of the Council and participate in its decisions. Under these : 

1Hdwin Martin drafted this telegram and cleared it with Colonel Beebe and 
J the Bureau of the Budget. : | 7 | | 

| *The minute agreed to by the Council Deputies for incorporation in its records, : 
as transmitted in telegram Depto,567 from London, February 28, not printed, : 
reads as follows: | | 7 | | 

| “Agreed that presence too many Ministers at Council meetings would lead to 
considerable inconvenience, and governments: should, therefore, be urged keep 
their representation to minimum called for by agenda. Was felt that as general 
rule it should be possible by careful arrangement of agenda in advance limit : 

| occasions on which presence of more than one Minister would be necessary. 
Deputies, would, of course, consult among themselves regard to preparation of | 
agenda, if only insure that as far as possible member governments were repre- 

| sented by similar Ministers at the different meetings. Was recognized, however, 
| that it might be an advantage if from time to time Council meetings were 
| attended jointly by Ministers of Foreign Affairs, Defense and Finance: Was 
| suggested that in such cases progress of work would be facilitated if Council 
| resolves itself and sub-committees on which different Ministers would sit these 

sub-committees reporting back to plenary meeting of Council’. (740.5/2-2851) 
* In the letter from Lovett to the Secretary of State, March 7, p. 89. 

536-688 PT 1—80-——9
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conditions the United States could be represented at the Council by | 
the Secretary of State alone, or the Secretary of Defense alone, or any 
competent Minister alone when dictated by the agenda, or by any 
combination thereof.” This interpretation has been generally agreed 
to : a oe 

_ 8 The following language is proposed with respect to role of Deps: 

“The Council Deps shall represent. all Ministers concerned with 
North Atlantic Treaty matters between Council sessions on a per- 
manent and continuous basis. When the Council is not in session, the 
Council Deps shall carry out the policies of the Council, formulate — 
issues requiring decisions by the Council or by member Govts, and . 
otherwise constitute a body which may register the approval of their 

| Govts as obtained on matters before them for consideration. The _ 
Council Deps shall deal directly with the Standing Group (Military 
Committee as presently constituted when that body is in session) on 
political matters having military implications and shall provide the 
Standing Group (Military Committee as presently constituted when 
that body is in session) with the political guidance upon which 
strategic decisions should be based. The Standing Group shall main- 
tain close liaison with the Council Deps and provide that body advice 

| on military matters. The Deps shall be responsible for coordinating 
_ the activities of and giving guidance to all the other permanent organs - 

of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization. Each Deputy shall be 
assisted by such advisers as are deemed necessary by his Govt.” 

In the latest letter from Defense it is indicated that this language 
may require revision in your terms of reference. No action will be 

taken until Council reorganization completed, but when completed 

wld appreciate your comments on changes you think desirable in | 
light of agreed statement on functions of Deps. 

4, Although understand Deps have not completed discussion of 
military parts of Canadian proposal, it is desired that these be dis- 

posed of by action of the Deps. The US position is to reject any — 

proposals by the Canadian Govt or other Govts for reorganizing the 

MilCom and that at this time no changes be made in the present 
terms of reference, functions and organization of the MilCom, Stand- 
ing Group and of the Mil Reps Comite. 

5. The DFEC shld be abolished and its functions transferred to 

the Council. The functions of the PWS of DFEC shld be transferred 

to a. new body to be established which, in view of US, wld be the FEB. 
It is understood here that language with respect to Council does not 

determine who shall represent US at Council meetings dealing with 

financial and economic matters but that that will be decided by 

interested US agencies, in accordance with the particular circum- 
stances as they may develop. : oe a
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6. Provisions should be made to have Defense Production Board : 
| _ report to Council Deps as suggested in Canadian proposal 

| ¢. As we understand it, these instructions will permit Deps to take 
action on all parts of Canadian proposal. If this is not the case, please 
let us know as it is desired to complete action in Deps on ‘entire 
proposalatthistime. | er eee oe 

po a eee WEBB 

 440.5/8-1251: Telegram . os . a . fos M, | wel aD eR 

| Phe United States Deputy Representative on the North Atlantic 
| Council (Spofford) to the Secretary of State+ = 

| SECRET | | . Lonpon, March 12, 1951—5 p. m. | 
| Depto 619. For Cabot from Spofford. With further reference Todep : 
| 288 of March 5,? would greatly appreciate earliest confirmation, in 
| response to Depto 604. of March 8,3 as to position I should take on 
| FEB. Since I have already indicated to CD my intention table paper 
| on general economic and finance work in NATO, and since there has | 
| been some comment in London press this subject, believe desirable pro- 
| ceedassoonaspossible. | | Oo 

Understand from various telephone conversations that final US 
_ position will support location FEB Paris, but that instruction this sub- | 
ject held up pending resolution interdepartmental differences as im- | 

| plications this decision for future policy on overall geographic | | 
: consolidation. Hope you can resolve or defer latter issue soonest. On : 

| foregoing assumption re US position on location FEB, only outstand- 
| ing question is whether paper should contain explicit reference to loca- 
| tion or should be left to possible CD questions on subject. Do not. 

believe this question particularly important and would accordingly 
propose adopt suggestion paragraph 1 reftel. Believe in addition, : 
paper should be expanded to instruct organizing committee to report 

| on how practical operating relationships can best be worked out be- 
| tween FEB and other NAT bodies in light geographical separation. | 

Would plan review this problem with Katz at earliest opportunity. | 

| | | | _ Srorrorp 

Jo a Repeated: to’ Paris for OSR, to Frankfurt, and to Heidelberg for Handy. i | | Ante, p. 78. | i . | —* Antes p. 92,0 . Oo _
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740.5/3-1451 : Telegram ee - 

The United States Deputy Representative on the North Atlantic 
| Council (Spofford) to the Secretary of State+ - 

SECRET - Lonpon, March 14, 1951—8 p. m. 

Depto 634. Re Depto 626 and Todep 293 (of which we are pouching 
copy to MacArthur).? At yesterday’s mtg I outlined position given in 
Todep 2938. No objection was raised to US language given in first para 
of numbered para 2 except on deletion reference to Finance Mins. 
Belg indicated ad referendum acceptance in principle of Can pro- 

posal. There was some argument over deletion of reference to FinMins 
from agreed minutes and considerable argument over. relations be- 
tween civ and mil agencies. 
On question of FinMins UK felt strongly they shld be mentioned. _ 

He stated Chancellor of Exchequer much interested in NATO and 

Brit Cabinet had accepted abolition DFEC on understanding FinMins 
as well as DefMins might attend Council mtgs. Hoyer-Millar com- 
mented that while US apparently felt Council delegations shld ordi- 
narily be composed of 2 mins, UK felt it shld be either 1 or 3. US 
expressed view Foreign and DefMins have primary responsibility 
but that FinMins or others cld clearly be included when govts felt 
agenda made it desirable. UK generally supported by Dane, Fr, Ital 
and Neth. Dane suggested as compromise that words “such as Fin- 

| Mins” be inserted after “competent mins” in last sentence of US 
language. After mtg Starkenborgh suggested it be made clear in some 
manner that FinMins were not being omitted as such but that specific _ 

- mention was being made of DefMins since def committee stipulated 
by treaty was being incorporated into Council, | So 

On civilian-mil relations US strongly urged no changes be made in 
mil org pending further experience with MRC in present form. Can 
stated reorganization of Council was basic object of their proposal, 
that mil aspects were intended primarily as basis discussion by mil 
side NATO. While his govt wld prefer to see mil side streamlined 
now to permit decisions be made more quickly than under system re- 
quiring mil committee action, Can willing try present arrangements 
for while in view US opposition to change. If continued existence of 
mil com were found to delay taking of mil decisions, Can Govt might 
later reopen matter. Ports referred to his govt’s continued insistence 
that deps and SG communicate through MRC rather than direct. . 
- Neths felt US language in para 3 Todep 293 increased power SG 
and tended to give it in effect responsibilities of mil com thereby 
reducing status of MRC. US referred to desirability of periodic per- 

‘Repeated to Paris. | 
?Telegram Depto 626, March 13, not printed, summarized the discussion of 

various subjects considered in the March 13 meeting of the Council Deputies 
| (740.5/3-1351). Telegram Todep 298 is printed, p. 95. |
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| sonal contact between chiefs of staff and felt mil com useful for this | 
| purpose. US maintained effectiveness of MRC cld not be judged 

without further experience and said SG members making definite 
| effort to make present procedure work satisfactory in practice. 

) Can commented off-the-record that SG had originally been con- 

ceived as executive agency and permanent working staff of mil-com 
but that members of SG had tended to take into their hands all of : 

| mil com’s authority and to use mil com merely as cloak. He never- . 
theless thought present arrangement cld work provided SG consulted | 

| frequently, sufficiently and seriously with members of MRC indi- 
| vidually or collectively. Fr agreed important thing was reorganization 

| of Council and that consideration of changes in mil org shld await 
| further experience. Oo - 7 

| _ Starkenborgh admitted he had not heard any recent criticism of 

SG. He nevertheless felt command and SHAPE staff appointments | 
| reflected unduly predominant role for SG countries. Belg indicated 

| dissatisfaction, whether founded or unfounded, existed over relations | 

| with SG. US commented any scheme for centralizing authority wld 
| have some unsatisfactory aspects but that appropriate means must 

| be found between need for consideration of natl points of view and | 

| need for quick and effective collective action. He reiterated SG mem- 

bers making real effort this respect. | oe 
| -Neths inquired as to significance of words “political guidance” in | 

: language para 8 of Todep 293 rather than “political direction” (C | 

| 5-D/11 final). If it were polite way of saying “direction” he | 

| wld be satisfied but language of DC-24/3% made him skeptical. 
Fr and UK reiterated Council in C 5-D/11 had used words | 

| “higher direction of integrated force as regards polit considerations | 

upon which strategic decisions shld be based.” US said authoritative 

clarification on this point wld be necessary and he wld not | 

attempt personal interpretation. Neths stated basic: question was | 

| whether or not supreme control wld be civilian rather than mil. 

| Chairman requested reactions of govts be given next week after which 

| he hoped drafting committee cld begin revising D-D1/1.4 UK and | 

| Neths stated Cabinet consideration would probably be necessary by 

| their govts. | 

ce SPoFFORD | 

| * See footnote 6, p. 70. | | 
| “The reference here is to Council Document D 1/1, September 17, 1949. For text, : 
| see Foreign Relations, 1949, vol. rv, pp. 830-337. 

|
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740.5/8-2051 : Telegram en 

The United States Deputy Representative on the North Atlantic 
Council (Spofford) to the Secretary of State oe 

SECRET | Lonpon, March 20, 1951—noon. 

~ Depto 651. This msg supplements para 2 Depto 650.2 | 

_ 1, CD held prelim discussion Mar 19 on US proposal for establish- 
ment of FEB (see D-D (51) 72, Mar 15 —in addition to regular dis- 
tribution, copies pouched all ECA mission chiefs). Most deputies unin- 

structed but almost all, led by UK deputy, expressed opposition to 
any resolution which wld endorse in advance gen principles of US 
proposal. On other hand, appeared be unanimous willingness appoint 
organizing comite and call into session at early date, as well as will- 

| ingness pursue discussions in CD of gen principles US paper prior to 
and during session of organizing comite with view providing comite 
further guidance. Expect obtain resolution, or more likely agreed 
[minute on?] FEB along those lines. | 

2. UK was the most critical of US proposal, expressing fears of 
duplicating machinery and labeling US proposal as “too elaborate.” 
UK was only deputy who showed resistance to basic conception of 
central NATO financial and economic agency. Fr deputy supported by 

several other deputies including UK criticized proposal of FEB 
making some recommendations direct to govt, calling it “sidetracking” 

of CD. US deputy defended this arrangement with respect to matters 

of insufficient importance to justify CD discussion. Canada deputy 

supported by several other deputies suggested that existing NATO 

bodies in financial and economic fields shld be abolished rather than 
transformed in FEB subcomites, leaving FEB organize its work as 

it saw best. Several deputies, while endorsing location FEB Paris, 
expressed concern about maintenance liaison with Dep and DPB in 

~ London and Nor deputy, refusing to “beat around the bush” said this 
problem cld only be resolved by transfer of NATO agencies from 

London to Paris. | 

_ 8 Fr. Deputy with some support from others proposed WG of 12 

act as organizing comite mtg in Paris, but large majority appeared 
favor mtg in London of ad hoc comite consisting of representatives 

-1Repeated to Paris for Embassy and OSR, to the other NATO capitals, to 
Frankfurt, to Heidelberg for Handy, and to Wiesbaden for Norstad. | 

2 Telegram Depto 650, March 19, not printed, summarized briefiy the discussion 
of several matters covered on March 19 at the 22d meeting of the Council 

oT Couneil Deputies document D-D (51) 72 was Spofford’s proposal as de- 
scribed in Depto 586 and medified by Todep 288 and Depto 619, all printed 
pp. 75, 78, 97. He had distributed the document in the CD meeting of March 15 | 
on authorization contained in telegram Todep 299 of March 138, not printed 
(740.5/3-451).
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(who might in any case be members WG of 12) specially designated _ 

for purpose by govts. This issue, like terms of ref of comite, put over 

| until Wed. ne | 

a on - Sporrorp | 

7405/1451: Telegram ae | 

The Secretary of State to the United States Deputy Representative | 

on the North Atlantic Council (Spofford), at London* _ 

| SECRET | Wasuineton, March 21, 1951—7 p. m. 

| Todep 314. We (State and Defense) consider polit “guidance” | 

wld be accepted as “direction” and hence consider them synonymous. _ 

We also consider that civilian control of natl policy in peace time is 

| unquestioned. We believe question of guidance versus direction to be 

essentially one of semantics. You might usefully refer to Para 15 Part 

| one of DC 24/32 which states that council Deputies as only higher | 

: NATO polit body in continuous session shld be channel through which 

polit guidance to mil agencies is funnelled, and point out that lan- 

suage used in this doc was approved by both Defense Comite and 

| Council. You eld also refer to Appeal Provisions in Para 16 Part one : 

| DC 24/3 which clearly indicate that guidance synonymous with direc- 

| tion, at least for purposes this doc, as otherwise there wld be no need | 

| for appeal. a Oo a - 

| ; ce | ete, ACHESON | 

| - 4Knight drafted this telegram and cleared it with Colonel Beebe (Defense) | 

| and, in substance, with Bonbright. — - ae | 

| | 2 See footnote 6, p. 70,0 : | - | | 

| 740.5/3-2251: Telegram © : / : | | | | 

The United States Deputy Representative on the North Atlantic | 
Council (Spofford) to the Secretary of State* — | | 

| SECRET pial a: _ Lonpon, March 22, 1951—6 p. m. | 

| - Depto 662. Dept pass Ottawa. Deputies 23rd meeting March 21. | , 
: [Here follow brief references to a summary by Alphand of the latest ) 

, German position on the composition of a European army, and to the 

| - discussion of a report on the financing of the SHAPE budget.] : 
| 8. US proposal con [concerning?] FEB. This item deferred for | 
| consideration at next meeting in view inability US and UK to agree 
| on terms of agreed minute regarding convening organizing comite 

| to consider terms of ref for central NATO agency in econ. and fin 
| field. US Dep presented new draft for such an agreed minute which 

| *Repeated to Paris for the Embassy and OSR, to the other NATO capitals, 

| and to Frankfurt, to Heidelberg for Handy, and to Wiesbaden for Norstad. | 

po 

| | :
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was. as conciliatory as possible without abandoning idea that basic © 
purpose of org comite was to prepare recommendations for central 
NATO fin and econ body, leaving all other genl principles expressed 
in US paper to subsequent discussion by Deps prior to and during 
session of organizing comite. However, UK insisted on alternative _ 
language which wld have directed ad hoc comite merely to study ways _ 

of improving NATO organization in econ and fin field including “if 

necessary, creation of a central agency for this purpose.” US Dep 
took position that this basic decision shld be made by CD before it 

was worthwhile summoning org comite. Believe all Deps other than 

UK wld have accepted our proposal. Will utilize period during Deps 

recess to try to persuade Brit to our view. | es 
| 4, Canada and Belgium announced concurrence in US amendments 

to Can proposal on NATO reorg. Former stated Ottawa gratified at 
US acceptance of its basic thesis on council and agreed no action shld 
be taken now with respect mil com. In regard to constitution of NAT 
Council, French still instructed to adhere to original Can proposal. 

UK proposed insertion in US draft after words “competent ministers” 
of phrase “especially Ministers for Econ Affairs” on grounds they 

had as much interest in NAT affairs as Fon Mins or Min Def. Was 

supported by Italy and, subj to instructions, by Neths. All others able 

to accept either US or UK draft on this point. oe . 
Re mil commission [committee], UK announced change of view and 

agreed it shld not be abolished. Port agreed. Italy and Belg agreed , 
but believed mil agencies shld study whether or not mil reorganization _ 

necessary. Neths still thought mil commission shld go. | 

UK believed final paper shld make clear Deps wld not deal with 
mil matters. Neth again stressed final decisions shld be by civil rather 

than mil authorities. In conclusive discussion raised question of what 

matters shld be considered “military” and therefore avoided since mil 
| agencies themselves had asked Deps to take up political aspects of 

such mil matters as Ger participation and mobilization and training 
procedures. Deps agreed WG should now begin drafting revision of 

D-1/1,? bracketing alternate texts where necessary. 

Port requested consideration at next mtg of Port-Belg proposals 

for changes in SG. Chair reminded council he had advised SG these 
would not be considered by Deps until SG consideration completed 

but agreed as to SG re present status. | 
5. On shipping priorities in wartime US reiterated two problems 

involved: ‘(1) How is problem of wartime shipping needs to be 

studied? and (2) What agency will allot shipping space in war? US 
considered FEB appropriate agency to consider this question. Genl 

2 See Foreign Relations, 1949, vol. IV, pp. 330-887. | |
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agreement with PBOS view that latter problem not in competence of 

PBOS. Further consideration deferred. os 
[Here follow three paragraphs referring to a memorandum from 

the Standing Group on estimating civil requirements for shipping, : 

deferred action on a matter concerning merchant shipping, and dis- 
cussion of a draft agenda for a NATO information meeting. | | 

| | |  SPoFForD 

110.12/3-3051 | | 

| Memorandum by the Director of International Security Affairs 
| (Cabot) to the Secretary of State | 

| TOP SECRET  [Wasutneron,| March 27, 1951. 

| Subject: Report on Trip to London and Paris by Under Secretary 
| Webb and Mr. Cabot, March 19 to 26, 1951.7 | | 

| A visit of three days in London and two in Paris is insufficient to 
justify a general report on NATO progress, but we would like to 

| record a few impressions. : 

| On the whole, the advance toward a proper military posture for 

| the defense of Western Europe has been good. The greatest need is for : 

| psychological stimulus, Europe lacks confidence and a sense of ur- 
gency. Progress is being made but European political leaders are re- | 

| luctant to face unpleasant decisions and tend to follow rather than 

: lead public opinion in levying for their country’s defense. | | 

| | Europe’s lower living standards make it unfair to expect burden- | 

| sharing comparable to our own. From the following tables, showing 

| defense expenditure as percentage of gross national product, it is ap- | 
| parent which countries are the laggards. _ | | 
| ——_— | | | . | 
| *In telegram Todep 304, March 16, not printed, Webb informed Spofford and 

| Gifford that he and Cabot felt the need for discussions with them and their | 
| staffs including Batt and Herod and with Generals Handy and Kibler. Webb said | 
| that they, accompanied by W. J. Sheppard, planned to arrive on the morning of : 

| March 20. The purpose of their visit, he said, was to get better informed on | 
| NATO and the MDAP and what the U.S. overseas elements felt were the major | 
| problems on which ‘Washington could be helpful. (740.5/3-1651) | 
| In telegram 4849 to Paris, March 16, not printed, Webb called attention to the ! 

eopy of telegram Todep 304 repeated to Paris and informed Bruce and Mac- : 
Arthur that he, Cabot, and Sheppard would arrive in Paris at noon, March 28, | 

| and depart for New York and Washington on Sunday evening, March 25. Webb 
| said he hoped to converse with Bohlen, Bonsal, and Katz (740.5/3-1651). In | 

addition to discussion with those mentioned above, Webb, accompanied usually : 
by Cabot, talked with Morrison, Gaitskell, and Makins in informal meetings at | 

| London (740.5/3-3051) and with General Eisenhower (740.5/3-3151), Petsche, : 
| and Parodi (740.5/3-2151) in Paris. There may have been others. ! 
! On March 28 Webb and Cabot made an oral report to President Truman on | 

their trip to Europe during which they summarized the contents of the source | 
text. The President authorized them to tell the press about their visit and the | | 
attitude of the American officials in Europe. (Secretary’s memoranda, lot 53 D 444, | 
Secretary’s memos, January-March 1951) © = 3). ™ or -
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: | 1949, 1950 | 1951 
- Percent =—s- Percent Percent — 

Belgium | OT BLO 4,3 
Canada — . 27 40° 8.8. 
Denmark a 1.8 1.8. —38.0 
France. | «6.7 738 97 
Italy 3.9 58,1. 67 
Luxembourg 1.2 2.3 38.3 
Netherlands 4,1 4.9 5.1 
a a | 7. 6* | 

Norway OD 3.5 5.0 
Portugal 2.7 2.5 © 25°. 
United Kingdom | | 6.9. 6.2 ay a 
United States a 5.1 7.9 15.0 — 

The improvement in periods of compulsory military training are on 
the whole more satisfactory. Belgium has extended national service 
from 12 months to 18 months for the class of 1950 and has a bill pend- 
ing to increase service to 24 months. Denmark’s period is 12 months 
which must be raised to meet announced plans. France has 18 months 
of national service with exemptions limited to real physical disability. 
Italy has raised from 12 to 15 months with a legal service of 18 months | 
now authorized. The Dutch national service period of 12 months can 
be extended to 18 under present law, which Dutch authorities have 
now announced they intend to do. Service in Norway has been raised 
from 9 to 12 months and cannot be raised further at this time on ac- 
count of lack of officers. The United Kingdom has recently increased 

its service from 18 to 24 months. Oo 
Although the proposed forces are deficient for the Medium Term | 

Defense Plan, confidence is increasing that present proposals can be 
met and that the deficiency in units will be easier to meet asadditional 
arms become available. OP a 

The greatest advance in the past six months has undoubtedly been 
in organization, particularly in supplementing the complicated com- 
mittee structure with a command structure both in the military and in 
the production field. The appointment of General Eisenhower and the 
building up of his staff in SHAPE have had a profound effect in - 
encouraging Europe and are no doubt doing a great deal to accelerate 

_ the accomplishment of the plan. Mr. Herod, who has been in Europe 

only three weeks, has made great progress in building his permanent 

working staff of the Defense Production Board. : | 
| Partly because we have been late in arriving at a proper organiza- 

tion, defense production has lagged in Europe and is still less than | 

satisfactory. The AMP plan of aiding specific production programs by 

granting the estimated component of the total cost represented by | 

materials and equipment obtainable only in dollar areas has proved 

. *Includes additional defense expenditure that Dutch. Government has an- 
nounced will be its new program for the year. [Footnote in the source text.]
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too complicated to be much of a stimulus. At best the task of augment~- 

ing the manufacture in Europe of military end-items will be a difficult | 

one. We have only disincentives to offer. The incentive is for our allies 

to delay their production programs in hope that the items covered by 

these programs will be furnished without cost under our MDAP. Our 

| avowed purpose of furnishing under MDAP only end-items which 

| cannot be produced in Europe will be difficult to enforce without en- 

dangering the whole Medium Term Defense Plan. | 

| -——,- Coordinating our end-item assistance with our European production 

program will take great effort. We now have careful plans for coordi- 

nation at the country level, the regional level and the Washington | 

| level and have the will to make it work. Success will depend on com- | 

| plete cooperation with Defense and ECA. Visiting back and forth | 

| between the staffs in London, Paris and Washington should also help. | 

| - | " | Tuomas D. Cazor 

740.5/8-2951: Telegram : | 

The United States Deputy Representative on the North Atlantic : 

| Council (Spofford) to the Secretary of State * - | 

| | 

| SECRET a Lonpon, March 29, 1951—6 p. m. | 

| Depto 687. Re Todep 318 Mar 22? and Ecato cire B-38 Mar 21. | 

1. Fol views, concurred in by SUSRep, are being forwarded with- 

out full OSR coordination in view stringency time schedule. From | 

telephone contact OSR, understand they have similar views and that 

their comments to you will be forthcoming shortly. | 

9. Brief review of illustrative aid figures and supporting data | 

leaves us with impression that different criteria were adopted in es- 
| tablishing assumed level of defense efforts and consequent appropriate 

| level of econ aid for different countries. For example, in case of Neth 

| and Ital very high levels defense effort have been postulated, which in 

| ease of Belg zero aid is based on assumption no increased effort over 

| present plans. Why shld not Belg aid request be based on Belg defense 

| spending approaching $500 million? On other hand, we share Neth 

! - mission view that assumed rate of $525 million for Dutch defense 
spending is unrealistic, and, assumed Ital defense expenditure simi- 

| larly appears to us unrealizable. 

: 8. In gen we urge assuming high but realistic rates of defense ex-— 
! penditure in computing need for aid and then insisting with recipients 

| 1 Repeated to Paris for OSR. | 
| 2 Telegram Todep 318 to London, repeated to Paris, not printed, concerned a 

| balance-of-payments schedule and tentative economic aid figures for principal 
European countries for fiscal year 1952, prepared by the Economic Cooperation 

Administration (740.5/3-2251). | 

| |
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that assumed level defense effort is prerequisite for indicated amt of 
aid. If aid needed to support maximum defense spending is not re- 
quested and obtained, we may be unable offer aid in support of in- 
creases in defense spending if opportunities. for such arrangements 
arise. If targets set are not reached, we wld not grant total aid voted. _ 

4, We realize that presentation of even illustrative aid figures high 
enough to support maximum defense programs might create expecta- 
tion among recipient countries, if figures leak or are made public, that: 
indicated amts will in fact be granted for presently planned programs. 
it may be awkward to counteract this impression by giving out pub- 
licly actual def expenditure figures by countries on which aid estimates 
based and gen policy statements re relation aid to def effort may not 
carry sufficient conviction. Wld it be possible go step further by pub- 
lishing total defense expenditure figure on which total recommended 
aid promised, with accompanying indication of extent to which aggre- 
gate Eur defense effort falls short of this level under plans to date? 

| 7 SPorrorD 

740.5/8-2951 : Telegram | | 

The Secretary of State to the United States Deputy Representative on 
the North Aitlantie Council (Spofford), at London? 

: CONFIDENTIAL Wasuineton, March 29, 1951—7 p. m. 

Todep 335. On basis discussions which Webb and Cabot had in 
Europe? and further consideration whole problem here, it is now US 
Govt view that with agreement to locate FEB in Paris the question of 
relocation of NAT bodies or OEEC shld be considered as closed, unless 
and until future operating experience indicates need for further 
changes. | - | 

It is recommended that you inform UK Govt of this position as 
response to their recent note on this subject.? You are also authorized 

to take this position with other NAT representatives and in Deps if you 
judge it necessary. | : 

7 ACHESON 

1 This telegram, repeated to Paris for Katz, was drafted by Martin and cleared 
by Webb, Cabot, Perkins, Colonel Beebe, Bissell (HCA), and Harriman. 

* See Cabot’s memorandum of March 27 and footnotes thereto, p. 103. 7 | 
*'The reference here is to the British eide-mémoire quoted in telegram 4802 

from London, March 7, p. 87. Gifford informed Attlee of this new position in a 
letter dated April 4 which he quoted in his telegram 5229 from London, April 4 
(740.5/4-451). |
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| 740.5/3-8051: Telegram | 

| The United States Deputy Representative on the North Atlantic. 
| —— Gouncil (Spofford) to the Secretary of States 

SECRET — PRIORITY /~-— Lowvo, March 80,'1951—T p. m. 

:  Depto 693: Fol draft working paper on NATO ? reorg produced by | 
| working group and will be before CD on April 2: Se 

Begin verbatim text: | | - es | 

“1. NAC, pursuant to their res on 19 Dec 1950 (Doe O6-D5 
| (final)*), having considered certain proposals for reorg and simplifi- 

cation of structure of NATO put forward by Canadian rep together 
with other related proposals, have agreed that provisions set out below | 

| shall replace: | | | a3 Ce es | | 

| (a) Sections I, IT, TIT, VIT and VIII of report of WG on org, _ 
| as adopted by Council on 17 Sept, 1949 ; + | 
| (6) Directive from NAC to DFEC (doc. Couneil D-1/4, 
| 18 Nov, 1949) ;3 | | Oo 

(c) Directive from NAC to MPSB (doc. Council D-1/5, 
18 Nov, 1949)53 : oe a 
(d) Council res No. 4/7, 17 May,1950 * setting up NACD. | 2 

| 2. NAC is principal body in NATO. In accordance with treaty, | 
| Council is charged with responsibility of considering all matters con- 
| cerning implementation of provisions of treaty. Such subsidiary | 
| bodies as are set up under Art 9 of treaty are subordinate to Council. 7 
| 8. The org established under NAT shld be operated with as much | 
| flexibility as possible and be subj to review from time to time. Estab 
| of this machinery does not preclude use of other means for consultation 
| and cooperation between any or all of the parties on matters relating | 
| to treaty. — | SO NE 

| II. Council: | OO 7 ; | | 

| 4. (Council shall be Council of Govts and its members shall repre- | 
! sent their respective govts as a whole. It shall constitute not only the | 

| Council envisaged in Art 9 of treaty by [but] also the Def Comite | 
| referred to in same article. Council shall be composed of persons of | 
| ministerial rank, though in exceptional circumstances member. govts | 

may be represented. by other persons duly designated for purpose. 
Heads of govts may attend mtgs of Council in person. Otherwise govts 
shall be represented by their Mins for Fon Affairs and/or, according . 

a na) of agenda, by their Mins of Def, or Fin, or other competent : 
Mins.) : re | fe | 

: Proposed. US alternative draft text ofpara4: Se 

| _ (NAC will represent respective govts of member states. It shall in- 
corporate not only Council envisaged by Art 9 of treaty, but also the 

| 1 Repeated to Paris, ce 
| *This paper was circulated in the Council Deputies as D-D (51) 86... | 
| ®Not printed, 

* See Foreign Relations, 1949, vol. rv, pp. 830-337. ee : 
os * For text, see Department of State Bulletin, May 29,1950, p. 831, _
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Def Comite referred to in same article. Council shall be composed 
of members of Ministerial rank although in exceptional circumstances 
member govts may be represented by other persons duly designated 

_ for purpose. Heads of govts may attend mtgs of the Council in person. 
Otherwise, govts shall be represented by their Min for Fon Affairs 
and/or their Min of Def or by other competent Mins (especially by 
seenda.) responsible for fin and econ affairs) according to nature of 
agenda. | : 

: (For text of agreed minutes to para 4, see annex A (terms of 
reference).) Be | 

| 5. NAT shall constitute terms of ref of Council. _ , 

Times and frequency of sessions: | | | 
6. Council shall be convened by chairmen and shall meet in ordinary 

session annually and at such other times as may be deemed desirable 
by majority of parties. Extraordinary sessions under Article 4 and 5 
of treaty may be called at request of any party invoking one of these 
articles. | 7 oe | 

Location: | eo 
| _ 4%, Location of each session of Council shall be determined by chair- 

man after consultation with other parties. For general convenience, 
ordinary annual session shld normally be held at about same time and | 

| in same gen geographical area as annual session of GA of UN. Other 
ordinary sessions shld whenever practicable be held at some convenient | 
location in Eur. : Lae . 

— Chairmanship: | oe 
8. Chairmanship shall be held in turn by parties according to al- 

phabetical order in English language. Each party shall hold office 
from beginning of one ordinary annual session until appointment of 
new chairman at following ordinary annual session. If any party 
does not wish to accept chairmanship it shall pass to next party in 
alphabetical order. : 

Languages: | oe | | 
9, English and French shall be official languages for entire NATO. 

Til. Council deps: | Ey . 

10. To enable Council effectively to carry out its responsibilities 
and to exercise them continuously, each govt shall be represented by 
a Council dep. The CD constitute permanent working organ of NAC. 
When Council is not in session, CD shall carry out policies of Council, 
formulate issues requiring decisions by Council or by member govts, | 
and otherwise constitute a body which may register approval their 
govts on matters before them for consideration. Each dep shall be 
assisted by such advisers as are deemed necessary by his govt. | 
~ 114. CD shall have as their gen terms of ref those of Council; in 
addition to functions set out in para 10 above, they shall also: | 

| (a) Be responsible for coordinating activities of and giving. 
| guidance to all other permanent organsof NATO;  =—— 

(6) Exchange views on polit matters of common interest within 

scopeoftreaty; 
(c) (Furnish direction to mil agencies of NATO as to polit 

considerations upon which strategic decision shld be based) ;
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- Proposed US alternative draft text: (Deal directly with mil 
- eomite as at present constituted, and when that body is not in | 

session with standing group on polit matters having mil implica- | 

| tions and provide these bodies with polit guidance upon which | 

strategic decisions shld be based). ee 

Standing group shall maintain close liaison with CD and pro- — 

7 vide that body with advice on mil matters. oo , 

- (d) Promote and coordinate public info activities in further- | 

| ance of objectives of treaty while leaving responsibility for nat! | 

- ‘programstoeach country; = eR 

| (e) Consider what further action shld be taken under Art 2 | 

of treaty, taking into acct work of existing agencies in this field. | 

| Chairmanship: pe | 

| | 12. CD shall select a permanent chairman from ‘among their | 

: membership. The chairman, in addition to presiding at mtgs CD, 

| shall be responsible for directing org and its work. CD shall also | 

appoint vice chairman who shall act in absence of chairman, oflice to : 

| rotate alphabetically by countries (in English language) at end of | 

| eachcalendarmonth ee ee oo | 

| Time and frequency of SESSIONS # . ne ce | 

| 18, CD shall be so organized as to function continuously. a | 

: Location: | oe re | 

— 14. CD shall have their HQ in London. SP PLES | 

| IV. DefProdBoard. | OO ee 

| 15. Org and terms of ref of DPB shall be set forth in D-D/205, 

7 Dec 1950,° except that Board shall in future report to CD and not, 

as provided in section IV, para (1) of that DOC, to Def Comite. | 

| Board shall keep CD currently informed .of progress its work, and | 

receive guidance fromthem. EL Tay eke entre 

V. Finand Econ Board (tobeinserted).” = 

Annex A. 
| Text of agreed minutes to be read in conj unction with para4: 

| It was agreed that presence too many Mins at Council mtgs wld 

| lead to considerable inconvenience, and that govts shld therefore be 
| urged to keep their representation to minimum called for by agenda. 

- *It was felt that as gen rule, it shld be possible by careful arrangement 
! agenda in advance to limit occasions on which presence more than one : 

| Min wld [approx 250 characters garbled]. Te 

Not printed. ee
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740.5/3-3151: Telegram: Oo | _ 
Lhe United States Deputy Representative on the North Atlantic 

oe Council (Spofford) to the Secretary of States | 

CONFIDENTIAL _Lonpon, March 31, 1951—7 p.m. 
_ Depto 699. 1. Informal staff discussions with Brit have persuaded 
them accept our revised FEB resolution (document D(51) 78 revised 
of Mar 21%), convening ad hoc organizing comite in London “to pre- 
pare recommendations to CD re establishment machinery which wld 
bring together in one body under CD responsibility for econ and fin 
work in NAT”. Principal points upon which Brit desired reassurance 
were: | 

_ a That FEB wld be subordinate to CD; and 
_ 6. That level representation on FEB was not prejudiced by our 
resolution. : 

2. We judge Brit concern arises mainly out of two points: © 

a. Fear that unduly autonomous FEB might seek develop recom- 
mendations to member govts on their econ policies which wld em- 
barrass UK (although not clear why Brit any better or. worse pro- 
tected against such contingency by their representation [on FEB?]; 
and / 

6. Unwillingness have body on which Hall-Patch is Brit rep sub- 
ordinate to body on which Hoyer-Millar is their rep. Brit desire 
designate Eric Roll as their rep FEB. - | 

_ 8. Further comment will fol after discussion with OSR. Believe | 
CD action on resolution now assured for Apr 2 and we will propose 
Apr 10 as date for convening organizing comite. Pls note resolution 
calls for CD “pursuing discussion of gen principles expressed in US | 
FEB proposal with view giving organizing comite further guidance 
thereon.” a 

, | | SPOFFORD | 

* Repeated to Paris for OSR; to Frankfurt, and to Heidelberg for Handy. 
2 Not printed, but see telegram Todep 662, March 22, p. 101, for discussion of the 

revision. | —— | 

740.5/3-3151 : Telegram . | - 

Lhe Secretary of State to the United States Deputy Representative on 
the North Atlantic Council (Spofford), at London * 

SECRET — PRIORITY Wasuineton, April 2, 1951-7 p. m. 
NIACT | 

Todep 342. For Spofford and Katz. | 

* Repeated to Paris and to Frankfurt for Heidelberg. The telegram was drafted 
by L. C. Vass (RA) and cleared by him with Martin, Raynor (BNA), and, in 
substance, with Cleveland (ECA).
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| _. 4. Highly gratified at success your efforts persuade UK accept FEB | 

resolution, Depto 699, Mar 31.2 Thisis State ECA message. 
2. However, are concerned, as sure you are, at report UK thinking 

of designating Roll, which clear evidence UK does not share our view | 
that FEB major body warranting reps at sub-ministerial level. US , 
does not see FEB as simply WG 12 under different name but as NATO | 

body with important functions in number other fields calling for | 
reps of stature Hall-Patch and in our case Tyler Wood. | 

3. In our view relative status of Hall-Patch and Hoyer-Millar in | 
UK shld not be insuperable obstacle in naming former. | 

_ 4, Leave to your discretion what if any informal approaches to 
| _ Brits you may wish to make to convey our general reaction. Wld con- — | 

| sider most unfortunate firm UK position appoint Roll before organiz- | 
| ing comite spells out functions which we convinced will show need for | 
| highest level reps. a | 
Z a I ot ACHESON | | 

* Supra. gs | | | 

| 740.5 MAP/4-251: Telegram | | | 

| The Secretary of State to the Office of the United States High 
| a Commissioner for Germany, at Frankfurt + | | 

| TOP SECRET PRIORITY ~ Wasuineton, April 2, 1951—7 p. m. 

| 6625. Frankfurt pass Heildelberg eyes only for Handy and | 
| Spofford ? from Bonesteel as Dept’s 218. 3 

| 1. Regret unable give you full outline proposed FY 52 foreign asst 
| for NATO and OEKC countries in time for discussion this ECC mtg. 
| Task Force I which is charged with drawing up this part program has 
| not yet completed its preparatory work. However fol is status ele- 
| ments of program. MDAP end-item and training NATO countries 

approximately $4.8 billion. Stockpile to be built for end-items for 
| NATO contingencies German forces, etc. near $1.0 bil. Economic sup- 
| port aid for NATO countries not yet firm but probably something 
| under $2.0 bil including aid for DOTs. Economic assistance for non- 
| NATO countries of OKEC $0.5 bil. | | 

| 2. ECA programs have not been worked up against careful 

| US estimates of total requirements MTDP. Total sums MDAP 
| end-items based on broad NSC costing exercise last Dec with little 

) relation financial condition recipient countries. ECA programs have 

| - 1 Repeated ‘to London; ‘eyes only for Spofford; and to Paris, eyes-only: for Katz 
| and MacArthur. Drafted by C. H. Bonesteel, 3d, Executive Director of the Euro- 

pean Coordinating Committee, who was apparently on temporary duty in. Wash- 
| ington. Cleared with Colonel Lincoln (‘Defense), Wood. (ECA), and. Ohly.. © 

| ? Spofford was scheduled to be at Frankfurt for a meeting of the European ~ 
| Coordinating Committee (ECC) of which he was Chairman. | 

| 536-688 PT 1—80——10 

|
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| been based generally on B/P approach assuming natl mil budgets of _ 
approx size assumed in Blue Books but not closely related require- 
ments of MTDP. SE : a 

8. Task Force I is proceeding with finalizing first approxima- 
tions figures per para 2 above. However we have instituted urgent 

analysis total costs and allocations of tasks to meet reasonably 
balanced portion MTDP, ie. a US exercise to meet appropriate 
amounts of gap between MTDP and DC 28. Simultaneously making 
urgent study, under Freund, to estimate reasonable production pro- 
grams all Eur NATO countries related to projected end-item assist-. 
ance. From these two studies we hope improve justification sums 

requested and have basis for final adjustments if these essential. Also 
to get better estimates raw materials required specifically for def 

efforts. | OO 
4, Several basic problems relating organization and admin of aid 

still unresolved. Hope get Presidential decision some of these 38 Apr 

and others by end of week. A principal problem is whether there 

should be one or two appropriations for MDAP-ECA aid and by | 
what procedures such funds would be allocated. __ | Oo 

5. There remains question our minds as to whether MDAP-ECA 
aid for NATO countries shld include specific conditions requiring 

reciprocal meeting of some sort of targets before increments of aid 

are disbursed. Wld greatly appreciate ECC views this subject (have 

seen Depto 687 2). Is there any utility in thought aid might be condi- 

tioned on appropriate NATO recommendations that efforts are ade- 

quate perhaps tied in to US certification totals of intended efforts 
are adequate. | ae | - 

6. Balance of omnibus Foreign Aid bill contemplates end-item aid 

certain ME and Far East countries and some to Latin America; eco- 

nomic aid certain countries; widespread TA (Pt IV) with in some 
cases capital equipment grants to enable short range projects of maxi- 

mum local public impact get under way. However major problem 
is question physical availabilities of materials and goods needed as 
exports from US and possibilities that in nine months or so, priorities 
will be needed on wide range of exports. Foreign Aid Programs must 

be closely coordinated with US National Defense Program in this 
regard. | - | es _ 

7. Appears now unlikely Cong hearings can be started much before 
7 1 May. Program papers are being pouched to Spofford for ECC. 

| Oo _-,- FBonESTEEL] | 
| | OB — Kexrnson 
*Dated March 29,p.105 ee eee
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. 740.5/4-251 : Telegram . oes, Loe Ss a aS 

The United States Deputy Representative on the North Atlantic 
2 oe Council (Spofford) to the Secretary of State* — | 

7 _ SECRET | - Lonpvon, April 2, 1951—11 p. m. | 

! - Depto 707. Deputies 24th mtg April 2. | 
{Here follow brief reports on the Deputies’ discussion of financing 

NATO civilian and military agencies, approving financial regulations : 
for an international budget, and agreeing on interim advances to the 

| SHAPE budget. ] ae | 

| 2. On FEB, adopted US proposal to convene ad hoc committee | 
London April 10 to prepare recommendations on establishment agency © 
under Deputies to coordinate financial and economic work NATO. : 

| Netherlands felt FEB shld be empowered to give guidance to DPB. 

83. Re diversion of shipping noted report by Belgian deputy on 
WERPG agreement setting up national organizations in UK, Fr, 

| - Belgium, and Netherlands and recommending international coordi- 
| nating agency. US and UK favored reference to PBO’s [PBOS?] to : 

follow consideration by WU and other regional planning groups and : 
| advise deputies on extension to NATO basis of regionally developed 

| plans but no action taken pending result expected reports by northern 

| and southern planning groups. | Oo 
4. Progressed toward final agreement on NATO reorganization, 

D-D(51)86 (separate telegram to Dept).? All accepted US language 

on NAC with verbal change except France who intimated wld be | 
| able accept it shortly. Oo | ee | 

| Netherlands agreed to word “guidance” in place of “direction” | 
| to describe deputies relation on political matters to SG, in light US | 
| statement that two terms synonymous and US willing incorporate 
| each interpretation in minutes. Netherlands and Canada held this 

| interpretation would supersede paragraph 16 of DPB, C-24/3 © 
| [DO-24/3)8 nerear oe 

| Portugal reiterated insistence that deputies’ guidance to SG be 
| channeled through MIL Rep Com. All other favored direct relation- 
| ship deputiestoSG. = oa! lps 
-  -. Agreed that deputies shld take final action on NATO reorganization 

| and next. council mtg shld be under new terms reference. _ 

| - Deputies will take up again Apr 9. UK said cabinet must consider 

| finaldraft. a oe Mo Bena 

5. Chairman circulated for information NATO govts ISG state- 

f ment of changes in existing industrial controls affected by new agree- 

| 2 The reference here is to telegram Depto 711, infra. De do ag Oo 
| * See footnote 6, p. 70. SO
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ment which HICOMs Germany authorized to sign to replace present 

PLI agreement. (Sigto 573.4) 
6. Agreed invite Vice Admiral Wright, new chairman SG, and 

Mr. Herod meet with deputies Wednesday April 4 to exchange views. 
onSGmatters = | | po 

| | | | _ SPOFFORD 

*Not printed: for text of the agreement dated April 3, concerning industrial 
| controls, see p. 1395. . | a 

740.5/4—-351 : Telegram . 

The United States Deputy Representative on the North Atlantic 
Council (Spofford) to the Secretary of State? 

SECRET NIACT | Lonpon, April 3, 1951—7 p. m. 

Depto 711. Attention Ridgway Knight. In mtg yesterday CD made 

fol changes working group paper on NATO reorganization D-D (51) 
86 (Depto 693)? | 

Deleted para 1(6) and agreed that eventual directive establishing 
FEB shld refer to replacement DFEC. - | | | 

Recommended first 2 sentences para 4 (US proposal) be changed 
to read: 

“The members of the North Atlantic Council will represent their 
respective govts. The Council shall incorporate not only the Council 
envisaged by Article 9 of the treaty but also the Def Comite referred 
to in the same article.” | a | 

This is purely verbal change to make clear that Council members, 

and not Council itself, represent govts. Assume we can accept this. 

US agreed to inclusion words in internal brackets “especially by their 
minister responsible for fin and econ affairs.” All other dels, except 

French, agreeable US proposal with above changes. French dep said 
off record that he expected be in position accept US proposal next day 
or so. | | | 

US dep noted that para 10 did not make explicit CD function of 
recommending to govts measures for implementation NAT. In order 

rectify this, he suggested rewording third sentence as fols: - | 

“When Council is not in session, CD shall carry out policies of Coun- 
cil, recommend to govts the measures necessary to this end, formulate 
issues. requiring decisions by the Council or by member govts, and 
otherwise constitute .a body which may register the approval of their 
‘govts on matters before them for consideration.” 

| 1 Repeated to Paris. ne a ee ) 
* March 30, p. 107. 7: 8 oe
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' Other deps agreed this proposal. UK suggested last sentence para 10 

re advisors be deleted as obvious and unnecessary but did not. press | 

, point. Do you feel strongly it shld beincluded? =~ oe | 

- Para 11(¢)—US dep said US Govt considered pol “guidance” | 

synonymous with “direction.” Other deps except Port indicated will- | 
ingness accept US proposal para 11(¢) if this interpretation incor- : 

‘porated in CD minutes. Neth stated wld prefer use “direction” but wld 

not insist. Point was that “guidance” shld be binding. US said SG | 

| wid not be free to reject it. Belg commented Fr translation both words 

| was “directive.” Neth and Canad felt it shld be made clear in some | 

| manner interpretation given by US prevailed over para 16 of DC 

| QA/33 - os os 

| Port dep continued maintain position that CD shld deal with SG 

thru either Mil Comite or Mil Rep Com and not direct. All other 

| deps took position that CD shld deal directly with SG when Mil 

| Comite not in session. Port dep said he wld report situation to his : 

| govt and ask instructions. | oe 

~ Re last para Todep 839,¢ working group wording CD section text 

Depto 693 is synthesis US proposal (‘Todep 293 ® Norwegian proposal 

| and Council resolution May 1950 * establishing CD. Other members | 

| working group objected to first sentence original US proposal on | 

! grounds it was too weak, pointing out that deps shld not be considered : 

| as reps of ministers, but as reps of govts. With this exception, rest of 

original US draft is included in D-D (51) 86, assuming that we get 

| satisfactory solution on para 11(c¢). | - | 

| We are inclined agree with other dels that present wording D—D 

| (51) 86 is stronger than that originally suggested by US. It is in line 

| with what we understood to be original US thinking, ie. that CD 

| shld not be considered as merely official level group. a 

| You will note above that in para 10 at US suggestion CD agreed 

| addition which wld make explicit CD function of recommending to 

| govts measures for implementation NAT. With this addition, believe 

| CD section satisfactory, expect that CD will have final look at D-D 

| (51) 86 on April 9. Hope that any last minute changes can be cleared 

| up then and that govts can give formal approval shortly thereafter. 

I Question discussed of whether reorganization paper shld be acted 
on formally by Council or by CD. Those deps who were instructed 

envisaged CD taking action. Other deps agreed report this view to 
| their govt and asked instructions. None thought there wld be disagree- 

| ment with this procedure. | | | : | 

| 2 See footnote 6, p. 70. - 

“The last paragraph of telegram Todep 339 to London, March 31, requested 
packground information. on the draft wording of the section on the Council 

| Deputies in D-—D (51) 86 as transmitted in telegram Depto 693 (740.5/3-3051). | 
|  ® March 10, p. 95. | | | 7 _ 

®* See footnote 4, p. 91. | 

|
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‘Unless you perceive objection will request secretary incorporate 

substantially fol statements in minutes yesterday’s mtg. 

“US dep stated that his govt considered word ‘guidance’ as used 
in para 10 synonymous with ‘direction’ and wld be glad have his 
statement recorded in record of mtg. Neth dep preferred latter word 
be used, for which he saw a reason in that ‘direction’ was also term 

_ used in NY basic document C5-D/11 (final). US dep explained that 
‘guidance’ seemed term more usual and appropriate in relationship 
between bodies of standing of CD and SG and pointed out that docu- 
ment C5-D/11 (final), was principally concerned with SHAPE, while 
present context was considerably wider. Neths dep replied that, in 
interest of reaching agreement and in light of US interpretation he 
eld accept term ‘guidance.’ His govt’s primary concern was that guid- 
ance be binding. US dep stated SG wld not be free to reject such 
guidance. CD accepted interpretation thus agreed upon.” _ 

Foregoing para satisfactory to Neth dep who considers it will close 
matter as far as he is concerned. a 

Please instruct by tomorrow morning if possible whether state- 

ment may be included in record and in due course as to whether 
changes made by CD in D-D (51) 86 acceptable. a! 

) SPOFFORD 

740,.5/4-851 ) | 

Memorandum of Telephone Conversation, by Lucius D. Battle, = 

Special Assistant to the Secretary of State* 

TOP SECRET | _ [Wasurneton,] April 3, 1951. 

Subject: The McClellan Resolution on Troops to Europe? | 

The Secretary telephoned Mr. Lovett during the 9:30 meeting * 
about what in his opinion should be done on the Senate Resolution 

| on troops to Kurope. He said Mr. Harriman, who was at the meeting, 
would see the President at 10 o’clock. The Secretary said their view 

was that it would be better to bring the business to a close and we 
should, therefore, do everything we could to prevent the Resolution 
being recommitted where it would drag on. We would take the position 

that this approves what we should do in the near future and let the 
longer future take care of itself. oe 

_ Mr. Lovett said their view is somewhat the same and that if it goes 
back to Committee it will be likely to come out in worse form. He said 

* Copies of this memorandum were sent to Fisher and McFall. 7 | 
? The subject heading evidently refers to the McClellan Amendment to S. Res. 

99. See editorial note, p. 22. oe , 
* A record of this meeting is in file lot 58 D 609, the Secretary’s Daily Meetings.
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| their feeling was to let nature take its course on the floor and try to 
limit the move to recommit.* a 

- Mr. Harriman’ then ‘spoke with Mr. Lovett and inquired if the | 

McClellan Resolution would be a problem as far as sending small 
- - units, and Mr. Lovett indicated they were not quite clear on just where 

it did leave them. | | ae a 

| - Mr. Lovett called the Secretary again in a few minutes to say that. | 
- one of his people reported that Senator McMahon believes he might. — 

be able to get the language of the Resolution changed a little and get | 
a favorable re-vote on it. He was inquiring for advice from Defense 

| on this. The Secretary and Mr. Lovett agreed that they couldn’t tell 

| McMahon not to go ahead if he thought he could get a revision, but. 

i they were doubtful that this could be accomplished, and feared some-. : 

| thing worse might come of it. we 

| Mr. Harriman telephoned the Secretary about 10:20 to say he had 
| talked briefly with the President about the matter and the President 
| is of the same opinion he was last night. He feels he doesn’t want to. : 
| try to intervene at all, let them go ahead and mess it up good in the- 
| Senate (which will prove they are incompetent to deal with the mat- | 
| ter) and then if they get a joint resolution, fight it in the House. — | 
| The Secretary suggested the President should send word to Senators. 

| McFarland and Connally to let them know where he stands, but 
| Mr. Harriman said the President did not want to do that; that he- | 
| seems to want it to go back to Committee. | re 
| - The Secretary said people here feel that little can be accomplished: 

| so far as the outcome of the Resolution is concerned, but that from 
| the point of view of dealing with the Congress, it would seem wise for 
| the President to let the Senators know what he wants to come out of 
| this. He said if he wants the resolution recommitted, then he should. a 
| not talk to them. | oes : 
| Mr. Harriman said that seemed to be the course the President. 
| wanted to follow, but after the staff meeting was over (about 10:30) 

7 he would talk again with him. He said he had given him out arguments. | 
| in favor of trying to end it where it is, but he was unsuccessful in. 
: changing his mind. However, Mr. Harriman will let the Secretary’ 
_ know what comes of their further talk. - 

| _ Mr. Harriman reported back that he got no further with the Presi-- 
dent. He said that is where the matter stands unless the Secretary and. © 

| ‘The Senate defeated a motion to recommit 8. Res. 99 on April 8, by a vote of" 
| 49 to 43, with 4 not voting (Congressional Record, 82d Cong., 1st sess:, p. 8096).
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Mr. Lovett feel it is important enough to take up with the President. 
The Secretary said that time was so short before Congress reconvenes 
that he did not believe it would be worthwhile. a a 

Mr. Harriman said he raised the question with the President of 
delay in sending troops and the President said they should not be 
delayed. Mr. Harriman said that this should be considered. He said 
one Division was ready, but must be given 30 days notice. It would not 
be practical to try to keep this troop movement secret because of the 
30 days notice, and therefore, making an announcement soon should 
also be given careful consideration. It was agreed that this should be — 
discussed with Mr. Lovett. | | 

L{vcrus|] D. Blatriz] 

740.5 MAP/4—451: Telegram | 

The Counselor of the Departinent of State (Bohlen) to the Secretary 
of State+ | 

SECRET | Lonpon, April 4, 1951—7 p. m. 

5242. From ECC for ISAC. Fol message regarding interim financ- 
ing devices for purposes stimulating Eur production supplements our 
recommendations in London Embtel 4709 of Mar 1.? 

1. We believe main fin obstacle to activation un-utilized Eur mil 
production facilities is inadequate Eur mil budget appropriations. We 
must maintain constant pressure for increases such appropriations, 
and shld take care not to ease this pressure unnecessarily by offering 
alternative financing opportunities. Nonetheless, we believe that in 
‘some circumstances interim financing for critically needed Eur pro- 
‘duction might be provided through device described below. The prin- 
‘cipal case in which this device might be employed wld be where one 
country has productive capacity exceeding its own requirements in 
items which will reasonably clearly be needed elsewhere inthe NATO | 
area, but for which orders have not yet been placed by eventual recipi- 

ents because of their uncertainty as to their source of supply. | 
2. The device which we recommend in these circumstances repre- _ 

sents an adaptation of the technique which we proposed for handling 

the French mortar ammunition project. It incorporates the fol basic 
elements: _ 

a. Earmarking a portion of US aid funds (say $500 million) asa 
revolving fund to support US procurement and interim financing of 
‘selected Eur military production—such procurement to be financed 
in local currency acquired from producing country for dollars, with 

1 Repeated to Paris for OSR, Schuyler, and MacArthur; to Frankfurt; and to 
“Heidelberg for Handy. | : : = 

2 Ante, p. 73. — |
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| view to resale of items against same local currency to eventual Hur 

| recipients. It shld be made clear to Eur countries that funds employed. 

for this purpose wld come out of appropriated funds which might: | 

otherwise be made available to them as aid. . 
_b. Agrmt of producing country to resell dollars to US in exchange: | 

| for local currency obtained by US from resale ofitems. = . 
- ¢, Assignment to DPB (acting on info from Standing Group) of | 
responsibility for determining types and sources of items tobe 

! produced. ©. — | 
d. Assignment to appropriate NATO mil authority of function | 

of allocating to Eur countries useable items not sold to Kur recipients: 

| attimeofdelivery. — a ae : 
| e. Agrmt by Eur countries that they will purchase items thus allo- : 
| cated to them, paying in currency of producing country. 
| f. Agrmt by Eur countries that they will share in such losses as: 

may result from unsaleable items not considered by appropriate: 
: NATO mil authority suited to mil requirements of any NAT country. 

| We recommend that our Eur partners be asked to bear half of total 
| losses or—if such procedure wld unduly reduce Eur appropriations. | 
| available for current defense expenditure or make Kur countries in- | 
| ordinately cautious about approving procurement projects—half of | 
| losses up to agreed fraction of the total value of procurement. In latter 
| case, US cld protect itself against undue risk by itself limiting amount: | 
| and character of procurement under scheme through its voice in DPB. 

| 8. Further joint msg from our respective agencies follows with: | 
| more detailed explanation mechanics this proposal.’ [ECC.] _ : 

| a |  _Bowten 

_-—: * See telegram Depto 779, April 14, p. 187. | | 

| 740.5/4—-551 : Telegram - . | 

| The United States Deputy Representative on the North Atlantic | 

| a Council (Spofford) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET | Lonvon, April 5, 1951—5 p. m.. 

! Depto 718. Deputies twenty-fifth mtg Apr 4. | | | 
| 1. Vice Admiral Wright (US) new chairman SG, present and: 

| stressed desire for closest working relation with CD. Hoped his visit. 
| wld be precedent for future SG chairman to visit all NATO commands: 

and agencies upon taking chair (which rotates every three months). 

| Replying to US question, Wright said SG gives highest priority 
| to problem of closing gaps between force estimates and requirements. 

| (DC/28). By coordination regional plans, particularly taking account 

| of mobility of air and naval forces, some reduction in overall estimates. 

| of needs possible. Interim report being submitted to CD summarizes. 

| —— | 
+ Repeated to Paris for the Embassy and OSR, to the other NATO capitals, to- 

Frankfurt, to Heidelberg for Handy, and to Wiesbaden for Norstad. . |
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problem and estimates date for definitive report. Fr deputy asked if 
SG considered DC/28:static or if continuing revision in view chang- 

ing polit and mil situation contemplated. Wright replied constant 
amendment neeessary and stressed particularly that present paper 
based on regional plans and that SHAPE currently reviewing itin 
light overall defense strategy. Alphand suggested that planning be- 
yond MTP, which intended to cover only first 90 days of hostilities, 
necessary now. Herod (DPB), also present, pointed out that SG 
estimates of attrition rates extremely important in planning for war- 
time production. Wright said attrition studies in progress and that 
‘defense planning will naturally be extended beyond first 90 days. In _ 
reply query when basic data requested of SG in Jan wld be ready, 
‘Wright estimated report ready June 30 and reports cld thereafter be 
made semiannually. This study to be confined to NATO forces and will } 
mot consider broader aspects nat] mobilization. Chairman stressed 
value of such reports to CD and Alphand suggested SG, DPB, and | 
possibly FEB each submit reports on same date to give total picture 
at periodic intervals. Herod said DPB interim report already sub- 
mitted but that fuller report, covering steps toward mtg deficiencies © | 
but not overall production planning, now in preparation and cld be | 
submitted periodically. | 

- Wright said that earlier plans for liaison secretariat now supple- 
mented by SG paper, just submitted to MRC recommending that 2- 
‘star officer shuttle between SG and CD and that on suitable occasions 
reps of SG collaborate with CD in London. Neths asked if similar 
plans made for liaison between SG and DPB. Wright saw no reason _ 
why liaison officer shld not work with all CD agencies. Staff and 
org to be left to officer after he is named. Deputies gratified by these 
proposals. ce hg ee | 

Spofford asked if SG had any views on NATO mil org. Canada 
asked if Wright considered working relations with MRC satis. Wright 

said SG has made every effort to make org contemplated in DC 24/3 
effective and believes collaboration with MRC (weekly mtgs and con- 

_ tinuing consultation) now satis. Canada and Neths joined in asking 
whether, in view MRC’s role continued existence MC now awkward 

| and conducive to delaying decisions. Wright pointed out interim solu- _ 
tions possible and that MC considered useful forum logical channel 
for studies of subordinate grps, important for policy decisions. He 
‘said Port, Belg and Canadian proposals on reorganization NATO 
mil side under consideration but that SG has given greater emphasis 

‘to making existing system work. aS | 
Wright made excellent impression. Several deputies later remarked 

‘frequent personal contacts with members SG and establishment satis 
SG-CD liaison wld greatly increase confidence of non-SG govts in 
SG. | | - |
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| 2. Western Union deputies reported transfer of responsibilities | 
‘personnel, and facilities which SG had requested be transferred | 
from WU agencies to SHAPE had been completed. = = © | 

| 8. Le Bigot, head of SHAPE Finance Section, outlined gen pattern | 7 

| of SHAPE budget just submitted to SG (Wright said wld probably | 
be forwarded to CD in few days). UK and Italy announced now agree- 

able to paying their share interim advance. Canada also agreeable but, 
| since whole question of capital costs now under consideration in | 

Ottawa, with.reservation that its.contribution only for SHAPE run- | 

| - ning expenses. Agreed to convene Budget Comite April 11. UK said 
| Parliament, before approving contributions to subordinates, and will 

| insist on some sort of budgetary control. This problem for further 

discussion but Le Bigot said SHAPE envisages control through | 
| SHAPE budget Comite. Iceland maintained that it entered NATO | 

! with understanding it wid not share mil burden and asked if deputies 

| eld accept token payment of fixed amt rather than percentage share 

| _ of indefinite sum. He referred to difficulty of securing parliamentary 

approval since budget included no defense funds. Lux deputy agreed 

| to advance to SHAPE but raised point that Luxembourg had no air 

| or naval forces and might question contributing to other (North | 

| Atlantic) commands. Considerable discussion whether each govt shld 

| contribute to all commands or only those in which it actually 
| represented. - 
| Port deputy said he cld agree to either scheme but felt there shld 

| be gen agreement which course was to be followed (10-d (51) 24). | 

| UK, Fr, Neths, Norway, Belg agreed with Eisenhower view, elo- 
| quently expressed by Wright, that local interests must not hamper 

| common overall defense effort. Italy, Denmark, and US, though un- 

| instructed, sympathetic this view. Canada uninstructed but saw some 

| advantage in regional weighting in regard to infra-structure and 

| capital costs. Neths, Canada, Ital, Norway, and tentatively US, agreed 

| that these latter costs shld be considered separately from running 

| costs. UK disagreed. oo | | : 
| 4. Belg announced acceptance pattern for advances on NATO 

| civilian costs (Depto 707)? on condition that it does not set precedent 

| or principle. | a a se 

| 5. Next mtg Apr 9 unless, in view Commons debate Monday, all 
deputies have instructions permitting action at short mtg Apr 6 on 

| - appointment Fechteler.* ee | 
| | 7 _ SPorrorp 

| 2Ante,p. 118. a | a 
| *For documentation on the consideration of Adm. William M. Fechteler for 
| appointment as Supreme Allied Commander, Atlantic, see pp. 464 ff. | | | 

| 
| 

|
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740.5/4—-551 : Circular. telegram — a | co . 

The Secretary of State to Certain Diplomatic Offices + 

CONFIDENTIAL =—s_—™ Wasurneton, April 5, 1951—7 p. m. 
590. Dept considering question whether “Buy-at-home” laws, regs, _ 

or practices in NATO countries may be significant factor in prevent- 
ing use by any such country of idle productive facilities or available 
goods in other countries which might contribute to joint defense. Re- 
strictions of this type may be applicable to (a) purchases by Govt | 
bureaus for Govt use; (6) purchases by nationalized cos for use or 
re-sale; (¢) purchases by private cos working on Govt contracts. Can 
take any of several forms, ranging from absolute requirement that 
domestic sources be favored, irrespective of price, other considerations, 
to gen direction that domestic sources be favored within limits. 
From fragmentary data at hand, Dept unable appraise scope of 

problem and concerned that it may have real importance. Appreciate 
your prelim appraisal within next two weeks of importance of prob- 
lem in country you accredited, indicating types of procurement most — 
affected, form which restrictions take. If problem appears significant, 
appreciate fuller follow up reports as available. 

, Urinfo, Pres authorized suspend Buy Amer provisions US statutes 
during present emergency and efforts now being made insure such 
provisions do not in practice impede US mobilization efforts. 

ACHESON 

This telegram, sent to the capitals of the other NATO countries, was drafted | 
by Vernon (CP) and Reifman (DRW) and cleared in substance by Asher (RA). 

740.5/4-351 : Telegram | 

The Secretary of State to the United States Deputy Representative 
on the North Atlantie Council (Spofford), at London+ 

SECRET Wasurneton, April 5, 1951—8 p. m. 

| Todep 350. This is State-Defense message. Ref Depto 693 Mar 30; 
Depto 711 Apr 3.2 We approve text para 11 of WG draft as quoted 
Depto 693, with understanding US version Para 11(c) prevails. With 
ref to problem of “guidance” versus “direction” in connection CD-SG 
relations, we understand per phone call Achilles-Knight April 4 that 
this problem will now be settled by an agreed minute to be incor- 
porated in document, and not by means of an accepted para in CD 
record. Agreed minute shld make clear that when we refer to CD 

*Drafted by Nunley (RA) and cleared by Knight with Beebe (Defense), 
Perkins, and, in substance, with Cabot. 

— 9 Ante, pp. 107 and 114.
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| “onidance” vis-i-vis military agencies, we mean “political guidance”, , 

| and also that such guidance must be interpreted in context of pro- — 

! visions of para 16 of DC 24/8 (final)* which permits SG appeal such | 

| political guidance. o a 
| | oi) | ACHESON 

| * Not printed. | a 

| 740.5 /4-551 - | | 

| Memorandum by the Director of International Security _ 

| 7 Affairs (Cabot) * | | 

| TOP SECRET | _ _[Wasutneron,] April 5, 1951. 

Subject: United States Governmental Position on ‘Completion of 

the North Atlantic Treaty Organization Medium Term Defense 

The member nations of the North Atlantic Treaty are considering 

| what national contributions should be made to close the gap between 

| force requirements and present national contributions under the North 

| Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) Medium Term Defense Plan 

| (MTDP). The initial action on these considerations is with the Stand- 

| ing Group based on information from nations and the Supreme Allied 

| Commander, Europe. The United States must appraise the impact 

| on its resources both of what, if any, additional United States forces 

: might be contributed and also what additional military and economic 

| aid we would contribute to other members if the full requirements of 

| the MTDP were to be met on the basis of an equitable distribution 

| of the total burden among allthemembers. _ en 

| Developments to date indicate that this problem can’be effectively 

! solved only through the exercise of American leadership. It therefore 

| appears necessary that the United States take the initiative in pro- 

| posing an appropriate level of forces to be achieved by each country 

and maintained under the MTDP, together with a proposed broad _ 
distribution of the production and financial burdens. The problem 

involves three parts: (a) adequacy of present national plans to raise 

and equip forces, (0) advisability of expanding programs of all 

| NATO members to raise and equip additional forces (wholly or par- 

| tially “closing the gap” between present plans and total MTDP 

| requirements), and (¢) consideration of increases in or accelera- 
tion of the MTDP. | | | pe He 

| oF Memorandum for Charles EK. Wilson, Office of Defense Mobilization ; Frederick 
i J. Lawton, Bureau of the Budget; Lincoln Gordon, Executive Office of the Presi- 

dent; Maj. Gen. James H. Burns, Department of Defense; Najeeb E. Halaby, 
Economic Cooperation Administration ; and William L. Hebbard, Department of 
the Treasury, This memorandum 'was drafted by Edwin Martin and cleared by 

Defense, ECA, Treasury, and the Executive Offices through the International 
Security Affairs Cemmittee, “" — —_ oe . 

|
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The Department of Defense is now considering, from the military 
point of view, the further contribution of forces which could appro- 
priately be made by each country toward closing the gap. The Depart- 
ment of Defense has suggested that, before United States initiative 
is taken within NATO, there should be a United States recheck from 
the financial and economic viewpoint. This should take into account: 
(a) United States domestic and foreign military aid programs, 
(6) NATO and non-NATO military requirements of the other 
NAT member countries, and (c) assuming an appropriate German 
contribution to the total, the ability of the United States and of the 
other NATO countries to raise and equip for North Atlantic defense 
the full complement of forces required by the MTDP and to maintain | 
them for an indefinite period of time. This analysis may result in 
modified recommendations on the total size of desirable forces or on 
their distribution among individual countries. a 

Under the NSC 68 directives,? United States aid programs to NATO: 
are to be calculated on the completion of the MTDP. However, cur- 
rent aid programs are projected only through Fiscal Year 1952. More- 
over, it is not clear that they are on a basis which, with a feasible 
contribution from other NAT countries, will fully meet the equipment — 
requirements of the MTDP. In considering completion of the plans. 
tentatively set out under the NSC 68 series the International Security 

| Affairs Committee (ISAC) has reached the following conclusions: 

a. Although the United States cannot commit aid in advance of 
fiscal appropriations, a further understanding should be reached with 
the European nations and Canada on country commitments (if neces- 
sary on a contingent basis) which will meet the MTDP by July 1954, 
based on assumptions with respect to the United States contribution 

| to the other nations as a group. | s oe 

6. As a condition to United States agreement to a final program 
the other nations must express general assent to undertake national 
mobilization programs to raise and equip the forces required as their 
share of the MTDP. a 

c. That such a program for completion of forces by 1954 should | 
not prejudice any possible arrangements to be made by the United 
States or other nations to accelerate completion of military programs. 

Tn anticipation of the necessity of reaching an early decision within 

NATO, the responsible United States agencies for carrying out aid 
programs and supporting domestic production .should: reach joint 

agreement on the limits of the desirable er feasible levels of the | 
United" States contribution to’thé ‘completion of the MTDP*both in 
forces, equipment and economic aid, taking account of other con- 
current claims on United States resources. 

_* For reports in the NSC 68 series (U.S. Objectives and Programs for National 
Security), see Foreign Relations, 1950, vol. 1, pp. 126 ff. bE
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pO - ISAC recommends that the addressees of this memorandum desig- | 

: nate at once a highly qualified representative to serve on an ad hoc. 7 
| committee to be responsible for this job. | : | 
| The main work by the agencies concerned would begin upon receipt: | 

| of the military recommendation, in suitable form for processing, now 4 
| estimated to be during the week of April 7, 1951. However, pre- 
| liminary studies of the adequacy of present plans to meet present 
| commitments and of procedures for measuring the economic load of 
| the gap can be started immediately. The coordinated United States 
| position should be achieved on or before April 20, 1951, since the 
| Standing Group is to complete its recommendations as soon as possible: 

| after that date. eR Pe | eo 
| _ It will be appreciated that this review must be initially done on an 
| “order of magnitude” basis. Any detailed programming required after 
| the initial action would proceed according to existing methods. | | 
| - The nature of this project requires a high degree of security in order 
| not to hazard the position of the United States or unduly complicate _ | 

| future negotiations. It is therefore requested that the distribution of 
| this project be limited to those individuals to whom the information : 
| is necessary. | 
| | oe Tuomas D. Casor 

| 740.5/4-651 : Telegram — | : 
| The United States Deputy Representative on the North Atlantic | 

eS Council (Spofford) to the Secretary of State * : 

: SECRET | 7 Lonpon, April 6, 1951—1 p. m. | 

| - Depto 723. Ref Depto 7112 and Knight—Achilles telcons.? When 
: Neths deputy was approached with two changes suggested in state- 
: ment given in Depto 711 for inclusion in minutes of Apr 2 mtg he | 

| readily agreed that it be made clear “guidance” meant merely political — 
( guidance but he was unwilling to accept ref to appeal procedure. He © 
: pointed out correctly that USDep had not mentioned appeal procedure 

at that point in Mon mtg and that had US done so Neths deputy wld 
have discussed point at length. In circumstances it was decided that 

2 record Apr 2 discussion must be merely record of what was said and 
| that agreed minute wld need to be worked out later. Accordingly Apr 2 | 

| minutes will incorporate statement in Depto 711 with fol changes: 
(1) first sentence’reads ““USDep stated his govt considered word ‘guid- 
ance’? in phrase ‘political: guidance ‘upon’ which’ stratépzic’ decision shld 

| be based’ synonymotis with ‘direction’ and that he wld be glad to have 

: -) Repeated to Paris. ta 
2 April 3, p. 114. , Sete Be 

—— 3-No record of these conversations has been found in Department. of State files. _
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his statement recorded in an agreed minute”, and (2) last sentence 
concerning deputy’s acceptance of interpretation agreed upon is 
deleted. | a , SO 

It is clear from importance which both Wash and Hague attach to | 
“appeal” procedure that this matter shld be definitively settled. | 

While DC 24/3 was approved by council Starkenborgh points out 
that this approval contained reservation that problems raised in part I 
(including this particular problem) shld be remitted to council depu- 
ties for joint study with mil comite (para 25, C 6-R/1). Since part I | 
also covers SG and MRC relationships which some non-SG countries 
wld still like to be reopened but which US feels strongly shld not be 
reopened (Todep 2938 para 4 *), we believe “appeal” procedure problem 
shld be dealt with as quickly, simply and informally as possible. | 

On basis discussion with Adm Wright hope this can be done satis- 
factorily simply by clarification of para 16 of DC 24/38. si 

Principal Neth preoccupations with para 16 appear to be (1) belief 
it fails make clear that final power of decision on political matters 
lies in civilian rather than mil hands, (2) that SG wld be free to 
accept or reject “political guidance”, (3) that para 16 appears to 
provide for appeal to mil rather than civilian agencies, and (4) that 
SG-members in acute emergency might act in their natl rather than 
gen NAT interest. | 

Wright explains re first point SG recognizes seniority and auth of 
political guidance from council or CD and that first sentence of para 16 
intended to make this clear. On second he interprets “militarily un- — 
acceptable” as meaning “military impracticable of achievement” and : 
refers to obvious duty of any mil officer natl or intl to advise his 
superiors if in his honest opinion he considers an order recd to be 
militarily unsound. On third point he states question is not really one 

of “appeal” but of SG advising CD who issued guidance that it is 

militarily unsound and thereafter reporting to mil superiors that it 
has done so, the latter having no auth to overrule CD in reaching 

decision. On fourth point he states SG obviously bound to act in best 
gen NAT interest. a | | 

_ Starkenborgh in Hague today; Wright explained para 16 to Bakker, 

Neths No. 2, along foregoing lines and latter believed para so inter- 

-._- preted wld be unobjectionable to his govt if interpretation given some 
formal status in writing. We requested him to ascertain whether | 
interpretation given was satisfactory to his govt and if so how it 

wished interpretation recorded. oO | _ 

~ We will seek to work this out in simplest manner possible and 
believe’ one satis means, simpler than getting deputies agreement on | 
wording agreed minute, wld be for Wright as Chairman of SG to write 7 

“March 10)p.96. 00
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| Spofford as Chairman of Deputies along these lines in reply to request : 

for interpretation of para 16. Wright has done draft of such ltr which : 

! he is bringing to Wash. - | 
: | | SporrorD 

| 740.5/4-851 : Telegram a | 

| The Secretary of State to the U nited States Deputy Representative on 

| the North Atlantic Council (Spofford), at London? : 

| SECRET Wasurneton, April 6, 1951—7 p. m. | 

: —Todep 352. Re Depto 693 of Mar 30; Depto 711 of Apr 3.? Group 
| paper D-D(51) 86 as cited Depto 693 and amended Depto 711 accept- 
| able with fol changes and reservations: a | | 

| 1. Agree proposed change wording para 4 (US proposal). How- | 

ever, suggest elimination agreed minute in connection para 4, on 

ground serves little purpose, and interpretations in record shld be kept | 

to absolute minimum. If elimination difficult, we prepared accept | 

: present draft text. 
2. Believe word “chairmen” in para 6 shld be changed to “chair- 

3 man”. Normally meetings shld be chaired by FM of country holding _ 

: _ chairmanship, or in case meetings of Def or Finance Ministers alone, 4 

| by minister of country holding chairmanship. However, believe un- 

: necessary to attempt spell out all contingencies now. — 
| 3. Agree addition US proposed phrase para 10 making explicit — 

_ CD function recommending measures to govts for implementation | | 

NAT. Use own discretion re retention last sentence para 10. 

4, In order retain strengthened role Council Deps provided by text 

| para 10 quoted Depto 693 and at same time clarify their responsibili- _ 

ties, suggest substitute first sentence as follows: “To enable Council 

effectively carry out its responsibilities and exercise them continuously, 

each govt shall be represented by a Council Dep, who will be respon- 
sible to all ministers concerned with NATO matters in his govt.” 

| 5. We strongly reaffirm US view para 11(c). With regard state- 

ment for CD minutes concerning interpretation of “polit guidance”, 

-_-ywe assume reference in tel to para 10 was in error, and that intended | 

reference was para 11. Also, understand this statement now to be 

superseded by agreed minute currently under consideration. Our views 

: re this minute already made known in Todep 350;* however, wish 

suggest following text as possible basis agreement : | 

: “For purposes para 11 of D-D (51) 86, term ‘guidance’ is inter- 

preted to be synonymous with ‘direction’. Thus, gen guidance by CD 

| 1 Drafted by Nunley (RA) and cleared by Knight with Beebe (Defense) and 
: Pittman (S/ISA). 

2 Ante, pp. 107 and 114. | 
. * April 5, p. 122. | | 

| 536-688 PT 1--81---11 |
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described para 11(A) has same meaning as gen direction, and polit 
guidance described para 11(C) has same meaning as polit direction. | 
Term ‘guidance’ preferred as more useful and appropriate in describ- 
ing relationship between two bodies of such standing asCDand SG. 

_ With reference relationships between CD and SG, latter will not be free 
reject or alter polit guidance received from CD, but, in event it finds , 
such advice militarily unacceptable, will be subject to procedure set | 
forth in para 16 of DC 24/8 (final).” 4 | | 

| 6. For: security reasons and because of peculiar technical require- 
ments of military, we believe it essential that Council secretariat shld _ 
include special provision for segregating military info which may be 
submitted Council from time to time and that certain military per- 
sonnel shld be provided to assist secretariat in handling military 
matters. Uncertain whether this matter need be raised in present dis- 
cussions, but may be desirable make statement for record now if you 
foresee any difficulty working out such arrangement later. Use own 
discretion. Has been suggested present DC secretary confer Council —s 
sec to develop recommendation on this problem. | ae 

OB | : ACHESON 

| -‘*Not printed. oo | | ae ! 

740.5/4-951 : Telegram | | 

The United States Deputy Representative on the North Atlantic — 
Oo Council (Spofford) to the Secretary of State? | 

‘SECRET | | Lonvon, April 9,1951—11 p.m. 
Depto 740. Dept pass Ottawa. Deputies 26th mtg April9. | 
1. Gen Gruenther, SHAPE Chief of Staff, in off-record discussion 

explained SHAPE command structure and headquarters organiza- 7 
tion.2 Emphasized international spirit and policy of keeping down | 
number of Americans. Fundamental problem is judgment of how near 
operational SHAPE shld be in order effectively to meet possible crisis 
yet keeping staff to minimum. Emphasized importance early action | 
on infrastructure, particularly airfields for tactical air support, which 

| now almost entirely lacking where most needed. Mentioned disquieting 
intelligence reports on increasing offensive effectiveness of satellite | 
armies and cited problem whether Korea-type satellite attack or Yugo- ! 
slavia wld send balloon up or not. Subsequent comments by Deputies ‘ 
indicated Gruenther forthright realism made pronounced impression _—_ 
and increased confidence in present and future of SHAPE. His and | 
Wright’s visit indicated clearly importance of frequent personal con- 
tact between mil and CD. 

*Repeated to Paris for the Embassy and OSR, to the other NATO capitals, = | 
to Frankfurt, to Heidelberg for Handy, and to Wiesbaden for Norstad. . 

*¥For further documentation on the NATO command structure, see pp. 460 ff. . |
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9. In discussion Canadian proposal on NATO reorganization (D-D 
(51) 86) (revised)* Portuguese Deputy read long statement Sala- 

zarian in tone expressing reluctant concurrence in principle of council 

of govts but proposing amendments to effect Deputies action on any 
- matter considered “vital” by any three Deputies be considered provi- 

sional pending ratification by council and that words “standing group” | 
: in 11(c) be replaced by “mil agencies of NATO.” He argued that 

Deputies not close enough to home situation to make binding decisions 
in matters of “vital importance.” Also felt Deputies allowed insuffi- — 
cient time for governmental consideration before acting. While be- | 
lieving contact between SG and CD shld not be direct since former | 
not broad enough to represent mil interests of all NAT members, | 
he suggested his amendments wld permit action on Canadian proposals : 
now while deferring decision on mil agencies and relationships. __ | 

Canadian pointed out that it was generally agreed to leave mil 
agencies alone pending further experience and that all actions of CD , 
are reported to council for approval at each of its sessions. French | 
held Portuguese proposal wld paralyze CD. Neth (a) felt it most 
important that matter of “vital importance” not be removed from 
Deputies competence or doubt cast on definiteness of decisions in such __ 
cases, (6) pointed out present draft made clear supremacy of council 
in providing CD is to formulate issues requiring decision by council, 
(c) believed interpretation of “guidance” as synonymous with “direc- 
tion”? made textual change unnecessary although agreed minute still _ 
desirable. UK held that whole purpose of CD was to take binding | 
decisions between council sessions. These arguments against Portu- . 

-- guese proposals generally endorsed by Italy, Denmark and US. Portu- . 
7 guese got no support. PO - — | 
oe France, UK and Netherlands, Belgium and Canada saw great diffi- 

culty in accepting US suggestion to describe Deputies as responsible _ 

to all ministers concerned with NATO matters in their respective govts 
(Todep 352 *). They considered that this is matter of national organi- 

zation inappropriate for international action and already implicit in 
text of Canadian proposal. ae 

--- Belgian Deputy observed that Canadian proposal as revised did not 7 
limitscopeofcouncil = © | 

_ French announced concurrence in US text para 4. | . 
CD agreed attempt finalize text April 16 is [for?] final considera- | 

tion by govts and definitiveadoptionbyCD. __ | | 
| 8, Discussion of Balkan satellites and NATO civilian budget de- | 

ferred to next mtg, April 11 when initial consideration will also be | 

 §Not printed; apparently a revision of the draft paper transmitted in telegram 
Depto 693, March 30, p. 107, as amended by suggestions in telegrams Depto 711, 

nee P. 114, and Todep 352, supra. | | | |
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given SHAPE budget. French again urged interim action to meet | 
current SHAPE operating costs pending solution more difficult cost- 

| sharing problems. _ | 
| | SPOFFORD 

. 740.5/4-1151: Telegram - 

The United States Deputy Representative on the North Ailantic 
Council (Spofford) to the Secretary of State+ — 

SECRET § PRIORITY _ Lonpon, April 11, 1951—11 a.m. — 

Depto 750. Ref Depto 723 and Todep 352.? Pls bring this msg to 
attention Knight and Admiral Wright. Have discussed with Starken- 
borgh how best to solve question of agreed minute and interpretation 
of para 16 of DC 24/3 (final).* He and we agree most satisfactory 
and simplest method wld be agreed minute given Todep 352 amplified 
(1) to take account of incorporation of Def Comite in Council, and 
(2) to cover. points made by Admiral Wright on meaning of terms 
“militarily unacceptable” and “report”. Starkenborgh now agrees to 
undesirability of specifying guidance shld be “binding” during pos- 
sible dispute: or of attempting to spell out what wld happen shld 
politically irresistible force meet militarily immovable situation. We 
have each agreed to recommend to our govts acceptance of fol lan- 
guage: “For purposes of para 11 of D-D (51) 86, term “guidance” is 
interpreted to be synonymous with term ‘direction’. Thus, gen guid- 
ance by CD described in para 11(a) has same meaning as gen direction, , 
and political guidance described in para 11(c) has same meaning as : 

| political direction. Term ‘guidance’ is preferred as being more usual 
and appropriate in describing relationship between two bodies of 

such standing as CD and SG. Latter will not be free to reject or to 
alter political guidance recd from CD. In event it finds such advice 
militarily unacceptable, it will follow procedure set forth in para 
16 DC 24/8 (final).” 4 | 

) With respect to that para, it is observed that (1) words “militarily 
unacceptable” are interpreted as meaning “militarily impracticable of - 

| accomplishment”; (2) new terms of ref of CD preclude possibility 
_ of conflicts with strategic conceptions previously approved by higher 

_ NATO agencies; (3) word “report” is interpreted literally and not 
as conferring any new auth upon mil agencies of NATO since we 

+ Repeated to Paris. | | 7 
* April 6, pp. 125 and 127. oO 
* Not printed. | 
“This recommended wording of the proposed minute was accepted by the De- 

partment of State in telegram Todep 361 to London, April 13 (740.5/4—-1151).
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hope to get agreement or text including agreed minute April 16 and 

since suggested language must be agreed by other ten dels if accepted : 

by US and Dutch, wld appreciate instrs soonest | : 

Telegraphing separately about port proposal. 
7 | SPoFFORD : 

| - 5Telegram Todep 868 to London, April 14, not printed, gave permission to | 

include as part of the agreed minute the wording of this paragraph beginning — | 

with “With respect to...” and ending with “mil agencies of NATO” (740.5/ | 

- 4~1151). | | | | 

740.5/4-1151: Telegram | 

The United States Deputy Representative on the North Atlantic : 

Council (Spofford) to the Secretary of State* | | 

SECRET. | - Lonpon, April 11, 1951—7 p. m. 

Depto 758. ECC for ISAC. Oo | | 

1. At the ECC mtg in Heidelberg on 3 April the comite considered 

: the paper circulated by OSR entitled, Approach to Administration of _ 

US Aid. ECC endorsed the gen] approach of this paper and accepted 

the conclusion. This action will appear in the minutes of the mtg. 

| Subsequently ECC members have concurred in text of paper and di- 

rected that it be forwarded to ISAC. | 

“The Approach To The Administration Of US Aid. | | 

“J, Jn administering aid programs, it is of course elementary that 
there is always a difficult line to be drawn between the point at which 

(a) inadequate US aid may discourage constructive Eur action and 

| the point at which (6) softness on our part may encourage the post- 

ponement of essential and difficult decisions which Eur Govts may | 
inevitably face. There is still a lag between the US sense of urgency 

and determination to get on with the job and corresponding Eur 

| attitudes. The Eur govis are aware of this, and also know of our 

concern over the econ stress and psychological and polit difficulties 

with which they are beset. Consequently, they are understandably 

tempted by the attractive possibility that, if they hesitate long enough, 

we may be moved by sympathy and impatience to step in and pick up 

_ the check. | | 
“9, To the extent that this were to be done, it wld result in inade- 

quate utilization of Eur resources and an excessive drain on those of 

| the US. This cld have serious polit repercussions at home. But some-- | 

thing else is also involved which runs even deeper, namely, the moral 
and psychological factors growing out of a polit process. Within the 
Eur countries, the initial burden of decision falls on a particular de- 

-fense minister or foreign min or finance min. In the present situation 

1 Repeated to Paris for Katz and Schuyler, to Frankfurt, and to Heidelberg for 
Handy. | .
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| he has the choice between (a) turning to the US for assistance or (b) 
impressing the needs of the situation upon his colleagues in the govt, _ 

| with the govt in turn impressing them upon its parliament. 
This latter course involves explanation, persuasion, and public dis- 

cussion which have far-reaching consequences over and above increased 
appropriations. Within the govt and the parliament it tends to pro- 
mote resolution thru the exercise of resolution. Among parliament 
and the people it means a process of education and psychological 
preparation for possible dangers and difficulties ahead. All this tends _ 

| to be lost to the extent that mins can avoid efforts of this kind by 
turning to the US for increased assistance. Oe 

“3. There is ground to hope that the situation described in para 1 
may be a transitional phase, which may be superseded in time by a 
situation in which all the countries associated together will proceed 
on the basis of a common appraisal of the facts and needs, and in full 
recognition by each that org for self defense is its own primary 
responsibility. If and when such a new situation is achieved, respon- 
sible initiative and voluntary performance by each NATO country 
cld be expected to be such as to constitute a solid basis for mutual 

| undertakings (including the provision of aid where needed) in a spirit 
| of partnership. We shld seek to establish conditions under which this 

fransition wld be accelerated, we shld avoid actions which might _ 
7 elay it. | 

_ “4, Meanwhile, the problem described in para 1 persists. It of course 
is relevant not only to the admin of econ aid, but also to milit aid, and 
more broadly to all aspects of our finan relations with Western Eur 
in the present phase. For example, it emerges clearly in current dis- | 
cussions of (a) intra-Eur milit transfers and (0) stimulating the use | 
of currently excess capacity in certain NATO countries for produc- 
tion of milit goods. Our approach to the problem involves a delicate | 
matter of balance, and concrete questions must obviously be settled 
by practical judgments of the specific facts. This is especially true 
in those cases where the risks of initial delays must be weighed against 
the benefits of a possibly larger and sounder effort based on a dis- 
tinct awareness of responsibility and self interest. We are inclined to | 
believe that, as a generalized approach to the question of administering 
US aid during the present phase in Eur, better results on the whole 

_ wld be achieved, in the US interest and in the common interest, by 
_ offering US aid more sparingly and expecting larger performance 

by the Eur countries themselves. We appreciate the risk that such an 
approach on the US side cld deteriorate into self-righteousness, but 
believe that this can be avoided. The approach must be managed with | 
the utmost understanding and tact, and with constant awareness that 
we are dealing with sensitive questions of degree. But, in the actual 
state of affairs, we feel that this shld be our approach.” _ | 

: — _ Sporrorp
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740.5/4-1251 : Telegram oo | 

The United States Deputy Representative on the North Atlantic : 

Council (Spofford) to the Secretary of State* 

CONFIDENTIAL | Lonpon, April 12, 1951—2 p. m. 

- Depto 762. 1. Ad hoc organizing comite [for FEB] convened 

April 10. Riddleberger and Knapp US reps. Skaug (Nor) elected | 

chairman, | oe 

9. After 2 days of gen discussion, ad hoc organizing comite for FEB | 

7 has sifted out main issues and made considerable progress in obtaining | 

gen acceptance US views. Three proposals for terms of ref FEB now | 

before comite submitted by US, UK, and Den. Den proposal similar | 

| to UK and US. Proposal fols, of course, gen line of US paper sub- : 

mitted to CD. UK proposal wld tie FEB more tightly to CD than we | 

consider desirable, and exclude direct ref issues from FEB to govts. : 

3. Discussion of issues and possible compromises set, forth below: : 

qa. Generally agreed that FEB shld be established immediately re- | 

. sponsible to and reporting to [CD?]. Membership wld be at “senior 
| official level” from each signatory country. Brit have taken adamant 

| position against any specific ref to OEEC “official level’? council and 
have made it clear that their FEB rep wld be Roll. Phrase “senior 
official level” does not of course, exclude heads of OEEC delegations © | 

a and we will seek to obtain language in report indicating with as few 

qualifications as possible gen objective of achievement this level. Be- 
lieve that many smaller countries will probably appoint heads of dels 
under this formula. Dutch are strongly in favor of level corresponding 
to OFEC “official council” level. | | 

b. Most difficult issue to date has been relationship of FEB to CD 
and question of FEB direct contact with govts. Brit position wld mean 

in effect that all recommendations and reports of FEB wld have to be 

channelled through CD before ref to govts and no high degree of 
initiative wld rest with FEB. Our attitude has been that FEB shld | 

prepare reports and recommendations re mobilization of finand econ 
resources in member countries in support of def effort with right to 
submit results to govts unless instructed otherwise by CD. Possible 

| compromise now emerging will assume fol form: CD cld assign tasks © 
to FEB stipulating whether recommendations shld return to it or be | 
submitted direct to govts. Additional safeguard to meet objections to 
high degree of FEB autonomy wld be provision that in case of dis- 
agreement in FEB on submission direct to govts, the question wld 
automatically be referred first to CD. Not entirely certain yet that UK 
will accept this proposed compromise but some indication that it may. | 
Apart from US and Nor, no del was prepared to give full support US 
original proposal that FEB recommendations wld be transmitted 

_ directly to govts unless CD or FEB considered subj of sufficient im- 
portance to warrant discussion by CD. Fr rep has followed UK line | 

| very closely. 

* Repeated to Paris for OSR, to Frankfurt, and to Heidelberg for Handy. |
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e. Gen agreement reached on location in Paris but with proviso 
that board can also meet in London or elsewhere if appropriate. 

d. Gen agreement reached that board shall assume functions and __ 
responsibilities of PWS/DFEC, advisory group on raw materials 
problems, and WG of 12, the functions and responsibilities being trans- 

_ ferred in such manner and in such time as the board shall determine. 
When transferred, the existing groups will be dissolved and board 
will be free to set up such subordinate bodies as may be required. 

e. On question relationship FEB to other organizations under CD 
particularly DPB, consensus is that close liaison is indispensable and 
FEB wld provide other bodies under CD with guidance on fin and 
econ arrangements to meet requirements of def prog. Dutch rep, how- __ 
ever, wants DPB directly subordinate to FEB with consequent re- 
casting DPB terms of ref to make this relationship plain. No support 
from other dels on this proposal but he may raise it in CD arguing 
that whole point of establishing FEB at proposed level shld be to 
coordinate and direct all econ activities through FEB. 

j. Now appears likely that comite report on relationship of FEB | 
to OEEC will be formulated in generalized terms. | 

g- UK rep raised vigorously, with support from some other mem- : 
bers (notable Nor) question revising para 4 of additional terms of 
ref for WG of 12 (NATO document D-D 199 annex 1 page 117). 
Recall that this para while instructing WG to report on equitable 
distribution of def burden, does not permit it to propose amt or nature 
of compensatory action in specific cases. UK argues that under US 
concept of FEB status and functions, this restriction shld be removed, | 
and that otherwise seems no justification for setting up new body at 

_ level proposed by US. Canad and US reps with concurrence Fr rep, 
pointed out that this was very controversial matter, that CD had 
attached great importance to restriction referred to when considering 
WG of 12 terms of ref, and that while WG of 12 had wide latitude 
to offer econ and fin advice to CD, actual recommendations to govts 
on specific amts of burden-sharing transfers involved political and 
mil judgements for which only CD competent. We have urged that this | 
matter be treated separately from problem of gen organization and 
hope to compromise on inclusion in comite report of recommendation 
that CF [CD?] give renewed consideration to WG of 12 terms of 
ref in light establishment of FEB. | 

| 4. Drafting comite scheduled meet this afternoon in attempt reduce 
_ various proposals to common draft. | 

SPOFFORD 

* Not printed. :
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740.5/4-1351 : Telegram . 

The United States Deputy Representative on the North Atlantic | 

a Council (Spofford) to the Office of the United States High Com- 

missioner for Germany, at Frankfurt * 

TOP SECRET | Lonvon, April 13, 1951—noon. 

—[1099.] Ref: Deptel 6625 to Frankfort,? repeated London 4471, 

Paris 5182, April 2. _ | : 

1. Regret reference telegram did not arrive Heidelberg in time for 

consideration at meeting. In view time factor following joint USDep, | 

JAMAG, SUSRep message is being repeated Washington to give | 

| London staff views. Request OSR and military representative comment : 

direct to Washington. a | 

| 2, Questions asked paragraph 5 reference telegram and comments _ | 

paragraph two touch on two points that have increasingly disturbed | 

us. One concerns US evaluation of “adequacy” of NATO defense pro- 

grams. Second concerns best means of approaching N AT countries 

for further increases in defense efforts, or shifts within currently 

planned programs, on which US views should be quite clearly formu- | 

lated before we can appraise usefulness of specific conditions of aid. 

3. Re “adequacy” of programs, US has tended use this term in 

| two different senses. One involves US appraisal of what resources each 

country is capable of devoting to defense, given appropriate economic 

aid. An effort considered adequate in financial and economic terms 

_ may or may not be adequate in physical terms of raising, maintaining, 

and equipping forces and constructing necessary physical installations 

a to meet requirements of NAT defense. Oo Oo 

4, The second sense in which “adequacy” is used involves judgments 

as to effectiveness of qualitative and quantitative build-up of forces 

to meet requirements of MTDP. Here we lack authoritative statement | 

of equipment requirements. Time-phasing is another important ele- 7 

ment. Can we say that a Dutch program designed to build up its 

| forces to meet its DC-28 commitments by mid-1955 is adequate in the © 

same sense as a Nor program to meet its commitments by the end of | 

1952? 7 : | OO , - 

| 5. ECC discussed in general terms at Heidelberg meeting the prob- 
lem of evaluating adequacy of country programs in both senses and | 

staffs are now attempting work out necessary procedures to effect a | 

| coordinated evaluation of political-military-economic-production as- 

pects of country efforts. We thereby hope to be able to present com- 

prehensive and coordinated regional recommendations as to adequacy 

of country efforts on a continuing basis. We probably will be unable 

1 Sent also to Paris, eyes only for Katz and MacArthur; repeated to Washing- | 
ton, eyes only for ISAC and Bonesteel, and to Heidelberg, eyes only for Handy. 
The source text is the repetition to the Department of State, Depto 770. _ |
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| to contribute much in this direction before the Foreign Aid Bill is 

presented to Congress, but would hope to have some useful evaluations 

as a basis (a) for congressional testimony in event one of us appears 

before Congress, and (0) for guiding further negotiations re defense 

efforts with other NAT governments. 

6. Believe that, in future negots with NAT governments, US should 

be prepared with most specific recommendations practicable as to ways 

they can increase and improve forces and production. By this time 

most NAT governments have prepared defense programs which, on 

their own assumptions as to US end-item aid, they think will enable 

them to meet their DC-28 commitments by at least end of 1954. Ap- 

| proaches for greater increases should therefore be made in light of | 

US positions as to the desirability of a general acceleration of plans | 

to meet DC-28 commitments and on recommendations (preferably — 

from NATO) for filling the gap between DC-28 commitments and 

MTDP requirements. We understand these questions are under study _ 

-in ISAC and standing group, respectively. Apart from these two | 

possible general bases for urging increased efforts, US can and should 

attempt to define specific production tasks (in cooperation with DPB) _ | 

and to press bilaterally, as well as through the standing group and 

SHAPE for improvements in the quality of forces. 

7. These problems relating to judgments of adequacy of efforts and 

the bases for urging further defense increases affect the questions men- | 

| tioned paragraph 5 reference telegram. 

(a) Agree that US aid for NATO countries shoald include con- 
ditions requiring “reciprocal meeting of some sort of targets” before 
increments of aid are disbursed provided that targets are stated in 
general qualitative rather than rigid quantitative terms. Specific ap- | 
plication of such conditions, adapted to fit special circumstances in 
each country, could be worked out as programs develop and aid is 
disbursed. Recognize that these comments not very helpful in meeting 
your present problem, which, presumably, is to formulate “conditions” 
that may satisfy congressional requirements. However, do not believe | 
it possible, certainly at this stage, to reduce to concrete and quantita- 
tive terms the level and character of European defense effort which 
we should seek to obtain during coming fiscal year. Furthermore, | 
believe attempt to formulate specific conditions in terms of perform- 
ance that would apply across the board to all countries, and to write 
such condition in law, would dangerously tie our hands in administra- 
tion, particularly from military point of view. Conditions that could | 
be realistically applied to all countries uniformly would tend to be | 

minimum conditions, reduced to lowest common denominator, and 
thus tend to encourage minimum, rather than maximum, effort. _ 

(6) If it is considered essential for congressional reasons to propose 
legislative “conditions”, suggest consideration following possibilities: 

(1) That recipients of US aid undertake sacrifices in support 
of their defense efforts which bear a reasonable relation, in the
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light of their capacities and resources, to those being borne by US; 
(2) That recipient countries adopt measures having com- 

parable effect to those established in US for directing scarce re- : 
) sources into military uses; | | | 

(8) That JCS endorse reasonableness of country plans for : 
national military service, mobilization and training; : | 

(4) That US administrative authorities be satisfied that re- 
— cipient country have taken all reasonable steps to carry out NATO | 

commitments and recommendations NATO bodies (but note veto | 
| powers of all members such bodies). Even such conditions as these, : 

which allow room for administrative discretion, could clearly | 
embarrass administration of aid programs and even jeopardize | 
attainment of US objectives. - ne - | 

| (c) Would be greatly preferable (if it would satisfy congressional : 
requirements) to avoid “conditions” as such and substitute notion of 
qualitative criteria to be taken into account in allocating or adminis- | 

: tering aid. Such criteria might be drawn along lines suggested (6) 
above, reflecting US judgments, or incorporate NATO evaluations _ 
(by SG, WG of 12, and CD on matters within their respective com- 
petences), or both. | oo a | 

_ (d) While believe it would be desirable to develop NATO judg- 
ments as to adequacy member country efforts wherever this is feasible, 
and that joint NATO evaluations of country programs would offer 
opportunity for healthy mutual examination of programs, believe 

| such judgments and evaluations should be thought of as providing 
guidance to US administrative authorities responsible for aid allo- 
cations rather than as anything given binding effect of US by legis- 

| lation. Especially in view of veto power over own actions of all mem- 
| bers in NATO bodies, doubt whether incorporation of provision along 

_ these lines in legislation would offer much reassurance to Congress, 
whether or not legislation contained additional provision regarding oe 
US certification that total efforts were “adequate”. 

oo | SS POFFORD 

740.5/4-1451 : Telegram . 

| The United States Deputy Representative on the North Atlantic 
Council (Spofford) to the Secretary of State? a 

SECRET Lonpon, April 14, 1951—11 a. m. 

Depto 779. This is joint USDep, OSR, SUSRep, JAMAG msg, _ 
supplementing ECC message in Embtel 5242, April 4.2 Subj is use | 
interim Finance device to activate unutilized European mil produc- 
tion facilities, = | | | 

| 1. We believe such device should be very sparingly used where effect 
might be to ease pressure for higher Eur military budgets. In 
particular basic selution to problem activating production for 
country’s own use must be increase in country’s own defense. 

1 Pouched to Paris for OSR, Schuyler, and MacArthur and repeated to Frank- 
furt and to Heidelberg for Handy. a | 

? Ante, p. 118.
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appropriations. However, in field production for intra-Eur transfer, 

there may be more excusable reasons why production is held | 

‘up, even where it is reasonably clear that items concerned will find 

eventual recipient among NATO countries. Potential producing coun- 

try, under stress financing requirements its own forces, may be re- 
luctant divert limited public funds to initiation production for others. 
Potential recipient countries, on other hand, may be delaying placing 

orders because of hope receiving item free under US end-item program 

and/or uncertainty as to Eur supply. Former hope shld be dispelled to | 

considerable extent by firm adoption US policies recommended by | 

ECC in Embtels 4708 and 4709 of Mar 1 and concurred in by Todep 
_ 803 of March 14,‘ and latter uncertainty shld be progessively dimin- 

ished by development NATO production planning and allocation. 
| However, determination by prospective purchasers of specific sources | 

supply is likely lag chronically behind availability of Eur productive 

capacity whose output is reasonably clearly needed to meet aggregate 
NATO requirements. Our proposal for interim financing is intended 

primarily to deal with this situation. We recommend, however, that 

procurement for transfer be undertaken under this scheme only when | 

we are satisfied that producing country is taking all reasonable meas- | 

ures utilize its productive capacity to meet its own needs for item 

_ concerned, and is not neglecting its own requirements for sake of de- 

veloping export earnings. | 
. 2, Recommendation in Embtel 5242 represents adaptation technique 

we recommended for French ammo production, principal drawback 

of which is that if ammo eventually proves unsaleable (or saleable only 
at a loss) US will be unable present full amount of francs required | 
under repurchase agreement and hence will lose corresponding dol- 

lars. Believe should be multilateral underwriting this risk, even | 

| though this will necessitate acceptance multilateral voice (thru DPB) 

in administration of fund. © | 
3. We therefore propose adapting French ammo procedure to more 

general purposes as fols: | | a 

(A) Earmark portion US aid funds (say $500 million) as revolv- 
ing fund to support contracts placed in Eur by US procurement 
agencies as agreed in DPB, and make clear to Eur countries that funds 

| employed for this purpose wld come out of appropriated funds which 
might otherwise be made available to them as aid. Any actual pay- 
ments required for such procurement would be made with local cur- 

| rency acquired against dollars under a repurchase agreement (as in 
: French ammo case). Dollar funds committed on one order wld be 

freed for commitment on next as soon as contract was transferred, or 

* Ante, pp. 72 and 73. | | 
- *Not printed (740.5/3-351). a
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as goods delivered under contract were resold toeventual Eur recipient =| 
and local currency proceeds were converted back into dollars. (For | 
impact of possible losses, see (B) below.) a ee 
Comment: Note that except for US share in eventual] losses, dollars | 

advanced under scheme wld be recovered, and hence wld not be current | 
expenditure from US resources as in case rest of aid program. How- | 
ever, Since purpose is to activate Kur end-item production which wld | 
not otherwise come into existence, shld be possible justify diversion 
US aid funds to this program since cld be corresponding reduction : 
in flow end-items programmed from US sources. Also note that so : 
long as dollar funds available to back up US orders, actual outlays | 
may be held to very moderate amount. This depends upon: | 

| (a) Extent to which contractors require progress payments, | 
or alternatively can finance work from own resources or from | 
bank loans issued on strength of orders placed, and | : 

(6) Extent to which contracts can be sold out to eventual | 
recipients of equipment prior to its delivery. In any case, such 
dollar advances as may need to be made under procedure we 
propose wld be largely if not wholly immobilized in hands Eur | 

| control banks during period they were outstanding. Indeed, they 
-wid not amount to much more than bookkeeping transactions. | 

(B) Seek guarantee by Eur countries (including Canada), in pro- 
portions to be agreed among them with such prodding from US as | | 
may be needed, to reimburse US for half of any losses in francs (or 

: other local currency concerned) suffered by US from mutually-agreed __ 
interim financing operations. However, if it shld be found that this 
form guarantee wld require unduly large set-asides Eur funds other- 
wise available for current defense expenditures, or makes Eur coun- 
tries inordinately cautious about approving proposed procurement 
operations, we wld recommend limiting losses to be borne by Eur 
countries to half of total losses incurred up to an agreed limit. Under 

| this arrangement US wld take other half of losses up to agreed limit, 
plus an “open-end” risk in any losses in excess of that amount; latter - 
risk cld be held in check by US thru its voice in DPB on amount and 
character of procurement underscheme. _ | 

Comment: Note Eur guarantee liability wld be in Eur currency 
obtainable through EPU: dollar advanced by US wld always be 
recovered thru exercise repurchase agreement except for agreed US | 
share in losses. If Kur agree to bearing half all losses, procurement 
by US of $500 million wld involve theoretical Eur risk of $250 million, 
but obviously in practice losses wld only be fraction that amount. 
W1d hope Eur share in guarantee cld be implemented by initial appro- 
priation of only fraction theoretical risk assumed, with Eur govts 
assuring their Parliaments that they wld limit volume and nature 
procurement under scheme with view to keeping actual losses within 
this limit while reserving right come back for further appropriations | 
in case losses reached unforeseen size. However, if Eur govts shld 
feel obliged get appropriations covering full theoretical risk, we fear 
this might seriously reduce amount of Eur appropriations available 

__ to finance current defense expenditures, Another danger is that even |
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if Eur guarantees can be implemented with only partial appropria- | 
Hons, Eur govts may prove inordinately cautious in approving pro- | 
posed procurement operations because of fear incurring losses in 
excess this amount. Hence, we recommend that in either these eventu- 
alities (note that second cannot be determined until after scheme is 
launched) US shld be prepared accept limit on Eur guarantee liability 
and assume “open-end” risk itself. Thru its DPB rep, US cld itself 
limit total procurement to amount and character which it considered | 
wid reduce “open-end” risk to negligible proportions. To extent losses 
were suffered using up Eur guarantee commitments, US might find it 
prudent to reduce outstanding volume of procurement or seek addi- 
tional Eur commitments, __ | | : | 

(C) In order protect each country’s financial commitment, limit US 
procurement under scheme to projects recommended by DPB on basis 
military advice as to veto-wide deficiencies in acceptable types; and | 

| its own determination appropriate efficient Eur sources supply. | 
Comment: Note unanimous vote in DPB wld give each country, 

including US, veto power over any proposed operation. a 
(D) Require each NAT country (including US, though wld expect 

this to have no practical significance) to agree in advance to purchase 
any equipment procured under scheme not disposed of thru normal 

| channels, but declared by appropriate NATO mil authority suited to 
that country’s mil requirements, and in which country has known 
deficiency. | 7 | oo | 
Comment: Basic purpose such provision wld be: to escape losses a 

| arising from recognized tendency some Eur countries to ignore other 
suitable Eur sources supply in favor home production in spite resulting 
over-all loss efficiency. Essential idea is for all participating countries, 

| each of which is sharing in risk of loss, to delegate proposed alloca- 
tion authority to impartial arbiter. Obviously twelve-nation body in > 
which each country wld have veto not suitable for this purpose, and: 

although SG might seem logical candidate, nine smaller countries’ | 
might have obvious reluctance accept this solution. Obligation to ac- 
cept allocation designated authority cld, of course, be worded in more > 
or less firm terms. Wld envisage allocations being made according to 
greatest relative need, which might involve distribution among sev- 
eral countries. Wid also envisage no allocation in equipment not. well — 
suited to any country’s requirements, leaving US to salvage whatever 
possible thru auction or otherwise with remaining loss to be distributed 
pursuant to guarantee arrangement. Recognize that even in absence 
multilateral agreement along these lines US might deliver unsaleable 
equipment to recalcitrant country as part its end-item program, re- 
ducing other end-item aid to country concerned correspondingly and 
using dollars “saved” to reimburse procurement fund. However, this 
procedure probably practicable only when unsaleable items reasonably 
substitutable for items in country end-item program. As even more 

_ severe sanction, US might reserve right reimburse fund by corre- 
sponding reduction in economic aid to country concerned, although 

| presumably US wld resort to this measure only in extreme circum- 
stances. Believe much better seek agreement along lines we propose, 
which offers excellent opportunity for practical multilateral coopera- 
tion in NATO in mutual interest participating countries.
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5.5 Believe scheme outlined above wld have fol advantages over 

alternative procedures: | a 

| (A) By comparison US off-shore procurement under end-item pro- 

gram, wld avoid rewarding producing country with dollars and mak- — 

ing eventual recipient country free gift, with resulting disincentive 

offects we have all recognized. Our proposal wld conform to eneral 

system financing intra-Eur transfers through normal (EPU) pay- 

ments channels. | . | | oo | 

| ~ (B) By comparison system under which govt of producing country | 

wld initially finance procurement under multilateral guarantee against 

eventual loss, our proposal wld avoid absorbing appropriate funds in 

- producing country. While existence guarantee make it somewhat easier 

get appropriated funds, believe net effect guarantee system here re- 

ferred to bound be reduction funds available in producing country 

for its current defense expenditures. At same time, our proposal wld 

. leave on producing country “economic impact” of financing procure- 

| ment. Dollars involved, being subject to repurchase agreement poten- 

tially exercisable at any time, wld be effectively immobilized, while | 

any necessary payments on contracts wld in fact be made. in local 

currency provided by producing country’s central bank. In fact what 

our proposal really boils down to is getting producing country to 

assume real burden of financing procurement by exploiting willing- 

| ness its central bank provide local currency against dollars. Our pro- _ 

posal also wld avoid cumbersome procurement procedures of many Eur 

-govts, although in appropriate cases US cld employ local govts as its 

| procurement agents. In any case, multilateral agreement instituting 

this scheme shld include provision granting contractors filling orders 

| under scheme same priorities, privileges, etc. as enjoyed by contractors 

| under local govt procurement. | | 

(C) By comparison system under which each country wld contrib- . 

| ute to general procurement fund in proportion to risk it assumed, 

our proposal wld avoid absorbing appropriated funds in all Eur coun- 

tries, To finance initial $500 million procurement, these countries wld 

have to raise $250 million under this proposal—assuming 50-50 risk- 

sharing—as compared say with fraction that amount under ours. 

Again, although largely self-liquidating character of operation might 

| make it somewhat easier get appropriated funds, believe net effect 

this system wld be substantial reduction funds available for current | 

defense expenditures in countries concerned. , oa 

6. Question arises whether recipients shld be charged only at cost 

or (a) shld pay flat charge to cover administration costs or (b) in a 

cases where current market price of equipment substantially exceeds 

cost, shld be charged something above cost in order build up reserve 

to offset losses on unusable items. We believe that prices will continue : 

to rise in immediate future, making profits possible (subject to effect 

of escalator clauses), and would tend to favor charging prices suf- | 

ficient to cover administrative costs and establish some reserve for losses 

especially as such procedure wld give recipients incentive for pur- 

chasing contracts promptly before prices rise. However, believe these 

® Source text contains no paragraph for no. 4. - gy
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matters shld be left to determination by DPB in light experience 
administering fund. Question also arises whether charge to recipients 
shld include cost raw materials embodied in items concerned and pro- 
vided by US under aid program. We believe answer depends on what 
policy US fols in this respect on intra-Eur mil transfers generally, __ 
since prices for items procured under these arrangements shld clearly 
be no higher than those charged if items are bought directly by re- 
cipient govts from producers. Incidentally, however, believe wid be | 
desirable review our present general policy in this field, and we are 
giving matter further study. | 

7. Numerous other questions of detail have occurred to us, but be- 
lieve these shld be worked out in course implementation this project _ 
after basic decision reached to proceed along general lines proposed. 

_ SPorrorp | 

740.5/4-1451 : Telegram | | 

The United States Deputy Representative on the North Atlantic 

Council (Spofford) to the Secretary of State 

- CONFIDENTIAL Lonpon, April 14, 1951—6 p. m. 

Depto 780. 1. Organizing comite for FEB reached agreement today 
on report to CD and proposed terms of ref for FEB. Difficulties aris-_ 
ing from Dutch reservation that DPB shld be subordinated to FEB 
overcome when Dutch this morning withdrew formal reservation and 
substituted statement in minutes that Netherlands Govt has not had 
time study carefully and may raise question later. Last moment Italian 

- reservation that FEB while giving gen guidance DPB cld provide 
guidance only on request DPB for transactions of specific nature 
(meaning bilateral agreements) was also avoided by including state- 
ment Italian position in minutes. Italian del indicated wld not press 
viewpoint in CD. So a | 

2. While report and resolutions does not meet US proposal in every 
particular believe they lay base for effective operation FEB and early 
establishment. Expected that resolution will be considered Apr 23. 
with adoption indicated.2 On level membership, UK, France, and 
Denmark unwilling to stipulate “official level OEEC council” and so 
compromised on “senior official level” but with indication in report | 

| that FEB members shld have sufficient authority and competence make 

board effective. Several dels indicated informally intention appoint 

| * Repeated to Paris for OSR, to Frankfurt, and to Heidelberg for Handy. 
* According to telegram Depto 802 from London, April 19, not printed, dis- 

cussion of the FEB resolution was postponed to the CD meeting of April 25 
in view. of the anticipated consideration of the subject by the Netherlands 
Cabinet on April 23. As a part of that decision, finalization of the revised Cana- 
dian proposal was deferred to April 30 in hope of including therein an agreed 
paragraph on the FEB. (740.5/4—1951) .
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heads OEEC dels but UK clearly expects appoint Roll. French ap- 

| parently undecided. On direct contact FEB with govts, see para 5 

| of resolution which we believe to be workable compromise. Had con- 

siderable difficulty on this issue with UK supported by France and 

in spite of support from several dels cld not get agreement on original 

US proposal. | : 

3. Msg will fol on issue raised in para 8 of report after consultation 

with Katz Apr 17. | 

4, Text report (verbatim teat begins) : 

| “1, Comite considers desirable there be set up central body to handle 

econ and fin problems arising out of work of NATO and this shld 

_-be fin and econ board, normally mtg in Paris. It shld be composed 
of one member from each signatory country. In view ad hoe comite 
desirable govts shld appoint to board officials of sufficient authority | 
and knowledge of econ and fin problems to ensure effective discharge 
of functions assigned to board. Draft resolution containing proposed 

: terms of ref for such board is annexed to this report. | 

“9, Board shld be responsible to CD and shld as rule submit reports 

| and recommendations to them. It appears, however, necessary pro- _ 

vide procedure for speedy transmission to govts of recommendations 

not involving issues of gen policy. Terms of ref embodied in draft | 

| resolution allow for this. 
: “3° Board shld have general responsibility for dealing with finan- 

cial and economic problems arising in connection with NATO defense 
programs. It shld take over functions at present exercised by PWS/ 
DFEC, economic and finance WG and advisory group on raw ma- 
terial problems. Majority of dels felt it wld be appropriate in new 

- circumstances to remove limitations contained in para 4 of additional 

terms of ref for economic and finance WG (D-D/199 annex I)* to 7 

enable board make such recommendations as it may find possible 

taking into acct all economic and finance considerations. This matter 

submitted to CD for decision. | | | 

| “4, Board shld maintain close liaison with other NATO bodies 
under CD and in particular with DPB. Best method maintaining 

| liaison will have to be worked out in practice between bodies con- 
cerned. Comite discussed number of suggestions relating particu- 

| larly to contact between DPB and board. While not possible at this 
stage make exhaustive proposals comite is of opinion that in order to 
ensure effective liaison between these two bodies fol arrangements | 

-_- represent minimum: | 

“gq. Direct contact between two bodies. Wild include close con- 
| tact both at membership and staff level; efficient and comprehen- 

sive arrangements for exchange of documents; provisions for 
attendance, in appropriate cases by officers or members of two 

, bodies at each others mtgs. | 
“}, Supervision of liaison arrangements between two bodies 

thru central staff of chairman of CD. Comite is of opinion it is 
desirable have one member of staff of chairman of CD specifically 
charged with responsibility. 

* Working Group of Twelve. See footnote 3, p. 12. 
“Not printed. | | | 

536-688 PT 1--81---12 | : | |
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“5. In opinion of ad hoc comite, it is necessary that board shld keep 
itself closely informed of and as appropriate maintain contact with 
work of other international organizations dealing with finance and © 
economic problem. This particularly important as far as relations with 
OQEEC are concerned. In broader and more gen economic field which 
is fundamentally important but not directly related to defense efforts 
of NAT member countries, NATO shld rely as far as possible on 
activities of OEEC. Maximum degree of coordination of work of | 
board and of OEEC is highly desirable, including flexibility in assign- 

_ ment tasks as between two organizations. It is for these reasons that: 

“a. It is proposed board shld be located in Paris; | | 
“6, Ad hoc comite must view that in making their appoint- 

ments to board, member countries shld bear in mind need to ensure 
| closest possible contact with OEEC at all official leveis; and 

“ce. Board when established will need in its working arrange- 
ments (including its staff arrangements) to pay due regard to 
need to avoid duplication. | 

“6. Proposals for setting up a finance and economic board now put 
forward including abolition PWS/DFEC and overlap existing terms 
of ref and auth DF EC itself. Necessary changes to enable present 
proposals to be carried thru wld in any case be made if reorganization 
NAT now in contemplation takes place. Comite hopes, however, that 
any delay in reorganization will not be allowed stand in way of early 
implementation present proposals.” 

5. Text of draft resolution (verbatim text begins): — 

“CD in furtherance objectives NAT and in particular of Art. 2, 
thereof, resolve that : | 7 . 

“I, There shall be established forthwith, responsible and reporting 
to CD, Finance and Economic Board. It shall be composed of rep at 
senior official level from each signatory country. | 

“2. Board shall elect its own chairman and make own rules of pro- 
cedure. It may establish such subcomites and working parties as it 
considers necessary for effective discharge of its work. It shall nor- 
mally meet in Paris, but may also meet in London or elsewhere when- __ 
ever deemed appropriate. It shall be responsible for formulating 
proposal to chairman of CD for staff arrangements both at its normal 
place of mtg and in London. It shall conduct all operations in con- 
formity with NATO security requirements. 

“3. Board shall be responsible for considering and making recom- 
mendations upon finance and economic problems arising in connection 
with NATO defense programs and upon best use financial and eco- 
nomic resources in member countries in support common defense effort. 

- It shall provide other NATO bodies under CD with guidance on all 
relevant economic and financial questions arising out of their work. | 
It shall succeed to functions and responsibilities of PWS/DFEC, ad- 
visory group on raw material problem and economic and finance WG, 
these functions and responsibilities being transferred in such manner 
and at such time as the board shall itself determine. At that time said 
PWS, said advisory group and said WG shall be dissolved. | 

“4, In pursuance of its responsibilities board : 

| “a. Shall carry out such tasks as CD may assign it.
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“Ob. May on its own initiative, undertake work in. pursuance 
para 8 above; provided, however, this shall not include advance | 
planning in economic and finance field for possible wartime pur- | 
poses unless CD shld so direct. ) | | | 
_ “¢, Shall maintain close working relations with all other bodies 

| under CD, in particular DPB, and provide them as necessary with 
guidance on all relevant economic and financial factors, obtain , 
from them info on those aspects of defense programs which are _ | 
relevant to consideration of economic and financial questions, and | 

- provide them as appropriate with guidance on financial and eco- | 
nomic arrangements to meet requirements of defense programs. 
Board shall report as necessary to CD on economic and financial — 
implications of work carried out by other NATO bodies under 
CD. - ss 

| “d. Shall report to CD on financial and economic aspects of | 
progress of defense programsinmembercountries. = | 

 “e, Shall maintain close contact with work of other inter- 
national organizations dealing with financial and economic | 
problems and in particular with OEEC, having in view heed to © 
avoid duplication of effort. It shall advise CD and bodies under 
CD on financial and economic aspects measures initiated by such 
other organizations which are relevant to defense effort of NATO 

| countries. — | | | 
“f. Shall keep CD regularly informed of progress of its work. 

“5. Reports and recommendations of board shall, except as provided | 
for below, be submitted to CD for consideration and appropriate — 
action. In order make possible speedy transmission to govts of reports 
and recommendations which do not raise issues of gen policy: - 

| “gq, CD may, in assigning particular tasks to board, specify 
matters on which reports or recommendations, when approved by 

a board, may be submitted to govts; Og | 
“b. Where board undertakes work on its own initiative, it may | 

decide to submit reports and recommendations resulting from such 
- work to govts, unless CD shld desire to review such reports and 
_ recommendations.” (Z'nd verbatim text.) | 

| | | SPOFFORD 

740.5/4-1451: Telegram 7 | | 

The Secretary of State to the United States Deputy Representative on | 
the North Atlantic Council (Spofford), at London? 

CONFIDENTIAL NIACT = Wasuineron, April 16, 1951—7 p. m. | 
_ Todep 366. This is a State Defense Message. Re Depto 782 of 

Apr. 14? Depto 693 Mar 30.3 Re status of deputies, propose first two | 
sentences of para 10 of draft paper on reorg (as quoted Depto 693) 

| read as follows: “To enable Council effectively to carry out its respon- , 

1 Drafted by Nunley (RA) and cleared by him with Ernst (Defense) and | 
Pittman (S/ISA). — 

* Not printed. | : 7 | : | 
* Ante, p. 107. a a
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sibilities and to exercise them continuously, each govt. shall be repre- 
sented by a council deputy. Each deputy will represent all ministers 
concerned with NATO matters in his government, and will be respon- 
sible to such minister or ministers as his govt. shall determine.” Re- 
mainder of para 10, beginning with sentence “The CD constitute 
permanent werking organ of NAC” wid remain as quoted Depto 693. | 
We believe first sentence establishes status of deputies as govt. repre- 

sentatives. Second sentence serves to clarify this point by explicit state- | 
ment that deputies representation includes all ministers, and also 
emphasizes that deputy is not free agent but is responsible to appro- 
priate officials of his govt. Believe this emphasis important. At same 
time, second sentence permits each govt. to establish whatever line of __ 
direction over its deputy it may choose. | 

| | ACHESON | 

740.5/4-1751 : Telegram . : 

The United States Deputy Representative on the North Atlantic 
Council (Spofford) to the Secretary of State» 

CONFIDENTIAL NIACT _ Lonpon, April 17, 1951—2 p. m. 

Depto 791. Todep 366? not recd until after mtg reported in Depto 
790.3 However, on basis previous instrs, we insisted and secured agree- 
ment upon inclusion of sentence which we believe same in sense and 
effect as that given in Todep 366. Sentence agreed yesterday read | 
“Deputy shall represent his Government as a whole, particularly those 
Mins concerned with NATO matters”. Those words make clear each 
deputy represents all Mins in his Govt concerned with NAT matters 
and his responsibility to them seems obvious corollary. Agreed sen- 

| tence spells out first half of sentence in Todep 366 (which is properly __ 
matter of international concern) and leaves to national determination 
(as wid last half of suggested sentence) how each govt establishes its 
lines of direction. 

Strongly hope agreed sentence will be acceptable since final draft 
incorporating it has been referred to all govts and it wld be highly 
embarrassing for us to reopen it. Revised agreed minute authorized by 
Todep 861 and 363 * adopted with general satisfaction. 

SPOFFORD 

Repeated to Paris. . 
2 Supra. 
* Telegram dated April 17, not printed. It reported on the discussion of various 

matters in the April 16 meeting of the Council Deputies, including (a) Portugal’s 
withdrawal of its reservations on the Canadian proposal, (b) the Deputies’ 
acceptance of the U.S.-Netherlands agreed minute on interpretation of political 
“guidance,” and (c) the Deputies’ agreement to transmit the approved text of 
the Canadian proposal to NATO governments with the hope of final action on 
April 25, if possible incorporating a paragraph on the FEB which would be 
discussed by the Deputies on April 23 (740.5/4—1750). 

‘Neither printed.
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740.5/4-1751: Telegram | : 

The Secretary of State to the United States Deputy Representative on : 
the North Atlantic Council (Spofford), at London* : 

| CONFIDENTIAL = NIACT Wasurneron, April 17, 1951—7 p. m. | 

Todep 369. This is State-Defense message. Re Depto 791? regret | 

any possible embarrassment but unable accept wording proposed reftel. : 

We prefer you strenuously attempt seek agreement wording given 

Todep 366 “Each Deputy shall represent all Ministers concerned with | 

NATO matters in his Government and shall be responsible to such — | 

Minister or Ministers as his Government may determine”. As a less , 

desirable alternative we wld be prepared to accept text given para4 

Todep 3523 : a - | | 
‘If truly impossible reach agreement either two alternatives above | 

we wld accept your wording suggested Depto 791 less “as a whole.” | 
| This formulation would however require agreed minute as follows: . 

“Council Deputies in the exercise of their functions enumerated in : 

| para III 10 shall represent their Governments as they may be in- | 
structed and in accordance with normal national constitutional — | 

| practices.”* 8 | 7 | 

Reasons for our position are as follows: First, in view of current — | 

Executive Branch-Congressional relations exceedingly unwise to indi- 

cate that Deputy represents Government “as a whole.” Second, in 

order to avoid possible misunderstanding here or abroad and in view 

| of extensive interchange in Deps that has arisen in connection with 

this problem, believe it essential to clarify point that Council Depu- 

ties, despite expanded powers and functions, is still not supra-national 

representative body with full freedom to act for member Governments, 

but, instead that each Deputy’s actions shall be subject to regular 
| guidance and direction by appropriate officials of his own government. _ 

| | ACHESON 

1prafted and cleared with Dickerson (Defense) by Nunley; also cleared by | 
Pittman (S/ISA). . | | 

* Supra. | | | 
®° Dated April 6, p. 127. 

-4JIn its meeting of April 18, the Council Deputies agreed to this last-mentioned | 
alternative, namely the wording of telegram 791 less the phrase ‘as a whole.” 

(Telegram Depto 802, April 19, 740.5/4-1951) , | |
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740.5/4-1451: Telegram | 
Lhe Secretary of State to the United States Deputy Representative 

on the North Atlantic Council (Spofford), at London? 

SECRET NIACT Wasuineron, April 24, 1951—8 p. m. 
PRIORITY 

Todep 384. Fol State ECA comments on Depto-7802 re FEB Terms | 
Reference and report to Council of Deputies. . oe 

1, We continue to prefer original language of US proposal and hope 
that you can substitute it for compromise language of para 5 of com- _ 

| mittee report. If latter best obtainable, we can accept it providing that 
you make record clear that US considers FEB to be high level and | 
important NATO body and intends to appoint representative at of- 
ficial level of OEEC Council. | | 

2. Re para 3 of committee report. Removal of para 4 of WG 12 
Terms Reference * under consideration high level here. Pending de- 
cision desire that you have action on this matter deferred. Meanwhile, 
please forward your current views as to reasons behind proposal. i 

ACHESON 

| * This telegram, repeated to Paris for OSR, was drafted by Knight who also 
cleared it with Pittman, Halaby, and, in substance, with Perkins. 

| * April 14, p. 142. | 
* Not printed, but see footnote 8, p. 12. 

740.5/4—2451 : Telegram - - | 
| The Secretary of State to the United States Deputy Representative 

on the North Atlantic Council (Spofford), at London? 

SECRET Wasuineron, April 25, 1951—8 p. m. 
Todep 389. Personal from Cabot. ISAC discussed policies for in- | 

creasing Eur defense efforts Apr 13 and directed fin and econ group, 
among other things, to prepare policy paper on interim fin devices to 
stimulate Eur production (re Depto 824, Apr 242 and Depto 779, a 

_ Apr 14°), Working Group submitted paper (ISAC D-14), sum- 
marized below, for ISAC consideration Apr 24. 

1.. FEG agreed on necessity for scheme for US financing and pro- 
curement of matériel within Eur as means of encouraging fullest pos- 

* This telegram, repeated to Paris for OSR, was drafted by Bray (S/ISA) whe 
also cleared it in substance with Cabot (S/ISA), Cleveland (ECA), and Knight 

oT hts telegram, not printed, requested information on how the proposal con- 
tained in telegram Depto 779, p. 187, had been received, what alternative proposals 
for activating unutilized European military production facilities were being 
considered, and how it was planned to treat the subject in congressional 
presentation (740.5/4-2451). | 

* Ante, p. 187. | -
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sible utilization Eur production capacity for mil purposes. Agreed 

~ gcheme shld be confined to selected projects of very high priority. | 

9. Considerable sentiment that scheme this sort ran inherent danger 

its purposes and functions might be misunderstood by Eur NATO : 

countries and might create disincentive to maximum financing of pro- — : 

duction by Eur NAT Govts themselves. Therefore, agreed any such 

scheme shld be surrounded by thorough-going safeguards to reduce | 

| as much as possible any disincentives to maximum Kur financed de- 

fense production. a | BS a 

3. Sub-comite set up to draft terms and conditions under such a | 

- scheme shld operate with view to incorporating necessary safeguards. 

4, With exception State Dept reps, FEG agreed any such scheme 

 ghid be financed within total volume of aid requested for Eur NAT 

countries. Group did not, of course, address itself to broader question 

of adequacy of presently planned levels of aid to accomplish our total : 

proposed in NATO rearmament effort. | | - | 

5. Agreed that, within total aid, funds these purposes shld come | 

largely from programmed econ aid but door shld be left open for use 

| of end-item aid funds. Defense emphasized door cld be left open only | | 

re post-1952 end-item program. __ | | | _ | : 

6. Opinion of State Dept that scheme shld be financed by an addi- | 

tion to aid funds currently being programmed. State Dept felt scheme 

shld represent a rephasing of entire US aid program in support of -_ 

MTDP, with larger sums being applied for FY 1952. ) , 

ISAC directed FEG to prepare paper on scheme (para 3 above) | 

prior to taking decision as to whether or not additional funds for its | 

financing wld be required and cld be obtained from the Cong in FY 

1952. Prelim report on proposed scheme being prepared. | 

Freund conversant with Dept thinking re need for additional funds 

_ this year. a | | | 

| All members ISAC deeply interested in this problem and careful 

consideration being given your proposals. Decision on funds question 

shld be forthcoming early next week. [ Cabot. ] 
ACHESON 

| 740.5/4—2651 : Telegram | | | 

The United States Depvty Representative on the North Atlantic | 

Council (Spofford) to the Secretary of State* | 

SECRET CO Lonvon, April 26, 1951—noon. 

, Depto 836. Dept pass Ottawa. Deputies 32nd meeting April 25. 

1. General agreement on report and resolution on FEB (D-D (51) a 

98%) but final adoption deferred due Neth insistence FEB guidance 

1 Repeated to Paris for OSR, to the capitals of the other NATO countries except 

: Canada, and to Frankfurt, Heidelberg, and Wiesbaden. | | 

2'his Council Deputies document dated April 16 is presumably the ad hoc 

. Aon idp. 142. resolution as transmitted to Washington in telegram Depto 780,
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| shld bind DPB. All other deps considered FEB and DPB of equal 

importance, concerned with different aspects of same problem and 

both subordinate to overall governmental policy expressed through | 

CD. However, US Dep recognized that, in light of CD interpretation 

of word “guidance” in context CD-SG relationships, Neth justified in 
, interpreting “guidance” in para 3 and 4 (iii) of draft resolution as 

meaning binding instructions. Hence proposed substituting “advise” 
for “provide with guidance” in second sentence para 3 and in para 
4 (iii) and adding at end of second sentence para 3 fol words: “and 

may recommend to CD such directions to these other bodies as may 

seem necessary from econ and fin view point”. With this amendment, 
draft resolution apparently acceptable to all deps except Neth, who 

said must consult his govt.® | | 

2. Other points of interest in FEB discussion : 

| a. Several deps expressed hesitation about degree of authority 
given FEB to make recommendations direct to govts but drew con- 
solation from fact that unanimous decision by FEB necessary for for- 
warding recommendation direct to govts rather thantoCD. _ 

6. Belg and Neth deps envisaged FEB operating at level OHEC 
official level council but when pressed by Fr and Brit deps agreed 
that this shld be thought of as a gen principle but not as a rule to be 

_ laid down by CD. US dep, who spoke last on this issue, emphasized US | 
interest in top level FEB but in view Brit and Fr sensitiveness to | 
“dictation” as to their FEB representation, did not reopen ques of 
language in resolution. Oo 

__ @, Discussion of amendment para 4 of WG of 12 terms of ref * was © 
| deferred at request US rep. 

3. In discussion Czech deps views generally in agreement with 

Dept’s A-1767.° As in discussion Pol (Depto 822 *) nearly all deps took 

active part but exchange barely touched policy. __ | 

4, Next mtg Apr 30. 7 | 
SPOFFORD 

5In its 38d meeting of April 30, the Council Deputies adopted the FEB report 
and resolution with the amendment contained above and with a substitution in 
the resolution’s preamble of the words “including the purposes outlined in article 
2” for the phrase “and in particular of article 2.” The Netherlands Deputy with- 

drew his reservation but said that he would raise the matter again if experience 
| indicated desirable. This information was reported in telegram Depto 862 from 

London, April 30, not printed (740.5/4-3051). | 
‘See previous reference to action on this document in telegram Todep 384, 

April 24, p. 148 (or Depto 780, April 14, p. 142). . 
| * Airgram to London, March 30, not printed, concerning the situation in Czecho- | 

slovakia (749.00/3-3051). 

_ Telegram from London, April 24, not printed, reporting on the 31st meeting 

of the Council Deputies (740.5/4-2451). .
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740.5/4-2651 : Telegram SO a 

| The Secretary of State to the United States Deputy Representative ; 
on the North Atlantic Council (Spofford), at London? 

SECRET PRIORITY Wasuincton, May 3,1951—2 p.m. : 

Todep 404. Ref: Depto 837.2 Await with interest views Spofford/ | 
Katz. To assist in formulation your views, we are sending you a draft 

cable prepared by ECA which has been discussed and recd favorably | 
working level State, and is now being sent to other ISAC agencies for , 

| comment. Wld appreciate your specific comments on this draft. Text , 

| also being sent Katz by ECA, for comment. . | 

| “1, For reasons that follow, believe you shld seek agreement in : 
Council Deps that NATFEB undertake to recommend as one end- | 

, product of burden-sharing exercise, manner in which US econ aid can . 
best be used to enable maximum effective contribution by NATO | 
partners to common defense. | | . | 

9, Specifically, US position in Deps (and parallel line taken by —s_ J 

US Rep at first mtg of FEB) wld be as follows: | 7 | 

a) Original Nitze memo * contemplated that members of NATO | 
wld agree on some system of sharing financial burden of re- 
armament. Raising and maintaining of armed forces, and pro- 

- duction of material for their use, shld be done in most efficient : 
| locations. Inequities in resulting burdens wld then be shared by | 

: financial transfers among NATO countries. . | 
6) US aid is a marginal resource of considerable significance _ 

in NATO group as a whole. Decisions about US aid shld not be | 
- considered only method of sharing burdens among NATO coun- : 

| tries, but it is clearly one important method of doing so. 
c) Upper limit on US aid for FY 1952 will shortly be set by | 

| Congressional presentation. Executive Branch will shortly pre- | 
sent to Congress illustrative estimates of Eur needs for econ as- _ | 

- sistance. Country breakdowns discussed with Congress will not be 
_ binding on Executive Branch. It is desire of US Govt to arrive — | 

at ultimate decisions on upper limit of aid to each eligible country | 
on basis of recommendations from whole group of NATO | 
partners. — | a | | | 

| d) At same time, it wld be desirable to consider other methods 
of sharing the total burdens such as credit given to Continent | 
by sterling area, Canadian aid, possible adjustments in force, in- 
frastructure, etc. assignments. Whole direction of efforts shld be | 
to increase program and not level down. | : | 

| - e@) Decisions on upper limits of country aid shld, of course, be. | 
closely linked with determination as to internal measures to be | 
taken by each country to ensure the most effective diversion of 
resources to rearmament purposes, most equitable internal dis- 

| : Drafted by Cleveland (ECA) and Martin (RA). | 
| * This telegram of April 26 (740.5/4—2651) reported on action taken in regard 

to the last sentence of section 2 of telegram Depto 836, p. 149. a | a 
_ 3 Presumably the so-called “Nitze paper” dated October 17, 1950, sent to Spofford 

on that date in telegram Todep 63 to London. For text, see Foreign Relations, 
1950, vol. m1, p. 386. oo | a —
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tribution of wealth and income, reasonable assurance that in- 
flationary forces will be kept under control, adequate controls on 
domestic use of scarce materials, adequate budgetary provision 

| for financing of current and future procurement of military end-- 
items within Eur, etc. Most important contribution of FEB will 
be to get out onto table, for multilateral review, main elements 
of each country’s programs, plans, and prospects. . 

f) Within US decisions on total aid (made after recommen- 
dation by FEB through Deps), US will discuss with each country 
specific measures which will be made a condition of aid. In such 
discussions, US will try insofar as possible to reflect views of 
NATO and to help solve problems which have been highlighted | 
in FEB and Deps consideration of country burdens and 
contributions. 

3. Main reason for announcing this US position now is to reempha- 
size US desire that FEB become a body with real power to influence | 
national econ policies along lines consistent with US objectives in 
NATO. If FEB has some voice from outset on division of US econ aid, 
it will be in a position to (a) secure realistic submissions of econ data 
and policy forecasts from member govts, (6) conduct useful cross 
examinations (based on submissions) that will highlight main respects 
in which each country is not pulling its weight, and (c) make recom- 
mendations re common econ policies that will potentially have weight | 
of US aid behind them. “Teeth” thereby provided shld enable FEB to 
develop from beginning along lines original US proposal, which pro- 
posed FEB as main multilateral agency to promote cooperative action 
in field of econ and financial mobilization in support of defense effort. 

_ 4, Position of US as full member NATO requires some difference 
in approach from division of aid process in OEEC. Believe US shld 
be willing and prepared to discuss nature and magnitude of US defense 

_ effort in multilateral discussions. However, US naturally cannot be 
in position binding itself irrevocably to aid decisions one year in 
advance. Presume, therefore, that US, while active participant in dis- 
cussions, wld have to place some kind of reservation on recommenda- 
tions from FEB to Deps, and even on recommendation by Deps, on 
division of US aid as such. For example, cld make clear that as in | 
ease of other NAT actions, they are recommendations to govts only, 
and govts not bound to conform. 

5. OEEC experience indicates that internat] review of econ policies 
can only be effective if internat] body has some powers to affect policy. 
In case of FEB, as in that of OEEC, it appears that one element of 
power which can be accorded to it is that of carrying its analysis of 

| relative burdens so far as to pt clearly to a division of aid based on 
| econ and financial considerations, and recommending a range of figures 

to Deps. It is clearly understood that Dep[s] are free in light of 
broader polit-mil considerations to modify such figures as might be 
necessary to secure maximum defense effort with most equitable shar- 
ing of burdens, taking account of such other adjustments in burdens 
as Deps may agree to in consultation with SG, DPB and SHAPE, 
for this program. | | 

6. In presenting US position described in para 2, shld be made clear 
that acceptability of NATO recommendations will depend on ability 
of NATO to arrive at realistic and hardhitting proposals for total
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, efforts by NAT countries to meet total burden imposed by need to pro- 
vide for defense of Western Eur. Realism shld be enhanced by fact — 
that “fair contribution” by US will be a given factor, at least for FY : 
1952, in view timetable Congressional consideration fon aid bill. : 

7. Pls comment soonest. If you and Katz agree with proposed US _ , 
position, you are authorized to present in Council Deps at first avail- , 
able opportunity. It shld also be included in any US statement at 
initial mtg of FEB.” | | | | 

| oo | _ ACHESON 

740.5/5-351 : Telegram | | ; 

| The United States Deputy Representative on the North Atlantic : 
: Council (Spofford) to the Secretary of State» = =—— ) 

ss SECRET | Lonvon, May 3, 1951—7 p. m. | 
Depto 880. USDep for ISAC. ToISA. oe OS : 

| 1. We are currently studying how US leadership can best be ex- | 
erted in CD in coming weeks and months to help secure national action 
necessary to effective and most expeditious attainment MTDP goals. | 

2. Action we visualize here initially is presentation by chairman to , 
CD of limited available NATO info and NATO problems in attempt- 

| ing to measure most serious shortfalls as of present time or estimates | 
| of future shortfalls, followed by CD consideration as rapidly as prac- 

_ ticable of causes of shortfalls and bottlenecks and measures necessary | 
to overcome them. In this process, central element will be presenta- 
tion facts on specific deficiencies as of now (at any given time) plus | 
concrete present indications of anticipated deficiencies in raising, | 
training, equipping, etc., time-phased DC-28 country commitments, | 
with data on reductions in MTDP requirements and progress of gap- 
closing commitments naturally having substantial bearing. US info 

_ not available for use in CD cld be used as back-up material for use by 
US in bilateral discussions with countries concerned. Beginning next 

| week, will seek lay groundwork by series presentations indicating de- => 
| ficiencies both in info available and in progress of country defense 

efforts. 7 a | : | 
3. Recognize that we will quickly run into areas where info from — | 

NATO sources is inadequate and where there will be question as to | 
appropriateness use of US info. Also recognize desirability not cutting 
across present studies (e.g., WG of 12 burden-sharing review, SG sur- — 
vey of possible recommendations for additional forces to close forces 
gap, SHAPE evaluation of quality of forces and tralning programs, 
and US review of gap disclosed by costing exercise). At same time, 

_ feel we shld maintain constant pressure for corrective action even | 
though basic facts not refined and positions not perfected. Accord- 
ingly, hope we can be kept currently instructed and informed to maxi- 

* Repeated to Paris, to Frankfurt, and to Heidelberg for Handy. 7 |
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mum extent. Will also request your assistance from time to time on 
specific gaps in background or questions as to use of US eyes only info. 
4, In particular, urge that results of revised SG costing exercise be — 

| made available soonest to give NATO order of magnitude of the task 

ahead. Appreciate reasons for delay, and are aware your efforts de- 
velop this exercise in form that can be presented other countries, but | 
until this info available it will be very difficult to urge other countries 
to submit additional info on present performance and prospects on mtg 

MTDP goals. | 
5. JAMAG concurs. 

SPoFForD 

ECA message files, FRC 53 A 278, Paris Repto: Telegram 

The United States Special Representative in Europe for the ECA 
(Katz) to the Administrator for Economic Cooperation (Foster) 

SECRET Parts, May 4, 1951—10 p. m. 
Repto 2056. From ECC for ISAC (limit distribution). , 
1. ECC has considered question of gaps between (a) present Euro- 

pean plans and US estimates of minimum capabilities for 1951-52 and 
(5) capabilities plus US availabilities for MTDP, and requirements. 

2. Believe European govts shld be made aware of these gaps. Be- | 
lieve also highly desirable figures be disseminated before burden shar- | 
ing exercise, now about to begin, gets underway. Thus because (a) 
European countries may enter burden sharing exercise with conscious 
or subconscious intention to use their present appropriations as maxi- 
mum estimates of what their parliaments will provide, and make them 
conditional on ability to shift part of this burden to US or other Euro- | 

| pean countries (0) desirable frame of mind for these negotiations will — 
--be one in which Europeans realize that they must be called upon to 

| make larger net effort all around; (c) thus we shld at an early stage 
introduce the notion that MTDP objectives require greater effort, and 
can be reached equitably by adding in varying degrees to already 

| planned net contributions of each European country. 
3. Your attention is called to fact this assessment of situation, while 

needed immediately, would greatly assist implementation part B of 
program contemplated in terms of ref of [Working Group of] 12. | 

4, Therefore recommended that (a) Washington provide USDep 
with authoritative statement of order of magnitude of gaps for 1951- 
52, together with supporting material relating to force requirements 

- and production deficiencies. (6) USDep be authorized to present such 
= material to CD or to FEB, and to request country MDAP groups to 

follow up appropriately at the country level. [ECC.] | 
: Katz 

1 Repeated to London for USDep and SUSRep and to Heidelberg. |
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— Communiqué Issued by the Chairman of the North Atlantic Council 
Deputies (Spofford)* 

Lonpon, May 5, 1951. 
I. 

| The North Atlantic Council Deputies announce today the adoption 
by their Governments of new terms of reference for the North Atlantic _ 
Council, which will hereafter incorporate the Defense Committee and 
Defense Finance and Economic Committee and thus become sole 
ministerial body in organization.? 

The Council Deputies announce at the same time the creation of | 
a Financial and Economic Board [FEB], located in Paris. 

The North Atlantic Council, as originally established, was com- 
posed of the Foreign Ministers of the nations party to the North 
Atlantic Treaty. Two other ministerial committees were organized, 
a Defense Committee composed of Defense Ministers and a Defense © 
Finance and Economic Committee composed of Finance Ministers. 
The only full-time agencies functioning during the early months of 
NATO (North Atlantic Treaty Organization) were the standing 
group (made up of representatives of the Chiefs of Staff of France, 
the United Kingdom and the United States) and the permanent work- | 
ing staffs of the Defense Finance and Economic Committee and of the 
Military Production and Supply Board, a subordinate organization of 

| Defense Committee. | 
Experience soon demonstrated the need for a central, continuously 

functioning body to insure coordination between the work of the 
various treaty agencies and to facilitate the implementation of agreed 
plans. The Council in May 1950 therefore established the Council © 
Deputies, who first met in July of that year. : 

II. Tue Canapran Proposan | 

Experience also demonstrated the need, particularly as emphasis 
shifted from planning to the implementation of plans, for a simpler 
organization with clear lines of authority, for fewer committees and 
more full-time operating agencies. In the autumn of 1950 the Cana- 
dian Government proposed reorganization of NATO to meet this 
need, and in December the Council authorized the deputies to study 
and recommend the necessary changes. The result is the structure 
announced today. - | 

III. Tur Reorcanizep Counc, 

— As before, the Council is the principal body in the North Atlantic 
Treaty Organization and is “charged with the responsibility of con- 

"3 Released to the press May 8, and printed in the Department of State Bulletin, 
May 21, 1951, p. 310. | 

* See Chart, supra. a 
3 Brackets appear in the source text.
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sidering all matters concerning the implementation of the provisions 
of the treaty.” The reorganized Council, however, incorporates not : 
only the Council envisaged by article 9 of the treaty but also the De- | 

_ fense Committee referred to in the same article and the Defense 
Finance and Economic Committee. Both latter cease to exist as sepa- 

_ rate entities. The Council will continue to be composed of persons of | 
ministerial rank, although in exceptional circumstances member gov- 
ernments may be represented by other persons duly designated for the 
purpose. Heads of Governments may attend meetings of the Council : 

; in person. Otherwise, Governments will be represented by their Min- : 
ister for Foreign Affairs and/or the Minister of Defense, or by other : 
competent ministers, especially by those responsible for financial and | 
economic affairs, according to the nature of the agenda. ee | 
As hitherto, the Council will meet annually in ordinary session and | 

such other times as may be deemed desirable by the majority of the | 
parties. | a ; | | | 

, IV. Location or SEssIons | | 

Location of each session will be determined by the chairman after | 
- consultation with the other parties. For general convenience, the | 

| ordinary annual session will normally be held at about the same time | 
_ and in the same geographic area as the annual session of the General _ 

Assembly of the United Nations. Other ordinary sessions will normally | 
_ beheld at some convenient location in Europe. _ oS | 

ae V. CHAIRMANSHIP | a | 
The chairmanship of the Council will continue to rotate in alpha- | 

_ betical order. Paul van Zeeland, Foreign Minister of Belgium, is the 
present chairman. In order that the Council may effectively carry out | 
its responsibilities and exercise them continuously, each Government _ 
is represented by a council deputy. Each deputy represents all min- 
isters concerned with NATO matters in his Government and is respon- | 
sible to such minister or ministers as his Government may determine. 
The Council Deputies, located in London, constitute the permanent _ 

_ working organization of the North Atlantic Council. 

VI. Tue Councm Derutms 

‘When the Council is not in session, the Deputies carry out its 
policies, recommend to Governments the measures necessary to this 
end, formulate issues requiring decisions by the Council or by mem- 
ber governments and otherwise constitute a body which may register | 
the approval of their Governments on matters before them for 
consideration.  — 3 a 

The deputies will also be responsible for coordinating the activities 
of and giving guidance to all other permanent organs of the North 
Atlantic Treaty Organization, exchange views on political matters of
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common interest within the scope of the treaty, promote and coordinate 

public information activities in furtherance of its obj ectives. 

~The chairman of the Council Deputies in addition to presiding at 

their meetings, is responsible for directing the permanent working 

staff of the organization. | | | 

VII. Mirrrary STRUCTURE 

With the exception of the incorporation of the former defense com- _ 

mittee into the Council, the military structure remains unchanged. 

The Council Deputies will deal directly with the military committee, 

and, when that body is not in session, with the standing group on — 

political matters having military implications. It will provide those 

bodies with political guidance upon which strategic decisions should 

be based. The standing group will maintain close liaison with the 

Council Deputies and provide that body with advice on military 

matters. a | | 

VIII. Derensz Propuction Boarp | 

The Defense Production Board, which was established last Decem- 

ber and has its headquarters in London, replaced the military Produc- 

tion and Supply Board and the subsidiary agencies of that committee. 

‘Tt has as its general objectives the achievement of the maximum pro- 

duction of military equipment in the most efficient manner, at the 

least cost, and in the shortest time to meet the military material re- 

quirements of NATO. These objectives will be sought by coordinat- 

ing national production programmes so that they will together fulfill 

| NATO-wide production objectives. The Board is directed to concen- 

trate its activities on those aspects of military production and procure- 

ment which involve major problems of international cooperation . 

among the NAT members. A unified international staff has been orga- 

nized to serve the Board under a coordinator of North Atlantic De- 

fense Production, who is ex officio a member of the DPD. 

IX. Creation or tHe FEB . 

The creation of the Financial and Economic Board (FEB) 

is another step toward simplifying and making more efficient the ex- 

ecutive organization of NATO. In this respect it follows the prece- 

dent established in the setting up of the Defense Production Board. 

According to its terms of reference, the new FEB: | 

shall be responsible for considering and making recommendation 
upon financial and economic problems arising in connection with 
NATO defense programs‘and upon the best use of financial and eco- 
nomic resources in member countries in support of the common defense 
effort. It shall advise the other NATO bodies under the Council Depu- 
ties on all relevant economic and financial questions arising out of 
their work. | : |
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The FEB will ordinarily address its recommendations to the Coun- ) 

cil Deputies, but in specified cases these may be sent direct to member © 
governments. _ | - a | 

The FEB will succeed to the functions and responsibilities pre- 
viously belonging to the permanent working staff of the Defense 
Financial and Economic Committee, the advisory group on raw mate- 
rial problems, and the economic and financial working group, which : 
was set up some months ago in Paris. Among its other tasks, it has | 
been assigned the duty of reporting to the Council Deputies on the — , 
financial and economic aspects of progress of defense programs. in. 
member countries. It willalso:; = X. | Oo a 

| maintain close contact with the work of other international orga- | 
! nizations dealing with financial and economic problems and. in par- 

ticular with the Organization for European Economic Cooperation : 
(OEEC), having in view the need to avoid duplication of effort. 

The FEB will be based in Paris so that it will be able to draw on | 
| the experience and skills of the OEEC. It is expected that governments 

will be represented on FEB by senior members of their delegations to | 
OEKC s0 that close coordination of activities of these two bodies will : 
beassured, | - | 

740.5/5-851: Telegram | ae oo Pe aS : 

Lhe United States Deputy Representative on the N orth Atlantic | 
Council (Spofford) to the Secretary of States 

SECRET 7 oe *-. . Tonpon, May 8, 1951—8 p. m. | 
Depto 902. Dept pass Ottawa. Deputies 35th mtg May7 ) 
i. Van Zeeland, attending as chairman NAC, proposed council meet- | 

ingearly Julyon grounds Lo a en ) 
(a) Not wise to have too long interval between ministers mtgs. : 
(6) About two months preparation needed. a - | 

(¢c) Events moving fast, council shld take stock of present status 
| and future plans, review Deputies actions, shld use new procedures | created by reorganization,? with both FonMins and DefMins attend- | -— Ingand a | | a | 

(¢) Public opinion, vital to NATO, needs event on which to focus 
and simple summary of NATO achievements, = oe | 

Alphand agreed that council as reorganized shld be used but pointed. , 
out many major issues may not be resolved by July; e.g., Ger partici- 7 

t Repeated ‘to Paris for OSR, to the capitals of the other NATO countries, to , Frankfurt, to Heidelberg, and to Wiesbaden. . . ae ey 
2 The reorganization of NATO, as discussed under the many revisions of the. Canadian proposal, received the definitive approval of the Council Deputies in | Besiye meeting on May 2. (Telegram Depto 879 from London, May 8, 740.5/ | 

536-688 PT 1—80-——18 | a | - | ,
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pation, division of costs, CFM. He felt important to seek most pro- 

pitious moment which might not necessarily be July. Van Zeeland — 
replied such issues might continue hazy for some time. Suggested it 
possible to proceed with plans for council discussion of defined prob- 

lems and concrete achievements. = = a = 
UK said date not so important as council being able to produce 

tangible results but thought this probably by mid-summer. - 
US expressed view that, for public reaction, next mtg of council 

shld take “important” action. Believed this possible by early July. 

Joined UK in saying council shld consider state of military plans and 
preparation, and any recommendations on “gap”. Also shld consider 

status production effort on which DPB wld be able report. 
Italy concurred in view that early mtg desirable and extended | 

invitation to meet in Romeif mtg heldin Europe* = | 

Canada agreed with UK and US, but felt that govt shld consider 
carefully if desirable to proceed with council mtg before possible _ 

Van Zeeland urged Deputies press preparations for council mtg 

to be held as soon as concrete results possible. | | : 
9. Van Zeeland drew attention to need for further measures to 

exploit defense production potential. Herod said there has been 
progress in national production for national forces but little success 
in developing production for transfer. Said question of military ac- 
ceptability of types sometimes delaying, but not foremost obstruction. | 

| (Suggested potential better used if DPB had influence on funds, or _ 

better coordination with US end-item, and other MDAP aid and 
with US or off-shore procurement, or by promoting exchange of raw 
or non-defense materials for defense products, a system which wid 

amount to bilateral barter unless made multilateral.) 
Janne, chairman DPB, supported Herod. Said root of trouble is 

national reluctance to budget for expenditures abroad. Urged planning 

US aid be re-directed, in collaboration with DPB, to give incentive 

to international approach, and that other incentives (e.g. prefinancing 

and price concessions) be considered. 

UK recognized need for further steps but felt others might follow 
UK policy ef placing maximum possible orders abroad. _ 

Neth said there was also question of ability of foreign firms to fill 

orders. Suggested govts be more fully informed with view to creating 

priority system. _ eo | 

® Spofford had reported in his telegram Depto 852 from London, April 30, that 
he had received a letter from the Italian Deputy stating that the Italian Govern- 
ment would welcome a meeting of the newly reorganized North Atlantic Coun- 
cil in Rome in the near future, with both Foreign Ministers and Defense Ministers. 
attending (740.5/4—3051). For further documentation on the scheduling of the 

| NAC eighth session in Rome, November 24-28, following the seventh session held. 
in Ottawa, September 15-20, see pp. 616 ff. .
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: 3 Chair announced conclusion of Iceland-US agreement* and : 

arrival for first contingents for defense Iceland. To UK question, Ice- | 

land Deputy replied believed bases available all NATO states in time 

emergency. — A ee a 

| - [Here follows a report on the discussion of infrastructure costs and 

country contributions towards the cost of SHAPE. The major items 
included. in the category of “infrastructure” were the airfields, com- 

: munications networks, depots, and other installations essential for | 

military operations. | ge, SSS | ee ee . 
7 Next mtg today. : _ a | - ee - 

es BO —- Sporrorp : 

‘ See Foreign Relations, volume tv. | | - we : : ; 

740.5/5-251 : Telegram | yee | eh Le | - | 

The Secretary of State to the United States Depuiy Representative | 
on the North Atlantic Council (Spofford), at London? | 

SECRET | PRIORITY ‘WASHINGTON, May 14, 1951—7 p. m. , 

- Todep 427. ToISA for ECC. Pass to Scott, Cabot, and Halaby. | 
Ref Depto 870, May 2.? This is State-Defense-ECA message reviewing | 
policies recommended by ECC in London Embtel 4708 and para 1 | 

Embtel 4709 both March 1? and commented on by Todep 303 of © | 

March 14.4 Fol if agreeable ECC are firm policy statements which shld | 

be disseminated all US field reps at regional mtg for use as appropriate | 
with NAT govts. a | | | 

1. Relationship Eur production and MDAP End-Item Program | 

MDAP program of US produced end-items will not, in general, | 
include items that cld reasonably be expected to be produced in Europe, 

except insofar as considerations of Eur technical performance, de- 
livery schedules, or strategic implications wld indicate exceptions on a 
case by case basis. In accordance with this principle and the above 

criteria for its exception US Government will continuously review 
current and future programs of end-item requests with a view to 
eliminating those items which can be producedin Europe. 

1 Drafted by Kranich (RA) and cleared by him with Thorpe (MB), Murray 
(S/DEF), Locker and Hannay (ECA), and in substance with Bell (S/ISA). | 

*This telegram from London, not printed, concerned the need anticipated by 
Spofford for firm financial policy statements available for consideration at re- , 
gional economic meetings (740.5/5-251). . 

* Ante, pp. 72 and 73. oe 
| “Not printed. | | OS
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2. Hur responsibility for Production — | | 

The US will expect that the European NAT nations will take the 

necessary initiative to produce each for itself and to procure from 

each other to their maximum financial capacity consistent with NAT 

and US burden-sharing conclusions. In accordance with this principle 

US produced end-items will be within amounts of nat] deficiencies 

related to both the recipient country’s capacity to produce for itself 

and to procure elsewhere in Europe. | 

3. NATO or US Studies of MTDP Over-all Costs 

Any US or NATO pricing of major matériel for MTDP require- 

ments which involves employment US prices for US types carries 

no implication whatever that equipment so priced will be obtained 

under MDAP end-item programs. — oe 

4, Relationships US Aid to European Effort 

US econ and end-item assistance will be related: to totality each 

‘country’s efforts including that of raising and maintaining troops, 

producing and procuring equipment within its econ and financial capa- 

bilities. Such effort shld include steps to meet the MTDP gap and to 

make burden-sharing contributions to others if the defense role of 

any individual country does not constitute a strain on its econ and. 

financial resources comparable to the gen level of other countries. US 

assistance will be conditioned by the adequacy and efficiency of the 

countries actual efforts, and with respect to end-items in accordance 

military guidance. | | a 

Financing additional Eur mil production will be subject early 

separate cable. | | oe 

| a | —— AcHESON 

740.5/5-1751: Telegram a ao 

The United States Deputy Representative on the North Atlantic 

Council (Spofford) to the Secretary of State* — | 

SECRET | Lonpon, May 17, 1951—2 p. m. 

Depto 940. ToISA. ECC to ISAC. At ECC mtg May 4 we considered 

problem of US allocation system for scarce raw materials and machine 

tools as relate Eur NAT requirements for mil production and reached 

fol conclusions: | a a 

1. While no evidence yet recd of serious delay in Eur mil production 

due to inability obtain machine tools from US or raw materials from 

US of which US buying heavily in world markets, believe importance 

Eur production programs as now conceived and/or on greater scale 

for which US continually pressing merit most careful review current 

US allocation policy with due consideration given MTDP time targets. 

1 Repeated to Paris for Katz, to Frankfurt, and to Heidelberg for Handy.
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9. Until consolidated data on mil production and essential civilian 
requirements of both US and Eur are developed, we do not feel quali- 
fied to recommend precise changes in US allocations system or US 

buying practices. However, we urge prompt review these policies and : 

‘practices which we understand from FSRC Doc 2? and discussions | 
with Charles Wilson are under way. 

| 3. Of basic importance to such review is, we believe, matter of main- : 
taining consistency between allocations for buying policies on one , 

hand and on the other, US major policy decisions concerning the mag- 
nitude of the effort which Eur shld undertake pursuant to the US | 
policy that Eur can, with US help, defend itself but must do so with 
maximum self-help. We stress importance politically as well as mili- | . 
tarily and economically of US pressing Eur for no greater effort than 3 
that which US prepared support by making possible adequate flow of 
essential materials and tools. SO | - 

4. We believe equally strongly that liberalization allocations pro- | 
cedures shld be made dependent on increased Kur country efforts to 3 
increase production of critical materials and tools, to limit civilian | 
consumption and exports to Sov bloc and, for countries controlling | 
major sources, to establish their own allocations systems to assure other | 

| NAT countries adequate supplies for mil and other essential uses. , 
5. In addition to above suggested re-examination US policies, be- 

lieve it important that operations of IMC be accelerated. , 

J AMC, SUSRep, Katz and Handy concur. | | 
: | SPOFFORD : 

* Not identified in Department of State files. | 

740.5/5-2451 : Telegram | OO 

The United States Deputy Representative on the North Atlantic 
—» Gouneit (Spofford) to the Secretary of State — 

CONFIDENTIAL | —  Lonpon, May 24, 1951—9 p. m. 

_ Depto 990. Re Todep 437,1 believe it is neither desirable nor advis- 
able attempt define formally relationship between UN and collective 
self-def orgs. Understand this question was subj of considerable study 
during negot, signature and ratification NAT and that US Govt 
position then was that NAT was fully within framework UN charter 
and cld be employed by UN in exercise its primary responsibility for | 

maintenance internat] peace and security. Thisseemstoustobesimple _ 
expression which makes clear that there is no conflict between NAT 
and UN charter, but does not establish formal relationship between 

| the two. We can see no reason for any modification this policy and on 
other hand can see many possible difficulties in attempting further 
to define formal relationship. | 

- +his telegram to London of May 18, not printed, requested comment on an 
enclosed text entitled “Principles Governing the Relationship between the 
Tea ienl) and Collective Self-Defense and Regional Organizations” (396.1
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We, therefore, recommend that US Govt not seek internat] accept- 
ance of “principles concerning the relationship between the UN and 
collective def and regional orgs” embodied in reftel. 
. | 7 ee | SPOFFORD | 

"740.5/5-2551 : Telegram SEER oo 

The United States Special Representative in Furope (Katz) to the | 

Administrator for Economic Cooperation (foster) OB 

SECRET PRIORITY Paris, May 25, 1951—5 p. m. 

Repto 2440. ECA/W for Foster and Bissell; Dept for Webb, 
Perkins and Cabot. Limit distribution. This joint Spofford—Katz 
message. oer , 

1. FEB convened for organizing meeting afternoon May 29. A snag 
developed in election chairmanship concerning which a few words of 

background necessary. — Se Oo 

2. Following events described Repto 1840, 1962, 2151, sent London 
Repto 838, 355, 406,2 problem chairmanship FEB became involved 
with problem exec sec NATO. After decision appointment Sutton? 
French indicated they wished become candidates chairmanship FEB. | 

We indicated we wld be glad support this, if French put forward can- 
didate of suitable rank and standing. While we expressed appreciation 
Clermont-Tonnerre, we referred to questions which had been previ- 
ously discussed concerning level of FEB and importance US Govt 
attached to suitably high level. | Co 

- 8. French Govt thereupon put forward name of Jacques Rueff, 

well known French economist and financial official, and formerly 

chairman of the Inter-Allied Reparations Agency, Brussels. In dis- 
cussions in London, Spofford and Alphand both received impression 

from Hoyer-Millar that this acceptable to Brit Govt, although Hoyer- 

Millar did indicate Brit had some questions about individual prin- 
cipally because of lack of previous OEEC experience. _ 

4, However, in Paris, Hall-Patch and Roll showed considerable dis- 

| turbance. Hall-Patch informed us Chancellor Exchequer had not been 

adequately consulted, and that when question really brought to his 

attention, he raised serious question. In private talks, Hall-Patch 

indicated Brit objections principally (a) Rueff old-style classical 

1 Repeated to London for Spofford, Gifford, and Batt and to Paris for Bruce 

| and Parkman. ms 
2 These three telegrams are not printed. , | 
’ Nigel Sutton, an American who had been Secretary-General of the Inter-Allied 

Reparations Agency in Brussels since 1946, was appointed Executive Secretary 
of NATO on May 22. His duties in that post were to assist Spofford in his 
capacity as Chairman of the Council Deputies and to help direct the international | 
staff of the Council Deputies in the coordination of the work of the civilian 

agencies of NATO. , ee
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economist who was alleged at one time to have written a pamphlet 

arguing that unemployment insurance benefits tended to promote un- 

employment and () that Rueff was a candidate for election to the | 

National Assembly, running as member of party almost as far right = 

| asDeGaulle BP ee | _ 
5. At mtg FEB, Roll, present as UK rep, indicated support for | 

idea of a French chairman but that Rueff not acceptable. Mtg was _ 

adjourned to straighten situation out. There were numerous private — 

talks and 8 additional meetings of FEB restricted to heads of dels | 

in course May 22 and 23. oe ee ee 

6. At mtgs it was clear that all other dels welcomed French chair- 4 

- manship and with possible exception Norwegians were glad to accept — 

Rueff. Norwegian rep gave UK mild support but raised question —s_ | 

chiefly on ground that dels had not been given sufficient notice. At same | 

time, he also indicated his govt was prepared accept Rueff. UK ex- — | 

pressed willingness welcome French chairmanship but persisted in | 

_ objecting to individual. At same time private talks among delegs indi- 

_ eated support for idea of vice-chairmanship to be offered Roll of UK, | 

who indicated wld be disposed accept. We stated informally our sup- , 

port. Finally, in late evening mtg May 23, FEB agreed (a) welcome | 

‘French chairmanship (6) accept Clermont-Tonnerre as temporary | 

chairman. It was understood that delegs wld expect agreement on | 

identity French permanent chairman as soon as possible. Dutch rep ) 

specifically stated that if temporary chairmanship shld last more than | 

2 weeks he wld raise formal objection, and insist on selection perma- 

nent chairman. Informally understood “permanent” chairman hold 
office one year eligible re-election. | —_ ce 

| 7. Spofford saw Gaitskell in London May 24. He gathered Brit — 

position well dug in. Gaitskell seemed base his objection to Rueff on 
- latter’s economic philosophy. Spofford also got impression Gaitskell 

might still have lingering thoughts possibility Roll as chairman. This 
of course wholly contradictory to explicit and formal statement UK | 
rep at FEB meeting that UK welcomed French chairmanship. More- | 

over, Hall-Patch in private conversation reporting Gaitskell’s atti- 
tude had emphasized acceptance idea of French chairmanship. Aside 
from indirect light which this residual notion about Roll might throw _ 
on Brit motives and attitude, it wld be hard to take it seriously under 

present circumstances. | | | 
8. Brit motives far from clear. There is possibility that it repre- 

sents continuation their effort to play down role FEB and keep it — 

from playing really effective part in NATO, especially if free from 
‘any possible Brit control. There is also possibility that purpose 
is prevent development French continental leadership for so important 

a NATO body. At same time it is also possible that their attitude | | 
represents nothing more than essentially trivial internal differences
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and confusion within Brit Govt, especially between Treas and FonOft 
and between London NATO contingent and Paris contingent. Per- 
haps principal lesson to be learned is importance special care to avoid 

| confusion in view geographical separation between London and Paris. 
| 9. We propose not take lead in attempting solution, feeling wiser let 

Brit and French work it out. FEB delegs, including US deleg, put 
considerable common pressure on Brit to find prompt solution indicat- 
ing unequivocally, while each member had right consider personal 

| qualification candidate for chairman, no member had right to block 
selection approved by all others except for clear and compelling rea- 
sons. Discussion in FEB further indicated general opinion that objec- 
tions to Rueff advanced by Brit were not weighty enough to meet this 
standard. Alphand stated only valid point made against Rueff was his 
candidacy for election to National Assembly and promised examine 
possibility Rueff withdraw candidacy if elected chairman FEB. No 
further information yet this point. Might, of course, constitute face- 
saving device if deadlock continues and deemed necessary withdraw 
Rueff in favor of another French candidate. ers | | 

10. FEB will convene afternoon May 24 [sic] under temporary 
chairmanship Clermont-Tonnerre, to continue its initial business. 

| Katz 

ECA message files, FRC 58 A 278: ECA circular telegram | 
Lhe Administrator for Economic Cooperation (Foster) to all ECA 

| European Missions 1 - 

SECRET WasHineton, May 28, 1951—9 p. m. 
Keato circular E-52. Purpose this cire to seek ur comments on cer- 

tain assumptions as to manner administering ECA aid in fiscal 1952. 
We are faced with situation in which foreign exchange shortage is 

less and less major limiting factor in ability Eur govts accomplish 
their economic objectives. Amount of dol aid consequently getting 
smaller. At same time, importance exercising US leadership and in- 
fluence in connection economic policies of Eur govts greatly increased 
by need assure significant contribution from each country toward 
fulfillment NATO rearmament plans, while maintaining behind grow- 
ing military shield a cohesive and workable society with highest pos- 
sible morale. | an ) 

Full success this undertaking depends upon fundamental decisions 
which Eur countries have made, and are still making. These decisions 
so basic that they cannot be “bought” with US aid, but must depend 

* Authorized by Porter, drafted by Harlan Cleveland and cleared by Bissell. 
Repeated for information to the Embassy in France for OSR and to the Embassies 
in Yugoslavia and Switzerland.
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on deep. realization self-interest, combined with hope, among Kur , 

people. Thus, in determining whether extend US aid to @ country, 

we do not base our decision on expectation such aid will of itself 

determine or even profoundly affect these basic decisions. Nevertheless, : 

once it has been determined on economic grounds that economic aid 

in support of country’s defense program is justified, administration 

US aid shld be such as maximize its effectiveness in strengthening those : 

-  glements in country which contribute most to attainment our common 

objectives oe ee ee 

Basic objective our aid continues be proper direction of total re- — : 

| sources available each of Kur countries and to all of them collectively. 

To accomplish specific objectives in particular Eur countries, it is | 

proposed adopt (and so inform Congress), fol modifications in pro- 

cedures administering aid: ene : 

1. As a general rule a country’s anticipated B/Ps deficit shld. set | 

upper limit to total amount aid a country will receive in any period. 

| We will not, however, fix and agree to this total amount aid for long | 

periods inadvance. _ eS BA PRE Cae EE | 

9, Within this limit, amounts aid to be considered firm commit- | 

ments will be agreed from time to time between recipient govt and US, | 

tied to more specific conditions. Agreement on firm commitments aid : 

shld not be confused with formal allotment process; allotments will | 

continue be timed (within agreed aid amounts) to fit in with timing of 

procurement of commoditiesinvolved. fees | 

~ 8. Main condition for which we will be bargaining will, of course, | 

| be adequate rearmament effort on part aid recipient. Specific objectives 

in support this main purpose include fiscal measures, materials con- | 

trol arrangements, adequate financing and procurement military end- | 

items in other Eur countries, measures to accomplish redistribution 

income within country in interest of internal stability, programs for 
increasing productivity,ete, 

4, We generally plan make agreement with govt on use 95% counter- 

part funds prior to making dol aid. available. In past we have often 
permitted counterpart to accumulate and then have negotiated with 
govts about its distribution and use. In some countries this has made 
it impossible use counterpart funds for special incentive purposes or 
even to direct these funds into meeting most important portions of | 
govt budget. In future it intended that US influence inherent in joint 
control of portion of recipient govt’s revenues will be formalized, and 
appropriate bargain struck, prior to final decision make dol aid avail- 
able. This shld increase degree to which counterpart can be used as 
effective bargaining counter in connection specific objectives in each 
country. — : | | | ee Oo a 
It is intended in this way to use US participation in decisions about 

disposition local currency counterpart to achieve better direction of | 
total resources in countries receiving aid. This will not in all cases 
‘mean use of counterpart for extra-budgetary purposes. Even where 
our efforts merely mean use of counterpart for items already budgeted, 
it may be important identify our assistance with these purposes. 

5. In order clarify use of counterpart funds for direct military aid 
purposes, when this seems advisable, changes will be sought in pre-
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amble to Mutual Security Act and in counterpart provisions of Eco- 
nomic Cooperation Act, and corresponding changes will be made in 
bilateral agreements. 2 ee 

Except for item 5, these changes in emphasis can be put into effect _ 
without legislative change or negotiations to amend bilateral agree- 
ments. It therefore intended that above points, with exception of item 
5, become standard practice in the case of all countries as soon as pos- 
sible with, of course, appropriate variations to fit our objectives and 
methods of operation in each country. This procedure for administer- 
ing aid and use of counterpart will have to be directly related to total 
action program, so that all forces available to US in its negotiations — 
(e.g. allocation scarce materials, technical assistance, end-item assist- 
ance, public information, persuasion, leadership, etc., as well as direct 
country aid) can be focused simultaneously on attainment of major 
objectives in each country. Se | 

To assist in Congressional presentation, request views each mission 
on implications above principles for its method of doing business with 
govt to which it accredited, with special reference to method of estab- 
lishing agreed amounts aid and for administration 95% counterpart 
funds. | | 
Assumptions in this circular, which represent thinking of ECA/W 

and OSR, are under discussion with other agencies here. Would appre- 
_ ¢elate prompt reply as a contribution to finalizing policy on this subject. 

| | | | Foster 

740.5. MAP/4-451 : Telegram . a | 

Lhe Secretary of State to the United States Deputy lepresentative 
_ onthe North Atlantic Council (Spofford), at London? | 

SECRET Wasuineton, May 29, 1951—7 p. m. 
Todep 468. ToISA. To ECC from ISAC. oe | 

Part one of three 

We have spent considerable time in deliberation over interim financ- 
ing scheme suggested in London 5242, April 4,2 and in attempting to 
devise other schemes which in our opinion, might deal with prob- 
lem more expeditiously and with least undesirable effects. We regret 
delay in passing our views to you but as you realize problem is ex- , 
tremely difficult one, having many implications for total effort which 
Eur countries will be encouraged to make. Oo 

_ _ Also addressed to Batt at London; repeated to Paris for MacArthur and 
Katz and to Heidelberg for Handy. Martin (RA) drafted the telegram with 
Schelling and Locker (ECA) and cleared it with ECA and the Departments of 

| State, Treasury, and Defense. | 
* Ante, p. 118. :
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Main results that can be achieved through US participation in an 

interim financing scheme are: (@) to expedite mil production and pro- | 

curement thus minimizing time lag before European-produced mate- 

rial is available to defense forces; (0) to expand production base for | 

Eur rearmament; (c) to overcome protectionist obstacles now hinder- | 

ing placement of contracts with most efficient Kur producers; (d@) to 

introduce US technological skills at early stage in order improve : 

| quality and efficiency of European-produced matériel. Principal prob- : 

Jem is thus to devise scheme which will promote these objectives, and, : 

at same time minimum disincentive effects on Eur willingness take 7 

necessary measures to maximize use their own physical and financial | 

resources. It is recognized that no scheme completely eliminates dis- 

incentive effect which necessarily arises once US places contracts in | 

Eur for delivery to NATO countries. However, we feel that perhaps 7 

scheme described in Part Two this cable has less built-in disincentives | 

than yours. We wld like to deal briefly in Part One this cable with _ , 

principal considerations which caused us to suggest an alternative — | 

“1. Estab of fund (“say $500 million” as you suggest), to be allo- | 

cated for procurement on behalf unknown recipients in undetermined. 

amts, wld in our opinion create a serious disincentive. It seems prob- 

able that potential recipient countries will avoid placing contracts in 

Eur until they are sure what items they will receive from this fund and 

how much of fund will be used on their behalf. To avoid this we feel 

- recipients shld to maximum extent possible be identified at time of 

placing contracts and that total amts to be procured on behalf of each 

recipient country shld also be made known to it. We agree completely 

with what appears to be implied in your scheme that (a) _ recipient 

country shld be notified that amount they receive from this scheme 

will be part of total end-item aid extended to them, and (0) produc- 

ing country shld be notified that dol earnings accruing to them as re- 

sult of scheme will be taken into account in allotments of aid. _ | 

9. It is our feeling that attempt to get multilateral agreement to 

interim scheme wld necessarily involve delays and therefore not meet a 

immed problem of overcoming delays in contract-lettinb, which delays 

are one of principal reasons for any scheme. Advantage of proposed 

| scheme in accompanying cable is that it is essentially unilateral in 

nature and will not involve time-consuming negots with NATO coun- 

tries. (Believe further, thought shld be given to setting up multilateral 
arrangement leading to some form of central procurement, at least for. 
some major items of matériel. We will cable you further on this longer- | 

run problem.) | | | 

3. The revolving fund idea contained in your scheme makes no 
special contribution to our objective of securing additional Eur pro- 
duction or procurement. Same effect can be achieved by taking into 
account in future allocations of aid disbursements under scheme. — 
Problem is to find more Eur financing for mil production, a purpose _ 
which is unlikely to be furthered by requiring Eur countries to fin 
these particular contracts (i.e. those initially placed by U.S.) as |
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‘opposed to some other contracts. We are therefore soméwhat concerned 
‘by prospect that your insistence they pick up particular contracts will 
‘require substantial negotiation with Eur countries without any sig- 
nificant contribution to promoting additional Eur efforts. Revolving 
fund scheme also involves some difficult technical obstacles. In par- 
ticular, once appropriated dols have been spent in order to procure 
local currency, dols repurchased must go into miscellaneous receipts 
and cannot revert to appropriations for reuse. ae | , 

These in summary are principal considerations which have prompted 
us to suggest alternative scheme in Part Two of this cable. As already 
indicated we recognize that there are disincentives in any scheme but 

believe arrangements we propose are less harmful in this respect, and 
therefore more likely to be effective in accelerating mil production 
in Eur. Ss 

Part two of three . a | 

Fol is ISAC proposal on interim U.S. financing of mil production 
in Eur: | | 

1. ISAC agreed in principle to U.S. procurement on a limited scale _ 
of mil end-items produced in Eur for delivery after fiscal year 1951-52. 

2. “Limited scale” implies not only a limit on the total. amount 
($300 million has been discussed as order of magnitude generally in 
mind) but limitation to critically important items whose production. 
to meet scheduled requirements (generally to a known recipient) is 
clearly not forthcoming in absence of U.S. contract placement, and, 
as far as may be feasible, to certain clearly defined classes of items so- 
that expectations of similar U.S. procurement of other‘classes of items 
canbeforestalled. = = © - re 

3. Agreement is “in principle” only since there is yet. no information 
available to ISAC on items that might be so procured, either by 
type, by amount, or by country in which production would take place. 

4, Contracts would call for settlement in currency of country where 
production occurred and shld in gen provide for a minimum of pre- 
payment or progress payment by U.S. in order to postpone as long as 
possible the settlement payments. es | 

5. Dol earnings accruing to central banks of NATO countries from _ 
U.S. settlement of such contracts will, like all dol earnings, be taken 
into account in allotment of gen econ aid to countries. OS 

6. Local currency for settlement of contracts may be obtained by 
purchase from central bank of country in which a contract is let, but 
need not be obtained only by that method. The method employed will 
be determined by ECA and other interested U.S. agencies, after con- 
sidering the desirable incidence of dol accruals and all sources of local | 
currency funds available to U.S. | 

7. Delivery of end-items procured in Eur will be taken into account 
in determining total U.S. end-item programs of individual recipient 
countries, and will be governed by principles, conditions, and limi- 
tations that apply to all portions of end-item program. In gen, recipi- 
ent country will be advised in advance of origin of Eur procured 
end-items in order to permit proper technical consultation and super- 
vision; disposition of such end-items will, however, remain subject to
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U.S. discretion just as do any undelivered portions of end-item 
program. | | oe 

8. Procurement under this proposal by U.S. of certain end-items in 
_ Eur can only be financed out of appropriations resulting from existing 

Mutual Security Program request. Distribution of Eur produced end- : 
items among countries will be determined in same way as that of U.S. 
produced end-items. Accordingly, although use of Eur sources of sup- 
ply may well affect quantities of particular end-items procured and 
may, therefore, indirectly affect total amount of end-item aid to any 
particular recipient, this practice cannot give any government reason 
to count on having more of its needs met by U.S. aid than would other- 
wise be case. This fact shld be made unmistakably clear to each recipi- 
ent govt so that U.S. action will not appear to reduce the country’s | 
responsibility to procure mil end-items with its own resources. | 

9. It will often be desirable to assign a contract orginally let by U.S. 
procurement authorities to procurement authorities of recipient coun- ) 
try, because of advantage of technical supervision by that country, | 
continuity with subsequent contracts that wld be let by that country, | 
or budgetary consideration of recipient country, or to facilitate use of | 
recipient country’s EPU account for obtaining currency with which _ | 
to settle contract; but there will be no gen presumption that contracts | 

| shld be so assigned and no major negotiating effort will be devoted to | 
such assignment. In event of such assignment negot will, of course, ; 
have to make clear relation between any. such acceptance of liability | 
for payment and gen econ and end-items aid programs for country 
concerned. | | | oo 

10. The extent to which contracts may be placed within recipient | 
countries or in countries different from recipient can be determined 
only after study of what items meet conditions expressed in para 2. | 

11. Before this program is put into operation, there will be prepared 
an approximate statement of kinds of items to be procured, the coun- 
tries in which production will take place, amounts to be procured, and 
the likely recipients. This statement will be reviewed by ISAC before | 
plans for such procurement are put into operation. : 

12. The selection of items for such contract placement, and all dis- 
cussions or negot.in connection with such U.S. procurement, must be 
oriented toward extreme importance of making NATO govts realize 
that such procurement represents limited interim contract placement ; 
any Eur expectation that U.S. will continue such a practice or extend 
it outside or beyond limited scope decided unilaterally in advance, 
mustbeminimized. | co - | 

- 18. In interest of speed, and to minimize danger foreseen in para 
12, we shld not attempt to arrange or negotiate multilateral respon- 
sibility of any sort in connection with this interim program of U.S. 
procurement in Eur. However, this program shld be carried out in _ 
maximum feasible cooperation with DPB, and full advantage shld be 
taken of DPB recommendations. 

14, These principles have been agreed without prejudice to any more 
permanent multilateral system involving central procurement of, or 
financial responsibility for, certain major mil end-items produced in 
Eur. Consideration of such system will be undertaken promptly. 

15. No additional requests for funds are being made for specifie 
purpose of financing this scheme. A determination of source of funds
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shld be postponed until such time as reply is obtained to Part ITT of 
this cable, providing a more detailed idea of content of contemplated 
program. a ne 7 

Part three of three cs re _ 

- Tn order to assist in determining appropriate amounts to be set aside 

for procurement it is essential that we have some idea of amounts and 

kinds of items for which contracts shld be let in Eur. It wid be 

appreciated, therefore, if you cld prepare a statement which presents 

so far as possible a catalogue containing (a) specific items that eld be 

so procured, (0) countries in which production is likely to take place, 

(c) the likely recipients, (d) amounts to be procured with probable 

costs expressed in dol equivalents, and (e) prospective delivery 

schedules. oe a | a 

We feel you are in better position to prepare this type of statement 

but wld like opportunity to review it before plans for interim scheme 

are put into operation. This is particularly important since essential 

nature of projects must be demonstrated if funds from existing appro- 

- priation requests are to be made available. In this latter connection it 

is our feeling that projects shld be selected which will result not only 

in economical and expeditious production of critically needed ‘items, | 

but which will expand the production base to meet continuing needs of 

‘Eur rearmament. eo / : 

BS . | ACHESON 

740.5/6-151 : Telegram So | . oe - 

The Ambassador at Large (Jessup) to the Secretary of State? 

SECRET  NIACT Paris, June 1, 1951—7 p. m. 

7433. From Jessup. If it becomes necessary to make some further 

statement next week concerning NAT either here or in Wash (ourtel 

74112) I think it might be desirable to develop fact that NATO re- 

lationship is broader than its purely military aspects. Hitherto we 

have, in response to Sov allegations, tended to confine our remarks to 

pointing out defensive character of NATO, its relation to UN charter, 

etc. Wl1d there be disadvantages in pointing out in addition long-range 

political importance of NAT as a long-range continuing organization 

of like-minded states bound together by a common civilization, com- 

| mon ideals, etc. Such presentation wld lead up to fact which we have 

mentioned in meetings here that NATO will continue regardless of : 

discussions orevenagreementswithSov. | 

Advantage I see in such a presentation is getting away from Sov 

thesis that NATO is purely an offensive military alliance. Believe 

+ Repeated to London for Spofford and Achilles ; passed by the Department of 

State to Moscow. a | 

* Not printed. | co co | |
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emphasis on broader aspects of NATO is of general utility aside from | | 

question of debate with Sovs. There wld be some difficulties in framing | 

such a statement since Gromyko has been putting increasing emphasis : 
on fact their item includes Amer bases as well as NAT itself. State- 1 

ment I have in mind, however, wld not ignore defensive measures 
| which we are necessarily taking in implementation of NAT. > | 

- _ I am sending these personal views in hope of receiving comments | 

from Spofford and Achilles as well as from Dept. I have discussed | 
them with MacArthur who agreed with my general thought but who | 

has not seen this telegram. MER END Ng ER | 
| ROUEN | TE Segsop] | 

= 740.5/6~251 : Telegram A oS . oe . - : 7 | - “ | 

The United States Deputy Representative on the North Atlantic | 
. — Council (Spofford) to the Secretary of State> = | 

| shone ey Se - / S _ Lonpon, June 2, 1951—1 p. m. | 

Depto 1046. Met again with Icelandic legal rep Andersen this morn- | 
ing.? He advises that in view of our assurances regarding intended | 
meaning Article LX, section 8 of multilateral, Article 7(c) of bilateral 
and Article XI, section 4 of multilateral he is recommending to his 
govt that it sign multilateral and expects it will agree. Under circum- 
stances we have given him our interpretations as follows: = | 

a. “It is view of US that first sentence of para 4 of Article 11 of 
draft agreement on status of NATO mil forces is to be interpreted 

_ to mean that reasonable quantities of provisions, supplies, and other | 
goods may be imported free of duty whether they are for exclusive 

~ use of a force.or its civilian component or of dependents, provided, 
_ however, that these duty-free imports shall not be available to civilian | 

components and dependents if laws of receiving state bar their use | 
by them. We believe provisions are complementary to those requiring a 
observance of local laws. Present practice where our troops are in 

1. Repeated for information to Paris and Reykjavik. _ a 
* Under consideration in this telegram was the possible Icelandic reservation to | 

the draft agreement between the parties of the North Atlantic Treaty regarding . 
the status of their armed forces; see the editorial note, p. 186. In telegram Depto | 

| 1033, May 31, Spofford reported that he had met with Icelandic Council Deputy 
| Petursson and Icelandic Foreign Ministry Legal Adviser Hang G. Andersen on 

May 31 regarding Iceland’s reasons for not wanting to sign the NATO status-of- 
| forces agreement. The Icelandic representatives explained that the publicity 
| attending the NATO status-of-forces agreement would cause political problems in 
: Iceland. The Icelandie Parliament’s approval of the North Atlantic Treaty in 

1949 was obtained because it was then argued that Icelandic bases would be : 
provided to NATO only during hostilities. The United States—Iceland defense | 
agreement of May 8, 1951, which provided NATO bases in Iceland to the United 
States prior to hostilities, had neither been published nor formally presented to | 
Parliament. The Icelandic representatives also raised legal questions regarding 
the relationship between the United States—Iceland agreement of May 8, 1951, | 
on status of personnel and the proposed NATO status-of-forces. agreement. 
(740.5/5-38151) Regarding the United States-Iceland agreements of 1951 under 
reference here, see volume Iv. | | | | | 

| | a
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foreign countries is that no such restriction is applied to civilians. 
It is our understanding that this practice will be continued and that 
language, ‘Where such use is permitted’, concerns right of receiving 
state which wld only be applied in cases where privileges are being 
abused.” OS : 

6. “There is textual difference between Article VII (c) of the 
Iceland—US agreement and Article IX, para 8, of multilateral agree- 
ment. US considers that latter provides that excise taxes, purchase 

_ taxes, sales taxes, etc., shall be applicable to local purchases by indi- 
viduals. This is also implicit in Article VI (a) of bilateral agreement. | 
Multilateral languages so far as bulk purchases for forces are con- 
cerned shld be read in connection with Article LX, para 2 (Article VI 
(6) of bilateral agreement), which provides for such purchases to be 

_ made thru channels of govt of receiving state. Under multilateral 
agreement such purchases will be made thru authorities which pur- 
chase for local armed services. We assume that such govt purchases 
are not taxed and that practice under multilateral agreement will be 
that described in Article VII, para 3 of bilateral.” 

Hope you agree with these interpretations. | 
_ Andersen says that if Iceland signs multilateral it will expect ex- 
change of notes to be made with US to effect that bilateral is still 
controlling between USandIceland. = 
‘Icelandic rep also stated that if there was no objection there will 

probably be a delay in ratification by Iceland until any storm over 

signing has died down. Ratification by other signatory nations will 

probably take some time and therefore there shld be no objection to 
similar delay in Iceland.* | * a a 

| | ae - SPOFFORD 

* Telegram Todep 484, June 5, to London, expressed Department of State con- 
currence in the interpretations set forth in this telegram and approved the 
formula for Icelandic signature of the NATO status-of-armed-forces agreement 
set. forth in the penultimate paragraph of this telegram (740.5/6-551). A few | 
days later, Iceland agreed to sign the multilateral agreement in accordance with : 
formula set forth here. Telegram 269, June 16, to Reykjavik, instructed that 
an appropriate note be addressed to the Icelandic Government before June 19 
(740.5/6-1551).. _ vo , a 

%740.5/6—-251 : Telegram . So | ne . | * a - | | 

Lhe United States Deputy Representative on the North. Atlantic 
_ . Council (Spofford) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET ; NIACT Lonvon, J une 2, 1951—8 p. m. 
Depto 1055. From Spofford and Achilles. Re Paris 7433.2 We fully 

concur Jessup’s belief stress should be placed on fact NATO relation- | 
ship is long range one basically broader in scope than mere defense a 
alliance and that these aspects of NAT shld receive more emphasis. 

* Repeated to Paris for Jessup, to Moscow, and to Frankfurt. a | | 
2June 1, p. 172. oe ee weg |
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Mere fact it shld seem necessary to assert “NAT will continue re- 

gardless of discussions or even agrmt with Soviet,” comes as something : 

of shock and proves the point. : ee ee | : 

‘During Senate hearings and debate on NAT, Vandenburg repeatedly 

stressed these aspects * and fact treaty’s importance transcended any 

temporary fluctuations in relations with Sov or any other country. 

Foreign Relations Comite report reflected this in its summary of rea- 

sons for recommending ratification of which sixth reads “(6) Treaty | 

3g in accordance with basic interests of US which shld be steadfastly 

served regardless of fluctuations in internatl situation or our relations. 

with any country”.t In present context we may refer to basic interests. ? 

| of all parties rather than to those of US alone. Foreign relations. | 

Comite’s fifteenth reason also applicable: “(15) Treaty is not confined. | 

to prevention of war but reflects will of participating nations to. | 

. strengthen moral and material foundations of lasting peace and free- | 

dom.” Secy’s statement at signature NAT ® and his report to Congress. 

after May 1950 session of NAC ® also containusefulthemes. ; 

These broader aspects seem to us also to be important politically: : 

from point of view of public support both in US and in Europe. Their: | 

longer range appeal shld help to inspire confidence and hope and to: | 

develop willingness to make sacrifices necessary for defense effort. : 

Several deps as well as US mission chiefs here for recent regional mtg " | 

stressed importance of this in practical terms of securing both political 

support and Parliamentary votes for specificdef measures. = 

- Stress on these aspects from viewpoints both of talks with Soviets. | 

and of public opinion seems particularly desirable at time we are advo- 

cating admission of Greece and Turk. We must expect Soviets to dis- 

tort our advocacy of their admission in support their themes treaty is. 

offensive and designed to secure bases near USSR and that our protes- _ 

tations of treaty’s “Atlantic” and defense character are eyewash. While 

hesitancy of Eurs to have Greece and Turk admitted has various. 

causes, it is unfortunately true that these are sensitive points in minds. 

of some of our allies even in advance of any intensive Commie propa- 

ganda, drive. Eur willingness to admit Greece and Turk wld certainly 

| be facilitated by clear evidence of continuing and growing US interest. 

in strengthening North Atlanticcommunity, 

§ Por documentation on this debate of J uly” 1949, see Congressional Record,. | 

-Sist Cong., 1st séss., pp. 8812-9916. me Oo aan - 

+ See U.S. Congress Committee on Foreign Relations, 81st Cong., 1st sess., North 

1940)” Treaty Report, J une 6, 1949 (Washington, Government Printing: Office, | 

Os “Report of the Secretary of State to the President on North Atlantic Treaty,” 

made April:7 and released to the press April 12, 1949, printed in the Department: 

of State Bulletin, April 24, 1949, p. 582.. me — ee 

® Delivered on May 31-and released to the press on the same date, printed ibid., . 

June 12,1950, p.931. oe | rn | or 
7 Meeting under reference not identified. So : oo an 

536-688 PL 1—80——14 : es
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Importance which Eurs and we here attach to giving clear indication 
of intention to work in this direction is given in Depto 1045 May 30 

(2567 to Paris) and Depto 887 May 5 (2222toParis)®§ = = | 
| | a Oe _ [Acuriizs] 

| eo _- SPOFFORD 

*Neither printed. oe Bg 

740.5/6-651 : Telegram ek Aye - 
The United States Deputy Representative on the North Atlantic 

Council (Spofford) to the Secretary of State. oy 

CONFIDENTIAL | | _ Lonpon, June 6, 1951—6 p. m. 
Depto 1075. 1. This preliminary report on consideration of armed | 

forces status agreement in CD today.? Date for signing was fixed at 
3 p.m. June 19.% All deps appeared to have auth to sign except US 
must await instr due to Newfoundland base problem. _ : | 

2. The fol points were made: os eo : | ce 

(a) Canada dep said that negotiations were in progress with the 7 
US regarding status of troops in Newfoundland. Canada would make 

| reservation unless his agreement was concluded prior to the time of 
signature.* USDep indicated that he hoped that agreement wld be 
concluded before time of signature. Pls keep us advised of your think- 
ing so that if we can not sign on June 19, we can so advise other deps 
as soon as possible. Sincerely hope nothing will prevent final execu- 
tion of agreement on J une 19. - Co | | 
_(6) US made fol statement: US service Attachés and certain senior. 

MAAGs wld not be considered covered by the armed forces status _ 
agreement. Otherdepsmadenocomment. == = 2 ©. | 

(c) US made statement. on APO’s contained in Todep 478.5 Brit — 
and Fr both indicated that operation of APO’s was a privilege and. 
not a right, but both indicated that there had been no difficulty about 
our operating A PO’s as in the past. eS a 

* Repeated for information to Reykjavik and Paris. 7 oo o Be oe 
? Under reference here is the draft agreement between the parties of the North | 

Atlantic Treaty regarding the status of their armed forces; see the editorial. 
note, p. 186. | oe | | | a 

*Regarding the signing of the NATO status-of-armed-forces agreement on . 
June 19, see telegram Depto 1152, June 20, from London, p. 187. | . : 

*In a memorandum of June 5, delivered to the Department of State that same 
day, the Canadian Government raised the question of the applicability of the 
proposed NATO status-of-forces agreement to the military bases in Newfoundland : 
leased to the United States under the terms of the United States-Canadian agree-. _ | 
ment of March 27, 1941, as modified (W.A.S. 235; 55 Stat. 1599). The Canadian } 
Government indicated that it would sign the status-of-forces. agreement with 
reservation unless the appropriate application of its terms to United States forces 
in Newfoundland were worked out (740.5/6-751). Telegram Todep 484, June 5, to 
London, informed Spofford of the Canadian reauest,. explained that an interde- 
partmental decision on the matter was urgently being sought, and instructed that 
the United States request postponement of the signature of the status-of-forces 
agreement rather than have a Canadian reservation (740.5/6-551). Regarding the 
resolution of this problem, see telegram Todep 528, June 18, to London, p. 186. 

5 Not printed. | a ee
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| ( d) US made point regarding exclusive jurisdiction over its forces : 

during hostilities. UK alone made comment on this indicating that 

although such rights were granted during the last war with respect to | 

US troops in UK, there eld be no guarantee that Parliament wld do 
likewise again. He did not indicate that Parliament wld not give the 

sametreatment again, butonlythattheymightnot. == = 

(ec) US made point re security screening of members of fon forces 

who handle highly classified US material as set forth in ‘Todep 469.° 

_ There was no comment. pe eee | 

- (f) Neth again made its statement regarding possibility ofnational  =—s | 

legislation being passed which wld subject other govts tothe jurisdic- | 

+ion of its courts. There seemed to be no occasion to comment further 
onthis statement. pe Sg se | 

(g) Informally we advised Fr that US Emb in Paris wld negotiate _ : 

a bilateral with the Fr extending the multilateral agreement without _ : 
change to Algeria. Presume that further action on this subj will be | 

_ taken in Paris. _ ae ES | 
(hk) Informally UK chairman of WG stated that his govt expected | 

the existing agreements to continue to cover the Bahamas and Ber- | 

muda but that this matter had not been referred to the colonies them- 7 
selves, and that there was a bare possibility (which he thought was 

highly unlikely) that they wld prefer the multilateral. The UK is | 
satisfied with the present arrangements. . Wo) Gh ra hos ky : 

3. WG report approved. Copy hasbeen pouched.7 
A, No statement made re protocol between SHAPE and Fr auths | 

‘which we know is in process of negotiation.® ae OY 

5, Understand that SHAPE expects to issue statement on multi- | 
lateral the day after it is signed. Wld expect some communiqué on 

OO ES . __. SPoFFoRD 

Teetipitntea. fo eee op RR ae See 
- No copy of the working group report under reference here has been found | 

“an the files of the Department of State. = Leo . 2 op oe es | 

- 8'The negotiations under. reference here continued during the remainder of 
71951. and ‘eventuated in the North Atlantic Treaty protocol on the status of 
‘international military headquarters, signed at Paris, August 28,1952... 

* Regarding the statements issued to the press at the time of the signing of the 
NATO status-of-forces agreement on June 19, see the editorial note, p.186. | 

-740.5/6-1151 : Telegram OR - Bee 

The Secretary of State to the United States Deputy Representative | 
on the North Atlantic Council (Spofford), at London} ane | 

SECRET eke _Wasurneton, June 11, 1951—T p. m. 

Todep 505. Fol teleg Def 93470, 7 Jun, sent CINCNELM for 
Bradley by Adm Wright. As Bradley did not see Spofford, we are 

repeating teleg at Def suggestion to make sure you see it. oe 

1 Drafted and cleared with Beebe (Defense) by Knight (RA). _ ae |
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“1, I have recd ltr from Gen Baele Chm of Mil Comite proposing | 
that mtgs of Mil Comite be scheduled for immediate future and held 
independent of mtgs of Council. This same proposal reflected in letter 
addressed to Amb Spofford from Col De Greef on May 26. 

“2. Recommend that you propose to Spofford that he resist this 
move in Council Deps for fol reasons: _ oo | 

_“(A) The Mil Chiefs wld also probably have to attend Council 
mtg which wld require an addl assembly of Mil Chiefs. | 

“(B) It is not likely that any papers of sufficient importance 
to justify an addl mtg of Mil Comite will be ready in near future. 

“(C) It wld be undesirable for Mil Comite to set up series of 
mtgs for purpose of processing papers on projects now pending 
before SG. I am asking Def to send substance of this msg to 
Spofford as his guidance in this matter. ms, 

“3. This msg concurred in by JCS.” - : 
a ACHESON 

740.5/6-1251 : Telegram | a . . . 

Lhe Secretary of State to the United States Deputy Representative 
on the North Atlantic Council (Spofford), at London? — 

SECRET WasHINGTON, June 12, 1951—8 p. m. 
Todep 518. For Spofford. 1. ReDepto 990,? Dept regrets draft “Prin- 

ciples Governing the Relationship Between the UN and Collective 
Self-Defense and Regional Orgs” (Todep 487) did not embody dis- 
cussion of reasons prompting analysis these relationships at this time. 
Principles are in no sense rigid. Several changes therein have now been 
embodied in revised draft, and others may be appropriate. - 

, 2. Revised memo containing principles was considered at mtg of 
Dep Under Secy with S/ISA and Assistant Secretaries June 5, at 
which it was decided to transmit memo to Dept Def to obtain views. 
JCS on military implications. The covering letter to Dept Def notes. 
that enumeration of principles is still in formative stage in State Dept 
and expresses intention to discuss matter with other CMC members 
after clearances within State and Def Depts. It was further decided 
that each geographic Bureau within Dept shld prepare papers con- 
sidering how relationships between regional and collective self-defense 
arrangements coming within their areas of responsibilities can best: 
be developed along with UN security measures. 

3. Principles represent. concept which we believe is worth further 
study and development. They are still in exploratory stage. Question. 

* Repeated to Paris for MacArthur. Drafted by Bancroft (UNA) and Angelo 
(UNP) ; cleared with the Deputy Under Secretary of State, in substance with. | 
Martin (EUR), and in draft with Bray (S/ISA). 

7May 24, p. 163. 
* Not printed, but see footnote 1, p.168. 

. 4 

|
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of relationships between UN and other security arrangements may 
arise in UN because of terms ref CMC, although timing and extent : 

of any internat] discussion this problem, on which your views will 

also be sought, remains to be decided. However, important that US 

position be formulated. In addition to memo fol may be helpful to : 

you as background info. | | | | | , 

a. The basic relationship between UN and NATO has remained 
unchanged since NAT became effective. See FM D F-6a, Apr 28, 1950.+ : 

- Moreover, since Treaty GA has on US initiation adopted Uniting for 
Peace Res® which makes elaboration of relationship important. | : 

Our policy of support for the development of UN collective security | 
system is long-range one which will make it increasingly possible | 
obtain more than theoretical benefits to our own security and that 
of our closest allies. For this reason we attached great importance : 
Uniting for Peace Res in GA last fall and to res adopted at recent 
mtg Mins of Am States.* With adoption of Uniting for Peace Res , 
there is now real possibility of carrying forward basic Charter pur- | 
poses. Such progress will be possible, of course, only if various mem- | 
bers take steps to maintain units within their armed forces and to make | 
available other resources and facilities for UN use. If Members take | 
such action, UN strength and universal security will be materially | 
increased. This is so because contributions from non-members of such | 
groupings wld be forthcoming more promptly and with broader par- 

/ ticipation than if we relied solely on our own strength and that of our 
formal partners in regional and self-defense arrangements. Ss 
_Foregoing gen considerations raise question of potential relation- 

ship between NATO and UN in foreseeable circumstances. It is our 
assumption that in event of aggression against NAT area we wld seek 
immed UN support for action taken by NAT. This wld probably mean 
UN endorsement of action taken pursuant to Treaty, recommenda- _ 
tion to all States to make contributions to UN to repel aggression, 
and appointment of SG or individual members as executive military _ 
agency on behalf of UN authorized to negotiate with UN Members 
for contribution of forces and other assistance. In this way NATO 
members wld received political, legal and moral approval of world 
community through UN and cooperation and material support of 
states outside NAT. = | a | 

US response to Uniting for Peace Res already reflects a relation- 
ship between UN and NAT. | | Oe | 

6. Classified elements of foregoing analysis of course will not be 
discussed in CMC, GA or other UN organs. Bo NT 
_¢@ Principles do not call for estab formal machinery linking UN 

and NATO prior to any incident calling for armed action in defense 
of NAT Area. Greatest portion of principles applies to situations 
arising after aggression under circumstances in which NAT members 
willwantUNhelp. © oS | See 7 

* Not printed. _ | 
*For documentation regarding this UN resolution and other similar items, see _- 

vol. 1, pp. 455 ff. | 7 
*For documentation on the action taken at the Fourth Meeting of Consultation | 

of Ministers of Foreign Affairs of American Republics, which opened at Wash- 
ington March 26, see vol. 1, pp. 925 ff, | : |
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Finally, as introductory memo shows, draft principles do not con- 
template that UN wld enter strategic planning, nor wld they deprive 
collective self-defense arrangements of capacity for independent action 
when necessary. | | Bie es OO 

4, FYI Amb Dulles examined revised draft in Dept prior leaving 

for London. Dulles giving further consideration to insertion in Pacific. 
Treaties of appropriate ref to UN relationships. You may find oppor- 
tunity discuss with Dulles. a | oe | 

5. Text revised draft memo and principles contained in fol tel. 

| | mE , ACHESON 

740.5 /5-2451 : Telegram | | | 

Lhe Secretary of State to the United States Deputy Representative 
on the North Atlantic Council (Spofford), at London* 

SECRET OS Wasurneron, J une 12, 1951—8 p. m. 

Todep 514. For Spofford. Re Depto 990,2 Todep 487. a 

1. Text revised draft memorandum and principles concerning rela- 
tionship between UN and collective self-defense and regional arrange- 

ments, which have been submitted to Dept Def for JCS views on 
military implications, fols: | 

“Relationship Between the UN and Collective Self-Defense and 
Kegional Arrangements. In directing the CMC to study methods which 
might be used to strengthen internat] peace and security, the GA ex- 
pressly provided that the Comite shld take account of regional and 
collective self-defense arrangements. = = 
“The Charter recognized that States might arrange themselves in 

regional or other less than universal groupings in order to strengthen 
their own security. Various provisions were inserted in the Charter to 
insure that any such arrangements shld fit into the collective security 
system envisaged by the Charter under which the SC has primary re- | 
sponsibility for the maintenance of internat] peace. These provisions 
are found in Articles 24, 48(2), 51, 52(1), 58(1) and 54. 

“Because of world tensions created by the USSR the free nations 
of the world established collective defense and regional arrangements 
to an extent which was not envisaged at the time of San Francisco. 
These arrangements were not expected to be a substitute for the system 
of the Charter under the direction of the SC. They were expressly tied 
into the Charter to supplement and strengthen the UN in the security 
field. Thus they are to be differentiated from mere military alliances. | 

“In adopting the Uniting for Peace Res the GA sought to ensure 
that pending the time when there were available to the SC armed 
forces contributed by Member States pursuant to special agreements 
under Article 43, the UN wld have at its disposal means for maintain- 
ing internat] peace and security. The Res made explicit the procedures 

- +1D)Drafted and cleared with EUR by Bancroft (UNA). _ | 
2May 24, p. 168. a 
* Not printed ; but see footnote 1, ibid. | RY
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by which the GA. cld make recommendations to Member States for — 
collective measures in cases where the SC failed to exercise its respon- = yk 
sibility because of the veto. : ee 
“Neither the Charter, however, nor the Uniting for Peace Res 

_ expressly provided for relationships between regional and collective 
self-defense arrangements and the preparation for or the taking of | 

| collective measures by Member States pursuant to GA recommenda- 
tions. An analysis of these relationships is therefore an essential part — : 
of the work of the CMC in its task of contributing to the development. 
of an effective collective security system. a Rs 

“Tn establishing these relationships both in terms of concept and 
In terms of operational reality much work needs to be done both by 
the UN itself and by the existing arrangements for collective self- 
defense and regionalagencies. = a cee ee | 
_ “Both arrangements to which the US is a party are by their express , 

provisions closely tied into the Charter of the UN. It 1s obvious that 
the policies of the US to strengthen the NAT, to strengthen hemi- 
spheric security under the regional arrangement with the LA States, : 
and to develop the UN into an effective collective security system. are 

- not inconsistent policies but are mutually dependent. It is therefore to 
our interest to develop sound relationships between the UN and the | 
arrangements to which we are parties as well as other groupings of , 
states. By so doing we will increase the possibilities of obtaining the | 
political and material cooperation in support of UN action of those , 
states outside the North Atlanticand Rio Treaties = © | 

“The principles which fol if used as a basis for these relationships | 
| will represent a further development of the Uniting for Peace Res in | 

furtherance of the policy of the UN to build up an effective collective , 
security system. Furthermore, after consideration of the question by : 
the UN itself and by the appropriate organs of the collective defense _ | 
and regional arrangements, sound working relationships can be de- | 
veloped which can go far to build an overall system to maintain or | : 
restore peace. These working relationships wld not, of course, touch | 

- upon the field of strategic planning, nor wld they deprive such ar- | 
rangements of their capacity for independent action where necessary. | 

Principles. eg | 

“I. There is adequate constitutional authority under the Charter for | 
the utilization of collective defense and regional arrangements in the | 
collective security systemofthe UN. © en Oo | | 

“2. By Articles 24 and 51 and under Chapter VIII the Charter | 
expressly recognized the need for coordinating the activities of such | 
arrangements with those taken on a universal basis by the UN for 
the maintenance of internat] peaceand security.  — we oa | 

“3. If the SC fails to exercise its primary responsibility for the 
maintenance of internat] peace and security and, pursuant to its | 
Charter authority and the Uniting for Peace Res, the GA makes 
recommendations for collective measures, the need for coordination of 
the activities of collective defense and regional arrangements and 
UN action still remains. Accordingly, in such cases the GA shld by 
its recommendations seek to secure such coordination. 7 ) 

“4, Both the SC and the GA, therefore, in their preparations to 
strengthen collective security in order to prevent threats to or breaches 
of the peace and to deter acts of aggression shld take into account
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collective defense and regional arrangements and work out techniques 
concerting the collective measures recommended by the SC or the 
GA with the measures which might be taken by such collective defense 
‘and regional arrangements. — | | 

“Similarly the collective defense and regional arrangements them- 
selves shld, in their planning, give consideration to the coordination 
of their activities with UN preparations to strengthen collective 
‘security and with the collective measures which might be recommended 
by the SC or the GA. | we 

“5, Furthermore, in making such recommendations for collective 
measures, pursuant to para 1 of the Uniting for Peace Res, the GA 
‘can recommend to States that such collective measures be carried out 
by them directly and through their action in the arrangements or 
agencies of which they are members. | oe 

“6, The machinery of regional or collective defense arrangements 
ld appropriately be used by states parties to such arrangements to 
‘carry out recommendations by the SC or the GA for collective 
measures to maintain or restore internat] peace and security. _ 

“7, In the event of an armed ‘attack where self-defense measures 
are being taken, the SC, or the GA, under the circumstances provided 
for in para 1 of the Uniting for Peace Res, can appropriately make 
recommendations to States to supplement such measures and to co- 
ordinate with them such other or further collective measures as may © 
be decided upon. | Oo fo 

_ “8, Such recommendations cld appropriately include endorsement 
‘of such measures of self-defense and they may, if desirable, confer 
authority on the state or states taking measures to continue the action 
‘on behalf of the UN.” a | | 

, | : a | _ ACHESON 

‘740.5/6-1351 : Telegram - | | / 

- The Ambassador in France (Bruce) to the Secretary of State* — 

‘SECRET Paris, June 13, 1951-8 p. m. 

7748. From MacArthur. Re immed preceding tel? fol is résumé 
‘Eisenhower-Van Zeeland discussion yesterday. 

1. Force commitments under MTDP. Van Zeeland brought up 

‘methods of force commitments under MTDP. He said force commit- 

ments thus far made were nothing more than unilateral declarations 

-of what individual countries willing to contribute without regard to 

comparability of forces effort of different NAT countries. He person- 
cally believed total force requirements should be divided on equitable 

‘multilateral basis and that NATO should develop suitable criteria for 

-over-all effort and for allocating force requirements, rather than exist- 

“ing system of individual offers. | : 

1 Repeated to Brussels for the Ambassador and to London for Spofford. 
**® Not printed. |
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- Gen Eisenhower agreed in theory with foregoing but pointed out 

that sharing of burden on basis specific criteria alone was extremely | 

complicated because of many inter-related factors: mil, econ, polit, 

and psychological. He expressed strong belief that if Eur def is to | 

be organized, each country must make its very best effort. He also : 

emphasized MTDP is useful document in terms target for force : 

requirements; that it is undergoing study ; that existing requirements. 

are absolute minimum. | a a 

Van Zeeland agreed with “very best effort” concept altho he pointed : 

out strong tendency of nations to consider contribution other members. _ 

to judge justness of individual loads. Do Se hel a 

2. Present org of NATO. Van Zeeland asked whether Gen Eisen- 

hower satisfied with present structure NATO and whether it was orga- | 

nized in most effective possible manner. Van Zeeland doubted that it 

was. Gen Eisenhower agreed with Van Zeeland pointing out that altho : 

deps doing excellent work they appear handicapped by lack of suili- | 

cient delegated exec auth. This seemed to be generally true of NATO. 

| For example, when SACEUR has requirements they must pass: 

through series of comites which has become time consuming process: : 

and which hampers efforts to build Eur strength as rapidly as desir- | 
able. If NAT Govts cld be represented by top level people with con- : 

‘siderable greater auth in NATO bodies, more rapid progress might be : 
made. ae . ae | ee ree 

Van Zeeland believed NAT Council shld meet more often preferably: | 

_ every three months and when Council not in session greater exec auth: | 

shld be delegated to deps to carry out policy within Council directives.. | 

| Gen Eisenhower concurred generally with Van Zeeland’s views; Van. : 

‘Zeeland said on basis of his conversation and his own views he in- . 

tended propose fol fornext Councilagenda: oO | 

(a) Council meet regularly every three months, | | 
(6) Council review work individual NATO bodies and issue broad: 

policy guidance; oe | pel : | 
(ce) In interim period between Council mtgs deps have greater auth. | 

to act within agreed policy guidance incl auth to commit certain | 
limited funds for necessary proj such as infra-structure requirements. | 

3. Belg def effort. Van Zeeland said Belg Govt surprised at US: | 

criticism of over-all Belg effort. He felt criticism unjust since Belg | 

doing everything it had agreed to do and appeared to be well ahead’ 

other NAT countries this respect. Van Zeeland inquired whether Gen: | 

Eisenhower believed Belg effort adequate and if not where it was: | 

deficient. General replied that what Van Zeeland seemed to be saying - | 
was that Belg was doing everything it said it wld do. Gen Eisenhower: | 

asked whether NAT countries shld be asked to do only what they said" 

they wld do or to do their very best. He personally believed strongly: |
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each country shld do its very best and that in final analysis only coun- 
try itself cld determine whether it was really making all-out effort. 

4. Infra-structure. Van Zeeland inquired whether Gen Eisenhower 
believed infra-structure problem on road to settlement. Gen Eisen- 
hower replied that while problem very complicated, it did not appear 
to be going well and matter was one of utmost urgency. Gen Gruenther 
felt NATO was doing badly on infra-structure problems. While | 
recognizing individual govts wished to know to talk cost infra- 
structure, this would take considerable time. Meanwhile certain infra- 
structure projs such as airfields were of vital importance if Eur were 
to be defended. For this interim financing shld be rapidly arranged. 
He personally surprised Eurs holding back when their very security 
depended on rapid solution. Van Zeeland said he wished to help in 
every possible way to get countries to move forward and suggested 
he have mil info on comparative efforts by different countries on which 
to base his action. co 

5. Maximum utilization Eur armament production capacity. Van 
Zeeland expressed conviction Eur in its own interest shld produce 
own armaments to maximum extent possible. Unless existing Eur 
capacity utilized, defense will not be organized as rapidly as neces- 

sary. He had made great effort to get Belg industry to expand arma- __ 

ment production but Belg industry unwilling unless: (a) it recd firm 

orders, (b) it was assured of payment. If these two conditions eld 

be met problem wld be partially solved. He thought one practical way 

to make progress this field was to estab list of mil items approved 

for NAT forces and second by detailed list (with countries’ break- 

down) of items which different forces [need?] and what different | 

countries can produce. If this were done a bookkeeping arrangement 
to encourage Kur exchange of armaments might be worked out. For 

example, Belg has surplus capacity for small arms. It cld ship certain _ 
number small arms to Denmark debiting Danish acct to value of ship- 
ment. Danes cld ship canned butter to Belg for use Belg Armed 
Forces. Value Danish shipment wld be credited against Belg shipment. 
Both shipments wld be duty free since for mil use. At termination 
certain period books wld be closed and final balances drawn. Creditor 

country wld extend long term credit of say 10 years which wld be 
guaranteed by 12 NAT countries. Van Zeeland said he discussed this 
possibility with Herod who also believed something along foregoing 

lines possible. Van Zeeland said he heard informally from Murphy 

US thinking of interim solution envisaging placing by US of limited 
number of orders with Eur industry. This might be helpful as interim 

solution but from psychological as well as practical view it wld not be 

as good as plan which wld require Eur themselves to make maximum 

use their total productive facilities. a |
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6. Status of Brussels’ pact. Gen Gruenther inquired Van Zeeland’s 

views re future of Brussels’ pact org incl mil machinery. Van Zeeland | 
replied all Brussels’ pact countries felt all machinery of pact incl | 

- mil shid be continued because: - | : | 

(a) It provided for social, econ, and cultural coop not envisaged 
in NAT, - | 

- (b) Automatic clause bringing all into war if one attacked is very 
important. | ee ne | | 

(c) It provides possible framework for future Eur org. Van Zee- | 
land said mil machinery Brussels’ pact while continuing on paper is 
virtually replaced by NAT mil machinery and that Brussels ma- 
chinery shld in no way be permitted interfere with NAT mil ma- : 

_ ¢hinery which has responsibility for def of Western Europe. | 

7. Eur army. Van Zeeland said Belg supported Fr proposal for 
_ Eur army not on merits but largely as means of finding solution to | 

Franco-Ger differences re Ger rearmament.? He was disturbed by | 
newspaper article datelined Bonn in Paris Herald Tribune June 11 

_ which talked about 12 Ger divs and other details. He had only vague | 
and conflicting reports re negots in Bonn + and asked if details in | 
Tribune art were correct. Gen Eisenhower said he had not read art. | 
Gen Gruenther believed art probably based on various rumors and | 
reports re discussion. He pointed out one of main problems in con- 
nection with Bonn talks is size Ger units and level of integration (1e., | 
division or corps). Solution these problems not yet reached. Therefore 
it premature to become disturbed re newspaper reports. Gen Eisen- , 
hower said he had taken no position re Eur Army. He wished maxi- | 
mum number effective units. If Eur Army cld produce such units he | 

| wld accept them. On other hand he felt Eur Army as conceived by Fr 
seemed to require certain. unified polit, econ, and fin institutions, | 
which might take considerable time to develop. Ger contribution is : 
most important and shld be arranged at earliest possible moment. | 
In meantime he felt Eur countries shld build up their own strength : 
since this wld attract Gers. eg : : 

8. Next mtg NAT Council. Van Zeeland reiterated belief Council | 
shld meet regularly four times yearly. He recently contacted all NAT | 
Govts re mtg in July. Consensus opinion was Council shld meet soon 
as feasible. While Van Zeeland believed it should meet in July he did | | 
not believe it shld meet before or during CFM. Agenda shld be care- | 
fully prepared by deps and shld include Greek-Turk question. Hesaid =| 
he was communicating to Spofford results his soundings other NAT | 
Govts re next mtg. He believed both Fon and Def Mins shld be | 

® For documentation on international discussion of the French plan for a Euro- | 
pean army, see pp. (55 ff. yt | . , 

~ *For documentation on the military talks at Bonn, see pp. 990 ff. | 
*The conference referred to here is the Four-Power Exploratory Talks at . 

| Paris. For documentation, see pp. 1086 ff. — a po Be ,
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present and that mtg might be held late July-Aug or Sept depending 
on CFM and possibility real progress. Place of mtg wld depend on 
date. [MacArthur.] | o 

, Bruce 

740.5/6-1851 : Telegram a | : 
Lhe Secretary of State to the United States Deputy frepresentative 

on the North Atlantic Council (Spofford), at London} 

CONFIDENTIAL  NIACT Wasuineron, June 18, 1951—5 p. m. 
PRIORITY | 

Todep 528. Re Depto sent as 1133, Jun 18.2 You may sign NATO 
| Forces Agreement without reservation. Dept informed through Canad 

Kmb Washington that Wilgress is being instructed to sign tomorrow 
also without reservation (Depto 1133). No statement will be made by 
either country. | 

F YT only, we informed Canads Sat that we wish, in effect, to exclude 
US forces on Newfoundland bases from application of NATO Status 
Agreement under Art I(a) pending further discussions.* Note has 
been received from Canad Emb this morning stating that Canad 
willing sign 19th without reservation and to discuss US request. Note 
adds that if bilateral agreement not reached by time Canad files rati- 
fication, Canad will feel bound to make reservation at that time.* Bi- 
lateral discussions will take place in Washington or Ottawa in near 
future.® 

| | ACHESON 

*This telegram, which was repeated to Paris for MacArthur, was drafted by 
Fessenden of EUR/RA and Haselton of BNA and was cleared by Assistant 
Secretary of State Perkins, Barringer of Defense, and Yingling of L/EUR. 

? Not printed. It asked for instructions for the scheduled signing the next day 
of the NATO status-of-forces agreement in view of the possible Canadian reserva- 
tion. Regarding the status-of-forces agreement, see the editorial note, infra. 
Regarding the Canadian question on the application of the agreement to the 
bases in Newfoundland, see footnote 4, p. 176. | 
*Summarized here is a Department of State memorandum handed to the 

| Canadian Ambassador on June 16 (740.5/6-751). | 
“Summarized here is a Canadian Embassy memorandum of June 18 (740.5/ 

6-1851). - 
*United States-Canadian negotiations were carried on throughout the re- 

mainder of 1951 and eventuated in an agreement relating to the application of 
the NATO status-of-forces agreement to U.S. forces in Canada, including those 

_ at the leased bases in Labrador and Newfoundland, effected by an exchange of 
notes of April 28 and 30, 1952. For the texts of the exchange, see TIAS No. 3074, 
printed in 5 UST (pt. 3) 2139. | 

Editorial Note | Co 

During January and February 1951 a working group of the North 
| Atlantic Council Deputies prepared a draft agreement between the 

parties of the North Atlantic Treaty regarding the status of their
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armed forces. Acting Assistant Legal Adviser Conrad E. Snow repre- | 
sented the United States in the working group. The draft agreement 
was considered by the United States and other NATO governments | 
during March and April after which the draft agreement was revised __ | 
and perfected in further meetings of the working group as well as | 
in meetings of the Council Deputies. The agreed draft was completed 
by the working group on May 31, was approved by the Council Depu- | 
ties on June 6, and was signed at the Council Deputies meeting of | 
June 19. For the text of the agreement as signed in London on June 19, _ | 
1951, by the representatives of Belgium, Canada, Denmark, France, | 
Iceland, Italy, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, the a 
‘United Kingdom, and the United States; as ratified by the United : 
States on July 24, 1953; and as entered into force on August 23, 1953, | 
see TIAS No. 2846, printed in4 UST (part 2) 1792, or Ismay, VATO, 
page 204, At the time of the signing of the agreement, the Portuguese 
representative entered a reservation to the effect that the agreement | 

_ was only applicable to the territory of continental Portugal. On the ! 
occasion of the signing of the NATO status-of-forces agreement, Am- — | 
bassador Spofford issued a public statement in London briefly review- 
ing the content and significance of the agreement. Spofford’s statement | 
with a brief accompanying explanation was issued to the press by the 
Department of State on June 19; for the text, see the Department of | 
State Bulletin, July 2, 1951, page 16. A statement on the agreement | 
was also issued to the press by SHAPE headquarters in Paris on | 
June 19; for text, see telegram 7774, June 14, from Paris (740.5/6- 
1451). Regarding the approval and signing of the draft agreement on 
the status of armed forces, see telegrams Depto 1075, June 6, and Depto | 
1152, June 20, both from London, pages 176 and 187. See also telegram | 

| Depto 1046, June 2, from London, page 178, regarding the concern of 
_ Iceland over aspects of the agreement. The voluminous documentation 

on the drafting and signing of the agreement on the status of NATO 
armed forces, particularly the extensive exchange of messages between _ 
Washington and London, is included in file 740.5. | 

740.5/6-2051: Telegram _ | 
Lhe United States Deputy Representative at the North Atiantic . 

Council (Spofford) to the Secretary of States = 

TOP SECRET — ee Lonpon, June 20, 1951—10 p. m. 
_ Depto 1152. Deputies 48th mtg June 19, | 

1. At signature agreement on status NAT forces UK FonMin _ 
Morrison said NATO is heart of UK foreign policy. Noted achieve- 

‘This telegram was repeated to all NATO capitals and to Frankfurt, Heidel- 
berg, and Wiesbaden. a : _
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ments in organizational phase NATO and was confident same coopera- 
tive spirit wld prevail in solving major problems of production and 

sharing burden of financing of defense effort now faced. Expressed 
hope that NATO, now primarily concerned with defense, wld lead 
to even closer association within Atlantic community.? — | 

9. Resolution on interim application military status agreement 
adopted.2 Noted French statement that SHAPE status agreement 
nearly complete and that similar agreements anticipated for sub- 
ordinate headquarters.* | ES 

[Here follows the remainder of the report on the Council Deputies 
meeting of June 19 which was concerned with a variety of other 
topics. | | mB ENS Bes | 

|  SporForp 

® Regarding the signing of the agreement between the parties of the North 
Atlantic Treaty regarding the status of armed forces, see the editorial note, p. 186. 
’The resolution, designated D-D (51) 140, was originally approved by the 

Council Deputies working group on May 31, and the text was transmitted in 
telegram Depto 1028, May 31, from London. It stated that some of the pro- 
visions of the status-of-forces agreement could be implemented by adminis- 
trative action without the necessity for legislation and that such implementation 
would be useful in the period before the agreement was ratified. (740.5/5-3151 ) 

‘Regarding the agreements under reference here, see footnote 8, p. 177. 

740.5/6-2051 | 

The Counselor of Embassy in France (MacArthur)* to the Deputy 
Assistant Secretary of State for European Affairs (Bonbright) 

PERSONAL AND TOP SECRET | Parts, June 20, 1951. 

Dear Jamie: It seems increasingly clear to me that there are grow- 

ing pressures both from elements in the US as well as in other NAT 
countries to revise the NATO structure so that there will be greater 
executive authority. A case in point from the foreign side is Van 
Zeeland’s conversation with General Eisenhower, which I reported | 

telegraphically.2 From the US side, I know that Mr. Paul Hoffman 
and other prominent Americans who have been in Paris and have 
seen the General have mentioned to him their belief that until there 

is some form of NATO reorganization, we will not get the best, or | 

in fact even reasonable results from our efforts. General Eisenhower 

has given some thought to this question, and I know he generally 

concurs with the idea that something must be done to vest the organiza- | 

tion with greater executive authority. Mr. Harriman arrived yester- 

day, and I believe will be talking about this problem with the General 

during his visit here. | & : 

1 Attached to the Embassy, on detail to SHAPE. | 
? Telegram 7748, June 18, from Paris, p. 182.
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- I assume that you are familiar with the thinking described above | 

_ and the fact that prominent US people, such as Hoffman for example, | 
will probably raise the question in high quarters at home and also — , 
possibly with members of Congress. The purpose of this brief note is | 
to give you some idea of the lines along which I believe General Eisen- | 
hower is thinking. The General has no pre-conceived ideas, but I | 

- have the definite impression that he believes the Council should meet | 

every three months and that in the interim period there should be a: | 

considerably stronger NATO executive set-up than now exists to , 
carry out the policy guidance of the Council. Since under such a 
plan there would only be a lapse of three months between Council = 

- sessions, deadlocks or sticky points which might develop would be | 
resolved at the next meeting of the Council, so there would not be 
the present long periods of months where the Deputies are debating . 
questions with constant reference back to government but no decisions. _ 

_ LT would like to make clear that General Eisenhower is not critical of 
the Deputies, but he just does not feel they have the organization, 

_ terms of reference, and level of representation which make for the 
mosteffectiveaction, 

I also have the opinion that he feels that our own backstopping 
set-up at home is far from perfect. It is my impression that he believes 

| strongly that the three elements (State-Defense-ECA) should par- 
ticipate together in the formation of policy. But at the same time, I 
believe, he feels there should be a man of Cabinet stature who rides _ | 

a herd on the operation and who will be in a sense.an arbiter who will | 
. resolve questions where there is inter-Departmental and agency dis- 

| agreement. I believe the General tends to think that such a man of — 
Cabinet stature (equivalent in rank to a Cabinet officer) should not 

po be a member of either State, Defense, or ECA, but someone in a role 
| such as Charlie Wilson has in the war mobilization program. If the 

General’s views on this question are sought—and I believe they may 
| well be sooner or later—J think his views generally may run along the __ | 

foregoing lines. eee hee hs oe deers mee 
_ If such a concept were adopted, our whole foreign aid and NATO. | 

| defense program would not, I imagine, be under as obvious Depart- 
ment of State administration as now exists under Mr. Cabot’s set-up, 
since any administrator or man of Cabinet stature would most prob- | 

! ably be more directly responsible to the White House than to the 
Secretary of State. I would like to make clear that the General is not 
“anti-State Department” in any sense whatsoever, but has, I believe, 

a sincere belief that a separate administrator for foreign aid and secu- 
rity matters is the best way in which to get rapid action and solution 
to many questions which now are batted about among the different 
agencies in Washington for protracted periods of time. I might add 
that by and large, General Eisenhower speaks very favorably of our |
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Department representation in Europe, and particularly of David 

Bruce, who did an outstanding job with the Congressional Committee 

which was just over here. I attended David’s briefing of the Commit- 
tee last Sunday where he made his presentation and then took ques- 

tion after question for a period of almost three hours. When it was all 

over, he received an ovation from the Committee, which agreed unani- 

mously that it was the finest presentation they had had by any diplo- 

matic mission.  F | 

| I am passing the foregoing information along to you on a personal 

basis, since I would not, for obvious reasons, wish to be quoted. 

However, I do feel that this whole question is rapidly coming to a 

head, and I wished you and Mr. Perkins to have the benefit of what. 

little background I have been able to pick up here on the general line 

of thinking, as well as the views of people such as Hoffman who have 

recently passed through. | 

‘Yours ever, | | a Dove 

P.S. There is, of course, another possibility regarding a NATO 

reorganization, which someone might raise. It would, in effect, be to | 

put General Eisenhower at the head of the whole NATO structure, 

civilian and military—perhaps giving him some kind of civilian hat 

and maintaining his international capacity. I have not heard anyone 

put this forward, but I assume that if the question comes up, someone 

| might well suggest something along these lines. You will understand 

that this is speculation on my part, but it seems a possibility. — 

740.5/6-2151 : Telegram Co: PPE 

The Chargé in the United Kingdom (Holmes) to the Secretary — 
ae OO of State a a 

TOP SECRET Oo | Lonvon, June 21, 1951—6 p. m. 

- 6718. Eyes only for the Secretary. (No distribution except as-di- 

rected.) Joint personal message from Spofford and Holmes. ‘On his 

recent visit to London Paul Hoffman saw various members of govt 

and discussed ideas he had formed during his visit to the continent 
with regard to improvements in the structural organization under 

the NAT. His ideas in general are embodied ina memo which he sub- | 

mitted unsigned to Morrison at latter’s request, text of which is con- 
tained in text following eyes only tel. | o 

- It was made absolutely clear both by Hoffman and by Emb to Pri- 

Min and FonSec that Mr. Hoffman was paying a personal visit as 
private individual, that the ideas he expressed were his own, had no 

connection with US Govt and had not been discussed in Washington. 

Morrison’s first meeting was luncheon with Hector McNeil, Hugh 

_ Gaitskell and Hartley Shawcross. Hoffman reported to us that McNeil
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and Gaitskell were noncommittal but that Shawcross exhibited some _ 
- enthusiasm for Hoffman’s suggestion. Hoffman also reported that he 

- found the PriMin interested and polite but entirely noncommittal. 
He said, however, that he had the impression that Morrison was 
attracted to this idea for 2 reasons: first, because he felt that the asset _ 
represented by General Eisenhower’s standing both in America and. 
in Europe should be used to the maximum to speed up rearmament of 

| West and also to insure continued US contribution; second, because 
he had the impression that Morrison saw an opportunity to do some- 
thing similar to Bevin’s action when he “seized the offer in Marshall’s _ 
Harvard speech with his two hands”. Morrision asked him to put his 
ideas on paper which Hoffman didasindicatedabove. = 

So Hoffman discussed the matter in general terms with both of us in — 
advance of his talks and informed us that he had previously discussed _ 
the matter with Hisenhowerand Katzin Paris 
‘Hoffman has asked that this and following message be shown to 

| General Marshall. sts eee 

740.5/6-2151:Telegram 4 IIS ES EESTI BEE So 

The Chargé in the United Kingdom (Holmes) to the Secretary 

| TOP SECRET = | __ Lonpon, June 21, 1951—6 p. m. 
| 6719. Eyes only for the Secretary (no distribution except as di- _ 

rected). This is message referred to in Embtel 6718.1 Present con-_ 
ditions clearly indicate that the only practical method available to 

! free nations for deterring aggression on the part of the Kremlin is. 
| rearmament. And rearmament must be on a scale to make the Kremlin | 

recognize that any aggressive action can only result in disaster for __ 
theSovie. = s— Oe nn Bel ee Oe 

‘The decision to rearm was made by the NATO nations with the | 
greatest reluctance; but having made that decision the speed of re- 

| armament becomes a matter of top priority. Every hour is important, 
| because until a realistic posture of defense is attained, there is always 

_ a possibility that the Kremlin, in the rash hope for a quick victory, 
| might start its armies marching toward the Atlantic. With that situa- 

| tion in mind, any avoidable delay is inadmissible. a 
The speed with which such a realistic posture of defense can be 

achieved rests on unity of effort among the free nations of Western 
Kurope, and the unity between those nations and the US. Unity of 
purpose and action between the UK and the US is particularly vital. 

*Supra. | | | 
586-688 PT 1—80-—15 |
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In the past, the kind of unity needed today has come only after 
war has forced friendly nations to join in common cause. The free | 
world should not have to suffer again the devastation of a general 
war; therefore it is imperative that we achieve unity here and now. 
Fortunately, through NATO and the OEEC the free nations have 

acquired valuable new experience in working together in peacetime. 
Much has been accomplished in the past several months toward build- 
ing NATO into an effective agency for mutual defense. The founda- 
tion has been laid for startlingly rapid progress from now on provided 
the next logical step is taken: | a | 
‘The establishment in NATO of a unified command. = 

| ‘Such a unified command holds the greatest promise that the neces- 
sary combined defense effort will reach maximum effectiveness in the 
shortest possibletime.  —=_— | a | 

Two principal responsibilities would fall to such a command: | | 

1. Overall authority for developing plans for direct submission to 
the Council of Ministers. a a 

2. Overall authority for executing whatever programs might finally => 
be approved by the member govts. a a 

Clearly the assignment of such responsibility would not call for 

any additional surrender of sovereignty by any nation. _ OO 

The man to take such a command is of course General Eisenhower. 
He is one of the few men living today—and possibly the only man— 

who is held. in great respect and affection by the people in and out 
of government, both in the US and Europe. His capacity for inspir- 
ing leadership can scarcely be challenged. a a 

The essence of this proposal is unified command of all the free 
nations efforts to maintain peace. This is the one best way of assuring 
that we will not be forced to join in a unified command for war. _ 

The strengthening and unifying of the defense organization of | 

Western Europe is sure to receive a most favorable response in the 
US. Should proposals to this come from British quarters the result 
would seem certain to be a notable bettering of UK-US relationships. 

| | . a Homes
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740.5/6-2051, a a oe : 

Paper Prepared by the International Security Affairs Commitiee> | 

ORE casas po [Extract*] ee , 

TOP SECRET U.S. EYES ONLY _ [Wasuineron, undated.] . | 

Norra Artantic Treaty Meprom Term Derense Puan ann ReLatTep | 
OU rrep States Assistance | 

| ss SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS | 

| 1. Costing of the Medium Term Defense Plan and estimates of | | 
European economic capacity indicate a short-fall between (a) total 
defense of the European NAT countries plus Germany, and (0) maxi-_ 
mum probable European defense efforts plus United States assistance — 
programmed through FY 1952, amounting to approximately $25 bil- 
lion. U.S. assistance for FY 1953 and 1954 if projected at the rate | 
requested in the Mutual Security Program for 1952 would amount to 
$1214 billion for the two years combined. The problem is to find ways - | 
and means of bringing the European portion of the North Atlantic 

defense program within politically and economically tolerable limits 
of European military efforts and U.S. (plus Canadian) assistance, 
without sacrificing the essential character of the military objective. 

2. It is considered impossible to obtain a sufficiently large European. 
effort to meet the full remaining deficiency, and undesirable to press — 
upon the Europeans a probably unattainable additional defense effort. 
over and above the very large increases already projected. It is con- 
sidered impracticable and undesirable for the U.S. to cover the full 
deficiency through increased aid. The costing and capacity estimates 
now available are not believed to warrant the abandonment of the 
MTDP as a basic objective or fundamental alterations in strategic 

| plans for European defense. At the same time, it is not feasible, in 
relation to the requirements either of Congressional presentation or | 
of further negotiation in the NATO, to evade or postpone the problem 
posedbytheseestimates. 
8. It is recommended that a solution to this problem be composed of 

the following elements: Oo Oo oo 

a. Continued efforts to induce and enable the Europeans to make > 
the maximum practicable contribution to Western defense, but without 

IThis extract is part of ISAC Document D-4/7a whose overall title was “Scope, 
Duration and Feasibility of the North Atlantic Treaty Medium Term Defense 
Plan and Related United States Assistance.” The extract, plus a section which 
embodied modifications of the earlier draft, D-4/7 (not printed), was distributed | 
on June 20 to the ISAC member agencies to serve as a: basis for Cabinet-level 
discussion of the problem by the afternoon of June 21 or as soon after that | 
as possible. A’ copy of D-4/7a was pouched to the other NATO capitals on™ 
August 13. (740:5/8-1351). For information on the background of. this: study, see. 

numbered paragraph 9 of telegram Todep 112, August 17,p.252,  # # == ©
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expecting or seeking military efforts so far beyond political and — 
economic capacities as to cause either their discouragement or the 
acceptance of tasks inconsistent with political and economic stability. — 
Negotiations may be directed toward increased efforts somewhat in 
excess of those assumed in deriving the figures mentioned above, but 
planning should not assume the realization of suchincreases; | 

6. Seeking adjustments in the timing, quality or quantity of MTDP 
requirements in such fashion that total expenditures to July 1, 1954, 
may be reduced by perhaps $8 to $9 billion (14 of total cost) without 
sacrificing the basic military objectives of the Plan; _ 

c. Consideration of the possibility of U.S. assistance during the 
remainder of MTDP on a scale perhaps 30% greater than the annual 
rate now programmed for FY 1952, ie., a sum through FY 1954_ 
totaling $15 to $17 billion beyond the amounts already recommended 
to the Congress for FY 1952. | : , oe 

4. It is recommended that a position paper for the Congressional 
presentation be prepared on the size and duration of U.S. assistance 
to NATO envisaging a possible substantial increase in the level of 
U.S. assistance in FY 1953 and 1954 and otherwise reflecting the gen-_ 
eral analysis in the attached paper although not including the specific 
quantitative estimates. EE 
5. It is recommended that the U.S. members of the Standing Group, 

the Council Deputies, the Defense Production Board, and the Finance 
and Economic Board be authorized to initiate negotiations in the 
NATO, and that the appropriate agencies be authorized to initiate 

negotiations bilaterally, working toward completion of the Medium 

Term Defense Plan, if necessary with acceptable modifications which 

do not jeopardize the central military objectives. In so doing, the U.S. 
representative should make clear that the preliminary U.S. appraisal 
of total costs indicates serious economic and production difficulties 

which will require intensive collective efforts to overcome and which 
may require adjustments in quality, quantity, or timing, though not 

basic objectives; and that the U.S. desires to work out with its Allies 
an effective solution during the summer and early autumn of 1951. 

6. It should also be made clear that, in view of the substantially 
larger probable total costs than previously anticipated, the U.S. Ad- 
ministration would consider recommending to the Congress a signif- 

icant increase in annual rates of military end-item and economic 

support assistance for the Fiscal Years 1953 and 1954, provided, and 

only provided, that the Plan multilaterally worked out and the ex- 

panded undertakings of the other members demonstrates the possi- | 

bility of obtaining the basic military objectives of the MTDP, even 

if not the full Plan on the target dates in every respect. 

%. It is recommended that the appropriate military authorities be 

requested to intensify and accelerate their efforts to find means of 

meeting the necessary military objectives of Western European de-
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fense but with a significant reduction in the total defense expenditure 
requirement through mid-1954.00 

8. It is recommended that the agencies concerned be directed to 
initiate immediately, making full use of regional and country as well 

a8 Washington representatives, a refinement of the costing of the Plan 

and the estimates of European capacity, together with the develop- 
ment of specific U.S. proposals for expanded production, accelerated. 

force build up, and other steps to effect the maximum practicable _ 
realization of the Plan within the limits of realistically appraised 
politicalandeconomiccapacity. 

Scorr, Duration anp Frasrprurry or THe Norra ATLANtic TREATY 
-Mevrum Term Dzrense Pian anp Revatep Unrrep Srares 

ASSISTANCE 
_ 1. Assuming that the objective of the U.S. program for Europe is 

to assist in creating military strength in Western Europe which will 
| (a) deter Soviet aggression and (6) resist invasion if it occurs, an 

appreciation of the scope, duration and cost of achieving this objective — 

 isessentialto further planningandaction. = = 2 
2. This paper provides such an appreciation and states certain pos- 

sible U.S. courses of action. It is designed for use in connection with 
(a) Congressional presentation of the Mutual Security Program, _ 

(6) NATO planning and negotiation and bilateral negotiation with _ 
our European Allies, (¢) as general background for Cabinet level 
consideration of the major issues presented. It should also be useful | 
in connection with (d) U.S. budget planning for FY 1958, and (e) 
revision of NSC 68/42 _ coe ee Pa 

Wee BACKGROUND oe a HEE Bey 

8, In late 1950, the governments of the NAT nations agreed on the 
Medium Term Defense Plan (MTDP) and accepted certain commit- 

ments to raise, maintain and equip combat-ready ground, sea and air 
forces toward meeting its requirements. That plan was agreed, and 
those commitments accepted, in the absence of any joint estimate of 
total costs and, in all likelihood, in the absence of more than a most 
rudimentary estimate on the part of each country of the cost if its 
own force contribution, but with the expectation of substantial but 
unknown amounts of U.S. assistance. The MTDP and the national 
force commitments have always been assumed to be subject to-a feasi- 
bility check. BE PRG ER LenS 

4, The national commitments to raise forces thus far undertaken 
fall 20 percent (ground forces) to 40 percent (air forces) short of 
the total forces required in support of the Plan by July 1954, the 

|
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accepted planning date. This difference between commitments and re- 
quirementsisreferredtoasthe“Gap”. 
- 5, The MTDP, which was approved as to military desirability by 
all the NATO Chiefs of Staffs and Defense Ministers on behalf of all 
their governments, is of course under continuous review. However, 
the JCS in May 1951 reaffirmed their view that reduction in the force 
requirements could not be accepted from a military point of view. 

SHAPE is now preparing its official comments. 
_ 6. Since November 1950, the process of approximating the annual 
and total costs of meeting the MTDP requirements has been under- 

_ way in NATO and in this Government. Each NAT nation in response 
to a Standing Group directive has submitted its estimate of national 
‘military costs involved in meeting the MTDP commitments it had 
undertaken in NATO. The Standing Group has these submissions 
under study. Simultaneously the Joint American Military Advisory 
Group and the U.S. Missions in Europe have been evaluating country 
estimates and the total estimate of cost. This process of successive 
approximations here and abroad will continue. For the present, it is 
believed that the costing process reflected herein is reasonably reliable 
within the limitations of available data. | ee 
.% There have been completed within the past three weeks (a) a 
preliminary Joint Chiefs of Staff position on the country-by-country 
distribution of forces desirable from a military viewpoint to meet the 
“Gap”, this position subject to checking from the economic and politi- 

cal viewpoints; (b) a cost estimate of the European portion of the 
full MTDP (and European non-NATO requirements), based on U.S. 
screening of country submissions to the Standing Group, with require- 
ments for the “Gap” distributed as in (a); and (c) a preliminary 
ECA estimate of European political and economic capacity to carry 
enlarged military efforts. Each of these studies has assumed full 
German participationin westerndefensen j= | | | 

8. The salient results of these studies, which cover total military 

costs for nine European NATO countries and Germany, are summar- 

ized in the table on the following page. Since they show substantially 

larger costs than the estimates developed last December for NSC- 

68/3 *.and since the size and duration of this program have implica- 
tions ‘of great significance to the security programs and policies of 

the U.S. and the other NAT nations, it is believed that this estimate 

should, together with certain conclusions and possible courses of action 

described below, be presented to the Cabinet level for urgent 

consideration. ; . Oo / 

* For portions of report NSC 68/3, “U.S. Objectives and Programs for National 
~ Sécurity,”. December 8, 1950, see Foreign Relations, 1950, vol. 1, pp. 432 ff. For 
vole t aerial on overall U.S. national security programs, see tbid., 1951,
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[The remainder of this paper is a detailed presentation of the points 
covered in the earlier section of “Summary and Recommendations.” 
‘Omitted too is the above-mentioned table, marked “Tentative—Under 
Revision” and its accompanying page ofexplanatory notes] 

TH05/6-2154 ee 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Director of the Office of 
 Buropean Regional Affairs (Martin)* = 

TOP SECRET _- [Wasutneron,] June 21, 1951. 
Subject: Meeting the MTDP Gap—ISAC D-4/Ya? | 

Participants: State—Secretary Acheson = |. 
cee a Mr. Battle _ pb GR SS 

| — Defense—General Marshall =. = 
oo General Bradley = a ess—<i—sSS 
PE be Vice Admiral Wright’ ss 

OS debe, —. Golonel Beebe i ssi‘ 
Office of the Special Assistant ae a 

| a to the President—Mr. LincolnGordon = 
+. ‘Preasury—Under Secy. Foley = = | 

SM Willis 
ne —... Mr. Bronz — ae Oe 

oo — ECA—Mr. Bissell aed Pn So 
Mr, Halaby poe Bea 

..,, Bureauof Budget-—Mr.Lawton = 

_ The Secretary of State outlined the contents of the ISAC Docu- 
ment. He indicated that it raised major policy issues on which it was 
desired to secure governmental agreement, including approval of the 
President as necessary. This was urgent in order that testimony on 
foreign aid legislation, scheduled to start the following Tuesday, could 
cover the points at issue, and in order that action could be taken 
promptly in the Standing Group to secure agreement on meeting the 
total forcerequirementsoftheMTDP. = = = |= 
Secretary Marshall indicated he felt it important that we should 

| now find out what others are prepared to do on forces and that we 
should tell Congress that we will need at. least 17 billion in the next 

_ two years. He then asked General Bradley to express his views since 
| he would havetoleaveshortly. _ ee eee 

_ General Bradley indicated, on the basis of his recent trip abroad, 
that he was reluctant to press the Europeans for too much now. The 
present price-wage problem was serious in the European countries | 
and might open the door for Communist sabotage. Six months or a 

‘This memorandum was prepared on June 23. A handwritten notation on the 
, SO eeone ‘indicated that copies were sent to Cabot, Perkins, and Spofford.
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year from now we might be able to ask for and get a great deal more 
than we could now. He suggested we might let the situation drag 
a bit, since in six months or a year we could judge much more ac- 
curately what they can really beexpectedtodo, = 

On the other hand, General Bradley realized that the timing prob- 
lem was serious. The JCS was not too worried about the rest of 1951, 
somewhat more, but not too much, worried about 1952, but 1953 and 
1954 were dangerous years. Postponement of progress on the MTDP | 
was, therefore, a serious matter both with respect to forces and money. 
The countries need advance notice for long-range planning. Perhaps 
we could deal with governments, and not tell the people what is 
involved since it might be too great a shock to them at this juncture. 7 

Secretary Marshall suggested that perhaps we should proceed with 
the military planning but on a military basis only and postpone an 
attempt to resolve the financing and production problem at this point. 
If the matter were handled this way in the NATO, it might be handled 
with the Congress on the basis of saying we will need as much in | 
1953 and 1954 as we asked for in 1952, and maybe more. It is very 
difficult to calculate just what the cost will be in the future to the | 
U.S. | - | 

Under Secretary Foley said he had talked only briefly with Secre- 
tary Snyder but that the Treasury was greatly concerned with the 

_ problem of the gap. They had the impression that there was a ceiling 
on what the Europeans could be asked to do but none on what the 
U.S. tax payer could be asked to do. It was now anticipated that the 
U.S. would have a 3 billion surplus at the end of this fiscal year. If 
no tax bill is passed, the deficit which will have to be covered by 
borrowing in the coming fiscal year will be 10.5 billion. If the bill . _ 
Is passed, it will be only 3 to 3.5 billion, but the prospects for passage 
now appear precarious. Raising the problem of the gap with Congress 
at this time may threaten the passage of the tax bill. It would be very 
helpful if any discussion of the problem could be postponed until | 
after the House has acted on the tax bill, which may be in a day or 
so, and until after the Senate has acted, which may be some time later. 

Mr. Bissell expressed agreement with General Bradley that a three- 
year forecast is not a precise estimate. The figures given did not repre- 
sent a physical limit on what could be done, particularly in the field of 
military production. The limit here is rather raw materials and financ- 
ing. The latter is important because of the large amounts that must 

be spent for maintenance and support of troops. The overall limit 

is the general political, economic and financial situation which deter- ° 
mines how much can be made available for defense purposes in 
national budgets. ee - 

From this standpoint, however, the estimates contained in the docu- 

ment are generous. In discussions with U.S. representatives in Europe
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| there was a general view that the ECA figures were definitely on the 

optimistic side. Barring another war, there is not much real hope that 

these figures can be exceeded. FNS SE SS es 

Mr. Bissell expressed, on behalf of the ECA, a desire that there | 

be an opportunity for ISAC to comment on the JCS proposals for 

distribution of the gap by countries before they are submitted to the 

Standing Group. He indicated he understood such comment had been 

requested by the JCS. He proposed that there be a study, country by — 

country, of the political and economic implications of the military 

proposals, indicating those countries which appeared on the whole — 

over-loaded and perhaps those which might be under-loaded, but 

leaving it up to the JCS to draw the necessary conclusions about 

possible shifts in assignments. He thought the ECA views could be 

- ready Friday or Saturday and ISAC action completed by Monday | 

Secretary Acheson asked if this could be done without any delay | 

in the plan of Secretary Marshall to submit the proposal to the Stand- 

ing Group. Mr. Bissell thought if it were done by the end of the day 

| on Monday, this would not represent anyseriousdelay, 

Admiral Wright expressed the view that it was desirable to modify 

the proposals before presenting them rather than to make general 

qualifications which would result in proposals for changes later. __ 

Mr. Gordon expressed approval of the proposal of Mr. Bissell, indi- 

| cating he understood this procedure had been contemplated all along. 

| - He also expressed the view that even if we go ahead in the Standing | 

| Group on a military basis only, the problem of financing is just as 

serious as manpower availability and training capacity, and it would 

be sure to hit us by the time summer is over. as countries would be 

unwilling to make commitments without considering how they can be. 

carried out. The whole approach of attempting to cost the plan, to 

analyze the economic feasibility of it and of the countries’ commit- 

| ments, was taken because of general agreement that this was the 

_ Mr. Gordon also expressed the view that it was not quite correct to 
| suggest that there was a ceiling on European expenditures and not | 

one on those in the U.S., since no data were available from any source, 

| as far as he knew, on the total U.S. defense load in 1953 and 1954. 

Under Secretary Foley agreed that it was only an impression left by 
: the paper. | | i RO Cha Fy Se Thee 

Mr. Gordon indicated that it was not recommended that the U.S. 
pick up the total check. Projections in the paper propose ‘a 250% 

increase in European budgets. This is very much a, sloping ceiling, 

| requiring a great increase in effort on their part and on our part to 
reach, 0 eR ws - ae EE,
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_ Mr. Gordon. also expressed serious doubts as to the wisdom of 
delaying until the tax bill was through, in that it was important to 
face up with our NATO partners to the task of pruning the cost of 
the MTDP and to tackle the various economic and production prob- 
lems which would still remain. BS 

_ Mr. Lawton indicated that in any force plan there were large equip- 
ment requirements. These raise problems of timing of production and 
assignment of production from U.S. sources. It seemed to him it might 
take more than the 7 percent of the U.S. output, now scheduled, to 

- meet any of these requirements. There is a carry-over into FY 1953 
now of 5 billion to be spent out of 1952 funds. 10 to 10.5 billion more 
will be a heavy load. To get much increase in 1953 will probably re- 
quire a supplementary appropriation in FY 1952. If we don’t give 
out much to the Congress now about this prospect and then come back 
in six months, we are apt to be in real trouble on the Hill. He also 
pointed out that these figures are based on prices lower than present 
ones and the cost, therefore, may be even greater. On the other hand, 

| it is true that unit costs are falling as rates of output increase. He 
wondered whether the guiding factor was military requirements, pro- 
duction capacity or the political problem with the Congress in deter- 
mining how much U.S. assistanceshouldbe. | | 

Secretary Acheson said he thought we had considered productive 
capacity as a possible limiting factor in U.S. assistance. __ ) 
Mr. Gordon replied that this was in general true, that all the indi- 

cations received had been that there would be ample capacity in 1953 

Mr. Lawton agreed but expressed the view that this was on the basis 
ofpresentlyplanned U.S.foreess. 8 ssi—‘i—sS—S 
Mr. Bissell pointed out that the proposed 15 to 17 billion aid from 

the U.S. leaves about 9 billion of the deficit uncovered. It seemed to 
him that it was optimistic to hope that screening the military require- 
ments could cut them by this amount although he was hopeful and 
Defense had agreed to the figure. After all there was no specific basis 
for saying where this amount would come from and one must 
remember that in view of the price situation the deficit would be more 

| likely to increase rather than decrease. He wondered whether we 
could postpone discussion of this whole problem in Congress. 
Mr. Gordon thought it would probably come up almost immediately, _ 

which means that any time after Tuesday Acheson or some other 
witnessisapttobeaskedthequestion, © = © |. | 
Secretary Acheson expressed the view that the issue cannot be 

ducked. Otherwise they will tell you you don’t know what you are 
doing and, in the absence of an intelligent reply, they will be right. 

He thought that perhaps we could help the Treasury and their people 

by minimizing the difficulties and by having a well-thought-through
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- program for meeting them. Frankly he did not think that with the 
best efforts of our allies, and he thought we could count on that, we 
can expect much relief in appropriations for foreign aid and they 
will probably have to be even greater. What we must do with the 
Congress is tell them what the nature of the gap is, what we are doing 
about it, and that we have a plan for meeting it. Precisely how much. 
we will have to do cannot be foreseen as there are too many vari- 
ables affecting the European effort but we can say that there is a plan 
on which work is proceeding in the U.S. Government and in NATO. 

We may be able to postpone going into specific figures. By the time 
this question comes up the tax bill should be through the House, but 

, Senate action is almost surely going to be much too slow to permit 
waiting beforebringing outthisissue. = = | 

Mr. Bissell suggested we might avoid saying that the bill for U.S. | 
is apt to go up rather than down. Mr. Gordon recalled that Secretary 
Johnson said our last year’s MDAP cost would be going down after 
1952. It is essential to correct that misleading guidance. st 

a Secretary Acheson expressed agreement with General Bradley’s 
view that the greatest danger is in 1953 and 1954. He also referred to 
a statement Secretary Marshall had made, quoting Congressman 
Wigglesworth, that the European effort is at dead center and a new 

| impulse is needed to get Europe really started and to convince Hisen- 
| hower that we have a solution, on the basis of which we can tackle 

an apparently insoluble problem. If it is not attacked along lines which. 
seem likely to be successful, the effect on the international scene, in- 

cluding the Soviets, would be disastrous. Our own safety requires that _ 
we grasp the problem and go forward to solve it. There have been 
many adverse factors but they may be behind us. The French elections. 
held us up in Germany and on other matters. The very small majority 
by which the present Government is in power in the UK has been a 
handicap but Ambassador Gifford now thinks prospects of elections 
have faded and the present government is ready to be more firm. This 
has already been reflected in their position in the Paris. Deputies’ 

talks. In the U.S. we have had considerable turmoil. with respect to 
| international policies. in the course of the winter and spring which 

may now be past. Provided the Kem Amendment? does not destroy — 
us, there isarealchanceforustostepforward. = = = °°. 

Secretary Marshall emphasized that we are buying European man- 
power in place of U.S. manpower in the interest of the defense of the 
U.S. The European people have real economic problems resulting 

| from the war. They have lost great, numbers of men and they have a. 

difficult Communist vote problem. In helping them solve these prob- 

For documentation on this legislation concerned with the limitation on eco- 
nomic assistance to countries trading with the Soviet bloc, see vol. 1, pp. 993 ff.
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lems and get ahead with the defense effort with U.S. assistance, we _ 
are defending the U.S. — Re 8 SOE 
It is essential that we not mislead the Congress on possible costs and: 

we must make clear that they will be as heavy or heavier hereafter. — 
Secretary Marshall thought we should restate more positively what — 
our plan is and what commitments we have..The divisions required. 
for 1952 are all committed. We can and should explain to Congress 
that we have yet to secure commitments, and are now going after 
them for those required by 1954. We must, by this course, back Eisen- 
hower, or frankly give up supporting him. We already have an invest- 
ment and it doesnot seem good policytoabandonit. =” 
Secretary Marshall also laid great stress on the need for making 
clear that the problem of the Europeans in terms of standard. of living 
is wholly different from the U.S. situation. A five percent cut to the 
Europeans is the difference between white bread and black bread on oS 

the table; for us it is the difference between having radios and. tele- | 
visions, etc. It is also essential to make clear what a great loss to U.S. 

_ security the loss of the industrial potential of the Ruhr and of Eastern — | 
France would be. | | | an | 

_ Secretary Acheson outlined what he thought was needed ‘in order to | 
get ahead on this problem. First, the Standing Group should receive 
the JCS proposed gap distribution after comments of other agencies 

have been received and considered. These comments should be sub- 

mitted by the first of the week. There did not seem to be in this opera- 
tion any decisiontobemadebythe President. = | — 

‘This wasagreed bythose present. = = = © oO 
Second, if they accept these additional commitments, we have 

obligations to supply the equipment which must come from the United 
States. But this obligation is inherent in the Medium Term Defense 

Plan as a whole, which we have accepted as U.S. policy, and therefore ; 
no problem for the President arises. - a 
“Third, there may be a point for the President to consider if in the 

course of discussions with other governments it seems proper for the 
U.S. to assume some additional portion of force requirements under . 

the plan, after all the water has been squeezed out and we have asked 

them to do everything they can. SO | 
Fourth, there is also the question of whether this paper (ISAC 

D-4/7a) should go to the NSC or to the President directly for his 
approval of the course of action outlined therein and, in particular, 

the statement. proposed to be made about future U.S. economic and 

military assistance. es 

‘Mr. Bissell suggested that the JCS allocation of the gap involves __ 
certain additional U.S. force commitments. The wisdom of these pro- 

posals are not up for decision here. We are dealing with the other
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_side-of the picture; namely, what additional economic and financial 
aid is required from the U.S.toimplementthegap.. 9°). us 

Secretary Marshall queried whether the NSC had:not approved the 
| MTDP specifically. Mr. Gordon thought it was approved only in | 

general terms. Mr. Martin suggested that by implication NSC 68* | 
gave approval to it. a eee | 

_ Secretary Marshall expressed the view that a question at issue now _ 
in connection with the JCS gap allocation is one involving additional 
commitments of U.S. forces at this time. Secretary Acheson. called 

| attention to the fact that the allocation of the previous six divisions 
had been cleared with the President he thought, but he was not sure 
in what way. Mr. Martin indicated he thought the joint letter from 
Acheson and Johnson dealing with the German problem ° also recom- 

| mended the allocation of six divisions, and that the proposal was ap- 
proved by the Presidential approval of this letter. Secretary Acheson 
then expressed the view that any new allocations should be cleared 
withthe Presidentinasimilarway, ae 

_ Mr. Gordon expressed the view that whether the NSC is used. or 
not depends on timing. Mr. Nitze had estimated once that. any new 
proposals going through the NSC would take three weeks as a mini- 
mum. If you can delay that long, that is the proper procedure. Other- 
wise, if the President can see the whole scheme at. once, it. might, be 
preferable for Acheson and Marshall to take it up directly. Mr. Bissell 
expressed the view that there really was not time before we had to 7 

| speak in Congress and that factor must control our course of action. say! 
‘Secretary Acheson agreed with this. He felt that with hearingson _ 

_ Tuesday, the President should be approached this week. He suggested _ 
that perhaps Mr. Snyder would like to go along. Mr. Foley agreed. 
Mr. Foley also thought that Mr. Snyder might like to talk directly to 

_ Achesonand Marshallinadvance = $j©§ ©... | 
Secretary Acheson said he thought what was needed now was a 

paper on what to say in Congress which could be presented to the 
President for his approval. It would need to be discussed with the 
President by Marshall, Foster, Snyder and himself before Monday. 

| Perhaps arrangements could be made for Friday afternoon when Mr. _ 
Foster might be back. Mr. Bissell thought not but was satisfied with 
the proposed procedure. Secretary Acheson asked Mr. Lawton whether 

| _ he would like to be present. Mr. Lawton said he thought he would be _ 
out of town. Mr. Foley suggested it might be done after the Cabinet. 
meeting on Friday. - | ee 

Secretary Acheson asked Mr. Martin if he could, on the basis of the 
discussion, prepare such a statement, consider it with representatives 

‘¥or this paper, entitled “U.S. Objectives and Programs for National Security,” | 
April 14, 1950, see Foreign Relations, 1950, vol. 1, pp. 234 ff. SO *The reference here is to a memorandum addressed to President Truman on 
July 30, 1951. For text, see p. 849. | a
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of the other agencies, and have it in time for the Cabinet meeting. Mr. 

Martin agreed totry.6 | a re 

The meeting adjourned. | a ne 

®No record of further action on the preparation or use of this proposed state- 

ment has been found in the Department of State files. a a 

740.5/6-2251 | | oe 

The Counselor of Embassy in France (MacArthur)* to the Deputy 

Assistant Secretary of State for European Affairs (Bonbright) 

TOP SECRET PERSONAL Paris, June 22, 1951. 

- Dear Jamie: On June 20 I dropped you a Personal Top Secret 

| letter 2 which I hope you are holding very close indeed, setting forth | 

my impression of certain of the thinking going on here with respect 

to NATO reorganization. _ a | an 

This morning several of us in the upper US element of SHAPE had 

a general go-round on this subject. In the light of this purely informal 

and private conversation, I believe my letter of June 20 may be a bit 

misleading. I gathered from this morning’s talk that in addition to 

Mr. Hoffman and other Americans who have raised the question of 

NATO reorganization, several of the Congressmen who were recently 

here had fairly strong views that NATO should be made more effec- 

tive. I also believe I was not correct when I said that General Eisen- 

hower’s thinking tends toward the establishment of a high-level man 

of Cabinet stature who would not be a member of either State, De- 

fense, or ECA. I believe this is one possibility that has been batted 

at him, but I think he has by no means bought this concept, although 

I do believe he does think that at home we must have someone of very 

considerable stature to prevent the inter-Departmental committees 

from going around and around. I should also like to let you know that 

at. upper working level here there is a definite feeling that ‘pressures to 

make General Eisenhower some kind of supreme czar of US-European 

activities should be resisted. Whether or not he should have some kind 

of deputy in Washington through whom he might channel requests 

for action is something which may be considered at some later date. 

I would like to re-emphasize very strongly that nothing has crystal- 

lized at this end, but that some thought is being given to the problem 

| since it seems likely that it will probably be raised in Washington. 

IT would like also to emphasize that at upper working level here (and 

I include Generals Gruenther, Schuyler, and Leavey of the US ele- 

ment) there is a strong feeling that no precipitous decisions, recom- 

mendations, or suggestions should be forthcoming from this end. 

4 Attached to the Embassy, on detail toSHAPE. — | 
2 Ante, p. 188. | '
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_ I know you will hold this letter and my letter of June 20 to yourself 
-and Mr. Perkins, since I could get in very serious difficulties indeed 

if the erroneous impression were obtained here that I am in any way 
cast. in the role of informant on matters which are being held very, — 

| very tightly here and not being reported to other agencies at home. 
As I wrote you before, I am passing along this information to you 

simply because I do feel that you at home may be hit very soon by 

propositions for NATO reorganization, and you should be thinking 

about how you may handle any number of suggestions which may 
come from members of Congress or other prominent Americans* 

Sincerely, 2 Dove 

- 20n June 26, this letter and the earlier one by MacArthur of J une 20, p. 188, 
a were answered by Perkins during Bonbright’s absence from Washington. Perkins 

_ thanked MacArthur for his thoughts and informed him that the reorganization 
study was being pushed in the Department of State from several angles; in par- 
ticular: speeding action by the U.S. Government and the Standing Group in 

| Washington, strengthening the Council Deputies, placing Hisenhower in a posi- 
tion where he could and would communicate directly with NATO. governments 
including the United States, and establishing periodic meetings of the North 
Atlantic Council. (740.5/6-2251) | cE ERE IS ge 

740.5 MAP/6-2551 an eis - on! ts ee : oe 

| The Director of International Security Affairs (Cabot) to the Secre- 
a tary of Defense (Marshall) 

TOP SECRET = == asia asesti‘éé!t!. ULWASINGTON,] Tune 25, 1951. 

_ My Dear Mr. Sucrerary: As you know, the various agencies 
represented on the International Security Affairs Committee have 

been engaged over the past several weeks in an intensive analysis of 
| the problems of meeting the North Atlantic Treaty Medium Term 

Defense Plan, estimating its total cost, appraising its economic feasi- - 
_ bility, and exploring how the total burden might be divided between 

the United States and the other member countries is 
As agreed at an informal meeting of Generals Marshall and Bradley | 

, and Messrs. Foley, Lawton, Bissell and others with Secretary Acheson 
in his office on June 21,1 the Economic Cooperation Administration 
has now prepared an analysis from the economic point of view of the 
allocation of forces to meet the Medium Term Defense Plan “Gap” 
as proposed by the Joint Chiefs of Staff in a memorandum of May 28, 
1951, to the Secretary of Defense.? The analysis is contained in ISAC 

7 See the memorandum of conversation by Martin, p. 197. | eee 
*For further information concerning the part played by this JCS document 

of May 28, not printed, in the development of the overall study of the financing 
of the defense effort, see numbered paragraph 9 of. telegram Todep 112, 
August 17, p. 252. | 7 coe
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D-4/8,2 which is attached hereto. Time limitations have made it 
impossible for the body of this paper to be reviewed in detail by all 
the agencies of the International Security Affairs Committee, but no 
substantive objections to the summary conclusions having been regis- 

tered, I transmit this economic analysis to you on behalf of the Inter- _ 
national Security Affairs Committee for consideration of the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff. oo Be 

This analysis reveals that serious economic problems result from | 
the overall cost of the Plan and the difficulties of meeting it within 
generous estimates of European capabilities combined with feasible 
quantities of aid from the United States and Canada. This problem 
was analyzed in ISAC D-4/%a,‘ the paper under discussion at the 
June 21 meeting referred to above. | | 

In addition to this general problem, the country-by-country review 
reveals especially great economic difficulties in the cases of particular 
European countries. I call to your attention in particular the economic 
limitations suggested in ISAC D-4/8 affecting the possible increases 

- in force for France and Italy. In addition, although data have not 
been available for a full analysis, such rough figures as are available 
suggest that the proposed assignment of additional forces to Norway | 
might exceed that country’s manpower and other economic capabilities. 

It has not been possible in the time available to include an analysis 
of Canadian capabilities for meeting the requirements of the “GAP”. 

It is the view of the International Security Affairs Committee that 
. this economic analysis should be carefully reviewed by the Joint Chiefs 

of Staff to determine what modifications may be desirable in the 
country-by-country allocation of forces to fill the “Gap” as contained 
in the Joint Chiefs of Staff memorandum of May28. 

In addition, the International Security Affairs Committee considers 
it extremely desirable, in view both of the country-by-country analysis 
and of the general analysis contained in ISAC D-4/‘a, that in pre- 
senting a proposal on behalf of the United States to the Standing 

Group, the United States Representative make it clear that the pro- 
posal represents an initial United States position based essentially 
on military considerations, and in arriving at its final position, the 

- United States will take into account the positions and problems of 
the other member countries and the analysis through the North At- 
lantic Treaty Organization of the economic and political, as well as 

the military considerations involved. ee Te 
Finally, in accordance with ISAC D-4/7a, the International Secu- | 

rity Affairs Committee recommends that in presenting further pro- 

®Not printed. This document dated June 25, 1951, was entitled: “Economic 
Analysis of the Allocation of the MTDP Gap to European Countries,” and was 
prepared in ECA. : 

* Ante, p. 193. | | |
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posals on the Medium Term Defense Plan in the various. North | 
Atlantic Treaty Organization agencies, including the Standing Group, | 

the United States Representatives should make clear that the prelimi- a 

nary United States appraisal of total costs indicates serious economic 

and production difficulties which will require intensive collective ef- 

forts to overcome; and that the United States desires to work out with 
- 4tg Allies an effective solution during the summer of 1951. > 

The further development of a firm United States position on the 
distribution of forces to fill the “Gap”, and on the distribution of 
the production, financial and economic burdens of the entire Medium 
Term Defense Plan will be the subject of continuing work by the In- 
ternational Security Affairs Committee agencies and by the Interna-_ 

tional Security Affairs Committee itself, in order to provide guidance 

to United States. representatives in all the North Atlantic Treaty . 

-- Organization agencies based on a consolidated political-military- 
economic judgment. | ee 
Very truly yours, 7 mys THomas D. Casor 

uM emorandum Prepared in the Office of International Security Affairs 

and the Office of European Regional Affairs* 

SECRET, _ ._- [Wasnrineton,] June 26, 1951. 
Subject: Policy on U.S. Participation in Financing of NATO | 

Infrastructure. Pere ee ae 

Recommendation: a BiB Bey a Ls | 

_ That you authorize approval on behalf of the State Department of 
the attached policy oninfrastructure (TabA)? = ee sas 

‘The Department of Defense has proposed a policy on financing of 
NATO infrastructure (static capital items required for NATO 

| forces). This policy provides: . oslo ce. 

A. Infrastructure constitutes one of the several areas of military 
expenditures which must be covered by the NATO nations if an 
adequate defense of Europe is to be obtained. Because of its funda- 
mentally local nature, it is one of the most appropriate fields in which 

| 1 Prepared by Pittman and Knight; addressed to Cabot, Matthews, and Perkins. | 
A handwritten notation on the source text indicates that the memorandum was 
sent to Cabot but not to Matthews or Perkins. 

* Not printed but discussed in this document. This was a Department of Defense | 
policy paper, agreed upon by the ISAC member agencies at staff level, entitled 
“United States Participation in Financing of North Atlantic Treaty Organiza- 
tion Infrastructure.” A verbatim text was sent to Spofford in telegram 6045 to : 
London, June 21, repeated to Paris as telegram 6989 for MacArthur and Katz, 
and to Heidelberg and Wiesbaden, not printed. (740.5/6-2151) | 

536-688 PT 1—80-—_16__
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the NATO countries, other than the U.S., can and should find an 
opportunity to contribute. The concept of the U.S. “paying for the 
trenches” is, of course, domestically unacceptable. For this reason and 
notwithstanding the fact that fundamentally there is as much Jjusti- 
fication for sharing infrastructure as any other part of the military 
burden, costs of infrastructure should in every case be met in the first 
instance by NATO nations from their budgets and the U.S. should not 
contribute to the financing thereof except on specific instruction from 
Washington, based on the following considerations: oo 

1. There must be immediate military urgency in any such 
- exception. Oe! - 

_ 9, Assuming such military urgency, U.S. participation should 
ordinarily be limited to a maximum based on the equivalent of 

_ the proportionate use of the facilities by the United States armed 
forces. ; ; | 

_ - 3, Any additional emergency participation by the U.S. should 
only be employed when the interests of. the U.S. national security 
so require. a | a 

B. All contributions would be given consideration with respect to 
sharing the defense burden. | oe 

In each particular case application of these considerations will pro- 

duce differing results, depending upon the location of the facility, the 
contemplated national use of the facility, and the budgetary capability 
of the nation concerned. | | 

The foregoing is only a brief excerpt summary of the essence of 

this paper. It is apparent therefrom that the result will be that the 

U.S. will attempt to have the other NATO nations assume financial 
responsibility for infrastructure from their own budgets to the extent 

possible; that further financing will come in the first instance from 

Department of Defense funds, not to exceed the equivalent of use by 

U.S. armed forces; that further financing will come from MSP 
funds; and that a further financial responsibility will also have 
to be assumed by ECA and/or MSP to cover other items in national 
budgets which may be displaced by infrastructure costs, referred to 
herein, assumed by those nations. | = 

This proposal appears to keep U.S. contributions in the range justi- | 

fiable for the defense of the U.S., and yet to have such flexibility, 
if applied, to provide for assisting our NATO partners in the per- 

formance of their designated roles, all within the outside limit of mili- 
tary necessity. Its approval, therefore, isrecommended. . __ |
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740.5/6-2651: Telegram Aa, 8 ee 

. The Ambassador in France (Bruce) to the Secretary of State* 

SECRET PRIORITY —. Parts, June 26, 1951—6 p. m. 
8096. From MacArthur. ReDeptel 6045 to London rptd Paris | 

69892 and Depto 11672 rptd Paris 2795. Fol represents considered 

view US element SHAPE including C/S re distribution infrastruc- = 
ture costs: ae a a ; 

While it is not Gen. Eisenhower’s intention to inject himself into 
resolution of problem of distribution of infrastructure costs, Deptel 
6989 has certain implications re successful execution of infrastructure 
program which seem to require comment. FS 
- The principles proposed for governing US participation in financ- | 
ing of NATO infrastructure as set forth Deptel 6989 appear fair and 
logical from theoretical standpoint. They do not however appear to 

be in accordance with urgency of situation as we view it here. = 
_ It is recognized infrastructure planning shld be consummated far 

| in advance of time approval and financing are required. That is not | 

case in which we find ourselves. Events have caught up with us. Plan- 
ning data required for application of cited principles is not existent 
nor can it be produced in time by SHAPE or its subordinate HQ. 
For execution of infrastructure program in ’51 we are generally lim- 
ited in central Eur to low level of pre-Korean WU planning. For that 

reason ’52 must be year in which infrastructure program is carried on 

in magnitude far greater than anything envisioned heretofore, both 

to make up for time already lost in central Eur and to cover require- 

ments of northern and southern regions hitherto provided to an even 

lesserextent. Dees , loa a 

_ For this reason forceful leadership and absence of prolonged negots 

are required. Principles set forth reftel applied to current and future 

negots are likely to produce delays which will jeopardize 52 program | 

| and will encourage other nations to hold out for precise analytical 
approach, when boldnessand action arerequired. . 
US is already committing augmented ground forces to Eur. Infra-: 

structure for them and their air support must be ready in time. In 
like manner, to be effective, build-up of forces of other nations, much 

: of it accomplished with US aid, must be paralleled by corresponding 

build-up of common use infrastructure. Oo a 

Consequences of delayed execution infrastructure are so serious to 
security this command that it is requested US position as proposed _ 

1 Repeated to London, Heidelberg, and Wiesbaden. | 
2 June 21, not printed (740.5/6-2151), but summarized in the memorandum by 

| Pittman and Knight, June 26, supra. 
June 23, not printed; it commented on Tab A of the memorandum printed 

supra with similar reasoning. but greater detail than that used by MacArthur 
7 in telegram 8096. (740.5/6—2351) So
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Deptel 6989 be most carefully reviewed in light Depto 1167 and of 
points set forth above before final decision is reached. [MacArthur. | 

ae | a Bruce 

740.5/6-2651 : Telegram | | : | | i ; : | ; : 

The Secretary of State to the United States Deputy Representative — 
on the North Atlantic Council (Spofford), at London? | 

CONFIDENTIAL WasHIneTon, June 26, 1951—6 p. m. 
-Todep 551. ToISA. ey | 
1. FYI President has approved for guidance to witnesses on MSP 

fol statement respect to US aid to NATO partners in FY 1953 and FY 

_ “As you know, together with our allies in NATO, we have drawn 
up a strategic plan, designed to deter Soviet aggression in Europe 
and .to resist invasion if it shld occur. This plan lists the forces re- 
quired for this purpose. The NATO countries have undertaken to 
raise, equip and train a large part of these forces. Additional forces, 
beyond their present programs, will however be required. A command 
staff under Gen Eisenhower has been established to supervise prepara- 
tion for the defense of Western Europe. oe 
“To, complete this plan, so important to U.S. security, will, so far 

as can now be foreseen, require U.S. appropriation in 1953 and 1954 
as large as those requested for the current fiscal year, and maybe 
larger. Thereafter, when the build-up of North Atlantic Treaty forces 
will: have been substantially completed under the present plan, the 
amount of aid can be substantially reduced. The maintenance of the 
necessary Kuropean forces shld be largely or wholly financed by the 
Europeans out of their own resources. SS | 

_ “These conclusions are based upon an appraisal which our govt has 
made, on the one hand, of the forces, equipment, facilities and other 
mil supplies required to meet the Medium Term Defense Plan and, on 
the other, of the ability of our European allies to meet these require- 

| ments, without seriously jeopardizing their polit and econ stability 
and thus opening the way toCommunist subversion. ; | 

“This appraisal of requirements and capabilities makes it clear that 
the task of completing the plan will be a difficult one. It will take the 
best efforts and ingenuity of all the NATO partners to succeed. Yet 
there is nothing in the figures to suggest that the plan is beyond our 
reach. It is an objective vital to our security and to which we have 

_ committed ourselves with our allies and accepted the leadership in the 
_ person of Gen Eisenhower. We must press forward on all fronts to- 
gether to overcome the difficulties and create the necessary defenses 
agreed to. s 

“Review of the requirements of the plan and their cost is proceed- 
ing in this govt and in NATO, with a view to assuring maximum ~ 
economy in the use of our resources. Under Gen Hisenhower’s leader- 

cm Repeated to Paris for MacArthur, Katz, and Handy. Drafted by Martin 
UR). - |
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ship, SHAPE. is now engaged in perfecting the plan and the balance. | 
of forces involved. BS et tat Me ENS : 
“At the same time we are seeking the most effective and equitable , 

| distribution of costs. The U.S. must now make a greater effort to work | 
out with its parthers ways to increase their contribution. This is al- | 

| ready going forward both in NATO and directly between this govt : 
_ andits partners.” . _ fan Sh oe ab : 

: 2. This conclusion is based on data contained in ISAC Doc 4-7/a? | 
which hasbeen pouchedtoyou. | Bn | 

| a oe ACHESON 

* Ante, p. 198. a | Pe ye Pee oe | 

oe 740.5/6-2951 : Telegram a | - | wes . | - ee o a | 7 

Lhe United States Deputy Representative on the North Atlantic | 

a, Council (Spofford) to the Secretary of State | 

TOP SECRET — Lronpon, June 29, 1951—6 p. m. 

6928. Limit distribution to Dept only; eyes only for Cabot. From | 
Spofford. ey Pag a 

1. Wld greatly appreciate your views re impact Def Dept expendi- | 
tures in Eur countries upon ECA requirements for econ aid funds, | 
and any background info re discussions between Def and ECA on this — | 
subject. As we see it, lack firm understanding this matter serious ob- | 
stacle to some of our current progs. nr , 

2. As we understand it, ECA has reckoned its requirements for 
econ aid funds on basis certain assumptions as to Def Dept expendi- | 

_ tures in W Eur countries. Hence to extent mil expenditures exceed amt , 
forecast, and to extent such excess expenditures are reflected in reduc- | 
tions in econ aid; ECA funds are rendered surplus. Why wld it not : 
be reasonable in such circumstances for ECA funds be used reimburse fl 
Def? If such solution found, believe wld greatly facilitate more rapid | 
progress on such problems as foll. oe 1 EE ES | 

8. In case US procurement Eur to stimulate mil prod (see Todep , 
468 May 291) one variation your proposal wld involve remittance dols | 
to pay Fr for purchase Fr francs which wld then be used finance US | 
procurement mil equipment in, say, Ital for delivery to Fr under US | 
end-item prog. If—as shld be case—programmed end-item deliveries _ 
from US had already taken acct availability Ital prod, this procure- | 
ment in Ital wld not substitute for procurement in US but wld be 
net addition to US end-item prog. Hence funds required cld- not be , 
made available from end-item appropriations, without eliminating | 
needed deliveries from US. However, this dol remittanceto Fr--which —Ss_—| 
we assume not already taken into acct in econ aid calculations—wld | 

—tAnte,p.168 - | | en |
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correspondingly reduce Fr requirements for econ aid, thereby render- 
ing surplus equivalent amt ECA funds. In these circumstances, wld 
it not be reasonable for ECA reimburse Def under transferability 
clause in aid legislation? If such solution not reached, anticipate great. 
difficulty finding funds financeItal procurement. = = 3 | 

4. More difficult case, in which so far as we know no “transfer- 
ability” provision exists in legislation, relates to Def Dept expendi- 
tures on infrastructure, headquarters costs, etc. Here we are confronted 

with rigid US positions as to percentages it will contribute, although 

in fact, to extent higher contributions were offset by adjustments 

In econ aid, net cost to US wld remain unchanged. When such adjust- 

ments are contemplated, wld it not be reasonable for Def Dept to 

receive reimbursement from ECA out of econ aid funds thereby 

rendered surplus? Shid think that such arrangement wld make it. 
much easier to obtain some negotiating latitude on such matters as. 

infrastructure and headquarters costs. | | | _ 
5. Realize complications inherent in application foregoing prin- 

ciples, but they nonetheless seem basically sensible. Their adoption 

wld permit financial issues concerned to be decided on basis US 
interests as a whole, rather than on basis defending particular agency’s 
appropriations. a a | - oe Se 

Oo | / oS _ [Sprorrorp | 

740.5/7-351 :Telegram «si oo | i a an 

The United States Deputy Representative on the North Atlantic 
+ Council (Spofford) to the Secretary of State+ == 

TOP SECRET wee a - Lonpon, July 3, 1951—8 p. m. 

Depto 14. Dept pouch Ottawa. Deputies. 52 mtg July 2 > 
1.. General Ely, new chairman SG, emphasized need for close and 

continued contact between SG and CD. For this reason he was glad. 

to attend.CD mtg and to announce appt of Major General Lindsey 

(USAF) a liaison officer betweenSGandCD.  — = | 
Ely on behalf of SG accepted responsibility for preparation milit 

section of.report for NA council mtg. SG draft will-be submitted to 

CD but Ely emphasized that approval of milit comm wld be neces- 
sary. Fr dep asked if report wld cover progress made toward mtg 
DC-28? Ely replied report will cover first question, SHAPE and 
MRC. are working on gap problem, and DC-28 is subj of current re- 

view since it is simply combination of regional planning group studies 

and possibly sets goalstoohigh,  —> ae | | 

a Repeated to the capitals of the other NATO countries and to Frankfurt, 
Heidelberg, and Wiesbaden. | oe
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_ 2, Referring to questions raised in deps earlier discussions with 

Adm Wright, Ely pointed out: (a) Urgent attention being given to 

need for combat air-craft but that solution. ultimately depends on | 

natl contributions. = ke Bae en, 
(6) Coordination of regional planning group work expected to be 

finally dealt with at July 10 mtg of chiefs of staff. ce 
(ce). Problem of planning for activities after first 90 days of pos- 

sible war is in second priority to unsolved problems of first and second 
phase planning. a cE aks op 
To UK question, Ely replied that from SG view most important 

function of deps in next few months will be to bring about creation 
of a force and this wld include solution of infrastructure problem. _ 
[Here follows the summary of a discussion on how the proposed 

membership of Greece and Turkey in the North Atlantic Treaty re- 

lated to military command arrangements in the Atlantic, Mediter- 
ranean, and Middle East areas. For documentation on this ‘subject, 

— seepages460f.J | Oa Sa aN ta 
| 5. Next council mtg. Fr expressed doubt that there wld be basis for 

substantial achievement: by Sept: Several deps felt that if council 

met periodically for exchange of views and renewing contacts prob- 
lem of expecting important public announcement after every mtg wld 
not arise. Most Depts seemed to agree with UK view that even if final 

| solution not reached in such questions as West German defense role, 
: Gr-Turk, of infrastructure, gap problem, and possibly an interim 

report on burden sharing, valuable impetus might be given by council 
— discussion. It was suggested that since established procedure requires 

mtg preceding General Assembly, this cld be brief formal mtg pos- 

sibly in Rome, but that real working session be held in Sept in Ottawa 
or Washington. Deps agreed to ask govts their views on date and place 
of mtg, 

: 6. Next mtg July 5. oy WET T ts oe cio 

740.5/7-451 : Telegram ee Bes - oe oe ; Be _ Poe 

The United States Deputy Representative on the North Atlantic 
Council (Spofford) to the Secretary of State = 

TOP SECRET _ Priority . = ~~‘ Lonnon, July 4, 1951—2 p.m. 

Depto 15. From ECC to ISAC and White House for Harriman. 
Eisenhower has seen and concurred. (Impossible obtain Gen Handy’s 
final concurrence, altho JAMAG has cleared. Handy will cable direct 
tomorrow.) = oo | a
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“Re ISAC D-4/7a! and Todep 551, June 26.2 ECC has, after con- 
sultation Gen Eisenhower, fol points re timing and manner divulging 

“gap” study to Congress and NATO countries: te 

1. Believe doc D-4/7a is very useful and generally agree with lines 
of action indicated ‘therein. However, wld caution against both (a) 
taking the particular figures themselves too seriously in our own 

| circles, and (6) giving impression to Congress or to other NATO 
countries that we fail to recognize numerous variables and likely 

- margin of error. Shid rather consider them merely as giving gen order 
of magnitude and relationships in order to provide basis for NATO 
appraisal and Congressional understanding of. problem which lies 

. ahead. Concept of “gap” is a tool of analysis. If properly used it can 
be helpful in continuing reappraisal of requirements, in estimating 
target dates, and planning an orderly build-up in balanced phases. In 
this connection it is Gen Eisenhower’s belief that altho a sharp taper- 
ing off of the program of US aid for Eur can unquestionably be fore- 
seen, it is not now possible to set a definite date for this in terms more 
exact than “in about three years.” Similarly, because of inherent _ 
uncertainty in estimates of requirements and of possible errors in 
estimates of capabilities, the date on which build up of forces can be 
completed must be expressed in same terms. 7 Pas 
2. Believe we shld consider entire study (modified as per para 6 
through 9 below) as showing that, in terms of presently projected 
programs (including appropriations) and presently estimated re- 
quirements, a substantial “gap” is indicated for mid 1954, and that 
three concurrent lines of development are required in order to narrow 
it as far as possible on that date. These lines are: (a) Continuing 
refinement of estimated mil requirements through successive revisions _ 
of plans and estimates and required scales of equipment and readjust- 
ment of build-up schedules in light of econ and financial feasibility; — 
(6) Development of awareness by US, and particularly in Congress, _ 
that aid program must continue at high level for at least two years 
after FY 1952 (see also para 4 below) ; (¢) Development of awareness 
among Eur NATO countries that their own present plans are not ade- 
quate (see paras 6, 7 and 8 below). We shld work out courses of action 
designed to contribute to these developments. | | ae 

3. With respect to para 2(a) above it seems doubtful that re- 
numerative work can be accomplished until the revision of Gen Eisen- 
hower’s def plan now under way has progressed to a point where new 
estimates of force requirements can be developed. Indications now 
are that this stage can be reached in approximately two months. Con- 
tinuing efforts shld be made progressively to scale down equipment 
to the minimum consistent with the mission the forces are expected 
to perform. Fol the development of the revised estimates of force re- 
quirements, a reassessment of build-up schedules and target dates in 
light of econ and financial feasibility must be made. It must be made _ 
clear, however, that such a reassessment will influence, not the FY 
1952 build-up requirements (including mil aid program) which are 

* Ante, p. 1938. 
2 Ante, p. 210.
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already quite firm, but rather programs to be developed for subsequent 
years. Dope een 

4, Re para 2(b) above, our limited experience with congressional 
- groups here suggests that Congress may be more interested in seeing | 
‘possibility of program being successfully completed within a stated _ 
time limit than in now getting relatively firm estimates of future cost. 

, Consequently, see value in communicating net effect of D-4/7a to — 
, ‘Congress without disclosing actual figures and saying that we intend 

to work out solution concurrently along the lines in para 2 above. Ii 
| it shld become necessary to indicate general orders of magnitude to 
. Congress; we shld stress caution along lines para 1. Reasonable ex- | 

pect this wld create confidence that that administration knows what 
it is about and it is not relying solely on US appropriations to per- 
petuate “hand-out” program. At same time it wld not dodge possi- 
bility which we must all envisage, namely, that future annual cost to 
US. as well as to Eur NATO countries may exceed any of our current 

| budgetary:projections © ©... oS . 
5. Balance this msg refers to para 2(c) above, ie. to developing 

_appropriate awarenessamong EurNATOcountries 
| 6, We have long been in favor of providing Eur NATO countries 

| with a serious presentation of the extent to which present efforts fall 
below our (and their collective) estimate of requirements. However, | 
“we have also realized that this must be done most convincingly, and 
in such a way as not to run substantial risk of discouraging Kur NATO 
countries by creating impression that goal is not attainable. Suggest 
we can now do this by giving full D-4/7a study with caution along 

| lines para 1 above and with analysis based on the spelling out of para 
2 above. Serious Europeans who see D-4/7a presented in this way, — 
will, we believe, be convinced of necessity of getting own and other 

_ Eur countries contributions up to the point of capability, although 
| _action might not fol until after NATO appraisal confirming gen mag- 

nitude US estimates. een | 
_ %, For obvious reasons believe important we release SG costing 

- gubmissions to all NAT countries (if necessary with appropriate 
- deletions) prior tabling of US study based on those submissions. _ 
-__. 8. Believe we shld not at this time push too hard in the direction of | 

Eur commitments to meet cost of full MTDP build-up. Rather shld 
concentrate, pending full appraisal that will follow SHAPE study 
in para, 8 above, on reaching Eur goals approximately the same as 

| those in congressional presentation for FY 1952. These US unilateral 
goals are already known individually to most Eur countries. Recom- | 

com mend we be authorized not only to table D-4/7a study but to lay before | 
other NATO countries as a group ‘(@) comprehensive picture of these 
goals, together with (6) comprehensive picture of country-by-country 
aid figures, including value end-item aid to date and projected for FY 
1952 (even on an illustrative basis) to show clearly where each country 
stands in our estimates of the job to be done. (This recommendation 
does not supersede that contained in Depto 1 of July 2% which is for 
immed action here.) Presentation shld help convince the group as a 
whole that the goals we have set out for each member are related to 
our estimate of the requirements of the total program, and are also 
equitable in relation to the effort by, and aid to, each of the others. | 

*Not printed. | | |
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9. Wish emphasize importance we attach to release end-item pro- 
gram values (para 8(6) above).. Doubt purposes tabling D-4/7a and 
burden-sharing exercise can be achieved without this release. End-item | 
programs for 1950 and 1951 already tabled in DPB in physical but | 
not value terms and individual countries are aware tentative 52 end- 
item programs and data on US unit costs of major items. Probably 
also necessary in order make D-4/7a meaningful to other NATO coun- 
tries that we show some sort of projections US aid for FY °53 and 
54. Recommend that when initially tabling this study we make pro- 
jections at FY ’52 level and make clear that further US contribution 
if any (see first sentence second para statement quoted Todep 551) 
will still leave substantial deficit requiring increased Canadian and 
European efforts above their present plans. - | | 

10. You will see from above that we conceive presentation of D-4/ 
7@ as having limited but necessary value on European side now in | 
that it can (a) get European govts to think in terms of increasing 
intensity and size of effort (where now feasible; France is probably 
the only exception at present), rather than in terms of justifying 
decisions already made, and (6) create pressures within Europe for 
Increasing efforts of laggard countries. We must, however, think and | 
plan beyond this presentation. In particular, believe we must provide — 
the missing component in the whole MTDP as now seen by the Euro- 
peans, This component is the prospect of an affirmative and expand- | 
ing future after some reasonable interval of time during which strains 
of rearmament are undergone. This prospect wld be based on (a) the 
emergence of a comprehensive, time-phased and well-balanced plan 
and (6) an awareness that mil security is necessary to real econ 
growth, that econ strength is necessary for mil security, and that the 
great increase in production and productivity incident to the rearma- 
ment program can be turned in time to improving the standard of 
living. Once this component has been supplied, believe there wld be 
new limits of econ and polit feasibility higher than our and Euro- | 
pean present estimates. Under such circumstances, “gap” may be | 
closed in what after all is politically, strategically and morally the 
soundest. way, 1.e., through adequate European contributions willingly 
made. Separate message this points [point?] fols. __ a 

11. Also believe USDep and other US reps in NATO shld have 
advance instructs as to what response shld be made to queries resulting | 
from releasestatementin Todep551. 00 = oe 

12. Wld greatly appreciate being kept currently informed by cable 
of all developments connected with this matter as it requires further 
planning here and affects current actions in other areas of NAT ac- 
tivity and preparation for ECC testimony before Congress. [ECC.] 

Se Be | _.-. Sporrorp
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—-740.5/7-651 a | LS Oe en 

Memorandum by the Director of the Office of European Affairs 

(Martin) to the Deputy Under Secretary of State (Matthews) and 

the Director of International Security Affairs (Cabot) = 

TOP SECRET - Wasuineron, July 6, 1951. 

Subject: NATO Reorganization ee Cy 

| - J attach a draft statement of principles to re-invigorate NATO, 

| which the Secretary asked, at our meeting on Tuesday,’ be drawn up 

for submittal to the President. This draft reflects that discussion plus 

| subsequent discussions with Mr. Ohly and Mr. Harriman. I should 

appreciate your comments before giving it to the Secretary, which I~ 
hope we might do not later than Monday.? ee ee 

_A second paper requested by the Secretary, indicating the precise 

‘steps which the adoption of these principles might call for, is in 

‘preparation, = RS | a oe Ee 

Oo . [Attachmient] - ae aka te 

2 Draft Statement Prepared in the Department of State? 

TOP SECRET ts _ [Wasurneton,] July 6, 1951. 
The North Atlantic Treaty Council of Deputies has now been func- 

tioningasafull-timebodyforayear, = = |. | 
- General Eisenhower has been in Europe as the Supreme Commander 
of the North Atlantic Treaty forces there for nearly six months. | 

The United States Government has recently completed a first esti- 
mate of the cost, under present plans, of building up a defensive force 
for Europe under the North Atlantic Treaty. I 

_ The size of the job on this basis makes it imperative that extraor- 
dinary efforts be made to improve the ability of the North Atlantic 
Treaty: Organization. to cut costs to the bone and to see that the cost 
isfairlyshared. 2 er 

As the recognized leader in the North Atlantic Treaty operation 
the policies of the United States toward it are crucial to success. The 

! organization through which the United States exercises its leader- 

ship is equally important. But neither the U.S. nor the Europeans 
can work effectively if the North Atlantic Treaty Organization as a 

| whole is not set up and does not operate efficiently, = 
The importance to U.S. security of the success of the NATO effort 

and the need to follow up on the investment which we have already 

_made in money, equipment, forces, and in the person of General Hisen- | 

*No record of this meeting has been found in the Department. of State files. 
7A handwritten notation on the source text of this covering memorandum, 

referring to the attached statement, reads “Sec[retary] saw.” | | 
* Presumably drafted by Martin (RA). ee
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hower, all require a fundamental reexamination of present U.S. poli- 
cies, of present U.S. organization and of the North Atlantic Treaty 
Organization, as revealed by experience to date. > 

It is recommended that the U.S. Government agree to base its action 
in NATO and in handling U.S. military and economic aid for NAT 
countries on the following principles: 

1. With respect to U.S. policy toward NATO: 

a. Having recognized the NATO operation as vital to U.S. 
security, give it a corresponding priority in all U.S. activities; 

6. To recognize that success in NATO is dependent on a spirit 
of cooperation and sacrifice which can only exist if the U.S. is 
prepared to act to the fullest extent, consistent with our global 
responsibilities, as a full partner; | 

c. To give more weight to NATO recommendations on defense 
efforts of NAT countries, including U.S. military and economic 
assistance, and rely less heavily on bilateral planning. Bilateral 
pressure by U.S. should be used primarily to get these NATO 

| plans carried out. | | 

2. With respect to U.S. organization: : | 
a. To delegate responsibility much more extensively to our 

regional and country representatives in Europe, including Gen- 
~ eral Eisenhower and U.S. personnel attached to him ; . 
__..6,.To provide for more effective central direction and coordi- 
nation of the activities of U.S. representatives in Europe; 

_ .¢ Lo arrange fuller participation by General Eisenhower and 
his U.S. staff in all U.S. activities connected with NATO in 
Europe. | | - . 

3. With respect to NATO organization: — | 

a. To provide for more active international leadership in 
_ NATO matters from the highest political levels; __ | 

6. To transfer as rapidly as possible from the area of commit- 
_ tee action by unanimous consent to action by international staffs, 

: as for example that headed by General Eisenhower, all NATO 
_ work not involving decisions on matters of important national 

. policy. Oo | | 

740.5/7-951 | 7 | eo | 
Memorandum by the Ambassador at Large (Jessup) to the Deputy 

| Onder Secretary of State (Matthews) 

TOP. SECRET’ | | [Wasuineton,] July 9, 1951. 
Thank you for letting me see Mr. Martin’s memorandum on NATO 

reorganization.’ I am not sufficiently abreast of developments on this 
: subject to have any useful ideas, but I miss any statement of ultimate 
| objectives in what apparently is a rather basic paper laying out prin-
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ciples which we should follow in regard to NATO. I wonder if we _ 
have a clear idea of the kind of development in and through NATO > 
which we would consider desirable. The impression I get from reading 
this paper (and it may be a wholly erroneous impression) is that we | 
 gtill regard NATO as an interim mechanism for handling a current 

defense problem. ‘The feeling I got in Europe was that NATO had the 

potentiality of being a permanent base on which some kind of more 
solid political structure could be built in the future. In short, it seems 
to me before determining U.S. policy toward NATO and organiza- 
tional aspects, we ought to have a clear idea of what we expect NATO 

pe to amount to over the course of a number of years not only fromthe 
point of view of basic defense needs but from broader political 
considerations. Ooi UES ot | 

ECA message files, FRC 53 A 278, Paris Repto : Telegram | Cr fy cde Pee 

| The United States Special Representative in Europe (Katz) to the 
Administrator for Economic Cooperation (Foster)+ 

CONFIDENTIAL ss — , Parts, July 16, 1951—9 p. m. 

| Repto 3411. For Foster and Bissell; pass Dept for Perkins and 
Cabot. Limit distribution. , TE 

‘1. Fol recent conversation Stikker with Eisenhower, Stikker and => 
: Marjolin with Harriman, Stikker and Marjolin with me, Stikker __ 

arranged dinner July 11 taking advantage presence ministers for _ 
_ OEEC meeting July 12. Present were Stikker, Gaitskell, Schuman 

and Petsche, Pella, Snoy for Van Zeeland who had been delayed, | 
Langhalle Deputy Foreign Minister for Norway representing Lange, : 

Werkmeister of German delegation representing Bluecher, Marjolin, | 
Hall-PatchandI. = = © 7 a 

9. Stikker opened talk by expressing concern over degree to which _ 

apathy and uneasiness seemed to persist in many quarters in Europe. 
In Netherlands, there were widespread doubts whether things were | 
sufficiently under control and whether country really knew where it 

. was going. He pointed to Commie strength in recent elections in Italy | | 

and France and to difficulties raised by Bevan, Wilson, e¢ al, in 
| England, as indication that these conditions not confined to Nether- | 

lands. This has hampered development unity and has been element 
of inertia in way of defense program. He called on each of those | 
present to speak in turn about his own country and about conditions | 
generally, ae . a 

+ Repeated to London for Spofford and Batt; to Paris for Bruce, Schuyler, 
! and MacArthur; and to Heidelberg for Handy. a a |
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3. With varied degrees of emphasis, there was general concurrence 
with Stikker’s appraisal of existing condition. Conversation then 

turned to lines of action to deal with it. — . 

4, Although discussion was varied, and much of it rambling and 
vague, a general trend in thinking seemed gradually to emerge. This 
shaped itself around ideas which many of us have been examining in 
recent weeks. It wld be premature to try evaluate practical significance 
this trend in their thinking, and nothing at all may come of it. At. 
same time, those present spoke with so much feeling, conversation 
seems worth reporting. Without trying indicate various shades of _ 
emphasis of different participants, I will attempt give general sum- 
mary principal elements in my own words. SE | 

5. Apart from varied specific situations requiring specific remedial 
steps, an underlying moral and psychological source of difficulty was 
identified. This is fact that European leadership has to unfortunate 
degree allowed NATO purpose and defense build-up to take on nega- 
tive character in minds of Europeans. Despite majority support for 
defense program, there is even among strong supporters excessive 
tendency to regard it as kind of caster oil which has to be taken. There 
is uneasy question in people’s minds as to how long this will go on, 
what. it will do to economy, and where it is leading them. There has 
been no adequate attempt on part European leaders to answer this 
question. | | - ; | 

6. Key requirement is to present purposes, policies and action of 
NATO in positive terms, as realistic program leading Europe to a 
promising future. Defense build-up must be understood as integral 
part such program. This must and can be done, and actual facts, if 
understood, fully warrant it. It is duty European leadership to make — 
this clear to people of Europe, in such way as to give new impetus to 

defense build-up. | | as 
7. Such a positive orientation wld center fol principal elements: — 

(a) Great: potential for increasing European production and pro- 
ductivity. After indispensable capital build-up military establishment 
defense effort can be reduced to maintenance basis, and expanded 
capacity production developed in course defense build-up can and 
will be turned to renewed expansion European economic strength 
and standard of living. poe! 

(6) Balanced time-phasing. Looking back on period 1947-50, we. 
can now see that, in light of conditions subsequently revealed, free 

world had neglected its defenses. As compensation, during period 

1950-53 or 54, especially intensive attention has to be given to defense 
build-up. Over total period of, let us say, 1947-57, Europe can and will 
achieve both necessary defense build-up to establish security against 
ageression and resumption upward trend in standard of living. 7 

(c) Defense build-up and increasing economic strength are not only 
mutually consistent, they are mutually necessary. For free people, 
resources devoted to defense build-up to maintain liberty can in no.
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sense be thought of as marginal, but are fundamental necessity. Be- | 
yond this, however, there can be no real and lasting economic recovery 
and progress in Europe without military security. While fear of war | 
and invasion remains, skillfully exploited by Soviets there can be 
no real monetary stability, effective investment program, long-term 
planning, or full-scale effort by management, labor or farmers. At 
same time, economic strength is equally necessary to real defense of __ 

| 8. In concluding meeting Stikker raised question how conclusions 
eld and shld be followed up. He indicated he wld try to develop a — 

- proposed course of action with assistance Marjolin. Gaitskell em- 
| phasized his conviction that meeting had been most.useful, and called — 
| for frequent repetition of such full and candid exchange of views. 

At. least verbally, the need was accepted for European leadership to 
take responsibility for reorientation thinking people of Europe so 

' as to give fresh impetus and constructive significance to defense 
program. It remains to be seen whether this acceptance goes deep 
enoughtoleadtoaction, = = | mo Pe oe 

|  - 9 On July 12, Van Zeeland called on me for private talk along. 
same lines; evening July 12, I dined with Gaitskell and covered simi- 

i lar ground. He particularly raised question how follow up the talk 
in practical way through NATO. He intended discuss this with 
Schuman, SERGE ar “nae 

10. While as indicated it is quite unclear what will come of 
it, we will endeavor encourage fruitful development in every prac- 
ticableway, 

| ee a Bag ONS a Karz | 

740.5/7-1951 ti See ee Sp a gh Pages 8 

Memorandum by the Deputy Director of Mutual Defense Assistance — 
(Ohly) to the Director of International Security Affairs (Cabot) | 

TOP SECRET Be _ [Wasuineron,] July 19, 1951. 

As requested by you, I have reviewed the proposed statement of 
| principles? prepared for transmittal through Secretary Acheson to 

: the President. Although I realize the inherent difficulty in preparing 
a statement of this character, particularly when consideration is given — 

| to the method in which it will be used, my review nonetheless leads 
me to make certain general and specific remarks. Some of these 

| remarks would not necessarily lead to changes in the paper but rather 
represent caveats that we should have in mind. an 
As to general remarks, I have the following: _ | oo 

+ Presumably this is a reference to the attachment to the memorandum by._ 
Martin, July6,p.21%, 0 re |
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1. The paper fails to recognize that SHAPE is only one of several | 
commands that have been or will be established under NATO. There-- 
fore, unless it is intended to increase the scope of SHAPE or to give 
General Eisenhower, either in his international or national capacity, _ 
powers other than those which he holds as SACEUR, certain of the 
conclusions in the statements in the paper do not make complete | 
sense or must be interpreted as indicative of similar unmentioned — 
conclusions with respect to other NATO commands. If the latter inter- | 
pretation is correct, then doubt is thrown on the value and work- _ 
ability of certain of the proposals which are made, since instead of 
unity in the performance of certain actions, there will be multiplicity. 
I also call attention to the fact that substantial quantities of equip- 
ment will be going to forces which are not under any NATO com- 
mand, either because they will be performing national tasks such as 
in-shore coastal protection or because they are training units. | 

2. The paper fails to distinguish between the functions of a field 
or theater command and the functions of a general staff, or else con- | | 
siders such a distinction to be unimportant. This raises the question 
of the extent to which we wish SHAPE to become a general staff 
and to assume the innumerable functions inherent in a general staff | 
operation. While this is a perfectly possible proposal, we should con- | 
sider. very thoroughly whether the assumption of such functions by | 

- SHAPE will not prove such a huge task that it will prevent 
Eisenhower from adequately discharging and concentrating upon the —_— 
principal tasks of a theater commander. It has been my understanding 
that Eisenhower did not want to take over the problems of national 

| training, the determination of national equipment requirements, the 
establishment of tables of organization and equipment, the operation 
of schools, and all the thousand and one other functions that would 
fall to his organization if we moved too far toward the general staff 
concept. So 

3. The statement fails to distinguish between principles that should 
be ultimate goals and the principles that perhaps should govern our 
actions as a means toward reaching those goals. For example, para- 
graph le states that we should place more weight on NATO recom- 
mendations and rely less heavily on bilateral planning. I agree, but 
the real problem is to force the development of NATO recommenda- __ 
tions which can be an appropriate guide to U.S. action in lieu of the 
bilateral approach. a 

In the realm of the more specific, I have the following comments: 

1. While I believe this would be highly desirable, if these individ- 
uals can be persuaded or directed to take the time involved, I have 
serious doubts as to how, from a practical standpoint, Harriman, 
Acheson, Marshall and Foster can satisfactorily review the effective- 
ness with which Washington agencies are coordinated to insure prompt 

| and energetic action. I believe this matter is of such importance that 
these men, in spite of their other responsibilities, should devote the 
necessary time, which in my opinion means their acceptance of the 
fact that it will mean a minimum of 2 or 3 days of continuous joint 
concentration on this problem. I suggest also that Bradley might be © 
an appropriate addition to this group. 2 ; 

2. I have already commented from a general standpoint under 3
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above, on the opening sentence in paragraph 1c of the proposed 

statement of principles. I would like to add one additional point, and 

that is to caution against the kind of generalization implicit in this 

sentence. While I agree that we must give more and more weight to 

NATO recommendations, even to the extent of taking the risk that 

these recommendations may be less soundly founded than the judg- 

ment of our own government, I believe that there are areas in which, - 

because of the nature of the problems involved, we shall always need 

to rely heavily on bilateral planning. The attempt to concentrate too 

many decisions of too many different types in international institu- 

tions is likely to be followed with the curse that so often characterizes 

| bigness. There should be real power in NATO central institutions and 

we should be prepared to accept that exercise of power, but we should 

at the same time recognize that the areas to which such power should 

extend in practice will for many months, and probably many years, 

be limited by human incapability of quickly devising the institutions 
that can handle a large number of the matters now the subject of bi- 

lateral dealings. on | 
- 3. Paragraph 2a of the statement of principles strikes me as an- 

other dangerous generalization, although I realize that the nature of 

this statement makes a certain amount of generalization necessary. At 

the conclusion of this paragraph I am left with a very confused con- 

cept. What kind of thing specifically is it intended that one should 

delegate, and is the delegation a delegation within the U.S. government | 

or a delegation within the NATO organization? What kind of things 
is it that we have in mind delegating to “General Hisenhower and 

the U.S. personnel attached to him” ? | | 
4. I am somewhat. confused by the first sentence in 2b. Does it mean 

that there should be central guidance from Washington to all NATO 

elements in Europe or that in Europe there should be a focal point, 

namely Spofford or the ECC, which provides central guidance to all 

U.S.-NATO elements? | 

- | 5. With respect to paragraph 2c, I comment merely that SHAPE 
is only one of several NATO commands. | Oo 

6. With respect to paragraph 30, I again note that SHAPE is only 
one of several commands and that the MTDP encompasses, I believe, 

certain tasks which are not under General Eisenhower. I would also, 

and this goes back to my general comment concerning the dangers of 

placing too many loads on SHAPE, have serious doubt about fixing 

responsibility for standardization on a field or theater commander. 

| ee | 

740.5/7-2051 : Telegram | a 

The United States Deputy Representative on the North Atlantic , 

Council (Spofford) to the Secretary of State*+ 

SECRET Lonpon, July 20, 1951—7 p. m. | 

Depto 88. ToISA. For ISAC from ECC. _ 

1. We believe part II Todep 468 May 29 (rptd Paris 6455 and 

. - 1Repeated to Paris for OSR and MacArthur, to Frankfurt, and to Heidelberg 

for Handy. 

536-688 PT 1--81---17
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Heidelberg 252)? provides workable framework for US action to 
stimulate level Eur mil prod, and we desire combine this objective 
with that of promoting sensible long-term Eur mil prod pattern. 
Specifically, in view increasingly critical time factor in getting avail- 
able prod capacities under way, we propose substantial proportion of 
1952 end-item aid now programmed for ammunition and to extent 
practicable US spare parts be earmarked for procurement in Eur. 
Even if and when Eur def budgets for 1952 raised to level US esti- 
mated optimum fin capability, there will still be large latent unused 
physical capacity and large deficiency in ammo and spare parts. To 
utilize this capacity to meet deficiency will require dol procurement. 
Furthermore, we believe Eur countries shld be pressed in direction 
attaining self-sufficiency in these recurrent items at earliest possible 
date and in any case after 1954. This proposal directed toward achieve- 
ment all aims set forth in part I Todep 468, and ammo and spare parts 
represent very critical deficiencies worthy full US support. Oo 

2. In order to forestall expectation that US will embark on general | 
program of buying in Eur end-items for Eur forces and consequent _ 
disincentives involved, recommend we present this program as one _ 
limited strictly to ammo and spare parts for main purpose of stimulat- | 
ing in Eur type of prod which will be necessary to long-term support 
of rearmament program, and consequent reduction end-item deliveries 
from US. If ISAC concurs in gen with this proposal, region will sub- 
mit detailed catalogue of items, quantities, and producing and re- 
cipient countries in accordance with para 11 of Todep 468. 
Quantities, recipients, and delivery schedules will be in consonance 
with presently proposed FY-1952 end-item prog. Producers will be 
determined after consultation with coordinator and DP staff. a 

3. We note that effects these operations upon Eur countries fin 
and econ position will vary widely, depending upon channels through 
which procurement dols are remitted and what consequent adjust- 
ments are made in US aid progs. Without analyzing these effects in 
detail, desire urge consideration fol principles to govern admin of 
prog. | 

(a). Taking due cognizance prod capabilities, selection of produc- 
ing and recipient countries should be directed to maximum extent 
toward those countries whose planned def expenditures for FY-1952 
most nearly approximate US capability estimates. As soon as legis- 
lation permits, believe we should also stimulate mil prod in countries 
falling short of capabilities by exercising appropriate influence over 

| expenditures from econ aid counterpart funds. 
(6). Ifcountry has reached capability level for FY-1952, we should 

recognize that additional effort stimulated by US procurement (unless 
_ offset by cut-backs elsewhere in country’s def prog) will require addi- 

tional inflow of real resources to meet scarce materials requirements | 

2 Ante, p. 168. |
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and to avoid gen inflationary threat. This may mean necessity for 

increased flow non-mil supplies and materials from dol area, although 

not on full 1 to 1 basis. 
(c). Diversion end-item funds to Eur procurement shld permit 

some net economies in US econ aid progs. Such savings might be 

transferred to end-item funds to finance additional procurement in 

Eur or US. Ho | 

4, In light of foregoing, we no longer press for adoption of par- 

ticular multilateral interim financing scheme recommended in London 

K'mbtel 5242 of Apr 4.2 We note from para 14 of part Il Todep 468 

| that action along lines your proposal, or variants thereof, would be 

‘without prejudice to some more permanent multilateral system”. We 

plan to continue studying such possibilities, such as Belg proposal 

recently submitted FEB (see Paris 3393 July 18+). [ECC.] | 

| : _ SPOFFORD © 

® Ante, p. 118. 7 
* Not printed. 

CFM files, lot M-88, box 159, Briefing Materials for Forthcoming | | 
NAT Council Meeting | . 

Memorandum of a Joint Meeting of the International Security Affairs 

Committee (ISAC) With the European Coordinating Committee 

(ECC) at the Department of State, July 30, 1951, 2: 80-5 : 15 p.m. 

| 

TOP SECRET [Wasuineton,] July 31, 1951. 

ISAC 35 - 

Present: - | | - 

Department of State L os 

Messrs. Cabot, Chairman , 
Bell 7 | | 

Bray ae | 

Martin © - Pe | | 

, ‘Parsons © | | | 

Stone | | 

Sheppard. - 

Department of Defense — a 

Mr. Nash - | 

Maj. Gen. Scott a | 

Colonel Beebe | | | 

Colonel Van Syckle | 

Captain Thorp | 

Mr. Van Atten | 

Economic Cooperation Administration | 

Messrs. Halaby oe | 

— Bissell | . Se 7 

Poul Le
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Department of the Treasury 

Messrs. Hebbard | | | 
Widman | | 

ECO | | 
Ambassador Spofford | | 
Ambassador Katz | 
Mr. Batt | 
Maj. General Kibler 
Lt. Colonel Powell 
Mr. Ketcham, USDEP 
Mr. Knapp, USDEP | 
Mr. Haun, OSR | | 
Mr. Lindeman, OSR | 
Mr. Ostrander, OSR . 
Colonel Goodum, JAMAG | 
Colonel O’Hara, JAMAG 
Colonel Pattison, JAMAG 
Ezecutive Office of the President | 
Messrs. Gordon 

| Schelling 
Bureau of the Budget . 

Messrs. Staats 
Lawson 

| Macy | . | 
Secretariat — | 

, Messrs. Hickman. | 
Christensen | 
Denny 

MTDP—Meeting the Gap 

1. Mr. Canor referred to the NSC review on the status of programs 1 
and indicated that the ECC members would be sent copies of the ISAC 
review of foreign aid programs.” 

Improvement in European Production | 

2. Mr. Cazor noted that the second ECC proposal on increasing 
production in Europe had been approved by the ISAC agencies, and 
that they were prepared to go even further than had been proposed 
by ECC. Mr. Brssexu reported on the proposal which he had pre- 
pared, and referring to Todep 468 and Depto 88,? he said that the 
steps outlined in these cables have 4 general goals: (1) to expand the 
total amount of military production; (2) to carry out (1) in a manner 
which will stimulate the European countries to finance more of the 
production themselves; (3) to promote a more rational distribution 
of production; and (4) to give stimulus to making the European 
countries more self-sufficient. He proposed the following lines of ac- 

*¥or documentation on NSC review of national security programs, see vol. I, 

Pr The ISAC review has not been found in the Department of State files. 
* Dated May 29 and July 20, p. 168, and supra.
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tion: (1) to proceed with the approved plans for off-shore procure- 
ment as outlined in Todep 468 and modified by Depto 88; (2) while 
not delaying (1), to induce the Europeans to set aside as large a 
portion of counterpart funds as possible for procurement under plans 
developed by the DPB; and (3) to work toward the establishment of 

a central procurement agency in Europe, a long-range objective relat- 

ing to the establishment of a European army. He noted that the 
following rationale should be applied to any plan for off-shore pro- 

curement: (1) the U.S. should press the European countries to the 
feasible limit of their capabilities; (2) off-shore procurement should 
begin in those countries which come closest to having an adequate 
defense effort. In countries like France additional economic aid might. 

be given in order that they would be capable of filling off-shore pro- 

curement orders. Mr. Bissexu said that it should be possible and de- 

sirable to carry out these steps in such a way so as not to breach the 

‘reserve principle and to still serve the principle of burden sharing. 

Off-shore procurement when carried out within a country should re- 

duce the amount of economic aid needed. Initially it is contemplated 

that off-shore procurement will be carried on with end-item funds and 
then as savings accrue in economic aid, funds for the latter will be 

transferred to the end-item funds. In conclusion he said that nothing 

As in his paper contradicted the two cables referred to above, and that 

he attached great importance to proceeding with the counterpart 

proposal. : eT 

3. Mr. Canor asked if our off-shore procurement would be limited 

to those items listed in Todep 468. Mr. Bissett said that it probably 

would be for the time being, but added that at any given time the 

Europeans should know that the DPB is developing additional pro- 

grams which may be carried on through this special device. Mr. 

Gorvon suggested that Mr. Bissell’s statement on “guidance by the 

DPB” be amended to read “upon the recommendation of the Coordi- | 

| nator” in order that the difficulties presented by the unanimity rule 

in DPB be avoided. Mr. Barr pointed out that the DPB has not 
| followed a unanimity rule. Ampassapor Karz suggested that since a 

- procedure for coordination on U.S. procurement through SUSRep 

had been agreed upon only after lengthy negotiations, this system 

not be changed. Mr. Barr said that it was his understanding that this 

| would not constitute a change in procedure since coordination would 

still be handled through SUSRep. Mr. Gorpon said that his suggestion 

was designed to strengthen the DPB through acceptance of recom- 

! mendations of the Coordinator and his staff. CO 

| 4. Ampassapor Srorrorp suggested that the U.S. utilize existing 

procedures but that Mr. Batt should consult the Coordinator and give 

weight to his views in the placing of procurement orders. Mr. HALABY 

| asked if this meant that the Coordinator would recommend programs
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and then that our procurement agents would carry them out if pos- 
sible. Mr. Barr said that this was his understanding but in the event 
that it was not possible to carry out the recommendations that 
Mr. Herod should be notified as soon as possible and he could 

| submit alternative proposals. : Se | 
5. Mr. Gorvon noted that in paragraph 3 A of Depto 88 it is hinted 

that the U.S. will limit the recipients of off-shore procurement to 
those who are coming closest to their defense targets and he asked if 
this was the understanding of the group. Mr. Barr said that he did 
not think that this could be applied. When the goods are produced 
they will be given to those who need them. Mr. Gorvon pointed out 
that the Belgians, for example, are doing less than they are apparently 
capable of. However, since they are a good source of ammunition 
production, if orders were placed there it would probably be better : 
to give the ammunition to the French. Mr. Barr said that the placing 
ef orders was not a military matter but a production one. Mr. Martin 
pointed out that not all orders placed would be “bonuses” in view 
cf shortages in material, the necessity for greater imports, etc. Mr. 
Bissett said that it would not be feasible to avoid placing orders 
in countries falling short of the production goals which we feel 

_ are possible. He said that if orders were placed in a country like 
Belgium that it might be possible to subtract the dollars added through 
this method from their portion of economic aid. However, he sug- 
gested that a decision on this portion of the question be delayed until 
a later date. | 

6. Mr. Casor asked if it was the view of Defense that off-shore 
procurement should be limited to ammunition and spare parts. Mr. 
Nasu stated that it was the view of Defense that procurement should 
begin with these two items but that they would like to see the principle 
extended beyond these two itemsif possible. __ 

7. Mr. Barr referred to contracts being placed by private firms in 
Western Europe and expressed the view that where private firms 
develop plans for the production in Europe of spare parts, for ex- 
ample, that it would not be a matter of concern for DPB. Mr. BrsseLu 
expressed agreement and said that it should be made clear that a 
plan being discussed involved off-shore procurement for the Euro- 
peans and that it should not interfere with the regular procurement 
by the U.S. Air Force, etc. Ampassapor SporrorD suggested that since 
we will gain a considerable amount of experience in the next 60 days 
that many of these problems be worked out as we go along. Mr. Casot 
then proposed that Mr. Bissell draft a paper on his proposal for sub- 
mission to ISAC and it was agreed that this paper would be considered 
at the next joint session with the ECC representatives if possible. 

8. With reference to central procurement, Mr. Barr proposed that 
a definite decision on this be delayed, as in the case of distribution of
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off-shore procurement items. He suggested, however, that Defense 

| should make certain that the legislation be amended with reference 
to procurement procedures in order that buying abroad will be made : 

| easier. Mr. Nasu said that the main question was that of how to 
approach Congress. Although it might be possible to seek an amend- 

- ment in the MSP for more liberalized provisions, the chances of the 
bill might be hurt in view of the strength of the “buy American” forces. 

9. Mr. Bissett.said that the Congressional Committees had already 
been given testimony on off-shore procurement and that they seemed 
generally to approve it in principle. Mr. Gorvon said that this question 
should be pursued now before Congress if at all. He added that the 

_ MSP seemed to be a favorable framework for this device and expressed | 
doubt that the “buy America” group would carry too much weight 
against a provision for production in Europe for the Europeans. 
Mr. Cazor suggested that Defense investigate whether an amendment 
was necessary to overcome the obstacles presented by the renegotiation 
and buy America provisions. If so, he asked that Mr. Nash work out 
a plan for an approach to Congress and the other agencies will give 
theirsupporttoit, 8 | ae 

- 10. Mr. Cazor said that even though Mr. Batt had suggested that | 

| we should delay action on the use of counterpart funds as proposed 
by Mr. Bissell in order to concentrate on off-shore procurement, 
would it not be possible to take the two steps simultaneously. Mr. Bis- 
sett said that the counterpart problem was an urgent one and one 

' which ECA wished to discuss with the European countries under the 
August allotments. He felt that both off-shore procurement and the 
counterpart measures could be undertaken concurrently. Mr. GorDON 
asked how much of the counterpart funds would be set aside in view of 
Mr. Bissell’s statement indicating that it should be “as large an 
amount as can be negotiated.” He said that we would have to wait and 
see what the DPB is capable of doing in order that portions of the 
Defense budgets not be immobilized through waiting for DPB recom- _ 

| mendations. Mr. Bisset said that he agreed, but although negotiations 
on setting aside counterpart funds for procurement will begin in 
August, a sizeable sum will probably not be accumulated until 
mid-autumn, | 

11. Mr. Martin suggested that the first step should be to go ahead 
| with the programs recommended by DPB while not immobilizing any 

of the funds, and secondly, to get as much counterpart as possible 
set aside in the European budgets as we reach agreement on progams. _ 
Mr. Bissett noted that it was Ambassador Katz’s view that there 

: should be no U.S. dollars in a central procurement fund and that the 
2 Europeans themselves should decide on the disposition of these funds. 
| He added that the Ambassador also felt that U.S. dollars should be 

used instead for off-shore procurement. Mr. Gorpon said that this —
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would mean in fact that we would be urging the Europeans to cooperate 
| in a venture to which we would not contribute. He said that our 

rationale for using a system of off-shore procurement rather than 
contributing to a central fund could easily be applied to all other 

countries. | | 
12, Ampassapor Karz, who had just returned to the meeting, said 

that in considering contributions to the central procurement agency 

he did not believe that it was possible to separate the method of pro- 
curement from the things procured. He pointed out that each European 
country would receive equipment equivalent to the amount of money 
contributed while this would not be true for the U.S. should it con- 
tribute to a central fund. Actually, he continued, a central fund would 
be an indirect method of procurement and the central procurement 
agency would not distribute the items procured. 

13. Mr. Cazot asked how orders and items procured would be dis- 
tributed under the counterpart plan proposed by Mr. Bissell. Mr. Bis- 
SELL expressed the belief that we should avoid restrictions on the 
placing of orders. He said that he was not certain that a country 
contributing $10 million in counterpart funds would necessarily receive 
$10 million worth of items. Ampassapor Karz said that actually the 
countries would be buying through Mr. Herod rather than directly 
under a central procurement agency. Mr. Gorpon said that Mr. Herod 
would be providing guidance to the countries rather than acting as a | 
regular procurement officer such as we have for the U.S. He suggested 
that the U.S. should also be subjected to such “guidance”, It was 
agreed that Mr. Martin should draft a cable requesting SUSRep to. 

begin working with Mr. Herod on plans for procurement. 

14. Mr. Barr said that both Mr. Herod and SUSRep were very 
concerned because an enormous amount of unused military production 

capacity was going to waste each month in Europe. Mr. Gorpon 

pointed out that DPB has not considered all of the “bottlenecks” in 

production and moreover he felt that it would not be desirable to 

use, for example, the full munitions capacity in Europe since it would 
mean that more consumer goods would have to be supplied. 

15. GenErat Scorr asked whether a determination could be made 

as to what goods could best be provided to the Europeans by end-item 

aid and which by off-shore procurement. He expressed the view that 

off-shore procurement would probably be limited to ammunition and 

spare parts. Mr. Martin said that the DPB would not be limited to 

consideration of these two items alone, but that primary emphasis 

would be placed upon them initially. Gznmrat Scorr also pointed out 
that there are already a great many demands on counterpart funds and 
many of the purposes for which these funds are presently used are 

highly important. It was agreed that further consideration would be
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given to the question of improving European production at the next 

joint meeting of ISAC and ECC.* Pe 

[Here follow discussions of the NATO forces gap, the pattern of 

aid negotiations for fiscal year 1952, and the extent of German produc- 

| tion and troop contributions to the European defense effort. ] | 

-*The gecond joint meeting was held on Wednesday, August 1, 3: 30-6: 20 p. m. 

at the Department of State. Assistant Secretaries McNeil (Defense), Bendetsen 
(Army), and McFall (State) were present and participated in a detailed dis- 

cussion of the infrastructure program. Also under discussion were the U.S. 

policy toward burden-sharing, a memorandum by Lincoln Gordon on the work 
of the DPB, the development of the fiscal year 1953 aid program, ‘and the 

attitude of NATO countries toward rearmament. The memorandum of this : 

meeting, dated August 2, is in the CFM files, lot M-88, box 159, Briefing Materials 
for Forthcoming NAT Council Meeting. 

740.5/7-2051 : Telegram a. 

| The Secretary of State to the United States Deputy Representative on | 

the North Atlantic Council (Spofford), at London* 

SECRET’ | Wasuineton, August 1, 1951—8 p. m. 

Todep 67. Pass to SUSRep. To ISA. | | 
1. At joint ECC-ISAC mtg July 30 agreement reached to proceed 

immediately on program outlined in Todep 468 ? as modified by Depto 

88.2 This will be one of several coordinated moves which include nego- 

tiating for use of counterpart funds for military procurement and 

development as soon as possible multilateral arrangements for financ- 
ing DPB production programs, possibly using US counterpart. Fur- 
ther discussion this subject expected at joint ECC-ISAC mtg Aug. 1. 

2. It is therefore requested that SUSRep in cooperation with DPB 

7 Coordinator prepare urgently program for US off-shore procurement 

of ammunition and spare parts as suggested in para 2 of Depto 88. 

It has been agreed that US will make known to NATO countries 
that in accordance with presently agreed procedures for con- | 

sulting SUSRep it will seek recommendations from DPB and 
Coordinator on its off-shore procurement programs, and will follow 
them to maximum extent possible. Hence hope will be closest work- 

| ing relations with DPB Coordinator in developing these programs. | 
| 8. FYI only this is an initial step. Extension to other fields will 

depend on experience with these items. | , 
| 4. This off-shore procurement program will utilize US end item 

, Repeated to Paris for Katz and MacArthur and to Heidelberg for Handy. 
Martin (RA) drafted the telegram and cleared it with Halaby (ECA), Colonel 
Van Syckle (Defense), Bell (S/ISA), Gordon (White House), and Knapp (on 
temporary duty at Washington). Martin signed for the Secretary. 

2  * May 29,p.168. | : 

| * July 20, p. 223. | |
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funds, account to be taken of financial effects in line with para 3 6 

and c of Depto 88. | 
5. It was agreed that criteria set forth in para 3-a of Depto 88 wid 

apply primarily in the selection of recipient countries and that selec- 

tion of producing countries shld be guided largely, though not ex- 

clusively, by production and efficiency considerations. 

6. It is desired to proceed with this off-shore procurement program 

urgently. Def representatives are reviewing legal problems, such as 
those which have arisen in case of French electronics projectinattempt 

to reduce procurement difficulties to minimum. 
ACHESON 

740.5/8-251 

The Acting Secretary of Defense (Lovett) to the Secretary of State 

CONFIDENTIAL WasHineTon, August 2, 1951. 

Dear Mr. Secrerary: I refer to my letter of 24 February 1951, | 
concerning the North Atlantic Treaty reorganization. Since the reorga- 

nization, I have considered what additional action is desirable to give 
effect to the new status of the North Atlantic Council. I have come to 
the conclusion that there should be three actions: first, to amend the 
Terms of Reference for the Deputy United States Representative, 
North Atlantic Council, as approved by the President on 16 December 
1950,? to provide for his representation of the Secretary of Defense; 

second, to proceed with our agreement for the provision to the Deputy 

_ United States Representative of a representative of the Department of 
Defense with a small staff; third, to reach an understanding as to the 
duties of the Department of Defense representative. 

The close relations between our two Departments have been satis- 

- factory to us in dealing with NATO affairs. I believe that the arrange- 
ments should continue in their present pattern, but with an even closer 
tie-in to ensure harmony in United States actions in NATO, particu- 
larly between the Standing Group and the Council Deputies. The 
advent of the International Security Affairs Committee expands and 
strengthens the inter-departmental relationships in NATO affairs for 
the review and coordination of policy and programs. I consider that 

the specific responsibilities of our respective Departments for NATO 
operational details require continuing efforts to perfect our relation- 

ship in addition to the International Security Affairs Committee. I 
believe that the various directives and charters concerned with these 

matters should be reviewed from time to time for this purpose. 

4The text is printed in telegram Todep 272 to London, February 26, p. 65. 
2The 1950 terms of reference are printed together with Lovett’s proposed 

changes in them as enclosure “A” of this August 2 memorandum.
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_ I wish to point out that while the Department of Defense represent- 
ative furnished the United States Deputy, North Atlantic Council, 

_ would be a fully assigned member of his personal staff, it is considered 

| that in order for him to be effective in his function of advising and _ 
| assisting the United States Deputy in politico-military matters, he 

must be responsible to the Secretary of Defense. I believe this to be 
consistent with the new responsibilities of the United States Deputy 
in Defense matters and that harmonious relationship can be developed. 

| I believe it would be fitting that this individual should be accorded 
the stature of Vice Deputy United States Representative, North 
Atlantic Council, for Defense matters, provided a Vice Deputy were - 
appointed also for political affairs. We regard the appointment as a 
matter of importance and believe it should carry the grade of Major 
General or the equivalent if the post is filled by a military officer, and 

. the rank of Minister, if filled by a civilian. We do not wish to stipulate 
whether the person selected be military or civilian, since any selection 

would be made on a personal basis. — | | | 
I enclose herewith draft papers dealing in detail with my conclusions 

in paragraph one, above.? If you are in general agreement with them 
I propose an early meeting in order to conclude the necessary arrange- 
ments leading to the appointment. | 

With kindest personal regards,I am | a 
| Very sincerely yours. Roserr A. Loverr 

| . - Enclosure “A” — | 

Drarr: Prorosep CHancrs To Terms oF REFERENCE FOR DEPUTY 
Uniren Srates Representative, Nortu ArLantic Council 4s 
APpprovED BY THE PresIpENT, DECEMBER 16, 1950 

Pagel: | m | | 

Paragraph 20, line 2, insert the word “a” between the words “as” 
and “United.” | Oo , 

Insert a new paragraph 2c, as follows: | 

| “Advise and assist the Secretary of Defense in the performance of 
the latter’s duties as a United States member of the North Atlantic 
Council and as necessary advise and assist such other United States 

® Enclosures “B” and “C” are not printed. The former consisted of an unsigned 
and undated draft entitled “Administrative Arrangements for the Department 
of Defense Representative to the Deputy United States Representative, North 
Atlantie Council” and a memorandum dated February 8, 1950, on the subject 
of “Budgeting for North Atlantic Treaty Activities,” by W. J. McNeil, Assistant 
Secretary of Defense (Comptroller). The memorandum was addressed to the 
Secretaries of the Army, Navy, and Air Force and to the Assistant Secretary 
of Defense (Administrative and Public Affairs). Enclosure “C” was an unsigned 

: and undated draft entitled “An Understanding of the Duties of the Department 
of Defense Representative to the Deputy United States Representative, North 
Atlantic Council.” | | | | |
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representatives as may be attending sessions of the North Atlantic 
Council,” | | 

‘Renumber the present paragraphs 2c and 2d to read “2d” and “2e” 

respectively. | 
Paragraph 3, add the following as a continuation of the first sen- 

tence and an additional second sentence : oe 

“as pertains to policies and actions which are the responsibilities 
of the Department of State and/or government as a whole. Those 
coordinated instructions pertaining to Department of Defense respon- 

_ sibilities shall be transmitted through the Secretary of Defense.” 

Page 2: | 

Paragraph 5a, line 2, insert the following: “, the Department of 

Defense” between the words “State” and “or.” 

Paragraph 8, line 3, insert between the first and second sentences 

the following sentence: 

| “He shall also keep the Secretary of Defense informed on those 
specific activities which are of particular concern to that Department.” 

Terms or. REFERENCE ror Deputy Unirep States REPRESENTATIVE, 
Norto ArLantic CouNncIL | 

1. The United States Representative to the North Atlantic Council 
of Deputies shall have the title “Deputy United States Representative, 
North Atlantic Council” (hereinafter referred to as United States 

Deputy). He shall have the personal rank of Ambassador. 
2. The United States Deputy shall have the following functions: 

a. represent the United States Government in the work of the North 
Atlantic Council.of Deputies; ; | 

b. advise and assist the Secretary of State in the performance of the 
latter’s duties as United States member of the North Atlantic Coun- 
cil and senior United States representative to the North Atlantic 
Treaty Organization ; Oo | - 

c. serve as the senior United States representative for Mutual De- 
fense Assistance in Europe, and as the State Department member and 
chairman of the European Coordinating Committee (ECC) ; and 

d. in conformance with Washington policy guidance assure political- 
economic-military coordination as among U.S. representatives to 
NATO stationed overseas in NAT planning and negotiations, and 
provide coordinated advice to Washington on policy matters as 
directed. | | 

3. The United. States Deputy shall receive coordinated instructions 

from the United States Government through the Secretary of State. 
4. The United States Deputy shall normally communicate with the 

other NATO Governments through their respective Deputies, He may, 

however, as appropriate, communicate directly with other NAT Gov- 

ernments at the ministerial level provided that in so doing he shall:
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a. fully inform the Secretary of State, and other interested agencies 
through the Secretary of State, of any major policy aspects contained 
in such direct communications; 

| 6. make such communications with the knowledge of or through the 
United States Ambassadors to the countries concerned. | 

5. The headquarters of the United States Deputy shall be in London. 
The staff of the United States Deputy shallconsist of: => | 

a. individuals permanently assigned to the office of the United 
States Deputy by the Department of State or other United States — 
agencies; } | | - a 
~6. individuals assigned at the request of or with the.consent of the. 

U.S. Deputy to perform the work for him as long as they are. per- 
forming such work; ee oo Oe | 
-¢. individuals assigned by the Secretary of State as advisers or as 

members of U.S. delegations to NAT bodies meeting in Europe; and 
d. the Executive Director of ECC and his staff. _ 
6. a. The United States Deputy shall be ex officio an advisory mem- 

ber of United States delegations to all NAT bodies, and he shall 
receive from such delegations full and current information as to their 

~ activities, exclusive of detailed military planning. 
b. The advice and assistance of the Office of Special Representative. 

of the Economic Cooperation Administration and other non-military 
overseas U.S. officers and staffs engaged in NAT planning and opera- 
tions, and including military production staffs, shall be made available 

| to the United States Deputy. | | 
c. The policies and views of the United States Joint Chiefs of Staff - 

on pertinent military matters and also military advice and assistance 
when requested by the United States Deputy in discharge of his duties, 
shall be provided by the Joint Chiefs of Staff Representatives in 
Europe. : | 

%. The United States Deputy shall be a member of the European 
Representatives Group (KURREG) ; he shall consult frequently with 
the United States Ambassadors to the other North Atlantic Treaty 
countries. ee | Oo 

8. The United States Deputy shall report his activities currently 
to the Secretary of State and through him to such other United States 

- agencies as may be appropriate. In addition he shall take measures to 
insure the furnishing of such information on activities of the NAT 
and MDAP, exclusive of war planning, as is in his possession to United — 
States representatives on other NAT bodies and to the United States 
Ambassadors in NAT countries. ; 

9. The United States Deputy, as Chairman of the Council of Depu- 
ties, may contribute the members of his staff or may arrange for the 

contribution of other available U.S. personnel for service on any in- 
; ternational staff created by or authorized to act on behalf of the 
2 Council Deputies. © 7 

| OO | Harry Truman 

Approved: December 16, 1950. | :
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| 740.5,'S-651 | 

Statement Prepared in the Department of State? 

7 TOP SECRET [Wasnineton,] August 6, 1951. 

PrincrpLes GOVERNING Unirep States Reations to NATO 

The importance to U.S. Security of the success of the North Atlantic _ 
Treaty effort and the need to follow up on the investment which we | 
have already made in money, equipment, forces, and in the person of 
General Eisenhower, all justify a restatement of U.S. policies regard- 
ing the North Atlantic Treaty and the organization of U.S. activities 
in NATO, in the light of experience to date. 

The central objective at the present time is to secure promptly the 

forces, adequately trained and equipped, necessary to the defense of | 
- the Atlantic community. The U.S. Government will base its action in 

NATO and in handling U.S. military and economic aid for NAT | 
countries and U.S. force contributions on the following principles: 

A. Having recognized the NATO operation as an integral and vital 
aspect of U.S. security, give it a corresponding importance in all U.S. 
activities. Decisions at all levels of the U.S. Government must reflect 
an understanding of this principle. 

B. Recognize that success in NATO is dependent on a spirit of 
willing cooperation and sacrifice on the part of all members, which 
can only exist if the U.S. is prepared to act, to the maximum extent 
consistent with our global responsibilities, as a full partner. | 

C. Recognizing that the effectiveness of NATO agencies is vital _ 

1This statement was developed from the first draft of July 6, attached to the 
memorandum by Martin of that date, p. 217, and was transmitted by Cabot to 
Secretary Acheson on August 6 in a memorandum which read as follows: “The 
attached statement of Principles Governing U.S. Relations to NATO has been 
developed in consultation with Messrs. Jessup, Perkins, Ferguson, Martin and 
Lineoln Gordon. I believe it was your idea to get General Marshall’s agreement 
to these principles and then to submit the paper to the President for his approval. 
You might wish to cable the contents of the paper to Mr. Harriman before 
submitting it to General Marshall inasmuch as this statement was developed 
in large part from ideas which Mr. Harriman expressed to you on his return 
from Europe. We will of course welcome any suggestions which you may have 
as to this paper.” | 

In an answering memorandum dated August 8, not printed, Robert Barnes of 
the Policy Reports Staff informed Cabot (and Jessup, Perkins, and Ferguson 
by copy) that Acheson had approved the attached statement and wanted it 
transmitted to Marshall and Harriman simultaneously. A notation on Barnes’ 
memorandum, handwritten and initialed by Martin, reads “I understand Harri- 
man discussed and left with Marshall a copy of his paper. I suggest this might 
be sent Marshall as a paper which represents a first step toward carrying out 
views brought back by Harriman and discussion with ECC members Spofford, 
Katz and Batt while they were here.” A copy of the “Principles” was sent to 
Harriman at Tehran on August 11 in telegram 344 (740.5/8-1151). On August 18, 
Webb sent a copy to Lovett suggesting that after the Departments of Defense 
and State had agreed on a draft the matter might be discussed with President 
Truman (740.5/8-651). On August 30, a memorandum for the files by Battle 
noted that Acheson had “explained the matter’ to General Marshall who then 
planned to “have a look” at the copy sent by Webb to Lovett on the 13th. 
(Secretary’s memoranda, lot 53 D 444)
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to U.S. security, and that they should be strengthened by seeking 
recommendations from them and according full weight to these recom- 
mendations before the U.S. acts on significant. determinations with 
respect to military and economic assistance and U.S. force contribu- 
tions. NATO plans are developed with full U.S. participation and 
leadership, and therefore bilateral pressure by the U.S. will be most 
constructive if employed to assist (@) in obtaining agreement to multi- 
lateral plans sought by the U.S. and (0) in obtaining the implementa- 
tion of such plans. oe 

| D. Recognize the need for more effective integration in U.S. plan- 
ning of (a) military requirements for forces and for equipment, 
(6) the allocation of production tasks among the various member 
countries, (c) U.S. military end-item assistance, (d) the economic _ 
and financial efforts being sought from each country, and (e) U.S. 
economic assistance to support the common defense effort. 
__E. Recognize that two important international officials in the NATO 
organization, General Eisenhower and DPB Coordinator Herod, are 
Americans whose usefulness can be greatly increased if they are able 
to bring to bear on NATO problems full information about all parts 
of the program and the support of all agencies and representatives of 
the U.S. Government. ne | 

| ¥F. Assure the full, though largely informal, participation by Gen- 
| eral Eisenhower and his U.S. Staff in all U.S. activities connected with 
| NATO in Europe, so that such activities support SACEUR. Arrange 

for active informal liaison by the European Coordinating Committee 
with Mr. Herod and other Americans in the DPB International Staff 
go as to obtain close coordination of NATO production planning with 
related U.S. production and supply actions. - Oo 
_G. Recognize the European Coordinating Committee, under the 
leadership of the U.S. Deputy, as the central agency to guide, monitor, — 
and give cohesion to U.S. operations in Europe in support of NATO 
objectives, under broad policy directives from Washington, and assure 
more effective regional direction of U.S. programs for the European 
NAT countries through greater delegation of authority to the ECC 
and its members and through clearer assignment of regional-responsi- 
bility for control of military and economic assistance activities and for 
political guidance on NATO matters. _ : a 

H. Provide firm support in Washington for U.S. regional and 
country representatives concerned with NAT affairs, including prompt _ 
and vigorous action on recommendations from the field, . 

| I. Assure more active leadership in NATO matters on the highest 
political levels by regular and frequent meetings of the North Atlantic 

| Council, and develop means of improving its effectiveness and capacity 
to secure more extensive agreement and prompt action by Governments | 
on the widening range of common problems. |
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740.5/8—851 : Telegram 

The Acting United States Deputy Representative on the North | 
Atlantic Council (Achilles) to the Secretary of State+ 

SECRET Lonpon, August 8, 1951—7 p. m.. 

- Depto 171. In recent conversations, Jessup, Lincoln Gordon and 
others have asked what specific steps we had in mind to give that 
new impetus to concept of North Atlantic Community. | | 

In strictly mil field, major efforts at developing integrated def 
already under way appear to require no further initiatives in this | 
field at this time. Assume Wash and SHAPE are giving intensive 
thought to how Eur def force and its related institutions are to be 
integrated into NATO. Problem of integrating def prod is separate 
one which will be developed in relation to DPB report. Problems of 
coordinating or integrating econ and fin aspects of def effort also 
require slow dev of steps now under way and we do not recommend 
any new initiatives in this field at this time aside from current pro- 
ductivity drive (Repto 34117). We do not recommend any present 
initiatives in econ or fin fields other than those nec for fed effort. 

This leaves. informational and political fields, and in these we sug- 
gest consideration of specific steps along fol lines: | 

1. Declaration of intention. What we have in mind is declaration 
by council that, without prejudice to developments in wider frame- 
works such as UN or OEEC or smaller frameworks such as Eur, 
parties to NAT expect to work towards progressively closer long- 
term association “between any or all of them” in all fields by limited 
and practical steps to extent that experience demonstrates necessity 
for such action to advance their common interests. Ref to “any or all” 
would be included in view both of Eur def force and of attitude of 
some toward Gr Turk membership. oo 

2. In informational (including cultural) field, we would suggest 
initiation of program based on undertaking in Article 2 to bring about 
“better understanding of principles upon which their free institutions 
are founded” designed to stimulate public interest in democracy as, 
in Mackenzie King’s words, “dynamic counter-attraction to Com- 
munism”. NAT countries naturally have no monopoly on democracy 
but as has been said, democracy has never worked too well except in 
Anglo-Saxon and a few other countries, and parties to NATO do 
represent a nucleus of such countries who are bound by treaty to safe- 
guard and develop these principles. As start, we would suggest coun- 
cil action looking toward establishment of high-level NAT advisory 
comite, of which US member wld be of stature comparable say to 
Conant or Bush, and whose members wld concurrently lend national 
advisory comites, to recommend national and internat] programs de- 
signed “to bring about better understanding of principles upon which 
these institutions are founded”. Suggested NAT advisory comite and 
national comites would be supported:by (and former’s first mtg pre- 

* Repeated to Paris. 
* July 16, p. 219. :
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pared by) NATIS plus small working group selected from Amers 
and Eurs who have already demonstrated appreciation of and in- 
telligent interest in problems of intellectual and psychological mobil- 

- jgation. Our idea is that this working group could develop concrete 
projects and suggestions for NAT and national comites. We see this | 
group as small one, Amer-led, which wld call upon such people as 
Haakon Lie and Jean Paul David, to name 2 rather obvious examples, 
either.as members or as consultants. Even if no decision is taken to 
estab NAT and national comites, WG along lines outlined above wld 
be usefultoNATIS. _ | 

8. Maximum coordination of fon policy. Starkenborgh has several 
times suggested privately to me that this wld be most practicable and 
useful step which eld be taken in near future in direction of closer 
Atlantic association. You recall that we have as result of Lange’s pro- 
posal in NY last Sept ? been gradually developing exchanges of views | 
on specific fon policy questions. So far this has been confined to Yugo 
Berlin satellite countries and USSR but believe it has been of real 
value both in developing considerable degree of common policy to- 
ward Yugo and in increased understanding by smaller govts of condi- 

| tions coordinated pol guidance through council and deputies. One real 
advantage for all concerned of procedure as developed here has been | 
its informality and clearly-understood non-binding nature of con- 
clusions reached. - a | | 

Preponderance of US strength and involvement in world affairs will 
in practice make this process primarily one of obtaining substantial 

agrmt by our partners of US policy on specific issues. At same time US 
will have to pay price of consultation with other govts and take 
account of considerations important to them in formulation of its 
policy. This is by no means unmitigated disadvantage (none of us 
are infallible) and shld be of assistance in reaching soundly based 
policies which our Allies are prepared to cooperate in carrying out 
wholeheartedly. We note this aspect of US conduct was very much in 
mind SecState when he spoke to publishers at White House on June 29. 
In any event we of course retain final decision as to policy we wish to 
follow. It shld nevertheless mean in practice that we wld less often 
formulate a specific policy cleared up through JCS, Cabinet level, and 
President, announce it publicly without much consultation with our 
Allies and then expect them to accept it “as is”. Examples of US action 
during past year when use of this procedure has probably made prob- 
lem more difficult and slower of solution than they otherwise wld 
have been re Ger contribution and Gr-Turk adherence. Further devel- 
opment of this process of day-to-day consultation on form policy 
through NATO shld, of course, reinforce rather than interfere with 

bilateral or multilateral consultation through normal dipl or high 
level contacts with Brit and other countries as we wish. 

Believe that further development this consultation between NAT 
nations shld be pushed by some of smaller nations in order not give 

* Proposal under reference here not further identified. | 

536-688 PT 1--81---18
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impression that US seeking means impose its policies on others and to 
obviate possible difficulties we might encounter with Brit and Fr who | 

| might think we attempting get away from close bilateral or tripartite 
consultation. We shld, of course, make clear to Brit and Fr we have 
no such intention. Confident that Dutch, Can, and Nor wld welcome 
opportunity take lead in this field if we give them word. 
Would appreciate your reaction to foregoing soonest in order that, 

if favorable, we may initiate necessary soundings and preparatory __ 
work toward council action. | | 

ACHILLES 

740.5/8-951 : 
Memorandum by the Deputy Director of the Office of European Re- 

gional Affairs (Parsons) to the Director of International Security 
Affairs (Cabot) and to the Deputy Assistant Secretary of State for 
European Affairs (Bonbright) | 

SECRET [Wasuineton,] August 9, 1951. 

Subject: Need for Action to Demonstrate U.S. Interest in North 
Atlantic Concept | 

Evidence is piling up that our NATO partners are worried at our 
seeming preoccupation with the military aspects of NATO and fear 
that we are losing sight of the wider objectives of defending and im- 
proving democratic institutions and economic progress of: western 
civilization, including progressively closer long-range association in 
North Atlantic and European communities in non-military as well as 
military fields (Depto 161, August 4). | 

In mid-September we hope and expect to obtain the admission of 
Greece and Turkey ; the justification for pressing on with this is again 
primarily military and strategic, specifically the armed strength of 
Turkey. At this same time we are dispatching a military survey team 
to Spain and there are negotiations in progress or pending for bases, 
surveys or other military requirements in Norway, Portugal, France, 
the North African littoral, etc. Last, but not least, we will have dis- 
cussed Germany in tripartite meetings just before the Ottawa meeting , 
and here again our goal is to bring German military potential into 

being. These operations, if not balanced by evidence of our interest in 

non-military objectives of the Atlantic Treaty, are bound to disturb 
our NATO partners still further and their concern will be reflected at 
the September Council meetings. Unless we are prepared to deal with 
the situation promptly, it is conceivable that it could develop almost 
critical proportions, 

(Evidence of the worries of our allies is most strikingly set forth in 

* Not printed.
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the last paragraph of Depto 157, August 2,? in which Mike Pearson 
is quoted as telling Achilles that he had frequently been asked in the 
course of his European trip if the U.S. had decided that its objective _ 
was not to prevent a war, but rather to win one. Further evidence of 
concern at the psychological malaise in Europe and some thoughtful 
exploration of how to counteract it may be seen in Depto 1045, June 1,? 
Mr. Katz’ telegram No. Repto 3411, July 16, from Paris,’ and Depto 

_ 161, August 4,? paras 7 to 9 inclusive.) | | 
It appears inevitable that there will be a real effort at Ottawa: 

1. To seek reassurance from the U.S. as to where we are really trying 
togo,and | | a 

2. To take some action to reaffirm the “North Atlantic concept”. 

—U nder these circumstances, instead of waiting for the preoccupa- 
tions of our allies to deepen and to find expression at Ottawa, it would 
be to our advantage to take the initiative (a) before the September 
meeting of the Council and (6) at the meeting. Our objectives would 
include the following: | oo 

a. An effort to overcome impressions that we value NATO only 
for such military security as we can develop through it. | 

6. Further reassurance that the United States is interested in pre- 
venting a war and that our strength, when developed, will never be 
used for aggressive purposes. _ _ 7 

ce. An attempt to counteract impressions that we seek to dominate 
partners in NATO by imposing upon them our settled policies and 
to demonstrate our desire to take account of their views in formative 
stages of policy making. | | 

dad. Development of a more positive attitude on the part of Euro- 
pean members towards NATO, which is after all so fundamentally a 
program of mutual self-help and self-preservation requiring European 
leadership and drive as well as American. ' 

é. Reaffirmation of our awareness that.the defense build-up and 
increasing economic strength are not only mutually. consistent but 

| mutually necessary (Repto 3411), and indication that the present in- 
tensive phase of build-up is the investment stage which, once made, 
will permit a resumption of build-up of civilian well-being. - 

f. Some expression of our simultaneous interest in a) European 
| integration, and 6) long-range development of NATO (so as to fore- 

stall British and Northern European fears of an eventual Berlin— 
Paris-Rome Axis unbalanced by a broader grouping). 

: Possibilities for specific action thus far apparent would appear to be: 

7 1) Telegram to inform Stikker that his interest and initiative 
(Repto 3411 and Depto 1045) is appreciated and we would be inter- 
ested in hearing any ideas which he had developed. (Such a telegram | 
to The Hague, repeated to NATO capitals is in preparation.) 

2?Not printed. | | 
® Ante, p. 219.
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2): Instruction to Spofford and to NATO capitals to use thinking 
herein as background in talks with NATO government officiais. 

3) Consideration here in Washington as to whether Secretary would 
incorporate some of these thoughts in his general statement to the 
Council in Ottawa or whether some development of them should be 
used .by him in a special statement introducing this subject as a 
separate agenda item. | | 7 

4) Issuance of a Council press release or declaration at end of meet- 
ing reaffirming long-range and wider (especially non-military) objec- 
tives of NATO. Depto 171, August 8,* develops this thought further 
as follows: | | 

“Declaration of intention. What we have in mind is declaration 
by Council that, without prejudice to developments in wider 
frameworks such as UN or OEKC, or smaller frameworks such as 
EUR, parties to NAT expect to work towards progressively closer 
long-term association ‘between any or all of them’ in all fields by 

_ limited and practical steps to extent that experience demonstrates 
necessity for such action to advance their common interests. Ref 
to ‘any or all’ would be included in view both of Eur def force 
and of attitude of some toward Gr Turk membership.” 

5) Possibility of creation by the President of a public commission to 
study the subject of Atlantic cooperation and the progressive develop- 
ment of closer association among nations of the Atlantic Community. 
(See. A ppendix.*) , 

6) Rapid development of our various ideas as to means of strength- 
ening the NATO organization so that they might be used in September 
either formally in the Council or informally in private talks where 
they would at least help to demonstrate the vitality of our interest in 
and thinking about NATO. : 

7) Some exploration of the possibility of expanding foreign policy 
coordination among the NATO nations. The example of the British 
Commonwealth where coordination is promoted in part by an exten- 
sive, continuous interchange of information among the partners, who 
nevertheless maintain their freedom to differ and to negotiate on their 
differences, is worthy of study as a possible avenue to greater policy 
coordination in the Atlantic Community. Depto 171 cites already ex- 
isting interest in this general approach on the part of Lange and 
Starkenborgh who has said that, in his opinion, it would be the most 
practicable and useful step which could be taken in the near future 
in the direction of closer Atlantic association. 7 

8) Initiation of program based on the undertaking of the NAT 
nations in Article 2, to strengthen their free institutions and develop 
better understanding of (democratic) principles. Depto 171 suggests 
Council action looking toward establishment of a high-level NAT 
advisory committee, the members of which would head national ad- 
visory committees. Aided by the NAT Information Service staff as 
well as by a working group of persons competent in the field of in- 
tellectual and psychological mobilization, projects could be worked 
out for the NAT advisory and also the national committees to promote. 

| ‘ Supra. 
® Not printed. :
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Success would be dependent upon the selection of outstanding per- 
sonalities and the goal of this idea (which is developed more fully in 
Depto 171) would be to obtain action in the informational and cul- 
tural field to promote in growing association with each other a more 
“dynamic counter-attraction to Communism” in the NAT countries 
and beyond. ©. ~ | oa 

Action Recommended OS a | 

1) That a telegram be sent to Ambassador Spofford not later than 
| qaanday, August 13 embodying reactions to this memo and to Depto 

2) That study be given to the list of objectives herein (which we 
by no means consider inclusive) and to the list of. possible action 
measures with a view to developing a concrete program as rapidly as 
possible. Responsibility for working up this study and coordinating 
with other offices should be centeredin RA. 

740.5/8-1351 ; Telegram oe es 

The Acting Secretary of State to the United States Deputy | 
Representative on the North Atlantic Council (Spofford), at 
London} | | 

CONFIDENTIAL  — Wasuineron, August 13, 1951—7 p. m. 
U.S. EYES ONLY | | | oe 

Todep 88. This is State-Defense Msg. | oe 
1. Para 1, Annex A, D-D(51)180 (List of Possible Agenda Items 

for North Atlantic Council Mtg in Sept)? indicates the possibility of 
action by CD to include a formal approval of reorganization of polit 

structure NATO as an agenda item. | BS | 
| 2. In your mtg on 26 July with SG you stated Van Zeeland had | 

once proposed that all reorganization arrangements be reviewed by 

the Council, but that in your view governmental action had already | 
been taken.? : an 

3. We are in complete agreement your view. It is considered that 

D-D(51)86 has already been approved by govts as a result of the 
~ action by CD.* Therefore further action by Council is not required. 
Moreover info has reached us that several nations might wish to reopen 
this paper, especially in regard to direct channel between Council Deps 
and SG when Mil Comite is not in session. This we strongly wish to 

1H. M. Martin drafted this telegram, together with Colonel Billups of the 
Department of Defense, and cleared it with Cabot. : 

2 Not printed. For early draft of the agenda of the NAC meeting scheduled to 
open at Ottawa on September 15, see telegram Depto 254 from London, August 23, 

P No record of this meeting was found in the Department of State files. ) 
* Council Deputies Document D-D(51)86 on NATO reorganization, as trans- 

mitted to Washington in telegram Depto 693, March 30, p. 107, and amended in 
Council Deputies meetings during April, was approved definitively in the 

Deputies’ 34th meeting on May 2 (Depto 879, May 3, 740.5/5-351).
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avoid as D-D(51)86 as approved by CD is completely in accord with 
US position. — | , oe 

4, Wld like you to make every effort keep this item off agenda for 
either Sept or Oct mtgs, It is further desired that any reference to this 
subj which might be made in Deps Report to the Council of action 
that has been completed, be presented in such manner as to afford the 
least possibility of a discussion of this subj at any Council mtg. 

| | WEBB 

740.5/8—1551 ; Circular telegram | 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Missions in the Other North 
Atlantic Treaty Countries | | 

SECRET | Wasuineron, August 15, 1951—6 p. m. 

141. A. In Depto 1045 June 1? Spofford reported talk with Stikker 
on North Atlantic Community in which Stikker urged development 

Community concept on wider and longer range basis. He felt Atlantic 
integration desirable and realistic at pace set by US-UK and hoped 
admission Gr-Turk to NATO wld not weaken concept. He hoped 
next.mtg NAC might spotlight practical development Atlantic Com- 
munity as major objective of NATO countries, and said he wld be 
glad to take initiative in this as far as US wld support. He felt there 
was much support in Eur and Canada for concept, and inquired 
whether US wld favor his taking initiative this direction. 

B. In Paris ECA tel Repto 3411 July 16* Katz reported informal 
discussion Stikker and representative group Eur Mins. Gen agreement 
that apathy and uneasiness about future hampering unity and def 
program. Agreement also that NATO purposes and def build up had 
acquired negative character in Eur thinking as unpalatable dose which 

had to be swallowed, but with uneasy qualms as to consequences for 
future. Need was to present NATO purposes, policies, and actions posi- 

tively, as realistic way to promising future, around gen pts as fols: 

_ 1) Increased productivity after capital investment in def require- 
ments .cld be turned in end to renewed expansion Eur econ strength 
and higher standard of living. — 

2) Considering period 1947-1957, a balanced time phasing emerges 
with 1947-50 a period of econ recovery but neglect of def, 1950-54 a 
consequent intensive def build-up and 1954-57 a period of defensive 
strength maintained and resumption upward trend in living 
standards. 

3) Def build-up and econ build-up not only mutually consistent but 

* Sent to The Hague, repeated to the other Missions. Drafted by Parsons (RA) 
and cleared by Martin (EUR) and Cabot (S/ISA). — 

- *Not printed. 
* Ante, p. 219.
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mutual necessity with mil security essential to econ recovery as no 

effective planning or investment can be carried on under shadow of 

possible invasion and war. | 

Since mtg described, Stikker and Marjolin have discussed this sub] | 

informally with various Mins at Strasbourg and also with Katz. 

Draft statement‘ incorporating some of ideas indicated above has 

been prepared and is now undergoing revision with view to releas- 

ing it through some Eur channel such as OKEC, possibly at end Aug. 

As present draft does not identify danger Sov aggression as cause of 

_ fear and need for rearmament, possibility has therefore also been 

discussed of issuing second statement through NAT Council to (1) 

endorse previous Eur statement and (2) develop more fully under- 

lying polit facts and implications. Although matter is still in forma- 

tive stage, Dept impressed with possibilities. os ae 

--C. You will recognize that (A) and (B) are separate subjs but | 

both are related to basic long-term interest of strengthening NATO. 

If we encourage development of (A), which is in itself desirable, it a 

serves to demonstrate our interest in wider, long-term objectives of 

NATO and so may be timely and helpful in counteracting any dis- 

advantageous effects of US pressure regarding Grk and Turk, US 

interest in Spain, etc. Para B, on other hand, is primarily directed at 

generating more positive Eur leadership and demonstrating that 

Eur countries have clear responsibility and interest of their own in | 

| providing initiative and drive to accomplish def build-up. a 

Accordingly, with respect to (A), you may tell Stikker his com- 

| ments were warmly recd here. If he has any ideas on ways community 

concept might be developed at NAT mtg, we wld be pleased have | 

him take initiative, though, of course, cannot commit US to support 

any specific proposals in advance. However, glad to discuss any ideas 

whenever he so wishes. Re (B), OSR is working closely with Stikker 

| and Marjolin. a | a | | 

D. Similarly, whenever gen subjs these reftels come up in discus- | 

sions with NATO Govts, our reps shld indicate US definitely. in- 
| terested in Atlantic Community concept as well as need of positive 

Eur attitude toward NATO and def build-up. They shld assist in | 
generating ideas for consideration and development. We wld appre- 
ciate reporting on ideas and your own comments these subjs. 

FYI Dept now endeavoring to study and develop specific actions 

to be taken in connection with Sept Council mtg and after to (1) | 

counteract any incorrect or adverse impressions arising out of our 
| attitude on Grk-Turk, Spain and other questions on which mil neces- 

sity has played large role and (2) work toward long-term and wider 

| * Not found in Department of State files. oo ,
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objectives of NATO for development and well being of cooperative 
Atlantic Community. Present tel represents step that direction. 

| WEsB 

ECA message files, FRC 53 A 278, Paris Torep : Telegram 

Lhe Administrator for Economic Cooperation (Foster) to the United 
States Special Representative in Europe (Katz), at Paris} — 

SECRET Wasuineton, August 15, 1951—9 p. m. 
Torep 5906. ToISA. 
1. ISAC-ECC decided last week on US program of offshore mili- 

tary procurement (US procurement with dollars of military end items 
in Europe for transfer to European forces). Purpose of this program 
is to activate idle productive resources in Europe and supplement 
European military production efforts in line with DPB guidance. Off- 
shore procurement also designed to establish broader production base 
in Europe adequate to meet most equipment needs of European forces 
after period of initial equipment completed. | 

2. In order to forestall any expectation that US is embarking on 
all-inclusive European procurement program with consequent dis- 

_ couragement of or conflict with countries’ own procurement plans US 
orders will be limited to categories approved by ISAC on basis of 
Defense and DPB recommendations. Programs for ammunition and 
spare parts will probably be undertaken first. Defense is concur- 
rently requesting DPB to prepare programs in other categories for 
consideration by ISAC. European governments will be kept advised of 
categories of US procurement and categories in which they are ex- 
pected to procure for themselves and US will avoid creating impres- 
sion that US “in the market” for all types military requirements of 
Eur forces. | | - 

3. US offshore procurement will be financed from MDAP end item 
funds. All European dollar receipts will of course be taken into ac- 
count in developing economic aid programs necessary for higher 
European military efforts. | : 

4. Equipment procured will become property US Government and 
may be transferred to any NATO country, including producing 
country. | | , 

5. US orders will be coordinated with DPB and local governments. 

All contracts will be placed in local currency of producing country. 

6. ISAC working group under Defense lead will be considering 

policies and procedures for guidance field on selection producing and 

* Drafted by Najeeb E. Halaby, Jr., Assistant to the Administrator for Inter- 
national Security Affairs; repeated to London for SUSRep and USDep, and to 
Oslo, Copenhagen, Lisbon, Rome, Brussels, The Hague, Frankfurt, and Paris.
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receiving countries; how much of which items should be purchased | 
overseas; conversion of dollars into local currencies; how and to what | 
extent the contracts entered into by the US under this program can 
be taken over by the appropriate European governments; relation-_ 

_ ship between this procurement program and other priority require- _ 
ments on the budgets of the European NATO countries; and — 
adjustments in MDAP and economic aid, in manner best calculated 
to obtain highest military effort and desirable impact of dollar receipts 
and local currency expenditures on external and internal financial 
position of NATO countries. Issues involved include whether local _ 
currency should be purchased from central bank or treasury of pro- 
ducing country, or from recipient country with transfer financed 
via EPU. | , | , oe 

7. ECA/W current thinking: We believe that some objectives of ee 
offshore procurement program can also be achieved by earmarking of 
European counterpart funds for specific military procurement within 
DPB approved programs. ECA/W is now considering proposal to 

_ make provision of some part of future economic aid conditional on 
prior agreement on uses of counterpart. Uses of counterpart could 
include end item procurement: in specified categories on basis DPB 
recommendations; uses could also include contributions to a NATO 
or continental central procurement agency, if established. | 

8. In general we conceive implementation of this program should 
take into account need to achieve twin objectives of rearmament and 

| development of economic potential through higher productivity. ECA | 
missions activities in this procurement program should be guided by 
ISAC D-8/1, especially Attachment 1 (“Detailed Responsibilities of 
Members of Country Teams”).? In addition to mission responsibilities 
that may arise out of further ISAC consideration mentioned para 
6, ECA missions should be in a position to advise EuCom procurement 

| officers in placing contracts within producing countries. In particular 
OSR and missions can help by (a) identifying most efficient producers 
and plant management most interested in improving productivity | 
and sharing benefits of improved methods with workers; (b) advising 

| re areas where least additional tools, power, etc. would be required; 
(¢c) advising re plants with reliable, non-Communist labor situations ; 
and in other ways related to overall objectives aid program in Europe 
and as requested by Defense. 

9. Having decided on offshore procurement as a method of expedit- 
ing European military production we believe vigorous efforts should 
be directed to making it as effective as possible, recognizing that in 

*ISAC D-8/1, “Memorandum of Understanding Between the Departments of | 
7 State and Defense and the ECA on Relationships and Organization of U.S. 

Representatives and Certain NAT Bodies in European Production and Economic 
Aid Programs,” March 6, 1951, is not printed; for a copy of this document, 
see the ISAC files, lot.53 D 448, D-8/1.
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light experience we may be able to develop other, better methods to 

supplement or supplant this method of aid. : 
10. Defense naturally anxious to proceed with an operation within 

its primary responsibility and will probably give major consideration 
to elements of time, quality and cost. We are particularly anxious 
to have views as to how OSR and missions can advise and assist ~ 
without hindrance to operations and how program might spur greater 

productivity. a | 
11. ECA/W views in paras 7 through 9 are provided for informa- 

tion and comment. Substance has been discussed with State and 

Defense but not cleared with ISAC agencies pending your comments 
and further consideration here. - 

12. Please discuss at Mission Chiefs meeting and provide by Aug 23 
OSR comments in light of views expressed. 

| Foster 

740.5 MAP/S8-1751 : Telegram | a 

The Acting Secretary of State to the United States Deputy 
Representative on the North Atlantic Council (Spofford), at 
London * | 

TOP SECRET PRIORITY Wasuineton, August 17, 1951—8 p. m. 

Todep 112. ToISA. Fol message contains ISAC agencies’ guidance 
re coordinated CD, FEB, DPB country mission action program to 
insure positive decisions Oct Council Mtg on increased force contribu- 

tions, production programs, and financing. Part One outlines gen’l 

presentation of overall situation based on further consideration D-4/ 

‘a? exercise. You are authorized introduce to CD soonest after receipt 

SG costing and SG 20/31,3 which airpouched to you by courier Aug 17. 
Part Two outlines coordinated series steps to be taken by US elements 

NATO prior to Oct Council Mtg to achieve US goal of closing 
forces gap. Part Three outlines guidance to country missions re their. 

part in coordinated program. Your comments on Parts Two and 

Three requested before final agreement and transmittal by Wash to 

Missions. 

Part One | 

1. Question of closing forces gap now being studied by govts from 

military point view. Govts also have, for first time, estimate of 4-year 

1 Repeated to Paris for MacArthur and OSR. Drafted and signed for the Acting 
Secretary by Vass (RA); cleared by Vass with Martin (RA), Kaplan (ECA), 
Nash (Defense), Bray (S/ISA), and Widmer (Treasury). | 

2 Ante, p. 193. | 
®Not printed, but see the reference to the genesis and composition of this 

Standing Group paper at numbered paragraph 9, p. 252. |
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costs of commitments. Now at half-way point in buildup. With this 
info and other military recommendations, 1s appropriate to take 
decisive action at Oct Council Mtg to meet total requirements MTDP. 
Essential that we now take a long look at job ahead, evaluate progress 
and pinpoint problems ahead which we must, by joint efforts, 

overcome. . 
2. In connection with preparation ’52 Mutual Aid request, US has 

necessarily made own analysis of costs of mtg requirements for Eur 
| NATO allies, including cost of gap, and evaluated their capabilities 

for doing job. Have screened SG costing on US experience to make 
first refinement of this first approximation. While figures subject — 
error, believe best now available and gen’l conclusions US study shld 
be tabled to aid other countries in reviewing problem in preparation 

| for Oct decision to fill gap. | | | eo 
3. Screened cost of major matériel to meet Eur NATO requirements 

about $35 billion, of which Eur NATO forces gap accounts for be- 
tween $3 billion and $4 billion. Non-major matériel costs estimated at 
$30 billion against which US estimates shld be substantial offset as 
result Ger occupation costs or mutual aid. Of total, less than $2 billion 
is add’l cost of mtg full Eur allocation of forces gap. (FYI, present _ 

estimate is between $2 and $3 billion Ger offset and $1 billion Canadian 
aid.) Believe no question each country can and shld find resources © 

- cover non-matériel costs. Believe Eur can also provide substantial 
proportion equipment. Feasibility mtg full MTDP requirements boils _ 
down to question whether they willing make sacrifices to raise budgets 
this year and next 2 fiscal years to level to permit rapid letting pro- 
duction contracts to insure mtg equipment requirements. —- 
_ 4. Given adequate Eur effort, US prepared meet major share initial 
equipment requirements. However, US aid after capital buildup period 

| must taper off sharply. Unless Eur is in position maintain own de- 
fense effort post ’54 will not have achieved goal of NAT adequate 
security, based on economic and political health and independence in 
Jour. | 

5. US prepared accept continuation present heavy burden if allies 
accept commitments meet full MTDP and make realistic plans to — 
raise own level effort to insure achievement MTDP thru joint efforts. 
US administration prepared to recommend aid for NATO allies of 
same total amount of appropriations for ’53 and ’54 as for this year, 

Le. roughly add’l $11 billion for 53-54. This means US wld produce 
: and deliver in time meet time-phased requirements about $21 billion 
: equipment in addition to economic aid. Believe other allies, including 

Canadian friends, can and shld produce balance of essential equip- 
| ment, if really try and we make sure are wasting nothing on non- 

essentials. But.must plan to meet all essential requirements. SACEUR | 
| cannot operate on planned shortfalls. | Oo a
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6. Obviously, cannot do this on present level of Eur efforts or pres- 
ent approach in letting production contracts. Given increase GNP, 
greater productivity, no question Eur can do more this year and much 
more in 53-54 than present rate. In fact, our analysis indicates possible 
for Eur, with moderate US economic aid, raise their expenditures 

enough to do balance of job. Cannot expect US to make up difference. 
7. Best military judgment, recently reaffirmed, calls for fulfillment 

MTDP. SACEUR has warned that greater efforts in next two years 
can provide success, whereas longer and drawn out buildup wld be 
overly dangerous. Our task now is to figure out ways to make sure 
MTDP will be achieved on time. 

8. Critically important to make further increases this FY and start 
planning now for adequate budgets in coming FY. In this connection, 

you can state US already working on ’53 and plans propose budget 
in Jan to implement our part if they accept commitments at Oct Mtg. 

9. Must prepare for Oct Mtg with fol in mind: 

a. No security in inadequate forces too late. MTDP must be 
achieved, including forces gap. 

6. Ways must be found to make it feasible. US judgment is that 
together we can do job, if accelerate progress towards maximum effort. 

c. US. will do its part by requesting funds for ’53 and *54 at present 
rate. 

10. Propose fol specific course action: | 

a. Refer SG costing and US presentation to Steering Grp, DPB 
and FEB. US will make available experts familiar with preparation 
SG report and US screening to facilitate consideration. 

6. Ask Steering Grp to come up with recommendation along line | 
visualized in. Depto 202. Shld strive for FEB report for Oct Mtg 
on steps to be taken to lift financial effort to level needed meet full — 
MTDP requirement on above assumption re US aid and positive 
DPB program of action which will point way to attaining Kur 
financed production over next three years sufficient to meet full 
requirement. 

Part Two , 

Fol is guidance for US elements in NATO bodies: 
1. Deps shld set earliest possible deadline for Steering Grp to 

come up with recommendations re action programs for NATO bodies. 

*Not printed; it outlined a plan agreed upon by representatives of the DPB, 
the FEB, the Council Deputies, and the Standing Group liaison to the CD, in 
an informal meeting on August 14. The plan called for lower level representatives 

of the NATO civilian bodies to start accumulating at once data on the total 
NATO cost picture. This compilation would be presented to the top inter-NATO 
working group in London about August 29. By that time, the Working Group 
would have substantially completed preparation of the FEB report to the NATO 
Council and could then use the compilation of cost data to help develop recom- 
mended courses. of action to be followed by each NATO body between the pro- 
jected September and October Council meetings in order to present at the latter 
meeting a maximum number of specific recommendations. (740.5/8-1551)
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| 2. US elements shld attempt persuade Steering Grp as interim. 
action on revision of SG costing accept promptly US screening of 
NATO costing. Wash reps will be prepared to explain country dif- 

ferences between NATO and US costing. Immediate object is to make 
countries look at forces gap on more realistic basis. Equally important, 
wld hope Steering Grp wld recognize critical importance of eliminat- : 
ing any excessive requirements now in country plans and costing. 
Might consider specific recommendation in Sept report to Council. — 

_ that appropriate military bodies be urged provide necessary guidance 
for austerity screening of present plans which cld facilitate decisions 
close forces gap and pave way for more realistic costing, essential 
before presentation Congress 53 program. | a 

3. Canada presents special problem. While US presentation neces- 
sarily addressed to Eur, because of aid angle, US objective of achiev- 
ing adequate effort equally applicable to Canada. Wld hope that 

| Steering Grp, FEB and NATO wild highlight possibility higher level 
effort and Mutual Aid by Canada and make specific recommenda- 
tions for action to overcome any bottlenecks cited by Canada. 

4, FEB shld first complete report re European economic mobiliza- 
_ tion for FY 51-52. Recommendations this report on country-by- 

country basis shld provoke sufficient acceleration European military 
expenditures to implement ’52 phase of total MTDP requirements. 
Both increased rate military expenditures and measures recommended 
for adoption to support this rate in FY 52 shld provide preliminary 
for more gen’l report on financial feasibility of total MTDP require- _ 

| ments and recommendations re specific measures which must be taken. 
| These measures shld not include US aid total at rate higher than $5.56 

million requested from Congress for NATO countries for FY 52. 
Recognize initial position European countries may be that- MTDP 
cost feasible only if level US aid much higher, but US shld not con- | 
sider stating before Oct NAC Mtg that it might consider increasing 
aid in 538-54. | Do re 

5. Emphasis in NATO bodies shld be on production and financial 
implications of filling forces gap, with object of achieving MTDP 

| goal. US position at this stage of negots must be that military have 
decided MTDP necessary and discussion of lowering requirements 

| or lengthening period must be firmly squelched. ne 
| 6. It is our firm view that every precaution must be taken to avoid 

discussion of feasibility closing forces gap at Sept Council Mtg and 
} believe that other govts will agree that issues posed in costing and 

US presentation are so weighty that national govts shld not con- 
| template formulating definitive positions on other than procedural 

matters to be covered in Steering Comite report in short period be- 
tween date of your presentation and Sept Mtg. It is further noted, 

: FYT, that possible pessimism among Europeans resulting from first
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| look at US presentation cld, if made public at time of Sept Mtg, be 

highly embarrassing with regard Congressional action on MSP. It 

is further pointed out that consideration of entire problem by Council 

in Oct cannot be undertaken until SACEUR views are available on 

present MTDP. | 7 

7. On these matters, there will be transmitted soonest a phasing of 

NATO consideration of forces gap problem on which we are operating 

| and on which we believe you shld seek agreement of Steering Comite. 

8. US goal in Oct Mtg is to obtain govt commitments on full force 

requirements, including agreement on necessary production and finan- 

cial backup, sufficiently firm to convince Congress have reasonable 

expectation job will be done. This means commitments at least as firm 

as US offer of aid for °53-54. a 

9. Status Action on Gap | | | | 

FYI, on 28 May JCS presented proposed allocation of forces by 

NATO countries to “fill gap” between planned requirements and 

planned contributions of DC-28.° This initial study was used as basis 

7 for economic and fin analysis shown in ISAC D-4/7a.® On basis of 

D-4/7a and 4/87 JCS modified their 28 May views, and forwarded 

listing of these revised forces to US reps in SG on 28 June as initial 

US mil view. Resulting SG action (SG 20/31) represents limited 

adjustments to JCS view necessary in order reach agreement. Country 

allocation of forces to close gap and meet total requirements of DC-28 

as shown in SG 20/31 are therefore considered to represent initial 

US mil position for consideration of this problem. This initial US 

position is useful for econ planning purposes and is intended to give 

order of magnitude of effort each nation may have to make, and repre- 

sents US. judgment of what can be done. After comment on SG 

20/31 by NATO nations thru Mil Rep Comite, requested by Sept 25, 

final mil study will be prepared for consideration by MC prior to Oct 

NAC mtg. At present time, you shld work on pol, econ and fin 

aspects of SG 20/81 to facilitate mil. agreement by NATO nations 

on this plan for presentation to MC prior to Oct Council mtg, and 

insofar as possible seek agreement by countries to make this plan a 

basis for Oct Council decision. , 

10. Reftel 182.8 Paris Plan has been included without change in 

initial SG paper on national contributions to close forces gap as air 

part of overall plan. Note Encl B to SG 20/31. In overall work on 

gap Paris Plan shld be considered in above light. However, due long- 

lead times required to meet requirements of this plan, it warrants 

5 Not printed, but see footnote 8, p. 1. 
§ Ante, p. 193. 
TISAG D-4/8 not printed, but see footnote 3, p. 206. | 

§ Not printed. This telegram to Paris dated July 9 expressed the ISAC agencies’ 

general agreement with the course of action proposed by the ECC in telegram 

{1408 it. 51) uly 4, p. 213, and commented on certain matters of detail and timing |
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special and earliest consideration by all NATO nations. JCS presently 
| have this plan under study and firm US position cannot be developed 

until their recommendations are completed. It is desired you bring 
this subject up in CD in conjunction with gen’l gap. presentation, 

| pointing out that magnitude and lead-time aspects of air gap require 
immediate attention by NATO nations. Economic aspects of Paris 

. Plan are, as you know, before DPB and FEB. You shld avoid any CD , 
| discussions of mil factors of gap, including Paris Plan. 

Part Three Country Mission Guidance — | 

| 1. US object is to assure that each country receives full picture 
: overall situation as seen by US. This approach is apart from and shld 

not interfere with 53 programming or current negots re level of effort _ 
or economic aid, all of which deal with specific country programs. | 

_ 2. Mission shld, however, play leading US role in obtaining favor- 
| able decision on SG mil judgments re force role which country shld 

play. Mil reps have been asked give govt views to SG on military 
| grounds by Sept 25. Second role of Missions is to reinforce and sup- 

plement US multilateral efforts to accept production and fin conse- 
| quences of closing forces gap. This latter will enter action phase after 
| Sept NAC mtg. Country guidance re approach will be forthcoming. 

8. When Spofford gives green light Amb shld present Part one 
analysis of problem to FonOff. Use own discretion re method presenta- 

: tion. Convey action schedule as seen by this govt and impress urgency 
of matter and necessity earliest possible collective decision to meet 

_ forces gap. Offer full team assistance in providing info, etc. Indicate 
: matter so important and implications so profound US considers un- 
| desirable attempt discuss Sept Council mtg except to blueprint action 
| _ program leading to decision in Oct. | | a 

- | WEBB 

| 740.5/8-851 : Telegram — | 

: The Acting Secretary of State to the United States Deputy 
ftepresentative on the North Atlantic Council (Spofford), at 

| London* — : 

| -—-« SECRET ~—s PRIORITY WasuineTon, August 17, 1951—8 p. m. 
: Todep 113. Ref Depto 171, Aug 8,2 and also RA memo, Aug 9,2 
: pouched Achilles. | | 
| ‘1. Dept greatly interested ideas in ref papers and suggests fol action 

_ as possible means of practical development. Wld appreciate your 

: * Repeated to Paris. Drafted by Parsons (RA); cleared by Jessup and 
2 Matthews and cleared in substance by Cabot (S/ISA), Martin (EUR), and 

Ferguson (S/P). . | | | *Ante,p.288 . - 
* Memorandum by Parsons, p. 240. :
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comments and leave to your judgment extent to which various ideas 

in ref papers shld be used for background in informal discussion with 

other Deps. 
2. We consider program of polit and informational action impor- 

tant both from standpoint of (1) short-term objective of counteracting 
impressions that, we regard NATO merely as mil anti-Sov bloc and 
(2) long-term objective of carrying out non-mil objectives, especially 

those implicit in Art 2 of NAT. This tel will not deal with related 
most important consideration that long-term polit development of 

| NATO Community has significant relationship to problem of Eur in- 
tegration to which EDF, Schuman Plan,‘ etc., seems to be giving 
genuine impetus. However, this basic problem is in background our 
thinking as is also need for forestalling and counteracting any 1m- 
pression here or abroad that US interest in Eur extends only to that 
date in future when Eur can stand on its own feet militarily and that 
we are now looking forward to not too distant time when we can 
bring our troops home and return to pre World War IT relation to 

Europe. 
3. Ideas set forth in ref tel and memo fall into two categories— 

those which can be discussed now with view to action during Sept 
_ NAC mtg and those which require further study and lead to action 

| over long-term. We believe numbered paras 1, 2, and 3 of Depto 171 
can well be fitted into proposed action at NAC which is set forth 
below; likewise paras 3, 4, 6, 7 and 8 of RA memo. Para 5 of latter 
requires further exploration here. Para 1 relates to circtel 141, Aug 15.° 

4, As result our consideration these various ideas, our current think- | 
ing is that US action shld center around statement by Sec at Sept 
NAC in which he wld (1) reaffirm US interest in wider and long-term 
objectives NATO, and (2) propose special agenda item this subj. In 
this connection wld like your view as to whether Sec’s statement eld 
be made when item 2 “agreement on agenda” (Depto 205, Aug 15 °) 
comes up for discussion, or whether it wld be preferable for you to 
tell Depts that US wishes propose new item and have it included in 
suggested agenda which CD’s will begin to consider Aug 20. Sec eld 
then make his statement before NAC when this agenda item is reached. 

We here prefer latter course of action, although former may have some 
advantages from standpoint maximum impact and publicity. | 

5. Sec’s statement reaffirming our long-term interest in all aspects 

NATO cld draw on ideas developed in your talks with Cabot and 
Jessup on genl subj of strengthening NATO. Sec’s statement wld also 

*For documentation on the plan for a European coal and steel community, 

see volume Iv. 
5 Ante, p. 244. | 
* Not printed ; it presented and discussed a draft agenda for the North Atlantic 

Council meeting at Ottawa scheduled for September (740.5/8-1551).
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-_-be written with objectives in mind which are listed in sub-paras A. 
through F of RA memo. Possibility of expanding coordination in 
fon- policy matters (para 3, Depto 171, and para 7, RA memo). wld 
also be referred to. However, key note of Sec’s statement wld be pro- 
posal that NAC take action at Ottawa create Council “Advisory Sub- 

~ committee on non-mil Objectives” composed of small group FonMins 
(with chairman from one of small Eur countries, possibly Stikker) | 

| to promote long-term objectives of NATO, including most especially 

| implementation Art 2 of NAT. Stikker’s ideas (Depto 10457 and 
--Dept circtel 141, Aug 15) re Atlantic integration cld be further de- 

| veloped by this group. Finally, as specific tasks, subcomite cld examine 
| immediately after Sept mtg with a view to action at Oct mtg ® fol . 

( a) Establishment NATO Advisory comite and nat] comites to mo 
further certain Art 2 objectives (Depto 171, para 2)... si 
(6) Measures to expand scope of fon policy questions on which 

! _ exchanges of views cld become accepted practice and also companion: 
| _ project’ of expanding inter-change of info on regular basis among 

| member (Depto 171, para 8.and RA memo, para 7). 2 

(c) Other measures.as developed prior to, or during, Sept NAC 

! (2) Recommendation as to whether or not Subcomite itself shld 
| be permanent body. — me — ne - - a : rN 

! 6. As prelim task and achievement to be brought before Council 
for approval and subsequent publication at close of Ottawa mtg, Sub- 

: comite might draft “declaration of intention” somewhat. along lines . 

| set forth ref docs but which wld also include as evidence of determi- 
! nation to move forward in this field, announcement of its own creation. 
|. This statement cld also endorse and develop further report. which we 
| understand wld have been by that date issued through OEEC on 

! initiativeofStikkerandMarjolin. = 
| _ 7. We shld particularly appreciate your reaction to idea of Council 
7 Subcomite to work primarily in Art 2 field. We shld not wish this 
2 group to take over any functions of CD or detract from its prestige. 

On other hand, creation of group such as this in which FonMins of 
: _ smaller members cld play prominent role seems to us to present many _ 
2 advantages and, as it wld not be mtg constantly, it wld not be likely _ 
} to interfere in any way with work of CD. It might even be desirable _ 

and feasible for you or your Dep to sit in this group as a member, ex 
| officio, by virtue your position as chairman of Deps.- =» 
po 8. While Departmental thinking still tentative in respect much of 
! foregoing, there is clear recognition of need for action because of 
, likelihood that at Ottawa there will be concerted effort (1). to seek 

: Not found, | 
—* The eighth session of the North Atlantie Council tentatively scheduled for 

i October was held in Rome, November 24-28. For documentation, see pp. 698 ff. 
: 586-688 PT 1—80-—_19 a
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reassurance from US as to where we are really trying to go and (2) to 
take some action to reaffirm the “North Atlantic Concept”. In such 
circumstances 1t wld be far more effective for us to take initiative 
ourselves. 

| WEBB 

740.5 MAP/8-2251 : Telegram | | 

The United States Deputy Representative on the North Atlantic 
| Council (Spofford) to the Secretary of State? 

TOP SECRET § PRIORITY Lonpon, August 22, 1951—8 p. m. 

Depto 243. ToISA. Re Todep 112.2 Fol are comments each part 
reftel. ECC joint working staff has collaborated in their formulation. 

Part 1. Intend distribute statement presenting part 1 tomorrow 
(23 Aug) for discussion at next fol mtg. Have discussed figures and 
other material with Schelling, Mautz, and Rackett who have col- | 
laborated in preparing statement. Lindeman will present substance to 
FEB 22 or 23 Aug. Statement will be essentially paraphrase of part 1 
with certain minor changes in tone and presentation designed, from 
our point of view here, to make statement most effective. 

Part 2. Generally agree with indicated guidance in this part. We 

feel, however, that even with greatest efforts FEB first report will not 

provoke acceleration expected para 4 (OSR pls comment). Re para | 
5, agree with emphasis indicated, but we must also not forget gap 
between present efforts and present DC 28 commitments, 1.e., we must 
aim at achieving full MTDP from present efforts which are below ) 
those required even meet DC 28 commitments. Also must take cog- 
nizance of increased requirements over SG 20/81* arising from 
SHAPE recommendation in “SHAPE 1954 force requirements” sent 

SG 14 Aug. Re para 9, SG has not transmitted SG 20/31 to deps, | 
FEB, and DPB so far as we know. Immediate authority to put SG 

90/31 before these bodies and NATO working group seems essential. 

Part 3. Fully agree with actions envisioned for country teams. In 

order that presentation in each country follow same tone used in deps, 
and FEB and discussions in DPB, will transmit statement on part 1 
as presented to deps to each emb and to other regional agencies, for | 

use in preparation presentation to FonOff. Special guidance to ele- 
ments of country teams shld be transmitted insofar practicable 

through appropriate regional offices and checked by them with other 
regional offices so that we all present common party line at all times 

2 Repeated to Paris for Porter and MacArthur and to Heidelberg for Handy. 
2 August 17, p. 248. | 
* Standing Group document SG 20/31, not printed, was later circulated to the 
a in the other NATO capitals as MRC 5/1. See reference in paragraph 9,
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at both country and regional levels. Suggest Todep 112, taking into 
account above comments, be repeated immediately to all emb for coun- 
try teams basic guidance * and green light for discussions with govts 
be 27 Aug, when deps will discuss, unless govts take initiative and 
query embs earlier. In such case matter shld be discussed then. 

Oo _- SPorForpD 

| *The message contained in telegram Todep 112, reworded to omit instructions 
| to Spofford and to explain that Part One had been presented to the Council 

Deputies and the Financial and Economic Board, was transmitted on August 25. 
to the Missions in the other NATO countries and to Frankfurt and Heidelberg. 

| as circular telegram 188, not printed (740.5 MAP/8-2551). Oo 

740.5/8-2451: Telegram be Be | 

| The United States Deputy Representative on the North Atlantic 
| Council (Spofford) to the Secretary of State> — os 

SECRET a ee ‘Lonpon, August 24, 1951—8 p. m. 

: Depto 271. Subjects of Depcirctel 141 and Todep 118 ? discussed more 
: fully with Shuckburgh today, brought out fol concerning UK 

thinking. ee oO 

| 1, UK Govt had for some time been increasingly concerned by: 

| (a) Preoccupation of NATO with mil to exclusion of non-mil 
aspects of Atlantic cooperation; = rr, 

| | (6) Thinking primarily in Fr of NAT as short-term enterprise 
| in comparison with longer range “Eur framework” rather than as 
2 basis, to which UK attached utmost importance, for permanent US—. 
? UK-—Eur cooperation ; | a - 
! _(¢) Recent apparent weakening of NA concept due to considera-. 
! tions suchas Greece,Turkey,Spain,ete 

: 2. Because of this FonOff and Morrison had at first felt strongly 
: that Katz—-Stikker—Marjolin project shld be brought out through NA 
. Council rather than OEEC but had been convinced by arguments 
| of other Mins at Strasbourg that positive emphasis on practicability 
| and desirability of increased Eur def efforts shld come first from 

purely Eur group. They nevertheless still believe strongly that Coun-. 
: cil at Ottawa shld fol it up and more or less “take it over”. UK think- 
: ing on concrete steps to counteract trends referred to in para (1) had 

7 not crystallized but they had been thinking of proposing: - 

. | _(@) More frequent ministerial mtgs not only of Council as whole‘ 
| but perhaps also of different categories of Ministers with view to. 

having some NATO ministerial mtg at least every two months; 
(6) Coordination of activities of NATO agencies (as is now 

| underway); Se oe 
2 1} Repeated to Paris. a | | Oc a 

? August 15 and 17, pp. 244 and 253. | a te sg
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(ce) Arrangements for Eisenhower to meet more frequently with 
CD in order to bring his stimulating influence more frequently and 
directly to bear on govts in other than strictly SHAPE matters. 

8. He thought UK wld welcome strong statement by Secy of US 
interest in non-mil objectives and development of NA concept, as well 
as declaration of intention but referred to inevitable problem of 
getting 12-nation agrmt on really strong statement. He thought ad- _ 
visory sub-comite of Council on non mil objectives wld be desirable 
but was inclined to believe that big three shld be members to insure 
realism and weight in its recommendations. He said he had all along 
been seeking personally to assist development of CD exchanges of 
views on fon policy questions but that there was some opposition in 

_ FonOff on grounds of security, difficulty of serious discussion of major 
matters in such large group, and possibility of crossing. wires with 
discussions of same subjects bilaterally or trilaterally. He personally 
believed these problems were entirely soluble and felt that we shld 
continue to stress non-binding nature of exchange of views on policy 
and avoid trying to reach formally agreed positions on papers. _ | 
4. In general he welcomed US line of thinking and expressed desire _ 

to explore subj further with us in next few days. OO 

| | | oe _ SPOFFORD 

740.5/8-3051: Telegram BT 7 | eo 

The United States Deputy Representative on the North Atlantic 
“~~. Council (Spofford) to the Secretary of State | 

SECRET PRIORITY | - - Lonpon, August 30, 1951-6 p. m. 
Depto 298. Re Depto 297.2 We assume US Govt, and in. particular 

US Chiefs of Staff, continue to attach same importance as.always to 
authority and position of SG. On this assumption SG refusal to pres- 
ent report or be represented at Ottawa has had repercussions adversely 
affecting this important US interest. ee 
It would be mistake to underestimate resentment which SG deci- 

sion has caused in view of (1) sensitivity which non-SG countries have 
shown about SG since it was first established, (2). various proposals 
they have presented from time to time on reorganization of milit side, 
and their reluctant acquiescence in having these proposals put aside. 
pending further experience with existing arrangements. == | 

We believe govts of non-SG countries do recognize both special 
responsibilities of big three and need for small milit group capable of 

+ Repeated to Paris for personal attention of MacArthur. | Co 
? August 30, not printed. This telegram reported on a difference of opinion that 

arose in the December 29 meeting of the Council Deputies between certain 
Deputies and the Standing Group representative present at that meeting. The 
action, concerning the Standing Group decision not to send a. representative 
to the NAC meeting at Ottawa, was summarized in despatch Usdep 17, Sep- 
tember 4, from London, p. 648. ee es
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reaching decisions quickly and efficiently. At same time their agrmt 
to yield substantial portion of their sovereignty with respect to defense | 
of their countries to group which may consult them, but which takes 
by itself decisions vital to them, has throughout been conditioned by 
(1) their insistence on polit control in which they have some share 

- over SG decisions and (2) their feeling that existing arrangement 
p could be considered satis only if in practice SG would keep them in- 
| formed, consult adequately with them and take adequate acct of their 

interests in reaching decisions. Consequently part of price big three _ 
. must pay for consent of others to SG capable of performing its 

essential functions of division on vital matters in peace or war is 
‘maintenance of relations between SG and govts not represented on _ | 
it (particularly on day to day basis and in matters where vital de- _ 
cisions are not involved) of nature to maintain their confidence. (See 

also Kraft statement to Eisenhower (Paris 1292*) recognizing fully 
‘need for big three leadership, but that “way in which this was done 

| created real feelings of bitterness”.) BE EEE eS 
: We do not believe that smaller govts will seriously question con- 
: tinued existence of SG, but we do believe that its absence from Ottawa 
: will evoke number of proposals for reorganization of milit side de- 
| signed to exert greater control over SG, that these proposals will be 
| strongly pressed, and that it will be neither possible to brush off nor 
| easy todealsatisfactorily withthem. 8 3 

_ Believe this sitn merits personal attention of senior US officials 
; in State, Defand SHAPE andof Adm. Wright. == 
: _ Ernst concurs and is sending Def msg parallel to this and reftel. 

: | | a | : SPOFFORD 

| *Not printed. 3 igh Ge PRY es Ab oy. | 

, CFM files, lot M88, box 159, documents OTT D-la-D-10. 
: Memorandum by the Deputy Director of the Office of European Re- 
3 gional Affairs (Parsons) to the Assistant Secretary of State for 
: _ European Affairs (Perkins) and the Director of International Secu- 

rity Affairs (Cabot)* a : os 

SECRET is [Wasuineron,] August 31, 1951. 

Councti, oF Deputrtes RESENTMENT or STanpInG Groupe ReErusau 
ees To Arrenp Orrawa MEETING. > 

Depto 298, August 30,2 commenting on the rather bitter debate 
i (Depto 297, August 30*) which ensued following General Lindsay’s | 

statement on behalf of the Standing Group, points out that the situa- 

* Carbon copies were sent to Jessup, Matthews, and Martin. 
: 2 Supra. | | 

* Not printed, but see footnote 2, supra. |
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tion which has arisen “merits the personal attention of senior U.S. 
officials in State, Defense, SHAPE and of Admiral Wright”. 

The Standing Group position is based upon the view that it would 
be premature to take up military questions at Ottawa. Even though 
the Standing Group is in full agreement on it, their position is the 
position which our own military has held most strongly and which 
necessitated the understanding between the Secretary and Mr. Lovett 
before Defense agreement to holding the Ottawa meeting could be 
obtained. It appears that the Standing Group as well as the Depart- 
ment of Defense hold to the view that military matters should not 
come up, rather than to our understanding that they should not come | 

up for action. 
_.. There are at least two serious implications to the current contro- 

versy in the Deputies. The first is that added impetus has been given 
to the desire for more adequate civilian control over the military side 
of NATO. The second is that impetus has also been given to the desire | 
of the smaller countries to have a greater voice in military decisions 
affecting their own security, or alternatively to be assured that their 
interests, sensibilities and own domestic political problems will be 
taken into consideration and handled on a more understanding basis. 
_ As a further factor related to this matter, word has just reached us 
by telephone that General Eisenhower has declined to send General 
Gruenther to Ottawa to make a report on SHAPE progress. Possibly 
he does not wish to have SHAPE put in the position of bailing out the 
Standing Group, or it may just be that he does not want General 
Gruenther to appear when there is no agenda item to which he would 
speak. | ; | , 

If this matter proceeds much further it will be of very serious 
concern to the Department of State because it will give rise to a move 
for reorganization of the military structure of NATO. This, of course, | 
has many implications. In the meantime, however, and particularly 
because of the Secretary’s understanding with Mr. Lovett, it would 
appear that the next move is up to Defense. The only action which we 
might take would appear to me to be a telephone call to Defense, 
presumably Mr. Nash, to say that we look to the Department of 
Defense for advice as to the reply which should be sent to Mr. Achilles 
(in Mr. Spofford’s absence), in response to Depto 298. I should think 
that the prestige, authority and position of the Standing Group is of 

such importance to the Chiefs of Staff and the Defense Department 
as a whole that they will wish to give early and serious attention to 
this message. 7 | |
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740.5 MAP/9-451: Telegram = a oo 

The United States Deputy Representative on the North Atlantic 
: Council (Spofford) to the Secretary of State + | 

TOP SECRET oe Lonpon, September 4, 1951—7 p. m. 

| Depto 323. ToISA. 1. In surveying NATO situation as it will 
| apparently exist at Ottawa, we believe there are three important 

| points, among many others, which US shld take carefully into account 

_in developing our tactics for mtg. Be) | 
| 2. First of these points relates to urgency for completing full 

MTDP and time element therein involved. There have been a number 

of indications here that there may not yet have been a real “meeting 
of minds” at highest governmental levels on either (a) need for full 

| _ MTUDP or (6) necessity for doing total job soonest, preferably before 
but certainly not later than 1 July 1954. The whole tenor of FEB 

2 _ report which concentrates rather pessimistically on DC 28 country 
: commitments rather than on total job—and UK. position that we 

: shld work to meet DC 28 commitments before tackling total job— 
| indicate an acceptance of the proposition that two-thirds of MTDP 

is sufficient to grapple with for time being. If this approach is followed 
| much longer, it will be physically impossible meet full MTDP on 
) time. On timing, there have been numerous indications by FEB and | 
: DPB reps that the way to resolve the total problem is to permit such 
po slippage past target date as will enable build-up be carried out with- 

out necessity any strong measures of econ mobilization in Eur coun- 
tries being applied. Therefore, we suggest consideration be given to 

; thought that, at Ottawa, US opening statement on world situation 
| _ shid give as much as possible of intelligence info and other arguments 

to emphasize why we believe piecemeal approach must cease and idea 
, accepted that MTDP shld be fulfilled soonest. It might be possible 
| in fol discussions to try to get nearer to real mtg of minds on full 

MTDP plus timing than NATO govts seem to have at present. Pos- 
| sible developments San Francisco may make this easier.? © 7 

3. Next two points derive from para above. First is obvious, but . 

some times underestimated, controlling character of political aspects 

in reaching agreement on full MTDP forces and intent to fulfill 
| MTDP on time. The mil and production aspects, while difficult, can 

| be resolved if govts take political decision with all its implications 
to cooperate to do the full job. The politics involved are much less 

) internat] in character than they are internal. There is no easy answer, 
|. but fact is symptomatic that UK govt seems desire not to discuss 

* Repeated to Paris and Heidelberg. | a | 
d * This is a reference to the signing of the Treaty of Peace with J apan in San 
: ¥rancisco on September 8 and the negotiations preceding it. For documentation | 
: on the Japanese Peace Treaty, see vol. vi, pp. 777 ff. - |
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total job at Ottawa, perhaps because of possible gen election near 
future and “Bevanism”. In CD on 29 Aug, Dutch deputy stated his 
govt fully concurred in-program of action implicit in US statement 
per Todep 112? but added he must make clear that approval of pro- 
cedural action involved did not include acceptance of statement (para 
7, US statement) that Eur cld do more this year and much more ~ 
in succeeding years. He said for record Neth cld not do more than 
present program. This emphasizes need, soon as possible, to put total 
mil-production-fin plan before all NAT govts showing appropriate 

task of each in relation tasks all others and showing feasibility of 
overall job. - | oo | po : 

4. Second point deriving from para 2 above is financial-econ. Dis- | 

cussions in coordinating group and comments by delegations here have 

emphasized preoccupation in keeping burden-sharing on basis DC-28 
commitments. There has also been a great deal of comment to effect. 

that US position, assuming aid figure as firm and Eur effort as variable 

required to fill gap must be balance against. Eur view that its efforts | 
and US aid is item which must fill the gap.* There has also been very 
definite effort to get away from expressing a problem in terms of meet- 

ing MTDP requirements. This means that program of action which 

coordinating group has developed may not be aimed specifically at 

MTDP. In this regard we shld bear in mind difference in tone between | 

“Kuropean manifesto” just issued by OEEC ministers and the FEB 

report. Perhaps something can be made of former as being views of 

high level looking at total situation including Sov threat as against 

narrower viewpoint drafters of FEB report. With regard agreeing © 

at Ottawa on NATO program of action envisaged Todep 112, any 

suggestion for comprehensive program of work will be vulnerable if 

it cld be shown that mil side NATO wld not or could not provide, 
as at least tentative “planning assumptions” for other NATO bodies, 

certain rough statements on full force requirements, matériel require- 

ments and infrastructure requirements shortly after Ottawa mtg so 

that DPB and FEB can do their parts in time. Therefore, strong US 

action may be necessary to get assurance that SG wld provide such 

info on urgent basis needed. Se | | 
5. We feel importance Ottawa mtg is likely be very much greater 

than originally anticipated because debate there will involve FEB re- 

port (with its concentration on burden-sharing of only DC 28 commit- 

3 Dated August 17, p. 248. | . oo 
“In telegram Depto 327 from London, September 5, this sentence was corrected . 

to read as follows: | 

“ ‘There has also been great deal of Hur comment to effect that US position, 

which assumes aid figure as firm and Eur effort as variable required to fill gap, 

must be balanced against Eur view that its efforts are nearly firm and US aid 
is item which must fill gap.’ ” (740.5 MAP/9-551) a ee |
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ments) and US program envisaged Todep 112. There probably will 
be collisions between these differing points of view and we shld by no 
means take it for granted that US proposals will be readily agreed. _ 
US shld therefore be prepared for measures which may be required __ 
in Ottawa to resolve debate in favor of Todep 112 program. In this 

- connection strong Dept of Def representation wld seem advisable. | 
Oe ne -_ SPOFFORD 

S/ISA files, lot 52-26, D-4/14 _ | | 
Memorandum by the United States Deputy Representative to the — 
NATO Standing Group (Wright) to the Joint Chiefs of Stafft 

TOP SECRET — TF Wasutneron,] 5 September 1951. 

| DUSM-467-51 . - 
7 Subject: Information on U.S. Position on Contribution of Forces — 
, to Meet 1954 NATO Force Requirements. © | 

: 1. In accordance with guidance received from the JCS, the U.S. 
2 _ Deputy Representative to the Standing Group introduced into the 
: Standing Group the U.S.. position on contribution of forces to meet 
: - NATO force requirements of D.C. 28. At that time it was stated that 
: these figures were based essentially on the military considerations in- 
7 volved, with only general economic factors being considered. ss 

3 2. The U.S. Deputy Representative to the Standing ‘Group has 

already received several requests for information on those considera- 
2 tions upon which the U.S. based its recommended contributions. 

8. It is considered that to present information on factors to the 
7 NATO nations at this time might well forestall serious objections to | 
: increased contributions before or at the October Council meeting. __ 
: 4, It is recommended that the U.S. Deputy Representative be pro- 

: vided support including the financial and economic factors of the U.S. 

: position that show the national contributions are feasible. oe oud. | 

: 5. It is understood that, as a basis for the information transmitted 

on “Closing the Gap”, that ISAC and ECA conducted several studies 
in the field of capabilities of NATO nations to provide military forces, 

: investigating such items as industrial potential to produce equipment, 

financial stability and capacity to support military forces, economic 
effects of increased defense expenditures and availability of manpower. | 

: By copy of this memorandum it is requested that the Office of the 
Secretary of Defense provide the JCS with such background infor- 
mation. as may be available at this time. It is expected that the in- 
formation would be in brief general terms as appropriate. _ . 

2 hig memorandum. was circulated as International Security Affairs Committee 
q document ISAC D-4/14 of September 12, 1951, along with the covering letter 

discussed in footnote 2 below. peor ta ee
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6. It is requested that this information be provided by 

30 September.? ee | 
—— | | | JERAULD WRIGHT | 

| | — Wiee Admiral, USN 

2On September 10, 1951, Frank C. Nash, Assistant to the Secretary of Defense 
for International Security Affairs, forwarded this memorandum to Thomas D. 
Cabot, Director for International Security Affairs in the Department of State, | 
and requested in his covering letter that this matter be discussed by the ISAC. 

740,5/8-2151: Telegram , 

The Acting Secretary of State to the United States Deputy hep- 
resentative on the North Atlantic Council (Spofford), at London * 

SECRET _ Wasutneron, September 6, 1951—7 p.m. 

Todep 180. Re Depto 240 rptd Paris 3762 Dept and ECA/W 

apprec receipt ur joint recommendations re NATO wartime econ plan- 

ning and are in agrmt with much of ur analysis re both need and 

difficulties undertaking within NATO such planning at an early future 

date. In light ur recommendations reftel and our views. previously 

outlined Todep 48 rptd Paris 5682 we believe fol shld be US policy 

at this time. | oe : 

(a) During next three to five months, we shld develop US recom- 
mendations re major internat] wartime supply-demand problems and 
readiness measures to be undertaken to meet wartime econ problems. 
We shld also endeavor to block out framework of wartime orgs. 

(6) After completion US studies para (a), we wld consider practi- 
cability engaging in multilateral planning. Shld conclusions of our 
own studies indicate that NATO planning in this field probably fruit- 
less, we wld examine other possibilities such as extensive exchange 
views with the UK. | | 

(¢) Meanwhile, in specific fields where practical wartime planning 
by NATO appears feasible and where the US has already developed 
its own views, such as oil, and possibly aviation, we believe it desirable 
for NATO to undertake planning now. (Further recommendations re 
these specific fields fol in separate messages. ) ee 

+ Drafted by James W. Swihart of the Office of European Regional Affairs; 
cleared with Evans of OMP, Barringer of TRC, Moline of EDT, Beale of BNA, 
McCullough of ECA, and EHakens of PED; repeated to Paris for OSR. | 

*Not printed; it contained the “joint recommendations by USDep—OSR- 
SUSRep-JAMAG” which were that, unlike the planning for NATO wartime mili- 
tary organization which was considerably advanced, similar planning in the 
economic field ‘was deficient. Because NATO was the only international body in 
a position to do such planning, their recommendation was that the United States 
take the initiative in promoting such planning for wartime economic problems. 

(740.5/8-2151) : | 
> Not printed ; it reported that the Department of State held that NATO should 

not undertake wartime economic planning at that time because this would divert 

the efforts of the FEB and the CD from more important current problems. 

(740.5/7-2551) | |
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_ (d) When FEB recommendations (re Repto 4097 rptd London 
Repto 865)* outlined FEB D-D(51)218 are. considered by CD, 
USDep shld take position that in view FEB’s conclusion that it wld 
be extremely difficult estab principles on which wartime imports shid 
be calculated, it has now been demonstrated that wartime import plan- 
ning is not feasible and that the FEB’s recommendations are not in 
accordance with the terms of reference contemplated by CD Res D-D 
(51)185. USDep shld urge that consideration sea-borne wartime im- 

| port requirements be postponed until countries prepared undertake 
| _ bona fide wartime import studies. ‘Furthermore, USDep shld stress 

our view that no useful purpose cld result from undertaking gen war- 
| time organizational planning unless countries prepared to accept 

: realistic assumptions. _ | - ee So 
— (e) USRep FEB Working Party (ref Repto 4167 rptd London 

! Repto 16, Repto 4185 rptd London Repna 18)° ‘shld indicate US 
prepared support NATO wartime planning in specific fields such as _ 
oil, and possibly aviation, but that such planning shld not at the 

| outset incl wartime organizational planning. In view considerations 
: _ para (¢d) USRep shld state US not able agree to NATO’s under- 
| taking the planning of wartime bodies now to screen sea-borne re- 
: - quirements for the DSA nor to the estab now of stand-by wartime com- 

modity orgsas suggested by UK. — __ re 

| cat oe oe Wir 
! “Not printed; it reported that the FEB ‘had approved the report of the Work: 
: ing Party on wartime civilian seaborne import requirements with only one — 

drafting change (740.5/8-2051). _ | | | 
| _ * Neither printed; both summarized the meeting of the FEB Working Party 

on August 22 which involved a debate over whether or not the representatives | 
: should discuss wartime planning before they talked about peacetime planning | (740.5/8-2351), | | oe | 

740.8. MAP/9-651 : Telegram ka | - 

| The Acting United States Special Representative in Europe (Porter) 
) to the Acting Administrator for Economic Cooperation (Bissett) + 

7 SECRET ; Parts, September 6, 1951—9 p. me 
: Repto 4425. ToISA. Fol is our evaluation of present situation of 
. FEB and our notions as to what we can reasonably expect to get out 
| of board in future. It is based on attitudes displayed during work — 
2 _ on Interim report and on report itself: _ | OC 

1, Although report is less than we would have wanted, final report 
is much improved from earlier versions.” For your info, most of these 
improvements took place during final week of drafting and prior to 

: receipt by US of detailed London and Wash comments. Most of those 
comments naturally paralleled our own thinking, which had pre- 

1 Repeated to London for Batt. | | | - 
*This is a reference to the various drafts of Part IV of Council Document 

C7-D/1 which concerned the activities of the FEB; the entire report, made up of 
; four parts, was designed to inform the North Atlantic Council which was to 

: meet in Ottawa about the status of the various agencies of NATO. For documen- | 
tation on the Seventh Session of the Council, pp. 616 ff.
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viously been made well known to the drafters and to the full board. 

Improvement during entire course of final week appears to us sig- 

nificant as showing shift in thinking of most Eur countries, this shift 

being in direction which we want. This undoubtedly due to impact of 

Spofford paper re gap, as well as to our insistence on lifting sights. 

Undoubtedly whole report would have been vastly better 1f gap paper 

had been presented at earlier date. — 

2, It would be wrong to suppose, however, that Eur yet see eye- 

to-eye with US. Attitudes displayed at FEB indicate that Europeans 

have uneasy feeling, still short of conviction, that our gap analysis 

may be correct and that requirements of defense program will be 

such as to make larger effort necessary from them. While they recog- 

nize problem, they are apparently reluctant to admit it as yet. Believe 

this accounts for timid way in which question of possible required 

increases is handled in FEB report, as well as for unsatisfactory 

manner in which London combined NATO working group first ap- 

proached its job. | | | | | 

3. In course of drafting, three distinct attitudes were shown: | 

(a) UK is still insistent upon its own earlier version of “burden 
sharing” and is trying to lay groundwork for making an econ case 
that US is better able than other countries to take on financial cost 
of filling gap. Believe this objective is responsible for UK unwilling- 
ness to mention size of US contribution in report in concrete terms 

| (see Repto). Believe we should indicate US is at present dissatisfied 
with participation of Eur because it does not adequately demonstrate 
determination to meet Eur responsibilities re defense. We hope that 
discussions re burden sharing with Gaitskell in Wash will clarify 
attitudes of two govts. Complete understanding between US and UK 

re meaning of “equity” as well as size of total job, appears to us to 
be absolute prerequisite for fruitful work in FEB on problem of | 

econ and financial adjustments needed to meet higher mil goals. 
(6) Continentals, particularly French and Itals, made strong effort 

to present econ reconstruction (for which appetite 1s apparently in- | 
satiable) as prerequisite to greater defense effort. This clearly reflec- 
tion of their preoccupation with internal Communist problem. Believe 

desirable both French and Itals be made clearly aware of our own 

concern about this problem, while at same time, we make it clear 

to them that basic solutions have to be found by Natl Govts and this 
may or may not result in continuation large amount US econ aid. 

(c) Smaller countries, without exception, emphasize belief that 

polit and econ factors make it impossible for them to increase defense 

budgets further. Believe, however, that Belgs, Norwegians, Danes and 

Portuguese willing to increase somewhat, if bigger agreed NATO 
plan is approved by Council. Not sure this applies to Dutch, whose 

present problems appear to be most serious among smaller countries. 

4. Would strongly recommend against US expecting FEB to play 

aggressive role in getting larger mil appropriations until after there 

is very authoritative and gen agreed requirements program against 

which FEB can work. Important to bear in mind that FEB composed
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principally of representatives of Finance Mins, (a) who traditionally 
reflect more skepticism re stated requirements of defense departments 
than other govt officials until they are faced with a firm polit decision 
to go ahead with the job, and (0) who in most cases have recently 

- been through struggle re mil expenditure level within their own 
govts. Above not to deprecate potential value of FEB in working 
out specific ways and means to raise required funds, but simply to 
underline need for US placing major reliance on Council itself or 
on deputies to determine either at least approximate magnitude of 
expenditures required or basis upon which they can be calculated 
and to pass this down to FEB as instructions. We are convinced that | 

| only, with such authoritative statement of requirements, which each 
govt recognizes as such, will we be able to get full value out of FEB. 

| This brought out most clearly in attitude of FEB on production prob- 
lems put to it by DPB, resulting in negative report in D(51)54. 
(Note: US disapproved this document, as reported in Repto 4426.) 

| Main lesson for US is that Eur Govts, or at least their reps in FEB, 
oe not prepared to agree with US unilateral gap estimate or mil plus 

DPB requirements; estimates have at present insufficient authority 
call for specific recommendations from FEB re increased mil appro- 
priations. Only such recommendation we could now get: from FEB 

would be for increasing US appropriations which, of course, we are 
not prepared to accept. oe EBT EERE 2 SEIMEI 
a 2 Ee ] : Be 7 - / : Oo Porter | 

— §® Not printed - it stated that the United States Special Representative in Europe 
and the United States Council Deputy. agreed that this document.was not suffi- 
eiently constructive to warrant U.S. agreement, and they requested that it be | | 

: reconsidered by the FEB. (740.5-MAP/9-651) _ ay, ae 

| ECA message files, FRC 53 A278, Paris Torep : Telegram | oe . - : : = ” - - 

The Acting Administrator for Economic Cooperation. (Bissell) to 
_ the United States Special Representative in Europe (Katz) 

| RESTRICTED © = ~—~—- WASHINGTON, September 7, 1951—8 p. m. 

| | - Torep 6590. Subject: Foreign Aid Legislation. =» =. 
| Following is a circular telegram which we believe it would be useful 

to get out to all European Missions. We leave it to your judgment 
: whether you should make this a circular to missions, or whether you 

should use it as text for a talk at next Wednesday’s Paris meeting,? or , 
Po both, = © cae ne 

* Authorized by Cleveland, drafted by Cleveland and C. T. Wood, cleared by 
Hopkinson and McCullough. oo, 

| * Reference to the Paris meeting of deputy mission chiefs and program officers 
on September 12. ce
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Begin text. — / oe - 

1. We are now beginning the final month or so of Congressional con- 
sideration of foreign aid legislation for FY °52. House—Senate confer- 
ence to settle difference between the two bills will take place next week 
and hearings begin in the House Appropriations Committee on Sep- 
tember 10. Purpose of this cable is (@) to summarize the present pic- 
ture for your information and that of your staff and (b) to suggest 
some guide lines in discussing with European representatives the 
developments so far. a | | | 

2. This is how it looks as of now: Oo | 

(a) Administration. House has voted for a new Mutual Secu- 
' _ rity Administration and Senate for military, economic, and Point 

IV aid to be administered in separate agencies under a White | 
_ House coordinator. Position of Executive Branch is that if Senate 

| version preferred, decision should be made forthwith on a new 
economic aid agency to do job now handled by ECA, rather than 

_ . waiting until next year to make that decision, as in Senate version 
of bill. We have of course never had illusions about becoming an 
old-line agency. But foreign economic functions including aid will 

- continue to be an important concern of U.S. Govt. abroad regard- 
Jess of administrative formula finally adopted. — Dm 

- (6) Funds. Economic aid for Europe will be somewhere 
| between $880,500,000 (Senate) and $985,000,000 (House). For 

_ appropriation justification we are assuming House figure. Record 
_ will be made-that offshore procurement, procurement of common- 

use items and possibly some form of AMP may all. be employed 
as devices to relate financial assistance to Europe to the Kuropean 

_. defense efforts U.S. hopes to achieve. Moreover, five percent of 
| military assistance funds are transferable to economic aid fund 

__. if necessary, though of course no decision has been made on this 
as yet..U.S. is not yet ready to discuss these elements officially with 

“ " P.C’s but they are points you should keep in mind in assessing 
effects of economicaid reduction, 5° 5° © 

(c) Authority. Under either bill, use of counterpart for mili- 
tary purposes will be an important feature of our work from now 
on. Separate circular based ‘on discussion at August Mission 
Chiefs’ meeting * willbesent youshortly, = = =| 

— -(d)/)- Significant changes in form and substance seem to be re- 
quired in programming for FY ’53. For first time effort will be to 
build a really combined military/economic aid program, tied in | 
with country requirements for military effort under NATO plans. 
This is a creative planning job right ahead of us. Your responsi- 
bilities in-this connection, and the importance of getting on with 

.. this planning job, are not affected by the current discussions of 

.. administrative arrangementsforforeignaid. = 8 |§ | | 

8, In talking with your European colleagues, it is most important 
that action of Congress on foreign aid be presented in proper per- 
spective, so that we do not transmit to Europeans an unwarranted sense 
of discouragement. Forexample: = = © |... , 

®Not printed 8
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_-. (a) One fact which stands out clearly as a result of House and 
-. Senate action is the overwhelming support for our policy of aid- 

ing Western European areas with substantial financial resources 
- in a period in which our own expenditures for defense are of tre- 

- mendous proportion. The Senate vote of 61 to 5 on final passage 
_ of the Bill is eloquent and conclusive proof of this fact. Deep cuts | 

in economic aid represent the workings of many complex cross- 
-. eurrents of opinion and are attributable to failure fully to under- 

oe stand significance of economic aid rather than indication of lack 
of support for the policy of strong support for our NATO part- - 

_ ners. This fact. should be stressed on every occasion in discussion 
-- with foreign government officials... - as 

| (6) While it is true that Europe should, in our view, receive 
. more economic aid than either the Senate or House have been 

- willing to authorize, nevertheless the total aid provided in Title 
: ~. Teomes to a very substantial figure. The House Bill would provide 

... slightly over 6 Billion and the Senate Bill shghtly under 6 Billion. 
_. On any basis of comparison, including support forthcoming from 

the U.S. in past years, amounts European countries are pro- 
--... posing to spend on military buildup, etc., our contribution is some- 

thing for which no apologies need be made. In particular, there 
ig no reason to assume and less reason for us to show by our atti- 

| tude that we have given up hope and that we and the Europeans 
| together cannot move vigorously toward our objectives with this 

massive amount. of American aid. Hind of proposed circular. _ 

EES Lot ot ee ee Oe Fs BIssELL 

| 740.5 MAP/9-1251: Telegram = | SO , ety ye isan Teh 

The Acting United States Special Representative in Europe (Porter) 

to the Acting Administrator for Economic Cooperation (Bissell)* — 

| SECRET = i ssi—(isi‘ él Parts, September 12, 1951—4 p.m. 

-Repto 4528. ToISA. Personal for Bissell, pass to Bonesteel’ and 
Cabot. Ref: London to Paris 525, sent Dept Depto 354, Heidelberg 94.? 

1. Re questions raised in reftel, OSR sees no real source divergence. 
Any mil procurement program out of US funds whether implemented 
in US or in Eur, must “be related to quality of finished products, 

| realistic delivery schedules, costs, etc.,” and must be implemented with 

the participation of procurement specialists available to Dept. of 

| 2. Our understanding of agreed concepts as fols: US problem and 
primary objective all agencies administering mutual security pro- 

gram involves determination adequate total NATO effort and coun- 
try division implementing responsibilities. To solve this problem, US 

1 Repeated to London and Heidelberg. a | 
*Not printed; it raised the issue of whether or not the “end-item” program 

| was restricted to only those items of military equipment that were produced ‘in 
the United States. The Department of Defense and the Economic Cooperation 
Administration were not in agreement on this question, and it was requested that 
they settle on a clear policy statement. (740.5 MAP/9-1051).-. se
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prepared to give aid to Eur partners in NATO. Need is to select those 
amounts and forms of aid, and those techniques for administering 
aid which are most likely to (a) gain our primary objective, (0) 
implement multilateral pattern of def production favored by US and 

| start production in desired places as quickly as possible, and (c) con- | 
trol econ and social impacts of def expenditure so as to maximize Eur 
will and ability to defend selves. Nature these objectives emphasizes | 
need for coordinated action by polit, mil, and econ team. | | 

3. Anything that US contributes to other countries beyond its own 
forces and their equip is aid under present concepts of NAT. Aid 
can be end-items (from US or from Eur), other physical resources, 

or cash. Any of these interchangeable forms of aid add to Eur’s total — 

available resources and increase her def capabilities. The Europeans 
understand this perfectly (see para 162 of the “FEB report”, FEB 
D(51)51, and welcome end-item gifts whether from Eur or US pro- 
duction, as additional aid to their hard-pressed econs and budgets. _ 

4, Direct procurement is merely one technique of administering aid | 
which is to be provided initially in the form of end-items. This tech- _ 
nique well suited to achievement objectives para 4, only if it is inte- 
grated with all forms of aid in one combined technique. Use of direct 
procurement technique or of other end-item techniques of administer- 
ing aid in isolation from the negot of amounts of aid and adminis- , 
tration of other forms of aid wld frustrate achievement foregoing 
objectives. Likely result wld be disruption Eur cooperation and efforts 
self-help, and thus of major Eur defense production effort which 
direct. procurement and other aid techniques intended to stimulate 
Europeans must be made to realize that all US contributions are sub- 
tractions from US resources, and that end-items received via off-shore 
procurement or from the US are not just gravy, to be added uncon- | 
ditionally to “normal” aid whenever and wherever they can be 
obtained. , | | | 

| 7 PorTER 

ECA message files, FRC 53 A 278, box 31 

The Acting United States Special Representative in Europe (Porter) 
to the Acting Administrator for Economic Cooperation (Bissell)? — 

SECRET § PRIORITY _ Paris, September 18, 1951—8 p. m. 

Repto 4577. ToISA. Ref: Depto 352, rptd info Paris 536, 
Heidelberg 99. oe a 7 

(1) OSR concurs in ED ECC proposal for immed issuance cable 
along lines para 2 reftel for missions to use as appropriate with 

* Repeated to London and Heidelberg . oe oo 
*Not printed; it requested that a cable be issued giving general guidance | 

regarding the nature and objectives of 1953 programming operations which could | 
be used by U.S. officials abroad (740.5/9-1151). | co
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govts, informing them of general nature and objectives US FY 53) 

programming operation and relating this operation to multilateral 

effortsin NATO. | - ae, 
(2) As point info, re para.2(¢). reftel, are MAAGs developing — 

equipment deficiencies info entirely on unilateral basis? 

- (8) OSR wishes underline importance of multilateral aspect, this 
: operation. We strongly believe that FY 53 programming for purpose 

| Congressional presentation shld be clearly related to work of various 

NATO bodies and to our objectives for multilateral activity in order 

: ~ avoid developing a dual programming which, we fear, wld plague | 

oureffortsformonthstocome, 9 
_ (4). What other NATO countries are supposed to do individually— 

and we with them collectively—is not much different from our own 

Congressional campaign. Every NATO govt has a Parliament on 
| which it depends for legis and appropriations; every one is develop- 

| ing new parliamentary strategies. One of our fundamental purposes 
in NATO is to promote a coordination of such strategies, so as to 

po obtain the best total result. It wld, therefore, seem essential to present 
to NATO, possibly during the Ottawa mtg, but, otherwise, before 
the Rome mtg, an-outline of US admin programming plans for next 
quarter, along lines properly adapted summary of ECC reg D-%.* 

| This wld show that our Congressional schedule parallels program 

implied in FEB recommendations FEB-D(51)51, and will promote | 
So more action inmember countries. ye ge Sr | 

_ (5). If national delegations cld report back from Ottawa that. US | 

is initiating with tight timetable, overall and individual estimates 
| -—— of implementation of MTDP, and that opportunity has been given _ 

to make this a multilateral project under US leadership, our country =| 

teams will have better opportunity of frank exchange of views with 
country officials. This will also avoid developing again a program in 

vacuum, which countries are likely later on to reject individually and _ “collectively. Cen ae os 

(6) Exchange of views at country level shld be consultation and 

/ snot negot. Premature piecemeal negots at country level of further _ 

increases country defense efforts may prejudice anticipated attempt o 

| by US to obtain multilateral NATO decision on division total forces 
| and financing responsibility MTDP. a oS ee 

(7) We are not suggesting, of course, that our final estimate will 

reflect. precisely the countries’ own estimates, or the NATO con- 

clusions, but for each case we wld know the extent of the disagreement 

and we cld continue to work toward minimizing it. In fact, if our 
| targets are higher the countries will have more time to try to.come 

> Not found in Department of State files = 
536-688 PT 1—80-——20
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(8) Fol cable suggests action schedule for implementing above 

proposals.4 / ne | 
| -PorTER 

‘The schedule projected by OSR, which is contained in telegram Repto 4581 
from Paris, September 138, outlined a series of steps leading to a January 1952 
completion date when both NATO and the United States would have developed a 
program of foreign aid suitable for congressional presentation (ECA message 
files, FRC 53 A 278, box 31). a : | ) 

Editorial Note — | 

The Foreign Ministers of the United Kingdom, France, and the 
United States held a series of bipartite and tripartite meetings in 
Washington on September 10-14, and, among other things, discussed 
economic problems that hampered their military production pro- 
grams. For documentation concerning this discussion which included | 
a suggestion that a high-level study be initiated in the near future 
und that the whole question be discussed at the next North Atlantic 
Council session in Ottawa, see the “United States Delegation Minutes 
of the Sixth Meeting of the Foreign Ministers of the United States, 
United Kingdom and France Held at Washington 9:30 a. m. Sep- 
tember 14 (Tripartite MIN-6),” page 1163. oe 
Among the various resolutions adopted during the Seventh Ses- 

sion of the North Atlantic Council which met in Ottawa from Sep- 
tember 15-20, one entitled the “Resolution for Coordinated Analysis 
of NATO Defense Plans” was approved on September 19 that estab- 
lished a high-level study group called the Temporary Council Com- 

a mittee (TCC), subsequently nicknamed the “Wise Men.” The text 
of this resolution is contained in telegram Secto 23 of September 19 
which is included in the documentation on the Seventh Session of the 
Council on pages 616 ff. ee | 

CFM files, lot M-88, box 159, Ottawa NAC mtg, NATO Council Documents . . | : | 

Report by the Chairman of the North Atlantic Council Deputies 
a (Spofford) to the North Atlantic Council+ | 

SECRET Oo _- Orrawa, 14 September 1951. 
CT-D/3 | ee ee 
--—,sSReport By Cuarrman, Counci, Derurmms -  - 

Introduction — a 
1. The Council has received progress reports from the Council 

Deputies, the Defence Production Board, the Financial and Economic — 

1This report, which was circulated as Council Document CT-D/3, was pre- | 
sented by Spofford during the ninth meeting of the Council on Wednesday, 
September 19; for a report on the proceedings of that meeting, see telegram . 
Secto 27 from Ottawa, September 20, p.675.. - | 7 — a
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Board, and the Standing Group, to which is attached a report from. 
General Eisenhower.? My purpose in adding a further short report is 
to set forth certain general comments on the relationships between. 
present planning and proposed action within the various Treaty bodies 
and to make certain suggestions which may assist the Council and the 
subordinate Treaty agencies in dealing with the pressing problems 

| faced by the Organization. In making this report as Chairman of the 
Council Deputies, I am speaking as the individual designated by the 

| Council to be “responsible for directing the Organization and its 
work”, and the comments made below represent my judgment in that 

| capacity. Therefore, my report has been shown to the Council Depu- 
ties but their specific approval was not asked, and it does not neces- 
sarily represent the opinion ofthe Deputies 

Major issues now beforetheCounctl 

2, After an interval of 9 months since the Brussels meeting,® the 
Council will now meet twice within a short time. In terms of major 
issues, these two meetings can be vitally important in the develop- 

-ment of NATO and for the completion of effective arrangements for 
the defence of the West. Since the Brussels meeting the Treaty Or- 

. ganization has taken more permanent form with the setting up of the 
DPB, the FEB, and the creation of SHAPE, the principal military 
command. While these new agencies have been in existence for only 

| a few months, they have nevertheless been able to focus on the major 
problems facing them. The first reports of the DPB and FEB, now | 
before the Council, present essential factual data which is now, for 
the first time, available on a multilateral basis for NAT planning 
and action. While much of the data is tentative and subject to further 
refinement, the reports contain factual background on various seg- 

| ments of the problems facing the NAT agencies to serve as a basis for 
theCounciltoguideitsfurtheraction. = s—<CS 

8. The reports also point up what is to my mind the principal most 
urgent task facing NATO if planning to date and the future course of 

| its action is to be translated into effective collective defense. Reference 
| to the reports of the Standing Group, the Defense Production Board 

and the FEB, in so far as they relate to the force. problem, the pro- 
| duction problem and the resultant financial and economic problems, 

| willservetoillustratethepoint. 2 
4, In each of these fields, there are two related but distinct problems: 

| first, the determination of fully agreed overall requirements as to levels 

 ?The:various progress reports of these NATO agencies as well as ‘the Hisen- 
hower report comprised .the four parts of Council Document C7—D/1. which was 
received for information by the Council during the same meeting that Spofford 
gave his report cited above. = = ¢° .- a : 
_ 3 For documentation. concerning the. Sixth Session of the North Atlantic 
wo eee. ppeld at Brussels in December 1950, see Foreign Relations, 1950, vol. 1H,
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of manpower, material and finance needed; and, second, the alloca- 
tion among the Treaty members of the tasks of meeting these agreed 

requirements. While the reports before the Council now show progress 

on both points. Treaty planning to date has not yet developed 

a clear definition of the full and coordinate problems, let alone pro- 

vided a basis for adequate solutionstothem. == | 

Force Requirements and Commitments - OO 

5. While there will be no recommendations for dealing with the 

forces problem before the Council at Ottawa, the Standing Group 

states that it is developing recommendations, to be ready for the Rome 
meeting, which will set forth the military estimate of the full force 
requirements, in the light of the revisions of DC 28 suggested by 
SHAPE. These recommendations, in addition to indicating the gen- 
eral measure of the force requirements, will contain recommended 

allocations among member governments of the forces “gap”. The 

: Standing Group report states that: “The importance of the problem _ 
of closing the gap cannot be overemphasized. The provision of the | 
minimum of forces required for the defense of the NAT area, as 

| well as the development of the necessary production and financial 
programming, depends upon the solution of this problem”. : 

6. Similarly General Eisenhower, in urging an early solution of the 
force problem, states that he finds the military effort to be “so closely 
inter-locked with economic, financial and social matters that it is often 
impracticable and indeed quite unrealistic to consider one of these 

fields without giving due attention tothe others”. | 

| 7. Without making any assumptions at this time as to the ultimate 
force levels to be fixed by the Council, or as to the allocation of the 
forces required to fill the forces gap, it is clear that any disposition 
of the forces problem will make even more urgent the fixing of ma- 
tériel requirements; the allocation of production tasks; and agreement 
upon solutions for the financial problems. It will also make more im- 
portant the reaching of agreement as to the manner in which a German 
contribution to the defense of the West is to be made, since any final 

decisions upon forces or material will be unrealistic without knowledge 

of the assets and liabilities which the German contribution will intro- 

duce into NATO military, production and economic planning no 

matter at what stage these contributionsmay come. © 

Military Production ae 

8. The report of the Defense Production Board deals with only a 

segment of the production problem, since it is largely based upon a 

part of the equipment deficiencies of only 7 Continental European _ 

countries and their estimated capacities for defense production. In 

relation to 75 important items of equipment, the Board finds that 

these countries have a potential capacity for several times the produc-
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tion presently planned. However, to realize this production in terms | 
of finished items required by 1954, orders in substantial amounts must 

be placed now. Shortages of machine tools, raw materials and man- _ 
power might impede the full utilization of this capacity. The Board | 
concludes, however, that the primary limiting factor at present is that 
of finance. SO NR 

9, The Board has referred various aspects of these financial impli- 

| cations to the FEB. The FEB has the matter under consideration but 
hasnottodatemadeanyrecommendation = = j= |. 

| The Financial and Economic Problem ee ee 
10. The interim report of the FEB is the first systematic approach 

by the NATO agencies to the job of evaluating the economic and | 
| financial aspects of the NATO defence effort. The FEB has confined - 

its initial considerations to the problem of equitable distribution of 
the defense burden, based on an analysis of the 1951-52 defense pro- | 
grammes. The report measures the economic impact of present country 

defense efforts as a basis for considering means of equitably adjust- 
ing the present burden, and assesses the economic capacity of each => 
country to contribute to the common defense. The report, therefore, — 

: does not make any recommendation as to the means for meeting 
deficiencies in forces required for full defense or the comparable full 
production programmes. The Board considers that, in its opinion, the 
feasibility of undertaking greater economic burdens in the common 
defense effort “can only be appreciated in the light of the political | 
and military implications of failure to undertake such increased effort. _ 

Suggested NATO action 
11. The following facts emerge: a ae, | 

(1) There is a deficiency in forces required by the present plans. The — 
| military agencies of the Treaty are pressing for adoption of the meas- . 

ures to make up this deficiency. They will make specific recommenda- | 
tionsat Rome. | re 

(2) ‘There is a short-fall in planned production required to equip 
the forces within the time called for by military plans. Lack of finances | 

| is limiting combined NATO action to remedy these deficiencies. 
_ (8) The fact that the limitation is in the last analysis financial and oe 
economic is recognized by all the Treaty agencies. But the FEB con- 

| siders that the feasibility of increased economic burdens must be 
determined in the light of political and military considerations. 

1 It is apparent that this complex of military-political-economic pro- 
lems calls for solution in the broadest terms. This implies action by the 
Council on the international plane and government action on the 

i national plane so that realistic and effective development of future = 
plans and carrying out of the existing plans can proceed. Obviously, - 
no single decision of the Council can resolve the difficulties inherent 

in the situation, which go to the heart of the economic life and sta-
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bility of many of the member countries, as well as to the collective 

military security of all. However, the Council should be put in a posi- _ 
tion at the earliest possible date to assess the overall problem, and to 
adopt measures which will tend to bring into balance the requirements 
on the one hand and the resources on the other, in the light of existing 
political and economic realities. | 

12. The first step toward this end is the development on a multi- 
lateral basis of facts and data which will enable the Council to measure | 
the problem in its various aspects. Until recently information ade- 
quate for this purpose has not been available. However, with the 
completion of the interim reports of the various Treaty agencies with | 
their supporting data, it should be possible to proceed rapidly to de- 
velop an overall appreciation of the various orders of magnitude 
involved. A Joint Working Group, consisting of the senior representa- 
tives of the civilian Treaty agencies, has, under the authority of the 
Council Deputies, considered this problem in a preliminary way. 
Whether its preliminary suggestions as to a programme of action will 
be approved by the Council Deputies for submission to the Council 

| is not certain at the date of this writing. Whether or not they are 

approved, it is clear that closely coordinated action through some 

inter-agency mechanism is required to develop rapidly the facts bear- 
ing on the problem. | , | | 

_ 18. The appraisal of the facts and formulation of recommendations 
for Council action is a matter which will require the highest degree 
of competence and closest coordination by representatives familiar 
with the political, economic and military factors. It is for the Council 
to decide what agency or combination of agencies should be entrusted 
with this task. a Oo 

14. The development of coordinated action along the lines proposed 
, should, in addition to laying the basis for Council decisions, offer the 

means of ending the inconclusive reference by one Treaty agency to 

another of urgent problems, and consequent delay and inaction. | 

| The carrying out of these suggested tasks should of course not in 

any way delay or defer progress by the DPB and FEB on the matters 

on which they are now engaged, which should, in accordance with 

their recommendations, be pressed urgently, particularly the extension 

_ by FEB of its current studies on the economic impact of the defence 

effort to the fiscal years 1952-53 and 1953-54. - 

Certain financial problems requiring interim solution | 

15. There are two problems of extremely high priority, which require 

interim financial solutions in advance of development of the overall 

position outlined above: | — 

(a) One relates to the interim financing of defense production. 
The report of the Defense Production Board shows that production
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capacity exists in Continental European countries which, if activated 
| now, would meet some of the major equipment deficiencies, and that 

failure to activate it immediately will result in a failure to achieve 
| production from this capacity in 1954. The Financial and Economic 

Board has considered but has not yet recommended proposals for “pre- __ 
: financing”. Without some such pre-financing scheme or other interim 
| arrangement, valuable months will be lost. It is suggested that the 
| Council instruct the Treaty agencies to develop and adopt solutions 
: on an interim basis which will activate European production to the — 
, fullest extent possible, subject to readjustment, if necessary, when 
| final arrangements for financingaremade. = 
| _ (b). The other pressing financial problem, that of providing for the | 
| costs of infrastructure, is of acute importance to the buildup of forces 
| by SACEUR. The amounts involved are not great in the light of total 
! defense requirements. After lengthy negotiations it appears that the 
! Council Deputies can reach agreement concerning the 1951 program | 

for construction of airfields and signals installations. However, as 
1 military plans develop, other similarly urgent requirements will come _ 
| forward. It is essential that the Treaty agencies be given authority 
| by governments to work out agreed solutions promptly. 

7 Organizational developments == oe 

: | 16. As shown by the progress report from the Council Deputies, 
: major steps have been taken in recent months.to recast the top struc- 
| ture of NATO in line with the instructions of the Council at Brussels. 
: Since the problems facing the Treaty Organization are without prece- 
! dent, there are no established guide lines for the development of 
, international machinery to deal with them promptly and effectively. 
| The NATO and member governments should be ready to make im- 
: provements in the organizational structure as the Treaty effort moves 

| forward and as the need appears. However in view of the short time 
: available between now and the Rome meeting, and the urgency of 

the other issues which require decision, it would appear desirable to 
| concentrate on making the existing organization work as effectively 
| as possible and to consider whether changes in the organization may 
: be desirable at or after the Rome meeting. The suggestion has been 
| made that the Council itself should schedule more frequent meetings. 

I hope this will be adopted. If the Council should decide to meet at 

| intervals of three or four months during the coming year, it would 
be possible for the agencies of the Treaty Organization to schedule _ 
their work in such a way as to obtain prompt ministerial decision on | 

| pressing problems as they develop. es : 

| The need for increased public understanding of NAT objectives 
: 1%. As indicated above, I believe the reports show that the major 
! problem now facing NATO is to provide the resources necessary to 

accomplish an effective defense structure in time. The next few months 
7 are critical. While NATO can develop plans, the resources required 
2 can be provided only by political decision and political action. This —
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in turn requires a fully informed public opinion in each country. If 
NAT is to succeed, the voter and the taxpayer in each country must 
understand that in consenting to greater taxes, fewer civilian goods, a 
longer period of military service, he is contributing in a tangible way 
to his own security. He must have confidence that he is helping build 
the most powerful defensive strength that the world has known, 
strength which can mean the preservation of peace. I believe that 
too little is known of the growing effectiveness of the common defense | 
forces. This is primarily a matter for national action, but national : 
information services can, through the NATO Information Service, 
be provided with more effective materials to assist in the problem of , 
developing strong public support. The NAT Information Service 
has made a good beginning, but its scope and effectiveness must be 
increased. If this is properly done, increased public understanding | 
should be of the strongest possible support to governments in working 
toward adequate defense measures. —— 

18. It may be that the presentation of NATO to the public has 
tended to over-stress the burdens of defense. This may have given 
the impression that military strength was the end and not the means 
to an end chosen by the North Atlantic community. Therefore, ways 
and means should be found to emphasize to public opinion in each 
country that military strength provides the shield behind which the 
Atlantic community can continue its progress, with closer cooperation 
toward peaceful objectives as the basis of the policies of each mem- 
ber and of the common effort. In Article 2 of the North Atlantic 
Treaty the parties agree to contribute toward the further development 
of peaceful and friendly international relations by strengthening their | 
free institutions, by bringing about a better understanding of the 
principles upon which these institutions are founded, and by promot- 
ing conditions of stability and well-being. It has been inevitable that, 

during the first two years of the development of the Treaty Organiza- 

tion, the primary emphasis has been on the other objectives of the 

Treaty relating to the defense effort. As progress is made toward 
realization of the defense goals, it is timely for the Council to con- 
sider specific steps to realize the non-military objectives of NATO. 

Conclusions CO a 

19. The Treaty agencies, in presenting their reports to the Council, 

~ necessarily have dwelt on problems unsolved and ground yet to be 

gained. While it is impossible to overemphasize the importance of 
the unsolved problems, we should also keep in perspective the tre- 

mendous progress toward collective defense over the past four years. 

20. Four years ago the only existing defense pact between NAT 

members was the Treaty of Dunkirk; the Brussels Treaty had not 
__-_- yet been signed; the idea of a pact between the North Atlantic powers
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to provide for common defense had not even been conceived. ‘T'wo 

years ago the North Atlantic Pact had just come into effect and the 

Council was meeting for the first time to consider organizational plans. 

One year ago the strategic concept had been approved, the Council 

| ‘Deputies had been established and had completed their first few weeks 

of work, and the ‘concept of the integrated force was being presented | 

| tothe New Yorkmeeting* 4 44 7 2 ae 

) ~ 91. Today the major elements, military and civilian, of the Treaty _ 

| Organization are organized and operating. Plans have been approved 

7 and agreement on a wide range of matters has been reached. The _ 

| integrated force under General Eisenhower has been established and 

its strength is growing week by week. The concept of effective com- 

mon defense in peacetime hasbecomeareality, = pS 

7 -\ -99.'To carry forward this unparalleled effort it is still necessary to 

‘solve a host of major problems. But with the determination evidenced 

‘by the progress to date and the gathering momentum of the common 

defense effort the remarkable progress over the past’ few years should 

; be capped in November with the decisions which will permit the effec- 

fo tive defense ofthe Westtobemadeareality, 4 4 4 4 = © | 

_. *¥For documentation on these developments in 1950, see Foreign Relations, 1950, 

L vol. 11, pp. 1 ff. ‘The earlier developments are documented in prior volumes of 

Z Foreign Relations. | PO ee EN 

| CFM files, lot M—88, box 258, miscellaneous memoranda 

| Memorandum by Lincoln Gordon, Economic Adviser to the Special 

| Assistant to the President, to W. Averell Harriman, Special Assist- 

_— anttothe President 

: Subject: ‘Initiation of “Operation WiseMen” 

In view of the very short time available for the comprehensive 

review of NATO military programs in relation to political-economic 

| _. capabilities agreed on in the Council on Wednesday, it would appear | 

po desirable for the temporary Council committee (“the Wise Men”) to 

‘be organized and its plan of action laid out at the earliest. possible 

2 - moment. If the nomination of members and the organization meeting 

! fail to take place within the next few days, there may well be a loss 

: of as much as two weeks, with an even more serious loss of the momen- 

: tum and sense of urgency generated by the present Council session. 

_ The alternatives appear to be a preliminary meeting in Washington 
at the beginning of next week (perhaps Monday, September 24) or 

2 a meeting in Europe during the first week of October. If the latter 

2 course is chosen, a great deal of informal planning would doubtless | 

: be done on the assumption that the U.S. member would be elected |
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Chairman, but this would clearly be a source of some embarrassment | 
which should be avoided if possible. | 

_ It is therefore suggested that you mention this problem to the 
_ Council Chairman and see if he would be prepared to state the prob- | 
lem at tomorrow morning’s Council meeting. He might suggest that, 
if governments could designate their representatives promptly, or at 
least representatives who might serve for the purpose of an organiza- 
tion meeting, and considering that many of the persons concerned 
are now in North America, the U.S. would be glad to serve as host 
for an organization meeting to be held in Washington at the begin- | 
ning of next week. If this were done, the persons most actively in- 
volved in the work of the NATO Joint Working Group might also 

_ wish to be at the new Committee’s disposal to help bring them up 
to date on the work already done and to join with the Executive Bu- 
reau, when it is constituted, in planning the general course of action, 
especially the various tasks sketched in paragraph (4) of the approved 
Council resolution. | oo ale 

If there is considerable resistance to this proposal, it should not 
_ be so vigorously pressed as to create resentment, but a short state- 

ment on your part, stressing the urgency of getting on with the job, 
‘would be in order. If favorably received, this step might considerably 
expedite the work to be done. | - So | 

| Editorial Note Oo Co 

| During the first seven months of 1951, an expert working group _ 
of the North Atlantic Council Deputies worked atthe difficult and 

complex task of preparing a draft agreement on the privileges and 
immunities of civilian members of the North Atlantic Treaty Organi- 
zation. This was in effect a companion agreement to the North Atlantic 
Treaty status-of-armed-forces agreement which was being prepared 
at the same time. Regarding the status-of-forces agreement, see the 
editorial note, page 186. After intensive and prolonged negotiations, 
the draft agreement developed by the working group (document D- 
D(51)178) was submitted to the Council Deputies on July 25. The 
Council Deputies transmitted the draft agreement to NATO govern- 
ments. The draft agreement was further revised and perfected by 
the working group during August in the light of comments and 
proposals of the governments. A perfected text was completed at the | 
end of August. The final approved text of the agreement, entitled 
“Agreement on the Status of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization, 

National Representatives and International Staff,” was signed by 

) the Council Deputies in Ottawa on September 20 at the conclusion 

| of the Seventh Session of the North Atlantic Council. For the text
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of the agreement as ratified by the United States on July 24, 1953, 

and entered into force in May 1954, together with a corrective agree- | 

| ment signed by the Council Deputies on December 12, 1951, and a 
corollary agreement between the North Atlantic ‘Council Deputies 

and the United States signed in London on September 29, 1951, see 

! TIAS No. 2992, printed in 5 UST, p. 1087. The text of the agreement is 
| also included in Ismay, VATO, page 224. The extensive documentation 

| on the negotiation of the agreement, particularly the voluminous ex- 

| change of telegrams between the Department of State and the United 
| States representatives concerned with the negotiations, 1s included in 

| file 740.5. - : ne clas cee 

| 740.5/9-2051 : Telegram | oo ne eS | 

| | The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in France* — 
i ; 

| SECRET | _ Wasurneton, September 20, 1951—11 p. m. 

| 1718. For MacArthur. Fol text agreement concluded Ottawa? re 
| sharing second slice infrastructure program. = Oo 

| “1, Arrangement contained this paper has been agreed upon to 
fo cover 21 tactical airfields and extensions (not including airfields in 
| Germany) in SACEUR’s 1951 airfield program and signals program 
| approved by SG as second slice signals infrastructure program. 

2. Estimated figure of gross cost of 84,500,000 pounds is herein 
| _ assumed be correct for purposes of foregoing formula, such figure 

however subject to adjustment from time to time as required by actual 
 costfiguresastheyemerge. re 

3 3. From this figure of 84,500,000 pounds further estimated figure 
| of 5,500,000 pounds shld be deducted as estimated cost of land and 
| utilities for airfields portion of program. Actual cost of land and 
| utilities for airfields will be provided by countries in which land 
? located. Da De 
| 4, Arrangement for sharing estimated 79,000,000 pounds agreed 
| upon as follows :— Oo OO 

| Do So pounds = | 

| (1) US 38,000,000 tts 
ree (2) France 17, 000, 000 | 

| 7 (3) UK - , 14, 000, 000 

; . - (5) ‘Netherlands 2,800,000 | 
| (6) Belgium and Luxembourg 4,200,000 — a 

| * Drafted by Frank BH. Duvall of the Office of Operating Facilities and Robert 
G. Barnes, Deputy Director of the Executive Secretariat, and cleared’ with 

| MacArthur. — - | | 
; * During the meeting of the North Atlantic Council in Ottawa on September 20, 
i the delegations noted that the Council Deputies had reached agreement on the 

financing of the infrastructure program as stated in document D-D (51) 248. The : 
notion of eae. Council is described in telegram Secto 32 from Ottawa, Septem- . 

er20,p.688 OO |
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Arrangement set forth this para is without prejudice to negotiation 
of different arrangement with respect any future infrastructure 
programs. Oo a | 

5. Arrangement agreed upon as set forth in paragraph 4 hereof 
subject to fol two important conditions :— | | : | 

a, Tt is recognized that signals facilities to be erected will make 
_ available benefits to civilian economy, and in number of cases 

requirements of military will coincide with present and future 
civilian. construction plans. It is not possible to estimate at this 
time exact portion of signal facilities which will be primarily 

_ for benefit of civilian econ. Accordingly it is understood and 
agreed that figures, derived from actual experience, which wld 
represent additional value to civilian economy of signals pro- 
gram, covered by paragraph 1 hereof, will be paid by host coun- 
try and will be credited, in lieu of amortization, toward 
contributions of other member countries under formula for shar- 
ing future infrastructure programs., > Ce : 

6. Member countries took note of fact that US here supports 
| - principle that it should not be called upon pay amount greater 

- than amount contributed thereto by next two largest contributors, 
exclusive of amounts included for land and utilities and for civil- 
jan economic benefits. Member countries agreed that this prin- 

| - ciple should apply in future whenever practicable, as basis for 
- negotiation, but taking into account finan and econ situation at 

time of parties concerned and results of studies now being car- 
ried out on equitable sharing of defense responsibilities. 

6. It is expressly understood that proportions governing nat con- 
_ tributions agreed upon in pounds in paragraph 4 hereof, on basis of 

illustrative figure of 79,000,000 pounds will be applied as percentages 
to sharing of any adjustments in cost which develop in future when 
estimated cost figures became actual cost figures. : OO 
_-(, It is expressly understood that all construction shall be under- 
taken and carried out in accordance with standards established and 
rates of construction approved by govts and acceptable to SHAPE, 
and that locations and other technical details are to be acceptable to 

| SHAPE and approved by govts. - , 
8. Parties agree that they will negotiate method by which residual 

| value, if any, of facilities referred to in para 1 hereof, will be treated 
when these facilities or any part thereof are no longer needed by mil 

7 forces of NATO.” | a 
- WEBB 

ECA message files, FRC 53 A 278: ECA circular telegram 

The Acting Administrator for Economic Cooperation (Bissell) to all 
ECA European Missions: — 

CONFIDENTIAL WASHINGTON, September 21, 1951—7 p. m. 

_ -Keato circular K-96. Following is proposed new counterpart policy 
| which will serve as guidance at time that economic aid negotiations 

1 Authorized by Cleveland; drafted by Stettner and Gene L. Green, the Special 
Assistant Administrator for Program; cleared by various divisions in ECA, by 
Bissell, and, in draft, by Defense.
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| take place. It modifies Ecato cire E-52? and takes into account Mis- 

So sions’ comments, discussions with OSR and provision in pending 
| ~ legislation that $500 million equivalent of ECA counterpart. funds 

: - ghall be used exclusively for military production. Lass 
, 1. Amounts of economic aid will be agreed between recipient gov- 
| ernment and U.S. within limit set by total economic aid figure en- 
| -—-visaged for this country during fiscal year. Latter figure will set. 
| upper limit of the aggregate of the firm commitments that may be 

| reached during the year. A 
9, Amounts agreed on will be conditioned on a satisfactory commit-. 

| ment by the recipient government in relation to overall U.S. objectives. 
| One element. of this commitment, in all cases, will be a definite agree-— 
| ment as to the use of counterpart. Agreed aid amounts will be con-__ 
po sidered firmly committed, subject to satisfactory performance by the 
: recipient PC in fulfilling its commitments to the U.S., including that | 
) with respect.to counterpart use. Performance by PC’s will be jointly 

: - Negotiation on counterpart will thus take place concurrently with | 
decision on making aid amount available rather than being postponed, — 

| as has been the case in some countries, until counterpart has accumu- — | 

lated. This is a double-barrelled approach that envisages firm agree- | | 
| ment by U.S. on our aid as well as firm agreement by PC on counter- | 

_ 8. In order to comply with legislative provision re military pro- =| 
duction. uses, first consideration in such negotiations should be given : 
to uses of counterpart for defense production. Following may be use- | 

ful guide lines in this connection: | 

a) Efforts are being made to obtain broadest possible definition of | 
“military production” in authorizing legislation. Senate version broad- | 
ens provision to read. “military production, construction, equipment, | 
and matériel”. Expect that this will be version finally agreed upon. _ 

6) Counterpart earmarked for military production purposes should 
‘be additive to previously contemplated military procurement in those: 
countries in which US considers additional military effort feasible. 
Recognize additional military expenditure of this type will not be 
possible in all cases and that, in order to comply with legislative re- 
quirement, counterpart, In some instance, may have to be used at least. | 

_ iInpartasa substitute foritemsalready budgeted... = = 
c) Decision will have to be reached prior to next general allotments 

as to amount.of counterpart in-each country which could be devoted 
to military, purposes in fiscal 1952. This does not apply to emergency 

| allotments made under joint resolution. As part of this process, review 
should be made currently of amounts of non-committed counterpart. oo 
funds from-previous years’ aid which could be devoted to military | 
purposes. Results of this review would supply minimum immediate 
targets for future negotiations. Please provide ECA/W with results 
of your review and target figure forourcomments. = | 
Tante, pI ? Ante, p. 166. PS , MADE cba, Sa i
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4. Counterpart can be used also for other than military purposes. 

In countries where possibilities of military uses of counterpart are 

small or where it is considered desirable for other reasons to reserve 

some portion of counterpart funds for other purposes, negotiations | 

should proceed along lines outlined in Torep 5787,° 1.e., agreement 

should be reached on counterpart release for a limited number of | 

objectives of special economic and social significance, including con- 

trol of inflation where appropriate. | 

5. In most countries it will not be possible to commence useful 

negotiations concerning counterpart at least until the authorizing | 

legislation has been passed, and in no event can U.S. aid be committed 

until appropriation is passed. You should, however, inform the Gov- 

ernment that this policy with respect to concurrent aid and counter- 

part negotiation will be put into effect and that we expect negotiations 

will be commenced soon after appropriation legislation is passed. 

6. Before undertaking more than informal preliminary discussions 

| with governments on economic aid, Missions will require further in- 

structions from Washington on the timing of U.S. aid negotiations 

and duration of aid commitments, on total economic aid potential 

available to PC; on possible variations as a result of decisions on 

offshore procurement and infra-structure expenditures; and on the 

relation of the economic aid-counterpart negotiations to overall U.S. 

objectives in the PC and to negotiations on other forms of U.S. 

OS assistance. | : : 

eo | as — BIssELL 

| 8 August 11, not printed. | — a 

840.00-FA/9-2451 | | 

| | | The President to the Secretary of State 

CONFIDENTIAL WasHINcTon, September 24, 1951. 

My Dear Mr. Secretary: It is of the utmost importance that the 

limited amount of Title I foreign assistance funds being made avail- 

able be used most effectively for the building of the military strength | 

of Western Europe. Accordingly, comprehensive and integrated poli- 

cies must be developed for the utilization of all funds available for 

foreign aid purposes in Europe. This requires that we at once re- 

examine the estimated dollar assistance needs of the Western Euro- 

pean countries, consider various possible means of providing such 

assistance, and develop a fully coordinated plan for military and eco- 

nomic aid to Western Europe during fiscal 1952. The results will be 

useful both in the allocation and apportionment process and in the 

effective operation of the program during the year. ce
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| I therefore request that the International Security Affairs Commit- 
| tee develop and submit to me through the Director of the Bureau of 

the Budget by October 12, 1951, the following: - oe 

| 1. Estimates of the minimum amount of total United States dollar 
| assistance, exclusive of U.S.-produced end items, which is believed 

necessary to furnish each Title I country in fiscal 1952, in order to 
| make its maximum realistic contribution to European rearmament. ) 
i The estimates should include all dollar support felt necessary, regard- 
1 less of whether in the form of economic assistance, offshore purchase 

of military equipment, U.S. financing of “common use” items and. | 
i infrastructure, or other uses of available funds, including the pending 
| MSP appropriations. ee Coy eR 
i 2, Anevaluation of various possibilities for using military aid funds. 
| _ to supply dollar assistance to European countries. Any recommenda- 
| tions for such use should include an indication of the amount pro- 
| posed from each source of financing. The recommendations would, 

of course, be tentative and subject to change as circumstances warrant. 
3. A recommendation on the possibility of reducing the need for 

economic aid to Germany through transferring a portion of the bur- 
den of U.S. Armed Forces costs from the German budget to the U.S. 
Defense Department budget, with an. indication of the magnitudes | 

| involved. feat le. on | oo 
4, For each country, a summary of any financial commitments for 

| fiscal 1952 which have been made to date on behalf of the U.S. Govern- 
| ment by the various agencies, together with the reciprocal under- 
| takings agreed to by the recipient countries. | a | 
| 5. A list of the specific U.S. goals to be sought in pending 
| discussions with the various countries concerning U.S. assistance and 
| European efforts. These lists should indicate relative priority of our 
| various objectives so that adjustments can be made if necessary because | 
| of the limited availability of funds or other reasons. oe 

6. A summary table showing the minimum aid needed for each 
country (1. above) and preliminary estimates as to the financial aid | 
which might be supplied to it from the appropriation for economic __ 

: aid and the available supplementary sources of dollar assistance men- 
tioned above. = | 

| In case the Departments and Agencies in ISAC disagree on any 
of the above, I desire to receive a summary of the conflicting views and 
various alternative possibilities in order to make a decision on them 
quickly so that this key Federal program can go forward without 
delay. - | = | ) 

Sincerely yours, OO Harry S. Truman
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740.5/9-2451: Telegram | _ as I ae 

The Acting United States Deputy Representative on the North 

Atlantic Council (Van Dusen) to the Secretary of State+ | 

SECRET | PRIORITY - Lonpon, September 24, 1951—11 a. m. | 

Depto 374. 1. To implement Ottawa agreement on sharing cost of — 

second-slice infrastructure (D-D(51)248),? USDep urgently requires. 2 

- instrs concerning payments procedures acceptable to US. — | 

9. Procedure which seemed to us simplest and best suited to US 

objectives was to determine payments due from each participant by 

applying agreed percentage shares of each participant to appro- 

priately certified bills presented by each host government as work 

progresses. This procedure could include a stipulation that cence the 

respective payment due from each participant to each host govern- 

ment had been determined in this way, the actual form of compensa- 

tion. shld be agreed bilaterally between the claimant and contributing | 

| govts. If necessary, the arrangement might make provision not only 

for certification of bills by the host govt, but also for gen review of 

progress and investigation of unduly high costs by SHAPE. / 

3, Procedure outlined para 2 above wld permit host govts to con- | 

tinue infrastructure work without requiring immed establishment. 

of new fiscal arrangements for SHAPE budgeting, auditing, or dis- | 

bursement: of infrastructure funds or direct supervision of execution 

of contracts. Para 2 arrangement also adaptable to our instructions - 

that actual form of compensation. shld be left open for bilateral agree- 

ment between host and contributing govts. Realize latter considera- 

| tion may not be meaningtful in practice, however, since we believe all | 

host govts will insist that payments from US be in dollars. es 

4. From Washington conversations with Def Dept reps we judge | 

| para 2 procedure will not meet US fiscal necessities and that payment. 

into fund to be administered by SHAPE or other NATO agency will | 

be necessary. As a basis for formulating US position for infrastructure 
committee, we have urgent need of instructions for US proposal. | 
Principal questions relate to SHAPE’s or other agency’s responsibili- | 

ties. 
Shldtheseinclude: 

= 

Py 
te 

ets 

| 

. (a) Direct supervision of execution of contracts; = ] 

(b) Budgeting of infrastructurefunds; 
(c) Auditing and certification of bills; and a co | 
(d) Custody of infrastructure funds and disbursement to agencies | 

executing infrastructure work (whether these be contractors or execut- | 
ing govts). In general, we are inclined to favor confining SHAPE | 
(or other agency) functions to (6), (¢), and (d) at most. We believe _ 

1 Repeated to Paris for OSR, MacArthur, and Schuyler. _ | 
2'The text of this document, which was approved by the Council Deputies at | 

Ottawa, is contained in telegram 1718 to Paris, September 20, p. 281.
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| even these would probably involve need for immediate substantial 
increase in SHAPE budget and fiscal staff since even present estimate 
of second-slice infrastructure program ($224 million ex land and utili- 
ties) more than ten times present SHAPE budget. | 

5. Suggest Defense Dept consider sending here expert versed in 
fiscal procedures to assist in negotiations.® a 

Van Dusen 

- %In telegram Todep 214 to London, October 4, the Department of State advised 
Spofford that this telegram was receiving urgent consideration and that he would 
be informed of its position as soon as possible (740.5/10-451). 

740.5/9-2551 | 

Memorandum by Ridgway B. Knight of the Office of European — 
Regional Affairs to the Assistant Secretary of State for E'uropean 
Affairs (Perkins)* | | 7 

SECRET a [Wasutneton,] September 25, 1951. 

Subject: Possible British Support for a Reorganization of the 
Standing Group | | | 

After the close of the Ottawa session of the North Atlantic Coun- 
cil, I had an hour’s conversation with Air Marshal Elliot alone. 

In the course of. our talk the subject of the Standing Group came 
up and, in particular, the chronic dissatisfaction of smaller countries 

| not represented thereon. | 
- Marshal Elliot mentioned that he had met privately that morning 
(September 20) with the Belgians and the Canadians and had ob- 
tained that the Belgians agree to withdraw their proposal for re- 
organization of the Standing Group. | , 

It will be recalled that there are now two current proposals for such 
| reorganization: (a) Belgian proposal—the chairman of the Military 

Representatives Committee to be of the same nationality as the chair- 
man of the Council and to sit with the Standing Group as a full 
fledged member, thus enlarging the Standard Group to four members; 
(6) Canadian proposal—while the Military Committee is not in 
session, the Military Representatives Committee would act as the 
Military Committee. Furthermore, political guidance to the Standing 
Group from the Deputy would be channeled through the MRC. 
According to Air Marshal Elliot, the Belgian proposal is “obvi- 

ously unthinkable” as the Big Three could not discharge their re- 
sponsibilities with another and rotating member participating in all 

Standing Group activities. On the other hand, he thought the Cana- 
_ dian proposal was quite acceptable and said that he himself would 

Copies were also sent to Jessup (S/A), Matthews (G), and Martin and 
| Parsons of RA. | | | ae 

536-688 PT 1--81-~-21
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have no doubts as to his ability to handle the MRC when acting as 
its chairman, and thought that it would give legitimate satisfaction to 
the aspirations of the non-Standing Group members without unduly 
complicating the work of the Standing Group. 
During the conversation Marshal Elliot expressed himself in very 

categoric terms about the need for placating the non-Standing Group 
nations and expressed the feeling that many of us have, that face- 
saving devices added to a more tactful manner of handling these | 
countries were allthat wasrequired. | 

I was left with the very definite impression that the UK was on 
the point of assuming the role of “protector of the non-Standing 
Group nations” and of supporting action on their behalf which in 
this instance would be support of the Canadian proposal. 
Should this be the case, it would be unfortunate if the United States 

was cast in the opposite role and permitted our British friends to 
steal a march on us. 

, | - Romoeway B. Kynicur 

740.5/9-2551 : | | 

The Secretary of State to the President} 

. SECRET WasuHineton, [September 25, 1951.] 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT 

Subject: Appointment of Mr. Harriman as Committee Representa- 
tive? 7 | 

As I reported to you in my summary telegram of September 19 from 
Ottawa,* the North Atlantic Council has agreed to appoint a tempo- 
rary committee of twelve representatives of Cabinet rank to survey 
the basic security needs of the NATO countries. The committee will 
make a synthesis of the pressing military, political, and economic 

| problems now facing the NATO countries and report its findings by 
December 1, 1951. As you are aware, it is of the utmost importance 
that a solution be found to the problems assigned to this committee. 

In my telegram, I expressed the hope that Mr. Harriman would be 
designated as United States Representative. I suggested his name | 
because I believe it imperative that the United States be represented 

1 Drafted by Russell Fessenden of the Office of European Regional Affairs. | 
*In the covering memorandum attached to the source text it was noted that 

the Secretary of State had already discussed this subject with President Truman 
on September 24 and that the President had agreed to Harriman’s appointment ; 
this memorandum formalized the oral agreement. The statement to the press 
concerning Harriman’s appointment, which was issued on September 26, is 
printed in the Department of State Bulletin, October 8, 1951, p. 572. 

° This is a reference to telegram Secto 23 from Ottawa, September 19, p. 677.
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on the committee by an official of wide experience, great. ability, and 

sufficient stature to command the full respect of both the American 

| people and the representatives of other Governments. I, therefore, 

recommend that you approve the appointment of Mr. ‘Harriman as 

United States Representative on the committee. _ Oo | | 

740.5/9-2751: Circular telegram = | | 

The Secretary of State to Certain Diplomatic Offices * | 

SECRET - Wasutneton, September 27, 1951—6 p. m. 

288. ToISA. Fol msg concurred in by State, Def and ECA. 

Preparation of material required for development proposed FY 

1953 aid program as discussed in recent regional mtg at London ob- 

viously necessitates consultation with govts in order obtain or check 

data. In order avoid misunderstanding as to purpose U.S. unilateral 

programming and its relation to NATO plans of action, and to elicit 

full coop from govts you are authorized use such of fol and in such 

manner as you deem most effective. 

| U.S. welcomes adoption by NATO at Ottawa of program of action 

covering comprehensive review of job yet to be done. Prompt com-— 

pletion this NATO work will be essential to U.S. admin if it is te 

| obtain Congressional approval of adequate U.S. aid. It is nec that U.S. 

admin place proposals for FY 1953 aid before Congress at start of 

new session in Jan. No decision as to scope and magnitude those pro- | 

- posals has yet been made and no commitments are involved in present © 

initial programming. Admin hopes to place before Cong a program 

which can be demonstrated to be one which together with U.S. and 

other NATO countries nat! efforts and mutual aid among them, will 

achieve that level of strength during FY 1953 that is called for to . 

meet agreed NATO def requirements arising out of NATO decisions. 

| Further, program shld be one which includes provision for those 

: actions which must be taken in FY 1958 to assure ability to do those 

things which will have to be done in FY 1954 (e.g., provision for con- 

tracting for long lead time items of equip). Oo 

Our desire and intention is to conform these programs with deci- 

| sions re MT'DP which may result from NATO course of action set ‘in 

motion at Ottawa. If these decisions result in allocation or time phas- 

ing of requirements differing. from present SG proposals we wld 

expect to shape our program accordingly. However, in order to meet 

admin’s sched for preparation 1953 program U.S. must proceed in 

first instance with estimating total residual deficiencies after full 

1Drafted by Bell of S/ISA and cleared with Hains of Defense, Paul of HC.A, 
Schelling of the Executive Office of the White House, and Vass of RA.; repeated 

| to the other NATO capitals. | _ |
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estimate Eur and Canad efforts on assumption that force allocations 
proposed by SG will be accepted. Our estimates of Eur efforts in FYs 
1953 and 1954 will of necessity have to be based on assumptions of 
econ and fin capability and consonant polit decisions and will also 

have to assume certain demands on Eur mil budgets for non-NATO 
expenditures. 

Care shld be exercised to avoid creating impression U.S. aid will be 
planned meet total residual requirement irrespective of size or Eur | 
effort. As stated above no decisions yet made re amt of aid. But to 
have basis for decisions must obtain appraisal of requirements and 
availabilities. Govts coop in furnishing data will enable us make 
decisions more efficiently and rapidly. 

Also shld be clearly understood by govts that U.S. in obtaining 
these data for purposes program decisions is not undertaking to nego- 
tiate re MTDP nor gap allocation which it regards as multilateral 
task for NATO, nor re 1952 aid. Our use of SG proposals as basis for 
calculation not intended to prejudice decisions nor signify intransigent 
position on this problem. | 

| ACHESON 

| CFM files, lot M-88, box 258, miscellaneous memoranda 

Memorandum by the Deputy Director of the Office of European Re- 
gional Affairs (Parsons) to the Assistant Secretary of State for 
European Affairs (Perkins)* 

SECRET [WasuineTon,] October 1, 1951. 

Subject: Reorganization of Standing Group 

Reference: Mr. Knight’s memorandum of September 25 “Possible 
British Support for a Reorganization of the Standing Group”.? 

In view of the obvious disadvantage to us of allowing the British 
to pose as the sole champions of a reorganization of the Standing 
Group, this memorandum attempts to suggest a basis for talks with 
the Pentagon (probably Admiral Wright and Frank Nash) to obtain 
a U.S. position on the Standing Group reorganization. . 

| So far as I know, the two reorganization proposals mentioned in 
Mr. Knight’s memorandum, namely (a) the Belgian proposal for a - 
fourth, rotating member, and (6) the Canadian proposal, are the only 
two existing proposals for Standing Group reorganization. As the 
Belgian proposal is quite evidently unacceptable, I should think that 
our first step should be to determine whether the Canadian proposal 
is acceptable. The Canadians propose that when the Military Com- 
mittee is not in session the Military Representatives Committee would 

| + An action copy was also sent to Cabot of S/ISA; copies were sent to Jessup 
(Ss (ean oat (G), Knight (S/A), and Martin of RA.
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act as the Military Committee and, furthermore, that political guid- 
ance to the SG from the Deputies would be channeled through the 
MRC. Presumably we should check the Canadians’ proposal with 

them before taking it to the Pentagon. 
In asking Admiral Wright and Nash to determine the military 

~ acceptability of this rather minor reorganization, we should indicate 
our support therefor along the lines set forth by Air Marshal Elliot 

in his talk with Mr. Knight. | 
If the proposal is militarily acceptable, we might suggest that the 

second step would be for the American member of the Standing 
Group to place this question on the Standing Group agenda for early 
consideration. SG approval would then be passed to the Military 
Representatives Committee and later to the Military Committee for 
action at its meeting before the Rome Council meeting. 

If the Military Committee also approved, the final step would be 
to have the Canadians introduce the proposal in the Deputies just 
before Rome or in the Council meeting itself there. | | 

_ The purpose of handling the matter in this way with U.S. initiative 
in the Standing Group would be twofold: (a) to place the proposed 
reorganization on a Big Three basis without allowing any one of the 
three to pose as the protector of the non-Standing Group nations, and 
(6) to enable the Standing Group to take an action which presum- 

: ably would be popular with those nations and enable it to retrieve some 
of the ground lost by its initial refusal to attend the Ottawa conference. 

740.5/9-2551 : Telegram 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in France? | 

SECRET PRIORITY : WasuHineton, October 2, 1951—8 p. m. 

1945. From Harriman for MacArthur. Re Embtel 1869, Sept 25.” 

1. Hope send to all concerned within next few days gen outline 

our current thinking on conduct NATO Temporary Council Comite 
(TCC) work now scheduled begin in Paris Oct 9. | 

2. Among other contributions on mil side, it will certainly be neces 

for whole TCC generally and Exec Bureau of three in more detail to 

be thoroughly briefed on basis of stated mil force requirements, factors 

governing their time-phasing, including target date, gen strategic 
concepts underlying them, and probable effects of varying degrees 

of short-fall or deferral in mtg them either qualitatively or quanti- _ 

* Drafted by Gordon of the White House staff and cleared with Harriman, 
Colonel Beebe of Defense, and Martin and Parsons of RA. 

? Not printed ; it requested that SHAPE be kept informed of Harriman’s think- 
ing about how the TCC would conduct its efforts since SHAPE would have to 
assist in these efforts. (740.5/9-2551) | -
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tatively. In addition, appraisal of mil manpower raising and training 
bottlenecks will undoubtedly be one of central issues (along with pro- 
duction and gen financial limitations) in determining “realistic 
politico-economic capabilities” with which TCC is charged. 

8. It may well be suggested at TCC first mtg that project shld be 
initiated through a gen briefing on basis and nature of mil require- 
ments, which shld go as far as security limitations make feasible. 
Understand Lindsay will be available assist TCC on behalf SG, will 
be prepared state SG background these matters on NATO-wide basis, 

and is planning discuss with SACEUR on Oct 6. Wld expect SHAPE 

deal with problems Eur theatre, which is of course central concern 

of most TCC members. | 
4. Cld briefing materials be prepared next few days so that, if 

desired, gen presentation on lines sketched above cld be made Oct 9 

or 10? | | 
5. TCC will also need assistance on possible size Ger force contribu- 

tion. Assume in addition such SG views as may be available SHAPE’s 
work this field in connection Paris Conference will also be available 

for TCC. | | 
6. Arriving Paris mid-morning Sun, Oct 7, and hope discuss these 

and related problems with Eisenhower late Sun or Mon. | 

7. Have discussed this msg with Adm Wright who is in accord but 
it has not been discussed with other SG members. Expect informal 
discussion with them this week. [ Harriman. | 

| | WEBB 

7 *For documentation on the Paris Conference, see pp. 755 ff. | 

740.5 MAP/10-351 : Telegram | 

The United States Deputy Representative on the North Atlantic 
Council (Spofford) to the Secretary of State | | 

SECRET PRIORITY Lonpon, October 3, 1951—10 a. m. 

Depto 397. Eyes only for Harriman from Spofford. Reftel London 

1753, Sept 30.2 | | 
1. I had long session this p. m. with Hoyer-Millar and Compton | 

of Brit Treas on TCC. They first showed me Brit reply to Alphand 

memo, text of which has been cabled by Holmes.? I gave them sub- 

stance reftel. We agreed positions were entirely in line. Brit had not 
gotten impression from Alphand that Monnet conditioned his accept- 

ance of appointment upon acceptance of terms of Alphand memo, as 

+Not printed. _ 
* Not further identified.
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indicated in Paris 1896, Sept 27. Plowden is seeing Monnet this after- 
noon, which may clarify thispoint. . 

. 2. Hoyer-Millar confirmed that while Gaitskell will take part in 
opening mtgs UK election will require him to leave great deal of work 
to Plowden. Brit believe it would be desirable to have “unobtrusive” 

tripartite mtg between Harriman, Monnet and Gaitskell or Plowden 

on Monday eighth. . 

Brit team supporting Gaitskell and Plowden will be Roll, Coleridge - 

and Rumbold on econ, mil and polit aspects respectively. Inter- 
ministerial group has been set up here under chairmanship of Treas, 

with Compton acting as secty, to back stop operation. 

3. Brit concerned about delay in SG allocation of forces gap and 
were considering requesting deps to obtain govt auth to accept SG 
recommendations for purposes of prelim costing. I suggested that 

little time wld be gained by approach to this problem through deps 

and that TCC might make this one of first orders of business. After 
discussion Hoyer-Millar and Compton agreed. | 

Brit have tentatively set up fol timetable for TCC exercise. This 
working level paper. On basis of this timetable they suggest later 

date for Rome mtg wld be desirable, although will not press this 

point. Generally they have considered that Rome mtg shld come 

after TCC report is finalized. I suggested utility of council mtg during 

TCC operation, which they will consider. Fol is suggested timetable: 

“(a) First mtg of the Comite of Twelve and of the Executive Bu- 
reau : October 10; 7 
“(6) Examination of screened defense costs of current programs 

and of forces for the full MTDP: October 16 to 18; 
“(e) Assessment of the military risks involved if defense efforts 

are not increased : October 20 to 21; | 
“(d) Submission of countries memoranda on the economics con- 

sequences of present and required defense programs: October 27; 
“(e) Examination of the memoranda at (d) above: October 29 to 

31; | | 
4 (7) Drafting report: November1to5; | 
“(g) Completion of draft report and submission to Comite of 

Twelve: November 10; | | - 
“(h) Examination by Comite of Twelve of the report by the Execu- 

tive Bureau:11t018."% oo | o 

4. Brit view thus far is that secretariat shld be drawn largely from 
personnel existing NATO agencies and shld be administrative rather 

*Not printed; it transmitted the translation of Alphand’s memorandum to 
the Department of State and added that the memorandum represented an under- 
standing on which Monnet accepted the appointment. This understanding, as 
outlined in Alphand’s memorandum, was that the work of the TCC would be | 
confided to an executive board of three members (representatives of the United 
States, United Kingdom, and France) who would keep the committee of 12 
informed of its progress. (740.5/9-2751)
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than substantive in character and that first “formative work” wld 

be done by supporting national staffsof UK, US and Fr. | 

5. Nominations recd today from Ice, Bjorn Olafsson, Minister of 

Commerce; and from Neth, Dr. H. M. Hirschfeld. | 
| SPOFFORD 

740.5/10-151: Telegram | 

The Acting Secretary of State to the United States Deputy Repre- 
sentative on the North Atlantic Council (Spofford), at London? 

CONFIDENTIAL pRiIoRITY WASHINGTON, October 4, 1951—5:16 p.m. 

Todep 213. ToISA for ECC. Re Depto 389.? 
1. Off-shore procurement POLs and procedures have been under 

intensive discussion here between ECA, Def and State. Results so far 

achieved embodied ISAC D-14/38,' gist of which being cabled today. 
| This paper was approved ISAC mtg Oct 3. ECA/W now preparing 

further proposal on financial procedures. In addition, as you know, 

off-shore procurement magnitudes, pattern and procedures a vital 

element in Oct 12 reply to Pres letter* on allocation total aid for 
FY 752, and ISAC agencies now urgently developing positions against 

tight deadline. ECC will of course be kept currently informed progress 

this matter, but no decisions likely until middle or end next week. 
2. In view above, seriously concerned over plan outlined reftel. 

Satis progress being made here, and urgently request you do every- 

thing possible avoid premature and duplicating staff work. Develop- 

ment of ECC proposals which takes no acct agreements reached here 

will produce nothing but delay and confusion. Strongly recommend 

postponement consideration this subj by ECC until Wash decisions 

and proposals known to all members. Final decisions must of course 
take into acct ECC recommendations. 

WEBB 

* Drafted by Bissell and cleared with Colonel Van Syckle of Defense; repeated 
to Paris for Porter and to Heidelberg. 

*Not printed; it informed the Department of State that the ECC had formed 
a joint working group to deal with the question of off-shore procurement, and 

| it requested guidelines on the subject. (740.5/10-151) 
*ISAC D-14/3, “Report of the Working Group on Offshore Procurement,” 

October 1, 1951, is not printed. _ 
“Reference is presumably to the letter from the President to the Secretary 

of State, September 24, p. 284.
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740.5/10-451 : Telegram | 

The Acting Secretary of State to the United States Deputy Repre- 

sentative on the North Atlantic Council (Spofford), at London’ 

SECRET PRIORITY Wasuineton, October 4, 1951—6: 39 p. m. 

‘Todep 215. Implementation for Rome mtg of Ottawa res on Item 

IV of agenda (C7-D/21)? calls for estimate of rel strength and capa- 

bilities NATO and Sov Bloc, among other things with respect to mil 

forces, indus and econ resources. © | | | 

After consultation with Spofford, US intell agencies thru the IAC | 
preparing brief estimate on Sov Bloc capabilities and intentions thru 
1954 for negot with other members Standing Grp and submission to 
NATO Rome. This estimate to include mil, polit, and econ sections. 

(Note “intentions” incl altho not mentioned Ottawa Res.) There then 
remain (a) estimate NATO strength and capabilities (6) reports 

on production programs, finan and econ efforts as called for in paras 

| 3,4, and 5 ref doc. | | 

Presumably (6) above being handled by Def Production Board and 

Finan and Econ Board as called for in ref doc. | | 

Ans to (a) above with respect to NATO force also being prepared 
by Standing Grp for submittal to Mil Comte. This leaves as remain- 

ing item estimate of NATO indus and econ resources for use in com- 

parison with estimate of strength and capability of Sov Bloc. Believe 

this cld be done by Deputies using internat] staff to compile data 

submitted by various NATO countries or in conjunction with reports 

listed (6) above. Assume Deputies willarrange. = | | 

Also assume this list will be primarily factual in character. Are _ 

prepared provide US Reps with eyes only appraisals of situation in | 

the other NATO countries this respect. Will not do so without fur- 
ther word from you. , . : 

WEBB 

1 Drafted by Fisher Howe, Deputy Special Assistant to the Secretary of State 
for Intelligence, and Martin of RA and cleared with the Standing Group and 
Dulles of CIA ; repeated to Paris for MacArthur. 

2 For documentation concerning the approval of this resolution during the 
Seventh Session of the North Atlantic Council in Ottawa, see telegram Secto 

28 from Ottawa, September 20, p. 686. .
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740.5/10-651 : Telegram | 

The United States Deputy Representative on the North Atlantic — 
| Council (Spofford) to the Secretary of State+* 

CONFIDENTIAL PRIORITY Lonpon, October 6, 1951—4 p. m. 

- ‘Depto 426. Personal for Cabot, Nash, Halaby and Gordon (limit 
distribution). Please refer Todep 213.7 Since the ECC cable of July 20 
(Depto 88)* recommending offshore procurement program, which was 
discussed and agreed upon in the joint ISAC-ECC meeting of July 30 
(Todep 67)* we have been concerned as to our progress toward getting 
ahead with this approach to the problem of increasing Eur produc- 
tion, which has been kicked back and forth between here and Wash- 
ington since February. In the meantime, and particularly in the last 
few weeks, we have been receiving requests for information, sug- 
gestions and prodding from all quarters. As a result, and in line with , 
our earlier action and obvious interest in the matter, we have had 
some preliminary staff work done and put the item on the agenda for 
the next ECC meeting to try to pull loose ends together here and to 
get off some coordinated recommendations. If these were to be of any 
use it seemed to me that they should be made earlier rather than later 

and preferably before final decisions are taken. 
Iam still of this opinion. I am not impressed by the argument that 

ECC consideration of the matter will “produce nothing but delay and | 
confusion”. In the first place I doubt whether anything ECC can 
do would add to our rapidly growing stockpile of both these items; 
in the second place, you can always find your way out of the dilemma — 
by disregarding the recommendations, for which precedent can be 
found. | | | | | 

a -_ Sporrorp 

| Repeated to Paris personal for Porter and MacArthur and to Heidelberg 
- personal for Handy. - 

*Dated October 14, p. 294. 
* Ante, p. 223. 
‘ Ante, p. 281. 

740.5/10-651 : Telegram | 

The United States Deputy Representative on the North Atlantic 
| | Council (Spofford) to the Secretary of State* 

SECRET Lonpon, October 6, 1951—4 p. m. 
Depto 427. 1. Ref Todep 214.2 At 68th mtg CD on Fr initiative 

directed WG to implement Ottawa infrastructure agrmt. Expect WG 
meet Wednesday. 

* Repeated to Paris for MacArthur and Schuyler. 
* Not printed, but see footnote 3, p. 287.
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9. If US does not have position by Tuesday, real danger infra- 
structure negots may be delayed once again as knowledge of US posi- 
tion wld appear indispensable to any real progress in formulating 

arrangements for implementing Ottawa agrmt. Delay for any reason 
wld, of course, prejudice SHAPE mil position, which is primary | 
concern, but delay for such a reason wld also seriously undermine 
Eur confidence in CD as effective working agency in NATO setup. 
This consideration particularly valid in view of last summer’s long 

_ delays and eleventh hour ministerial settlement Ottawa. Nor can 
entirely discount possibility that Fr may act on Mayer’s repeated 
declarations at Ottawa that Fr wld not continue unilaterally to 
advance funds for infrastructure after Oct 1. Such action especially 
unfortunate if US alone of all member nations without instructions 
on administrative details for implementing substance Ottawa 

_ settlement. - OO - | 
Oo , | ae _ SPOFFORD 

ISAC files, lot 53 D 443, D-26 

7 Memorandum by Lincoln Gordon, Economic Adviser to the Special 
Assistant to the President, to W. Averell Harriman, Special Assist- 
ant to the President? | 

| | . 

CONFIDENTIAL | [Wasuineton,] October 6, 1951. 

Subject: Proposed Outline of Operations for NATO Temporary 
Council Committee | | | 

This memorandum reflects extensive discussions with officials con- 
cerned representing the Departments of State, Defense, and Treasury, 
the ECA, and the Bureau of the Budget. It is in no sense an officially 
agreed document, but represents my personal views after taking into 
account those discussions. This second draft reflects the discussion 
at a final roundup of interested officials on Friday morning, October 5. 

A. Organization and Procedures. | 

The TCC and the Executive Bureau will have headquarters in Paris, 
with meeting rooms furnished by the FEB Secretariat. Ambassador 
Spofford will suggest the name of a Secretary for the Committee 
from the existing NATO Central Secretariat. The probable designee 
is Sigurd Nielsen of Norway, who is universally highly regarded by 
persons here who know him. | | ee : 

*This memorandum was circulated as International Security Affairs Com- | 
mittee document ISAC D-26 of October 8, 1951, and in the cover letter attached 
to the source text it was noted that Gordon wrote this memorandum in con- 
sultation with other ISAC agencies although their participation did not neces- 
sarily imply their agencies’ approval of Gordon’s recommendations. The cover 
letter also pointed out that Section H was prepared by ECA on the basis of 
discussions with Gordon but that Gordon had not seen this section prior to its 
inclusion in this memorandum. | oe ,
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As provided in the Council resolutions, the services of the Council 
Deputies and the NATO ad hoc Joint Working Group (which includes 
officers and international personnel from the Deputies, the Standing 

Group, the DPB and the FEB) are to be available as desired by the 
TCC. It is assumed that the TCC Executive Bureau will work out 
with the appropriate members of the Joint Working Group any spe- 
cific desired tasks to be performed by existing NATO agencies. 

Apart from the work already underway in the Standing Group, the 
DPB, and the FEB, which may be somewhat modified to meet the 
requirements of the TCC, I believe that it will not be practicable to 

make substantial new formal assignments to those agencies. The pos- 

sible role of the FEB is a particularly difficult aspect of this problem, 

and is discussed in Section H below. | 

ECA and Defense representatives have suggested that, in addition 
to the international Secretary, the TCC (or the Executive Bureau) 

should seek to appoint an international Executive Director or Chief 

of Staff to provide executive direction for the whole effort. I consider 

this proposal impracticable for two reasons : 

(a) There is no clearly competent eligible individual, who would 
evoke the necessary confidence, and 

(6) The member nations, especially the Big Three, are so intensely 
interested in the TCC operation that they would be unlikely to entrust 
such responsibility even to a highly qualified international figure. 

(The latter reason applies to us no less than the others.) 

As an alternative, I believe we should rely upon an Executive Com- 

mittee of official-level alternates to the members of the Executive 

Bureau. These three, together with the Secretary, should be in daily 

contact to ensure that the various phases of the work are moving 

in step. In addition, for the work on the economic capabilities side, 

it may be possible to co-opt Marjolin and other key members of the 

OEEC Secretariat on an international basis. The ECA is supplying 
a separate memorandum on this point. 

B. Ewecutive Bureau Composition and Relationships to TCC. 

The first action of the TCC must be to elect its Chairman and one 
or two Vice-Chairmen, and to determine the composition and respon- 

sibilities of the Executive Bureau. As reported by Mr. Foster, a clear 

informal understanding was reached at the private Ottawa meeting 

of the 12 Ministers that the US member would be Chairman, the 

British and French members would be Vice-Chairmen, and that the 

Executive Bureau would be composed only of these three. It will be 

necessary to confirm this understanding privately in advance of the 

formal meeting on October 9, especially with the Italians, who have 

hinted at proposing a six member Executive Bureau. The avoidance
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of ill-will on this highly sensitive issue will depend primarily on the 

degree of delegated authority sought by the Executive Bureau and 

the proposed relationships with the full TCC. | | 
On this point, I believe we should suggest a full delegation to the 

| Executive Bureau of the TCC’s authority under paragraphs 8 and 4 
of the Council Resolution to call upon member governments for in- 

formation, advice and assistance and to require assistance from mili- : 

tary and civilian NATO agencies. The Executive Bureau should also 

be charged with proposing to the TCC a general course of action, 

preferably at a second meeting to be held Wednesday or Thursday. 

Thereafter, the Executive Bureau should be charged with carrying 

out this course of action, including organization of the Screening 

and Costing Committee (McNarney? proposal see Appendix D),® a 

preliminary assessment of “realistic politico-economic capabilities” of 

| member countries (and of Germany), an appraisal of the dimensions 

of the reconciliation problem and a first formulation of possible 

courses of action for consideration by the full Committee. In review- 

ing the politico-economic capabilities of each country outside the Ex- 
ecutive Bureau, the Bureau should work with the TCC member from 
that country. , , , 

An interim meeting of the full TCC should be planned between 

November 5 and 10, when the Executive Bureau could report on the 
| work of the Screening Committee and its own progress on the capa- 

bilities side. In addition, if the “Little Nine” representatives strongly 
desire, the official-level Executive Committee might meet once a week 

with representatives of the Nine (perhaps their FEB members, who 
will be in Paris in any event) to keep them informed on current 
progress. 

There 1s attached as Appendix “A” a draft resolution on the Execu- 
| tive Bureau.* | | 

C. Conduct of the Opening Meeting. | | 
After the election of officers and establishment of the Executive 

_ Bureau, it is suggested that you at once launch the full Committee on 
consideration of the substance of the problem. - 

* Gen. Joseph T. McNarney, U.S.A.F. 
*The words “see Appendix D” were added according to the instructions in 

the corrigendum to ISAC D-26 of October 10, 1951. Appendix D, “Proposal for 
NATO-TCC Screening and Costing Committee,’ was also attached to this 
memorandum because of the instructions in the corrigendum. Many of the 
recommendations contained in Appendix D, which is not printed here, were later 
accepted by the TCC. | 

“Not printed. The draft resolution contained in Appendix A on the organiza- 
tion of the Executive Bureau was approved by the U.S. Delegation on the TCC 
and subsequently presented to the TCC as a U.S. draft proposal; its text, iden- 
tical to that in Appendix A,.was transmitted to the De»=rtment of State in 
telegram Repsec 23 of October 9 (740.5/10-951). |
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A draft outline of a possible statement, covering the general back- 
ground and the main lines of attack on the problem, is attached as _ 
Appendix “B”. | | 

D. Military Background. | 

As indicated in Appendix “B”, arrangements would be made for | 
a presentation to the entire TCC of the basis of the military force re- — 
quirements. It is understood that Major General Lindsay, the Stand- _ 
ing Group representative in Europe, is discussing with General 
Eisenhower on Saturday, October 6, the best way of handling such a 
presentation. It is probable that General Lindsay would summarize 
the main states in development of force requirements, both for West- - 

ern Europe and for other NATO commitments, and that Generals 

| Eisenhower and Gruenther would make a more intensive presentation _ 
regarding the European theater. | 

E. Revised Military Force Requirements. - 
The Standing Group is now planning to have a revised statement — 

of force requirements for the defense of Western Europe some time 
next week. As presently planned, the force requirements will be 

referred to National Chiefs of Staff by the Military Representatives — 

Committee next week. The SG paper, revised as a result of national 
comments, will be forwarded for the use of the TCC about October 15. 
The Standing Group will also develop next week the new time-phased, 

country-allocated contributions recommended from a military point 
of view to meet the new requirements. Since these proposed national 

contributions will require close study by the National Chiefs of Staff, _ 

the Standing Group plans to allow the MRC members until 20 Oc- 
tober to submit their comments on contributions. Hence the plan for 
force contributions will not be issued until a few days after 20 October. 

It is essential that timely distribution of Standing Group force 
papers be made to the appropriate agencies of TCC. Accordingly, I 

strongly recommend that the Standing Group be requested to’ adopt 

the following procedure for these documents: : 

(a) The U.S. element of the Standing Group forward on a U.S. 
eyes only basis to U.S. Representatives in TCC and SCC planning 
papers at the time that these papers are forwarded from the planning 
teams to the U.S. Deputy Representative on the Standing Group. © 

_ (6) The Standing Group forward documents to the representatives 
of the Standing Group nations on the TCC Executive Bureau and the 
eer as soon as the documents have been approved by the Standing 

— Group. 
(c). MRC documents to be forwarded to the Executive Bureau for 

distribution to all TCC Members at the time they are issued to the 
military representatives. | a | 

5Not printed. |
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F. Screening and Costing. — | | , 

_ Assuming that agreement can have been reached informally with 
the French and British prior to the first. TCC meeting, you should 
present to the full Committee the McNarney proposal for the creation 
of the “Screening and Costing Committee” (SCC). The explanatory 
memorandum and draft terms of reference, as proposed by General 
McNarney and slightly amended to reflect the changes agreed in his 
office last Wednesday, are attached as Appendix “D”.® | | 

G. Germany. | : 

It is understood that the new Standing Group requirements state- 

ment will include a specific force allocation for Germany. This figure, 
however, is based on the JCS view of a desirable German contribution 

by 1953, and is therefore considered by the U.S. as subject to upward _ 
revision to secure a figure on the total German contribution by the 

middle of ’54. | | OS oe 
The TCC and the SCC should use the present SG figure as an 

interim assumption, but seek a final figure from the SG urgently. 

These figures would be subject to modification when and if the Paris 
Conference on the European Defense Community reaches agreement 

on this question.’ | | 
The SG requirement must be supplemented by estimates of support- 

ing forces for divisions and by time-phasing in some detail of the 

buildup. These estimates are normally furnished by national govern- __ 
ments, but Germany is not in a position to do this. TCC should 
urgently request SG to have SHAPE prepare estimates on these 
points. | | oe, - 

_ On the basis of the SC figures, the U.S. Costing Group should esti- 
mate German defense costs. Tripartite agreement on them should 
be sought for use in the forthcoming London negotiations with the 

French and British on occupation costs.® These costs and the require- 
ments they are derived from should be subject to review by the SCC | 
similar to the screening applied to NATO countries. . 

The London Group will also be seeking for their purposes to develop, 
in cooperation with HICOM, estimates of German economic capacity. 

_ TCC should look to this Group for such estimates on Germany and 
should be prepared to discuss the estimates with appropriate repre- 
sentatives of the occupying powers on the same basis as with repre- 
sentatives of NATO powers. 

 ° The text was corrected here according to the instructions of the corrigendum | 
discussed in footnote 8 above. | 

"For documentation concerning the attitude of the United States toward the 
| Conference for the Organization of a European Defense Community, see pp. 755 ff. 

For documentation on the work of the Tripartite Group on Germany (TGG), 
under reference here, see pp. 1647 ff.
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| While it will probably be impossible for TCC to pass judgment 

on Germany’s capacity figures prior to the time when negotiations 

will have to be started on this subject with the Germans, the Executive 

Bureau should give such informal comments as they can on the 

figures. | 
Prior to reaching final agreement with the Germans, particularly 

if the figure proposed differs appreciably from that previously dis- 

| cussed with the Executive Bureau, the occupying powers should secure 

comments from the Executive Bureau in the light of the TCC exercise 
as it stands at that time. Any tripartite agreement with the Germans 

should be subject to renegotiation depending on the final outcome 

of the TCC exercise as a whole. 

It would be desirable if a figure for Germany’s defense capacity to | 
which the Germans had themselves agreed could be before the TCC 

prior to its making it final report. | 

Recommendations of the London Group with respect to the handling | 

of occupation costs should be communicated to the TCC since they 
will affect the defense burden of the occupying powers, which must 

be taken into account in measuring their financial capacity against 

defense requirements. | 

H. Economic Capabilities Aspect of the TCC Operation. | 

1. The tactical problem of introducing the economic work under the 

TCC operation has two principal facets: | 

(a) The first arises from the absence of internationally agreed 
costing figures now or for several weeks to come. It is obviously neces- 
sary and desirable to get some preliminary economic analysis under- 
way to cover the whole period FY 1952 through FY 1954 (which has 
not been covered in the FEB operation to date) in advance of final 
international agreement, if any, on costs of military requirements. 

| (b) The second is to devise means of instigating such economic 
analysis without causing national governments or international bodies 
to take firm and final positions on economic capabilities prior to con- 
frontation with military costs. 

2. Accordingly, it is proposed that: | 

| (a) The Executive Bureau of the TCC should request the FEB 
Secretariat to prepare preliminary analyses of Kuropean economic 
capabilities through FY 1954. Such analyses would be generally pre- 
pared in the form of “informal reports” by governments submitted to 
the FEB Secretariat for technical but not for substantive review, and 
subsequently submitted by the Secretariat to the TCC Executive Bu- 
reau. It should be emphasized that the FEB activity would therefore 
be a secretariat function rather than a broad function since the work 
will not involve the conclusion of international agreements on substan- 
tive submissions. | 

(6) The Executive Bureau will indicate to the FEB Secretariat the , 
general form of the informal reports on economic capabilities. These
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reports would present preliminary governmental views on the eco- 
nomic impact and feasibility of two alternate levels of defense ex- 
penditure, assuming economic aid continuing through FY 1953 and 
1954 at the level requested of Congress in FY 1952. The two alternate 

: levels of defense effort would be | 

(i) that level which the national government is internally (ie., 
not necessarily with parliamentary approval) planning to under- 
take on an expenditures basis for F Ys 1952, 1953 and 1954, taking 
into account the known large shortfall in military activities as 
compared to requirements. | 

(41) a level 10 percent higher than the foregoing level in FY 
1952 and 20 percent higher than the foregoing levels for FYs 
1953 and 1954. (See paragraph 3 below for discussion. of possible 
upper limit of levels of defense expenditure by country.) 

(c) In its instruction to the FEB Secretariat the Executive Bureau 
should clearly state that assumption (11) carries no implication that 
an equal percentage increase in defense efforts by all countries will 
be equitable. The purpose of the instruction is rather to select an 
arbitrary technique for economic analysis designed to minimize pre- 
liminary disagreements over assumptions so that a rough basis of 
economic data will be prepared in time for the confrontation process 
in November. The Executive Bureau believes that for some countries 
such a percentage increase will represent an excessive economic burden, 
whereas it expects that analysis will show for other countries a per- 
centage increase of this or some other magnitude may well be feasible. 
(d) The Executive Bureau should request the FEB Secretariat, in 

| preparing instructions to countries for the preparation of informal 
reports, to reduce to a minimum the standardization of detailed sub- 
missions. The instructions should request countries to emphasize the 
principal limiting factor and bottlenecks, such as inflationary limits, 
industrial bottlenecks, balance of payments difficulties. Some uniform. 
data may be requested such as that shown on the attached short form, 
but it should be held to a minimum. 

(¢) The FEB Secretariat may at its discretion supplement national 
informal reports or prepare independent reports on economic capa- 
bilities and bottlenecks. In particular it might be useful for the Secre- 
tariat to prepare studies on the availability of certain key commodi- 
ties such as coal and steel for purposes of military production in 
Western Europe. 

(f) The national informal reports, having been subjected to tech- 
nical review, together with any independent Secretariat reports should 
be submitted to the Executive Bureau as soon as they are prepared and 
not later than the date which is agreed upon for the submission by 
SCC of the estimated costs of military requirements. 

3. On the question of assumption (ii) described in 2(b) above, the 
question has been raised as to whether some objective formula could 
be easily devised and agreed to which would make it unnecessary for 
countries whose defense programs are already relatively high to pre- 

_ pare submissions on the basis of the assumed increment. Experience 

536-688 PT 1--81---22 or
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of the past few months suggests that no such objective formula can 

be devised or agreed. In FEB discussions last spring most countries 
agreed that any formula for application of specific percentages of 

estimated GNP to military programs would have to be progressive; 

thus a proposal to select a figure of 14 percent of GNP as an upper 

limit to submissions on the basis of assumption (ii) above would be 

regarded by European countries as a simple technique whereby the 

U.S. would be able to avoid making a submission on assumption (ii), 

whereas all other countries would be required to prepare such a sub- 
mission. As to the development of an objective, progressive formula, | 

several weeks of discussion in FEB failed to elicit agreement on the 

graduations of progressive percentages of GNP. No other formula 
has been devised to date. Accordingly, it appears to be necessary to 

adopt something like assumption (ii) above, supplemented by the 
statement described in paragraph 2(c) above. , | | 

ISAC files, lot 53 D 443, D-25 | 

Position Paper Prepared by the Director of the Office of European 
| Regional Affairs (Martin) | | 

SECRET [Wasuineton,]| October 8, 1951. 

GENERAL Tactics 1In Necoriratine Ai tro NATO Countriss ror FIscan 
YEAR 1952 

1. The negotiations which are expected to commence the latter part 

of this month, when Congress has passed the aid bill and appropria- — 

tions therefor, will take place under the following conditions: | 

| (a) A substantial proportion of the fiscal year will have elapsed. 
(5) For the first time, aid will be negotiated in the context of a 

multilaterally agreed military program which has been reviewed and 
revised and, in at least preliminary fashion, costed. 

(c) While the chief variable will be economic aid, the fact that both 
economic and military aid will, in fact, be portions of a U.S. con-— 
tribution to the achievement of a multilaterally agreed target, the 
Medium Term Defense Plan, makes it desirable that both economic 
and military aid be negotiated as a package which will enable each 
country to make its largest and most effective defense effort. 

*A covering letter, circulated with the source text as ISAC D-25/1 of October 8, 

1951, indicated that. this position paper was written as a partial response to 
the President’s letter of September 24 inquiring into the use of foreign aid for 

the purpose of building the military strength of Western Europe. For docu- 
mentation concerning the letter and the study which resulted from it, see 
pp. 284 ff. The verbatim text of this position paper was transmitted to Paris for 
Harriman and to London for Spofford in telegram Secrep 37 to Paris and 
telegram 1944 to London, October 10, respectively. (740.5/10-1051) . .
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- (d) Aid negotiations for 1952 are necessarily conducted in the 

shadow of the Ottawa discussions of the feasibility of the Medium | 

‘Term Defense Plan and of the TCC project resulting from these 

discussions designed to draw up for the Council a feasible and ade- 

quate defense program. — | 

9. In the light of this situation, it is proposed that negotiations 

with each country be handled in the following fashion: | 

4a) Size of Country Effort. 

| - While it is essential to refer to the need for each country making 
the greatest effort possible, it is not feasible to condition the avail- 
ability of aid upon any given level of effort, since the whole question 

| of the size of the country’s efforts and the resulting size of required | 

efforts is under review by the TCC. Moreover, the size of the U.S. 
contribution to the program has been cut back by our Congress and 
‘there is good reason to respect the political decisions of other govern- 
ments as to the size of their effort, just as they must respect our 
‘political decisions. | 

(b) Composition of Military Effort. | 

While there is no objection to maintaining in the course of nego- 
tiations our views about the desirability of various proposed objects 
of expenditure, and while we will not give economic or military assist- 
ance directly for purposes we consider undesirable, agreement to make, 
or not to make, certain types of expenditure should not be a condition 
of aid. Guidance to countries in this field must come from continuous 
discussion at a technical military level both multilaterally and bi- 
Jaterally, and particularly in the early planning phases in the develop- 
ment of their defense programs. 

(c) Internal Economic Measures. | 

In the course of negotiations, we must discuss internal economic 
meagures necessary to minimize the dollar cost of the maximum de- 
fone effort, but aid should not be explicitly conditioned upon the 
undertaking of such measures. There should be an understanding that, 
as in the past, so in the future, full opportunity will be given for 
the U.S. and the country in question to work together in discussing 
internal economic problems and means of dealing with them so 
that we can pass on the benefit and knowledge of such experience as | 
we may have. Recognition should also be given to the role of NATO 
bodies in this field. We should not set ourselves up as omniscient with 
respect to the problems of other countries or their solution. 

(d) Amount of Economic Aid. | 

The amount of residual economic aid should be negotiated to reach 
agreement on the minimum level of economic aid required by the 
effort the country proposes to undertake, recognizing the importance 
of maintaining political and economic stability, the fact that some 
differences in our generosity as between countries may be justified by 
the amount of military effort any given amount of dollar aid will pro- 
duce in the various countries, and the urgent needs of other countries 
for such aid. The amount of economic aid, of course, must take account
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of total dollars available from other U.S. government sources, esti- 
mates of which should be given as programming assumptions prior: 
to negotiations of direct dollar aid. 7 

(e) Amount of Military Aid. 

The amount of military aid should be dictated by the ability of 
European forces to use the equipment involved, an ability much in- 
fluenced by the size of their defense expenditures for non-matériel 
costs. Within the overall amount of military aid available, we should, 
of course, go as far as possible to put forces on a fighting basis, as: | 
required by NATO commands. 

(f) Counterpart. 

Because of our legislative requirements, it: will be necessary at the- 
time of aid negotiations to reach substantially firm agreements as to. 
the disposition of counterpart, including the portion which should. 
go to meet the legislative requirement for military expenditures and 
that required for certain other key programs in which we are inter-. 
ested. In line with the principle in a above, we cannot expect countries: 
normally to expend counterpart for military production in excess of 
the military production programs currently contained in country 
budgets which have included counterpart earnings as an income item.. 

(g) Loans. 

It is not considered likely that any substantial proportion of the- 
10% loan provision can be met in Title I. To the extent loans are. 
found to be sound, they should be worked out in the course of the aid’ 
negotiations. 

(h) Duration of Commitment. 

Since we are requiring our partners to plan their military programs: 
as far ahead as possible and it is, in fact, necessary to do so froma | 
budgetary, a military production and a military training point of’ | 
view, it is essential that the countries know as far in advance as we. 
can tell them how much military and economic aid they can count on. 
Therefore, our aid commitments should be firm until the end of the | 
fiscal vear. The commitment is, however, to provide the economic and 
military aid required by the programs they have undertaken to carry 
out. — | 

(4) Amendments of Aid Figures. - 

It follows from this general approach—which may be described as- 
reliance upon conditions subsequent rather than conditions prece- 
dent—that our initial aid commitment is subject to reexamination. As: 
in the case of the original figure. modifications should reflect the 
developed needs of the defense program and within the limits of our: 
financial capacity be modified, upward or downward accordingly. 
Modifications should not be considered as rewards or punishments but 
simply a recognition that programs have changed, with a resulting- 
change in the need for dollar aid. |
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740.5/10-951 : Telegram | 

The United States Delegation on the Temporary Council Committee | 

, | to the Secretary of State? | 

‘SECRET PRIORITY Parts, October 9, 1951—11 p. m. 

~ Repsec 21. 1. TCC held first mtg today Oct 9. Spofford opened mtg 

acting at request of Pearson, chairman of council, welcomed creation | 

of TCC; and offered full cooperation permanent NATO bodies. 

9. Canadian rep nominated US rep for chairmanship. Election was 

unanimous. Belgs nominated Fr and Nors nominated British reps 

for vice chairmen. Also elected unanimously. Ital rep made reserva- 

tion, however, to apparent effect that his election wld not prejudice | 

question of composition of exec bureau. 
3. US rep took chair and made short statement emphasizing 

seriousness of threat, but conviction that working together countries _ 

had resources necessary to create adequate defenses against that threat 

and thus perhaps lead to easing of present tensions. Pointed out that | 

present level of industrial production in Europe wld have beenthought 

in 1947 wholly impossible of achievement. Must not let ourselves be 

discouraged by goals now before us. Described nature of TCC problem. 

Chairman announced that briefing had been arranged by General 

Eisenhower and staff and General Lindsay of SG Wednesday Oct 10 
at 10:45 at SHAPE headquarters.” | 

4. Plowden as UK rep made brief statement expressing apprecia- 

tion of all members that US president made Mr. Harriman available 

and expressing belief that the exercise cld not only be of great value 
in itself, but also from doing of it wld rise greater sense of common 

purpose and greater ability to work together among NAT countries. 

5. Chairman invited Chairman of Deps to nominate candidate for 

secy of TCC. Sigurd Nielsen of international staff was proposed and 

accepted. It was understood that further elaboration of Secy’s staff 

wld only be possible after agreement had been reached on general 

plan of work to be undertaken. In course of proposal Spofford urged 

| that TCC use NATO coordinating committee as channel for securing 

assistance from permanent NATO bodies. There was no objection. | 

6. Chairman circulated proposal (contained in separate msg)* for 

establishment exec bureau. Chairman described purpose of proposal 

to establish small and efficient group which cld organize and discuss 
on behalf of larger group work program necessary to permit it to 

reach sound conclusions on basis of adequate data. Indicated clearly 

1 Repeated to London for Spofford. 
 2No record of this briefing was found in the Department of State files. 
®* Telegram Repsec 23 from Paris, October 9, is not printed, but see footnote 

° eH . For a description of the organization of the TCC, see the editorial note,
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exec bureau wld be servant of TCC and wld need help and cooperation 

all TCC members. Pointed out immediate action desirable with par- 
ticular reference para 3 so that executive bureau cld get| start d on 

| report on course of action for submittal to TCC Thursday. | | 

Itals, Belgs and Portuguese requested time for study and asked 

that discussion be postponed until afternoon meeting. This was agreed. 

7. At afternoon meeting emphasis was placed on securing approval 

for chairman and two vice chairmen not acting as executive bureau, 

to prepare recommendations with respect to courses of action for sub- 

mittal at Thursday’s meetings. This was approved. There was brief 

discussion of what these courses of action shld cover with emphasis 

by Dutch representative on development of principles of burden- | 

sharing. Portuguese rep stressed importance of member countries 

functioning as full members of executive bureau when matters of 

concern to them were under discussion. No other significant comment. 

_ 8. It was agreed that press information wld be confined to pro- 

cedural matters and that no background discussions wld be held on 

substantial issues, but that chairman might hold press conference at. 

conclusion this series of meetings. 

740.5/10-1151 : Telegram . 

The United States Delegation on the Temporary Council Committee 
to the Secretary of State* 

SECRET PRIORITY Paris, October 11, 1951—9 p. m. | 

Repsec 29. From USDel TCC. Third meeting of TCC October 11. 

1. The chairman called attention to TCC D(51)2? which had just _ 

been distributed outlining proposed course of action. He indicated 

that in carrying on temporary council committee work it was fully 

intended to use other NATO bodies to the maximum although there 

had not been time to work out specific uses to be made of them and to 

include in the document such matters. He also called attention to 

importance of screening and costing committee operation and to high 

: caliber of General McNarney, who had been made available by US 
to chair group subject to approval of proposal by TCC. Several mem- 

bers suggested that there had not been adequate time to study docu- _ 

ment and that they would prefer to postpone action until afternoon 
meeting. This agreed. After brief exchange of questions and answers, 

meeting adjourned. 

1 Repeated to all NATO capitals. | 7 | | | | | 
*Transmitted to the Department of State in telegram Repsec 27 from Paris, 

October 10, infra. |
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9, Between morning and afternoon meeting agreement was reached 

by US, UK and Fr with Itals on amendments to executive bureau | 

paper. — 7 | ee | 

3. Afternoon meeting opened by chairman with further discussion | 

SCC program and organization. Indicated would want recruit staff 
~ and secure expert help from all TCC members and McNarney if chair- 

man would serve for TCC as international official. This question re- | 

| turned to at several points during meeting with number of members 

concerned about proposal confining SCC to three and met by replies 

that every effort wld be made to use experts from all countries, both: 

civilian and military, and that General McNarney at next meeting of 
committee would be prepared, after survey of problem, to discuss fur- 

ther nature of work and best method of organization. _ 
4, Canadian rep raised objection to standing group “proposing 

national contributions” on grounds only countries could deal with 

questions of contributions and Standing Group should confine itself 

to total requirements. Persuade accept “suggesting” in place of “pro- 
posing”. Dutch representative expressed strong endorsement of docu- 

- ment; assumed if revisions necessary as result experience of executive 

bureau TCC would be consulted. Also suggested that as result experi- | 

ence in their work, TCC although temporary might be in position to 
make suggestions as to permanent improvement NATO organization 
to deal with similar problems. UK rep called attention to proposals 
that countries supply certain info and stressed importance such info 

_ secured promptly to meet TCC time schedule. 
5. Chairman concluded discussion with emphasis on fact not legal 

document but to be operated in spirit of mutual confidence and co- 
operation. With minor drafting changes document then approved. 
(Ten copies text being pouched.) TCC approved in substance tele- 
gram for despatch to Standing Group requesting that it be furnished 
all SG documents bearing on NATO force requirements and forces. 

- buildup simultaneously with transmittal to MRC with understand- 
ing these will constitute preliminary information for planning pur- 
poses and be subject to comments of national staffs through MRC. 

6. In course discussion revised terms of reference executive bureau: — 
(final text being pouched separate message)* chairman again stressed 
importance of establishing relations on basis mutual confidence. It 

was made clear that all TCC members would receive copies of coun- 

try submittals in response to executive bureau request, copies of 

notes on formal executive bureau meetings and such other | 

material as would assist all twelve in preparing themselves to partici- 

pate intelligently and actively in the final work of appraising national 
programs. Chairman proposed as personal suggestion that selection 

* Transmitted to the Department of State in telegram Repsee 80 from Paris,. 
October 12, p. 314. : : | ae | ,
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of representatives, to sit with executive bureau when programs of 

executive bureau members under discussion, be Italy, a representative 
to be selected by Benelux countries and a representative from Scandi- 
navian countries. He referred to fact this proposal approved by | 
Canadian rep and hoped acceptable to Portuguese rep who agreed. 
Document then approved with minor verbal changes. ) 

7. Agreed issue brief procedural communiqué and that chairman 
might hold press conference on behalf members at which no substan- 
tive information would be released. Text communiqué in separate 
message.* | 

_ 8. Today’s discussion characterized by strong concern at degree to 
which three, through executive bureau and SCC membership, would 
have complete control of TCC operation. This attitude much softened 
by revised terms of reference and statements made by three in course 
afternoon session. Also characterized by strong approval of and minor 
nature of questions raised about course of action document. | 

“The text of the communiqué was also included in the telegram cited in 
footnote 3 above. 

740.5/10-1051 : Telegram 

The United States Delegation on the Temporary Council Committee 
to the Secretary of State? 

CONFIDENTIAL PRIORITY Parts, October 10, 1951—midnight. 

Repsec 27. From USDel TCC. Fol is text of proposed course of 
‘action paper which has been agreed by chairman and two vice-chairmen 
for submittal to TCC Oct 11.? 

“Section I—Intropuction | 

| The Council has stated as the required ‘immediate next step’ ‘An 
analysis of the issues involved in reconciling on the one hand the 
requirements of external security, in particular of fulfilling a mili- 
‘tarilv acceptable NATO plan for the defense of Western Europe with, | 
‘on the other hand, the realistic political-economic capabilities of 
member countries.’ | | | 

The TCC is directed to carry out such an analysis and to submit to 
‘the Council its findings including possible courses of action. The com- 

| ‘mittee’s analysis is to be completed and its findings reported to the 
‘Council by Dec 1, 1951. | 

To fulfill this task, the comite’s plan of work must provide: 

| (1) Assessment of the dimensions of the problem both on the 
requirements and the capabilities side, which shld be completed 
in about one month, and 

1 Repeated to all NATO capitals. 
*As noted in telegram Repsee 29 from Paris, October 11, supra, this paper 

~was approved by the TCC on October 11 with only minor drafting changes.
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(2) Exploration of possible courses of action and preparation | 
of the report. wo a | 

In all aspects of its work, the TCC will assume a German contribu- 
: tion to western defense. It will also assume that the contribution will | 

be made through the European defense community, except for such 
contributions as may be made to support forces of NATO countries 
in Germany. The TCC will secure info it needs on Ger requirements. | 
and capabilities from the Paris conf and, where necessary, from other 
appropriate sources, it being understood that the Paris conf will be | 
closely associated with this work. 

Section JI—AssrssMENT OF THE DIMENSIONS OF THE PROBLEM | 

This phase is composed of the elements set forth briefly below. 
Later sections of this paper indicate the proposed method of handling” 
each of the elements. The starting point, namely, the authoritative | 
statement of force requirements from a military viewpoint will be | 
available before the end of this week. In view of the very limited time 
available, the various other steps in this phase must be carried on 
concurrently. In summary, the elements of the first phase are as 
follows: | | | 

_ MILITARY FORCE REQUIREMENTS | 

A statement from the Standing Group giving their latest estimate, | 
framed in the light of recommendations by SACEUR, of the force: . 
requirements for the defense of NATO area in July 1954, with a © 
time-phased build-up, and with their tentatively proposed national 
allocations of forces to meet those requirements. These must be: 
supplemented by infrastructure requirements. 

Thereafter, the proposed line of work involves (1) on the military 
side an inventory of the current position and the screening and costing _ 
of military requirements, and (2) on the political-economic side an 
inventory of current efforts and an appraisal of capabilities and 
limitations. | | | 

(a) Military stock taking. 

This element involves an analysis of the actual current position 
with respect to forces and their efficiency, provision of material, and. 
military construction, including not only a record of the present 

| position but also of the results that will follow over the coming 
months from actions already taken. 

(6) Screening and costing of military requirements. 

This element involves an examination of organization and equip- 
ment of basic national military units, their training and operating” 
requirements, and the making of recommendations on economy 
measures to obtain effective mil force requirements at minimum cost. 
For this purpose, it 1s proposed to create a screening and costing” 
comite with the functions set forth below. 

(c) Econ and financial stocktaking. 

This element involves an inventory of current levels of defense 
expenditure and production of matériel, including contracts placed 
for future delivery, the rate of completion of contracts, and the rate:
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of payments. The position in virtually all respects as it will be at 
June 30, 1952, and in some respects at later dates, is largely fixed by 
the actions already taken or in process. | | 

(d) Analysis of capabilities. . : | 

_ This requires an examination of present and planned levels of 
defense contributions, and the economic and political problems in- 
volved in their implementation and possible expansion to meet the 
military force requirements estimated by the standing group this to 
be done for each member country. The analysis must include problems 
involved in rapidly expanding the levels of munitions production in 
Europe, and problems involved in raising and training mil manpower 
in the indicated quantities and by the indicated dates, including pos- 
sible means of resolving these problems. This work will also include 
an examination of the possibilities of expanding the capabilities 
through cooperative measures. | | 

Section I1I—Couvrsss or AcTION AND PREPARATION OF REPORT 

The ultimate goal is a mil effective and polit and econ feasible 
program, including the allocation of contributions in men, production, 
and finances, among the member countries (and Germany). Any such 
program shld be balanced and time-phased as regards the period up | 
to mid-1954. | | 

The exact method of work appropriate to the second phase can not 
be determined in advance, since it will be largely controlled by the 
character and dimensions of the problem as revealed in the first 
phase. 

It is therefore proposed that a more definitive plan of action for 
this phase be developed by the exec bureau and be presented to the 
TCC at an appropriate later date. | 

Section [V—Fvurruer Statement on Provosep ACTION OUTLINED IN 
Section IT | | 

A. MILITARY AND ECONOMIC STOCK-TAKING 

In order to undertake a realistic analysis of the current position, 
the executive bureau will request info from member govts and NATO 
agencies which will include the size of the forces available to NATO 
on 31 December 1951 and their state of training and equipment; fore- 
casts of the equipment which will become available in 1952 from 
European production as a result of firm orders placed, of end-item 
deliveries to European members from North America against funds 
already programmed, and of the additional trained manpower which 
present arrangements will produce by the end of 1952. 

| B. SCREENING AND COSTING MILITARY REQUIREMENTS 

It is proposed that the exec bureau will form a screening and cost- 
ing comite, which will be an agency of and report to TCC through 
the exec bureau. : 

The screening and costing comite wld be empowered to call upon : 
all North Atlantic treaty org agencies, commands and countries to 
furnish such info as may be necessary in the conduct of its work,
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provided its consideration of the info is within its terms of reference 
as determined by the exec bureau. ; —_ 

| The SCC wld make recommendations on economy measures to 

reduce costs of creating and maintaining recommended mil require- 
ments for an adequate defense of the North Atlantic area. Its work | 
wld be based on revised medium term defense plan force requirements 
as prepared by the standing group (and subsequent modifications 
thereof), and wld estimate the minimum cost after taking all possible 

economies into consideration. The SCC wld review the possibility of 

affecting all practical economies as for example: equipment both as 
to resales and unit costs, administrative and supporting units and | 
installations, infrastructure, etc. | 

| C. ANALYSIS OF CAPABILITIES 

1. During the initial stage of the work on_politico-economic 
capabilities, it will be necessary to secure an understanding of the 
character and the seriousness of the politico-economic problems in- 
volved in each of the countries in accomplishing present programs 

| and in undertaking the kind and size (in general terms) of military 
program as estimated by the standing group. 

There will also be required an exploration of the steps which might | 
be taken by countries individually or in cooperation to eliminate or : 
reduce the magnitude of these problems. In this latter connection par- | 
ticular attention shld be directed to increases in over-all productivity 
and output by positivemeasures. 

This phase looks forward to a period when, in the light of the 
screened requirements resulting from the work of the SCC, TCC will 
endeavor to develop judgments with respect to overall and country 
levels of effort and aid. 

2. To assist in securing an understanding of the difficulties to be 
encountered in each country, each member country will be requested 
to submit within a short period (e.g. two weeks) a statement describ- 
ing in qualitative terms, supported by approximate data to the extent 
useful, the problems involved in present and proposed defense pro- 
grams. These statements shld address themselves to specific difficulties 
which may be incurred in key areas such as the balance of payments, | 
production, manpower, raw materials. The statements shld also cover | 
the nature of the limitations on additions to present defense efforts 
and suggestions of a specific nature for overcoming such limitations. 

For these purposes countries can not await completion of the de- 
tailed costing of the program as estimated by the standing group since 
only rough general magnitudes will be necessary for the economic 
analysis, | 
These statements will provide a basis for and will be followed im- 

mediately by full and frank country-by-country discussions among 
members of the exec bureau of the TCC, including for this purpose 
a representative of the country concerned, designed to bring out more 
fully and clearly the politico-economic capabilities and difficulties in 
each country. _ oe 

3. To consider positive measures to assist an expansion of total 
production, and thus permit increased defense efforts without serious
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impairment of political and economic stability, it is proposed to recruit 
key personnel from the OKEC and FEB secretariat. 

4. The analysis shld include an examination of the realistic possi- 
bilities of expanding the levels of munitions production in Europe,. 
the limiting factors on such expansion, and possible means of over- 
coming them. 

5. In commenting through the mil reps comite on the allocation of 
forces by country as estimated by the standing group, countries will 
describe any difficulties from a military point of view in providing 
the forces required of them. These replies shld be sent simultaneously 
to the SGG ts G?]| and the TCC. The TCC will seek advice from the 
appropriate NATO military authorities on the importance of these 
obstacles and on measures which might be taken to overcome them.” 

740.5/10-1251 : Telegram 

The United States Delegation on the Temporary Council Committee 

to the Secretary of State? 

CONFIDENTIAL —§ PRIORITY Paris, October 12, 1951—4 p. m. 

Repsec 30. From USDel TCC. Re Repsec 29, rptd London Repna 
88 and NATO missions.? Fol is final text terms of ref Executive 

Bureau: | 

“1, In accordance with Council resolution on C7—D/19, 1951, there 
shall be an executive bureau of the NATO temporary Council Comite. 
This bureau is composed of the chairman and the two vice chairmen 
of the comite. The comite may subsequently appoint any other 
members of the comite to the Executive Bureau if necessary according 
to circumstances, with a view to expediting the work of the comite. 

“2. The Executive Bureau will in all phases of its work be under 
the general guidance and direction of the comite. 

“3. The Executive Bureau is empowered in the name of the comite 
to call upon member govts and mil and civilian NATO agencies for 
info, advice and assistance in accordance with paras 3 and 4 of the. 
Council resolution. It will be the task of the Executive Bureau and 
the secretariat to keep the members of the comite informed as fully 
as possible of the requests for info being made to the various agencies 
of their govts. 

“4, The Executive Bureau shall prepare for the consideration of 
the comite a proposed general course of action. It shall be responsible 
for all necessary preparatory work to permit final appraisal by the 
comite: (@) of the ‘requirements of external security, in particular 
of fufilling a mil acceptable NATO plan for the defense of Western 
Eur’, and (6) of the ‘realistic politico-economic capabilities of member 
countries’. 

“5. To this end, in the consideration of the capabilities or pro- 
grams of any member country not represented in the Executive Bu- 

1 Repeated to all NATO capitals. 
2 Dated October 11, p. 308.
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reau, that country’s member of the comite shall for this purpose be _ 
a member of the Executive Bureau. In the consideration of the capa- | 
bilities or programs of each of the countries represented in the Execu- 
tive Bureau, there shall be appointed as a member of the Executive : 
Bureau for this purpose one other member of the comite. 

“6. The Executive Bureau shall be responsible for preparing for 
the consideration of the comite, draft findings, and the basis therefor, 
‘including courses of action. | | 

| “7. The Executive Bureau shall meet with the full comite to report 
‘progress on its work whenever the comite shall determine or at the call | 
‘of the chairman. oo | 

“8, The Executive Bureau will arrange to keep other member govts 
fully informed of the progress of the work.” (nd Teat) | | 

Fol is text communiqué mentioned reftel : | 

“The NATO temporary Council Comite, created at the recent : 
Ottawa conference, completed this afternoon its first series of meet- 
ings. The comite has started immediately on the task set for it by 
the North Atlantic Council, which is to analyse the problem of recon- | 
ciling the requirements of fulfilling a mil acceptable NATO defense 
plan with the realistic politico-economic capabilities of member coun- 
tries. After meeting yesterday with Gen Eisenhower at SHAPE for : 
‘a general review of the mil aspects of the problem, the comite met | 
today to complete its organization and to lay out a general plan of 
work. | | | | 

“At its first meeting on Tuesday the comite elected as its chairman 
Mr. Averell Harriman, of the US, and as its vice-chairmen, Mr. Hugh 
Gaitskell, of the United Kingdom, and M. Jean Monnet of Fr. The 
comite designated as its secretary Mr. Sigurd Nielsen of Norway, a 
member of the international secretariat of NATO previously assigned 
to the Council deputies. a 

“As envisaged by the North Atlantic Council at Ottawa, the comite 
has formed an Executive Bureau composed of its chairman its two 
vice-chairmen. Acting under the guidance and direction of the comite, 
the Executive Bureau will organize the necessary preparatory work 
to permit the comite to make its appraisals of defense requirements 
and economic capabilities and to develop its recommendations. During 
the consideration of each country’s program, the rep of that country 

/ on the comite will also serve as a member of the Executive Bureau. 
In addition, the comite will add other members to the bureau as 
needed, in particular when the bureau is considering the programs of 
the United States, the United Kingdom and Fr. 

“Arrangements are being made to keep all members of the comite 
fully informed at all times of the bureau’s work. The comite will be 
assisted in its work by all the permanent NATO agencies. 
“The comite was in unanimous agreement that these arrangements 

wld provide an efficient working method to carry out in the limited 
time available the heavy responsibilities laid upon it. The spirit of 
close solidarity and of complete participation. on the part of all the 
member countries on a footing of equality in the common task of the 
comite agreed by all to be the basis on which the comite wld carry on 
its work.”
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| _ Editorial Note 7 

At the conclusion of their first series of meetings, the 12 members 

of the Temporary Council Committee had agreed to create an Execu- 

tive Bureau of three members which would be assisted by a Screening 

and Costing Committee (SCC), chaired by General Joseph T. 

McNarney of the United States Air Force. Aided by Sigurd Nielsen, 

Secretary of the TCC, General McNarney was instructed to appoint 

a staff and to formulate plans for operating this committee. For the 

text of General McNarney’s speech to the opening session of the SCC, 

which was held in Paris on October 20, see telegram Har 109, 

October 21, page 327. On October 26 the SCC was reorganized to in- 

clude a fourth member representing a nation other than the three on 

the Executive Bureau; the new group was redesignated the Screening 

and Costing Staff (SCS). | - 

One week after the decision was made to create the SCC, the Execu- 

tive Bureau decided to appoint another committee to assist in the 

compilation and analysis of the economic and financial data gathered 

on each NATO member country. This working group, the Temporary 

Economie Analysis Staff, was largely comprised of personnel bor- | 

rowed from the OEEC and NATO Secretariats and was to assist the 

Executive Bureau until December 1, 1951. This completed the formal _ 

structure of the TCC and its subordinate groups. The majority of 

the recommendations were to be made by the Executive Bureau, which 

was aided by its working groups, and these recommendations were 

then to be reviewed by the full TCC at periodic meetings to be held 

approximately every two weeks. | 

According to telegram Repna circular 1 from Paris, October 18, all 

telegrams sent from the TCC headquarters in Paris were to use the 

series indicator “Repto,” which was normally used for ECA cables, 

and were to note in the first line of the text that they were from the 

“TSDel TCC”; the series indicator “Repsec” was no longer to be used 

for TCC telegrams. The distribution in Washington for all TCC com- 

munications was to include the Department of State, the Department | 

of Defense, the Bureau of the Budget, the Economic Cooperation. 

Administration, and the Office of the Director of the Mutual Security 

Agency. (740.5/10-13851) |
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840.00-FA/9-2451 7 | | 
Memorandum by the Deputy Director of Mutual Defense Assistance 

(Ohly) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET [Wasuineton,] October 13, 1951. 
| Subject: Attached Reply ? to the President’s Letter of September 24, 

1951.8 

Discussion: | 
_ _Ina letter to you dated September 24, 1951, the President requested | 

that the International Security Affairs Committee re-examine the esti- | 
mated dollar assistance needs of the Western European countries, | 
consider various possible means of providing such assistance, and de- 
velop a fully coordinated plan for military and economic aid to | 
Western Europe during fiscal 1952. The President requested a reply : 
by October 12. A copy of the President’s letter is attached at Tab A. 

The member agencies of ISAC—together with the Bureau of the : 
Budget and other interested agencies—have carefully studied the six 
specific points to which the President sought answers. However, it | 
has not been possible to respond fully to the Presidents letter pending | 
the completion of certain studies now under way in the Department 
of Defense. A further reply will be made when those studies have 
been completed. 

The studies on which the reply is based conclude that with the pro- 
vision of economic aid to Title I countries of $968,000,000, the 
Title I countries will be able to support defense expenditures of 
$11,209,000,000. On the other hand, if U.S. dollar assistance of 
$1,836,000,000 is provided, the defense effort of Title I countries can 
be increased to $12,456,000,000. Thus, an increase in European defense | 
effort of $1,247,000,000 can be obtained by an increase in U.S. aid of 
$868,000,000. Any increase in dollar assistance over the amount appro- 
priated for economic aid would come from such devices as offshore 
procurement of military end-items, transfer of funds (up to 10 per- 
cent) from end-item authorizations to economic aid authorizations, 
etc. : | 

The reply to the President also recognizes that in view of the trend 
of the United Kingdom financial situation it might be necessary to 
finance—in some fashion—United Kingdom imports in an amount 
estimated at $300,000,000. | 
Recommendation: i C 

That you sign the letter to the President at Tab B. 

* Drafted by William J. Sheppard of S/ISA. Sent through the Executive Secre- 
tariat with concurrences by EUR, E, Treasury, Defense, ECA, and Harriman. 

* Not printed; it was approved by Secretary Acheson and sent to the White 
House on October 16. | | 

* Ante, p. 284.
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740.5/9-2451 : Telegram 

The Secretary of State to the United States Deputy Representative 

on the North Atlantic Council (Spofford) , at London * 

SECRET WasHINGTON, October 15, 1951—8: 08 p. m. 

Todep 242. Re D—D (51) 248 ? and Depto 3743 | | 

1. Our goals are to (a) push implementation Ottawa infrastructure 

agreement with utmost speed (b) put NAT countries on notice of 

necessity in immed future considering ways and means of our com- 

plying with policy concerning taxes reflected in Sec 521 MSA Act 
1951.4 

A. Without specifically relating it to Ottawa agreement, you shld 
make frank presentation of situation which has arisen as result of 
Sec 521 MSA Act and indicate this is matter of concern to all NAT 
‘nations because of its relationship not only to present but also future 
aid legis. . 

B: At Ottawa this problem had not emerged in its present form. We 

are nevertheless faced with present situation and we know other 

nations will join withus in seeking solution that will not delay im- 

plementing infrastructure urgently required. The situation is one 

which other NAT countries must face realistically as matter of self- __ 

‘interest. | | 
C. You shld state studies are being conducted in US to ascertain 

types of taxes covered by statutory prohibition and to recommend 
appropriate procedures to comply with Congressional intent. We hope 

to have further details on this at very early date. However, as each 
country has different tax problem, arising from tax structure and tax 
laws, matter does not appear susceptible of multilateral approach, 
nor wld multilateral approach provide adequately speedy solution. 
It is our conviction such details can be developed in due course and 
must not be allowed delay estab procedure per para E this tel. The 
accomplishment of second-slice projects, supported by internat] financ- 
ing, is no more than start of infrastructure program and will overlap 

further infrastructure projects which will arise in near future. This 
aspect of problem shld therefore be considered as small aspect of prob- 

lem of total effort to meet MTDP. | : 

D. As earnest of US desire to minimize difficulties and delays, US | 

is prepared to meet any reasonable calls by SHAPE for financial ad- 

1Drafted by Joseph J. Wolf of the Office of European Regional Affairs and 
eleared with Ernst of Defense, Henning of Treasury, Yingling of L/EUR, 
Tannenwalt of the Executive Office of the President, and Hefner of EUR; 
repeated to Paris for MacArthur, Harriman, Schuyler, and Tomlinson, to Wies- 
baden for Norstad, and to Heidelberg for Handy.. 

2 Transmitted in telegram 1713 to Paris, September 20, p. zol. 
® Dated September 24, p. 286.. | 
“For the text of Public Law 165, see 65 Stat. 373. For documentation concern- 

ing the Mutual Security Program, see vol. 1, pp. 266 ff.
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vances, subj to exception of taxes, under fol procedure, which we 
| | believe will be most expedient. 7 SLSR OUR 8 

| E. To permit speedy application of financing arrangement set forth 
in D-D(51)248, US believes SHAPE fiscal system shld be utilized 
and CD participation in these details minimized therefore. Accord- 
ingly, SHAPE shld be instructed estab and put into operation pro- 

| cedures as may be advisable subj review by Budget Comite and 

| - approval by CD. US believes essential maintain central admin over 
| expenditure subj funds and specifically agrees with functions B,C 
| | and D, para 4 reftel. Re function D, shld be clear SHAPE will be no 
| more than paying agent for respective contributing nations. (FYI 
| only rpt only, this is to provide for bilateral arrangements not involv- | 
| ing SHAPE re taxes.) As to para 4A, believe this covered by para 7 

of D-~D(51)248. Procedure shld accord generally with existing fiscal 
| procedures for admin budget insofar as applicable, with adjustments 
| as necessary. | eo, | oo 
! _ 4° FYT only, in interim, until SHAPE has time to estab mechanics, 
| believe Fr Govt will be prepared continue make advances and in 
| contemplation this, US is developing basis for entering into bilateral 
| base right negots with Fr at earliest possible date. This based on state- 
| ment Mayer to Pace at Ottawa of his pleasure over agreement which 

obviated need his applying Octicutoff. a 
5. FYI only, implications Sec 521 are very broad and we feel every 

| caution must be taken so as to abide by and not to commit beyond 
po Congressional intent. We urge you to spare no effort to have other 

Deps realize seriousness of implications this tax point which wld be 

aggravated shld they not.agree to above proposals. 
6. Unless you perceive major objections to foregoing procedure as 

_ ss means obtain goalsparail,youshld pursuesoonest. = 9 
_ | a AcHESON 

°No paragraphs 2 and 3 in source text. a ee 

- S/ISA files, lot 52-26,D-4/15 7 

The Director of International Security Affairs (Cabot) to the | 
Assistant to the Secretary of Defense for International Security 
Affairs (Nash) ae 

TOP SECRET | s,s Wasuineron, October 16, 1951.] 

Dear Mr. Nasu: I refer to your letter of September 10, 1951, 
relating to the furnishing of supporting information to the United 

- 1 This document and a cover sheet were circulated as ISAC D-4/15 of Oc- | 
tober 16, 1951. er | | : 

* Not printed, but see footnote 2 to the memorandum of September 5, p. 264. : 
536-688 PT 1—80-—23
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States Deputy Representative to the Standing Group on the financial 

and economic factors of the United States position on “Closing the 

Gap”. | | | i 

- The ISAC analysis and conclusions concerning the economic con- 

siderations involved in the United States position are contained in 

ISAC D-4/8, a copy of which is attached for Admiral Wright's 

snformation. The conclusions were subject to revision in light of 

political and military considerations. It is understood that the study 

was forwarded to the Joint Chiefs of Staff for their consideration 1n 

the development of the United States position. _ | 

In view of the fact that the study was based on an “initial” United 

States position on country force contributions to the Medium Term 

Defense Plan, ISAC recommends that Admiral Wright be advised to 

reply to inquiries thereto along the following general lines: _ 

qa. The initial United States view on increased force contributions 

was primarily based on military considerations. - | 

6. The military allocations were subjected to a rough United States 

unilateral economic feasibility analysis which indicates that the pro- 

gram was generally possible under certain assumptions which seemed 

reasonable at the time. | | | a | 

c. The United States recognized that a detailed feasibility analysis 

of force contributions should be undertaken in the appropriate NATO 

bodies. This analysis should be satisfied by the work of the TCC in 

response to NAC resolution C7—D/9 [C7—-D/19].* 

- Sincerely yours, | Tuomas D. Casor 

 S1SA0 D-4/8, “Economic Analysis of the Allocation of the MTDP ‘Gap’ to 
European Countries,” June 25, 1951, is not printed. For information concerning 7 

this ISAC paper, see the letter from Cabot to Marshall of June 25, p. 205. 

4For documentation concerning this North Atlantic Council. resolution, see 

telegram Secto 23 from Ottawa, September 19, pp. 677 ff. oe . | — 

740.5/10-1251 : Telegram wees 

The Secretary of State to the United States Deputy Representative on | 

the North Atlantic Council (Spofford) , at London* 

SECRET _ ‘Wasuineron, October 17, 1951—6 : 36 p. m. 

_ -Todep 246. Re Depto 447 rpt Paris 695.2 In view TCC exercise in 

which inflation one of many problems being considered, and in view 

of desirability of affording Eur countries minimum excuses to cloak 

7 Drafted by Robert H. Kranich of the Office of European Regional Affairs and 

cleared with Ernst of Defense, Paul of ECA, Knight of RA, Schelling of the 

Executive Office of the President, Camp of RA, Barger of HE, and Beale of BNA; 

repeated to Paris for USDel TCC. " 

2Not printed; it requested the Department of State’s position on whether or 

. not the problem of inflation should. be discussed at the Highth Session of the 

North Atlantic Council which was to be held in Rome in N ovember (740.5/ 

10-1251). | | | a
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| disinclinations toward greater def efforts, we are inclined here to 
| doubt usefulness of discussion problem inflation at ministerial level 

| | at Rome mtg. Even if inflation is not agenda item we can expect con- 

| siderable reference to problem in context country positions re magni- 

tude efforts. As fear inflation already haunts Europeans we believe 
| U.S. need not highlight question and that general discussion in NAC 

| | purely on this aspect of defense problem might give undue weight to 

| this limiting factor. We believe TCC appropriate forum where infla- 

| tion will continue to be considered as one of obvious key elements in 

| arriving at NAT program acceptable from political and economic 
| as well as military view points. Also should be noted U.S. position 

on inflation being prepared for presentation at Gen Assembly UN. 

| Background material will be available for TCC and at hand for Rome 

mtgifmeeded. | — a 

| : 740.5/10-1751: Telegram | I oe oo 

The United States Deputy Representative on the North Atlantic 
Council (Spofford) to the Secretary of State+ 

| CONFIDENTIAL | | Lonpon, October 17, 1951—8 p. Mm. 

| ~ Depto 465. North Atlantic community WG? today had free in- 

| formal discussion of coordination of foreign policy with Bryn lead- 
| ing discussion at Chairman’s request. Discussion followed 8 headings: 

(1) Seope, (2) machinery and (3) Lange’s suggestion at Ottawa that 

| Parliaments be associated in some way with NATO. | | 
| Bryn felt present pooling of military forces made high degree of 

| political coordination necessary. Interests of most members outside 

! North Atlantic area and preoccupation of all with Soviet policy, in- 

| tentions, and actions made it difficult to fix geographical limit and | 

| primary criteria as to appropriateness of subjects shld be degree of 
common concern. Fol points were made in ensuing discussion: NATO 

| shld avoid infringement on UN jurisdiction although common poli- 
cies and action in support of UN purposes and principles cld help 

| UN. Larger powers might feel smaller were seeking to limit their 
: freedom if range of topics too wide. Greater powers had widest range 

of responsibilities but most members had particular interest in one 

1 Repeated to Paris. - | | | 
* The Working Group. of the Committee on the North Atlantic Community held 

| its organizational meeting on October 16 in London; a record of this meeting is 
| contained in telegram Depto 462 from London, October 16 (740.5/10-1651). The 
| committee was a result of a decision made at the Seventh Session of the North 
: Atlantie Council in Ottawa on September 20 which established a Ministerial 

Committee to study the future development of the North Atlantic Community. 
| * 68 jesolution can be found in telegram Secto 29 from Ottawa, September 20,
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or another problem. Countries, whether large or small, with most mo 

direct interest in particular problem shld take lead in proposing it | 

and in ensuing consideration. Most topics wld probably relate in some 

way to Soviet threat but development of North Atlantic community 

in non-military fields might lead to possible discussion of policies _ 

within community, not merely negative in sense of seeking to avoid — 

or remove difficulties between members but in positive sense of promot- 

ing stability and well-being. It was consensus that Ministers shld not 

attempt precisely to define scope of matters for coordination but 

that criteria shld include importance to objectives of NAT, degree of 

common concern, and likelihood of need for agreed action. It was also 
recognized that while this subj was included in terms of reference of 

committee of five, it was also included in Deps terms of reference and 
already in process of development. Accordingly Deps shld continue 

to develop it currently and comite of five might be able to report at 
| Rome on concrete action taken as well as proposals for future. | 

On machinery, it was agreed that the Deps shld be regular primary 
instrument but that Council shld play important role and diplomatic _ | 

| and other channels shld also be used. a | 
Fol points were made: Maximum objective was such harmonization 

of policies and such common action as wld best.serve common interest. 

Minimum objective was to assure that action or policy by one did not 

adversely affect common interest. All available means shld be used to 

this end, primarily Council and Deps, but members govts shld also 

make conscious effort to consult other partners through diplomatic 

channels as appropriate in order to facilitate coordinated policy and 

action. Since degree of interest of members in particular questions 

wld vary widely, it might be desirable for those most directly inter- _ 

ested to consult among themselves through any channel, at any time 

in process. At same time undue degree of prior agreement (such asin — 

Big Three mtgs results of which others learned from press) shld be 

avoided. Objective was solidarity of all twelve and this required that 

all concerned be at least kept informed. Spirit of teamwork which 

Deps had developed was valuable, and they and initial staff shld be 

utilized to present for consideration by govts agreed presentation of 

particular problems, facts,andissuesinvolved. | a 

Belg raised question of whether comite of five shld not merely be 

made permanent but given task of substantive preparation for Coun- 

cil mtgs. All others objected on grounds this was Deps task and com- 

position of comite of five unsuitable. It was agreed that while comite 

report shld include recommendation as to its future existence, terms 

of ref and composition, possibility of its use in substantive preparation | 

for Council shld be raised only as query. : | | 

In introducing question of associating Parliaments with NAT, Bryn 

stated his govt had nothing specific in mind but felt strongly necessity
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for parliamentary and public support for NATO objectives, policies, _ 
: and decisions, and had noticed in its own Parliament marked differ- | 
| _ ence in attitude between those reps who had been at Strasbourg or 
| otherwise participated in mtgs with foreign reps as compared to those 
| | members of Parliament who had not. Two possibilities were: (1) In- 
| clusion of Parliamentarians on Council delegations as was done with 
! UN delegations or (2) something like Council of Eur. On first, he 
! _ felt present size of Council required streamlining of procedures and 
| enlargement of delegations shld accordingly not present such problem. 
| He believed this question shld be brought before Council at Rome 

| although it might wellnot beansweredthere | | 
! Fol points made in discussion: Duplication of, or adverse effects 
| on, Council of Eur shld be avoided. NATO was a governmental — 
| _ rather than parliamentary org. Educational effect on Parliamentar- 
| | ians of travel and discussion with foreigners undeniable as in case 

! _ of recent Eur visits from US Senate and House. Council of Eur 
| might, following association of US and Canadian Parliaments, be- 
| come Council of North Atlantic area. : | : 
| Some form of North Atlantic interparliamentary association or 
| ad hoc mtgs of Parliamentarians might be practical. Substantive 
| discussion by Parliamentarians at Council of Eur was irresponsible 
| and often ill informed. NATO’s work was diplomatic and technical 
| and Parliamentarians wld make decisions more difficult. Parliamen- 
| tarians were tending increasingly to infringe on proper functions of 
| executive in foreign policy and this shld be resisted. Ministers shld 

conduct foreign policy and keep their Parliaments informed. On other 
| hand, NATO. ministerial decisions were not enough without parlia- 
| _ mentary and public support. Governmental systems varied widely. | 
| US and Neth Ministers were not parliamentarians. Most Belg and 
| some Nor Ministers were. 7 
| Council of Eur had advantages of educational effect and stimula- 

tion of idea of unity but disadvantage of irresponsibility and lack of 
| competence. Problem for NATO was to secure advantages without 
| disadvantages. This in turn created problem of securing parliament- 
! ary support without impeding proper ministerial freedom of deci- 
| sion. It was agreed that this was one problem which merited discussion 
| and wld obviously require further careful study by WG, comite of | 
| fiveand Council, > a | 

| _ At conclusion Bryn stated that since he wld be away for next week, 
he wld like to go beyond topic of today’s discussion. He said problem 

| was not merely one of coordination of policy but of developing effec- 
tive common action. In long run this wld require institutional changes. _ 
Stikker had spoken at Ottawa of Atlantic federation as something 
which was obviously not for today but which shld not be excluded as
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possible future objective. Nor, from point of view of geography and 

interests, considered Atlantic framework in which it, UK, US, and 

Canada all participated on equal footing most suitable framework | 

for development of closer association between it and other countries. — 

This was view of Nor Parliament as well as govt and Nor wld be pre- 

pared to go at least as far and as fast as maj ority of NATO members. 

| SPOFFORD _ 

740.5 MAP/10-1951 : Telegram oe | 

The Acting United States Special Representative in Europe (Porter) 

to the Acting Administrator for Economic Cooperation (Bisselt)* 

SECRET | PRIORITY Parts, October 19, 1951—5 p. m. 

Repto 5257.ToISA. > a Oo - , 

Subj: Division of US aid for 1951-1952 and related “burden- — 

sharing” decisions. | a | a 

1. We are convinced that total NATO position will be better from 

US standpoint if 1951-1952 division of US aid can be carried out 

predominantly in multilateral framework, and in conjunction with 

other “burden-sharing” decisions, especially re Belg. Main reasons are 

(a) that US has previously invited multilateral recommendations re 

distribution of aid, especially in its sponsorship of WG-12 and FEB, 

and in its endorsement of FEB recommendations at Ottawa; (b) that 

US position in TCC will be improved if we now demonstrate clearly 

our intention to deal multilaterally; and (¢) most important, our 

sincere desire to treat common problems on a multilateral basis when- 

ever possible. | | Oo Oo 

2. We realize Wash is proceeding with plans for bilateral discus- 

sions. However, believe that with timing appropriate to problems _ 

raised by TCC operation, and with careful staff preparation, we can 

get much better results from US standpoint by combination bilateral 

and multilateral approaches as developed below. __ 

8. Our main concern about multilateral consideration at this time 

has been that reopening 1952 aid question in FEB within next few 

weeks wld have depressing effect on TCC operation. This because 

under present circumstances each Eur country’s presentation to FEB 

will probably be a recital of weaknesses designed to show need for 

US aid proportionately greater than that of any other country. For - 

this reason, we have concluded that multilateral discussions shld not 

now take place. Furthermore, personnel, both Eur and US, for FEB 

exercise wld be required for next few weeks for TCC operation. oe 

1 Repeated to London. co
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| 4, There wld be also good reasons for delaying purely bilateral as 
| alternative to multilateral negotiations: _ EE 

(a) Chief one is that US position not yet clear on such crucial ques- 
tions as amount of economic aid available; substitutability (if any) 
by countries between economic and end-item aid; criteria for, and 
amount of, offshore purchases; negotiation objectives re intra-Kur aid; 

| Canadian aid.. | . 7 
| (6) Of almost equal importance is confusion which wld result 
| from simultaneous discussions in TCC and in country capitals of 
| questions re magnitude of effort and levels of aid. Realize these ques- 
| _ tions can be logically separate—1.e., TCC applies to long-term whereas 
| country negotiations wld deal with 1952 only—but believe almost in-. 
| evitably there wld be serious conflicts. ae oe 
| (c) TCC decisions will probably have some influence on 1951/1952 
| “burden-sharing”. oo - 
| (d) Data submitted to TCC, especially on rate of actual expendi- | 
| tures, will have important bearing on US 1951/1952 decisions. 
| , 

: ' 5. It appears to us that all above objections wld disappear if we 
| decided to have multilateral consideration by FEB, but postpone this 
: until TCC operation has reached point where there is community of | 
| opinion (not necessarily with specific agreement) on (a) general mag- 
| nitude of mil job to be done and (0) limited extent to which US itself 
| can be expected to fill financial gap (we assume, of course, that US. 
, position can be clarified by then). We now tentatively set such time as 
| Nov 15-19 after TCC has completed country examinations and has 
| SCC report. - - ae 

6. Believe, therefore, we can safely put 1951-1952 questions to FEB 

| on about Nov 19, setting Dec 2 or 9 as deadline for FEB recommenda- 

| tions to US. If as late as mid-Nov it appears that TCC operations 
| are off schedule, we can move FEB dates forward. ee 
| 7. Realize that some bilateral approach will serve US interests, 
| not only in helping to meet commitments to some countries (e.g., Fr 

| and Italy) but also in arriving at general areas of agreement. Recom- 

| mend beginning bilateral discussions in country capitals as soon as 

! we are ready. These discussions wld have limited objective of inform- 
| ing the individual countries: oe | 

| (a) Of our intention to have multilateral negotiations re distribu- 
, tion of US aid and of our hope that multilateral decisions will be 

reached which we can follow in consistency with our statutory and 
policy obligations; = - . | 

| _(6) To make clear to each country the general objectives of the US | 
; aid program with respect.to that country ; 
| (c) Inform each country of our thinking (based on our best cur- 
| rent analysis of their presently known programs and those submitted 
| to TCC) re estimated dol receipts from US mil, infrastructure, re- 
| ceipts from off-shore purchases, and our thoughts as to allocation of 

direct economic aid and general levels of mil expenditures with which 
they are associated ; |
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; All of above to be carefully hedged by repeated refs to point (a2) 
above. ne 

(2d) To get fullest possible understanding of countries’ problems 
and attitudes. | rr 

8. Between now and about Nov 15 we shld firm up US positions 

which now appear to us to be somewhat unclear (see para 3(a)). 

Consider it extremely important from our standpoint that US enter — 

| multilateral discussions with very clear notions as to US objectives 

and limits both in TCC and re 1952 division of aid and burden-sharing. 
9. This message not concerned with those continuing bilateral dis- 

cussions and negotiations which relate to our continuing responsibility 

to see that US contribution is provided in full accordance with US 

objectives and policies. 
10. US dep, please comment.” | = 

| a | Porrer | 

In telegram Depto 485 from London, October 20, Spofford endorsed the general - 7 
approach outlined in the source text and agreed that the “firm US drive behind 

TCC as multilateral method for reconciling mil requirements with politico-econ 

capabilities wld seem to be somewhat contradicted if we concurrently acted only 
bilaterally in allocating [19]52 aid.” (740.5/10-2051) 

Military cable files, lot 52-246, TCC, 1951: Telegram | | 

The Chairman of the Temporary Council Committee (Harriman) to 
the Acting Administrator for Economie Cooperation (Bissell) 

SECRET | | Parts, 20 October 1951—10 p. m. 

- Repto 5286. Personal from Harriman. Army pass Defense for 
Lovett. For Acheson, ‘Lovett, Snyder, Wilson, Lawton and Bissell 
eyes only. I can understand that there are some major questions of 
principle raised for US by TCC questionnaires.’ In resolving these | 

questions I am sure you will have in mind that US leadership in NATO 

is essential for the attainment of security for the North Atlantic Area, 

so vital to our own, and in fact for the success of General Eisenhower’s 

mission. The possibility of obtaining effective results from TCC will | 

, depend directly upon whether we give adequate information, not only 

because of the value of the information per se, but in order to set a | 

pace for real effort from other countries. I realize that since we are _ 

in a different position from other countries, our answers in some cases _ 

cannot be as full as we expect and need from others. It is accepted, | 

because of the nature of TCC, that the info submitted consists of 

. 1This is a reference to a detailed questionnaire which was sent by the TCC to 

gall member countries in NATO requesting that information about their military 

and economic capabilities be given to the TCC by October 25. The circular tele- 

ma io of October 15, not printed, is in the Military cable files, lot 52-246,
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| estimates to which no country can be committed. TCC will in my 
opinion fail if we adopt the role of Inspector General, rather than 
-one of a participant in a common undertaking. | Bn 

Military cable files, lot 52-246, TCC, 1951 ; Telegram ee ee 

The Chairman of the Screening and Costing Committee (McNarney) 
| oe | to the Secretary of Defense (Lovett) So 

. 

, SECRET | Parts, 21 October 1951. 

| Har 109. This messageisTopent2intwoparts. 

| Opening statement by Chairman? Se a | 
_ The sense of urgency and willingness to delve into a difficult situa- 
tion—that is the keynote of the TCC and of the SCC. If a listing 

| were made of the attributes we must possess to accomplish the task 
| before us, I am certain the list would be lengthy. Paramount among 
| our qualifications must be cooperation and understanding. Let me say 
| at the outset that our overall task is a 12 nation task and therefore 
| its accomplishment will require the cooperation and understanding 
| of the 12 nations. I wish to welcome the representatives of the North 
| Atlantic Organization countries on that basis. 7 
| Although this is my first opportunity to be a member of the treaty 

organization it is not my first contact with North. Atlantic Treaty 

| Organization affairs. Those of us in Washington who are involved in 
defense programs are well aware of this important segment in the 

| world wide preparations to resist any aggression. I have watched the 

steady development of North Atlantic Treaty Organization defense 
| planning and am keenly aware of the importance of achieving its 

| stated objectives. There can be no doubt in our minds of the require- 
| ment to complete an effective defense of the North Atlantic com- 

munity. I mention this lest there be any thought towards representing 

| the temporary costing committee and screening and costing committee 

_ endeavors as evidence of hesitancy or indecision to reach our goal. _ 

| Such is obviously not the case. Our work will center on clarification 
| and discernment of problems so that North Atlantic Treaty Organiza- 

tion can quickly reach decisions that will make present defense efforts 
even moreeffective. => | Pe RS 

? Telegrams from General MeN arney and his staff were sent to the Secretary 
| of Defense through the facilities of SACEUR in Paris and bore the series indi- 
| cator “Har”; copies of some of these cables are in a special lot file in the Depart- 
| ment of State entitled the Military cable files, lot 52-246. | . 

2 This opening statement by General McN arney was presented at the first | 
formal meeting of the Screening and Costing Committee of the TCC which met 

| on October 20. For information concerning the committee’s origins, see the 
editorial note, p. 316. — | oe os |
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_ [have had an advantage over others associated in this present work 
by being able to meditate on the problems before somewhat in advance. 
I have also had the opportunity of discussing certain aspects of our 
problem with the Standing Group in Washington. This has led me 
to an initial, but still tentative, conclusion as the particular direction 
this committee should take. Our basic task is to further progress in | 
reaching agreed North Atlantic Organization strategic objectives. A 
medium term defense plan that is effective and attainable is the spe- 
cific goal I have in mind. Our task is not to change this plan in its 
objectives, but to suggest ways and means by which the fundamental 
military strength inherent in the plan can be secured. This is a very 
difficult task, but it is an old and familar one. In peacetime military 
planning, it is usually habitual to absorb within the plan costly proj- 
ects created through uncertainties and difficulties which in peacetime, 

seem insurmountable. | 
We are prone to overestimate, but rarely to underestimate our | 

requirements for one or more of the millions of items or the millions 
of men that are required for raising, maintaining and fighting a mili- 
tary machine. In addition to our common North Atlantic Treaty 
Organization problems, each country has its own military establish- 
ment problems which in the aggregate may well consume an even 
greater portion of our total resources than those devoted to purely 
North Atlantic Treaty Organization problems. The inevitable trend 
is to produce very large requirements which are difficult, if not im- 
possible to attain short of total mobilization. I believe, frankly, that 
is our present situation. 

The creation of the temporary council committee and the screening 
| and costing committee under the North Atlantic Treaty Organization 

concept deals with the old problem in a somewhat new and different 
manner, but that is the end of the novelty. Since it is an old problem, 
one with which most of us have had previous experience, I am sure 
that we can agree that the way to a solution is as clear as it has been 
in the past: In times of scarcity it is necessary to see to it that men, 
money and materials be put to the most effective use and to resort 

| to priorities and to allocations of our available resources if we are | 

to reach our primary objective. Bes, 7 
I have previously cabled my general views to Mr Harriman and 

I trust that you have had an opportunity to learn of them. I do not 

foresee any easy road to settling the problem facing the screening 

and costing committee. As I told Mister Harriman, any routine han- 

dling of this situation would end in failure. In fact, if it were routine 

in nature it would be within the capability of each nation to accom- 

plish its share of the total problem. But, obviously, that has not yet 

been fully accomplished and each country or the countries collectively, 

must receive further guidance. It is not our role to be a voice of
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; authority in making such decisions. It is our role, however, to be @. 
voice of authority in making recommendations. I propose that from. 
the very beginning here, now, at this meeting, each consideration that. 

| we make be aimed specifically at practical, professional recommenda- 

tions which will accomplish some portion of our objective. We must. 
not be led down the side-streets of theoretical discussion, however 

| invaluable or enjoyable that may be. We are not here to promote 

| efficiency alone, or to recommend variations in theoretical patterns. 
| We are here for only one purpose—and that is to make practical, 
| specific recommendations which, if carried out, would in many ways 
| directly contribute to obtaining the primary objectives. 

It will be impossible for us to do our work with any degree of popu- ~ 
| larity. Realizing this, I have disassociated myself from our own mili- 
| tary planners. I do not mean that we consider ourselves above our 

national or North Atlantic Treaty Organizations planners, for our 
| recommendations must finally be acceptable to them, but that we must 
| be without prejudice. We need more than a fresh viewpoint. We need 
| a determination to break through and separate out points of interest. 
| Our mission is a special one. Based upon my own experience, I believe 
| it can best be solved by searching out the major problem areas where 
| economies can be realized without reducing military effectiveness or 

where military effectiveness can be enhanced without increased cost. 
| We must take into account as best we can our total military. Other © 
| matters of the agenda to table the initial thinking of my staff on 
| problem areas I believe we should investigate. I ask that you study 

) these and be prepared to consider at our next meeting a certain number 
| of these objectives to permit this committee to proceed. These papers 
| have been prepared in quick fashion, but I am convinced that, though 
| the working may be rough in these staff papers, the objectives are 
| sound. I therefore ask your very serious consideration so that we may 
| be prepared to outline an immediate work program. 

As Chairman, I would like to make a few statements on procedure 
for meetings of the screening and costing committee. It is obvious 

| that our work be informal and conducted within a limited group— | 
| otherwise we shall not get ahead. Until developments indicate other- 
| wise, I suggest daily sessions of the screening and costing committee 
! beginning at 1000 hours. At these first sessions I visualize discussions 
| between the screening and costing committee and the responsible team 

of the staff on selected problem areas with a view to initiating screen- 
| ing and costing committee action by correspondence to appropriate 
| North Atlantic Treaty Organization agencies and countries. I desire to 
| limit attendance at these working meetings to the minimum. When dis- 
| cussions by the screening and costing committee concern problem areas 

of particular significance to an individual country, I will specifically 
| request that the country representative to the screening and costing
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committee be present. I therefore ask that country representatives be 

‘available on reasonably short notice. Under normal procedures screen- 

‘ing and costing committee action, in seeking information from individ- | 

-ual countries, will be accomplished through the country representa- 

-tives. I trust that they are prepared to assist us fully and that screening 

and costing committee may rely on them to take the necessary action — 

| involved. From time to time, as sufficient progress is made, I shall 

call for general meetings in order that the respective views of each na- 

tion may be presented and shared by all. . | : 

Part 2: | | 

Proposed work program for SCO, statement by the Chairman. — 

When I was first appointed to this committee I informed Mr Harri- 

‘man that it was of the utmost importance that the SCC begin its work 

upon convening and that it was my hope that SCC would get into 

matters of substance without delay. My understanding of the schedule 

of the TCC leads the conclusion that within two weeks the SCC must 

make an initial report, that within a month the SCC must have com- 

pleted a substantial portion of its task. Let us not be under any illu- 

sions that every aspect of our work can meet such a schedule. However, 

I do believe that important conclusions backed by sound facts can, 

indeed must, be achieved. With your agreement I propose we set about. 

our business with that objective. a 

T would like to spend a few minutes on outlining the probable nature 

of our program, as I see it. I would like to have the benefit of your 

views either today or at the next meeting. — oo | 

I have proposed that the SCC staff be composed of 4 basic teams: : 

Force Analysis, Logistics, Budget and Costing. Their titles represent _ | 

the professional scope of our work. In some fields it will be difficult — 

to distinguish the work to be done by such titles, but I have suggested _ 

this division because of the apparent sequence in which our type of 

analytical task must beapproached. CO 

In military planning the basic step is the determination of forces 

required. The strategic concept which engendered the MTDP forces 

has been set for us. The tedious process of compiling the essential _ 

combat forces required to support the strategic objective has been 

accomplished and a revised proposal on major units has been issued 

recently by the Standing Group. The broad operational planning task 

has been accomplished. But there is yet another task concerning forces 

that has not been done which I feel is the mission of the first-mentioned 

team—the Force Analysis Team—this requirement is the technical 

review of the compilation of force requirements to discover ways and 

means of reducing the inevitable high cost of major plans and of pro- 

moting the most efficient utilization of troops to accomplish the neces-
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| | | 
| sary tasks. I propose to touch on this aspect in detail at an early 

meeting, | Cl cag F oe | 

| After a measure has been secured of the required forces the next 
| step is obviously the requirement to equip and supply them, as well as 

the ability to do so. I know that each country has planned this in 
| detail. However a cardinal principle in NATO is the promotion of 
| efficiency through more effective use of our overall allied resources. | 
| The fact that NATO plans have not yet been refined makes it even | 
p more necessary to inspect the possibilities of eliminating duplications, 
| errors and faulty assumptions in logistics planning. There can be little | 

doubt but that in the early phases of our combined operations there 
| is much room for improvement in the logistics field. : ; . 
| - Having established force and logistics requirements from the mili- _ 

tary viewpoint there is the detailed analysis and review of their trans- 
lation into and procurement of the end items necessary to equip, 
maintain and operate the forces both in peace and war. I term 

this the budget review, or the defense ministry type of action. I con- 
| sider this a most important aspect of the SCC operations. _ a 

- After the above 3 actions have been accomplished we are ready to 
proceed with the important task of “costing” the military require- 

! ments. This is the work of the Costing Team. They have two principal | 
| fields of operations : The costing of the revised MTDP and the analysis 
! of probable savings, if recommendations by the SCC were to be carried 
| out. In the last analysis the SCC mission is intended to provide a 
| -- measure of economy and we must be able to demonstrate the worth of 

| our recommendations. ae aE ee eS | 
| The orderly method suggested above cannot be followed very pre- 

| cisely but it appears to be the basic pattern. The TCC requires an early 

| assessment of the financial implications in the revised MTDP. It will 
! be necessary to proceed at once with certain aspects of the costing 

exercise. I have had my staff draw up certain proposals on this. = 

| The complexity of our task and the need to tie in with the TCC 

| requires a work program of a flexible but yet positive character. At 
this time I would propose the following tasks as those of first 

: importance; ne | we 

| qa. An immediate rough assessment of the cost of the revised MTDP 
| by November 5. | oe | 
| b. A constructive series of questionnaires to NATO agencies and 
| countries designed to provide information in the costing assessment 

as well as the details of present defense programs. Some of this has 
| already been accomplished. | | Oo 
| e. Select certain major fields of investigation wherein substantial 

| savings in material might be effected and reach tentative conclu- 
sions by November 5 on what recommendations could be made. | 

d. Isolate areas where insufficient information is obtainable in order 
that corrective measures can be initiated. _ : |
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At the close of this meeting I shall distribute to the SCC the pre- . 

liminary staff studies that I mentioned earlier. Are there any general _ 

comments, suggestions or questions on this aspect of our work? = | 

740.5/10—2251 : Telegram . a 

The United States Delegation on the Temporary Council Committee | 
to the Secretary of State+ 

CONFIDENTIAL PRIORITY Paris, October 22, 1951—noon. 

Repto 5296. Usdel TCC no. 22. Personal from Harriman for Perkins 

and Ohly State; Nash Defense; Bissell ECA. 

1. This is to comment on certain problems involving the relation- 

ship of foreign aid of NATO programs which have arisen during the 

early stages of TCC activities. I naturally do not intend to take firm 

positions on these matters without proper consideration of contending 

| factors, but wish to indicate some points which appear to me of great 

weight. | | 

| 2. In connection with the decisions on aid, especially economic aid, 

to the European NATO countries for 1951-52, we have apparently 

been party to several possibly conflicting understandings. 

(a) We took the lead in creating the working group of 12 and the 
FEB, with their specific responsibilities for recommending an equl- 
table distribution of the defense program for this fiscal year 3 

(6) We joined at Ottawa in endorsing the FEB recommending 
to push ahead rapidly with the “burden sharing” work for FY 1952; 

(c) We undertook, at least with the French and Italians and pos- 
sibly other countries, to set up bilateral negotiations in the European 
capitals late this month and early in November, with a view to deter- 
mining amounts of aid in relation to their several defense programs, 
together with any other appropriate specific bilateral understanding; __ 

(2) We joined in sponsoring the TCC. : | 

3. I am, of course, aware that certain elements of the aid program 

require special bilateral negotiation with each recipient, but to deter-— 

mine the amounts and conditions of aid solely through bilateral nego- 

tiation seems to me neither likely to produce the best results nor in 

keeping with our sponsorship of and repeated statements in support 

first of the FEB and now of the TCC. | 
4, In my judgment, to launch bilateral negotiations now designed 

to firm up aid commitments against specific defense program under- 

takings by the recipients would, even though limited to this fiscal 

year, seem to many of the Europeans to be pulling the rug out from 

under the TCC. While the TCC work is not focused on the short- 

1 Repeated to London personal for Spofford. | |
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term period, it must inevitably have a bearing on the character and 
scale of European defense efforts over the next few months as well as 
a longer period. | | | 

| 5. It follows that we should devise a means for putting the bilateral 
| and multilateral negotiations in proper relation, using the multilateral 

| forms (TCC and FEB) for the main determinations on size and | 
character of programs and amounts of aid, with bilateral arrange- 

| ments taking care of supplemental specific points and also filling any 

| necessary requirements. Without specifically endorsing Repto 5257,2 

! I request your careful attention to its recommendations as one means 
| of so doing. | | 

_ 6, A somewhat similar issue exists in relation to the DPB, which we 

| sponsored and subsequently appeared to have given far less effective 

| support. Def 84551,° is a welcome step in the right direction, but I 
believe that we must further review our policy on information to the 

| DPB and guidance from the DPB staff regarding offshore procure- 

| ment, not merely for the sake of doing favors to the DPB, but to make 

| _ use of the major contribution which its staff will have to offer if such 
| support is forthcoming. | | 

| ee a [Harriman] 

| 2 Dated October 19, p. 324. - : 
| * Not found in Department of State files. oy 

| 740.5/10-2651 Oo - 

Memorandum by Ridgway B. Knight of the Office of European 
| | a _ Legional Affairs+ | | 

; SECRET [Wasurtneton,] October 26, 1951. 

| Subject: Defense Reaction to Repto 5360 ? : - 

When I received Repto 5360 I immediately communicated with the 
| office of North Atlantic Treaty Affairs in Defense and spoke simul- 
| taneously to Capt. Matter and Mr. Ernst. Re submission of the mili- 
| tary stock-taking questionnaire I was informed that we could “expect” 
| to have an answer in complete form by the time Mr. Harriman re- 
| turned on Sunday but that. of course the dispatch of this answer 
| would be subject to a policy decision to be reached after Mr. Harri- 
| man’s return. . 

2 Copies of this memorandum, which was written for the files, were sent to 
| Perkins and Martin. | 
! ? Not printed; it contained recommendations by the U.S. Delegation on the 
| Temporary Council Committee concerning the composition of the U.S. representa- 

tives on the Executive Bureau which was to review the defense programs of the 
various member countries. These representatives would also be responsible for 
presenting a review of the U.S. defense program. (740.5/10-2451) i
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Re participation by Defense officially at the secretarial level in the | 
examination of the U.S. submission, it was apparent that the Depart- | 
ment of Defense is considerably troubled by the present multilateral 

orientation of our policy. I was told that Mr. Lovett wants to discuss 
with Mr. Harriman this entire problem and reference was also made 
to Repto 52963 and Depto 485 ¢ which endorsed the multilateral ap- 
proach in our 1952 aid negotiations. Furthermore, it appeared that _ 

Defense (and Mr. Lovett’s name was mentioned somehow in this con- 
nection) is concerned that we not give the TCC the impression that. 
it is deciding U.S. affairs for the U.S. It was also said that Defense 
did not like the implication of “the U.S. defending itself” in front of 
its NATO allies in view of the size of our contribution, etc., ete. 

| _In order to clear up Defense’s position at this level Tasked whether 

or not I could inform Mr. Gordon that (a) Mr. Lovett wished to. 
discuss with Mr. Harriman the policy aspects which may be causing 

him concern, and (6) whether I could say that a Defense representa- _ 
tive at the appropriate level would participate in the examination of 
the U.S. military submission. ee 
I received a categoric no to both questions. Thereupon, and after 

having so informed Messrs. Matter and Ernst, I spoke with Frank 

Nash who immediately agreed that both Mr. Lovett and Mr. Harriman 
should have a heart to heart talk and that either Mr. Pace or himself 

would participate in the examination of the U.S. position. Mr. Pace 

and Mr. Nash are arriving in London on November 8 and expect to 

| be in Paris on November 10.° Oo 
Notwithstanding the successful conversation with Frank Nash, I 

have reasons to believe, based on all my recent experiences with the 
Pentagon, that the position taken by Messrs. Ernst and Matter is not 
without foundation and that a talk between Messrs. Harriman and 
Lovett is much required. The essence of the problem is clear: The De- 
partment of Defense refuses to consider that our NATO relationship | 

and commitments could at any time modify U.S. decisions. Defense 
seems to adhere to the view that U.S. military decisions are exclusively 
arrived at unilaterally by the U.S. While no one in the U.S. Gov- | 
ernment would advocate a policy under which U.S. decisions would be | 
subordinate to NATO decisions, it seems imperative there be greater 
recognition of the direct importance of NATO to U.S. security and 
therefore greater importance placed on NATO decisions and 
recommendations. . a | | 

a Oo - Roewary B. Kyicur 

3 Supra. | OO oe a ee 

‘Not printed, but see footnote 2, p. 826. | oe, 
5 Pace and Nash were designated as members of the U.S. Delegation which 

-. was to attend the Sixth Session of the United Nations General Assembly in Paris 
and then the Highth Session of the North Atlantic Council in Rome.
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| ECA message files, FRC 53 A 278, box 88 | ote “ WERE | 

The Acting Administrator for Economic Cooperation (Bissell) to — 

the Acting United States Special Kepresentative m Lurope 

(Porter), at Paris oo | , 

SECRET § PRIORITY | Wasutneron, October 26, 1951—8:19 p. m. 

| Subject: FY 1952 Economic Aid Program | 

| ~ Reference: Repto 5257 ? a - . ) 7 

a Repto 5277 | | Ao es 

| — Repto 52964 me 
| |  Repto 538055 wee ge gh 

| Depto 485° eR 

| Torep 8081. To Harriman from Bissell. ee | 

| 1. Concur your view desirability carrying out 51/52 division in’ 
| multilateral framework so far as feasible and consistent with: _ 

| a Basic objective to achieve maximum defense effort by Eur coun-— 
tries, (We firmly committed as matter. Executive Branch policy and 
Congressional intent to use 52 aid as leverage to this end and have 

| given Congress country target figures which we under obligation to 
| trytoattain.) Oo os 
| 6. Necessity providing Eur govts with early firm aid assurances. 

essential to enable them finalize budgets and make firmly available 
funds for expenditure first half calendar 1952 which we consider | 

| critical period from danger loss defense momentum. eee 

2. Fully agree importance avoiding any conflict or undermining 
| TCC exercise and would favor making explicit in any discussions that. 

| 1952 aid decisions would be modified in light TCC if necessary. Be- 

lieve real conflict unlikely in practice since TCC conclusions cannot. 

| be reached early enough to have major effect on FY 52 expenditures. 

| Suggest may aid TCC discussions, pointed at longer term agreements, _ 
| to have 52 aid settled soonest possible, rather than remaining one of | : 7 P ) *t g | 
| things each govt considers it is negotiating about in TCC. 
| - 8. Believe desirable FEB proceed immediately on burden-sharing 
| exercise, initially stressing analysis of relationship aid to defense pro- _ 

| + Drafted by D. Gordon and cleared in draft with Cleveland and Bissell; 
repeated to London for Spofford. Be EES 
—F® Ante, p. 3824.0 00~—— ce | | : | o 
-* Not printed; it requested a quick reply to Repto 5257 which would permit 

U.S. representatives in Europe to state a tenable position on whether 1951/52 
| aid decisions would be handled on a predominantly multilateral or bilateral 

| basis (HCA message files, ERC 53 °A 278, box 31). | a 
| "4 Ante, p.382. | , | 
| ~5 Not printed; it informed the Department of State that Martin and Vass | 
| approved the program outlined in Repto 5257. (HCA message files, FRC 53. 

| A 278, box 81). — eT : oe | 
*Not printed; it stated that the U.S. Deputy Representative on the North 

. Atlantic Council, Spofford, supported the general approach for allocating aid 
for 1952 as outlined in Repto 5257 (750.5/10-2051). | pe 

536-688 PT 1—80-——24 |
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grams. Effort would be made to reach general judgments as to relative 
burdens proposed national defense effort and relation of total burden 

all countries to such requirements estimates as may be available from 

TCC interim conclusions or other NATO agencies. Suggest initial 

objective be early report by FEB along following lines: 

(a) Ref to analysis contained interim report submitted Council at 
Ottawa. | 

(6) Comments on magnitude defense efforts by countries relative _ 
to one another. | 

(c) Comments on magnitude defense efforts relative to overall mili- _ 
tary requirements estimates. | | 

(d) Agreed estimates B/P positions in 1952 if feasible. (‘These wld 
| be useful, but not essential. ) | | 

(e) Comments on aid criteria as recommendations to net donors of 
aid. For example FEB might recommend aid be tied to magnitude | 
and character defense expenditure undertaken to carry out agreed 
force commitments. | an | 

4. If this initial qualitative review indicates ‘prospect FEB con- 

clusions supporting our basic objective of increased Eur def effort, 

U.S. would then submit model division 1952 aid related to specific 
level def expenditures by countries, for comment by other FEB mem- 

bers. Wld appreciate your views re use Models I and II from ISAC 

D25/3a7 as indicating our view appropriate relation aid and def ex- 
penditure. U.S. would make clear willingness receive specific division 
of aid recommendations multilaterally agreed in FEB provided such 

agreement could be reached promptly, but also stress absolute neces- 
sity, even in absence agreed multilateral recommendation, our being 

able advise countries promptly at least. approximate sums they can — 

count on for FY 52 within limits Model I total. _ a 

5. Believe would also be desirable have FEB commentary on eco- | 

nomic and financial measures necessary effective carrying out defense 
programs and minimizing adverse economic effects, which specific 
countries could take or might be taken jointly. This has been one U.S. 
objective in FEB from outset, but interim report disappointing this 

regard. | | a 

6. Believe following procedure takes account necessity that final 

decisions be in multilateral framework, our commitment to Congress 
to use 1952 economic aid negotiations to attempt secure maximum 
feasible European defense efforts, and undertakings by U.S. repre- 
sentatives during recent Washington talks (especially to French and 

- Italians) to engage in bilateral discussions soonest possible after ap- 

‘propriation approved, for purpose reaching definitive agreement 

7 Not printed. | oe |
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levels 1952 aid and def effort. (Last consideration strongly stressed 
| Paris Embtel 2357 * and Toeca 1823.°) 

| a. We ask FEB start work soonest on basis para 3 above and move 
| to para 4 stage soonest possible if progress satisfactory. | 
| 6. We start informal discussions with French (and other countries 
| where same considerations apply) along lines suggested Paris Toeca 
| 1323, with view to securing favorable attitude their part toward our 
| position in multilateral FEB discussions and at same time defining 
| shape of interim commitments re aid and def effort. | 
| c. In both bilateral and multilateral contexts we make clear we 
| face question transfer of military to economic assistance, and need 
| demonstrate direct relation between additional aid above “Model I’ 
| levels and additional def effort, along lines analyses contained ISAC 
| D-25/8a. | | | 

| 7. Country cables summarizing Washington aid and def expendi- 
| ture estimates, and requesting country team recommendations, dis- 
| patched today through ECA channels on basis above framework. If 

! approved by Harriman, we propose establish with each country team 

| range of figures (including best expectation offshore procurement and 

| other dollar earnings from U.S. Govt, as well as economic aid) within 
| which country teams can talk. All messages both ways will be repeated 
i Paris. oe | : | - 

| | BIssELL — 

| ® Not printed ; it requested that talks with the French begin immediately con- | 
| cerning interim aid because of their deteriorating financial situation (751G.00/ 
| 10-2251). | | 

° Not printed; it informed the Department of State that the ECA Mission in. 
Paris concurred in the request made in telegram 2357 from Paris, October 22, 

| (ECA message files, FRC 53 A 278, box 33) : Ls 

| 740.5/10-2951 | Oo 

! Memorandum by Ridgway B. Knight of the Office of European 
| Regional Affairs to the Assistant Secretary of State for Huropean 
: Affairs (Perkins)* _ | | 
| , oo ; 

| TOP SECRET | [Wasuineron,] October 29, 1951. 

| Subject: Conversation with Mr. Harriman on October 28, and Vari- 
| ous Subjects to be Taken up with Mr. Harriman : 

I spent three hours with Mr. Harriman yesterday. During most of 
| the time Messrs. Ohly, Tannenwald and Schelling were there and we 

were joined by Dick Bissell about a half hour before I left. 

| I. Mr. H arriman seems to have three major purposes during his short 
! stay in Washington: | 

| A. Deliveries to NATO Countries. Mr. Harriman is more concerned 

| with short range problems than with deliveries for the total period. 

| "2? Copies were also sent to Martin, Tannenwald (on personal basis), and Ohly.
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He is primarily interested in making sure that at all times during the 
build-up pericd we will have a cohesive adequately equipped battle 
force. In particular, he mentioned the fact that the real danger at | 
this time comes not from the vast strength in ground forces of the 
USSR as a whole, but from the twenty-two divisions in Eastern Ger- 
many and which could strike at any time. Consequently, his main 
objective is to see that General Eisenhower by next summer has an 
adequate force to prevent a lightning attack with immediate cata- 
strophic results. He is ready to urge that we grant the same priority 

| for deliveries to troops. on the flanks of our forces as to our forces 

| themselves. General Eisenhower is the person to indicate which forces : 
of what countries are to receive this priority. Mr. Harriman is very 
intent on this subject and can be expected to push this point with 
maximum energy with Mr. Lovett. It is recognized that there will 
be a practical problem, even though Mr. Lovett is convinced, in view 
of his forthcoming absence and possibility that conversion of 
Mr. Lovett will not mean conversion of the JCS. Just before leaving 
Paris Mr. Harriman dispatched a strong telegram to Mr. Lovett on 
this deliveries question which was concurred in by General McNarney, 
and which stated that General Olmsted had “helped to prepare it”. 

B. Level of U.S. Aid for 1952. Mr. Harriman stated that this was 
an essential part of TCC work—necessity to firm up without further 
delay the level of aid which the Executive Branch would be ready to 
request from Congress. He was fully informed about Mr. Snyder’s 
position and of the necessity to overcome objections in that quarter. 

C. French Problem. At last the French financial-military problem 
should receive the required simple, over-all consideration which has 
been called for for some time. The figures which for months have been 
forecast will materialize: the cost of carrying out the military pro- 
gram initiated by Moch and in line with France’s contribution under 
D.C. 28 will, according to Pleven, be in the neighborhood of 1,400 
billion francs. According to same source, the French Government 
can’t possibly include in its budget more than 1000 billion francs. The 
problem is therefore acute. I urged that every possible means be 

considered in order to make it possible for the French to carry through | 
with their program which is so essential to the MTDP as a whole, | 

particularly from the point of view of ground forces, and that we not, ) 
in fact, prejudge the entire question by taking a decision pertaining 

to only one aspect of the French problem, but which would make it 
a certainty that the French would have to decrease their military 

program. In other words, the question before the house is how im- 
portant is fulfillment of the French military program. Mr. Bissell 

registered this point. Mr. Harriman was not unsympathetic but obvi- 

-? For documentation concerning U.S. aid to France, see volume rv.
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ously has some doubts which are probably fully justified that France 

could at best implement the program. He was particularly interested 

| in having a good summary of information which we have on the cost 

| of Indochina during French Fiscal 1952 in view of contradictions | 

between information received from Paris and Saigon. ee 

‘IL. 70CC Submission oe ee 

| A. TCC Questionnaire as a whole. Mr. Harriman was warned of 
| the strong opposition on the part of the Council of Economic Ad- 

| visers, Treasury and Defense to the inclusion in our submission to the | 

| TCC of the impact of a defense effort on the hypothesis of 20% of 
present planned maximum levels. Mr. Harriman felt that we should 
do so primarily so as to not appear as assuming that we belonged in 

| a separate category unto ourselves. He did not think though that we 
| had to go into details in this submission, that it could be short, quali- 

| tative in character and should be “demolished” right away by the use 

| of such arguments as: (a) political impossibilities in an election year, 

| (b) the effect on raw material availabilities to Europe of a U.S. 20% 
| increase across the board (an argument which he believes would find 

Po the Europeans most receptive), and the inflationary effect on the U.S. 
| He stated that all the Europeans whom he had seen were petrified of 
| U.S. inflation. Concerning the draft summary as it now stands, he 

| believes it too rambling and should be less defensive in character, 
| playing up the factors listed above and availing itself more of such | 
| things as present extremely high U.S.taxrates. 

- B. U.S. Aid. Must be covered more adequately. In this connection, 
the question of aid for Germany’s military contribution should also 

| be thought out some more. pes a 
_ C. Off-Shore Procurement. The submission now ‘mentions the 

| “O’Hara” program of $5 hundred million and refers to the possibility 
| that our 1952 program might even be as high as $750 million. He did 
| not seem too disturbed by the absence of a similar forecast for 1953 
: and 1954. (At an interagency meeting last Friday, October 26, Frank 
| Nash had indicated that Defense would be willing to think in terms 
| of “twice the O’Hara program for 1958, and twice again for 1954.” This 
| view is not reflected in the submission. ) a | | 
| _ D. Infrastructure. There is no forecast in our submission of U.S. 

| disbursements in Europe for infrastructure. This point was made to 
| Mr. Harriman but it was not possible to determine whether he con- 

sidered this important or not. | 

III. Other Questions — ee 
| 1. Examination of U.S. Submission. November 10 is the accepted 

| date by all agencies and was agreed at the October 26 meeting. Dick | 
| Bissell will be there for ECA. Mr. Pace and Frank Nash will repre- 

sent Defense. Mr. Livermore at CEA said that we can virtually count 

| |
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on Mr. Fleishman being there. The following questions remain to be | 
decided: (@) Do we want Mr. Wilson instead of Mr. Fleishman? (0) 
Do we want to try to get Mr. Keyserling? (c) Would it be advisable 
to have the Bureau of the Budget represented by either Mr. Lawton 
or Elmer Staats? — : . 

2. Defense’s Idea that Entire TCC Operation Should be Moved to 
Lome at Time of NAC. It was not possible to discuss this subject with 
Mr. Harriman yesterday. I urge that you seek to convince Mr. Harri- 
man (this may not be necessary!) that such a move would bring un- 
needed bodies to Rome. Obviously General McNarney and Mr. | 
Harriman’s key collaborators in this work should be there as advisers. 

3. Date of Rome Meeting. In confirming Linc Gordon’s telephonic 
report it was made apparent by a passing reference on the part of Mr. 
Harriman that he believed November 24 may be premature. 

4. Defense's Attitude in Regard to DPB. I made point that, not- | 
withstanding Defense’s lip service to DPB guidance, it was quite 
apparent that Defense viewed with genuine fear any NATO inter- 
ference in its own planning. I do not think you need make this par- 
ticular point with Mr. ‘Harriman. However, I think it might be 
advisable to make the general point (which was the subject of my first | 
remark yesterday) that Defense’s entire attitude vis-a-vis the impor- 
tance of NATO requires modification. I sought to point out that 

| this low priority given to the importance of our multilateral defense 
effort was at the root of all specific difficulties with Defense. This, of 
course, ties in with our project of last summer which we never com- 
pleted, ie., strengthening NATO through achieving greater recog- 
nition for it in the U.S. Government and going to the President if 
necessary on this subject. | | Bo 

_ ‘Rieway B. Knicutr 

‘ECA message files, FRC 83 A 278, box 32 oe | | 
The Deputy United States Special Representative in Europe (Riddle- 

berger) to the Acting Administrator for Economic Cooperation 
(Bisselt)+ 

SECRET PRIORITY Paris, October 31, 1951—4 p. m. | 

Repto 5474. Ref: Wash Torep 8081, rptd info London Ecato 1551, 

Oct 26, 1951. oe | | 
1. Reftel plus conversation with Stettner just after his arrival, 

leads us to believe that our previous exchanges have been based on 

_ misunderstanding of our original proposal Repto 5257.3 Following — 

* Repeated to London. 
2 Ante, p. 335. 

_ ® Dated October 19, p. 324. .
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| is restatement our position on which we hope to reach full OSR- 

ECA/W agreement here in discussions with Harriman, Porter, Bissell, 

pO and Cleveland. | 

2. We are, of course, in agreement with you that US aid shld be 

used in such a way as to get maximum effective def effort in Europe. 

This was meaning of para 7(a) in Repto 5257. Sorry it was not clear 

: to you, but somewhat surprised you should think we had ignored this 

| basic objection when in fact our msg was directed solely towards 

| attaining it. Pls read balance this msg as representing our considered 

| judgment best way to make progresstowards this goal 

| 3. We want to keep FEB strictly out of business on US aid ques- 

| tions for time being because: 

(a) We feel strongly that, until there is realization at top level in 

| Europe (where presumably mature polit responsibility rests) of both 
| magnitude of def job needed and on limits to US aid, understandable 
| tendency FEB representation wld be to emphasize European weak- 
| ness and to lay basis for requesting unrealistic US contribution. Your 
| proposals para 3 reftel wid not stop this. In particular, there is, In | 
7 European view, no basis for judgment in FEB on questions raised 
| paras 30 and 3c. Providing necessary basis is purpose of TCC exercise, 
| as we pointed out para 4, Repto 4425.* | | 
| (6) Very minor, but quite practical, reason that FEB Secretariat 
| and better representatives (Roll, Skaug, Malagodi) are properly tied 
| up with TCC. - | 

| 4, After the appropriate basis is established for FEB negotiations, 
we believe FEB negotiations will be responsible, technically compe- 
tent, and complete (including full treatment of problems mentioned 

| para 5 reftel). More important, in a setting where European countries: 
| will tend to examine one another instead of ganging up on us, the 
| chances are much better for bringing out ways and means of improv- 
| ing the collective performance. There is, of course, the possibility that 
| we are overly optimistic on this point. Nevertheless, we think we 

shld recognize its potential merit, while at the same time we reserve 

po to ourselves the well known and well understood right to reject multi- 

: lateral recommendations which run counter to our statutory responsi- 

: bilities (see para 2 above). oo 
: 5. We believe also that any comprehensive negotiations involving 

| both levels of US aid and levels of def expenditures, if conducted 

during early phases of TCC operation, wld seriously compromise the 

| atmosphere of genuinely mutual confrontation which Harriman wants 

to create. This is point on which TCC delegation is more competent 

| than OSR to comment, so we will not pursue. However, related and 

: very practical point is that European country plans are not responsive 

to unilateral pressure, except very superficially, until results of TCC 

| “Dated September 6, p. 265. 
|
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operation are known. Exceptions may be that in some countries (e.g., 
France) minimum aid commitments may now be needed to encourage | 
preliminary budgeting for previously announced plans. This possi- 
bility 1s covered by our proposals para 7, Repto 5257, as further ex- | 
plained by Repto 5425.° | aS So 

6. We now reiterate our recommendations in Repto 5257. We can see 
no reason for hesitating either to start bilateral talks now with French, 
for example, or to decide to throw final question of FY 1952 aid into 

| FEB at early date, except for possibility that US position on some 
very important matters not yet clear (e.g., off-shore procurement 
policy, EPU settlement, etc.)._ oe a 

| _— REppLEBERGER 

5 Not printed; it stated that a judicious combination of bilateral and multi- | 
lateral negotiations would yield the best results for the United States and 
suggested that bilateral discussions proceed as long as they did not reach 
conclusions which might be outside the range of possible conclusions in later 
multilateral negotiations (ECA message files, FRC 538 A 278, box 32). 

- ECA message files, FRC 58 A 278, Paris Torep : Circular telegram . + 

The Acting Administrator for Economic Cooperation (Bissell) to the 
a ECA Missions in Europe? Co 

CONFIDENTIAL ‘Wasuineton, November 2, 1951—9:16 p. m. | 
_ PRIORITY | _ | 

~-Torep 8295. Attention: Chief of Mission | rs oe 

Subject: ECA Defense Production Role, Part I ae | 

1. This is Part One of two part cable on Eur defense production 
problems scheduled discussion Mission Chief’s mtg. Part One not de- | 
signed as directive for action, but only to state highly tentative and 
preliminary ECA/W views and to get Mission and OSR views. It. 
relates exclusively to ECA/MSA objectives and activities in Eur 
defense production, and does not attempt discuss other important 
ECA/MSA tasks in Eur such as productivity drive, etc. — | : 

9. Recent events have placed increased emphasis importance of 
ECA/MSA role in task of stimulating Eur defense production. FEB 
burden-sharing exercise, DPB reports, current TCC operation, and | 
related work have highlighted inadequacy all sectors current Eur de- 
fense programs, including military matériel production. Previous leg- 

| islative restrictions on uses U.S. economic aid for defense purposes 
have been removed, reflecting Congressional desire obtain more direct | 
contribution ECA/MSA activities to successful European defense | 

+ Authorized by Halaby; drafted by Baum of EPD/ISA; cleared in substance 
with Bissell; Embassy London was to pass to Spofford. This telegram was also | 
om ur Gow Italy, Belgium, the Netherlands, Denmark, the United Kingdom,
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| program. At least $500 million counterpart funds must be used for 

| “military production, construction, equipment, and matériel.” Finally, 

new program offshore procurement end-items for Kur use, as well as 

additional offshore procurement for U.S. needs by U.S. agencies and 

- defense contractors, will serve as direct stimulus to production. 

8, A primary general objective of U.S. Gov in Eur is achieve maxi- 

| mum effective military contribution Western Eur consistent with eco- 

! nomic and political stability. As part of this overall goal, U.S. Gov | 

| has two objectives in fields of Eur military production: first, obtain 

| largest possible use Eur resources for military production consistent 

| with other high priority military requirements and essential civilian 

needs; and second, to assist in making certain that Kur military pro- 

duction takes place as rapidly and efficiently as possible. These ob- 

| jectives desirable not only to achieve most effective Eur contribution 

to NATO rearmament, but also to relieve strain on U.S. production 

| and to make Eur self-sustaining in military production in long run. 

| 4, Following paras contain preliminary description principal func- 

| tions that ECA/MSA may perform in field of Eur defense production. 

| 5. To develop a comprehensive and detailed knowledge of Kur 

| defense production and available production capacity, and to report 

| systematically to interested U.S. agencies on Eur programs of defense _ 

production. At the country level, this primarily Mission responsibility, 

i in close collaboration US military, and shld where possible include 

| fol specific points: current status defense production plans within 

| defense ministries; programs of parliamentary action authorization | 

and appropriation funds for defense production; process of contract. 

| negotiation and related contract procedures; status defense produc- 

tion under authorized contracts and anticipated delivery schedules; 

| and availability additional production capacity, taking into account 

| requirements for raw materials, technical skills, labor, machine tools, 

| etc. The task will require closest working relationships with MAAGs 

| and defense ministries and procurement services NATO countries. 

| 6. To review and evaluate, in collaboration with MAAGs, Eur 

| defense production efforts, in terms of: overall size and adequacy. 

| production program; adequacy Eur procedures for placing contracts 

| and expediting deliveries; feasibility production specific items in time 

! schedules and quantities proposed; identification of bottleneck areas | 

in production process; and possibilities of more efficient production | 

elsewherein Eur. => oe | 
7. To evaluate Eur needs U.S. economic assistance and to develop. 

appropriate economic aid programs, designed to: (a) support of maxi- 
| mum feasible level of defense expenditures, including optimum alloca- 
| tion Eur defense funds to matériel production; and (6) meet essential 

| needs for U.S. imports to sustain necessary levels of civilian and 
defense production. : |
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8. To participate in U.S. cty level negotiations with NATO coun- —s—=™ 
tries on overall sizes and composition their defense expenditures, in- 
cluding relative priority assigned to military production and other 
urgent tasks within defense budgets. In addition, to participate on 
regular and continuing basis discussions with cty production officials 
on key phases of agreed Eur defense production programs. | 
9. To analyze in collaboration with OSR/SUSRep available pro- 

duction capacity in Eur, and participate in programs and policies for 
maximum utilization Eur productive facilities for defense purposes 

| through Eur financing or through various forms of U.S. assistance 
(including counterpart funds and offshore procurement). Program- 
ming of Eur defense production under ECC Reg D-7 ? example type 
functions tobe performed thisfield. = = = 

- 10. To participate in administration counterpart funds used for 
purpose obtaining increased defense production in Eur. This impor- 
tant new area ECA/MSA responsibility, general character of which 
outlined ECA Circular E-96.? Further programs now being developed 
and will be cabled shortly on implementation counterpart approach 
to defense production through country negotiations and agreements 
of use of counterpart for defense production and other purposes, and 
follow-up, review, and reporting actual release of funds to expedite 
specific defense production projects. | | So 

11. To advise and assist U.S. and Eur procurement officials con- | 
cerning placement of U.S. contracts for offshore procurement (both 
for use by U.S. forces and for NATO countries). This involves: co- 
ordination of US contracts with cty-financed production to prevent 
overlapping production assignments; recommendations suitable plants 
and industries with available capacity;-and advice on local laws and 
regulations. This assistance will be particularly useful with regard 
to trade union activity and labor and management relations, which 
are important elements in obtaining desirable effects U.S. procurement 

programs. | Se Bo | : 
12. To participate in performance of ECA function as Claimant 

Agency by reviewing PC statements of material and equipment re- | 
quirements and furnishing justification of all claims necessary for 
DPA program determinations and NPA priority actions. It is ECA | 
function and responsibility to assure that materials and equipment 

| are made available to PC’s in balanced programs (character, quanti- 
ties, and time) to achieve maximum military and economic 
effectiveness. . , 

18. To provide productivity services and technical assistance to 
manufacturers engaged in defense production, on contracts either for 
self-financing or for U.S. offshore procurement. 

? Not found in Department of State files. 
* Dated September 21, p. 282. |
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| 14. To review policies and procedures of Eur Governments in field 

| -of economic controls (price, tax, and wage policies, allocations of man- 

| power and materials, etc.) and to work with govts on modifications 

| in these controls to extent necessary to obtain most effective defense 

| production effort =. ee a 
| / ) BIssELL 

~ 
. ‘ECA message files, FRC 53 A 278, ECA circular telegram , 

| The Administrator for Economic Cooperation (Bissell) to all HCA 

| oe Missions in Furope* oe 

CONFIDENTIAL - Wasutneron, November 8, 1951—5: 44 p. m. 

| PRIORITY _ OO | 

| Ecato circular E-111. For Chiefs of Missions. From Bissell and 

| Porter. Limit Distribution. Subject: Re-casting of Technical Assist- 

| ance Programs. | ne . 

| 1. It is essential that ECA technical assistance activities be fun- 

| damentally re-examined and recast in the light of the requirements of 

| the new Mutual Security Act and the changing emphasis of ECA/ 

| MSA over-all programs. Such recasting should lead to technical 

! assistance program which is in fact a program rather than a shopping 

| list of isolated projects. Projects should be limited to key military or 

| civilian activities and each individual project should arise from a 

| specific need for technical assistance and be geared to produce a 

| specific desired result. General tour-type A projects should be 

| eliminated. oe —— 
| 2. Request you undertake quick review of current technical as- 

! sistance situation in your country and be prepared to present pre- 

! liminary views during Mission Chiefs meeting starting November 7th,? 

| on best methods and timing for conversion present program to stand- 

| ards outlined above. If there are strong reasons why certain types 

| of projects or all projects in some countries should be retained on 

| present basis for further period, please be prepared to explain these. 

| Also would appreciate your having preliminary views on implications 

| proposed change in technical assistance patterns and methods for 

| Mission staffing in this field. Our general impression is that status and 
| quality of technical assistance staff in some Missions may have to be 

| strengthened if quality of program is to be significantly improved. 
| 3. Based on discussions at conference and follow-up visits which | 

| senior ECA/W and OSR staff members will make to certain Missions 

1 Authorized by Everett H. Bellows and drafted by R. L. Oshins of PTAD, 
cleared by various divisions in HCA and by Bissell. 7 

*The results of this meeting are summarized in telegram Torep 9009, No- 
vember 29, not printed. | 

) | |
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following conference, we will develop new technical assistance policy 
directives and criteria. Meanwhile wish to avoid, insofar as possible, 
further commitments to technical assistance activities, especially Type 
A teams, not meeting probable new criteria. All Missions should there-. 
fore declare immediate moratorium on formal or informal project. 
approvals or further commitments to groups and individuals in par- 
ticipating countries on Type A projects except where, in judgment 
of Missions: | oo an 

a. Commitments have already been made to such an extent that to 
hold up further action would cause serious embarrassment and raise 
questions of bad faith on part of ECA or; | | 

| 6. Project is of such importance that it should go forward regard- 
less of any revision of criteria or; | 

c. Project is of such a nature that it will clearly be acceptable even 
under new criteria indicated above. | 

4. Kmphasize that, in our view, relative importance of technical | 
assistance program as whole is increased rather than diminished in 
present circumstances. In many cases we can contribute more to both 
immediate and long-term objectives of Mutual Security Program by — 
right kind of transfer of know-how than through much more costly _ 

_ transfer of funds, commodities and weapons. © : 
While redirection TA program along lines indicated above essential . 

all fields, this subject. discussed thoroughly June FA meeting Rome 
and again recent FA meeting Paris. Consequently, reorientation agri- | 

cultural TA program toward achievement production assistance drive 
| goal may be farther along than in other fields. In any event urge | 

closest coordination TA and FA sections country Missions to insure — 
consistency in policies and development of integrated overall TA 

| program. [ Porter. ] - OP gee | 
ee BIssELL 

Editorial Note 7 : | 

From November 5 through November 16 the Executive Bureau of - 

the Temporary Council Committee scheduled individual reviews of - 

each member country’s presentation concerning the military, economic,, 

and political aspects of its defense program, with a full day devoted to. | 

each of the eight largest member countries. Each country appointed a 

delegation to present its report; most delegations were comprised of 

the Defense Minister and his staff of financial and economic advisers. 
No formal minutes were taken of these meetings although Colonel 

George A. Lincoln of the Department of Defense made personal notes. 

which he later used as the basis for telegrams which he sent to the 

Secretary of Defense. After hearing eight of the nine presentations of
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the European members of NATO, Colonel Lincoln concluded in tele- 
| gram Har 1388 from Paris, November 19, that “without exception these 

countries have indicated a willingness to undertake their defense pro- | 

grams as now planned. In every case there has been a clear indication, 
| usually in the form of unqualified statements, that US economic aid 
| is expected and is necessary 1f these programs are to become realities.” 
! (Military cable files, lot 52-246, TCC, 1951) | | 

| 740.5/10-2351: Telegram — | es 

: The Acting Secretary of State to the United States Deputy Repre- 
| —— -sentatwe on the North Atlantic Council (Spofford), at London? 

| TOP SECRET > Wasuineton, November 7, 1951—6:51 p. m. | | | | ) ’ tp | 
PRIORITY Bye Bee | ee 

- Todep 318. Re Depto 495? and Todep 271° para 3 “relations be- 
tween NATO countries and other free Kur countries”. _ a | 

| Re desirability and order discussion, Dept feels countries fall into | 
| three groups: =  — | | _ 

| (a) Sweden and Finland: Best suited for CD discussion at pres- 
| ent, along lines noted below. Bn | 

| (6) Spain: No objection to discussing, but nothing new to be added _ 
| and UK and Fr sensibilities must be taken into account, as noted para 
| 8 Todep 271. — a 7 | oo ce ae 
| (c) Lreland, Switz, and Austria: Prefer no discussion at present — 

_ for reasons noted below. 7 | oe aa | 

- Detailed instr on 6 countries follow: Ba So 

| (a) Sweden: In US view, Swed friendly country, one of nations 
| free world, and shld be treated as such. US recognizes extremely un- 
| likely Swed will abandon within predictable future policy of aloof- 
| ness irom big power alliances (e.g. NATO) and that any direct 

pressure on Swed to alter policy unwise. In accepting situation and | 
| adapting policy accordingly US attempting wherever possible increase 
| Swed cooperation with West in other forms, with some success in 

| -- ? Drafted by Russell Fessenden of the Office of European Regional Affairs and 
cleared in draft with Williamson of WE and Bream, Hamilton, and Montgomery 
of BNA; repeated to Paris for MacArthur. oe 7 | | - 

_ * Not printed ; it informed the Department of State that Spofford had proposed | 
to the Council of Deputies that they exchange views on relations between NATO 
and non-NATO countries in Europe (740.5/10-2351). | 

* Not printed ; it instructed Spofford to proceed carefully on this matter since 
| premature efforts might cause the various Foreign Ministries to shy away from 
| making any substantive agreements that would affect such relations. On the 
| other hand, the Department of State encouraged the discussion on this subject 

Since this was in accordance with its desire that the Council of Deputies utilize 
their meetings as a forum for the exchange of views on important international 
questions. (740.5/10-2351)
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UN, East-West trade. At same time, while Swed’s refusal jom NATO 
places certain limitations on our giving or Swed’s accepting certain 

types assistance, it is in US interest Swed’s defenses and econ strength 

be maintained and developed and Swed’s contrib West econ and mil 

, strength be increased, e.g., thr manfctr arms for NATO countries and. 

trade in other manfctrs and materials. oo | a 

(b) Finland: First obj US pol Fin is maintenance as independent 
and democratic state. On one hand, we endeavor help Fin in its effort 

resist encroachments on its sovereignty from without. On other hand, 

we endeavor avoid endangering these efforts by overt acts which might 

embroil Fin with Sovs. Other obj is further Fin’s progress toward a 

higher stand liv, and maintain close info and cult exchange between 

Finand West. | OO 

(ce) Spain: No objection gen discussion Spain in CD, at ur discre- 

tion. However, we wld have nothing new to add. US mil Survey 
Team’s report expected next week and will form basis decisions re 

future negots for US and Span mil facilities. Once course action de- 

termined we are committed advise Brit and Fr before opening negots. 

(d) Ireland; As is implicit in NSC 83/1,4 US believes any mani- 
| festation interest in Irish defense position only serves to strengthen. 

Irish hope US in own interest will extend arms assistance on Ir terms _ 

of virtually no reciprocal obligation or concession. Dept counters Ir 

overtures with suggestion US wld welcome her as NATO member but 

can see no justification for bilateral US-Ir arrangements which wld 

give Ir status different from that of other US allies, in area of which 

| Ir integral part. If Ir question introduced by other Deps, Dept sug- 

gests US position be expressed as readiness to welcome Ir as NATO 

| member but with initiative resting with Ir in view its rejection charter 

membership. | re | | 

(ce) Austria: After tripartite agreement reached on Aust Treaty 

tactics, CD discussion might be useful for purpose explaining Aust 

position as recipient aid under MSA and relationship West troops in © | 

‘Aust to NATO command. Aust, altho not permitted make direct mil | 

contrib at this time, can furnish considerable indirect aid in form 

essential material and supplies. ae oo a 

(f) Swite: Dept feels Swiss can be induced take number practical 

steps looking to closer coop common defense effort, short of entering 

| formal collective security arrangements, because Swiss neutrality 

policy has practical purpose preservation nat] independence and Swiss 

attitude not neutral re Communism. Proposed measures to bring Swiss 

situation of mil, econ, democratic strength into relationship with West | 

def effort currently being submitted to NSC. When NSC decision : 

taken, CD discussion Switz might then be desirable because of impor- 

tance Switz to security W Eur by virtue its geog position. © 
- re WEBB 

‘For text, see Foreign Relations, 1950, vol. mt, p. 1477
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| 740.5 MAP/11-1351 : Circular telegram hoes | 

The Acting Secretary of State to Certain Diplomatic Offices + 

SECRET _ Wasuineton, November 13, 1951—6:17 p.m. — 
| ToISA. This msg concurred State, Def, ECA. Approved Office of 
| Director, Mutual Security. Note this tel for info not for immed action 
' ss by country teams. So . 
| 1. Country teams Oslo, Copenhagen, The Hague, Rome will shortly 
| receive instrs for conduct of such prelim bilateral negots as countries 

| may wish engage in for purpose reaching basic understandings far 
| as possible at this time on amts of aid countries can count on during 
| FY 1952 and on firm commitments by PCs to at least minimum levels 
| of def efforts during same period. ee ces 
| _ 2. Relation of such negots to TCC exercise and FEB burden-sharing 

| exercise has received intensive study. During recent visit Harriman 

to Wash, agreement reached that prelim discussions bilaterally with 
countries cld not in many cases be held up pending outcome of TCC 

| since many countries now making or about to make fundamental 
| decisions on budgets, import programs, etc. for fiscal years beginning 
| Jan, and that such decisions wld be greatly inhibited unless countries 
| had some assurance soonest about amts of aid they might count on 
| during this FY. Not considered feasible at this time place responsi- 
| bility on FEB for quick multilateral division of aid since wld be 

| difficult do more than superficial job within necessity for urgency in 
| cases certain countries, and since FEB consideration shld take into acct 
| results of TCC when those available. Idea is not eliminate FEB from 

consideration US aid in continuation its burden-sharing responsibili- 
| ties but rather avoid double multilateral negots which wld be implied 

| by FEB FY 1952 deliberations at same time in same place and with 
| some of same people as TCC. When TCC reaches conclusive stages, - 

appropriate for FEB consider whole question including TCC results 
along with any possibility at that time of additional US aid (which 

: may be available from trans end-item to econ aid funds) that might 
: be associated with enlarged def efforts during latter part this FY. 

8. Thus no intention by-pass multilateral responsibilities but only 
to permit country actions go forward where necessary without waiting 

| for TCC conclusion prior to understandings on US aid. 
4. Consequently, intend proceed soonest negotiate bilaterally at least 

with those PCs which want to. know what econ aid they can count 

1 Drafted by T. C. Schelling of the Office of the Director of the Mutual Security 
| Agency, and cleared with Gordon of HCA, Martin of RA, and Colonel Van Syckle 

of Defense; sent to Brussels, The Hague, Oslo, Copenhagen, Rome, London 
pass Spofford, and Paris pass OSR. An earlier draft of this same telegram was _ a sent to London as Todep 311 on November 7 and repeated to Paris and Heidel- 
berg. The draft was approved by the ECC, as requested by the Department of 

| State, and then issued as this circular telegram. —’ a — any 

-
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on to proceed with def budget, letting of contracts, import program- 

ming, ete. Within limits of funds presently available for econ aid, | 

we propose to make firmest assurances re US aid that can be justified 

on basis country commitments on levels of def effort. These negots 

wld also pin down gen agreement on use of counterpart, including mil 

uses. We wld also indicate our best expectations re offshore procure- 

ment and other US Govt dol expenditures in Eur. - 

5. We recognize our bargaining power for securing substantial in- | 

crease in def plans as condition for FY 1952 aid is limited at present, 

both because of limited amt of aid available and because of necessity 

not attempt pre-judge TCC. Consequently, do not intend hold back 

any substantial part of econ aid funds now available. Believe there- 

fore our aim shld be relatively simple and brief negots at this time 

principally aimed at basic commitments by countries on FY 1952 def 

| levels. We shall furthermore generally be negotiating for a budget 

figure estimated on basis of econ analysis (natl accts, balance of pay- 

ments, budget analysis, etc.) rather than an estimate of costs of present 

country force commitments or our view of what such country com- 

mitments shld be. This not intended preclude discussion composition 

and quality mil effort, which remains legitimate subj for discussion 

‘with PC. Point is that such discussion will not be conclusive prior 

TCC recommendations, and these aid negots shld consequently not 

be protracted in attempt reach detailed agreement. — 

6. Except reach Wash agreement on negotiating positions for most 

NATO countries within next ten days and communicate to country 

and region simultaneously, position becoming firm after regional 

and country comments received and taken into acct. Expect funds 

available for allotment by or soon after Nov 20. 

7. Ideas expressed para 2 being discussed by Harriman with TCC 

and Bissell with FEB during week ending Nov 9. ~ 

| a “WEBB 

740.5/11-1551: Telegram | Oc | 

The Acting Secretary of State to the United States Deputy 

Representative on the North Atlantic Council (Spofford), at 

— London* - | 

- TOP SECRET WASHINGTON, November 15, 1951—7 : 08 p. m. 

Todep 340. Eyes only for Spofford. Limit distribution. - | 

1. Over past year there have been desultory conversations among 

US officials concerned with NATO matters about problem of securing 

1 Drafted by Martin and cleared with Matthews and Bonbright ; repeated to 

Paris eyes only for Perkins and MacArthur. | | .
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| political decision by NATO under Article 5 as to action to be taken 
| _ to meet attack on NATO territory as defined in Article 6. Informal 
| consideration has been given to possibility of reaching agreement in — 
| _ advance as to action to betaken in response to such attack against 
| | certain areas and also on action which might be taken under Article 4 
| in response to attacks on other areas which border upon NATO coun- 
| tries. Attempt to “can” decisions of this character in advance of 
| attack has been: found lacking in reality. Future circumstances will | 
| never exactly correspond to assumptions laid out in advance. Regard- 
| less of future commitments of such specific. kinds, countries will have 
| to make new decisions in light of circumstances of each incident and 
| in light of their own position at time of attack. Hence it has become 
| increasingly clear that current actions must be confined to procedure. | 
| _ by which political decisions can be reached expeditiously rather than 
| on substance of such decisions. oe - oe ole ey! 
| 2. Certain work has been completed on procedures to be followed 

| in transmitting information concerning an attack or threat of an 
| attack. (See NSC 116, Aug 23.2) — eo Oo 
| 8B Development of procedures for reaching political decisions is 
! made more urgent by current consideration of proposal submitted | 
| by SACEUR to SG and contained in SG 129/2* which provide for 
! certain action to be taken in military chain of command but calls for | 
| political guidance under certain circumstances as prerequisite to mili- 
L tary action. — | wo Ce ey a 
| 4. While it is not probable that SG paper will be ready for action 
| at Rome, it may be considered desirable to have preliminary discus- 
: sion of matter at meeting attended by FonMins and DefMins only. 

: If such meeting held it would seem desirable also to exchange pre- 
| liminary views as to procedure for securing political guidance. _ 
| 5. Present State view, which has been discussed only informally 
| with Defense reps at working level, is that agreement. should be | 
| reached to use Deps for this purpose provided, however, that if for. 

| any reason Deps unable assemble and communicate promptly to coun- a 
bo tries, NATO Council of Ambassadors in Washington should be used.. 
i Agreement reached by either body should be communicated simul- _ 

. taneously to all NATO Governments, to SG, and to NATO Supreme 
| Commanders. Believe use of Ambassadors of NATO countries sta- 
| tioned in Washington is matter essentially of practice rather than — 
| formal organization, so status of old NAT Council of Ambassadors 
| not particularly relevant. Would appreciate your views above pro- 

: 2NSC 116, “Channels for Transmission of Warning of Attack,” August 23, 1951, 
is not printed. oo oe oS | 7 ee 

“Standing Group document 129/2 has not been found in the Department of. 
State files. 7 - : 

536-688 PT 1—80-——25 —
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posal before attempting finalize US position. Suggest you may wish . 

- discuss with Nash. | EE eS 
- 6. In discussing matter here with Matthews, Nitze and Bohlen, — | 

| principal problem deserving attention seems in State view to arise 
| from nature of Treaty and resulting requirement for unanimous action. . 

In most acute form issue may become one of ability to use NATO : 
machinery, participated in and financed by all NATO members, to 

carry out course of action not unanimously approved. | om 

We see several types of issues which may raise problems of above 
character. First type of question might arise over whether or not 

limited attack should be treated as calling for police action only and 
attempt made to limit scope, or should be considered to require general 

response initiating general war. Second might be securing agreement | 
of all NAT countries to use NATO machinery, including their forces, 

if decision made in favor of limited police action. On both these 

types of issues we can foresee possibility of fundamental differences 
ofopinionamong NATOmembers. = 2  °§ ©. | 

_ It has been suggested we might try to reach agreement in advance 
that countries might have right to abstain from final NATO action | 

and by so doing deny participation of their forces and use of facilities 
in their jurisdiction without preventing use of NATO, as distin- | 

guished from national, organizations and facilities in execution of 
generally, though not unanimously, agreed NATO decision. Under | 

these circumstances question might arise as to how many NATO 
countries could abstain and there still be action by NATO, using 
NATO agencies and facilities. oo : - 

Tf the dissent from majority view is confined to smaller countries __ 
| abstention device described above might be practical, though there is — 
| some feeling here that it is unlikely that such countries would be able 

to hold out against majority, even in situations like those described. — 
| If difference in view is among Big Three, abstention would present | 

serious problem in terms of ability of NATO to carry out effectively 

its decisions. Believe that in practice it is hardly feasible to anticipate 
| course of action being taken by NATO with which one of Big Three a 

is in disagreement. - a a 
| ‘On balance, our conclusion is that while these problems are real _ 

ones and we should continue to seek means for avoiding kinds of diffi- 
culties described, it would be unwise to raise in NATO any proposals _ 
which would suggest that emergency situation might arise with respect | 
to which NATO countries would not be able to reach agreement on 

course of action to be followed. We must assume that we will be able _ 
to reach agreement and do so promptly when and if an emergency _ 
should arise. More importantly we must redouble ‘efforts to exchange -
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| views and coordinate policies so that we are continuously in step on 
po major developments, and action to be taken in event of emergency | 
| will become normal next step and not new major decision breaking 
| continuity with what has preceded emergency itself. Would greatly __ 
| appreciate your thinking this problem. ens | 7 

! 740.5/11-2051: Telegram pst aa) ERE 
| aa ‘The Acting Secretary of State to the Secretary of States = 

S TOP SECRET —.... Wasuineron, November 20, 1951—8:08 p.m. 
| PRIORITY ESO Be SI So sag an - ae oe eee ee 

| .-Tosee 51. Limit distribution. Since sending Todep 340, Nov 15, . 
| -rptd Paris 2936, have had several talks in Pentagon and also rec’d 
| ltr from Acting DefSec re development alert subj for Rome mtg,and 
| _ enclosing JCS position paper> areca a 

~~ Present situation here is that we see little utility in completing final 
fo revisions to SG 129/2 prior to further top level talks on political | 
| aspects (a) within US Govt, and (6) at Rome with DefMins and 
| FonMins. Matter is so vitally related to very core of NAT and requires 
| such difficult and important decisions by Govts that seems better _ 
| approach question at political level rather than carry it further at 

this stage through medium of precisely worded paper. _ ee 
- Ltr from SecDef raises two basic questions; first, need to fix re- 

| sponsibility in some NATO political agency through which Govis 
| _ eld indicate implementation of mobilization plans and convey their , 
_. authorization employment forces in action against aggression, and, 
| second, procedural problem of whether we shld take position within 
: NAT military agencies before substantial agrmt has been reached at 
| political level on measures to be taken on and after warning of attack. 
! _ In reply which we wld expect to send by end of week, we wld, 

subject to your comments on first point, indicate our agrmt with JCS , 
| view that CD wld be appropriate NATO agency but add possibility 
| of Council of Ambs as emergency alternate. We wld further agree — 
| that nature and extent of guidance to military re measures to be taken | 

| _*Drafted by Parsons and cleared with Bonbright; repeated to Rome and 
| London. | ee oo : | 
| 2 Supra. CI a Bon gery se | 7 | | * The letter from the Acting Secretary of Defense, William C. Foster, to the | Secretary of State, November 16, with its enclosure entitled “Modifications to | Measures to be Taken on and after Warning of an Attack,” is not printed. In 

addition to suggesting certain changes in SG 129/2, Foster agreed with the | _ Joint Chiefs of Staff when they stated that the United States must first make _ | a political decision as to what agency in NATO should have the responsibility 
| for receiving information about mobilization plans in case of aggression. | (740.5/11-1651) a |
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will necessarily depend upon existing circumstances and that attempt 

to define and delimit various contingencies in advance and then pro- 

vide answers for them might prejudice rather than assist ultimate 

solution. Re second question, we plan take position further action now | 

at military level through SG might, as DefSec’s ltr states, result in 

unduly restrictive paper precluding assumption of authority by — 

_ SACEUR in circumstances of near war, that is to say when fighting __ | 

had broken out but nations involved, or some of them, had not formally a 

‘declared war. We wld also state further our preference for exploration 

this gen’l subj at ministerial level at Rome to end that there might 

“be developed a broad political basis for military decisions and actions 

-which might be necessary under a wide variety of contingencies. This 

-ig real basis for view that matter shld not go too far in NATO military _ 

channels toosoon, eo ae 

JCS some days ago prepared outline of modifications to appendix | 

of SG 129/2 which met most points raised by us including avoidance 

of any inconsistency with Senate prerogatives or guarantees we gave 

- Senate at time ratification NAT. (This means gen’l alert can inno 

ease be declared without prior Govt’l decision although commanders 

cld still take actions necessary to assure security of their forces if 

attacked.) Modifications not yet fully reflected in draft and there 

_ will, as we see it, be need for further changes to bring language into 

line with Art VlofTreatyasamended. © 2 

This tel has not been cleared with Def and you may wish to use it 

in further discussions with DefReps in Eur. Subj was discussed yes-_ 

terday along these lines with JCS team and Ernst.of Nash’s office, and 

believe it is fair reflection their views. We are assuming SG 129/2is 

available to you. Sw gin Se fo 

| ‘Have just read Depto 649, Nov 20, rptd Paris 1102. Believe de- 

| cision as to whether there shld or shld not be discussion of any kind 

at Rome shld be made in Eur in view presence there of Sec, SecDef, _ 

Bradley and others. If not too urgent from SHAPE viewpoint, believe | 

| subj might be postponed until we ‘have studied problem further. In 

view our constitutional situation, problem probably even more diffi- 

| cult for us than for others. — re aon 

| | 
re _ WEBB 

TNot printed: it informed the Department of State that Spofford discussed = 

| telegram Todep 340 to London, November 15 (supra), with Nash, Perkins, and’ — 

‘others who were in Paris and they believed the subject should not be discussed 

formally or informally at the Rome Council meeting (740.5/11-2051). |
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| Military cable files, lot 52-246, TCC, 1951 : Telegram ee. me : 
| * ¢ 

| The United States Delegation on the Temporary Council Committee, 
| a to the Secretary of Defense (Lovett)* | 

| TOP SECRET | mo Parts, 23 November 1951.- 

| _ Har 143. TCC meeting Friday? discussed oral progress report to 

| be made by Chairman in Rome and date of next meeting. Discussion. 
| of progress report, which was outlined to meeting by Chairman, 
| brought. out following views held by one or more national | POUR: -OUL FOL g y more 1 
_ ss Yepresentatives: ct Se a oe 

| a. Several wished Rome report to make clear that TCC has not yet ~ 
| reached formal conclusions and recommendations. Meeting appeared 
| agreed that guide lines outlined at October meeting should be pre- 
| sented and that nature of the problems developed should be described. 

The Dutch particularly stressed that no commitments have yet been 
| made by governments in the TCC. © | ors | | | | 1e DY governmM | tq Sega, 
| 6. Belgium pointed out need for considering organizational changes 
_-—s eonsistent with any TCC conclusions, stressed need for TCC to recog- 
| nize goals and objectives in terms of time intervals, and agreed to 
| stressing general goals in report to Rome. The Belgium representative 
| hoped that no national goals would be mentioned as of this stage in 

TCC studies. = ne 0 
| c. Monnet statement indicated he still places greatest emphasis on 
: programming for 52 and questions importance of planning for time 

| periods thereafter, with perhaps limited exception for 53. 
| | d. Italian representative, acting for TCC member, made statement — 
| clarifying the view expressed by his minister to EB regarding setting 
| of priorities by NATO commanders. His statement was that Italy 
| could not give a precise answer to the priority proposal until the 
| results of TCC studies were known. Following this statement Chair- 
| man pointed out the danger of holding up actions in NATO on the 
| alleged ground that the TCC report must be available and studied 
: before decisions can be taken. Chairman cited German problem as 
| example of a project which might be delayed, using TCC as an excuse, 

| whereas in fact TCC studies must be based on assumption successful 
| German negotiation. There seemed to be general agreement that the 

| TCC should make clear to Council that it cannot give all answers to 
| current NATO problems. Its reports will, in some cases, not go further 
| than identifying certain issues and suggesting means for solution, 
| including further studies and organizational adjustments. | 

| _ 2. The trend of discussion indicated that agreement on TCC report. 
| may be difficult and rather time consuming affair unless some pro- 

| cedural short cuts can be evolved. Chairman made closing statement, 
| stressing that in his view the Council had set up the TCC with indi- 
Po viduals selected by their governments to act in their personal ca- 

| * Repeated to Rome for Lovett and Bradley. Both of these men were in Rome. 
| as members of the U.S. Delegation to attend the Highth Session of the North 
| Atlantic Council, November 24—28, 

| * November 23, | | ;
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pacities and to make recommendations on this basis. The report would sae 
not itself commit governments. He, of course, recognized that there 
are certain limitations on this approach. He stressed that if each mem- _ i. 
ber of the TCC attempts to project his governments point of view | 

on every point, “the job cannot be done”. Monnet associated himself 
forcefully with Chairman’s remarks. Plowden not present, but Co 
representative did not indicate dissent. a Bn 

| 8. TCC agreed to meet on 2 December to discuss main issuesand = 
problems incident to final drafting of TCC report. It was also indi- | 

| cated that next meeting might discuss aspects of SCS report which is _ 
- duebythatdate = = = = © eT i - | 

52 French now desire to handle analysis of military budget under 
TCC rather than through bilateral discussions with US. Thus far 

no progress has been made on this analysis. Since military program | 
for 52 totals about 1550 billion francs and budget therefore is at 

_ present questionable matter somewhere between 1000 and 1550 billion, => 
the TCC program for 1952 is materially affected. US and UK | 

members of EB have appointed representatives and we are pressing 

French to get on with job. | See eS | 
| 6. For Rome: First draft of Harriman report carried by Vass and. 

Lindeman. Sense will remain unchanged but there will be changes in 
| wording and in degree of qualification of statements therein. oan 

4%. New subject: Harriman accompanied by Plowden scheduled de- 
- part Orly 1200 hours Sunday in AF 9146. a | 

8. Delegation requests this message be passed to State, ECA and 
Office Director of Mutual Security Agency. Lo 

| *Source text contains noparagraphforno.44 0 ee 

o , Editorial Note Mee | 

The Eighth Session of the North Atlantic Council met in Rome on 

November 24-28, 1951, and heard numerous reports concerning the __ 

| status and readiness of NATO defense forces and plans for increasing = 

| military production. In addition to the regular reports of both the 

civilian and military agencies of NATO, Generals Eisenhower and _ , 

. Gruenther spoke at length concerning the Soviet threat to the West.. 
Harriman, Chairman of the Temporary Council Committee, reported — 

during the same meeting concerning the progress of hiscommittee. For  __ 
the verbatim text of his speech, see infra. For documentation concern- - 
ing the Eighth Session of the Council, see pages 698 ff. — oso le 

| oe,
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| CFM files, lot M—88, box 159, NATO papers. Be OE a Lh Bota. 

Progress Leport by the Chairman of the Temporary Council 
| - Sak Committee (Harriman)* Bek ge 

CONFIDENTIAL | aE, [Rome,] 26 November 1951. 

Mr. President, Members of the Council. a : : - 
, The Council Resolution of September 19th creating the Temporary 
| Committee of the Council called for a progress report at the next 
| meeting, or this meeting, of the Council. The Committee has directed 

me, as its Chairman, to make to you an informal progress report. It 
| is hoped that both of my colleagues of the Executive Bureau of the 

TCC could also be present today and that they would supplement my | 
| report with statements of the points that they believe should be 

emphasized. I regret that Monsieur Jean Monnet is not here. He has _ 
| asked me to express his personal regrets and to explain that his’ 

| absence is required in Paris in connection with a forward step towards 
| the important Schuman Plan. I am glad to say, however, that Sir 
| Edwin Plowden is here and he will make a statement immediately 
| following this report. Now the Council gave our Temporary Com- 
i mittee the task, as your Chairman, the President has said, of analys- 
| ing, and I quote “the issues involved in reconciling on the one hand 
| the requirements of external security, in particular of fulfilling a 
| militarily acceptable NATO plan for the defence of Western Europe, 
| with, on the other hand, the realistic political economic capabilities 
| of member countries.” It seemed to us, within those words were very 

| deep meaning and that we would have to interpret to considerable ex- 
| tent exactly what your Council had in mind. The Committee has been | 
Do at work since its first meeting in Paris on October 9th. It has brought 
| together a large volume of information and has begun to identify the 
| key problems involved in the analysis called for by the Council. — 
, Today’s progress report will indicate some of the major problems ; 
| emerging from our studies. The Committee has not yet come to con- 
po sidered conclusions on these problems and therefore this progress. 
| report does not state conclusions of the Committee. Moreover, in view 
| of the time available our final report itself will not be able to provide 
| precise recommendations on all of the issues within the scope of our | 
| survey. It is our intention to identify, however, the issues with the 
| greatest possible precision to make recommendations to resolve cer- 

tain of them and in other cases to recommend means by which they 

| +'This document, circulated at the Council session as Council Document C8-D/8 
| | of November 26, 1951, is a verbatim record of the interim progress report given — 
| by Harriman at the third meeting of the Highth Session of the North Atlantic 

Council on November 26, 1951. For a record of the entire meeting, see telegram — 
Secto 88 from Rome, November 27, p. 730. Harriman’s remarks were largely based 

| on a preparatory paper, Rome D-24a of November 26, 1951 (CIM files, lot M-88, 
box 159,Rome). - = — | Sr a
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| may be resolved through permanent agencies of NATO. When the | 
Committee first assembled in Paris on October 9th we agreed as a 
basic principle that our task was a collective one in which all mem- 

| bers must participate. This principle has been consistently main- — 
_ tained. Now as was envisioned in the Article of Resolution the Com- 

| mittee elected its Chairman and two Vice-Chairmen and created an 
_ Executive Bureau. In addition to these three members of the Execu- 

tive Bureau serving on a full-time basis the Bureau has been expanded | 
to include the TCC member of the country concerned whenever we 

have reviewed the programmes and capabilities of a particular na- | 
tion. Also when the programme and capabilities of one of the three 
full time members has been under review then a fourth country has 

| served as a member of the Bureau. Our Staff has been organised on 
an international basis. Our Secretary, Mr. Sivert Nielsen of Norway, 
has been drawn from the Deputies Central Secretariat. Our economic 

- analysis staff consists of professional personnel borrowed from the 
international staff of the Deputies, the FEB and from the OEEC. | 

_ The Screening and Costing Staff is headed by a Directorate includ- 
ing General Leboutte of Belgium who is from General Eisenhower’s 
command, General Coudraux of France, Mr. Richard Powell of the 
‘United Kingdom and General McNarney of the United States who 
serves as Director-General. Each nation has staff representatives 
working as part of the Screening and Costing Staff. The Defence 

| Production Staff is doing valuable work in the appraisal of produc- 
_ tion and supply problems. This of course is the permanent NATO 
Defence Production staff. The permanent NATO agencies have been 

- most helpful to the TCC, in fact we could not have undertaken our — 
work without their help. The Standing Group and the North - 
Atlantic Ocean Regional Planning Group has assigned liaison officers, 
full-time SHAPE liaison officers and in addition many members of | 
General Eisenhower's staff are giving us essential assistance in our 

7 work. The twelve members of the TCC have been continuously in- 
| formed between meetings through the distribution of papers and also | 

through informal contacts with their representatives in Paris. We | 
| have kept the Council Deputies fully informed of all phases of our | 

work and also of the NATO agencies on matters which relate to their 
activities. In accordance with established NATO policy, the TCC 
has assumed that there will be a German contribution to Western _ 
defence, to be made through the European defence community in 
addition to such support as may be made directly to forces in Ger- 
many of NATO countries who are not EDC. members. The necessary 

information concerning German contribution has been provided 

through the Chairman of the Powers’ Conference on the European | 

Defence Community, with the assistance of SHAPE, and through 

tripartite agencies of the Occupying Powers. The TCC adopted, dur-
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| ing its first session, a plan of work which has been followed through- | 
| out by the Committee and the Executive Bureau. At its meeting of | 
| October 26 the Committee outlined certain general principles to serve 
| as guide lines in carrying out this plan of work. Both the plan of 
| work and the general principles were drawn with the objective of _ 

| furthering accepted NATO principles. The guiding principles stem © 
; from the conviction that the central objective of the TCC must be 
: the most rapid, practicable build-up of balanced collective combat _ 
| forces. In order to achieve these objectives it was considered that the 
| guide lines for our work should include, first, appraising the present 
| status of the NATO defence position, both individually and collec- | 

tively. This includes the developments immediately in prospect re- 
| sulting from actions already under way. This was what we have 

called stock-taking and was subject of one of the TCC question- | 
naires to member countries. Second, defining a politically and eco- 

| nomically feasible programme for a progressive build-up towards 
| an acceptable security position for the North Atlantic Community. — 
| This should take into account. possible economies and requires an 
| outline of contribution in forces, production and finance among mem- 
| ber countries and Germany. We should seek to determine a phased, _ 
| balanced build-up from present levels which will make the most 
| efficient use of the available resources and provide at all times for the — 
| most effective possible defence position. Third, reflecting throughout 

| the basic NATO principle adopted at the London Council Meeting _ 

| in May of 1950, of balanced collective forces in which contributions | 

Do of members are mutually independent and each country’s ‘contribu- 

| _ tion is most appropriate to its position. Four, outlining the concerted 
, and. cooperative actions in both the military and economic fields 
| which are required to achieve NATO objectives. Now our analysis _ 
| is being conducted on the basis that each country should make the © 
| maximum contribution consistent with the country’s political and 
| economic capabilities, taking into account the present international 

| tensions, but not going so far as to imply the need for general economic 

| mobilisation, |= | | a : 
| Since the TCC is a temporary agency, which will cease to exist in 
| early December, we have recognised that our report cannot cover all : 

| problems finally and with precision. Much of our work should be car- | | 
| ried forward on a permanent basis hence, TCC will have to consider : 

arrangements for carrying on these necessary activities through the 
strengthening of the NATO as an operational organisation. | | 
We are then much impressed with the loyal and effective work done 

| by the permanent NATO agency so far. The changing situation, how- ! 

ever, appears to require organisational tightening and the TCC will 
beconsideringthisproblem, = = = | Oe ee
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Now on the basis of the countries’ submissions to TOC the executive 

‘bureau has had an informal conference of a full day with representa- | 

tives of each neighbour member country. These conferences have not 

been hearings but rather have been periods of informal and free dis- 

 eussion. They have started from an analysis of the country’s defence — | 

effort and military policy and proceeded through considerations of — | 

infrastructure and production problems to economic and financial © a 

considerations. The Executive Bureau Reviews have been supple- _ 

mented by staff level conversations on both the economic and mili- 

tary side. I should stress again that there has been a high degree of 

- cooperation and mutuality ofapproachthroughout. | 

While we have not yet begun the formulation of our conclusions © 

and recommendations certain of the key problems and requirements 

are already apparent. One field involves the necessary measures to get 

- military resources we now have into the most effective condition, and 

_ to press forward with the development of additional military strength. 

Thesemeasuresincludedeterminationof: = # ©= | oO 

(a) The military units that can be brought to a state of combat . 

readiness in 1952; and I may say that process is to attempt to take 

the brackets out of the chart that General Gruenther showed you a 

| few minutes ago; and those units whose manning, training and equip- | 

ment in 1952 should be given precedence in order to become effective 

during the progressive build-up to an acceptable security situation ; 

| (6) A realistic build-up by time theories: this includes the phasing 

of equipment supply and infrastructure in concert with the develop- | 

ment of manpower and training ; | He 
(c) Specific actions to achieve these goals of combat readiness and 

phase build-up. BF es | 

| - One of the most important policy considerations in achieving these 

objectives is a system of priorities and allocations of equipment re- 

lated to specific military units. We have discussed this matter with 

each country. There appears to be general accord that recommenda- 

tions from General Eisenhower and other NATO Commanders should 

be given priority consideration in the allocation of equipment as 

between units within each country in order to attain the maximum } 

defensive strength with the limited resources available. For my own a 

country, I can say, that we have accepted this concept and are review- 

ing the administration of our end item aid-so as to relate priorities | 

and allocations of these items to the developing military capabilities 

of Western Europe, principally on the basis of recommendations from 

NATO commanders. | | me oe 

| _ Now speaking for myself, I hope that at the appropriate time, the 

: Council will take definite action onthis principle. . 

The TCC. Screening and Costing Staff has already identified some 
of the general problems. It is apparent to them that NATO military 

planning ought now to be moving into the operational phase and
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this means further organisation development. The SCS has pointed 
out difficulties from an operational standpoint due to the failure to 

| appoint the commander and establish the command in the North 
| Atlantic and also due to the lack of NATO planning and organisation | 

| in the field of logistic support. They have stressed the necessity for 
| more attention to producing currently balanced collective forces and 
: also for some provision in NATO for periodic reviews and re-assess- _ | 
pe ment of defence costs, particularly when there is a significant change 

in NATO plansorinothercircumstances. = a 
| _ The studies and discussions have also brought out problems involv- 

ing national military policies and these and their possible modifica- 
Pe tions if we are to attain our objectives of effective combat forces and 
| an ultimate acceptable security situation. OE 
| - ‘These problems include improved training, length of service, par-— 
| ticularly for specialists and officers, improved conditions to attract 

capable individuals to the regular service, improvements in organisa- _ 

| tion, and particularly, in combat and logistic support, and the alloca- _ 
tion of reserves as between different parts of the country’s military _ 

| _ programme. There is the problem of keeping related efforts in bal- | 

| ance, for example, there may be a shortage in production of aeroplanes © 
| in the early stages, but there may be an even greater shortage in train- 
| ing arrangements for pilots and other personnel. Moreover, failure __ 
| to provide airfields and other necessary installations on time would 
| be a critical defect in planning and programming for NATO defence. 
L _ Another problem in the planning and carrying through of infra- 
| | structure and the lack of knowledge as the priority of the construc- 

tion in relation to timing of requirements for the support of specific 
units on a realistic basis. These are all problems which we see as 

| requiring consideration by the TCC as a whole both in their military, 
| political and economic aspects. And again, I want to make it plain, | 
: that I am not speaking of any conclusions of the TCC but only some i 

| of the problems that are being placed before us by our Staff. | 
| We recognise that the TCC will not be able to provide a full solu- 
: tion to the difficult problems of producing and supplying of equip-_ 
po ment. We are, however, attempting to relate currently programme. — | 
| "production to the particular urgent acquirements of a phase build-up. , 

_ ‘This work must be continued within the NATO and should include | 
| consideration of production for the necessary maintenance and re-- 
| placement, a study of the detail of which is not yet available, and’ | 

has never yet been analysed. The offshore procurement programme: : 
| of my own country will be of considerable assistance in the activating 

| _ capacity on this side of the Atlantic but it alone cannot provide a "| 
solution of the production problems of Europe. As indicated earlier, = | 

| the TCC has taken into account the present international tensions 
without implying the need for general economic mobilisation. With | 

|
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this approach the analysis of the political economic capabilities is : 

‘being carried on, both on a comparable basis as among the member | 
.countries and with respect to each country.in terms of the realistic, : 

political and economic problems, which the member countries face 

in expanding defence efforts. Economic analysis has been focused on 

| current action to implement national military programmes presented 

| by each country, the nature of the limiting factors, internal or ex- si 
ternal, ways and means of overcoming these limitations by national | 

: or co-operative action. The lines along which increased effort might | 

most readily be realized and would best contribute to collective de-. 
fence, the extent to which proposed programmes are comparable in 

degree of effort and represent the most useful type of contribution to 

NATOasawhole | I 

The countries’ submissions have revealed in all cases considerable 

- 4ncreases, and in some cases large increases, in defence efforts of a 

pre-Korean level. The countries’ submissions have shown both the 

internal and external, economic problems involved in the partial eco- 

- nomic mobilisation necessitated by our common.programme. On the 

internal side the problems vary in character and in degree among | 

| member countries. They include problems arising from internal infla- 

tionary pressures, difficulties in diverting physical resources to de- 

fence without undue curtailment of necessary civilian investment or — 

reasonable consumption levels, and financial problems. to cover ex- 

panded budgets without generating excessive inflationary pressures 

and with the negligible social distribution of the increased defence 

burdens. SO OA Rei | 

| ‘On the external side the major problems are two-fold in character, 

First the deterioration of the dollar position in a number of countries 
| due to the worsening terms of trade and to loss, in some cases, of 

| export potential through the diversion to defence, coupled in all cases 

with continued high import requirements to sustain a high level of 

production. ; — Oo oo 

The second serious dis-equilibria in the intra~European balance of 

- payments which threaten the effective operation of the EPU and | 

have an important bearing on defence capabilities. On the dollar side, 

We believe that the United States programme off-shore procurement = 

should make a substantial contribution in providing for an exchange Do, 

of necessary dollar imports, as well as stimulating the development | 

of European munitions production. Other American military ex- | 

penditures in Europe for infrastructure and for the direct support — 

, of our forces stationed on the Continent should also be of material = 

| assistance in relieving the short-term dollar problem. Measures to! 

accelerate infrastructure and off-shore procurement. will thus. serve 

the double purpose of speeding the physical defence build-up and | 

assisting the dollar payments balanceproblem. Oo .
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| _ The maintenance of a high and expanding general level of produc- 
| tion is indispensable for the success of the NATO defence programme. 
| The TCC’s economic analysis staff is directing an important part of 
! its work towards the identification of major bottlenecks to overall 
! - production and we hope to be able to recommend national and co- 
| operative measures to alleviate these limitations. They involve in 

De. part stimulation of production and improved distribution of critical 
| - raw materials in the free world as a whole. But one point of paramount | 
| importance is the grave shortage of coal in Europe: And coal is one 
| of Europe’s greatest natural resources. Every means must be used to | 
: increase the output of ‘European coal and to ensure its conservation 
| if Europe is to avoid a waste of its dollar resources or a set-back im | 

| both general production and production for defence. Speaking for 
| | myself I urge that the highest priority attention be given this prob- 
| jem by each member country and on a co-operative basis among the 
| | Member countriesof NATO andtheOEEC. —s_— a | | 
! _ Another major. problem is the effective use of manpower and the | 
| related issues of surplus manpower especially in Italy, because I deal 

| with this only in a sentence it is not because the TCC does not under- | | 
| stand that it is of major importance in developing the defensive 
! situation which we must in Europe asa whole. | | 
| While we cannot now predict the precise scope and detail of our 

! final report as regards political and economic capabilities we hope to 
! point towards both national and co-operative measures in these fields: 
! to promote the successful achievement of an adequate defence positiom | 

| and the maintenance of a healthy political and economic foundation . 
| both for the period of build-up and for the longer term future. I am | 
| sure that our recommendations will reflect the NATO principle that | 
| only through economic as well as military cooperation can our commom | | 
| _ interests, or individual national interests, be effectively realized. — | 

| 740.5/12-551: Telegram ae UE bee co . | : 

The United States Delegation on the Temporary Council Committee | 
wee to the Acting Secretary of State* ha nn | 

TOP SECRET = § PRIORITY Paris, December 5, 1951—4 p. m. | 
. Repna circular 10. 1. All members TCC except Ital present. Malo- | | 
godi represented Pella. Deputies standing grp (Wright, etc) present. 
Short account of EB-SGmtg29Novpresented. = | | 

2. Discussion of working outline of report opened with gen com- 
ments by Belg. Port commented favorably on dominant idea that must: 
not concentrate only on mid ’54 but must also be flexible and adaptable 

oF Repeated to Luxembourg, Ottawa, and Heidelberg for Handy. > - Bs | 

: 
| | | |
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to requirements of def throughout; mentioned favorable emphasis 

in econ portion on B/P and entire Eur payments but reminded com- 

mittee that at first mtg, the TCC accepted that there are internal — 

economic difficulties which must be considered. Ital spoke in support 

point and chair indicated report certainly intended to take into ac- | 

count any limitation due to maintainingeconstability. = = = = = | 

3. Norway and, later, Neths stressed desire have working papers 

of TCC staffs in order to make preliminary studies prior to gen dis- 

cussion on draft report. All members acutely conscious each individual 

country’s program wld be dealt with in annexes to report. Chair 

| pointed out that EB reed costing estimate divided by countries, years, | 

. and categories only today and that wld be several days before final 

analysis on capabilities wld be availabletoEB. = — | 

| 4, Canada and Italy thought outline excellent. Abbott considered — ) 

wld be differences of opinion when draft report is completed and — 

therefore EB shid be allowed proceed with maximum speed to com- 

| plete draft. He continually stressed this during entire mtg. There | 

was mild suggestion from Belg ‘supported by Portugal that three | 

‘countries in addition to EB participate in drafting report. Chair 

stated that drafting by three wld be difficult enough and drafting by 

six wld mean no report. Dutch and Ital moved that EB shld prepare 

draft report. This was accepted by TCO. oe, oo 

5. Ital wanted emphasis on internal problems such as level of em- — 

ployment, investment, and surplus manpower. Chair agreed, mention- | 

ing that progress in investment shld aim to attain sound social basis 

| as well as to develop raw materials and production needed for def 

| power. Chair made point that problem divided into (2) NATO 

| approach and (0) problems related to each country. Important that — 

‘TCC members not become diverted into thinking only of own natl 

problems. They shld recognize that all these will not be resolved by ~ 

TCC report and that it may be necessary to make some natl reserva- 

‘tions thereon. Objective is to give a draft report within weeks so that 

| members can have overall picture and then look at their natl prob- } 

lems in light of that picture. He recognized it is easier deal with 

broad NATO problems on basis of personal point of view than to 

| deal with country problems which are matters on which members wld 

_ reasonably have to consult govts. | re 

6. Monnet. questioned achievement possible in report concerning 

| matters after °52 and stressed that TCC shld answer questions con- 

| cerning ’52 and perhaps only sketch future. This has been Monnet 

line from beginning, from which he has deviated at times but to 

| which he seems always to return. UK expressed optimism on timing = 

of completion of report and on achievements therein. Ital stressed = 

necessity for report to serve as firm basis for both nat] and internatl 

_ planning for ’52 and necessity for specifics thus tending to support
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| | Monnet with emphasis on ’52. Also pointed out need for more info, 
| using example that countries cannot agree to SCS proposed standards 

| without having them to study. This latter statement was revealing _ 
| since Ital and other mil rep to SCS have been kept continually in- — 
| formed for this very reason. Se 

| 7. Monnet stressed that if all available forces were gathered to- 
| gether in ’52, combat power will be very effective indeed. Chairagreed = 
| with direction this thought of Monnet but did not wish to indicate — 
| 52 will provide in any way satis situation. It will lay foundation for | 

| buildingfurtherstrength, 4 | peg 
8. Questions on material to be made available to TCC members and 

timing thereof were settled by © | oN 

| (a) Chairman stated that on 10 Dec, countries wld be provided 
with (1) the outlook both on econ and mil side with considerable 
precision for 52 and decreasing precision for 53 and 54, (2) partial | 
rough draft of report, (8) annexes for their country = => | 

| (6) SCS DirGen stated SCS report wld be completed Sat and wld 
| - be provided in full to each member if TCC so indicated. He stressed 
| that sections of report are interlaced and report shld be read as a 
2 whole. While TCC took no formal action, it appears certain that 
| report will be provided each country. | cS , 

| 9. Ital stated certain natl responsibilities which cannot be subordi- 
| nated to NATO command even as, internally, there are certain 
| responsibilities which a govt can not subordinate to its mil com- = 
| manders. Ital concern is over trend in report outline toward priorities 
| policy and increased auth for NATO commands. In private conversa- | 

| tion, Malogodi indicated Itals fear priorities policy will react to their 
|. disadvantage because: ca ee ees : 

| (a) Gen Marras believes SG underrates threat to southern flank and a 
| __ (6) Ital troops are unlikely to attain a standard of training of | 
| some other nations, thereby perhaps not meriting recommendation 
| from NATO commanders for allocations of equip. Ital pointed out 
| that their low standard of training might have to be accepted because 
| of realities of length of service and training. | fe eh a” 

| 10. Canada expressed satis over approach of determining what we ss 
| are going to do in 52 and rather more flexible approach in 53 and 54. 
| Also stressed Canada’s $700 mil balance of payment deficit and stated = 
| that Canada does not propose to provide econ aid since such wld 7 
| mean additional dollar borrowing. (Note that Abbott has been away — | 

_ from Canada for over 10 days.) Port supported Canadian proposal ! 
| that draft outline of report and expanded outline of introduction be 
| accepted with understanding there wld be TCC discussion of final | 
S draft.Senseofmtgindicatedagreement. = = re 

11. SCS presented report, mentioning that some force proposals are 
different from country statements due to application of SCS standards | 
of readiness, estimate of training capability, etc. SCS estimated that 

| |
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major equip difficulties need not necessarily-arise, assuming adequate : 

priority system, until 53 and into 54. Raising German forces will - 

| then cause added equip problem. Stressed that SCS does not believe 

their force goal too high. Recognized that finan and econ difficulties 

_ might prevent reaching SCS goal by 54 and urged that, in such case, 

buildups shld be continued beyond 54. Stated SCS view that effective — 

covering force is possible in 52 which shld practically rule out sur- | 

prise attack. This force wld however, not be adequate. Stressed that — 

to achieve 52 goal and buildup beyond, there must be strict allocation 

of equip which shld be responsibility of NATO commanders for 

recommendation. SCS recommended yearly review to continue after 

| buildup. | oe | 
12. Dutch stressed clarity of SCS documents and definitions in 

- comparison to SHAPE and particularly SG documents. Raised ques- 

tion as to possible differences among standards. SCS noted that SCS 

standards are materially higher than some smaller country standards 

but SHAPE standards are D-day standards for units in place for 

| battle and might be called “maximum desirable” whereas SCS are — | 

“minimum acceptable”. Any differences have to be resolved on basis 

of econ and polit capability of countries concerned. | 

13. Chair mentioned TCC might not desire to endorse technical 

matters such as definitions of readiness but might rather wish to fur- 

nish to SG and SHAPE as SCS recommendations. Ital expressed | 

| concern over accepting high state of readiness until more is known 

| about finance and equip, raised priority point again. Chair expressed _ 

personal view that unless system of priorities adopted NATO will | 

not get much defense. os 

_ 14, Chair opened organization discussion by mentioning new situa-_ | 

tion in which NAT organizations have to become more operational. — 

SCS presented mil problem of organization, stressing lack of any 

priorities system to deal with shortages and stating that SCS wld — 

recommend a system and a change in directive of SACEUR giving 

additional responsibility and auth. Pointed out that SACEUR now 

has only operations and training in war, whereas no commander can 

assure preparations his forces or conduct operations without some 

_ degree of influence over deployment, equip, and his logistics. No real | 

-_ progress on logistics plans and arrangement have been made. Pro- 

- spective changes in terms of reference will provide a basis on which 

SHAPE can state to each country what wld be prepared in infra- | 

structure. In summary, changes will be concerned with _ - 

(a) Increased auth for NATO commanders on organization, train- 

ing, equip and priorities for assigned forces. ae me 

(6) Logistical organization at both theater and overall levels to 

determine specific equip and infrastructure needs,and oo 

(c) Allocation of material available to NATO in accordance with © 

a basic NATO priorities system. ae oy
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| 15. Chair noted that NAT needed an organization which cld define 
equip requirements and make recommendations on production to coun- 
tries. Also needed a staff section on financial and econ problems which 

| ~ dealt closely with other staff sections. Furthermore,.records must be 
_ available and it might be well to have records center which kept up 
po with all aspects of NATO such as coordination of air craft deliveries, 
| air training, and availability of air fields. Chair noted suggestion that — 
_ there shld be central staff of NATO at a central place headed by a 
| suitable person which could’study NATO problems and monitor carry- | 

| ing out of NATO decisions. Mentioned problem of machinery to get | 

prompt reconciliation of views and decisions in govts. Chair suggested 
that TCC had to determine what they wanted to do and that they 

| might wish to make gen suggestions to council with objective of 
| strengthening NAT organization to get more effective def. 
| 16. Ital-asked that oral statements of SCS and chair on organiza- 
| tion be distributed at once. Dutch mentioned that we shld have in 
| mind increasing the power of deputies and cited unique opportunity , 
| of TCC to solve important matters rather than passing pressing orga- 
| nizational problems to council which wld then have to sit with the 
: difficulties. Port doubted TCC had time for discussion detailed orga- 
| nizational matters and feared delay due to lengthy consultations. 
| Suggested gen agreement if possible and if not that TCC send any | 
! EB and SCS recommendation to council. Ital suggested decision be 

p deferred on procedure and that these things too important us forward 
| without comment. Individual members TCC were asked to furnish 
| specific suggestions onorganizationn = 

| - 17. Monnet stressed that there is defense for all but no def on a 
| natl basis.. TCC. has task of reconciliation and also duty of making 

| recommendations to council on organization to assure that. TCC pro- 

| posals can be carried out. If nations are to spend money and give 

| services of their people, they must be sure it will be worthwhile and 
| that the NATO machine can function in case of need. The organiza- 

tion problem can not be disassociated from other problems. Discus- 

| sion of TCC terms of reference developed point that they covered 

| -—s organization since TCC is charged with the analysis of the issues 
: involved and organization is certainly an issue. © a : 
| 18. Suggestion by Ital that EB might wish to discuss specific coun- 
! try problems with country reps during next few days was accepted. 
| Members TCC insisted on necessity for time to translate draft papers 

and discuss with their govts before meeting which is hoped to be final. | 
| Agreed that presumable final mtg will begin 10:00, Dec 14 to con- | 

tinue until finalization ofreport.?. RE 2 | 

| *For a record of these final meetings of the TCC, see telegram Repto 6248, | 
December 17 and following cables, pp. 379 ff. et : | 

| 536-688 PT 1—80-——26 | |
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) 19. In delegation opinion, chair achieved our interim objectives 8 

of (1) obtaining willing agreement of countries that EB draft the 
report, (2) informing ministers of major problems in order that they — 

may have preliminary discussions with govts (3) creating feeling of 

| confidence that useful report can be achieved and (4) indicating a 

| pattern of NATO security planning which shld give essential con- 

tinuing guidancetonatl planningagencies Ms 

a 740.5/12-551 ; Telegram - had 

- ‘The Ambassador in France (Bruce) to the Acting Secretary of State 

SECRET  =NIACT ‘Parts, December 5,1951—4p.m. 

3338, For Martin from Vass. No distribution this message outside 

State Dept. This is background to long report TCC mtg being sent 

by del.? - _ | I | | 

---- 4. Decision circulate draft report Mon for consideration by govts - 

before final TCC mtg December 14 raises question of extent to which 

=: you wish to participate in shaping report. FinMins will, of course, 

come armed with governmental positions and will naturally assume 

we have done same. ; | a - 

9. Since report, including controversial country annexes, will be | 

| exceedingly bulky and highly classified, hardly practicable cable re- 

port, which cld hardly be ungarbled prior to meeting. If you believe | 
State shld see text and offer comments on points where language may 

be important domestically or in terms foreign relations (assuming we 7 

must be prepared for leaks of virtually entire text), suggest you raise 

this problem. One possibility wld be for me to return with report | 
| assoonasavailable. a, Ba yy rer OA 

8. Postponement mtg to Thurs due largely to Monnet, who must 

| participate in Schuman Plan debate balance this week. He threatened | 

resion as TCC member unless schedule delayed, a move which both 

‘US and UK reps described as “blackmail”. TCC mtg failed provide 

either showdown or agreement on issue 1952 versus 1954. | 

4, Bidault has sent long letter to Harriman, as chairman TCC pur- 

porting to prove Fr effort outstanding and winding up with flat de- 

mand for 200 million dollars economic aid last half calendar 1951and 

715 million dollars first half 1952, for total of 915 million dollars in — | 

---US fiscal year 1952. Letter states must be economic aid with counter- 

part and minimum amount necessary for Fr support 1,512 billion franc - 

defense budget, which he claims is required to meet defense obliga- 

tions as worked out by TCC. No indication yet whether Harriman will. 

accept this as part TCC operation or turn matter over to bilateral 

1 Supra. - Ce , a
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| negotiations. Harriman expects deal solely with MSP during Monnet 

8, We understand Bidault letter to Harriman was sent by him with- _ 

out prior consultation with his colleagues and does not represent Fr 

| Govt position. [Vass.] we , | 

| go ns Oe | Bruce 

| | 740.5/12-651 : Telegram Tee a | | 

The Acting Secretary of State to the United States Deputy Repre- 

| sentative on the North Atlantic Council (Spofford), at London* — 

| SECRET: —~—~—<“<itst‘Cst(CSsN WASHINGTON, December 6, 1951—1:31 p.m. 

| Todep 395. Grk Amb called under instrs his govt state that Grk > 

| wished participate in work of TCC. Under assumption Grk and Turk — 

| will be full members NATO when NAC meets Lisbon, Feb 2, Grk 

J Govt wished make sure its econ-mil-fin situation will be considered 

| in same manner as that other NAT countries. We sought dispel certain 

| possible false impressions as to nature TCC and its obj ective, and in 

| particular, that it was primarily an aid allotment device. We high- | 

lighted primary purpose TCC to marry max fin and econ capabilities _ 

| with mil requirements so that best possible def posture on mil and 

| econ fronts will be achieved. We expressed our hope Lisbon wld pro- 

| | vide the climax for activities which have been going on in NATO 

| _ during past two years and that govts will stand up and be counted _ 

| as to measures which they will take in order achieve our common 

| security in light of TCC recommendations. A 

| We explained to Grk Amb work of TCC was approaching its final — 

stage and that we did not see how it wld be possible, regardless of = 

| the fact that Grk is not yet a full member of NATO, to interrupt work 

| of TCC in order fit in the new Grk piece of the puzzle. Furthermore, 

| _-we pointed out that Grk’s econ and fin capabilities represented only — 

| one aspect of problem which also required careful study of mil re- 

‘quirements for def of the Grk-Turk bastion of NATO. We expressed 

| the opinion that a TCO type operation for Grk and Turk eld only _ 

| ‘be satisfactorily accomplished later when Standing Group and MRCs 

| will have had the opportunity in concert with Grk and Turk staffs | 

| carefully to work out mil requirements and plans for the area. — a 

: Dept has wondered, however, if it might not be useful if Grk and 

? Turk Govts were supplied with TCC Questionnaires which have been 

| Drafted by Knight and cleared with Porter of GTI, Martin of EUR, Brown of 
| __H, Ernst of Defense, and Parsons of RA; repeated for action to Paris for USDel 

TCC and for information to Ankara and Athens. Oo | 

|
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answered by NAT countries. This might give Grk and Turk Govts oe 

_ familiarity with TCC operation and shld cause them to marshal facts 
and figures which wld permit speedier “Grk-Turk TCC operation” 4 
after admission these two countries and after determination mil re- | 
-quirementsand plansEastern AreaNATO. | 

On balance we are inclined believe that Grk and Turk wrestling with 
| Questionnaires without background and detailed guidance cld be 7 

contra-productive. Instead it might be more useful and realistic to — 
| have NACDeps invite Grk and Turk Govts to send each a rep to 

| London. The purpose wld be to have these reps work with the Dep’s. 

Internat] Staff to acquire NATO background and history and famil- 
iarize themselves with NATO procedures and activities. One of these 

| activities wld be the TCC. From security pt of view we have checked 
__-with Standing Group and find out that above initiative wld be pos- 
- gible prior to Grk and Turk full membership. According to findings 

| ~ of Standing Group security mission to Grk and Turk, winter 1950-— | 
_ 51, reps eld receive Cosmic clearance if they hold T.S. security clear-_ 

ance by their respectivenatlsecurityauths 
USDep and USDel TCC plscomment. | - | 

| | Be WEBB | 

_--740.5/12-651 : Telegram - | | 

Lhe Ambassador in France (Bruce) to the Acting Secretary of State 

| TOP SECRET PRIORITY Paris, December 6, 195 1—3 p. m. 

8371. For Martin from Vass. No distribution outside State. | 7 
, 1. As result of effective work by Lindeman in persuading economic — 

staff to recommend budget increases of $3.8 billion,and SCS sereening 
- including departures from MC 26/1 by pruning costs to capabilities, 

- “confrontation” in WG last night was anticlimax, since negligible __ 
gap remained between assets available and cost SCS force plan 
through 1954. - Oe : 

| 2. Equipment gap for European NATO shown as $22 billion before - 

_ any allowance for four-year US or Canada MSP. Gap in meeting non- : 
_ major material costs estimated at $3.5 billion without allowance for 
oe German occupation costs as offset to NATO costs, or estimated $500 | 

military mutual aid possible from Belgium and Denmark. Dollar - 
_. balance payments analysis shows overall four-year need of $7 billion, Oo 

_ with assets in sight to cover $5 billion or more without raising aid. ; 
3, Germany just now being added to tables. This will increase 

equipment gap by that part of $6 billion which Germany cannot or 
will not be allowed to produce. Line here is to indicate German mili- 
tary aid program will be in addition to $5.8 billion MSP figure pro- 
jected for NATO in US submission without indicating amount. Gor-
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| don tentatively thinking of adding total of $3-4 billion for Germany =— 
| in FY 1953-1954 requests. Would attempt change allocations to en- . 

able delivery all programs including FY 1952 by end of calendar 1952. 
| 4, Meeting yesterday on German production studies got nowhere. | 
| Hirsch took line could not even consider approaching Germans until 
| FonMins had settled security controls. Failed explain how this posi- 
| tion consistent with French agreement to EB D-44, implicitly en- 

. dorsed by FonMins at Rome. Second meeting planned today but 
| unlikely any clarification issue obtained by then. Byroade briefed 
| before leaving tojoin’‘Secretary. Mas ale | 
| 5. Now expected TCC meeting will last several days. Feeling is 
| that we must accept national reservations on own programs but | 
| must prevent moves to suppress international staff recommendations — 
| which serve our immediate purposes of showing concrete ways Euro- 
| _ pean effort can be increased and also closing gap. Result, if acceptable __ 
7 US military authorities, promises to provide soundest basis yet for 
_--—s congressional presentation. Big question is whether SCS forces will 
| be acceptable. Clear here that each of services has something to grum- | 
| ble about, and orthodoxy has not yet been preserved. For example, | 

| Mantz directed today to cut about $2.5 billion from costs on grounds 
| no indication POL and other items, necessary to support SCS flying 
! hours program, would in fact be available. Real confrontation may be 
! in NSC rather than TCC. [Vass.] Oo ee 
: ee Es | a | a ~ Bruce 

| 740.5/12-751:Telegram a | Se 

| The United States Delegation on the Temporary Council Committee 
Po to the Acting Secretary of State _ a 

! TOP SECRET PRIORITY | Parts, December 7, 1951—11 a. m. 

po Repna cire 11. ToISA. 1. Working comite reported to Exec Bureau 
! today, tentative conclusions on reconciliation of econ capabilities with 
P the screening and costing staff’s milit program based on manpower, 

| organization and training capabilities. — ae Pe a 
: 2. From fin standpoint the working comite concluded that over the 
| three year period FY 1952 to 1954 incl, there is a net fin deficit equal _ 
| to about 51% billion dollars. This assumes an increase of slightly over 
| 8 billion dollars during the three years above the currently pro- | 

grammed defense expenditures of Eur countries, and about 700 mil- | 

| lion econ aid from Canada. On a yearly basis there appears to be no | 

| fin deficit, assuming countries undertake proposed increases within | 

| their estimated capabilities, in fiscal 1952 and only a small estimated 

| 1 Repeated to Ottawa, Bonn, and Heidelberg for Handy. | ; | 

|
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: fin deficit in fiscal 1953. The great part of the estimated three year 
| deficit wld occur in fiscal 1954. EPR Ee oe | 

3. Concerning equip the estimate now is that, taking into account. / 
equip for Ger forces, there wld be a deficit of about 6 billion over the | 
three years, assuming adherence to the SCS milit program, incl its 

austerity standards. Excepting Ger, there wld be an estimated deficit — 

of between 1 and 2 billion as compared to a, total.estimated capital | 

value of equip of about 33 billion dollars. The judgment as tothe time _ 
phasing of the impact of these deficits is substantially similar to the 

oo judgment in the preceding para on fin deficits, assuming favorable — 

US priorities on deliveries. _ | | oe So oo 

4, The dollar balance of payments deficits over the three year period 

are now estimated at about 7 billion dollars, against which estimates 

apply assets of estimated US econ aid of about 1 billion per year, @ | 

half billion US expenditures in Eur which some experts here consider 

_ to be much too low, 700 million of possible Canadian econ assistance 

which is considered to be within Canadian capability, infrastructure, 

and off-shore procurement. No firm figures are yet available on the — 

- latter two items but it is considered that the dollar deficit in balance of | 

payments wld be approximately closed over the three year period by _ 

_ the measures listed. a ea 
8, The TCC estimates are turning to use the three year period of 

fiscal 1952 to 1954 incl, but the estimates as to fin deficits and equip 

_. deficits in the preceding paras can, without adjustment, be com- | | 

pared with prior estimates on the period fiscal 1951 to 1954 incl. 

6. Exec Bureau, with France represented by Hirsch, decided (a) > 

that the SCS proposed milit program needed no substantial econ re- 

conciliation for fiscal years 1952 and 1953; (b) the TCC shld not 

attempt a detailed reconciliation of the program for 1954 but shld . 

| probably handle the matter by submitting suggestions to the council , 
- and leaving the precise reconciliation to further study; (¢c) Exec- - 

Bureau will distribute Monday to countries, country annexes which — 

include suggested fin increases in def efforts, as well as the recom- | 

mended changes and additions to milit program developed by the 7 

screening and costing staff. This latter was agreed at TCC mtg on 
‘Tuesday. The suggested increases in country program vary from zero 

for Portugal and UK to over 40 percent increase above that originally 

submitted to TCC by Belgium. — | a | |
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740.5/12-1051: Telegram 7 | ae 8 

| The United States Delegation on the Temporary Council Committee 

| a | to the Acting Secretary of State+ ag 

TOP SECRET PRIORITY - , Parts, December 10,1951—llp.m. 

po Repto 98. Usdel Tec no. 70. Subject is EB draft TCC report. 
| 1. Executive Bureau, TCC agreed last night and has today passed 

| , to NATO countries EB draft of proposed TCC report. Full TCC | 
J meets Friday 14 Dec for consideration of draft. Meeting expected take 

| several days to complete action. | Co ee: eee 
| 2. Basic concept of proposed report is that. NAT activity shld_ 

| be concentrated on “most rapid practical build-up of balanced effective — 

| combat forces.” Report endorses for consideration NATO and govts 
| the major recommendations of screening and costing staff (SCS) 

report including principles and standards of readiness and proposed 

| annual plans for forces build-up on basis indicated para four below. — 
| ‘TCC draft report includes sections on: process of reconciliation of 

mil requirements and politico-econ capabilities; discussion residual = 
| financial and equipment gaps; annual programs for NATO build-up; 

| supply, production and maintenance of NATO build-up; econ con-— 

| ditions for fulfillment TCC plan of action; mil conditions for ful- 
: fillment of plan; organizational problems of NATO; and country 

| | annexes giving proposed TCC conclusions on politico-econ aspects 

| each country’s defense effort and suggestions, where appropriate, for 

| increased effort. . 7 a | 
| 3. SCS report in full detail sent countries Dec 7. ye odes | 

po 4. Draft TCC report, in effect, provides recommended pattern and i 
| composition of defense build-up effort as guide to govts in form of | 
| clear targets and plan of action for 1952, targets but less precise pro- : 

| gram for 1953 and targets and indication of program for 1954 and | 

| beyond. Recommends there be included in 1952 plan those initial | 
| actions on long lead time matters which must be initiated in 1952 to _ | 

carry out the more flexible planning targets suggested for 1953 and | 
| in some cases 1954. Build-up shows possible achieve, by end of 1952, | 

! _ mil forces which, though not adequate will have major capabilities | 
both for combat operations and for deterrent effect. SCS targets for | | 

1954 wld not fully satisfy MC 26/1 estimated requirements although - | 
not very far short in orders of magnitude. There remain financial | | 

and equipment gaps especially in 1954 but also significant in 1953 even | 

in raising SCS proposed forces, but EB concludes these not of such | 
size to justify reduction in SCS proposed build-up for planning pur- 

| 1 Repeated to all NATO capitals,
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poses. Important fraction equipment gap results from assumed. Ger- / 

| man contribution and necessarily low German mil production starting 

from scratch; report notes possibility extra US end item assistance — . 

this purpose, as indicated in submission. EB proposes adoption scs 

1952 proposals as firm, 1953 as provisional and 1954 as planning guide 

lines. Proposes overall review by appropriate permanent NATO — | 

agencies next summer to adjust programs for 1953 and 1954 and 

_. beyond. - | | So aa 

5. Draft report indicates suggested plans for action can be met only 

if countries give serious consideration to and carry out to extent pos- 

| sible conditions for fulfillment. These include, arising from SCS rec- 

ommendations, the following: | : oe 

a. Institution effective priority system for assignment of equipment. 7 
_b. Establishment approved minimum lists of acceptable types of | 

equipment. . ae a, 

~¢. Development of adequate plan and ‘program for logistical 
support. - | | oo - a me 

d. Improvement of command arrangements. ee | 
| e. Promotion greater standardization. _ a - | 

| f. A number of conditions pertaining to creating and maintaining 
combat readiness, such as larger regular establishments, training of 
specialists, ete. | _ ; oo 

6. Report also discusses econ conditions, including general econ ex- _ 

pansion, basic materials and manpower, coal, steel, electricity, main- 

tenance internal stability (including restraining demand, reducing 
rises in costs and prices), dollar balance of payments, OSP, intra- 

European payments. | | oe | 
7. 1952-54 dollar balance of payments deficit forecast as $7 billion 

not counting US aid. On basis econ aid consistent US submission pro- 
- posals, large-scale and promptly implemented OSP, and assumption 

substantial infrastructure contributions and other direct US mil ex- 
penditures, report indicates deficits shld be manageable. | 

8, Annex on US program recommends stepped up. timing of end- 

item deliveries, administration of programs to maximize effectiveness 

in helping finance European essential dollar imports. Action recom- | 

mended to promote most useful internat] distribution scarce materials, _ 
avoid unduly high price levels, and assistance in making available , 

; increased quantities certain materials, particularly steel, and in facili- 

tating imports to US. Does not comment on question of increase aid 
| program. a a
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| %40.5/12-1451: Telegram | . | : ne 

| The United States Delegation at the Siath Session of the United 
| Nations General Assembly to the Secretary of State | | 

| SECRET a So Parts, December 14, 1951—8 p. m. 

| _ Delga 664. For the Secretary.,Re old Soviet item.t As Dept has 
| long anticipated, it seems likely that Soviets in connection their 
| omnibus item will launch major attack on NATO. US and other 
| NATO countries will wish to respond with vigorous offensive show- | 
; ing reasons for creation of NATO and in giving our idea of NATO’s 
| proper relationship to UN. USDel here in Paris has been considering 

how best to conduct this offensive when Soviet itemisreached. 
! One idea that has been put forward is that political comite, in — 
| course of debate on Soviet item, might invite or request NATO to 
: send a rep to make a statement before comite. Such statement might 
| be made by General Eisenhower, as the single individual who most | 
| genuinely symbolizes and represents NATO as an organization. Such 
| ‘an appearance by General Eisenhower before comite would need tobe __ 
| concurred by appropriate agreement among the 12 govts concerned, 

_ after prior consultation with General. Contemplated Eisenhower — 
| statement wld be most broadly conceived, to place NATO in true 

! perspective, to state reasons for its existence, and to state its purposes | 

| in world situation where San Francisco expectations of great-power __ 
| cooperation are not a reality today. coe RE | 
Lo Del has discussed above suggestion, and a number of considerations - 
| have emerged as favoring suggestion, while at same time certain dif- 
7 ficulties have been seen. . oe a 
| Fol are some of difficulties: Appearance of General Eisenhower 

| before UN wld dramatize debate on Soviet item and perhaps lend _ 
7 _ additional magnitude to Soviet charges directed against NATO. 
| Western Eur countries and certain Asian countries might resent ap- 
| pearance of General Eisenhower as indirect pressure by US to compel | 

! greater sacrifices by them for achievement of current NATO goals. 
| There might be unfavorable reaction to appearance of high military | 

__. figure in UN deliberations. Such appearance by NATO reps in politi- - 

| cal comite might imply a degree of answerability and even subordina- | : 

tion of NATO to UN which countries such as UK and Fr might | 

| object to. Some question has been raised as to possible adverse effect | 
on US domestic political situation of appearance by Gen Eisenhower 
before UN at Paris session. — BR | 

| Reference here is to item 67 on the agenda of the Sixth Regular Session of ! 
| the United Nations General ‘Assembly which was meeting in Paris. This agenda | 

item, “Measures to combat the threat of a new world war and to strengthen 
peace and freedom among nations,” was introduced by the Soviet Delegation on 

_ November 8. | / | 

| | |
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| On other side of ledger, fol considerations have been advanced: | 
| Appearance by General before UN wld actually serve to emphasize 

bipartisan character of US foreign policy in regard to NATO, and | 
tend to withdraw this issue from 1952 campaign. Magnitude of UN _ 
debate on Soviet attack against NATO may in any event be deter- 

mined by USSR rather than West. Appearance of General Hisen- 

hower in political comite wld serve as dramatic counterweight torole = 
Vyshinsky has played at this session, where for some time he has 

been single most dominating figure on scene. Positive and broadly 

philosophical statement by General Kisenhower before UN wld help 

| free world in disposing decisively of Soviet charges. It could show 
that NATO is not rival or alternative to UN, but that existence of 

NATO accords with UN and is in support of UN purposes and prin- 
ciples. US statement on behalf of NATO powers would serve as re- _ 

a assurance to Western European countries as well as Middle East coun- 

| tries concerning US intentions in current East-West conflict. oes 7 

- -—In light of del discussions and above considerations, del believes — | 

| question of Eisenhower appearance before UN shld be weightd care- | 

fully in Wash. In preliminary discussion Dec 13 Congressmen 

Mansfield and Vorys and Amb Gross expressed strong doubts as to 

- wisdom of suggestion, while Mrs. Roosevelt: and Cohen warmly sup- — 

| ported it. Cooper, Strauss and Zobias also support. Jessup absent 

a from mtg but opposes. Oe | | 

. 740.5/12-1451: Telegram Se - 

| Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt and Mr. Benjamin V. Cohen to the 

| ss President and the Secretary of State — oe 

SECRET | | : Parts, December 14, 1951—8 p. m. 

oe Delga 665. For President and Secretary of State from Mrs. Roose- | 

_velt and Cohen. Limited distribution. We shld like you to have our 

personal views on the matter covered in Delga 664.* This Assembly is 

___ probably proceeding as well as might be expected in light of troubled 

| world conditions. If the Assembly did not reflect the strife and ; 

malaise existing in the world it wld be remote from realities. But none- 

theless if we wish to retain popular faith in UN and prevent disillu- 

| sionment, it seems to some of us that it is important that we try to 

find some way of dramatizing the importance of the Assembly in world 

affairs and at the same time to allay the unreasoning but genuine fears 

prevalent in Europe and the east-as to how US may exercise the 
military power it is creating—fears which may increasingly handicap 

| + Supra. | a | | | |
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the operations of NATO as well as other efforts of ours-to unify and © 
| strengthen free Europe and the free world. ES Gag SG atts > 
| The Sov item attacking NATO as incompatible with UN member- 
| ‘ship may give us this opportunity if we seize it boldly. We have 
| already met the Sov attack with calm and rational explanations here 

and elsewhere. But something more is required to allay widespread 
| - emotional apprehension, particularly among our friends and allies. 

bo It had seemed to some of us that if a way cld be found to have — 

| NATO, either at its own request or on the suggestion of some friendly =—_— 
. states, invited by the Assembly’s President or the pol comite,.to send. 

a representative to explain the purposes of NATO and its relations 
| to UN, and if General Eisenhower cld be chosen to act as NATO 
| rep before the Assembly for this purpose, we cld most dramatically | 
| demonstrate to world opinion that NATO exists to uphold the prin- 
| ciples of UN and not to undermine them, to preserve the peaceand not | 
| _ to threaten it. In such event the General wld of course appear with 
| - due humility in civilian garb, and solemnly affirm the devotion of 
| NATO and its members to the principles of the charter, pointing out 
| that under the North Atlantic Treaty the parties have expressly under- 
| taken not to use force in any manner inconsistent with the purposes | 
| of the charter. Such an appearance wld not in our judgment be re- 

| garded as.an intrusion of a military leader into UN but the recogni- 
| tion by a military leader of the supremacy of the rule of law. Itcld 
| have a profound effect upon public opinion throughout the world. | 
| - We cannot believe that such an appearance wld have any adverse — 
| effect on the political situation at home. It wld, if anything, only © | 

emphasize our bipartisan foreign policy and tend to prevent any 
| _ back-wash from next year’s political campaign adversely affecting 

| -2In a memorandum of a meeting between the Secretary of State and the Presi- __ 
| dent on December 20, it was noted that President Truman agreed with Acheson’s 
| recommendation that it was not a wise idea for General Hisenhower to address | 
| the General Assembly. Truman stated that this should be handled by the repre- 
| sentatives of the NATO countries and he felt that Mrs. Roosevelt was the ideal 
| person to handle it for the United States. (740.5/12-2051) — : | 

po, 740.5/12-1451 | ; eee we cee 

| . The Supreme Allied Commander, Europe (Hisenhower) to the 
| Chairman of the Temporary Council Committee. (Harriman)* = 

| CONFIDENTIAL | [Parts, December 14(?), 1951.] 

| _ Iam happy to know that your entire comite is now mtg to put its | 
work into final form. Responding to your request for my personal 

+The text of Hisenhower’s letter was transmitted to the Department of State 
| in telegram Repna circular 13 from Paris, December 14; it was repeated to : 
| Heidelberg, Luxembourg, London, and Ottawa. a ee 

| 

PO a |
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comment on the comite’s draft “plan of action”, I can offer only broad 
comments since we here at SHAPE have had no opportunity for | 
exhaustivestudy. 9 || pee oa 

_ My first comment is that. the results of the work of the Temporary — 
. Council Comite and of its Screening and Costing Staff represent a. 

truly monumental piece of work. The participants in that task will _ 
certainly deserve a real tribute from the whole NATO community if 
they are able to complete their difficult work as effectively as they =—=s_—> 
have advanced it thus far. I.am impressed not only by the spirit of 
cooperation that must have animated the members of the comite in 
achieving the kind of agreement that is represented but also by the | 

_ objective manner in which they have tackled this most difficult 
- problem. oe | | 

I have the feeling that we are really seeing for the first time the 7 

dimensions, in terms of an integrated mil, econ, and fin effort, of our 
| build-up task. It will be a real milestone in NATO development to 

_ have carried out with this degree of success the difficult task of recon- | 
- eiling rapid build-up of security forces with practical limitations in 

| the econ field and to have one [won?] this through joint and coopera- 

a tive action. _ 7 ee — | 

The gen approach indicated in the plan of building a balanced : 
| combat-effective force at the maximum rate which the availability of 

resources will permit is clearly one which affords strong support to | 
: the fulfillment of the NATO mission entrusted to me and, accordingly, — 

| I heartily welcome it. I think your comite has reached something ~ 
both practical and effective in your handling of the programs pro- 
posed for each of the next three years. I assume this same method of — 
operation wld be continued until the full requirements, necessary for — 
the planned strategy, were provided for. In my opinion, the forces | 

| envisaged are such as to provide a sound basis for actions utilizing the 
- resources which will become available during the coming year. I am 

__- ready to assist in every way I can in the attainment in the greatest 
possibly measure of the “maximum practicable” goals you have shown. 

The standards for manning, training, equipping, and providing 
_ cadres are directly related to this build-up of def forces. Those pro- | 
posed as interim standards for 1952 seem well designed as gen guides | 
which will contribute during the coming year to the maximum prac- 
ticable build-up of effective forces. In this field also SHAPE will be 
in a position to advise and assist in making the best practicable appli- 

- cation of this guidance to the particular forces and particular circum- 
_ stances of each country. Oe ee a | 

| From my own standpoint, and in the interest of saving time, I wld | 

| welcome the immediate and urgent initiation by the countries of the = 
actions recommended in 1952 for the achievement of the build-up pro- 

gram. It is understood, of course, that Parliaments will have to deter-
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| mine the eventual levels, but. the temporary council comite has already | 
| achieved a great deal by cooperative action in preparing a program 
| for the consideration of the NATO nations. If our joint effort follows 
| _ the broad lines that TCC is suggesting, and if it reaches the levels 
| recommended, it 1s clear to me that there shld be full value recd in 
po return, in terms of a more rapid development of defensive capability 
bo and creation of a real deterrent to aggression in West Eur. 

eo OS aS a : _ ([Exsennower] 

| 740.5/12-1751:Telegram cee op type he 

| The United States Delegation on the Temporary Council Committee 
! to the Secretary of State» = = 

| _ SECRET  prioniTy = ~—_—__ Paris, December 17, 1951—1 a. m. 

| ~Repto 6248. Usdel Tce 81. Present session TCC opened 10 a. m., 
- 14 Dec. This cable reports first meeting. ps a | 
| 1. Chairman opened meeting by summarizing highlights of draft 
| TCC report. Stated Gen Eisenhower had indicated his general endorse- 
| ment of plan of action and is prepared to meet with TCC at their 
| convenience. Emphasized that report shld be that of the 12 members _ 
po with govts not necessarily committed to proposed actions relating to | 
| (their) own programs. Suggested start with general discussions of | 
| report and talk details later after agreement on principles. 
| _ 2, Hirschfield praised report as first clear picture of overall prob- 

| lems, but stated did not agree with everything and did not know at 
: - moment whether govt wld be able to accept all recommendations. He 
: complained that TCC members have not had sufficient time to study 
| report and suggested delay. Proposed TCC first discuss individual 
| country annexes to find out whether countries able to fill reeommenda- 
| tions before discussing principles. Agreed govts not involved in 

detailed drafting, but TCC members are under general instructions 
| on important issties. When they sign the report they must think of 

| _ the possibility of obtaining approval of their govts. re 
| - 8. Chairman read Eisenhower letter, already cabled by Lincoln.? 
| _. 4, Kristiensen agreed with Hirschfield stating TCC members are 

| -members of govts and therefore difficult approve report without com- | 
| mitting govts. Proposed subsequent meeting TCC just prior to Lisbon 
| to consider comments by govts on report submitted now by TCC. TCC 
: wid make supplemental report to Council on result of governmental 

: | considerations. | Be | es | 
| _ §. Chairman agreed with suggestions of a later meeting concerned. 
| He pointed out necessity for obtaining comments from NATO bodies 2 

1 Repeated to all NATO capitals and Heidelberg for Handy. = |... 
* Supra. | | | 

| 
| | | 

|
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prior to Lisbon, which eld also be considered. In interim there wld be Sag 

| ‘opportunity for further bilateral discussions pertaining to dollar | 

| problem, solution of which necessary to obtain imports on which mili- a 

| taryandeconprogramsbased. 2 s—ssses—<‘—s | 

6. Pella agreed with Hirschfield on importance of recommenda- 

- tions by TCC and impossibility for members separate their responsi- _ 

bilities as TCC and as Mins. Suggested members cld facilitate approval rn 

by anticipating govt positions but must study report more deeply, 

implying necessity for adjournment. Strongly favored starting with 

individual country recommendations | 
| 7. Monnet made strong statement in favor first reaching agreement 

on general principles. He pointed out TCC cannot itself carry world — | 

to point where can make real commitments which are up to govts. He 

| - implied agreement on country recommendations wld turnonaidnegots = 

which cannot be completed in TCC. He admitted that each country _ 

wld probably reserve on own annex, if only for tactical reasons, but. 

urged agreement now on approach, method and basic overall | 

recommendations. | Bn 

8. Denmark strongly supported Monnet statement. Doubted useful 

to have detailed country discussions in full comite. Raised question of 

availability Secretariat of EB during period when govts consider- 

ing report. Pointed to need for technical clarifications. | 
_ 9, Chairman re-emphasized Monnet position re importance agree- 

ment on principles. Can achieve: real defense effort only if accept 

effective use of resources. Differences over country details relatively 
unimportant if agree and concentrate on basic implementing prin- 

ciple. Stated Secretariat and SCS available during meeting for tech> 
nical discussions. After meeting SHAPE cld carry on discussions 

— military aspects. Speaking for himself, Chairman obviously not in =| 

| position accept every recommendation of report; however, considered 

report basically sound and while cannot commit govt eld go home and — 
| work in best way possible to encourage govt carrying out difficult tasks 

being put to it. Chairman called attention to German assumption and 
-.* expressed German problem wld be cleared for council action in 

February. | | | Bn 

10. Belgians strongly urged postponement TCC consideration for 

week or so, backing Pella line. Mins must be prepared to defend what. 

- is agreed and must know what they are defending. Challenged. report 

as being not specific and concrete and requested details on specific 1952 _ 

. military obligations. Stated had had no real chance to study report. — 
| 11. Chairman indicated view TCC shld stay in session until agree 

on report and recommendations to govts and NATO. Admitted any — | 
- member cld make reservation if he felt he must regarding hisown 

- program. Present is critical moment in NATO and must give it
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| impetus. If TCC cld not get out its report now, adverse impact on 
morale wldbe great. ce OE a 

| 12. Brofoss indicated TCC shld come out with concrete results and. | 
| avoid vague generalities. Agreed to take up general principles first. _ 
| 18. Pella agreed with Belgium statement and proposed TCC leave 

| _ afternoon free for careful study of report. which might indicate pres- _ 

ent worries not. wellfounded. TCC agreed postpone further meeting . 
| -untilmorning,15Dec. sts . | CS 
_-—-»: 14, Monnet: urged TCC discuss general principles before hearing __ 
( Eisenhower. Plowden, Hirschfield and Chairman preferred hear Eisen- : 

| hower views first, which was agreed. a Mga Sao Ug 
| _. 15. Chairman referred to semi-leaks in press, stating NATO de- 
| pends on ability hold intimate discussions of highly classified info 
p without arguments reaching press. Unless discussions can be kept out. | 
| _ of press, danger that this great cooperative enterprise will breakdown. __ 
| Urged that all members must create impression all working together __ 
| and refrain from discussing differences which are made more sensa- 
| tional in press. Monnet stressed secrecy impossible stating US press 

ss best at finding things out. Urged that NATO press officers give guid- 
2 ance to press and members agree refer press to persons of NATIS. > 
| | Agreed. General agreement to release as much info as possible at con- 

| | clusion meeting but refrain from disclosing discussions during course 

| ofmeeting = | ae oo | eas 

| 740.5/12-1751 : Telegram Ps | 
| The United States Delegation on the Temporary Council Committee 

OE es to the Secretary of States | 

| SECRET pRIonITyY = ~~ Paris, December 17, 1951—1 a.m. 

| Repto 6249. UsDel Tee 82. This cable reports TCC a. m. and p. m. 
| meetings, 15 Dee. oe o eae | a 
| 1. Meeting opened with statement by Gen Eisenhower followed by 
J - questions and discussion. This covered in cable from Lincoln through 
| Defense channels (not toalladdresses).2 oa ae 

| 2. After Eisenhower departure, Chairman gave oral outline in some a 
| detail of summary of findings being worked on by EB. Stated sum- 
| mary of findings being incorporated with introduction to form new: / 
| part 1 of report. (See US TCC tel 79, to Wash only.*) At close this 

| statement of findings, Chairman indicated he was encouraged by | 

| | * Repeated to all NATO capitals and to Heidelberg for Handy. oe a 
| *The question-and-answer period as well as the statement by General Eisen- | | 
| hower are reported in telegram Har 153 from Paris, December 17 (Military — 

| cable files, lot 52-246, TCC, 1951). oe ee 
| This TCC message was transmitted to the Department of State in telegram 
| Repto 6246 from Paris, December 15 (740.5/12-1551).° - a Doe ag
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prospects. Expressed hope that TCC wld go as far as possible in shar- 7 

| ing this view. If TCC report not positive and only points up all ) 

, difficulties, effect on govts wld be bad. Must express confident tone 
in report. | a 

| 8. In afternoon session, meeting began detailed consideration draft — 
- report. Part ‘1 not yet circulated so started on part 2. No commentson _ 

section 4. On section 5, discussion centered on references to country — | 
efforts with which Belgium, Italy and Canada cld not agree. Belgium 
desired take out table 1 (financing table). Chairman stated had as- 
sumed wld be reservations re recommendations on individual country _ 

efforts, but. pointed out some countries already implementing and 
hoped country annexes wld stay in report for govt consideration. 

Pella suggested TCC discuss general problems and assumptions, con- 

___ gidering final handling country’s recommendations and annexes in a 
later meeting prior to the meeting just before Lisbon. Chairman stated. 

wld be disastrous if TCC left this meeting without making report to 

| govts and NATO. Report already overdue. Pella proposed TCC agree | 

- on substance of report and leave drafting to EB for future adoption. | 
3.4 Plowden recalled timetable established Rome, requiring MC 

~ gomments before Lisbon. Suggested TCC agree general lines, with © 

final drafting if necessary by EB, and report go to govts with neces- | 
sary reservations. If necessary there cld be supplemental report as 

| result TCC meeting pre-Lisbon. Chairman agreed. Kristensen agreed, 

but suggested expand foreword to include statement that individual 

~. TCC members not committed recommend to own govts all recom- 
: mendations of report. Agreed. a 

4, Chairman commented must. bear in mind have made many as- 
sumptions, including German participation. If take out assumptions, _ 

wld have no report. Assumption US will appropriate aid funds over 

next two years same amount-as this year, one of biggest variables. On | 
country budget recommendations, understand can not be precise.now. 

| 5. Hirschfield agreed govts must have report as soon as possible in - 

order have time to discuss in govts before Lisbon. Will never be 

ready if discuss all national difficulties, but must be sure do not attempt 

prejudge govt decisions. Shid consider now on basis will finish inthree 

or four days, and decide later in meeting exact formula for handling _ 
country commitment problem. - - AS 

- 6. Brofoss strongly urged we go ahead with report for govts con- 

sideration. Pointed out must keep uppermost basis need for defense 

and not overemphasize budgetary aspects. Stated was personally pre- | 

pared advocate report. — oe 

a 7. Portugal agreed shld complete report and transmit on basis 

amended foreword. TCC agreed proceedinthismanner, ~~ 

- “In the source text this paragraph was alsono.3. | :
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«8, Pella raised question of inconsistency between tables 1 and. 2 in 
| section 5. Marjolin admitted apparent discrepancy, which super- | 

| ficially suggested financial surplus. However, four billion consisted 
| of assumed German surplus. Table 1 assumed this surplus shared only 
| by European occupying powers, a questionable assumption. Ger con- 
ro tribution of assumed sum doubtful. Also assumed all SCS recom- | 
| mendations carried out, with no waste resources and no use defense 
| budgets except for essential requirement costed. Stated additional pro- 

_ duction certainly underestimated, consideration given only 45 of 75 
| items covered by DPB, no consideration additional production in UK 
| or plant conversion from non-defense production. Under circumstances _ 
| actual financial deficit. will certainly be higher, but can only say be- 
| tween6andilbillion = 
| . 9. McNarney commented that shld go ahead with plans for next | 

| two or three years even with financial and equipment gaps. Will pro- 
| vide effective fighting forces which is object of the exercise. To allow _ 
| to be perturbed by possible residual gap.and not go forward wld be 

| grave mistake. | | wo 
| 10. Agreed annex to part 2, “summary force build-up” classified 

Cosmic Top Secret and will be circulated as separate part report. 
! 11.5 Gen Marras (Italy) raised number of technical questions which 
| agreed should be raised in MC meeting. Also raised Ital peace treaty 

| - question proposing inclusion statement recommendations Ital forces 
: cannot be carried out unless restrictions not existent. McNarney 
| pointed out was statement on this matterinSCS report. | 
| _. 12. Wilgress stated Canada considers SCS conclusions as most _ 
! valuable. Approach entirely correct, and first realistic approach. Ex- | 

| _ pressed hope MC will bear this in mind, stating would be wrong to 
Po consider SCS apart from TCC report as whole. bs 
! 13. Nocommentsonsections9thrull, 
| _ 14. On section 12, Kristiensen agreed supply survey vital and ur- | 
| gently needed. Wanted know who would do it. Chairman stated first 
| step would be for military to determine detailed requirements, then 
| civilian side NATO survey production financial aspects. ee | 
| _ 15. Discussion part TIT. Kristiensen attacked conclusions of eco- 
| nomic expansion section as being too optimistic, arguing impossible 
| hold down. civilian consumption and investment to indicated levels of 
_. % or 8 billion out of total production increase of 18 without severe 
| inflation. Supported by Hirschfield, who suggested that precise figures 

be deleted. Monnet vigorously supported estimates, as being both | 
_ feasible and essential precondition for achieving defense build-up 

! planned in report. Hirschfield stated that preferable have courage | 

| - § Paragraphs 11 through 15, which were omitted from the original source text, : 
| were subsequently sent to the same recipients in telegram Repna unnumbered | 
| from Paris, December 17 (740.5/12-1651). | | Cs 

| | 536-688 PT 1—80-——27 | | | 
} | 

| | |
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tell peoples consumption cannot be raised, rather than accept optimistic __ 

figures and that, if necessary, consumption could be cut as alternative 

to cutting defense expenditures. Monnet stated that public opinion 

would be against program if in fact substantial increase in production 

permitting increase in consumption not realized. Oe | 

16. Marjolin explained estimates of increase GNP based on country © 
ficures with some staff estimates. Requires effort, but is feasible. 
‘Pointed out that means standard of living wld show some increase, but 
incomes wld increase more, which is measure of problem which Finan | 
Minsmustfaces | 

- . 4%, Chairman recalled that the Council at Ottawa had endorsed 
- OEEC manifesto and remarked that. he had assumed that: TCC mem- 

bers wld not wish to do less. Expressed confidence TCC wld get 
- behind concept that production must be increased. Meeting adjourned 
-toresume10a.m.,16Dec. Pe 

740.5/12-1751 : Telegram : OO ced 

The United States Delegation on the Temporary Council Committee 
Oo a to the Secretary of State* = = = 

SECRET = PRIORITY — Parts, December 17, 1951—1 a. m. | 

--Repto 6250. Usdel Tec 83. This cable reports TCC meeting 
~10:00a.m.,;Dec16. — | Ce a 

1. Chairman reported general agreement reached previous night 
7 to go forward with discussion body of report during morning, with 

| 12 Ministers meeting alone in afternoon to discuss question of method 
for forwarding report, especially country annexes, and future course — 

of work. CS PO 
9, Discussion proceeded on Part III of report. Kristensen repeated _ 

| his previous argument will be difficult hold down consumption to levels 
| assumed and indicated might be necessary revise statement in pre- 

| Lisbon meeting after receiving govt comments. He suggested section 

| on economic expansion shld contain reference to liberalization of trade | 
as aid to increased production. Agreed that Marjolin shld redraft 

along lines of discussion, indicating figures on increases GNP and 
percentage available defense not precise, but indicate order of 
magnitude. | —— Re | 

, 8. In discussion of coal section, Chairman brought out this is most 

important single econ problem in Europe, but. stated that OEEC 

appeared most suitable body to study problem. TCC agreed to sug- 

_ gestion that report shld urge govts to seek solution to problem in : 

OEFE aes 
* Repeated to all NATO capitals and Heidelberg for Handy. os. ©
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4, Agreed’amend Part III, para 10, subpara IV, to cover all steels 
not just special steels, and agreed report shld suggest that NAT 

| “comite of five” shld study problems in section on social policy. | 

| 5. Van Houtte proposed addition to section re increased social 

| security, wording of which led to exchange with Monnet, who stated 
| problem as one of bringing Belgium up to standards of others. Chair- 
| man suggested wording be “an adequate and broadly based system of 

| social security fosters social stability and increased production,” which | 

— wasagreed. | pe 
| 6. Postponed consideration sections on internal security and EPU | 
| until agreed working group draft cld be circulated. (Working group 

| agreed draft at 4: 00 a. m. this morning.) 

: 7. Chairman mentioned that section on balance payments called for 

| wise and timely action by US. Mentioned that question of Canadian 
| deficit with US cld be discussed bilaterally outside comite. Wilgress _ 

| proposed mention in para 380 of expenditures of Canadian forces in 
_ Eur, which was agreed. Also agreed between Chairman and Wilgress - 
! that Canadian and US military shld be urged to seek all feasible ways | 

| of purchasing needed supplies for forces in Eur from Eur sources. ; 
| 8 Re offshore ‘procurement, : Kristensen asked whether adequate 

| machinery existed to see that prompt action was taken. Stated Den- 

! mark had attempted discuss with DPB after Danish review by TCC, 
: but was told was too early to discuss details. Chairman expressed hope 
| military and civilian supply and production side of NATO cld be so_ 
| strengthened matter cld be facilitated there.. Until organization 
| strengthened, best way to make progress is for US to deal bilaterally 

| with others. Upon return to States wld do everything possible to see 

_-——- that. civilian and military missions work together to get on as fast as 
| possible with program, pending putting in more multilateral setting. 
| 9, Agreed on Monnet suggestion that. govts especially US, be re- | 
| quested report on specific steps taken to speed up offshore procure- 
| ment action when commenting on TCC report. Agreed request such 
| reports by govts on actions taken pursuant para 20 of “summary of 
pO findings” (Part I) to be made to TCC at pre-Lisbon meeting. = | 
Do 10. No discussion “longer term implications,” except observation 
| _ by Bonnet that he may later offer elaboration last para dealing with =| 
| _ maintenance problem, REO URE 
| 11. Re para 1, Part IV, Belgium strongly argued for omitting 

| “oenerally” in TCC recommendation that SCS standards and recom- _ | 

| mendations be generally followed. Chairman, supported by Neths and 

France, stated understood cld not be accepted by some countries on | 

| that basis and favored retention, on grounds not unduly weakening | 

| and realistic. Agreed. Substitute for last eight lines, commenting on = | 

SCS standards for combat units and level of equipment prepared in | 
| collaboration with SHAPE staff, agreed. | _ | 

Oo 
|
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12. Portugal, in commenting on proposal change terms reference | 

| NATO commands to estab equipment priorities, hoped there ‘wld be 

some priorities for Portugal and offered to place Port ground forces _ - 

under SACEUR for training purposes. Discussion indicated that | 

question shld be handledin MC. Re 

13. Re Part V, Hirschfield indicated great sympathy with general — 

discussion NATO reorganization, but requested fuller statement views = 

of EB re top civilian organization. Pointed out were proposing = 
strengthening military commands and appointing director general, — | 

| thus requiring clarification top civil continuing body. He favored oe 
strengthening Deps by creating Council of. Ministers which cld meet | 

frequently and deal with entire range of NATO problems. 

| - 14, Kristensen backed a Council of Ministers replacing Deps. Pro- 

| posed TCC request govts for comments to be discussed in TCC meeting 

_ pre-Lisbon so TCC eld provide specific recommendations for action 

by Council then. | . eg OE Babee a ge 
15. Chairman stated had had opportunity discuss problem several — | 

| times with reps of number of govts. Sensed a general recognition of 

 govts of need to strengthen NATO and its work. However, if TCC | 
| tries to be too precise in its recommendations now, wld find it difficult 

| to agree, since there are several different approaches under considera- 

tion. Doubted that T@C was best body to work this out and believed 

| TCC shld leave open to govis to refer to TCC if they wish. Agreed 

action shld, if possible, be taken at Lisbon. Preferred say nothing 

specific in TCC report about Deps, pointing out they will be hard at | 

work before Lisbon in reconciling govt positions on wide range of =~ 
problems. Wilgress cited action Council at Rome, asking Deps to 

report at LisbononNATOreorganization = | 
16. Chairman believed preferable for Pearson as Chairman Council . 

to take leadership on method of considering reorganization. Since 
need govt agreements he wld be in better position to arrange. TCC not 
in best position to assume responsibility, but agreed shld besome action | 

| before Lisbon or nothing will be done. there. Monnet stated that all | 

TCC work wld be wasted if no reorganization. Suggested matter be 
kept open for discussion in closed meeting of 12 Ministers alone this 

afternoon. Agreed. » ee 

| 17. Closed meeting nowinprogress. =e |
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740.5/12-1751: Telegram ee eee 3c oe 

The United States Delegation on the Temporary Council Committee 
tthe Secretary of State ot ae 

CONFIDENTIAL PRIORITY Paris, December 17,1951-4p.m 

: Repna circular 14. Usdel Tce 84. This cable reports TCC mtg 
: 11 a.m., December 17. ne ge rc 
Pp t. TCC approved summary of findings revised to eliminate ref to | Ppp 1s lary ing } fe Tel 

| country recommendations. Number of minor changes agreed in session. 
| EB authorized to draft final wording on several points. © | 
| _ 2. TCC approved revised foreword, with fol text: a fs 

| “In accordance with the directive of the North Atlantic Council at 
| its mtg on the 19th September last, the temporary comite of the 
| council transmits the fol report. 
| “In their consideration of the problems remitted to the comite the 
| twelve national reps have regarded themselves as members of a team 

working towards a solution of the over-all military, polit and econ 
| problems of NATO as a whole, rather than as dels acting on detailed 
i instructions from their govts. It fols from this that the recommenda- 
| tions made in this report cannot be regarded as constituting govern- 

mental commitments. It also fols that effective action on the lines 
| proposed by the comite will depend on acceptance and implementa- 
| tion by individual govts. | 7 oe pe ee Loe 
| “The report has been approved by the TCC on the fol under- © 

, ___.“(a) The body of the report contained in parts 1thru5isrec- 
| _ ommended for acceptance by the North Atlantic Treaty org and 
! | _ member governments. The principles and method of approach 
| 7 _ of the recommended plan of action and the major. findings of 
bo _ the comite are, summarized in part 1. The quantitative estimates 
po in parts 2 and 3 rest on a series of assumptions as regards the 
| actions of individual member govts which do not constitute com- 
| mitments of govts or necessarily of individual members of the 
| comite. | fogs See ce BBS Se 
| _- “(6) ‘The annexes relating to def efforts of individual member 7 
| _ countries in relation to their politico-econ capabilities which are 
| _.. contained. in part 6, are submitted to member govts for their 
: _. consideration © nee damtgton a he 
! _. “(¢) The report of the screening and costing staff of the TCC 
) _ 18 a Cosmic TopSec annex to this report; as indicated in para 1 
| of part 4, the SCS report is recommended for the urgent atten- | 
| tion of member countries and NAT agencies. | | | 

| _ “(d) The special attention of member govts and NAT agencies ! 
! is directed to para 20, part 1, setting forth recommendations for 
| immediate action. a | | 

| “The comite proposes to prepare a supplementary report for con- 
sideration by the North Atlantic Council at its meeting in Lisbon on | 

" 3 Repeated to Ottawa, Heidelberg for Handy, and London for Gifford, Spofford, | Kibler, and Batt. ) 

a
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Ond February, 1952. The comite accordingly requests each member | 

govt to forward its comments on the present report, including in par- 

ticular the annex in part 6 concerning action by it. These comments 

shld be sent as soon as possible, and in any case not later than 15th Jan- — 

uary, 1952 to the Secretary of the Temporary Council Comite, 2 Rue 

dela Faisanderie,Parisi6th, © ©... _. a oe 

- “This report is also being referred to the ‘Mil Comite in accordance 

with the decision of the North Atlantic Council at its Rome meeting.” | 

| 3. TCC meets again at 3, which eld befinalsession. =” 

740.5/12-1751 : Telegram Begs 8 SSP ee FO eS 

The United States Delegation on the Temporary Council Committee 

to the Seeretary of State* | | 

CONFIDENTIAL PRIORITY © —_—~Paris, December 17 , 1951—8 p. m. 

‘Repna circ 15: From Harriman Usdel Tee No. 85. This cable reports 

TCOmtg3p.m.Decl?% |. Be 

1. TCC concluded this series of mtgs by agreeing to report with 

minor. changes. As Belgs suggestion replaced clause in foreword 

“report: has been approved by TCC on the fol understanding” with | 

“TCC has agreed to report on the fol basis”. __ oe Oo 

Foreword otherwise unchanged. 7 

2. Chairman will give out communiqué at his press cont tomorrow.” 

8. TCC agreed: that working group of EB wid meet in Paris to. 

_ prepare material for EB mtg prior to TCC mig. Mtg will be called. 

- by chairman, who will decide time and place. Indicated Paris pre- 

| _ ferable any TCC mtg. Mtg will be time not later than Jan 29. 

a Repeated to Ottawa and to Heidelberg for Handy. a a | 

2 Harriman’s press statement was transmitted to the Department of State in 

telegram Repto 6294 from Paris, December 18 (740.5/ 12-1851). | 

In a personal report for Nash, Lovett, and’ Bradley, Colonel Lincoln con- 

eluded that the “closing sessions of TCC have been a success entirely due to 

ehairman whose personal efforts have forced agreement on draft report in EB 

and whose suggestions and leadership during four-day final session have over- 

| eome antagonisms and misunderstandings, turning the twelve ministers into a - 

very effective working team on the final draft.’ (Department of Defense tele- 

gram DA IN 10964 from Paris, December 18; Military cable files, lot 52-246, 

TCC, 1951) _ - | | |
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| T40.B/Y21TBA 

| . Briefing Memorandum Prepared for the Secretary of State+ 

TOP SECRET =—si(‘<éaéséséssSté<‘<;i‘ité‘s;és~*sS*C« Was ro, December 17, 1951] 

| SUMMARY OF THE TemporARY Counci, Commirrer Report 

| _ The Temporary Council Committee-was created to reconcile NATO 
| military requirements with national politico-economiec capabilities. 
| The Committee worked in two directions: screening down require- 
| ments and building up country contributions where possible. ‘The 

| Executive Bureau of TCC submitted a draft report on December 9 for. 
| consideration by TCC beginning December 14. A U.S. position is | 

| required on various recommendations, including expression by JCS 
| on revised force requirements. Early U.S. action is essential to tie in 
| recommendations with 1953 aid program estimates. ee 

Force Requirements re oo 
: _ Sereening and Costing Staff of TCC has developed revised program _ 
| of forces build-up, based on country submissions, reviews of country 
| oe efforts, . MC - 26/ 1, and. consultation with SHAPE. Proposes force 
| standards and targets for end of 1952, 1953 and 1954. Recommends | 

| that 1952 targets be accepted as firm for planning purposes—those 
! for 1953 and 1954 be regarded as provisional. — re 

One major aim of SCS recommendations (in accordance with Hisen- 
| hower desire for maximum effective force at earliest possible date) 
| is to provide force by end of 1952 which, while inadequate, will be 
| combat-worthy and will have considerable deterrent effect. To this 
| end, proposes inérease in effective divisions available M plus 30 from 
! 84 at present to 54 and 2% at end 1952. Increase in aircraft from 2907. 

to 4230 during same period. Believes these goals can be met if other 
| recommendationsinreportareadopted. 
| SCS schedule contemplates continued build-up to 6914 divisions, 
| 7005 aircraft by end 1953 and to 8624 divisions, and 9965 aircraft 
| by end 1954. These final 1954 figures compare with MC 26-1 recom- | 
| mendations of 98 divisions and 9285 aircraft. Naval build-up (virtu- | 
| ally non-existent for 1952) would increase from present M-Day 
___ strength of 861 major and 359 small vessels to 402 large and 447 small 
| by end 1954. This compares with MC 26/1 requirements of 642 large 
| and 752 small vessels by 1954. Thus the SCS exercise resulted in gen- 
| eral reduction of requirements. == oo ree 

| + As noted on the cover sheet which was attached to the source text, this memo- 
| randum was prepared by the staff of the Office of European Regional Affairs. 
| During the Secretary of State’s daily meeting of December 17, he | mentioned 
| that he did not fully ‘understand the summary of the “Harriman report” (pre- | | sumably the source.text). During the regular staff meeting on the following day, : 

| the Secretary again expressed his desire for some clarification on the TCC report 
| and plans were made for a briefing to be given by Martin that afternoon. No | : 
| record of this briefing has been found in the Department of State files. : | 
| | 
|
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Divisions visualized by SCS will be equipped and maintained on 

“austerity” basis but with assumption of full combat-readiness at times 

indicated. Total four-year European costs of build-up estimated at _ 

73.9 billion dollars, as compared 92.7 billion costs estimated prior © | 

SCSscreeningg = = = © | _ a 

Ependitures and Financial Shortfall = | 

-' The report recommends that European (including Germany) de- | 

fense expenditures through the F'Y’s 52-54 be raised $2.8 billions, - 

along with a Canadian increase of $.7 billions. The total proposed | 

increase would provide $41.8 billions of NATO financing, exclusive 

of U.S., to meet the revised European requirements costed at $66.5 — 

billions. This three-year program of military expenditure would 

require $7 billions to meet dollar balance of payments needs, and is 

considered the maximum feasible political economic effort without 

semi- or full emergency mobilization. _ ne ) 

‘European expenditures of $41.8 billions plus U.S. enditemassistance 

of $18.6 leaves a financial shortfall of $6.1 to be met. However, pro- 

- grammed European production of $7.6 plus U.S. end-items leaves an 

equipment gap of $11.6. The report indicates that the European over-_ 

financing of costs other than major equipment could go in part to 

support additional production, but intimates that the major portion 

would be needed to finance qualitative improvement in troop. pro- 

grams. A residual equipment gap of around $10 billion can-be expected 

which can only be met by increased U.S. military assistance. This gap 

would be negligible in FY °52, but around $5 billion each in FY 53 _ 
and FY 54. | | - a a 

Production and Supply Oo Be oe 

The Defense Production Staff estimates that the annual maintenance 

and replacement cost of major equipment for the five years after — 

1954 may well exceed $4 billions. Since programmed European pro- 

| duction of major items will only reach $3.4 billion in FY 1954 there - 

is urgent need to immediately expand the European productions base. — 

The report recommends extensive use of U.S. off-shore procurement. — 

It also underlines the need for NATO logistical plans which will : 

| ensure the allocation of produced equipment to meet on a priority 

basis the most urgent troop needs. And further, the fulfillment of the 

equipment plan would require a favorable priority for NATO in. 

distribution of U.S. production. = Oo 

Economic Conditions — Oe re 

_ The Executive Bureau report assumes that the European NATO. - 

countries have the economic capabilities to meet the revised military _
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_ targets on schedule. However, this assumption is predicated upon the 

| 1, An over-all increase of GNP of about 14%, providing a basis 
for a 5.7 billion increase in defense expenditures over 4 year period, 
and leaving a balance allowing for a 7-8% increase in consumption 
over same period.. (The Executive Bureau considers this possible on 

| basis of present facts.) Pe de a | 
| _ 2. The provisions of an adequate supply of raw materials and ~ 
| sources of energy. Report urges special attention to critical coal prob- | 
bo lem, and also emphasizes to lesser degree the current steel and elec- | 
| tricity shortages, 
| . 8. Solution of the manpower problem. Report recommends special 

attention to migration of labor, especially fromItaly, 
| _$ Equitable allocation of basic raw materials at stable prices... 

! _ 5. Internal measures to halt inflation. | BE ag | 
| 6. Achievement of dollar balance of payments. Report concludes 
| continuation present level of economic aid, plus expanded off-shore | 
| procurement, plus U.S. expenditures in Europe for infra structure, 
| _ basesand militarysuppliescansolvethisproblem. 2 | 
| 7. Continued effective functioningof EPU. = => | 

| The Report notes that, even after defense build-up, continuing cost 

| of maintenance will be heavy burden for Europeans, and urges de- | 
: cisions now which will enable them to meet burden at later date. | 

| Believes expansion of off-shore procurement will assist in building __ 
| long-term armament industry capable of sustaining forces in future, _ 
; and regards general GNP expansion as essential condition of future 

| Maintenance. = - - 7 ee ee i en 

| Military Conditions TR ee Se 
-_-—-—- TCC recommends two types of measures as essential military con- 
| ditions for fulfillment revised program. First aims at achieving maxi- 

| mum immediate standards of readiness through such means as increas- 

ing personnel on active duty, improving training of specialists, im- 
| provement of training techniques, allocation of equipment in terms 

| of potential combat-readiness, etc. Second aims at maximum economy 
| in use of resources, with countries using SCS scréening criteria as | 
- guidance, setting military priorities in terms recommendations NATO 

_ commanders, keeping forces in balance, and avoiding expenditures 
| not essential to NATO plans. - eee eee 

NATO Organization | 

_ TCC draft report indicates improvement of NATO operation is | 
| essential to fulfillment of its other recommendations. Believes inade- _ | 
| quacies in organization have delayed government decisions both on 

policies and technical matters and have been important factor inlimit- 
ing progress toward. defense goals. Also points out that shiftinem- | 
phasis toward “most rapid practical build-up of effective combat
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forces” makes it necessary that NATO organization structure be | 

modified to provide more emphasis on operations:rather than planning. 
Report makes two specific recommendations re organization: (1) | 

appointment of a Director-General of NATO to head an international _ 
planning and coordinating staff and execute decisions reached by _ 

| governments through Council and Council Deputies; (2) The institu- 
tion of an annual re-analysis of defense plans and capabilities along 

| lines of TCC procedure, in order to provide periodic readjustments. 
| In addition, report suggests that many other readjustments may be 

_- necessary in NATO structure, including improved machinery for 
prompt reconciliation of government differences, which might involve 
improvement of Council Deputies set-up as well as DPB and FEB. At. 

| same time, report recognizes sudden, wholesale reorganization would 

| interrupt progress and recommends appropriate time-phasing. 

_-—-- B, TOUR OF NORTH ATLANTIC TREATY ORGANIZATION CAPITALS | 
AND GERMANY BY THE SUPREME ALLIED COMMANDER, EUROPE* 

740.5/12-2950 : Circular telegram _ Co | 
_. Dhe Secretary of State to Certain Diplomatic Offices? = 

CONFIDENTIAL a - Wasuineron, December 29, 1950—8 p. m. 

_ 825. Genl Gruenther today conveyed fol info to Standing Grp*and 

Accredited Reps of NAT countries (Iceland had no rep present at 

Gruenther mtgs today) concerning Genl Eisenhower’s trip to Europe 
and estab of SHAPE. You may wish to make this info available orally 

to govt to which you accredited. me - | 
| 1. Genl Eisenhower plans leave US Jan 5 or 6 for. quick survey 

trip to Eur. Purpose of trip is to orient himself with problems facing | 
Supreme Commander and raise with countries any matters which 

_ 4At its Sixth Session at Brussels, December 18-19, 1950, the North Atlantic 
Council completed arrangements for the establishment of an integrated Huropean 
defense force under a Supreme Allied Commander, Europe (SACEUR). At the | 
request of the Council, President Truman made available General of the Army _ | 
Dwight D. Hisenhower to serve as SACEUR while at the same time assuming 
operational command of all U.S. forces in the European area. On December 19 
General Hisenhower named Lt. Gen. Alfred M,. Gruenther as. his Chief of Staff 
and announced his intention of making a preliminary trip to France in January 
1951 and of establishing his headquarters (SHAPE) somewhere near Paris soon 
thereafter. For documentation on the designation of General Eisenhower as 
SACEUR, see Foreign Relations, 1950, vol. in, pp. 1ff. ===.) ©: 

* This telegram was sent to Brussels, Ottawa, Copenhagen, Paris, The Hague, 
Oslo, Rome, Lisbon, and London and was repeated to Reykjavik and Luxembourg. 
This telegram was drafted by European Regional Affairs Deputy Director Mac- 
Arthur. The numbered paragraphs of this telegram are virtually identical with 

| paragraphs 2-18 of a memorandum of December 29, 1950, from SHAPE Chief of 
Staff Designate Lieutenant General Gruenther to Assistant: Secretary of State 
Perkins. (740.5/12-2950) | | —_ ee | 

' * The executive agency of the North Atlantic Council Military Committee, 
located in Washington. composed of representatives of the Chiefs of Staff of the 
United States, United Kingdom, and France. |
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appear appropriate at time. He will proceed directly to Paris where 

SHAPE Advance Planning Grp has been estab in Hotel Astoria. It 

| is Gen] Eisenhower’s hope to be able to visit:all NATO countries this 

| trip but schedule will not be completed untillateJan.2.* = 

| - 2, Genl Eisenhower is studying structure of command which he 

! shld have in SHAPE org. One proposed plan contemplates a CING _ 

| North, CINC Central, and CINC South. A second plan proposes there 

| be a CINC North and CINC South with the Central sector directly | 

3 under SHAPE’s command. A third solution wld place all major units 

initially under SHAPE, deferring until later date ques of estab of 

CINC’s. Genl Eisenhower has formed no tentative views as to which 

I of these solutions is preferable or even whether there may be better 

| solution not yet being considered. One of purposes his visit to Eur 

| will be to secure any suggestions various Chiefs of Staff might care 

| toofferonthismatter, ELD alec 
| - 8. Genl Eisenhower is also studying the org of HQ but no decision 

| on that matter will be made until command structure is determined. _ 

| _ 4, There have been speculations in press as to designation of sub- 
| ordinate commanders and of senior staff officers in SHAPE. All — 

| these are without foundation. Genl Eisenhower has all these matters 

| under consideration but will retain an open mind on them until he 

| hasmadehistrip. = a Pos 

-_ 5. Genl Eisenhower has a small grp of Amer officers in Hotel | 
| Astoria headed by Col Thurston, studying problems outlined above. 

| _ This in no sense a staff altho it is probable some of the officers in this 

| - small grp will become part of staff whenorganized. 

po _ 6. In DC 24/3° provision was made that when SHAPE HQ is 
| organized liaison officers shld be accredited to SHAPE by those na- 

i tions which will have forces earmarked for or allocated to SHAPE 

| ‘Circular telegram 330, January 2, to all NATO capitals except Reykjavik, 
| reported the tentatively approved itinerary for General Hisenhower’s forthcoming 

trip to Europe. The telegram. observed that Hisenhower’s very tight time sched- 
| ule would not permit a series of meetings with individual officials in each capital 

and expressed the hope that arrangements could be made for him to call on the 
| Chief of State and to limit himself to another single meeting at which appro- 
| priate defense and cabinet officials would be present. Although Eisenhower had 

; expressed a willingness to hold press conferences in each capital if so requested, 
| he did not wish to give the impression that he was seeking publicity., (740.5/ | 
| 1-251) Circular telegram 356, January 6, to all NATO capitals, drafted by | 
| MacArthur, stated that, while General Hisenhower would of course wish. to 
| consult with the Chiefs of Mission and to keep them informed of what trans- 
| pired at his meetings with NATO Chiefs of State and appropriate foreign officials, , 
| it would be an error to have the Chiefs of Mission accompany Hisenhower when 
| he made his calls. It was felt that such a procedure would negate Hisenhower’s 
} international stature as Supreme Allied Commander and could be exploited by 
| Communist propaganda. Hisenhower concurred in that view. (740.5/1-651) 

°The reference here is to a NATO Defense Committee paper (DC 24/3), De- 
| cember 12, 1950, dealing with NATO command structure, which was approved 
| by the North \Atiantic ‘Council on December 18, 1950, as document C 6—-D/7 at | 
| the Council’s Fifth Session in Brussels. Regarding DC 24/3, see Foreign Relations, 

1950, vol. 111, p. 548 ; see.also footnote 6, p. 70. © = > gre er 

| 
| . |
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(this probably does not apply to Portugal since they are earmarking © oa 

‘no forces for SHAPE). Altho space in Astoria Paris is limited, ar- 

| rangements can be made to accommodate liaison reps any. time after 

Jan 4. It is suggested that initially these officers be grade of col, or 

not to exceed brigadier, altho it is recognized that liaison officers who | 

| are finally designated will probably be of higher rank. Col AnthonyJ = 
Drexel Biddle has been designated to work with these liaison officers 

and will be in Paris by 5 Jan.or shortly thereafter. It is anticipated 

| arrangements for securing officers who will be on SHAPE internatl 

_ staff when organized will be made thruliaison officers. 

(Note: In SG mtg Tedder brought out that under terms of para 

40c, Port and Ice wld not be entitled to send nat] liaison officers to | 

SHAPE since they will have no forces allocated to SHAPE. Mac- 

Veagh shld. therefore not discuss or make any. commitment re Por 

liaison officer.) OO | 

7, Genl Eisenhower’s sched for NATO trip will be tight. He is 

most eager to avoid ceremonies and social. affairs but give impression _ | 

he is on a business trip. Within few days small public relations grp 

headed by Col Frank Dorn will proceed to Eur to work out public | 

relations details. It is hoped Col Dorn will be assisted by NATO Info 

Service headed by Newton. It is anticipated that details of press con- 

ferences and similar matters will be responsibility of host govt in each | 

| capital and that Col Dorn and Newton will assist in every practicable — 
manner. | | eo | 8 

8. Genl Eisenhower coming to Wash on 2 Jan for conferences. It 
is his plan that as soon as trip completed he will return to US to : 

wind up his affairs at Columbia after which he will return to Eur. 

| 9. Genl Eisenhower has not selected any site for SHAPE HQ.Col 
Brown who was his HQ Commandant at SHAEF in World War IT _ 
is now in Astoria studying various areas from tech standpoint to 

ascertain which are suitable. Among sites being considered are Fon- 

- tainebleau, Versailles, Rheims, Compiegne, Orleans, Lond, and others. 

Not even tentative decision has been reached on this point and none 

will be made by Genl Eisenhower until he has had opportunity to 
study problem more thoroughly. a | | 

10. It is important that psych impact of Genl Eisenhower's arrival = 

in Eur be correct one and his assts here are giving much thought to | 

that problem. a: oe | 

11. Date of assumption of command by Genl Eisenhower was raised. 
ina ques. Reply given was that Genl Eisenhower has no staff yet and 
that he therefore does not have means to exercise command and that 

: some interim command arrangement willbemade. Jags , 

a “13.6 SG and Mil Reps were asked to submit any suggestions they 

might have in connection with proposed trip, command structure,and 

* There was no paragraph 12 in the source text. ne an Ss
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org of HQ. All indicated agreement with arrangements in progress 
and expressed high hopesfornewcommand. === |... - 

| | a | ACHESON 

| 740.5/1-551 : Circular telegram | ee 

| | _ The Secretary of State to Certain Diplomatic Offices 

| | TOP SECRET = =. ~=~—~—C Wasuineton, January 5, 1951—6 p. m. 

| 354. Personal for Chief of Mission, from the Secretary. Gen Eisen- 
| hower and I had along and very satisfactory discussion yesterday | 
| on where we stand with respect to the NAT and how best we shld 
| proceed to implement it.? We are in full agreement on objectives and 
| how best to go about the task. We have now reached the stage where 
I. we must translate plans into ‘action if our whole effort to develop 

adequate defensive strength in Eur, which is the foundation of free 
| world strength, is not to bog down. The principal task of the US is 
| to give the necessary leadership, assistance, and direction, and to 

| galvanize the Eur countries into action so that they will press forward 
| and make the necessary effort and sacrifices essential if we are to deter 
| aggression or contain it shld it occur. The Eur countries must be con- 

vinced that the task is within their capacities and their enthusiasm __ 
| must be aroused for getting the job done. | Co AES 
| We are in full agreement that our tactics in bringing other countries _ 

| along with us must not consist simply in constant pressure and warn-— 

_ ings that others must do more. We must, if we are to succeed, not only 
__ exert, continuing influence on the Europeans to do what is necessary, 
| but we must also by encouragement and by the example of our actions, _ 
| establish firmly in their minds that the task is manageable and that 

the US is determined to press forward and do its utmost if the Euro- 
peans make a full and equal effort. Sr os . 

| The US is most fortunate in obtaining the services of Gen Eisen- 
| hower for this great mission. His task however is formidable and he | 
, | can only succeed if we all give him whole-hearted and all-out support. 
"  ThisI know youwilldoandhavesoinformedhim. = #  } } | 

| 1This telegram was personally drafted and signed by Secretary Acheson, ‘It | | 
- was sent to the Missions in the capitals of the other NATO nations and to Frank- 
| furt for HICOG. — a | 
| * According to the Secretary’s calendar of appointments, General Eisenhower | | was scheduled to call on the Secretary on the morning of January 4. No formal 
| memorandum of this conversation has been found in the files of the Department 

of State. The brief account of this meeting in Acheson, Present at the Creation. 
| Bokre ae eee el Gruenther accompanied General Hisenhower. The 

| of the substance of the memorandum printed infra, PS © be ® Summary 

| ;
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7405/1551 oe cine Se OR Bp ; 

Memorandum Prepared in the Department of 8 tate for the President * 

SECRET [Wasuineron,] January 5, 1951. 

Subject: Outline of Secretary ‘Acheson’s Presentation of North 

Atlantic Treaty Problems to General Kisenhower on January 4, — 

A. Background of the Development of the North Atlantic Treaty. a 

At the conclusion of World War II, despite the major social, politi-_ 

cal, and economic dislocations which had occurred, it was hoped that : 

the unity of purpose and of effort which the allies had shown in 

working together during the war would result in a peaceful era of | 

reconstructions, and particularly that the Soviet Union. would co- 

operate to this end and with the democratic powers. 

| This hope, which was shared by all democratic powers, was illusory | 

because of the attitude and policy of the Soviet Union, which soon — 

‘made it clear through its overt actions, and indirectly through the 

acts of various Communist Parties that it was bent upon a policy of 

| ruthless expansion aimed at worlddomination. = ee 

Furthermore, the possibility of such expansion was made easier 

because the social, political, and economic dislocations in Western 

| European countries, which have a highly developed and complex | 

structure, were much greater than the dislocations within the more 

primitive and totalitarian organism of the Soviet Union, and the 

elimination of two great, powers—Germany and Japan—had greatly 

increased the relative world strength of the Soviets. OS 

“It became apparent that to resist these Soviet efforts to cause the , 

disintegration of the Western European countries, economic stability = 

must be reestablished. This was a prerequisite of social and political 

1" pis memorandum, which was drafted by Douglas MacArthur Il, was trans- 

mitted to President Truman under cover of the following brief communication of 

January 5 from Secretary of State Acheson: oe | 

“As you requested when I saw you yesterday at 12:30, I attach an outline of 

my. presentation to General Eisenhower on the problem of how we must proceed 

in implementing the North Atlantic Treaty so that we can develop the necessary 

defensive strength to deter aggression or to contain it should it occur. | . 

“You might find this of some value in your meeting with the General | 

tomorrow.” 
| : 

Secretary Acheson attended a Cabinet meeting at the White House at 12:30 p. m., 

January 4. Earlier that day, the Secretary had conferred with General Eisen- 

however ; see telegram 354, January 5, supra. Regarding. Eisenhower’s meeting 

with President Truman on January 6, see the editorial note, p.400. a 

The memorandum printed here follows the lines of a January 3, 1951, “Outline 

for General Briefing of General Eisenhower,”. prepared by MacArthur, which 

Assistant Secretary Perkins transmitted to Lucius D. Battle on January 3 to- 

gether with a copy of a briefing book prepared in the Department of State for the | 

Bisenhower party on N ATO military, production, and financial planning and 

an undated memorandum by MacArthur on the possible designation of a political | 

adviser for General Hisenhower. The entire dossier, less the briefing book, which : 

is not printed, bears the marginal notation “Sec saw.”. (740.5/1-251) For por- 

tions of the briefing book, see pp. 1 and 460. .
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| _ stability and hence of the maintenance of democracy in these countries. 
When it became clear that our immediate post-war relief measures 

were not sufficient, the Marshall Plan was adopted to build'the neces- _ 
sary economic strength to insure the preservation of democratic 

| systems. ae ce a ES 
| While the Marshall Plan resulted in great strides toward economic : 
| ~ stability in Western Europe, it was not in itself sufficient to create the 
: -necessary defensive strength or to allay the paralyzing fear psychosis 
| which prevailed as a result of the complete defenselessness of the area. 
| In the face of this situation, the United States took leadership in 

| formulating the North Atlantic Treaty. This Treaty is not simply 
| a military treaty, but is a vehicle for closer political, economic, and 
| security cooperation in the North Atlantic community. J¢ zs a most 

fundamental part of our foreign policy, and with the Inter-American 
| Treaty it is the foundation of our security system. The North Atlantic 

Treaty is of the utmost importance because while it is technically 
| limited to the North Atlantic area, the Treaty countries actually exer- 
| cise some control over a vast bulk of the strength of the free world. 
| What happens in Western Europe has direct political and economic 

repercussions in Africa, the Middle East, the Far East, and Latin | 
| America | | a | So | 

| For these reasons, the North Atlantic Treaty, if effectively imple- | 
: mented, would strengthen the ability of the entire free world to resist 
| Soviet aggression. Se Se a he | 
| B. Where the North Atlantic Treaty Stands Today. oo | 
| The first fifteen months of the existence of the North Atlantic 
| Treaty have been spent largely in creating the necessary organiza- 
| tional structure and developing plans. The time has now come, how- 
: ever, when plans must be translated into action. While all the other 
| Treaty countries sincerely believe in the objectives of. the North 
| Atlantic Treaty, they have not shown the same sense of urgency as 
| has the United Statessince Korea. sis pe ae 

! _ The principal task of the United States is to give the necessary 
| leadership, assistance, and direction to this great collective effort and _ 
| to galvanize the European countries into action so that they will press _ 
: forward and, ‘without undermining their basic economic stability, 
| which is essential, will nonetheless make the necessary. effort and sacri- 

| fices which are important if we are to. develop adequate strength to | 
| deter aggression or successfully to contain it should it occur, 

| This is a most. difficult but fundamental task, for we cannot be 
: successful in our effort to redress the balance of military strength 

unless the other North Atlantic Treaty members are willing tomake 
effort and sacrifice comparable to ours. | | | ee 

| ‘Our tactics in bringing the other countries along with us must not | 
| consist simply in constant. pressure and warnings that others must do | 

| 
|
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more. We must—if we are to succeed—set the example by our actions — 
and. establish firmly in the minds of the Europeans our determina- = 

tion to proceed to the building of adequate strength, which is the best | 
hope for peace. yee ROS 7 wk | 

CG. Views of the North Atlantic Treaty Countries Toward the United | 

~ The North Atlantic Treaty countries fully recognize that United 
| States leadership is essential. They believe that the necessary defensive 

strength, however, can only be attained if the United States makes => 

fullandactivecontribution 4 eee 
At the same time, they fear the inconstancy of United States pur- 

pose in Europe. They believe that we are prone to arrive at sudden 
- conclusions, that we try to push too rapidly ahead without fully think- 

- ing through our policy, and that we are inclined to abandon projects 
. which do not show immediate signs of succeeding. These European 

_ fears and apprehensions can only be overcome if we move forward _— 
with determination and if we make the necessary full and active con-_ 
tribution both in terms of military forces and economic aid. ee! 

If we pursue this course, we will be in a much better position to 
exercise pressure on the Europeans to do what is necessary. In other 

-_- words, it is our example, rather than threats and warnings, which will 
| induce them to move ahead at the same pace with us. | oe 

There is also a belief that the United States is more prone to adopt 
an aggressive attitude toward the Soviet Union than is wise. They 
are very apprehensive about the situation in the Far East and are in- 
clined to doubt that there is the necessary coordination between our - 

_ military in Korea and the policy of the United States Government. 

| D. Differences between Northern and Southern European Treaty Countries. ced eM AE gE 

~ - The Northern European countries consisting of the United King- : 
| dom, Norway, Denmark, and the Netherlands, have only small Com- 

- munist Parties, and therefore have to deal with a relatively minor 
_ internal Communist threat. These countries are law-abiding and have 

| sound governmental structures, with the result that they areinabetter 
position. to establish the controls necessary for an all-out defense = 

effort. In general, their public credit and internal financing is good, 

| or at least sufficient to permit sound financing of a considerable part 
of their defense effort. They have been reluctant to make an all-out 
effort because their policies have heretofore placed greater emphasis 

| on social advancement rather than on security. While it has thus far 

| been difficult to get them to undertake as effective programs, it is 
) believed that they are now prepared to face up to reality, = > 

| The Southern European North Atlantic Treaty countries (Belgium, 
Luxembourg, France, Italy, and Portugal), by very reason of their —
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latin nature, suffer from emotional, political, and social instability. 

| They are prone to swing from over-optimism to deep pessimism, de- 
_ pending on how they view the situation of the immediate present. 

‘They have strong Communist Parties which exercise a corrosive in- 

- fluence on national morale. They are more subject to the desire to be | 
| “neutral”. Despite this, their governments have a real desire to move 
lL ahead in the building up ofthenecessarystrength, = 

| If the proper leadership is exercised by the United States, it should 

Joes. be possible to get them to take the steps which are necessary. The 
| general public in these countries is inclined to be apathetic now because. 

| of their defenseless condition and because of doubts that adequate 

| strength can ever be achieved. If they see real progress and if the 

| plans of the Soviet Union, which are an unknown quantity, give time, | 
| it is believed that as North Atlantic Treaty strength starts building 

up there will be real public support of our common effort with the 
| attendant willingness to make sacrifices which at. present they are 

Do — reluctant to do because they are not convinced that the sacrifices will 

| result in the attainment of the goal. ee eres 

| It is of the greatest importance that we adopt a policy which will 
| tie Germany in solidly with the West. It is also most important that 
| Germany contribute to the collective defense of the West. However, | 
| the great publicity over the question of German participation in 
| Western defense has had an adverse effect within Germany, and has 
| perhaps tended to exaggerate in the eyes of the Germans the im- 
| portance of the immediate German contribution. This places the Ger- 
| mans in a bargaining position where they can attempt to fix maximum 
| - and even unreasonable conditions. We should proceed with our plans 

| to integrate Germany solidly with the West so that it can be a fellow- 
| member of the democratic community, and let the rearmament of 

Germany follow as a normal part of this process. : co , 

| This procedure, coupled with the build-up of real North Atlantic 
| Treaty defensive strength in Europe, will provide a much greater 
| | inducement. than efforts first to have Germany make a military 

| contribution, | . ce 

f F. Conclusions. Be 2 ee Phe : 

| _ General Eisenhower is in a unique position to galvanize all of 
| Western Europe into action. The Europeans have no confidence in the 
| ability of international committees or councils to take effective action, 

| and they subconsciously wish to give their support to an outstanding 

| individual in whom they have trust and confidence. Despite this, 

| General Eisenhower faces a most difficult and formidable task, and 
| his mission can only succeed if the United States is willing to make | 

the necessary effort and sacrifices and to give him full support. | 
| 536-688 PT 1—80——28 : 

| | | 
|
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_ At the present time, in terms of the security and indeed the survival 
| of the United States, there is no alternative but to press ahead with 

our program of building adequate collective defensive strength. We | 
must proceed on this course, for if we do not, Western Europe, with | 
its tremendous manpower and industrial potential, will disintegrate 
and rapidly fall within the Soviet orbit. This in turn will result in | 
Africa and the Middle East rapidly following, with obvious impli-- | 
cations in terms of the American Republics. In other words, if we _ 
do not press ahead, we risk standing alone in a world whose manpower 
and resources are dominated by the Soviet Union and aimed at our 
destruction. = 9 | - re 

oo | Editorial Note | 

On January 6 President Truman and. General Eisenhower conferred 
at the White House. Following the conference, for which no formal  — 

| record has been found, the President’s Press Secretary issued the  __ 

following statement : re pe 

“The President discussed the whole world situation this morning 
with General Eisenhower. In this conversation the President made it | 
plain to General Eisenhower that he had the wholehearted backing of _ 
the United States and the President also expressed himself as being 
certain that General Eisenhower had the same sort of backing from | 

- the other 11 [NATO] nations. | Co 
_ It was stressed in the talk between the President and General Eisen- 

- hower that this is an organization forthe peace, security and. tran-. 
quility of the world.” (Department of State Wireless Bulletin, No. 6, 
January 6,1951) a 

_ Following his meeting with President Truman, General Eisenhower. | 
conferred with W. Averell Harriman, Special Assistant to the Presi- : 
dent. Later in the day on January 6, President: Truman, Secretary of 

State Acheson, Secretary of Defense Marshall, the Joint Chiefs of | 
Staff, other top officials of the State and Defense Departments, and 
diplomatic representatives from the other 11 North Atlantic Treaty __ 
nations participated in a ceremony of full military honors for General 
Eisenhower at the airport prior to his departure by plane for Europe. 

General Eisenhower, accompanied by his Chief of Staff, Lieutenant | 
General Gruenther, European Regional Affairs Deputy Director 

Douglas MacArthur IJ, and a small staff, carried out his planned 

3-week tour of capitals of NATO nations and Germany during the 
period January 7-26. The General’s itinerary was as follows: Paris, — 
January 7-8; Brussels, January 9-10; The Hague, January 10; Copen- 
hagen, January 11; Oslo, January 12; London, January 13-16; Lisbon, 
January 16-17; Rome, January 18; Luxembourg, January 19; Frank- | 

furt, Heide'berg, Darmstadt, and Bad. Homburg, January 20-22; ,
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| Paris, January 23; Reykjavik, January 24-25; Ottawa, January 26; 
New York, January 27. The. documentation that follows includes the — 

| principal reports about the General’s tour as transmitted through De-— 

| partment of State channels and certain related reports and exchanges. 

| Regarding General Eisenhower’s reports to the President, the Con- 

| gress, and the American people upon his return to the United States, 

| see the editorial notes, pages 449 and 458. 

| 740,5/1-951 : Telegram | | oss | 
| The United States High Commissioner for Germany (McCloy) to the 
| | —  Bimbassy nm Belguum* ) 

TOP SECRET PRIORITY < JF ranxrurt, January 9, 1951—11 a.m 

po 95. Urgent for General Eisenhower, Hotel Astoria, Paris. Feel | 
| strongly that failure to visit Germany would seriously and adversely 

i affect developments here.? Not to do so would (1) depress spirits here 
: where they most need strengthening due to weight and imminence of | 

Soviet pressure, (2) prejudice an idea that Western European ‘force 
| was designed to defend Germany as well as areas. west of Rhine, (3). 
: accent Communist propaganda now. at full blast ‘here to effect that 

: you have refused to shake hands with Germans and are disdainful of — 

| them. Besides, this is where the bulk of your command is and it seems 
| rather artificial to me for you to call commanders out of Germany 
| and away from their commands when you are making such extensive _ 

| visits elsewhere. If you had stayed in one place and called upon others © 
| to visit you there, it would have been a different story but to blank out 
: Germany now would be too pointed. We can emphasize the character 

! of your visit as oné to your command; stay away from Bonn and 

| political comments; have in a few Germans at informal gathering at 
| my home, together with others, and I believe there will be no unfortu- 
| nate repercussions anywhere and substantial help will be given here. 
| Have talked this over with Handy who fully agrees and points out 

| | +This telegram was repeated to Paris, to Heidelberg for General Handy, and 
| to the Department ofState, the source text printed here. . . oy RES Oe hs 
| ? General Hisenhower’s tentatively approved itinerary of January 2 provided 
| _ for a visit to Frankfurt, January 21-23. In a personal message to Secretary 
| Acheson (Army message DTG 082345Z, January 8, from Paris), which was 
| repeated to High 'Commissioner McCloy at Frankfurt, General Eisenhower stated 
| the following: © - od . en - 7 
| “IT am becoming increasingly doubtful of the advisability of visiting Germany 
| at this time. My doubts are based on the adverse propaganda surrounding the 
| question of German rearmament. As alternative would plan on meeting the — : 

three Allied commanders at some designated point outside Germany, probably 
| Paris.” Me aR NE Sh ) | . | 

- In his brief message, the General went on to acknowledge that there might 
be other considerations, and he asked for an expression of Secretary Acheson’s 
views and those as well of McCloy. (740.5/1-951)  _. Ss | | 

| *For information on Hisenhower’s attitude toward the German officer corps, 
see Dwight D. Hisenhower, Crusade in Hurope, pp. 156-157... itstsi‘is 

|
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that announcement has already appeared in Stars and Stripes * and | 
German papersthat youaretovisitGermany. =  — | 

| ‘Unofficial newspaper of the U.S. Army, published ‘daily in Germany for | 
| American occupation forces. | : | | } a 

740.5/1-951 ; Telegram pee - | Be 

| Phe Secretary of State to the Embassy in France * a 

SECRET PRIORITY = . WASHINGTON, January 9, 1951—8 p. m. 

8620. Personal for Eisenhower from Acheson. Have considered 

question of advisability of visit by you to Germany at this time with 
benefit McCloy’s views? which you will have received. I agree in gen- 
eral with McCloy that there is no need to avoid visit with HICOM : 
and troop commanders in Germany and that benefit may result from _ 
trip. On the other hand failure to make such a visit might be inter- 
preted as indication we view German participation problem with . 
greater delicacy than it now warrants, especially now that the Allies 

have agreed that Germany may participate in Western defense? __ 
| Assume, in taking above position, that McCloy has concurrence his 

French and British colleagues on desirability your visit. Request he , 
confirm this fact direct to you with copy here. _ | | 

| Oo CO . a | ACHESON 

a This telegram, drafted by German Affairs Director Byroade, was cleared 
with Secretary Acheson and repeated to Frankfurt for High Commissioner 
McCloy. and to Brussels for Ambassador Murphy. | : . ae 

| ? See telegram 95, supra. . . - _ | | 

’Telegram 3900, January 14, from London, for Seeretary Acheson from 

Lieutenant General Gruenther, repeated to McCloy at Frankfurt and Handy at 
Heidelberg, began as follows : / | ee ee _ 

| “After receipt.of McCloy’s 5542 January 9 to Department [same as Frankfurt . | 
telegram 95, supra] and your subsequent message about visiting Germany 

| [printed here] General Hisenhower said ‘okay, okay, okay’.” | 

| The balance of the message dealt with travel arrangements for the visit to | 
Germany and the remainder of the General’s European tour. (740.5/1-1451) | 

*In his telegram 5752, January 13, from Frankfurt, McCloy stated that the 
Hisenhower visit to Germany had been discussed with both French and British 
High Commissioners who expressed agreement (740.5/1-1851). | | 

740.5/1-1051:Telegram ti oo | 

The Ambassador in Belgium (Murphy) to the Seeretary of State* — 

TOP SECRET PRIORITY: a BRUSSELS, J anuary 10, 1951—10 a. m. 

1129. From MacArthur. General Eisenhower called on Pleven, | 
Schuman and Moch January 8 and subsequently met with French 

1This telegram was repeated to London for Ambassador Spofford and to Paris 
for Ambassador Bruce. The Department of State was asked'to pass this message : 

_ tothe Secretary of Defense. = © I :
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defense officials. January 9 he called on Auriol and later:visited 
| Fontainebleau before taking off for Brussels. Following is résumé of 
| hisconversations: ==. = ———,_—i(w. a, UR RE aay a PE 

1. Pleven visit. 
ER ER SE 

_ Bisenhower expressed belief that his mission could succeed if each 
| ——- gountry made maximum contribution to collective effort. Pleven ex- | 
| pressed gratitude to Eisenhower for accepting supreme command. He 
| said General enjoys profound affection and respect inheartsof French 
: and is considered as “a general of peace”. Pleven then described prob- 
| lem of Communists and neutralists. He felt neutralists were perhaps 

even more dangerous since they were people of education and means | 
| and were type who collaborated during occupation. Communists also 
| dangerous but there is difference between Communist leaders and — 
| Communist voters. Last group can be reduced very substantially if — 
| we are skillful in use of propaganda. We must convince them that 
7 ‘our purpose is to establish a solid and efficient defense against aggres- 

sion. Pleven said General Eisenhower’s statement? had hit exactly 
| right noteand madeexcellent impression. = Pe 
! Pleven said present government or any other coalition which might 

: succeed it prior to elections is assured of majority for all defense _ 

| measures. Recent votes on rearmament justified this view. While vote 
! on new taxes less satisfactory, success of government’s plans is assured. | 

| In fact, large majority of French people approve measures taken by _ : 

| government for defense and situation in this respect is better than 
| ayearago® | | TE EES SSS gE 

| General Eisenhower expressed confidence that if France and other 

| countries willing make necessary effort, Europe can be defended. | 
| Pleven agreed but pointed out difficulties which French Government | 
| faces. Indochina represents very heavy burden.‘ Pleven suggested to 
| Attlee prior to Washington visit ® that there be discreet high-level 

J meetings concerning southeast Asia. He felt this idea should be re- 

| examined and such discussions held. In connection with French defense 

| | - effort Indochina has created serious personnel situation with respect _ 
| - to officers and non-commissioned officers. If it were not for Indochina 

| France could move faster in creating divisions in Europe. Further- 

| “At a press conference upon his arrival in Paris on January %, General 
| Eisenhower made a statement which included the well-publicized words: 

| “ ... there is power in our union—and resourcefulness on sea, land and air. 
| Aroused and united, there is nothing which the nations of the Atlantic Com- 
| munity cannot achieve. Let those who might be tempted to put this power to | 
| the test ponder well the lessons of history. The cause of freedom can never be | 
boo defeated.” (Department of State Wireless Bulletin, No. 7, January 7,1951) — 
| _ * For documentation on the political situation in France, see volumeiv. _- 
| *¥For detailed documentation on the attitude of the United States toward the 

situation in Indochina, see vol. vi, pp. 382 ff. | | | | | 
' British Prime Minister Attlee visited Washington in December 1950. — 

|
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more, French financial problem complicated by Indochina. Despite © . 
this, France will do everything rapidly to build strength in Europe. 

Another French difficulty is in military production field. France 
has qualified workmen and designers and hopes to obtain British and | 
US support for French production but there have been delays for 
standardization and other reasons. General Eisenhower said. he under- : 
stood importance this problem. He did feel, however, that we should | 
all make every effort to commence production of a maximum amount 
of good military equipment. __ a So | 

| Eisenhower stated he had come to Europe to listen, learn and under- | 
stand problems of different countries..Together, we must: build neces- 

_ sary strength. We can achieve peace by fully developing strength that 

- will engender confidence. While some believe that this may invite an | 

| attack before we are ready, there does not seem to be any other alterna- 

| tiveifweareevertoattainsecurity. = = | 7 
_. Pleven mentioned that many people feel German rearmament might , 

| be considered a provocation. Eisenhower replied he did not propose | 

to discuss Germany now and that great harm had been done by too 

much talk onthissubject. ee | 
_ Regarding SHAPE, General Eisenhower felt it essential that there 

be representation from all countries so that-all would have feeling of © | 

| common participation. Pleven agreed. He then said he was much dis- . 

| turbed by highly critical article in last issue of 7ime. He suggested | 
that SHAPE might create some sort.of information service to en- 

| lighten public opinion on effort and progress that would be made. 

Meeting concluded with usual exchange of amenities. _ 8 OC 

2. Schuman. — | 7 Spm aS POSE DS ) 

Schuman visit was brief with Schuman assuring General of his 
pleasure at Eisenhower appointment and his desire ‘to support him | 

in every way possible. There was no detailed discussion. Eisenhower 
| reiterated view that problem of developing adequate collective a 

_ strength for defense of Europe is manageable if each nation trans- 

lates plans into effective action and demonstrates its tenacity of = 
purpose. a re eA 

3. Moch. / a ne 
The preliminary meeting with Moch was very brief. Amenities were 

exchanged, during which Moch also mentioned his concern over Time 

article. Moch and Eisenhower then joined French defense officials. 

4, Meeting with defense officials, == = : 

Detailed and highly classified aspects of French military plans =~ 
were discussed. During discussion Hisenhower stressed necessity of | 

- getting on with job and translating plans into action. a |
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| dD. Aurtol visit | ee | pee 

| | | After usual exchange amenities President Auriol expressed grati- 

| _ tude which France felt to Eisenhower for accepting command of 
| forces of freedom. General Eisenhower had special place in hearts | 
| of French people who saw in him not only man of liberation of past 
| but also man who would safeguard future. He then stated he would | 
| _ ask General Eisenhower to disregard comments which might appear 

| concerning him in Communist press. They did not represent feelings 
! of immense majority of Frenchmen. Also General Eisenhower would 
: probably hear of the neutralists but neither they nor the Communists 

| truly represented France. Immense majority of French people wished 
! France firmly attached to United States, Great Britain and entire. | 
| free world. | oe 
| General Eisenhower then stated that in US we had isolationists _ 

who were kindred to neutralists in Europe. They, like neutralists, did 

| not give us good press in some sectors. General Eisenhower was certain 
| that the job could be done if all would put themselves to the task 
| with firm resolution. It largely matter of heart, and if all put heart: 
: in it no doubt that success can be achieved. woe | 
| | _ Auriol then stated French people firmly determined to rearm. | 

: Recent votes which government had obtained indicated this was wish __ 
! of 90 percent of the people. Only people who voted against were 

| Communists on left and few De Gaullists on right. who, while agreeing 
| with program, voted against for political reasons. France had suffered | 
| much and twice in last half century had been battlefield of world. 

| France must. rebuild ruins of war: two million houses, industrial 
| equipment which was looted by Germans, and overall economy. In 
| doing. this Marshall Plan had been of primary aid to France which 

| would always be grateful to US. French were holding Indochina not 

| for themselves but. for free world. If this barrier fell Mao and Ho 
| Chi-Minh would engulf Siam, Burma, Malaya and Indonesia. France 

: would leave Indochina when there was peace. Auriol reiterated — 

| France’s will to rearm and. spoke of necessity of moving quickly but 

| | at same time using prudence to avoid a showdown before there was 

| sufficient strength in the west. General Eisenhower stated when he | 
| returned to US to speak with members of government, Congress, and 
| other bodies he would like to have concrete evidence of the French 

| _ Auriol said there were three important factors in France—the will © 

i to rearm, the will to unite, demonstration of which France had given 
| in the Schuman Plan ¢ and in the leadership of the movement for 

| * For documentation on the efforts of the United States to assure the successful 
| negotiation of the Schuman Plan for a European Coal and Steel Community, see 
| volume Iv. | | 

| 
| | |
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European unity. At same time France must be careful not push too 
hard and compromise her economy which would provide a fertile | 

- ground for the growth of Communist propaganda. Auriol added he 
| knew General Eisenhower had technical conversations with French — | 

military and he would not touch on this. He stated that when General | 

_. _Kisenhower returns definitely he would like to have him to lunch and . 

have a long talk with him atthattime. re | 

_ He concluded: “General Eisenhower, I give you my pledge as chief _ 
of the Republic that I will do everything in my power to mobilize | 
the French Government and people behind you in what you are doing.” | | 

| oo : ee — . [MacArrHur] _ 
So | | Morea 

740.5/1-1051 : Telegram | OO Be Be | 

| The Ambassador in France (Bruce) to the Embassy in the | 
| oo  Netherlands* ~ a Oo 

"TOP. SECRET = NIACT Parts, January 10, 1951—2 p. m. 

115. Eyes only for MacArthur. Suggest you pass following to Gen- | 
erals Kisenhower and Gruenther: a 

Following Generals’ departure Paris yesterday French Govern- 
ment found to its consternation that neither Pleven nor Moch had 

discussed question French representation in NATO command struc- 
ture. Apparently each expected the other to handle this matter, or | 

| that General Eisenhower might bring it up himself with them. 
As you know, French had hoped one deputy might be their nation- 

ality as well as their supplying commander-in-chief troops of the 
| western European regional group.? Of the two, they attach greater 

| importance to the latter, asserting in view of fact they will furnish 
about one-half of presently proposed continental ground forces their 

iThis telegram was repeated to the Department of State, eyes only for. 
Assistant Secretary of State Perkins. General Eisenhower and his party arrived : 
in The Hague from Brussels on January 10. . — a 

*French Ambassador Bonnet called on Secretary of State Acheson on 2 
December 29, 1950, on instructions from his government to emphasize the im- 
-portance which the French Government and people attached to adequate French 
participation in the command structure of the NATO integrated forces. Bonnet 
said that in view of the very substantial contributions which the French 
‘Government planned to make available to the NATO integrated force, the French . 
‘Government believed that a French General should command the planned NATO 

-“Huropean Central Theater. Bonnet also noted that the French attached im- 
‘portance to the projected position of Deputy Supreme Allied Commander for 

Ground Forces and felt that it would be logical for a French General to fill that 
post. Acheson explained that he had not yet had an opportunity to talk to. 
General Eisenhower, but he knew that the General had made no decisions 
about NATO command structure and had a completely open mind on these - 

questions. (Memorandum of conversation by MacArthur, December 29, 1950, — : 
°740.5/12-2950) i oo,
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| public opinion would never accept appointment to this command of 

| other than French general and would overthrow any cabinet that was. 

| not persuasive enough tosecuresuch appointment. = = es 

| Perhaps only in France could it happen that certain local journal- 

| ists and some politicians immediately assumed because General Kisen-- 

| hower saw Marshal Montgomery twice during his French visit * Gen- 

| eral must therefore have offered Marshal two positions, namely, one 

| as deputy and the other as commander western European regional 

? STOUp, Eee 

‘Tn any event, French have asked me to say that they hope that 

| General will not make any commitment on second position before — 

they present their point of view to him on this subject. When and 
| where they would dosowoulddependonhiswishes. = 
i. ~ General Gruenther is familiar, I know, with General Juin’s feelings. 

| about the necessity of his remaining in Morocco for some time.* The 

| problem there is complex and potentially dangerous. Juin is undoubt-. _ 

| | edly the best man to try to resolve it. If he does so, he should be avail- 

| able to General Eisenhower if his services are desired in a few months. 

| The French Government is fully aware that Juin is their best if not. 

| only satisfactory possibility for the new post under consideration and. 

| as I understand it would immediately release him from his Moroccan _ 

duties. Juin, however, feels an obligation to continue their exercise for” 

| thepresent. Do ggentgay eet Ps 

| If you can send me any advice in this regard, I would much appre- 

ciate it§ 
SE ee eas 

3 No reports have. been “found regarding -Kisenhower’s conversations with 

: Montgomery in Paris at this time. _ al, ee 

: *General Juin had apparently invited General Eisenhower to visit: him. in 

| Rabat, Morocco. Regarding this possible visit, see the editorial note, infra. . 

| 5In telegram 162, January 11, from The Hague, repeated to the Department 

| of State, General Gruenther advised the Embassy at Paris that it could inform: 

the French verbally that Hisenhower had high regard for French military talent 

| and that he intended to make the greatest possible use of it in filling positions 

| -in-the integrated force command structure. Thus far, however, no commitments: 

| had been made. (740.5/1-1151) | | eee 

a Note oA Ieee 

| - Telegram 59, January 8, from Rabat to Paris, repeated to the De-: 
: partment of State as 76, reported that an emissary from Sultan Sidi | 

| - Mohammed of Morocco had requested Consul Robert H. McBride to 
| ask the American Embassy in Paris to arrange with the French For- 

eign Ministry a call on the Sultan by General Eisenhower, in the event. 
| that the General visited Morocco as reported in the local press (740.5/ _ 

| 1-851). Telegram 36, January 9, from Paris to Rabat, repeated to the
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_ _Department.of State as 3904, stated that. plans for General Eisen- 
_ hower’s trip to Europe were still fluid and:no definite answer:on a 

visit to Morocco was.possible. Any decision on such a visit to Morocco 
_ would probably only be made within 48 hours of the visit, and the 
General would most likely communicate directly with General Juin 
who had extended an invitation (740.5/1-951). Telegram 3640, Janu- 
ary 10, to Paris, repeated to Rabat as 44 (drafted by Earle J: Richey __ 

_ of the Office of African Affairs and cleared in WE and RA) observed 
that the Department of State believed it important that General 

_ Eisenhower call upon the Sultan should the General decide to visit 
Morocco (740.5/ 1-951) . However, telegram 371, J anuary 10, to Copen- 
hagen (where General Eisenhower and his party arrived the following 
day), from Assistant Secretary of State Perkins to MacArthur, com- 

_ mented as follows on Eisenhower's possible acceptance of Juin’s invi- 
_ tation to visit Rabat: “While I hesitate make any comment possible. 7 
_ changes General’s itinerary I question advisability his visiting any 

_ non-NATO countries” (740.5/1-1051). General Eisenhower and his _ 
party did not in fact.visit Morocco. ce re 

| 740.5/1-1051: Telegram Bo Se 

| The Ambassador in Belgium (Murphy) to the Secretary of State? — 

‘CONFIDENTIAL Oo Brussexs, January 10, 1951—5.p. m.. | 
| - 1131. General Eisenhower departed for Hague at 1600 local today. 

_ We understand from MacArthur that he is reporting political.aspects 
_ of visit and that defense considerations are being handled by Hisen- 

hower’s military staff. Belgian visit served useful purpose. General 
Eisenhower’s personal prestige and popularity extraordinary.’ This 

| was evidenced both by crowds greeting him in streets, as well as in | 
| attitude Belgian military and civilian leaders whom he met2 

It is our opinion that visit has provided urgently necessary stimulus 
and encouragement to Belgian defense effort. It has sharpened Bel- __ 
gian understanding of urgency of what is required of them and : 
aroused their determination to meet requirements. We feel visit un- 
qualified success. . | | 
re a -  _Murpry 

1 Repeated to The Hague for MacArthur. rere 
* Regarding General Eisenhower’s meetings with Belgian leaders on J anuary 9 | . 

and 10, see telegrams 1006, infra ; 603, January 11, from Copenhagen, p. 410; and 
1152, January 12, from Brussels, p. 415. . oe a
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| 740.5/1-1151:Telegram ©... - a oe Co oe | 

| The Ambassador in the Netherlands (Chapin) to the Secretary 

| " | Of States 

| SECRET ‘Tu Hacus, January 11, 1951—3 p.m. 

! 1006. From MacArthur. Following résumé Spaak’s conversation 

| General Eisenhower:? © ©... | rs 

| Spaak began by saying Eisenhower statement Paris * hit exactly 

/ right note and produced excellent effect Belgium. He agreed with 

| Eisenhower NAT countries had capability building adequate defense | 

| strength but stressed to galvanize them into necessary. action and ob- 

| tain wide popular support, task must be presented in light new ap- 

| proach to problem.‘ Explained with exception UK, all countries West 

| Europe have in recent years seen their armies quickly ‘crushed in war. 

! Their armies have never been victorious although their countries — 

have sided with victors. Actually Europeans have no confidence their 

| national military establishments and hence our present effort should 

| present objective not as rebuilding individual French, Belgian, Ger- 

! man or Italian defense establishments but as new concept of united oe 

: and fully integrated defense force for preservation West community. 
! It important Europeans look forward and not backward. at distant | 

| memories of glorious military past. Then stressed US participation 
| essential as is US military leadership. Only US General could hold 

i Europeans together and be accepted as acting with reasonable im- 

| partiality because of traditional and long-standing rivalries, preju- 

| dices, et cetera. He reiterated belief problem building adequate de- 

! fense strength is manageable and that General ‘Eisenhower would 

| succeed. Said Europeans have no confidence in committee or sub- 
| committees such as exist NAT and Brussels Pact being able take 

| any effective action. This great effort must be centered in great leader. 

bo European will look to and follow leader who personifies task but 

| will not do this for a committee. Spaak concluded that General Hisen- 

| hower such a leader and he would give him his wholehearted support. 

| _ 1 'Phis telegram was repeated to Brussels for Murphy. = = | | 

2A somewhat briefer report on Hisenhower’s conversation with Spaak was 

| reported in telegram 1153, January 12, from Brussels, which indicated that 

| Spaak called at the American Embassy residence in Brussels on January 9 and © 

| had an informal conversation with Eisenhower for about 1 hour (740.5/1-1251). 
* Regarding the statement under reference here, see footnote 2, p. 403. | on 

| * Telegram 1153, January 12, from Brussels (see footnote 2, above), reported 

! that Spaak assured Eisenhower that Belgium would cheerfully bear its share 

of the European defense burden once it was galvanized into action and clearly 

understood what was expected of it. Spaak criticized the current Belgian Govern- 
| ment as being weak and ineffective with special reference to the current Defense 
| Minister. Spaak explained for that reason and because of defects in the proposed 

| Belgian military legislation, the Belgian Socialist Party had been unwilling to 

| vote in favor of the defense program. That did not mean that the Socialists did 
| not support the defense effort. The telegram concluded: “General Eisenhower 
| made some tactful and pointed. references to attitude of Belgian Socialists _ 

| regarding defense measures with apparently good effect.” | Oo es 
| | 
| 

| 
| 

|
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General Eisenhower expressed thought human spirit also very im- | 
_ portant and that appropriate and timely references great past achieve- 
ments could serve to assist restoring morale and desire and courage 
to face up to the job. Spaak agreed but said something new and addi- | 
tional must be offered as concept for reasons set forth above. => | 

| Turning to Korea, Spaak said he understood Americans were Wor, : 
ried over Europeans’ attitude. Europe, he said, felt‘same sort isolation- 
ism towards Korea that US felt towards Europe 1914. Korea remote | 
to Europeans. They could not understand getting involved Far East 

| or being asked assist there when Europe totally undefended. They 
| felt they and US should concentrate on building up European de- 

fense strength and not pour our limited military resourees into bottom- __ 
less pit Far East.5 Oe ae cos | 
Spaak disturbed by effect Hoover and Taft speeches * on US public. 

Said Hoover implied US aid Europe been failure. This totally un- 
true. Marshall Plan succeeded beyond imagination and had in fact — 
made possible our new effort build up defense strength. [MacArthur.] 

Be oo _ CHAPIN 

5 For documentation on the diplomacy of the war in Korea, see volume vil. . 
- ©The reference here is to the speeches on December 20, 1950, by former Presi- 
dent Hoover and on January 5, 1951, by Senator Taft opposing American troop | 

| commitments to Europe. Regarding these speeches, see the editorial note, p. 14. 

740.5/1-1151: Telegram ee Fe | 

The Ambassador in Denmark (Anderson) to the Secretary of State? — 

SECRET PRIORITY = CopenHAcEN, January 11,1951-8 p.m. 
| - 608. Pass Defense. For Perkins from MacArthur. Following are _ 

résumés of yesterday’s conversation with Belgium PM ‘Pholien and | 

_ FonMin Van Zeeland: ee | 
1. Pholien expressed his happiness at seeing General Eisenhower. 

He said his appointment as Supreme Allied Commander had filled | 
_ Europe with confidence. He wished to assure General that Belgium | 

| had the will to resist and was anxious to do her part. pp 
_ General Eisenhower stated that American people were making 

| extraordinary effort and sacrifice to build up military strength, and 
that when he returned to the US from this trip, he would have to — 
report on what evidence he found. to indicate Europe’s understanding 

of the need for urgency. He would have to appear before the American _ 
Congress and talk to members of the government and other influen- 

| ‘This telegram was repeated to Brussels for Murphy and to London for _ 
So Spofford. General Eisenhower and his party flew from The Hague to Copenhagen 

on the afternoon of January 11. | as OS | |
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| tial people, and it would require concrete evidence that Europe is — 
| making a. genuine effort if the American people were to be expected 

to shoulder this burden. Pholien replied Belgium was anxious to do a 
| its bit and that Belgian Government proposed to present to the Bel- 
! - gian Parliament this Monday a law to extend period of milhtary 

| - gervice to 24 months. He stated chief difficulty in passage of this law 
: would be Socialists. Liberals were opposed, but for political reasons | 

| only. Nevertheless, he felt confident that law would pass. - aes 

Eisenhower expressed satisfaction at hearing this and said that 

! we in US were aiming towards a 27 months’ period and he felt that 
: it would require at least 24 months’ service to build up the kind of 
| strength we were trying to attain. Pholien said recent speeches of 

| Mr. Hoover and Mr. Taft had caused uneasiness. | Be NE 

Lo - General Eisenhower said this was additional reason why it was 
Z necessary for him to be able to point out that Europe was not waiting 
| to see what the US would do, but was moving forward rapidly to 
: build up its own strength. | | 
| | Pholien assured General that Belgium was ready and willing make ) 

| _ this effort. | : Shaq Os | 
| He then expressed regret Prince Royal ? was indisposed and unable 
| to receive General Eisenhower. He added that Prince Royal had just 
i signed decree placing Belgian units under Eisenhower’s command. 
pO 2. Van Zeeland said he delighted personally, as were all Belgians, 

! at, Eisenhower’s appointment as Supreme Commander. He said Bel- 
gian people conscious of danger which threatened them. This particu- 

larly brought home by developments in Far East. He felt that in this 
respect state of public morale much better than a year ago. He felt 

| very great effort was necessary if West were to be able to defend it- | 
i self. But he was confident this could and would be done. He felt, in 
! this respect, that. Eisenhower’s trip through NAT countries would be | 
| most helpful. Belgian Government. was presenting to Parliament a 

Jaw extending military service to 24 months. He could not guarantee, 
Do but felt reasonably certain this law would pass. Socialists were op- 
| posed ‘to it on political grounds, rather than because they did not 

-recognizetheneedforit. © 0 
| _. General Eisenhower said that in US we likewise had our political __ 
: problems. We are planning for the largest fleet any nation has ever 
| had in peacetime, and a very large air force of some 90 groups. We 
: expect, under present plans, to have some 3,500,000 men in uniform. 
_ ‘We are paying extremely high taxes, andif he were not able honestly 
| to point out that European nations were likewise making a great — 

| _, *Baudouin, who was created Prince Royal.on August 11, 1950, suceeded: his | 
| father, Leopold III, as Kingon July17,191. 0 

| | 
| |
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effort, Europe could hardly expect Americans undertake additional 

| burden of European rearmament. He felt confident. that, 1£ each of 

: 12 nations ready to make sacrifices and to stand together, success was. 
assured. It was principally a matter of heart, and if all put 
their hearts into it, Western civilization could not be overcome by 
190,000,000 backward people. © oe 

| Van Zeeland said he convinced that: job could be done. There had _ 

| been some fatalistic feeling that, no matter how great the effort, an | 

effective defense could not be built up. This was what.had tobe over- 7 

come. He felt that the fact that. Kisenhower had accepted this appoint- 

ment. would greatly aid in combating this idea. He agreed .with | 

Eisenhower that it necessary that there be a.greater sense of urgency. 
“General Eisenhower said that, as chairman of the Atlantic Council, | 

Van Zeeland was in position to do something about this; Van Zeeland 

laughingly agreed, and repeated his conviction that this could be done. 
re - —. FMacArtiur] 

a | Pa a ANDERSON 

740.5/1-1151: Telegram Oo | ee 

The Ambassador in the Netherlands (Chapin). to the Secretary 

oo Of States | a ; 

SECRET | Tse Hague, January 11, 1951—6 p: m. | 

1009. General Eisenhower and party arrived Hague 4:45 p. m. 

' January 10 and departed today 3 p. m. Copenhagen. Met on arrival 

| by Chiefs Staff 3 services, no special honors rendered but security —s| 

looked after. Reception in stolid Dutch fashion reasonably warm one 

which would have been even more demonstrative had it not been for | 
bad weather. De na 

T gave stag dinner last night for General and Service Attachés and 

_ MAAG officers during course which opportunity was had bring him 

and Gruenther up to date.local situation and defense effort. 

This morning General Eisenhower had talks Dutch Chiefs of Staff 

DefMin PriMin FonMin? and was tendered unofficial luncheon by 

DefMin at which high-ranking Netherlands. defense officers present 

and during which he had opportunity further talks with PriMin and © 

| FonMin.. © | ns OS re | 

There no opportunity discuss any length with Generals Eisenhower _ 

or Gruenther results their visit but my first impression they somewhat 

disappointed, actually as we previously pointed out and repeated ' 

3 This telegram was repeated. for information to Copenhagen, London, and 

* *The references here are to Minister of Defense Hendrik L. s’J acob, Prime 7 
7 Minister Willem Drees, and Foreign Minister Dirk Stikker, oo
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| today to Jacob the Dutch invariably put worst foot forward. Jacob _ 
: told me at-lunch that within next 8 weeks will ask for 150 million 
: guilder increased defense budget and he proposed within next 3 months 
| ask for 2 additional sums in amounts not stated. However did not 
| mention this fact we gather to Eisenhower. re eee, 
| Dutch service chiefs united feeling that visit great success and most 
| helpful but Aler Chief Air Force said it should be repeated soonest 

possible. They agreed feeling urgency here or rather Europe not great 
| as US but appreciation this growing and that peoples of countries — 
| well as staff chiefs themselves more aware defense necessities than 7 
Z governments, st 2 es 
| Press reports there some minor Communist demonstrations Hague 
| and Amsterdam but no disturbances resulted. We. feel visit’ most 
: helpful and should give stimulus Dutch defense efforts. In this regard | 
| Embassy will now pursue talks Dutch along lines A-200 December 21.* 

Embassy understands that MacArthur will report directly Depart- 
| ment on other political aspects visit.¢ Oe | SE BES EEE oo - | aarp 

! ~® Wor MacArthur’s report on the conversations with Stikker and | Drees, see 
telegram 604, infra. See also telegram 1057, January 19, from The Hague, p. 436. *Not printed. a a 

740.5/1-1151: Telegram | DL eet ae 
: _ Lhe Ambassador in Denmark (Anderson) to the Secretary of State» — 

SECRET PRIORITY —s CopENHAGEN, January 11, 1951—10 p.m. 
| 604. Pass Defense. For Perkins from MacArthur. Following is 
| résumé of General Eisenhower’s conversations with Stikker and 

! 1. Stikher. oe | - 

| General Eisenhower opened by stressing to Stikker view that 
| problem of holding adequate strength manageable but only if all 

put their hearts into job and each country begins at once take neces- | 
| sary steps to translate plans into action et cetera. Stikker agreed and 

said Dutch had real desire to take necessary steps. wl heise OPE | 
_ He then brought up question of Big Four CFM.* He believed CFM 
was most dangerous and feared Soviets would not only exploit it but. 
might well propose the nonmilitarization of Germany. This would 

| appeal not only to very substantial elements in France who oppose 
German rearmament but. also to elements in Germany who wish to _ 

—.* Repeated to The Hague for Chapin and to London for Spofford. a a | | : cup Hisenhower's visit to The Hague, January 10-11, see telegram 1009, | 

pO - 3 For documentation on exploratory talks in Paris regarding a proposed Coun- _ 
cil of Foreign Ministers meeting involving France, the United Kingdom, ‘the: 2 United States, and the Soviet Union, see pp. 1086 ff. ee
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lie neutral or who might see in such a proposal a hope for reuniting | 

of Germany. Stikker believes rearmament Western Germany and 

closely tieing it in with West essential. He would even be willing for _ | 

‘them to join NATO but realizes this premature and French would 

oppose. He said German rearmament essential to “forward strategy” 

a and defense as far to east in Germany as possible. Without rearma- | 

ment German defense line would be on Rhine-Issel which is “totally 

unacceptable to Netherlands”. | coy Ba ae 

2. European Army. | AE 7 

He is opposed to concept of European army and also thinks it an 

error for French to call conference‘ at this time since it will not | 

me succeed and will aggravate existing disagreements and divisions of 

opinion not only over Germany but also over French concept of | 

‘European Federation which UK, Scandinavians and Dutch oppose. 

He believes that Pleven, FonOff and Monnet are behind French 

- plan{s] which are characterized as unrealistic and impractical. 

-__ His greatest concern about a meeting at this time is that it willinvolve = 

disagreements in front of the Germans. a - 

3. Raw materials... a Bn an | 

| Stikker emphasized again importance of satisfactory solution which 

- took into account not only interests but-psychology of smaller coun- 

: tries. He recognized that US, UK and France should have decisive 1 

voice in raw material control arrangements but said that whatever 

system is set up, should provide for smaller countries to voice their 

views and have them receive adequate consideration prior to«Big 

Three decisions. This was at the heart of the problem and the form | 

observed was almost as important to small countries as the arrange- | 

ments themselves if there were to be the necessary mutual trust. He — ) 

also stressed need for a satisfactory arrangement between NATO and 

7 OEEC- He said he was leaving for Paris to meet with the 18 OEEC 

Ministers tomorrow. He would try to pour cooling water on fire gen- 

erated by smaller countries but to succeed, Big Three would have to 7 

also give outward signsofunderstanding. 

4. Drees meeting. | Be a SO 

General Eisenhower gave Drees an excellent talk on the need for 

translating plans into action et cetera. Drees listened but did not | 

‘For documentation on the conference . convened in Paris on. February 15 by | 
the French Government to discuss the creation of a European army and the | 
development of a European Defense Community, see pp. 755 ff. a 

5 Hor previous documentation on measures to control the supply of strategic — 
raw materials among the NATO participants, see Foreign Relations, 1950, vol. 111, 

pp. 508 ff, and 1698 ff. es rece eee 

*‘Stikker was referring here to the current debate over the need to merge  —s_ 
- certain. economic and financial responsibilities of these two organizations, in- 

- volving perhaps the moving of the economic functions of NATO to Paris, | 
_ For documentation, seepp.1ff © ee
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react with enthusiasm as have the other NAT Cabinet members with | 

whom the General has talked. He referred to German problem and — 

expressed view that Allied policy towards Germany had placed Ger- 

mans in a position where they could blackmail us. He was strongly | 

opposed to French plan for European army. Drees stolid complacency 

contrasted unfavorably with attitude ofotherofficers = 9 | | 

’ Mr. Drees gave the impression of an exceedingly amiable indi- 

vidual who is unwilling to grapple with the urgent problems of this | 

era with determination andenergy.[MacArthur.]
* | 

(He BESET ae ANDERSON 

tTelegram 1028, J anuary 13, from ‘The Hague, informed General Hisenhower | 

that the impression of inertia and weak support of the NATO program which 

the General had probably felt in his meetings at The Hague ought not to be 

considered the true attitude of the Dutch people (740.5/1-1351). Hisenhower’s 

views on his visit were the subject of a letter of J anuary 18 to Chapin ; see foot- | 

note 1, p. 416. oe BRP ag POEs ce | 

740.5/1-1251: Telegram ee nh hah Se 

The Ambassador in Belgium (Murphy) to the Secretary of State’ 

CONFIDENTIAL  Brussers, January 12, 1951—3 p.m. | 

1159. For Perkins. Your 5 from Copenhagen. As Belgian Liberal | 

Party has during recent months adopted policy refusing support for 

present ‘Catholic Government’s military program. because (1) it dis- | 

| ‘approves government and (2) it considers some features of proposed | 

legislation defective, it was arranged for Dr. R. Motz, President Bel- 

- gian Liberal Party and ‘Baron Kronacker, prominent party. member, | 

| to be received by General Eisenhower in Brussels. nnn | 

| General Eisenhower outlined to his visitors general purpose of his | 

| voyage to Europe, stressing urgency of our defense requirements and | 

- necessity that several member countries of NATO rise above local 

| political considerations in all-out drive to accomplish their common | 

objectives. He recognized difficulties of local politics everywhere, say- | 

' ing that we had our own difficulties in US which our European friends | | 

, undoubtedly understand. However, if he could return to US and re-- | 

port that in countries like Belgium a proportionate and united effort _ | 

| to provide for Western” defense is being made, it would facilitate | 

| American share of undertaking to important. degree. Hisremarks were : 

enthusiastically received by his visitors who were visibly impressed. 

| ~ Doctor Motz said that he fully agreed with General Eisenhower but 

he thought that we all have indulged too much in talk of dangers of 

situation. He believed that population needed encouragement and 

| belief in victory and in their own capacity to defend themselves as 

result, too many are defeatists feeling that it would be hopeless to 

1 sent to Oslo for MacArthur, repeated to Department of State for information. 

536-688 PT 1—80-——29
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resist. Baron Kronacker stated disagreement. with this view, assert- | 
ing that there is far too much complacency and inclination to believe 
that US will carry load. General Eisenhower emphasized our interest 
in military service requirements of all NAT countries stressing, of 
course, that-he would not venture to say what Belgium should do but 
pointing to program of military service in US. If Belgium would 
vote a-period of 24 months military service, he would find that gratify- _ 
ing and encouraging and it would help him when he returns to face 
congressional committees in Washington as evidence of determination _ 
of Belgium to bear its share of burden. | 

_ Dr. Motz explained that his party’s position in abstaining from 
vote yesterday in Chamber committee, which is considering militia 
bill, was not due to opposition to purposes of measure but because of 
Liberal belief that law is defective and also because of lack of con- | 
fidence in present weak government. However, Dr. Motz said that 
Liberals knew that bill would be enacted and merely wanted to use | 
vote as demonstration of their dissatisfaction with what they con- | 
sider defects in text as well as of their general dissent with present 
government. Government has failed constantly to tell people what is 
necessary and Minister of Defense according to Doctor Motz is utterly 
incompetent. a | - 
- (During subsequent meeting, Defense Minister de Greef told us | 
that he had used meeting with Chamber committee to read riot act 

| to committee, pointing out to them that attitude of Socialists and - 
| Liberals in opposing and abstaining created misunderstanding in US | 

and made it much more difficult to persuade US Congress to vote funds | 
in support of Western European military effort.) | a ee 

a a Sag oe Mourruy | 

740.5/1-1951 a Oo 

The Supreme Allied Commander, Europe (Eisenhower) to the 
Ambassador in the Netherlands ( Chapin)? | 

- — -- [Osuo?, January 13,1951.) 
On personal side, our visit to Hague was completely enjoyable. 

Members my party were without exception impressed by abilities, — 
| friendly attitude, breadth comprehension of government officials with 

4 The source text printed here was transmitted in telegram 1052, January. 19, from The Hague, with the following explanatory statement : 
“Text Hisenhower letter January 13.addressed Chapin quoted below. Ac- 

companying letter was cover note stating: ‘I have no objections whatsoever your Showing this letter to anyone in the government whenever you think such action 
would be desirable’.”’ | a | 
Regarding this letter, see also telegrams 9, January 16, from The Hague; Depto. | 
rh J january 17, from London; and 1057, January 19, from The Hague, pp. 425,
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| whom we came in contact. It was instructive, of course, to learn about | 
disruptive effects and internal difficulties caused by Indonesian war. 
This we fully understood. - a 
On purely official. side, our impression was one of disappointment. 

Strictly speaking, Dutch Government does not seem to have clearly | 
~ defined goal commensurate with obvious needs, to be rapidly attained. | 
Consequently, no description of current program would convince 
American Government that Hague was showing sense of urgency, 

: readiness to sacrifice, and determination to pull its full share of load. | 
General Gruenther and I did not, by any means, have feeling that 

any Dutch official was being deliberately blind to existing threat. But 
- we did feel: that struggle for efficiency, both in training and produc- | 

tion, was over-emphasized to point that it seemed to become predomi- 
nating influence rather than secondary to over-riding importance of | 
providing maximum of security for country at earliest possible date. | 

_ Frankly, we can see no reason for rather restricted target that Dutch | 
set: for themselves. We do not understand why country’of 10 million ! 

| people should not plan on regular training and organizational frame- | 
work something on order of four or five divisions, framework which 
would, over years, produce additional group of reserve divisions and 
necessary auxiliary troops. = Ct Se | 
_ We believe that 12-month period of service is not satisfactory, 

either from standpoint of training or real strength, unless accom- 
panied by frequent and thorough periods refresher training. We do 
recognize that, as of this moment, the Dutch could not instantly under- 
take a 2-year program. But we feel that if this longer period of service 
became the accepted doctrine of country, and that even if for moment, | 

- full term had to be restricted of officers, noncommissioned officers and 
specialists, yet, under this kind of program, there would. not only be 
speedier progress in the country, but there would most certainly be 
a great increase in the confidence that other nations feel with respect 
to Dutch effort. There would also be greater readiness on their part 

_ to provide help where help is needed. 7 . | 
- You understand, of course, that it is not our function to attempt 

_ interference with internal workings of any country to advise, directly, 
any North Atlantic Treaty nation on methods to be used in its military | 
program. However, questions discussed this letter are of tremendous 
importance, particularly at this time when picture presented by each _ 

| nation to all others should, if possible, be one showing a “higher than 
average” performance. This applies to speed with which plan is exe- 
cuted and, within reason, to ultimate size of force. Consistent with 
these considerations, utmost in efficiency and economy should prevail, — 

| but both General Gruenther and I sincerely hope that Dutch Gov- 

ernment will arrange these considerations in an order of priority that 
doesnot putefliciency attop. es
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740.5/1-1351: Telegram re a a . 

« Lhe Chargé in Norway (Snow) to the Secretary of State - 

SECRET oo) Ost, January 13, 1951—1l a.m. 
(22. From MacArthur for Perkins. Following is résumé of General - 

Eisenhower’s joint meeting January 12? with Prime Minister Eriksen,  __ 
Foreign Minister Kraft and Defense Minister Petersen. Kraft acted _ | 
as spokesman. for Danes and extended warm welcome to Eisenhower. 

Hethen said hehadseveralmatterstobringup. = «= 
., (1) Danish constitution requires Parliamentary: action and King’s 
signature on decree necessary to give Denmark acceptance of Eisen- 
hower as Supreme Commander. He said Foreign Affairs committee | 
of Parliament has already approved Eisenhower and that very early 
parliamentary approval is assured following which King will sign 

(2) Mediumtermdefenseplan(MTDP). se 
_. Kraft reviewed problem Danes faced in building up Danish Force. 
At time of liberation Denmark had-no organized military forces'and 

| no equipment. Progress had been slow since arrival first-of British 
and then US equipment had been slow. Denmark Defense Committee : 
working on a plan to satisfy provisions of MTDP. Among projects 
to. increase-effectiveness is.one to increase period of military service 
in Denmark from 10 to 12 months. | ee ee 

_ (8). Contribution of Danish Forces to integrated force..§ = 
_. At present Danish Forces in Germany are under UK: command 

and were scheduled to remain so until May 15. Danish Government 
will, however, inform UK it proposes to-place these troops under 

Hisenhower.command as soon as royal decree signed. It will do so. 
on “assumption” that Danish Forces will be used to defend Denmark’s > 
southern frontier. = ee ee | 
(4) Internal security, cine 

- Kraft said Danes also. planning internal defense by improving 
organization of “home guards” composed of men whose reliability 
has been “individually checked”. This force consists about 30,000 
(mostly former resistance men) and its mission is to prevent sabotage, 

_ et cetera. Its members are lightly armed with rifles, some light auto- = 
_ matic weapons and explosives which members keep in their homes. 

_ (5). General Eisenhower explained purpose of his trip and strongly 
stated the need for everyone to get'on with job. He pointed out that 7 
Europe is behind time. Each nation must find way to increase its 
efforts and that what US will be able to do depends in large measure 

-1This telegram was repeated. to Copenhagen. The Department of State was | 
asked to pass this message to the Department of Defense.. ©. 2 ss Be 
for General Hisenhower visited Copenhagen on J anuary 11-12 before departing :
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on what Europeans themselves do. He outlined great US effort to | 
increase US and European defense strength and said they must show _ 
by their acts that US aid is justified. In final analysis this project is 
matter of the heart and small country like Denmark can take lead as 
wollaslargevdourities, © 0 re 
Kraft said he appreciated frankness of Eisenhower. He explained 
Danish difficulties in doing more but said they willing to make an | 
additional effort. In this connection he agreed spirit and morale of 
great importance and said small countries which believe they stand | 
alone cannot believe it worthwhile to make real effort. Danish Govern- oe 

| ment is determined to defend its freedom and while admittedly behind 
in its preparation as a result of circumstances would try to move ahead. 

General Eisenhower stressed importance of adequate training period 
for conscripts—mentioning 2 years as a desirable goal—in order have | 
effective forces in being and build up‘well trained:reserves. He pointed = 
out that inadequate forces in being were in final analysis a poor invest- | 
ment which offered neither security nor a good return on investment. 
With this in mind Cabinet Ministers should obtain the judgment of 
their professional military people on adequacy of military effort. — 

_ (6) Kraft then said Danes attached greatest importance to defense 
as far to east as possible in Germany. This not possible without 
German participation. He hoped present talks with Germans would 

| result in positivesolution. == | CE 
_ (7%) Participants in foregoing meeting then joined Danish Military | 
Staff for detailed exposition of Danish plans and future program. 
During course of this meeting General Eisenhower again stressed 
importance of having each country impress NATO partners with _ 
magnitude of own defense efforts. Also reiterated necessity for ade- 
quate length of military service. This meeting followed by luncheon 
during course of which ranking Danish military figures made occasion _ 
to tell us privately their strong belief that Eisenhower presentation 
would do much in obtaining greater effort on part of Danish 
Government. [MacArthur.} = oo | | 

740.5/1-1451:Telesram SEE ONENESS ae ee 

| - The Chargé in Norway (Snow) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET Oso, January 14, 1951—7 p. m. | 

725. Bisenhower’s short visit here January 12-13 was successful 
beyond our high expectations, due in great measure to his unique | 
combination of forcefulness and tact, intense concentration on ob- 

_ jectives and yet obvious breadth of knowledge and understanding. | 
His personality radiated confidence and had instant effect on press
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and on crowds thronging hotel lobby and sidewalks outside, as well | 
ae as on officialsinconferenceandelsewhere. = - 

‘High point was 2 hour conference Saturday morning January 13 
with cabinet members and top military officials. First hour consisted 
Norwegian presentation of defense program. Then Eisenhower and — | 
Gruenther led discussion with comments and questions. Eisenhower 
put his finger on sore and weak points and commented with complete 
frankness but so constructively and with such manifest good will that 
it was perfect performance. Good results are bound to follow. _ | 
Prime Minister * told Foreign Minister? he agreed with everything 

| he heard Hisenhower say. Justice Minister * remarked on vitality and : 
drive of Eisenhower but also especially on insight and sensitivity 
shown in his comments. He had somehow expected.a blunt forceful | 
duty bound soldier without the intellectual grasp and balanced per- 
ception exhibited by the General. Many other comments all similar 

| to these. Defense Minister * had been ‘prepared for tart criticisms of 
Montgomery variety and was almost pathetically relieved and grateful 
because of Hisenhower’smethodofapproach, ——s:_—| ee 

| Eisenhower said Norwegian concept of citizen army resting mainly a 
on conscription and on refresher training for reserves was probably | 
a good one for Norway provided the reserve training was concentrated 
enough and included sufficient staff training as well as field: exercises. 

As for marked shortage of commissioned officers and NCO’s the 
problem would need to be faced of providing an adequate pay scale 
so that the military profession would offer suitable attractions to the 
right kind and number of men. If the reserve call up began to impinge | 
upon productivity, thought might be given to substituting women as | 

_ faraspossiblein productivejobs. = | 
_ He directed their attention to the size of the military force they | oo 

_ should expect to put under -arms in case of war saying that rule 
of thumb was about 10 percent of total population, = 

He explained necessity of being able to convince US Congress and 
public that NATO partners were doing their share. Almost impossible 

_ to measure comparative national efforts fairly. Only way to proceed 
was for each to strive to outdo the others rather than to hold back 

| on assumption it was doing more than its share. oe 
Ended on note of reassurance that European defense was clearly , 

manageable if each country did its utmost to prepare. He was certain 
~ USwoulddoitspart® | | le 

| , | . Snow 

iHinarGerhardsen. - oe ee 
. -"Halvard M. Lange. So - res 4 

7Q0. C. Gundersen. a oy : mt 
* Jens Christian Hauge. | On 
*For a more detailed résumé of General. Hisenhower’s conversations with 

Norwegian Government and military officials as well as summaries of his con- 
versations with King Haakon and Crown Prince Olav, see telegram 3902, infra.
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| 740.5/1-1451: Telegram a (dete te Sera 

The Ambassador in the United Kingdom (Gifford) to the Secretary 
S of State* hog te we 

TOP SECRET =~=—.~—. _ Lonnon, January 14, 1951—11 p. m. 

| 3902. Pass Defense. From MacArthur for Perkins. January 13 Gen- 

eral Eisenhower called on King Haakon, then Crown Prince and then 

met jointly with Norwegian Prime Minister Gerhardsen, Foreign 

Minister Lange, Defense Minister Hauge and top Norwegian military 
staff.2 Following is résumé of conversations : - PE 8 oA NT 

1. Haakon after warmly welcoming Eisenhower said he wished to 

express personal views. Norway must have help and agreements 

should be made to supply Norway with necessary forces. He is con- 

- vinced Norway has will to fight but this not enough since it does not 

have means to defend itself having a population of only three million 

and a vast area to defend. Norwegian constitution a factor in what 
can be done since it prohibits stationing of foreign troops in Norway 
in peace time. He expressed personal view that NAT Air Forces that 
are to come to defense of Norway in event of war should be stationed in 

UK in peace time. He also said that because of small size of Nor- 

wegian defense force is not possible employ Norwegian troops outside 
Norway. General Eisenhower replied he felt it most important Nor- 

way constitute a hedgehog defense of such strength that no one would 
attack it. Eisenhower described opinion current in certain US circles 

that it inadvisable to commit further US forces for defense of West- 
ern Europe because of the belief Europeans do not have will to | 

| defend themselves and said it of utmost importance that he be able 
| to point to concrete actions taken by Europeans indicating their de- 

termination to defend themselves. King replied he agreed with Eisen- 
hower and assured him that people of Norway can be counted on to 

makerequiredeffort. 
2. Crown Prince Olav. Following usual opening amenities during 

which Olav expressed great pleasure at Eisenhower appointment, 

General Eisenhower mentioned one problem he would have to consider 
very carefully in drawing conclusions from his trip was length of 
national military service. He pointed out US Defense Department 
now asking Congress for 27-month conscription period and short 
period of some European nations would be subject of adverse com- 

ment. Olav replied Norway has tradition of short conscription period 
and which would be difficult to change. He added, however, that he was 

This telegram was repeated to Oslo. pT Es ene 
| sue erains Eisenhower's visit to Oslo, January 12-13, see also telegram 725,
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sure Eisenhower could count on Norwegian people to make great 

sacrificesin common defenseeffort! = i ae | 

8. Meeting with Prime Minister, Foreign Minister, Defense Min- : 

ister and military staff. | ee ee ; 
| - Prime Minister Gerhardsen openéd with welcoming speech in which 

he pointed out Norway took serious step of joining NAT largely be-_ 

eause Norway afraid of being attacked and oppressed if they stood 
alone. Norway was afraid of war but even more afraid of losing its co 
independence and freedom because it knows from its own paintul ex- — 
perience what this means. Norway joined NAT because it believed = 

NAT could secure peace and freedom and Norway fully prepared to 
take her share of common defense burden by making maximum con- 

_ tribution. Norway wanted Eisenhower to get favorable impression 

but above all leave with correct impression of Norwegian weaknesses 

and. strengths. All Norway happy Eisenhower selected for great task 

_ of Supreme Commander because they recognize he not only outstand- 
ing military man but a man gifted in every respect. who desires peace, 

| justiceandfreedom. = —i—i—s—‘“SsSSS re | 

_. ~ Hauge then gave over-all résumé beginning with summary of size_ 
of population, area, industries, gross national income, et cetera. He 

: pointed out productivity low but increasing thanks to Marshall Plan. 

Norwegian youth courageous and forward looking; Norwegians are 
individualists yet all but Commies solidly support foreign and defense 
policy. Hard core of Norwegian Commie Party consists of 10,000 dues- - 
paying members. Commies hold no seats in Parliament and strength 

is on decline. However Commie possibilities should not be under or _ | 

over-rated. Since liberation in 1945 main task in defense field isto = 
build up strength from little or nothing. Norway has had conscription _ | 
and national military service system for 80 years. It originally based : 

on the 19th Century Norwegian belief that professional standing army 
is barrier both to social progress and closer Scandinavian association ee 
and also on desire for a really democratic people’s army. Norway’s 
quick defeat by Germany stemmed partly from paucity of competent 

officers and non-coms, short term of military service and fact that only 
(1% (as compared with 5% in 1951) of national income devoted to 
defense. Norway trying to rectify by building up cadres, establishing = 

| effective national guard; obtaining equipment for. training and for | 
ss reserves; participating in German occupation forces, et cetera. Hauge 

- summed up Norwegian efforts as “brave beginning but no more and 

no less”. Norwegian will to resist has grown in past six months. Chief 

deficiencies were weakness of cadres and small size of covering forces. _ 

He outlined plans to increase defense expenditures from about 350. 
million kroner in 1950 to between 500 and 550 million in 1951; to
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increase cadres by 1500; to increase military service to 12. months 

(instead of 9 to 11 months) ; to expand scope of 2 to 3 months re- | 

fresher courses; to increase the present effectiveness of air and navy. | 

Also desired to improve airfields and warning system but this would | 

| depend on receiving equipment. ce PRPS Ag gla ee | 

~ Touching on Norwegian contribution to defense of Europe he said 

- Norwegian troops necessary for defense of Norway but Norway also 

| had brigade group in Germany. (He stressed German participation 

essential for “forward strategy”.) Assignment of brigade group in 

Germany to integrated force required Norwegian constitutional action _ 

whichscemedassured. 
Hauge severely criticized failure of efforts of Finance Ministers — 

(through DFEC) to develop formula for equitable distribution of 

burden of defense effort. National income not in itself fair gauge since | 

it does not take into account what part of per capita national income © 

needed for bare subsistence. Also leaves out productivity. Further- 

more ratio of defense budget to national income is not reliable because 

| each country includes different items in budgets. Hauge believes just 

formula for equitable distribution of burden essential. He concluded 

that Norway would not shirk its duty and had a good conscience 

given its resources and capabilities. - ne Oo oe 

Chiefs of Staff then gave detailed outline of programs and problems 

of three services. Following gives highlights: RPL : 

| - (a) Principal deficiencies of army were lack of trained officers and 

non-coms; lack of equipment (being remedied by US_ aid); lack of 

adequate staff training in unit organizations of all sizes. Present efforts 

were therefore to improve quality and also increase effectiveness of 
reserves. °°. Sih ab ah wad lg Shae Sapa 

(b) Navy deficiencies listed were serious gap between. capabilities 

and requirements in coastal escort vessels. Also too few minesweepers 

and MTB. Recently Norwegian Government had started to activate 

certain laid-up ships. This experience showed Norwegian naval mobili- 

zation plan for activating ships was faulty and reexamination is re- 

quired. Navy also suffered from lack of trained officers and. petty 

| officers. Exercises with Royal Navy showed peacetime effectiveness _ 

only 50% of Royal Navy performance. Efficiency would improve if 

there were longer period of conscription. Also it difficult to attract 

officers and petty officers in regular navy because of higher wage scales 
in merchant marine. _ . _ 7 | 

(c) Air deficiencies are in aircraft, spares and equipment; in- 

sufficient land communications and radar; housing, et cetera, inter- 

ceptor performance not too bad but air-ground teamwork not properly 

developed. Wages ee op 

General Eisenhower then asked a number of questions re length of 

| service, stressing importance of building soonest adequate well-trained 

forces in being. He suggested training techniques to improve efficiency _ 

in proper staff team-work; stressed necessity for increasing number
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of NCO’s and paying salaries sufficient to attract, et cetera. General 
Eisenhower then summed up his views of over-all situation as follows: 

_ At the bottom of military success are the fundamentals of morale, 
determined purpose, and burning ambition to succeed. This is hard 
to achieve in the Allied Command because of national aspirations of 
individual members. The NATO nations must work together. This is 
a question of having the right spirit. Each nation must strive to out-do_ 
others“ifonlybyoneman”. = 5 = =. _ a 
While no one is trying to compare the size of the Norwegian effort: 

| with that of US, it must be pointed out there is a real problem in the | 
US. US Congress and people must be honestly convinced that Euro- 

| pean nations are making comparable effort’ and sacrifices. Question _ 
of effort is really question of heart. There must be no unreadiness to 

_ make sacrifices. No one is trying to be arbitrary in this matter but | 
Norway must realize and be sympathetic with what Eisenhower has 
to do. Eisenhower not pleading US cause but common NAT cause | 
since he considers himself 14. Norwegian. Amalgamation ofcombined 
power can only be achieved if every nation is convinced that the others 
are making a comparable sacrifice. Each nation must struggle to be a 
little ahead of the other. Success is assured if we put our shoulders 

, to job because the free world has the brains, strength and genius to 
succeed. Problem in the next few weeks is arriving at a decision that 
will determine course for many. months to come. We can meander or 
go forward, lift up our hearts and heads, and find we have arrived. 

me | Be _ GrFForD 

| 740.5/1-1451: Telegram _ : ee | 
| Ihe Ambassador in the United Kingdom (Gifford) to the Secretary 

a of State Oo - 

SECRET | | ‘Lonvon, January 14, 1951—2 p. m. | 
_ 8901. From MacArthur for Perkins. Remytel 1001, January 11 from 
The Hague, repeated Madrid 4.1 Joe Kingsbury Smith asked to see 

| ine privately and unofficially this morning. He referred to the mes- 
sage which he had sent to Franco and said that on January 11 

| Lojendio (counselor of Spanish Embassy Paris) called on him in | 
_ The Hague. Lojendio asked whether General Eisenhower or US Gov- , 

_ ernment had knowledge of and approved Smith’s message to Franco. 
Smith said he replied that the initiative came solely from INS. __ 

1 Not printed. In it MacArthur reported that he had heard that Joseph Kings- | 
bury Smith, a correspondent for International News Service, who was in HKurope | 
reporting on the Hisenhower tour, had sent a message to General Franco asking | 
him if he would invite Eisenhower to visit Madrid. (740.5/1-1151)
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- Lojendio allegedly told him that while Franco:would be glad to 
‘gee Eisenhower and would even be willing to travel.to the Spanish- 
‘Portuguese frontier or Lisbon to meet with him, Franco would only 
‘give Smith a reply for publication after he was certain that Hisen- 
hower would agree to such a meeting. Smith said he told Lojendio 
that in his own (Smith’s) judgment there was no possibility of Hisen- 
hower seeing Franco on his trip to the NAT capitals and Lojendio 

allegedly replied that in this event.matter should be dropped 
. I told Smith that in my personal opinion his initiative.in this matter 
seemed designed to create publicity and confusion and did not serve | 

the best interests of the US, the other NAT countries, General Kisen- 

. hower and for that matter Franco himself. I also told him that. he 
should not consider his private meeting with me as constituting any | 

form of channel to General Eisenhower. He said he understood this 
and added that I. was free to deny we had even talked about this 
matter. [MacArthur.} 0 en 

--*In telegram 3923, January 16, from London, MacArthur reported that Smith — 
had phoned him that afternoon stating that he, Smith, had received a telephone 
invitation from Lojendio to proceed to Madrid for an interview with Franco. 
‘Smith was disinclined to accept the invitation, but he asked MacArthur to author- 
ize him, in a confidential message to INS headquarters in New York, to state 
that General Eisenhower preferred that Smith not hold the interview. MacArthur 

| replied that he had no. such authority, that his conversations with Smith had 
been strictly personal, and Smith would have to be guided by his own conscience 
in the matter. (740.5/1-1651) 

756.00/1-1651 : Telegram oe 

| The Ambassador in the Netherlands (Chapin) to the Embassy in 
| | , _ Portugal * bese - 

SECRET PRIORITY § § Tue Hacus, January 16, 1951—6 p. m. 

9. Personal for General Eisenhower? from Ambassador. Because 
of all-day Cabinet meeting and domestic political crisis it was only 
this morning I could show Stikker your letter of January 18,° leav- 
ing. copy with him. Copy will also be furnished confidentially to 
S. Jacob. | Bn , 

Stikker much impressed with letter which he felt although blunt, 
to point and fair. Said copies would be furnished only to members | 
military sub-committee of Cabinet but letter would probably create 
something of sensation. Stikker added, “personally and very con- 
fidentially, I will be indiscreet enough to say that I like the letter”. 

*This telegram was repeated to Rome, Paris, London, and the Department of | 
State, the source text printed here. = = == = © | a 
. ® General Eisenhower and his party flew from London to Lisbon on the after- 
noon of January 16. oe 

* Regarding this letter, seefootnotel1,p.416. = = Ss
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|  Stikker referred to Kerr’s article in New York Herald Tribune 
eleventh presumably written before your visit Hague criticizing Drees 
as “doctrinaire socialist” who not prepared take effective action on | 

- rearmament. Said Drees had been deeply hurt over this and had re- | 

| marked it would be far easier for Socialists leave government and go 
into Opposition as in that way they could be sure of much better | 
showing next election. _ ae | eo 

Stikker asked me if I could give him any further reactions from __ 

you and General Gruenther as result your visit and I told him that, 
- unfortunately, I had had no detailed discussion with you subsequent 

: your morning discussions January 11. I did, however, in response 
specific question, say that I felt you had been disappointed with your | 

visit with Prime Minister who, either because of his views or because 
he “tired”, gave no impression he aware urgency for immediate action. 

Although Stikker quite obviously worried over domestic political 
situation since his own position very much in danger through lack 
support his party on NG issue which to be debated end this week, he | 
recognized problem raised by you as over-riding and stated he wished 

me assure you he personally would do everything possible obtain 

pledge from Dutch Government, effective action before you appear 
| before Congress. Specifically, he mentioned proposed first. additional 

Defense budget increase 150 million guilders and proposal build 60 

mine sweepers of which 12 would be built on contingent gamble to be 
disposed of to other NATO nations and 36 in hope to sell to US. 

| | oe | ae CHAPIN 

740.5/1-1651: Telegram | i ne a 
The United States Deputy Representative on the North Atlantic — 
 — Council (Spofford) to the Secretary of State* | 

SECRET PRIORITY -Lonpon, January 16, 1951—6 p. m. 

~“Depto 417. Pass Defense. Deputies’ * fourth meeting, J anuary 16. 
1. Deputies met this morning with General Eisenhower who made | 

| - profound impression. | Oo - 

2. Chairman opened with brief review of deputies’ work, with stress a 
on matters of particular interest to SHAPE, and asked Eisenhower | 
to giveimpressions gained duringhistrip, 8 2 

| _ 8, Eisenhower began by stressing importance he attached to depu- 
ties’ work. No matter how NATO might be reorganized, deputies 

1 Repeated to Paris for OSR and General Schuyler, to Lisbon for MacArthur, | | 
to the other NATO capitals, to Frankfurt, to Heidelberg for Handy, and to 
Wiesbaden for Cannon. | ne 

* North Atlantic Council Deputies. ae a,
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would be indispensable as central democratic representative body. He 

would look to them for much assistance. ere ee 

4, He had been encouraged by spirit of growing confidence he had 

found but disturbed by vagueness of objectives and plans, especially | 

as to size of planned military formations and time of their creation. 

Time factor was overriding. Tree’could not grow in‘a day, but if 

NATO countries were convinced they should create adequate force as 

| shield for peaceful existence, time for initiating action was now. More 

complicated war became more time required to equip and train forces. 

He had found too much talk of 1954 and not enough action in progress. 

Existing schedules not good enough to meet needs of present crisis. 

Orderliness important but speed essential. Sooner peace could be made _ 

secure through strength cheaper it would be though early costs would 

5, There was division of opinion in US on how its military strength — 

- should be distributed. In next two years we would produce more than 
anything hitherto dreamed of in peacetime, including resources for 

foreign aid. Only question was how they should be used. He was con- 
vinced US debate would be resolved in favor of defending entire free’ 
world if US were convinced all participating countries behind defense 

effort heart and soul. On his return he must report honestly and accu- 

rately to President, administration, and others. He hoped he would 

be able to say he had no doubts. Speaking as NATO official represent- 

ing all twelve countries he would say two conditions must obtain. 

First, twelve equal nations of NATO must act as unit. Second, security , 

must in each country have priority over everything else. 

6. He regarded organization of his command as of secondary im- 

portance, and nothing he had yet said or done about it implied com- 

mitment or obligation of any kind. Oe 

7. Europe, which was unquestionably key strategic point, was long, 

narrow peninsula between seas. NAT nations were sea powers with 

strong air power. We must hold in center while sea and air power 

brought to bear. Sea power could reach any NAT nation. None were 
isolated but eachshouldmakeitselfahedgehop, == ss” 

-8..In closing his remarks he reiterated importance he attached to 

working with deputies. He had no particular ideas about liaison but 
in words of Mae West “come up and see me some time”. He ended that _ 

in ten days he would be reporting to Washington and he must then. 

have every possible bit of concrete evidence everyone. was heart and 
soul in common effort. Only yardstick was who could. do even one 

manhourmorethanothers. 

9. Hoyer-Millar asked how deputies could help most in next few 
months. Eisenhower replied he had heard number of complaints to _ 
effect that defense production capacity was going begging because of
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_ red tape or other delays. Deputies could act. as trouble shooters and 
assistin breaking bottlenecks, = | 
/10. Alphand referred to Eisenhower’s remark that existing time 

| schedules were not rapid enough, asked whether he had something 
different in mind from MTDP. Eisenhower replied he was not sug- 
gesting different plan but stressing extreme importance of telescoping’ : 
fulfillment of existing plans into shortest possible time irrespective of _ 
formal schedules. Time of even greater value in this effort to preserve | | 

- peace than in war. More quickly each nation could do-its job, more it eo 
would stimulate others and more aid it would be apt to get. from US. 

| _ 11. Starkenborgh observed one'of greatest hindrances to progress 
in production had been inability to obtain timely data from military 
on such matters as acceptability of types. Perhaps Eisenhower could. 

_ help. Eisenhower said he would try to light fire, and urged deputies. 
to bring pressure wherever and whenever necessary to obtain required 

| action. Concentrated effort saved lives whether in preparation or on 
battlefield: © | 
12. Comments after meeting revealed depth of impression Hisen- 

_ hower made on deputies.-One said: his talk inspired more confidence 
than 10 new divisions. General feeling Eisenhower’s advent; marked. | 
emergence NATO as going concern and that neither defeatism:nor - 
petty bickering could survive under his leadership. We are getting 
inquiries from individual deputies.as to shortcomings he found in. 
their countries and how they might. help get them remedied. “Will. 

ie CO ‘[Srorrono] 

Lhe Ambassador in Portugal. (MacVeagh) to the Secretary of State 

scorer = Txspony, January 16, 1951—-9' p.m. 
“263. Pass Defense. From MacArthur for Perkins. General Bisen- 
hower saw Shinwell yesterday and Bevin and Attlee today and. 

_ impressed eloquently on all of them necessity for translatizig plans. 
into action now.? Following is résumé of views expressed by these : 
3 Cabinet Ministers who spent considerable time in reminiscing: © 
“1. Shinwell who was energetic in setting forth his ideas expressed. 

view that staffs engaged in plans for building up defensive strength | 
of west are too slow and cautious. Shinwell has ‘been pressing UK: | 
Government to move faster and said he had taken lead in getting UK 
Government to up its sights in terms of a greater defense effort. 

“This telegram was repeated to London for Gifford and Spofford and to Paris _ for Schuyler, 0 EE ES 
_* General Eisenhower and his party visited London, J anuary 14-16; on the. 
afternoon of January 16 he flew to Lisbon. - OO —
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He favors and will continue to urge larger military budget. He 

alluded to the political difficulties of NAT countries in making greater | 

defense effort and said “it is not important whether governments stand 

or fall but whether nations stand or fall”. He believes it most impor- : 

tant that British have four divisions in West or in the integrated force | 

as soon as possible this year. He expressed great admiration for Field 

Marshal Montgomery and expressed hope that appropriate place be 

found for himin military structure Coes fone | 

“9, Bevin who had barely recovered from flu looked very badly. He | 
and General Eisenhower are old friends and Bevin spent much time | 

in personal reminiscences. He was quite insistent that if he could be of 

help at any time General Eisenhower should come directly to him. | 

Speaking of German rearmament, he said the Big Three should let : 

this question simmer for awhile and avoid talking about it or press- 

ing this particular issue since in his opinion a firm political basis is | 

the prerequisite for German rearmament. (Both Shinwell and Attlee | 

"3. Attlee also reminisced at length. He seemed quite optimistic about | 

making progress in the defense field and determined to move ahead. | 

4, General Eisenhower lunched today with these three Cabinet 

Ministers and with exception of Shinwell’s apparent greater sense of 

urgency he detected no differences in their position. [MacArthur.]-- - | 
(Te Us ag ates Mac Viacrt | 

165A.11/1-1651 : Telegram oe a OO - : tye : | 

The Ambassador in Italy. (Dunn) to the Embassy in Portugal * | 

ropsecrer = si(<sSs*S*«éR oe, January 116, 19519 p.m. | 
13, For MacArthur. Not having heard further from you re audience | 

we assume it is agreeable to General Eisenhower that no further steps 

be taken. In. explaining Pope’s reluctance grant audience Vatican 

source said decision based on previous schedule for annual retreat and 

announcement January 10 that all audiences would be suspended dur- | 

ing period January 13 to 20 inclusive. Source also implied some con- 

cern that Commie inspired demonstrations might occur and be asso- | 
ciated with audiences. Source inquired whether audience planned from 

beginning of trip and whether we believed it essential to accomplish- | 
ment of mission. After consulting Colonel Usera we said question of — | 
audience had arisen after press speculation based on Vatican AP 

story when General Eisenhower had expressed desire to pay his re- | 

“This telegram was repeated to Paris for General Schuyler and to the Depart- | 
ment of State, the source text printed here. hop eS gt Sy ge” | 

_ : |
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spects to Pope if possible. (Oslo telegram 721 to Department Jan- eg 
uary 13.2) : | Ba 

|  ‘Inlast night’s Observatore Romano there appeared prominent notice _ 
of commencement of Pope’s retreat which concluded with statement 
“during these days as we have already announced all audiences have 
been suspended”, _ a oe og | 

_ If General Eisenhower or his staff receive any further press ques- 
tions suggest that reply be substantially: “General Eisenhower does _ | 
not expect to have an audience with Pope since he has now learned 
that Pope has suspended all audiences for this week during which he | 
is making his annual retreat”. If further questions should be asked as 
to whether audience was requested answer could be in negative and ~ 
exploratory conversations which we have had should be considered | 

_ merely as sounding out the Vatican rather than as request for audience. 
This is particularly important because this Embassy has no formal 
relations with Vatican and no public indication should be given that 
we made an approach. Naturally moreover, Vatican does not wish — 
to have impression get out that audience was requested and denied __ 
since our Vatican source said, Pope did not wish to give impression - 
that he was opposed to General Eisenhower’smission. = 

? This telegram, which was sent from Oslo to Rome as 1 and repeated to the 
Department of State as 721, is not printed. It stated that during his forthcoming 
visit to Rome, January 17-18, General Hisenhower hoped to be able to have an 
audience with the Pope. It suggested that Ambassador Dunn approach the Vati- 
can and explain the General’s desire to call on the Pope on the morning of 

| Oe i -iss1), 18 to pay his respects shortly before departing for London. (740.5/ 

| 740.5/1-1751 : Telegram | oe oo rn 

The United States Deputy Representative on the North Atlantic 
Council (Spofford) to the Secretary of State | 

SECRET § PRIORITY oe Lonpvon, January 17, 1951—7 p. m. 
-Depto 420. From Spofford. Rome for MacArthur2 Starkenborgh | 

told us yesterday that although official word he had from Hague — 
concerning Hisenhower’s visit * gave no particular picture, he had 

_ received private report that General was keenly disappointed. He was | 
most anxious ascertain any information we could give concerning 

| Eisenhower’s actual impressions of his talks at Hague, particularly 
specific shortcomings in Netherlands effort which he had found. 

* This telegram was repeated to The Hague and Rome... | re ne Oke | 
? General Eisenhower and his party, including MacArthur, arrived in Rome — 

from Lisbon on the afternoon of January17. = : . SO 
* Regarding Eisenhower's visit to The Hague, see telegram 604, January 11, 

from Copenhagen, p. 413. ‘ ee oe |
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Starkenborgh returning to Hague tomorrow to attend meeting of _ | 

Council on Defense Friday morning. = oe. ee | 

«We told him immediately General had been disappointed and also 

that American correspondents had received unfavorable impression. | 

(We had been told this privately by both AP and US representatives.) | 

Today after consulting MacArthur and documentation, we went over | 

situation with him fully and frankly. Since yesterday he had received | 

| from Stikker copy of Eisenhower’s letter to Chapin * and accordingly | 

knew in general what Eisenhower felt was wrong and should be done. 

We referred to feeling of complacency and apparent unwillingness to 

deal with present problem with sufficient determination and energy, | 
stressing need for immediate action on length of service and develop- 
mentofcadres, 

_ Starkenborgh said Eisenhower’s visit had been most timely and he _ 
hoped effective. He fully agreed as to public and official complacency. _ 
He felt there had been too great a desire to relax and lick Indonesian 
‘wounds and to hide behind view that France and Belgium would not | 
really do what they said they would and that US exaggerated what 
it was doing. Nevertheless there were forces in Holland with which : 
he was working to develop sense of urgency in government and he | 
believed that they had been making progress. They were now arguing | 
that France and Belgium had awakened to necessity for large scale 

: urgent action and were taking it, that magnitude of US effort was | 
obvious and that Holland was lagging badly behind. He hoped meet- _ | 

| ing of Defense Council would produce concrete results. He said | 

S. Jacob felt that taking into forces more men from each class : 
called up would have more immediate effect than lengthening period _ 
of service but that Starkenborgh himself felt both were essential and 

| that Holland must very greatly increase its contribution in manpower. 
| a. — | | _ [Sporrorp] | 

~ 4 Regarding Hisenhower’s letter of January 18 to Chapin, see footnote 1,.p. 416, | 

740.5/1-1751: Telegram | re | | | | 

The Ambassador in Portugal (MacVeagh) to the Secretary of State* | 

SECRET == —. | Lispon, January 17, 1951—10 p. m. | 

— 269. Mytel 266, January 17.? General Eisenhower left Lisbon air- | 
port 3:40 p. m. today after completing prearranged schedule down | 
to last detail. Public impression notably favorable. Press coverage | 

1 This telegram was repeated to Paris and Rome. _ a 
*Not printed. = | oo | oe SO - 
® General Eisenhower and his party arrived in Lisbon from London on after- 

noon of January 16 and left for Rome on January 17. The schedule for the visit 
was set forth in some detail in despatch 472, January 18, from Lisbon (740.5/ 
1-1851). For a résumé of the General’s conversations with Portuguese officials, | 
see telegram 3105, infra. — 

536-688 PT 1—80-——30
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extensive and large applauding crowds, spontaneously gathered before 7 
Prime Minister’s Palace and at airport, clearly delighted with Gen- 
eral’s hat-raising acknowledgments. Special security arrangements 
perfectly carried out. Beyond circulation few hand bills, no signs 
Communist activity observed. CER ee ew a 
-First reactions Portuguese officials also favorable. According For-_ 

eign Minister, all pleased with General’s easy frankness and grateful — 
for opportunity afforded explain Portuguese. attitude: As regards 
feasibility of further increasing defense establishment without US 
help, and reluctance to furnish expeditionary forces. for European 
defense in absence Spanish integration, this attitude appears remain 
as stated mytel 236, December 30.*: However, new and warmer atmos- 
phere of international trust as well as of confidence in US leadership | 
clearly created, with possibility of favorable repercussions on other _ 
aspects of desired Portuguese collaboration such as those now being 
considered under NAP[M/AP?] organization 8 8» 9 3 
Be a —  MacVeacer 

740.5/1-1851: Telegram — BE Ne EE et EE 
The Ambassador in Italy (Dunn) to the Secretary of States 

SECRET = © - ‘Rome, January 18, 1951—5 p. m. 
3105. From MacArthur for Perkins. January 17 General Eisen- | 

hower met separately with Prime Minister Salazar, then Dr. Cunha, _ | 
then with Defense Minister Santos Costa and Portuguese chiefsand 
finally with President Carmona? Following is - résumé of a 

| conversations: ES eae ee 

1. Salazar. After the usual exchange of amenities, General Kisen- 
hower said the purpose “of his trip’ ‘was exploratory to see if'there 

existed in Europe the same.sense of urgency and desire for unity 
and common action to preserve peace as existed in. the US. He was 

convinced that if all of the nations acted together war. could be 
avoided and peace obtained. Salazar fully agreed with this and said 
he was certain war was not: inevitable. General Eisenhower said to. 
succeed in building adequate strength each country would.have to 

strive to do a little more than the other-and everyone should put in 
their brains, their heart, and: their. hands. Dr. Salazar said that he 

understood and agreed with what the General had said but. that the 
po General would not find this spirit in all European countries. In 

1 This telegram was. repeated to Paris for General Schuyler and to Lisbon. — | 
. 0°60 eee General Eisenhower's visit to Lisbon, January 16-17, see, telegram
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America, although there might be differences of a tactical. and strategic | 
nature among groups in the population, all were basically agreed on | 
the broad outlines of NAT policy. In some other European countries | 
this was not true and large sections of the population had lost. con- | 

_ fidence in the future of their country. Furthermore, there was a funda- 
mental difference between the Latin countries of Europe on the one | 
one hand and the so-called European Nordic countries and the US on | | 
the other. The population of the latter group had an innate sense of | 
civic and moral discipline which permitted democracy to function | 
well. whereas there was no such restraint. in the Latin countries of ! 
Europe where, in the absence of a government having real authority, | 

| it was difficult to draw a line between democracy and license... | 
*-Dr. Salazar. then said every effort should be made to avoid war 
which if it occurred would leave neither victor nor vanquished, but | 
would be universal catastrophe in which there would be little differ- | 
ence between victory and defeat. This could only be done by strength. | 

_ General Eisenhower agreed and said there was only one thing worse | 
than war and that would be to have a war and lose it. Salazar said this | 
was true as it would mean living forever in a yoke of slavery. General | 
Eisenhower said that he expressed this even better than he could : 
himself. | 

_ Eisenhower then said that in his trip through Europe he was seek- | 
| ing concrete evidence to take back to the American people that. the | 

European countries were giving their defense effort. first priority | 
_ and that they understood the need for speedy action and sacrifices to 

achieve the collective security. This was particularly. important as | 
there were elements-in the US which believed Europe was not making 
a real effort and therefore they favored keeping the great strength | 
we are now developing in the US. He as a soldier could not agree | 
with this latter viewpoint and felt the majority of the American ! 

| people might-not agree with it either. Nonetheless it pointed-to the | 
| necessity for the Europeans making a maximum effort. = | 

The discussion then turned to US efforts to assist in stabilizing | | 
| European economies through the Marshall Plan as a means of creat- | 

ing economic stability which is a prerequisite for social and political | 
| stability and reduction of Communist influence. While paying tribute | 

to success of Marshall Plan in economic stabilization field, Salazar | 
said he believed we had oversimplified the problem since Americans: | 
appeared to believe Communism developed only in an atmosphere of 
great hardship. This was an illusion. While Communism thrived on | 
misery it also developed where there were no great physical hard- | 

_ Ships and in classes where there was no economic cause for it. This | 
accounts in part for the disappointment Americans seemed to feel | 
in noting a relatively small decrease of Communists strength in some 

|
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European countries, despite the success of the Marshall Plan in restor- 
ing economies of the European countries and bringing about a better 

living standard. 7 | Oe SMe 

This. led to a discussion on Portugal’s low cost workers housing | 
projects which are springing up all about Lisbon. Salazar explained 
that the object is to have workers own their dwellings and that they 
are so financed that at the conclusion of 20 years of small monthly | 

payments the worker becomes the owner. Funds from the social 
security fund are used to finance these projects so the money works. 
twice for the workers. The meeting concluded with Salazar again 

wishing Eisenhower success. | SO es 
| 9. Cunha: Expressed his pleasure at seeing General Eisenhower in 

Portugal both as commander of integrated NAT force and as great 
victor of World War II he felt sure the General would find, in 
Portugal, an understanding of the situation and a willingness to make 

| every effort to achieve common defense. The situation in Portugal 

is different from that in other European NAT countries because the 
internal situation is one of stability..General Eisenhower then spoke - 
of the purpose of his trip, as an exploratory one in which he was | 
seeking concrete evidence to take back to the US that there was, in 

Europe, an understanding of the gravity of the dangers and willing- 

ness to give security first priority. General Eisenhower explained | 

nature of his trip and explained US is taking unprecedented steps in 

peacetime to build up defensive strength. US is fully determined to 
achieve strength but there is a question of where this strength should 

be deployed. He said there existed in US certain opinion which 

favored making North America a citadel where we would keep mili- | 

tary strength now developing. The common task of all.is to convince | 

American people by acts that European nations are making every 

effort. to take measures required by situation. In few minutes, when 

we would see the Defense Minister, he was going to ask for concrete 

fact, that would make this task easier for him. Cunha said he was 

sure General Eisenhower would obtain this evidence from his sub- 

| sequent talking with the Defense Minister and urged him to speak | 

| to him with complete frankness. 3 ee at ge 
Cunha then said that for some strange reason the North Atlantic _ | 

Treaty Organization regarded Portugal as an island and Spain an | 
ocean which separated Portugal from Europe. Portugal was not 

an island and Spain was not an ocean; both were directly attached to 

Europe. He felt it urgent that some solution be arrived at for the 
| common defense of the Iberian Peninsula within the framework of the 

North Atlantic Treaty. General Eisenhower said that he recognized 
| there was a problem. Question however seemed a political problem 

which he hoped the statesmen would be able to work out. As far as
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he was concerned, he would like to see all free nations throughout the | 

world line up in defense of Christian civilization. If this could be — | 

done, he was sure the Soviets would start no war. The Foreign Min- | 

ister agreed with this feeling and said last September he had men- | 

| tioned to Secretary Acheson in New York that even if the present 

time were not propitious for the inclusion of Spain on the Atlantic 

Treaty perhaps some preliminary conversation could be undertaken | 

with the Spaniards regarding defense of Iberian Peninsula for such 

conversations would be useful since if a suitable moment arrived when | 

Spain could be included in NAT, this could then be done speedily | 

without lengthy preliminary conversations. General Eisenhower re- | 

plied he was not familiar with Cunha’s conversations with Secretary 

Acheson and that this seemed to be'a matter which had been pursued — 
through diplomatic channels2 og Re a ee 

| - 8. Santos Costa and Portuguese Chiefs of Staff: This conversation | 

consisted of an outline of Portuguese military program by Santos : 

| Costa with discussion of certain specific points. General Eisenhower | 

explained purpose his trip and problems he faces and urged maximum | 

effort in building up effective forces in being et cetera. (Details of this | 

talk being prepared by military side of Eisenhower staff.) Santos | 

Costa, did stress importance of receiving military assistance and mili- 

tary end items from US. General Eisenhower subsequently lunched | 

with Cunha and Santos Costa and it was obvious he had made deep | 
impression. on latter. einai ep fe sce Def ed ey | 

4, Carmona: After the usual exchange of amenities, President = | 

- Carmona said how happy he was to receive General Eisenhower in 

Portugal. He himself, as an old military man, who never lost contact | 

with the military, could assure General Eisenhower he could count | 

on the Portuguese soldier who, during the peninsula wars, under | 

guidance of a foreign general, the Duke of Wellington, had proved | 

his worth. Wellington, he said, had counted on the Portuguese to 

degree on which he could not count on the Spaniards. Marshal 
| Carmona wished General Eisenhower every success in his mission 

and was sure that he could bring it to successful conclusion. General 

_ Eisenhower said that he knew that Wellington in his subsequent cam- 
paign in Belgium had often wished to have with him some of his 
old Portuguese comrades-in-arms. General expressed appreciation for 
the very warm welcome he had been given in Portugal, and was 

| ® Telegram 580, January 19, from Madrid, reported that Army, Navy, and Air 
Attachés in Madrid had received instructions to proceed to Paris to confer with 
General Eisenhower on January 22 to discuss the possibility of Spanish member- 
ship in NATO and to brief the General on the “Spanish situation.” The Attaches 
were to avoid any discussion of political considerations. (740.5/1-1951) No rec- 
ord of that discussion has been found in the files of the Department of State. 
For additional documentation on the attitude of the United States regarding the 
participation by Spainin NATO, see volumeIv. © 000 00 |
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impressed by what he had heard from the Minister of Defense, the 
Foreign Minister, and the chiefs of the Portuguese military establish- 
ment. The President concluded by repeating his warm wishes for 
General Eisenhower’s complete success. [MacArthur.]. 7 

Oo Fs SO Dunn 

| 740.5/1-1951: Telegram ns - OS 

_ The Ambassador in the Netherlands (Chapin) to the Secretary — 
an Of States | 

| SECRET 2° Tue Hacur, January 19, 1951—6 p. m. 
~ 1057. Fuss and furor created by General Eisenhower’s visit? sub- 
sequent leak re his letter to me, Kerr Herald Tribune article referring 
to Drees as “doctrinaire socialist” and Vew York Times story Janu-- 
ary 14 continues only slightly abated. There seems be only little doubt 
that letter leak was through Catholic member of Cabinet Defense 
Council : . . to embarrass Drees and likewise we believe General 
Staff collaborated in Z%mes article. While in some ways regrettable and 
definitely coming at unfortunate time for Prime Minister Drees 
and his coalition cabinet, I believe entire affair will have positive and 
beneficial effect on Cabinet thinking re Netherlands national and 
NATO defensé efforts. Practically all papers have devoted columns 
to defense question—in general there seems be unanimity that Nether- 
lands not doing enough. Parenthetically, I have seen nothing in press 
and heard nothing from our contacts with Dutch officials and diplo- 
mats which would indicate any criticism General Eisenhower or this 

Foreign Minister Stikker in Second Chamber debate yesterday said 
priority must be given defense matters since “safeguarding national 
existence at stake,” adding new plans being worked out as to Nether- 
lands’ contribution NATO including size of army and such decisions 
“will have far-reaching social consequences”. Also said in his opinion 
Netherlands “utmost not yet being done”. | | 
_ In same debate Prime Minister. Drees referred to US reports and 
stated “absurd” unwilling support Atlantic defense, adding entire _ 
Cabinet supported pact and Netherlands responsibilities thereunder. 
Netherlands Defense Council meeting today which time new plan 

drawn up by General Kruls will be discussed. OS | | 
| Also I have appointment with Stikker tomorrow at ten when pro- 

pose inform him first immediate step Netherlands must take in meet- 
ing agreed commitments under MTDP is an increase in defense ex- 
penditures 1951 of $170 million dollar equivalent, including 60 mil- 

. 7 This telegram was repeated to London, Paris, and Frankfurt. a 7... | 
* Regarding General Eisenhower’s visit to The Hague, see telegram 604, Janu- 

ary, 11, from Copenhagen, p. 413. | os ren
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lion training. We propose follow this up with joint discussions. on 
working level to get Netherlandsoverhump. — OE peste Bi 
ep aes ga, a ee a . > CHarin 

740.5/1-1951 : Circular telegram — BS Be ee | : 

‘The Minister in Lucembourg (Mesta) to the Secretary of State * | 

SECRET ‘PRIORITY = LuxemsBourc, January 19, 1951—6 p. m. | 

~ [Unnumbered.] For Perkins from MacArthur. General Eisenhower | 
has now visited all European NAT countries. In his talks with top 
political and military leaders, he has attempted to set forth clearly | 
and forcefully the situation with which we are faced. He has expressed 
the conviction that the problem of developing adequate defense for 
the free world is manageable only if all NAT members make maximum | 
effort. He has also stressed the fact that immediately upon his return | 
to US he must report to the President and Congress on the degree | 
of determination he found in Europe and whether, in his opinion, 
the other: NAT members are prepared now to make effort and sacri- 
fices comparable to those of US. His presentations on this point 

| must be persuasive if US. forces in Europe are'to be increased and — 
extensive financial and end-item aid assured to other NAT members. | 

While General Eisenhower has received governmental assurances 
in every capital that maximum effort: would be made, such general | 
assurances will not be convincing with the Congress or American | 
people unless they are backed up-with concrete evidence that the | 
European NAT members are now initiating the necessary action. : — | 

| _ With the foregoing in mind, it is suggested that you may desire | 
to raise the subject again with politicalleaders. __ oo | | 

If it is not possible, because of parliamentary complications to take | 
positive action before General Eisenhower leaves Paris on 25 January, | 
perhaps the government may be in a position to announce its intention | 
to go before parliament soonest to secure passage of necessary meas- | 
ures. Any other type of specific evidence would likewise be accept- | 
able, because it must be emphasized that much as he believes in the : 
basic capabilities and intentions of free Europe yet success in the 
immediate problem requires evidence of prompt and maximum 

programming. = — _ OO 
The purpose is not to needle NAT governments again, but to im- 

press upon them the importance of giving General Eisenhower every __ 

_ *his telegram was sent to Paris, Brussels, The Hague, Copenhagen, Oslo. 
| London, Lisbon, and Rome and was repeated to Reykjavik, Ottawa, and the De- | 

| partment of State, the source text printed here. General Eisenhower and his 
party were in Luxembourg January 19-20 before departing for West Germany. 
On January 19, General Eisenhower called on Grand Duchess Charlotte and her 
consort Prince Felix and also conferred with Prime Minister Dupong and For- | 
eign Minister Bech. | ,
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possible bit of evidence which he can use in his Washington con- | 
ferences. Action by NAT governments now will be worth much more 
than action a few weeks from now. Indeed, it may have decisive in- 
fiuence on what US Congress will be willing to do to aid Europe. — 
Please make it clear that General Eisenhower is not trying to inter- 
fere in European business beyond scope of his responsibilities. He is _ 
only trying to be helpful and therefore repeats these ideas informally _ 
through properly accredited US representatives. General Eisenhower | 
will depart from Paris on morning of 25 January for Iceland and 
Canada and will reach Washington about noon on 27 January. 

Oo _ [MacArruour] 
| a  Mausra 

—--740,5/1-1951 : Telegram | CO 
The Minister in Luxembourg (Mesta) to the Secretary of State | 

| SECRET PRIORITY = LouxempBourc, January 19, 1951—8 p. m. 
72. For Perkins from MacArthur. January 18 General Eisenhower | 

| and General Gruenther met alone with De Gasperi and then were © | 
joined by Foreign Minister Sforza, Defense Minister Pacciardi and 
Finance Minister Pella. This was followed by meeting with Pacciardi 

| and Italian military chiefs.? Following résumé of talks: 
1. De Gasperi met [meeting?]. De Gasperi opened by congratulat- 

ing General Eisenhower on statement he made upon arrival Ciampino. 
He said General stressed exactly right points, and he was confident 
it would make most favorable impression on Italian people. He made | 
it clear Italian Government and people grateful to Eisenhower for 
accepting arduous task of supreme commander and they determined | 
give him every assistance in tremendous task which lies ahead. He 
then said he would like outline some of factors in present situation as 
he understands them. Be 

In first place, Italy is poor country. Income per individual one-half 

| that of France, one-fourth of UK, about one-seventh of US. In other. 

words there is annual gross income of approximately $260 per in- 

dividual. With such low standard living, problem of Italy isespecially == 
difficult because there is so little margin with which to work. Italy — 

devoid of almost all raw materials. Specter of inflation hangs over 

_ everybody’s head especially because this evil has befallen Italy three | 

times in past generation. | | | 

+ This telegram was repeated to Paris for General Schuyler, ‘to London for | 
Spofford, and to Rome for Dunn. Department of State was asked to pass this 
message to the Defense Department. | ce 

? General Eisenhower and his party arrived in Rome from Lisbon on the after- 
noon ae aaary 17 and departed from Rome for Luxembourg on the morning of
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The Italians spending now approximately 32 percent of entire | 

budget for defense and intend to spend more. They will need help and 

have been assured they will get help from US, but are resolved to | 

vo ahead with defense expenditures without waiting | 

- De Gasperi said generally speaking Italian Communists are in | 

hand.’ Italians are naturally undisciplined people. Moreover, they 

taught to flaunt authority of Facist Government. during war, and | 

developed habit flaunting authority. With low standard living and | 

disturbed conditions in Italy, Communism has had certain success, | 

but De Gasperi stated its influence is on wane and he certain that | 

effort to reduce it will be successful. He cautioned this not an accom-_ 

plishment which will come to passin matterofweeks, 
‘He then said it planned to have conference between French and 

Italy fairly soon.t There considerable speculation in press about this | 

meeting being one between two “neutralist” governments. He wanted | 

make it clear that neutralism will have no place in discussions. Among | 

- problems which might be on agenda (although none yet agreed) are | 

immigration, customs union, and Schuman Plan. It possible French | 

will also care discuss European army. Italians favor in principle | 

organization such an army, but believe it should fol/ow rather than | 

precede integration on political level. They believe main emphasis : 

in defense field now should be confined to NATO effort, and that 

organ of Europe army now would probably complicate rather than | 

simplify SHAPE problem. | ie ee eee 
Prime Minister next invited attention to psychological factor in . 

international relations. He stated he believed announcements by inter- _ 

- national bodies should be thoroughly coordinated with member gov- 

ernments with respect to time and he said, “you may rely on our 

| loyalty to acquiesce to international decision, but we do request. that 

| we be consulted re form in which such announcements should be made 

in our own country”. He believed other countries have same problem. _ 

He made vague reference to Council Deputies but it not clear what _ 

he had in mind. When pressed this point for illustration he said he 

had no specific case in mind. General EHisenhower told him he agreed 

with principle enunciated by De Gasperi and said he would keep it 

in mind in SHAPE organization. Pt A oe ie) 
Prime Minister expressed some concern over German problem and 

provocation it might cause USSR. He said it important that NATO 

‘Telegram 3131, January 19, from Rome, reported on the general ineffective- 
ness of Communist-sponsored demonstrations against General Hisenhower during 

his visit. Judging by the mildness of the Communist protests, the Embassy 

thought it might be said that the Italian Communist Party continued to act 
primarily as a party devoted to promoting military defeatism by propaganda 
rat phan a party of action aimed at creating serious civil disturbances. (740.5/ | 

‘French and Italian leaders met at Santa Margherita, Italy, February 12-14, 
me genera! political conversations. For documentation regarding this conference,
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powers gain time develop their defenses. He favors negotiations with 
Soviets on various subjects of importance but made it clear that he 
is not in favor any appeasement measures. __ 

Prime Minister said one of main problems facing west, as he saw 
it, 1s question acquiring moral conviction as to righteousness of our | 
cause and determination to make it succeed. a 

_ General Eisenhower explained the object of his visit in very much 
same terms that he has used previously. 

_ De Gasperi spoke of land reform problems in Italy. He told General 
Eisenhower it began three months ago and will continue for next ten 
years. It most important project and Italian Government would be 
reluctant abandon it. | | 

_ He also outlined some problems in economic field, and said govern- 
ment must move carefully in adopting controls because they tend to 
alarm Italian people. - on , | | | 

| DeGasperi gave impression of being sincere individual of ability | 
and character; and of being firmly convinced that increased tempo in — 

| defense measures is necessary. a | 
| _ 2. Meeting with De Gasperi and three other Ministers. Oo 

De Gasperi opened by saying he already expressed General Eisen- 
hower thanks of Italian people for taking up heavy burden. Meet- 
ing should be general policy rather than details and Italian views 
would be expressed and Eisenhower could ask any questions he wished. 

_-- He asked Sforza to speak first. Sforza said one most precious things 
Eisenhower had done, and would continue to do, was creation of proper 

_ atmosphere. He wanted General go back to US with impression that 
immense majority of Italians will support Italian Government. TE 

_ Italians can so convince Eisenhower it will be great accomplishment. =| 
There was one little point he would like to draw Eisenhower’s at- 7 

tention and in which his Treasury colleague was most interested. It 
was awkward to make definite commitments but General Eisenhower 
would be absolutely certain that Italians will fully meet all their | 
engagements without direct commitments. Italy could be strong only 
if there is moral unanimity. Use of Italian industry would alleviate 
unemployment and increase Italy’s capability to produce both for , 
herself and her allies. Use this industry would give better life to - 
hundreds of thousands and this type of economic stability was a . 
necessity for military force. Oo ee 

| Eisenhower explained purpose of his trip along same lines as set 
forth previous meetings. He hoped Italians would take up question 
their capacity to produce, and unemployment, with Spofford Com- 
mittee and also with Defense Production Board. He said he would | | 
also talk to Spofford concerning this and that speedy action in produc- 
tion field would be of profit to all. We in US might have our hands 
full and if certain equipment could be effectively produced here so
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much the better. He said that in course of his trip he was seeking in | 

all countries evidence of Europe’s will to unite in achieving solution 

for problem of building adequate defenses. We not only desired solu- 
tion of this problem but also wished to see some new evidence indicat- 
ing Europe’s understanding of the urgency of situation. He realized | 

Italy could not be expected to produce like US because it lacked raw | 

materials and great productive capacity of US. Nevertheless each 

NAT countries could strive to be out in front in its contribution to | 

— over-allmorale = = = | ee 
- Pella then said that in last few weeks Italian Treasury had sought | 

pursue its efforts in three directions: a Seg segs wy | 

~ 1. Direct rearmament effort; - ees | 
9. Defense internal front by development of civil investments; 
3. Need to go ahead within over-all scope European cooperation 

and NATO, | 
- Additional rearmament program of 250 billion lire (400 million | 
dollars) has been undertaken by Italy. This was in addition to regu- : 
lar budget 323 billion lire so that in 12 months the Italians will spend | 
573 billion lire (950 million dollars). This would be done even though | 
internal procedural requirements might make them spread the formal 
coverage this over a three year period. This amount represented 8 per- | 

| cent of Italian national income and 32 percent Italian Government 
expenditures. This in country where individual income after payment | 
taxes amounted to $180 year ($160 before taxes). He asked that when 
Italians effort be compared, the 8 percent be borne in mind like indi- : 
vidualincome of $180. = = = ; AT 
- Pella continued that Italians were ready implement this plan with- 

| out waiting for definite US aid. US help is badly needed but Italians 

fell compulsion go ahead without awaiting formal assurances. Conver- 
sations now in progress and some figures have been established. Ital- 

ians not entirely happy about financial stability of lire but have had 
assurance from ECA Mission that help to brake inflation will be given 

if stability of currency is in danger. Along with this rearmament | 

program Italians will go ahead with their civil investments. They will 
do this for technical and also for social and political reasons. They 

feel Communism will be defeated if unemployment defeated. ECA 
Mission has promised help and Italian Government is asking Italian 
people for special sacrifices. It has asked Parliament for full powers in 

economic field. This is political act of first importance and prelude to 
many things such as restriction on consumption, further taxed 

[tawes?] and mobilization of Italians of all classes to support his 
[¢his?] effort in civil and military field 

° For additional documentation regarding the interest of the United States in 
the rearmament of Italy, see volume Iv. | oo Z Oo |
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 Pacciardi then said General Eisenhower had asked if will existed 
in Italy and Europe. For Italy answer was yes. In struggle against | 
Communism considerable has already been done within Italy. Italy 
has some factors of safety, not present in other countries, such as _ 
stability of government which has large parliamentary majority made 
of up men ready and willing to fight communism. In addition to de- 
fense budget, there other expenses which went towards national secu- _ 
rity. Expenses for public security and civil defense which were charged | 
to Interior Ministry, stockpiling for defense which charged to Min- 
istry of Industry. All these things put him in continuous struggle 
with Treasury. Defense expenditures actually much greater than 

| appeared at first glance. Rebirth of Italian armed forces was little 
short miraculous. Italy had emerged from civil war with new regime 
burdened by peace treaty which gave no comfort to armed forces. A 
great effort had been made in Army, Navy and was being made in 
Air Force to put armed forces in shape to defend themselves. As to 

| morale, he would be happy when Eisenhower takes over command 
Italian troops in integrated forces so he could see for himself this — 
no longer army of threat but small army ready to fight. He then 
touched quickly on fact that one-third Italian Army consisted of 
regular army officers, NCO’s and 30,000 specialists. They were aiming 
for 60,000 specialists. Italy was ready to offer General Eisenhower 

| three divisions and by 30 June of this year five divisions. These were 
minimum figures. Much remained to be done and there were many 
shortages but no shortage of good will or will to rebuild armed forces 
from zero. a. | 

There was one set figure he would like give Eisenhower before going __ 
to military meeting since if these figures became known to Italian 
officers they would be extremely discouraged. He had obtained from 

_ General Scott following official figures on US military aid to Europe: 
478,000 tons of MDAP aid had been delivered to Europe of which 
Italy got 17,870. 1,600 tanks, of which Italy got 79. 750 pieces heavy 

| artillery, of which Italy got 87. 6,000 vehicles, of which Italy got 13. 
600 aircraft, of which Italy got 159. 50 ships, of which Italy got 3. 

Deliveries which had been received were not in proportion to Italian | 
effort. He was glad General Eisenhower would soon take command — 
as General would realize true value of Italian Army when he did so. | 
Italians felt worthy to be entrusted with more equipment and hoped 
direct aid would be increased proportionately as they proved ~ 
themselves. oo a | 
Eisenhower replied this was first he heard these figures and he > 

would take matter up. He then said there was very large Mediter- _ 
ranean population all hostile to Stalin and mentioned Turkey, Greece, 
Yugoslavia even though its morals may be repugnant and also Spain. 

From purely military view all this:could have great influence on
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defense of Mediterranean. where allied naval and air force could | 

assist in defense. He wondered if it possible for Italians to think in | 
friendly terms about Yugoslavia and whether some aid might be given | 

_ -Yugoslavs to help protect southern flank. This could not be done if | 
there were great political influences to work against it. He would like | 
snap judgment from Italian Ministers whether they thought this | 

could be worked out by diplomats. = =| ae | 

7 De Gasperi asked Sforza to reply. Sforza said he would like give | 
| General Eisenhower a few facts. Italy always friendly with Turkey 

and supported latter’s request for inclusion in NAT. In [case of 2] 

Greece, despite stupid and criminal Fascist invasion [by] Italy, had | 
succeeded in creating warm feeling between Greece and Italy required _ | 
to deliver cruiser to Greeks and Sforza had received personal letter | 
from Greek Premier * saying he would like make delivery of cruiser 
occasion for friendly Italo-Greek celebration. Italians are in basic 
agreement with Yugoslavs although no love is lost on them. Trieste | 
has left additional scars.” In 1944 Yugoslavs unfortunately given 

authority to garrison Italian towns and killed everyone stating 
they were Fascists. This left bitter memories but unfortunately 

[fortunately?] bitter memories do not last long. At present, only j 
choice if Tito falls is communism and Italy would rather have Tito | 
as neighbor than Kremlin. It was sad fact that in Europe nations | 

| were usually friendly with other nations which were not their neigh- | 
bors. Italy had been very friendly with Great Britain because France - | 

was in between. France had been friendly with Poland because = 
Germany was in between, and so forth. A few days ago Italians signed | 
economic treaties solving all problems left over from war, including | 

reparations with Yugoslavs. There had been some fear in Trieste that : 
Italians might be renouncing some territory but Sforza had explained | 

this matter to the Triestinos in private and they satisfied. Yugoslavs | 

had told him they understood need for an agreement but time not yet. : 
| ripe. In addition there are psychological problems. He would like — 

support what Pacciardi said re importance assisting Italian Army to = 
fight ‘well if that day ever came. Speaking among friends he said 

there is additional advantage in insuring that Italigns fight well. There 
was sort of secret competition between French and Italians to match 

what other does. If Italians fought well French would likewise do 
so because it unbearable for them to have Italians fight better than. 
they. He then said he disappointed in NAT Council Deputies. Italians 
hoped that Deputies would become alter ego of Foreign Ministers. — 
Instead Deputies had become involved in red tape and not producing 

| * Sophocles Venizelos, Greek Prime Minister and Minister of Defense. ~~ | 
_ * For documentation on the interest of the United States in the dispute regarding 
the Free Territory of Trieste, see volume tv. oo ee 8
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as he had hoped. Sforza said Spofford fully understood situation and 
doing best to rectify.® re 

General Eisenhower replied in his talk to Deputies in London ® he 
spoke of great opportunity they had to bring us all together and to 
eliminate red tape in passing matters from committee to committee. 
They were representative leaders and had authority deal with some — 
matters that Defense Minister brought up. Count Sforza said: “Yes, 
but not the responsibility.” | | | 

3. Meeting with Pacciardi and Italian military consisted of detailed oo 
presentation Italian military program during which General 
Eisenhower again stressed urgency of taking effective steps now. 

| | | Mac Arriory — 
| Se Mesta 

*Telegram 3223, January 26, from Rome, reported that Sforza told Dunn 
on January 21 that the question of Spain had come up during the Eisenhower 
visit. Sforza said he expressed the view that he was in favor of including Spain 
in NATO on some basis if the Western Allies were. convinced that some real 
military advantage would be gained thereby. Sforza cautioned, however, that : 
Spain’s acceptance ought first to be made certain, because he suspected that | 
Franco was seeking an invitation in order to turn it down. Sforza felt that: | 

_ Spain’s decision would be based on a hard-boiled calculation. of Spanish interests 
taking into account the exigencies of maintaining a dictatorship. -(740.5/1-2651) 

*For a report of Eisenhower’s statement before the Council Deputies in its 
meeting of January 16, see telegram Depto 417, from London, D. 426. . 

740.5/1-2051: Telegram _ Se | , OS 

' The Supreme Allied Commander, Europe (Eisenhower) to the 
NATO Standing Group, at Washington+ | 

CONFIDENTIAL Luxempoure, January 20, 1951—2 a. m. | 

_ 75. Department pass Army for Standing Group repeated infor- 
mation for Secretary Defense. From General Eisenhower. My con- 

_ ferences with NATO authorities in several the countries thus far 
visited, have revealed considerable confusion and frustration resulting 

from failure to reach decisions on production questions such as types 
weapons to be manufactured and degree to which standardization 
should be applied jn certain military procurement fields. In some in- , 
stances, I am informed that such matters have been under discussion 

. for some two years, with no concrete results yet apparent. => 

Some expeditious solution in a number of specific instances is essen- 
tial if we are to recreate national enthusiasm for intensified defense 

| effort. I strongly urge immediate action to establish a high level group 
of about three members composed such men as General Whitely from 

UK, with representatives of comparable stature and experience from _ 

1This telegram was repeated to London for General Kibler and to Paris for 
General Schuyler. ; i
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the US and France, to meet as soon as practicable and come to some 

reasonable agreement on items particularly where answers appear | 

obvious. There are other important cases where delays are even now 

resulting in idle production capacity in Europe and perhaps critical | 

loss of time in delivery of end items. _ Be | | 

I realize that a NATO standardization committee is in process of | 

| organization but I am convinced that great impetus to solution this. 

complicated problem can be given by such a group. I am firmly of | 

opinion that representatives should not be merely technicians but. 

should be officers of broad experience who should be empowered to. | 

make decisions. - Ba katte | 

740.5/1-2451: Telegram | re nu | 

The United States High Commissioner for Germany (McCloy) to — 

| | the Secretary of State Se 

| secRET priority . § . ~—«- Franxrurr, January 24, 1951—noon. 
| 6080. For Acheson and Byroade. Eisenhower visit seems to have 

| been real success.’ His press conference on arrival 2 struck the right. 

| note and was very widely and favorably commented upon by German 

| newspapers. At the reception which embraced leading German figures 

| including Bonn Ministers, President, as well as French, British and 

: American officials, there was a brief opportunity for Eisenhower to. 

talk with Adenauer, Ollenhauer, who appeared as Schumacher’s repre- _ 
— sentative (the latter being ill), Herr Blank, Heusinger and Speidel.* 

: * General. Eisenhower and his party arrived at Frankfurt from Luxembourg: 
on January 20. The General visited the headquarters of the U.S. Army’s Euro- 

| pean Command at Heidelberg, where he reviewed Allied units and conferred. 

| with Allied military commanders and officials. Eisenhower also visited First 

| Division headquarters at Darmstadt. On the afternoon of January 22, Bisen- 

| bower conferred informally with U.S. High Commissioner McCloy, British High 

| Commissioner Kirkpatrick, and French High Commissioner Francois Poncet: 

| at McCloy’s residence at Bad Homburg. No formal record of that meeting has. — 

| been found. Later that day, high-ranking German leaders joined American, 

| British, and French officials at a reception in honor of General Hisenhower at 

| - McCloy’s residence. Principal conversations with German jJeaders at that recep- 

| tion are described in the message printed here. Eisenhower and his party flew 

| from Frankfurt to Paris on the morning of January 23. ee oo 

| 2In comments made at Rhine-Main Air Base on his arrival on January 20, 
| General Eisenhower stated that he wished to see the German people join with. 

| other European peoples in a unified defense of the West. He sought to make 

| clear he came to Germany as a friend with no feeling of resentment against. 
| Germany as a nation or against the German people. _ ; | 

| *The summary that follows here appears to be based upon a memorandum. 
| of J anuary 24 prepared in the Office of the U.S. High Commissioner. That memo- 

Lo randum indicates that the meetings described here took place in a room separated. 
| from the general reception and that High Commissioner McCloy was present. 
| The memorandum also indicates that Eisenhower spoke very briefly with Vice 
! Chancellor Bliecher who indicated the West could count on Germany if equality 
! were accorded to the Germans. (Frankfurt Mission files, lot 311, D (51) papers)
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Eisenhower stressed to them that he was not there to urge them or a 
press them for military contributions, that he was an officer of NATO 
and Germany was not in NATO, but he was clear about two points. 

| The first was that whatever German contribution was made it had 
to be made on a free will basis without any pressures from the outside; 
and secondly, that in any army that he commanded all soldiers would 

| have to be on an equal basis. He would not tolerate second class mem- : 
bership inthe army. Oo nes 

Adenauer referred to the necessity for a change in the political status 
and Hisenhower said he recognized that this was probably a con- 
comitant of a contribution. Adenauer said that he was thinking of 
going to the Bundestag within a few weeks for a declaration in favor 

_ of the principle of a contribution and indicated that things might 
_ develop much more rapidly than was generallyexpected. 

Ollenhauer stressed the Schumacher position of the concern which 
| they had that there should be sufficient allied strength in Germany to 

| _ Serve as a protection to Germany until Germany was able to build _ | 
_ up strength of her own; that he wished that the SPD position should = 
not be misunderstood; that they had already chosen to go with the — 
West but they could not run the risk of the loss of the first battle. He 

_ also stressed the necessity for equality and I think by this he had in 
mind political equality as well as soldier equality. Hisenhower assured 
him on the latter point but did not comment on the first. re 

_ Conversations with the Generals took primarily the form of Hisen- | 
| hower explaining his lack of animus against German soldiers or officers | 

as such, and his willingness to accept the principle of the distinction oS 
between Wehrmacht as a whole and the Nazi groups. This seemed to 
please the professional officers very much and to completely satisfy = = 
them.* ‘When leaving Eisenhower made a statement to this general os 

: “The memorandum cited in the previous footnote begins the account of Hisen- | hower’s conversations with Blank, Speidel,. and Heusinger as follows: Co 
“The General stated that he was gratified.to meet with these gentlemen and , turning to the Generals he said that he felt -he owed them an apology. In 1945 in his aim to carry the war to a successful end he had been under. the .im- pression that the Wehrmacht and -the Hitler gang were all the same. Recently he had read Brig. Young’s book about Rommel. He wanted to ask the Generals 

and Mr. Blank whether they agreed with Brig. Young that one ought to draw a line between the army and the Nazis. Gen. Speidel said definitely yes: and that he had pointed this out in his book ‘Invasion 1944’, Heusinger also confirmed this, saying that in his command he had had many: Opportunities to notice that difference. Mr. Blank added that originally he had been a miner, that he had | come up through the trade unions, and that during the war he’d been a lieu-. tenant of the reserve. Nobody could accuse him of. being a. militarist but he also felt that there had been a great difference between the army and the Nazi organization. The General said he was glad to hear this, that he had been quoted as challenging the honor of the German soldier, that this. was completely wrong, that he’d never intended to challenge the honor of the German soldier and Oo officer, even though some members of the German armed forces had committed — misdeeds.. The Generals and Mr. Blank were obviously pleased to hear this statement from the General.” oe a ee oo
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effect.® Every indication that all Germans present at reception, which 

was quite informal and harmonious, were deeply impressed by his 

personality and force.° | | 

| McCoy | 

5 Before his departure for Paris on the morning of January 23, General Hisen- | 

hower made the following public comments regarding the German Army: | 

“T have come to know that there is a real difference between the regular | 

German soldier and officer and Hitler and his criminal group. ‘For my part, I | 

do not believe that the German soldier as such has lost his honor. The fact that | 

certain individuals committed in war dishonorable and despicable acts reflects | 

on the individuals concerned and not on the great majority of German soldiers | 

and officers.” (Information Bulletin: Monthly Magazine of the Office of the | 

US High Commissioner for Germany, February 1951, p. 37). 

®In his telegram 6190, January 26, from Frankfurt, for Secretary Acheson, | : 

Byroade, and General Gruenther, McCloy made the following additional | 

observations : | | oo, 

“Indications are that Eisenhower visit had more than a superficially good. | 

result. SPD circles as well as Adenauer seem to have been deeply impressed. | 

Latter reports there are some real indications that more constructive attitudes | 

toward German defense contribution will be taken all along line.” (740.5/1-2651) | 

| 

a | 
740.5/1-2451: Telegram 

The Ambassador in France (Bruce) to the Secretary of State | 

SECRET Parts, January 24, 1951—5 p. m. 

4321. Please pass Finletter. At luncheon today General Eisenhower * | 

in characteristically tactful and skillful manner outlined generally 

. the increased demands for stationing of American personnel and for | 

‘affording facilities for installations in France. He pointed to neces- | 

sity of making advance preparations of a public relations nature for | 

such steps. Mo¢h responded that he realized necessity ; that he had no 

funds whatever available in French budget for such contributions, | 

but that he realized long-developing situation greatly expanded ideas a 

_ far beyond thdse already brought to French Government would be 

presented. He said that he would meet them sympatheti¢ally and | 

would support them actively from a military standpoint but that he 

would have to take into consideration certain local political necessities. 

I regard his reaction as having been highly favorable, especially as 

it, was expressed before leading military figures French Chiefs of Staff. 

Afterwards I talked in some detail about this subject to General | 

Vernoux and some of Moch’s immediate Cabinet. They all recognize 

the importance and necessity-of what we propose to do but would like, 

as I have previously suggested by cable, to have such projects initiated, 

1General Eisenhower. and his party arrived in Paris from Frankfurt on 

January 23 and departed for Iceland on the morning of January 25. While in 

| Paris, the General apparently met with Pteven, Moch, General Koenig, and Field 

Marshal Montgomery. The message printed here appears to be the only report 

on his meetings in Paris at this time in the files of the Department of State. | 

536-688 PT 1--81---31
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if possible, under cover of NATO determinations. Meanwhile, 1 sug- 
gest that we proceed with those of immediate urgency on service-to- 
service basis, keeping the French Foreign Office fully informed on 
fundamentals therewith connected. 

Bruce 

740B.5/1-—2951 : Telegram 

The Minister in Iceland (Lawson) to the Secretary of State 

CONFIDENTIAL REYKJAVIK, January 29, 1951—7 p. m. 
130. Public reaction Eisenhower's visit ! almost universally favor- 

able among non-Communists. Regarded as tangible evidence serious- 
ness efforts NATO create defenses as well as recognition Iceland full 
partnership. Foreign Ministry confirms wide public favorable reaction 
and expressed very great pleasure and appreciation of opportunity 
government confer with Eisenhower. Termed it “extraordinarily bene- 
ficial” to the government, every member which highly pleased his full 
appreciation Iceland’s position and problems as well as his open intel- 
ligent discussion his mission and general problems NATO defense 

| program. Thought more favorable atmosphere created. | 
Leaders Social Democrat Party also very favorably impressed. 

Rumored Communist demonstration did not materialize, due, it be- 
__ lieved, split opinion in CP re wisdom; fear unfavorable public reac- 

tion; and difficulty ascertaining exact schedule Ike’s short schedule. 
Non-Communist press favorable. 

a | Lawson 

1 Eisenhower arrived at Reykjavik airport at about 12: 30 Pp. m. on January 25. | 
He was received by the Foreign Minister, Benediktsson, and held a press con- 
ference at the airport terminal before meeting the Cabinet at Government : House. After lunching with President Bjdrnsson and other guests at Bessastadir, 
he conferred again with Government officials and then left for Keflavik. There 
he viewed the U.S. airfield facilities and spent the night. He departed for Ottawa 
the next morning at 7 a. m. 

; 742.5/1-2951 : Telegram as 

The Ambassador in Canada (Woodward) to the Secretary of State | 

RESTRICTED Orrawa, January 29, 1951—3 p. m. 
| | 212. Eisenhower’s Canadian visit’ eminently successful in eyes 

Canadian political, military leaders. Defence Minister Claxton de- 
scribed as “masterful” the General’s outline before Cabinet Defence 
Committee of basic principles and findings European tour. Presence 
at committee meeting of 11 additional Cabinet Ministers considered 

* General Eisenhower and his party visited Ottawa on January 26 and departed 
for New York the following day.
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by Canadian defence officials particularly valuable in that insight into | 

defence problems was thus given Ministers not usually directly con- | 

cerned but whose parliamentary support is essential. Meeting with : 

Joint Chiefs Staff 2 characterized as “valuable exchange of views” in 

which, although Canadian NATO contributions not directly dis- 

cussed, Canadians “learned all they want to know” as result questions 

directed Eisenhower. External “extremely pleased” with visit. All 

sources comment magnetic, inspiring personality Eisenhower. | 

) Woopwarp 

? Canadian Chiefs of Staff Committee. ; 

| Editorial Note | | 

Following his 3-week tour of Western Europe (see the editorial : 

note, page 400), General Eisenhower spent a weekend at West Point, 

New York, before returning to Washington on January 31 where he | 

was greeted at National Airport by President Truman, Secretary of | 

State Acheson, Secretary of Defense Marshall, high-ranking govern- | 

ment and military officials, and members of the diplomatic corps. At | 

luncheon with President Truman and at a meeting of the Cabinet | 

immediately thereafter, General Eisenhower reported upon the results 

of his tour. No official reports of these meetings have been found 

in the files of the Department of State, but according to the accounts 

in Truman, Afemoirs, page 258, Eisenhower reported that he had 

found general agreement on the principles of a unified defense for | 

Western Europe but found great difficulty in reaching an understand- | | 

ing with each NATO country as to its contribution—a difficulty result- | 

ing from the general poverty of Western Europe. | 

Harry S. Truman Library : Papers of George M. Elsey 

Notes on a Meeting at the White House, January 31, 1951* | 

TOP SECRET | | 

The following persons were present : 

The President , | 

General of the Army Dwight D. Eisenhower | 
" The Vice President ?. ; 

The Speaker of the House * 
_ Dean G. Acheson, The Secretary of State | 

1T™he source text indicates that these notes were dictated by Presidential Ad- 

ministrative Assistant Elsey on January 31, 1951. These notes are briefly sum- 

marized and quoted in Truman, Years of Trial.and Hope, p. 258. 

* Alben W. Barkley. | 
*Sam Rayburn.
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John W. Snyder, The Secretary of the Treasury 
General George C. Marshall, The Secretary of Defense 
J. Howard McGrath, The Attorney General 
Jesse M. Donaldson, The Postmaster General 
Oscar L. Chapman, The Secretary of the Interior | 
Charles F. Brannan, The Secretary of Agriculture 
Charles Sawyer, The Secretary of Commerce 
Maurice J. Tobin, The Secretary of Labor | 
W. Stuart Symington, Chairman, National Security 

Resources Board 
Charles E. Wilson, Director of Defense Mobilization 
W. Averell Harriman, Special Assistant to the President 
John R. Steelman, The Assistant to the President 
George M. Elsey, Administrative Assistant to the 

President 

The President and General Eisenhower entered the Cabinet Room 
at 2:35 P.M. After General Eisenhower had greeted those present, the 
President invited him to take a seat at the end of the table so that he 
could be seen by all those present. 

The President said that he had asked “Ike” to tell the Cabinet what 
he had seen in Europe and to repeat some of the things he had told the 
President at lunch.* . , 

General Eisenhower began by reminding everyone that he had been 
asked to be Supreme Allied Commander of the military forces of 12 
governments. The purpose of his command was to defend Western 
Europe. It was, he said, a sad commentary on the state of the world 
that we had to spend so much of our energy at this time on building 
up defenses of Europe. Western Europe is the seat of our culture and 
our civilization. Our literature, our art, our religions, our system of 
government and our ideas of justice and democracy all come from | 
Western Europe. In Western Europe there are about 350 million 
people, tremendous industrial capacity, and a highly skilled and 
educated population. Why, General Eisenhower asked, since Europe 
has all of these resources, is there so great a fear of Russia? Why 
should Europe be afraid of 190 million backward people? 

General Eisenhower said the answer was simple; there is unity on 
the part of the Russians and disunity on the part of the West. Russian 
unity is forced unity, it is unity at the point of a bayonet, but it is 
still unity. General Eisenhower said he conceives his job as being in 
large part an effort to bring about a unity in the defense of Western | 
Europe and, he said, if he could succeed in doing that, most of the 
danger would end. | | | 
“My first job” General Eisenhower said, “was to go around these 

countries and find out what they had in their hearts. I wanted to sce 
how they feel about these questions.” His itinerary had included (in 

‘No record has been found of the President’s luncheon conversation with Gen- 
eral Eisenhower.
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this order) Paris, Brussels, The Hague, Copenhagen, Oslo, London, | 
Lisbon, Rome, Luxembourg, Germany, Paris, Iceland and, finally 

Ottawa. 
Every place he went, Eisenhower said, he recited to officials the 

advantages which the West possesses. He got everybody to agree that 

the Western nations could tell Russia to go to hell if they only would 

get together, raise enough men, and produce enough equipment. There | 

was agreement on this, because everywhere he went he found that there | 

was confidence that the communists in Western Europe presented no | 

grave menace and the opposition could be overcome. ! 

General Eisenhower spoke at some length on the nature of com- | 

munism in Western Europe, as it appeared to him on this visit. He | 

felt that there is only a small hard-core of communists in each country, 

éven in France and Italy, where supposedly the communists are fairly 

strong. He admitted that there was a fanatic, highly organized core 

which is very skillful in getting a fairly sizeable number of people : 

to vote communistic in elections, but he thinks that most of the people | 

who vote the communistic ticket really don’t care very much about 

it and would drop away in time of trouble. The real communist danger | 

at the moment is in its latest manifestation, that of “neutralism.” The 

communists are busy fostering the idea of a “third force.” They are 

trying very hard to persuade large numbers of people that Western 

European countries ought to be neutral. This appeals to the timid 

folks, and, the indecisive ones who don’t want to have to make up | 

their minds. Neutralism is only a wishful hope, Eisenhower said, but 

we have to recognize that it has a fairly wide appeal. Neutralism has 

a number of Western European leaders worried, especially Pleven, | 

and neutralism is definitely a drag on French efforts and probably will | 

be until after the General Elections are held about six months from | 

now. ! 

General Eisenhower said that, while he had found general agreement 

on the principles of a unified defense for Europe and general agree- 

ment that such defense could be successfully organized, he found it 

much tougher in trying to reach an understanding with each country 

as to its contribution. At each stop he would ask the question “What 

are you going to do? You have to tell me exactly what you are going 

to do so that I can report back to the United States Government.” 

The answers to this question, Eisenhower said, all tripped on one 

hard tough fact. That fact is the poverty, the extreme poverty of West- 

ern Europe. General Eisenhower said he had found that this poverty 

meant that no one yardstick could be used to measure the contributions 
of the various countries. We couldn’t, for example, expect the Western 

Europeans to spend the same percentage of their budget on defense 

that we are going to spend. They are so desperately poor that some of 

them just can’t spend any more than they are already doing. In Nor-
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way, for example, the people live on fish and potatoes and many of 
them are just scratching out an existence. Despite their poverty, the 
Norwegian Cabinet has just voted an increase in their defense budget. 
It doesn’t look like much of an increase to us, but it will mean a lot on 
their standard of living. Incidentally, General Eisenhower remarked, 
we certainly don’t need to have any doubts about Norway. The Nor- 
wegians went through one occupation and they aren’t going through 
another one. He is convinced that they will resist to destruction rather 

| than give in to the Russians. | 
Another country that is trying hard is France. France has just in- 

creased her military service to 18 months. That may not look like much 
to some people over here, since we already require 21 months and are 
trying to raise it, but the French don’t permit any exemptions—no 
deferments at all. General Eisenhower spoke of a specific case of a 
widow who had lost four sons in World War II, and her fifth and last 
son was about to go into the army. People accepted things like that in 
France and nobody got deferred. | 

Every country, Eisenhower said, seemed to him to be trying hard 
except Holland. He can’t understand Holland or the attitude of the 
Dutch. All they seem interested in is a navy, which doesn’t make any 
sense to him, when they ought to be worrying about the land defenses | 
of Holland. 

Britain has stepped up her military program tremendously, and 
General Eisenhower expressed his conviction that the British were 
‘pushing hard. He was especially impressed with Shinwell’s efforts. 
Shinwell was running the British Chiefs of Staff as they have never 
been run before. A short time ago they recommended against sending 
more divisions to Europe and Shinwell had told them to get the divi- 

_ sions over there, or he would get some new Chiefs. | 
| General Eisenhower said he didn’t have much to say about Portugal. 

Portugal can’t reach Europe except by going through Spain. What 
they seem most interested in at the time is getting Spain into Western 
European defense in some manner or other. The Portugal Dictator 
Salazar impressed General Eisenhower especially. 
Rome had worried him some, before he got there, because he had 

heard what the Italian communists were going to try to do. However, 
once he arrived, he was impressed by two facts. De Gasperi’s govern- 
ment is really tough with the communists and really on top of the 
situation. He did not see a single communist demonstrator while he 
was in Rome. A second fact that impressed him was the conviction of 
the Italian leaders that their men could and would put up a good fight 
if they had to. Eisenhower himself was beginning to believe this. The 
Italians told him, he said, that their own men were very much under- 
rated because of their record in World Wars I and IT, but they ex- 
plain this by saying they have not had, in modern times, a cause they
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could put their hearts in. In World War I, the leaders had sat on the | 
fence and held out for the highest price, while in World War IT | 
Mussolini had done the same thing. Eisenhower said he was convinced 
that if Italy had the cause and had the leaders, she could fight. He 

_ thought the present Italian Government was doing a pretty good job 
of providing both. | | 
Luxembourg also presented an optimistic picture. Of course, Luxem- _ 

bourg is tiny and doesn’t count for much in terms of men. There are | 
only 300,000 in the whole country. But Luxembourg has just put in | 
universal military service and they seem eager to do all they can. What 
they need right now is equipment for their men going into the service | 
and General Eisenhower said he had succeeded in getting a promise of 
enough equipment for Luxembourg when he was in Canada. He said | 
the Luxembourgers had the finest kind of spirit, and he had told them | 
they were leading everyone in morale. 7 | 

As for Germany, General Eisenhower said, he thought that too many | 
Americans talked too much out loud about Germany. He, personally. 
would like to have German troops under his command. He had good | 
reason to know what kind of fighters they made. But he did not want | 
Germans in his command unless they came in without conditions and | 
without strings attached. He had made this very clear to all the Ger- 
man leaders he had spoken to and he had made it equally clear that he 

_ didn’t give a damn about their quarrels with France. They could settle 
that themselves, but they certainly weren’t going to use his command 
as a place or as a means to bargain for improving their condition. He 
wants their men but he doesn’t want them if it means coming to some | 

kind of terms, Eisenhower said that he had given his opinions very ! 
frankly and very bluntly to German leaders, and they seemed to | 

understand. | 
To conclude the report of his trip, Eisenhower said that he found a | 

“srowing confidence” everywhere and that it was evident things were | 
progressing. a | . | | 

As for the matter of military equipment, we have a lot to do here at 
home. “What we need is a rapid conversion of our economy so that we 

can get the equipment to those people. We’ve got to get them the equip- 

ment to end this idea of neutralism. I don’t know how fast Charlie 

Wilson is producing tanks, but I know it’s not fast enough. What we 
| need is speed, more speed, and more speed in production. They’re being 

told by the communist press in every country that it’s no use, that we 
can’t get the stuff there in time.” Let’s go ahead and give them the 

| stuff, Eisenhower said, and not be slow about it or decide to do it just if 

they make the right kind of speeches or spend a particular percentage 

of their budget. After all, we must remember that some of their leaders 

are in grave danger all of the time. So are their families and all of
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their relatives. Europeans can’t always talk the way we would like to hear them talk, Eisenhower said, and we ought to realize that. “They can’t talk like I’m doing now, I’m not close to the Kremlin, they are; they’re right under the walls.” : | | “Gentlemen,” Eisenhower said, “there is only one thing for us to do and that is get this combined spiral of strength going up. These people believe in the cause. Now, they have got to believe in themselves, They have got to have confidence that they can do the job. The Way we can give them that confidence is by sending equipment and by sending some American units over there to hel P morale.” 
General Eisenhower then turned to his strategic conception of the defense of Europe. Europe appears to him to be shaped like a long 

bottleneck. The wide part of the bottle is Russia, the neck is Western Europe, stretching down to the end of the bottle, Spain. On either 
side of this neck are bodies of water that we control, with land on 
the far side of the water which is good for air bases. The North Sea 
with England behind it, is on one side and the Mediterranean with the 
Near East and North Africa is on the other. We must apply great air 
and sea power on both these sides and we must rely on land forces 
in the center. “I want to build a great combination of sea and air 
strength in the North Sea,” Eisenhower said. “I’d make Denmark 
and Holland a great ‘hedgehog’ and I’d put 500 or 600 fighters behind 
them and heavy naval support in the North Sea. I’d do the same sort of 
thing in the Mediterranean, I’d put a great fleet of air and sea power 
in the Mediterranean and I’d give arms to Turkey and the ‘Jugs’.” 
“Then,” Eisenhower went on, “if the Russians tried to move ahead in 
the center, I’d hit them awfully hard from both flanks. I think if we 
built up the kind of force I want, the center will hold and they’ll have | 
to pull back.” . | | 

That concluded his remarks, General Eisenhower sald, but he wanted 
to make the point again that we ought to mobilize just as speedily in 
the matériel field as if we were actually at war. 

The President asked if there were any questions. 
Secretary Sawyer asked about Spain. | 
General Eisenhower said Spain had 20 divisions and she hated 

Stalin. “I feel about the question of keeping Spain out the same as I 
feel about keeping a sinner out of church,” Eisenhower said. “You can’t 
convert the sinner unless you let him get inside the front door. I 
realize there are a lot of political problems on Spain but I am a pro- 
fessional] soldier and when I have the problem of hitting an enemy T 
pick up everything I can reach and hit the enemy with it.” He hesitated 
to speak further on Spain but he wondered if that answered Mr. 
Sawyer’s question. 

Secretary Sawyer said it certainly did. |
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Mr. Harriman asked what the European countries think about | 

Spain. | 
Eisenhower replied that he thought European opposition to letting 

Spain in was dropping. 
Secretary Snyder wondered if the various European countries each 

- wanted its own complete military force, that is, balanced air, naval | 
and land units. . a | 

General Eisenhower replied that Holland seemed to be the only | 

country that hadn’t fallen into line. Holland still wants a navy, which ! 
doesn’t make any sense at all. The other countries were coming along | 
and weren’t causing any trouble. | 

_ The Vice President asked General Eisenhower, in view of the threat 
which the Soviet Union presents, how big he thought his combined | 
army ought to be at the end of, say,six months. — | 

Eisenhower replied that there ought to be 50 to 60 divisions in 

Western Europe, not including Germany, and he didn’t know how long : 

this would take. We ought to have them as fast as possible. Of course, | 

we couldn’t begin to have this in six months. He didn’t really know 

what we should have in six montlis, except that we should be building 

as rapidly as possible until we get up to 50 to 60 divisions. 

Genera] Eisenhower said that he wanted to comment at this point — | 

about a speech he had read some place, by some prominent American— | 

he couldn’t remember who—who had said that, if we build 50 to 60 | 

divisions, this would pose a serious threat to Russia and Russia would | 

be forced to attack. The argument, insofar as he could understand it, 

Eisenhower said, seemed to be that we oughtn’t to try to build up a 

defense force because it would be a threat to Russia, This was non- | 

~ gense. A 50 division force on the Rhine posed no threat to Russia at | 

all and Russia knew it. Fifty divisions couldn’t possibly attack Russia. 

Fifty divisions on the Rhine is a lot different from 50 divisions on the 

Vistula. When an army moves forward, it has to leave all kinds of | 

troops on its flanks, and in the zone of the interior. A 50 division army ! 

would be too feeble, by the time it got to the borders of Russia, to do | 

anything at all. On the other hand, he thought that a 50 or 60 division | 

force was quite capable of defending Western Europe under the gen- — 

eral strategic concept he had outlined above. He thinks that the 

_ Russians would believe the same thing. | | 

The Vice President asked again if 60 divisions were adequate if 

Russia should want to start trouble. Oo | 
General Eisenhower thought they would, provided, of course, that 

there were appropriate air and naval supporting forces. 

General Eisenhower explained why he wanted American divisions 

sent to Europe as soon as we could do so. He wants them there to 

encourage the Europeans and to boost their morale. Nothing would 

convince the Europeans more than the sight of 10 or 12 United States
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divisions that we mean business. Of course, we should not plan on keep- | 
ing our divisions there forever. Once the Europeans build up an ade- 
quate force, and get ‘some reserves trained, the: Americans can come 
home. _ 

As for the question he had heard asked a few times about the fate 
of the Americans if Russia attacked, he thought that could be answered 
easily too. We only have two divisions there now. If Russia attacked 
now, wel probably lose nearly everybody. But, if we have 10 or 12 
divisions there, and the Europeans have their forces up to strength, 
and if Russia attacks, there is no reason for us to lose any sizeable 
number of men unless somebody makes a terrible blunder. Even if 

_ Western Europe could not hold out—and he thinks it can—we would 
have enough there to be able to make an orderly withdrawal to some 
place like the Brittany Peninsula or the Cotentin Peninsula. We 

_ could hold out long enough for a good evacuation but, Eisenhower 
said, he wanted to repeat that he didn’t think we would have to pull 
out. 

_ The Vice President asked if General Eisenhower had been in Europe 
long enough to form any impression of Russia’s plans and intentions. 

General Eisenhower said that he did not know what the Russians 
might do. He doubts very much that the Russians want to fight now. 
“I personally think those guys in the Kremlin like their jobs. They 
can’t see their way through to winning a war now and I don’t think 
they'll start one. They know they'll lose their jobs, or their necks, if 
they start something they can’t win.” Eisenhower said he did not be- 
lieve all the Russian propaganda about how the war would start if we 
armed Germany, or armed Western Europe. Of course, “matches can 
always be thrown in an open powder key [eg],” and there was always 
a possibility that something could happen, but he doubted it. “Tf the 
Russians really think that 60 or 70 divisions in Western Europe are a | 
threat to them, they are crazy. They have no business going to war over 
that and I don’t think they'll do it.” 

Secretary Tobin asked about the attitude of the German socialistics 
[sze]. | | 

General Eisenhower replied that Schumacher had been very ill and 
he had not been able to see him but Schumacher sent word that he was 
all for European unity and would support General Eisenhower. 

The conversation then turned to the arrangements for General Eisen- 
hower’s appearance the following morning at an informal joint session 
of the Congress in the auditorium of the Library of Congress. The 
Vice President and the Speaker outlined the arrangements and it was 
agreed that General Eisenhower would speak for an hour or so. No | | 
questions should be asked from the floor, and anybody who wished to 
have the General answer a question could get his answer by submitting
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it to one of the four committees before which Eisenhower would : 
appear. | | | : 

| General Eisenhower then returned to some broad observations. “I : 
believe,” he said, “that our civilization is in one hell of a hole. I be- 
lieve we have to work and work like hell. I believe that we have to go 

| all out and produce just as though we were in a war and that we have 
to get this spiral of strength going up in Europe. Right now, it is going 
down. We have got to stop it, turn it around, and make it go up. I have : 

been reading about ‘Gibraltar’ and people who say that we ought to : 

build up our own strength here at home and let Europe go. That’s | 
nonsense. Any isolated fort would fall in a week. How long do you | 

think Gibraltar could hold out if Spain attacked her?” General Eisen- | 

hower then turned to the President and apologized, saying that he : 

knew, of course, that neither the President nor any of the others 
present held those views but that he felt so deeply about this question | 

of standing together that he couldn’t resist expressing himself. “I’m a : 
soldier and I have to do whatever job is given to me. I’m doing this job, | 

because it was given to me but I’m also doing it because I believe in it. _ 
I believe very deeply init.” , 

Mr. Charles Wilson said that he would like to talk with General 
Hisenhower just as soon as he could and find out what timetable Eisen- 

hower had in mind for the shipment of equipment to Europe. He had 

been hard at work on production for the United States, and he wanted 
to know how these European requirements were going to fit into our | 

_ own schedules. We were already taking on a lot, and he wanted to know | | 

how much more we would have to steam up. | | 
General Eisenhower replied that he wanted to stay in the United 

States long enough to work out questions like that, so that when he 

went back he could give definite facts to the European governments. 

“As far as equipment goes,” General Eisenhower went on, “as far 
: as tanks and planes go, we have got to turn to a full war basis of pro- 

duction. We must get this curve, this damned curve, up quick. We have 

got to get the stuff into the hands of the Europeans. The difference here 

is whether our civilization goes up or goes down, and so I am ready for 

a tremendous sacrifice.” | | 
Mr. Symington asked if that meant that General Eisenhower did not 

think that we could have both guns and butter. 

Eisenhower replied that answering that question would lead him 
into too deep water, that he would prefer not to try to answer that 

: question now. What he was sure of was that we would have to produce 

exactly as if we were going to war. “We have got to ‘convert’ ”, he said, 

“we can’t just pile these new requirements on top of what we are | 

doing—at least I don’t think we can.” -
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| General Eisenhower, Mr. Wilson and Mr. Symington agreed to talk 
further on this subject. 

Since there were no other questions, the President thanked General] 
Eisenhower for his report and the meeting adjourned at 3:30 P.M. 

Editorial Note 

Following his meeting with the Cabinet at the White House, General | 
Eisenhower went to the Pentagon where he reported to the Standing 
Group of NATO on the results of his tour. No official report of this 
meeting has been found. On February 1, Genera] Eisenhower addressed 
an informal meeting of Congress held at the Library of Congress and 
reviewed the problems confronting North Atlantic Treaty Organiza- 
tion nations in establishing an integrated defense. For the text of 
the address, see Department of State Bulletin, February 12, 1951, 
page 245. The afternoon of that same day, General Eisenhower ap- 
peared before a closed session of the Senate Foreign Relations and 
Armed Services Committees. On the morning of February 2, he ap- 
peared before a closed session of the House Foreign Affairs and 
Armed Services Committees. On the evening of February 2, General 
Eisenhower delivered a radio address to the American people report- 
ing on his tour of European capitals and the problems of establishing 
an integrated defense of Western Europe. For the text of the address, 
see ibid., February 19, 1951, page 285. 

Editorial Note | 

The charts below present the early 1951 organization and system of 
command of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization. They are derived 
from The System of Command Established Within the North Atlantic 
Treaty Organization (London, April 1951). |
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Tue Hicuer Miurrary Orcanisation or N.A.T.O. | 

Defence Committee | 
(The Defence | of the Twelve Powers) 

Military Committee 
(The Chiefs of Staff ‘ the Twelve Powers) 

| | ae . | . | 
Standing Group Military Representatives Committee | 

(The Chiefs of Staff of France, (The Chiefs of Staff of all the North 

United Kingdom and United Atlantic Treaty Powers normally | 

States normally working through working through their Permanent 

their Permanent Representatives) Representatives) | 

International Working Teams Permanent Representatives’ Staffs _ | 

| Tur System or Commanp IN N.A.T.O. | 

Standing Group 
(The Chiefs of Staff of France, United — 
Kingdom and United States working 

through their Permanent Representatives ) | 

| | | 
Supreme Allied Supreme Allied (Other Command 

Commander Atlantic Commander Europe Organisation uot 
Deputy Supreme Allied __ .--..... Deputy Supreme Allied.......... yet decided) 

Commander : Commander : | 

. Deputy (Navy) | Deputy (Air) _ | 

ecto i 
Northern Sector Central Sector Southern Sector | 

. | | (not yet decided) | 

| | | | | 
Area | | Commander- C.-in-C. C.-in-C. Flag Officer 

Commanders-in-Chief in-Chief: Allied Land Allied Air Central Europe 
| Forces Forces 

: : ' . | 

eee eee ee a TENE Ens IEnIEEIERERE SAREE nnnnnmaa) . | 

| | | | 
Commander, Commander, Commander, 
Land Land Allied 
Forces, Forces, Air . : | 
Norway : Denmark Forces 

-
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C. DEVELOPMENT OF THE COMMAND STRUCTURE AND RELATED 
PROBLEMS INVOLVING THE ADMISSION OF GREECE AND TURKEY’ 

EUR files, lot 59D 233 | | 
Briefing Book Prepared in the Department of State for the Supreme 

Allied Commander, Europe (Eisenhower)? 

TOP SECRET [WasHINGTON, undated. ] 

| | I. GeneraAL CoMMENTS , 

A—Miunitary 

1. The three European Regional Planning Groups have each pre- 
pared short and medium term plans. The former are capabilities plans, 
based on forces available as of 1 September 1950; the latter are require- 
ments plans based on a planning date of 1 July 1954. The short term 
plans have been accepted by the North Atlantic Treaty Organization 
(NATO) as a basis for initiating operations in the event of an emer- 
gency, but are subject to review at an early date as additional forces 
become available. The medium term plans have been integrated into 
an approved NATO Medium Term Defense Plan. 

| 2. WESTERN EUROPEAN REGION 

a. Short Term Plan. 
(1) The regional aim is to hold the enemy as far to the East as 

possible. . . . It is also intended to defend the home territories against 
air attack, airborne and parachute attack and sabotage; and to defend 
coastal waters and ports against seaborne attack. | | 

Throughout 1951, the North Atlantic Treaty ‘Organization was much con- 
| cerned with the interrelated problems of creating a command structure for the 

Atlantic and European areas under its responsibility and the geographic ex- 
pansion of the Organization to the fringes of the Middle East to include Greece 
and Turkey. The documentation in the following pages focuses upon the diplo- 
matic and politico-military aspects of these problems, In the preparation of this 
compilation the editors have felt it necessary and appropriate to concentrate 
their attention upon the files of the Department of State. For papers and ex- 
changes on earlier considerations of Greek and Turkish membership in the North 
Atlantic Treaty Organization, see Foreign Relations, 1950, vol. 11, pp. 1 ff. — | 

*For documentation regarding the discussions and considerations leading to 
the decision in December of 1950 to designate General Eisenhower as Supreme 
Allied Commander in Europe (SACEUR), see ibid. |
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_ (2) It should be noted that this plan contains no provision for suc- | 

cessive delaying actions west of the Rhine. Although Field Marshal 

) Montgomery, as Chairman of the Western Union Chiefs of Staff Com- 
| mittee,’ had proposed a broad strategy which contemplated plans for 

| the possibility of such a line of action, this proposal was disapproved : 
_ by the Western Union Chiefs of Staff for political and psychological 

reasons. ... _ | : 
(8) Other major deficiencies evidenced by this plan are: inadequacy | 

of available combat forces; maldeployment of peacetime land and air ! 
forces; inadequate provision for psychological warfare, operational | 
and logistics plans, warning of aggression, support of the strategic , 

air offensive, stockpiles (strategic and tactical), lack of mutual aid © | 

‘among member nations and of measures for remedying equipment and ! 

training deficiencies. | 

6. Medium Term Plan. | | 7 | 

(1) The strategic concept is to hold the enemy as far to the East. 

in Germany as possible, and by using all offensive and defensive means 

available to deny him freedom of action, in order to cover the mobiliza- 

tion and concentration of regional and allied military potential re- 

| quired to reinforce the defense forces and assume the offensive. The | | 

objectives envisaged in pushing the line of defense as far to the east 

as possible are: to cover the whole of the Netherlands, Italy, and Den- | 

mark and assist the demands of the other regions; to retain Western | 

Germany ; to deny the enemy the use of bases on the North Sea Coast 
- and give the Allies the opportunity to act offensively in the Baltic; | 

to give depth to the ground and air defense of Western Europe. | 

(2) Principal deficiencies of this plan are: failure to adequately | 

define the area of the land defense; failure to provide for closing the 

gap between the force requirements contained in the plan and agreed — 

national contributions: specially concerning air and naval forces; lack | 

of any statement of requirements beyond the first phase of operations 

(stemming the initial enemy assault). 

c. Command Structure. There exists at present as a part of the | 

Western Union Defense Organization, the Commanders-in-Chief 

Committee. This organization, originally conceived to execute com- 

3 Reference is to the Western Buropean Union, a military alliance established 

by the Five-Power Treaty of Brussels in 1948 including the United Kingdom, 

France, Belgium, Luxembourg, and the Netherlands. For documentation on U.S. 

encouragement of a Western European Union in 1948, see Foreign Relations, 1948, 

vol. 111, pp. 1-851. } os
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mand in case of war over the forces allocated them by Western, Union 
and the United States, consists of land, sea and air commanders and 
a skeletonized international staff. Elements of this structure will prob- | 
ably be made available to SHAPE for use either on the SHAPE 
staff or as part of a subordinate command. : oe 

d. Infrastructure. The term infrastructure is used to define the static 
items of capital expenditure which are required to provide the ma- 
terial backing for operational plans necessary to enable the higher | 
command to function and the various forces to operate with efficiency. 
An infrastructure program has been evolved by Western Union and 
recently made a part of the North Atlantic Treaty defense plans. The 
Brussels Treaty powers‘ have agreed to contribute as a first essential 
increment, £33,000,000 ($92,500,000) for the construction of a war 
headquarters, signal communications, airfields, logistical requirements, 
equipment for airfield construction and GEE coverage. Although some 
progress has been made in the implementation of this program, a sense 
of urgency appears lacking. | | 

| | 3. EMMO REGION - 

a. Short Term Plan. 

(1) The aim of the EMMO (Europe Meridonale—Mediterranean 
Occidentale) Short Term Plan is defined as follows: In cooperation 
with the bordering NATO groups, to defend as far to the North and 

_ East as possible the area under its responsibility, including the vital 
air and sea lines of communications. Although this plan fulfills the 
requirements of the Standing Group directive, the deficiencies are the 
same as listed in para 2a(8) above. | | 

6. Medium Term Plan. 

(1) The aim of the Medium Term Plan is the same as that set forth 
in the Short Term Plan. Militarily the plan is sound although a gap 
exists between the force requirements and the agreed national contri- 
butions. It provides as in the other regions only for first phase require- 
ments, with the result that the magnitude of forces and resources 
necessary for a sustained defense and the offensive required to defeat 
the enemy are not developed. 

c. Command Structure, — | 
The EMMO Region is in the process of approving the establishment 

of a “Couverture Command in Italy”. This command is to be responsi- 
ble for forces deployed in north Italy during the early stages of a 
conflict. The headquarters will eventually be located in Northern Italy, 
however, until such time as the necessary facilities are available in 

‘See footnote 8 above. — | a | :
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Northern Italy, the Command Group will form along side the Italian | 

Staff in Rome. Planning indicates that the ultimate location of this 

headquarters will be Verona. | 

d. Infrastructure. | . | | 

‘There is no approved infrastructure program in the EMMO Region. 

This problem is currently under study and is to be incorporated in the 

Revised Medium Term Plan when the program is approved. | 

4. NORTHERN EUROPEAN REGION | | 

a. Short Term Plan. ! 

(1) The regional aim is to resist invasion of national territories and, 

if forced back, to deny to the enemy areas of strategic importance for | 

as long as possible and finally to hold a defensible area... . | 

(2) A major deficiency of the plan is the lack of a detailed demoli- | 

tion policy and plan. Deficiencies evidenced by the plan are the same 

as those listed in para 2a(3) above and additionally the inadequate | 

development of the proper troop basis to insure forces capable of ef- | 

ficient and sustained combat. - ) | 

— b. Medium Term Plan. | a 

(1) The plan is aimed at developing and maintaining a regional : 

defense structure strong enough to deter Soviet and satellite aggres- 

sion, and, in the event of aggression to defend the region against all | 

forms of attack, and in conjunction with other regions prepare forand _ : | 

| initiate offensive actions against the enemy. Lines of action in the 

Medium Term Plan are essentially the same as those in the Short Term | 

Plan with the exception that retreat is not envisaged as a necessary | 

probability. In addition the plan envisages offensive naval operations | 

in the Baltic. | 
(2) Principal deficiencies of this plan are: | : 

Failure to provide for closing the gap between the force require- 

ments contained in the plan and agreed national contributions, lack 

of any statement of requirements and plans beyond the first phase of 

operations, lack of adequate logistical and infrastructure preparation 

to support the necessary forces both regional and from other regions. 

ce. Command Structure. oe 

| (1) Although a tentative command structure has been prepared, it 

has never been formally approved for more than planning. A Com- 

mander Designate has been appointed, however, by the Danish Chiefs 

of Staff for the Jutland Land Forces which forces will include the 

Danish, Norwegian and British units now stationed in Schleswig- 

Holstein, these latter units forming the South Jutland Covering Land 

536-688 PT 1--81---32
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Forces. The Norwegian Commander in this area has been appointed 
Commander Designate of the South Jutland Covering Land Forces. 

d. Infrastructure. 
(1) In the Short Term Plan, the guidance for infrastructure re-_ 

quirements is insufficient. In the Medium Term Plan, the plans and 
guidance for infrastructure are relatively greatly improved but the 
implementation of this guidance has been slight, due largely to the 
lack of a definite regional command organization. | 

5. BASE RIGHTS 

An additional important deficiency, common to all three Regions in 
both Short and Medium Term Plans is the lack of detailed require- 
ments for military bases, rights and facilities, since the implementa- 
tion of these plans will require, in certain instances, that other than | 
indigenous forces be stationed upon the national territories of certain 
European NATO nations. On 28 October 1950 the Defense Commit- 
tee ° approved a proposed procedure whereby agreements would be 
undertaken between NAT governments regarding military operating 
requirements resulting from NAT defense plans. This procedure was 
approved by the Council Deputies on 8 December 1950. Pending before 
the Council Deputies is a proposed addendum by the U.S. which would 
relate the duration of such agreements to a determination by the 
Council that military requirements continue to exist. | | 

* North Atlantic Council Defense Committee. See chart, p. 459. : 

740.5/2-651 ; Telegram os | 

The Secretary of State to the United States Deputy Representative 
- on the North Atlantic Council (Spofford), at London? 

CONFIDENTIAL Wasuineron, February 6, 1951—7 p. m. 

Todep 239. This is joint State-Def msg. Pres US has nominated 
Admiral William M. Fechteler for position Supreme Allied Com- 
mander Atlantic accordance with request by NATO doc DC 24/3.2 
It 1s requested at earliest opportunity you inform Council Deps of | 

* Drafted by Ridgway B. Knight of the Office of European Regional Affairs who 
also signed for Secretary Acheson. Cleared with Defense and Bonbright. * North Atlantic Council Defense Committee document, December 12, 1950, on the proposed European Defense Force: for text, see Foreign Relations, 1950, vol. 
III, p. 548. According to telegram Todep 209 from Secretary Acheson to Spofford 
dated January 16, paragraph 27 of DC 24/3 called for the appointment of a Su- preme Allied Commander, Atlantic in the shortest possible time after the appoint- 
ment of a Supreme Allied Commander, Europe. In this telegram, Acheson had 
first informed Spofford that the United States was planning to designate Admiral 
William Fechteler as SACLANT. (740.5/2-751)
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nomination and request concurrence NAC Deps, as representing NAC, | 

to fol joint res to which agreement Def Mins is being requested : ° 

“The NAC, having made provision in accordance with the recom- 
mendation of the Defense Comite (DC 24/3) for the estab of a | 

Supreme Allied Commander Atlantic, and having requested the US | 

to designate an officer of the US to fill the position of Supreme Allied | 

Commander Atlantic, and the President of the US having designated | 

| Admiral William M. Fechteler, the Council therefore declares that | 

Admiral William M. Fechteler is appointed the Supreme Allied Com- ! 

mander Atlantic. His powers and functions over all the forces to be | 

assigned to his command will be in consonance with DC 24/2* and | 

DC 24/8 and will be issued separately.” | 

By separate cable action Def requesting M. DeGreef, as Chairman | 

of Def Comite to obtain individual concurrence of Def Mins to this 

same res.° Contact M. DeGreef personally to insure close coordination. | 

Desired effect these two separate actions is to produce doc similar to 

C6-D/9 of 19 Dec 1950. | | 

Cable to Washington for comment prior release such official NATO | 

communiqué as you may agree upon with M. DeGreef upon assent 

being given to foregoing action. Contents Pres’ Itr designating Ad- | 

| miral Fechteler will be released Washington simultaneously with 

NATO release and will be cabled to you for info. Until release time | 

set matter shld be held confidential. | | 

| | ACIIESON | | 

8In telegram 219 to Brussels of February 7, repeated to the Department. of | 

State as telegram Depto 485, Spofford asked that NATO Defense Committee | 

Chairman Edouard De Greef be informed that Spofford proposed to circulate the | 

resolution to the Council Deputies at once, subject to De Greef’s concurrence. In | 

a separate paragraph, Spofford informed both Brussels and the Department that | 

he was also seeking the reaction of British Minister of Defense Emanuel Shinwell. | 

(740.5/2-751) a | 
‘Not printed. According to telegram Todep 209, January 26, from Secretary 

Acheson to Spofford, paragraph 12 of DC 24/2 approved by the NATO Defense 

Committee in October 1950 stated that the Supreme Allied Commander Atlantic 

 “ ghall be a U.S. Officer .. .’”. (740.5/1-1651) 

®* Not printed. 

740.5/2-951 : Telegram | | | | 

The United States Deputy Representative on the North Atlantic 

Council (Spofford) to the Secretary of State 

| CONFIDENTIAL PRIORITY Lonpon, February 9, 1951—7 p. m. . 

 _Depto 494. Reference joint State-Defense message London Todep 

| 239 February 6.1 Herewith draft communiqué telegraphed to Belgian 

DefMin De Greef today with suggestion it be released simultaneously _ 

next week by NATO London, by De Greef in Brussels if he so desires, 

1 Supra, | 7 | 

| -
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and in Washington, exact release time to be mutually agreed after ap- 
proval by individual DefMins and Council Deputies has been given 
(probably not before Wednesday afternoon and perhaps not till later) : 
“Admiral William M. Fechteler of the US Navy has been named Supreme Allied Commander Atlantic the North Atlantic Council an- nounced today. | 
“NAC, acting on recommendations adopted by the Defense Commis- sion at its September meeting in Washington and its meeting in Brus- . sels last December, requested the US to designate an officer to fil] the post of Supreme Allied Commander Atlantic. The President of the. US subsequently designated Admiral Fechteler, whose nomination has now been unanimously approved by the NAT DefMins and the NAC Deputies.” _ | Oo — 

Communiqué kept brief simple to facilitate multilateral clearance; 
but we would like to release for publication at same time, in addition 
to full biographical material on Admiral Fechteler (which we have), 
certain material in DC 24/2 and DC 24/3 as follows: 

1. Fechteler’s Deputy, as yet unnamed, will be British. | 2. Admiral will be supported by integrated international staff drawn from countries belonging to NAORPG. 
3. Location of his headquarters. | | 4. Understood that coordination of SACA with SHAPE to provide naval support for Eisenhower is responsibility of SG. | 
Believe items 1 and 2 important to release simultaneously possibly 

In communiqué to emphasize international aspect of command. 
Would appreciate any suggested changes text of communiqué and 

answers on items 1, 2, 38, and 4 plus text President’s letter of 
designation. | 

oe = SPOFFORD 

782.5/2-1251 Oo 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Director of the Office of 
Greek, Turkish, and Iranian Affairs (Rountree) 

TOP SECRET [Anxara,] February 12, 1951. 
_ Participants: Cel4l Bayar, President of the Turkish Republic 

Fuat Képriilii, Minister of Foreign Affairs _ 
| George C. McGhee, Assistant Secretary of State _ 

Ambassador George Wadsworth 
| William M. Rountree, Director of GTI 2 

After a preliminary exchange of courtesies, the President said that 
he had looked forward to Mr. McGhee’s visit to discuss matters of con- 

*McGhee and Rowntree were in Turkey to attend the Conference of Middle | Eastern Chiefs of Mission held at Istanbul February 14-21; for documentation, —. See vol. v, pp. 1 ff. |
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siderable importance to both countries. The President said that he 

had talked with the Minister of Foreign Affairs and had been briefed | 

on Mr. McGhee’s previous conversations with the Minister and with 

the Prime Minister.2 The President had recently talked with Admiral 

Carney concerning the possibility of a United States security com- 

‘mitment to Turkey, and he hoped that Mr. McGhee was prepared to : 

continue the conversation with the advantage of more current and ! 

precise information on the subject. | 

Mr. McGhee said that he was aware of the President’s talks with | 

Admiral Carney * but regretted that he was not in a position to give | 

any definitive reply concerning the security arrangement, which has ! 

been a Turkish objective for a long time. Although he had previously | 

explained the matter to the Foreign Minister, he would like to high- | 

light some of the comments which he had made. : 

The United States, Mr. McGhee said, considers Turkey’s security 

to be of very great importance to our own security ; the importance 

which we attach to Turkey’s independence has been demonstrated by 

our policies and programs during the course of the past several years. 

We have considered that a Soviet attack against Turkey would lead 

to a general conflict. 

Turkey was the first foreign country to which the United States ex- 

tended military assistance on any scale in the post war period, to build 

up its own defensive capabilities. Our military aid program in this | 

country was a forerunner to military assistance to Western Europe 

and to other areas of the free world. Turkey has to date received more : 

of such aid than any other country, and, proportionately, our greatest | 

effort continues to be made here. Our Turkish military aid program has | 

continually increased in size and scope, and we expect it to increase | 

further in the future. The only present limiting factor in our helping - | 

Turkey build up the defensive capabilities that Turkey feels it needs | 

is our ability, in light of our own requirements and our commitments 

elsewhere, to deliver the necessary military supplies and equipment. 

We have been aware for some time that Turkey desires a more pre- 

cise commitment in the event it becomes the victim of aggression, Mr. | 

McGhee continued. The question arose when the North Atlantic Treaty 

was created, and again last year when Turkey indicated its wish to | 

adhere to the Pact.‘ Our association with the North Atlantic Treaty . 

represented the first commitment of this type which the United States 

has entered into, and the decision was taken by the Congress only after 

most careful thought and deliberation. | | 

2 McGhee, Rountree, and Wadsworth had held a meeting earlfer in the day with 

Turkish Prime Minister Adnan Menderes to discuss Turkish security and military 

potential along the same lines followed in the conversation with President Bayar 

and Foreign Affairs Minister Képriilti. A copy of this conversation is in file 782.5. 

8 No record of these conversations has been found in Department of State files. 

| a ror documentation on this subject, see Foreign Relations, 1950, vol. Itt,
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Continuing, Mr. McGhee said that until the North Atlantic Treaty 
Organization can be given real strength, the United States does not 
feel that it can undertake further formal commitments of this nature. 
We do not consider it wise to undertake obligations beyond our capa- 
bilities to fulfill; however, it has always been our hope that when we 
acquire sufficient strength, we could enter into some form of security 
arrangement with Turkey. The timing of our acquiring the necessary 
strength has been affected by: events in Korea. Not only have large 
quantities of American matériel and manpower been diverted to Korea. 
but new developments in such places as Indo China and Western 
Europe have created new substantial requirements. Offset against this, 

| however, isa greatly increased build-up in American military strength. 
Defense expenditures amounting annually to 13 billion dollars have 
been increased to 50 billion dollars and the months ahead should see a 
steady rise in the United States military capability. 

Mr. McGhee said that the importance of Turkey to the defense of 
| the free world has, if anything, been increased as the result of Korea 

and other international developments. Turkey has demonstrated sup-| 
port of the principle of collective security through its valuable contri- 
bution to the United Nations efforts in Korea, and the fighting qualities 
of the Turkish soldiers there have won for them the admiration of the 
whole free world.’ The importance of a strong Turkey has been high- 
lighted by the revelation of the comparative weakness of the Middle | 
Fast as a whole. 

_ AS a consequence the objective of linking our two countries into a 
_ security pact has become even more desirable in our minds, Mr. Mc- 

_ Ghee, said. While such a step would require Congressional approval, 
the United States would, when its strength permits it to undertake the 
commitment, raise the question with Turkey ourselves and discuss the 
most satisfactory form for the arrangement. | 

In this connection, Mr. McGhee said that the present basic objective 
of the North Atlantic Treaty—the land defense of Western Europe— 
is separate from the problem of land defense of Turkey, and it might 
therefore be more appropriate at the proper time to consider another 
arrangement such as an Eastern Mediterranean grouping, centered 
around Turkey as the strong point in the area. Mr. McGhee regretted 
that he could not comply with the Président’s wishes and relate some 
final word on this point, to which Turkey attaches such great im- 
portance, but unfortunately this is not the type of decision that can be 
made to coincide with official visits. | 

In reply to the President’s question, Mr. McGhee said that he could 
not give an estimate of the time required for the United States to make | 
its decision. Any conjecture might lead to undue hope and therefore 

° For documentation on this subject, see volume vu.
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- disappointment. He was very glad, however, that his visit and that of | 
Mr. Finletter * would be extremely useful in getting the views of the : 
Turkish Government, and would be helpful in consideration of the : 
problem in Washington. Mr. McGhee reiterated in the strongest terms 
that our failure thus far to adopt the Turkish proposal regarding a | 
pact in no way implied lack of vital interest in Turkish security. 

The President expressed his appreciation for Mr. McGhee’s full ex- 
planation, and said that he likewise would endeavor fully and frankly | 
to set forth his own views. He said that he would like to emphasize ; 
Turkey’s gratitude, and he knew the gratitude of the entire free world. | 
for the forthright position of leadership and assistance which the | 

United States had taken in the interest of humanity. The position of 
the United States in Korea has attached Turkey to the policies of the 

United States and the policy of guaranteeing a free world. | | 
| In his opinion, if the United States had not taken the decision to 

combat the aggression in Korea, the world would be confronted with | 
even larger and more serious conflagrations lit by malicious incen- | 
diaries. Turkey would earnestly like to do everything possible to ex- 
tinguish the fires, and already has done much. The President would | 
like to see at least fifty percent of the burden in Korea assumed. by 

| countries other than the United States, but realizes that the burden | 

now lies almost entirely upon America. | | 
_ Turning to the question of Turkish forces, the President said that | 
when the Democrat Party came to power and he learned of “General | 
McBride’s report,” 7 he was alarmed, as General McBride reflected con- 
siderable doubts concerning the potentialities of the Turkish Army. 

The President asked the General Staff the reasons for this situation, | 

and the replies were “small and senseless.” The President said that, | 

despite laws against revealing military secrets to non-Turks, he had 
— instructed the General Staff to discuss security matters in detail with 

the United States authorities, and he has taken the legal responsibility 
| for this order. He said that when the Turkish Army is well equipped 

the men are excellent fighters, and the Government with American 

assistance is seeing to it that they are well equipped. 

The common goal of the free world can be helped by the Turkish 

Army, the President said. In this common cause, however, military 

aid is given by the United States, but collaboration is thus far empty 

in the political field. a : 

In describing the relationship between the United States and Turkey 
in security matters, the President drew the analogy of a business con- 

cern in which some members make profits and some members inyest 

| * Secretary of the Air Force Thomas K. Finletter visited Turkey during the | 
spring of 1951 to inspect various air facilities for possible use by U.S. forces. 
oon ot documentation on this subject, see Foreign Relations, 1950, vol. v, pp.
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capital but acquire no profit. The concern cannot succeed under these 
circumstances. Turkey, a partner has received military and economic 
assistance, but to regularize the legal aspects it has tried to join the 
Atlantic Pact and was turned down. 

Although Turkey recognizes that by joining the Pact it would be 
giving its support to a number of weak countries, it was willing to 
make the sacrifice and the refusal of the offer hurt Turkey; the Presi- 
dent himself was deeply affected. Turkish action in Korea should, the 
President thought, rectify the situation. His country is not satisfied | 
with its present position in the partnership with the United States, as 
Turkey is unwilling not to do its part. /¢ wants to give a guarantee, 
and it would like to receive a guarantee. | 
Turkey is a poor country, but for six hundred years it has fought and 

defended itself; it traditionally has made no commitments which it 
was unwilling to meet. The Turkish people are opposed in principle 
to receiving assistance without themselves returning something. The 

| President said that if Turkish public opinion were tested on the ques- 
} tion of whether Turkey should have a political guarantee with half 

of the present American military aid, or full military aid with no 
guarantee, the answer unquestionably would be that Turkey should 
receive as much military aid as possible but by all means should insist 
upon the guarantee. | 

The President said that international events are transpiring verv 
fast, and quick decisions must be taken. The Turkish Government must 
insist upon this point, as it might soon be in the position of calling 
upon Turks to give up their lives, and they must know that their Gov- 

| ernment has done everything possible for Turkish security. -, 
: The President said that the General Staff has discussed with the 

American Military Mission the question of how many divisions, both 
infantry and motorized, should be maintained under present circum- 
stances. The General Staff says that it could put under arms in short 
order twenty-five divisions. If this is done, these forces would be an 
important factor in the interests of the free world. The President con- 
cluded by saying that he would appreciate Mr. McGhee’s commenting 
upon these views. | | 

Mr. McGhee, referring to the President’s analogy of the business 
enterprise, said that, as the capitalist in the company, the United States 

felt that Turkey already is repaying in full its obligation to us; we 

| wish that all countries which we have assisted would prove to be such 
a good investment. | / 

Referring to the President’s comments concerning the McBride 

report, Mr. McGhee said that he did not know of the report but he 
could assure the President that General McBride was an extremely 

good friend of Turkey and was convinced of the potentialities of the 
Turkish forces, and that he was sure anything the General said was
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intended to be constructive. The President said that he was sure of | 
this point; also that the substance of General McBride’s report was 
objective and, in fact, had been very useful in prodding the Turks into | 
action. | | 

Continuing, Mr. McGhee said that the Turkish decision to send 
troops to Korea was, in his judgment, the wisest that could have been | 
made and will turn out to be of very real benefit to Turkey. Not only | 
has Turkey demonstrated its willingness to participate in collective : 
security, but it also has demonstrated the tremendous fighting qualities 
of the Turkish troops. For its part, the United States is extremely 
proud of its association with Turkey in Korea, which is indicative | 
of Turkish-American cooperation in broad world policies. | 

The application in Korea of the principle of collective security,and | 

| the United States action in that country, should be ample evidence | 

that if Turkey is aggressed we will not stand idly by. We have made | 

a great contribution to the principle of collective security and it 1s ! 

indeed good to hear of Turkey’s desire to contribute even more to that | 
end. | . | | 

Within the limitations of the availability of military equipment, | 

Mr. McGhee said, we would like to assist in building up the strength 
of Turkish forces to any level which Turkey desires, and we are grati- 
fied that the Turkish Government already is considering the establish- 
ment of twenty-five divisions. We already have discussed in Washing- 

| ton the question of additional United States economic support which 
would permit the Turkish Government to increase its present forces 
by some forty thousand men, within the existing divisional organiza- 
tion. We fully understand the budgetary problems created by this in- 

\ : 
crement, and our discussion here with Turkish officials will give im- | 
petus to consideration of how we might help. | | | | 

Mr. McGhee said that he would convey to other appropriate officials | 
in Washington the information concerning the possibility of increasing | 
the Turkish forces to twenty-five divisions, and assumed that the | 
matter also will be discussed at some future date by Ambassador | 
Wadsworth and at the technical level. This is a subject, Mr. McGhee 
said, which interests us greatly, but it raised the important question of 
what additional military supplies and equipment will be needed, and : 
how much can we supply. © | | 

_ Ambassador Wadsworth interposed to say that he would welcome 

highly the President’s authorization to have this question discussed | 

carefully between JAMMAT and TGS. The President said that he 

would instruct the General Staff to discuss the details of the matter | 

with American officials and said that he would himself participate as 

appropriate. He stated that he was well aware of the military supply 
_ problem with which the United States is confronted, and realized that 

the assistance rendered to Turkey must be within the limitations im-
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posed by broad considerations. He wondered, however, whether the 
question of military aid should not go hand in hand with the question 
of a security guarantee. 

_ Mr. McGhee said that our problem is not only one of making goods | 
and advice available to other countries, but is the question of our own 
military forces and capabilities. With the build-up of our strength, our 
‘ability to give substance to commitments of the nature which the Presi- 
dent desires will be increased. The question of United States friendship 
for Turkey, Mr. McGhee emphasized, is in no way involved, nor is the 
importance which we attach to Turkey’s security. _ 

Mr. McGhee then promised that he would convey to the President 
of the United States the Turkish President’s deep concern over this 
problem, and said that he would do everything possible to accelerate 

_ consideration in Washington of a security commitment. For this the 
President said he would be grateful. | | 

Turning now to a different subject, Mr. McGhee said that he would 
like to tell the President of his great admiration for the way in which 
the President had led the Democrat Party to victory in the recent elec- 
tions, and for the Government’s restraint and moderation after assum- _ 
ing power. It is a source of confidence to us, Mr. McGhee said, to have 
this recent proof of the true nature of democracy in Turkey. 
Thanking Mr. McGhee, the President replied that this was a new 

event in the life of Turkey but it did not represent a personal victory 
for the President. Any compliments are due to the people of Turkey, 
who have attained a high degree of political maturity. Turks for a 
hundred and fifty years have fought and shed blood over the problem 
of attainment of democracy, and the success evidenced by the recent : 
election is the fruit of their efforts. | , a | 

Mr. McGhee said the United. States is proud to be a partner with 
Turkey in the “company” which the President had referred to, and _ 
that we view it asa partnership of equals; we do not make policy ex- 
elusively, for that must be done on a mutual basis. We would like to 
widen the basis of Turkish-American consultation on world issues. 
especially on issues in this general part of the world. He said that he 
was convinced that Turkey has a very important role to play in the 

_ world, particularly in the Middle East, and the United States is anx- 
ious to help her play that part. . | | | | 

| The President said, concerning the importance of the role being , 
played by the United States in world affairs, that while the Korean 
effort is officially a matter for the United Nations, the United States 
is carrying virtually the whole burden. Turkey is proud to be with the 
United States in Korea, and the President has been told that some 
countries in Europe are saying that Turkey made its decision to par- 
ticipate in Korea only in ah effort to obtain a United States guarantee.
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The real point, the President said, is that Turkey wants to make its 
share of the sacrifices and to do its duty in the creation of a free and 

| democratic world. The “company” in which Turkey and the United : 

States are partners is a fine concern, and the President was sure that | 
it will pay extremely good dividends. — | | 

_ Ambassador Wadsworth added, as we rose, that he was happy and | 
_ proud to be working for so fine and so successful a “company”. | 

740.5/2-951: Telegram | ce | 

The Secretary of State to the United States Deputy Representative on 
the North Atlantic Council (Spofford), at London 

SECRET WasuHinoTon, February 15, 1951—5 p. m. 

Todep 251. This is State-Def msg re Depto 494 Feb 9.2 Text press — 
release satis with fol comment: Communiqué shld also cover ur points : 
2 and 4. Wording point 4 shld clearly indicate SACA and SHAPE are 
equal and mutually supporting hdqrs. Ur points 1 and 3 shld not be 
covered either in communiqué or in additional] info released as Adm | 
Fechteler will announce both his deputy and location of his hdqrs in | 
due course. We will need final text communiqué as agreed with De | 
Greef prior to release deadline. : 
FYI text ltr from Pres to Fechteler fols: : 

“Feb 1951 My dear Adm Fechteler: The North Atlantic | 
Treaty Nations have agreed that a Supreme Allied Commander, | 
Atlantic. shld now be appointed and have requested that I designate 
a US officer. I have designated you for this new internat] command 
which embraces a large area under the North Atlantic Treaty ! 
Organization. ] ) , : a 
I am informed that the Standing Group of the North Atlantic : 

Treaty Org will issue a directive to you concerning your responsibili- 
ties and authority as the Supreme Allied Commander, Atlantic. © 

| You are assigned hereby operational command of the US Armed 
_ Forces assigned to the US Atlantic Command to the extent necessary 

for the accomplishment of your mission. | Te 
_ You are hereby authorized to have officers and enlisted personnel of 

the US Armed Forces and civ employees of the US Govt on your staff 
as you consider appropriate in numbers and grades as necessarv. _— 

_ Iam sending copies of this Itr to the Secy of State and to the Secy of 
Def for their guidance. | | | my 

| _ In designating you as one of the Supreme Allied Commanders in the 
_ North Atlantic Treaty Org, I am sure you have the confidence of our 

awn country and. the confidence of the other member nations of the 
NAT Org. I consider it an honor to the US that these member nations 
have requested me to designate a US officer for this position. As Pres 

| 3 Drafted ‘by Knight who signed for Secretary Acheson. Cleared with Bon- 
bright(EUR). st” 

* Ante, p. 465.
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of the US and Commander-in-Chief of this country’s Armed Forces, I 
| have suggested your name for appointment to this high office with 

pleasure, and I wish you every success as the first Supreme Allied Com- 
mander, Atlantic. Sincerely yours, Harry S. Truman” 

Ltr now undated. Will insert same date as for press announcement 
when latter date determined.? | 

| ACHESON 

*In telegram Depto 510 of February 15, from London, Spofford informed the 
Secretary. of State that.at the 10th meeting of the North Atlantic Council Depu- 
ties on February 14 a preliminary discussion was held on the Fechteler appoint- 
ment but that final consideration was deferred pending approval by the British 
Defense Ministry. (740.5/2-1551) 

_ {40.8/2-2051 : Telegram 

The United States Deputy Representative on the North Atlantic 
: Council (Spofford) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET = PRIORITY Lonvon, February 20, 1951—5 p. m. 
Depto 534. 1. Reference appointment Supreme Allied Commander 

Atlantic. Depto 531: reported UK concurrence still outstanding. 
Private inquiry indicates British desire some limitation of powers of 
naval commanders. Precise nature not stated. Foreign Office hopes pre- 
‘vail Defense Ministry concur appointment under terms proposed reso- 
lution since latter joined in approving DC-24/2! at fourth meeting 
DC and thresh out terms of reference later. Meantime final actions 
deputies held up which hope will not be for long. 

2. To meet views expressed yesterday’s meeting Deps as well as your 
telephone message Achilles transmit below revised draft press com- 
muniqué for reconsideration at tomorrow’s meeting deputies. Revised 

_ draft also being transmitted De Greef: 

_ “Verbatim text: Admiral William M. Fechteler of the United 
States Navy has been named Supreme Allied Commander Atlantic, the 
North Atlantic Council Deputies announced today. | 
The North Atlantic Council, acting on recommendations adopted by 

the Defense Committee at its October meeting in Washington and its 
meeting in Brussels last December, requested the United States to 
designate an officer to fill the post of Supreme Allied Commander At- 
lantic. The President of the United States subsequently designated 
Admiral Fechteler, whose nomination has now been unanimously ap- 
proved by the North Atlantic Treaty Defense Ministers and the North 
Atlantic Council Deputies. | 
Admiral Fechteler will be supported by an integrated international 

staff drawn from the countries contributing forces to the North Atlan- 

* Not printed.
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tic Ocean Command. This command and General Eisenhower’s Su- 
preme Headquarters Allied Powers Europe are mutually supporting | 
commands which will coordinate-their activities under the guidance of | 
the standing group.” | 

If you desire further changes above, request notification prior 

tomorrow’s meeting. 
3. Re Todep 259? timing release impossible pending final action 

deputies. Plan is Chairman Council Deputies will notify release time | 

to all concerned thereafter. | | 
4, Fechteler appointment carried briefly most London morning | 

papers attributed to official announcement Copenhagen of Danish | 
Government approval. No interpretative or speculative comment ex- | 

cept in Afail and Telegraph which played front page with guarded | 

speculation on scope of command. Do not believe this should change 

plans for simultaneous release Washington, London, Brussels.® 

. SPOFFORD | 

? Not printed. | | 
°In telegram Depto 543 from London dated February 21, Spofford informed 

Knight that the British were ready to concur in the appointment of Admiral 
Fechteler but only if the last sentence of the American resolution pertaining to | 
SACLANT’s powers and functions was deleted. “In these circumstances,” Spofford ! 
added, “I propose withhold US agreement pending resolution of difficulty in ac- | 
eordance with your telephone instruction.” (740.5/2-2151) In telegram Depto 545 | 
of the same day, Spofford informed the Secretary of State that action on the 
Fechteler appointment had been deferred at the 12th meeting of the NAC. Deputies | 
pending concurrence of the United Kingdom. He added that the Netherlands | 
stated approval of the appointment subject to the stipulation that the Atlantic | 
Command would not infringe upon the North Sea area currently under British | 
Home Fleet Command. (740.5/2-2151) In Telegram Todep 268 of the following | 

day, Acheson informed Spofford that he was to use his own judgment “as to 
whether or not action shld be pressed at tomorrow's mtg deputies. While we wld 
welcome early settlement, we wish to avoid deadlock or open split in Deps. There- | 
fore may be advisable let dust settle to ascertain effect of debate” currently going 

on in the British Parliament concerning the British position on an. Atlantic Com- 

mand “before proceeding further. If appropriate you might remind British that | 
UK has accepted DC 24/3 at Council level and 24/2 at Defense Comite level 

which clearly set forth pattern and principles for current action re appointment | 
Fechteler.” (740.5/2-2251 ) 

| | 

740.5/2-2251 : Telegram . | 

The United States Deputy Representative on the North Atlantic | 
| Council (Spofford) to the Secretary of State1 | 

SECRET NIACT Lonpvon, February 22, 1951—6 p. m. | 

- Depto 546. Knight from Spofford. | 
1. Reference appointment Supreme Allied Commander Atlantic | 

heated discussion in House this afternoon. Churchill asked for state- 

Repeated tnformation priority to Paris as 1555 for MacArthur. — |
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ment about appointment Supreme Sea Commander.? Attlee replied 
NADC had agreed appointment should be made and should be Ameri- 
can. An American had already been nominated and announcement his 
appointment expected shortly. a 

Churchill attacked bitterly. Was there no capable British officer? 
Does not Britain lie key to all communications? Are not sea approaches 
in event submarine attack vital our life? Why when British experience 
longer and wider than any and when just agreed so much pleasure 
appointment Eisenhower, we should have resigned claims to command 
Atlantic? | 

Attlee replied weakly appointment made j ointly Atlantic powers, 
no country could dictate. . 

Churchill returned charge suggesting this argued great decline Brit- 
ish influence and esteem. Inquired what effort Prime Minister made 
press British claim. Did Prime Minister simply accept fact British are 
to be brushed aside. | 

Debate went on this fashion 25 minutes during which Attlee several 
times drowned out. Churchill asked if matter finally settled or whether 
Prime Minister would in view widespread feeling appeal to US con- 
sider matter in all friendship and loyal feeling comradeship. Said US | 
would be ready treat loyal allies fairly and generously. 

Attlee said first would certainly look into matter and later reiterated, 
- “T have said I will reconsider it’’. | 

| 2. Since above debate Hoyer-Millar has called say uncertain what 
_ will result from debate but suggested holding up final action in ~ 
Deputies over weekend. Expect further word from British. Please 
instruct. | | 

| _ SPOFFORD 

* Although no official statement had been issued by Eisenhower's headquarters, 
it was announced in Copenhagen on February 19 that the Danish Government had 
approved the appointment of Admiral Fechteler as SACLANT. The text of the 
7 announcement is in Folliot, Documents on International Affairs, 1951, 

740.5 /2-2351 : Telegram 

The United States Deputy Representative on the North Atlantic 
Council (Spofford) to the Secretary of State? 

SECRET PRIORITY __ Lonpon, February 23, 1951—3 p. m. 
Depto 547. Air Marshal Elliot told me last evening that the Prime - 

Minister had called him in immediately after Fechteler question in 
Commons yesterday. Elliot said that Prime Minister had not been full Vv 
prepared for question and that he had therefore gone fully over back- 
ground of DefCom action and other NAT action to prepare for co- 
herent discussion today. Elliot did not indicate what Prime Minister's 

* Repeated information to Paris as 1558, for MacArthur. |
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of searching questions at Attlee including such points as who would 
exercise operational command of British units in Eastern Atlantic: 
who would be in command in Mediterranean, whether British admiral 
had been proposed for position Supreme Allied Commander Atlantic; | 
who would control British merchant shipping. PM stressed that all 
forces in Eastern Atlantic would be under operational command of 
British commander and these would include not only British units but 
American units and those of other NATO countries. Latter replying 
to Churchill and Eden agreed there would be authority transfer and 
concentrate forces between Eastern and Western Atlantic as necessary. 
He said command Mediterranean not yet decided and stated definitely 
British merchant shipping would be allocated by British Government. 
He resented hotly implication that this command system had been 
imposed upon British. Rather there had been full discussion by mili- 
tary authorities and technical consultants and while the British Gov- 
ernment naturally took full responsibility for its decision it had fol- 
lowed the advice British Chiefs of Staff throughout. : 

| PM reiterated point made in opening statement that system en- 
visaged would prove more expeditious re movement of naval vessels 
between Eastern and Western Atlantic than that in effect in war and 
pointed out in this connection that supreme commander would operate 
under direction standing group. Churchill took issue on these points 
as well, asserting Combined Chiefs of Staff had served highly useful 

| purpose in war and that he considered it regrettable that Combined 

Chiefs of Staff had been dispersed. Attlee drew attention to fact that 

HMG had not been responsible for that action. At one point Attlee 

stated it had been put to government by the advisors that it was es- 

sential in wartime to have powers to transfer forces. 

Twice during discussion Attlee asked that House postpone question- 

ing until it had time to study his statement. His suggestion was shouted 
- down on both occasions, while Speaker refused to accept point of order | 

raised by Labor back bencher asking him to invoke cloture. Attlee who 

displayed .increasing signs of anger continued to deplore discussions 

and observed “I would like everyone in this house to realize we do not 

want to drive rifts between Allies, but I must say some of questions 
from all parts of House seem to be directed towards that.” Similar line — 

was taken by Labor back bencher who asserted action of opposition in 
raising issue had done more to create anti-Americanism than anything 

Communists had done for past three years. | 

‘Speaker finally concluded discussion despite protests by Churchill 

and Blackburn (Ind) after another Labor back bencher had given 

notice that he would raise matter on adjournment. (i.e. parliamentary 

maneuver which is customarily employed by opposition to obtain ad- 

ditional discussion of a government answer considered to be unsatis-
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factory, but in this case obviously intended to rescue PM.) Under 

parliamentary rules such discussion may take place on any day after | 

usual 10 p. m. adjournment and must be voted on before consideration : 

| can be given to it. (Accordingly, no assurance in this case that question ) 

will be discussed at an adjournment although it can always be made | | 

subject of formal debate.) | — : 

House was in angry mood throughout discussion and PM did not ! 

have usual support of his own side. We therefore feel question of ap- 

pointment Admiral Fechteler is still open and HMG will wish delay : 

| action Deputies but expect advise Hoyer-Millar later. In any case 7 

matter has now become domestic political issue and we have not heard 

last of it even though UK Government continues to stand on present 

agreements = | | 

: | | | [Srorrorp] | 

*In telegram 4674 from London of February 28, Ambassador Gifford reported 

on ‘a speech by Emanuel Shinwell before the Foreign Press Association in which 2 

the Minister of Defense noted, inter alia, the existence of what he characterized | | 

as “impatient and ill-informed criticism” about the NATO command organization — 

in general and the Fechteler appointment in particular. Shinwell added that it 

was essential that opposition leaders in British politics not be permitted to | 

| “befoul Anglo-American relations” for by so doing “we are making a gift toa 

potential aggressor.” This did not mean, Shinwell concluded, “that we should : 

truckle tothe United States and become a body of ‘yes men’. All that I am asking 2 

is that we should fully appreciate the tremendous significance of the American 

contribution and act reasonably one with another.” (740.5/2-2851) : 

In telegram 4832 from London of March 8, Gifford informed the Secretary of | 

State that the inclusion of three “Britishers” in the recently announced list of | 

seven appointments to Hisenhower’s staff had done little to assuage British feel- | 

- ings in the Fechteler affair. He added that His Majesty’s Government was | 

anxious to delay debate on the Fechteler appointment until after the Easter | 

recess concluded on April 3 in hopes that by that time all NATO military appoint- | 

. ments would have been announced and a White Paper issued setting forth “facts ! 

in proper perspective.” (740.5/3-851) For further documentation on Hisenhower’s 

subordinate command appointments, see editorial note, p. 498. The British White 

Paper in question, entitled The System of Command Established Within the | 

North Atlantic Treaty Organization, was published on April 17 (Calvocoressi., | 

Survey of International Affairs, 1951, p. 29) and included as Appendixes.“A” and 

_.“B” charts on The Higher Military Organization of NATO and The System of 

: Command in NATO which are printed p. 459. 2 

Records of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, 092.2 North Atlantic Treaty oo | 

The Commander in Chief of Allied Forces in Southern Europe 

(Carney) to the Supreme Commander of Allied Forces in Europe — 

(Eisenhower) oe 

| | | 
TOP SECRET | Lonpon, March 8, 1951. 

My Dear Generau: Prior to his departure, Admiral Sherman? 

expressed the thought that it would be useful if I wrote to you out- — 

lining’ facts and factors-having a bearing on the Mediterranean com- 

mand structure as evolved in the various discussions in which he par- 

1 Adm.. Forrest P. Sherman, U.S. Chief of Naval Operations. | 

536-688 PT 1--81---33 |
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_ ticipated. The conference at your headquarters, the discussions with 
_ the First Lord and the British Chiefs on 5 March, the exchange of 
thoughts with Ambassador Gifford and Ambassador Spofford, and : 

_ the various talks between Sherman and myself, covered a wide range; 
in endeavoring to extract the meat from those discussions I shall stick 
to basic matters as I see them. Sherman will receive a copy and will 
be able to offer his own comments. _ 

With respect to the inevitable political considerations, internal poli- 
tics, national psychology, current economics, and post-war aspects all 
enter into the picture and I shall endeavor to give recognition tothem _ 
in appropriate measure. | 

The resolution of the Mediterranean command problem starts with 
the relatively easy military appraisal of tasks to be accomplished and 
forces available for their accomplishment; discussions with the Brit- 
ish over a period of about three years evolved general agreement as to 
what must be done and how it would be done. The diagram is easy to 
draw until we try to fill in names and nationalities; at that point 
conflicting national interests come into the debate. . | 

These national interests involve ephemeral goals and desires and 
fears; also, however, important long-range prizes and penalties are at 
stake. The British, particularly, are taking the long view and there 
is a corresponding need for far-sighted statesmanship in our camp to 
monitor what may on the surface appear to be only a military com- 

- mand matter. . 

A clue to the problem of determining the NATO command struc- 
ture can well be sought in the purpose and scope of the war which we 
are trying to avert. The communist spider in the center of the Eurasian 
web can, and undoubtedly would, extend the radial lines of his web _ 
in every direction—to the north against the Scandinavian peninsula, 

| to the west against the Western European peninsula and the British — 
Isles, to the southwest through the Balkans to the Mediterranean, to 
the south through the Middle East and to the southeast into Southeast 
Asia. All of these radial Russian pressures would be part and parcel 
of a single Russian effort. By the same token, no effort by any of the 
free peoples should be considered except as a part of a single great | 
war for freedom. I | 

Fighting in Pakistan, the Middle East, Turkey, Greece, Italy, and | 
Scandinavia, would all contribute to the draining of Russian po- | 
tential and would have a direct bearing on your success in the 
defense of Western Europe, which is agreed to be the task of primary 

| importance. Under that concept every effort by European NATO 
| countries—and Greece and Turkey should be considered as closely 

related to NATO—should be coordinated by SACEUR. Collaterally, 
the operations on SACEUR’s flanks should contribute to the over-all
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SACEUR scheme and it is vitally important that military, political, : 

economic and psychological strengths be built up on the flanks. oo 

With specific reference to the Mediterranean flank, the effort of 

NATO forces must fit into the SACEUR plan. oe | 

Again, with specific reference to the Mediterranean, it is also the 

shortest pathway for support to the adjacent Middle East theater. 

| However, the initial resources in the Mediterranean will be so limited | 

that duplicate forces cannot be afforded, nor can we afford clean and 

permanent division of the forces-in-being in the Mediterranean; they 

must be pooled and we must capitalize on the mobility of naval and 

| air forces for quick redeployment for the best serving of SACEUR 

and the Middle East. The countries on the north shore of the Mediter- 

ranean must all be considered as a part of SACEUR’s right flank, the _ | 

| efforts ‘in those countries should be coordinated by a single regional 7 

authoritv, and that single regional authority should be a subordinate 

of SACEUR. Because the efforts of those countries will be entirely | 

- dependent upon the control of the Mediterranean, it seems apparent | 

that there can not be a separate autonomous Supreme Commander of | 

naval forces in the Mediterranean. | - | 

| If that is the concept of Freedom’s war in Europe then, next, we 

should examine Freedom’s resources—in this instance with particular | 

reference to the Mediterranean. The U.S. is primarily responsible for | 

the bolstering of Italian strength and morale, and the Italians place 

chief reliance in the United States, both presently and for the future. 

The same is true of Greece and of Turkey. The Allied forces in the 

Mediterranean region will consist of Italian and Greek ground troops, — 

7 all predominantly supplied by the U.S., plus French troops in North 

Africa also dependent on U.S. support for equipment, plus a smidgin : 

of British ground troops and American marines; (Turkish effort will 

be closely related to Mediterranean effort and is responsive to US. 

help and guidance). The naval forces will be preponderantly Ameri- 

can in numbers and vastly predominant in the variety of tasks which 

they can undertake; e.g., such solely U.S. capabilities as carrier 

strikes and support, aerial mining, “special” aerial attacks, aerial 

ASW,’ amphibious operations, and tactical air support from Navy 

‘and Marine squadrons. Initially, the air activity will be almost en- 

| tirely U.S. Navy-Marine. It is over these predominantly American 

forces that the British advocate British command. The sensitiveness | 

| of British pride is understandable but the immutable fact is that the 

British Navy is not only much smaller than the U.S. Navy, but it also 

lacks the comprehensive inventory of weapons and techniques pos- _ 

sessed by the U.S. Navy. Even in the field of anti-submarine warfare, | 

where the Royal Navy did such a distinguished job in World War II, 

2 Antisubmarine warfare. - |
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techniques have changed vastly with tremendous emphasis on air, 
and the U.S. Navy is technically and numerically pre-eminent in that 
activity. It would appear to be our responsibility to our own country, 
and to the world, to retain leadership where the facts of leadership 
are established by existing and future relative strength and 
capabilities. . | | 
Throughout this discussion I am bearing in mind the fact that 

Yugoslavia may well become an important factor, and there, again, 
the usefulness and effectiveness of the U.S. vis-a-vis Britain would 
appear to point toward the fact that the U.S. could make the more | 

' important contribution. | 

- We should never be unmindful of Britain’s right and responsibility | 
to nourish the Middle East theater. We have always recognized the 
soundness and propriety of the British controlling an LOC through 
the Mediterranean to the Middle East, and the command scheme 
which, for some time, was mutually acceptable to the U.S. and Royal 
Navies, envisaged such an LOC and envisaged the fact that it would 
probably be under British command. , | | 

All of the foregoing arguments point toward the establishment of 
a Mediterranean theater commanded by a U.S. naval officer under 
whom would be placed South European operations, strategic direction 
of the naval striking force, coordination of the various national naval 

| responsibilities, and under whom there would be a major Allied naval 
: command, with appropriate surface and air units, for the maintenance | 

of the East-West LOC under British command. The Task Force prin- 
oe ciple would be invoked as necessary, and the various maritime coordi- 

nation jobs would be easily solved. Disregarding today’s hypertension __ 
this still is a sound concept and one which would be readily accepted 

__ by the Italians, Greeks, and Turks, and with some safeguard reserva- 
tions, by the French. | | oe | | 

So much for the statement of various American views. 
The British Chiefs had luncheon with me on 5 March and Admiral 

Sherman so steered the discussions that they consisted chiefly of ex- 
pressions of British reasons in support of the British advocacy for 

| supremacy in the Mediterranean. It seemed to me that these conversa- 
| tions brought out some important underlying British thinking and 

they therefore deserve close attention. —— 
In the first place, great emphasis was laid on the touchiness of the | 

| British political situation, the feverish pitch of public opinion (which, 
Incidentally, as of this writing, has subsided to such an extent that Ad- | 
mirals can barely get on the sport page) and the absolute necessity for - | 
placating public opinion and protecting the existing Government by 
giving the British supreme command of the Mediterranean. Very little | 
of the discussion was on the basis of military effectiveness or relative 
effort, and none on comparison of economic and military contributions.
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When Sherman expressed the thought that Fechteler’s title might 
| well be downgraded, there was unanimous and strong opposition, and 

| it would probably be wise to bear in mind the fact that Fechteler as 
a “C-in-C” rather than a “Supremo” offers far less reason for the 
compensatory assignment of a British Supremo in the Mediterranean. | 
When Sherman hypothecated a situation in which Eisenhower re- | 

| tained control of the U.S. Navy striking force, it appeared that this 
| - contingency may not have occurred to the British Chiefs who all 

thought that the U.S. striking force should be under the British 
_ Supremo who would lend or assign that striking force for SACEUR’s 

support on demand. - | | 
The suggestion that we should consider what would remain to the | 

British Supremo if he did not have the U.S. Naval striking force, also | 
appeared to be disconcerting; it is obvious that the forces so remaining 

would be pitifully small and inadequate—particularly if the British | 

carry out their present expressed intention of redeploying garrison | 

troops and air from Malta to the Middle East. _ 7 a | 

_ The British Chiefs re-affirmed their adherence to the triumvirate | 
principle; Admiral Sherman listened but did not debate the subject. | 

The luncheon meeting lasted for about four hours but I believe that. | 
I am correct in my recollection when I say that the bulk of the Chiefs’ | 

argument in favor of British supremacy in the Mediterranean was 

predicated on current political and public relations aspects, and dwelt 

only superficially on the realities of military tasks and available forces. 

One very interesting viewpoint was elicited and should be mentioned: | 
there appeared to be considerable sentiment in favor of the British | 

Supremo in the Med being responsible to the Standing Group and it | 

is my recollection that they advocated Standing Group direction of any 

transfer of forces to SACEUR. | a 
One final word concerning this luncheon meeting: the British Chiefs 

expressed the thought that a considerable degree of unanimity. of 

thought had been achieved in the meeting and that they, the British 

Chiefs, felt that Sherman was in pretty general agreement with their a 
views. I consider this point to be of great importance because the 

British record of this meeting might make this point. The fact of the | 
matter is that the discussion was purely exploratory and I do not 

recollect Sherman’s expressing agreement on any of the cardinal 

 - British pomts advanced. : 
After listening to the British Chiefs, one thing emerges as para- 

mount according to my viewpoint : 

There is urgent necessity for defining SACEUR’s interest and au- 

thority in the Mediterranean. | } 
Examination of the British proposals gives rise to several extremely | 

interesting thoughts: __ : |
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(1) They would hamstring SACA’s authority but leave him with a 
| grandiose title. 

(2) SACA’s grandiose title calls for a corresponding British title in _ 
the Mediterranean. 

(3) The piecemeal British proposals would add up to British com- 
mand on SACEUR’s left flank, British command on SACEUR’s right 
flank, control of the Balkans operations, command of the Middle East, 
and probably command of South Asia. a 

(4) The-operations on your right flank would, through an inter- 
locking command directorate, be tied to the Middle East and both Med 
and Middle East would be under the Standing Group. | 

(5) SACEUR would have to obtain the loan of U.S. Naval fighting | 
forces from SACMED for support of operations in South Europe. 

(6) Through the device of supplying the commanding officer only, - 
the British would gain control in Italy, Greece, and Turkey, all of 
whom owe their strength to the U.S., all of whom prefer American 
command, and all of whom regard British over-lordship as distasteful. . 

I have two or three more thoughts to offer for your consideration | 
and then I will terminate this opus. | 

| It is my personal belief that the term “Supreme” as applied to the | 
Med would lead to common British belief in the actuality of such 
supremacy; American reaction to this might well be adverse if the 
statistics were known; on the other hand, withdrawal of forces from 
SACMED for use by SACEUR might well be considered by British 
public opinion as welshing on an agreement. I believe that the desig- 
nation of a SACMED would inevitably lead to dissatisfaction, con- 
fusion, and hard feeling. | eos | 

It is difficult to conceive of our relinquishing, or abdicating, the post- 
World War-IT American leadership which we have built up by vast a 
economic and moral support. If we are leaders, it is on the basis of _ | 
actual accomplishment and current future capability for accomplish- 
ment; by the same token military prestige can not be legislated but 

_ Inust be based on capabilities for accomplishment—forces—as well as 
on tradition: It is difficult to see how British prestige can be enduringly 
synthesized by the device of titles unless we are ready to credit to — 
British leadership the accomplishment and potentiality of American 
contributions. : | 

If the broad objective of war is the achievement of favorable post- 
war conditions, we cannot discount the importance of wartime leader- 
ship as a factor in the determination of post-war position and pres- 
tige. It would seem that American national interests for the future 
must be considered in connection with any assumption and discharge 
of military responsibilities. Finally, world position in times of peace 
is determined largely by trade and the advancement of commercial 
interests, and national security is largely dependent on accessibility to
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raw materials. If our commercial, economic, and security interests 
were to be dominated and restricted by any other nation, our own posi- ) 
tion would suffer accordingly and our wealth, our way of living, and 

our standards would be adversely affected. | 
I hope you will forgive the length of this letter. The issues at stake 

are as complex as they are grave, and the need for reviewing all the 
points discussed by and presented to Admiral Sherman appeared to | 

necessitate reasonably good coverage. _ | 
I am looking forward to visiting your headquarters again after my | 

Malta meeting with the British Middle East Cs-in-C. I need not assure 
you of my full and complete support in the tremendous undertaking 
to which you have dedicated yourself. a | 

Respectfully and sincerely, | Rost. B. CaRNEY : 

a | | | Admiral U.S. Navy 

Copy to: Admiral Sherman (via courier). a | 

740.5/3-951 : Telegram | - | | 

: The Ambassador in France (Bruce) to the Secretary of State’ 

SECRET ee | Paris, March 9, 1951—2 p. m. 

5295. Alphand called on General Eisenhower yesterday to pay re- | 
spects.? Following is résumé of conversation : | | 

| _ General Eisenhower expressed concern over tendency of NAT coun- 
_ tries to adopt highly nationalistic approach to problem of selecting 

individuals to fill positions in SHAPE and command structure. Some 
nations seemed to view appointments as means of enhancing national | 
prestige rather than as real responsibility which engages not only in- 
dividual but also government. Recent flare-up over Fechteler and Con- 

: servative demand in House of Commons for UK air commander are 
cases in point and clearly demonstrate lack understanding of im- 

_ portance of substance and public relations aspect such questions. Gen- 
eral said great damage could be done effort to build up European 
defense strength if discussions re appointments and other matters were 
constantly injected into parliamentary and public discussion on the 

basis that these posts were something to be eagerly sought by each 
nation and therefore the legitimate objects or inter-country struggles. 
Such discussions not only were divisive but gave real ammunition to 

our enemies. In particular General expressed view that NATO 

(through deputies) should impress on all members tremendous im- 

| + Sent to London as 1268, Spofford from MacArthur. : 
| 7On February 21 General Eisenhower had established the Supreme Head- 

quarters Allied Powers, Europe, in temporary facilities at the Astoria Hotel in 
| te0'p ( some Allied Commander, BHurope. First Annual Report, Paris, April
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| portance of public relations (a) in creating common understanding 
and belief in NATO, and (6) in taking every precaution to prevent 
debate and hence further misunderstanding on questions which were 
Inthe discussion stage. | 
Alphand said he agreed completely with General and thought he 

might well bring this question to attention deputies in next meeting. 
He mentioned fact that command structure for central sector was 
not yet agreed and there appeared to be certain divergent views on 
relationship of ground and air commands, particularly French desire _ 
to have tactical air under central sector commander. He assured Gen- | 
eral that French would not leak anything re discussions now in 
progress this question, particularly meeting with Juin. 

General Eisenhower said he was faced with many problems and 
heavy responsibilities. He had not sought the job as SACEUR and 
had only accepted it because the NAT nations had requested and Presi- 
dent had urged him. He then outlined in broad terms some complica- 
tions re air and ground command in central sector and again em- 
phasized that acceptance of command entailed responsibilities. He — 
also pointed out that insofar as tactical air is concerned, France will 
have very little for at least several years and that it would be in their | 
own interest to see a solution which would attract maximum air in , 
defense of central sector under system which would provide best pos- 
sible air support for ground forces. He believed he had solution in 

| mind which would best meet this problem and stressed again fact that 
SHAPE was great collective enterprise which could only succeed if 
all members pulled together as team with great common objective 
rather than narrower national objectives in mind. | 
Alphand then mentioned his role in conference on European army ® 

said he was always at General’s disposition to furnish information | 
about it. Since European army would if negotiations were successful 
be under General Eisenhower, he felt it important for him to be kept 

fully informed on an informal basis so that if French had ideas which 

would create difficulties for SHAPE they could be modified. General 

thanked him for this offer. oe 
| BRuUcE 

*For documentation on the Pleven Plan for a European army, see pp. 755 ff.
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740.5/3-951 : Telegram | | | | 

The United States Deputy Representative on the North Atlantic | 
| Council (Spofford) to the Secretary of State? | : 

SECRET 7 Lonpon, March 9, 1951—7 p.m. 

Depto 609. Knight from Spofford. Further to Depto 602,? have now 
received SG telegram Stand 62 indicating SG has requested military 

| representatives to obtain authority to approve terms of reference on 
behalf their governments. | | 

1. I propose make statement Deputies 12 March explaining pro- : 
cedure and indicating further action Deputies relating appointment | 

| Fechteler will be suspended pending agreement on terms of reference. | 

- 9, Reference proposed resolution contained Todep 239,° suggest if | 

| above procedure followed the last sentence might well be changed to 
read: 7 | ) | 

| “His powers and functions over forces when assigned to his com- | 
mand are set forth in (blank) (Department please supply SG docu- 

- ment number) and will be issued separately.” | | 

| 3. To meet situation resulting from Parliamentary question believe 
advisable make some changes press communiqué and backgrounds oral | | 

statements. Will forward suggestions soonest by air despatch.* In 
meantime, would appreciate you consult Defense and advise what, if 

anything, might be included oral statements concerning terms of 2 

reference.® os | oe 

‘SPOFFORD 

2 Repeated for information to Paris as 1709. | : 
2¥rom Spofford, dated March 9, it reported that Defense Committee Chairman 

. - DeGreef had received a message from the Standing Group asking his agreement 
to a procedure under which the Standing Group would formulate terms with 
reference to the appointment of a Supreme Commander Atlantic and submit ther 

to the Defense Committee for approval. : | 

* Of February 6, p. 464. 
‘ Airgram Usdep 13 from London, March 12 (740.5/3-1251), not printed. 

5 Acting Secretary of State Webb approved the procedure outlined by Spofford | 

| in paragraph 1, above, in telegram Todep 295, March 12. Webb added that further | 

| action on the Fechteler appointment in the Council should not be taken until — 

approval of the terms of reference had been obtained from all NATO countries by 

| the Standing Group and that Spofford would be advised when such approval had 

| been obtained. “Further information para 2 and 8 will be provided later.” 
- (740.5/8-951) - | : 

-
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740.5/3-951 ; Telegram | | 

The Acting Secretary of State to the United States Deputy Repre- 
sentative on the North Atlantic Council (Spofford), at London 

SECRET Wasuineton, March 9, 1951—7 p. m. 
Todep 291. This is State-Defense message. Please withhold Deps 

action concerning appt. Fechteler as Supreme Commander N AO, even 
if Brit willing concur res as now drafted. 
FYI this is based on JCS desire consult with Admiral Sherman upon 

his return early next week.? | | 
If some action necessary in Deps to postpone decision and if you are 

pressed by Brit explain reason US desire for delay you may use your 
discretion reveal above reason. We expect be able cable further instrs 
before end next week. | 

| ‘WEBB 

, * Message drafted and approved for transmission by Knight, cleared by JCS, | 
Defense, S/ISA, BNA, and Deputy Under Secretary of State Matthews, who | 
signed for the Secretary. a | 

* Admiral Sherman was then in Western Europe for talks with various NATO 
governments and military commanders concerning the best means of creating © 
coherent, integrated naval commands for the Atlantic and Mediterranean regions. 
Regarding this subject, see Draft Minutes of State~-JCS Meeting, March 14, infra. 

_ S§State-JCS meetings, lot 61 D 417, Jan-June 1951 

Draft Lecord of a Department of State—Joint Chiefs of Staff Meeting, 
_ Pentagon Building, March 14, 1951 

| 

TOP SECRET | [WasHINcTON, undated.] 

| : PRESENT i 

General Bradley Mr. Matthews _ | 
| General Collins Mr. Nitze 

Admiral Sherman Mr. Perkins 
General Vandenberg Mr. Byroade 
Admiral [General] Mr. Ferguson | | 

a Twining Mr. Marshall ooo 
. General Bolte Mr. Tufts | | | 

Admiral Davis Mr. Lay - 
| Admiral Lalor Mr. Gleason — | | 

Colonel Carns | 

[Here follows the section on various aspects of the German problem, 
pages 1-9 of the Record. | 

* For information concerning the meetings between Department of State officials 
and members of the Joint Chiefs of Staff during 1951, see footnote 1, p. 58. The 
source text was probably prepared by the Department of State. There is no indi- 
cation that it was cleared with any of the participants.
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| Report on ApmMirRAL SHERMAN’s TouR 8 

| GreneraL Braptey: Could you outline for us some of the things _ 

that you have in mind as a result of your recent tour through Europe? 

ApmiraL SHERMAN: Beginning in 1946, we engaged in joint plan- : 

ning with the U.K. As regards the Atlantic, we agreed in September . 

1948 that there should be a Supreme Commander in the event of war 

for Atlantic naval operations. The U.K. wanted the headquarters in | | 

London but after some discussion we agreed that the headquarters 

should be in the United States. We felt that London might be an unten- 

| able position in the event of war. There was also the consideration 
that the U.S. would be making up any deficiencies in the North Atlantic | 

since the U.K. would be faced with a shortage of forces in terms of 

its world-wide commitments. | - | 

As regards the Mediterranean, Admiral Conolly was [to be] the | 

| _ Supreme Commander for this region and had three British com- | 

manders under him for land, sea and air. The U.S. Mediterranean | 

| Fleet was regarded as a mobile offensive force under the Supreme | 

Commander. - oe | | _ ) | 
With the organization of NATO, new arrangements were necessary. | 

NATO planning could not include the Middle East. As you know, | 
- NATO planning was divided into three regions, one of which was 

the MO (Mediterranean Occidentale). Admiral Conolly (who has 

| now been replaced by Admiral Carney) was to be the Supreme Com- 

mander for the MO region. However, the question of how naval forces 

in the Mediterranean were to be handled has always been fuzzy. | 

I talked with Lord Fraser about this problem last October. His 

proposal was that the U.S. should have the top command in the 

Mediterranean and that the U.K. should have the naval command. I 

thought that it would be better the other way around because I knew 

of the proposed Atlantic arrangement. In other words, for the Medi- 

terranean I thought it would be desirable for the U.K. to have the 

Supreme Command and the U.S. to have the Naval Command. An ele- | 

ment in my view was that the U.S. would furnish the bulk of the naval 

forces in the Mediterranean. — - oe 

The next development after this conversation with Lord Fraser _ 

was that he prepare a memorandum on the problem which envisaged 

a U.S. Supreme Commander for the NATO part of the Mediterranean 

and a separate command for the rest of the Mediterranean area. The 

proposal involved the feeding back and forth of naval forces in some 

| vague way. The proposal rested on the distinction between the two 

naval functions in the area, namely the protection of lines of commu- 

nication through the Mediterranean and the support of any land op- 

erations in the area. | a 

| ee
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Now we come to the point of the leak in Denmark which touched off - 
public knowledge in the U.K. of Admiral Fechteler’s appointment.? 
Ambassador Gifford told me that it was originally planned that the 
question in Parliament concerning this appointment would be asked 
by a Liberal. Then the Government decided that that might have dis- 
astrous potentialities. Therefore, Eden was informed of the problem 
and an arrangement was made with him to ask Churchill to put the 
question. Churchill agreed. Apparently, this was all done with the 
knowledge of the British Navy. Mr. Attlee was not properly briefed 
and Churchill took advantage of this to embarrass him. This touched 
off the controversy which was not entirely spontaneous. The only men 
who stood up for the arrangement were Dalyrymple and Scofield. 

| Lord Fraser left town. That was the situation when I left for London. 
I went to Paris where I talked with General Eisenhower. He still _ 

| had his command problem to work out, including the appointment of 
a staff and of deputies. He required commanders for his northern and — 

| southern flanks. He had already advanced over here before his depar- 
ture the view that he had to have command over the naval forces cover- 
ing his flanks, and this had been agreed. | : : 
When I reached London, I had as usual appointments to see the , 

principal people in the U.K. Government and in the Admiralty. Am- _ 
bassador Gifford felt that things had progressed and that the con- 
troversy was quieting down. The campaign had now become a con- 
certed effort to get a Britisher appointed as Supreme Commander in 
the Mediterranean—and for reasons that were not primarily military 
in character. Unlike the Atlantic which is a wide open space, the. 
Mediterranean is a complicated political and economic area. In my 
conversations with the British Chiefs, I told them that I could not _ 
express a JCS view, that I was seeking information and that as far __ 
as I was concerned, if it was politically possible, I would be glad to 

| see Admiral Fechteler’s title changed to “Allied Commander in Chief, 
Atlantic”. I was emphatic that the British Chiefs had to support the 
position they had already accepted. They were deriving some satis- 
faction from the turn of events, For one thing, the U.K. Navy was on 
the front page of every newspaper. When we got around to this Medi- — 
terranean business, the principal speaker was Slim. He was the great 
advocate of a British Supreme Commander in the Mediterranean area. | 
I think that what we have to face is that an attempt is being made 
at the governmental level to establish a British position in the Medi- 
terranean which will tie in with the British position in the Middle East 
and increase their influence there. They are trying to upset and to 

- *0n February 19, the Danish Government had officially announced that Den- : 
mark had approved a proposal of the North Atlantic Council for the appointment 
of a Supreme Allied Commander for the Atlantic Ocean and that Admiral. 

tae had been selected for the post. (Survey of International Affairs, 1951, 
pp. 28.
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reverse the developments of the last six years which have resulted in 

our acquiring the dominant military position in the area. | 

_As to how we can best proceed, I suggest that we should not press the 

| Atlantic issue and that we should avoid getting hooked with the title | 

of Supreme Commander for the Mediterranean so long as we are not 

clear on the commander’s terms of reference. I further suggest that we 

should go slow for the time being on the Mediterranean issue. 7 

Within the last forty-eight hours, Mr. Attlee has requested General 

Eisenhower to make his recommendations regarding his command 
structure, including the commander for his southern flank. So the 

British are still pressing, largely for political reasons. an | 

| My conclusions are about as follows: (1) Certain NATO head- — 
quarters have got to be set up because General Eisenhower’s show has | 

| to be ready to function at the earliest possible date; (2) certain sub- | 

| sidiary organizations also have to be set up. As for the northern flank, | 

General Eisenhower envisages a command located in the British Isles, _ 

whereas the British are thinking in terms of a tri-partite arrangement | 

with headquarters in Norway. As for the southern flank, General | 

Eisenhower envisages a headquarters in Naples under Admiral Carney. | 

This would include French North Africa and Italy and also Greece, 

when and if Greece is admitted to NATO. He wants this headquarters 

to be responsible for his southern flank and for all air, land and sea | 

operations related to the defense of this flank. General Eisenhower is | 

willing to let the British have a separate command in the Mediter- | 

ranean. | a Se 

| Mr. Pergrns: I am not clear regarding the relationship between 

Admiral Carney’s command and this separate Mediterranean 

a command, ee Pee Sd Be ! 

Ap ira, SHERMAN: No one is clear about it. If the Mediterranean 

were larger, I could understand the usefulness of a NATO Mediter- ! 

| ranean Command and a.U.K. line of communications command. How- | 

ever, I do not believe that we can afford two separate naval commands 

in the Mediterranean in the event of war. If political considerations. 

- did not intrude, the proper way to organize would be to put one man. 

in control of the whole show—including the Aegean and the Balkans. 

Because of political factors, it may be necessary to come to a less logical 
arrangement. We have agreed to await General Eisenhower’s views. 

A separate point of some concern to me is the difficulties associated 
| with the establishment of a headquarters in Naples at this time, with a | 

U.S. Supreme Commander who would have a French and Italian and 

perhaps another deputy. Paris is a large place, but wherever we estab- 

| lish these headquarters we handicap our efforts to some extent. Any 

| headquarters of this kind creates a certain amount of local resentment. | 

Unfavorable local reactions are inevitable to the privileges and stand- 

ard of living, etc., of our people. We do not want to incur too many
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disadvantages in order to establish a headquarters. It seems to me that 
the best headquarters for the southern flank would be a naval vessel | 
in the Mediterranean. oO 

Mr. Martrnews: Did you talk to Ambassador Dunn about this 
problem? | 
AvMIRAL SHERMAN: Yes, and he is also apprehensive. I think the | 

first lesson to learn from all of this is that we should talk, in the first | 
instance, about responsibilities and tasks rather than command _ 
assignments. | | | 

GeNERAL Braptey: We have always been clear that the responsi- 
bility in this area is primarily British. However, we are putting a lot 
of resources into the area and this is necessary from a cold war point 
of view. a | 
ApMiraL SHERMAN: We have to look at this problem from two 

points of view: (1) What is the best military organization for the con- 
tingency of war; and (2) what will best serve our interests from the _ 
point of view of the cold war? | 
GENERAL Cotiins: It should be emphasized that the JCS has not — 

changed its view on the necessity for the U.K. to take primary respon- 
| sibility for the Middle East in the event of war. We will have a hell of | 

a job fulfilling our responsibilities in Western Europe. _ 
ApMiraL SHERMAN: I might mention one further sidelight which 

may be of some interest and amusement. When I was returning home 
I took off from Italy and agreed not to refuel in Spain because of 
French and British sensitivities about our Spanish policy. I decided 
that it would be bad to land in French Morocco in view of the recent 
excitement in that area.* This left only Gibraltar and so I decided to | 
land there. While I was there, the U.S. Naval Attachéin Madridcame  —_ 

down to see me and I also lunched with the British Commander there. a 

It was all very pleasant. Lord Fraser had just left Gibraltar to go to 

Spain on a visit and I thought that this was desirable for the British 

would thus appear to be taking the initiative as regards Spain. Then 

on my return home, I found this most interesting despatch concerning 
Lord Fraser’s activities in Spain (Admiral Sherman’s reference was _ 
to the report that Lord Fraser was being accompanied back to Britain _ 

by a senior Spanish General, presumably for the purpose of discussing 
British-Spanish cooperation in defense matters.) .° | a 

~ *See volume rv. | | | 
‘For documentation on U.S. policies toward the French Protectorate in 

Morocco, see volume v. 
*On March 8 Consul General Plitt at Tangier reported to the Department of 

State in telegram 331 that Admiral Lord Fraser in the course of a visit to the 
commander of the Spanish military zone of Algeciras, Lt. Gen. Carlos Martinez 
Campos, had said that “British authorities seriously concerned USAF program 
Morvceo and France in connection establishment NATO headquarters, France 
where that office under General Eisenhower is becoming so preponderantly Ameri- 
can that over-all effect equivalent occupation France aud Morocco by US.” Fraser
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Mr. Perkins: This report has been confirmed by another report | 

_ from Tangiers. It seems to me that our Embassy in the U.K. should 
takethismatter up. — , | | 
ApmiraL SHERMAN: Where did Tangiers get the information ? | 

Mr. Perxins: I believe it is from a separate source. | 

| Mr. Marruews: Do you know the Spanish General in question? — 

ApMIRAL SHERMAN: Yes, he is a good, intelligent and restrained : 

Mr. Martruews: I believe he is now on a British carrier with Lord 

Fraser. oo os | 

Mr. Perkins: Whether we are right on the purpose of these con- | 

versations is a question we are not sure about. oo 

- Generat Braptey: There have been so many irritants in our rela- | 

tionships with the British in recent months that I think we may have : 

to have a showdown with them sometime in the near future. The | 

incidents include Admiral Fechteler’s appointment, the publicity con- | 

cerning the Malta Conference,® the F-86 issue, the Spanish question | 

and finally the rather rude British criticisms of the military conduct | 

of the campaign in Korea. I am not sure that these things should be 

taken up on a governmental basis but perhaps we should sit down, as 

we have before, with the British Chiefs and call each other names for 

a while. | , | an | 

Genera. Couiins: Might we not be able to find out from the Spanish _ 

7 General what the nature of his conversations were? I think that the 

timing with which we step in is very important. oe | 

-.. Apmirau SuerMan: The explanation of these difficulties may lie in | 

something which Mountbatten told me. I want to be very careful to 

protect the security of the source of this point of view. He told me that 

the British are increasingly apprehensive regarding the effects upon 

them if the development of U.S. policy leads to the involvement of | 

the U.K. in a war. The continent would be occupied in the event of war 

and the U.K. would suffer very heavy damage, if not obliteration. 

They are worried about the possibility that when our rearmament pro- | 

gram is substantially complete, we will feel that we are in a position 

- purportedly explained that “British did not want Spain become another such zone 
| American occupation,” and in order to forewarn Spanish military authorities of | 

| the American objectives in Spain, Fraser was said to have invited the Spanish 

| commander aboard the British battleship Vanguard in Gibraltar to travel incog- . 

nito to England “where British military authorities prepared fully acquaint 

Campos with American plans for European defense.” In telegram 4884 of March 12 

from London, Ambassador Gifford told the Department of State that “Knowing 
| Admiral Fraser and his personal attitude, as well as that of British Chiefs of 

Staff and HMG, we are confident that Department’s assumption this is malicious | 

gossip is correct.” (611.52/3-851, 611.52/3-1251) 
6On January 23-24 and March 18, Admiral Carney, then Commander in Chief, 

- United States Naval Forces, Eastern Atlantic and Mediterranean, met on the . 

| island of Malta with Gen. Sir Brian Robertson, the British Commander in Chief 

of Middle East Forces to discuss the defense of the Middle East. For related 

documentation, see volume Iv. :
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where we will have to take some action before our equipment becomes 
obsolete. I do not know his political position but he is 2 man of con- 
siderable influence who has good relations with both Parties, who is 

| called upon by the King for advice and who, of course, is influential 
in the Admiralty. I believe that he was sincerely expressing an im- 
portant British point of view. I think that some such anxiety lies | 

__ behind such irritating incidents as we have been experiencing. | 
| Mr. Marruews: I think you are right. How can we allay this 

anxiety ? How can we show that we do not want war? | 
ApmiraL Suerman: In my opinion, the anxiety is coupled—contra- 

dictory though it may seem—with the view that things are going to be 
all right. Optimism breeds discord more than the hot breath of 
impending disaster. 

| Mr. Perxrys: Did you talk with the French regarding the Mediter- 
ranean problem ? | 
_Apmirat Suerman: I very carefully avoided this topic in all my 

discussions with the French. However, a French General told me yes- 
terday of his Government’s concern with this problem. He thought 
that we should go ahead with the establishment of a headquarters for 
the MO region. He thought that a Britisher should have the naval 
command, but he indicated that it would be desirable for the Supreme 
Commander to have a French general as his deputy. I may say that 
this increases my apprehensions regarding Naples as the headquarters. | 

Mr. Matruews: We are going to hear a lot more about this especially 
in view of the Pleven talks.’ | 
GENERAL Braptey: I told General Ely this morning that we have 

had conversations for years with the British regarding various prob- 
lems just as we have had conversations with the French. I pointed out __ 
that we were going to have tri-partite talks regarding Far East prob- 
lems. I emphasized that we have got to continue to deal bilaterally 
with other countries insofar as we have problems of a bilateral 
character. 

GrneERAL Cottins: We must not be stampeded into including the 
French in every mecting with the British. | 

GeNnERAL Braptey: The JCS feels that NATO matters are and 
should be handled with the British and French in the Standing Group, 

_ that Latin American matters are dealt with in the Inter-American De- 
fense Board and that other problems which fall outside the NATO 
area and Latin America must be dealt with bilaterally. This cannot be 
avoided. We are going to have to have bilateral talks with many 
countries. | | 

Mr. Perkins: I think that the immediate problem with the French | 
is their participation in conversations regarding the Middle East. 

7 For documentation concerning the visit to Washington of French Prime Min- 
ister René Pleven January 29-30, see volume Iv.
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Generat Braver: I thought so also and this may be the real prob- 

lem, but it does seem that the French desire a Standing Group for | 

world problems. | | oo 

| Mr. Perxrns: There is a good deal of evidence that they want to. : 

be included in discussions of the Middle Kast. | : 

ApmiraL SHERMAN: The French worries regarding the Malta Con- 7 

ference would never have arisen if the U.K. had not spilled the beans : 

to the French. | | 

Mr. Marruews: The British always like to inflate their special 

relationship with the U.S. | | - | 

| Genera, Braptey: They must have had some dirty reason for | 

 acquainting the French with this Conference. : ; 

GenrraL Coutts: One of the questions that is always asked on the 

Hill is how much latitude do we have to consider problems from the 

‘point of view of our own interests. The Hill is concerned about these 

multi-lateral arrangements because they think that arrangements ines 

“hibit our freedom to take decisions in terms of our own interests. . : 

| Avmirat Susrman: I think that we should stress that point with — 

the French. We can tell them quite frankly that Congress will not | 

tolerate the extension of multi-lateral arrangements and that Congress | 

insists that except for NATO and the Inter-American Defense Board | 

we have got to be free to consider other problems on a bilateral basis. | 

GeneraL Brap.ey: The Congressmen have asked me how many | 

countries have to give their approval before we can take this, that or | 

the other action—for example, the use of the A-bomb. , | 

| Mr. Marruews: Of course the French rejoinder would be that we 

do talk with the British regarding the Middle East. 

GeneraL Braptey: The rejoinder to that is that the French have 

no forces in the Middle East and have therefore no contribution to 

make. The purpose of our discussions with the British is the coordi- 

nation of our efforts in the area. The French have nothing to be | 

coordinated. Oo 

Generat Couitns: It is necessary to coordinate with the British in 

order to relate our efforts at the present time with our actions in the 

event of war. a a | 

Mr. Nirzx: This problem is related to the problems of the present 

meeting of the Deputies in Paris. We must always remember that the 

| basic Russian tactic is to divide the West and to exploit every op- 

portunity for this. They will keep the pressure up if they can until 

they find some issue on which the U.K. or the French will run away | 

from us. _ | | 7 Oo 

ApmiraL SierMAN: While we must continue to talk bilaterally, we 

should try to prevent this from becoming an issue between us and the 

French or any other country. However, if it does become an issue then 

| | 536-688 PT 1--81---34 | |
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I think we have no choice but to assert our right to have bilateral _ 
discussions, | . | | 

[Here follows the concluding page of. the Draft Report which 
records a brief discussion of the next meeting of the group.] 

740.5/8-1651 : Telegram | | | 

The Ambassador in France (Bruce) to the Secretary of State? 

SECRET Parts, March 16, 1951—noon. 
5448, From MacArthur. Re Para 2 Depto 602 (London repeat reftel 

to Brussels).? Fol is record that part of General Gruenther’s confer- | 
ence with liaison officers on February 16 indicating how top SHAPE 
appointments wld be filled. Record this mtg was reproduced and given 
all liaison officers. 

“How do we intend to fill those other positions? We are looking over 
very carefully available officers in countries who might be able fill  __ 
positions of D/C’s and A/C’s.? We have so many Americans in staff 
there is danger of over-Americanizing it. Perhaps we have too many 
here now. It may be good way to get Americans interested in Europe 
and on other hand it might give impression Americans are trying 
dominate staff. 

“Question of nat] prestige comes up in selection of officers. I hope | 
very much that feeling does not develop. Jobs are extremely im- 
portant—difficult ones to fill. It is going to be matter great urgency 

| that we get best man for each job. We can make mistakes. Considering 
problems we have had, we must have men of wide experience. Certain 
nations might feel they shld have man in certain position. We want _ | 
avoid handling it that basis, but on ability of officers. If Chiefs of 
Staff feel they do have officers who cld fill these posts, 1 wld be very 
glad have that info. Wld also be very grateful that when you felt ) 
strongly when certain man isn’t put in given position, for instance, 
there won’t be any hard feelings. Principle of rotation (one year) is — 
very definitely in General Eisenhower’s mind without any rigid con- 
trol. I don’t think question of nat] prestige will come up but if it is to 
be problem I want to be told about it. We must have harmonious a 
relationships, because inherent nature of our problem is difficult one— 
if we started out with any friction we will be in bad way. Prestige that _ 
any country shld acquire due to an officer being in certain position is 
not so great. Real prestige is going to come in measure of forces that 
are furnished by countries. Prestige matters are relatively insignificant 

* Repeated information to London for Spofford as 1319 and to Brussels as 254. 
* Not printed ; it contained Spofford’s report of March 9 of a conversation with — 

a staff member of the Belgian Delegation to the Council of Deputies in which 
the Belgian had asked whether Eisenhower had selected his top staff appoint- | 
ments as a “result bilateral conversations British.”. He was informed that the 
United States Delegation to the North Atlantic Council “was neither consulted 
nor informed” by SHAPE on such matters presumably because of their exclusively 
military nature. (740.5/3-951) 

* Presumably the reference here is to deputy and assistant chiefs of staff.
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ones. I welcome your frank views this matter. We shld like have your | 
cooperation so that when we do make decisions you will do your best | 
to see they are presented in proper light. Obviously there are going to t 
be subsections in each staff section—there will be representation all | 
nations. Nat] point of view isn’t going to be one of things members of | 
staff will be representing anyhow. That is why you are here.” 

| | [MacArruur] 
| | Bruce | 

740.5/3-1651: Telegram Oo 

The Ambassador in France (Bruce) to the Secretary of State — | 

- TOP SECRET §-NIACT. Paris, March 16, 1951—noon. | 
Unnumbered. Perkins from MacArthur (no distribution except as | 

directed by Perkins), Since his arrival here General Eisenhower has | 
been grappling with problem of command structure. It impossible to : | 

exaggerate how complex this question is involving as it does appre- | 

hensions, considerations of both national and individual pride and _ 

prestige, certain latent traditional jealousies, etc. | — 
To avoid premature public and Parliamentary discussion on this 

question (which might (1) cause repercussions not unlike those _ 

| caused in UK by question of SAC Atlantic, or (2) induce NAT mem- ! 

bers to adopt rigid and unyielding positions) info re multiple discus- ! 
| sions which have been going on has been held very tight. End of last 

week General Eisenhower worked out satisfactory solution to com- 
mand structure of central sector (which was complicated by French | 

desire have air subordinate to ground commander, Paris Embtel 
5266).1 Yesterday he was able to reach very satisfactory solution for 

northern command structure which had also been hung up. No question 
it is due entirely to General Eisenhower that solutions were found to 
which all could honestly agree. ee 7 ) 

Last night General Eisenhower cabled his recommendation on com- | 

mand structure to SG in msg SH-20202 (Shapeto 2) March 15.2 He 

also recommended date for public release this INFO and in meantime 

recommended absolute secrecy so that story won’t leak piecemeal prior 

to SHAPE announcement. (This latter point most important in terms | 
impact over here.) Suggest you contact Defense with view to seeing — 
Shapeto 2 which gives full details re command set-up. [MacArthur.] 

| | | — - Bruce— 

*Dated March 9; renumbered as 5295 by the Department of State and printed | 

| P The military message under reference here has not been found in Department 
of State files; regarding the emergent NATO command structure, see the editorial 
note, infra. | | | , 

|
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Editorial Note | 

A series of headquarters staff appointments and European defense 
command appointments for the North Atlantic Treaty Organization 
were announced by General Eisenhower’s headquarters between 
March 6 and 20, as follows: 

North Atlantic Staff appointments: Deputy Chief of Staff (Ad- 
ministration), Lieutenant General Marcel Maurice Carpentier : 
(France) ; Deputy Chief of Staff (Plans), Air Marshal Edmund C. 
Hudleston (United Kingdom); Assistant Chief of Staff (Intelli- 
gence), Major General Sir Terence Airey (United Kingdom) ; Assist- 
ant Chief of Staff (Organization and Training), Major General 
Francis W. Festing (United Kingdom); Assistant Chief of Staff = 
(Personnel and Administration), Rear Admiral Ferrante Capponi 
(Italy) ; Assistant Chief of Staff (Plans, Policy, and Operations), 
Major General Pierre-Louis Bodet (France) ; Assistant Chief of Staff 

| (Logistics), Major General Edmond H. Leavey (United States). | 
_ European Defense Commands: Deputy Supreme Allied Commander, 
Field Marshal Viscount Montgomery (United Kingdom) ; Deputy 
Supreme Commander (Air), Air Chief Marshal Sir Hugh Saunders 
(United Kingdom); Deputy Supreme Commander (Naval), Vice 
Admiral André Georges Lemmonier (France) ; Commander in Chief, 
Allied Army Forces in Central Europe, General of the Army Alphonse 
Juin (France) ; Commander in Chief, Northern Europe, Vice Ad- 
miral Sir Patrick Brind (United Kingdom) ; Commander in Chief, 
Allied Air Forces in Central Europe, Lieutenant General Lauris | 
Norstad (United States) ; Naval Flag Officer, Central Europe, Vice 
Admiral Robert Jaujard (France); Commander of Allied Army 
Forces in Norway, Lieutenant Genera] Wilhelm Tangen-Hansteen, 
Commander in Chief of the Norwegian Army; Commander of Allied 
Army Forces in Denmark, Lieutenant General Ebbe Gértz, Com- | 
mander in Chief of the Danish Army; Commander of Allied Air 
Forces, Northern Europe, Major General Robert K. Taylor (United 
States). 7 ee | oe | 

General Eisenhower’s headquarters further announced that the 
command organization in Southern Europe would be made public 
subsequently and that the command of Allied land forces in that 
region would be given to an Italian general. Eisenhower’s headquarters 
further stated that General Eisenhower would request the Brussels 

Treaty Powers to transfer to his command some of the responsibilities 
of the Western Union Commanders in Chief Committee, which would 

have to fit into the framework of the North Atlantic Treaty 
Organization.
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| --740.5/8-951 : Telegram | , Stee 

The Secretary of State to the United States Deputy Representative on | 

| the North Atlantic Council (Spofford) , at London 

SECRET _ Wasuineton, March 22, 1951—6 p. m. 

- Todep 320. This is State-Defense msg. Further to our Todep 295 ? | 

and re your Depto 609. We believe fol procedure shld be followed in 

finalizing appt Admiral Fechteler as SACLANT. | | 

A. Further action by Deputies shld wait until approval terms of 

reference has been obtained from all NATO nations by Standing 

Group, as indicated our ‘Todep 295. os - 
B. Last sentence proposed res contained Todep 239 * shld be modi- | 

fied to read as fols: : - | 

| _ “His powers and functions over forces when assigned to his | | 

~ command will be generally in accordance with D.C. 24/2 and D.C. ) 

24/3, and will be issued separately by the Standing Group with _ | 

the approval of Governments.” _ 

| Additional guidance on press release and statements will be forth- | 

coming shortly after study uragam Usdep 18.* | 

| | ACHESON — 

1 Message drafted and signed for the Secretary of State by Knight and cleared | | 

by Perkins (HUR) and Defense. | | 

2 Not printed, but see footnote 5, p. 487. : | 

 8¥February 6, p. 464. | oo 

‘Dated March 12, containing Spofford's latest suggestions concerning a revised 
press communiqué on the Fechteler appointment (740.5/3-1251). In telegram 

Yodep 330 of March 28, Acheson informed Spofford that the Military Representa- 

tives Committee of the NAC had approved the Terms of Reference for SACLANT 

and had agreed to issue them to SACLANT when he was appointed. Acheson | 

therefore recommended that the NAC Deputies be asked to finalize the Fechteler 

appointment (740.5/3-951). In telegram Depto 712 of April 3, Spofford reported 

that the United Kingdom had accepted the original wording of the first sentence 
of the American resolution proposed in telegram Todep 239. Spofford added that 

the British now urgently desired to “eomplete action in deputies and publicize : 

appointment prior to Mon 9 April when expect issue white paper” and to open 

“defense debate in Commons.” In telegram Todep 349 of April 5, Secretary Ache- | 

son replied with pleasure to the news of British acceptance of the original Ameri- 
can proposal, but he told Spofford he was “still desirous that for the record | 
you shid ask UK Rep in Council Deps whether UK Govt has any remaining 

Objection or reservation re appointment US officer as SACLANT” (740.5/4-351). 

a | 

| | 

| , | a
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740.5/3-2451 ; Telegram 

The Chargé in France (Bohlen) to the Secretary of State? | 

CONFIDENTIAL : Paris, March 24, 1951—4 p. m. a 
| 5683. In course of Assembly debate re provisional twelfth of mil 

budget, Gaullist Deputy Jean-Paul Palewski proposed amendment 
requiring govt to “define its policy re Western def strategy” and in 
particular re NATO staff appointment. He referred to critical news- | 
paper editorial in Ze Monde of Mar 22 which called attention to 
“singularly reduced prerogatives” of General Juin as central sector 
commander as compared with these of Admiral Brind (who in 
northern sector has direct command over air forces). Le Monde — 
attributed difference between Brind and Juin authority to contrast 
between expression of natl consciousness in Britain on occasion of 
Fechteler appointment, and “virtual lack of public interest re Atlantic | 
staff appointments in France.” | | 

Pleven replied for govt, pointing out complexity of problem, or- | 
ganization of coalition command being unprecedented in peacetime, 
and added: “each nation putting up an important contribution to 
collective security must have feeling that it assumes functions which 

correspond to (extent of) its contribution. This principle has always 

guided French Govt and gen staff in their discussions with American 

mil authorities and govt.” Pleven explained further that since north- 

ern sector command involves principally naval and air forces, com- 

mand problem is different there from central sector and that French 

- Govt, “has obtained what it considers essential,” namely placing of all | 
central ground forces under command of a French General. Pleven 
also indicated that General Norstad is deputy to Juin for purposes 

of tactical support while reporting directly to Eisenhower re stra- 

tegic air. | — 

The Palewski amendment (which was beaten 356 to 82) is in line 

with recently stepped-up Nationalist propaganda line of RPF Mem- 

ber of De Gaulle’s directing council, referring to the General’s recent 
question about ’US air facilities in Morocco (Embtel 5032, Feb 27) ,? 
has recently indicated to Embassy that such themes can be expected | 

to bulk still larger in RPF propaganda as election campaign gets 

underway, that “no unfriendliness to US is implied” and that under- | 
lying such propaganda is policy of “not letting nationalist appeal 

become monopoly of Commies.” 
BoHLEN | 

* Repeated to London as 1390. : 
vol vor documentation concerning U.S. interests in air facilities in Morocco, see
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781.5/5-151 a a | | 

The Secretary of State to the Secretary of Defense (Marshall)? 

TOP SECRET [Wasuineton,] March 24, 1951. 

My Dear Mr. Secretary: The Department of State has had under | 

continuing study the desirability and feasibility of the United States | : 

entering into reciprocal security arrangements with Turkey and : 

Greece.2 You will recall that the last decision taken by the United _ 

States in this connection was at the time of the September meeting of _ | 
the North Atlantic Treaty Council in New York, which was to the 

| effect that the two countries should not be invited to adhere to the 
, North Atlantic Treaty, but should be invited to associate themselves 

with such appropriate phases of the military planning work of the 
North Atlantic Treaty Organization as are concerned with the de- 

fense of the Mediterranean. This position was adopted by the North 

Atlantic Treaty Council and was communicated to the Governments 

| of Turkey and Greece, which subsequently accepted the invitation. | 

The United States position was formulated after appropriate con- 

sultation with the Department of Defense and the Joint Chiefs of 

Staff. In concurring with the recommendations of the Joint Chiefs 

of Staff, the Department of Defense in a letter dated September 11, 

1950 * recommended that: OS , 

(a) The United States now support the granting of associate status 

| to Turkey and Greece in order that their representatives may partici- 
pate without delay in coordinated planning. oo 3 — 

a (bd) As soon as the defense of the member nations of the North 

Atlantic Treaty Organization is reasonably assured, the United States 
consider raising the question of full membership of Turkey and Greece 
in the North Atlantic Treaty Organization.  —|. BS 

(ce) Serious consideration not be given at this time to granting Iran 

either consultative or associate member status in the North Atlantic 
Treaty Organization. | 

In its letter, the Department of Defense further stated that from the . 

military point of view it would interpose no objection to the United 

| States, United Kingdom and France joining to give informal assur- 

| ance to Turkey that a Soviet attack against it would probably mean | 

1 Drafted on March 19 by William Rountree, Director of the Office of Greek, | , 

, Turkish, and Iranian Affairs, and Edmund J. Dorsz, Deputy Director. Cleared 

| with Deputy Under Secretary of State Matthews, the Policy Planning Staff, RA, 

| EUR, and the Office of International Security Affairs, —s.. re | 

27The issue of additional security guarantees to Greece and Turkey was the 

subject of a series of telegrams between the Department of State and the U.S. 

Deputy Representative on the North Atlantic Council, Charles Spofford, during 

the first 3 weeks of March. See telegram 4163 from the Department to London of 

March 14 and telegram Depto 666 from London of March 22. (740.5/3-1401 ; | 

740.5/3-2251) — a - , 

See memorandum of September 9, 1950, by the Joint Chiefs of Staff to Secre- 

tary of Defense Johnson, Foreign Relations, 1950, vol. v, p. 1306. _ 

* See ibid., vol. 111, p. 278. | }
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the beginning of global war and that the United States, United King- 
dom and France would act accordingly. | | | 

The present arrangement has not been satisfactory to Turkey for a 
variety of reasons. The Turkish Government has several times in re- 
cent weeks reiterated at the highest levels its request for a full-fledged 
security arrangement with the United States either on a bilateral or 
some multilateral basis. The Turkish position was highlighted in re- 
cent conversations in Ankara which Assistant Secretary McGhee had 
with the Turkish President, the Prime Minister and the Foreign | 
Minister. There are enclosed for your information copies of memo- 
randa of these conversations,® in which the Turkish authorities em pha- 
sized the real and effective contribution which Turkey can offer to the : 
common cause. It is clear, however, that Turkey will insist that it have | 
a full-fledged security arrangement with the United States if it is to | 
maximize its contribution. While the Greek Government has not 
pressed the matter to the same degree as the Turkish Government, it 
remains the Department’s view that the extension of a security com- 
mitment to Turkey would, for political reasons, require that a similar 
arrangement be made for Greece. , | 

On February 22, 1951 the Conference of Middle Eastern Chiefs of. | 
Mission held at Istanbul * concluded that the attainment of United 
States politico-military objectives in Turkey and Greece, and conse- 
quently in the entire Middle Eastern area, requires that the United 

_ States enter at the earliest possible moment into reciprocal security , 
arrangements with Turkey and Greece. The conference recommended 
that urgent consideration be given to this step, and set forth in a tele- | 

| gram” to the Department of State, a copy of which is attached, the 
considerations upon which its conclusions were based. ee 

A full-fledged security arrangement would insure Turkish belliger- | 
ency in case of aggression which involved the United States. Further, 
it would be an important factor in obtaining Turkey’s cooperation in 
security measures which might only indirectly benefit its security but 
which would be of considerable value to the anti-Soviet coalition as a _ 
whole. The United States has not been in a sufficiently strong position 
to press the Turks to undertake a number of measures which would be 
of strategic importance to the United States. Among such measures are 

‘the following: | 

| 1. Controlled mining of the Turkish Straits, which the Department 
of the Navy is understood to advocate. The Turks fear that if the 
Straits are mined the Soviets will renew their demands fer a revision 
of the Montreux Convention and possibly subject Turkey to other 
forms of pressure. | - | 

° See memorandum of conversation by Rountree, February 12, p. 466. 
*For documentation on the Conference of Middle Eastern Chiefs of Mission, | 

Istanbul, February 14-21, see volume v. . 
“Telegram 305, February 21, from McGhee at Istanbul, not printed.
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_ 2, Agreement with the United States on the use of air and other 
bases which the Joint Chiefs of Staff consider essential. While these 
bases would undoubtedly be of great value to the United States in view | : 
of their proximity to vulnerable targets in the USSR, such a request 
would be viewed by the Turks as another indication that they are being | 
asked to contribute their strength but are not being permitted the same | 
guarantees of protection as are given to Western European countries. | 
Moreover, the existence of bases in Turkey developed by the United _ | 
States would appear to be of limited value if we were not assured of : 

| immediate Turkish participation in the event the United States be- a 
comes involved in hostilities with the Soviet Union. Neutrality would | 
render such bases.in Turkey of potential value only. 7 | 

8. The supply of additional combat units for service with the United 
Nations military forces, as recently suggested by the Joint Chiefs of 
Staff. Due to internal political factors, the Turkish Government would 
probably be unwilling to contribute more troops unless it could assure 
the Turkish people that a security commitment had been obtained or | 

- unless it felt that experience to be gained by military units would be of | 
great value to the Turkish armed forces (the Turks have, however, 
agreed to furnish replacements for their Korean casualties). | 

| 4. Mutual defense arrangements between Turkey and its neighbors. | 
High Turkish officials have made it clear that such arrangements 
would be undertaken only within the framework of a broader security =| 
arrangement to which the United States is a party. | 

| The question of whether or not reciprocal security commitments : 
should be entered into with Turkey and Greece, as well as the question 

- as to the most desirable form for such commitments, of course involves | 
- many problems, most of which were considered by the Departments of 

| Defense and State when the matter was studied prior to the last meet- 
| ing of the North Atlantic Treaty Council. Some of these are: | 

(a) The extent to which a security commitment would serve as a 
| provocation to the Soviet Union; - ee | , 

(6) The political and military organizational and planning prob- 
- lems involved, including questions of command; | 

-(c) The extent to which the United States and the other powers 
| participating in the commitment would in fact be able to extend assist- | 

| ance to Turkey and Greece in the event of hostilities ; | | 
(zd) The effect upon the North Atlantic Treaty powers of United 

States action in widening the scope of its security obligations ; 
(e) The effect upon countries of the general area of Greece and 

~ Turkey which would not be included in the security commitment ; 
(f) The extent to which the security commitment might lead to a 

~ relaxation by Turkey and Greece of their efforts to develop their 
maximum strength to resist Soviet or satellite aggression ; 

(<) The effects of the extension of a security commitment to Turkey 
‘and Greece upon their requirements for, and expectations of, addi- 
tional United States military, economic or other aid; _ | 

- (j) The effects of such new commitment upon the ability of the 
United States, United Kingdom, and other participants in NATO to 
carry out their commitmentselsewhereinthe world. |
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The Department considers that the time has now come when the | 
advantages to be derived from the extension of a security commitment 

_to Turkey and Greece must.be carefully reviewed and weighed against 
the disadvantages. In this connection it considers as pertinent the fol- 
lowing factors set forth by the Middle Eastern Chiefs of Mission in 
their communication to the Department. | 

(A) Political situation in Turkey presently reveals such strong 
popular as well as official demand for security commitment as to _ 
assure the United States of maximum flexibility in arrangement 
offered and minimum commitments required ; | 

| (B) If offer not made soon, there is reason to believe that Turkey 
will veer toward policy of neutralism, which will always have strong 
basic appeal. Until commitment is extended to Turkey, there is no 
assurance that Turkey will declare war unless attacked ; | 

(C) In order to assure immediate co-belligerency and utilization in. 
collective security action of military potential which Turkey is build- 
ing with United States help, commitment on part of United States is 
required ; | | 

(D) Commitment on part of United States is required for assurance 
of immediate United States and allied utilization of Turkish bases in 

| event we are engaged in hostilities; | | 
(E) Initially at least, Turkey in entering into security arrange- 

ment with United States would be committing more than the commit- 
ments which she would receive; and 

| _. (EF) Conference is convinced that, if security arrangement is of- 
fered Turkey, it must at same time be offered to Greece. Foregoing | 
considerations apply also to Greece, particularly point (D). Moreover, 
apart from this important political consideration, Greece can con- 
tribute strong defensive forces and bases. 

With reference to the form a United States security guarantee might 
take, the Department suggests consideration of the several alternatives — 
set forth in the telegram from the Middle East Chiefs of Mission. 
These are: | Se 

1, Through adherence by Turkey and Greece to NATO, either 

(a) asseparate regional grouping, or 
| (6) directly. - 

2. Through bilateral arrangements between United States and Tur- 
key, and United States and Greece. - 

38. Through multilateral arrangement among United States, United 
Kingdom, Turkey and Greece. __ a. | | | 

4, Through some other plan which, taking into account the complex | 
political, military and administrative problems involved, will still | 
accomplish the purpose of bilateral security undertakings as between 
the United States and Greece and Turkey, having always in mind the | 
factor of urgency. ) 

® For a discussion of the question of Greek and Turkish membership in NATO, 
see Dean Acheson, Present at the Creation (New York, 1969), pp. 569-510 and 
Mike, The Memoirs of the Right Honourable Lester B. Pearson, vol. 2 (New 
York, 1973), pp. 70-72 and 85.
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a It is understood that Admiral Carney, who participated in the Con- 
ference of the Middle Eastern Chiefs of Mission, transmitted to the | 
Joint Chiefs of Staff a recommendation similar to that made by the | 

| Conference to the Department of State, and it is assumed that the : 

appropriate military authorities are now giving consideration to the 

~ matter. In view of the desirability of arriving at an early decision upon | 

the question, I would appreciate receiving as soon as possible the views | 

of the Department of Defense. - oo 
- Sincerely yours, | [Dean AcHESON | 

| | 740,5/3-8151:Cireular alrgram | | | | 

_ The Secretary of State to Certain Diplomatic Offices? — | 

| TOP SECRET . - Wasuineton, March 31, 1951—8: 15 a. m, 

- The following is the text of Depto 666, March 22 from Ambassador | 
Spofford for your information. In this connection it should be noted | 

| that we are giving thought to the need for further security guarantees 

tu Greece and Turkey, but we have not made up our minds about the 
necessity for such additional guarantees and even less as to the form 
they should take if we should decide that they are desirable. oa 

, “No Distribution Outside State. From Spofford. Ref Deptel 4163. 
While my competence to comment on question of extending additional 
security guarantees to Greece and Turkey is naturally limited, I wel- : 

~ come opportunity afforded by reftel to do so in light of our experience 
with NATO. . | eee | 
“Arguments set forth by Middle Eastern Chiefs of Mission are 

strongly persuasive in favor of some form of mutual security arrange- 
ment. My thinking is along fol line: 7 | 

: 1. From strictly US point of view, there wld apparently be no dif- 
ference in commitment which US wld assume whether Greece and | 
Turkey were admitted to NATO or included in separate collective de- | 
fense agreement or bound by bilateral or trilateral arrangement with 
US. Dept will have noted error in Mid East Mission chiefs tel para 

| (2) stating Congressional action not required (see page 18 for RelCom 
reporton NAT)2  _ | - | oo 

¥. From point of view of Greece and Turkey my understanding 1s 
that their principal objective is to enter into security agreements with 
US and perhaps UK as powers best able to contribute to their defense : 
and that, aside from fact that NATO is going concern and Greece and | 
Turkey feel “excluded”, they have little interest in entering security | 
arrangement with Scandinavian, Benelux and other smaller countries. 

3. Conversely, I believe it wld prove extremely ditlicult to secure 

| 1Drafted by Henry L. Staples (EUR), cleared with NEA, sent to Ankara, , 

Athens, Brussels, Copenhagen, The Hague, Lisbon, Oslo, Ottawa, Reykjavik, | 

Rome, and Moscow. . , : 

2 Reference is to the Report of the Senate Committee on Foreign Relations, 

June 6, 1949,on the North Atlantic Treaty (S. Exec. Rept. 8, 81st Cong., 1st sess. ) 

text in Basic Documents, vol. 1, p. 825. | | | |
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| agreement of all NAT govts (which in most if not all cases wld re- _ 
quire parliamentary approval) to Greek.and Turkish adherence to 
treaty. While I have not discussed subj with other NAT deputies 
except French, since Sept, I doubt that position then taken have sub- 

| sequently been modified, i.e., strong opposition to Greek or Turkish 
membership in NAT by smaller nations, open mind by Italy and UK. 
Alphand last night asked me about accuracy of press reports that 
US was again actively considering NAT-Turkish relationship. 1 
denied knowledge of present status of your thinking. He said French 
were opposed to any closer relationship than that agreed in Sept, 
but wld be anxious to be included in any discussions on Eastern Med 
security. He obviously had Malta fresh in mind.® 

4. I believe view of smaller nations is that Greek and Turkish mem- 
bership wld be disadvantageous both to their short and long term 
security interests, by extending their own commitment and risk, and | 
also disadvantageous to their long term econ and polit interests. This 
point of view represents, I think, hopes of majority of NAT countries 
that treaty will be effective in countering short range threat to their 
security and eventually provide basis for closer association of Western 
Eur democracies with US and Canada in a lasting sense. ae | 

5. Concept of North Atlantic community based on common tradi- 
tion, heritage, democratic institutions, and religion of present parties, 
provides one basic element of strength of present treaty and differ- 
entiates it from purely mil alliance. We shld consider whether inclu- _ 
sion of Greece and Turkey wld be viewed. not merely by Communist 
propaganda, but also I believe, by public opinion in many NAT 
countries as tending to vitiate this concept and make treaty appear 
merely an instrument for containment of USSR. | | 

6. At present NAT has a limited and comparatively homogeneous 
membership. I wld fear that extension of present membership (except 
probably in due course to include Ger and Spain) wld reduce its effec- © 
tiveness. There is, of course, no provision in treaty for any form of 
limited membership, which in any event wld not be psychologically 
ratisfactory to Greece and Turkey. ok 
_% Nature of North Atlantic community and requirements of inte- 

| grated defense go far beyond common mil planning, as for example in _ 
coordinating production, establishment of integrated forces, etc. ‘These 

| factors may not be similarly applicable in case of Eastern Med. A sep- 
arate collective security arrangement wld presumably be drafted, as 

_ NAT was, to take particular account of realities of purticular situa- 
tion. I would assume that an Eastern Med arrangement wld ditfer 
considerably from NATO with respect to organization even though 
treaty might closely resemble NAT. - | 

- 8. There shld of course be close coordination of mil planning be- | 
tween any Eastern Med arrangement and NATO... | 

9. As seen from here best measure of extending additional security 
guarantees to Greece and Turkey wld on balance appear to be separate 
collective defense arrangement under Art 51 of UN charter with 
Greece, Turkey, UK and US as essential members, whole arrangement 
to be related to, but not partof NATO.” 

ACHESON 

* Reference is to French concern over exclusion from Anglo-American military | 
talks held on the island of Malta on January 23-24 and March 13. For documen- 
tation. see volume Iv. |
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OO | Editorial Note | | 

On April 2 General Eisenhower signed the order formally activating | 
| the Supreme Headquarters Allied Powers Europe (SHAPE). He > 

| thereby assumed effective command of all Allied armies in Europe, in- | 
cluding forces in Germany and troops stationed in the Western Medi- | 
terranean area. General Eisenhower also stated that the proposed | 

| Icuropean Army would be a very acceptable part of his command when 
it came into being. (Vew York Times, April 3, page 8) In telegram | 
5867 from Paris of April 2, reporting on General Eisenhower’s re- | | 
marks at his press conference that day, Chargé Bohlen stated, enter | 
alia, that in reply to a question regarding the inclusion of Middle — 
Eastern nations in the Atlantic Pact, General Eisenhower had said 

| that “as a soldier” he felt the mission of SHAPE “had nothing to do 
with defense of Middle East. Its mission was concerned only with | 
NATO countries, he noted, and with Western European areas of those 
countries. General Eisenhower added, however, that he looked with | 

| greatest concern on nations of Middle East. He affirmed his admiration | 
for efforts of Greeks to defend themselves from Communist aggression 
and recalled his excellent relations with members of Turkish military 

staff.” (740.5/4-251) | 

| Secretary’s memoranda, lot 53 D 444, April-May 1951 a | 

Lucius D. Battle, Special Assistant to the Secretary of State, to the — 
Executive Secretariat * 

. SECRET | [Wasuinaton,] April 9, 1951. 

Mr. Acheson called me last night about 5:30. He said that he had 
- just had a call from General Bradley. General Bradley and the JCS 
want to send a telegram to Ambassador Spofford in London asking. | 
him to hold up on action on the Fechteler appointment. General Brad- 

/ Jey told the Secretary that the deputies were to have acted on it today. 
He said also that the JCS wanted to have them study a British White © | 

| Paper ? which has recently been issued on this matter before any final 
action was taken on the appointment. General Bradley said that the 
Paper contained some provisions on command which they thought 

| _ were not satisfactory and they feared some “shenanigans” on the part 

of the British. | | | - 
General Bradley asked the Secretary to concur in a telegram to 

Spofford asking that he hold up. The Secretary told me that he be- 

2In telegram Depto..728 from London of April 7, Spofford informed the Secre- 
tary of State that the British would not formally issue their White Paper until _ 
after further discussions concerning a Mediterranean command and that it was 
unlikely that the matter of the Fechteler appointment would be debated in the 

| ‘House of Commons during the coming week (740.5/4-151). The paper was issued | 

on April 17 and approved the appointment of an American as Supreme Com- 
mander Atlantic. See footnote 3, p. 479. | 

|
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lieved that the case as presented by General Bradley was a good one | 
| and he agreed to the transmission of the telegram with the phrase the 

Secretary of State concurs in it. a | 
| _ Mr. Acheson asked me to check with the appropriate people about 

it and, if there was a strong feeling that we should not have agreed _ 
to this delay, to call him back. 

I talked to Mr. Vass who in turn got in touch with Hayden Raynor 
and Ridgway Knight. Mr. Vass called me back and said that they all 
agreed that the action was appropriate. Mr. Vass did not think it 
necessary to inform Mr. Perkins or Mr. Cabot last night. | 

_ Could the foregoing be passed to the appropriate people for 
_ information.’ 

| L. D. B[arrie] 

* The telegram was sent as JCS telegram 87964 on April 8 (telegram Depto 
742, April 10, 740.5/4-1051). 

*Mr. Battle added a handwritten marginal note reading: “Mr. Perkins, Mr. 
_ Cabot, Mr. Matthews.” | | —_ 

781.5/4-1851 Oo 
The Ambassador in Greece (Peurifoy) to the Secretary of State 

TOP SECRET Atuens, April 18, 1951. 
[No.] 1644. | | 
Subject: Security Arrangements for Greece and Turkey ) 

Reference is made to the recommendation of the Istanbul Confer- 
ence of Chiefs of Mission “that the U.S. enter at the earliest possible 
moment into reciprocal security arrangements with Turkey and 
Greece,” } to recent indications that Greek and Turkish public opinion _ 
are becoming increasingly apprehensive and resentful at the failure 
to include their countries formally within the Western defense frame- | 
work, and to the Department’s Top Secret circular airgram of March 
31, 1951? transmitting Ambassador Spofford’s views as to the form | 

: which security arrangements comprising Greece and Turkey might 

assume. : | | 

| This Embassy feels strongly that the most urgent and delicate prob- 
lem existing in our relations with Greece is that of formalizing these 
security arrangements in the most feasible form at the earliest possi- 
ble moment and that continued delay will detract from and perhaps, if 
an emergency should suddenly arise, vitiate the important contribution 
which Greece and Turkey could otherwise make to Western defense. 

An added factor of significance is that the problem of the relationship 

of Yugoslavia to the Western defense system, complicated enough at 

1 See volume v. See also the letter of the Secretary of State to the Secretary of 

Defense, dated March 24, p. 501. | 
2 Ante, p. 505. |
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best, is rendered even more difficult by uncertainty as to the position _ . 
of Greece and Turkey in that system. The significance of all these 
considerations is enhanced by recent indications that peace in the | 
Balkans continues to rest on a most precarious foundation and that 
a Soviet-inspired attack on Yugoslavia and perhaps Greece this year | : 
can by no means be ruled out. | | 

_ The security arrangement for Greece and Turkey preferred by the : 
Istanbul Conference was their adherence to NATO. It is obvious from 
the history of this proposal, since it was first raised by the Turks : 

. almost a year ago, that it has disadvantages, particularly from the ee 
point of view of some Western European countries, which make it 
difficult to bring about. These disadvantages are well set forth in : 
Ambassador Spofford’s comments. On the other hand, the Department 
is well acquainted with the advantages of this solution which prompted 
the Istanbul Conference to give it first preference. _ oe | : 

_ This Embassy continues to believe that, taking all the factors on 
- both sides into consideration, participation in NAT is the best solution 

of the problem. We feel that too much weight may have been accorded 
to the supposed extension of the commitments of the present NAT | 
members involved in the inclusion of Greece and Turkey, taking into _ 

| consideration the fact that, whatever our paper commitments may be, a 
| combination of moral, political and strategic factors would in any case | 

| oblige the US and UK to assist Greece and Turkey in resisting a Soviet 
| or Soviet-inspired attack, to the greatest extent possible in the light of 

US-UK< capabilities and other obligations. On the other hand, we are 
| not sure that all parties concerned have given due weight to the very 

important military contribution which the immediate participation of 
the Turkish and Greek armies and the availability of Turkish and | - 

| Greek bases would bring in case of Soviet aggression in Europe out- 
_ side the Balkans. In other words, we feel Greece and Turkey would in 

balance represent an asset rather than a liability to NAT military 
capabilities. The question of whether Greece and Turkey can be identi- 
fied with “Europe” or “Western civilization” and hence should forma | | 

| part of an evolving Atlantic Community would seem to be distinctly 
| secondary, since participation in the NAT at this time does not involve 
| a commitment to an ultimate political union or federation which, even . 

if it should emerge, would not necessarily include all the present mem- | 
bers of NAT. | on 

| Nevertheless, it is realized that the obstacles to the inclusion of 
- Greece and Turkey in NAT at this time may be too great to be over- 

come and that, in view of the urgency of the matter, another solution 
may have to be found. This Embassy is inclined to believe that a broad 
Eastern Mediterranean Pact would involve as great or greater diffi- 

| culties than the inclusion of these two countries in NAT. No other 
Near or Middle Eastern country would contribute real strength to _
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such an alliance, the Palestine issue divides them sharply among them- 
selves, and the US and UK would be obliged to assume new commit- 
ments without commensurate return. a 

All in all, the best alternative might be a four-power pact among the 
US, UK, Greece and Turkey, to which France and/or Italy could be 
joined if either so desired and to which Yugoslavia might ultimately 
adhere. Such a pact would involve mutual obligations which would © 
(1) provide Greece and Turkey with the assurances of support they 
seek, (2) ensure that Turkish and Greek forces and facilities were 
available to the Western Powers at the outset of war wherever it might 
break out, and (3) knit Turkey and Greece into the fabric of Western 
defense organization and planning. For these objectives to be fully 
achieved it would be desirable that, even though Greece and Turkey _ 
were not members of NAT, their armed forces be placed under the 
command of General Eisenhower and, perhaps also, of any subordinate 
NAT commander who may be selected for the Mediterranean area. 
While such an arrangement would have some of the untidiness which 
usually characterizes political compromises, it should satisfy the major 
parties at interest and would have sufficient flexibility to permit an 
evolution in the future along whatever lines seem most appropriate in 
light of developing circumstances. | 

| The Embassy would appreciate receiving the Department’s com- | 
ments as to whether it believes a scheme somewhat along these lines 
would have any possibility of general acceptance. 

— Joun E. Prurtiroy 

740.5/4-2051 : Telegram | ce 

The Ambassador in the United Kingdom (Gifford) to the Secretary | 
| . of State? - ne 

RESTRICTED Lonpon, April 20, 1951—1 p. m. 

_. §528. Embtel 5518 April 19.2 In reply to Churchill in NATO Com- 
mand debate last night, Shinwell stated opposition’s threat to reduce 
his salary was “of little consequence” to him. However, what really 

_ mattered was “maintenance of most friendly relations between UK 

and America,” and “any criticisms, any suggestions, any utterances 
calculated to exacerbate feelings and relations wld render great dis- 
service not only to both countries but to all countries concerned with 
NATO.” He said he regarded command organization which has re- | 
sulted from negotiations among NAT powers as “considerable achieve- 
ment.” As consequence considerable pressure “we were able to 
persuade” Pres to appoint Eisenhower to Command of West. In addi- | 
tion, Brit were able to secure designation Montgomery as Deputy _ 

1 Repeated to Paris as 2068 for information MacArthur. 7 
* Not printed.
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| Supreme Commander and appointment of Englishman as Deputy 

| Supreme Air Commander. —_ | | 
- Shinwell took issue with Churchill’s statement that naval appoint- | 

- ments determined at low level. On contrary they had been decided by 
UK and US Chiefs of Staff together with those of other NAT members. 

ce Brit had not initiated proposal that Amer be designated Supreme 

~ Commander Atlantic. However, they concurred in view post shld be ~ | 

established as part of unified control designed to avoid mistakes and 

| errors last war. Furthermore, Brit Admiral who wld have command : 

East Atlantic wld exercise control over what wld likely be “main : 

operational area” running from southern tip Greenland to Cape 
Finisterre. Also Brit wld have “exclusive control” UK coastal waters 

and Deputy Supreme Commander Atlantic wld be Brit. Shinwell 

stated command Mediterranean was.still under discussion and ex- | 

- pressed hope that by referring to matter Churchill had not “thrown : 

_ spanner into works.” Re Royal Navy, which from tone his remarks — 

~ Churchill apparently seeking to “denigrate”, Shinwell said it was still 

| “very strong” and wld be integral part of defense organization we 

are building up in conjunction with eleven nations.” 

| He concluded with expression hope that “feelings between our- 

selves and US will not be strained as result this debate” and that “very 

shortly’ NATO Command organization wld be completely finalized 

| “to advantage all countries concerned.” | 

| As anticipated proposed motion of censure which terminated debate 

was defeated by vote of 291 to 280. - | 

a Full text debate by airpouch. : | | 
| 7 - GIFFORD 

ae a 
781.5/5-151 

po Memorandum by the Assistant Secretaries of State for Near Eastern 

and African Affairs (McGhee) and for European Affairs (Perkins) 

to the Secretary of State? | | 

TOP SECRET [Wasuineton, April 24, 1951.] 

Subject: Greek-Turkish Security Commitment ee 

| On March 24, you sent a letter (Tab A) to the Secretary of Defense ’ 

asking for Defense views with respect to: Oo 

| (1) Whether reciprocal security arrangements should be entered | 
into with Turkey and Greece; and | 

(2) The form such a security commitment should take in the event | 
the answer to (1) were in the affirmative. | 

1 Drafted by Henry Labouisse, Director, Planning Staff, Bureau of European | 

Affairs, and Edmund Dorsz (GTI). | 

| * Ante, p. 501. 

536-688 PT 1--81---35 |
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The letter set forth several alternative forms of a security commit- | 
ment for Defense consideration. These were: | . 

(1) Through adherence by Turkey and Greece to NATO either as 
(a) a separate regional grouping or (6) directly; aaa 

(2) Through bilateral arrangements between the US and Turkey, 
and the US and Greece; 

(3) Through muitilateral arrangement among US, UK, Turkey and 
Greece; or | | | 

(4) Through some other plan which, taking into account the com- | 
plex political, military and administrative problems involved, will still 
accomplish the purpose of bilateral security undertakings as between 
the US and Greece and Turkey, having always in mind the factor of 
urgency. a 

In line with.item (4) above, S/P prepared a draft Mediterranean 
treaty * (Tab B), textually similar to the North Atlantic Treaty, in- 
volving a security arrangement between the US, UK, France, Italy, 
Greece and Turkey, and eventually other Mediterranean powers. This’ 
paper was subsequently submitted on an informal basis to the Defense 

| _ Department and was taken into consideration along with the contents | 
of your letter of March 24. 

The Secretary of Defense replied in a letter dated April 14, 1951‘ 
(Tab C), to which was attached a memorandum and a study paper ® 
from the Joint Chiefs of Staff embodying a summary of their views 
end recommendations. The Secretary of Defense states in his letter 
that he concurs with the Joint Chiefs of Staff study and favors their 
recommendation for adoption of a policy whereby the US would pro- 
pose and support early membership to Turkey and Greece in the North 
Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO). | a 

At a meeting with Deputy Undersecretary Matthews on April 17, _ 
attended by officers of EUR, NEA, S/P, and S/ISA,° the Defense 
Department’s letter of April 14, 1951 was discussed. The attitude of oe 
the group was that the US should take steps leading towards the 
granting of a security commitment to Greece and Turkey. However, | 
the question of: what form the commitment should take was to be sub- 
mitted to you for decision on the basis of such recommendations as the 
appropriate offices might agree upon. 

Since this meeting, S/P has prepared a memorandum? (Tab D), | 
to which is attached a memorandum of conversation with Secretary 

* Dated April 3, not printed (781.5/5-131 ). : 
*Not printed (781.5/5-151). 
* Memorandum for the Secretary of. Defense from the Chairman of the Joint 

Chiefs of Staff, General Bradley, dated April 10, with an attached “Summary of 
Views and Bases for Joint Chiefs of Staff Position on Security Arrangements for 
Greece and Turkey,” April 9, and a copy of the S/P draft of a Mediterranean 
Treaty : none printed (781.5/5-151). | 

*No report of this meeting has been found in the Department of State files. 
™Memorandum dated April 19 on the problem of how best to utilize the elements 

of strength in the Mediterranean area, particularly Greece and Turkey, in the 
defense of the West; not printed. (781.5/5-151)
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Finletter of the Air Force,? outlining the advantages and disadvan- — 

tages of the various types of security commitment that have been con- 

“sidered. Each type has some favorable aspect; all have a number of 

| difficult complicating factors. | 

| As a result of this consideration, we have concluded that, upon the 

assumption some public action is necessary and desirable to afford a | 

security commitment to Turkey and Greece, the NATO membership 

for Greece and Turkey is the preferred form. The principal factors 

which support this conclusion are: ee 

| (a) The views of the Defense establishment ; | | 

_- (b) Simplification of political problems connected with command | 

structures ; a - | 

(c) Relative simplicity and speed, from standpoint of US reac- 

tion, of extending NATO membership as compared with other forms, 

having in mind the fact that Congress is familiar with the NAT and | 

has called for the utilization of the military strength and resourcesof 

Turkey and Greece (also Spain and Western Germany) in paragraph | | 

9 of Concurrent Resolution 18; and | 

(d) Turkey and Greece are already associated with the NAT for 

planning purposes. 

The main factors which would suggest seeking some solution other 

than NATO membership are political : | 

(a) The concept of the North Atlantic community of countries 

| with common cultural, religious, social and economic heritage and 

future does not readily lend itself to the thought of Greco-Turkish 

| participation 5 | | 

| (6) Natural reluctance of most members of NATO to see a broaden- 

ing of security commitments, the immediate benefits of which they may. | 

not perceive ; a | oo 
(ec) Complications resulting from an enlarged membership ; | 

| (d) Varying reluctance of other NATO members, based upon com- 

binations of the above factors, which may be overcome only at the cost 

of some goodwill and diplomatic credit ; 7 
— _ (e) If it would be possible to resolve the Anglo-Egyptian base prob- 

| lem® through some regional organization including Greece, Turkey © 

and Egypt, this possibility would be prejudiced by placing Greece and 

Turkey in NATO at this time. | | a 

| | In our view, no other proposed security arrangement affords the 

| military strength that can be obtained through NATO membership, 

nor does any such other proposal eliminate to a controlling extent the 

8 Memorandum by Villard of a conversation on April 3 with Finletter and Under 

| Secretary of the Air Force McCone, not printed (781.5/5—151). Finletter. ex- 

pressed a-preference for Greek and Turkish membership in NATO as opposed to 

creation of a Mediterranean or other regional defense pact outside NATO. — 

° For documentation on the concern of the United States with Anglo-Egyptian 
| relations, see volume v. 7
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political problems inherent in the NATO solution. For example, other 
possible solutions have these serious objectionable features: 

I. Bilateral arrangements (US-Greece; US-Turkey) 
(a) It would be extremely difficult to obtain Congressional ap- 

proval of bilateral security commitments; — | | 
(6) If done, the US would find it more difficult to refuse simi- 

lar commitments to other nations; | 
(c) It would cut at the foundations of our present policy of 

building a regional defense system through multilateral action. 
II. A Mediterranean pact (US, UK, France, Italy, Greece and 

Turkey). | 

| (a) This would multiply the problems of the major powers by 
| creating overlapping and contending organizations and command 

structures; | | 
(6) A Mediterranean pact which omitted certain Mediterra- 

nean countries, such as Egypt, would pose serious political 
problems; 

| (c) If Egypt were included, it would hardly seem possible to 
omit Israel; if the latter were also included, the remaining Arab 
states would be resentful ; 

(ad) A pact with all Mediterranean countries would prove un- 
wieldy and would cause us most serious operating and political 
problems; 

| _ (e) It would be difficult to persuade Congress of the necessity 
for an entirely new pact if its only purpose is to include Greece 
and Turkey in the Western defense structure. 

Two further factors should be borne in mind, no matter what type 
arrangement 1s considered : , | 

_A. Any approach to the Congress regarding inclusion of Greece and 
Turkey in a security arrangement will necessarily raise the question of 
Spain.*° It may be possible, however, for our military authorities to 
convince the Congress that the military potentials of Greece and Tur- 
key are more immediate to us than is Spain’s. | 

B. Any act at this time in publicly bringing Greece and Turkey 
into the Western defense system could possibly serve as the ignition 
point in our relations with the Kremlin, It is not possible to forecast 
whether or not this action would be considered sufficiently provocative 
by the Kremlin to cause it to alter its time schedule. It is therefore 
most important for us to be sure that the added strength of Turkey 
and Greece at this time is of great enough importance to justify this - 
risk. In any event, no public action should be taken by us pending the | 
outcome of a CFM. | 

| On the assumption that it is considered necessary for us to accept 
the risk mentioned in the preceding paragraph, we favor as a pre- _ 
ferred course of action, after consideration of the various elements 

involved, the admission of Greece and Turkey into NATO. Accord- 
| ingly we suggest, on the above assumption, a course of action which 

20 For documentation on the question of Spanish participation in the defense of 
Western Europe, see volume Iv. |
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would involve sounding out the British and French Governments, 

with a view to determining as soon as possible how far those Govern- 

- ments would be inclined to support us in action designed to induce the 

other NATO powers to agree to Greek-Turkish admission into NATO. — 

| If these soundings should indicate that pressure for Greek-Turkish 

| admission to NATO would unduly strain our relations with the NATO _ 

powers, we would suggest that the question of a Mediterranean pact 

should be looked into further. _ 

— Recommendations: | | 

It is recommended that : | | 

(a) you approve in principle, as the most feasible plan for accord- 

ing security commitments to Greece and Turkey, the membership of 

those countries in NATO; | | 

(b) you authorize the making of discreet, informal soundings of 

the British and French Governments concerning their attitude in this 

matter ; | | | } 

| (c) pending further developments, discussions of this subject be 

| closely guarded and that our present thinking be indicated to no coun- 

try other than the British and French; | | 

(dz) in the interim, a careful review be undertaken in the NSC to 

evaluate the importance of a reciprocal security arrangement with 

Greece and Turkey in its relation to the possible effects on Soviet 

, action. - , | | 

| Concurrences:** : a 

| ee 7 

1 There is an indication on the source text that this memorandum had the con- | 

currence of Deputy Under Secretary of State Matthews, Ambassador at Large 

Jessup, and the Committee of International Security Affairs and that the Policy 

Planning Staff had noted the foregoing recommendations. Attention was also | 

called to approval of the document in the memorandum of a conversation with 

President Truman on April 30. The memorandum by L. D. Battle, dated April 30, 

said that the President had agreed with Acheson that NATO was “the best 

arrangement into which to bring Greece and Turkey” and that it was all right 

to begin to discuss this as outlined in the paper. (Secretary’s memoranda, lot 53 

D 444, March-April 1951) | 

: 740.5/4-2451 : Telegram | | a | | 

: The Ambassador in Turkey (Wadsworth) to the Secretary of State 

| SECRET  Awnrara, April 24, 1951—11 p. m. 

| 674, During past weeks Turk public and press have grown increas- 

| ingly preoccupied with urgent need for firm security arrangement that 

would, on contractual basis, link Turkey to Atlantic Pact Powers or 

| directly with US. This vital question has colored Turk reaction to re- 

| cent international developments, such as disorders in Iran, trouble
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between Israel and Syria, and MacArthur’s recall,? all of which, in a 
Turk opinion, bear out thesis that’ Turkey cannot be left without se- 
curity guarantees in face of deteriorating world conditions. 

__ Turks claim, with considerable justification, that their request for 
NATO membership is a lead from strength rather than from weakness. 
They profess, with evident sincerity, inability to comprehend reluc- 
tance certain NATO Powers to accept offer of “strongest army in | 
Kurope” and of only nation in Middle East with mil power capable of _ 
resisting aggression and which with Greece, cld constitute “Eisen- 
hower’s strong right flank”. | 

Concurrent resolution US Congress specifically naming Greece and 
Turkey,’ as well as semiofficial statements that France not “unsym- , 
pathetic” to Turk aspirations re security guarantee, have raised public 
hopes, Furthermore, press speculation almost universal that “informal 
conference” in Ankara of Turk Ambassadors from London, Paris and 
Rome, culminating in 314 hour mtg Apr 23 with Pres Bayar and high 
govt officials, has been mainly concerned with formulation new ap- 
proach re NATO membership to be presented to appropriate officials 
certain European powers by FonMin Koprulu on occasion forthcom- | 
ing mtg FonMins of Council of Europe.‘ a 

Local feeling now. quite different from what it was at time Turk 
_ request for NATO membership presented to FonMins in New York 

last Sept, when it was apparent Turk Govt hardly dared hope for | 
affirmative reply. General optimism at this time based on Turk per- 
formance in Korea,° widespread recognition that Turk armed forces 
represents firm bastion in shaky Middle East, and growing realization 
of non-Communist world that all elements of strength, regardless of 
their geographical location, must be brought into unified security ar-— 
rangements to resist Sov imperialistic intentions. OES oe ee | 
No significance attached to actual form which security guarantee 

might take. Nihat Erim in April 24 Hurses editorial states: “Turkey’s | 
latest approach (i.e., by Erkin to Dept last Jan) has left every form 
open for America—whether it is acceptance into Atlantic Pact, 
America’s participation in British-French-Turk alliance, a separate 
regional agreement for the Mediterranean, or even any other form 
that America may establish, as long as Ankara and Wash unite under 
a written guarantee”. : HS 

There is too, in press and official. circles, undercurrent of appre- 

*For documentation on the disorders in Iran and tensions between Israel and 
Syria, see volume v. | | 

*For documentation on the relief of General MacArthur as: Commander in 
Chief, United Nations Command in Korea, see volume vu. . 

* See editorial note, p. 524. | | 
“For documentation on U.S. encouragement of efforts toward the economic 

and political integration of Western Europe, see volume Iv. 
°For documentation on Turkish participation in the-Korean War see volume v.
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| hension lest present high national morale may weaken if early con- 

clusion some such arrangement with West not achieved.° | | 

Foregoing is pertinent to consideration penultimate para Embtel 

663; April 19.7 | | 
| | | WabDsworril 

On April 30, Turkish Ambassador Erkin “expressed disappointment” to 

McGhee over the fact that he had nothing “concrete to take back to Turkey” | 

regarding an early American security commitment to Turkey. For more than 2 | 

years, Erkin continued, he had been reporting to Ankara that the U.S. Govern- | 

| ment was considering the matter and yet nothing of consequence had been forth- 

| coming. Turkey might be forced to take security measures of its own if the | 

United States did not move soon, the Ambassador said, adding that this did not | 

| mean that Turkey “would ‘shake hands with. Russia.’” McGhee hastened to | 

assure Ambassador Erkin that the United States was giving “thorough and active | 

study” to the problem and he urged the Ambassador to impress upon his Govern- | 

ment that it “not ‘rock the boat’ by taking some’ new line or new measure that | 

| might upset the good progress that is being made in reaching a solution to this 

| problem.” When queried as to whether the United States had discussed the ques- 

tion with other NATO countries, McGhee “replied that he felt he could say that we 

had had continuing discussions since last September with the principal NATO 

countries on the general subject, but he did not elaborate further.” (Memorandum 

of conversation, by C. Robert Moore of the Office of Greek-Turkish-Iranian Affairs, 

| April 30, 740.5/4-3051 ) a 7 | | | 
7Telegram 663 of April 19, from Ankara reported Ambassador Wadsworth's 

concern that anticipated cuts in projected economic and military aid would create | 

a “very difficult public relations problem” with the Turks and would strain 

: further their ties with the West (782.58/4-1951). : 

: 740.5/4-2851 : Telegram . : mee 

| 
, _ @ ° ye . ” . 

The Secretary of State to the Embassy in the United Kingdom? 

TOP SECRET Wasuineton, April 28; 1951—2 p. m. 

4957. Eyes only Gifford and Spofford. JCS do not want to proceed _ 

| with designation Adm Fechteler as SACLANT.? Last statement 

| Shinwell in Commons April 19* and several personal statements by 

high Brit naval officers to US colleagues indicate beyond reasonable 

| doubt that. Fechteler not considered as exercising. real command au- | 

thority entire Atlantic, that Brit Adm commanding North Eastern 

sector would have de facto absolute powers with result that Brit at- 

| _ tribute. to Fechteler little more than role of purveyor US naval forces 

| to Brit Commander in North Eastern Atlantic. Such interpretation 

Fechteler’s role and powers unacceptable to US. Also obvious that 

' Brit patriotism has been aroused by Churchill’s political exploitation | 

| of Féchteler appointment. Furthermore, we have clear indication UK 

1 Message drafted by Perkins and Knight; cleared by Admiral Sherman of 

Defense, S/ISA, and Matthews : and transmitted by Knight. | | 

*This telegram was in response to Spofford's telegram Depto 851 from London 

| of April 28 requesting information on the status of the Fechteler appointment 
and what should be said if an inquiry were made on the subject in the NAC, 

| (740.5/4—2851. ) , . | 
| —§ See telegram 5528, April 20, p. 510. :
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Gov now anxious for completion Fechteler appointment as facilitating 
7 subsequent designation Brit Adm as Supreme Commander Mediter- 

ranean. Latter would be unwelcome to Fr, Itals, Greeks and. Turks. 
and probably to other interested nations in addition to being unaccept- 
able to us and to SACEUR who vitally interested in closest coordina- 
tion between SHAPE and future Mediterranean Command organiza- | 
tion and to whom the President has assigned operational control of 

| US ships in Med. State shares JCS concern on these developments. 
Therefore we have concluded that the whole naval command problem 

| shld be reviewed as an inter-related and interdependent whole by the 
Mil Comite and have in mind instructing Spofford to introduce reso- 
lution to this effect in Deps. | 
We are, however, full aware of pol importance this entire issue jn 

UK and of possible unfavorable effect of such a course of action upon 
an already insecure Brit Gov. How we can proceed presents a real 
problem. Despite the fact that Adm Sherman offered to review the 
situation when he conferred with the Brit Chiefs in London in early 

| March ‘ and again by dispatch to Lord Fraser in mid-April, this is not 
generally known. Therefore any action on our part wld have the ap- 
pearance of our having deliberately held our hand until the Brit Gov | 
was thoroughly committed and then refusing to act simply to em- 
barrass. the Gov and to contribute to its downfall. This same argu- 

_ ment wid also hold if it was decided to hold an election in the near 
future until time elections were over. 

There seem: to be two alternatives open to us in the circumstances: 
one is for us to ask for review of the matter which has the disadvan- 
tages mentioned above; and the second wld be for the Brit to ask for 
a review of the whole situation which of course wld be very difficult 

-for them to-do now in view of what has just happened in the Commons. 
They cld perhaps however do this at some time in the future basing it 
on the reason that a study of the Mediterranean Command situation 
had revealed that the whole naval picture shld be studied together and | 
asking that it be approached from that point of view. A delay shld be | 
possible on Fechteler appointment if the Brit did not press for action © ) 
in the Deps. | | Oo 
However if the review is to be any good it might well result in an 

| American commander in the Mediterranean or a split command in the | 
Atlantic with the UK commanding the North Eastern part. This wld 
be for all intents and purposes buying Churchill’s contentions and it 
seems unlikely that the present Brit Gov cld agree to any such sct.up. : 
We are very anxious to get urs and Spofford’s advice as to how to | 

“See Draft Minutes of State-Joint Chiefs of Staff Meeting, March 14, p. 488.
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proceed.® On mechanics it is our feeling here that the matter shld be 
taken up with the Brit before it 1s introduced in the Deps and that it 
shld be done here. with both State and Navy participating. In the | 

_ meantime, of course, it is of great importance that none of this be 
_. known by anyone else. | 

| - ACHESON 

5 Ambassador Gifford replied in telegram 5692 from London of May 1 that he 
and Spofford agreed that, despite the political difficulties which reopening the , 
SACLANT problem might involve for the United Kingdom, the whole question of : | 
the “naval command picture,” including the Mediterranean command situation, 
should be reviewed as a whole. Moreover, “We fully concur that matter shld be 
discussed with UK before it is raised in Deps. We believe approach to UK shld | 
be in Wash and at senior service rather than political level.” (740.5/5-151) —_ 

| . TE 

| Editorial Note a | 

On May 7, Acheson held a further conversation with the President | 
on the subject of a Greek-Turkish security commitment, The Secre- 
tary recommended that the proper course was to wait for several days | 

| to see whether the Four-Power Talks at Paris would result inthe — 

forma] convening of a Council of Foreign Ministers meeting and | 
that, if they did not, confidential talks should begin with the British | 
and French looking toward a proposal to admit Greece and Turkey 

| to NATO. The President replied that he had been giving the matter 
much thought and‘that he approved the course recommended (Secre- 
tary’s memoranda, lot 53 D 444, May-June 1951). That same day, the - 
Department of State air pouched to the Embassies in London and . 

| Paris various materials relating to the problem of Greek-Turkish | 
membership in NATO, including copies of the memorandum and en- 
closures from McGhee and Perkins to Acheson of April 24 (printed 
page 511). The materials were sent to London as airgram 2068 and to 

Paris as airgram 1803 (781.5/5-751). | | 
~ On May 8, Acheson cabled Bruce and MacArthur in Paris that the 
Department was considering an carly approach to the British and 
French Governments with a view to determining how far those Gov- 

| ernments would be inclined to support Greek and Turkish membership | ) 
! (telegram 5918, 740.5/5-851). By May 12, Acheson had become con- 
| cerned at the growing number of press accounts of the United States 
| position on Greek-Turkish NATO membership, especially in light | 
| of the Four-Power Talks at Paris (telegram 5206 to London, 740,5/ 
| 5-1251). In telegram 5922 from London, May 13, Ambassador Gifford | 
| agreed with Acheson that,.in view of the wide publicity given the 
| United States position on Greece and Turkey, approaches to the 
: British, the French, and the NATO Council of Deputies should be 
| made at the soonest possible moment, and he stated that he was asking 
| for an early appointment with Foreign Secretary Morrison and sug- | 

| | | 
| |
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gested that either Bruce or: Bohlen in Paris see Foreign Minister , 
_ Schuman (740.5/5-1851). Acheson repliedthat he would telephone — 

instructions to Spofford on May 14 (telegram 5210, May 138, 740.5/ 
5-1351). On May 15, Gifford and Spofford reported that they had 
presented Permanent Underseeretary of State Sir William Strang 
with an aide-mémoire. (infra), written by themselves, based upon ma- 
terial sent in airgram 2068 of May 7, a copy of which:had also been | 
sent to Morrison at his country residence (telegram 5930 from London, 
May 15, 740.5/5-1551). The same day, Chargé Bohlen cabled from 
Paris that he had delivered an aide-mémoire to the French Foreign 
Office that morning and, “Since British will unquestionably immedi- 
ately consult with French, I thought it best to present aide-mémoire 
with identic text to that given British in order to avoid speculation as 

to possible discrepancies in wording.” (Telegram 6939, 740.5/5-1551) 

740.5/5-1551 | 

The Embassy in the United Kingdom to the British Foreign Office? | 

TOP SECRET | oo 
| _ Atpr-Mémorre 

1. The United States Government has for some time had under con- 
tinuing study the desirability of strengthening the security commit- 
nents between the western powers and Greece and Turkey. Such action 
is considered essential in the light of both political and military 
considerations. 

2. Political factors include the desire of Greece and Turkey to be- | 
come full parties to the North Atlantic Treaty, their dissatisfaction 

| with their present limited form of association with it, the importance — 
of ensuring their belligerency on the side of the West from the outset 
of any hostilities between the USSR and the West, the feeling in | 
Greece and Turkey that neither their existing treaty ties with the UK 
and France nor the so-called “Truman Doctrine” are sufficient to deter 

- Soviet aggression against them, and the importance of preventing in 
Greece and Turkey the development of public support for a policy of | 

neutrality. 7 a oo os 

8. From the military point of view it is essential to secure the south- 
ern flank of the NAT forces, to control the Mediterranean Sea and to 
secure air and sea communications throughout. that area. Conversely, 
it is important to ensure that the USSR is not afforded a protected 

flank for its possible operations against Europe and/or the Middle | 

East as would be the case if Turkey remained neutral. In addition, the 

‘Copy transmitted to the Department of State in. despatch 5518, May 15,.from | 
London. |
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entrance of Greece and Turkey on the side of the Western Powers at 
the outset of a general war would (a) force upon the Soviet a sig- — 
nificantly large diversion of effort, (6) contribute to and facilitate the 

_ defense of the Mediterranean Sea and the Middle East and (c) provide 
-amajor contribution of strength tothe Western Powers. _ , 

_ 4, One way of accomplishing the objective of strengthening the 
security commitments to Turkey and Greece would be by the conclu- 

_ sion of a “Mediterranean Treaty” with terms similar to those of the 
NAT. There are, however, serious objections to the conclusion of such 
a treaty: (a) It would establish a new military organization which - 
.would overlap with the NATO, duplicating and complicating many 
of the military functions of the latter; (6) It would not achieve the 
basic objectives of insuring collective action against aggression on the 
part of all of the nations of Western Europe; (¢c) It would involve 
competition for military forces and materia] between the two separate | 
treaty organizations whereas under a single pact, such as the NAT, the 
military forces and materials available to the pact nations are allocated 
among those nations by common agreement; (d) It would require the 

- establishment of additional military commands, channels of command | 
and communications which would be unwieldy and would seriously 
complicate military operations and planning; (e) It would:open.the. | 

7 possibility of having to include various other countries in the Medi- 
| terranean area such as Syria, Israel, Egypt, etc. Such a possibility in- 

volves obvious and serious difficulties and complications. __ : 
, 5. Another means of strengthening the security commitments to _ 

Greece and Turkey would be to invite these countries to adhere tothe 
NAT. This course has obvious advantages: (a) It would be the quick- 
est and easiest way of bringing these countries into the overall defense . 

| picture, an advantage of great: importance in the light of the present 
world situation; (6) It is the preference of Greece and Turkey them- — 
selves and would, therefore, increase their cooperativeness and facili- — 
tate their participation in military planning for the area; (¢c) It would | 
insure their immediate belligerency in’ the event of war and thus 
greatly facilitate Western military operations; and (d). Greece and | 
Turkey are already associated with NATO for planning purposes. 

6. There are, of course, objections to Greece and Turkey adhering 
to the NAT: (a) The conception of the North Atlantic community of 
countries with common cultural, religious, social and economic herit- 
age-and future does not readily lend itself to the thought of Greco- 
Turkish participation; (6) Most parties to the NAT would probably 
be reluctant to see a broadening of their security commitments, the 
immediate benefits of which they may not perceive; (¢c) There would 

_ be obvious complications resulting from an enlarged membership. 
| ~ % In the light of the above it is the view of the United States Gov- 

_ ernment thatthe disadvantages of a Mediterranean pact outweigh its |
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advantages and that the advantages of Greek and Turkish adherence 
to the NAT outweigh its disadvantages. The United States Govern- | 

_ ment, therefore, favors the adherence of Greece and Turkey to the 
NAT. a | 

8. The United States Government believes that the relationship of 
| Greece and Turkey to the NAT should be discussed by the North At- 

_ lantic Council Deputies at a very early date. It hopes that the British 
_ Government will share its views that their adherence to the Treaty will 
be the best solution and would welcome an early indication of its views. 
A similar approach is being made to the French Government. 

9. Despite the recent unauthorized publicity on this subject, the 
United States Government hopes that any public indication that it is _ 
currently under intergovernmental discussion can be avoided.” | | 

, Lonpon, May 15, 1951. 

*The Department of State, in telegram Todep 435 to London (6179 to Paris) 
dated May. 17, suggested minor changes in the wording of the aide-mémoire | - 
delivered to the French and British on May 15, which would make the text 
acceptable for presentation by Spofford in the meeting of the Council Deputies 
on May 21. (740.5/5-1651) The following day, telegram 7043 from Paris informed 
the Department that the French Cabinet had met on the subject of the aide- 
mémoire and decided -that France could take no position on the matter until 
after the forthcoming elections. The Embassy. believed that in the meantime the 
French Foreign Office would probably suggest a study and recommendations on 
military aspects of the problem by the Standing Group of the NATO Military 

| Committee and would object to discussion of the subject in the Council Deputies 
prior to formation of a new government. (740.5/5-1851 ) | 

| Telegram 439 to London (6222 to Paris) dated May 19 stated that. after con- 
sideration of telegram 7043 from Paris, and in the absence of further informa- 
tion on British thinking, it was believed advisable for Spofford to proceed witb 
his presentation. of the U.S. position at the Council Deputies meeting on May 21. 

- (740.5/5-1851) - . 

| Editorial. Note | 

Exploratory discussions between officials of the United States and - 
United Kingdom relating to command problems in the Atlantic, Medi- : 
terranean and Middle Eastern areas were held in Washington on 
May 16 and May 24, 1951. Among others representing the United 

| States were Messrs. Matthews, Nitze, Bonbright, and McGhee of the 
| Department of State and the Joint Chiefs of Staff. The British delega- 

tion was led by Ambassador Sir Oliver Franks and Air Chief Mar- 
shal Sir William Elliot. | | 

At the opening of the talks, United States officials pressed for resolu- 
tion of the Mediterranean command problem without an attempt at 
that time to resolve command arrangements in the Middle East where 
neither NATO nor the United States had substantial interests or re- 
sponsibilities, Franks, who subsequently admitted that he had not come | 
to the first session with any firm instructions, countered with a de- 
fense of British desires to see established a Supreme Commander,
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Mediterranean, who would be British, and under him a Commander | 
in Chief. responsible for all naval forces in the. Mediterranean, who 

| would be American. Franks stated that British thinking was informed : 
| by the conception of the Mediterranean area as a distinct strategic 

entity—a “unitary sea”—washing the shores of both Europe and the 
Middle East; he also admitted that the United Kingdom hoped for __ 
“some degree of equivalence” for itself “between the picture in the | 
Mediterranean and in the Atlantic”, i.e., an exact reversal of roles so : 
that-as British commanders were currently envisaged as occupying a | 
subordinate role in the Atlantic, they would be supreme over American | 
commanders inthe Mediterranean. a 

a _ Admiral Sherman replied that he rejected the idea of resolving the | 
Mediterranean command problem on the basis of that proposed for the 

Atlantic because he did not like the existing Atlanticarrangement with — 
| its plethora of subordinate commands controlling “rather meager re- 

sources”. After some further discussion in which Sir Roger Makins | 
pressed the wishes of his Government to have a Supreme.Command, 
Mediterranean, General Collins suggested that the naval perspective. 
was not a sound basis for judgment, that the Mediterranean should be 
viewed chiefly as a line of communication, and that during World War . 

| II most of the fighting in the region had taken place on the ground or — 
in the air. He added that General Eisenhower currently envisaged a 
NATO front stretching no further than to Yugoslavia and Greece and 

| therefore the Middle East should be a separate area under British con-_ 
| trol. Sherman replied, énter alia; “The danger is that in trying to meet _ 
L desirable political and emotional views we end up with a bad military 

arrangement” => | | | 
After further discussion, attention focused on the promise and prob-  __ 

| lems of establishing a separate Middle East Command under a British. 

Supreme Commander with the naval commander-in-chief Mediter-. 
ranean under NATO responsible for the supply line from the NATO 

| front to the Middle East. Among the problems.of an MEC would be 
(a) the paucity of resources which the United States could provide _ 

| even though the Joint Chiefs admitted that American interests in the 
} Middle Eastern region were growing with the possible admission of | 
| Turkey to NATO and the existence of United States training missions 
| in Turkey and Iran, and (0) problems with the French with respect to _ 

| administrative and prestige factors involved in Middle East command 
| arrangements. | | —_ 

At the conclusion of the first meeting, however, the Americans ex- — 
pressed no objection to Franks’ informing London that (1) proposals 

| for a Supreme Allied Commander Middle East (to be British) had 
| - been-raised and considered ; (2) that a single naval commander for the 
| entire Mediterranean area who would be American seemed preferable — 

to the Joint Chiefs of Staff; and (3) that while the above arrange-
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ments were being further worked out, the appointment of Admiral 
Fechteler as SACLANT should be pressed. a 

At the second meeting, discussions continued without a binding con- 
clusion or set of conclusions being reached. United States officials were 
willing to accept the concept of a separate but interlocking Middle 
East command structure with NATO, but lengthy discussion ensued 
on the British proposal for a supreme naval commander in the Medi- 
terranean. Sherman argued that the Mediterranean area was not a 
strategic entity and he raised the issue of properly demarcating linesof _ 

_ responsibility, using the Balkan region as an example. As the meeting 
closed, General Hull of the United States Army proposed agreement in 
principle to establish a Middle East command within “a reasonable 
time” and Ambassador Franks acknowledged Sherman's objections to | 
a unified Mediterranean naval command that might be under British 
control by admitting that “one major fact is that the forces that can be 
imported into that area—and they are naval and air and they are 
American—should be under American control”. With these acknowl- 

-edgments of continuing dilemmas, the meeting agreed to inform Gen- 
eral Eisenhower of the discussions and adjourned. 

These two meetings were in a series of several inaugurated in early | 
1951. For further documentation on Anglo-American meetings, see | 
volume IV. The full minutes.of the meetings of May 16 and May 24 | 
are in the PPS files, lot 64 D 563, 720 UK. | 

| Editorial Note 

On February 15 President Truman approved NSC 103/1, “The __ 
Position of the United States With Respect to Greece,” and directed 
its implementation by all appropriate executive departments and — : 
agencies under the coordination of the Secretary of State. NSC 103/1 
had been originally drafted in-NEA as a position paper elaborating 
the policy to be applied in the event of a Soviet satellite attack against | 

_ Greece. As a result of subsequent suggestions from the NSC staff the 
_ paper was broadened to include economic and political considerations 

and hence became a “country paper” in which was summarized and : 
projected United States policy toward Greece, which stressed an ex- 

- pansion of existing security. arrangements with that country. (S/S-_ | 
_ NSC files, lot 63 D 351, NSC 1038/1) | 

On May 11 the National Security Council considered NSC 109, 
“The Position of the United States With Respect to Turkey.” This 

_ paper stressed the need for an early conclusion of reciprocal security 

arrangements with Turkey, including the incorporation of Turkey 

into the North Atlantic Treaty Organization. The covering note to this 
_ document, written by. the Executive Secretary to the National Security
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7 Council, proposed that the appropriate paragraphs of NSC 103/1. | 
be revised to incorporate a similar policy with respect to the inclusion — 
of Greece in NATO. In a memorandum to Secretary of Defense Mar- 

| shall of May 22, dealing with NSC 103/1 and 109, General of the Army 

Omar N. Bradley, Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, reported that 
“the Joint Chiefs of Staff, from the military point of view, reaffirm _ 
their position as indicated in their-memorandum to you, dated 30 

| April 1951, that United States security interests demand that Turkey 
and Greece be admitted as full members of the North Atlantic Treaty _ 

_ Organization (NATO).” (S/S-NSC files, lot 63 D 351, NSC 109) Ss 
On May 24 President Truman approved the revisions of the state- : 

| ment of policy on Greece contained in NSC. 1038/1 as proposed by the 
National Security Council in NSC 109 so as to stress the need for an | 

| early admission of Greece as well as Turkey to NATO as a formal — 
policy of the United States Government. (S/S-NSC files, lot 63D 351, 
NSC 109): For documentation on the origins, elaboration,: and ap- 
proval of NSC 103/1 and NSC 109, see volume V. | | 

PPS files, lot 64 D 563, 723 Near and Middle East 

Memorandum of Conversation, by John H. Ferguson. of the Policy | 
| Planning Staff} Ree 

TOP SECRET _ | [WasHincTon,] May 31, 1951. 

Mr. Burrows came in to tell me of a message received by the British 
Embassy from London concerning further discussions of command 

arrangements in the Mediterranean and Middle East. me 
_ He explained that the British Chiefs had indicated that they were — 
pleased at the progress that was being made and that they understood 
that General Bradley and General Vandenberg. were going to be in 
Europe within the next week or so and hoped they might have an 
opportunity to discuss these matters with them in London. They were 
also suggesting that General Bradley ask Admiral Sherman to ac- 

company him and participate in the discussions. | eo a 
_ Mr. Burrows referred to the fact that the Ambassador had spoken 
to Mr. Matthews, after the last joint. meeting and had mentioned that 

_ he thought perhaps a discussion among a smaller group would be 
useful as the next step, and that the British felt the possibility of 
discussions between the British Chiefs and some of our Chiefs in 
London might serve this purpose. Mr. Burrows said that he did not 
want us to have the idea that this represented any change in the ar- 

_ tangements for-arriving at a decision on these matters but rather the 
desire on the part of the British Chiefs to: take advantage of the | 

- ~ ' Copies to Under Secretary Matthews, EUR, NEA, and Nitze. oe |
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presence in Europe of some of our Chiefs. He said that Air Marshal 
_ Elliot was speaking to General Bradley and was suggesting a meeting 

in London about the 8th of June” | | 

* See U.K. record of a meeting held on Friday, 8th J une, 1951, p. 528. The ques- 
tion of a Mediterranean Command was raised briefly at the end of the State— 
JCS meeting on June 6 when General Collins stated that General Eisenhower 
“is insistent on the importance of doing something quickly about the Southern 

- European Command” of NATO, Collins reiterated the JCS position on the issue . 
~~ which was.that “we should not try to settle on command arrangements outside 

the NATO area at this time,” and he reported that General Eisenhower shared 
this view and “had been glad to hear that we had backed him up” in the dis- 
cussions with the British. The JCS pressed for the immediate appointment of Ad- 
miral Carney as Commander in Chief of the Southern European Command of 
NATO (State-JCS meetings, lot 61 D 417, Jan—June 1951). | 

740.5/6-151 : Telegram 

The Chargé in the Soviet Union (Barbour) to the Secretary of State? 

| ‘TOP SECRET Moscow, June 1,1951—6 p.m. 

2047. Infotel May 22,? Paris 6880 to Dept May 10.° In light of ex- 
pressions of apprehension of Sov reaction to admission of Greece and 
Turkey into NATO, Emb is encouraged to submit comments on gen- | 
eral subject of possible Sov attitude toward proposed formal guaran- 
tees to those countries under any of the alternatives suggested. 

Although aware of Russian sensitivity to military situation in Black 
Sea area, Emb believes that, particularly in light of recent develop- 
ments in Iran, need to check any trend toward neutrality on part of 
Turkey outweighs foreseeable risk. If Emb’s analysis correct, greatest 
provocation to Sovs is increasing general buildup of military strength 
in US and Western Europe and any resort to broad military action by | 
Sovs as means of dealing with situation would be geared to meeting 
this menace rather than to dealing with individual problem arising 
from what‘in reality as far as present period is concerned, is largely | 
just formalization of existing short term physical capabilities and 
political attitudes. Present Brit and Fr undertakings with respect to 
Greece and Turkey as well as Amer-mil assistance to them must surely 
be interpreted by Sovs as indicating that under present circumstances, 
at least, the defense of these two countries would be fully supported | 
by the three major powers concerned. Thus chances are that unless they 

| could feel confident of coping with the bigger problem, the Sov reac- | 

? Repeated information to Paris as 627, London as 370, Athens as 26, Ankara as 
24.0 

2 Circular telegram to Ankara, Athens, Moscow, and the NATO countries other 
than France and the United Kingdom, not printed, enclosing a packet of docu- | 
ments regarding the question of Greek-Turkish participation in NATO (740.5/ 
95-2251). | 

*Telegram from the Chargé in Paris, Bohlen, not printed, which referred to | 
the Soviet reaction “which is sure to be strong in view of extreme sensitivity of 
Soviets about anything military affecting Black Sea area and Turkey.” (740.5/ 
65-1051) | |
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tion would be more vigorous employment of psychological, political 
, and economic weapons in effort to nullify long range advantages that | 

could be derived from participation of these two countries in tighter 
collective security arrangements. | 

- Bilateral US-Greece and US-Turkey treaty guarantees would draw 
fiercest fire from Sovs who would undoubtedly quickly seize oppor- 

tunity to blast away at basic justification for present free world col- 
lective security arrangements and exploit what they would picture as — 
righteous indignation at direct US guarantees to states occupying 

strategic positions in immediate proximitytoUSSR. ©. 
Although inclusion Greece and Turkey in NATO rather than in a 

Mediterranean pact would probably provoke more violent Sov prop- 
| aganda reaction, it may be that the Sovs would as a practical matter 

consider this alternative better suited for their purposes. Whatever 
prospects they may have for success, Sovs seem for the present to be 
making a big play for mass popular support as means of reinforcing — 
security of USSR, rather than undertaking new governmental] agree- 
ments with free world states directed toward this end. As part of this 

| program they have relied heavily on picturing themselves as intended | : 
victims of projected aggression. As the Paris talks further stress, At- 
lantic Pact is important element. in this campaign. Since Sovs have © 
from its inception labelled pact as aggressive they can be expected to 

| make full use of one interpretation already expressed in West that 
inclusion of Greece and Turkey in NATO allegedly transforms nature 
of that organization from a defensive to an offensive one. Likewise, 
they would be quick to exploit diverging views which would arise in 
discussions in Parliaments of NATO countries as means of promoting 
disunity throughout the area. a | 

In addition this propaganda bonanza, inclusion of Greece and 
Turkey in NATO would give rise to new situation in the NE highly 
susceptible to Sov exploitation in their growing endeavor to penetrate — 
into that area. With both Greece and especially Turkey in NATO, the 

- Arab countries, Israel and perhaps even Iran, could well feel that they 
had been somewhat isolated by this development and had nowhere to 
go for collective security arrangements of greater immediacy than UN. 
-Sovs might be able to play profitably upon this theme in NE countries 
particularly if Iranian problem ‘ does not reach early solution. 

Mediterranean pact composed of US, Great Britain, France, Italy, 
- Greece and Turkey at outset might serve more as rallying point to 
those countries if and when their need for collective security becomes. 

| greater, oo | a 
Having in view problem presented by intention on partofSov Union __ 

to expand outward at any point along perimeter of Sov orbit if | 

~ *See volume vy. | | a ee 

536-688 PT 1--81---36 | |
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opportunity permits, eventual maintenance of security for neighboring 
states through collective arrangements would seem to call for more 
flexible procedure of regional problems taken into account. Mediter- 
ranean pact might be linked to NATO on somewhat flexible basis and 
established basis for forging continuous chain of defense groupings 
along entire Sov orbit periphery. : | | 

Under such arrangement effectiveness of NATO as homogeneous 
pivotal unity as pictured by Spofford in Dept airgram of Mar 31 
(control 4798) * would be enhanced. | | 

| There could hardly be development more encouraging to Sov hopes 
_ to disrupt free world unity and determination to resist aggression than 

failure to admit two such willing and effective applicants as Greece 
and Turkey into formal collective security arrangements with three 
major Western powers. Embassy adds its support to active measures 
being taken in this direction. | : 

7 Barsour 

‘Circular airgram quoting the text of Spofford’s telegram Depto 666 of 
March 22, p. 505.. | 

PPS§ files, lot 64 D 563, 720 UK | | 
_ Onited Kingdom Record of a Meeting Between the British Chiefs of 

Stafi and the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff (Bradley), 
_ London, June 8,1951 + 

| 

TOP SECRET | | ete a 
Lorp Fraser, in welcoming General Bradley, said how grateful the 

Chiefs of Staif were that he had been able to find the time to visit them. 
There were, he said, a number of points which they would like to dis- 
cuss with him. | 

_ GeneraL Braptey replied that he much regretted that it had not 
been possible to bring with him Admiral Sherman, as had been pro-. 

* This record was included as a confidential annex to the British Chiefs of Staff. | 
. meeting on June 8. A notation on the source text indicates that this is copy one . 

of two copies and a marginal note reads: “copy 2 handed to Mr. Matthews 
6/12/51.” Presumably, General Bradley was given a number of copies of the | 
UK minutes either before his departure from England or soon after his return 
and he, in turn, passed two copies to the Department of State, Bradley apparently 
traveled to London to fulfill the invitation extended by Air Marshal Elliot in : 
late May. See memorandum of conversation by John Ferguson, May 31, p. 525. | 
Bradley first visited France, arriving in Paris on June 2 for talks with Generals 
Eisenhower and Gruenther, French Defense Minister Moch, and various French 
military leaders. On June 4 Bradley also met with General Marras, Chief of the 
Italian General Staff. Bradley then visited Britain from June 6 to J une 9. Ina 
press conference at Paris on June 2, Bradley declared that he favored the admis- | 

| sion of Greece and Turkey, as well as of Spain, to NATO “from the military point | - 
| of view,” and added: “It is my belief that we ought to have as many together as 

possible to build up collective defence. The more of us who can be put together the 
better we are going to be.” (Keesing’s . Contemporary Archives, 1950-1952, 
p. 11514)
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posed* by the British Chiefs of Staff, so that they could discuss in 

| detail Command arrangements for the Mediterranean. General Van- — 

denberg was already in Europe, and they had endeavoured to make it | 

| a rule since operations in Korea commenced that there should be at — 

least two of their number in Washington the whole time. He went on 

to say that he was not able to commit the United States Joint Chiefs | 

of Staff in any way, but he would naturally take back for their con- 

sideration any views that were expressed at the meeting. He would 

also inform the State Department of their views, where necessary and 

appropriate, at one of their weekly meetings. ae | 

Command Arrangements in the Middle Last wo 

Sir Witt1am Suim said there seemed to be general agreement on _ 

the necessity for an allied Middle Kast Command Organization. The 

- proposals for this Command Organization which had been put forward 

by the United States went a long way on the lines on which the British 

were thinking. He considered, however, that the Command Organiza- 

tion for the Middle East must be something very much more definite | 

| than the United States had so far proposed and must be capable of 

functioning in war. The United States had suggested that various 

Middle East countries, should, if they so wished, take their place on 

a “Middle East Co-operative Defense Board.” He did not consider 

| that this would be a wise move initially, although naturally it might _ 

become possible as the result of subsequent developments. The British 

| Chiefs of Staff consider that, at the outset, members of the Board 

, should be drawn from those nations only who were in fact members of 

| N.A.T.O. or who were associated with NATO. Turkey and Greece 

should be part of the Middle Fast Command Organization which must 

| be linked in some way with NATO. The Chief of the Imperial General _ 

‘Staff did not consider that the Middle East should necessarily—at any 

rate in peace—come under the Standing Group, but rather under some 

separate body in Washington composed of the present members of 

the Standing Group wearing different hats and joined, possibly, by — 

representatives of Turkey and Greece. | 

po Generat Brapiey expressed his general agreement with the neces- 

| sity for an effective Allied Command Organization in the Middle 

East—effective in both peace and war. He said that it was debatable 

whether Greece should be part of this Organization or whether she 

| should come within General Eisenhower’s Command. Politically, it 

| could be argued that Greece was part of the Balkans. However, this 

question of Greece could be settled later as the result of discussion. 

Turkey’s role was of necessity purely a defensive one, and she would 

naturally wish to command her own forces on the home front. On the — 

| other hand, Turkey must be part of some Command Organization 

and under some outside Commander both for purposes of planning and 

*COS (W) 38. [Footnote in the source text.] OO |
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in order that any support which might be given her, particularly 
from the air and the navy, could be properly co-ordinated. General 
Bradley was of the opinion that the Turks themselves would not like 
being under the British Commander in the Middle East. 
As regards the question whether the Middle East Command should 

come under N.A.T.O., GenzraL Brap.ey pointed out that it was un- 
likely that the State Department would agree to such an arrange- 
ment, since it would mean that the N.A.T.O. Organization would be 
becoming world-wide, and the time was probably not yet ripe for 
such a step. : 

_ The French would certainly jump at any suggestion that the 
Standing Group should control the Middle East, since it would mean 
that the Standing Group was in fact assuming responsibility for the 
global direction of war. Such a step might have serious repercussions 
in other parts of the world; for example, there would certainly be 
objections from the South American countries, and Commonwealth 
countries would no doubt also express strong feelings against it. 
GENERAL Braptey agreed that the suggestion that the Middle East | 

Command should come under a separate body in Washington, com- 
posed of the present members of the Standing Group wearing different | 
hats, might well produce a workable compromise, but that this solu- 
tion would require further considerations. 
Command Arrangements in the Mediterranean 

Lorp Fraser said that careful consideration had been given to the 
| United States suggestion for the division of the Mediterranean, with 

the British Mediterranean Fleet confined to the Eastern end. This 
suggestion would, in fact, mean that the whole British Mediterranean 
I*lect would have to be withdrawn from the remainder of the Medi- 
terranean and it would entail leaving the British bases in Gibraltar 
and Malta. From the British point of view the United States proposal 
was not a practicable proposition. The First Sea Lord then outlined 
the British counter-proposal which, he stated, had received Ministerial 
approval, the previous evening and had already been transmitted to | 
Washington for discussion with the United States Joint Chicfs of | 
Staff. This counter-proposal was as follows :— 

__ (i) Under the British Supreme Commander, Middle East, would 
be the British Naval Commander-in-Chief, Mediterranean, who would 

_ command and operate all the British naval forces and bases throughout 
the Mediterranean to meet the naval requirements of the Middle East 
Command and any additional allied requirements from British bases. 

(ii) Admiral Carney would be the Commander-in-Chief, Southern | 
Flank, and would command and operate all United States naval forces 
in the Mediterranean to meet the naval requirements of General 
Eisenhower. | | a 
(in) The British Naval Commander-in-Chief and Admiral Carney
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| would keep in very close touch and co-ordinate naval and maritime air — 
operations throughout the Mediterranean and the Black Sea. They | 
would also co-ordinate the activities of allied naval forces in the | 

: Mediterranean. | 7 | 

Ile gave General Bradley a copyt of this proposal in diagrammatic 

form. - | oT 

Lorp Fraser continued that he felt that this proposal overcame the 

difficulties of both sides and would enable the United States Sixth 
Fleet to accomplish its primary mission of supporting the Southern 

Flank. He said the British Naval Commander in the Mediterranean 
‘would at the same time be the British naval member of the Middle 

East Command Organization. He would be responsible for the run- 

ning of British bases in the Mediterranean and for the routing of 
British convoys through the Mediterranean. Gibraltar would certainly 

be a bottleneck which would require very careful co-ordination, as 
| would the various other problems connected with the naval operation 

of the Mediterranean. However, given good-will on both sides, there 
| was, he contested, no reason why joint functional control of the Medi- | 

-terranean should not present a practicable proposition. == 

| GeneraL Brapiey said that this new proposal of joint functional 

control of the Mediterranean was very much in line with his own way 
| of thinking,-and he felt that it might well present a practicable solu- 

tion to this thorny problem. He would certainly discuss the suggestion 

| with Admiral Sherman and his colleagues on his return to Washington. _ 
| He agreed that the British Naval Commander-in-Chief in the Medi- 
) terranean would naturally be responsible for the running of British _ 

bases and the routing of British convoys through the Mediterranean. 

- On the other hand, convoys which were proceeding in support of 

| Admiral Carney’s Southern Flank would be the responsibility of 
Admiral Carney. This dual control of convoys would naturally re- 
quire extremely close co-ordination between the(two Admirals ; but 

it could and would work. 

| Command Arrangements, Southern Flank © | | 

Sm Wru1am Sum informed General Bradley that the British 
| Chiefs of Staff had now agreed that General Eisenhower should set _ 
| up his Command Organization for his Southern Flank under Admiral 

Carney on similar lines to that of his Northern Flank under Admiral 
| Brind, i.e. :— | | | | a | 

| - Commander-in-Chief, Southern a | 
Flank and Commander, Naval a 
Forces, alloted to that Sector___.... ApmiRaL CaRNEY = 

Commander-in-Chief, Land | 
Forces, Southern Flank__--------- An Italian General | 

| ~ Commander-in-Chiefs, Air - | a 
Forces, Southern Flank__.---.---.. An American Air Officer 

| +Annex. [Footnote in the source text.] : : |
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A condition to this agreement was that Admiral Carney’s sphere should 
not extend to Greece, Turkey or to the Mediterranean as a whole, it 
being clearly understood that future decisions concerning the position | 
of Greece and Turkey and concerning Command in the Mediterranean, 
were still under consideration and were not affected by the Com- | 
mand Organization of the Southern Flank. A messagef to this effect 
had that morning been despatched to the Standing Group. OS 
GENERAL Brapiey expressed his approval of this action and said 

that. it would certainly be a great relief to General Eisenhower; it 
should enable him to forge ahead with his Southern Flank Command 
Organization. 

Command Arrangements in the Atlantic 
GENERAL Brabtey said that he was concerned with the Command 

arrangements in the Atlantic. These arrangements, which had been 
- agreed by NATO after long and careful study, had received a very 

lukewarm reception in the United Kingdom and had been heavily 
| criticized by both politicans and the public, including many renowned — 

| retired British Admirals. The United States hesitated in accepting 
the responsibilities of this Command under such conditions, and he 
suggested that it might even now be preferable to set up an Atlantic 
Command Organization on the same lines as that now proposed for 
the Mediterranean. He pointed out that dual functional control in 
the Atlantic had worked satisfactorily during the World War II. | 

Lorp Fraser said that he felt that the United States were possi- 
bly taking too great account of the publicly expressed views of retired 
British Admirals on this subject. Even though these Admirals were 
men of great renown with a wealth of past experience, they did not | 

_ appreciate the full complexity of the problem and were not aware of 
all the arguments which had been given careful consideration in pro- 
ducing the present answer—an answer fully supported by the Ad- 
miralty, Admittedly joint functional control in the Atlantic had 
worked satisfactorily in the last war; but it must be remembered that 

_ Initially the Command arrangements in the Atlantic had been the sole 
responsibility of the United Kingdom, and that only after these ar- 
rangements were fully functioning and operations in the Atlantic¢ in | 
full swing had the United States come in and been able to fit into the _ 
existing organization. In the present. circumstances, where planning 
and arrangements were starting ab initio and where two great naval | 
powers were directly interested from the outset, a Supreme Com- 
mander in the Atlantic undoubtedly produced the most satisfactory 
organization for Atlantic Command. He further pointed out that 
politically it would be almost impossible for the British Government 
to go back on the present agreement for a Supreme Commander in the’ 
Atlantic. | | | | 

| {COS (W) 44. {Footnote in the source text.] |
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- Generat Bravery expressed his understanding of the position. _ 

[Here follow a discussion of British policy with regard to Persia, — 

| Hong Kong, and trade with China and a brief report by General 

Bradley on the general situation in Korea. | | a 

| | | | : . Annex 7 | , — 

Draft Proposal Prepared by the United Kingdom Chiefs of Staff 

RE Committee | | , ) 

TOP SECRET oe | [Lonpon? June 8, 1951.) | 

| ComMMAND ARRANGEMENTS IN TIE MEDITERRANEAN: ALTERNATIVE | 

SoLUTION | 

 SACME (Brit) | a | SACEUR 

| | — —. elose | 
| . | liaison _ | 

C-in-C British  4------------------------------> C-in-C Southern 

Mediterranean - | Flank (U.S.) | 

Fleet os , a | 

All British Naval U.S. Sixth Fleet 
forces and bases | | ; | | 

- in Mediterranean — | | : | | 

Note: SACME (Brit) Command would be a fully integrated | 

command linked to N.A.T.O. | , | 

- Greece and Turkey would be associated with this Command. | 

740.5/6-1551. | | - | | 

Memorandum of Conversation, by Ridgway B. Knight of the Office | 

- | of European Regional Affairs’ = | 

‘TOP SECRET | an | [ WASHINGTON, | June 15, 1951. a 

Mr. de Margerie called this morning at his request and stated that 

the French Embassy had received instructions from the- French For- 

eign Office to approach the Department of State at a high level in 

| order to press for military consideration of the Mediterranean Com- 

mand problem by the Standing Group national representatives. After | 

* Copies to Deputy Under Secretary Matthews, Nitze of the Policy Planning 

Staff, Perkins and Martin of EUR, Byington and Godley of WE, and Colonel 

| Ilartshorn of Defense for Admiral Sherman. | | | |
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consideration of the problem in the French Embassy, it was decided, 
however, to make the first approach at the working level.2 

Mr. de Margerie stated that the French Government was most 
anxious to see the military aspects of the Mediterranean Command 
problem discussed from the “purely military point of view” in 
the Standing Group. He referred to the conversation of April 18, 1951 , 
in the Standing Group and alleged a resulting commitment on our 
part to discuss these problems. In connection with this reference, he 
did not, however, make clear whether the French Government was a 
anxious for these talks to proceed in the Standing Group acting as 
the Standing Group, or between the three national representatives 
acting as such and outside of the NATO context. Mr. de Margerie had 
seen the Standing Group telegram establishing the command structure 
of SACEUR’s Southern flank. He expressed the belief, however, that 
while his Government would welcome this development as a definite 
step forward, its urgent desire for military discussions with the U.S. 
and U.K. concerning the Mediterranean as a whole would not be 
diminished. | | — 

In the course of the conversation, Mr. de Margerie indicated that . 
the French favored an extension of Admiral Carney’s command under 
SACEUR® and were correspondingly not over-anxious to see the 
British Middle East Command assume considerably greater impor- | 
tance. When queried about the French Government’s specific views, 
Mr. de Margerie stated that the Embassy had received no instructions 
along such lines and that the only purpose of his démarche was to 
foster a genera} consideration of the Mediterranean Command prob- 

| lem on the military level arid not to express any definite views. It was ; 
made clear that the French are quite conversant with our difficult 
situation with the British concerning the appointment of Admiral 
Fechteler as SACLANT. He stated, however, that regardless of this 
and other political considerations, it was the French Government’s | 

- view“that the military discussions concerning the overall Mediter- 
ranean setup could and should be pushed forward. 
Having only recently returned from three weeks in Europe, I was 

able to state that I was not informed as to the latest developments in 
this field other than the Standing Group action concerning General 
Eisenhower’s Southern Command. Mr. de Margerie specifically re- 
quested information as to the reasons which were preventing the joint: 
consideration of this problem, allegedly agreed on April 18, and the 
prospects for such talks in the near future. It was made clear that the 

*In a conversation at the Department of State with Perkins and Godley on 
June 5, Mr. C. E. Steel of the British Embassy stated “that he had received a 
telegram from the Foreign Office to the effect that the French in London were - 
exerting ‘tremendous’ pressure on the British Foreign Office to arrange the follow: 
up meeting re Malta.” (770a.5/6—551 ) 

* Admiral Carney was Commander in Chief, U.S. Naval Forces, Eastern At- 

lantic and Mediterranean. oo
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French Embassy will take further steps in connection with this ques- 
tion in the absence of what it may consider an answer satisfactory to : 
the French Government. | | 

| . | Editorial Note - 

: On June 18 SHAPE headquarters in Paris announced the appoint- 
ment of Admiral Robert B. Carney, United States Navy, as Com- 

: mander of Allied Forces in Southern Europe, thus completing the 
NATO regional command structure under General Eisenhower. At . 
the same time, two other appointments to Southern. European Com- — 
mand assignments were announced by SHAPE. General Maurizio: 
Lazzaro Castiglione, Italian Army, was appointed to command Allied 
Army Forces in Southern Europe, while Major General David Schlat- 

— ter, United States Air Force, was appointed to command Allied Air 
Forces in Southern Europe. The SHAPE announcement stated that 
Admiral Carney would also command those Allied naval forces allo- | 

~ cated to General Eisenhower in southern Europe. Admiral Carney had- 
been and continued in command of United States naval forces inthe _ 

Kastern Atlantic and Mediterranean. Department of State Wireless 
Bulletin, June 18, 1951, page 3. = 

| | 
PPS files, lot 64 D 563,720 UK 7 | 

United States Minutes of a United States-United Kingdom Meeting 
on Questions of Atlantic, Mediterranean and Middle East Com- 
mands, Washington, June 19,1951? | | | 

oo [Extracts] | | | 

TOP SECRET | | | | 

Participants: U.S.: General Vandenberg | | 
| General Collins ~— 7 

a Admiral Sherman _ | 
| | Colonel Carns | | | 

: _ Mr. Matthews _ | lag es 
| | Mr. Perkins a 
a Mr. Lewis Jones. | oo 

| Mr. John Ferguson — | 

U.K.: C.E. Steel | 
Air [Chief] Marshal Sir William Elliot - 

| I. W. Marten | _ 
| Brigadier R.H. Barry _ 7 

* There is no indication in the source text of the American officers responsible 
| for the preparation of this record. | oe
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Mr. Matruews: I believe that Mr. Steel has some views of his full 
Government on the matters we have been discussing in these meetings. 

Mr. Sree: Yes, but may I start on something else for 2 moment. 
I should like to speak about Greece and Turkey in NATO.? Do you | 
really feel that full membership of Greece and Turkey on the same 
basis as everyone else in NATO is necessary? Or would you feel that 
Greece and Turkey might be taken in on the basis of relationships with 

| those directly concerned ? , | 
Mr. Matruews: We have given this matter full study and con- 

sidered the various alternatives, and we have concluded that the best 
answer would be membership in NATO. I believe the Joint Chiefs of 
Staff have come to the same conclusion. 

ADMIRAL SHERMAN: May I amplify my views? You have a situation | 
where if you look at the map from the bottom of the Baltic to the 
top of the Adriatic that is where you must hold. If you take the dis- 
tance from the Adriatic to Turkey and from Germany to northern 
Norway, you find you aren’t stretching the line in the direction of 
Greece and Turkey any more than you are in the other direction. From | 
the point of view of the real center of gravity, you aren’t getting ex- 
tended more in one direction than in the other. The right and left | 
flanks have about the same significance. 

Mr. Sreex: I see the logic of that. As far as we are concerned, we | 
| would be delighted to have Greece and Turkey in NATO. ... 

Mr. Matruews: I think it represents the Secretary’s view. 

Mr. Steex: I think there were three points outstanding in our dis-_ 
cussion: (1) the distribution of the Naval Command: (2) where | 
Greece and Turkey fit in; and (3) the form and structure ofthe Middle | 
East Command. I’d like to ask Bill Elliot to outline our proposal, | 
though I think you already know a good deal about it from General | 
Bradley’s conversations. 

Arr Marsuau Exxuior: Without going over past history, the point 
we directed ourselves to in part was the command. You put out the 
suggestion there might be an adjustment in the Mediterranean picture 
by the creation of an Allied Command in the Middle East. The 
thoughts of the British Chiefs have moved along these lines. They have 
agreed on the command arrangements for the southern flank, reserving _ 

| Greece and Turkey. The lines of their thinking beyond that are that 
there should be set up as a counter-poise a Supreme Allied Commander 
in the Middle East, to be held by a British officer, this command linked 
to NATO. They think that by virtue of the responsibilities he will have 
he should be a soldier. Secondly, the British Chiefs think that the 
Command should be a fully integrated command with an American - 

*For documentation on the admission of Greece and Turkey to NATO, see 
pp. 460 ff.
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element on the headquarters staff. There is no suggestion you would | 
be asked to contribute forces, but to give it real character it should | 
include an American element. Equally, there should be appropriate 
participation by the Commonwealth. ‘There are meetings in London | 
day after tomorrow with the Commonwealth Defense Ministers on : 
their contributions to defense. - | 

Next we come to Greece and Turkey. The military view quite : 
definitely is that Greece and Turkey should be associated with the : 
Middle East Command. Furthermore, there should be something more | 
than the cooperative board you suggested. There should bea Middle 

Kast Defense Board with the Middle East Commander as chairman 
and this board should be comprised of the U.S., France, Greece and 
Turkey and anyone else in NATO it would be desirable to have. That 
body should be the link between the Middle East Command and 
NATO. Against that background you will see how we bring Greece 

| and Turkey in. | | | | 
Without going into many of the points that might be argued, the | 

broad strategic argument is that the British recognize the Aegean and 
| Dardanelles are beyond the right flank of Eisenhower and the left 

flank of the Middle East. This is where we parted in our thoughts the 
last time we talked. While you may feel the left flank is assured, if 

| taken care of by Eisenhower, we feel that Eisenhower’s flank is assured 
| through the Middle East Command. As far as the Naval Command 
| is concerned, the British Chiefs have moved away from the idea of 
| one commander by accepting Carney on the southern flank. They would 
| like the joint functional role to be shared by Carney and Eddleston very 

broadly; the division of responsibility would be that Eddleston would . 

—— command all British Naval vessels and bases and be responsible to 
| the Middle East Command for convoys through the Mediterranean to 

the Middle East. Admiral Carney would command all U.S, Naval 
forces, be responsible to Eisenhower for naval requirements, and 

; would share with Eddleston the naval requirements that should be 
shared between them. | | | 

| Mr. Matriews: May I ask a question at the outset? I wasn’t clear 
| of the role of France in the Middle East you had in mind. | 
, Arm Marsuat Exuiot: There would be an Allied Command in a 

| which the French, the British, the U.S., Greece and Turkey would be | 
| represented on the Joint Defense Board. I don’t think on details of | 
| command we would see the French in the command headquarters. 

They make no contribution. | | 
Mr. Matrnews: You can anticipate a lot of anguish over that. _ 

Air Marsuau Exuior: Well, that’s something that could be agreed | 

upon later. | co | 
| Mr. Sreei: I don’t think that should make much difference inthe _ 

| long run. | | 

|
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ApmMirAL SHERMAN: I should think the easiest thing to agree on — 
would be setting up a Middle East Allied Command. If France insists 
on participation we could arrange something. 

GENERAL VANDENBERG: It doesn’t seem to me, Forrest, that this 
proposal takes care of your worry about two naval commanders. | 

: ADMIRAL SHERMAN: Well, let me raise some questions. One is as 
to how you would visualize the coordination of the movement of con- 
voys from. Gibraltar to Malta, I mean the movement of aircraft, sur- 
face vessels—traffic in general. Until the time of the invention of the _ 

airplane, I could easily visualize what we have been discussing. 

Second, if the Russians make the move I would expect and come 
down between the Alps and the Turkish land mass I would visualize 
them coming down with ground and air. In that type of action, who 
would fight that battle as far as air, navy and armies are concerned ? 

_ | would think the ground armies would be Greek and Turkish forces 
in Europe and. possibly the Yugoslavs. Other than indigenous ground 
troops, it would be primarily navy and air that would be needed. 

| I think those are the two questions we should answer so that we 
can see what forces would be used and arrive at a sound solution. — | 

Arr Marsan Exxior: I am sure you don’t want me to answer in 
detail.’ With respect to your first question, admittedly there would be 
need for close coordination between the Naval Commanders. There 

should be a strong military liaison section from the Middle East 
Command at Carney’s headquarters for both navy and air. When con- 
voys are destined. for Eisenhower, all the resources of the British Navy 
and bases would be placed at Carney’s disposal quite unreservedly. 
When: you get to the eastern end of the Mediterranean you would 
want a strong liaison element of Carney’s headquarters with Kddles- 
ton. I would think this would make the coordination possible = | 

ApMIRAL SHERMAN: With respect to Turkey, I think something 
like that could be worked out. I see a little more difficulty with Greece. 
I see more difficulty in the Aegean problem also. I would think Carney | 

and Eddleston, if asked to work out something for the protection of 

shipping against air and submarine action, would require some kind 

of division of area responsibility. If you have the Russian onslaught | 

between the Alps and Turkey I think you would have a serious 

problem. — : | 

| Am Marsuau Exiot: Well, to turn to your second question, which | 

relates to the time the issue would be joined, that is where we broach 

the real difference between us. Is it the responsibility of the Middle 
East, or Eisenhower? We believe it should be a Middle Kast responsi- . 

bility. There will certainly have to be a line drawn somewhere. 

If I may speak just on the naval and air side, if there were not an 

attempt beyond mining and air action, the conduct.of naval and air 

operations could be carried out by close association between the two
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commanders. It is only when you visualize the Russians coming down | 
that actual warfare requires a decision and the drawing of a line. : 

Mr. Sreex: I know we are all trying to see what will happen, but in : 
any case won’t we have to make adjustments of forces with relation 

- toevents? —_ —_ | 
ApDMIRAL SHERMAN: Not only adjustments of forces but of bound- 4 

aries also. | | 
| GENERAL Cotuins: I think we could draw a line and solve this thing, 

and one fellow could yell for help if he needed it. I don’t visualize the 
Russians capable of forcing the Dardanelles and capitalizing on it 
from a naval point of view to any great extent. Possibly they could 

- capitalize on it with submarines but I doubt it. So from my point of 
view, I think there is a natural division. Greece would be difficult to 
separate from the Balkans. Greece is geographically in the Balkans 
and politically Yugoslavia must be in as well as Greece. This is the 

-_ land operations part—an attack would be overland with respect to 
Greece. 7 

| ApMIRAL SHERMAN: I quite agree. | 7 

, GENERAL Cotutns: I would like to know what the Russians could do 
| from the naval point of view if they had the Dardanelles. I don’t see | 
| how anything could threaten us from the naval point of view until 
| they got to Malta. | 

| Arr Marsna. Exxuior: I think you do have to decide what the 
| Russians will do. We are trying to find the place of Greece and Turkey 
| in World War ITI. If you look at it only as the southern flank, then 
| Greece falls into the European theater. If you look at the broad theater, 

why should the Russians go down to Greece if they are driving into 
| Western Europe? I see a drive to Greece as a threat to the Middle 
pS East and not to Europe... . | | 

| | ADMIRAL SHERMAN: . . . So the Russian job to be done in that part | 
| of the world is to advance into Greece and cut off the Mediterranean 
| and turn west to Italy. So your job is to stop that advance. What are 
! you going to use to stop it with—indigenous ground forces, navy and 

| air. Someone has to work this out. As I see it, there are three things the | 
| Russians can do: | | an 

| 1. Move across the plain between the Alps and the North Sea, _ 
| 2. Advance around the coast of Scandinavia, / oo 
| 3. An area advance. across the Balkans, opening the Dardanelles 

until eventually the Russians are sitting in the center of the 
Mediterranean. a 

| If the Russians turn west from Greece, it is Carney’s job, ifthey turn > 
to the Middle East, it is the Middle East Commander’s job. 

| | | |
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Mr. Matruews: May I ask how you visualize the Russian cam- 

paign in the Middle East ? | 
Arr Marsirau Exuiot: I agree with Admiral Sherman as to the 

possibilities of an attack in Europe. I don’t think the third one would 
be applied unless they intend a Middle East campaign. I agree with 

General Collins on that. It would be an irritation to us to have. them 
in Greece and the Dardanelles but it would require great effort on 
their part and I don’t think they would do it, unless they had planned 
a campaign in the Middle East. ‘This is one way and I think the first 
and easiest way to move to the Middle East. They would try to cut 
us off and starve us in the Middle East in this fashion as the Germans 

tried to do. | | 
As far as air bases in Turkey are concerned, they could be used to 

resist attack by the Russians on the Middle Kast or Europe. _ 
GENERAL VANDENBERG: I agree, but with the hope that they would 

not do either of these things until they carried out their other mission. 
Arr Marsuat Extior: I agree, but the fact you could use them to 

hit Europe doesn’t mean that Turkey is in Europe. are 
Now the Russians can also come down through Iran and Iraq. I 

think they would first assure their right flank in Greece and the 

Dardanelles. That is why we feel Greece and the Dardanelles are 
_ strategically of first importance to the Middle East. 

| ApMIRAL SHERMAN: I feel the first way for a country with a large 
army who have air forces is to get around the eastern end of Turkey 

through Iran. 
Arr Marsiau Exvuior: But if we can hold the Mediterranean, we 

can quickly reinforce the Middle East. en 

ApmiraL SuerMan: 1 part company because I think the direct route 

is through Iran which will occupy the Middle East Commander and 

this is quite separate from the Balkan-Aegean problem. I think the © 

Middle East problem is ground and air and the Balkan-Aegean prob- | 

lem involves all three services. | | 

GeneraL Couns: I think the Russians will come down through 
Iran and through the Aegean also. I do think the threat of coming _ 
down through Greece is largely to the Middle East. OS 

ApmiraL SHERMAN: The reason the German threat wasn’t turned 

to the West when they got to Greece was that the Germans turned 

toward Russia. You won’t wait ‘til the Russians get to Greece before | 

you start fighting and the fellow who is going to do the fighting is 

the one in the Mediterranean and he must have the necessary forces, 

and they can only come from Genera] Eisenhower. 

GeneraL Co.itns: I think that is largely a case of timing. I don’t — 

think for sometime there will be forces, ground or navy, to spare from 

| Eisenhower for use in that area. There may be some air available.
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I think. everything Ike has will be committed to Northern Italy and 
Yugoslavia and he won’t be able to worry about the Balkans. If Greece 
is overrun and the Dardanelles opened up you might then transfer : 
Greece to:the Middle East since the defense will be in the Middle East. 

Arr Marsnau Exuior: Aren’t we projecting ourselves too far into.a 
war? Aren’t we trying to find the machinery to capitalize on the forces, 
not so.much in Greece, but in Turkey which is the important thing. _ | 

Mr. Matriurews: May I ask how you visualize a set-up by which 
the Middle East Command is tied into NATO. How would the coun- 

tries that aren’t NATO members fit in? | | 
Arr Marsuau Exuior: The broad picture is a British Supreme 

Allied Commander with an integrated allied headquarters under him, , 
Below that, there is the Middle East Defense Board of which a | 
Britisher is Chairman. The members of the Board would: be the U.K., | 
France, U.S., Turkey, Greece and Italy, if you like, but not any of the | 
Middle East countries. The Middle East Command wouldn’t be under | | 
NATO and the strategic direction would be from the three of us. | 

GENERAL Couiins: ... I’d like to ask Admiral Sherman what | 
difference there is between us on responsibilities. - 

ApMIRAL SHERMAN: I don’t think we disagree if Greece is in 
_ Europe and the difference certain is that we would shift the line in the | 

| light of developments. | - | 

- Generat Couiins: Well, I guess there is no difference between us: . 
ADMIRAL SHERMAN: No. OO ee 
As I see it, you have a military structure which we will call the | 

Allied Supreme Commander and you have to build a defense against 
letting the Arab states and Israel into that command. The only thing 
I have been able to think of to accomplish that is NATO. 

p Then below that command, you have a Middle East Defense Board 
which tries to coordinate what the people in the area do for themselves _ 
and there you have to give the local people a hearing, so that the | | 
Board must be below the commander. oe 

| Mr. Street: A lot of these people are reluctant to join anything 

| pointed at Russia. NATO is so considered by them, but there could 
| be a consultative body between NATO and the local people. — | 

| | ApmiraL SHERMAN: Another thing is the domestic problem here. : 

| I expect to have a terrible time getting appropriations for the Middle 

| East. I think you could set up a NATO thing there and we will get 

into less trouble. So from a practical political point of view the path 

| is easier if you give a NATO halo to the Allied Command in the 

| Middle East. , | 

Mr. Matruews: Lewis, do you wishtocomment? . | 

|
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Mr. Jones: Well, I am afraid this looks like business as usual. It 
treats these countries as small and hopeless and says we are going 

in to defend them. We don’t think this is the way to handle these 

people, with their emerging nationalism. I can’t think of a single 
state ... that would welcome this imposition from above. I think 
they must have the idea of being helped to help themselves. What 
worries us very much is that we can’t think for these people; we must 
roll with the nationalism punch. | 

| ApmiraL SHERMAN: That is why I think the command should be 
a NATO command and the Defense Board an outlet for the local | 
people. One is a command which you want to keep separate from the 

local people if you can. - 

: Mr. STEEL: We will have to consider the Commonwealth contingent 
and take care of them in the command. 
GENERAL Cotuins: If you can ever settle the Kashmir problem you 

might get something real out of Pakistan. 
GENERAL VANDENBERG: We are pretty much agreed that the weak 

spot is Greece and there isn’t much we can do about it unless we can 

count on the Yugoslavs. Russia can drive down the East coast to Greece 

and we haven’t solved anything. We will have two commands split 

down the middle. I think we could make Crete uninhabitable if they 
took it, but they could make it so tough from the air from Greece that 
we couldn’t supply much by sea. - ) 

Greece should be in Europe but shouldn’t they be represented on | 

the Defense Board or in the command. In case things go in that direc- _~ 

tion with this kind of arrangement doesn’t that pretty well meet the 
points of view of both sides of the table. a 

Arr Marsuat Exuior: I wonder if we could recapitulate? One, 

you agree on an allied Middle East commander. | 
Mr. Matruews: As far as I am concerned this is tentative. 
Arr Marsuau Exxiot: Certainly. 
One, a Middle East allied commander in fact as well as name with 

the U.S. and the Commonwealth on the headquarters staff. | 
- Generat Coxiiins: You will have difficulty getting clearance for a 

U.S. element on the staff but I quite agree from a military point of | 
- view. Of course we can’t make a commitment to provide forces. | 

| ~ Atr Marsuat Exnior7: I agree. 
Mr. Matruews: You will have to have the French on the head- 

quarters staff I think. : | 

Arr Marsuat Ex.iot: From the strategic point of view the Turks 

would be in the command (Air Marshal Elliot said Standing Group,
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but it seems unlikely he meant that). Then in connection with this 
arrangement there would be a Defense Board. — | 

Mr. Marriews: Wouldn’t the Board be separate? What about that, | 
Lewis? pe | 

Mr. Jongs: We think the Board must have a new look. To be suc- 
cessful it must begin with the cooperative concept with the local 

people. ee : 
Mr. Marruews: So the Middle East Defense Board should be 

separate. | . | | 

Mr. Perkins: It would not be NATO. a a 7 

Mr. Marruews: No. | | | - 

Amr Marsuau Exxior: The British command would wear two 
hats—one as chairman of the Defense Board.. —_— | an | 

GENERAL VANDENBERG: I think you would make a mistake to an- | 

nounce both things at the same time. a | 

Genera Couns: Is it necessary that he be the same fellow? | 

Ar Marsa Exuior: The conception of the Board in the minds | 

of the British Chiefs of Staff was that it should be the link with 

NATO. Now we are saying that the Board should be set up for the | 

small fellows in the area, so it is quite reasonable to think of it as | 

separate. | a | . | 

ApmiraL SHERMAN: Perhaps the chairman should be a political 

fellow who could also be the political adviser to the Supreme 

Commander. ) On 

Mr. Marruews: The Board would also provide a cover for the 

missions we would have out there. | | - 

Arr Marsuat Exuior: We are coming around to your conception 

of a cooperative Defense Board, aren’t we? , ee 

Apmirat SHERMAN: Yes, I think we are. , 

Mr. Jones: Did you have in mind that the Board would be located 

in Faid? . | | | | 

| Mr. Sreet: You couldn’t put the political organization in Faid. 

The Commander would have to be there but the political board should 

be in Cairo. - | | | 

Mr. Marruews: Would the Egyptians want a NATO Commander 

in Faid? | | 

Mr. Jones: From the point of view of the locals, it might be better 

to take it to Cyprus. Then they would work to get it back to Egypt. 

| I think the location is an important point and you might consider 

Cyprus as the location for part of it. | 

Arm Marsuaut Exuior: That’s a very good point to consider. 

Mr. Sree: The hope is that the Egyptians can be given enough of 

a place to feel their honor is satisfied. Sore | 

. Arr Marsan Exzior: Then finally, in recapitulation, this Com-. 

mand should be locally responsible for planning with Turkey. 

. 536-688 PT 1--81---37
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Now, how do you see Greece? oe 
ADMIRAL SHERMAN: Greece associates itself with Eisenhower ex- 

cept that Greece might have liaison with the Middle East Command - 
and vice versa. | 

Mr. Stren: Greece should be provisionally in Eisenhower’s com- 
mand but with liaison in the Middle East headquarters, | | 

GENERAL CouLins: You would not publicly say anything about the © 
“provisionally”. | | | 

Arr Marsuat Exxior: Now as to the Mediterranean, we propose | 
a joint functional association between the two naval commanders. 

| ApMIRAL SHERMAN: With the understanding that they must work 
_ out some form of area responsibility. 

Mr, Steet: There should be primary responsibility by areas. | 
ADMIRAL SHERMAN: That would have to be worked out in some 

| detail and it would have to be continually adjusted. | 
a Air Marsuau Exxior: So it is a combination of areas and functions. 

_ Mr. Perxins: I am confused about the relation to the defense board 
and to whom the Supreme Commander would report. | 

_ ApmirAL SHERMAN: Can’t you define the command as not applying 
to an area but say that he commands such forces as the NATO coun- 
tries and their associates can make available to him for the defense of 
the Middle East ? | : 

| Arr Marsan Exsior: Should we try to get a short note to put up 
as to what we think ? 3 | 

Mr. Matruews: I think so, but we will want to talk to the Secretary. | 
Mr. Sreev: All of this is ad referendum. — | | 
Arr Marsuau Extiot: There is an urgency about it. We are about 

to start talks with the Commonwealth Prime Ministers. - oe 

GENERAL VANDENBERG: If this leaks, our chance of getting it done 
. becomes small. | 

Air Marsuat Etxior: I agree. What one wants is really only a 
suggestion that you would, for instance, become a part of the 

| headquarters. - . | 
Mr. Matruews: We will see how fast we can move. | | | 
ADMIRAL SHERMAN : When could we meet again ? | 
Mr. Steet: Perhaps what we need is a very short minute. | 
ADMIRAL SHERMAN: Why don’t we meet later this week? I’d like to 

get the matter settled. 
GENERAL Cotiins: I wonder if it would be useful if you said that 

you had had discussions with the Americans in which you proposed cer- 
tain things. © = 

*See draft memorandum by John Ferguson, “Command in the Eastern Medi- 
terranean and Middle East,” July 6, p. 551.
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Mr. Sreeu: We could say that our discussion has been at the Chiefs _ 
of Staff level with no government sanction. | | 

There followed a discussion as to the nature of the defense board 

and it seemed to be generally agreed that this board would be ad- 

visory in nature, would include such representatives of the local coun- 

tries as cared to join it and would deal with political and economic as 

well as military matters. — | 

740.5/7-851 Co | 

The Department of State to the British Embassy* 

CONFIDENTIAL _ | Co 

|  ArpE-MéMorre , 

The Government of the United States has studied the Azde-Alémoire — 

| left by the British Embassy with the Department of State on June 13, | 

1951, No. 23147/68/51, concerning the adherence of Greece and Tur- 

key to the North Atlantic Treaty, responding to the Aide-Mémoire | 

left by the United States Ambassador to the United Kingdom with 

| the Foreign Office on May 15, 1951. | | | os 

The United States is in full agreement that a thorough examina- 

tion should be undertaken of the political and military issues involved 

| as in fact, is being done in the Council of Deputies as to political ques- 

| tions and by the Standing Group on military aspects. The alternative 

‘suggested in the third paragraph of the Embassy’s Aide-Mémoire * is 

one which was carefully considered by the United States Government — 

before reaching its decision that the adherence of Greece and Turkey 

to the North Atlantic Treaty constituted the preferable solution. 
Ambassador Spofford, the United States Representative on the 

Council of Deputies, in which discussion of this whole question is now — 

| taking place, is fully informed as to the reasons which led this Gov- 

| ernment to discard this alternative and would. be fully prepared to 

| discuss this or other aspects of the question with representatives of the 

| British GovernmentinLondonatanytime. =| ee 

The proposal of this Government with respect to the adherence of 

| Greece and Turkey to the North Atlantic Treaty. was put forward 

| on its own merits without reference to the question of the possible 

adherence of Spain. oe : | , 

) To | | 

| | 1Drafted by Wolf. of RA and Raynor of BNA. Circulated for clearance on 

| June 29, and cleared with GTI, RA. and OSD. | | 
| 2 The offer of a unilateral security guarantee to Turkey by the United States, | 

| the United Kingdom, and France. ,
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PP§ files, lot.64 D 563, 7 23, Near and Middle East | 

| Draft. Memorandum Prepared by John Ferguson of the Policy 
| Planning Staff | 

TOP SECRET | | -[Wasurnoron,] J uly 6, 1951. 

Commanp In THE EasTERN MEDITERRANEAN AND Mupie Kast 

I. At a State-JiICS-UK meeting on this subject on June 19, 1951,2 

a discussion was held which resulted in a suggested solution along the | 

following lines: | | | 

| a. AdmissionofGreeceand TurkeytoNATO. = | 

b. An Allied Middle East Command, which would be a NATO 
command, under a British Supreme Allied Commander, in which the 

U.S., the U.K., France and Turkey would participate, it being under- 

| stood that the U.S. would not assign forces to such command. Turkey 
would come under this command, but Greece would come under Eisen- 
hower’s southern command. 7 | 

c. The forces under such command would be such forces as the 

NATO members and their associates (i.e., the British Commonwealth) , 

assigned to such command, with consideration being given to offering 

the Turks the subordinate post of the Allied ground commander. oe 
| d. The headquarters of the Supreme Allied Command Middle Kast 
| would not be established in a Middle Eastern country, but in some 

— such placeasCyprus. > | | 
e. In addition to the Allied Middle East Command, a Middle Kast 

| Defense Board, under British chairmanship, would be established to 

: obtain the voluntary cooperation of the Arab States and Israel in the | 

| defense of the Middle East, and would act in an advisory capacity to | 

| the Allied Commander, Middle East. The U.S., France and Turkey | 
| would participate in such Board. | - an 

| This suggested proposal had the tentative approval of the JCS. 

| II. The British representatives consulted London and tabled a pro- 

| - posal in the Standing Group similar to the one described above except 
| in two respects: | 

| a. The British questioned the desirability of making the Supreme 

| Allied Command Middle East a NATO command, and | | 
b. They also questioned the desirability of establishing the head- 

| quarters of such command in Cyprus rather than Egypt. 

Tif. Some of the State Department representatives also had reser- | 

| vations about the suggested arrangements, and proposed the follow- 

: ing changes: a 7 

| a. That the NATO command be called the Supreme Eastern Allied 
| Command, in order to avoid the implication that the command ex- _ 

| 2 A record of this meeting is printed, | | | |
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tended geographically over the entire Middle East. The Eastern Allied 
Command would be assigned only forces of NATO members. (ice., 
U.S., U.K., France and Turkey). | . 

6. The Supreme Allied Eastern Commander be British, and the 
British continue their own Middle East Command, naming the same 
man to both posts. | | 

c. The Allied Eastern Command and the British Middle East Com- 
mand headquarters should both be located in Cyprus, but the Middle. 
Kast Defense Board should meet initially in Turkey and subsequently — 
in other countries of the Middle East. | ee 

IV. NEA agrees that there should not be a NATO command 
extending over the whole of the Middle East, but they feel there should 
be an Allied Middle East Command in which we would participate. 
They therefore agree with the British revisions of the tentative JCS | 
suggestion. 

V. The State Department representatives who favor a NATO 
Supreme Allied Eastern Commander and a separate British Middle 
East Commander argue as follows: — ne 

a. The only way the Turks can be persuaded to accept a British 
command is by admitting the Turks to NATO and asking them to put. 
their forces under a NATO command. | | 

6. Since the Command would be a NATO command it cannot now 
embrace the Arab States and Israel which are not members of NATO. 

ce. During the cold war the Arab States and Israel are not likely to . 
put their forces under any allied commander in any case, and, in the 
event of hostilities, the arrangements can be altered. In the meantime 
the Middle East Defense Board can plan for the defense of the Middle 
East and try to prepare for indigenous assistance in the defense of the 
Middle East should hostilities occur.? is : 

ad. The creation of an Allied Middle East Command now would | 
appear to be an extension of our commitments and would raise domes- 
tic political problems. . ge 

VI. NEA argues as follows: a 

a. The problem is to plan for the defense of the Middle East, the | 
real prizes of’ which are the Persian Gulf oilfields and the Cairo— 
Suez area, and which is particularly vulnerable from an invasion gy 
through the Caucasus. The command should, therefore, face this 
squarely and embrace at least Eastern Turkey, Iran, the Arab States 
and Israel. Since the defense of this area is not directly related to 

' defense of the NATO area, and none of the countries except, we hope, , 
Turkey, are members of NATO, it should not be a NATO command. 

* Pages 4-6 of the memorandum were written as an-addition by G. Lewis Jones 
of NE and submitted to Under Secretary Matthews on July 9 with the comment: . 
“The new pages set forth NEA’s thinking more clearly than John Ferguson’s _ 
original draft.” (Memorandum by Jones to Matthews, July 9, Policy Planning 
Staff files, lot 64 D 563, 723 Near and Middle East)
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The fact that NATO countries have or may have troops here does not 

change this fact any more than it does in the Far Kast. It will mislead 

and dishearten the people of the ME to imply that Western interest | 

in thew defense is confined to the protection of the southern flank of | 

b. Since Israel and some of the Arab States may be willing to place 

their forces under some degree of allied command prior to hostilities, , 

and others in the event of hostilities, there must be a non-NATO 

command functioning and gradually expanding its orbit in the area. | 

Such a command cannot be quickly and satisfactorily improvised in 

event of war. It has the important Cold War function of encouraging | 

and justifying the pro-Western elements in each of the ME states | 

to make common cause with the West. Americans participating in such 

command will be necessary to attract the required measure of support. 

.The allied command would seek and generate during peace the active 

cooperation of all of the states in the area in building up their indige- | 

nous forces; it would recommend regarding arms requirements, co- 

ordinate activities of outside training missions, and prepare defense | 

| doctrines and coordinated plans for joint military action by ME states | 

in event of war. These objectives can be accomplished in conjunction 

with cooperating states even though these states are not willing to place | 

their forces under the command in time of peace. To start with a 

command structure less clear cut and purposeful from the point of 

view of ME states would either delay their response or make it so 

half-hearted as to be useless. — | | 

c. The Middle East Defense Board cannot perform the functions 

of a competent command and staff organizations the MEDB isa flexi- 

ble and experimental organism designed to elicit the maximum indige- 

| nous support for the command by conveying a sense of area partici- 

pation even though at the outset a sound basis for this will be lacking— 

the Board will be primarily an advisory front organization. | : 

d. Although it is not essential to this plan, N EA believes that the 

Turkish forces in the East and West of Turkey can best be treated | 

separately from a command and tactical standpoint, just as U.S. forces 

in Europe and the Caribbean. Once the Turks decide how their forees 

shall be divided between these theaters the two theater commanders 

- face quite separate tactical problems: the commander in the Darda- 

nelles-Bosphorus area would be part of Eisenhower's southern flank; 

the other as a part of the defense of the “Mountain Line” blocking 

Russian entry into the Middle East through the Caucasus. This fact 

/ cannot be changed by changing the names of area commanders. Tur- | 

key’s entry into NATO is a different problem from that of the com- 

| mand of Turkish forces once she is a member. Once in, she will assume 

full-NATO responsibilities and receive all available assistance to 

| which she is entitled. Her participation in NATO must, however, be 

| rationalized by a command structure related to her own particular 

| military situation. Those forces in western Turkey, which form a part 

| of the general Balkan-Aegean complex, can be directed, as in the case 

| of Greek forces, by Eisenhower’s southern command. Those in Hast- 

| ern Turkey can be directed by the Allied Middle Kast Commander 

| througha Turkishdeputy, | eee a
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é. American participation now in a non-NATO allied command for 

the Middle East need not involve U.S. commitments beyond presently 
contemplated supply programs and. training missions, and therefore _ 
should not cause domestic political difficulties. Such participation 
would generate more respect for the US-UK-French Tripartite 

| Declaration of May 25, 1950 which is the most positive factor for 
peace in the Middle East. | | 

| In light of the increasing decline of British prestige in the ME, 
the small number of troops which Britain now has in the area or is 

| likely to be able to bring into the area in event of war, the uncertainty | 
and the inevitable time delay in the buildup of Commonwealth forces, 
in first instance primary reliance for ground forces for the defense 
of the ME must be placed in the Turks. In the event the British prove 
themselves unable to fulfill their projected role, Turkey would be the 
logical country to take over primary responsibility for the defense of 

_ the ME. At present there is reason to doubt that Iran, the Arab States 
and Israel would welcome Turkey in this role. | ren 

740.5/7-651 | 
Memorandum of Conversation, by the Acting Assistant Secretary of 

State for European Affairs (Bonbright)' — 

TOP SECRET | | [Wasuinoton,] July 6, 1951. 
Participants: Mr. B. A. B. Burrows, Counselor, British Embassy | 

| Mr. James C. H. Bonbright, Acting Assistant Secre- 

| Mr. G. Lewis Jones, Director, Office of Near Eastern 
Affairs | oe | 

7 Mr. Burrows called today at his suggestion to advise the Department 
of the initial Turkish reaction to the British Foreign Secretary’s mes- 
sage of July 3rd to the Turkish Foreign Minister on the subject of 

: Turkey’s admission to NATO in connection with Turkish participa- 
tion in a Middle Eastern defense set-up.? The British Ambassador in | 
Ankara delivered Mr. Morrison’s message to the Turkish Foreign A 
Minister on the 4th of July. Mr. Képrili said that Turkey received the | , 
Indication of British support for Turkey’s membership in NATO with | 

*The memorandum was prepared by both Bonbright and Jones. 
*The British memorandum of July 3, and its covering note, neither printed, 2 were shown in strictest confidence to Ambassador Wadsworth by the Turkish 

Foreign Minister, Fuat Képrild, on July 6. In telegram 16, July 7, from Ankara, 
not printed, Wadsworth transmitted the bare substance of the memorandum 
and said that Képrulu, had not pressed him for comment '(740.5/7-751). A-copy of 
the memorandum was handed to the Department of State on July 5 by the British 
Embassy and transmitted on that date to Ankara as telegram 12, repeated to } Cairo for information as telegram 26, not printed (740.5/7-551). -
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“pleasure and relief”. Mr. Képrilii seemed “pleased” and the British | 

Ambassador felt that he understood fully the “package deal” involved, 

i.e., UK support for Turkey in NATO is contingent upon T urkey’s 

being prepared to associate itself in the defense of the Middle Hast 

along the lines set forth in Mr. Morrison’s message.* The British Am- 

bassador reported that he felt Mr. Képrilii “favorably disposed to play 

the role that the UK wants in Middle East defense”. Mr. Koprili 

stated that Turkey is prepared to collaborate with the US, UK and 

France in the defense of the area. However, the Turkish Foreign Min- 

ister’s acceptance was only in principle and the definitive Turkish reply 

will follow later. OO | | — 
Mr. Burrows commented that the Foreign Office felt the Turkish 

response “rather satisfactory”. | - oe | 

‘He then went on to mention two or three points which he said 

would be put up to us at the meeting next week which Sir Oliver 

Franks spoke to Mr. Matthews about today. These points include the | 

following: - eo | | | 

(1) Would the US be willing to put pressure on the Turks to ac- 

cept the “package deal” as a condition to coming into NATO? (We 

told him that this idea of a “package deal” had not come to our atten- 

tion before we saw Mr. Morrison’s message to the Turkish Foreign _ 

| Minister yesterday,‘ and that, as Mr. Burrows knew, our approach 

| to the Turks with regard to entering NATO had been without strings. 

We could not say at this stage that we would go beyond this.) Mr. 

Burrows emphasized that he thought it would be most helpful if the 

US could push the Turks along at this stage. _ | 
(2) Next in importance to the British is our approach to the French, 

| and Mr. Burrows hoped that we would be willing to put added pressure 

on them immediately. (In this connection the British have informed 

the French of their approach to the Turks, but so far have not ap- 

proached any other NATO country.) _ | / | 

, (3) The British appreciate that the approach to the smaller coun- 

tries will also involve difficulties, but an important factor in securing 

their acquiescence to Turkey’s membership in NATO will be the mem- — 

bers of the Standing Group showing a united front. _ | 

a The message proposed that Turkey (and Greece) be invited to accede to 

| NATO under Article 10, and at the same time Turkey join the United States, 

United Kingdom, and France in establishing an integrated Allied command . 

headquarters in the Middle East. Also, the three Commonwealth countries likely ~ 

to produce. forces for that area, Australia, South Africa and New Zealand, 

| together perhaps with Egypt, should be invited by the Four Powers to partici- 

pate in this command. Additional arrangements should be made for associating 

the other Middle East countries with the defense of the area. (740.5/7-551) 

: “See footnote 2, above. | | 7 oe
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740.5/7-1151 ; Telegram 

The Ambassador in France (Bruce) to the Secretary of State? 

TOP SECRET PRIORITY Paris, July 11, 1951—8 p. m. 

232. Fol is informal translation of FonOf note dated J uly 10 handed 
to me last night by Schuman, referred to in Embtel 209, July 11? and 
in my immed preceding tel. Original text going forward by pouch. | 

Begin translation. French Govt has already had occasion make 
known to Govts of US and UK its views concerning the different ways | 
of associating Greece and Turkey with def of the West. In particular, 
French rep at Council of Deps of NAT has made it known that his 
preference was for a special pact rather than for direct adherence of | 
the 2 countries in question to the Atlantic Pact, without there being 
any hostility involved on our part, in principle, toward the latter solu. __ | 
tion. It was indicated that French Govt wld not take any definitive | 
decision prior to formation of next cabinet, concerning the polit 

- formula which it wld choose. : | | 
French Govt has been informed most recently of the suggestions 

of Brit Govt concerning the politico-mil aspects of this problem. It 
appears that those suggestions can be summarized as follows: | 

Brit Govt wld be prepared accept the entry of Greece and Turkey 
in Atlantic Pact provided the latter country be made part of the 
Middle Eastern theatre of operations under an integrated command, 
and provided that theatre, which wld include Egypt and certain 
members of the Commonwealth in addition to Turkey and the 3 
great Western Powers, be placed under a special mil organism that : 
assures its high-level strategic direction. That organism wld be com- 
posed of the present members of the standing group, to which wld be | 
added representative of Turkey. As far as Greece is concerned it 
would be attached to theatre of operations of Supreme Allied Com- 
mander, Kur. Finally, according to the indications given to standing 
group by the Brit rep, there wld not be a naval command for entire . 
Mediterranean but the creation of 2 separate commands, one entrusted - 

: to a Brit admiral and attached to Middle East, the other entrusted to 
an Amer admiral and attached to Eur. : 

If above summary actually corresponds to views of the Brit Govt— 
even while it is realized that they are not yet definitive—French Govt Se 
deems it necessary to communicate at this time to Brit and US Govts. 
certain observations which these views call forth, inasmuch as the | | 
specifically mil aspects of the problem are same for both of the solu- is 
tions that are envisaged (conclusion of a regional pact or extension of 
Atlantic Pact to include Greece and Turkey) and those mil aspects are | 
in any event independent of the polit solution. __ | | 

* Repeated to London for Spofford. et beg Se 
3 Neither printed. Telegram 209 reported Schuman’s comment that it was im- 

possible at this time for the French Government to take any more definite position 
than that expressed in the aide-mémoire due to the fact that there was currently | 
“no Fr Govt. in existence.” .(740.5/7-1151 )
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Whatever formula therefore which may be adopted definitively for 
association of Greece and Turkey with Western defense, French Govt 
must make it known that it wld find it impossible to accept a mil or- 

- ganization in which Turkey wld be part of a theatre of operations 
that wld not be under the top-level strategic direction of the standing 
group as it is now constituted. Such an organization, in the view of 
French Govt, wld run counter to the desired goal for it wld allow 
neither the close coordination of the def plans among Eur, Mediter- 
ranean and Middle East, nor wld it permit the efficient distribution of 
common resources, both of which are the essential reasons why the 
Atlantic powers consider it necessary to associate Greece and Turkey 
with Western def. French Govt has already indicated the view to Brit 
and US Govts that since we are confronted with a possible adversary 
who by his very nature responds to a single strategy, it is indispensable 
that the Western powers shld as soon as possible have at their disposal 
an organism for the direction of strategy that wld be capable of encom- | 
passing at same time the various possible theatres of operation. French _ 
Govt considers that only the present standing group can be that or- 
ganism and that consequently the Middle Eastern theatre which wld be 
constituted shld be placed under its direction regardless of what the 
limits of that theatre might be, and that it shld have the same relation- 

| ship to standing group as the Eur theatres of operation. _ | 
As regards the limits of the Middle Eastern theatre, French Govt 

agrees with Brit Govt in considering that it shld not include territory 
| of Greece, which shld come under the Supreme Allied Commander, 

Eur. | , | : 
As far as Turkey is concerned, 2 solutions appear possible either, it _ 

cld be attached to SHAPE as in case of Greece, or it cld be attached 
to Middle Eastern threatre. In any event, particular attention will 
have to be paid to the polit and mil questions which are involved in 

| problem of the Straits notably in relation with the internat] treaties 

that are in force and to which Soviet Union is a party: Instrs will be 

sent concerning this to the French rep on Council of Deps, who will 

inform his colleagues. | . . | 
_ Finally, on the point whether or not single naval command shld _ 
be established for entire Mediterranean, and how responsibilities in 

that zone shld be divided, the French Govt considers that this ques- 

tion must be thoroughly examined by the standing grp; but it wants © 
even now to underline the position that in view of its interests on 

both shores of Western Mediterranean, notably French presence in 

~ North Africa and in view of the strategic bases which France has in 

that area, organization that is adopted shld allow a French admiral | 

to exercise the principal inter-Allied responsibilities. es | 
Instructions in conformity with above indications have been sent | 

to French rep on the standing group, to allow him to continue the 
discussions that have been proceeding for several months on the sub) 
of the organization of the command in the Mediterranean and the 
Middle East; and French Govt hopes that those discussions will now 
lead to a successful conclusion. ae : 

Finally, French Govt hopes very strongly that the 3 govts will stay 
in the closest possible contact on all problems covered in present note
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and that moreover, in conformity with jointly agreed decisions, any 
separate initiative with govts of Athens and Ankara, which might 
prejudge a commonly agreed solution by the 8 govts, will be avoided. 

E'nd translation, a 

oo | | _ Bruce | 

740.5/7-751: Telegram : . 

The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Turkey+ | 7 

TOP SECRET | 7 WasuHineTon, July 12, 1951—8 p. m. 

32. FYI only. While US support of NATO membership for Turks 
is without strings, conversations with UK past few weeks indicated 

latter tended link UK support NATO membership Turkey with par- 
ticipation Turkey ME defense. US made clear its view NATO mem- 
bership Turkey Greece is prerequisite upon which solution various 
area problems wld depend. “Package deal” Morrison’s msg (Deptel 
12 July 5) ? was not discussed with US before delivery Turks; how- | 
ever its ultimate objective, i.e. securing Turk participation ME de- 
fense, as well as NATO, is in line trend conversations here. a : 
We would prefer not to comment on “package deal” since in our 

mind this diplomatic gambit poorly calculated from point of view of 
Turk psychology. In our view, Turks have figured out way meet 
gambit and will doubtless adhere position mentioned para 5(b) urtel 
16 July 7.3 For our part, we will urge UK not to press package deal 
aspects in light favorable Turk disposition play larger role ME as 
indicated by Turk FonMin to US and UK Ambs. End FYI. 

You are authorized tell Turk FonMin UK has informed US of 
Brit approach. US is glad Brits have offered to support Turk admis- 
sion to NATO, and we welcome FonMin comment re Turk interest in | 

) security and defense ME and Turk willingness participate actively 
_ therein.* This is in line our wishes since we have long desired Turk 

prestige, influence and mil strength be brought to bear in working | 
out a solution of complex and manifold problems of area defense. We 

~ continue work actively for Turk inclusion NATO and hope Brit | 
support will greatly assist favorable NATO decision. 

oe _ ACHESON 

* Repeated to London for Spofford. Drafted by Dorsz (GTI ) and Director of | 
Near Eastern Affairs G. Lewis Jones; cleared by EUR and Matthews (G). ~ 

| * Telegram 12 to Ankara, not printed, transmitted Morrison's memorandum of 
July 3. See the memorandum of conversation by Bonbright, p. 554. 
’Telegram 16 from Ankara stated that Foreign Minister Képrtli “viewed 

Morrison’s second point (that Turkey shld join in establishing ME command) 
not as condition precedent to extension of such support [British support for 
Turkey’s adherence to NATO] but rather as justification for earlier evinced 
British hesitancy in matter and as suggestion, which he also welcomed, that the 
Four Powers consult together with view to reaching mutually agreeable pro- 
gram for ME defense.” (740.5/7-751) 

“See footnote 3, above. | |
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_ 940.5/7-1451 ; Telegram . | | oe, 

The Secretary of State to the United States Deputy Representative on 

the North Atlantie Council, at London (Spofford) 

TOP SECRET PRIORITY WasHINCTON, July 14, 1951—2 p. m. 

Todep 20. Depcirtel 44, Jul 12.2 Dept informally but reliably told 

JCS now desire Fechteler appt soonest and particularly wish final 
action while Sherman abroad. a | 

Desire ur views best means proceed in view long delay, complications 

and Brit feelings in matter. You shld not discuss subj outside US 
circles until further instructed.? / . ae 

| | a ACHESON 

, Message drafted by Knight, cleared in substance with Perkins. | 

* Not printed, Admiral Sherman was in Madrid between July 15 and July 17 

for talks with Generalissimo Franco concerning possible U.S. base rights in 
Spain. For further documentation, see volume Iv. | | | 

*On July 17 Acting Secretary of Defense Lovett formally requested of Secretary 
of State Acheson “that appropriate action be taken in the Council Deputies to | 

proceed with Admiral Fechteler’s appointment .. .” (740.5/7-1751). That same 
day, the Secretary of State cabled Spofford in London stating that he should | 
“discuss procedure with Br in view determining course of action mutually satis- 

factory. Subsequently you may proceed in Deps at your discretion, consulting 

Dept only if you anticipate complications.” (Todep 25, July 17, 740.5/7-1751) 

740.5/7-1451 | ae OB 
Draft Anglo-United States Agreement Prepared by the United 

_ Kingdom Representative on the Standing Group (Elliot): - 

TOP SECRET __ Oe a | WASHINGTON; July 1951.] 

-~CoMMAND IN THE MEDITERRANEAN AND THE Mippie East a 

_ The U.S. Joint Chiefs of Staff, together with representatives of the 
Department of State and representatives of the British Embassy and | 
British Joint Services Mission, suggest that the following tentative | 

* A covering memorandum by Admiral Sherman dated July 14 stated that the 
source text was handed to’-him by Air Marshal Elliot, and that Sherman had | 
examined the source text, considered it “satisfactory from a military point of | 
view.” Admiral Sherman added, however, that it was doubtful if Egypt would | 

_ agree to subparagraph (5). Sherman recommended that the U.S. Representative — : 
on the Standing Group, Admiral Wright, be instructed to agree to Standing | 
Group action along the lines of the British draft “insofar as its military features | 
are concerned.” Political features of the draft would have to be resolved on the | 
political level. (740.5/7-1451) The source text and Admiral Sherman’s memo- | 
randum were sent to Deputy Under Secretary of State Matthews, Admiral Wright, | 
RA, and S/ISA. An undated covering memorandum conveying these documents | 
from RA to S/ISA reads: “Mr. Cabot, I understand this to be the latest paper 

| submitted by UK to Standing Group, Ed Martin.” Italicized portions printed 
here are in the source text. | | 

536-688 PT 1--81---38 |
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proposals be put to Governments regarding Command in the Mediter- 

ranean, South Kast Europe and the Middle East :— 

(1) Greece and Turkey should be admitted as full members of | 
NATO subject in the case of the latter to Turkish agreement to play a 
full part in the defense of the Middle Fast under an Allied Middle 

- East Command. : | | 
(See below.) | , Cs 
(2) There should be an Allied Middle East Command on the Head- © | 

quarters of which will be included, U.S., U.K., Commonwealth, French | 
and Turkish officers. This Headquarters would command such forces. 
as members of NATO and their associates made available for the de- 
fence of the Middle East area, it being understood that at this tame no 
U.S. forces would be so available. | | : 

(3) The Middle East Command will be closely associated with 
NATO by means of a special system of control, the form of which will 
require elaboration in further detail. This should be effected by the 
action of the four NATO members of the Middle East command, : 
namely France, Turkey, U.K., and US.A., whose representatives 
might meet in Washington. ; | | | 

(4) There should be a Supreme Allied Commander, Middle East, | 
who should be a British officer. The U.S. will use their good offices to 
make this proposal acceptable to the Turks. Consideration should be 
given to offering the Tvrks some high appointment in the Command 
Organisation. OS | | | 

(5) The Headquarters of the Supreme Allied Commander, Middle 
East, should if possible be located in Egypt. Egypt should be offered 
participation in the Command Organisation in return for placing the 
necessary facilities at the disposal of NATO forces. | 

(6) Greece will form part of SACEUR’s Command but be rep- 
resented at the Allied Headquarters, Middle East, by a liaison mission. 

| (7) Turkey will form part of SACME’s Command but will be rep- — 
| resented at Headquarters, Allied Forces, Southern Europe, by a liai- — | 

son mission. | | ioc a 

OO (8) In the Mediterranean, the C-in-C, Allied Forces, Southern | 

Europe (who is also C-in-C, U.S. Naval Forces, Mediterranean), and 
the C-in-C, British Mediterranean Fleet will each control his own 

/ forces and bases and will be responsible for the security of his own sea 

communications, subject to such joint allocations of area responsibili- 

ties as may be mutually agreed upon from time to time. Each would | | 

maintain liaison at the other’s Headquarters. 7 ake 
(9) Inorder to obtain the voluntary co-operation of Middle Eastern — 

countries in the defence of the Middle East, there should be established 

a Middle East Defence Board, consisting of political and military rep- | 

resentatives of the U.S., U.K., France, and Turkey. These four coun- — - 

tries would invite countries able and willing to contribute substan- che 

tially to the defence of the area to be associated with them on the 

board. Consideration should be given to the manner in which the Com- | 

monwealth countries should be associated with the Middle Hast 

Defence Board. There should be individual liaison arrangements be- _ 

tween the Board and the Middle East states not represented thereon. 
The Board would be responsible to the countries participating in its
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membership. The Board would act in an advisory and consultative 
capacity to national agencies and also to SACME. oe 

| (10) Any action towards the establishment of the Middle East 
Defence Board niust await the admission of Turkey to NATO. — 

PPS files, lot 64 D 563, 723 Near and Middle East | 
Memorandum by the Assistant Secretary of State for European 

Affairs (Perkins) | 

TOP SECRET a _. . [Wasurneton, undated. ] 

| Comments on Brrtisu Drarr Papert a 

A. The British paper seems deficient in that it does not provide for 
any command relationship between Turkey and NATO. It is felt | 
that such a command relationship should be established for the fol- 
lowing reasons: | | | | 

_ 1. The Turks having gained admission to NATO would naturally 
expect to be related not only to the Deputies and the Military Com- 
mittee but also to the Standing Group. | | —— . 

2. Turkey as part of NATO should be included in military plan- ! 
ning and to do this it is important that their military situation be 
related directly to the Standing Group. oe 

3. If Turkey is not included in the command set-up but is included | 
| in a separate Middle Kast Command, it would certainly alarm some | 

of the smaller members of NATO as they would believe that NATO | 
obligations are extending over the whole Middle Kast and therefore 
inake it that much more difficult to persuade them to take Greece and 
Turkey into NATO. — eo | | 

Therefore, it seems important that provisions should be made for 
Turkey to participate in the NATO command set-up. There are three 
possibilities which immediately occur: | 

1. Turkey might be part of SACEUR’s command and related to 
the Southern European Command as is proposed for Greece. | | 

2. Turkey might be related directly to the Standing Group. , | 
8. An Eastern Command might be established of which Turkey | 

might be a part and which might include British naval and perhaps 
US air and which would also report directly to the Standing Group. | 

There are probably variations of the above or other schemes which | 
might fit the requirements. oe | | 

B. Paragraph (1): The underlined material should be eliminated. 
C. Paragraph (2): The underlined material should be changed to 

read: “It is not contemplated that U.S. forces would be so available.” 
D. Comments on Paragraph (5) being prepared in NEA.? | 

* Supra. | oe | 
*Not found in Department of State files, but see Annex to “Memorandum to 2 

Admiral Davis, July 18,” infra. . | :
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E. Paragraph (7) is unnecessary, and should be covered by what- | 

ever provision is made for relating Turkey directly to the NATO 
Command. | | 

F. Paragraph (8) ought to be rewritten-to include the French Naval 
Commander in the same category as the U.S. and British Naval 
Commanders. . | | 

G. Comments on Paragraph (9) being preparedin NEA. _ 

PPS files, lot 64 D 563, 723 Near and Middle East 

Memorandum by John H. Ferguson of the Policy Planning Staff to | 
, the Director, Joint Staff, Joint Chiefs of Staff (Davis) _ 

TOP SECRET  [Wasuineton,] J uly 18, 1951. 

Subject: Draft Anglo-U.S. Agreement on Command in the Mediter- 
ranean and Middle East. | | 

Attached? is a revision of the draft agreement on the Middle East 
command ? which reflects the views of the State Department. In brief, 
the revisions are as follows: oO a - 

_ a. In paragraph 2 the last sentence has been revised in order to re- 
move the implication that U.S. forces will be available in the near 
future. ys | | | | 

6. In the third paragraph the question of whether or not a system 
of control over the Middle East command is necessary is left open. 

ce. In paragraph 4 the desirability of including a Turkish officer in 
the Middle East command is emphasized. | 

| d. In paragraph 5 it is suggested that if Egypt is not politically pos- 
sible as the location of the headquarters, Cyprus be considered. | 

e. Paragraphs 6 and 7 of the British draft have been combined in 
one paragraph and reference to SACEUR has been deleted. It is the 
State Department view that since the paper deals with the Middle 
East command it is only necessary to refer to a Greek liaison with such 
command and that the relationships of Turkey to the NATO com- 
mands need not be settled at this time. It is therefore stated that Greece 
and Turkey will have relations with the NATO command through the 
Standing Group. This will provide an opportunity for whatever rela- 
tionships seem most desirable and will also leave open the question of __ 
whether the Turks will be asked to or will desire to assign any of their 
forces toa NATO command. | | 

f. In paragraph 8 of the British draft (paragraph 7 in the State 
Department revision) a reference to the French Naval Commander 

_ Mediterranean has been included. Since this paper will be dealt with 
by the Standing Group, it is felt that it would be better to anticipate 
French reaction and deal with it when the paper is introduced. 

g. In paragraph 9 of the British draft (paragraph 8 of the State — 
Department revision) the cooperative nature of the Board has been 

1 Annex, below. | 
2 Reference is to the July British draft proposal of the Anglo-American Agree- 

ment on Command in the Mediterranean and Middle East, p. 559.:
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spelled out in somewhat more detail so that the emphasis will be on the 
efforts of the Board to secure cooperation from the Arab States and 
Israel. The British draft seems to limit possible membership on the 
Board and the State Department suggests that the Board should be 
open to participation by all of the Arab States and Israel, irrespective 
of their present defense capabilities. The State Department draft also — 
spells out in more detail the proposed activities of the Board. _ 

h. Paragraph 10 of the British draft (paragraph 9 of the State 
Department revision) makes Turkey’s membership in NATO a pre- 
requisite of the establishment of the defense board. The State Depart- 
ment believes that Turkey’s admission to NATO should also be a 
prerequisite to the establishment of the Middle East command. | 

| Joun H. Frereuson 

| | | Annex | 7 | 

Draft Anglo-United States Agreement. Prepared in the Department 
| of State® | | 

TOP SECRET _ [WasuineTon,] July 18, 1951. 
CoMMAND IN THE MeEpITERRANEAN AND THE Mippte East 

The U.S. J oint Chiefs of Staff, together with representatives of the 
Department of State and representatives of the British Embassy and 
British Joint Services Mission, suggest that the following tentative | 
proposals be put to the Governments regarding Command in the Medi- ! 
terranean, South Kast Europe and the Middle East : | 

(1) Greece and Turkey should be admitted as full members of | 
NATO. The U.S. considers that it is desirable that Turkey play a full | 
part in the defense of the Middle East under an Allied Middle East 
Command, and is prepared to urge this course upon Turkey as soon as itisa NATO member. _ ) a | | 

(2) There should be an Allied Middle Eastern Command, on the 
Headquarters of which will be included U.S., U.K., Commonwealth, 
French and Turkish officers. This headquarters would command such 
forces as members of NATO (including Turkey) and their associates 
made available for the defense of the Middle East area. It will also 
assume command of the forces of such non-NATO states of the Middle , 
East as voluntarily make their forces available. It is not contemplated | 
that U.S. forces would be so available. | | 
(8) The Middle East Command will not be a NATO command. It 

will, however, be closely associated with NATO by virtue of the as- 
sociation of U.S., U.IK., Commonwealth, French and Turkish officers 
at its headquarters. In event that a system of control is required, the 
representatives of the four NATO participants in the Command might 
meet in Washington. 

(4) The Commander of the Allied Middle East Command should 
be a British officer. The U.S. will use its good offices to make this pro- 

*A marginal notation states that this draft was written by G. Lewis Jones of ! _ NE and approved by McGhee of NEA and Perkins of EUR. |
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posal acceptable to the Turks. It will be desirable for a Turkish officer 
to hold a high appointment in the Command such as Commander of 
Land Forces. | 

(5) The Headquarters of SACME should if possible be located in 
Egypt. The feasibility of the Egyptian location in time of peace will 
depend on political factors arising from the present exacerbation of 
Anglo-Egyptian relations and upon Egyptian willingness to permit 
Israeli officers to come to Egypt. If this is not possible the Head- 
quarters might be located in Cyprus. | | | aS | 

(6) Greece will be represented at Allied Headquarters, Middle East, 
by a liaison mission. As members of NATO, Greece and Turkey will 
have relations with the NATO Command through the Standing Group. 

(7) In the Mediterranean, the C-in-C, Allied Forces, Southern 
Kurope (who is also C-in-C, U.S. Naval Forces, Mediterranean), the 
C-in-C, British Mediterranean Fleet, and the Commander of the | 

- French Naval Forces, Mediterranean, will each control his own forces 
and bases and will be responsible for the security of his own sea com- 
munications, subject to such joint allocations of area responsibilities 
as may be mutually agreed upon from time to time. Each would main- 
tain liaison at the other’s headquarters. | Ses | 

(8) In order to maintain the voluntary cooperation of Middle East- , 
ern countries in the defense of the Middle East there should be estab- | 
lished at SACME Headquarters a Middle East Defense Board to be | 

_ the focus of indigenous efforts to increase the defensive capabilities of 
the Middle Eastern States. SACME or his delegate should be the 
Chairman of the MEDB. On the Board should be representatives of 
the U.S., U.K., France and Turkey, but the emphasis should be on the 
Board’s voluntary membership from Middle Eastern States, and every 
effort should be made to establish the Board in the form most likely to 
elicit the maximum cooperation from the area. It will represent an op- a 
portunity for establishing between the Western Powers and the States 
of the Middle East equal-to-equal cooperation on defense matters. The | 
Board would be open to the voluntary participation of the Arab States © 
and Israel, irrespective of their present defensive capabilities. Con- | 
sideration should be given to the manner in which the Commonwealth 
countries should be associated with the MEDB. The Board would be | 
responsible to the countries participating in its membership and would 
(a) act in an advisory and consultative capacity to national agencies 
and to SACME; (6) proceed with defense planning for the area and | 
assure implementation of these plans by ME States; (c) serve as a 

| clearing house for arms aid and training missions requested from the 
U.S., U.K. and France, and (d) be the medium for dealing coopera- 
tively with any other defense problems affecting the ME asa whole. _ 

(9) Prerequisite to the establishment of the Command structure 
| outlined above, including the establishment of the MEDB, is the ad- 

mission of Turkey to NATO. - a | |
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PPS files, lot 64 D 563, 723 Near and Middle East ee a oo | 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Director of the Office of 
European Regional A fiairs (Martin) 

TOP SECRET _ [Wasuineton,] August 7, 1951. 

Participants: Mr. Steel—British Embassy | | | 
—— Mr. Bonbright—EUR | : 

| Mr. Martin—EUR | 

| ‘Mr. Steel opened the conversation by expressing his desire to correct | 
an impression, which apparently we had received through Mr. Achilles 
in London that the British no longer held as firmly as they had to the 
idea that the admission of Greece and Turkey into NATO should be 
conditional on agreement with the Turks on Middle East Command 
arrangements.! Mr. Steel stated there had been no change in the UK 
position and they still felt it was essential that an understanding be 
reached with the Turks before they were admitted. | 

He also made reference to several press reports suggesting that 
the Turks may have reconsidered the general expression of willing- 
ness to work out Middle East Command arrangements which they had 

| given to the British in response to the British note informing the 
Turks that they were supporting their membership in NATO sub- | 
ject to the working out of Command arrangements.? He wondered 
whether we had received any indication that the Turks were now 

_ unprepared to go ahead in the Middle East. He was informed we had — 
no indication of any such desire of the Turks to back out, but of 
course this was a question which we had not undertaken to discuss | 
with the Turks, still believing strongly as we did that Turkey and | 
Greece should be admitted to NATO with no conditions attached. So | 
long as this was the case, we thought it inappropriate to raise with the 

_ Turks the question of their views on Command arrangements. | | 
| Mr. Steel said he thought he understood our opposition to any con- | 

ditions on the admission of Greece and Turkey but he thought it was a 
quite untenable position. He had the impression from the reports of | : 
the Deputies that not only the UK but many of the smaller countries : 
would be unwilling to act favorably on the admission of Greece and 
Turkey until they knew what the Command arrangements would be 
and what they would be committing themselves to support. He thought 
it would be better to face up to this fact and be prepared at the Septem- 

*In telegram Depto 139 from London of J uly 31, Theodore Achilles, Vice Deputy 
Representative on the North Atlantic Council, informed the Department of State 

| - that the United Kingdom had agreed to a September meeting of the Council but | 
was “insistent on linking ME command with Gr-Turk decision . . .” The telegram 
is printed in full on p. 628... SO | oe 

? See memorandum of conversation, July 6, p. 554.
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ber meeting? to state on the basis of discussion with the Greeks and 
Turks what Command arrangements were likely to be established. 

Mr. Steel expressed the personal idea, which he planned to send to 
London, that a desirable next step would be for the British and US 
Ambassadors to outline to the Turks the Middle East Command ar- 
rangements set forth in a document recently submitted to the Standing 

Group, and reflecting the agreed note of June 19,* in order to insure | 
that there was no question about the Turks going along with what we 
had in mind. We repeated our opposition to attaching any strings to 

Turkish admission. | | 

Mr. Steel went on to say he thought it would be desirable for the 
Standing Group to complete action on the UK paper now before it and 

_ distribute it to the members of the Military Representatives Commit- — 
tee so that all the other NATO countries would know what the Stand- 
ing Group views were. He indicated that Air Vice Marshal Elliot 

had made such a proposal at a recent meeting ® and thought it was 
favorably received. In passing, he also indicated he understood the US 
agreed that the three questions on Command in relation to admission 
of Greece and Turkey, submitted by the Deputies to the Standing 
Group,® should be put aside and that effort should be concentrated on 
getting out the Standing Group paper referred to. | 
He implied several times in the course of the conversation that 

there was complete US-UK agreement with respect to Middle East 

Command arrangements. He referred to an arrangement under which 

Turkey would be under a Middle East Command which would report 

to the Standing Group of NATO, with which Turkey would sit when 

Middle East questions were under discussion. | | | 

He suggested that the next step might well be for the British and 

American military to get together to discuss procedures in acquaint- | 

ing other NATO countries of our Command ideas and undertaking | 

discussion with the Turks. It was suggested to him that we had heard 

| that the British were anxious to have another substantive discussion | 

on Command arrangements which might well be undertaken before 

procedural matters were discussed. He indicated he thought perhaps 

this was the case. (It was not wholly clear whether he actually believes 

that there is virtually complete US-UK agreement on Middle Kast. 

Command. In any event that was the idea which he seemed to wish to 

convey.) : | 

® Reference is to the Seventh Session of the North Atlantic Council which met 

at Ottawa, September 15-20. For documentation, see pp. 616 ff. 

‘See the draft memorandum prepared by John Ferguson on July 6 entitled | | 

Command in the Eastern Mediterranean and Middle East and the undated 

British counterdraft submitted to Admiral Sherman by Air Marshal Bllict in | 

mid-July, pp. 551 and 559. . ' 

5 No record of this meeting has been found in Department of State files. .
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740.5/8-951 : Telegram ce . . 

The United States Deputy Representative on the North Atlantic 
Council (Spofford) to the Secretary of State} 

TOP SECRET | Lonvon, August 9, 1951—5 p. m. 
Depto 175. Burin des Roziers tells me that Fr position on Gr and 

Turk, subj to confirmation when new govt formed,? is as fols: 
Fr wld have preferred separate inter-locked pact but wld “not 

oppose” full membership provided command structure satisfactorily 
settled. Their idea of satisfactory solution is that Turk as well as Gr 
shld be under SHAPE and that any ME command shld be under SG 
as such rather than separate body composed of SG members and Turk. 
Their fear is that such separate body, even though composed of three 
persons who comprise SG wld, with addition of Turk and possible 
dominion representative, have interests and responsibilities in con- 
flict with those of SG. When I suggested this seemed more distinction 
than difference and that SG members wld certainly not vote differently 

| under different hats, he reiterated Fr considered question of divergent 
and possibly conflicting interests and responsibilities one of great im- 
portance. Also indicated that wld constitute enlargement of SG in : 
which Italians might claim share, and dilution of its authority. I sus- 
pect this attitude is combination of long-standing Fr desire to have 
SG authority extended beyond NATO area and their fear that their | 
minority continental position in SG, as opposed to US and UK who 
are preoccupied with Middle Eastern as well as Eur theaters, wld be 
further weakened in another body which included reps of Turks and 
possibly another dominion. He stated that unless any Middle Eastern 
command were directly subordinate to SG as such Fr wld not agree to 
full membership. | | 3 | | | 

| SPOFFORD | 

1 Repeated to Paris. ’ | 
> René Pleven formed a new French Government on August 11. For documen- : 

tation on the French governmental crisis of summer 1951 see volume rv. |
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S/ISA files, lot 52-40, box 119, NAT Council Preparations | | - 

| Working Paper Prepared in the Department of State for the 
Washington Foreign Ministers Meetings? 

_ TOP SECRET [Wasuineron,] August 28, 1951. 

GREECE AND TurKEY AND NortH ATLANTIC TREATY ORGANIZATION 

PROBLEM | | ree 

To induce the British and French to give unqualified support to in- 
clusion of Turkey and Greece in NATO, including cooperation in ob- 

_ taining the agreement of other NATO members to inclusion. | 

| , US OBJECTIVE | 

| To obtain the agreement of the North Atlantic Council, at the Ot- 
tawa meeting, to the inclusion of Turkey and Greece in NATO. 

a BRITISH POSITION ee | 

1) Decision should be taken at Ottawa to recommend that Turkey = 
and Greece be invited to adhere to Treaty. cet | 

2) Immediately after Ottawa, three Powers should hold discussions 
with Turkey as NATO “member elect” to give Turkey full informa- . 
tion on proposed Middle East Command with immediate object of . 
securing its agreement to an approach to Egypt. . | 

38) Announcement of Middle East Command under British leader- 
ship should be made at same time as announcement of SACLANT | | 

(US). | on ae 7 
_ FRENCH POSITION ee 

While other arrangements would have been preferred, admittance => 

to NATO will not be opposed but following desiderata should be Oy 
satisfied : | 

1) Standing Group’s authority should extend over area covered by 
proposed Middle East theatre. 

2) There should be an integrated staff for Middle East theatre in _ 
which French officers would be represented at all levels. we 

3) Turkish forces should be under NATO rather than Middle East ~ 
Command control. a 

4) A French admiral should exercise principal interallied responsi- 
bilities in Western Mediterranean under whatever overall NATO , 
Mediterranean Command is established. | 

*This document was approved on August 29 and was designated WFM T-3c on re 
September 7. For further information on the preparation of this and similar | 2 

documents pertaining to the Washington Foreign Ministers Meetings of Septem- 

ber 10-14, see editorial note, p. 1195. .
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POSITION TO BE‘PRESENTED—Summary (more detailed background 
| attached ) | | 

1. ‘The most practicable means of assuring association of Greece and 
Turkey with Western defense is their admittance into NATO as full 
members. | | | 

2. Turkey’s admittance into NATO should not be made conditional 
on its prior agreement to accept the role assigned to it in the proposed 
Middle East Command. | | | 
8. U.S. believes Turkey’s inclusion compatible with Preamble and 

Article2ofTreaty, = |. | | 
: 4. U.S. keenly aware of necessity of giving new impetus to concept 

of North Atlantic community and demonstrating by action as well as 
words that U.S. retains long-term interest in NATO and its broad 
objectives. _ - - | 3 

5. Turkey’s ever increasing alignment and cooperation with Western 
democracies should be encouraged. | | 

6. U.S. public opinion and Congressional sentiment highly favor- 
able to Greeks and Turks at present with strong feeling that they 
should be included in Western defense system. Negative NAT decision 
may hence have serious repercussions on Mutual Security Program. 

7. Fear that USSR might consider inclusion Turkey and Greece in 
NATO provocative believed of little significance. | | 

8. NATO membership for Turkey and Greece not expected sig- | 
nificantly change either magnitude and timing of efforts required of | 
all NATO countries or amount, scope and planning of U.S. aid to meet — : 
their defense and economic programs. | 

a DISCUSSION - | 

The following argumentation has been presented by the U.S. in the | 
Council of Deputies: | a | 

| 1. The most practicable means of assuring association of Greece and | 
Turkey with Western defense is their admittance into NATO as full | 
members, a | | | | 

a a. Standing Group and Political Committee reports emphasize | 
the importance of Turkey and Greece to Western defense and the | 
necessity of assuring, in the event of an aggression against the | 
West, that they respond as NAT countries. Inclusion of Turkey 
and Greece in NATO will enhance US-UK-French lines of com- 
munication and the possibility of obtaining future post strike 
bases for U.S. strategic aii offensive. — | : 

- 6, Any proposals made Turkey regarding its relationship with , 
_ Western Powers in which full partnership and equality not im- 

plicit will be bitterly resented, will make acceptance most difficult, 
| and may contribute to the development of neutralism. |
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c. Participation in a Mediterranean Pact closely linked to 
NATO but concerned only with military cooperation would be 
considered by Turkey as the equivalent of second-class member- 
ship in NATO and an indication of the West’s unwillingness to 
accept Turkey as a partner in other than military fields. 

d. Inclusion in a Mediterranean Pact would not automatically 
commit Turkey and Greece to take action in the event of an 
ageression against a NATO nation unless such a commitment 
were specifically established. It is most unlikely that the Turks 
and Greeks would agree to such a commitment unless it were 
reciprocal. : 

e. There is strong Congressional support for admittance of 
Turkey and Greece into NATO. Such support. would probably 
be extended to a Mediterranean Pact, but there would be greater 
insistance on the inclusion of Spain. | 

f. Creating a new organization, even though less complex than 
NATO, would involve inevitable delay. Further delay in con- 
cluding satisfactory security arrangements with Turkey will only 
intensify Turkish doubts of the willingness of the West to accept : 

Turkey as a full partner. | | | 

2. Turkey’s admittance into NATO should not be made conditional 
on its prior agreement to accept the role assigned to it in the proposed 
Middle East Command. 

a. Only logical that Turks would expect to participate in dis- 
cussions leading to the creation of a Middle East Command in 
which they would be expected to provide the bulk of ground 
forces. — 

b. U.S. believes.in sincerity of Turkish Government’s statement 
that it considers defense of Middle East is indispensable to defense 

of Europe and that once admitted into NATO, it will be prepared 

to enter into negotiations with interested parties with view to play- 

ing its proper role in Middle East defense and taking adequate | 

measures in common with them. a : , 

c. Turkey’s willingness to participate in the proposed Middle | 

East Command depends upon prior unqualified acceptance of | 

_ Turkey into NATO. — | } 

d. U.S. believes that the proposals agreed to by the Standing 

Group covering the relationship of Turkey to Middle East Com- | 

mand and of the Command to NATO? should be considered as | 

tentative only. They cannot be finalized until after Turkey has 

been admitted to NATO and has been given an opportunity to 

present its views on them and to accept them. Pending such action, 

no announcement regarding the creation of a Middle East Com- 

mand should be made. | 

e. Assuming that the tentative proposals for a Middle East 

~ Command which have been agreed to by the Standing Group are : 

acceptable to the U.S., UK, and French Governments, the U.S. | | 

will use its best efforts to obtain Turkey’s acceptance of those | 

7 2 Appendix 2, p. 573.
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proposals after its admission into NATO. However, changes in 
these proposals resulting from discussions with Turkey would in 
no way justify reconsideration of Council action, either formally 
or informally, in position taken by Executive Branch of Govern- 
ments in seeking ratification to Turkey’s admission. 

f. As for the other NATO members, while their commitments 
_ will be extended if Greece and Turkey are included in NATO, 

inclusion of Turkey as NATO member in the Middle East Com- 
mand will not extend commitments of NATO members beyond 
extension that would result from the creation of a Command 
including only the U.S., UK,and France. — | 

g. Proposal that French admiral exercise principal interallied 
responsibilities in Western Mediterranean should not be linked 
to question of inclusion Turkey and Greece in NATO as it is 

_ problem to be solved irrespective of their inclusion. 

3. U.S. believes Turkey’s inclusion compatible with Preamble and 
Article 2 of Treaty. | | 

a. Turkey actively associated with NATO members in inter- 
national and regional organizations concerned with long-range 
political, economic and cultural cooperation, viz, UN, Council of 
Europe, OEEC, PCC, etc. 

6. Turkey subscribes fully to principles democracy, individual 
liberty, rule of law as known and practiced by most Western 
Powers. Tradition observance such principles less well estab- 
lished and of more recent origin but progress steady and gap 
rapidly closing. | 

c. Present-day Turkey considers Western civilization is like- : 
wise its heritage. | 

4, U.S. keenly aware of necessity of giving new impetus to concept : 
of North Atlantic community and demonstrating by action as well | 
as words that U.S. retains long-term interest in NATO and its broad | 
objectives. (Suggested action is outlined in separate paper.) _ 

5. Turkey’s ever increasing alignment and cooperation with Western | 
democracies should be encouraged. | | 

a. Turkey is becoming increasingly important factor in world | 
affairs. | 

6. Turkey provides a valuable medium throtgh which Western | 
ideas and methods can be transmitted and made understandable to 
those countries whose link with West is more tenuous. 

c. Denying full membership in NATO to Turkey would be 
viewed as Western rebuff to country which has westernization as ) 
keystone its policy. : 

_ d,. Admission to NATO would enable West, with fullest Turk- 
ish cooperation, to advance free world objectives in vital Middle 
East. — | | | 

6. U.S. public opinion and Congressional sentiment highly favor- 
able to Greeks and Turks at present with strong feeling that they 
should be included in Western defense system. Negative NAT de- 
cision may hence have serious repercussions on Mutual Security : 
Program. an ,
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7. Fear that USSR might consider inclusion Turkey and Greece 
in NATO provocative believed of little significance. 

a. UK and France already linked to Turkey by Treaty of 
Mutual Assistance. 

b. U.S. interest in Turkish security amply evident since 1947 
in military and economic aid programs and in statements of | 

highest government officials. : 
c. Turkey and Greece already formally associated with NATO | 

for certain phases of planning for Mediterranean defense. Full | 
membership merely logical extension this association. 

d. USSR undoubtedly appreciates that attack on either country 
could be expected to lead to global war, regardless of their in- 
clusion in NATO. | 

8. NATO membership for Turkey and Greece not expected sig- 

nificantly change either magnitude and timing of efforts required of 

all NATO countries or amount, scope and planning of U.S. aid to meet 
their defense and economic programs. 

Appendix 1 7 

Working Paper Prepared inthe Department of State for the : 

Washington Foreign Ministers Meetings 

TOP SECRET [Wasuineton, August 28,1951.) 

ATLANTIC AND MEDITERRANEAN COMMAND 

The term, Mediterranean Command, is now a misnomer since the 

findings of the NATO Standing Group have focused attention on the _ 

structure of a Middle East Command and have used the word Medi- 

terranean to refer to two subsidiary naval commands, one in the East- 

ern Mediterranean under the Supreme. Allied Commander, Middle | 

East, and one in the Western Mediterranean under the Supreme Allied — 

Commander, Europe. The British want to pair the announcement of a 

British Supreme Allied Commander, Middle East (SACME) with the 

announcement of an American as Supreme Allied Commander, At- 

| lantic (SACLANT). The timing of these announcements is still at) 

issue and we are anxious to activate the Atlantic Command under Ad- 

miral McCormick. 7 | 

The Standing Group are however willing to defer announcement of 

SACLANT if this is necessary to defer Middle East Command an- 

nouncement. They attach more importance to necessity of proper ap- | 

proach to Turkey and Egypt before announcement of Middle East 

: Command than they dotoearly announcementofSACLANT. =>
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| 7 Appendix 2 

Working Paper Prepared in the Department of State for the | 
| | Washington Foreign Ministers Meetings 

TOP SECRET [WasuineTon, August 28, 1951.] 

SUMMARY OF Report BY TIE INTERNATIONAL PLANNING TEAM TO THE 
STANDING GROUP ON COMMAND IN THE MEDITERRANEAN AND MIDDLE 

East 7 7 | | 
 . (SG 80/4, August 22) | 

The NATO Standing Group recommends that there must be unified 
higher strategic direction for the Middle East area as a whole and 
that there must be coordination between the European and Middle 
East Commands as well as unity in the higher strategic direction given 
tothem. . | 

The Standing Group proposal provides for a Middle East Chiefs 
of Staff Committee, similar to the NATO Military Committee, with — 
initial representation consisting of US, UK, French, Turkish and _ 
Commonwealth officers. This Committee should be served by a Middle 
East Standing Group consisting of the UK, US and French repre- 
sentatives of the NATO Standing Group who would serve ina dual 
capacity in order to provide the coordination and unity of higher 

strategic direction. The Middle East Standing Group would provide 
higher military direction for SACME. Assisting this Standing Group 
should be a Middle East Military Representatives Committee com- — 
posed of representatives of the Chiefs of Staff of those countries 
who are members of the Chiefs of Staff Committee. - 
Those aspects of the higher military direction for the Allied Middle 

_. Kast Command which relate to the defense of North Atlantic Treaty 
area of which Turkey is a part will be the primary concern of NATO. | 
Other aspects will be the primary concern of the Middle East orga- 

) nization. The NATO Standing Group Middle East Standing Group 
will determine whether any given problem should be handled by 
NATO or the Middle East organization, or by both. | | 
The Standing Group also recommended that at the time an Allied | 

Middle East Command under the British was established there should 
be some form of organization (tentatively called the Middle East | 
Defense Board) which would act to secure the cooperation of the 
Middle Eastern states, which will not initially want to participate in 

| the Command. : | | | 
Specifically, the Standing Group believes that.a Supreme Allied 

Commander and Headquarters should be established to command an. oe 
Allied Middle East Theatre, that the Supreme Allied Commander
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should be British, and that the Allied Middle East Headquarters 
should have initially the same representation as indicated above for 
the Chiefs of Staff Committee. | | 

| Tlie Allied Middle East Command should be divided in two parts 
as follows: 

(1) A Northern or Turkish sector under Turkish Command. , 
(2) A Southern sector under British Command. Oo 

There should be two principal Allied Naval Commands in the Medi- 
terranean, one subordinate to SACEUR and the other subordinate to 
SACME, each primarily responsible for the support of his respective 
Supreme Commander. Within these two major Naval Commands and — 
subordinate to them, other Commands should be established; one of 
the most important of these will be the one in the Western part of the 
Mediterranean. Detailed division of responsibilities should be worked 
out by the two principal Allied Naval Commanders referred to above 
in consultation with the appropriate National Naval Commanders and 
with cach other. Their recommendations should be submitted to the 

Standing Group through the two Supreme Commanders concerned. 

| | Editorial Note | 

The problems surrounding the creation of Atlantic, Mediterranean, 
and Middle East military commands and the admission of Greece and 
Turkey to NATO were discussed during the course of the first meeting 
between Acheson and Morrison on September 10 and the first, second, 
and seventh meetings between Acheson, Morrison, and Schuman on a 
September 12 and 14 at the Washington Foreign Ministers Meetings. 

| Morrison stated that owing to “political necessities” the United King- 
~ dom could not go ahead with such vital NATO matters as the an- 

nouncement of the Atlantic Command until the Middle East Command 
could also be announced. At several points, Secretary Acheson stressed 
the need for a decision on the admission of Greece and Turkey at the 
forthcoming Seventh Session of the North Atlantic Council, and the 
United States drafted a proposed procedure for the accession of the 
two countries to NATO. However, the communiqué issued by the three 
Foreign Ministers at the close of the meetings on September 14 was _ 
silent concerning both the establishment of regional commands and 
the Greek-Turkish issue. For further documentation, see pages 1163 ff. 

| Editorial Note | 

On September 20 the North Atlantic Council at the close of its 

Seventh Session at Ottawa recommended to the member governments
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that Greece and Turkey be invited to join the North Atlantic Treaty 
Organization. This recommendation climaxed 4 days of debate and 
discussion on the issue both within and beyond the Council. Both the 
Norwegian and Danish Council representatives expressed strong ini- 
tial reservations concerning the wisdom of extending the NATO com- | 
mitment to Greece and Turkey, but these reservations were ultimately _ 

_ withdrawn. The Council also agreed to a protocol which all Deputies 
would have to shortly sign outlining the steps required to bring about | 
Greek and Turkish accession. For further documentation, see pages | 
616 ff. | | a 

740.5/9-2051: Telegram — - | So a 

| The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in Turkey! 

SECRET  NIACT | - Wasrineton, September 20,1951—7 p.m. 

213. For Amb. You are requested to deliver in person the fol msg 
from Pres Truman to Pres Bayar as soon as possible: (For Athens: | 
Pls deliver identical msg to Venizelos substituting Greece for Turkey 
where appropriate) _ Oo | oe 

“I wish to convey to you my deep personal gratification, as well as | | 
that of my govt, at the decision of the NAT Council, mtg in Ottawa, 
that subject to ratification by their govts they wld extend to Turk an 
invitation to become a full member of the NATO. I am sure that you 
have by this time recd from the Pres of the Council a forma] notifica- | 
tion of this action. 
“Iam particularly pleased with this decision because I know that it | 

represents the fulfillment of a deep desire on the part of the Turk 
govt and Turk people, and a recognition of the valiant efforts Turk 

_ has made, in the post war period, to maintain her independence and | 
integrity in the face of persistent threats and pressures. We have, as | 
you know, long had the desire that Turk be invited to accede to the | 
NAT. We have had the firm conviction that Turk can contribute 
greatly to the objectives of the Treaty, which represents a milestone 
in the efforts of the Atlantic community to create a security system 
to protect their independence and their common ideals. | 

“Turk will, I feel sure, benefit greatly from her membership in the 
Treaty Organization. As a signatory of the Treaty, Turk will have 
the same rights and, of course, will assume the saine responsibilities as 
other members. We: are glad that the excellent cooperation between | 
your country and ours, which has enabled us, since 1947, to assist in 

‘ Drafted by C. R. Moore and by Elbrick of RA, cleared with NE and Defense, 
and repeated to Athens. These messages to the President of Turkey and the Prime 
Minister of Greece were subsequently released to the public and published in the 
Department of State Bulletin, October 8, 1951, p. 571. The formal reply: (undated ) 
of President Celal Bayar of Turkey, thanking President Truman for continued ! 
moral and political aid to Turkey and recognition of Turkey’s determination to | 
defend its sovereignty is printed, ibid, October 22, 1951, p. 650. The formal reply 
of Prime Minister Venizelos of Greece, dated September 24, thanking President | 
Truman for his continued support of Greek independence and of Greek desires | 
to accede to the North Atlantie Treaty is printed ibid. | | 

536-688 PT 1--81---39 | |
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the building up of Turk’s econ and mil strength, can now be fitted into | 
the larger framework of the NAT. _ 

“Tt will take some time to meet the constitutional requirements for 
parliamentary ratification by the various govts, including our own, 
of the action taken by the Council before a formal invitation can be 
extended. I hope, however, that the time to achieve this can be reduced 
to a minimum. | | 

| “T wish to assure you once again of our pleasure at the prospect of 
welcoming Turk into full membership in the NATO to which we 

| attach such great significance. We look forward to working with Turk — 
in this org to help build the bastions of the free world for defense _ 
against the Commie menace which Turkey knows so well.” | 

We assume Gr-Turk Govts will wish make above msg public, which 
Dept wld welcome. Pls inform Dept re Gr-Turk plans for release, 
so that appropriate stepscan betaken here. _ 

In order that there may be no misunderstanding of steps required 
to effect formal invitation and accession of Gr-Turk to NATO, you 
are authorized, in your discretion, to explain informally procedure 
outlined Dept circular 247, Sept. 10.2 Resolution and Protocol (par- = 
ticularly revised Art VI of Treaty) have undergone certain modifica- == 
tions in NAC mtg and therefore texts communicated ref circular shld 
not, be transmitted to Gr-Turk Govts. : 

WEBER; 

* Not printed. 7 

740.5/9-2051 : Telegram . 

The Acting Secretary of State tothe EmbassyinTurkey+ = 

SECRET NIACT | WASHINGTON, September 20, 1951—7 p.m. 

214. For Ambassador. In addition to Pres Truman’s msg to Pres 
Bayar contained in Deptel 213 ? Sept 20, you are requested to deliver | 
the fol secret msg from Pres Truman to Pres Bayar, which shld not be 
made public without prior clearance with Dept. 

“Turkey’s accession to the Treaty Org will give rise to many prac- 
tical problems with respect to participation in the Org and its various 
subsidiary bodies. Although no formal arrangements can be made 
until Turkey accedes to the Treaty, I believe it wld be desirable at an | 
early date to have conversations of a purely preliminary nature be- 
tween your Govt and reps of some of the members of the NATO. 

. There is, in addition, a closely related and very important question 
which it might be well to discuss in the same way. As we have advised 
you informally, prelim discussions have been held between the US, UK 
and France with respect to the setting up of a ME Command, which 

? Drafted by Moore of GTI and cleared by Defense, Martin of EUR, and Jones 

Supra. :
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wid make it possible to organize, through a coop effort, the mil defense 
of that area as a whole. In the light of the important role Turkey has in 
the defense of the ME, we hope Turkey will participate as a founding 
member of such a Command. | | 

“Tf it wid be agreeable to Your Excellency, I wld be glad tosendto 
Turkey as US rep for these talks our highest mil rep, Gen Omar Brad- 
ley, Chairman of our JCS, who, perhaps accompanied by high Brit | 
and Fr mil reps, cld discuss these matters with you” | 

_ Please inform Dept as soon as messages delivered and Pres Bayar’s 
reaction thereto. | - | 

Please inform your Brit colleague of contents above messages. Brit _ 

Emb here has shown Dept proposed msg from Morrison to Képriilii 
which Brit Emb Ankara undoubtedly will make available to you. Sug- | 

gest you coordinate your respective approaches to Pres Bayar and 

Hyp cen ony : : - Wrss 
; | 

740.5/9-2251: Telegram a | 

_ The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in Turkey? 

CONFIDENTIAL = ~~~ WASHINGTON, September 22, 1951—3 p. m. 
PRIORITY ot “ | ee | 

295. Re NY Times art Sept 22 stating Pres Truman has assigned 
Harriman and Bradley to prepare way for earliest inclusion Greece 
and Turkey in NATO and referring to their departure for Europe 
and Near East within ten days. Info along following lines being given _ 
for background and not for attribution in response to press inquiries: 

_. In the course of discussions of the North Atlantic Council in Ottawa 

it was suggested that the US, UK and France send military repre- 
sentatives to Turkey and Greece for preliminary discussions of their 

participation in the NATO (after ratification by the present mem- | 
bers of their inclusion). The possibility of the US sending such a rep- | 

resentative is now being considered and if one goes it will probably be | 

- General Bradley. There are no present plans for Mr. Harriman to 

go to Turkey or Greece. | | . | | 

1 Message drafted by Moore. A marginal note reads: “Background statement | 
cleared with: Defense—Col Newland, White House—Mr. Tubby, RA—Mr. El- , 
re Repeated to the Embassies in Egypt, Greece, the United Kingdom. and |
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740.5/9-2451 ; Telegram | 

The Ambassador in Turkey (Wadsworth) to the Secretary of State 

TOP SECRET = NIACT Ankara, September 24, 1951—7 p. m. 
283. Supplementing Embtel 280, Sept 24 in reply Deptel 229, 

Sept 23.1 a | 
1) President Bayar attended by Foreign Minister Koprulu received 

me as arranged. He had he said already read with highest gratification 
translation prepared by Foreign Officer of President Truman’s first 
message; its text would be broadcast by Ankara Radio this evening. 
He would read with equal interest and satisfaction, he felt sure, the 
secret second note he understood I was to hand him. 7 | 

2) I did so, with translation prepared by Embassy. This he read 
slowly aloud, then with customary courtesy asked if there was any- 
thing I wished to add. I answered that second message of course spoke 
for itself, but I welcomed opportunity to recapitulate and add one 

- point made by Department in my most recent instructions. As I saw it 
there were three questions before us: : 

_@a) Did he share President Truman’s hope that Turkey would par- 
ticipate as a founding member in the setting up of a ME Command? 

6b) Would it be agreeable to him were President Truman to send to 
Turkey at a very early date our highest military representative, Gen- 
eral Bradley, for conversations, with the appropriate Turkish author- 

, ities, of the purely preliminary and private nature which Foreign 
_» _ Minister Koprulu had already informed me he would welcome? and | 

_ _¢) A new question: Would he—if his answer to my first question 
should be, as we sincerely hoped, in the affirmative—approve Turkey 
cooperating with the British and ourselves in urging on Egypt ac- | 
ceptance of a similar invitation that it too participate as a founding 
member in setting up MEC? | : | 

3) I then outlined very briefly Department’s arguments for MEC 

and reason for and urgency of this suggested approach first to King 

Farouk and then to Egyptian Govt. President listened attentively, | 
then made general reply. Based on brief notes which | took, its high- 

lights (with paragraphing representing pauses for translation) were 

as follows: — oe , ok 

I thank you sincerely for this best of good news; this is one of the 
happiest days of my life. I, my govt and people, are deeply grateful. 

Please convey to your govt our appreciation for the great help it 
| has given Turkey. At an carly date | will write of our thanks and 

feelings to your President? - OF 

'Deptel 229 had asked Ambassador Wadsworth “most urgently” if he had 
received Deptels 213 and 214 of September 20 (pp. 575, 576). Embtel 280 reported 
the reception of Deptels 213 and 214 and Wadsworth’s short delay in obtaining 
an appointment with Foreign Minister K6priili who was returning from Istanbul. 
(740.5/9-2351 ; 9-2451) | 

* See footnote 1, p. 575. |
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| _ I have now read his second message and listened to your words. I _ 
| am certain of its importance. I see also need for urgency in the case 

of Egypt. I am in agreement in principle with all this message says 
and with what you have added as to your govt’s views. 

I will submit these desires to my govt. I am sure you will receive 
early reply. an So - , 
Tam In agreement that we should discuss together these matters of 

highest importance and all other similar matters as well. _ ; 
_ We have all our heart in it. By building the security of this country 
and of ME we shall contribute to securing security of free world. 

Please convey to President Truman our deeply grateful greetings 
and appreciation. eS | | 

_ 4) President Bayar paused and, after exchanging a few words with 
Foreign Minister, continued in substance: | - 

_ Egypt, like other newly independent countries this area, is highly 
sensitive to presence foreign troops. Egypt is particularly sensitive | | 
because. British troops there seem continuance of historic occupation. 

Today we have only good intentions, but it is difficult make Egypt 
understand. Our Foreign Minister has long sought similar formula 
which, while not offending national feelings, will assure strategic posi- oe 
tion. We recognize fully need for maintaining Allied troops there. We 
sense that your formula offers an only answer. | 

5) In reply I spoke of latest word from Ambassador Caffery 
(Deptel 219, Sept 21)%. Foreign Minister commented he too sensed ! 
urgency and believed our formula of inviting Egypt to participate in : 
founding MEC offered only hopeful solution. 

6) I then spoke of General Bradley. It might well be I said, that : 
with postponement of next AP council meeting until after British | 
elections, ratifications of Turkish invitation could be had so as to 
permit Turkey to be represented as full NATO member. Meanwhile 
the suggested preliminary conversations could not but be immensely | 
helpful to us all; that we lose no time seemed vital. I had been told 
of Foreign Minister’s comment when seeing British Ambassador in | 
Istanbul yesterday (see my immediatetly following telegram). I | 
ventured in reply to urge that advantages of Bradley visit to Turkey 
would far outweigh any disadvantages. a So 

7) After confirming sense his remarks to British Ambassador, 
_~ Koprulu replied. Partly by implication and partly directly he gave _ | 

me to understand that, if General Bradley were on tour and should | 
wish visit Turkey for what would appear to be private exchange of | 
views—and not as head of Allied military mission of such outstanding 
top brass—he would be welcome. This, Koprulu added, was however 

*'Telegram Deptel 219 of September 21 repeated telegram 348 from Cairo, Sep- 
tember 20, in which Ambassador Caffery reported British concern over probable 
Kgyptian abrogation of the Anglo-Egyptian Treaty of 1936 and the agreements 
of 1899 regarding the Sudan and also reported, inter alia, that King Farouk had 
intimated that he would welcome the inclusion of Turkey “in any proposed re- 
gional set-up” for the Middle East. * |
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only his personal views; it would of course have to be confirmed by oe 

Turkish Cabinet. | | a 

8) In closing remarks I arranged see Koprulu tomorrow should he 
wish; and President, after reiterating his earlier remark.re need for 
cooperation in all matters of high interest and common concern, again 
voiced sincerest appreciation President Truman’s two messages. _ 
Department please repeat to Cairo and elsewhere as desired. — 

: — Wapsworrn > 

740.5/9-2251 : Telegram | 

| The Ambassador in Turkey (Wadsworth) to the Secretary of State? | 

TOP SECRET = NIACT. _ ANKARA, September 25, 1951—5 p. m. 

| 289. Supplementing Embtel 283, Sept 24;? | | 

1. FonMin phoned this morning to say PriMin with himself attend- 
ing would receive me at noon. Cabinet, with Pres Bayar presiding, 
had met for three hours last evening after my audience with Pres. 

2. Opening conversation PriMin said Cabinet wished him confirm 
| thru me to US Govt its full concurrence in Pres Bayar’s remarks to 

- me; also its own formal expression of appreciation to US Govt on this | 

| most happy and important development. Collaboration and coopera- 

tion with its NATO partners would govern future Turk policy. Mean- 

while, Cabinet welcomed proposal for preliminary private conversa- 

tions and consultation. 7 
8. This brought us to Cabinet views on my three questions which I _ 

may recapitulate as follows: | 2s 

(a) Would Turkey participate as founding member MEC? FonMin 
gave answers: To Turkey defense of ME is vital. It follows that 
there must be a MEC and that Turkey should be member thereof on | 
equal footing. Therefore Turkey “warmly welcomes and accepts in- | 
vitation in principle”, all details of org and command to be by common ~ 
agreement amonyz members. oo 

PriMin added that he envisaged not simply Allied command to mask 
existing situation, but true interallied org and command. | 

| (6) Would Turkey welcome carly Bradley visit? Again FonMin 
gave answer: He had already told. Brit Amb and me that visit of we 
formal Allied Mil Mission, especially prior to Turk admission to 
NATO, seemed undesirable in our common interests as there was rea- 
son to believe it would offend smaller NATO countries. Same could — 
be said for Arab countries, especially Egypt where today anti-British 
feeling runs high. Turkey itself would feel no embarrassment whatso- 

ever at visit of high Brit and French generals, but in common interest, | 

if Turkey is to play, as it hopes, important role in gaining collabora- | 

1 Repeated to Cairo. _ | 
* Supra..
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tion Arab states, present seems logical time for Bradley visit, which 
, would indeed be welcome, but too carly for others. | 

PriMin added: “These are present views our govt expressed in all 
friendship; we shld appreciate receiving those of your govt. Espe- 
cially as regards Arab countries, we wish avoid false step at outset.” 

(c) Would Turkey cooperate with US and UK in urging Egypt 
accept formula of and participate in founding MEC? PriMin 
answered: “Very warmly” and indicated that he hoped Gen Bradley 
would visit Egypt after Greek and Turk visits. 
FonMin added that Cabinet had shared his views as to substance and 

urgency of approach to Egypt. “But for approach to other Arab coun- 
tries”, he added, “We must prepare the ground most carefully. Were | 
they to be invited today they would probably say no. In their case the | 
question is essentially dip] before it can become military.” 

4, PriMin hopes Dept may find it possible to wire by Fri Sept 28 
expression its views on Bradley visit (requested para 3(b) above) as 
he plans provincial visit over weekend. Emb suggests reply be sent via 
emergency niact military channel. Oe | 
_ Dept please repeat elsewhere as desired. OO 

| | - : a | WADSWORTH. 

740.5/9-2551: Telegram _ | Bs 

| The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Turkey} - 

TOP SECRET  NIACT  — WASIIINGTON, September 26, 1951—9 p. m. 

247. Dept most appreciative prompt and understanding response 
Turks as outlined Embtel 289 Sept 25.? | | 

Dept can appreciate reluctance Turk Govt to discuss mil and Com- 
mand arrangements prior to action by legislative bodies of present 
NATO members to formally accept Turkey in NATO. We believe 
Turks shld know, however, that NATO members were informed at 
Ottawa that we were considering sending high milit officer to discuss. ! 
milit. arrangements with Turks on informal basis and that UK and 
France might do likewise. Hence we do not feel that smaller NATO 
nations wld react unfavorably to informal Tripartite mission. = 

- We have taken position that no command setup can be prepared for 
' prelim consideration by present NATO nations until matter is dis- 

cussed with Greece and Turkey. Furthermore no NATO command 
structure involving Grk-Turk participation can be approved by 
NATO until Grk and Turk reps are officially sitting as members of the 
Milit Comite and Council, fol their acceptance into NATO. It was | 
our idea that the top milit reps of the US, UK and France, were the | 
ones who shld discuss command arrangements with the highest Turk | 

1 Message drafted by Jones and Stabler of NE and Moore of GTI, cleared by 
eur and Defense, and repeated to Paris, London, and Cairo. | - ee 

a |
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~ authorities. We considered this arrangement as being the one which 
wld indicate to the Turks and the Grks our appreciation of their im- 
portance in the Org and that it warranted a visit by our highest milit 

: auths, 7 | | | 
The procedure wld be that after discussions on the NATO command 

arrangements, the ideas of the Turks and Grks wld be incorporated, 
along with the ideas of the other nations concerned, into a staff study 

_ which wld then be presented to the milit reps of all the countries con- 
| cerned including Greece and Turkey. After further comments from 

| these nations, the paper wld then be amended as necessary and resub- 
mitted to those nations, in order that all NATO nations including 
Greece and Turkey can be prepared to act on it in the milit comite and 

- Council mtgs after the formal admission of Greece and Turkey to 
NATO. | 

While we believe the above to be important, we also believe it is 
urgent that MEC arrangements be worked out earliest and we do not 
see how this can be done without discussions between representatives 
of the US, UK and France and Turkey. While Turkey may feel that. 
Gen Bradley can appropriately discuss ME Command arrangements . 
informally with Turks on behalf all three, Dept requests you pt out to 
Turk FonMin why we feel Bradley-Slim-Fr Mission is so important. 
UK will lead in presenting proposals to Egypt. If Bradley alone visits 
Turkey this likely be interpreted by Egypt as reflecting adversely UK 
status MEC in which Brits will play major role.* Slim-Bradley—-Fr 
visit designed originally emphasize solidarity powers and multilateral 
character proposals partly as background for approach Egypt. Thus 
while we fully understand reasons why Turk desire to restrict visit to 
Bradley, we are nevertheless confronted with above dilemma and wld 
appreciate Turks giving matter most serious consideration. We believe 
another important factor from Turk viewpoint is that tripartite mis- 
sion wld give Turks valuable opportunity to present their views on | 
MEC to highest level mil reps of three countries. | - 

Re Arab states, we agree with Turk Govt that we must proceed with 
caution and careful preparation. While undoubtedly there will be ele- 
ments in those states opposed to any form of collaboration with West- 

ern powers, we believe that MEC will gain support, perhaps gradual eo 
at first, because (1) it may be basis for settlement Anglo-Egypt ques- 

tion and (2) it provides structure for ME defense in which Arabsare | 
vitally concerned. We consider that multilateral nature of MEC, in- 

cluding Turkish participation, has important appeal and shld be _ 

* Ambassador Caffery in Cairo reported on September 30 that there had been oe 
as yet “No significant Egypt reaction NATO invitation Greece-Turkey.” He added 
that “Considerable speculation and comment on reports Britain planning propose 
Middle East defense plan and Turkey mentioned in story from London as possible 
three power del to seek Egypt’s views. Reactions rumored Brit proposals skeptical : 
to negative among officials public and press.” (Cairo telegram 389, 740.5/9-3051 )
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stressed. On balance therefore we believe tripartite milit mission to 
Turkey wld have desirable impact on Arab States and set stage for 
multilateral coop. | a 

| | Due other pressing commitments, it may be ten days before Bradley 
or tripartite mission can arrive in Turkey. Despite this delay we wld 
welcome Turk reaction on above earliest. 

| Pls keep Brit colleague fully and simultaneously informed on all] 
developments (urtel 290 Sept 26). = | 

Os | Oo ACHESON 
‘Not printed. | | Oo 

| 780.5/9-2851 : Telegram : ns . | a 

Lhe Ambassador in Turkey (Wadsworth) to the Secretary of State? 

TOP SECRET  NIACT Ankara, September 28, 1951—4 p. m. 

805. On Sept 27 I showed to Brit Amb, who returned Ankara from 
Istanbul previous day for express purpose seeing Foreign. Minister, 
texts my tels reporting interviews with President Bayar (Embtel 283, 
Sept 24)? and with PriMin and FonMin (IEmbtel 289, Sept 25). 
Also showed him Dept’s reply to these two msgs (Deptel 247, Sept : 26) .4 oo | — | a 

_ 2. Brit Amb then outlined for me views expressed to him previous 
day by FonMin in answer to Brit démarche of Sept 23: FonMin 
stated Turk Govt agreed in principle (a) to participate in MEC as 
founding member and (6) to support with US a Brit démarche. to | 
egypt designed to deter abrogation 1936 Treaty. Turkey he added, | 

| cld more effectively support such démarche if fully informed of rep- 
resentations already made and those to be made to King Farouk and | 
Iigypt Govt. | , | - oo 
_Re projected visit tripartite mission, FonMinvreiterated apprehen- 

sions as to reaction Arab States and small N ATO countries, stating 
Turk Min at Hague had sent second insg indicating continued Dutch | 
opposition to MEC planning prior ratification Turk admission NATO | 
(further details contained in para No. 3 this tel). 

Brit Amb was able apprize FonMin that tel just reed from London 
informed him Dutch had modified attitudes apparently recognizing 
desirability military talks if of preliminary nature only. — - 

In conclusion, Brit Amb commented, FonMin “seemed to agree” to 
desirability early preliminary military conversations but, recognizing : 
urgency Egyptian situation, did not feel that démarehe at Cairo need 
be contingent thereon. ) | Oo rs | 

" Repeated to Paris for MacArthur, London and Cairo. | | : | ? Ante, p. 578. - ae | | 2 * Ante, p. 580. | | a ! 
‘ Supra. |
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—-3, On Sept 26 at FonMin’s request, Asst Sec Gen FonOff Nuri Birgi 

called on me to report second tel from Turk Min Hague referred to 

above. In absence Dutch FonMin had called on Sec Gen Dutch FonOft 

to express appreciation Dutch support of Turk admission to N ATO. 

Latter declared, on basis tel just recd from absent FonMin, that Hol- 

land and certain other members NATO did not favor entry of Turkey 

into command outside framework NAT and without prior consultation 

NATO members. In other words, Holland favored Turks performance 

tasks incumbent on it as member NATO within framework pact. | 

4, In belief FonMin wld wish give careful consideration to closely 

reasoned arguments Deptel 247, Sept 26, Emb prepared written memo 

containing complete paraphrase Dept’s views as expressed in ref msg 

which Counselor Keith delivered to Asst Sec Gen Birgi 8 p. m. Sept 27. 

Birgi gave assurances that memo wld be immediately transmitted to | 

FonMin who wld see me near future. 

| 
WapswortTu 

740.5/9-2951 : Telegram oe 

The Acting Secretary of State to the United States Deputy Repre- 

) sentative on the North Atlantic Council (Spofford), at London * 

SECRET WASHINGTON, September 29, 1951—5 p. m. | 

Todep 199. 1. In view importance Dept attaches to Slim-Bradley- 

French visit to Turkey to carry on informal and preliminary military 

discussions with Turks -re their participation in NATO bodies and 

proposed MEC, Dept concerned over apparent attitude Dutch and - 

certain other NATO members as reported by Turk FonOff in Ankara _ 

tel 305 Sept 28 to Dept (rptd London 5,Paris8,Cairoll)? =| 

You will recall Secretary informed NAC members at Ottawa that | 

| US considering sending high milit officer to Turkey to discuss milit 

| arrangements on informal basis and that UK and France might do 

likewise. On assumption such action wld not endanger early action by 

NATO countries to complete formalities for Turk Greek accession 

NATO, Dept has been urging Turk Govt agree to receive Slim- 

| Bradley-French visit. | 

Suggest you discuss matter with Brit Dep in view London report 

to Brit Amb Ankara that Dutch had modified attitude. You may also 

wish sound out Dutch Dep, reassuring him, if necessary, of prelimi- 

nary nature proposed mil discussions. Dept wid welcome your early 

comments. | | _ | | 

9. Dept wld be interested in info re likelihood other NAT countries 

| will be prepared to sign on Oct 3 Protocol on Turk Greek accession 

1 Message drafted by Moore of GTI, cleared by NE and RA, and repeated to The 

ry Paris, Cairo, and Ankara. . | |
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NATO or when they may be expected to take this action. Do you feel 
it wld be helpful for Dept to request our Ambs in NAT countries 
urge early action on respective govts.$ | 

| - | WEBB 

| *Spofford responded to Todep 199 in telegram Depto 390 from London on 
: October 1 stating “Believe no possibility signing Greek-Turk protocol October 8 

but will keep trying for signature later this week.” The French were the “most 
| serious obstacle,” Spofford added, stating that the Embassy in France “received 

_ impression Fr unlikely be willing sign soon.” (740.5/10-151) . . 

740.5/10-251: Telegram oo | | 
’ The Acting Secretary of State to the United States Deputy Repre- . 

sentative on the North Atlantic Council (Spofford), in London? 

SECRET = NIACT . Wasuineton, October 2, 1951—8 p. m. 
| Todep 206. Re Spofford—Perkins telephone conversation of today ? 

regret impossible provide you any specific forecast re Cong action on 
_ adherence of Gr-Turk to NATO. 8 

| Present disposition leaders in Senate is to drive hard for adjourn- 7 
ment and resist introducing any new matters. Senate majority leaders 
still express hopes to adjourn by Oct 18 but estimate is that around 
Nov 1 more likely with present volume unfinished business. | 

_ Have found no evidence opposition in Senate to adherence Gr-Turk » | 
_ and wld think possible secure favorable action within week or ten days 

_ 1f Comite * agreed to consider. Have promised to consult with Comite = 
before Protocol is submitted to Senate and of course cannot do so . : 
until Protocol is signed. Cannot. be sure that delay might not. be 
caused by opposition developing either on grounds drive to adjourn | 
or on grounds action this subj shld follow rather than precede action 
on Jap Peace Treaty. = a os 

Have not asked views this point Senators principally interested Jap | 
Treaty, partly because Dept has not made up its mind whether it | | 
wants to present Gr—-Turk ahead of Jap Treaty. We have been wait- 
ing to see how soon Protocol cld be signed in order to know how prac- | 
tical it might be to secure action on Gr—Turk at this session. | 
As we see it, situation now somewhat reversed and your problem is | 

how much pressure to expend for signature Protocol in view uncertain. 
US ratification this session. : oe 
On balance we had better keep up steady pressure for signature of _ 

Protocol but not make all-out effort which cld only be justified by 
certainty of Senate action at this session. . | | | 

_ + Drafted by Martin of RA, cleared by EUR, GTI, and the Office of the Assistant — 
Secretary of State for Congressional Relations. , | | 

*No record of this conversation has been found in Department of State files, : *Presumably the Committee on Foreign Relations, United States Senate.
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We will keep you fully informed of developments on this matter 

here. | —— | | 
| oe WEBB 

740.5/10-251 : Telegram | | | . - | 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in Greece ' 

TOP SECRET --- Wasuuneron, October 2,1951—6 p.m. 

1583. Tentatively planned Gens [Gen] Bradley and [Field Mar- 
shall Sir William] Slim and possibly Fr Gen arriving Athens from 
Paris evening Oct 10 have brief general discussion with Grks re their 
membership various NATO bodies and their integration into NATO 
overall command structure. Group will fly Turkey morning Oct 12 for 
similar discussion Turks. Suggest you inform Grk Govt Gen Bradley 
wld welcome opportunity if projected trip materializes and if Grk 
Govt finds acceptable, to stop off Athens for above purpose. Pls advise 
Dept Grk response earliest. | a oe 

Brit Emb Wash assumes Slim wld visit Athens concurrently with 
Bradley. Has requested confirmation from FonO#f and info re Brit 

approach Grk Govt. Suggest you check with Brit Amb before in- 
forming Grk Govt.’ | —_ oo 

FYI only. One of prin objectives of trip is enable top level mil 

reps three countries discuss with Turks co-related arrangements Turk 

participation proposed Middle East Command in hope creation of 

such command with Egypt well as Turk participation. It is hoped 

that settlement of Anglo-Egypt question will be found through 

MEC.? Greece not involved MEC problem. 
| WEBB 

? Drafted by B. F. Dixon of GTI and cleared with Stabler. Oo oo 
7In telegram 1605, October 5 from Athens, Ambassador Peurifoy reported 

Prime Minister Venizelos statement that the Greek Government would be pleased 

to receive the Bradley-Slim-French mission (740.5/10-551). 

2Wor documentation on the interest of the United States in Anglo-Egyptian 
affairs see volume v. | 

740.5/10-251 : Telegram oe | | o - - - oe 

The Acting Secretary of State to the United States Deputy Repre- 

sentative on the North Atlantic Council (Spofford), at London * 

SECRET PRIORITY - WasuHIncTon, October 4, 1951—5 : 03 p. m. 

Todep 211. Depto 396, Oct 2, rptd info Paris 619.? If minor changes 
in Gr-Turk Protocol desired by Brit and Fr include any changes 

Message drafted by Parsons of RA. Cleared by H, GTI, and RA. Repeated to 
Paris, oO | 

* Not printed. . , ,
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| whatever in amendment to Art 6, full clearance here by interested 
Depts likely be required. This wld of course further reduce chances 
submission of Protocol as finally agreed upon to Senate before ad- 

| journment. Thus, apart from desirability prevent opening up of text 
poo tu renegotiation, we must if possible avoid risk of action which cld 
| easily delay one of important steps in process bringing Gr-Turk into 
| NATO. Relationship of this to delicate, urgent ME negotiations shld 
| be obvious to Brit and Fr. Hope they will respond to ur efforts pre- 
| clude introduction into CD of changes in text agreed at Ottawa. 

| . . : | Wess 

| *In telegram Depto 406 of October 4, Spofford reported from London that 7 
| the NAT Council had undertaken to consider British-sponsored drafting changes 

in Article 6 “based on recommendations UK legal experts.” Later that day, in : 
telegram Depto 4138, Spofford reported that the Deputies had instructed the 
Working. Group to draft a summary of the Ottawa exchange of views on the 
world situation and had agreed that a committee of legal experts should at once 

| prepare a definitive draft of the protocol concerning Greece and Turkey taking 

into account the British draft changes. In telegram Depto 420 of October 5 from 
London, Spofford reported that the French had also submitted changes relating 
to Article 6. In telegram Depto 421 of October 5 from London, Spofford said that 
“Although most deps responded to USDep’s statement indicating they would be 
in position to sign” the protocol during the week of October 8, “Danish require- 

ment protocol be considered before signature by its Parliament which is now in 
recess and which does not plan to meet again before Oet 15 indicates sometime 
during later part of week of Oct. 15, earliest date for signature by CD” [NATO 

Council of Deputies]. (All telegrams found in file 740.5/10-451 and 740.5/10-551. ) : 
The Acting Secretary of State responded to these telegrams in telegram Tode} 224 

of October 6 stating that “Dept greatly disappvinted at failure Depts to adhere 
to Protocol to which they committed themselves (by C7—D/26) at Ottawa...” | 

It was the Department of State’s view, Webb added, that only “minor drafting | 
changes can now be considered” and the principal French amendment which / 
related to Article 6 was substantive because its intent was to amend the Article : 
whether or not Turkey should accede to NATO. “You shld request Brit and | 
Fr to withdraw their amendments and inform them that to persist in their : 
efforts to re-negotiute the protocol will result in delaying whole process of acces- | 
sion with consequent ill-effects on pending MEC talks. Dept is convinced pro- | 
posed Br and Fr changes do not improve document.” (740.5/10-551) | 

740.5/10-551 : Telegram . | | 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in Turkey © 

SECRET | _ Wasttnoton, October 5, 1951—7 : 49 p. m. 

288. Amb Erkin will call on Pres Truman Oct 9 at 12: 15 to present | 

Pres Bayar’s replies to Pres Truman’s two notes re decision NAC | 
at Ottawa.? Text unclassified note will be released 12:30 Washington | 

* Drafted by Snyder of GTI, cleared by NEA, and approved for transmission by 
Dorsz. . | | | 

_ ? The reference here is to President Truman’s messages of September 20 to : 
President Bayar; see telegrams 218 and 214, to Ankara, September 20, pp. 575, 
576. 7 | io | |
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time that day * and Wireless Bulletin will carry. Text of secret msg 

which will not be released quoted below FYI: | . 

“T fully concur with your view to hold conversations, of a prelimi- 
nary nature, with respect to many practical problems which will arise 

| with Turkey’s accession to the North Atlantic Treaty Org. 
As you point out, these conversations will acquire an official char- 

acter and will pave the way to final decisions only after Turkey’s 
formal accession tothesaid Org. | : ee 

Since we have heretofore entertained the view that the defense of 
the Middle East from strategic as well as economic standpoints is _ 

of prime necessity for the preservation of the security of the free 

world, I, too, believe that it wld be equally beneficial to take up as a 

topic of conversation of the same nature the question of organizing 

the Mil defense of that area. In fact, the effective solution of this | 

problem which presents multiple mil and polit aspects, can only be 

achieved through Turkey’s active participation in the negots in this 

respect. 
, The fact that Gen Omar Bradley, Chair of The Joint Chiefs of 
Staff whom you contemplate to assign as United States representative | 

to study all these matters with us and with the Brit and Fr reps, 

| holds various high responsibilities, makes me feel confident that the => 

projected conversations will be carried out with full auth and in an 

atmosphere of most cordial understanding.” + | | 

| | | WEBB 

8 See footnote 1, p. 575. 
‘For documentation on the visit of Generals Bradley, Slim, and Lécheres to 

Greece and Turkey in mid-October to discuss possible establishment of a Middle 

~ ‘Kast Command, see volume v. 

740.5/10-651 : Telegram _ a 

- The United States Deputy Representative on the North Atlantic 

Council (Spofford) to the Secretary of States = | 

SECRET PRIORITY _ Lonpon, October 6, 1951—4 p.m. | 

Depto 425. 1. I talked with Starkenborgh yesterday twice at some 

length on subj further NATO consideration MEC arrangements. I 

opened conversation by stating I had been giving thought to procedure 

for following up Ottawa decisions in the interest of speed and avoid- 

ing any misunderstandings; that I wld be interested to know his views 

in the light of the interest in the problem shown by Neth at Ottawa. 

| He said he welcomed discussions since matter had been left somewhat 

fuzzy in Ottawa Council decision, adding that he personally felt . 

Stikker “had backed down too quickly” on insisting that there be pre- 

consultation with smaller powers before any contact with Turks. He 

asked what the SG was now proposing to do, to which I replied that 

SG was awaiting comments from mil reps on SG Command paper to _ 

1 Repeated to Paris and The Hague.
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be submitted, and that as of several days ago comments had been few | 
and not of great consequence. Starkenborgh stated Neth views were of | 
military and polit nature, and felt shld be dealt with both thru mil | 
reps/SG and Deps. He offered to give me memo covering their views, ) 

which he handed later in the day. ; | 
2. As to proposed visit Gen Bradley, Marshal Slim and Fr officer to | 

ME, Starkenborgh had heard from Brit that Gen Bradley was pre- | 
paring to go but had not understood that Brit and Fr were included. | 
In discussing purpose of mission I emphasized exploratory nature of | 
talks, also suggesting timing was dictated by Egyptian crisisand gen —S_—i| 
Middle East tension, and that purpose of mission was much broader ) 

_ in scope than narrow problem NATO Command arrangements. At one | 
point he said he understood Turks did not seem anxious to discuss ) 
Command arrangements at this time, to which I replied my info was 
also that: Turks were not pressing matter but were anxious to be help- _ . 
fulingenMEpicture | 

_ 8. He came to my office later in day and gave me two documents, 
text of which being dispatched by separate cable.? He described these | 
as working papers which represented present Cabinet thinking, but __ : 
not formal or final Neth Govt position. Paper A represents alternative | 
ideas as to Command structures in order of preference. Paper B sum- | 
marizes Neth objections to the SG proposal. I reserved final comment, | 
but on paper B pointed out their whole series of objections proceeded | 
on a misinterpretation of the SG paper, recalling statements of Secre- | 
tary and others at Ottawa on equality status of Turk in NATO and | 
other principlesofCommandarrangements. = | | 
_ 4, My impression talk with Starkenborgh is that Neth insistence on | 
pre-consultation may have modified somewhat since Ottawa. It is clear, | 

however, that Neth, and same probably holds for the other small coun- } 
tries, expect to be heard on Command arrangements and will be very : 

sensitive to anything that looks like too fast and firm action on Com- : 
mand structure as a result of forthcoming talks in Ankara. Public 
statements as to Bradley mission are particularly important for ob- , 
vious reasons. so | 

5. I suggest following procedure: —— can : | 

a. That the SG notify mil reps of fact and gen purpose of Bradley | 
_ mission to ME as soon as possible, if this has not already been done. | 

Purpose wld be to emphasize exploratory and gen character mission. | 
Deps cld be given same info at next mtg 10th. Pee ee | 
6. SG shld put some deadline on comments thru mil reps. Appar. | 

_ently-not clear to non-SG powers that these expected. = | 
-¢, At some point Dept shld be asked to make any comments of politi- , 

cal nature. This shld probably be deferred until results of Bradley | 
| mission are known and can be reported. | | | 

*? Depto 424, October 6, not printed (740.5/10-651). | a | |
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-_» Precise timing of foregoing and subsequent steps depends on factors- 
not known here. Earlier rather than later opportunity for non-SG 
powers to express views will, I believe, go far to avoid differences on 
subsequent steps, particularly with Neth and Den. | : 

SPOFFORD 

740.5/10-651 ) | ; | a 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Director of the Office of British 
Commonwealth and Northern European Affairs (l2aynor)' 

SECRET [WasHINcTON,] October 6, 1951. 

Mr. Hessellund-Jensen called on me this noon at his request under 
instructions to deliver a message received from his Foreign Office on 
this subject. The message in general paralleled that contained in Em- 

- bassy Copenhagen’s telegram 283 of October 5 sent to London as 

Copenhagen’s 29.2 Specifically, he said that Denmark very much | 

regretted her inability to promise to sign the Protocol before Oc- — | 
tober 20. The message indicated that our desire to have it signed by the 
10th of October could have been met if the Danes had known of this 
earlier. It pointed out that the Danish Foreign Minister had stated 

at Ottawa that it was necessary to place this matter before Parliament 
before they could sign as such a promise had been made by the Govern- 

ment. Parliament is. now in its regular “study” recess. The Danes say 

that to assembly Parliament, in what would amount to an extraordi- 

nary session during the recess, would create the impression of Ameri- 

can pressure and that they believe this would be very detrimental to | 

U.S.-Danish relations. The message stated that Ambassador de Kauff- 

mann who is at Copenhagen had been consulted and that he agrees 

_ with the foregoing. : | | 
They, therefore, feel unable to place this before Parliament until 

immediately after it reconvenes. It is expected that Parliamentary 

consideration thereof would take at least two days and, therefore, sig- 

nature cannot be promised before October 20. | 7 

The message also indicated that the Government felt certain of 

-aclear majority for the Protocol and felt there was no doubt whatso- 

ever as to the outcome of the debate. oe | 

I stated that without consulting with Mr. Perkins on this matter 

I could reply only personally. On this personal basis I said I appre- 

ciated the difficulty the Danes found themselves in but that the infor- 

mation contained in the message was discouraging. I said this would 

almost certainly mean that our Congress could not act to ratify the 

1 Copies to EUR, RA, NEA, the Embassy in United Kingdom for Spofford, and 

a the Embassy in Denmark. 
* Not printed. , |
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udmission of Greece and Turkey until January and that this delay 
would be serious because of various important ramifications flowing 
from the admission of Greece and Turkey to NATO. I added that I 
was delighted to hear that his Government felt there was no question 
of the outcome of the Parliamentary debate. . oo oe 

: | G. H[aypen] R[aynor] 

_ Note: I reported this conversation to Mr. Perkins who agreed that 
| under these circumstances and also because of the doubt as to whether 7 

our Congress in any event could or would act before adjournment ~ 
that we should not press the Danes further on this matterS 

| Sk , G. H[aypen] R[aynor] 

*This decision was conveyed ‘to Spofford at London in Todep 225 of October 8 
(740.5/10-851 ). a | : 

740.5/10-551 : Memorandum 4 oS ee Oe 

| The Assistant Secretary of State for European Affairs (Perkins) to 
| the Under Secretary of State (Webb)? - | 

SECRET = oe [Wasuincton,] October 9, 1951. 

Subject: Atlantic Command a | 
Situation on the appointment of an American Admiral to the North 

Atlantic Command is as follows. The British, from prestige reasons 
arising out of Churchill’s attack on the idea of having an American 
Atlantic Commander?, do not wish to announce the North Atlantic 

Commander until such time as a Britisher has been named Supreme | 

Commander for the Middle East. ee ee | : 

Doc Matthews and I discussed this with the Joint Chiefs before ) 
Ottawa. They agreed at that time that the establishment of the Middle 
East Command with the British Commander in the hope of saving the : 
Egyptian bases was of overriding importance and therefore that they | 

were prepared to delay pressing for the announcement of the North | 

Atlantic Commander until such time as the Middle East Command ! 

* Sent through the Executive Secretariat and initialed by Webb. This memo- | 
randum was in response to a telephoned inquiry from Secretary of Defense : 
Robert Lovett as to the status of the Fechteler appointment. Lovett “said that for , 
some months there had been a lot of argument between the British and ourselves 
about command of the North Atlantic. Admiral Fechteler was the American : 
appvintee; he is now Chief of Naval Operations and Admiral McCormick would 
normally be in command.” Lovett complained that the ‘matter doesn’t seem to be | 
‘making progress; that he doesn’t know whether it is a case where we are de- 
linquent with General Eisenhower, or whether the British have said they want 
to talk about it at Rome,” during the Highth Session of the North Atlantic Coun- 
cil in November. In response, “Mr. Webb promised to check to see what is holding 
the situation up.” (Memorandum drafted in the Office of the Under Secretary of _ 
State, October 5, 740.5/10-8551 ) : . - 

2 See telegrams Depto 546 and 5528 from London of February 22 and April 20, 
pp. 475, 510. | | - 

, 536-688 PT 1--81---40 |
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was announced. We do not know when the Middle East Command may | 
be announced, but certainly that should be worked out before the Rome 
meeting of the NATO Council. Admiral Wright isthoroughly familiar 
with this and Admiral Fechteler was present at the meeting of the 
Chiefs when the matter was discussed.* | 

*A marginal note reads: “Mr. Webb phoned Mr. Lovett’s office with this infor- 
mation at 6 pm, Oct. 10, 1951, RGB.” oO | 

740.5/10-951 : Telegram | | | 

The Ambassador in France (Bruce) to the Secretary of State | 

TOP SECRET PRIORITY [Paris,] October 9, 1951—7 p. m. 

| 2096. For Perkins Eur from MacArthur. Distribution at Perkins’ 
discretion. Gen Bradley met with Gen Eisenhower and UK and Fr 
Chiefs this morning at SHAPE to discuss West Mediterranean Com- 
mand arrangements. Satisfactory agreement was reached on a French | 

West Mediterranean Regional Command and subsequently approved | 
by Fr Cabinet. | | 

It was agreed that press release on new arrangement wld be issued 
later at date to be agreed by Fr and UK Govts. 

In view of agreement on press release and fact that other non-SG 
_ members of NAT do not have info on West Med Command agree- 

ment, foregoing shld not be divulged.* [MacArthur. ] | 

| | Bruce 

-20On November 28 it was announced that Admiral Carney’s allied naval com- | 
mand in the southern European area would be divided into two parts. A French —— 
admiral would exercise command in the West, while an Italian admiral would 
command the sea approaches to Italy. Vice Adm. Antoine Sala, who held, and 
retained, command of all French naval forces in the Mediterranean was appointed 
Commander in Chief of the West Mediterranean Regional Command. On Decem- 
ber 22, Admiral Girosi of the Italian Navy was appointed Commander in Chief of 
Italian Sea Approaches. (Folliot, Survey of International Affairs, 1951, p. 32) 

Records of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, 092.2 North Atlantic Treaty . — 

Memorandum by the Supreme Commander of Allied Forces in Europe 
| | (Hisenhower) + 7 

| | [Parrs,] October 9, 1951. 

Responding to your request, I present my general view regarding the 
possibility of including Turkey as a part of my command. 
From the standpoint of the reputation of the Turks as excellent 

| fighting men, any commander would be delighted to have them in his 
organization. Moreover, Turkey’s demonstrated determination to 

2 Addressed to General Juin, Field Marshal Slim, and General Bradley. .
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oppose Communistic aggression clearly makes her a valuable addition 
to the NAT Organization. Beyond this, Turkish strength is of great 
significance to the accomplishment of the task presently assigned to me, 

which is the defense of Western Europe, from Norway to Italy. The 
southern flank of this front will, of course, be directly affected by 
developments in Eastern Europe and Turkey, which region not only 
dominates the land routes to the Middle East, but safeguards the 
eastern approaches to the Mediterranean. But in considering the ques- 
tion of military organization and command, we are forced to consider 
the hard facts of geography and distance. — a oe 

| Despite the important contribution Turkey can make to the defense 
of my southern flank, I consider it militarily impracticable to watch 

| over the interests and development of the Turkish armed forces from 
| SHAPE, and to control operations from this headquarters. I, there- 

| _ fore, believe that it would be in the best interests of NATO and of _ 
Turkey itself if Turkey should be included in the Middle East Com- 
mand. On the other hand, it is obviously essential that close liaison be 

established between Middle East Command and SHAPE. I shall 
always stand ready to give such assistance to the Middle East Com- _ 

| mand as the exigencies of the situation require. _ : | | 

eg ye -Dwient D. E1senHowrr 

740.5/10-1251 : Telegram oe ge? 
' The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Greece 

‘SECRET a WasHINneTon, October 12, 1951—11 :12 a. m. 

1779. Fol FYI only. At Ottawa Brit reversing previous position 
opposed coverage Cyprus by Art 6 of NAT. US Del understood rea- 
sons to be: Any hostile act against Cyprus cld be done only after hav- 
ing violated mil elements or terrs to be covered by NATO, and in any 

such case fat. wld be in fire; area Cyprus not indigenous to Eur or | 
_ Atlantic area but part Middle East; and Brit reluctance have fon 

| (read Grk) troops on Cyprus. CD adopted Brit position. Resulting 
protocol providing for modification Art 6 of Treaty excludes Cyprus 

without expressly so stating. Key wording in protocol “or the Med | 

Sea” designed to mean over and in those waters but not encompassing | 
an area (Cyprus). Grk and Turk islands covered as integral part —_— 

metropolitan Greece and Turk. — | - - | 

Later UK sought delete “or the Med Sea” as restricting meaning of 
“North Atlantic Area” in other parts NAT unqualified by this phrase, : 

* Message sent concurrently to the Consulate at Nicosia as 61. Drafted by B. F. 
| Dixon of GTI and cleared with RA, the Assistant Legal Adviser for Economic | 

Affairs, and the Executive Secretariat. | De, - |
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and perhaps to make it clear Cyprus not covered by NAT. They also 
proposed interpretation minute to make explicit Cyprus excluded. Re 
this Dept informed Spofford fol: | 
“UK preoccupation with Cyprus at this point not appreciated. As 

explained earlier, Dept perfectly clear that (a) Cyprus is not in- 
cluded by text of Art 6 in Apr 4 version, and (b) Cyprus is not 
included by proposed text Art 6, agreed at Ottawa. — | 
“Onder these circumstances, UK interpretative minute on Cyprus 

(para 8, second section Depto 430) is unneces and undesirable from 
standpoint possible reactions in Greece and Turk. Publication such 
minute wld exacerbate Anglo-Greek differences re Cyprus and wld 
give rise unneces speculation in Turk of significant exclusion island 
geographically so close to Turk and also so strategically located with 
respect to ME.” Neither Brit proposal accepted and phrase extant. 
Though not immed obvious, Dept realizes when omission becomes 

clear will undoubtedly highlight Cyprus situation and arouse Grk 
suspicion. Latter will probably be particularly true upon full Grk 
participation and access documentation NATO. Cypriot communists 
may use omission allege Western disinterest security Cyprus and 
nationalists to allege security coverage Cyprus can only be had 
through Enosis which wld automatically give coverage Cyprus. Grk 
Emb here has already made inquiries re Cyprus and NATO but be- 
lieve they unaware this particular situation. When protocol revealed 
to Grks Dept proposes explain cmission along lines para 1 above and 
endeavor convince Grks this perfectly logical action. If neces will also 
state it has no bearing Grk position vis-a-vis Cyprus. 

Dept wld appreciate Athens Nicosia views this matter. | 

ACHESON 

740.5/10-1251 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in Greece (Peurifoy) to the Secretary of State 

TOP SECRET | _ AtieEns, October 12, 1951—5 p. m. 

1707. Visit General Bradley and colleagues? to Athens was out- 
standing success. General Bradley informed me that he was impressed 
by spirit and morale of Greeks and presentation their capabilities and 
needs by Greek Chiefs of Staff. Greeks were delighted and encouraged 
by conference with high NATO authorities even prior to their formal 
admission. Fol were most significant points emerging from military 
conversations : | oe | | 

Greeks urged that Greece should be part of SACEUR [’s Command] 

1 Field Marshal Sir William Joseph Slim, Chief of the British Imperial General | 
Staff, and Gen. Charles Lécheres, Chairman of the Committee of the Chiefs of 
Staff of the Armed Forces of France and their staffs.
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rather than Middle East Command. While NATO generals delivered 
no decision on this point, they raised no objection to Greek proposal. 
Some question arose, however, as to assignment Greek Navy since it | 
appeared that Middle East Command would have responsibility for 
closing Turk Straits and defending Aegean sea. Greeks, however, felt 
it wld be very awkward for their Navy and Army which it is designed 

to assist, to be under separate commands. oe 

In closing conversations Field Marsha] Slim emphasized heavy de- 
mands on US-UK for weapons and fact that while every effort would 
be made increase supplies to Greece no reinforcement of equipment to 
Greece either now or at start of war could be promised. As soon as 
Greece is integrated into NATO, it must present its needs to CINC 
South (Carney) who will do his best meet requirements. Slim con- 
cluded “it is better to expect nothing and get something than to expect 
much and get nothing”. Greeks were not.discouraged by this pessimism 
and stated they would meet their obligations under whatever circum- 
stances might arise? — . | | 8 

| FP a _PErurIFoy 

| 7A copy of the U.S. minutes of the conference of United States, United King- 
dom, and French Military Representatives with the Greek General Staff in the 
Greek General Staff Building, Athens, Greece, at 1015 hours, October 11, is in 
file 740.6/10-1251. | | | a | 

General Bradley reported upon the meeting in telegram MATUR 17622, Octo- 

ber 18, 1951 to the Joint Chiefs of Staff. That telegram read in part as follows: | 

| “1, Had very successful exchange of views with Greek Chiefs of Staff on 11 | 

Oct in meeting attended by Field Marshal Slim, Gen Lecheres and myself. Was | 
favorably impressed by Greek attitude. They stated they are ready to assume | 

their full responsibility in NATO. Although saying that they considered they | 

should receive assistance, if required Greece would fight alone to carry out her | 

assigned tasks. OF | as Oe ae | 
“2. Greeks consider their primary role is in the Balkan theater and that they | 

should be a part of Gen Eisenhower’s command. They consider that steps should | 

be taken to secure the cooperation of Yugoslavia with the west. They were in- | 

formed that if Greece were included in SACEURs Command it would probably | 

be a separate command under CINC Southern Europe. | 
“3. Greeks were asked what would be their position with regard to Greek | 

Naval Forces if the Middle East Commander was assigned the responsibility for , 

the defense of the Aegean Sea and the Dardanelles. In reply they pointed out that 
Greek Navy was required for defense of Greece and support of Greek Army and | 

therefore should be under SACEUR. They would be willing to cooperate with the ) 
Middle East Commander on orders from SACEUR but did not wish to assign 
Naval. Forces to the Middle East Command unless they had a surplus to the 

needs of the European Commander.” (JCS Files) — a |
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740.5/10-1251 : Telegram . 

The Ambassador in Turkey (Wadsworth) to the Secretary of State? ) 

TOP SECRET  NIACT _- Anxara, October 12, 1951—9 p. m. 
| 349. Tripartite mil mission arrived Ankara at noon and in course 

formal calls on Min Nat Def, FonMin, Chief Gen Staff and PriMin, 
has recd sincere welcome and assurances Turkey’s keen desire make 
maximum contribution to NATO and ME defense. Mtg with PriMin | 
continued half-hour beyond allotted time. | 

Three points made by him merit special mention: _ oe 

1, PriMin himself would preside tomorrow’s all-day “business” ses- 
sion. He would be assisted by Min Nat Def, FonMin and Chief Gen 
Staff and their principal assistants. He asked and we agreed that three 
mil chiefs be accompanied by their chief assistants and by Brit, French 
and US Ambassadors. | | 

2. He fully shared our view that, if Egyptian Govt extended invita- 
tion, tripartite mil mission shld become quadripartite,? a Turk general 
with appropriate assistants to accompany them on Cairo visit. PriMin 
and FonMin felt strongly such visit highly desirable this time on 
political as well as mil grounds, always assuming receipt of formal 
invitation from Egyptian Govt. | 

3. Towards end meeting PriMin handed each mil chief a copy of top 
secret memo entitled “The Position of Turkey in the North Atlantic | 
Treaty Org”. Full text is given in my immediately fol tel. We shall 
study it this.evening, discuss it with Turks tomorrow and report reac- 
tions thereafter.‘ a 

Gen Bradley concurs. . | oo 
| | | WapsworTtH 

* Repeated to London, Cairo, and Paris for MacArthur. a 
* See editorial note, infra. | Fo | 
* Telegram 350 from Ankara of October 13, not printed, reported the Turkish 

estimate of Turkey’s strategic position, its present armed strength, its potential 
wartime strength, and its military, economic, and financial needs (740.5/10-1851). 

*For documentation on the Conference of U.S., U.K., and French Representa- 
tives with Turkish Prime Minister and Staff at Ankara on 13 and 14 October 
1951, see volume y. . 

Editorial Note | a 

| On October 15, the text of the protocol agreed to by the North. 
Atlantic Deputies providing for the extension of an invitation to the 
Governments of Greece and Turkey to join the North Atlantic Treaty. 
Organization was released by the North Atlantic Council Deputies 
in London. The United States Deputy Representative on the Council, 
Charles M. Spofford, was authorized to sign on behalf of.the United 
States. Following ratification of the protocol by all member govern- 
ments, an invitation to Greece and Turkey to aceede to the North _ 
Atlantic Treaty would be extended by the United States on behalf of
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all parties, and the protocol would enter into force when Greece and 

Turkey formally accepted the invitation. The text of the protocol is | 

printed in the Department of State Bulletin, October 22, 1951, page | 

651, and also in Folliot, Documents on International Affairs, 1951, : 

page 65. OO | | oe : 

| Records of the J oint Chiefs of Staff, 092.2 North Atlantic Treaty | 

Memorandum by the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff (Bradley) | 

| | to the President a | 

* oP SECRET = | WasuHinecton, October 18, 1951. | 

1. In accordance with the North Atlantic Treaty Council agreement | 

at Ottawa and with your messages of 20 September to President Bayar | 

of Turkey and Prime Minister Venizelos of Greece,’ I proceeded to | 

Athens, Greece, and to Ankara, Turkey, between 9 and 15 October, | 

accompanied by Field Marshal Sir William Slim of the United King- ! 

dom and General Charles Lecheres of France, to exchange views with | | 

the pertinent authorities of those nations concerning their admission | 

into NATO. | - | | a ee 
Parts a ce | Be. 

2. Asa preliminary step, it was necessary that there be resolved the 
French demands for a substantial naval command in the Western | 
Mediterranean, upon which point at Ottawa the French had secretly | 
conditioned their approval of the acceptance of Greece and Turkey __ 

into NATO. This question was resolved at a conference at SHAPE be- 
‘tween the three NATO representatives and General Eisenhower.? The 
resulting agreement was accepted by the French Cabinet and was well 
within U.S. position, in that-it provided for only two major naval | 
commands in the Mediterranean (U.S. and U.K.) and placed the 
French Western Mediterranean naval command directly under Ad- 
miral Carney, COMNAV South, under the over-all command of Gen- 

: eral Eisenhower. ee 

Greece ee be | a 

| _ 8. The conferences at Athens between the three representatives and 
Greek military authorities resulted in a very successful exchange of 
views.’ I was very much impressed by the friendliness, determination 
and attitude of cooperation of all Greeks I met, from the King and 
Queen on through the Chief of Staff and the Chiefs of the Services. 

| They emphasized that, although they needed much material assistance, 

* Regarding these messages, see telegrams 218 and 214, September 20, pp. BTS 

oy Regarding this conference, see telegram 2096 from Paris, October 9, p. 592. 
"Regarding Bradley’s visit to Greece, see telegram 1707, October 12, p. 594.
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they would fight under any conditions in order to defend Greece and 
to meet her NATO obligations. : 

4. The Greeks believe that they should be a part of General Eisen- 
hower’s. command, which view is generally concurred in by the Stand- 
ing Group nations. They presented very positive views that all possible | 
steps should be taken at the earliest time to secure the cooperation 
of Yugoslavia with the West. A major problem which presented itself 
was that of the responsibility for the defense of the Aegean Sea and 
the Dardanelles; this will require resolution as soon as the outlines of 
commands contiguous to Greece canbe definitely decided upon. Each 
Greek Chief of Staff emphasized the many equipment deficiencies in 
his arm, but pointed out the Greek potentialities in manpower and 
trained reserves, which potentialities have already impressed us. 

Turkey | 

5. The situation in Turkey was more complex, but I consider that 
our exchanges of views there with the Prime Minister and other high 
Turkish authorities were most illuminating and helpful as an initial 
step.* The Turks were insistent that their nation be considered an 
inseparable part of the Europe which is facing Russia (not as a Mid- 
dle East nation on a parallel with the Arab States) and that they 
should, therefore, be under the command of General Eisenhower; most 
important to them is their prestige and their internal political situa- 
tion. They insist that they must first become a member of one of the 
already-established NATO commands. However, Turkey recognized 
the need. for and promised to strongly support the establishment of a 
command in the Middle East which will include non-NATO nations; 
in this connection, Turkey is insistent that this problem is separate 
from and. secondary to their prompt integration into an existing 
NATO command. One important facet of the problem which was 
deliberately avoided was that of the nationality of the Middle East , 
commander under whom the Turkish forces would be operationally 
assigned. Our advice from all informed sources in Ankara was that 
the Turks would not accept being directly under a United Kingdom 
commander, which, as you know, is presently contemplated. As a result 
of the discussions, general agreement was reached that: 

a. Turkey should be integrated into NATO on a full equality basis 
as soon as possible, and _ | : 

6. That a Middle East command, in which Turkey would partici- 
pate, was necessary. | 

Near the end of our discussions it became evident that the Turkish 
aversion to being considered as a Middle East nation remained so 
strong that the three representatives tentatively agreed to call the pro- 
posed new organization the Eastern Mediterranean Command. 

‘Regarding Bradley’s visit to Turkey, see telegram 349, October 12, p. 596.
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6. As in the discussions in Athens, I was much impressed by the | 
resolute spirit of the Turks, their attitude of cooperation, their deep | 
respect for the United States, and their eagerness to assume their | 

new obligations in NATO, as well as in a command structure in the ! 
Middle. East. 7 | 2 

Egypt | | OO oO ; 
_ 7 The military representatives were prepared to visit Cairo also, | 
presumably with a Turkish military representative, for the purpose of | 
exchanging pertinent military views with the Egyptians concerning | 
the importance of their joining in a Middle East command structure. | 
From both the political and military points of view, the maintenance 7 
of efficient Allied bases in the general Suez area in peace or in war | ) 
is a vital necessity ; a cooperative attitude on the part of the Egyptians - | 
would assist materially in solving this problem. However, as you know, | 

| the preliminary political discussions in Cairo had not, in the view of | 
‘Mr. Acheson, progressed sufficiently to warrant military representa- | 
tions, and therefore the trip to Cairo was not made. | | | | 

General it - Oo Lo —— 
8. In my opinion these visits were most successful and worthwhile, | 

even though they were only for the purpose of exchanges of views and, | 
therefore, did not result in any decisions being reached. The Greek | 
and Turk authorities were highly gratified at the opportunity to em- , 
phasize to the Chairman of the U.S. Joint Chiefs of Staff their respect , 
for the United States and their gratitude for the assistance the United | 
States has already given them. Both nations are pleased at the invita- ! 
tion to join NATO, and I am convinced that each of them will be a : 
valuable assetto NATO. 8 2 Be 

9. Of course, there are many equipment deficiencies in both the 
Greek and Turkish armed forces. On this point I assured authorities | 

| in each nation that the United States would maintain its interest in : 
their welfare, but I emphasized that the people of the United States | 
were of the sure conviction that U.S. aid could not continue indefinitely 
in its present proportion, and that each recipient nation must take 
positive steps toward its own self-sufficiency. | a 
10. In my opinion, we must now move forward with all possible ex- 

pedition to accomplish NATO ratification of the admission of Greece 
and Turkey into NATO, and then to be prepared to take at once the 
necessary steps toward placing each nation in its proper place in the 
NATO command structure. Particularly with respect to Turkey, this 
problem will be complicated, since it will eventually involve political ; 
arrangements with the Arab and other non-NATO nations. __ : 

_ 11. I am initiating the necessary recommendations for action to 
accomplish the above at the earliest time. | - : 

ER Bas | oe Omar N. Brapiey
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740.5/10-1951 ; Telegram 

The Secretary of State to the Embassies in Turkey and Greece’ 

CONFIDENTIAL WASHINGTON, October 19, 1951—6: 41 p. m. 
PRIORITY 

FYI Greek-Turkish Protocol opened for signature London at US 
request on Oct 17 and signed that day by Deps representing US, UK, 
Belg, Canad, Ice, Neth, Port, Nor. Remaining four countries expected _ 
sign Oct 22. However, in view anticipated adjournment Cong tomor- 
row Protocol not submitted to Senate. If adjournment delayed there 
remains slight possibility submission but prospects not favorable. 

_ If Cong adjourns tomorrow you may in your discretion express to 
FonMin Dept’s regrets that due to adjournment of Sen Protocol cld 
not be submitted for action at this session. You may also indicate that 
US made special arrangements to sign Protocol Oct 17, without wait- 
ing for several other countries which had not yet completed parlia- - 
mentary and other requirements, in order be prepared take advantage 
remote possibility that Sen wld remain in session long enough enable - 
action be taken on Protocol. Dept will, of course, work actively for 

— early Senate action after Cong reconvenes Jan. 
| ACHESON 

1 Message drafted by Moore of GTI and cleared with RA and the Office of the 
Assistant. Secretary of State for Congressional Affairs. It was sent to Ankara as 
354 and Athens as 1904. It was repeated to London for Spofford. 

740.5/10-1751 : Telegram a | | 

The Secretary of State to the United States Deputy Representative 

| onthe North Atlantic Council (Spofford), at London* 

CONFIDENTIAL WASHINGTON, October 20, 1951—6:17 p. m. 

Todep 257. Re Depto 466, Oct 17.2 Without prejudice Dept’s position 

re adoption interpretive para suggested by UK, following concerns 

93(B) para 5 Depto 466, Oct 17 shld UK suggestion be adopted : 

Both Dept and Amer Emb Athens believe that gen knowledge at | 

this time of exclusion of Cyprus is capable of increasing agitation both | 

1 Drafted by Dixon of GTI and cleared by Perkins. Repeated to Athens and | 
Nicosia. | : | 

2Not printed. It reported that the draft protocol on the admission of Greece 

and Turkey to NATO had been signed by Spofford. It also reported, inter alia, 

that. the. Deputy Representative from the United Kingdom. had requested the , 

amendment of paragraph 23 of the agreed Council minutes of October 10 with the 

argument “that some minutes of mtg at which text” of the. protocol “adopted 

shld be given to Greece and Turkey when they are invited to join NATO and 

that agreed minutes without quoted summary do not clearly cover points.” The 

amended paragraph 23 suggested by the United Kingdom, which Spofford believed 

“amounts to interpretive minute,” read as follows: | 

“93. To sum up, the deputies, in approving the text of the protocol as given in 

 CT-D/27 (second revise), agreed that
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| in Greece and Cyprus for union Cyprus with Greece. (Some possibility 
union question may be raised Sixth Session UNGA). Cypriot com- 

. munists might use exclusion allege Western disinterest security _ 
Cyprus. Nationalists and Grk proponents of union might use exclusion 

_ show security Cyprus can only be insured through union with Greece. 
Unless carefully handled believe exclusion may prove irritant in 
Anglo-Greek relations = 8 = = | a | Sn | 

_ For foregoing reasons and until MEC takes more form Dept be- | 
lieves advisable in general interests soft-peddle Cyprus exclusion. | 
Specifically Dept believes inadvisable make express mention of ex- | 
clusion in interpretive comment. Rather prefer follow outline of | 

| protocol by indicating “or the Med Sea” was to cover forces, etc., | 
- _Inand over waters of Eastern Med. , | 

Since US as depositary NAT wld conduct formalities of admis- | 
sion, US in discussing meaning of protocol cld at that time point out 

_ to Greeks and Turks exclusion of Cyprus logical development for ) 
reasons such as: 1) Cyprus area not indigenous to Eur or Atlantic | 
area, but situated such as to be natural part of MEC. 2) Most improba- | 
ble any attack cld be made against Cyprus without first having violated 
areas and waters covered by NATO. | ee | ! 

: Se | _ ACHESON 

(a) When the European defense community had been established it wld be 
necessary to consider its position in relation to the treaty and, in particular, to 
Art 6 thereof ; | oo, oe 

(b) Article II (i) of the protocol covered the Greek and Turkish Islands in 
the Mediterranean and Malta and its dependencies, but not Cyprus; 7 

| (c) The protocol did not affect the interpretation placed on the words ‘North 
Atlantic area’ in the preamble and in Articles 5 and 12 of the treaty ; 

(d) The words ‘North Atlantic arey’ in the new Article 6 were to be inter- 
preted in precisely the same way as they had been interpreted up tu the present 
in the original Article 6 of the treaty.” (740.5/10-1751) : | 

740.5/10-2851: Telegram - 
‘The Secretary of State to the Embassy inCanada* 

_ CONFIDENTIAL ~ Wasntneton, October 23, 1951—6:15 p. m. 
116. Is Canad position Parliament not to approve Gr-Turk Protocol 

until US, UK and Fr have all ratified (3rd para Ottawa tel 68, 
Oct 22)?? US was unable submit Protocol to Senate this session because | 
time insufficient prior adjournment. Thus, whereas all others can act 
before Rome mtg, US ratification impossible before Jan. This delay | 
highly regrettable in light need to develop and finalize at earliest pos- : 
sible moment plans for Gr and Turk participation NATO. It is also | 

'* Drafted by Parsons of RA. Cleared by BNA, GTI, and the Office of the Assist: i 
ant Secretary of State for Congressional Affairs. Repeated. to London. q 

*Not printed. = | _ ;
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unfortunate in light effort establish MEC soonest. If delay caused by 

fact Senate in recess is further prolonged by unwillingness. other 

NATO nations to act prior to US, serious setback to NATO and ME 

planning possible and much value of Ottawa decision on Gr-Turk 
may be lost. | ; | | oe 

US intends submit Protocol as soon as Senate convenes again and to 
press vigorously for prompt action. Preliminary soundings with mem- 

bers Fon Relations Comite favorable and no serious opposition to rati- — 

- fication now anticipated. Suggest you discuss matter with External 

Affairs expressing hope Canad action may precede rather than follow , 

US. Prompt action by Canad cld be very helpful in keeping up momen- 

tum and influencing NAT members complete requisite action with 

their Parliaments.® a 

| | ACHESON 

* In telegram 74 from Ottawa of October 26, Ambassador Woodward stated that 
Foreign. Minister Pearson was unwilling to request Parliamentary ratification of 
the Greek-Turkish Protocol before action by Congress because a lead by Canada 
“wid be paradox when protocol involves new mil commitment assumed at US 
instance altho Canada has only remote interest ME defense and plays no part in 
MEC.” Pearson assured Woodward that once Congress ratified the Protocol, the 

Canadian Parliament, which would be sitting at the same time, would swiftly 

follow (740.5/10-2651). In telegram Depto 630 of November 16, Spofford in 

London reported that Pearson had reconfirmed this commitment. Chargé Hughes 

in Iceland reported in telegram 80 that the Icelandic Parliament had passed a 

resolution authorizing the government to ratify the Protocol. On December 14, 

Howard Trivers, the First Secretary at Copenhagen, reported in Despatch S17 

that Denmark planned to ratify immediately after action by Congress, and 

. Consul William Trimble at The Hague stated in telegram 599 that the Nether- . 

- lands Government was taking the first steps toward ratification which would 
probably occur before the end of January. (740.5/11-1651 ; 12-1451) 

740.5/10-3151 : Telegram | OO 

The United States Deputy Representative on the North Atlantic 

Council (Spofford) to the Acting Secretary of State * | 

TOP SECRET Lonpon, October 31, 1951—35 p. m. 

Depto 537. Deputies 76th mtg Oct 30. 

1. Field Marshal Slim outlined recent mtg of SG in Paris and sub- 

sequent mil discussions in Ankara and Athens. He pointed out Paris. 

decisions based on assumption of Turkey’s full.and equal obligation 

as NATO member; that defense of ME essential to protection of 

| European flank; and that large Turkish contribution to forces of ME 

Command essential.” ... os 

1 Repeated to all NAT capitals, Frankfurt, Heidelberg, Wiesbaden, Ankara, and 

Athens. 
2In a joint telegram to London and Paris (Todep 282 and 2548 to Paris) dated 

October 30, Acting Secretary of State Webb reported the Department’s belief 

that Turkey would “steadfastly” adhere to the position outlined in telegram 396 | 

from Ankara of October 26 that Turkey “as integral part of Eur standing as 

entity against Russia, shld fall under SACEUR ‘(Hisenhower Command) and 

that Turk aspirations re direct relationship to a NATO Command must be satis- 

fied (and formalities of accession to NAT completed) before Turks will formally 

participate in MEC.” (740.5/10-3051) |
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Slim said Athens discussions were entirely mil in tone. Greeks noted 
! _ importance their position as. base for Balkan operations and their 
: isolated position and hoped Yugoslavia cld be brought closer to West. 

Greeks thought if this possible it wld be logical for Greece to be under 
Eisenhower command. He reported strong effort to counteract Greek 

_ and Turkish presumption that NATO membership wld lead to greater 
| milaid. | | 7 
! With this he contrasted Ankara discussions which were entirely 
| polit in tone, with emphasis throughout on importance to Turkey 
2 internally of being accepted as European. He reported strong Turkish 
| desire, for this reason, to be under Eisenhower and added that Turks 
| agree to participate fully in MEC. | | 
, Slim concluded with statement that info gained in purely explora- 
2 tory discussions now being used in preparation of further studies in 
| Washington (in which Greece and Turkish mil reps invited to par- 
2 ticipate) which he expected wld result in list of proposals for NAC 
: action in order of their mil desirability. __ : 
, US asked if Greece and Turkey had suggested they attend Rome 
, mtg as observers. Slim replied question not raised but Greece and 
| Turkey welcome opportunity to join Washington mil discussions. Per- 
| sonally he questioned desirability their presence Rome.? | | 

Denmark asked what was basis of press report that ME Command 
| question cld only be solved by NAC. Slim said since this is NATO 

command, ultimate authority must of course be derived from NAC. 
Belgium asked if all variant plans assumed MEC wld be a NATO 
command. Slim said yes. Belgium wished to be sure NATO wld have 

| - control in action and policy in any ME Command. | 
. - Replying to Pelgian and Netherlands questions, Slim outlined con- 

templated mil structure with SG wearing two hats, present NATO 
commands and ME Command subordinate, latter having separate 
MEC of reps of Turkey and non-NATO countries interested in ME. 
Netherlands expressed concern about ability of such complex struc- 
ture to function and asked if Turkey had continued to insist on being 
under Eisenhower or if they had proposed alternative plans. Slim said 
Turkey had never insisted but this was their strong wish and that 
alternatives had not been discussed in Ankara. , 

Slim said Turks willing to discuss all aspects but wld not take any 
action such as actual establishment of MEC before they were full 
NATO members. Netherlands was less concerned about war when 
structure wld depend on actual situation than about peacetime relation- 
ships. Netherlands thought more feasible a NATO command over 
Turkey and a separate ME Command with appropriate staff links be- 

| tween the two. Slim pointed out that without Turkey MEC wld be 
skeleton, | 

| _* Reference is to the Eighth Session of the North Atlantic Council which met 
at Rome. November 24-28, For documentation, see pp. 693 ff. |
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To Canadian questions, Slim said Greece cld be under either SHAPE 
or MEC but that Aegean and Turkey must be part of ME Command. , 

Netherlands asked if Greece had suggested how Yugoslavia cld be 
brought into relation with West. Slim said no, but that Greek mil were 
thinking Yugoslavia shld be brought into NATO. | | 

Slim’s discussion was full, frank, and well recd. 

[Here follow a summary of the remainder of the 76th meeting of . 

the Deputies which dealt with NATO and Soviet bloc military and 
political capabilities and discussion of the date of the Rome meeting 
of the NAC.] 

| | SPOFFORD 

740.5/10-8151 : Telegram | | 

The Acting Secretary of State to the United States Deputy Repre- 
sentative on the North Atlantic Council (Spofford), at London’ 

TOP SECRET | WasHincron, November 1, 1951—7:51 p.m. 

Todep 289. Depto 537 Oct 31.2 FYI Slim’s report to CD differs on | 
fol points from US understanding of Bradley, Slim, Lecheres talks 
Athens and Ankara? _ | ) 

1. Greeks did not link bringing Yugo closer to West, either directly 
or by implication, with question of whether or not they shld be under | 

| Eisenhower command. | | 7 
2. In light of SG 80/4, US has considered MEC as NATO command 

only insofar as def of Turk is concerned; whereas Slim apparently 
interpreted SG 80/4 and variants thereof as placing entire MEC 
under NATO control. | oa o 

3. Although Slim said Aegean must be part of MEC, we never 
agreed that Gr or Aegean cld go to MEC. ) ee ore ee 

We see little advantage in revealing to CD possible differences 
between US and UK on these points but especially in ref to subpara 
2 wld appreciate further clarification on just what Slim had in mind. 
In meantime, it may be neces give further consideration here as to 
whether matter shld be taken up with Brit through other channels. 

| | WEBB 

1 Message drafted and transmitted by Parsons. Cleared by Defense, EUR, GTI, | | 
and N®. Repeated information to Paris. _ | | - , 

* For telegrams 1707 from Athens and 349 from Ankara both of October 12;1951, 
see pp..594 and 596. : 

Editorial Note , | 

On November 3 the Soviet Embassy presented a note to the Turk- 
ish Government protesting the inclusion of Turkey in NATO and 
charging that Turkish territory was about .to be used as a base for
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aggressive acts. against the Soviet Union. The Government of Turkey 
replied: on November 12, categorically denying the Soviet charges, A 
further Russian note of November 30 reiterated Soviet belief in the 
aggressive designs of NATO and warned that the adherence of Turkey 
to the North Atlantic Treaty would undoubtedly cause serious harm 
to the relations between Turkey and the Soviet Union. (Folliot, Docu- 
ments on International Affairs, 1951, pages 68-71.) For further docu- 

mentation on Soviet displeasure with Turkey’s decision to align itself 
with Western military command systems, see volume V, pages 1 ff. 

| Editorial Note eae | 

| On November 5 in telegram 394 to Ankara, repeated to Spofford 
: in London, Acting Secretary Webb reported that the Standing Group 
| of the Military Committee of the North Atlantic Council had, on | 
- November 33, issued invitations to the Turkish and Greek Governments 
3 through their military attachés in Washington asking each govern- | 

ment to designate a planning officer for staff conversations with the _ 
Standing Group in Washington. The conversations would be on the 

| planning level and would be an extension of the military conversa- 
tions which had taken place in October in both Athens and Ankara 

| between Generals Bradley, Slim, and Lecheres and military officials 
of the Greek and Turkish Governments. In telegram 428 of Novem- © 

: ber 7 from Ankara, Ambassador Wadsworth stated that the “Turks 
: definitely intend send mil rep Wash in accordance understanding 
| reached during Bradley visit .. . ” (740.5/11-551 and 740.5/11-751) 

740.5/11-751 | oe | 

| Memorandum Prepared in the Office of the Commander in Chief, 
United States Naval Forces Eastern Atlantic and Mediterranean, to 
the Minister in the United Kingdom (Holmes) 5 | | 

TOP SECRET AND PERSONAL Lonpon, 7 November 1951. 

i 1. In accordance with your request, and with Admiral Fechteler’s 
| permission. I am furnishing herewith, for forwarding to Mr. Acheson, 
| a brief of the highlights of the conversation which took place during 

Admiral Fechteler’s luncheon with Mr. Churchill on 5 November. — 
2 Admiral Fechteler has requested that, in forwarding this information 

to Mr. Acheson, the latter be informed that these highlights of the 
conversation have been taken from notes hurriedly dictated immedi- 

_ +The author of this memorandum has not been identified from the source text | 
or from Department of State files. A copy of the memorandum was sent to Ad- 

miral Fechteler, — |
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ately after the luncheon, and that as yet Admiral Fechteler has not 
had an opportunity to review his notes in the light of a more mature 
recollection of statements made at the luncheon. 

2. Mr. Churchill greeted Admiral Fechteler by saying that he, Mr. 
Churchill, wanted to meet Admiral Fechteler in order to assure him 
that there was nothing personal in Mr. Churchill’s objections to the 
assignment of Admiral Fechteler as Supreme Allied Commander, 
Atlantic. ar 

3. At luncheon, Mr. Churchill launched immediately into the subject © 
of the Atlantic Command. What apparently disturbed him most was 
the matter of insvring British authority over the approaches to the | 
British Isles. Aa Fechteler assured him that, under the agreed 
terms of reference, the control of those waters would remain the sole 
responsibility of the British. | 

| 4. Mr. Churchill insisted that he saw no necessity for an over-all 
single commander in the Atlantic, and harked back to the command 
arrangements between the British and U.S. in the Atlantic during | 

World War II, an arrangement which Mr. Churchill thought had been 
quite satisfactory then and would be for any future war. At this point 
in the conversation, Admiral Fechteler gained the impression that the 
shipping losses we had sustained in World War II in the Atlantic 
and the narrow margin by which we had won the submarine war had 
perhaps escaped Mr. Churchill’s memory. When an opening occurred, 
Admiral Fechteler emphasised the fact that whereas the Germans 
possessed about fifty submarines in 1940, the Russians now have over 
two hundred. He further told Mr. Churchill that under the proposed 
organization of the Atlantic Command the British would control 
shipping in the Northeastern Atlantic; 1.e., northeast of the line run- | | 
ning generally from the southern tip of Greenland to the northern 

| boundary of Portugal. ee 
5. Mr. Churchill said that his present plans are to be in Washington 

12-15 December, going to Canada first. He intimated that the Atlantic 
Command question would not be resolved until he had talked with the 
President.? : 

7In telegram 1034 from London of November 13, p. 706, Spofford informed the | 
. Embassy in France of Churchill’s “intention to reserve matter” of a Supreme 

Command in the Atlantic “for discussion with Pres in Jan.” The subject was | 
further debated and discussed during the Rome meetings. —— |
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6. As Admiral Fechteler was taking his departure, Mr. Churchil! | 
, said that the former’s assurances as to British authority and respon- : 

sibility with regard to British home waters had removed his principal 
objection to the Atlantic Command plan, but that he still was not : 
convinced that an over-all Allied Commander in the Atlantic was . 

necessary. | 

| | Editorial Note 7 | 

Regional command problems within NATO and the creation of a | 
Middle East Command were discussed at length during the Eighth 
Session of the North Atlantic Council at Rome between November 24 j 
and November 28. The Council took up these problems during its sec- | 
ond, third, and fifth meetings on November 24, 26, and 28, respectively, 

: and the NATO Defense Ministers discussed them at a meeting on 

November 26. In addition the delegations from the United States, 

| United Kingdom, and France met informally at the Foro Italica on 
the morning of November 27 to discuss the relation of the proposed 4 
Middle East Command to NATO. A draft resolution was agreed to f 

which stipulated that the Council would have final authority to ap- ; 
prove any future plans to coordinate a Middle East Command with ; 

contiguous NATO command areas. At its fifth meeting on Novem- | 

ber 28, the Council agreed to request the Standing Group to press for 
further progress on command arrangements for the Mediterranean 

and Middle East and directed it to make a definitive report on the 
subject through the Military Committee at the next Council Session, i 
which was subsequently scheduled for Lisbon in February 1952, At 

this meeting, the Council also approved the following Reports pre- 

pared by the Military Committee: “Terms of Reference for the Su- : 
preme Allied Commander, Atlantic;” “Proposals for NATO Com-_ 
mand in the Channel and Southern North Sea Area;” and “Division : 

536-688 PT 1—80-——41__ 

536-688 PT 1--81---44 |
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of Responsibilities in Wartime between National Territorial Com- 
manders and Supreme Commanders and Subordinate Allied Com- 
mands.” Finally, Secretary Acheson on November 29 held separate 
conversations with Ambassador Huseyn Baydur, the Turkish observer 
at the Eighth Session, and Evanghelos Averoff, the Greek observer, 
concerning various matters dealing with the impending Greek and 
Turkish admission to NATO. For documentation on the Eighth Ses- 
sion of the North Atlantic Council see pages 693 ff. | 

740.5/11-2651 os 

Memorandum of Conversation, by C. R. Moore of the Division of 
Greek, Turkish, and Iranian Affairs? 

TOP SECRET [Wasuineton,| November 26, 1951. 

Participants: Hon. Feridun C. Erkin, Turkish Ambassador 
_. Mr. McGhee, Assistant Secretary—NEA : 

Mr. Moore—GTI | 

Problem: Turkish Government fears that Turkey is to be divided 
into two Commands and is unwilling to accept such an arrangement. 

Action required : Consideration of Turkish position in light of Com- 
mand arrangement proposals which may result from Rome NAC 
meeting. | 

Action assigned to: GTI 
Ambassador Erkin referred to a request made several weeks ago that 

the Turkish Government appoint a military representative to meet 
with the Standing Group.? As the Ambassador had understood that 
the Standing Group was primarily interested in transmitting acom- 
munication, rather than in military discussions, he had proposed to his 
Government and received its agreement, that the Turkish Military 

| Attaché in Washington be appointed for this purpose. | 
| The Military Attaché subsequently met with the Standing Group, 

presumably a formality, and later with planning officers attached 

thereto. At that meeting, according to the Ambassador, one of the 
American officers implied that the Aide-Mémoire which the Turkish 
Government had given to the British, French and American Ambas- 
sadors following the Bradley-Slim—Lecheres visit,? had been drawn 
up solely in the light of Turkish interests. He had then inquired of 
the Military Attaché what the views of his Government would be 
were Western Turkey, including the Straits, to fall under one Com- 

*Copies to Deputy Under Secretary of State, Executive Secretariat, Policy 
Planning Staff, Defense, EUR, RA, and the Embassies in Turkey, United Kingdom 
(for Spofford), and France (for MacArthur). This memorandum was not written 
until December 7. 

7 Editorial note, November 5, p. 605. 
® Not printed.
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mand and Eastern Turkey under another. This led the Ambassador 
to conclude that the United States favored such a solution to the | 
Command problem. At the same meeting a British Representative 
had advanced the possibility of Turkey and Greece falling under a | 

new NATO Command and not under SACEUR. | | 

The above discussions had disturbed the Ambassador considerably I 

and he had reported them to his Government. He now wished to inform 

Mr. McGhee of its reply. The Turkish Government freely admits that | 

the Aide-Mémoire was framed in the light of Turkish interests but it : 

considered that these interests coincided with the common interests of 

the NATO countries. With reference to the proposal of a divided _ | 

Command, the Government found this unacceptable and reiterated its 

belief that all of Turkey should fall underSACEUR. | | : 

Mr. McGhee commented that the question of divided Command was : 

only one of a great number of possible solutions to the Command prob- : 

lem which had at one time or another been considered by the Stand- | 

ing Group. He did not, however, believe that it was a solution which 

| our military people favored. There was no question as to Turkey’s - : 

entry into NATO with full and equal rights and obligations and no : 

question that all of Turkey, a NATO territory, would fall under a | 

| NATO Command within that framework. The problem was to work 

- out Command arrangements which would be the most suitable from | 

a military point of view. As our top military people were now in 

Rome, he could make no definite statement on their present thinking 7 

as to the details of the Command relationship but he could state that 

: there was no change in-our position that Turkey should be fully : 

integrated into NATO. He added also that, as indicated on previous | 

occasions, Command proposals would be discussed with the Turkish 

and Greek Governments before any final decision was reached. : 

The Ambassador seemed reassured by Mr. McGhee’s comments. | 

740.5/12-7517 Telegram | 

The United States Deputy Representative on the North Atlantic 

Council (Spofford) to the Acting Secretary of State* 

SECRET Lonvon, December 7, 1951—7 p. m. : 

Depto 692. Re Todep 395.2 Assume it wld be desirable to have Greek 

~ and Turkish Govts acquire early familiarity with NATO background, | 

1 Repeated to Paris, Athens, and Ankara. | | 
2In the course of explaining to Spofford why the Greeks and Turks could not 

be invited to participate in the final stages of the work of the TCC, telegram 
Todep 395 suggested that “it might be more useful and realistic to have NAC - 
Deps invite Grk and Turk Govts to send a rep to London. The purpose would be 

to have these reps work with the Deps Internatl Staff to acquire NATO back- 
ground and history and familiarize themselves with NATO procedures and activi- 
ties.” (740.5/12-751) | | :
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procedures, and activities. Presumably this cld best be done by inviting 
them to send observers to attend deputies mtgs. Only two problems are 
sensitivity of Parliaments and documentation. On former believe we 
shld privately sound out Danes and Dutch before taking action. As- 
sume from reftel that US Senatorial sensitivity no longer involved 
since attendance at regular deputies mtgs and access to NATO docu- 
mentation wld appear to approximate full membership more closely 
than attendance of observers at Rome. Assume we contemplate that 
after due security clearance their reps cld see NATO documentation 
but not be given it physically either for themselves or their govts pend- 

| ing full membership. 
7 Leave to US del TCC comment on any form of association with that 

exercise. 
Trust Athens, Ankara, and Washington will scrupulously keep pos- 

sibility of association with deputies from knowledge of Greeks and 
Turks pending action by deputies. Will report further on Dutch, 
Danish and other reactions as soon as obtained. 

| ~ Sporrorp 

740.5/12-751 : Telegram 

| Lhe Ambassador in France (Bruce) to the Acting Secretary of State? 

CONFIDENTIAL Paris, December 7, 1951—9 p. m. 

3428, From MacArthur. Fol is summary of conversation on 30 Nov 
between Gen Eisenhower and Lt. Gen. Grigoropolous Chief of Staff | 
of Greek Army: - 

Gen. Grigoropolous stated purpose his visit was to outline to Gen. | 
Eisenhower Greek views on possible command structure arrangements 
for Greece and Turkey. One possibility envisaged Greece’s joining 
Gen. Eisenhower’s command and Turkey’s joining MEC; another pos- 
sibility was combined Greek-Turkish command under Gen. Eisenhower 
but with certain provisions involving Turkish defense against east and 
northeast as well as Dardanelles and Bosporus. There were also other 
possibilities. 

Gen. Grigoropolous said if Greece and Turkey were to join such a 
- combined command, Greece wld be forced to concentrate its 140,000 

troops at strategic points to counter any threat by 160,000 Bulgarian 
troops and 50,000 Albanian troops. As a result, Greece wld be left with | 

_ only comparatively small forces available to defend eastern Thrace. 
Since Turkey too wld be able to deploy only small forces to that area, 
additional forces wld be required to provide for its defense. a 

* Repeated to London for Spofford and to Athens. |
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Gen. Grigoropolous hoped satisfactory arrangements cld be made | 

with Yugoslavia in which case Greek and Turk situation in Balkans 
wld be materially ameliorated. | 

Gen. Grigoropolous outlined bearing of Greece’s econ position upon sf 

her milit status. Presently there were 10 divisions in being, with an L 
additional division callable upon short notice. Plans called for two : 
more to be trained and equipped. Last year ECA contribution had 

been $80 million. Current info indicated a considerable cut in next 

| year’s amount. This might place govt in position of having to choose be- 

tween continuing its present social/econ program and cutting down : 
on army. Gen. Grigoropolous felt Greece’s position was somewhat , 
different from that of other countries in west Eur inasmuch as in case ; 
of Greece it wld be matter of maintaining a mil structure already in : 
being, whereas in other cases it was mainly a matter of building up 4 
a milit organization. In response Gen. Eisenhower said there were a : 
number of possible solutions for command structure for Greece and 

Turkey. These were being considered by NATO auths; thus far he | 

had no info as to what decision might be expected. Gen. Eisenhower 7 

stated he had an open mind re command structure and he wld agree to | 
any reasonable decisions from NATO bodies concerned. In any case, ; 
he wanted Gen. Grigoropolous to rest assured that whether or not he, : 

- Gen. Eisenhower, wld be in command of Greek and/or Turk forces, : 
he wld be sincerely interested in seeing both Greece and Turkey in | 
healthy and strong milit position. [MacArthur.] | : 

| BRUCE 

(740.5/12-751: Telegram | 

The Acting Secretary of State to the United States Deputy Repre- | 

sentative on the North Atlantic Council (Spofford), at London’ : 

SECRET | Wasuineton, December 10, 1951—6 :45 p. m. , 
PRIORITY : : 

- Todep 402. Confirming phone call to Elbrick, Dept intended by last 7 

substantive para Todep 395 (rptd Paris 3364, Athens 2711, Ankara : 

483)? that Gr-Turk Govts wld send to London civil servants who wld : 

later work on NATO matters in their respective capitals. It was not | 

intended that these reps shld attend mtgs of CD or any other NATO ! 
body but shld merely work with internat] staff who wld familiarize : 

them with NATO problems and procedures so that after admission _ : 
to NATO, two Govts cld handle NATO matters as smoothly and com- , 

petently as possible. In talking with Gr Emb here, we merely said we : 

1 Message drafted by Parsons of RA, cleared by Moore of GTI. Repeated to : 
Paris for USDel, TCC, and MacArthur. 

* See footnote 2, p. 609. |
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_ wld look into problem of how to assist Gr to acquire NATO back- 
ground soonest and made no commitments. Therefore, they cannot be 
anticipating type of assoc which was assumed Depto 692.3 We have 
not contacted Turk Emb. Hope it will not be difficult correct any mis- 
apprehension which may have developed London. Gr-Turk reps wld, 
of course, have to be cleared to see NATO docs as indicated ref para of 
Todep 395.4 

Weep | 

* Dated December 7, p. 609. | 
* After a further exchange of telegrams between Spofford and the Department 

of State (Depto 700, December 12; Todep 409, December 14) clarifying the De- partment’s position that Greek and Turkish representatives might be permitted to observe and learn NATO procedures but not participate in any NATO body 
before admission, Spofford reported on December 19 in telegram Depto 732 that he had raised the question of inviting Greek and Turkish representatives to 
London in the Council Deputies where he encountered no opposition. “Chairman invited deps to notify secretariat of their govt’s views at earliest date in order 
that necessary arrangements can be made without delay.” Spofford promised to 
inform the Department when such clearance was received. (740.5/12-1251, 740.5/ 
12-1451, 740.5/12-1951) 

| 

740.5/12-1951 

Memorandum of Conversation, by C. R. Moore of the Division of 
Greek, Turkish, and Iranian Affairs} 

SECRET [WasHincton,] December 19, 1951. 

Subject: Turkish Views on the NATO Command Relationship 
Participants: Mr. W.M. Rountree, Director, GTI 

Mr. Melih Esenbel, Counselor, Turkish Embassy 
Mr. C. Robert Moore, GTI | 

Problem: The Turkish Government reiterates its position on the | 
NATO Command relationship. 

Action Iequired: None, unless some change in the present United 
States position seems imminent. | | 

Prior to this meeting Mr. Esenbel informed Mr. Moore that Ambas- | 
sador Erkin had been instructed by the Turkish Foreign Ministry to 
transmit to Secretary Acheson the Turkish Government’s views on the 
NATO Command relationship. As the Ambassador is on leave and , 
some time may elapse before he has an appointment with the Secre- 
tary, Mr. Esenbel thought it advisable to convey the message to the 
Department and arranged to see Mr. Rountree for this purpose. 

Mr. Esenbel stated that the Turkish Government had taken note of 
the impending visit of Prime Minister Churchill to the United States ? 

‘Copies to EUR; Division of Research, Near East; Executive Secretariat; 
Policy Planning Staff; Deputy Under Secretary of State; Defense; and the 
Embassies in Turkey, France, and the United Kingdom. 

* Prime Minister Churchill visited Washington between January 5 and 18, 1952.
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| and felt it quite likely that among the questions to be discussed at : 

meetings in Washington would be that of Command arrangements for 

| Turkey as a NATO member. The Government wanted to make its 

position very clear on this subject, as it had already done in the aide- 

mémoire which it submitted to the American, British and French Gov- ' 

ernments in late October,’ i.e., it should have in NATO equal respon- | 

sibilities and equal rights and should be attached to the same Com- 

mand (the Eisenhower Command) as the other NATO participants. | 

The Turkish Government believes that its NATO Command relation- | 

ship must be worked out first and that only after this has been done 

will it be able to consider what additional responsibilities it may be 

able to undertake in the Middle East Command. Mr. Esenbel added 

that it may be some time before the Middle East Command can be | 

effectively organized and that the primary problem now is to solve 

the problem of Turkey’s position in SACEUR, which, from the mili- | 

| tary as well as the political point of view, makes the best logic. | | 

Mr. Rountree stated that our military and political people were 

very aware of the Turkish position on this issue. Secretary Acheson, 

he recalled, had indicated to Ambassador Baydur in Rome that we : 

had sympathetically studied the Turkish aide-mémozre and that he 

felt a solution along the lines of Turkey’s inclusion in an existing 

NATO Command under General Eisenhower would ultimately be 

developed. Mr. Rountree added that there has been no change in the 

United States position since that conversation.‘ ) 

| 8 See memorandum of November 26, p. 608. —— 
‘On December 27, Turkish Ambassador Erkin returned to the Department of 

State for a further conversation on the NATO-MEC Command relationship with 

Messrs. Berry and Moore. The Ambassador reiterated his Government’s view that 

Turkey belonged to the NATO community and that Turkey’s place within the com- 

mand structure should be determined prior to the actual establishment of a 

Middle Eastern Command. Berry “assured the Ambassador that there had been no 

change in this Government’s position.” (Memorandum of conversation, Decen- : 

ber 27, 740.5/12-1951) | | | 

740.5/12—2851 : Telegram 
: 

The Ambassador in Greece (Peurifoy) to the Secretary of State 

TOP SECRET ATuHeEns, December 28, 1951—5 p.m. : 

2948. Fol is résumé Embs views on problem NATO and arrange- | 

ments Greece and Turkey. Emb aware current thinking in Wash 

which advocates separate NATO command a C-in-C East under Brit 

commander who in turn wld be under SACEUR. Emb recognizes gen- 

| eral question US-UK relationships and allocation regional military 

commands on world-wide basis play predominant part in determining 

| final solution. Nevertheless Emb feels.compelled review some of rea-
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sons for which from Embs more parochial point of view proposed 
solution seems undesirable. 

Grk reluctance accept Brit commander has been strongly stated and | 
frequently reiterated even by King. Brit prestige in Greece today may 
well be at lowest ebb in history of Grk-UK relationships. Not only is 
feeling running high in connection Cyprus issue? but has been agera- 
vated by fundamentally opposing Grk-UK interests with regard to 
recognition of Farouk as king of Sudan? and has reached climax as 
result unfortunate UK handling Grk candidacy for SC.* Under these | 
circumstances there is tendency some elements reopen old accounts 
and hold Brit liable for what they regard as past sins such as UK 
policy in Greece during and immed after occupation, etc. Announce- 
ment withdrawal Brit police and prison mission and eventual an- 
nouncement withdrawal Brit milit mission will reduce even further 
Brit prestige in Greece. 

Fact that in view all these circumstances Grk forces placed under 
command Brit NATO commander coupled with fact that Amer econ 
assistance has been materially reduced is likely to be interpreted as 
an abdication of Amer position and influence in Greece in particular 
and in NE area in general. Consequently our ability effectively develop 
and direct US policy in Greece and area will be correspondingly 
diminished. | 

| It is important Amer influence in Greece be maintained at highest 
possible level not only because of strategic position of Greece but also 
because it is essential that diminishing level of US econ aid be used with 
greatest possible effectiveness if grave econ and polit consequences are 
to be avoided. We must not forget that Greece continues to be primary 
example of effectiveness of Amer fon assistance techniques. This is a 
polit fact of major importance particularly in Middle East, South Asia 
and other underdeveloped areas of the world. 

* For documentation on the Cyprus issue, see volume v. | * For documentation on Egyptian interest in the Sudan, see ibid. 
*¥or documentation on Greek candidacy for a position on the Security Council 

of the United Nations, see vol. 01, pp. 78 ff.
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If command responsibility under NATO milit organization implies 

auth for proposed C-in-C East review troop dispositions equipment 

program, etc., we have serious reservations as to effect which may be : 

produced on work accomplished here under milit assistance program 
and as to milit missions continued effectiveness. Both Grks and to 

certain extent our own milit people mistrust Brit motives in establish- 
ing C-in-C East. They fear interests of this area may ultimately be , 

| incorporated with and subordinated more basic Brit interest in Suez 

area and Mid East. On Grk side this goes so far as to anticipate that : 
requirements may be made on Grk milit forces for service in Mid East. 
This they wld stoutly resist. There is also apprehension that equipment | 
requirements of Grk forces as developed under Brit regional com- _ 
mander might well be designed primarily to serve possible Brit inter- 
ests in Mid East. : | 

We believe possible domestic US polit repercussions of submitting 
tremendous US investment in Greece and Turkey to considerably 
greater measure Brit control must be carefully appraised. Assistance 

_ of Greece and Turk continues receive wider margin of bipartisan polit 
support than almost any other aspect our fon policy. We have been 
impressed by fact that almost every congressional party visiting 
Athens has expressed keen interest and dissatisfaction at any intima- . 

| tion that Brit influence this area exceeds degree of Brit financial 
participation. . 

In summary we do not believe there is any US interest in this area 
- which will be served by placing Grk and Turk NATO forces under 

Brit command. We realize ultimate decision this matter will probably | 
be taken on basis of world-wide considerations our relations with UK. 
Even in this respect however we question whether US actually serving _ 
Brit interests (and presumably therefore our own) by imposing Brit- 
ish leadership in this strategic area where it will in fact be resented. 
Moreover it wld seem dangerous employ Brit as an instrument US 
policy in those areas where UIX hegemony has been rejected and UK
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_ prestige irrevocably damaged. It is extremely doubtful whether in 
light serious reverses to Brit prestige in area and extreme Brit sensi- 
bility to their position Brit policy can under present circumstances 
provide balanced leadership which is so vitally needed. Foregoing per- | 
tains principally to problem command relationship as it affects Greece. | 
It does not purport examine problem as it pertains to Turk which US 
attempting develop into factor great positive strength or need for con- 
tinued dynamic US leadership in ME area as whole where Brit policy 
has proved barren and inflexible. While it is obviously in US interest 
to shore up Brit prestige and authority whenever and wherever feasi- 
ble I do not believe US interests can be advanced over long term by 
pretending internatl position of UK is more powerful than it actually 
is or by conferring upon UK measure of authority which can be exer- 
cised only with active US support and through sufferance of other 
powers. I believe US interests wld be best served by continued dis- 
charge of responsibilities which US has already accepted in this area. 

| PEURIFOY . 

D. THE SEVENTH SESSION OF THE NORTH ATLANTIC COUNCIL, 
OTTAWA, SEPTEMBER 15-20, 1951 

1. Preparations for the Session, May-September 1951 

740.5/5-1051 | 

Memorandum by the Assistant Secretary of State for European 
Affairs (Perkins) to the Secretary of State? 

CONFIDENTIAL [WasineTron,] May 10, 1951. 

Subject: Next Meeting of North Atlantic Council | 

Rossi-Longhi has written Spofford that the Italian Government | 
would welcome a meeting of the new North Atlantic Council in Rome 
in the near future, with both Foreign Ministers and Defense Ministers 
in attendance.? 

It has been impossible on several past occasions to accept offers by 

the Italian Government to act as host for meetings of NATO bodies. 

Reference is made to the official invitation extended in February 1950 
| with regard to the third meeting of the Defense Committee (held in 

The Hague April 1), as well as to several informal feelers relating 
to meetings of the Council itself. It would seem appropriate, there- 

fore, to give favorable consideration to the current Italian invitation. 

It 1s recommended that Ambassador Spofford reply to the inquiry 

along the following lines: that in principle we would recommend 

The source text was initialed by Secretary Acheson. 
* Spofford reported the contents of the Rossi-Longhi letter to the Department 

of State in telegram Depto 852 from London, April 30 (740.5/4-3051).
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holding the next meeting of the Council in Rome. However, it is | 

impossible to tell now whether this can be done as it seems unlikely : 
that any meeting of the Council could usefully be held before July 1. 

Unfortunately, because of the possibility of a CFM meeting after 
that date, it might be necessary to hold the next Council meeting in 
~Washington, or if not there, perhaps in Paris at the time of the Gen- 
eral Assembly. If you see no objection to holding out this vague hope | 
to the Italians, we will communicate to Spofford along these lines. | 

It is, of course, possible that there might be a Council meeting after 

the CFM, if that is not too prolonged, which could be held in Rome | 
with the annual meeting in Paris before the General Assembly.? 

§’' This recommended reply was approved and instructions to this effect were L 
transmitted to Spofford in telegram Todep 440 to London, May 21 (740.5/5-1051). i 

740.5/5-1951 : Telegram | : 

The Secretary of State to the United States Deputy Representative | 
on the North Atlantic Council (Spofford) , at London? | 

SECRET WasHincTon, May 21, 1951—8 p. m. 

Todep 444. 1. Ref Depto 958.2 Belgian Amb. saw Secy this after- | 

noon in accordance Van Zeeland’s instructions in latter’s capacity as | 

chairman NAT Council and asked for US views on five points: | 

a. Is it desirable to consider having mtg of Council thissummer? 
6. What shld be precise date of such mtg? 7 

_¢@. Where shld mtg be held ? | a 
d. Shlid mtg include both FonMins and DefMins? 
e. What are our initial reactions to following tentative agenda? 

“Agenda: | 

(1) Formal approval of the modifications of NATO structure and | 
practical implementation of the new regime.? | | ; 

(2) Progress report on state of national rearmament of cach of the [ 
Pact countries. — | | 

(38) Report and discussion of the international integration within : 
the Twelve-Powers of program for defense, for rearmament and for i 
production. : 

(4) European army.‘ 

1 Drafted by Edwin M. Martin, Director of the Office of European Regional , 
Affairs, and cleared with Thomas D. Cabot of S/ISA; repeated to Paris for | 
MacArthur. . | : 

* Not printed; it reported that Van Zeeland was going to suggest to the For- E 
eign Ministers of the NATO countries that a Council meeting be held in early F 
July. (740.5/5-1951 ) : : : 

* For documentation on the structural reorganization of NATO, see pp. 460 ff. E 
‘For documentation concerning the interest of the United States in the efforts E 

to create a European Army, see pp. 755 ff. E 

E
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| (5) Examination of results of conversations at Bonn regarding par- 
ticipation of Germany in Western defense.5 

(6) Possible repercussions of an eventual four power conference | 
on rearmament of North Atlantic countries. 

(7) Possible examination of observations made by the Chiefs of 
Staff Comite shld the latter meet before the Council.” 

2. In course discussion Van Zeeland view was stated as being there 
shld be mtg before annual mtg in conjunction with General Assembly 
in November and that if mtg not held in July, might be difficult to 
justify mtg prior to annual mtg. It was also stated that Van Zeeland 
felt if mtg were to be held in July, ample time shld be provided for 
Deps to lay foundation for mtg which cld really accomplish something, 
including careful development of agenda and discussion of issues 
which Council shld consider. It was suggested that exact timing might 
best be fixed by Deps in light of developments in international field 
such as possible CFM ® and in light of progress made in preparing 
important agenda items for Council decision. It was also indicated 

| that tentative suggestion had been received that mtg might be held _ 
in Rome. It was stated that all FonMins are being contacted at this 
time for their views. 

3. For such use as Amb. might want to make of it, Secy indicated 
some informal and initial reactions as follows: 

a. It was desirable to try to arrange for mtg of Council this summer. 
6. It was important that such mtg be in position to make real _ 

progress toward objectives of Treaty. 
ce. Approach outlined on behalf of Van Zeeland of having Deps 

work out agenda and review over considerable period of time subjects 
to be discussed by Council in order focus attention on important issues 
was eminently correct. | 

d. Precise timing of mtg wld be affected by date at which Fr Govt, 
resulting from forthcoming elections, was in position to act, by timing 
of CFM if one were to be held since Council mtg held before CFM | 
might be considerably handicapped in making decisions, and by de- 
sirability of getting our foreign aid bill out of way as necessary pre- 
requisite for going ahead in some important fields, as well as by status 
of important agenda items. 

e. That location of mtg wld be determined largely by when it was 
| held. 7 | 

f. With respect to proposed agenda, one item which Council might 
be in position to consider and which was not listed was association of 
Greece and Turkey.’ : ) 

5’ For documentation concerning the meetings at Bonn which dealt with certain 
aspects of a German contribution to Western defense, see pp. 990 ff. 

®This is a reference to the Four-Power Exploratory Talks which were being 
held in Paris in order to reach agreement on an agenda for a possible Council of 
Foreign Ministers meeting which would follow. For documentation on these 
meetings, see pp. 1087 ff. 

7¥For documentation concerning the possible admission of Greece and Turkey 

into NATO, see pp. 460 ff.
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| 4. It was agreed that response to questions raised by Van Zeeland 
wld be provided at earliest possible time. - : 

5. Your comments are requested. | L 

ACHESON 

740.5 MAP/5-2551 : Telegram | | 

The United States Deputy Representative on the North Atlantic 4 
| Council (Spofford) to the Secretary of State? | 

SECRET Lonpon, May 25, 1951—5 p. m. | 
Depto 994. ToISA. Re Todep 444? and Depto 958,23 have received 

letter from Belg dep informing me of action Van Zeeland has taken | 
in consulting other NAT govts re council mtg. Copies this letter being | 
circulated other deps in order that they may be fully informed con- | 
sultation being carried out through normal diplomatic channel. 4 

Re Belg Amb’s interview with SecState, we have noted preliminary | | 
comments made by latter. Question of timing is one which seems to us | 
most difficult to decide and, unless present pace of certain NATO | 

. activities accelerated and decision reached fairly soon on possible ; 
CIM, believe may find that council mtg may not be possible much | 
before time for annual mtg in conjunction with GA. | | 

Concur that location of mtg depends largely on timing. - | | 
Re proposed agenda agree that association of Greece and Turkey | 

might be ready for council consideration, although we will be in better | 
position to assess this possibility in two or three weeks time. We will 
have further detailed comments on proposed agenda but believe that 

| these shld be set forth in CD rather than in reply to Van Zeeland. Rec- 
ommend that in reply to Van Zeeland US take position that refining : 
and preparation of agenda is task which shld be entrusted to CD and | 
that latter shld proceed with this work forthwith. | 
_US dep staff is beginning preliminary work on substantive prepara- | 

tion for council mtg. Expect this work will continue for next month i 
or so. We think it is most important that work we do here be in pace : 
with Wash thinking and accordingly suggest that reps from State ; 
and Defense be sent to London at least five weeks before date of any 
proposed council meeting to assist in preparatory work. Will also | 
consult OSR here. 

SPOFFORD 

* Repeated to Brussels, | | 
* Supra. 
* Not printed, but see footnote 2, supra. | :
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740.5/7-—351 : Telegram 

The United States Deputy Representative on the North Atlantic 
Council (Spofford) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET Lonpon, July 3, 1951—5 p. m. 

Depto 10. Personal for Secy from Spofford. Believe date for next 

council session shld be fixed in near future in order that specific 

preparation by govts and staff can be expedited. Since timing of pos- 

sible 4 power FonMins mtg is so indefinite, suggest we proceed to fix 

date for council on basis for earliest timing for fruitful discussion of | 

major suggestions. Principal topics will probably be: 

1. Greece-Turkey. 7 
2. Germany. : 
3. Gap,’ and perhaps, 
4. Burden sharing. 

First cld be discussed probably any time after mid-Jul but it seems 

doubtful that others cld be adequately prepared before early Sept. 

Nov session in connection UNGA wld be too late and Sept 15 is almost 

too close to latter date. Accordingly suggest Sept 15 as target if agree- 

able to you and Gen Marshal]. While Todep 497? gives me auth to 

work out timing and other matters with deps I wld not wish to suggest 

date without being sure it was agreeable to you both. 

_ While Rome wld seem satisfactory for Sept mtg, it may be well to 

avoid decision on place at this time in view of possibility 4 power mtg 

in Wash might develop. Rome wld also seem suitable for Nov or Dec 

mtg in connection with Paris UNGA and you and Gen Marshall might 

therefore prefer a Sept mtg in US or Canada. Pearson has expressed 

mild interest in having it in Ottawa but believes Van Zeeland shld 

keep chair until end of 51. | | 
_ SPOFFORD 

*The word “gap” began to take on special meaning in the early 1950’s when 
used in discussing NATO problems; it was usually meant to imply the difference 

between the force requirements established by the Medium Term Defense Plan 

and what each member country had actually committed itself to provide by way — 
of its own defense program. For documentation concerning problems relating 

to this “gap,” see pp. 1 ff. 
?Not printed; it informed Spofford that he should seek agreement with the 

other Council Deputies concerning the questions of agenda and the time and - 
place of the next meeting (740.5/6-851). : 

§For documentation concerning the Four-Power Exploratory Talks in Paris, 
see pp. 1086 ff.
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740.5/7-751 ! 

Memorandum by the Director of International Security Affairs 
(Cabot) to the Secretary of State} 

SECRET [Wasuineton,] July 7, 1951. 

Subject: Time and Place of Next NAT Council Meeting 

Discussion: 

A recommendation from Ambassador Spofford with respect to the 
next meeting of the NAT Council is contained in Depto 10 which is 
attached.” He concludes that plans should be laid to hold a meeting 

_ about September 15. He suggests that if there is to be a meeting in 
Europe in connection with the General Assembly, a September 15 meet- 
ing might be held in Washington or Ottawa. oe 

Questions involved in deciding upon the date and place have been 
discussed with interested persons in the Department and with repre- 

sentatives of ECA and Defense. There is general agreement on the 
following appraisal of the situation. : 

Since no meeting has been held since December, it would be highly | 
desirable, from the standpoint of public interest in NATO and of a 

7 get-together of NATO Foreign Ministers and Defense Ministers, to 

have a meeting at the earliest possible date. On the other hand, the | 
long lapse of time makes it unwise to hold a meeting without reason- ! 

able prospects of substantial achievements. — | | 
The three big subjects pending are admission of Greece and Turkey, 

arrangements for German rearmament, and acceptance of uncom- | 

mitted force requirements under the Medium Term Defense Plan. | 
Discussions of the problem of Greece and Turkey in the Deputies | 

can be wound up in a couple of weeks. It is unlikely that agreement | 
can be reached without a Council meeting. It might be possible to | 

have a successful Council meeting by the first of August on this sub- | 

ject. From the standpoint of our relations with Turkey, it would be | 

highly desirable to take action at the earliest possible date. Defense ss 
Department does not appear concerned from a military standpoint : 

about delay until September or October. | 

| While it is difficult to forecast when German rearmament proposals ) 
will be ready for Council action, they will clearly not be ready by the ; 

first of August. It is even doubtful if we will be ready by September 15, | 

October 15 would be a much safer date. It will be very difficult, in view | 
| of public interest in this problem, to hold a Council meeting at which 

no action is taken on it. | : 

1 Drafted by Martin and. cleared in substance with GER, NEA, EUR, the De- | 

Pe Meare of Defense, and ECA. | 2
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An early decision as to the assignment of the force gap is desirable 

from the standpoint of military, financial, and production planning. 

On the other hand, there is some belief that this is not a good time to 

ask our European partners to accept a major new assignment. More- 
over, the MTDP is being reviewed by SHAPE and substantial re- 
visions may result. This review is scheduled to be completed early in 
September. The JCS is reconsidering its decision of May 28 to submit a 
U.S. proposal for allocating the gap to the Standing Group now, and 
may decide to delay action some time. While a September 15 date to 
consider this problem is possible, an October date would be preferable. | 
August is out of the question since there must be not only military but 
also economic recommendations for consideration by the Council. _ 

It is probably also out of the question to expect the French to be 
ready on any of these subjects by an August 1 date and it may well be 
difficult for them to be organized with final positions by September 15. 

The U.S. position at a Council meeting would be stronger if Con- 
gress had acted favorably on Foreign Aid Legislation, possible but — 
not likely by September 15. 

If the meeting is put over to October 15 there may not be any need 
for another meeting this calendar year in connection with the General 

Assembly. ) 

Conclusions : 

In view of the urgency of getting ahead with Greece—Turkey, in 

view of the desirability of an early Council meeting from the gen- 

eral political standpoint, and in view of the tendency of some coun- 

tries to procrastinate in making the difficult decisions that are involved 

in these agenda items, it is recommended that we instruct Spofford 

to seek to secure agreement of the Deputies for September 15 as a 

planning date for a Council meeting including these three topics. It 
should also be understood, however, that the final decision cannot be 

made until some time after the first of August, when it may prove 

necessary to postpone the meeting into October. 

No decision should be made at this time about a meeting in con- 

nection with the General Assembly. 
In view of the uncertainty of a meeting in connection with the Gen- 

eral Assembly and the desirability of having the next meeting in 

Rome, it is recommended that plans be made on the basis of holding 

a, projected September 15 meeting in Rome. 

Recommendation: 

That you secure the agreement of Secretary Marshall to this 
position.
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_ -140.5/7-2551 : Telegram | 

The Secretary of State to the United States Deputy Representative | 
on the North Atlantic Council (Spofford), at London} 

| SECRET  NIACT WasHINCTON, July 25, 1951—8 p. m. | 
Todep 51. London for Achilles. From Perkins and Cabot. We are 

discussing with Secy tomorrow afternoon, Thurs, draft msg which 
fols and are anxious get your reactions as to whether or not you think 
procedure proposed below satis: | 

“There are three principal problems which need to be discussed and 
settled by Council of NATO. These are: | 

(a) Ger mil contribution. 
(6) Admission of Greece and Turkey to NATO. | 
(c) MTDP gap. | | 

“To resolve (a) above, it will be neces to have mtg of three Mins of 
Occ Powers to agree on acceptable plan for Ger participation in def. : 

_ This will also involve working out neces polit arrangements with Ger. | 
It will also be neces after such agreement has been reached to submit | 
appropriate aspects of proposed plan to other NATO members with 
sufficient time for them to give adequate consideration before there can 
be final action by Council on those matters of concern to NATO. | 

“On (6) above, it will be neces bring sufficient pressure on countries E 
now not willing to support admission of Greece and Turkey into : 

| NATO. Council action does not require any previous formal NATO f 
action other than present Dep discussions. 

“(¢) above probably involves laying on table at Council mtg various : 
factors in connection with gap and, fol discussion thereof, an attempt f 
to secure agreement as to course of action to be followed by NATO and | 

| individual countries to insure adequate def in time. This requires 
consideration of gen issues involved, preferably by Council, and Coun- I 
cil instructions for preparation of recommended course of action by | 
appropriate subordinate NATO bodies. I 

| “With these factors in mind, it has seemed to us that perhaps fol | 
sched of mtgs shld be agreed upon: There shld be mtg of three FonMins 
on Sept 12 or at latest on 18, preferably in Wash. There shld be mtg | 
of NATO Council in Ottawa on Sept 17. If neces or desirable, there | 
eld be further mtg of three FonMins after Ottawa mtg. (In this con- I 
nection it might well be desirable to associate Adenauer with three | 
FonMins discussions in hopes of reaching agreement with him at that | 
time.) Finally, there wld be NATO Council mtg in Eur, probably | 
Rome, last of Oct or first of Nov. f 
“What we have in mind in this sched is fol: We wld hope that at 

tripartite mtg in Wash three Mins cld agree on scheme for Ger mil : 
contribution neces polit arrangements. In any event, in all probability : 
they cld reach agreement on most of important issues involved in these I 
questions even though there were details left to be worked out later. | 

"Drafted by George W. Perkins, Assistant Secretary of State for European . I 
Affairs, and cleared with Cabot of S/ISA, Bonbright of EUR, Calhoun of GPA, F 
Martin of RA, and Dorsz of GTI; repeated for action to Paris for Bruce, Byroade, F 
and MacArthur and to Frankfurt for McCloy. | 

936-688 PT 1--81---u2
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| Whatever results, three FonMins wld report and explain results of 
their study of Ger problem in accordance with Brussels resolution ? 
to mtg of Council in Canada on Sept 17 even if final agreement had 
not been reached in Wash. No final action cld probably be expected on 
this matter at Ottawa mtg as it wld be neces for other Govts repre- 
sented there to submit conclusions from Wash to their Govts (unless 
rapid progress on mil proposals requiring NATO approval shld per- 
mit Govts to consider them adequately in advance). 

“At Ottawa mtg also we wld hope that definitive action cld be taken 
on admission of Greece and Turkey into NATO, and that start at 
least cld be made with problem of gap. 

“Mtg scheduled in Eur for end Oct or first Nov shld be able to 
complete any neces action on Ger contribution and wld continue dis- 
cussion of gap problem and such problems as were left over from | 
Sept mtg. | 

“It is our feeling that sched such as this avoids difficulty which we 
encountered in New York last fall when we sprang significant pro- 
posal on Council without prior notice and that by announcing publicly 
that further mtg wld be held in Eur end of Oct we wld avoid at least 
in large part difficulty of having mtg on subjs which wld not reach final 
conclusion. 

“US is ready to agree to this sched. We urge you put this up to other 
NATO countries at earliest opportunity. Canada has informed us that | 
if they do not know by Aug 1 at latest, they will be unable arrange mtg 
in Canada in mid-Sept, therefore immed action is required. We will 
telegraph you later suggestions as to what form announcements might 
take to secure as favorable publicity as possible.” : 

— Foregoing has not been discussed with Def. We wld appreciate 

telephone call giving us your views.’ [ Perkins and Cabot. ] 
7 ACHESON 

2'The Brussels resolution, also referred to as the Brussels agreement or decision, 
is presumably NATO Council Document C6-D/1 of December 13, 1950, a joint 

report by the NATO Military Committee and the NATO Council Deputies on the 

subject of German participation in the defense of Western Europe. For text, see | 

D-D/196 (Final) and D/MC-D/2 in Foreign Relations, 1950, vol. 111, pp. 5381-547, 

and, in particular, p. 538, footnote 1. 

8 Memoranda of telephone conversations were not found in Department of State 

files. 

740.5/7-—2651 : Telegram 

The United States Vice Deputy Representative on the North Atlantic 

Council (Achilles) to the Secretary of State*>* 

SECRET NIACT Lonpon, July 26, 1951—1 p. m. 

Depto 112. Dept advise Ottawa. In Deps’ discussion yesterday of 

date and agenda of Council mtg, it was agreed that if mtg held in 

Sept it shld be in Ottawa September 15. (UK suggested opening for- 

malities and procedural questions cld be dispensed with 15th and work 

get under way promptly on 17th. Accommodations will be available 

* Repeated to Paris.
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until 22nd and, if necessary, for smaller groups after that). Canada 
believed that with Fon Mins in San Francisco and Fin Minsin Wash- | 
ington, opportunity for mtg in North America shld not be missed, said 
Deps shld take definite decision soonest and make public announce- _ 
ment; held target date principle not practical and decision imperative | 
within next few days if accommodations and transportation are to be 
arranged. | | 

US (Todep 51? not then received) with some support from France 
. maintained that date shld be tentative until certain that definitive 

action possible on major questions such as Eur Army and Ger, the 
GAP, burden-sharing infrastructure, and Greece-Turkey. Nor with- 
out instructions. All others wished fix Sept 15 date immed. 

Belg and UK argued that mtg of Mins to exchange views even if 
major issues not ripe, highly desirable. UK said question of Greece and 
Turkey cannot be carried further by Deps, that interim report on 
burden-sharing expected from FEB by late Aug, that UK proposal, 
to be introduced soon, may facilitate agrmt on infrastructure, and, 
altho tripartite mtg on Ger anticipated in early Aug, that Council mtg 
shld not be deferred pending definitive tripartite action at unpre- | 
dictable future date. UK and Canada held that there wld be sufficient | 
material ready to justify Sept mtg and that other issues and final deci- | 
sions cld, if necessary, be deferred for Rome mtg before GA. L 

In view of consensus that Sept mtg desirable and that, because of f 
necessary preparations, accommodations, and transportation, it is im- i 
practical further to defer decision, US agreed to report discussion with [ 
view to obtaining before July 30 yes or no decision of govt on Sept 15 f 
mtg. If answer favorable, shld also inform Secretariat soonest of | 
approx size of delegation. (Pls instruct urgently. Expect approx eight 
wld go from USDep staff not including clerical assistance.) j 

In reviewing list of possible items for agenda (D-—D (51) 180 #), most | 
Deps agreed that NATO reorganization, formula for sharing civilian | | 

costs and civilian budget estimates, and formula for sharing SHAPE | 

and subordinate HQ costs and budgets need not appear as agenda f 
items but wld be covered in Deps’ report to Council and might of | 
course be commented upon by Mins. Altho it was pointed out that : 

Deps can act for Mins, UK Dep doubted that he wld be authorized to i 
approve budgets and thought Gaitskell wld wish these on agenda for | 

Mins’ personal sanction. Most others believed Deps shld approve bud- | 
| gets as matter of principle. | ' 

Addition of infrastructure to agenda wld depend on progress in 
WG. | 

UK, Belg, Fr, Neth suggested that agenda include “progress of ; 
rearmament program” for discussion by Def Mins and that this shld : 

? Supra. : 
* Not printed. | E
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be based on reports of mil agencies and might include statements from 
those who wished to make them on natl programs (which UK thought 
wld be useful in dispelling suspicion that all members not doing then 
full share). Agreed that Deps’ shld include sections by DPB and by 
FEB on econ impact of defense effort and burden-sharing which UIC 
hoped wld lead to Fin Ming’ discussion of overall econ problems, and 

| Mil Comite report on such questions as development of command struc- 
ture and revisions DC/28.4 

Altho Nor not sure that discussion of Grk-Turk had been carried 
as far as possible in Deps, there was genl agrmt that if WG summary 
of earlier discussions completed and referred to govts next week and 
resulting views raised in Deps about August 15, that subj wld then be 
ready for Council consideration. Fr and UK expressed view that no 
political decision possible until mil questions of command structure 
settled. | 

Fr suggested Eur Army and Ger participation in defense shld be 
considered together. UK doubted that tentative Aug tripartite mtg 
will have carried subj by Sept to point where Council cld take defin1- 
tive action, but with Belg, believed Mins’ discussion useful in any case. 
Nor believed that question shld not be raised if govts had not had 
time to study latest developments. US indicated that it considered 
usefulness of Council mtg wld depend considerably on possibility of 
progress on Ger question. Also pointed out that if Council customarily 

met at brief intervals, public wld not expect important results but | 

with present interlude of nine months, psychological effect of unpro- 

ductive mtg wld be unfortunate. 

Deps will meet July 30 to consider WG report on Grk-Turk, com- 

plete discussion of Soviet foreign policy and act finally on Council 

mtg. Will probably then adjourn to permit govts to study major open 

questions, and meet again about August 15. | 
ACHILLES 

‘Text of DC-28 was approved by the NAC at its meetings in Brussels during 

December 1950. 

740.5/7-2851 : Telegram | 

The Secretary of State to the United States Deputy Representative on 

the North Atlantic Council (Spofford) , at London * 

TOP SECRET NIACT WastinctTon, July 28, 1951—2 p. m. 

PRIORITY 

Todep 58. State-Defense message—pass Dept of Defense. Have had 

thorough discussion at highest level of prospects Council mtg in mid- 

Drafted by Martin and Parsons and cleared with Jessup of S/A, Cabot of 

S/ISA, Perkins of EUR, Nitze of S/P, and McGhee of NEA; repeated to Paris for 

MacArthur and Schuyler, Frankfurt for McCloy, and all other NATO capitals.
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dle Sept followed by annual mtg around end rather than middle Oct. | 
Have considered carefully and appreciate comments recd so promptly 
to Todep 51.? Situation seems to us here to be about as fols: ; 

1. It wld probably not be possible make any major progress on Ger 
problem or gap problem at Sept Council mtg. | 

2. To attempt to prepare for any careful discussion of these prob- . 
| lems at such mtg would divert time and energy of persons working 

on problems themselves and might even delay final solutions. This __ | 
we cannot afford. : | 

3. Important that public reaction to Council mtg after 9 months 
lapse not be one of severe disappointment, especially as about that 

_ time crucial decisions may be in the making on US aid legislation. E 
4. If Sept meeting is held we must get favorable action on Greece 

and Turkey at such mtg. This will involve securing active Brit support 
without resolution of command problem which it now appears will 
have to be delayed until after Turkey’s admission to NATO. | 

5. We are keenly aware of desire of other NATO countries to have 
Council mtg in Sept and place great emphasis ourselves on morale 7 

_ factors involved. : | 

In these circumstances, best course of action we have been able to 
develop wld involve public announcement by Van Zeeland of time : 
and place for annual mtg of Council which presumably is Rome end | I 

Oct. He wld also announce simultaneously that advantage wld be 
_ taken of presence in U.S. around mid-Sept of many of the FonMins 

and FinMins to hold preliminary mtg of these Ministers in Ottawa : 
for general discussion of current non-military NATO problems, This 
meeting will not include military matters now before DefMins in | 
preparation for end Oct meeting. oe 

In background discussion with press an effort wld be made to give | 

impression that this was in part mtg to receive useful progress reports | 

, but that decision to meet was primarily because of strong desire of : 

members to take advantage of favorable opportunity to get together. 
This of course is desirable per se because of important issues on which : 

wholehearted cooperation of members will be required over coming i 
months. We cld also point out that to hold these two mtgs was in I 
accord with view that Council shld meet more frequently which has f 
not hitherto been possible. | a | 

| Privately to Deps, you shld make it clear that US is most anxious | 
that at this mtg final action on Greece and Turkey be taken; other- 
wise we face great risks of losing full support of Turkey. U.S. does 
not believe that alternative methods other than full NATO member- 
ship of associating Greece and Turkey with West are satisfactory. If | 

Turkey is not promptly more closely associated with West, we believe I 

that the overall risks to the West will be gravely increased. = i 

| * Dated July 25, p. 623.
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It wld be desirable to keep very close fact that definitive action 
on Greece and Turkey wld be sought. If Greece and Turkey are voted 
in aS we expect, we wld of course have desirable achievement to 
announce. . | 

It is important to note for reasons given above that no subj shld be 
scheduled for Sept mtg which wld require either MC to meet prior 
to such mtg or presence of DefMins at such mtg. Thus at Sept mtg 
reports on such subjs as command structure, revision DC/28, reorga- 
nization of NATO military structure will not be submitted but will 
be deferred for annual mtg end Oct. 

You should present above position to Mon mtg. We realize other 
Deps will bring forward specific subjs for Sept 15 mtg as in fact they 

’ already have (Deptos 112° and 117,‘ Jul 26) and that they may wish 
to agree on specific agenda for that mtg. If possible you shld endeavor 
prevent adoption at this time of any formal agenda for Sept mtg and 

certainly prevent any announcement thereof. We have, however, no | 
objection to preliminary listing of subjs to be placed on agenda for 

annual mtg.® 
ACHESON 

® Supra. 
*Not printed. 
5 In telegram Todep 59 to London, July 28, the Department informed Spofford 

that he should not allow the agenda to become crowded with secondary subjects. 
While some of these topics were important and must be discussed, the Depart- 
ment felt that the Council should deal primarily with the most vital issues to help 
build its prestige as an important body (740.5/7-2851). = 

740.5/7-3151 : Telegram 

The United States Vice Deputy Representative on the North Atlantic | 
Council (Achilles) to the Secretary of State? 

SECRET NIACT Lonpon, July 31, 1951—2 p. m. 

Depto 139. Ref Depto 138.2 Private discussion with various deps be- 
fore yesterday’s mtg on US proposal re Sept council session (Todep 

58 ®) elicited generally favorable initial reaction from Fr, Ital, Canada 

and Nor. | | 

UK agreeable on two stages, avoidance at Ottawa of substantive dis- 

cussion on Ger and gap, and primary emphasis on fin and econ ques- 

tions but insistent on linking ME command with Gr-Turk decision 

and on importance Shinwell attached to early personal discussion by : 

? Repeated to Paris, Ottawa, and Frankfurt. | 
2Not printed; it reported on the discussion within the Council of Deputies 

meeting, of July 80 during which the U.S. Deputy recommended that the Coun- 

cil hold its regular session in Rome in late October with an earlier meeting in 

Ottawa beginning on September 15 for consideration of nonmilitary questions 

(740.5/7-3151). 
| * Supra.
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Def Mins of progress and shortcomings of def effort. Hoyer-Millar : 
had just come from mtg with Shinwell at which strong telegrams had 
been approved on these points to Franks and Elliot as result reports 
from them. Fol my talk with him in morning, he conferred again with | 
FonOff and Def Min so that his statements at afternoon mtg were 
made in light of their consideration of US proposal. He also reiterated 
privately importance which Eisenhower had attached in his conver- 
sation with Morrison to early mtg attended by all three Mins. He ad- 
mitted having advised several other Deps privately of UK views on 
ME command structure and thought Northerners at least wld insist =f 
on settlement of that before final action on Greece-Turkey.* (This was ' 
substantially borne out at afternoon mtg.) / 

| Belgians and Danes were insistent Def Mins attend, former in view 
previous decision that first mtg of reorganized Council shld be attended | 
by all three Mins and because Belg Def Min strongly wishes attend,® 
latter due to importance his govt attached to knowing what ME com- | 
mand wld be before making final decision on Greece and Turkey. He | 
stated possibility of inclusion in ME command of non-NAT countries | 
other than Greece-Turkey increased his govt’s hesitancy on agreeing | 

| to full Greek-Turk membership and it wished to know exactly what 4 
was involved in order to assess possible indirect commitments. I 

Alphand, while in gen agrmt with US position, was inclined to | 
prefer skipping Sept mtg. He indicated Schuman wld prefer not to ' 
go to Ottawa or even to Wash for tripartite mtg and that he himself 
wld strongly prefer not to take time out from EDF discussions for | 
either purpose. | : 

Iceland and Luxembourg took no part and will presumably accept 
any gen agrmt. 

Position of others in summary is as fols: 

1. Gen agrmt that Sept mtg, if held, shld (a) be announced as pre- 
liminary to Oct mtg, (5) not undertake serious substantive considera- : 
tion of Ger or gap, and (c) seek final decision on Gr—-Turk but other- E 
wise devote primary attn to non-mil aspects NATO problems. | E 

2. Fr and probably Nor and Neth wld prefer no Sept mtg. (First F 
due to preoccupation with Ger, second with Greek and Turk and last : 
due to apparent impasse. ) | . : 

3. Italy supports US but has no strong views other than desire for : 
early decision on Gr-Turk. _ } 

4. All except US and Italy believe presence of Def Mins at Sept : 
mtg essential if Greece~-Turkey to be settled and desirable for gen dis- : 
cussion of progress in def and production fields. : 

‘For documentation concerning the problems relating to the creation of a [ 
_ Middle East Command, see pp. 460 ff. F 

*For documentation concerning the reorganization of the Council and other OE 
| organs of NATO, see pp. 1 ff. : i
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In circumstances, we recommend from USDep point of view that 
US agree to Sept mtg which wld (1) be announced as preliminary to 
Oct mtg, (2) avoid major susbtantive discussion of Ger or GAP, (38) 
seek final action on Greece-Turkey, (4) be attended by all three Mins, 
and (5) “deal with such problems as may be ready for discussion or 
action”. | 

Principal disadvantages of this course wld be: 

1. Possibility of failure to secure decision on Gr—Turk. On this point 
am confident Nor wld not block gen agmt if it can be reached with 
others. 

2. Diversion of time of def personnel. Believe this nevertheless nec- 
essary for some personnel if agmt on Gr-Turk to be achieved and 
worthwhile for others if general discussion designed to invigorate def 
effort. | 

38. Public disappointment over meager results. Believe this cld 
largely be met by proper info handling at prelim mtg. 

4, Probability that fin and econ problems and measures to deal with ~ 
prod deficiencies cited by Herod will not be prepared adequately for 
more than preliminary discussions. Nevertheless, believe prelim dis- 
cussion of these wld be useful. | 

Principal advantages wld be: a | 

1. Sept decision on Gr—-Turk. | 
2. Stimulus to def program from personal exchange of views by all 

three mins at that date on progress and impediments. 
3. If possible, enough prelim info on Ger and gap being given non- 

SG govts to facilitate Oct agmt on these problems. . | 
4, Demonstration of US willingness to go along with majority view 

where major interests not involved but nevertheless, recognize weight 
of enumerated disadvantages, particularly (4). If you consider they 
outweigh advantages, recommend we seek abandonment of Sept mtg 
entirely. | 

ACHILLES 

- %40.5/7-3151 : Telegram | | 

The Secretary of State to the United States Deputy Representative on 
the North Atlantic Council (Spofford), at London" 

SECRET  NIACT Wasuinoton, July 31, 1951—9 p. m. 

PRIORITY | 

Todep 62. State-Def message. For Achilles. We have considered 
urgently Deptos 188? and 139? and most particularly position of all 

NATO members, except US and Italy, that presence of DefMins at 

1 Drafted by Parsons and cleared with Perkins of EUR, McGhee of NEA, Dorsz 
of GTI, and Admiral Wright and Col. Beebe of Defense; repeated for information 
to Paris for Bruce and MacArthur, Frankfurt for McCloy, and all other NATO 

itals. 
«P Not printed, but see footnote 2, supra. 

® Supra.
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proposed Sept mtg essential if admission of Greece and Turkey is to be 
acted upon favorably. In essence, situation now appears to us as fols: 

| 1. Test of whether we want Sept mtg is whether we can get fina] 
action on Greece and Turkey. As we do consider favorable action on 
Turkey shld be taken without further delay, we continue to desire Sept 
mtg but feel every other country shld understand that this is item of business we wish to conclude at that time, but only on simple basis of 
admission without any conditions as to command relations. 

2. As we wld participate in such mtg with firm intention of bringing 
about final action on Greece and Turkey, we cld not deny DefMins 
right to come to mtg as each country wishes. This does not modify our 
view in Todep 58 ¢ that no military problems as such will be decided. [ _ 8. Brit seem to disregard Turkish insistence that they will not dis- cuss command structure prior to admission. The heart of the Middle 
Kast Defense structure is Turkey. Therefore, it would be inappropriate | to proceed with discussions of the Middle East command structure at 
this time, which would alienate the Turks. The first step would be to | secure Turkish admission to NATO. We shld persuade the Brit to | withhold their proposal on Middle East Command structure until | after the question of the admission of Greece and Turkey has been I settled. We do not think Brit shld be too concerned at this as we are confident that this problem can be worked out satisfactorily. Further- ; more, discussion command structure wld require prior mtg of Mil | Comite and possibly put us in position of also having to discuss in [ | substantive way mil aspects of other problems. This, we desire to I avoid. 

i 
In light of foregoing, you shld inform Deps we agree to Sept mtg on | 

understanding: 
F 

a. Serious attempt will be made to reach decision on Greece and ; | Turkey ; 
6. Mtg to be announced as preliminary to Oct mtg; ; c. NATO and Middle East command structure not to be decided _ at Sept mtg, therefore no prior mtg of Mil Comite; i 
d. No major substantive discussion of Ger or gap; ; 

—  é@ Mtg to deal “with such problems as may be ready for discussion : or action”. (We understand this phrase from Depto 189 to refer to : public announcement of purpose of this preliminary mtg.) ; j f. Mtg to be attended by all three Mins, DefMins, in addition to E others, as countries prefer. (FYI and for such use as you see fit, we F here have no commitment that General Marshall will attend.) ) q 

ACHESON | 
‘Dated July 28, p. 626. :
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740.5/8-151 

Memorandum by the Deputy Assistant Secretary of State for 

European Affairs (Bonbright) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET [WasuHincton,| August 1, 1951. 

Subject: NAT Council Meeting 

Just before leaving for the Pentagon Mr. Perkins had a telephone 
call from Mr. Achilles in London who reported that the Council meet- 

ing for mid-September is “‘on”. 
It was agreed that the meeting would deal only with the question of 

Greece and Turkey plus financial and economic problems. The Depu- 

ties will work on the specific agenda when they reconvene after the 

middle of August. 
It was agreed that the meeting would be open to attendance by three 

Ministers from each country, while leaving it to each Government to 

decide who and how many they would send. | 
The Canadian Deputy, Mr. Wilgress, told Mr. Achilles that Foreign 

Minister Pearson believes we will not have too much trouble 

getting Greece and Turkey in, following his discussion with the 

Scandinavians. | 

Mr. Achilles reported that the British Deputy, Mr. Hoyer Millar, 

had talked with the British military and believes that progress is 

being made in swinging the British towards our position. (I take this 

to mean that they will not insist on prior firm decisions on command 

structure prior to voting on the admission of Greece and Turkey.) 

Hoyer Millar reminded Mr. Achilles, however, that the UK were not 

the only ones concerned and felt that we should be ready to give some 

indication at least of our thinking. | 

- We will presumably obtain amplification of the above by telegram 

in the course of the afternoon. 

1¥n telegram Depto 147 from London, August 1, Achilles reported on the discus- 

sion during the Council of Deputies’ meeting of August 1 and explained the posi- 

tions of the various countries concerning the question of time and place for the 

next meeting of the Council (740.5/8-151). 

740.5/8-451 : Telegram 

The United States Vice Deputy Representative on the North Atlantic 

Council (Achilles) to the Secretary of State? 

SECRET Lonpon, August 4, 1951—2 p. m. 

Depto 161. ToISA. 1. In beginning intensive preparation for 

September Council mtg we are working on understanding that (1) 

1 Repeated to Paris and Heidelberg. ,
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Greece-Turkey is only major question on which completed action is 
anticipated; (2) No strictly military questions as such will be con- 
sidered and no prior meeting of military committee will be held; 

| (3) minor items shld be kept off agenda. At same time, we assume 
Washington wishes mtg utilized to maximum advantage in preparing | 
for concrete action in October and in stimulating further progress | 
in common defense effort. | 

| 2. Clearly one limiting factor is shortness of time between now and | 
Sept mtg and between that and Oct mtg. Intensive use must be made 
of these three months if major results are to be achieved at Rome mtg. 

3. Believe one major accomplishment of Sept mtg cld be laying 
out course of action to be followed during ensuing six weeks by all ; 

_ | NAT agencies looking toward Council consideration at Oct mtg of 
_ full MTDP requirements efforts to meet them and steps necessary 

to fill forces, production and financial gaps. This wld involve, prior 
to Sept mtg, intensive work perhaps by senior ad hoc working group : 
of representatives of Deputies, SG, FEB and DPB (see Depto 192) 

_ with view to examining reports of each in relation to others and 
recommending course of action preparatory to Oct mtg. We might per- 
haps be able to introduce elements of ISAC D-4/7a? and costing 
exercise. Each of these documents shld be related to accomplishment 
of and problems related to MTDP. 

4, At Sept Council we wld suggest general review of international] 
situation as at previous mtgs and general discussion (as proposed by 

. UK) by all Ministers concerned of individual and collective progress 
in implementing defense program. It shld result in council instructing 
Deputies and other bodies re intensive preparatory work on problems 
indicated for consideration at Oct mtg. 

5. No doubt you are considering how Sept mtg can best be used to 
give impetus to European defense force and prepare way for Oct 

action on Ger. _ 
| 6. It is to be hoped present impasse 1951 airbase program can be 

removed and US negotiating position on signal communications pro- 
gram defined before Council mtg as several govts may propose infra- 
structure as agenda item and criticize US position under it. : 

_ %, From point of view of governmental, parliamentary and public 

reaction to Sept mtg at home and.abroad we must seek balance between 

demonstrating accomplishments in defense effort and stimulating fur- 

ther efforts to meet existing deficiencies. In this connection magnitude : 

of what DC/28 commitments (let alone total MTDP) mean in terms 
of specific national action and impact are just beginning to be appre- 

ciated by European govts. We have also for some time sensed in Europe 

“resumably a reference to telegram Depto 152 from London, August 2, not 

Pt See footnote 1, p. 193. |
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general uneasiness and psychological problem reported by Katz in 

Repto 711, July 16, plus some doubt as to whether more intensive 

effort was really necessary (aside from questions of econ and polit 

practicability) or whether US was not exerting undue pressure due to 

its exuberant strength which permits its own tremendous effort to be 

made without serious hardship. This is partially due to increased confi- 

dence which development of strength over past twelve months has 

brought. | | | 
8. Problem is to develop this confidence into increased energy rather 

than complacency. “Shock treatment” now appears much less advan- 

tageous and cld produce more opposition than stimulation. It wld seem 

: preferable to use (1) full and frank discussion of available info on 

requirements and costs, progress, shortcomings, specific bottlenecks 

and means of overcoming them, coupled with (2) seeds of hope for 

brighter not-too-distant future. | 
9. Aselements of latter, we wld suggest: 

(a) Emphasis on (I) progress made and its effect on Soviet policy 
as well as (II) inadequacy of progress so far and need for greater 
effort. | 

(6) Emphasis on present intensive defense effort as “capital invest- 
ment” which can, as soon as it is completed, be reduced to maintenance 
basis and greater resources again be devoted to civilian production. 
This wld include something along line of Katz proposal (para 7 of 
Repto 711), and 

(c) Emphasis that US in pressing for admission of Greek—-Turk 
definitely does not consider that this transforms NAT into strictly milit 
arrangement of convenience or that US has in any way lost interest in 
wider objectives of defending and improving democratic institutions 
and economic progress of western civilization, including progressively 
closer long-range association in North Atlantic and European com- 
munities in non-milit as well as milit fields. , 

Last also of immediate importance in obtaining acceptance of Greek 

and Turk by those now most opposed to membership. 

10. At least preliminary guidance on foregoing needed soonest. | 

Ecato 1104° received since forgoing was drafted provides welcome 

indication of parallel thinking. 
ACHILLES 

‘Not printed ; it reported a conversation between representatives of the NATO 
member countries who were in Paris to attend a meeting of OEEC. Milton Katz, 
U.S. Special Representative in Europe, informed the Department of State that 
these European leaders had unfortunately allowed the purpose of NATO and its 
defense buildup to take on a negative character in the minds of their citizens and 
therefore their defense programs had come to be regarded as a kind of castor oil 

which has to be taken (740.5/7-1651). 
° Not found. |
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| CFM files, lot M-88, box 159, documents OTT D-1a—D-10 

Memorandum by the Deputy Director of the Office of European 
lregional Affairs (Parsons) to the Ambassador at Large (Jessup) 

SECRET | [| WasHineTon,] August 7, 1951. 

Subject: Coordination and Control of NAT Council Meetings : 

1. The September 15 NAT Council Meeting in Ottawa will be the 
| first at which three Ministers from each country may be present as 

members. In the case of the US, the Defense Minister (General Mar- 

shall) is not committed to attend nor will we know for some time if 

he will do so. On the other hand, we may possibly have two “Finance 
Ministers” as Mr. Snyder thus far has said only that he would not 

| object to Mr. Foster (or his representative) attending. Problem 
number one is, therefore, the composition of our top level 
representation. Oo 

_ 2. Problem number two arises from the recent reorganization of : 

: the NATO structure. Prior to the reorganization, the Secretary of | 

State represented us in the Council, the Secretary of Defense repre- 
sented us in the Defense Committee and Ambassador Katz repre- 

| sented us in the Defense, Finance and Economic Committee (but other , 

countries were usually represented by Ministers). Although the ; 

revised Terms of Reference of the Council, as now organized, states : 

that “the members . . . shall represent their respective governments”, , 

there is much in the background of this problem to lead members, 
perhaps most particularly US members, to think, albeit subconsciously. . 

as representatives of their Departments rather than of the govern- ! 

ment as a whole. In my opinion, the problem of effective coordination : 

of the US delegation may be more than usually difficult and yet, as 

the September meeting is the first of the now triple-headed Council, it : 
is essential that precedents for sound coordination and control be set. 

Under these circumstances consideration should be given to estab- : 

lishment of such principles as the following (which are routine at | 

other international conferences) : | : 

_ (a) The Secretary of State is the senior delegate of the United 7 

aie The Secretary of State (through his immediate assistants) also : 
has coordinating responsibility. As a corollary to this, our position +E 
on the various agenda items must be. as at any other conference. US. : 
not Departmental. position. | | 

(c) The State Department should be responsible for organizing and 
servicing the delegation. In fact, as well as in name, we must have one, | 
not three, delegations. | : 

1For documentation concerning the reorganization of the NATO, which in- 
cluded revised Terms of Reference, see pp. 1 ff.
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(2) Communications to and from Ottawa, most especially instruc- 
tions to our representatives, should go through one channel, namely, 
State (although Secretary Marshall, if present, and Mr. Foster will 
certainly be in communication with their Departments, at least | 
informally). ) 

In persuading the other Departments as to the need for making our 
delegation an effective unit along the foregoing lines, our arguments 

are fortified by: 

(a) Mr. Lawton’s (Budget Director) statement to the House For- : 
eign Affairs Committee, cleared with President, which included among 
other pertinent passages: 

(1) “The Secretary of State is the senior representative of this 
government on all NAT Council meetings”, 

(2) “Ambassador Spofford sits as chairman of the NAT Coun- 
cil of Deputies . . . represents the President and receives his in- 

_ structions through the Secretary of State”. 

(6) The chairman of the International Security Affairs Committee 
is the State Department member, Mr. Cabot. | 

8. The third problem is procedural and we may wish to consult on | 

it through the Deputies in London, with other countries, especially 

Canada, the host country this September. In essence, it includes the 

following questions: 

(a) Will each category of Ministers meet with their opposite mem- 
ber separately ? | 

(6) Will the Council meet only in plenary sessions with all three 
Ministers attending together? Or | 

(c) Will there be a combination of (a) and (0) ? 

One possible solution might be to have each group of Ministers meet 

on agenda items in which they have the predominant interest. If this 

were done, it would have to be decided as to whether their decisions 

were decisions of the Council, or whether plenary sessions should then 

consider them. However, this method is open to objection as unduly 

cumbersome and fails to recognize that in many NATO matters politi- 

cal, military and economic aspects are so intertwined that more than 

one Minister from those countries might well insist on being present 

when the issue was thrashed out. | 

Perhaps the most practical solution is to have a meeting of the full 

Committee only to deal with the entire agenda but leave to each coun- 

try the decision as to whether one or all of its participating Ministers 

should be present for any given item. Additionally, if any set of Min- | 

isters, such as the Finance Ministers, wishes to meet apart informally, 

they could do so but their meeting would not be a meeting of the 

Council. |
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| CFM files, lot M-88, box 159, documents OTT D-1a-D-10 : 
Memorandum by the Acting Deputy Director of the Executive 
Secretariat (Barnes) to the Ambassador at Large (Jessup) 

SECRET [Wasutneton,] August 8, 1951. 
The following, for what they are worth, are my reactions to the 

memorandum of August 7 to you from Mr. Parsons! on the subject of 
Coordination and Control of NAT Council Meetings. 

1. The point raised in the first paragraph does not appear to con- 
| _ stitute a “problem”. The position of the Secretary and of General 

Marshall (or his alternate—at Brussels it was Secretary Pace) is recog- 
| nized. Secretary Snyder has been invited and Mr. Foster has been told 

that, regardless of the Snyder decision, he can go. Mr. Foster clearly 
recognizes that he ranks below Secretary Snyder in the government. 
I do not feel it would be helpful, nor is it necessary for us to attempt 
the concept that we have four ministers facing the three of the other 
governments. Mr. Foster would rather have to be considered a top f 
adviser on economic questions. This relationship has been reviewed at 
length with Mr. Foster by Mr. Webb, and the Secretary has requested 
that Mr. Webb discuss it with Secretary Snyder and Mr. Foster 
together (presumably while he is in San Francisco) in the event that | 
Mr. Snyder plans to attend. It seems to me that we face a far more | 
difficult situation if Mr. Snyder decides not to go and names one of his f 
assistants, rather than Mr. Foster, as his alternate. | 

2. While I agree with Mr. Parsons’ statement of the case in para- 
graph 2, I disagree with his recommendations that we seek advance I 
clarification with the other agencies of the principles which should | 

| govern the delegation. It seems to me beyond question that the Sec- | 
| retary of State is the senior US representative to NATO. As such it ; 

falls to his staff to make arrangements, organize the delegation, and | 
| so forth. This has always been accepted in the past, and there is every | 

indication in recent discussions with Defense, Mr. Snyder and Mr. | 
Foster that it is accepted now. The fact of the reorganization of | 
NATO, which may create complications in the meetings themselves, E 
should not lead us to give any indication that we have doubts as to our | 
position, Meetings will be called by State, arrangements made by State, | [ 
documentation provided by State, and reporting done by State. The | 
fact that we are the official channel to both the Canadian Government | 
and Mr. Spofford gives us a guarantee that we can maintain control. ; 
Of course, we cannot prevent the Defense representatives or Mr. Fos- ; 

_ ‘ter from utilizing their own communication channels from Ottawa, but. | 
we could not do this even if we sought advance clarification of the role ; 

- of the State Department in this matter. : 

* Supra. |
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3. The point raised in the third paragraph is an excellent one, and 

it is my opinion that we should draw up a telegram to Ambassador 

Spofford asking him to explore this question with the Canadian Deputy 

and if appropriate, with all the Deputies. It is here that we encounter 

the greatest difficulty resulting from the reorganization of NATO and 

one which could cause untold confusion at Ottawa if there is not some 

agreed line in advance. 
Rosert G. Barnes 

740.5/8-1051 : Telegram 

The Secretary of State to the United States Deputy Representative on 

the North Atlantic Council (Spofford), at London? 

CONFIDENTIAL Wasuincton, August 10, 1951—8 p. m. 

Todep 84. We have been trying visualize procedure at Sept Council 

Mtg which is first at which three or more Mins may be present as mem- 

bers and represent their govts. Fol queries are indicative of some of 

problems which will have to be faced. In our view, they are problems 

for Van Zeeland and Deputies to settle, especially as precedents for 

future meetings of Council will be set. They shld not be left for Canada : 

as host at Ottawa to settle. i 

(1) Will all Mins meet together in plenary sessions or will there be 

separate mtgs of groups of Mins, such as Fin Mins, or For Mins, or 

Def Mins? . : 
Comment—We do not wish to encourage separate mtgs of categories 

of Mins. As indicated Todep 62? there is, for instance, no commitment 

that SecDef will attend. We recognize, however, that groups of Mins 

will, if they so desire, get together separately but we shld prefer to 

regard such mtgs as informal. | 

(2) If plenary sessions only are held, will cach country determine 

whether to be represented by one or all of its ministers basing its 

decisions presumably on the nature of the agenda item under 

consideration ? | 

Comment—In our view, each country shld be free to decide which 

of its Mins it wishes to have present during Council considera- 

tion of each agenda item. For a number of reasons, we do not think it | 

wld be satisfactory to us for agenda items to be assigned to separate 

-- mtgs of any.category of Mins. Many NAT questions involve political, 

military, and financial considerations, which are difficult to separate 

| out, and, therefore, it wld be preferable not be committed to exclusive 

consideration of such questions by only one minister even though that 

Min wld be following an agreed national position. 

1Drafted by Parsons and cleared with Cabot of S/ISA, Jessup of S/A, and — 

-Bonbright of EUR; repeated to Paris for MacArthur and to Ottawa. 

7Dated July 31, p. 630.
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| (3) If different categories of Mins meet separately, will their mtgs : 
be considered a mtg of the Council or will plenary sessions be required : 
to act upon their recommendations ? ? 
Comment—We consider that if Mins mect separately they cld only : 

recommend to but not commit the Council. 
(4) Will agenda questions be grouped by subject matter in such a 

way that certain Mins will not need to remain throughout the 
conference. 7 
Comment—It might be very convenient if this cld be arranged 

although for reasons indicated under two it wld not be easy to do so. In | 
general, we believe procedure shld be as flexible as possible in mtg 
wishes of Mins. a 

Info on thinking among Deps, and your comment required. 
This tel has not been cleared with other agencies. | 

| ACITESON , 

740.5/8-1651: Telegram: | 

The United States Deputy Representative on the North Atlantic 
Council (Spofford) to the Secretary of State? | 

CONFIDENTIAL | Lonpon, August 16, 1951—7 p. m. : 

Depto 214. Re Todep 84.2 We have been giving thought to points 
you raise and other procedural aspects Ottawa mtg. Agree these | 
matters shld be settled by Van Zeeland and CD rather than host govt. 
In capacity as chairman CD have circulated for discussion at next 
CD mtg fol proposal for conduct council mtgs: | | 

Begin verbatim text. With reference to D-D (51) 86 (final) ,? NATO 
reorganization, and in particular section II thereof, it is the under- 
standing of the Council Deputies that in general, the mtgs of the 
NAC will be conducted as follows: : , 

1. The council shall act in plenary session at which each govt 
shall be represented by whichever minister or ministers, or other | 
duly accredited representative or representatives, it seems 
desirable. | 

2. The council in plenary session may find it convenient, de- : 
pending on the nature of the agenda, to appoint ministerial com- : 

_Inittees, e.g., composed of foreign ministers or defence ministers 
or finance ministers, to consider specific questions. Such commit- : 
tees shall make recommendations to the council in plenary session. : 

| 8. If practicable, the agenda for council sessions shall be so 
arranged as not necessarily to require the attendance of all | 
ministerial representatives throughout a particular conference. I 

4. The mtgs in a particular session will be so scheduled as to | 
| allow as much time as possible for informal consultation between ff 

ministers. L'nd verbatim tect. : : | 

| 2 Repeated to Paris. | | | | 
* Supra. F 
’ Not found in the Department of State files. 7 | 

a 536-688 PT 1--g1---43 . |
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Above provisions answer points raised reftel. Re para 2 above, | 

believe nature agenda for Ottawa mtg does not make possible use of 
ministerial committees apart from plenary sessions. However, as 
matter general procedure we believe in future may be desirable have 
some problems dealt with by categories of ministers. Also think it 
important that at council mtg categories of ministers get together 
to discuss matters of particular concern to them and that contact be- 
tween ministers in this manner will be beneficial. You will note that 
such ministerial committees are to be established by council in plenary 
session and wld not necessarily be planned in advance council mtgs . 
altho agenda wld be arranged with eye to using ministerial com- 
mittees in interest of speeding council’s work. 

Important concept is that council should act only in plenary ses- 
sion.* This is fully in accord with idea that council should act as | 
council of govts. 

| | SPOFFORD 

*'The Department of Defense took strong exception to this sentence and argued 
that this would nullify the entire concept of the reorganization of NATO in 
which the Defense Ministers became members of the Council (memorandum by 
Parsons, August 22, CFM files, lot M—88, OTT docs 1a—10). The Department of 
State therefore instructed Spofford in telegram Todep 132 to London, August 23, 
not to consider any ministerial committee which might be formed to advise the 
Council as a subcommittee of inferior status (740.5/8-2151). 

CFM files, lot M—88, box 159, Miscellaneous Sept 1951 meetings 

Memorandum by the Ambassador at Large (Jessup) to the Assistant 
Secretary of State for European Affairs (Perkins) and the Director 
of the Bureau of German Affairs (Byroade) 

CONFIDENTIAL [Wasuineton,] August 17, 1951. 

Subject: Congressional Consultation on the September Meetings — 

In connection with the different international meetings scheduled for __ 

September, it seems to me that we should give early consideration to 

the question of securing necessary consultation with the Congress. This 

problem has too often in the past been the forgotten step-child of our 

preparatory work, and has been solved at the last minute by having the 

Secretary report to the two committees on the eve of his departure. 
With the best performance, this can hardly impress the Congressional] 

leaders as “consultation”. In addition, we have to adjust our plans this 
time to the fact that the Secretary will be leaving for San Francisco : 

| on August 30 and will return only in time to commence the talks with 
Mr. Morrison and Mr. Schuman. 

We have reviewed this question with Mr. McFall’s office and come 
to the conclusion that the best approach would be the two of you to
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seek a meeting during the next two weeks with the European sub- 

committees in the House and Senate to discuss with them our plans for 
- the discussions with the British and French. In particular, an outline 

of our thinking as set forth in the recent messages to Morrison and 

Schuman would appear to serve a most useful purpose on the Hill at 
the present time. | 

In addition to this step, I think we should also suggest to the Sec- 

retary that he take advantage of some occasion in San Francisco to 

review some of the overall considerations involved in these meetings | 

with the group that will be present as delegates and alternates to the 

Japanese peace conference. At a later time, we should review the ques- 

tion of whether any further consultation is desirable with respect to the 
NATO meeting, though it seems to me that we might reserve our major ~ 
emphasis on this until later in the fall in connection with the Rome 
meeting. : 

If you have any comments on this matter, Mr. McFall and I would be 

glad to talk to you about it. | 
Puruip C. JEssup ; 

740.5/8-2351 : Telegram 

The United States Deputy Representative on the North Atlantic 
Council (Spofford) to the Secretary of State? | 

SECRET - _ Lonpon, August 23, 1951—6 p. m. 

| Depto 254. Agenda for Ottawa mtg as drafted by deps August 20 | 

(Depto 236)? and 22 is as fols: | | 

_ J. Opening address by the chmn. 
IT. Adoption of agenda. 
III. Exchange of views on world sitn (deps will try next week to | 

develop outline to guide discussions under this item). j 
IV. Discussion of activities of NATO. 

(A) Report of CD to NAC, to include: , | 

(1) Report of chairman CD. | 
_ (2) Progress report from CD. | | 

_ (8) Progress report from DPB. | 
(4) Progress report from FEB. : | 

(B) Statement by mil rep (SG liaison said nature of statement. [ 
| if any, still uncertain). . | 

VY, Association of Greece and Turkey with West def. | 

| 1 Repeated to Paris. | , 
* Not printed ; it informed the Department of State about the discussion of the _ I 

proposed agenda for the Ottawa meeting which took place in the Council Deputies E 
meeting on August 20 (740.5/8-2151). . i
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VI.2 Report on status of def effort by each member country. To 
meet Neth apprehension that this wld involve discussion detailed 

| burden-sharing data, deps agreed with UI that this shld be merely 
factual status report which wld provide basis for questioning and that | 
fin and econ implications shld be discussed in connection with FEB 
report. (UK will furnish outline to be discussed by deps) ~ 

VII. Nat def plans—proposals for coordinated action by NAT 
agencies particularly in preparation for Oct mtg of NAC. 

VIII. Future development of NATO (deps agreed that item IV 
shld cover past while VIII shld be directed at plans and objectives) 

IX. Other business. : 
X. Communiqué. 

Tentative grouping by days as fols (Todep 118 *) : 

Saturday : Items I, IT, ITI. : 
Monday a. m.: Item IV. : 
Monday p. m.: Item V. 
Tuesday a.m.: Item V. 
Tuesday p. m.: Item VI. | 
Wednesday: Item VII (conclude item V if necessary). 
Thursday a. m.: Items VITI, LX, X, leaving Thursday p. m. to con- 

clusion any unfinished business. | 
Thursday p. m.: Adjournment. 

This shld enable def reps to cut their attendance to Tues and Wed if 
they so desire. 

Re para 7 Todep 118, agree no advance issuing press release on sug- 

gested agenda. Article in Paris VY Herald yesterday clearly indicates 

someone has leaked item VII of agenda. Will not bring up issuance of 

press release in CD unless further word received. | 

SPOFFORD — 

* Items VI, VII, and VIII were later rearranged, largely as a result of discussion 
in the Council Deputies meetings during the weeks leading up to the opening of 
the Seventh Session in Ottawa. Draft item VIII was moved forward to become 
item VI; items VI and VII then became VII and VIII. 

‘Not printed.
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740.5/9-451 

The United States Deputy Representative on the North Atlantic — 
Council (Spofford) to the Secretary of State | : 

SECRET Lonpon, September 4, 1951. 

No. Usdep 17 ; | 
Ref: Depto 297 t and Depto 298 ? | : 
Subject: Discussion at Council Deputies Meeting August 29, 1951. ft 

The following is an outline of the discussion which took place in | 
the Council Deputies, August 29, 1951, on the question ofa reportbya 

_ military agency being presented at the Ottawa meeting of the Council: . 

General Lindsay said that the Deputies’ views had been reported to 
the Standing Group as follows: 

| (a2) no military subjects are to be discussed at Ottawa, 
(6) a progress report is needed and might possibly be cleared 

through MRC, 
~ (e) the Chairman of the Standing Group should present, this report 
and be available for consultation. | 

He said the Standing Group has replied that it is responsible to the - 
Military Committee and reports and acts at the direction of the Mili- 

| tary Committee. The Military Representatives Committee cannot re- 
place Military Committee except perhaps for overriding reasons which | 
do not now exist. The Ottawa discussions are to be non-military and the : 
Standing Group report would lead to confusion so long as other issues 
are open. Any report would have to be in the name of the Military 
Committee which should, therefore, approve it. A report by the Stand- 
ing Group Representatives would lead to questions and these could | 
hardly be answered without Military Committee approval. A purely 

| factual report would be of no interest or use, since military steps taken 
since Brussels, SHAPE organizational measures, etc., are all public 
knowledge already and a recapitulation by the Standing Group would 
be of no assistance to the Council. The Standing Group adhered to its 
original views and requested that the Agenda exclude any report by a : 
Military Representative. | 
UK then said that they insist command structure be included in the 

Agenda, either separately or to be discussed under some other item, 
possibly Greece-Turkey. This is their position whether the Standing 

Group is to be represented or not. 
General Lindsay said that the Standing Group views on the com- © 1 

mand problem in connection with Greece and Turkey would be sub- 

* Not printed; it briefly summarized the discussion in the Council Deputies 
meeting which began with General Lindsay’s recommendation that item IV (2) *§ 
of the Ottawa agenda (statement by military representative) be omitted from 
the final agenda (740.5/8-3051 ). 

* Dated August 30, p. 258. E
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mitted to governments through the Military Representatives 
Committee. | | 
UK hoped SACLANT might be discussed. 
Canada said, by Standing Group logic, discussions of SACLANT _ 

would not be possible without a meeting of the Military Committee. : 
The Netherlands Deputy said he understood the Standing Group , 

would not be present and therefore will not speak “in support of its 
own proposals.” | 

The French said the Standing Group position is indefensible and 
called attention to Section 11(c) of the Reorganization Paper and par- 
ticularly to the statement that the Standing Group represents the 
Military Committee when it is not in session. 
UK asked what the Standing Group would do if the first action of 

the Council at Ottawa was to send for them. 
Netherlands said that it is very difficult to say what the Standing 

Group is and where it stands in NATO. The question had been evaded 
before but now arises as an inescapable question of principle, although 
it is too late to take any further steps to change the Standing Group 
position on the Ottawa meeting. He considered that after time for 
reflection it will be necessary to proceed to consider the position of the 
Standing Group to decide whether the Standing Group does exactly as 
it pleases, forcing its opinions to prevail, subject to nobody’s advice 
or comment. 

The Norwegian Deputy said the Netherlands Deputy touched on 

the unanimous sentiment of all non-Standing Group countries. Despite 

General Lindsay’s undoubtedly competent reporting of earlier dis- 

cussions to the Standing Group, it now appears that only one possibil- 

ity remains. Non-Standing Group governments must make it clear to 

the others that this is an important question of principle. In New 

York 7 Ministers took a dubious view of Standing Group relations to 

the Organization but bowed to the U.S. opinion. Everybody wants the 

military apparatus to work. Everybody recognizes the position of the 

great powers and the need to limit the membership in some higher 

bodies. The present situation, however, is impossible. If, as seems true, 

the military apparatus is unsatisfactory, the question must be raised 

again. He requested Standing Group powers to make this clear to their 

governments. 

UK said he certainly had every sympathy for the non-Standing 

Group views and further he was extremely irritated to have been made 

ridiculous by their insisting that command be discussed at the meeting 

and the simultaneous refusal of his own military to participate. 

The Belgians associated themselves with the Netherlands view, and 

asked if it would be possible to discuss reorganization at Ottawa with- 

out the Standing Group. -
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Italy said this question of principle must be clarified soonest because 
the organization will not function otherwise. 

The Canadian Deputy said he would like a clarification of the rela- : 
tions between the Organization and the Standing Group. He did not 
like the existence of the Military Committee being used as excuse for 
inaction or delay. They associated themselves with the views of the 
Netherlands and Norway. | | 
USDep said that he would convey the views expressed to his Rep- 

resentative on the Standing Group, that the close relationship which 
was hoped for is not in evidence, and that it is not clear why this 
is true. | | : 

General Lindsay suggested that Norway’s “condemnation of the 
Standing Group” should be conveyed to the Military Committee, of | 
which the Standing Group is the servant. | 

The Norwegian Deputy replied in anger, “This is entirely unac- | 
ceptable. The Military Committee is being used as a subterfuge and an | 

| excuse. The Norwegian member of the Military Committee and cer- 
| tainly many others would have made a meeting before Ottawa 

possible.” | 
The Canadian Deputy said that we hear that a meeting of the Mili- 

tary Committee is impossible, yet action is taken, for instance in con- : 
nection with the question of Greece and Turkey command. He in- : 
sisted that the relationship between the Military Committee, the 
Standing Group and the Organization should be clarified. 

The UK said the simple fact is that the interposition of the Military | 
Committee between the Standing Group and the Council doesn’t work. | 
Perhaps the present structure would be necessary in an emergency but | 

_ the only sensible thing is that the Standing Group should respond to | 
the Council which, apparently, it will not do. | 

The Netherlands referred to such words in the Standing Group | 
messages as “information is unnecessary”, “unimportant”, “not | 
needed”, implying that the Standing Group was not competent to | 
make such judgments alone. Netherlands considered the French refer- i 
ence to Section 11(c) of the Reorganization Paper entirely justified | 
and repeated that after more careful consideration they would raise _ | 
the whole issue for further action. | 

Mr. Spofford said that one factor which should be considered is that | 
the Standing Group had understood the Ottawa agenda was to be pri- 
marily non-military and that this was emphasized in the Standing | 
Group discussion when they agreed that no Military Cummittee meet- : 
ing was possible before Ottawa without interrupting other important | 
work. He felt the Standing Group might respond that the present sit- | 
uation is not a precedent for other meetings and in general the Military |
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Committee could meet before the Council. He assumed General Lindsay 
would report views expressed and US would, with France and UK, 

| discuss the question with their representatives on the Standing Group. 
_ The Deputies then agreed that Item IV(2), “Report by Military 

Representatives”, should be deleted from the Agenda, although Neth- 
erlands suggested half jokingly that it be left in order that the ques- 
tion might be raised in Ottawa as to what had happened to the report. 

Cuartes M. Sporrorp 

CFM files, lot M-88, box 253 | 

Memorandum by the Deputy Assistant Administrator for Program in 
the Economic Cooperation Administration (Cleveland) 

SECRET [Wasuineton,] September 6, 1951. 

U.S. Posrrion ar Orrawa , 

| I 

At Ottawa, the irresistible force is about to mect the immovable 
body. All of our Yankee ingenuity is going to be directed toward the 
job of convincing the Europeans that the military requirement for — 
defending Western Europe is larger, and costs more, than the sum 
total of all national efforts by the NATO countries. The Europeans, at 
the same time, are getting ready to counter our story about the MTDP 
gap with a unanimous view that they cannot do more than is now 
planned. 

If these two sets of opinions are allowed to come into direct conflict, 

without a pretty clear understanding ahead of time as to how the 

resulting dog fight is going to be resolved, we will have produced a 

major international crisis, in which the Europeans including the U.K. 

are lined up against the United States. Moreover, the fracas will be 

public, and will be accompanied by a rash of statements and more or 

less authorized leaks to the press justifying the respective American 

and European positions. 
The preliminary bouts have pointed up very clearly the nature of 

the real conflict. At London, Ambassador Spofford presented to the 

Council of Deputies, and later to the Inter-NATO Working Group, the 

U.S. view about the MTDP gap. According to all reports, it fell 
pretty flat. The Europeans did not, as we had hoped, agree that there 

was a gap that needed to be filled by future national commitments. 

Instead, they made sure that the North Atlantic Council did not re- 

ceive a briefing on the gap from any multilateral body. At the same 

time in Paris, the Europeans (under British leadership) were engaged 

in making sure that the FEB interim report would be limited to a
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discussion on present defense programs and commitments, and that it 
would not identify any margin of resources that could be devoted to 
picking up any part of this gap between national commitments and | 
total military requirements. | | —_ : 

These events have made it necessary for the United States to place 
the problem of the MTDP gap before the North Atlantic Council 
at Ottawa as a unilateral statement. Yet it is clear that, without care- 

_ ful preparation of the ground, any such presentation will be met with = | 
chilly silence. If the U.S. is to avoid both the actuality and the ap- 
pearance of a deep schism in the Atlantic alliance, it will be necessary 
for the U.S. to go to Ottawa with a plan for action on this subject | 
that takes into account the known feelings of the Europeans as well 
as the present U.S. position. ; 

- | ul | | 

The opinions of the Europeans on this subject are now pretty well 

known, and are becoming better known as Ministers of Finance from 

the various European countries arrive in Washington. | 

Our discussions with the British have highlighted their view that | 
their presently announced defense program (£4700 million over the 
period of the MTDP) is going to be very hard to achieve, given the | 
deterioration in Britain’s external economic position, both on dollar L 
and non-dollar account. 7 —— [ 

The Italians have said that they are not inclined to ask for a supple- 
mental defense appropriation this year (as we have been urging them i 
to do), and that next year’s defense budget will be about the same size | 
as prospective defense expenditures for the current year. I 

: The French have been hinting broadly in the public press that their | 
_ defense program may have to be reduced from presently announced ! 
| levels. | | 

_ The Dutch have been very conservative about making commitments [ 
at all, and are very quick to point out the real economic difficulties I 

| which a large defense program would bring in its wake. : I 
| And the Belgians have spent several months justifying a small de- | 

fense effort by claiming that they were fulfilling their total commit- =f. 
ment and steadfastly refusing to admit that they are financially cap- =| 
able of taking on a large commitment. | ' 

_ These attitudes on the part of the Europeans are reinforced by the | 
treatment which Congress has given to the estimates for European ! 
economic aid in fiscal year 1952. The Europeans have always been fully | 

aware of the great importance of the economic aid portion of the total] I 

U.S. assistance program. That same multiplier that we have been | 

using to buttress our case for economic aid on the Hill is now operating | 
| in reverse as European Ministers cut back their estimates of what is. ; 

| financially feasible to a degree that reflects in a disproportionate man- ' 
_ ner the effect on economic aid of the Congressional meat ax.
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- | 11 | 

There is not much encouragement, then, in the assets side of our 
NATO balance sheet, either in Europe or on Capitol Hill. What about 

the requirement side? 
The whole discussion in Washington of the MTDP gap rested on a 

military statement of the military requirements. By and large, those 
parts of the U.S. government concerned with political, economic, and 
financial matters have taken as given data the military judgmentsthat 
went into the Medium Term Defense Plan. Moreover, this same at- 

titude has carried over into the NATO itself, so that judgments by 
the Standing Group have not really been reviewed by the people con- 
cerned with political possibilities, production capabilities, and the pro- 

vision of the necessary funds. 
Thus, in the ISAC Study about the MTDP gap, we started with 

the requirements as a given factor, and tried to figure out ways and 
means of covering the total requirement. The civilian members of 

ISAC did not really review the requirement as such, nor did any 

civilian agency (within the U.S. government or multilaterally in the 

NATO organization) even participate in the costing process. 

When you stop to look at it, this is a pretty remarkable state of 

affairs. Normally, within any government, a military Judgment as 

to what is required to do a military job is never fully accepted by the 

people responsible for budget decisions and the raising of revenue. 

Indeed, the military planners are often given a ceiling figure against 

which to make their budget, and the cloth of “military requirements” 

is cut accordingly. The amount of water in U.S. military requirements 

estimates has historically been large, particularly during World War 

II, so that the pulling and hauling between the military planners and 

the people holding the budgetary purse strings has been a healthy 

administrative tension. It is therefore quite extraordinary that in the 

case of the Medium Term Defense Plan, no civilian budget or finance | 

people, in any of the individual NATO governments or in the NATO 

organization as such, really had a chance to screen the military re- 

quirements and argue about the size of the total requirements with 

the people responsible for planning under the Standing Group. — 

Looked at this way, it is easy to see one reason why the Medium | 

Term Defense Plan is larger than the sum of NATO government plans | 

for carrying it out. This reason is that most of all of the European 

governments do not believe that the total military requirement is as 

large as the military planners (including their own military people) 

say it is. This attitude on the part of precariously balanced Cabinets 

is normal, natural, and understandable. Tt does not, of course, mean _ 

that they could not take on a larger total defense load. But it does 

explain what they mean when they react so strongly and so uniformly _ 

against “buying the gap unseen”. |
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The requirements picture is further complicated now by the submis- 
sion of a SHAPE requirement that, in effect, competes with the MTDP 
for acceptance as the requirements side of the NATO balance sheet. The ; 
fact that the SHAPE plan is not costed, and that its impact on present 
national commitments and the country distribution of further defense 
loads is uncertain, simply adds to the difficulty of arriving at a firm 
NATO military requirement which the member Governments will 
agree is financially feasible. The SHAPE plan makes it difficult for the | 
U.S. to put all its chips, in the Ottawa presentation, on a “gap analy- | 
sis” based on the Medium Term Defense Plan that is already nearly _ E 
two years old. | | : a ‘ 

— IV | 
_ Viewed in the light of these comments, the biggest task which NATO | 
must now undertake is to develop and adopt a realistic military re- | 

- quirement which (a) gives promise of building the defenses of West- ; 
ern Europe to a point where the Russians can be fought effectively on 
the European continent, (6) is agreed by the whole group of NATO 
nations to be economically and financially feasible, and (¢) is composed : 

of identifiable tasks allocated to individual countries (and to the Euro- 
pean Defense Force on the continent when it is created). 

It is clear from the experience of NATO so far that a military 
requirement answering to this description will never be produced by E 
separate international groups of military experts, production experts, E 
and financial and economic experts, all sitting separately in more or E 

less water-tight compartments. A realizable military plan must involve : 
: a combined judgment as to what is necessary from a military stand- } 

point, what is physically possible, and what is financially and polit- —— {| 
ically practical. This kind of plan will, of course, be a compromise. - 

Presumably it will involve a larger total of national commitments 4 

than the sum of present national commitments against the MTDP. 
Equally probably, it will involve a total load which is less than the 
present estimated cost of the MTDP. It should represent the practical i 
limit of European contribution to the defense of Europe, plus a judg- : 
ment as to how much of the total U.S. security budget can and should 

be devoted to that same purpose. It would represent, in the last analy- ] 

sis, a political judgment as to what relative weight should be given to _ t 

military and economic situations. It would not wholly satisfy defense 
ministers, chiefs of staffs, financial ministers and foreign ministers. . : 

| But NATO would have, for the first time, a central plan and a common : 
guide for the whole NATO effort—not just another “exercise”. | 
How can such a plan be developed, and on what schedule?. Two f 

factors stand out as of special importance: : | 
_ (a) It must be a joint production of military and economic plan- : 
ners, and | — . i
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(Bb) it should be adopted this fall if it is to have any influence on 

national defense budgets for fiscal years beginning variously on Jan- 

uary 1, April 1, and July 1, 1952. | 

Vv 

The following plan of action would fit these specifications. It might 

produce the kind of plan described above, and on the necessary sched- | 

ule. There are, no doubt, other ways of getting it done, but this seems 

| a practical one. 

1. As now intended, the U.S. would make at Ottawa a full presen- 

tation of its conclusions about the gap, followed by a discussion of the 

need for a military plan which is regarded by all the NATO partners 

as financially feasible. 
9. After the necessary diplomatic preparation with the other dele- 

gations at Ottawa, the U.S. would propose (or get another delegation 

to propose) that a special group of high-level government experts be 

designated to work out and present to the Rome Council meeting a 

military/financial plan for the defense of Western Europe. These “ex- 

perts” would be drawn as individuals primarily from the larger coun- 

tries with perhaps a very few from the smaller NATO partners. In 

the case of the U.S., U.K., and France, at least, both a senior military 

and a senior economic person would be drawn into the group. General 

Bradley is the obvious example of a military officer for this purpose. 

Sir Edmond Plowden is an obvious example of an economic officer 

with the necessary rank and experience. (Perhaps the level should be 

raised still further, to include such people as Mr. Harriman.) 

3. This group would consider itself responsible both for developing 

a practical plan and for getting it sold, at least to the executive sides 

of the larger governments, prior to the Rome meeting. 

4, The group might well take the SHAPE plan as a military basis, 

and the present national commitments as a starting point for adding 

to total financial commitments. : 

5. A summary of their report would be published at some stage, 

presumably after the Rome meeting, so that the peoples of the NATO 

countries could get some idea, in broad outline, of the total military, 

financial and political plan to which they are being asked to con- 

tribute in their own defense. 

Obviously, the important thing is not the particular mechanism by 

which such a plan gets put together, but the principle that the plan 

must be a military-cum-financial plan, not a military judgment in a 

vacuum which is then reviewed by financial experts in a vacuum. , 

However, it is reasonably clear from the brief experience so far with 

the Inter-NATO Working Group that this task cannot be under- 

taken by a group which is three of four levels down from the top, and 

which has little real power to influence the participating governments. 

Planning on the present basis is now bogging down in NATO. But 

the emergence of SHAPE as a headquarters with ideas of its own. | 

makes realistic NATO planning possible. And the certainty of an
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impasse between the U.S. and the Europeans if we proceed along 
present lines makes a New Look necessary to the political health of the 
Atlantic alliance. 

CFM files, lot M—88, box 258 : | . | 

Memorandum by the Chargé in Canada (Bliss) to the Ambassador } 
a 7 at Large (Jessup) | | 

SECRET — a | Ottawa, September 14, 1951. : 
Subject: Greece and Turkey | | 

Today the Greek Ambassador called to give us the latest tidbits : 
regarding the Greek-Turkey question. | : 

1, At New York yesterday Trygve Lie gave a dinner for the Danish | 
Delegation, at which the Greek UN representative was present. There | 
was frank discussion of the admission question, in the course of which 

| Thorkil Kristensen, Danish Finance Minister, indicated that he ! 
intended to make a speech at Ottawa in opposition to the admission 

_ of Greece and Turkey, apparently for the record only and for home 
consumption in the Socialist party. He was strongly criticised for this 
by Kraft, the Foreign Minister, and by Hansen, one of the delegates. 
In the end he appears to have agreed that he would not push the 
Opposition to the point of insisting that Denmark vote against the 
proposal. It would appear that Kristensen has so much political | 

strength that his delegation will probably not be able to shut him 
offentirely, | 

2. The Greek Ambassador called yesterday on Heeney at External 
| Affairs and received assurances that Canada now favors the admission 

proposal. A week ago the Ambassador felt that Canada was a little | 
| doubtful. He deduces that Canada has now received assurances of un- 

qualified British support and is now therefore firmly in favor. (In 

our view he rather overestimates the British influence on Canada.) 
3. The Portuguese delegation, according to the Greek Ambassador, : 

started for Ottawa with the intention of opposing the admission of t 

Greece and Turkey to NATO on the ground that this should be pos- | 
- poned until Spain could also be considered for admission. He now | 

understands that this intention is considerably weaker and that | 

Portugal will probably go along. | 
4. His Turkish colleague, who has been working closely with the | 

Greek Ambassador in Ottawa on this problem, has informed him that : 
Turkey, having refused to accept a conditional invitation to member- ; 

_ ship, has now indicated that if an unconditional invitation is approved | 
there will be no opposition to placing Turkish forces under British I 
command in the Mediterranean. ;
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2. Proceedings of the Session 

Editoriat Note 

The Seventh Session of the North Atlantic Council, which began 

: meeting in Ottawa on Saturday, September 15, was the first Council 

Meeting of 1951, following by 9 months the previous session in Brus- 

sels in December 1950. Many of the Cabinet Ministers who attended 

these meetings were also involved in the ceremonies surrounding the 

signing of the Treaty of Peace with Japan in San Francisco, Septem- 

ber 4-8; the meetings of the Boards of the International Bank and 

- the International Monetary Fund, in Washington, September 10-14; 

and the bipartite and tripartite Foreign Ministers Meeting in Wash- 

ington, September 10-14. : 

More than 30 Ministers were present for the 5 days of meetings. The 

leading representatives of the NATO countries were as follows: 

Belgium Paul van Zeeland, Minister of Foreign Affairs 
Jean van Houtte, Minister of Finance 
Colonel E. R. V. G. A. DeGreef, Minister of Defense | 
Andre de Staercke, Council Deputy 

Canada Lester B. Pearson, Secretary of State for External Affairs 
Brooke Claxton, Minister of National Defense 
Douglas C. Abbott, Minister of Finance 
L. Dana Wilgress, Council Deputy 

Denmark Ole Bjgrn Kraft, Minister of Foreign Affairs 

| Thorkil Kristensen, Minister of Finance 
Erhard J. C. Quistgaard, Chief of Defense 
V. de Steensen-Leth, Council Deputy 

France Robert Schuman, Minister of Foreign Affairs 
René Mayer, Minister of Finance 
Georges Bidault, Minister of National Defense 
Hervé Alphand, Council Deputy 

Iceland Bijarni Benediktsson, Minister of Foreign Affairs 
Gunnlauger Pétursson, Council Deputy | 

Italy Acide De Gasperi, Prime Minister and Minister for Foreign 

ffairs 
Giuseppe Pella, Minister of the Budget 
Randolfo Pacciardi, Minister of Defense 
Alberto Rossi-Longhi, Council Deputy 

| Luxembourg Pierre Dupong, Prime Minister and Minister of 

Finance and Labor _ 

Victor H. J. Bodson, Minister of Justice, Public 
Works, Transportation and Touring 

André Clasen, Council Deputy 

Netherlands Dirk U. Stikker, Minister for Foreign Affairs 
Cornelius Staf, Minister for Defense 
Pieter Lieftinck, Minister of Finance 
Johannes R. M. van den Brink, Minister of Economic 

Affairs 

| Jonkheer A. W. L. Tjarda van Starkenborgh- 
Stachouwer, Council Deputy
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Z Norway Halvard Lange, Minister of Foreign Affairs | 
: Jens Hauge, Minister of Defense — | 

Eric Brofoss, Minister of Trade 
L. J ogann Georg Raider, Minister in the Norwegian Foreign 
| ce 
3 ~ Dag Bryn, Council Deputy | 

Portugal Joao Pinto da Costa Leite, Minister of the Presidency 
: Paulo Cunha, Minister of Foreign Affairs » 

=: Ruy Ennes Ulrich, Council Deputy 
| United Kingdom Herbert S. Morrison, Secretary of State for 

; Foreign Affairs 
1 | _ Hugh Todd Gaitskell, Chancellor of the Ex- 

chequer | —— 
Emanuel Shinwell, Minister of Defense 

; Frederick R. Hoyer-Millar, Council Deputy 
United States' Dean Acheson, Secretary of State 

: John W. Snyder, Secretary of the Treasury 
| William C. Foster, Administrator for Economic 

Cooperation | | 
. es Frank H. Pace, Jr., Secretary of the Army | 

Charles M. Spofford, Council Deputy 

In the compilation that follows, the telegraphic reports of all the 
Council meetings are printed with the exception of the first forma] 
opening ceremony. The main indicator series of telegrams sent from 
Ottawa during the Council meetings were Sectos and Tosecs which 

3 were normally sent from and to members of the United States Delega- 
tion. Deptos and Todeps are the series indicators for telegrams from 

. and to the United States Deputy Representative on the North Atlantic 
| Council. The United States minutes of the Council meetings are not 
fo printed but are in the Conference files, lot 59 D 95, CF 92 and CF 93, : 
: and the CFM files, lot M-88, boxes 159 and 253. Both of these files also 
. contain the preparatory papers which were written as background 
: papers for the United States Delegation by a Steering Group within 

the Department of State as well as other miscellaneous supporting 
materials, | | 

, An attempt has been made in this compilation to note all the forma! 
actions of the Council including a reference to the Council Document 
involved. The texts of the most important resolutions approved by the 

| Council are included as they were transmitted to the Department of | 
State in telegrams. — 

*The entire U.S. Delegation is listed in the Department of State Bulletin, Sep- | 
tember 24, 1951, p. 514. |
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740.5/9-1651 : Telegram | | 

The United States Delegation at the Seventh Session of the North 

Atlantic Council to the Acting Secretary of State? 

CONFIDENTIAL Otrrawa, September 16, 1951—1 a. m. 

Secto 6. This is brief report first closed session seventh meeting NAC 
held 3 p. m. Sept 15, Ottawa. , 

Agenda Item I. 

Van Zeeland read opening address being distributed all dels.? He 

stressed necessity of making decisions promptly and getting on with 

job using best tools available rather than putting off decisions until 

perfect job could be done. Thought perfectionist approach had held up 

mil production in Eur considerably. 

Agenda Item I. 

Agenda approved as submitted except that Acheson suggested pre- 

liminary discussion Item VI be held immed before discussion of agenda 

Item IV so that WG cld be promptly established to make recommenda- 

tions which cld be considered at time agenda Item VI reached. Sug- 

gestion adopted.® 

Agenda Item IV [I1I]—World round-up. 

A. Canada (Pearson). 

1. Noting this first meeting of reorganized council representing 

govts, suggested Council mect 3 times per year thus assisting in plan- 

ning work of NATO and avoiding public impression that meetings 

were result of crises calling for important decisions. Noted little 

lessening of World tension since Brussels with morale higher and less 

fear immed attack. Although West stronger, must continue work for 

further strength particularly in light of aggressive attitude by Russia 

in FE. Urged balance must be maintained between failure to rearm and 

pressing rearmament so fast that domestic economies became vulner- 

able to Russian internal attack. Thought situation Korea might make 

Russia turn more to tactics internal disorders. To counteract this pos- 

sibility thought economic advancement of peoples must be given every | 

consideration. Also mentioned the difference between short-term prob- 

lem in next few years and long-term problem thereafter. Today 

historic turning point development NATO as non-mil objectives for 

first time under consideration. This gives opportunity plan long-term 

1 Repeated to London, Brussels, Copenhagen, The Hague, Paris, Oslo, Lisbon, 

Rome, and Luxembourg. 

2The text of the opening speech by the Chairman, Paul Van Zeeland, was 

circulated among the NATO Delegations as Council Document C7-D/8. 

8The agenda proposed by the Council Deputies had been transmitted to the 

Department of State in telegram Depto 254 from London, August 23, p. 641. The 

OT agenda was circulated at the Ottawa meeting as Council Document
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economic problems. Thought enemies were worried as much about 
unity of NATO as about NATO’s strength. Necessary strengthen unity 
in face of such difficult problems as German participation in defense 
of West, closing gap, burden-sharing exercise and rearmament 

| problems. | , 
B. Denmark (Kraft). | : 
1. Spoke of progress since first NAC mtg and of contribution US 

, and Can thereto. Mentioned increasing feelings shown Strasbourg 4 
that it was worth making sacrifices prevent third world war. However, 
economic gains of past must not be lost. Purpose of NATO to prevent 

3 war, not to win it. NATO not confined to purely military matters, but 
| is permanent. _ | | | 
: [2.] Organization anxious to hear Acheson’s view on Item VI. Spoke 
: of value Denmark to NATO in defense Baltic and Northern flank. 
? Believed Denmark’s contribution sometimes under-rated. Thought 
: NATO shld be careful avoid risk war in building up its forces, par- 
7 ticularly to avoid propaganda that NATO had aggressive designs. 
2 Mentioned that complete denial exports from West to East wld have 
: serious consequences and increase World tension. Although appease- 
| ment is to be shunned, there are serious dangers in preparing too 

vigorously for war. Political problems of today common concern of 
| small and large countries and required consultation. | 

C. France (Schuman). 7 
! ~ 1. Spoke of relationship between Fr and Ger which must be based. 

on common institutions rather than on treaties and agreements which 
might be broken. Discussed conferences held Paris on Eur Army ° 
stating that conferences have resulted in a report which Fr Govt was 
willing to accept. Stated that Ger was willing accept general principles 
contained in report, but that various military, legal and financial de- 
tails had to be worked out. These were in the hand of subcoms. It is 

| hoped that report can be submitted to NAC in Rome and agreement 
reached there after which debate in Parliament soonest to seek favor- 
able vote on broad lines BDC [DC] described briefly certain portions | 
report relating to supra-national authority to control admin and finan- | 
cial aspects of EDF. EDF does not derrogate from concept of NATO, | 
but by creating stronger Eur control thereby NATO will become | 
stronger. se | 

D. UK (Morrison). | 7 , : 
1. Reported briefly on Bonn discussions between occupying powers } 

and Ger concerning participation Ger in Western defense.® Discussions : 

‘For documentation on the Council of Europe which met at Strasbourg, Novem- | 
ber 26—December 10, see volume Iv. _ : 

5 For documentation concerning the attitude of the United States towards the 
Conference for the Organization of a European Defense Community (HDC), see : 

Pr For documentation concerning U.S. participation in discussions relating to. 
contractual relations with the Federal Republic of Germany, see pp. 1446 ff. 

| 536-688 PT 1--81--~4y : | !
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with Gers commenced Jan and continued until June when detailed and 
technical report submitted. Germany refused agree safeguards re- 
quired by the occupying powers on ground it wld make her an unequal 
partner. After report, talks suspended because of progress made in | 
EDF conferences. UK desired to give whole-hearted support to EDF 
which was bold and visionary idea which would require, however, 
considerable thought and work before it became a reality. UK now 
sending general officer to work with military comite of EDF confer- 
ence in Paris. | 

2. On general situation, Morrison noted grounds for satisfaction 
that policy of containment was working as there had been no fresh 
Communist aggression since last mtg. Also referred to Korean fighting 
and cease fire talks. Mentioned problems in ME talks and four deps 
in Paris on agenda for proposed CFM. Noted that we are in dangerous 
period while relative weakness of West doesn’t match strength of 
Kast. After build up West must be alert to maintain proper relative 

position. He called for necessity of political leadership so that morale 
of people maintained and they would glory in willingly accept sacri- | 
fices to avoid another war. Propaganda of the right sort cld accom- 

plish much. Emphasized necessity for proper standard living among 

masses. Warned against more conciliatory propaganda line from Mos- 

cow. Thought there was no evidence of any change in Soviet intentions 

as dictatorships must have an enemy to keep people from looking 

closely at internal problems. Firmness and restraint required to 

weather difficult period ahead until reasonable military equality be- 

tween West and East achieved. At that time situation shld be reviewed. 
K. US (Acheson). 7 

1. Urgency of present situation relates itself to co-existence with 

Soviets. He traced historically Soviet power system and noted that 

novel problem was that in 1917 conspiracy gained control of state with- 

out losing its character as a conspiracy. Soviets at same time stressed 
to their people the vulnerability of their frontiers and their inevitable 

victory over capitalism. Last war removed Ger and Japanese check 

on Soviets leaving rest of world weak and vulnerable to neutralism. 

ME and FE have become inflamed with nationalism and desire free- 

dom they are not yet ready to use. Western powers demobilized. As 

result Soviets increased pressure on East and West to push borders 

out and endeavor to maintain weakness of West to achieve objective 
without war. Attempted to keep Germany, Korea and Japan from 

recovering and becoming united, attempted to divide West powers to 

prevent West from rearming, to make UN impotent and defeat gen- 
eral disarmament. Facing this problem econ policy of West in Eur 

has been most successful and now military efforts proceeding well. 
Progress is being made and problems can be solved. Soviet has made
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' no advance and has lost Yugo as ally. Discussed progress in FE since 
war and insuperable difficulties there encountered. Fighting today in 

; many areas of FE, spread of which UN in Korea is discouraging. New 
1 treaties in Pacific will help provide for future. FE is true test of 

Soviet intentions if Soviets so wished fighting in Korea and Indochina. 
| wld cease. Danger of spread of Korean War is considerable and no rea- 

son to be optimistic about peace talks. Renewed attack will be met with 
great power. Further requests to resume talks wld be accepted. Also 
discussed ME problems where nationalist agitators, badly governed 
and exploited, used West as scape goat. Patience and firmness needed. 

2. Re urgent need strengthen NATO, efforts must be made to have 
2 _ Ger participate in defense of West as self-respecting associate. He 
| read prepared statement of occupying powers regarding new status 

being granted Ger at time EDF created. UK, France and US will 
only retain supervisory authority to cope with problems relating to 
present division of Germany and its security. In all other fields new 
contractual arrangements wld result occupying statute repealed, 
troops wld be defense forces and not occupation troops. Ambs wld | 
take place of High Comms, Further report to NAC when negotiations si 
concluded. | | | 

3. Final observations: (1) EDF wld be a real step forward toward | 
Eur community and shld have full support (2) He recognized im- 
portance of standard of living of people but stated that urgent mili- 
tary preparation settlement of German participation and non-military | 
objectives must be done together and at once. | 

740.5/9-1651 : Telegram | | 
The United States Delegation at the Seventh Session of the North — I 

Atlantic Council to the Acting Secretary of State | 

CONFIDENTIAL Orrawa, September 16, 1951—1 p.m. 
_ Secto 7. Report on Sat evening mtg which was continuation of after-  F 
noon mtg on item III, covering statements by Nor and Port reps: E 

| Lange urged continued emphasis on joint NATO evaluations of world F 
situation in order each nation in determining national policies may do | 
so on basis of common appraisals of facts. In order these periodical] 
reviews by council may be meaningful other NATO bodies shld report 
fully and continuously to respective nations on developments. Lange 
noted if there is very real possibility of serious danger in Eur in sum- : 
mer of 1952, and if possible worsening of situation in Korea may be : 

* Repeated to London, Paris, Copenhagen, Brussels, The Hague, Oslo, Lisbon, | 
Rome, Reykjavik, Luxembourg, and the Department of Defense. 7
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taken as indication of worsening of situation in Eur, then Eur nations 

_ shld keep their forces at home in order they not find themselves over- 

extended in face of danger. Lange supported Canad suggestion that 

Council reaffirm devotion of member nations to democratic foundations 

of society which members have in common. He noted devotion of 

NATO countries to democratic principles is basic binding force holding 

nations together. In this connection stated reports of US bilateral 

negotiations with Spain ? are very disturbing to Nor people. He stated 

- Nor wld like public assurances that US is not trying to pave way for 

eventual assoc of Spain with NATO. 

Port rep stressed present danger and predicted an increase in tensions 

until western powers have achieved adequate defense level. He stressed 

danger of weakening internal economies of nations in striving for ~ 

adequate defense against external aggression and urged continuous 

attention be given to strengthening economic and social fabrics of 

member nations. Dr. Costa Leite pointed to recent agreements with 

US on Azores bases as evidence of Port willingness cooperate with | 

other NATO members. He supported Lange’s emphasis on need for 

full consultation in NATO before national policies which affect all 

members are put into effect. 

Van Zeeland suggested possible utility of giving greater publicity to 

the business before council by giving agenda in full to press, by having 

Council members discuss in public items being considered by Council, 

and by making public parts of national statement made on Item III. 

Acheson gave firm no to suggestions, and urged privacy of Council 

deliberations be maintained even at risk of offending press. He insisted 

that utility of council mtgs wld be destroyed if their privacy is less- 

ened. Lange supported Acheson and chairman did not pursue sug- 

gestions any further. 

It was agreed that business of Council be wound up by Thurs noon 

and that in order to complete agenda morning mtgs shld begin at ten 

and afternoon mtgs at 8 with possible evening mtg on Mon only. Chair- 

man is endeavoring to make arrangements for simultaneous translation 

in order to save further time. 

Mtg was adjourned until Mon, Sept 17, at 10 a. m.* | 

?Wor documentation on the interest of the United States in Spain’s participa- 

tion in the defense of Western Europe, see volume Iv. 

’The following message was added to Secto 7 by telegram Secto 8, September 16. 

“Port expressed disagreement with Lange’s statement re Spain and said that all 

elements of strength should be used to further defense of West. Costa Leite ex- 

pressed satisfaction over developments since last year when expressed same 

viewpoint and said he did not share Lange’s fears. However, he did not openly 

refer to bringing Spain into NATO.” (740.5/9-1651)
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i Conference files, lot 59 D 95, CF 93 | | 

| Memorandum of Conversation, by the Assistant Secretary of State for 
: . European Affairs (Perkins) 

SECRET | [Orrawa,] September 16, 1951. 
Present: Mr. Lange, Foreign Minister of Norway 

| Mr. Acheson : 
Mr. Spofford 
Mr. Perkins 7 ; 

Mr. Lange immediately raised the question of the contribution of 
| Norway to the UN forces in Korea. He indicated that they had a 
2 shortage of trained personnel both in the non-commissioned and officer 
: _ ranks, Also, they had been impressed by the pressure from SHAPE 
| to build up their own forces as rapidly as possible, This indicated that 
| it was unlikely that they could send the battalion requested to Korea. 

However, they had thought that perhaps they might send a special 
| group trained in winter warfare which might be useful in training 

leaders in this field. This group would be less than a battalion but 
would have a belligerent status. : 

Mr. Acheson indicated that this was an interesting suggestion and : 
even though not what we hoped for was far better than Norway’s | 
present lack of participation. He suggested that Mr. Lange talk with | 
General Bradley on the feasibility of such a proposal. | | 

Mr. Lange then raised the question as to whether the NATO should . 
advise its Members on priority—such as Korea vs. the defense of 

| Europe. a | eas 
Mr. Acheson indicated that he felt this might cause trouble with — 

the UN because it would look as if the NATO was setting itself up as 
the final] arbitrator for military requirements. Therefore, he felt that | 
these problems should be decided individually. I 

Mr. Lange then raised the question of the US negotiations with f 
Spain. | | 

Mr. Acheson replied that the United States had made it clear that i 
it was not our intention to take Spain into the NATO. Spain has three F 

_ types of facilities which are important to us: (1) anchorage rights; 
(2) aircraft landing rights, which is important from the point of view i 
of refueling fighter aircraft in transit; and (3) over-flight rights. Be- | 
cause of these desired privileges, the United States was willing to con- f 
sider reasonable requests from the Spaniards whith should be (1) : 
limited to costs of the improvements of the facilities which we desired 

| to use and (2) reasonable economic aid. He further pointed out that ; 
| he had great difficulties with public opinion in the United States which | 

was unable to distinguish between our willingness to support Franco : 
who. was a dictator and our willingness at the same time to support | 
Tito who was equally a dictator. | | |
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Mr. Lange pointed out that the difference between the two was that 

Franco split up our friends, whereas Tito split up our enemies, 

Mr. Acheson pointed out that he felt it would be helpful to stress 

the limited objectives we were seeking and the limited aid we would 

be giving. 

Mr. Lange said that one of the most unfortunate things about the 

Spanish approach was that it had coincided with our announcement 

concerning Greece and Turkey in the NATO. This made many of the 

peoples of Europe feel that we were giving up the original concept 

of the NAT, which was that of an integrated community, and that | 

this idea was one that had taken hold in Europe and was growing in 

strength. 

Mr. Acheson indicated that he hoped that something might be done 

under Article 2 of the NAT which would reassure the peoples of | 

Europe. 
| 

Mr. Lange asked why Mr. Acheson had suggested a preliminary dis- 

cussion of Article 6 on the agenda. - 

Mr. Acheson said that he felt that Item VI was worthy of hard 

| thought, that this would not be achieved unless the discussion was 

focused, and, therefore, some action should be taken early in the meet- 

- ing to focus the discussion when we came to Item VI. 

Mr. Lange agreed but felt that any recommendations that were 

made should not exceed the possibilities of fulfillment. 

Mr. Lange then took up the question of Greece and Turkey in 

the Command picture. As he understood it, Turkey in the Command 

structure would be out of NATO and in the Mediterranean Com- 

mand. This would give Turkey a different status from other NATO 

countries and might set a precedent. | 

Mr. Acheson replied that he did not feel that this was the situa- 

tion. Actually, the position of Turkey was one of added responsibili- 

ties—not a special position. | , | 

Mr. Lange then asked about the feasibility of a Middle Eastern Pact. 

Mr. Acheson pointed out that this would not achieve the reciprocal 

guarantees which membership in NATO provided and mentioned the 

| great difficulty of the membership problem in the organization of any 

| Middle Eastern or Mediterranean Pact. The Middle Eastern Com- 

| ‘mand would protect the Turkish flank and therefore was of great 

‘nterest to the Turks. It would also be possible to bring the Common- 

wealth countries into such a Command and ultimately it might be 

possible to bring in the Arab States and Israel. This could be done 

without mixing up this situation with the NAT. He explained the 

dual relationship of the proposed Command, where Turkey as a 

Member of NATO would come under NATO, and in connection with 

Middle Eastern problems would come under the Middle Eastern 

Command.
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Conference files, lot 59 D 95, CF 93 | | | , 

: Memorandum of Conversation, by the Assistant Secretary o } State for 
i European Affairs (Perkins) 

q SECRET [Orrawa,] September 16, 1951. 
Subject: Meeting with Mr. Kraft | 7 
Present: Mr. Kraft, Foreign Ministerof Denmark 

oe Mr. Acheson | | a - : | _ Mr. Spofford : | | ! Mr. Perkins _© | | 
: The Foreign Minister indicated that there was rea] opposition to the admission of Greece and Turkey into NATO in his country. While the 

opposition which had existed in the creation of N ATO, and particu- 
larly the admission of Italy into it, had been largely overcome, now 
that it would be faced with the admission of Greece and Turkey the 
opposition to the concept of NATO would start al] Over again and | would augment tension in his country. He also said that the method | - of announcement had caused real trouble. a | Mr. Acheson agreed that the method of announcement had been | most unfortunate and completely unintended on the part of the United | 
States. , | 

Mr. Kraft indicated that it showed a disregard for the small Powers which was most unfortunate. He said that he would be obliged to op- 
pose the suggestion and that the Standing Group paper was not pleas- 
ing to Denmark. He also said that the suggestion indicated in the | | beginning to the addition of other members into the NATO. Mr. | 
Kraft raised the question of the power of the Standing Group in mat- } ters of this kind. | : . : 

So far as Denmark was concerned, their attitude would depend on 
that of other countries. They might be able to reconsider their decision : 
to oppose as they did not want to be the only ones to veto. However; [ 
before he could agree not to veto he would have to check with his Gov- | : ernment again. | a | . I 

Mr. ‘Acheson pointed out the interest which the United States had [ | in the natural entity of the NAT. He said that he could understand : that some of the countries felt that Greece and Turkey were far away 
and that Turkey was a country of different traditions. He further : 
pointed out that Greece was the originator of democracy, and that the : last elections in Turkey had indicated that Turkey was becoming a F democratic nation in the real sense. Mr. Acheson went on to say that j the real question was whether or not you were giving or getting more F out of the arrangement. The protection of the southern flank of the I European Command was an important element. Greece and Turkey 
not only protected this flank but also added real military strength to
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NATO. He pointed out that if the Soviets attacked Greece and Turkey. 

- to all intents and purposes the Western countries were committed to 

| come to their defense, but that if we were attacked there was not a 

reciprocal commitment that these two countries would come to the 

defense of the West. | 

Mr. Kraft mentioned that both countries belonged to the UN. 

Mr. Acheson admitted that this was true but that the UN commit- 

ments were not binding, and that if both these countries were bound 

and if Yugoslavia came in on the side of the West it would pin down 

a great many Soviet troops and keep them away from Western Europe. 

Thero were also considerable assets in Greece and Turkey from the 

point of view of our air forces. He felt that if NATO were one coun- 

| try it would be wise to make an alliance with Greece and Turkey be- 

cause we were not increasing our liability but adding to our strength. 

As to the Command question, Mr. Acheson indicated that if Greece 

and Turkey were in NATO their defense as NATO Powers would be 

directed from NATO as was that of other countries. But we did have 

to recognize that Turkey faced two ways and that this was an im- 

portant factor in the geographical picture of the Middle East. The 

whole Middle East was of considerable importance to Europe par- | 

ticularly because of the oil resources and its line of communications 

facilities. It was also of great importance to pull the Middle Kast 

together and Turkey could help in this task. All this resulted in the 

dual command set-up proposed by the Standing Group. 

Mr. Acheson indicated that there were three principles involved. 

One was that NATO was to be responsible for the territory of NATO 

Members. The second was that NATO was not responsible for the 

territory of non-members, particularly in this instance the Arab States. 

The third was that the common direction of effort was important and 

desirable. He felt that perhaps these principles should be made known 

and that a public report on the problem might be useful. 

Mr. Kraft said that the comments of Mr. Acheson had been very 

helpful but that in the final analysis he had to recognize that admis- 

gion of Greece and Turkey into NATO would mean additional 

commitments. 

Mr. Acheson stated that, he did not believe that the commitments 

were increased. ) 

Mr. Kraft said that he felt that this might tend to precipitate war 

now and that the West, particularly Denmark, was not now ready. All 

in all, he felt it was very difficult to explain to his people. Later, if 

they had more time, they might be able to bring popular opinion 

around to support this additional membership, but indicated that this 

might involve a period of as much as a year or two. He then asked 

about the possibility of a Mediterranean arrangement. |
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2 Mr. Acheson pointed out that the great difficulty with this was that 3 it was not a reciprocal obligation and that it was important to have i reciprocal. commitments from Greece ‘and Turkey to the NAT countries, | 

: CFM files, lot M-88, box 253 . 
Memorandum by the Chargé in Canada (Bliss) to the Ambassador at | | Large (Jessup) | | 

- [Orrawa,] September 17, 1951, 
2 Subject: Greek Representations | 
, This morning the Greek Ambassador delivered to the Embassy the 7 attached memorandum! with a request that its contents be brought to the attention of the U.S. Delegation. The Ambassador also requested your advice as to whether or not he should present a similar memo- | randum to the delegations of the United Kingdom, Canada, France, Italy, Belgium and Iceland. He further asked for a copy of the resolu- tion to be presented to the Council regarding the admission of Greece | and Turkey. | 

| After consultation with yourself, Mr. Perkins and Mr. McGhec this : afternoon I informed the Greek Ambassador, on the authority of Mr. | McGhee, that there is no occasion for concern on the part of Greece regarding the admission problem and that this memorandum raises a problem which in fact does not exist. While we feel that the delivery of the memorandum to the other countries listed would do no harm we feel that it is not really necessary. However, Mr. Perkins and Mr. McGhee felt that this Greek statement might help to reinforce our | views, particularly with the United Kingdom. In the end the Am- | bassador stated that he would deliver the memorandum to the U.K. | Delegation and not to the others, He also expressed great appreciation for the reassurances of Mr. McGhee. | | | : _ In accordance with your observations on the drafting of the resolu- : : tion I told the Ambassador that the United States Delegation had j prepared a draft for internal delegation purposes and that nothing : | had occurred yesterday at the meetings between Foreign Ministers ; which produced any revisions in our draft. However, I declined to give j him a copy of our resolution since it is for internal purposes only, and [ told the Ambassador that the resolution actually to be presented to the Council will in fact: be drafted by a committee appointed for the : purpose. I think he would have liked to have a text to telegraph to Athens, but in the circumstances he must agree that it would serve no : useful purpose. | | 
: 

1 Not reproduced. - | 3
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740.5/9-1751 : Telegram 

The United States Delegation at the Seventh Session of the North 

Atlantic Council to the Acting Secretary of State? 

CONFIDENTIAL Orrawa, September 17, 1951—11 p. m. 

Secto 12. ToISA. Fol summarizes NAC meeting 10 a. m. Sept 17 

which concluded item 3, had brief preliminary discussion item 6 and 

began item 4. | 

De Gasperi referred Italy position in zone of immed danger and | 

said even if Italy’s economic ills overcome, peace treaty limitations | 

wld inhibit Italian effort. Full efforts all partners needed despite pre- 

liminary successes for which Marshall Plan largely responsible. It 

was now time to turn to democratic offensive and West should have 

dynamic propaganda policy. De Gasper outlined value of even tem- 

porary employment for Ital labor in def effort and activation of plants 

now idle. He made further plea for action to remove discrimination. 

Re Eur def community Italy had agreed this concept all along but took 

into account organizational problems, especially common financing, 

involved in this step towards federalization. Therefore, means should 

be found for temporary solution which wld obtain Ger contribution 

to defense. Lange praised spirit of item 3 discussion, but felt summary | 

needed to clarify its meaning. He proposed and council agreed chair- 

man of deputies shld prepare summary which wld include apprecia- 

tion of world situation. He felt document such as this wld aid govts 

when they went to Parliaments for funds. 

Before taking up item IV council had preliminary discussion of 

, item VI proposed by US on Sat. 

Acheson opened discussion, stating time had come for careful con- 

sideration non-military aspects NATO re which it had welcomed 

various initiatives by Stikker. NAT was far more than defensive — 

alliance as it represented will of peoples to develop their freedom and 

common heritage. Importance we attach to development NA com- 

munity shld be made clear to all. Moreover, this had bearing on de- 

fense which today must counter both military and ideological aggres- 

sion. Our peoples would make sacrifices more readily if they realized | 

what they were doing was not for military reasons alone. 

Wld be desirable expand present practice of exchanging views on 

policy matters through council and deputies and also wld be desirable | 

endorse OEEC manifesto.? Obviously desirable raise living standards 

and thereby reduce need for artificial external assistance. Acheson 

suggested chairman appoint small subcomite consider with chairman 

1 Repeated to The Hague, Paris, Oslo, Copenhagen, London, Rome, Brussels, 

Frankfurt, Lisbon, Reykjavik, and Luxembourg. 

2For documentation concerning this manifesto and U.S. interest in the Or- 

ganization for Huropean Economie Cooperation (OEEC), see volume Iv.
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: and chairman of deputies and other members of council means make 
' clear importance attached by govts to non-military objectives and 
4 suggest lines of future action. 
] _ Stikker made long statement explaining he had not spoken under 
: item ITT of agenda because views he wld have expressed equally appro- 

priate under this item.* Analyzing Pax Sovietica, Stikker said Soviets 
: regard politics as war by other means and their peace campaign was 

really act of war in Sov sense of word. He ascribed uneasiness in West 
Kurope to worsening econ position which followed Korean war and 
resulting impetus for rearmament. While general willingness make 
sacrifices existed, any further lowering present standards wld endanger 

: social peace on home front. Balance needed between military and eco- 
: nomic efforts. NAT framers considered it constitutional action which 
: they hoped wld some day give rise to NA community. Proclamation of 
: determination establish Atlantic community might well reverse present 
: mood of apathy and uncertainty. Govts shld examine means for prac- 

tical realization this concept and movement for Atlantic federation 
union originating in US was of particular interest although hardly 
ripe for immediate use. 
Even though Atlantic community long-term target, should start 

now provide broader platform for cooperation than afforded under 
present practice to clarify NATO objectives (1) common def, (2) polit | 
coordination and frequent consultations on foreign policy, (3) econ, | 

, financial and social cooperation towards full employment, increase in | 
productivity, progressive elimination trade barriers, stability of bal- , 
ances of payments, equitable production and distribution raw ma- 
terials, price stabilization for essential commodities, and (4) : 
coordination of info and cultural activities. | 

_ Stikker suggested possibility creating NATO advisory committee 
on info, issuance of “declaration of intentions” to move towards closer 
association, and endorsement of European manifesto. Declaration —E 
should set forth achievements under NATO and repeat firm intention 

, work towards closer association and establishment of Atlantic com- | E 
munity within framework UN. Care shld be exercised avoid duplica- L 
tion overlapping other orgs in this field. | 

_ Schuman stated France had always insisted on (1) avoidance ex- j 
cessive military character, (2) connection between social economic, : 

| and military problems, and (3) solid basis for military cooperation 
through establishment spiritual and economic community of interests. F 
France supported Acheson’s initiative and hoped wld lead to practical — 
results without overlapping or competition between groups. Schuman 
also referred to aims of proposed committee and emphasized need to j 

| strengthen propaganda which was now primarily defensive. | 

*Stikker’s statement on the Atlantic Community was made from a prepared E statement which was circulated at the meeting as Council Document C7-D/13. :
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Morrison agreed to proposal but said cooperation must be practical. 

It was well to have vision of military, economic, and social cooperation, 

but far better to move step by step in sensible way. Proposal accepted 

on basis chairman wld later submit names and terms of reference. 

After brief presentation * SG intelligence estimate of present situa- 

tion and defense capabilities, [De Greef] criticized report as not giv- 

jing clear picture existing forces and efficiency. Considered report 

slightly frightening. Suggested council invite Eisenhower Rome. | 

Shinwell reviewed progress UK program, citing familiar statistics 

and warned against emphasis on gap rather than present plans to ful- | 

fill commitments. Made five general points: (1) Speedy political de- 

cisions on which military decisions based are essential. Cited 

infrastructure, stating hopeful decision be reached while here; Ger- 

many, on which progress being made: use of idle production capacity ; 

and solution economic difficulties; (2) must meet time-phased com- 

mitments with forces fully equipped and trained for emergency action ; 

(3) when standing forces ready task not ended. Members then must 

build effective reserves behind forces; (4) reserves must be ready for 

action in few days or few weeks; (5) prerequisite of military strength | 

utmost cooperation in NATO, with full consultation between Defense 

Ministers and planners. 

Claxton raised Canadian proposal for reorganization MRC,” citing 

SG treatment (ie., SG draft report proposing country force alloca- 

tions by non-SG members without full consultation) of gap as indica- 

tive inadequacy present arrangement. SG members obviously had 

- consulted govts in accepting paper while no such chance for non-SG 

| members review allocation. | | 

| Italy outlined plan meet present commitments on time and indicated 

prepared do more than treaty permits, stating already agreed in mili- 

tary planning to future force levels in excess treaty limits. Supported 

Belgian and Canadian statement as did Netherlands. Lange, while 

supporting Canadian reorganization proposal, stated national auths 

and distance partly to blame for difficulties with SG. Proposed that SG 

intelligence appreciation be prepared for council with a summary of 

discussion of agenda item III which Spofford preparing at NAC 

direction. 

Pace welcomed frank discussion and opportunity Defense Ministers 

give views to SG. Emphasized importance viewing present situation | 

in proper perspective, thought very substantial progress since Brus- 

sels, although much still remains be done. Requested Bradley speak, 

clear up misapprehensions re SG. Bradley said he thought discussion — 

‘General Paul Ely .was the first speaker when discussion of agenda item IV 

began. He informed the delegations that a fuller report would be forthcoming 

at the Eighth Session of the Council in Rome. 

®Hor documentation concerning the reorganization of NATO, see pp. 1 ff.
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; raised three points: (1) Re intelligence estimate it wld be of more 
4 value if allow adequate time to prepare. Also C of S of each NAT 

member shld have chance study SG intelligence estimate and discuss 
: it in MC meeting Rome; (2) re gap he explained any paper must have 

first draft and gap treatment by SG was not in any sense allocation 
but first cut at problem based on best info SG cld obtain; (3) re reor- 
ganization SG he pointed out this on Rome agenda and MRC should 
study for discussion three. | 

Janne discussed DPB report, describing present system uncoordi- 
nated nat] programs and problems in undertaking integrated program. 
DPB mission to follow and expedite nat] programs, find surplus ca- 

: pacity, coordinate Eur production with US MDAP. Mentioned US 
: interest in offshore procurement of ammunition and spares, and Van 
: Zeeland pre-financing scheme. Emphasized planning must be internat] 
| if progress to be made, suggesting NATO direction of funds for pro-| 
| curement. Herod described unutilized capacity in Eur which wld go 
| long way to fill deficiencies and called for solution financial] bottleneck, 

| said DPB has no responsibility or auth do this and asked council solve 
fin and raw material problems, | 

740.5/9-1851: Telegram | | | | 
The United States Delegation at the Seventh Session of the North | 

Atlantic Council to the Acting Secretary of State? | , 

SECRET , | Orrawa, September 18, 1951—1 a. m. | 
-Secto 13. ToISA. Report on Mon afternoon mtg, continuation morn- 

ing discussion Item IV, Beaulieu made remarks on FEB report re 
proposals to correct inequality of def burden; suggested FEB be | 
invited complete its report with additional info re defense budgets | 
required for implementation of commitments; stated FEB interim 
report tries to establish basis for distribution of burden; pointed out p 
that US-Canadian econ power has doubled since 1938 and Eur in- | 
creased by 40 percent; pointed out lack of raw materials; lack of [ 

_ machine tools, deterioration in B/P and increased prices; coordinated | 
action necessary to rectify. If US econ aid below anticipated level as i 

_ Indicated, it wld cause some changes in Eur plans. No simple magic 1 
formula cld be devised for burden-sharing but principle of productiy- | i 
ity cld be applied within limits. Requested NAC approve FEB analy- 
sis; requested more info on def programs and approval FEB program F 
for further work. a j 
-Spofford made fol comments CD progress report: Deputies made | 

progress in many fields; difficulties encountered (as in infrastructure) 

* Repeated to The Hague, Paris, Luxembourg, Oslo, Copenhagen, London, Rome, : Brussels, Frankfurt, Lisbon, and Reykjavik. | F
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have been due in part to legal and admin practices but solution wld and , 

must be found; glad to hear emphasis delegates placed on exchange of 

views; closer coordination between treaty agencies required; efforts 

needed bring balance between assets and requirements; greatest 

achievement of CD is of solidarity, unity of purpose, mutual confi- | 

dence and trust. 
Bidault stated Fr Govt thinks reports set forth excellently funda- 

mental problem now before NATO, that of determining relations _ 

| between mil needs and financial means; stressed urgent need for 

balance sheet; supported Bradley suggestion that intelligence appre- 

ciation be given at Rome. 

Van Houtte (Belgium) stated only thru coordinated action can we 

bring about increased production ; full utility of US-Canadian aid can 

best be achieved thru multilateral action; pointed up Bel’s pre- 

financing scheme to solve DPB monetary problem; def budgets to be 

considered in FEB as only those portions of the def budgets which go 

to carrying out the MTDP. 

Pella? (Ital) pointed out large part of available production and 

manpower capacity was in Italy and wished ways and means wld be 

found to utilize this lest potential source of strength become weakness ; 

favorably impressed with US decision to use off-shore procurements ; 

FEB report was first step in effort to bring equilibrium and urged 

: rapid conclusion of this work; wished FEB not only consider budget- 

ary aspects of the problem but also take acct of countries available 

resources. | | 

Abbott (Canada) stated it was Canada’s hope that reports wld bring 

out facts upon which govts can decide on political basis fair distribu- 

tion of burden; hoped that then wld be no agreement by experts as to 

burden-sharing as this was matter for political determination by govts. 

Van den Brink? (Neth) pointed out all countries know their fair 

part and do not like to see pressures brought to bear to do more; 

| stressed Neth terrifically exposed world trade conditions; reaffirmed 

views that it ready to do fair share. 

Kristensen of Den attacked principles underlying burden-sharing 

formula; stated def expenditures for this exercise shld be restricted to 

NATO costs; that NAT income must be adjusted to acct for unused 

and undeveloped resources as it is future we are interested in, not past; : 

requested that FEB study impact on countries if more required ; 

| sighted deteriorating B/P and inflationary trends; launched into Den 

position on East-West trade stating that West derived more advantage 

| from Eastern trade than disadvantages. | 

| 2 According to the United States minutes of this meeting (US MIN-4), this 

statement was made by the Italian Minister of Defense, Pacciardi, rather than 

by Pella (Conference files, lot 59 D 95, CF 98). 

8 According to the minutes cited above, this statement was made by the Nether- 

lands Minister of Finance, Lieftinck.
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Gaitskell (UK) stressed need for making distinction between paper 
: plans and plans of action and stated UK plan was latter; real problem _ 

3 is not financial but econ; stressed need for closer collaboration be- 
: tween FEB and DPB; UK like Den lives by trade; UK will do every- 

’ thing increase coal exports; be mistake to assume we can increase 
; defense efforts, standard living and still maintain favorable B/P and : 
: have no inflation; if milit situation is so dangerous then we must 
; simply fill mil requirements by revising out econ policies and put them 

on war footing. © | a 
. Mayer of Fr said we must never lose sight of two hypotheses as both 
2 being equally probable though contradictory (1) sudden attack in 

near future and (2) long period of cold war with its intense mil prep- 
arations; pointed out Fr’s poor financial-econ status due to shortages 
and increased prices of resources and US reduced econ aid. 

Costa Leite (Portugal) pointed out great disparity of resources 
among countries stating that formula for determining burden has 

: limited significance ; stressed fact that Portugal is but small poor agric 
3 country but that she was ready to make max effort. 
: Brofoss stated Nor had made many sacrifiices and was confronted 
2 with inflationary problems and requested that FEB be invited study 
| this problem. | 
: Acheson restated US position re East-West trade.® Foster stated 
: that US was confident that countries can get job done; urged that | 

: consideration be given to reduce traffic barriers; gave comparative 
figures between Western and Soviet bloc production capacity and 
pointed out that speedy effective high-level conversion and mobiliza- 
tion of this preponderance of resource will mean ready mil power. 
Snyder restated that mil effort can be achieved with maintenance of 
econ stability and pointed out that inflationary trends were not re- | 
stricted to Eur area. Pace reassured Council of US desire to coordi- | 
nate US aid with Eur production and that US planned to go forward | 

_ with substantial off-shore procurement. | | 
| Van Zeeland proposed that deputies prepare paper on exchange of : 

_ views for future meeting in order focus proposals and suggestions. : 
Acheson supported. = | 

Council launched into item V. Acheson and Pace set forth advantages | 
to be gained by NATO with adherence of Greece and Turkey to Pact 
and gave reasons for proposed command org of Middle East. Morrison _ 
fol with support for full membership; Schuman and Stikker also sup- | 

| ported US proposal but called attention to fact that their parliaments 
had to ratify. Other dels to be heard from tomorrow. | : 

4 According to the minutes cited above, a brief recess followed Mayer’s remarks. oo 
Costa Leite resumed the discussion when the evening meeting opened at 6: 10 p. m. | 

* For documentation concerning the interest of the United States in East-West : 
trade, see vol. 1, p. 993 ff. - f
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Records of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, 092.2 North Atlantic Treaty 

The Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff (Bradley) to the Supreme 

| Commander of Allied Forces in Europe (Hisenhower) 

TOP SECRET USEYESONLY Orrawa, September 18, 1951—3:51 a.m. 

OPERATIONAL IMMEDIATE NOFORN NO DISTRIBUTION 

As you know, the problem of admission of Greece and Turkey to 

NATO and the associated question of a unified Middle Eastern Com- 

mand under a British Commander to include Turkish forces is fore- 

most on the Agenda of the Ottawa Meeting. This project is fully sup- 

ported by the US and UK, but a few nations are doubtful and hesistant 

primarily for political reasons. However, present reading of the situa- 

tion indicates eventual acceptance during the Ottawa meeting. 

| France concurs in admission of Greece and Turkey to NATO but 

advances two conditions to her acceptance of Middle East Command 

concept. One condition to her acceptance relates to the status of a 

French senior officer in the Middle East Command. We believe this can 

be satisfactorily resolved. The second condition relates to a French 

Naval Command in the Western Mediterranean. | 

US position in this matter has been governed by JCS guidance which 

reads as follows: | | 

“(a) That there should be only two principal allied Naval Com- 

mands in the Mediterranean, one subordinate to SACEUR and the 

other subordinate to SACME, each primarily responsible for the sup- 

port of his respective supreme commander. 

(b) That all naval activities in the Mediterranean be within and 

subordinate to either of these two Naval Commands except coastal _ 

activities. 

(c) That all naval operations in the Mediterranean be conducted by 

these two Commanders and in those areas and tasks where responsi- 

bilities overlap, the necessary coordination of plans and operations be 

worked out by them or their delegated subordinates. 

(d) That in view of Shapto 25,* it is appropriate to recognize 

French and Italian naval responsibilities in the Western Mediter- 

ranean with the understanding that these commands will be within 

| the Naval Command structure for CinC Southern Europe for overall 

command and coordination, and for the assignment of tasks along 

either area or functional lines as necessary for the accomplishment of 

the primary mission of support of SACEUR’s southern flank.” 

In order to meet the demands of the French and the desire of our 

Department of State, it has been suggested that we go somewhat be- 

1 Not found in Department of State files.
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yond this position and your Shapto 25 by submitting the following 
| - proposaltothe French: = | 

1 “The Standing Group agrees that the Naval Command inthe area 
; of the Western Mediterranean situated west of Sardinia should be 

exercised by a French admiral. | | | 
“This Command will be within SHAPE’s Southern Naval Com- 

i mand. The latter will retain and exercise in this zone such functional 
responsibilities as may be necessary for the accomplishment of his. 
missions. Overall command will be exercised by the Naval Commander | 

: under CinC Southern Europe. oe | | 
“Subject to the foregoing, tlie Terms of Reference of the French 

Naval Commander will be in harmony with those of the Commanders | 
of adjacent areas.” | OS | 

, The last sentence in this proposal considered in relation to the first | 
i sentence is primarily for French public consumption at the time of the 
: announcement of the British Commander Middle East and US Com- | 
: mander of the Atlantic. Our interpretation of this last:sentence would — 

jo place the French Command west of Sardinia in co-equal status with a 
: corresponding possible Italian Command east of Sardinia, and on this 

basis the paragraph appears acceptable. a 
The French have not accepted this proposal and we are advised that 

_ this proposal somewhat modified may have been discussed by the 
French Government with you. | - eee 
We are reluctant to get into the details of your previously approved 

Command arrangements but may be forced to do so for French political 
reasons in order to assuage French public at the time of the announce- 
ment of the other two Commands. I am presenting this picture to you | 
in order that you may know my views on the matter and to invite your | 

| comments should you desire to send them. Should you desire to com- | 
ment, your views should reach us as soon as possible, as the Greek and | 
Turkish problem will be voted on in the Atlantic Council prior to 
adjournment on Thursday. | | 

| [Brapiey] , 

740.5/9-1851 : Telegram | 

The United States Delegation at the Seventh Session of the North 
Atlantic Council to the Acting Secretary of State? 

SECRET Orrawa, September 18, 1951—5 p. m. : 
Secto 15. ToISA. Tuesday a. m. session began 10 a. m. resuming dis- 

cussion Greece and Turkey. Fol discussion Dane said he needed consult 

* Repeated to The Hague, Paris, Oslo, Copenhagen, London, Rome, Brussels, | f 
: Frankfurt, Lisbon, and Reykjavik. F 

536=-688 PT 1--81---45 | | L
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Copenhagen so council next took up item VII-since steering comite 
appointed consider item VI not ready report. 

Shinwell noted were number of matters in reports of primary con- 
cern to Defense Minister and proposes Defense Ministers retire to con- 
sider their problems, reporting to council later. Referred again to 
“paper plans” which would not meet commitments even if finances 
and equipment available and urged frank talk among Ministers about 
reserves, terms conscription, deployment naval forces, etc. 

Claxton stressed value all Ministers being exposed to all aspects 
NATO work and suggested full council have opportunity participate 
general discussion before Defense Ministers withdrew for frank tech- 
nical talks. Benediktsson made general statement, citing US base 
agreement under NATO and lauding US spirit of equality in negotia- 
tions. Pace agreed separate mtg, proposing frank session Defense 
Ministers fol by report to council for further discussion. Italy agree, 

, _ provided there wld be detailed report for council consideration. | 
Acheson proposed opportunity be taken for mtg Foreign Ministers 

have preliminary discussion item VIII. Pointed out had been con- | 
siderable informal] discussion among dels and confusion re proposal 

apparent. Stikker suggested Finance Ministers attend also, which 

agreed. | 

After several dels indicated desire have Defense Ministers par- 

ticipate discussion item VIII, agreed adjourn plenary session, Defense . 

Ministers remaining to consider reports. Foreign Ministers and 

Finance Ministers reconvene three p. m. for preliminary consideration 

item VIII to be joined by Defense Ministers at close their mtg.
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4 740.5/9-1851: Telegram | 
: The United States Delegation at the Seventh Session of the North | 

Atlantic Council to the Acting Secretary of State? | 

SECRET Otrawa, September 18, 1951—6 p. m. 
Secto 16. Re final paragraph Secto 15.2 Shinwell opened Defense 

Ministers consideration country reports on defense effort emphasizing 
concern over readiness existing NAT forces in being. SACEUR report 

: to SG cause for concern since not only was prospect mtg overall re- 
| quirements not encouraging but worse still existing commitments not 
! _ being effectively met. He stressed vital necessity of having existing 
: forces and those currently being raised battle worthy. Not only must 

2 standing forces be battle ready but majority of reserves must be ready 
; for action by D plus 30. If reserves only ready subsequently might be 

2 too late. Shinwell felt situation required frank discussion. | 
| De Greef (Belgium) chairing Defense Ministers agreed on necessity 

effective forces which in turn depend on length military service, proper 
| mobilization procedures, basic and advanced unit training, ete. | 

Bidault agreed in principle and indicated French program wld 
achieve this result. 7 | | | 

Claxton gave long detailed report on Canadian effort assuring | 
Canada wld meet DC-28 * commitments on time. | 

Danish rep indicated Denmark planning meet commitments. 
De Greef stressed importance Defense Ministers needling govts to | 

_ agree on infrastructure. Also asked General Bradley to specify ade- 
quate length of military service. Bradley replied that this involved | 

_ different national considerations of geography, manpower, etc. and 
_ felt it unappropriate for him to answer. If Defense Ministers wished 

this they shld request it of MC. , | 
Shinwell then proposed Defense Ministers recommend council ask ft 

SG to request SHAPE and other NATO commands to report to MC _ 
_ prior Rome council meeting on readiness of NAT forces allocated and E 

earmarked for SHAPE. Defense Ministers agreed on test of recom- _ 
_ mendation to be submitted to afternoon plenary session. Fol is text’ of E 

recommendation subsequently approved by council which also agreed 
| invite General Eisenhower to Rome meeting (See immediately follow- i 

ing telegram *) : “In accordance with request of council, Ministers of | 
Defense recommended: (1) forwarding reports on each country’s de- ; 
fense effort to standing group and military rep comite for transmission 
to SHAPE and other commands as appropriate; (2) asking standing ; 
group to request SHAPE and other NATO commands: (a) to submit 

* Repeated to London, Paris, Copenhagen, Brussels, Luxembourg, The Hague, F Oslo, Lisbon, Rome, and Reykjavik. ’ | E 
: 2 Supra. [ 

* See footnote 4, p. 626. 
* Infra. | [
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to military comite for next meeting of council in Rome an appreciation 
of the readiness and effectiveness of forces allocated and earmarked 
for NATO which, in their view can be immediately available for battle 
in event of war breaking out; and (0) to suggest any military steps 
which shld be taken to improve immediate availability of forces.” 

740.5/9-1851 : Telegram | 

The United States Delegation at the Seventh Session of the North 
Atlantic Council to the Acting Secretary of State? | 

SECRET _ Orrawa, September 18, 1951—7 p. m. 

_ Secto 17. Council reconvened in plenary session Tuesday p. m. and 
unanimously approved Defense Ministers recommendations re item 
VII: (a) fol reports tabled NAC re country’s defense effort to SG 
and MRC for SHAPE and other NATO commands, (6) ask SG to 
request SHAPE and other NATO commands (1) to submit to MC 

| for NAC mtg Rome an appreciation of readiness and effectiveness of | 
forces which can be made immediately available for battle, (2) to sug- 
gest any mil steps which shld be taken to improve immediate availa- 
bility of forces and (c) to invite General Eisenhower to proceed to 
Rome to give appraisal and recommendations. | : 

Secretary Pace circulated prepared US report on defense effort? 

without making it basis for discussion. He fully supported early 

readiness proposals and stressed that US making both “early plans 

and later plans” to encompass situation ahead. 

Claxton made announcement that upon SHAPE’s recommendation, 

Canada planned to send in new brigade group to form part of northern 

army forces with UK-Belgian-Netherlands forces. . | 

Council closed discussion item VII, adjourned until 10 a. m. Wednes- 

day when will discuss draft report from WG on item VI. 

; 1 Repeated to London, Paris, Copenhagen, Luxembourg, Brussels, The Hague. 

Oslo, Lisbon, Rome, and Reykjavik. 

2'The statement by Pace concerning the defense effort of the United States was 

circulated as Council Document C7-D/17, September 18, 1951. . |
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: 740.5/9-2051 : Telegram : : 7 oe 

Lhe United States Delegation at the Seventh Session of the North 
| Atlantic Council to the Acting Secretary of State? 

SECRET ) O1rawa, September 20, 1951—1 a. m. 
_ Secto 27. During sessions of Council September 19? consideration 
given to resolution submitted by five power sub-committee under Item 

: VI, three papers proposed with reference Item IV on future meetings, 
order of business, and DPB and FEB reports, and paper prepared by 
special meetings of Ministers on Item VIII. Resolution proposed on 

, Item VIII creating high level temporary committee to study co- 
3 ordinated analysis defense plans was approved by Council (Secto 23)? 
3 as was resolution on defense production and financial problems (Secto 
2 24).* Council will meet Thursday a. m. to consider papers mentioned 
: still under consideration and to continue discussion Item V suspended 

from Tuesday morning meeting. | | 

' Repeated to The Hague, Paris, Oslo, Copenhagen, London, Rome, Luxembourg, 
Brussels, and Frankfurt for Handy. 
*This telegram, not printed, reported on the proceedings of the eighth and 

ninth meetings of the Council at 10:00 a. m. and 3 p. m. on Wednesday, Sep- 
tember 19. mo | Oo | 

° Infra. | | | ‘Not printed; it informed the Department of State concerning the substance 
of the resolution which was circulated at the meetings as Council Document 
Ci—D/20. The resolution noted the reports of the various agencies of NATO as 
called for in agenda item IV and requested closer coordination between all NATO | agencies, civilian and military (740.5/9-1951). ma ae . | The progress reports from the Standing Group, the Defense Production Board, 
the Financial and Economic Board, and the Council Deputies were circulated as 
Parts I-IV of Council Document C7-D/1. The report of the Chairman of the 
Council Deputies, which is printed in full on pp. 272-279, was circulated as Coun- | cil Document C7-D/3.. ; —
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At opening of morning meeting Council took up proposed declara- 

tion on future development NATO ® setting forth concept that peoples 

of NA Community are united to preserve their freedom and develop 

their common heritage of democracy, liberty and rule of law. Fol brief 

preliminary discussion, Council adjourned until 3 p. m., to study text. 

During break private meeting of one Minister from each country 

called at suggestion chairman to consider further proposed [goals] 

under Item VIII. Discussion re Item VI proposal continued at after- 

noon session with several proposals for minor revisions. No significant 

discussion aside from slight dispute on possible mention of UN, pro- | 

posed by Morrison and defended by Acheson. De Gasperi expressed 

gratitude efforts of Ministers meet Italian concern re discriminatory | 

treaty provisions though these not mentioned. Lange suggested con- 

sideration be given at some point in future deliberations to associating 

Parliamentary reps in Council work. 
Fol another break Council took up and approved Item VIII resolu- 

tion.* Spofford pointed out NATO coordinating group now serving 

CD wld continue and function as means of providing info to proposed 

high level committee. NATO coordinating group ad hoc body and 

therefore proposed committee created no jurisdictional problem. Coun- 

cil next turned attention papers submitted under Item IV.? Adopted 

proposal covering DPB and FEB reports, with Neth rep noting 

smaller countries wld have difficulty coming up to high and expensive 

standards of performance which might be possible on part of other 

countries. Proposal re order of business set aside for further study and 

consideration Thursday. | | 
Finally Council agreed that more frequent regular meetings NAC | 

should be held three or four times a year but postponed final action re 

date and place of next meeting. UK rep pointed out British Govern- 

ment wld require two to three weeks after October 25 elections before 

it eld properly participate in Council mtg and Schuman called atten- 

tion possible conflict with UN in event postponement. 

5The declaration referred to here was read by Van Houtte, discussed, and then 
circulated as Council Document C7-D/18 for individual study before further 

discussion. For action on this resolution, see telegram Secto 32 from Ottawa, | 

September 20, p. 683 and footnotes thereto. 
° See infra and footnotes thereto. 
7 See footnote 4 above. |
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: 740.5/9-1951: Telegram | 7 

1 The United States Delegation at the Seventh Session of the North 
j Atlantic Council to the Acting Secretary of State? — | 

CONFIDENTIAL | Orrawa, September 19, 1951—8 p.m. 
: Secto 23. ToISA. Fol resolution approved NAC this afternoon 

re agenda Item VIII? subj only possible minor language changes: 

The North Atlantic Council, convinced: 
(1) That the creation of adequate strength, based on a sound econ 

foundation, to deter aggression and provide for the defense of the 
North Atlantic area requires the cooperative marshalling and most 
effective use of the resourcesofthe NAT countries. __ 

(2) That there is required as an immed next step an analysis of the 
2 issues involved in reconciling on the one hand the. requirements of 
7 external security, in particular of fulfilling a militarily acceptable 
: NATO plan for the defense of Western Eur with, on the other hand, 

_ the realistic politico-economic capabilities of member countries. 
(3) That such an analysis must not interfere with urgently required 

further steps to fulfill present national commitments for force 
contributions. ; - 

Agreed: | 
(1) That a temporary committee of the Council be formed to carry 

out the analysis afore said and to submit to the Council its findings, 
including possible course of action. ee , 

(2) That the committee shall consist of individuals appointed by | 
each of the member govts who are either Ministers of or closely related | 
to the govt of their respective countries and who are particularly quali- ) 

_ fied for this special task. The committee shall elect from among. its : 
members a chairman and one or two vice-chairmen. An executive bu- : 
reau will be formed; it will be composed of the chairman, the vice- 
chairmen, and any other members whom the committee may choose to 
appoint, if necessary, according to circumstances, with a view to ex- 

_ pediting the work of the committee. SO 
(3) That the committee shall be entitled to call for information, 

advice and assistance from all members govts. | 
(4) That all military and civilian NATO agencies are hereby di- 

rected to give the committee such assistance as it shall require. Ar- 
rangements to this end may be worked out in consultation with the - 
Council Deputies and the ad hoe NATO joint working group, and may 
include, for example, statement by the responsible military agency, for F 
planning purposes, of time-phased country-allocated force and in- : 
frastructure requirements for the defense of Western Eur; an ex- F 
amination of the organization and equipment of basic national military : 
units with regard to their contemplated roles in the defense of Western : 
Kur, their training and operating requirements (including infrastruc- : , ture) and the making of recommendations on economy measures to : 

* Repeated to The Hague, Paris, Luxembourg, Oslo, Copenhagen, London, Rome, E Brussels, and Frankfurt. | - . | * This resolution was circulated as Council Document C7-D/19 Final. “Reso- 3 lution for Coordinated Analysis of NATO Defense Plans.” E
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obtain effective military force requirements at minimum cost; a review 
of the production capabilities existing in the various countries so as to 
enable the supply of standardized or non-standardized military items 
for the equipment of necessary forces as expeditiously as possible and 
at minimum cost; the costing of defense requirements; and the analysis 
of production, financial and econ possibilities and implications. 

(5) That the committee shall make a progress report to the next 
meeting of the North Atlantic Council and shld complete its analysis 
and report its findings to the Council not later than first Dec 1951.3 

7 On September 26, President Truman announced his appointment of W. Averell | 
Harriman as U.S. Representative to the TCC. For the official announcement, see 
Department of State Bulletin, October 8, 1951, p. 572. 

740.5/9-1951 : Telegram | 

The Secretary of State to the President 

SECRET = NIACT Orrawa, September 19, 1951—midnight. 

Secto 25. For the President from Secretary. Council session has been 

noteworthy for harmony and for increasing sense cooperation between 

-PC’s. While difficulties coordinating fully govt actions twelve sover- | 
eign countries remain great, community spirit developing and US 
leadership always recognized as unavoidable is increasingly accepted. 

I was especially pleased by comments reps of Den and Iceland with 
whom we recently concluded base agreements. Both expressed full ap- 
preciation for manner in which US conducted negotiation and paid 
homage to democratic sense equality which US displayed notwith- 

standing huge discrepancy size and power of parties. : 

Ottawa session also significant as first NAC attended by DefMins 

ind FinMins as well as FonMins in accordance with last spring’s re- 
organization of NATO structure. While presence of so many Mins 
somewhat delayed proceedings, I believe distinct benefits will be de- 

rived from this personal participation of three senior Cabinet officials 

each govt. This should lead to broader understanding complexity of 
our security tasks. There has been minimum speaking for record and 
all have displayed real desire come to grips with problems. 

It is, of course, too soon fully assess result of session as only ends 

| tomorrow. In judging results to date you should bear in mind the ob- 

jectives which we had set for ourselves at this session. Primary purpose 

| was obtain favorable action on admission Greece and Turkey. In addi- 

tion, we wished pave way for acceptance by excc branches of NATO 
govts of solid military plan at subsequent NAC in Rome. Our third 
major objective was reassure our NATO allies increasingly fearful 

that US considered NATO only as mil alliance without regard for econ 

and soc realities or cultural matters. This concern recently enhanced 

by our pressure for admission Greece and Turkey, especially latter,
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| which Scandinavian and others were reluctant to accept as lacking 
Ksur, Christian and democratic background. While a handicap in this 
instance, the seriousness with which these countries considered NATO 

: as nucleus for gradually developing North Atl community holds 
promise for future. oe a 

: Greece-Turkey item introduced Mon and fully supported by US. 
: UK, Fr and Italy. Other countries expressed varying degrees accept- 
3 ance with Nor and Dutch stressing that their action duc to desire not 
, block will of majority. This would have resulted from their negative 

vote because of unanimity rule. Danish rep said not permitted by 
his instructions to vote aye. Discussion interpreted to permit Dan rep 

: request new instructions from Copenhagen and will resume tomorrow 
: when I expect favorable action by council. This action will take for 
: recommendation to govts that they invite Greece and Turkey join 
| NAT. As preliminary action required by constitutions most countries, 
) we must expect delay two or three months before Greece-Turkey 

accede. This, however, will not prevent talks with Greek-Turkish 
govts with view establishing command set-up. 

Re non-mil aspects NATO press has displayed fanciful imagination 
in reporting alleged action and decisions. We have done our utmost to 
rebut allegations that we have committed ourselves to econ programs 
for Eur at expense US taxpayer. We have made no such commitment | 
of any kind. We have supported resolution estab ministerial comite. | 
consisting of Bel, Can, Ital, Dutch and Nor reps to make recommenda- | 
tions on (@) pol coordination and frequent consultation on foreign 

| policy; (b) closer econ, fin and soc cooperation within NAT organiza- | 
tion or thru other agencies; (c) collaboration in fields cultural and : 
public info. , : | 

Re offshore procurement, we only expressed interest in helping use | 
idle equipment facilities which would also provide Eur with some 
needed foreign exchange and would also develop alternate sources mil 
production which could be most useful under war time conditions 
shipping shortages. No figure mentioned as to amount such US  « 
procurement. a L 

Re hastening acceptance firm mil plan, council has taken a major f 
step this general subject, now generally referred to as “operation wise- | 
men”. Resolution adopted today provides for temporary comite of | 
twelve reps of-Cabinet rank and on which I hope Averell Harriman ' 
will serve as US rep and we expect, would be elected chairman. There ' 

| will be a small exec comite consisting of chairman and vice chairman. i 
| Resolution directs all NATO agencies (this includes SHAPE) to : 

place their services full disposal comite. Puropse is to make synthesis | 
starting with valuable work done by deps and NATO agencies in mil, : 
econ and fin fields but which have not yet been fitted together. It is ; 

: hoped comite members will be statesmen with broad vision who will ;
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tackle problem both in terms of requirements of mil situation and of 

econ and fin potential. Every effort will be made by comit insure most 

severe screening mil requirements while at same time seeking ways and 

means use most efficiently econ strength of West to pay the bill without 

disrupting economies. Comite instructed to present interim report 

Rome and “findings” no later than Dec 1. I hope this work will lead 

to economically feasible and militarily adequate plan to insure security 

NATO countries. 
Most report grave worry Eur countries over deterioration their 

internal economies under impact post Korea defense programs has 

been unanimous. All have stressed that mil build up at accelerated rate 

which US has been advocating would result in run-away inflation and 

econ chaos, would foster communism and thus be self-defeating. _ 

While next meeting had been generally though informally accepted 

as in Rome, Oct 29, UK elections Oct 25 now leaves question open as 

to place and date of future meeting. We have not had time discuss 

with other delegations this problem. Until we can make more definite 

plans, appears advisable not to comment. | | 

| ACHESON 

Conference files, lot 59 D 95, CF 93 

Memorandum of Conversation, by Ridgway B. Knight of the Office 

of European Regional Affairs * 

TOP SECRET | [Orrawa, September 20, 1951. ] 

Subject: Middle East Command and Greece and Turkey 

Participants: The Secretary 
Mr. Morrison, UK Foreign Minister | 
Mr. Schuman, French Foreign Minister — 

| General Bradley 
Air [Chief] Marshal Sir John [William] Elliot, 

British Member, Standing Group 
General Piatte, Deputy to General Ely, French Mem- 

| ber, Standing Group. 

Mr. Schuman outlined the French position as follows: The French 

Delegation had received instructions to vote for the admission of 

Greece and Turkey at the Ottawa meeting of the NAC. However, with 

reference to the Middle East Command it was impossible for him to go 

beyond acceptance in principle of this command. He outlined the two 

French reservations which had already been communicated to the UK 

and to the US during the Tripartite Discussions in Washington on 

1 Knight was Coordinator of International Conferences for the period September 

through November 1951. |
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’ _ 12-14 September. These would have to be satisfied before the French 
Government could give its final approval. _ a oe | 

i (a) French assistant to the Middle East Commander: Mr. Schuman 4 submitted a paragraph outlining the French position. (Admiral 
Wright has the only copy given to us, together with the translation 
done on the spot)?. Substantially, the French requested that there be a 
French major general who will serve as assistant to SACME, and 
receive appropriate responsibilities and authority to discharge these 
responsibilities within the geographical limit of the Middle East 
Command. | | 

(6) Command set-up in the Western Mediterranean: Mr. Schuman 
also submitted a paragraph outlining the French position. (Admiral , Wright has the only copy given to us, together with the translation 
clone on the spot.?) The heart of this French reservation is to the effect 

: that the command must be geographic in nature rather than func- 
| tional and that the French admiral in command thereof should have a | status “analogous” to that of the naval commanders in adjacent areas. 

The French insist that their admiral who already has the functional 
responsibility for protecting the LOC between southern France and 
North Africa, receive a geographic command in addition thereto. | 
However, this geographical command would not include those func- _ tional responsibilities which would have to be attributed directly to 
Admiral Carney. | 

The Secretary and Mr. Morrison. pointed out that this French reser- 
vation could constitute a major problem depending on exactly what 

__ the French had in mind: Was it proposed that the French admiral _ 
come directly under General Eisenhower (through interpretation of — | 
the word “analogous” applying to the relationship between the French 2 
admiral and Admiral Carney) or would the French be willing to have | 
the Admiral serve under orders of Admiral Carney (through interpre- | 
tation of “analogous” to other naval commanders subordinate to Ad- : 
miral Carney) ? It was also pointed out that whatever arrangement 
was established should be entirely satisfactory to General Eisenhower 
as the first mission of all allied naval forces in the Mediterranean was 
the support of SACEUR. | | | oe 

: Mr. Schuman answered that the French Government was not ex- | 
cluding the possibility that their admiral would be subordinate to Ad- 
miral Carney, but that this was a point which could not be settled by : 
itself, but would have to be part and parcel of an all-over settlement of | 
the French Command for the geographical naval command in the _ | 
Mediterranean which should provide minimum satisfaction to French | 
aspirations. He referred to French public and parliamentary opinion oe 
which would be very insistent and vocal on this subject. _ | : 

| Mr. Acheson summed up to the effect that a decision could obviously E 
not be reached today as he was not qualified in this highly technica] 1 

* Not attached to the source text. | :
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military field and that General Bradley would have to consult with 
the other US Chiefs of Staff as well as confer with General Eisen- 
hower. Likewise, Mr. Morrison indicated that he would be obliged to | 
consult his Government and the UK chiefs of staff. The Secretary then 
proposed that first things be considered first and that the three powers | 
vote in favor of admission of Greece and Turkey at the Council Meet- 
ing in the afternoon and agree to postpone the settlement of the ques- 
tions pertaining to the M.E. Command, which however important they , 
were, had a lower priority. The Secretary proposed that subsequent to 
favorable action by the Council, General Bradley, whom the US Gov- 
ernment intended to send to Turkey to discuss the Middle East Com- 
mand and obtain Turkish views as to Turkish participation therein, 
together with a British military representative (Mr. Morrison subse- 
quently designated Field Marshal Slim) stop over in Paris on their 
way to Turkey. In Paris General Bradley and Field Marshal Slim 
would discuss the Western Mediterranean Naval Command problem 
with General Eisenhower and the French staff. It was hoped that these 
conversations would be successful and that a French military repre- 
sentative of high rank would then join his British and American col- 
leagues and proceed with them to Ankara where all three would talk 
with their Turkish opposite numbers. (Jointly or severally, the point 
was not made clear but the inference was that the three representatives 
would speak jointly with the Turkish staff.) , 

Messrs. Morrison and Schuman accepted this procedure and General a 

Bradley stated that he hoped these conversations in Paris could take | 

place within a week to ten days. | | 
Mr. Morrison raised the question as to whether mention should be 

made in the British communication to the Turkish Government that 

the principle of an integrated Middle East Command had been ac- 

cepted by the US and by the French. | 
Mr. Schuman said that unfortunately this was not yet a fact. While 

he had expressed agreement in principle to the Middle East Command, 

he had specifically stated that final and definite approval could only be 

forthcoming after minimum satisfaction of France’s reservation re- 

lating to the Western Mediterranean. It was thereupon agreed that all 

three governments could only refer to their own views and to actions 

they had taken or proposed to take themselves and would not refer to 

the other two powers. 

In the course of the conversation, Mr. Schuman stressed to Mr. Mor- 

rison that it had to be thoroughly understood that in voting that after- 

noon for the resolution pertaining to the admission of Greece and 

Turkey in NATO, France and [in?] committing itself only to the pre- 

cise language of the resolution and that in so doing France was not 

committing itself to anything beyond that language (ji.e., he wished to
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make abundantly clear to Mr. Morrison that in voting for the admis- 
sion of Greece and Turkey, he was accepting no commitment—direct or 

: implied—in regard to the Middle East Command). 

740.5/9-2051 : Telegram : | | a 

| --‘ The United States Delegation at the Seventh Session of the North 
Atlantic Council to the Acting Secretary of State? 

1 SECRET PRIORITY Orrawa, September 20, 1951—7 p. m. 

Secto 32. NAT mtg concluded 4:15 p. m. after fol action today: 

1. Adopted res recommending to govts they undertake steps neces- 
_ sary to enable invitation be issued Greece-Turkey accede to NATO. 

Council also took note of protocol which deps wld shortly: sign to ac- 
: complish steps required bring about accession.?- | | | 

2. Adopted final communiqué including announcement council 
agreed recommend to govts that Greece-Turk be invited accede. 

3. Adopted res under item VI (future development of NATO) on 
NAT community.‘ | | 

, 4. Adopted res on item IV requesting certain action by NATO 
agencies fol up reports presented to thissession.© __ | | 

5. Council took note under item IV (other business) of agreement 
2 on infrastructure. It also agreed to Nor suggestion that CD study and | 
7 recommend procedures to restrain leakage council business to press 

| during mtg. | N 
: 6. Re implementation item VIII (wise men res) council decided that | 

if countries had not designated reps, substitute cld attend first mtg 
. which wld be held Paris earliest possible time. oo 

3 7. In view statement by Morrison that regardless outcome elections 
UK cld not participate mtg late Oct, council decided arrange date for 
Rome mtg thru CD. 

8. Van Zeeland turned chairmanship over to Pearson of Canada at 
end of mtg. : 

*Repeated to The Hague, Paris, Oslo, Copenhagen, London, Rome, Brussels, 
and Frankfurt. | | a 

* The draft resolution concerning the accession of Greece and Turkey to NATO 
was circulated as Council Document C7-D/23 (Revised) of September 20: the 
protocol that accompanied it was circulated as Council Document C7-D/25 of 
September 20. Both the resolution and the protocol texts were transmitted to the 
Department of State once they were approved: see telegram Secto 31 from 

_ Ottawa, September 20, p. 689. 
For a more detailed account of the discussion concerning the accession of 

Greece and Turkey which took place in the Council, see telegram Secto 33 from 
Ottawa, September 20, infra. . , 

* For text of the final communiqué see p. 691. OO | 
‘This resolution was circulated as Council Document C7-D/18 Final, “Future | | Development of NATO, Other Than in Connection with Defense Plans”; the | 

text of the resolution as adopted by the Council was transmitted to the Depart- | 
ment of State in telegram Secto 29 from Ottawa. September 20, p. 687. | | 

* This resolution was circulated as Council Document C7-D/21, “Draft Resolu- | 
tion with Respect to Item IV of Agenda” of September 19; the text of the resolu- | 
tion as adopted by the Council was transmitted to the Department of State in ) 
telegram Secto 28 from Ottawa, September 20, p. 686. | | : |
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Highlights of debate were as follows: Prior adoption res upon future 
development of NATO Mayer of France suggested amendment em- 
phasizing promotion stability and well-being through NATO and 
other agencies during rearmament period. Fol debate in which Acheson 
pointed out this item supposed to relate to long term measures, amend- 
ment was modified decreasing somewhat emphasis on measures for pur- 
poses economic improvement and indicating these shld be applicable 

both during rearmament period and thereafter. 
Before adoption item IV res calling on NATO agencies for certain 

reports to next council mtg Pace in accordance position previously 

taken proposed amendment to provision which implied DFB cld take 

steps integrate defense production programs only after adoption by 

member countries. Council accepted amendment indicating DPB cld 

endeavor integration during formative period such programs. 

(Text docs adopted by council being reported separately; also for 

additional info re Greece—Turk see separate tel.*) 

As CD cld not conclude procedural aspects Greece-Turkey admis- 

sion before lunch, council resumed discussion this item after lunch. 

On the communiqué, language was provided covering the agreement 

on infrastructure and after some debate it was agreed to retain the term 

“infrastructure” in the communiqué. Pace made point NATO criticism 

in important US quarters has centered on purported failures infra- 

structure problem so that report of progress shld make positive refer- 

ence using this term. Text communiqué pouched separately.” Chair- 

man congratulated everyone and adjourned the seventh session of the 

council. , 

‘The telegrams referred to here are accounted for in footnotes 2-5. | 
7The text of the communiqué was transmitted to the Department of State in 

telegram Secto 30 from Ottawa, September 20, which is not printed. For the formal] 
text, as presented to the press on September 21, see p. 691. 

740.5/9—2051 : Telegram 

The United States Delegation at the Seventh Session of the North 
Atlantic Council to the Acting Secretary of State * 

SECRET Orrawa, September 20, 1951—8 p. m. 

Secto 33. Fol receipt of instr by Danish FonMin permitting him vote 

favorably, NAC this p. m. agreed recommend to govts they take steps 

accordance their respective procedures to enable invitation be extended 

to Greece-~Turkey to accede NAT. Matter came to council for action in 

form recommendation from CD that council adopt res, and take note 

Repeated to The Hague, Paris, Oslo, Copenhagen, London, Rome, Brussels, 

Frankfurt, Ankara, and Athens.
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of protocol which CD members proposed sign on behalf of govts when 
: duly authorized. | : | 
: Protocol had to be entirely separate document because, contrary 

earlier indications (Secto 19, Sept 18) ? Fr delegation unable accept, 
for domestic political reasons, US procedure suggested under which 
protocol was annexed to res. It was therefore impossible to commit | 

: council fully to protocol itself. No major substantive changes in text 
j of protocol or proposed amendment Art 6 which appears therein (but 
| not in res). Text of amendment as follows: | | 

: “For the purpose of Art V an armed attack on one or more of the | 
1 parties is deemed to include an armed attack (1) on the territory of 

any of the parties in Europe or North America, on the Algerian de- 
: partments of France, on the territory of Turkey and on the islands of 
: any of the parties in the North Atlantic area north of the Tropic of 

Cancer; (2) on the forces, vessels or aircraft of any of the parties. 
; when in or over these territories or any other area in Europe in which 
2 occupation forces of any of the parties were stationed on the date __ 
=: when the treaty came into effect, or the Mediterranean Sea or the North 

Atlantic area north of the Tropic of Cancer.” : 

Van Zeeland, as outgoing chairman, has formally notified Gr and 
Turk Ambs in Ottawa, five p. m. today (ref Secto 22, Sept 19). 
When debate resumed on Gr—Turk in council this p. m. Nor and then 

Denmark announced their agreement followed later by Port and . 
, Netherlands, subj to same reservations as before incl principle of | 
: equality of rights and obligations. Morrison stated imperative enter 

: into preliminary discussions with Gr and Turk and that US proposed 
| _ tomakeexploratory approach, —s_—© et a oe 
: Debate ensued when Stikker insisted he wld be unable explain com- | 
: mand position to his Parliament and thought preliminary discussions 

_ shld be held first with all members NAT before they were under- 
taken with Gr-Turk. If this not done, action in some legislatures might 

| be prejudiced. Stikker also objected to Fr suggestion that Gr-Turk 
might be present at Rome as observers as this wld be prejudice free- 
dom of decision by govts who had to ratify necessary steps to admit. 
Fr suggestion was then dropped. | | 

_ One other difficulty which arose was objection Italy to any amend- | 
ment Art 6, and its suggestion that treaty be amended by interpreta- 
tion. This suggestion also dropped. 

| Although Stikker had pressed his point, debate passed off with no 
evidence of serious lack of harmony and US, UK and Fr paid tribute | 

- to spirit in which Danes and others had accommodated themselves 
to views of majority. | | 

In course of debate, Acheson alluded to words “armed attack” in | 
_ Articles 5 and 6 and said he felt it valuable to recall that general in- | 

* Not printed. | |
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terpretation these words has been and is that such attack was one of 
national significance and not merely local incident as for instance one 

due to mistake of subordinate mil commander. This was, he felt, re- 

flected in Art 5 language that each party shld take “such action as it 

deemed necessary” and thus reaction govts cld be adapted to nature 

and seriousness of attack. | 

740.5/9-2051 : Telegram | 

The United States Delegation at the Seventh Session of the North 
Atlantic Council to the Acting Secretary of State? 

SECRET Orrawa, September 20, 1951—1 p. m. 

Secto 28. ToISA. Fol test [¢eat?] res approved NAC this morning 
re agenda Item IV: ? 

North Atlantic Council: With respect to reports presented to— 

seventh session by NAT agencies: | | 

(1) Request that the MilCom, in its report to next mtg of Council, 
include: (a) Estimate of relative strength and capabilities of NATO 
and Soviet bloc forces at present and in immed future; (6) Comments 
on proposals for reorganization NATO mil structure. 

(2) Request that CD, in relation to report requested from MilCom 
in para 1(a) above, provide similar estimate concerning industry and 
economic resources. 

(3) Request that DPB, in considering production programs, keep 
itself informed of progress in each country in actual placing of produc- 
tion orders and deliveries of finished material. | 

(4) Request that FEB, in analysing financial and economic efforts, 
with respect to defense, of each member govt and of group as whole, 
keep itself informed of actual execution of budgets and financial pro- 
grammes, and especially of commitments and payments made. 

(5) Request that DPB explore and develop means obtain integra- 
tion of defense production programmes of member countries. 

1 Repeated to The Hague, Paris, Oslo, Copenhagen, London, Rome, Brussels, 
Luxembourg, and Frankfurt. 

2A brief summary of this Council meeting is contained in telegram Secto 32 | 

from Ottawa, September 20, p. 683. Regarding action on this resolution, see foot- 

note 5 thereto. | |
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j 740.5/9-2051 : Telegram 

1. The United States Delegation at the Seventh Session of the North 
 .-—- Atlantic Council to the Acting Secretary of State? 

CONFIDENTIAL Ottawa, September 20, 1951—1 p. m. 
Secto 29. ToISA. Fol text res approved NAT this morning re 

: agenda item VI:? | | ) 

| “Statement by NAT Council re North Atlantic Community.® 
“Peoples of North Atlantic Community are united under NAT 

present their freedom and develop their common heritage of democ- 
| racy, liberty and rule of law. During past two years, since treaty came 

into being, NA countries have joined in collective efforts for their de- 
Zz fense. They will continue work together closely to consolidate NA 

Community. All obstacles which hinder such cooperation on an equal 
: footing shld be removed. — / | | 
: “Persistent attempts which have been made and are being made 
: divide peoples of NA Community will fail. Those who made these 
; attempts do not understand nature or strength or close ties between 
: __ free peoples of NA Community. Preservation of peace is very essence | 
, of that Community, and free discussion as to how this can best be 

done is source of continuing strength. | — 
“It was threatening international situation that brought 12 nations 

of NA Community formally together under NAT to create sufficient 
strength to preserve their freedom and liberty. Series of so-called peace 
offers as vague in language as they are obscure in content are made 
from time to time. Peoples of NA Community will test these offers by | 

| deeds that follow them. They will never reject any genuine move for 
peace, but will not be deflected from building up their defensive 
strength by mere empty words about peace. | | 

“Strengthening of NATO in past two years has developed in minds : 
of peoples strong sense of their common interests and ideals. There is 
desire within NA Community to meet specific needs in all fields where 
close collaboration will advance welfare of Community. 

. “One source for further development of NA Community is Art II 
of NAT which states: | : 

“ “Parties will contribute towards further development of peaceful 
and friendly international relations by strengthening their free insti- 
tutions, by bringing about better understanding of principles upon 
which these institutions founded, and by promoting conditions of sta- L 
bility and well-being. They will seek to eliminate conflict in their inter- 
national econ policies and will encourage econ collaboration between i 
any or all of them’. Clear sense of direction in which Community is [ 
developing shld make it easier take practical steps towards that end. F 

*Repeated to The Hague, Paris, Oslo, Copenhagen, London, Luxembourg, : 
Reykjavik, Rome, Brussels, and Frankfurt. | . 

2A brief summary of this Council meeting is contained in telegram Secto 82 
from Ottawa, September 20, p. 683. Regarding action on this resolution, see foot- F 
note 4 thereto. For documentation concerning the background which led up to E 
this resolution, see pp. 1 ff. , : 

* The text of this Council statement was released to the press on September 21 3 
_ and is printed in the Department of State Bulletin, October 1, 1951, pp. 524-525. F 

536-688 PT 1--81---46 |
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“Council has therefore decided to set up Ministerial Comite com- 
posed of representatives from Belgium, Canada, Italy, Netherlands 
and Norway, to consider further strengthening of the NA Community 
and especially implementation of Art II NAT. 

“Committee, assisted by Council deputies, will, in particular, con- 
sider and make recommendations to Council on fol matters: 

“(qa) Coordination and frequent consultation on foreign policy. 
having particular regard to steps designed to promote peace; 

“(6) Close econ, financial and social cooperation designed to 
promote conditions of stability and well-being, both during period 
of rearmament and thereafter, within NATO or through other 
agencies. : 

“(e) Collaboration in fields of culture and public information. 

“Jn these and other ways Council will build up inner strength of 
NA Community, without duplicating work of other international 
organizations which promote same objectives. | 

“Council endorses recent declaration of OEEC which called on all 
sections of Eur community to increase production and play their part 
in collective effort for peace and well-being. 

“In developing NA Community, Council wld act in conformity with 
and seek to strengthen purposes and principles of charter of UN. It is 

only by work and by enlightened understanding of free peoples every- 

where that cause of freedom and Democracy will be upheld against 
any challenge.” 

End statement, fol terms ref of comite: 

“4, Council has decided set up Ministerial Comite consider further 

strengthening of NA Community and especially application of Art I 

of NAT. 
“9, Members of comite will be: | | 

“(a) Belgium, Canada, Italy, Netherlands, Norway. 

“(6) Chairman of CD. oe 

“3. Comite will provide for consultation with other members of 

Council as required. 
“4, Comite, assisted by CD will, in particular, consider and make 

recommendations to Council on following matters: (see points a, 6, ¢ 

above). 
Commie will bear in mind importance of avoiding implication of 

work already being done by existing bodies. 
“5, Comite will make report to next mtg of Council.” |
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740.5/9-2051 : Telegram | 

; The United States Delegation at the Seventh Session of the North 
4 Atlantic Council to the Acting Secretary of State? 

SECRET Orrawa, September 20, 1951—6 p. m. 
_ Secto 31. ToISA. On recommendation of deps NAC this afternoon ? 
adopted fol draft resolution re procedures necessary for accession of 

po Greece and Turkey to NATO and approved following draft protocol: 

| RESOLUTION ON ACCESSION GREECE AND TURKEY | | | | 
The North Atlantic Council. | | | 

| 1. Having considered proposal put forward for accession of King- 
f dom of Greece and Republic of Turk to NAT. a  . ! 2. Satisfied that security of NA area will be enhanced by accession 
: of Greece and Turk to NAT. | 
| 3. Having examined question of amendments which might be de- 
) sirable in provisions of NAT. | 
| Recommends : to govts which are parties to treaty : 
: 4, That, pursuant to Article 10 of treaty, each govt take whatever 

steps may be necessary to enable it to agree that Kingdom of Greece 
and Republic of Turk be invited to accede to NAT and thereupon 
notify its agreement to govt of USA: that thereafter Greece and Turk | 
shall become parties to treaty upon date of deposit of their respective | 
instruments of accession with Govt of the USA. : 

5. That, as from date of deposit with Govt of USA by Govt of Re- | | public of Turkey of its instrument of accession, an appropriate modi- , 
fication of Art 6 of the treaty shall enter into force. | 
Agrees: 

That these purposes wld be achieved and the requirements of treaty 
wld be met by bringing into force a protocol in accordance with pro- 
cedure set forth herein. 

Further recommends: | | 
That such a protocol, prepared in English and French texts, be 

signed, as soon as possible, by members of council deps, duly author- 
ized by their respective govts. | 

PROTOCOL ° 

Parties to NAT, signed at Washington on April 4, 1949 
Being satisfied that security of NA area will be enhanced by acces- i 

sion of Kingdom of Greece and Republic of Turk to that treaty, 

* Repeated to The Hague, Paris, Oslo, Copenhagen, London, Rome, Brussels, Frankfurt for Handy, and Luxembourg. F *A brief summary of this Council meeting is contained in telegram Secto 32 F from Ottawa, September 20, p. 683. Regarding action on this resolution and the E protocol, see footnote 2 thereto. 
F * The text of this protocol was released to the press on October 15 and is printed E in the Department of State Bulletin, October 22, 1951, pp. 650-651. E
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Agree as follows: 

Article I. Upon the entry into force of this protocol, Govt of USA — 

shall, on behalf of all parties, communicate to Govt of Kingdom of 

Greece and Govt of Republic of Turkey an invitation to accede to 

NAT, as it may be modified by Art II of present protocol. Thereafter 

Kingdom of Greece and Republic of Turk shall each become a party 

on date when each deposits its respective instrument of accession with 

Govt of USA in accordance with Art X of treaty. _ 

Article II. If Republic of Turkey becomes party to NAT, Art V1 

of treaty shall, as from date of deposit by Govt of Republic of Turk 

of its instrument of accession with Govt of USA, be modified to read 

as follows: | 

“For the purpose of Article V an armed attack on one or more 

of the parties is deemed to include an armed attack— 

(i) On the territory of any of the parties in Europe or North — 

America, on the Algerian depts of Fr, on the territory of 

Turk and on the islands of any of the parties in the North 

Atlantic area north of the Tropic of Cancer ; 

(ii) On the forces, vessels or aircraft of any of the parties, when 

in or over these territories or any other area in Eur in which 

occupation forces of any of the parties were stationed on 

the date when the treaty came into effect, or the Mediter- 

| ranean Sea or the North Atlantic area north of the Tropic 

of Cancer.” | 

Article III. Present protocol shall enter into force when each of 

the parties to NAT has communicated to or deposited with Govt of 

USA its notification or instrument signifying its acceptance thereof. 

Govt of USA shall notify all parties to NAT of the date of receipt 

of each such notification or instrument and date of entry into force 

of present protocol. : 

Article IV. | 

Present protocol, of which English and French texts are equally 

authentic, shall be deposited in archives of Govt of USA. Duly certi- 

fied copies thereof shall be transmitted by that govt to govt of all 

parties to NAT. 

IN WITNESs WHEREOF, the undersigned plenipotentiaries have 

signed present PROTOCOL.‘ | 

‘The signatures were omitted from the telegraphic copy.
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; Conference files, lot 59 D 95, CF 93 | 

Communiqué of the Seventh Session of the North Atlantic Council 
; | - _ [Orrawa,] September 21, 1951. 

1, The North Atlantic Council has concluded its Seventh Session, 
| in which for the first time the member governments were represented 

by Foreign Ministers, Defense Ministers and Economic or Finance 
Ministers. The new composition of the Council reflects the wide fields 
in which coordination is being steadily developed. 

| 2. In an exchange of views on the world situation, note was taken of : the growing confidence and strength of the Atlantic community in a ! world of continuing tension. The Council was informed by the Occupy- | ing Powers of the progress of discussions directed toward the establish- 
| ment of a new relationship with the German Federal Republic. It was | | also informed of the statement made by the three foreign ministers 

after their meeting in Washington in which they welcomed the plan i for a European Defense Community of which Germany would form 
part. a mR , | | 

_ 38. The Council, considering that the security of the North Atlantic 
area would be enhanced by the accession of Greece and Turkey to the | 
North Atlantic Treaty, agreed to recommend to the member govern- 
ments that, subject to the approval of national Parliaments under their | 
respective legislative procedures, an invitation should be addressed } as soon as possible to the Kingdom of Greece and the Republic of 
Turkey to accede to the Treaty. a | 

| 4. The Council considered the reports submitted by the military and 
civilian agencies of the Treaty Organization: | 

(a) The Standing Group reported on the establishment and de- velopment of the integrated force under General Eisenhower, and | progress on other military matters. a | i (6) The Defense Production Board reported on the problems re- | lating to the further development of production and recommended I means of dealing with these problems. 7 | (c) The Financial and Economic Board presented a report analyz- 1 ing the economic and financial impact of the NATO defense effort with ; special reference to the equitable sharing of the burden. i | (dq) The Council Deputies, the permanent working body of the F Treaty Organization, reported on their activities in political,organiza- = | tion, and administrative matters and in developing closer coordination ; between the Treaty agencies, 1 (e¢) The Chairman of the Council Deputies summarized the major : issues before the Organization and suggested action to meet them. F 
As a result of the study of these reports, the Council issued guidance ' and directives to the respective agencies concerning their future work. — i 
5. All member governments recognize as their joint aim the building F | up defense forces to a sufficient level of strength, and the no less im- ]
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portant objective of a sound and stable economy necessary to support 
that effort. The reports of the Defense Production Board and of the | 

_ Financial and Economic Board, and the discussion thereon, have in- 

dicated a number of difficulties in the production and economic fields. 

The member countries recognize the need to surmount such difficulties 

in order to assure the continued progress of their efforts to strengthen 

the free world. The Council has noted the danger of inflation, the 

burdens which increased defense efforts place on the balance of pay- 

ments, and the obstacles to an adequate defense arising from price and 

allocation pressures on raw material supplies. The Ministers recog- 

nized that the common effort requires a common attack upon these 

problems, and agreed to take such action severally and jointly asthey 

deem appropriate to find solutions to them. 

6. Accordingly a temporary committee of the Council was estab- 

lished to survey urgently the requirements of external security, and 

particularly of fulfilling a militarily acceptable NATO plan for the 

defense of Western Europe, and the realistic political-economic capa- | 

bilities of the member countries, with a view to determining possible 

courses of action for their reconciliation so as to achieve the most ef- 

fective use of the resources of the member countries. 

7. The Council received reports from the member governments on 

the status of the defense effort in their countries and referred them to 

the military agencies and appropriate commands for study and recom- 

| mendations to improve the early effectiveness and availability of 

forces. a 

8. The Council noted that agreement had been reached on the financ- 

ing of an “infrastructure” program of airfields, communications, and 

certain installations for the support of forces. These projects will con- 

tinue without delay. 

9. The Council has issued a separate statement making clear the 

importance which the member governments attach to the development 

of the Atlantic community, not only to safeguard their freedom and 

common heritage on an equal footing but also to strengthen their free 

institutions and to advance the well-being of their peoples. The state- 

ment announced the establishment of a ministerial committee to study 

and recommend lines of future action toward these objectives. 

10. The Council resolved that, in order to develop more effective 

unity of action, and in accordance with its duties as the institution for 

forming the policy and directing the operations of the Treaty Organi- 

zation, its meetings would be held more frequently and at more regular 

intervals. In order to continue progress on the problems discussed at 

the Seventh Session, it was agreed that a further meeting of the Coun- 

cil would be held in Rome in the near future. |
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i E. THE EIGHTH SESSION OF THE NORTH ATLANTIC COUNCIL, ROME, _ | NOVEMBER 24-28, 1951 | 

1, Preparations for the Session, July-November 1951 

| Editorial Note | 

2 In telegram Depto 10 from London, July 3 (page 620), Spofford 
suggested that while Rome might be satisfactory as a location for the 
next planned session of the North Atlantic Council in September, it : might better serve for the following meeting which was tentatively 

| planned for November or December and could thereby be coordinated _ : with the next meeting of the United Nations General Assembly. The 
| Department of State responded in telegram Todep 51 to London, 

July 25 (page 623), with a recommendation that Ottawa serve as the 
| location for the September session of the Council, which would follow | 

immediately after preliminary meetings of the Foreign Ministers of 
the United States, United Kingdom, and France, planned for Wash- 
ington, and that Rome would then be the location for the next session 
in late October orearly November. __ | | 

On the same day that the Department’s instructions were sent to | 
London, the Council Deputies tentatively agreed that if a meeting , 
were held in September it should be in Ottawa on September 15; this | 
information was transmitted to the Department in telegram Depto 112. ! 
from London, July 26 ( page 624). With the support of the Depart- 
ment, Ottawa was formally selected by the Council Deputies as the | 
location for the next Council session during their meeting of August 1. 
When Spofford inquired concerning an opening date for the Rome 
meeting several days later, the Department recommended that no. 
definite date be announced until the end of the Ottawa mecting where [ 
it could be included in the final communiqué (telegram Todep 76 to I 
London, August 4, 740.5/8-451). | | : : 
During the last meeting of the Seventh Session on September 20, : | the subject of the next meeting was discussed. The British said that 

their elections would not allow them to meet for any international j 
conferences until the middle of November. Acheson’s suggestion that _ F 
Paris might serve as the best location for the next session since the 1 
General Assembly was meeting there in November was not accepted by 

| the Council and the decision was made to meet in Rome although no 
| date was set. The Council Deputies were instructed to make the ar- 7 

rangements for the time of the next session. For documentation con- : 
cerning the Seventh Session of the Council held in Ottawa, Septem- 
ber 15-20, pages 616 ff. | oes
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740.5/10-451 : Telegram 

The Acting Secretary of State to the United States Deputy Repre- 

sentative on the North Atlantic Council (Spofford), at London* — 

SECRET Wasinoron, October 4, 1951—7: 44 p. m. 

Todep 217. Re Rome NAC mtg, US Govt favors Nov 24 or 26 as 

planning date, with preference for Nov 24. Sun hiatus after opening 

session proved of distinct value Ottawa for talks with other dels and 

for internal US Del work.2 As Rome NAC mtg shld consider Ger 

problems and in view their many complex facets which must be worked 

out in prelim negots in Bonn, Paris and London to permit NAC 

action, we can not definitely firm up this date now. Nevertheless we 

most anxious do all we can to achieve our objective of having mtg by 

Nov 24 and don’t wish cast doubts on its feasibility which might pro- 

vide temptation to slow down schedules of work in various fields. Not 

only most important make progress on Ger, but urgent we reach 

earliest possible agreement as to mil requirements (i.e., revised 

MTDP).? Also essential Council receive interim TCC report * and 

supply guidance before findings transmitted govts on Dec 1 for their 

consideration prior to final Council action. 

Shld it be suggested that NAC planning date be set for Dec 1 to 

coincide with deadline set for Wise Men’s findings, you can state it 

wld be most difficult for Sec thus prolong his stay in Eur. If Nov 24 

date established as target by Deps now, difference of one week shld 

not be major complication for comite of Twelve. | 

Shld Nov 19 be suggested, we do not wish appear slight UN in favor 

NATO in eyes of non-NAT countries and by so doing give weapon to | 

Sov propaganda. We believe Nov 24 shld permit NAT FonMins carry 

out their participation UNGA in accordance with past practice. Per- 

haps after breather they wld reassemble Rome. This wld not be case 

with Nov 19 date as FonMins wld give impression cutting short their 

UN participation and rushing off to Rome. Further factor arguing for 

later date is necessity of leaving time for possible mtg of three Mins | 

fol GA and before NAC to settle any unresolved Ger issues resulting 

from prelim negots. | 

| Re time daily schedule, we much prefer 11: 00 a. m. and 3: 30 p. m. 

for daily session. Earlier mtgs might give impression more work being 

1Drafted by Ridgway B. Knight of the Office of European Regional Affairs 

and cleared by EUR, UNA, White House, RA, Department of Defense, Treasury, 

S/ISA, ECA, and GER; repeated to Ottawa, Paris. Rome. Frankfurt. and Bonn. 

2This reference concerns the meetings of the Seventh Session of the North 

Atlantic Council which met in Ottawa. The first meetings were held on Satur- 

day, September 15, with no meetings scheduled for Sunday; the meetings then 

continued from Monday to Wednesday of the following week. 

For documentation concerning the Medium Term Defense Plan (MTDP) see 

PP Foe documentation on the Temporary Council Committee (TCC), sometimes | 

referred to as the “wise men”, see ibid., which includes the interim report.
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j _ done, but we believe to contrary that availability more time for work ; | with other dels and within ours outside plenary hall more productive _ Of results and wld, in final analysis, speed up, instead of retard NAC 
work, Oo | 

Z For action Rome Emb. Because pressure of work NAC mtgs, please _ 
express our view to Ital Govt US preference for minimum entertain- 
ment especially during first few days. While we cannot commit Sec 

: one way or other this far in advance, he has strong personal preference 
for absolute minimum social activities, You might bear in mind that, 

- due to pressure of work, Sec forced cancel social engagements Ottawa. — | We believe easier limit social functions if we express our views earlier ! rather than later when plans made or well advanced. | 
, | Se | | WEBB 

740.5/10-1851 : Telegram | 
| ' The Secretary of State to the United States Deputy Representative 

on the North Atlantic Council (Spofford),at London 

SECRET | a Wasurincron, October 20, 1951—6: 18 p. m. | 
_ Todep 259, For Spofford and Gifford for info. | | 

1, Fully agree we shld resist suggestions at this time for postpone- | 
ment Rome mtg NAC (Depto 4742). | | 

2. Apart from value Nov 24 target date as source of pressure for 
progress on Ger, EDC and related problems, interim report of TCC 
to be presented at Rome mtg bears important relation to successful 
completion TCC exercise on schedule. Interim report shld not be re- 
garded merely as info provided for convenience of NAC because it 
happens he scheduled meet late Nov. On contrary, interim report is 
important in that NAC debate on it shld reveal as closely as possible 
what NAT Govts can be induced to accept. As this may greatly in- | 
fluence final report due Dec 1, Rome mtg shld, if at all possible, not L 

_be deferred. a [ 
3. It is daily becoming more clear, particularly in relation to ex- f 

tension of security guarantee to Ger that Ger membership in NATO : 
| will soon have to be faced. (Deptel 2528, Oct 19, to Frankfort, Bonn 4 

146, Paris 2338, London 2112.8) Fr view that Ger relation to NATO | F 
be exclusively through EDC basically unacceptable to Ger as it wld f 
give Ger status inferior other EDC members who are also members E 

- "Drafted by J. Graham Parsons of the Office of Regional European Affairs and : cleared wih Perkins of EUR and Laukhuff of GER; repeated to Paris for Bruce : and MacArthur, to Frankfurt for McCloy, and to Bonn. : _? Not printed; it reported Spofford’s speculation that Hervé Alphand, French : Deputy Representative on the North Atlantic Council, would request a postpone- F | ment of the NATO meeting in Rome because of the lack of progress on the Ger- q mn Ooh p 165 £ Telegram Depto 474 from London, October 18, 740.5/10-1851 ) |
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of NAT. Moreover, extension security guarantee by EDC alone wld 

be unsatisfactory because US and UK not included and US and UK 

in extending guarantee must insist on reciprocal commitment which 

| Ger membership in NATO wld provide. This probably means that 

least Ger can accept before signing contractual relations agreement 

and EDF treaty is firm tripartite assurance at time of sig that they 

| will support Ger candidacy NATO. Problem re foregoing is Fr whose 

opposition to NATO membership for Ger wid crystallize if pressed 

too soon to face up to situation which will gradually reveal itself to 

them in more insistent fashion as weeks go by. Since we only have 

five weeks if EDF and contractual agreements are to be completed by 

Rome mtg, as planned, we wld like you consider whether Alphand’s 

visit to London may provide opportunity for you to edge into this 

problem with him in private conversations in which you wld be speak- 

ing in personal capacity. Problem must, of course, be approached with 

extreme caution and if right opportunity does not come we wld much 

prefer you leave it alone.’ | 

Bruce in Paris may wish also in his talks with Schumann and 

other key officials to take a similar line when opportunity offers. 

ACIIESON 

‘Wor documentation concerning the European Defense Community (EDC), see 

pp. 755 ff. 

740.5/10—2551 : Telegram 

The United States Deputy Representative on the North Atlantic | 

Council (Spofford) to the Secretary of State * | 

SECRET Lonpon, October 25, 1951—7 p. m. 

Depto 508. Ref Depto 473? and 502.° Discussed with Hoyer-Millar 

today coordination of various Ger questions in preparation for Rome. 

He at first indicated preference for postponing Rome mtg but believe 

he now agrees on importance of having mtg even if final action impos- 

sible on either Ger or TCC. He stated, incidentally, that Harriman had 

told Makins TCC report wld not be finished before December 5. 

He stated UK also preoccupied with pulling ends together and | 

EDC_NATO relationships. Their preference was for earliest possible 

tripartite discussion not necessarily at ministerial level and that dis- 

cussion next week by three Deps, assisted by whatever experts each govt 

considered desirable, wld be useful before question discussed by CD. | 

He indicated UK thinking on EDC-NATO relationship generally 

1 Repeated to Paris, Bonn, and Frankfurt. 

2 Of October 18, p. 891. 
* Of October 23, p. 898.
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4 along lines of Depto 473, considered Ger membership in NATO essen- 1 | tial, and Fr unreadiness to face it raising numerous otherwise avoid- able difficulties = | : | | SPoFFORD | 

740.5/11-251 : Telegram | | 
Po he Secretary of State to the Acting Secretary of State} 

SECRET § NIACT Parts, November 2, 1951—9 p. m. 
| Unnumbered. Pearson (Canad) and Spofford have just discussed __ 

with me urgent question of determining whether Rome NATO mtg 3 shld be held on November 24 or postponed. Fol are various considera- 
tions and national positions. | | 
UK position: Pearson reports in conversations with Eden latter 

urged postponements to December 8. Eden apparently has in mind 
this wld be better from point of view Ger negotiations and TCC report. 

_ Fr view: Schuman told me this morning that he wld like postpone- 
ment until Jan. This view seems to be affected by problem of his de- bates in Parliament on EDF. He probably also has in mind lack of | completion of negotiations on Ger contractual arrangements, | Italian view: Spofford thinks Italians might be considerably upset , by long postponement, but wld not object to postponement of one or | _ twoweeks, : 
Pearson has no personal preference, but indicated undesirability of 

holding mtg if nothing cld be accomplished. He thought postponement. 
to December 8 might permit action on TCC report and on Ger negotia-. tions. He will agree to whatever date others approve. 

Spofford reports no vigorous feeling among smaller NATO mem- : bers. On the EDF he believes some paper cld be submitted by Novem- | ber 24 which wld place before NAC those aspects of EDF bearing on | NATO relationship even though problems such as budgetary arrange- | ments which do not concern NATO still remained unsettled, He reports : Harriman expects to have TCC report finished November 31 and ; printed by December 5. This wld not seem to allow time for full govt : consideration even if mtg were postponed until December 8, Will dis- & cuss this aspect with Harriman tomorrow. , | | ] Am asking McCloy for preliminary statement his views, but will dis- cuss further with him, Byroade and Perkins? on Mon. Will also : probably discuss with Eden Sun night. _ a | | _ Pointed out to Pearson problem from point of view of completion ; ofourbudgetinDec. = oe 

| "Secretary of State Acheson was in Paris to attend the Sixth Session of the q United Nations General Assembly; for documentation on these meetings, see E vol. 11, pp. 477 ff. 
| E * Byroade and l’erkins accompanied Acheson to Paris and later Rome. 3
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Promised Pearson definite US view on Mon evening since time is 

very short particularly for planned military comite mtg week before 

24th. Accordingly hope to receive your views on those of Def on Mon. | 

| ACHESON 

740.5/11-351 ;: Telegram 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Secretary of State, at Paris} 

SECRET PRIORITY Wasutnoton, November 3, 1951—2: 48 p. m. : 

Tosec 5. For the Secretary. Reurtel Nov 2 we believe we shld stick 

to Nov 24 date but consider that decision shld be influenced primarily 

by views of those already in Eur who are in more immediate touch with 

Ger and TCC questions. In gen, our views have not changed since de- 

parture Perkins and Byroade who shld be available to you in Paris 

by Mon. 

It seems to us delay of one or two weeks wld not make major dif- 

ference re either Ger or TCC although no doubt it wld help particu- : 

larly re Ger. We understand even short delay, however, wld make it 

impossible for Lovett, Snyder and Bradley to attend, which wld be 

most regrettable. Any delay wld also raise possibility of further post- 

ponements and generally relax pressure to move ahead with key issues. 

Success of Ottawa mtg showed value of holding mtg even when con- 

crete results not assured in advance. Furthermore, it seems to us better | 

to proceed with mtgs as regularly scheduled rather than wait for each 

important agenda item to be fully worked out before bringing mins 

together. This wld inevitably tend to undesirable long gaps between 7 

mtgs such as occurred between Brussels and Ottawa. Postponement 

might also be interpreted by smaller NATO countries as indicating 

desire Big Three to reach prior settlements important questions and 

only hold NAC mtgs when these cld be presented for rubber stamping. 

Of course, if we go ahead with Nov 24 mtg or one held only shortly | 

thereafter, we might face need for further brief mtg, presumably in 

Jan. This latter mtg wld be neces because of Ger question and also 

possibly to put seal of Council approval on work of TCC which it 

created at Ottawa. Nevertheless in our opinion, most considerations 

lead to conclusion that we shld hold to Nov 24. 

We are strongly opposed to Schuman suggestion of postponement to 

Jan which wld have effect of once more permitting Fr to shy away 

from some of realities of EDF-NATO-Ger complex. Also such long 

postponement might do Itals considerable disservice. 

1 Drafted by Parsons and cleared with Bonbright and Martin of EUR, Lewis of 

GER, Department of Defense, and Deputy Under Secretary Matthews; repeated 

to London as Todep 297.
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| Believe important new consideration in favor Rome mtg Nov 24 
raised by final sentences para 3 Har 122 (Norforn 14) Nov 1.2 Balance | : this tel also pertinent to consideration of date for Rome mtg. : 

; Def viewpoint set forth in Lovett’s msg to you (Tosec 2 Nov 2*) and 
: has not changed. 
fo | -WEss | 
| * Not further identified. . i *Not printed; it reported the views of Secretary of Defense Lovett which : favored no postponement of the NATO meeting. Lovett stated that his schedule would not allow him to attend the meetings if they were held later than the 24th. | (740.5/11-251) : 

| Conference files, lot 59 D 95, CF 96 

7 Onited States Minutes of the Bipartite Discussion With Mr. Anthony. po Eden, Monday, November 5,1951,3:00 p.m. 
| | | [Extract] | - 

: TOP SECRET | [ Paris, November 5, 1951.] 
| | PRESENT | 

United Kingdom Mr. Anthony Eden, Foreign Secretary | | _ Mr. Lloyd, Minister for State | | | | Sir Pierson Dixon, Deputy Permanent Un- | der-Secretary | 
- Mr. Bowker, Superintending Under-Secre- 

| tary for the Middle East . a 
Mr. Parrott, Chief of UN Division, Foreign | 

ce _ Office | : Oo Mr. Shuckburgh, Private Secretary to Mr. | | —  Kden : 
: United States | Mr. Dean Acheson, Secretary of State _ : | Mr. Lewis.Jones | 

Mr. Hayden Raynor , | | 
Dr. Philip Jessup, for the latter part of | : meeting | | 

Rome Meeting a 
The Secretary indicated that Mr. Schuman had suggested that this : 

be put off until the end of December He said, however, that the 

"During and between sessions of the United Nations General Assembly, the | Foreign Ministers of the United States, the United Kingdom, and France met for F a series of bipartite and tripartite meetings in Paris; they also met in Rome F between sessions of the North Atlantic Council. For a description of these meet- F ings and the Subjects discussed, see the editorial note, p. 1312. I In the records of the U.S. Delegation that accompanied the Secretary of State 4 to Paris and Rome, these minutes were designated as Nov B M_2. : * For a record of this discussion, see telegram Actel 2 from Paris, November 2, E in volume Iv. . a | E
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United States very much preferred to go ahead with the meeting on 

November 24, as scheduled, but would be quite agreeable to another 

meeting in January. He indicated that Secretaries Lovett and Snyder 

both had to be back in Washington early in December and could not 

attend the meeting at the end of December. He said that several Presi- 

dential messages to Congress, including specifically the budget mes- 

sage, had to be prepared before Christmas. He said that, in this 

message, the foreign aid part needed to have something additional 

from the European side in order to be effective. He said that Mr. 

Harriman had told him that, insofar as the work of the TCC was 

concerned, it made little difference as to whether the meeting was held 

as scheduled or later, because on-the 24th, even though the final report 

would not be completed, he would be in a position to set forth the 

principal issues which the report would raise. | 

The Secretary said that one of the key questions would be whether 

we should continue to proceed as in the past on the basis of a military 

intelligence estimate of the enemy capabilities and attempt to plan to 

meet this even if it might bankrupt everybody, or, alternatively, 

whether to attempt to make effective what we already potentially have. 

He said that obviously an issue such as the foregoing had a direct 

effect on the whole United States mobilization and foreign aid pro- 

gram, specifically with respect to the priority to be accorded in the | 

next fiscal year to assistance to Europe. 

The Secretary said that he felt we should proceed with the Rome | 

meeting, as scheduled, realizing that all that can be done in the latter 

part of November is to lay out the program and pose the issues, but 

that we could agree to meet again in January for the purpose of taking 

decisions. He said that he thought there would be great value in stating 

the issues and having a frank discussion on them. He thought, for in- 

stance, if General Eisenhower could attend and comment on the issues 

that it would be of invaluable assistance to the governments in reaching _ 

the decisions they would have to make over the holiday period. 

On the question of Germany and the European Defense Force, it 

would be useful to get in Rome reports on exactly where we now — 

stand. He said that, while he had yet to discuss this in detail with 

Mr. McCloy, in a telephone conversation with Mr. McCloy, he had | 

expressed the view that a two week postponement would not materially 

change the situation. , 

The Secretary referred to the serious impasse in which we find our- 

selves because of the insistence of the Germans in wanting to know 

before they proceed further exactly how they stand with respect to 

admission to NATO, on the one hand, and the French view, on the 

other hand, that this issue cannot be raised at this time.
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Mr. Eden first inquired why the November meeting couldn’t be held oF 
in Paris, and the Secretary said that over his minority opposition, the 

Ottawa NAC Meeting had decided on Rome. 
| _ Mr. Eden then said that this program was agreeable to him. j 

The Secretary said that Mr. Schuman would not like it as he felt : 

that we were not ready for the meeting, and Mr. Dixon added that he | 

| thought Mr. Schuman was thinking in terms of a short meeting in : 
Paris merely to receive the TCC report. The Secretary expressed the 
view that that was not the purpose of the meeting; that what we needed : 
to do was to get a statement of the problems which would be raised in | 
the report and to discuss these problems. The Secretary added that we ' 
had been in trouble in the past, because we had felt the Council should : 

not meet until action could be taken, and that he thought we should get E 

away from this and adopt the policy of holding regular meetings. Sir 

Pierson Dixon added that he thought Schuman was against the meet- 
ing in addition to the reasons cited above because the European De- | 
 fense Plan was not ready. Mr. Eden said that he personally thought 

‘the EDF was not advantageous to France, as, ina limited arrangement _ ; 
such as that, in contrast to a broader arrangement of a NATO Army, ; 

the Germans would be in a position to play a more major role. i 

The Secretary concluded the discussion by saying that he would dis- | 

cuss the matter with Mike Pearson and attempt to persuade him to E 

proceed with the meeting in Rome as scheduled. | 

Conference files, lot 59 D 95, CF 96 | OS 

United States Minutes of the Tripartite Foreign Ministers Meeting 
at the French Foreign Office, Tuesday, November 6, 1961, 

(10:80 a.m2 | 

— [Extract] 7 | 

TOP SECRET | [ Paris, November 6, 1951.] | 
: oe PRESENT | - | 

| — Brance United Kingdom | DT | 

Foreign Minister Schuman Foreign Secretary Eden | 7 

| M. Parodi Mr. Lloyd | 
_ M. de la Tournelle Mr. Dixon | | 

Ambassador Bonnet Mr. Shuckburgh | oo 

Ambassador Massigli Mr. Bowker. 

| Ambassador Chauvel Mr. Jebb | | 
M. Maurice Schumann Oo Mr. Parrott 7 — 
M. Broustra | Ambassador Harvey : 
M. de Bourbon Busset 
M. Lacoste (for part of the meeting) — | 

1In the records of the U.S. Delegation that accompanied the Secretary of State, 
these minutes were designated as Nov T M-1. | .
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— ; United States an | 
Secretary of State Acheson 7 
Ambassador Bruce 

' Ambassador Gifford 
Ambassador Jessup 
Mr. Perkins . 
Mr. Raynor 
Mr. Knight (for part of the meeting) | | 
Mr. Lewis Jones (for part of the meeting ) 

. Mr. Wainhouse (for part of the meeting) | 

Rome Meeting . 
Mr. Acheson said that he had been in touch with Washington on 

this matter and the opinion in the US Government was strongly in 
favor of proceeding with the meeting on the 24th as scheduled. He 
said Secretaries Lovett and Snyder would not be able to come over for 
a meeting in December and that he himself had to be back in Wash- 
ington by about December 1. He said all of the Cabinet would need to be 
there in connection with the preparation of the Budget Message which 
had to be completed before Christmas. He said he had to be there 
because of the foreign aid part of the message. He said he understood 
Mr. Harriman felt that there would be very little difference between a 
meeting on the 24th and a meeting a week or so Jater because he felt 
that the main points which would be set forth in a report would be _ 
known by the 24th and could be discussed then. Mr. McCloy generally 
felt the same way with respect to Germany ; that a delay of two weeks 
would not make any substantial difference. The Secretary indicated 
that he felt a further meeting would be needed in January for decisions 
after the Governments had studied the TCC report, and that he hoped 
also that in January it would be possible to take definitive action with 
respect to Germany and EDF. 

Mr. Eden indicated that this proposal was quite agreeable tohim but _ 
he wanted to point out that the UK “Wise Man” was not optimistic 
about much being ready on the TCC by November 24th. 

M. Schuman asked if the meeting should not be held in Paris. Mr. | 
Kiden seemed attracted to this idea. Mr. Acheson told M. Schuman that 
he had been deserted by him on this question in Ottawa when the de- 
cision had been taken to meet in Rome. The Secretary said he thought 
it was very important not to injure the sensitivity of the Italians by 

‘Making a change. Mr. Schuman said he thought that the J anuary meet- 
ing would be more attractive to the Italians than the November one. 
Mr. Acheson said that he thought this matter of location was onc that 
Mr. Pearson as Chairman should work out. This was the way the mat- 
ter was left.? | | 

| *Shortly after Spofford was informed that the three Foreign Ministers had 
agreed on November 24 as the opening date for the Kighth Session of the Council, 
he advised the Council Deputies of this decision. Although their reaction was one 
of skepticism initially, they finally agreed to firmly set the date for the 24th 
(telegrams Depto 575 and Depto 578, November 6, 740.5/11-651 and 740.5/11-751, _ respectively). 

:
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Conference files, lot 59 D 95, CF 96 | 

United States Minutes of the Tripartite Foreign Ministers Meeting at 1 

the French Foreign Office, Friday, November 9, 1951, 11:30 a, m.’ i 

[Extract] } | 

SECRET | _ [Panris, November 9, 1951.] 

- | PRESENT Oo | : I 

| France Foreign Minister Schuman, Ambassadors Bonnet, Massigli : 

| and Chauvel, M. Maurice Schumann, M. Parodi, M. de la E 

- Tournelle, M. Lacoste, M. Broustra, M. Bourbon Busset, : 

oo and M.Laloy = oe — i 

United Kingdom Foreign Secretary Eden, Mr. Lloyd, Mr. Dixon, 

a Mr, Jebb, Mr. Shuckburgh, Mr. Bowker, Mr. ' 

Parrott and Ambassador Harvey , 

United States The Secretary, Ambassadors Bruce and Gifford, As- 4 

oe sistant Secretary Perkins, Messrs. Raynor, Knight, OE 

_ Battle, and for a portion of the meeting Ambassador : 

Gross, Mr. Byroade and Mr. Wainhouse - | 

NATO Meeting a a 
| Foreign Minister Schuman opened the discussion by raising the ques- 

tion of the date. Mr. Eden observed that he thought we had agreed to [ 

proceed with the date of November 24. M. Schuman indicated that this 

date was difficult for him as he had a Foreign Affairs debate that day 

and also had to attend a meeting of the French High Council on No- 

vember 26. After further discussion, it was agreed to meet as sched- 

uled on the 24th in Paris provided difficulties on changing from Rome | 

were not raised by the Italians. M. Schuman said that he is in touch 

with the Italians on this subject and had hoped to have an answer by 7 

the time of the meeting but that it had not come in. It was left that | 

| M. Schuman will inform Minister Pearson of Canada as soon as he | 

hears from the Italians. — | Se : 

There was some discussion as to the date of the second part of this | 

meeting. Minister Schuman at first stated that it would be held late in| | 

December. Mr. Acheson, however, indicated that his thought had been 

to hold this meeting late in January. There was no dissent to this. The _ 

implication of the discussion was the second meeting would be held | 

in Rome should the first meeting be held in Paris. BS 

1 In the records of the U.S. Delegation that accompanied the Secretary of State | | 

_ to Paris and Rome, these minutes were designated as Nov T M-2. —sT | 

536-688 PT 1--81---47 . | ;
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740.5/11-1251 

Memorandum by lidgway B. Knight of the Office of European Re- | gional Affairs to the Assistant Secretary of State for uropean Af- 
fairs (Perkins)* 

SECRET [Parts,] November 12, 1951. 
Subj: Your Luncheon Tomorrow with General Eisenhower, the Sec- retary, and Mr. Harriman. ~ 

1. I discussed with Doug MacArthur this general question after we 
had initiated it in your office. 

_ 2. We came to the conclusion that the major positive achievement of 
the Rome meeting should be the laying of the foundation for the battle 
readiness by next summer of those divisions now potentially available. As far as the new MTDP (SG20/37 *) 1s concerned, it should be one of the major topics for the J anuary meeting of the NAC. Consequently, 

- We came to the conclusion that the following items should come up at 
Rome together and in the following order: 

(1) The intelligence report requested at Ottawa on the strength and capabilities of NATO and of the Soviet bloc. While this report should be distributed ahead of time, we thought it would be wise to have the highlights of the report presented by a spokesman of the Standing Group (perhaps General Bradley). Not only would this provide an appropriate introduction but it would also make certain that all the Ministers at the table would be familiar with the essence of this report before hearing Mr. Harriman and (yeneral Eisenhower. 
(2) Mr. Harriman to make his personal report on the status of the | TCC. We are of the opinion that as the November objective is the im- mediate readiness of available forces other than the MTDP as a whole, | Mr. Harriman should speak before General Eisenhower. (On the con- trary in January Mr. Harriman should speak last as his field is the synthesis of the military and the economic in relation to the NATO’s complete military objective.) 
(3) General Eisenhower speaks. In addition to explaining the rea- sons why it is so important to place available divisions in a state of full battle readiness as soon as possible, he might appropriately speak on 

the necessity of firming up our political and military plans by the 
January meeting, of the urgency of obtaining a German contribution, 
and of the crying need for more energetic NATO information policies 
on the part of all countries and more particularly of European NATO nations, 

| : 
Doug and I believe that even though the Military Committee agenda 

does not absolutely require General Eisenhower’s participation, never- | theless it would be well worth his time to meet with the NATO Chiefs 

‘Knight was given the additional responsibility during the period from Sep- , tember through November 1951 to serve as the Coordinator of International | Conferences. 
. * Not found in the Department of State files.
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of Staff on November 23rd as suggested in Deptel 2841.* The resulting 

psychological uplift to the Chiefs of Staff and particularly in the case 

of those of the smaller NAT countries would be worth the time. On 

this assumption, and in view of General Eisenhower's desire to return 

to his headquarters as soon as possible, the following order of the 

agenda would appear to be appropriate: | ' 

Saturday afternoon, Nov. 24th—Public opening of the Council with 

newspapermen, cameramen, et cetera. As this public session should not L 

take more than half an ‘hour to one hour at the most, it should be pos- L 

sible after a brief recess for the Council to hold a closed meeting when 

the following items could be disposed of: — Oo | L 

Item I. Chairman’s opening statement (if he wishes to make : 

one in addition to his statement during the public meeting). 4 

Item II. Adoption of agenda, procedure, and decisions as to : 

handling of the press during the Rome meeting. 

Sunday, Nov. 25th—No NAC meetings. Day devoted to additional E 

briefings if necessary, internal delegation work, and ad hoc negotia- i 

tions with other delegations as may be appropriate at the time. _ : 

Monday, Nov. 26th—Item II, Presentation by Standing Group rep- : 

| resentative (General Bradley?) of intelligence report on Soviet and ; 

NATO capabilities. | | 

| Item IV. Mr. Harriman’s report on the TCC’s report to date. 

Item V. Statement by General Eisenhower. a 4 

If any time is left it should be devoted to starting discussion on : 

Item VI, Command Questions, in view of General Eisenhower’s : 

interest in this subject. _ | 

— Puesday, Nov. 27th—Item VI, Command Questions. Close of | 

~ consideration. 
| 

Item VII. Other military questions resulting from Military f 

Committee. _ . | 

Item VIII. German participation in Western defense. (Re- 

port by Alphand on status of EDF talks) 

Item IX. Report by Committee on North Atlantic Community. — : 

Wednesday, Nov. 28th—Item X. Reports by NATO agencies, if any. : 

Item XI. Exchange of views on political matters (German 

unity, et cetera). 
7 

Item XII. Other business. | ) 

Item XIII. Communiqué. | | , 

While in principle we only wish to hold one Council meeting a day, | 

it would, of course, be possible to call exceptionally a morning meeting | 

or an evening meeting should this be necessary in order to conclude by 

the close of business Wednesday the 28th. | 

* Not printed; it stated that the Military Committee was planning on meeting | | 

on November 20-21, would hold a joint meeting with the Council Deputies on 

November 22, and was scheduled to meet with General Eisenhower on the 23d. 

| (740.5/11-1051)
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740.5/11-1351 ; Telegram | | | | 
Lhe United States Deputy Lepresentative on the North Atlantic 

| Council (Spofford) to the Secretary of State, at Paris? 

TOP SECRET Lonvon, November 13, 1951—7 p. m. 
1034. For Secretary and Perkins. Subj is Rome action on MED- 

Middle East Command arrangements and terms of reference appoint- 
ment SACLANT.2 | 
Hoyer-Millar yesterday told me his instructions were that items 

heretofore on agenda relating to MED-Middle East Command ar- 
rangements and SACLANT terms of ref shld be deleted since UK 
thought ques not ripe for discussion or decision at Rome. (He men- 
tioned matter generally in CD.) I said my instructions not clear, but I 
doubted that we wld wish now to agree to eliminate these agenda items. 
Believe agmt on US position important. In this connection note Def 
Dept desire that action be taken at Rome to pave way for subsequent 
discussion with Greece and Turkey. a i 

Since Greek-Turk protocol has not yet been submitted for ratifica- 
tion by Den, Neth and govt action to this end has been expressly con- 
ditioned upon satisfactory command arrangements believe it essential 

, that there be discussion by council at Rome of basis upon which Greeks 
and Turks are to be approached. Believe this desirable even if there 
is not agmt within SG-MilCom. Mtg of DefMins cld ventilate whole 
question and in so doing satisfy preoccupations of Danes and Dutch. 
Attempt to pass over subj without discussion wld have unfortunate 
repercussions, 

| 
Action on appointment of SACLANT raises difficult polit problem 

here because of PM’s previous position and intention to reserve matter 
for discussion with Pres in Jan. In spite of foregoing it seems to me 

: consideration shld be given to high level approach to Brit, pointing 
out adverse public reaction and reaction smaller treaty partners if 
after one year from Brussels agmt on appointment US officer as 

| SACLANT major treaty partners have been usable to take action. 

SPOFFORD 

*, Repeated to the Department of State as Depto 610, which is the source text. * For documentation concerning the Middle East Command and the question on Greek and Turkish membership in NATO, see pp. 460 ff. 

| |
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740.5/11-1851: Telegram oe : a & L 

| The United States Deputy Representative on the North Atlantic 

—— Gouncil (Spofford) to the Acting Secretary of State * Bo : 

‘SECRET | Lonvon, November 13, 1951—8 p. m. ; 

Depto 611. Deps 79 mtg Nov 12. - : So 

1. Deps adopted agenda for Rome mtg. Under “exchange of views ; 

on polit matters” Canada and chmn reported Pearson felt list of three } 

or four topics desirable and suggested : (a) Korea; (6) Egypt; (c) re- F 

cent Sov notes to Nor; (d) Yugoslavia. Neth dept said Stikker felt : 

no subj merited debate now. Deps will consult govts further for addi- i 

tions or approval these suggestions. | | = : 

Chmn said Eisenhower statement wld be gen and for conveniences 

shld be early in session, and that TCC report wld be an interim oral 

statement. Timing these items, as for all others, left for final agree- | 

ment with Pearson. Pe 8 te | : : re 

- Under Ger defense participation chmn said three reports wld be ' 

basis of discussions: Occupying powers report on Petersberg discus- | 

sions, Fr report on EDF, and occupying powers report on contractual E 

arrangement. UIX commented contractual arrangements report diffi- 

| cult to produce before conversation with Adenauer finished. SG rep 

said MC wld wish study EDF reports. French replied negots still | 

underway, but certain agreements had been reached and those on [ 

milit aspects cld be reported to MC for study. Chmn said Rome action | 

on Germany uncertain beyond noting reports, but as sit devel question 7 

_ of EDF-NATO relationship must be settled. Fr said they plan to _ 

present at Rome their proposal on juridical and structural links. | 

~ Under command arrangements Belgium questioned “‘terms of refer- 

ence of SACLANT.” UK replied practical sit is unchanged. UK also 

doubted that there could be useful discussion of East Mediterranean | 

and ME since Greek rep had just arrived in Wash and Turk not yet. 

Deps approved procedural suggestions and press policy for Rome | 

mtg and agreed to meet in Rome Nov 23. Brief joint mtg with MC | 

sameday. = Be a : 

2, Can dep summarized meeting of North Atlantic community com- | 

mittee and said that report to Rome being prepared with view to 

obtaining council sanction of lines of action proposed and decisions 

reached. _ | | So | 

3. Dep noted Fr and UK willingness to implement most arts of milit 

status treaty pending ratification. Chmn announced all countries have 

now indicated prepared to waive passports and visas. Referred to WG 

UK proposal for claims procedure under Art 8 and referred to SG 

_ 1 Repeated to Brussels, Copenhagen, The Hague, Frankfurt, Heidelberg, Luxem- 

pourg, Oslo, Paris, Rome, Lisbon, Reykjavik. Moscow, and Wiesbaden.
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questions of standardized identity forms, movement orders and vehicle 
markings. 

4. Chmn submitted proposals for a high level advisory committee 
on NATO info. 

5. Deps agreed to obtain SG comments on amendments to paper on 
NATO security committee further. | 

6. Italy in gen statement on Sov fon policy said present Sov aims 
far beyond traditional Russian imperialism. Noted Moscow control of 
world Communist activities and recent stiffening of Sov policy. Italy 
warned against being taken in by Sov proposals for five-power conf. 
Urged vigorous counter-propaganda. 

| Canada commented Sov’s use UN to foster nationalism in dependent 
areas to pose as defenders of peace and to add to confusion and con- 
flict in the West world. There was gen agreement with this. Neth 
commented that UN less useful to USSR recently and noted possibility 
that World Peace Council will be developed into Commie UN. UK and 
Nor agreed, but UK and Can foresaw no imminent withdrawal of 
USSR from UN. | 

Can stated Sov aggressive policy necessarily accepted calculated risk 
of war. Korea possibly a miscalculation. 

Fr detected a tendency to accept cold war as normal sit and warned 
against possibility of imperceptible drift into hot war. | 
Deps generally agreed that Sov will not hesitate to expedite “in- 

evitable” capitalist collapse by cold war tactics, Neth doubted Russians 
would risk gen war in face of West superior potential and need for con- 
solidation within Sov bloc. Nor noted Stalinist doctrine rules out 
co-existence doubted that Russ wld resort to more than localized hos- 
tilities altho subversive promotion of unrest particularly in the ME 
and exploitation of econ instability and West war weariness and 
defeatism wld continue. He emphasized Sov differentiation between 
just and unjust war and saw no ideological barrier to Sov milit 
aggression. ) 
UK commented that first aim of Sovs is preservation of state and 

regime and this is reason for large Sov army which will also be used 
to threaten West, but only in last resort to attack West. 7 | 7 
US felt that as Sov objectives impinge more and more on West, risk 

7 of war is greater and USSR might decide to strike while its strengthis _ 
greater. | 

Deps gen agreed Sov objectives fairly clear but there is no rigid 
timetable. Policy is gen opportunistic, taking advantage any polit 
vacuum. Neth noted US is main target Sov fon policy. 

Fr, Neth, Nor, US, and UK commented on acute Sov sensitiveness to 
devel in Ger. Nor felt quite possible war cld be provoked by miscalcu- ,
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lation particularly in Ger and Sov border areas. UK commented that | | 

Sov backed by confidence inevitable world revolution will never begin 

war as response to provocation or to avenge insult before they are 

ready. Nor felt prestige immensely important to Sov Govt. E 

WG will summarize discussion. | | 

7, Next mtg Nov 14 which will possible be last before Rome. 

| - | SPOFFORD 

740.5/11-1451 : Telegram | a | F 

The United States Deputy Representative on the North Atlante j 

| Council (Spofford) to the Acting Secretary of State * 

SECRET PRIORITY Lonpon, November 14, 1951—7 p. m. ; 

_Depto 616. At CD meeting today ? (Todep 330, Nov. 13°) UK dep 

said Gr Amb had called on him and made formal request that Gr Govt 

be invited send rep to participate in some capacity in Rome council mtg. 

He then proposed that Gr and Turk Govts be invited send observers to | 

council mtg. Proposal immediately supported by Canad, Fr and Nor j 

deps, Ital dep sure his govt wld not object but wld confirm. Other L 

deps not instructed but agreed consult govts and inform chairman E 

their positions within next few days. (Neth rep stated later today 

that Neth Govt had no objection to inviting Gr—-Turk observers. ) CD ; 

agreed that after chair heard from all dels he shld consult with chair- E 

man, NAC, re further action (i.e., to extend invitation if all agree). | 

- USDep said formal Gr request presented new situation. Previously, | 

US had thought best not extend invitation but to have Gr and Turk | 

Ambs at public session and social functions. Under circumstances, he 

-_ wld consult US Govt again. Please instruct urgently. 

Subsequently CD discussed whether observers, if invited, shld 

attend only plenary sessions or committee mtgs as well. Consensus 

was that they shld attend only council plenary sessions. 

| | SPOFFORD — | 

1 Repeated to Paris for USDel, Ankara, Athens, and Rome. : 

2¥or Spofford’s report of the proceedings of this 80th meeting of the Council , 

| Deputies, see telegram Depto 614 from London, November 14 (740.5/11-1451). | 

® Not printed ; it reported the Department of State’s views that the Greek and | 

Turkish Ambassadors in Italy should be invited to the opening public session and | 

to various social functions. The Department did not favor inviting Greek and 

Turkish observers to the Council meetings (740.5/11-151). -
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740.5/11-1451 : Telegram | | 

Lhe Acting Secretary of State to the United States Deputy Repre- sentative on the North Atlantic Council (Spofford), at London} 

SECRET PRIORITY Wasutneton, November 15, 1951—7 :16 p. m. 
Todep 342. Ref Depto 616 Nov 14, rptd Paris 1042, Ankara 38, Athens 45.2 Gr Amb called today and raised question inviting Gr and 

Turk observers to Rome NAC mtg. 
We told Amb we feared such action might risk antagonizing Senate 

fortify opposition there and delay us in common objective bringing 
Gr and Turk into NATO. Gr Amb clearly grasped fact we think it 
unwise have Grks and Turks present Rome but do not know if he will 
suggest to his Govt withdrawal of request. We did not mention to him 
our view that reps of countries not bound by NATO engagements 
shld not be present when Council deals with issues of vital importance 
to members. As foregoing indicates, this tel confirms attitude expressed 

| to you in Todep 334 3 which crossed reftel. | | 
You may, of course, tell Pearson or other Deps we shld be glad have 

Gr and Turk Ambs Rome invited to opening public session and to 
social functions (ref para 2; Todep 330, rptd Paris 2870, Athens 2321, 
Ankara 423 *), 

WEBB 
*Drafted by Parsons and cleared with Dorsz of GTI; repeated to Paris as | Tosec 37, to Ankara, and to Athens, 

. Not printed: it reported the Department of State’s position, which it re- affirmed more strongly this time, that Greek and Turkish observers not be invited to the Rome meetings of the Council. (740.5/11-1351) | ‘Not printed, but see footnote 3, supra. 

740.5/11-1551 | | | | 
Memorandum of Conversation, by the Deputy Director of the Office of 

Greek, Turkish, and Iranian A ffairs (Dorsz) 

CONFIDENTIAL [Wasuincton,] November 15, 1951. 
Subject: Possible Senate Attitude towards Greek-Turkish Participa- 

tion as Observers in Rome NAC Meeting / | 
_ Tasked Mr. Brown for his opinion of possible Senate reaction if we | 
should authorize Ambassador Spofford to go along with the recom- 
mendation of the UK delegate supported by most of the other NAC 
deputies that Greece and Turkey be invited to send observers to the 

| Rome NAC meeting. Mr. Brown thought that our concurrence would 
adversely affect our ability to get early Senate consent to the protocol. _ 

| Some Senators already oppose expanding United States commitments
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to the extent required in the admission of Greece and Turkey to NATO. 

We must, therefore, be careful not to take any action which would seem L 

to prejudge Senate approval of the protocol. E 

After talking to Mr. Wilcox of the Senate Foreign Relations Com- : 

mittee, Mr. Brown told me that Mr. Wilcox had suggested that we L 

consider the following formula if (1) we find ourselves alone in object- | 

ing to the presence of Greek and Turkish observers at Rome, and (2) | 

this position proves embarrassing. In such case, we might say that the | 

United States would interpose no objection to inviting the Greeks and | 

the Turks, However, we would have to record the fact that the presence E 

| of such observers might prejudice our getting quick Senate ratifica- L 

tion of the protocol. Further, we would want the Council of Deputies 

to know that we might later have to inform the Senate of the reasons : 

for ouraction. = ne | a , | 

740.5/11-1751 : Telegram ae a . 

The United States Deputy Representative on the North Atlantic : 

: —. Gouncil (Spofford) to the Acting Secretary of State* | 

secrEeT oniacr © __—« Lonnon, November 17, 1951—1 p. m. 

Depto 637. Re Todep 342? and Todep 334.° US is only Govt which 1 

reported any reservation to inviting Gr and Turk to send observers | 

to Rome. In view heavy US pressure for unanimous agrmt to invite 

them to adhere to treaty this sitn has evoked some amusement in those _ 

few to whom we have mentioned US reservation. After consultation 

with Secy and Perkins we have decided US cannot possibly hold out 

alone and Pearson is today issuing invitations to send observers. Am 

working with him with view to limiting invitation both as to numbers 

and scope as much as possible. If any congressional questions raised, 2 

believe our line shld be that observer question not raised at US initia- 

| tive but supported by all but US which cld not hold out alone after | 

its pressure on others on behalf Gr and Turk or without nullifying Gr 

and Turk goodwill gained by previous US attitude. ce | 

| - Todep 3484 just recd. We will make clear to Pearson and others 

that observer matter naturally can in no way affect Senate prerogative 

on protocol or prejudgeits attitude. — oo Tas 

a . el set a a SPOFFORD 

1 Repeated to Paris, Ankara, and Athens. — eg 

2Of November 15, p.710. a FEET os 

* Not printed, but see footnote 3, ibid. | ee bot on 

‘Not printed ; it stated that since the United States had withdrawn its objec- 

tion to Greek and Turkish observers at the advice of Acheson and Perkins it was 

important that it be. made clear that this in no way infringed on the prerogatives 

! of the Senate (740.5/11-1651). — - | | ae
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740.5/1-1951 ; Telegram. : 
Memorandum. of Conversation, by the Ambassador at Large (Jessup) 

SECRET Paris, November 19, 1951. 
Subject: NATO Matters | : 
Participants: Foreign Minister Lester B. Pearson (Canada) 

The Secretary | 
Mr. Philip C. Jessup : | 

At luncheon today the Secretary discussed with Mr. Pearson the 
plans for the Rome meeting. He outlined the ideas which General 
Gruenther and others at SHAPE had concerning the procedure and 
the arrangements at Rome with particular reference to the participa- 
tion of General Eisenhower. Mr. Pearson said that he had also dis- 
cussed the matter with General Eisenhower and was in general agree- 
ment with the plans and thought they could be carried out. He said 
that the present plan was to open the meeting on Saturday with a | 
public session of one hour from twelve to one at which he would speak 
and de Gasperi would follow as the representative of the host country. 
Foreign Minister Kraft of Denmark was also very much pleased at the 
prospect that he could speak at that time since he had the feeling that | 
it was usually Stikker and Lange who spoke on behalf of the smaller 
countries. Mr. Pearson said that some remarks from Mr, Eden as a 
new member of the Council would also seem to be appropriate. The 
Secretary indicated that he did not wish to speak at that time. 

Mr. Pearson then referred to the meeting which would be confined 
to the military and the defense ministers at which purely military 
matters would be discussed. There would then be the regular Council 
meeting at which there would be the presentation on behalf of SHAPE | 
followed by the statements of Mr. Harriman and General Kisenhower. 
He agreed with the Secretary that there should not be any immediate 
off-the-cuff discussion of the statements, but that there should be time 
for the members of the Council to consider them over night and make | 
any comments the following day. | 

The Secretary said that he thought the Rome meeting should not be 
considered merely as preparatory to a J anuary meeting. In fact, there 
are important decisions to be arrived at and these should be fully dis- 
cussed and concluded at Rome. The action in the J anuary meeting 
should register government approval of these decisions. He said, for 
example, that Stikker and others should bring out clearly whether 
there are serious constitutional difficulties in the way of approving the | 
European Army plan. There should be no attempt at Rome to gloss 
over these difficulties but they should on the contrary be brought out 
very frankly so that we would know whether it was possible to con- 
tinue along this line or whether some entirely different approach had
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to be followed. Similarly, in regard to the report of the Wise Men ; 

there should be frank discussion and an indication of the direction in E 

which the governments intended to move. The Secretary stressed that : 

this was a time at which we really had to come to grips with the ques- 1 

tion whether the entire effort was going to bear fruit or whether we ] 

needed to plan on some entirely different basis. He said that this was a 

problem which could be successfully solved only if Mr. Pearson would | 

devote himself to bringing out the real results which we needed at the 3 

Rome meeting = | | 

[Here follow discussions concerning a possible meeting place for F 

the January meeting of the North Atlantic Council and a brief men- L 

‘tion of French monetary problems.] _ 

Conference files, lot 59 D95,CF9S = | | : 

Memorandum by the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff (Bradley) 

| to the Secretary of State and the Secretary of Defense (Lovett) 

TOP SECRET i i st - [Rome,] 23 November 1951.7 | 

Subject: Middle East Command and Place of Turkey and Greece in L 

the NATO Command Set-up. — Oe | | : 

The United States Joint Chiefs of Staff feel that political considera- | 

tions require that Greece and Turkey be placed, at least initially, in : 

an existing NATO command; i.e., under General Eisenhower. We have i 

a chart showing this command arrangement in the Mediterranean. : 

However, the solution shown on this chart should not be considered i 

as a governmental position as it has not been approved by the Sec- E 

retary of Defense or the Department of State. Further, it has not 

* been discussed with Greek and Turkish representatives nor the Mili- 

tary Representatives Committee. It has been discussed with the French 

and British on the military side but it was emphasized that it is only 

a tentative view and may be changed after further discussions. 

‘We feel that we should avoid any decision on this matter at the 

Rome meeting because: a | 

(1) It cannot be decided until Greece and Turkey are formally 

members of NATO and participate in the decision. 

— (2) We do not havea firm position. 

(3) The matter has not been discussed by the Military Committee. | 

Before action is taken the Standing Group should prepare a formal | 

position paper which can be shown to the other countries concerned, | 

including Greece and Turkey and their views obtained. | 

1The copy in the JCS file carries the date “22, November 1951”.
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Turkey insists that the Middle East Command does not include | 
territory of Turkey. As thus defined the Middle East Command is no 

_ longer a NATO command, involves no NATO territory and no action 
should be taken on such command here at Rome, nor should we take 
any action on the association of such a Middle East Command with 
NATO. | , 

| O[mar] N. B[RApiEy] 

2. Proceedings of the Session and Related Papers 7 

Editorial Note | | 
. At noon on Saturday, November 24, 1951, the opening meeting of 
the Eighth Session of the North Atlantic Council was begun in the 
Foro Italico in Rome under the chairmanship of Lester B. Pearson, 
Secretary of State for External Affairs of Canada. At his invitation, 
Alcide de Gasperi, Prime Minister of Italy, welcomed the delegations 
of the NATO powers, including the observers from Greece and Turkey. 
More than 300 delegates attended the Council meetings representing 
the 12 countries that belonged to NATO. The leading representatives 
of the NATO countries were as follows: | 

Belgium Paul van Zeeland, Minister of Foreign Affairs 
Jean van Houtte, Minister of Finance 
Colonel E. R. V. G. A. DeGreef, Minister of 

Defense | 
Andre de Staercke, Council Deputy © 

Canada Lester B. Pearson, Secretary of State for Ex- 
ternal Affairs : Peas 

| Brooke Claxton, Minister of National Defense | | Douglas C. Abbott, Minister of Finance | 
L. Dana Wilgress, Council Deputy _ - Denmark Ole Bjgrn Kraft, Minister of Foreign Affairs _ 
Thorhil Kristensen, Minister of Finance | | V. de Steensen-Leth, Council Deputy 

France — Robert Schuman, Minister of Foreign Affairs 
René Mayer, Minister of Finance - 
Georges Bidault, Minister of National Defense | 
Hervé Alphand, Council Deputy | Iceland Bjarni Benediktsson, Minister of Foreign os 

Affairs | | 
Gunnlauger Pétursson, Council Deputy _ Italy Alcide de Gasperi, Prime Minister and Minister | _ for Foreign Affairs 

| Guiseppe Pella, Minister of the Budget a 
Randolfo Pacciardi, Minister of Defense _ 
Alberto Rossi-Longhi, Council Deputy. ie Luxembourg — Joseph Bech, Minister of Foreign Affairs and 

Defense. . | 
Andre Clasen, Council Deputy
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| Netherlands Dirk U. Stikker, Minister for Foreign Affairs | : 

Johannes R. M. van den Brink, Minister of E 

| —  Keonomic Affairs | | ; 

| es, A. R. Tammenoms Bakker, Acting Council i 

Deputy en 
Norway ~ -Halvard Lange, Minister of Foreign Affairs : 

| | Jens Hauge, Minister of Defense - E 

| Dag Bryn, Council Deputy ; 

| Portugal Joao Pinto da Costa Leite, Minister of the ' 

| Presidency _ | | : 

| Paulo Cunha, Minister of Foreign Affairs > E 

ee ~ Ruy Ennes Ulrich, Council Deputy — | - 

United Kingdom Anthony Eden, Secretary of State for Foreign ; 

airs 
E 

, | os R. A. Butler, Chancellor of the Exchequer CC 

| | Lord de L’Isle and Dudley, Secretary of State ; 

for Air a : 

| Frederick R. Hoyer-Millar, Council Deputy _ i 

- United States! Dean Acheson, Secretary of State , i 

| John W. Snyder, Secretary of the Treasury : 

| Robert A. Lovett, Secretary of Defense E 

, Charles M. Spofford, Council Deputy oe 

Greece Evanghelos Averoff, Observer : 

Turkey Huseyin Regip Baydur, Observer a L 

Following the pattern set during the Seventh Session of the Council E 

in Ottawa, meetings were scheduled to begin on Saturday, Novem- — 

ber 24, with a break on Sunday which would allow for informal meet- : 

ings between delegations, and then meetings beginning Monday of the ; 

following week and continuing until Wednesday, November 28. While _ [ 

the Council meetings were in progress, Secretary of State Acheson I 

also held bipartite and tripartite meetings with the Foreign Minis- 

| ters of France and the United Kingdom, as well as with other Euro- 

| pean officials. A record of several of these meetings is included in the 

compilation that follows. | a 

The telegraphic reports of all the meetings of the North Atlantic | 

Council are printed in the following compilation with the exception 

_ of the first formal opening ceremony. The main indicator series for | 

telegrams were Secto and Tosec which were normally sent from and 

to members of the United States Delegation. Actel and Telac were ) 

occasionally used for telegrams sent by and to Acheson himself or his 

personal staff. Depto and Todep were the indicator series for tele- | 

grams from and to the United States Deputy Representative on the 

North Atlantic Council. The United States minutes of the Council 

meetings are not printed but are in the Conference files, lot 59 D 95, 

CF 98, and the CFM files, lot M-88, box 159, Rome. Both of these files 

| also contain the preparatory papers which were written as background 

1The entire U.S. Delegation is listed in the Department of State Bulletin. | 

December 3. 1951, p. 918.
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papers for the United States Delegation by a Steering Group within 
the Department of State. | 
An attempt has been made in the following compilation to identify 

document numbers and titles that were discussed by the Council or re- 
ceived for information; all formal Council actions are accounted for as © 
well. 

740.5/11-2551 : Telegram 
| 

The United States Delegation at the E ighth Session of the North 
Atlantic Council to the Acting Secretary of State? 

SECRET Rome, November 25, 1951—5 a. m. 
Secto 77. Fol adopted this afternoon 2 as agenda 8th session: 
I. Opening statements. 
II. Adoption of: | 

1. Agenda. 
2. Press regulations. 

III. Reports by permanent NAT agencies: | 
~ 1. Mil Committee. | | 

2. Civilian agencies. | 
(a) Council Deputies. - 
(6) DPB. | | 
(c) FEB. | 

IV. Exchange of views on polit matters. 
V. Estimate of relative strength and capabilities of NATO and Sov bloc forces at present and in immed future. 
VI. Report on readiness and effectiveness of NATO forces. Dg VII. Statement on progress of work of TCC. | | VIII. Statement by Gen Eisenhower. | IX. Ger participation in Western defense. 
X. Report by Committee on North Atlantic Community. 

_ XI. Other business, including date and place of next mtg of Council. | XII. Communiqué. 
| | ACHESON 

,Repeated to London, Paris for SHAPE, Brussels, The Hague, Copenhagen, Oslo, Reykjavik, Lisbon, Athens, Ankara, Ottawa, and Luxembourg. 
* The agenda was approved at the second meeting of the Council on Saturday, November 24. A record of this meeting is printed infra. :
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740.5/11-2551: Telegram | | ae E 

The United States Delegation at the Eighth Session of the North : 

Atlantic Council to the Acting Secretary of State ?* | E 

SECRET Rome, November 25, 1951—5 p. m. : 

Secto 78. Opening second mtg? 8th Session NAC, Pearson moved 7 

adoption agenda which accepted without discussion (Secto 77%). : 

Council then approved CD paper on press regulations ‘ providing for E 

limited press briefings and authorizing Chairman speak to press which f 

Pearson said he interpreted not as instruction but as permission. — : 

Under Item III, report of MC referred to Def Mins without dis- | 

cussion and reports of CD, FEB and DPB noted by Council.° : 

On agenda Item IV, Pearson called on Secy for comment re de- : 

velopments in Far Eastern area. Secy said he had been over ground i 

before with most those present and wld make only brief comment. : 

Problem, he believed, divided into two parts: (1) Area in present : 

and (2) efforts for strength in future. | - i 

In FE, actual fighting is going on—emphasis is not on subversion, it 

but on open mil action. This true Indochina, Malaya as well as Korea. of 

Fighting is Communist-directed and could be stopped if Moscow gave j 

word. There is diversion men and material to area not unconnected | 

toNATO effort. | | q 

Secy said he had nothing specific to say on Korean negots. Ridgway ' 

following liberal and he thought, wise policy informing press fully ' 

as possible. Secy had been asked whether he optimistic or pessimistic i 

regarding Korean settlement. He felt it mistake to reach either opti- : 

mistically or pessimistically to developments caused by Communists. 

It was necessary be patient and stolid in face various Communist _ 

maneuvers. The UC is realistic capable and doing good job in han- 

dling negots. He wld welcome talks on private basis 1f anyone desired 

discuss particular points. oe a 

Re sitn if no armistice, Secy said this obviously wld call for addi- | 

| tional effort by all concerned because mil sitn wld then have to be con- 

sidered as being more serious. If there were armistice, was essential | 

for UN show vigor in reconstruction of Korea. W1d be mistake go into | 

1 Repeated to London, Paris for SHAPE, Brussels, The Hague, Copenhagen, | 

Oslo, Reykjavik, Lisbon, Athens, Ankara, Ottawa, and Luxembourg. | 

2The second meeting, held on Saturday, November 24, began at 3:30 p. m. 

’ Supra. The agenda which was formally approved by the Council was circulated 

as Council Document C8-D/2, “Provisional Agenda for Eighth Session of the 

North Atlantic Council.” 
| 

‘Not printed; it stated that information on the current agenda would be re- | 

leased to the press not as a formal statement of the business before the Council 

but as a general statement of items under consideration. This paper was cir- 

culated as Council Document C8-D/1, “Press Regulations.” ; | | 

5The “Reports to the Council by the Civilian Agencies of NATO,” which the 

3 Council took note of under Item III of the agenda, was circulated as Council 

Document C8-D/8. |
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North Korea until satisfactory polit settlement but withdrawal] South Korea wld be most unwise and must not happen. Re question contri- butions, others must contribute to burden resulting rebuilding Korea. 
On polit side, settlement must be considered by UN agency and, since 
SC obviously unsuitable, smaller new body shld consider final polit 
settlement for Korea. Settlement must be considered by itself and not 
mixed in with other current questions. Such procedure wld in itself 
test desire of Sovs for peace. | | a 

Re future Pacific area, Secy recalled developments of San Fran- 
cisco Conf, noted that Jap Diet has ratified treaty, and said Pres will 
send to Cong Pacific Treaties, Jap Treaty and Greek-Turkish Proto- 
col as first order business when Cong reconvenes. Pacific arrangements | are not NATO type org, but are nucleus for further constructive effort 
in area. | | | | 
When no other Council members chose to speak, Pearson said 

whether an armistice was achieved or not, which are hoped wld occur, 
he personally impressed by Secy’s remark “certain things will begin 
to flow”. He thought one point where this might occur wld be in UN 
and that Vishinsky might attempt gain certain advantages relating 
to entire Far East which wld be difficult handle and wld require 
consultation. _ 

Eden next reviewed developments relating to Egypt and Sudan. He 
recalled Egyptians had renounced 1936 Treaty and declared that . 
Condominium Agreement no longer in force. Egyptians have been 
informed in advance re MEC proposals but had acted on abrogation 
in spite this development. Egyptians had not considered MEC proposal] 
which was unfortunate for them and for free world. Although labor 
force important to effective functioning Canal base, base can be main- tained without it. However, Brits were seeking labor “locally or else-_ ; 
where”. Brits will do all possible confine area of difficulty to Canal 
Zone. They are assisting Egyptian police and relations with Egyptian 
mil are excellent. Danger lies in threats of mob law and inactivities un- official bands harassing Brit mil installations. Sitn serious. Traffic in | 
Canal affected but not stopped. Eden referred to complete censorship ; 
said that all observers wld do great service simply by setting forth accu- 

| rate picture events. Egypt had sent complaint to ILO re forced labor. 
_ Brits welcomed opportunity show real picture and had asked ILO observer come Canal Zone. Four-Power offer to Egypt still open and | it was hoped “some Egyptian Govt” wld see fit cooperate in united effort. He believed it essential maintain united front in def of sanctity of treaties. Stikker referred to problem arising from Egyptian request new diplomatic reps present credentials to Farouk as King of Sudan. Egypt may have its reps abroad present new credentials granted by Farouk under his new title. He asked Eden’s advice as to how NATO |
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Govts shld respond. Eden said recognition of title wld give new 

sovereignty over Sudan and prejudice future of Sudan. He referred 

to new constitution which Egyptians prepared for Sudan without | 

consultation Sudanese. UK has pledged carly self-govt for Sudan : 

- which he hoped wld be effective as early as end 1952, which wld give } 

Sudanese alternatives associating themselves with either Egyptians 

or UK or neither. © a re 

| "De Gasperi said Italy followed with interest developments in ME : 

area because of position in Mediterrancan. Italy has been particularly | 

interested in adherence Greece and Turkey to NATO. He felt West 

cld not under-estimate consequences of current developments in ME. E 

Essential to insure internal and external def of area and inclusion of EL 

Arabs in unified def agreement was important. a a 

| Averoff, Greek observer, said Greece under considerable pressure 

from Egyptians to accept new title and was difficult for Greece ignore 

Egyptian demand because of large Greek population in Egypt. He L 

wished to observe that if NATO group passed “precise declaration” ; 

re this matter certain nations wld see their interest. He said Greck _ 

Cabinet has considered matter and has decided not to recognize new | 

ttle, Eden thanked Averoff for expression of unity and consideration, | 

especially since it was difficultto give, = © OEE Ee Se 

Lange of Nor discussed recent exchanges of notes between Nor and . 

USSR. With regard to Sov complaint relating to construction of bases : 

on Spitzbergen, he explained that Treaty of 1920 and Sovs does result _ i 

in limitation on exercise of Nor sovereignty over Archipelago. In : 

remainder country Nor will build bases on Allied pattern. He com- | 

mented on offensive and violent tone Sov notes and said it belief his 

| govt Sov intention was intimidate Nor people and render difficult 

implementation govt’s def plans. He referred similar notes delivered 

| - Turkey and said there were two possible explanations for Sov diplo- 

matic offensive. First was possibility Sovs might really fear develop- | 

ment bases, thinking of those being constructed Iceland and Greenland. : 

If this so, Nor reply had given adequate assurances no such bases being | 

constructed. Second explanation might be Sovs were preparing for | 

action. There had been increase Sov naval and commercial maritime ) 

activity in area and Nor had requested evaluation from SHAPE. Sovs | | 

might be bldg opinion within Sov and satellite areas which wld justify | 

their action. - | a : oo 

Pearson called on Schuman for discussion of Indochina sitn. Schu- 

man said France had also been objective of diplomatic offensive. He 

| believed West must always remember Sov notes were propaganda. Sov 

i propaganda efforts had failed in Fr. He then reviewed five years which 

| Fr had carried fight Indochina and said fight becoming increasingly 

, one of common interest. Communist domination China had allowed © 

: | 536-688 PT 1--81---48 :
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direct contact with rebel groups in periphery countries to south and 
, proved that there was link between some of earlier quasi-NAT groups 

and Moscow. Although not yet any volunteers, there were deliveries 
modern arms by Chinese. Fighting had been difficult at various times 
and only help from US got Fr over some bad moments. Sitn now well 
in hand but he cld not say it wld soon be finished in victory. Fr have 
300,000 combat troops in area which showed they were making an 
exceptional effort. Brit def Suez Canal not only def international law 
but great aid to Fr its efforts Indochina because of logistical problem 
supporting Fr forces. As for expenses more than one-third Fr budget 
diverted to fight in Indochina. Fr wanted do everything possible | 
strengthen NATO but Fr also felt Far East important to West com- 
munity. He desired Korean peace but. recognized result might be 
diversion “volunteers” against southern countries. NATO shld be pre- 
pared consult on question if new assault occurred against other frec 
people. | | 
Pearson commented on need for mtg Sov diplomatic offensive and 

said that great deal cld be done by continuing effort in GA. Those 
Council members returning Paris shld bend efforts this direction. 
Chairman announced Mil Committee wld meet 9 a. m. Monday to 

hear Eisenhower and at 10 the Def Ministers wld meet. , 
Next plenary mtg called for 3: 30 Monday. 

| , ACTTESON | 

740.5/11-2551 : Telegram 

The United States Delegation at the Eighth Session of the North 
Atlantic Council to the Acting Secretary of State 

SECRET Rome, November 25, 1951—6 p. m. 

Secto 80. Re exchange views reported Secto 782 believe brief inter- 
pretive comment useful. Several observers remarked on brevity of ses- 
sion. Entire discussion Jasted approx one hour. Believe this explained 
by recency Ottawa meeting and paucity of significant political develop- 

_ ments in interim. No evidence of reluctance to comment or question; 
entire atmosphere very informal and relaxed. Presentation and discus- | 
sion of specific items avoided duplicating general political round-up : 
and created more sustained interest. | 

Indirect consequences of possible Korean armistice seemed foremost 
political problem in minds of Mins. Pearson’s response to Secy’s state- 
ment suggested that armistice might intensify pressures on some 

* Repeated to London, Paris for SHAPE and OSR, Brussels, The Hague, Copen- 
ae slo, Reykjavik, Lisbon, Athens, Ankara, Luxemhourg, and Ottawa.
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NATO members to reconsider and make up their minds on their long- q 

range China policy. Eden indicated concurrence with Pearson view. | 

Perhaps more significant was fear expressed by Schuman that armis- : 

tice wld result in increased Chinese activity IC and weaken Fr capacity | 

to hold in this area. By emphasizing great expense IC hostilities to | 

- Fr and importance IC to West community as whole, Schuman laid E 

clear foundation for future NATO consideration Fr position in event F 

unfavorable IC developments. (Furthermore, this presentation could ; 

be useful to strengthen Fr claim to have their IC costs credited to their if 

“dues*toEDC.) Co | | 

Responses to Eden statement Egypt problem indicated general desire F 

provide Brit maximum practicable support. Significantly, DeGasperl ; 

stressed importance of solution satisfactory to Arab world and hinted : 

at possible Ital mediation role. eee ee 

Re Lange’s statement, see Secto 74°. os ao) 

- Pearson’s remarks on continued collaboration in meeting Sov dipl 

offensive in UN very general but we believe sufficient for broad pur- 

poses Rome D-17a‘ and anticipate no further discussion this subject 

at current session. — | | _ E 

8’ Not printed; it reported that Norway’s position regarding the Soviet notes had : 

stiffened and that this made an excellent impression on the Council (740.5/11- E 

ne Not printed; this Department of State preparatory paper, Rome D-17a of | E 

November 21, 1951, concerned the U.S. position on Soviet propaganda in. the : 

United Nations concerning NATO (Conference files, lot 59D 95, CF98). = F 

Conference files, lot 59 D 95. CF 98 | | | a | 

Memorandum by the Officer in Charge o f Political-Military A fairs in 

the Office of European Regional Affairs (Vass) to the Coordinator 

of the United States Delegation at the Eighth Session of the North 

Atlantic Council (Knight), at tome * . 

: | | [Romr,] November 26, 1951. | 

Subject: Meeting of Defense Ministers, November 26, 1951.’ a i 

1. Revised MTDP Force Requirements (M.C. 26/1).° After general si 

| discussion of the necessity to avoid conflict with the TCC exercise, the 

DefMins approved the U.S. resolution without change. The British 

proposed to add a clause calling upon governments to avoid taking any 

measures in the short-term which would prejudice the attainment of 

the objectives of the plan. After some discussion the UK withdrew 

. 1 Both Vass and Knight were members of the U.S. Delegation at the Eighth 

Session of the North Atlantic Council. | | 

: 2 The meeting was held at 10:00 a. m. on Monday, November 26. - 

? Military Committee documents referred to in this document are not found in 

, the files of the Department of State. | co : a Lo
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their amendment, having made their point in the course of the discussion. | | | 
2. Report of Military Committee (4.0. 5/3). The report was ap- proved without discussion. | 
3. Report on Middle East Command (M1.C. 38). At the suggestion of the chairman discussion of this paper was postponed so that the interested member governments could explore the possibility of taking a further step on this problem during the course of the present session. 
Upon further consideration of the Middle Fast Command Report 

the DefMins agreed to a resolution requesting the Council to note the 
report but indicating that it was not considered that detailed Council discussion at this time was desirable. The resolution also urges the 
Standing Group to press on with this problem as a matter of urgency. 4. Terms of Reference of SACLANT (M.C. 22/10). The Norwegian | Defense Minister made a strong and persuasive statement in favor of 
immediate action on this long standing issue. He pointedly asked 
when the Council may expect to see SACLANT operation as a prac- 
tical reality. Mr. Lovett stated that the U.S. shares this sense of 
urgency and hoped that we could at least act upon the Terms of Refer- 
ence. He indicated that the U.S. was prepared to appoint SACLANT as soon as the issues were resolved. 

The U.K. recognized the importance of the problem but stated that , 
they were not in agreement on some aspects of the papers. They for- 
mally reserved on the Terms of Reference of SACLANT as wellas 
blocking his appointment. After being pressed, particularly by Nor- 
way, as to when and where further discussions would take place, the 
U.K. indicated that they would hope to have the matter ready for 
action in the next Council meeting in January. Finally, the U.K. 
agreed to a suggestion by the chair that the papers would go forward 
to Council as approved by the other 11 Defense Ministers and could 
go into effect immediately upon notice that the U.K. had withdrawn | 
its objection, which would appear as a part of present Council action. 
However, the U.K. indicated they saw no hope of resolving the issue 
prior to the next Council meeting. 

_ 5. Channel Command (M.C. 34). Approved without discussion. Se 
| 6. Kelation Between Allied and National Commands During War- 

tume (M.C. 36). The Defense Ministers approved a resolution to be 
forwarded to Council requesting that the paper be referred to the 
Deputies for consideration of the legislative and political aspects, and 
report to the next session of the Council, or action by Deputies on 
behalf of governments if agreement can be reached prior to the Coun- 
cil meeting. | a 

. Standardization of Small Arms (M.C. 35 ). Mr. Claxton made a 
strong statement urging action to resolve this issue, stating that it
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was “euphemistic” to describe the paper as a “Progress Report”, since | 

it simply reported that the disagreement had not been resolved. Mr. : 

Pace reviewed some of the problems involved and pointed out that our E 

- experience with this issue would have beneficial results in creating : 

machinery for the solution of other problems in this general field. He | 

pointedly remarked that this example might show governments the : 

desirability of considering the overall effect when announcing actions E 

on behalf of their own country. ee, : 

~The Defense Ministers agreed to a resolution to the Council stressing ; 

the importance of the standardization of small arms, urging the Stand- ok 

ing Group to press on with this study and requested the DPB to con- 7 

tinue its study of the production aspects and also examine the ad- oF 

vantages in procurement and supply of a single weapon, and requested 

that this report be acted upon by the Military Committee and the 

Deputies, who would be charged to make recommendations to Council. 

_8. Other Business. Mr. Claxton suggested the desirability of a re- 

port on the status of legislation implementing the Armed Forces i 

Status Agreement. He suggested that it would: be appropriate for i 

the Deputies to make this report. Mr. Bidault stated that France is : 

prepared to take the necessary steps but gave no indication of timing. © E 

- The Norwegian Defense Minister raised the question of NATO 

issuing guidance as to the information which could be made available : 

to Parliaments. He specifically cited the desirability of making avail- — : 

able some of the information contained in the report on Relative 

Strength of NATO and the Soviet Bloc. | — ns | 

740.5/11-2601 a Ho, oa 

Memorandum by Ridgway B. Knight, Coordinator of the United 

States Delegation at the Eighth Session of the North Atlantic | 

Council, to the Secretary of State es 7 

SECRET 7 - oo _ [Romeg,] November 26, 1951. 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE SECRETARY : oe | 

‘The following represents what I asked permission to tell you when 

this evening’s meeting broke up. an ; a 

1. There is no doubt but that the creation of the European Defense 

Community would materially improve the possibility of realizing our 

military objectives more efficiently. _ - | - a | 

| 9. However, there is a grave problem in my mind as to the realistic 

possibility of obtaining ratification by parliaments of the Treaty now 

fo contemplated, involving surrender of sovereignty over very large pro- | 

: portions of national budgets and national production. = >
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| 3. While I was too busy in France to see many of my old political contacts, I left with the definite impression, based on 40 to 50 conver- sations with different Frenchmen, that neither the parliament nor the people would ratify the EDC Treaty in its present draft. One of my friends who is a Cabinet member hardly knew anything about it. 4. I do not believe that the parliamentary debate which Ambassador Bruce referred to will be conclusive. I would not be surprised if the French Parliament voted favorably on the principle of a Kuropean Defense Community but would refuse to ratify the Treaty when the individual Deputies will have become aware of exactly what such ratification would imply in concrete terms. 
5. In other words, I do not believe that the present impulses in Kurope towards European federation are sufficiently strong to over- | come, in the future with which we are dealing, the organized opposi- tion for personal and selfish reasons of labor unions, business men, and politicians. Unfortunately, I fear these oppositions control a majority, | and not only in France. 

| 6. If these assumptions are correct, it would seem that the only hope- ful possibility for achieving a “full-blown” EDC lies in causing a kind © of catalytic reaction through a strong political shock. An example of 
such a shock might be an announcement by the U.S. that it has reached 
the conclusion that the “unity of Europe” has now become essential, 
and that its aid to Europe can be continued only on the condition that 
Kurope immediately take decisive steps toward federation. Perhaps 
less drastic measures would suffice, but at the very least it seems that 
very active American pressure would be necessary in order to overcome 
existing obstacles. 

7. Obviously, this kind of decision on our part would present the 
gravest obstacles, both at home and in terms of our relations with our 
allies. In addition, it might actually delay the attainment of certain 
immediate military objectives. At the same time, it may be well to 
note that recent developments at Strasbourg seem to presage much 
stronger congressional pressure next year for an “all-out” U.S. position 
on European unity. 

| 
8. Short of such a decision for active intervention on our part, I see , little chance, if any, for the adoption of the EDC as presently con- 

templated. Even so, it does not necessaril y follow that the recreation of | 
the Wehrmacht offers the only prospect of a German defense contribu- 
tion. Such a contribution might yet be achieved by a “short treaty”, 
which would establish a European army with a truly integrated mili- _ 
tary structure and would accept the principles of a common budget 
and common defense production for later implementation. I know that 
many of the people who have been closest to the Paris conference feel 
that falling back on a short treaty would be synonomous with post-
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_ poning indefinitely the creation of a real European Defense Com- E 

munity. There are also obvious difficulties in finding a formula for a 4 

short treaty which would fully satisfy French security demands. Yet, I E 

suggest that we would be better off to attempt such a solution—provid- 

ing an immediate military asset plus a solid foundation for future : 

progress toward unity—than to continue the present impasse : 

indefinitely. ee a ee . 7 : | : 

9. Personally, I suggest that we give scrious consideration to the : 

pros and cons of the so-called “shock treatment”. — nr ] 

CN ayes OB ~ Riveway B. Knicut 7 

| CFM files, lot M—88, box 159, Rome Se | - F 

Memorandum of Discussion at.Informal Meeting Held at the Foro | 

Italica, Rome, on Tuesday, 27th November 1951, at 10:00 a,m.! 

TOP SECRET —  —™ Oo 7 

oe PRESENT en I 

| FRANCE ° Se | _ UNITED KincpoM - L 

H.E.M. Robert Schuman — oe Rt. Hon. Anthony Eden en 3 

H.E.M. George Bidault; Lord de lIsle and Dudley ©.) , 

General d’Armee Aerienne Charles Marshal of the R.A.F. Sir Jonn B 

- Francois Lecheres = | : _ Slessor ne E 

General de Corps d’Armee Paul Ely Air Chief Marsha! Sir. William B 

M. Alexandre Parodi Elliot Co | F 

M. Roland de Margerie | Sir Pierson Dixon oo : : 

a | UNITED STATES | | a 

: | | The Hon. Dean Acheson Oo - Oo E 

The Hon. R. A. Lovett | ' 

General of the Army Omar N. Bradley 

| Mr. George W. Perkins - PS, a [ 

| Vice Admiral Jerauld Wright, USN - ; | 

oo Mr. Ridgway B. Knight - - 

| a -Colonel R. E. Beebe, USAF a | 

Subject: Middle East Command and Its Relationship to NATO | 

| - This record is based on the notes at the meeting and is an agreed 

record of the informal proceedings for the information of the United i 

States,the United Kingdomand France ss | 

Mr. Even opened the conversation and raised the question of the | 

Middle East Command (MEC). He was concerned over the number 

of proposals that had been made, and he wished to take up one of the 

proposals which had been discussed with General Bradley on his 

recent visit to London. He then outlined the third proposal of the 

attached document, an agreed record of the meeting between the 

| Chairman of the United States Joint Chiefs of Staff and the British 

fo 1 Attached to the source text was a cover sheet which indicated that this memo- 

2 randum was circulated as preparatory paper Rome D-25 of November 29, 1951.
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Chiefs of Staff in London on 14 November 1951, containing “Various 
Proposals Concerning Command Arrangements in the Eastern Medi- 
terranean and the Middle East’’.2 He said he had discussed this pro- 
posal with General Eisenhower who had said that if otherwise agreea- 
ble it would be acceptable to him. It was very obvious that the Greeks. 
and the Turks were determined to be under SHAPE for particular 

| reasons, such as getting American equipment. It seemed obvious to 
him, however, that Turkey must in some way contribute to or be in 
the MEC in order for the latter to be effective. | | 

| GENERAL Brap.ey. said that he had cabled back the views he had 
obtained on his visit with the United Kingdom Chiefs of Staff, the 
French Chiefs of Staff and General Eisenhower. He had recently re- 
ceived a message from the United States Joint Chiefs of Staff in re- 
sponse to this. Their message did not make any mention of one of 
the several proposals that pertained to an arrangement for an Eastern 
Commander who would wear two hats—a NATO hat and a Middle 
Eastern hat. The United States Joint Chiefs of Staff did, however, | 
discuss an arrangement for splitting NATO Naval Force into separate | 
naval commands in the Eastern and Western Mediterranean, if that 
were the plan. He expressed his view that the “two-hat” proposal 
may come later, but since S.G. 80/4 ® was refused by Turkey, there did 
not seem to be any point in pressing this view. He felt that it was of 
the utmost importance to first get Turkey into General Eisenhower’s 

| Command. Later we should tackle the problem of the “two-hat” aspect. 
He repeated his view of the importance of first getting the NATO 
(Aegean) Command, then a Middle East Command, and then a 
combined command of the two if that were found to be desirable. 

Sir Joun Srxssor said that the Aegean Command and the MEC 
were completely interdependent and raised the point that the MEC 
will have the bulk of the air support required for that area. Mr. 

| Lovett reminded him that much of the support for the Aegean would 
come from the naval air in the Western Mediterranean. MaRsHAL __ 

* For documentation, see pp. 460 ff. | | 
*See Appendix 2 to the Working Paper Prepared in the Department of State 

for the Washington Foreign Ministers meeting of August 28, 1951, p. 575. ;
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SLessor gave it as his view that Admiral Carney would be very much F 

pinned down in the Western Mediterranean. | 

Mr. Epen said that in practice we might havea Middle East Stand- : 

ing Group who might be the same as the present Standing Group, ina E 

separate role. GENERAL BRADLEY replied that this was the proposal : 

in S.G. 80/4, and suggested that this was agreeable to the Franch, to ; 

which they assented. Mr. Even said that he liked the Standing E 

Group as a basis for a “two-hat” solution. Under such an arrangement | 

one would have another “SHAPE” under the Standing Group in the | 

| Middle East area. BS | a | 

Mr. Even went on to say that it seemed to him that the United States E 

— was worried over the political difficulties of associating the MEC to E 

NATO. Mr. Lovert referred him to the United States draft resolution 

on this subject C8(D)-D/2 (attached) *. In this connection he said he : 

very much favored a draft French version (attached)* based on this : 

same resolution. The intent of this resolution was to allay the fearsof | 

the Danes and the Netherlands and others, such as the Norwegians, ; 

that they were politically agreeing to an association not clearly defined : 

and they might later find themselves in a difficult position. Smaller [ 

countries felt that their voices were more powerful prior to final deci- ; 

sions. MarsIIAL SLESSOR reminded the group that in the Defense Minis- : 

‘Not printed ; it concluded with the following resolutions : —— 

“The North Atlantic Council hereby resolves that : | a - : mo 1 

a. All NATO nations must have a full voice in the direction of matters relating , 

to the defense of the area covered by the Treaty. . 4 

b. The North Atlantic Treaty Organization should not become involved in the E 

defense arrangements of Middle East nations which are outside the North Atlantic. F 

Treaty area. 
| - | 

c. The Middle East nations outside the North Atlantic area should not become L 

involved in the defense arrangements of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization... E 

d. Any coordination of a Middle East command which may be established out- ' 

side the NAT Area with contiguous NATO Commands will be as agreed by the. 

Council after such a Middle East Command is established and its nature known.” 

5Not printed; the debated second paragraph of the French draft read as 

follows : , 

“Recalling that all of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization countries must 

fully participate in the direction of the defense of the area covered by the Treaty ; 

that the North Atlantic Treaty Organization must not find itself involved in de- 

- fense arrangements relating to the Middle East nations situated outside the 

Treaty area; and that these countries should likewise not be involved in defense 

arrangements of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization.” . |
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ters meeting the day before they had moved that there should be no discussion of this problem. Genrrar Bravtey replied that this was the United States view; this resolution had been drafted to be kept in reserve. He pointed out that there is no clear solution as yet to the command problem, at least in the United States’ mind. We must also remember that it is necessary to secure information from the Greeks and the Turks before reaching a final decision. Marsttau SuEssor agreed and indicated that it would be necessary to discuss the matter further in the Standing Group. Genera, BrapLey agreed with this last point and said that we must consider all of the views in the Stand- ing Group, including those of the Greeks and the Turks and then, having succeeded in arriving at a joint view, to pass such a solution to the Military Representatives Committee as well as the Greeks and the Turks. 
Marstrau Siessor suggested that if we could assure the smal] powers that there were no obligations outside of NATO by statements for the record that would be sufficient to which Mr. Lovett replied that that was the very point of the French version of the resolution on that mat- ter. He also said that it was this consideration that had led him to dis- tribute the document. Mr. AcHEson expressed his view on this point that this was indeed a Council aspect. The Dutch and the Danes had informed him that it was necessary to discuss the command arrange- ments in order to receive a thorough understanding of the matter 

before they could ratify the protocol on the entry of Greece and Turkey 
into NATO. What worried them was that if they ratified now, later 
they would be confronted with a command arrangement which was a 
fait accompli and in which they had had no voice. Their position now | 
was somewhat that of black mail in the sense that they could force _ | discussions on the matter. He felt that the Council action should be — | more progressive; that it must be more than a statement “off-the- 
record”. He supported the idea of a simple resolution in order to 
satisfy them in case this matter came up. He inquired if anyone would 
be in a position to talk about the NATO command aspects. 

At this point in the discussion a detailed exchange took place on 
various amendments to the French draft covering Mr. Acheson’s point. 
Mr. Eben first proposed that the fourth point (d) of the United States 
draft was satisfactory but he did not like the previous three points 
since they might prejudice the final form of the command arrange- 
ments which had not yet been agreed. For the same reason the United 
Kingdom objected to the second paragraph of the French version and 
suggested several alternative wordings, particularly applying to the 
second phrase. These suggestions did not prove acceptable to the United 
States, who felt that they must stick to the fact that it is necessary to 
show that an actual legal Separation exists between NATO and the
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MEC. Mr. Lovert’s suggestion that paragraph 2 of the French version j 

be eliminated and that the resolution simply be the first paragraph of : 

the French version followed by the last paragraph of the United States f 

version, was agreed to (attached).° 
; 

Marsrau Siessor inquired if this meant that the four powers must F 

first set up a separate MEC and then at a later date settle its relation- 

ship with an Eastern NATO Command. Mr. AcriEson said this was | 

his view. Once the two commands had been established the United | 

States would support a proposal for a “two-hat solution” at a later i 

date. Mr. Even agreed that an attempt should be made to find a solu- j 

tion along these lines. | — L 

MarsiAL SLESsOR commented that this means we must set up a 

NATO Command at once. GENERAL Brapey said that the word “es- E 

tablished” in the draft United States resolution meant only that there 

must be an agreed arrangement for setting up the command, in the : 

same way as we had agreed a year ago to set up SACLANT. Mr. Even | 

then inquired whether the Commander of the NATO Command could 

| be the same Commander as the MEC. Mr. Lovett expressed some doubt i 

that this would necessarily work out that way, but in setting up an 

MEC now it would not have to be done completely, and perhaps the f 

matter of the appointing the Commander could be taken up later. : 

Gunrra Brapiey pointed out that we had had the North Atlantic 

Ocean Regional Planning Group for over a year without a Com- 

mander. (Note: This matter was not further discussed.) _ : 

There was unanimous agreement that the three powers would not : 

raise the matter of the MEC in the Council nor bring forward the E 

agreed draft resolution unless the subject were raised by other coun- | 

tries. Mr. Even suggested that the matter must come up definitely on 

the agenda at the next Council meeting for a discussion of a “two-hat 

or one-hat” proposal. GenerAL Braptey pointed out that no final de- 

- cision was possible until Greece and Turkey were definitely admitted | 

to NATO. Mr. Even agreed that this was the case. | 

‘Genrrat Braptry sketched out a simple illustration of command 

arrangement and this received general acknowledgement with recogni- : 

tion that it would have to be studied in detail. After inspection Mr. : 

Epen said that as far as the Eastern Mediterranean was concerned, | 

this offered a possible solution if the other NATO members would : 

accept it. | ; 

The tripartite agreed version of the draft resolution read as follows: | 

“Whereas the signatory powers of the North Atlantic Treaty are naturally 

interested in the relations which may exist between their organization and a 

Middle East Command when it will be established, the North Atlantic Council 

decides as follows :— __. 7 | | | 

Any co-ordination of a Middle Hast Command which may be established outside 

the N.A.T. Area with contiguous N.A.T.O. Commands will be as agreed by the _ 

Council after such a Middle East Command is established and its nature known.”
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| STANDING GROUP SO 

Other 
Commands 

, : i | 

North Centra] South ~ C-in-C 
East 

. TT OOOO OOS Air — Sea Ground Air Sea Land Land 
Greece Turkey 

| : MEC | 

Meeting adjourned at 10:55. ; 

a | 
740.5/11-2751 : Telegram 

The United States Delegation at the Eighth Session of the North | Atlantic Council to the Acting Secretary of State 

TOP SECRET | Rome, November 27, 1951—4 p.m. | 
| Secto 88. Pearson opened third meeting NAC ? by announcing ar- 

rangements made for SHAPE film crew to record meeting. No sound. 
Agenda item V re estimate relative strength capabilities NATO and 

Soviet forces (MC-33 *) submitted. No discussion. Chairman pointed 
out subject would be covered later in meeting by presentations Gruen- 
ther and Eisenhower and would be subject discussion tomorrow’s 
meeting. | | 

Agenda item VI re readings and effectiveness NATO forces 
(MC-31 *) submitted by Military Committee chairman Baele who said 
Gruenther presentation would cover. _ | 
Gruenther presented SHAPE report re agenda items V and VI. =~ 

Said item V basically capabilities report and related to what Soviets 

* Repeated to London, Paris, Brussels, The Hague, Copenhagen, Oslo, Reykjavik, Lisbon, Ottawa, Athens, Ankara, and Luxembourg. | * The third meeting, held on Monday, November 26, began at 3:30 p. m. * Not printed. MC-38, “Estimate of the Relative Strength and Capabilities of NATO and Soviet Bloe Forces at Present and in the Immediate Future,” was - renumbered and circulated as Council Document C8-D/4. The Council agreed to receive this report for information. 
“Not printed. MC-31, “Report on Readiness and Effectiveness of NATO Forces,” was received for information by the Council.
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can do, not their intention. Soviets have 175 divisions, satellites be- : 

tween 65 and 70, and total approximately 20,000 aircraft. Sub fleet : 

estimated 300, weak or surface vessels. SHAPE plan expects Soviets F 

would employ 17 divisions northern sector, 70 to 120 central sector, 20 | 

in south in attack West Europe. Emphasized magnitude figures indi- | F 

cate Soviets would operate from preconceived war plan and not acci- , 

dental touching-off hostilities and would require 30 days gain full i 

strength. SG estimate Soviets can maintain such attack logistically. | 

Estimate 8,000 aircraft could be employed by Soviets. Did not dwell ] 

| on capacity Soviet economy sustain war, but estimate general Soviet = 

| economy today better able sustain than German economy World War E 

| II. SHAPE strategy is to meet attack with “forward” strategy, hold E 

enemy to East using air and ground counter-offensive covering forces 

to gain time mobilize. Use German forces obvious because location 

requires participation. => a / 

SHAPE estimates West requirement meet and contain Soviet thrust 

at 46 divisions D day and 97 divisions D plus 80. Pointed outsize Soviet I 

division approximately two-thirds West division. Consider fire power [ 

equal due attachment Soviet artillery anti-aircraft divisions to regular 7 

forces. Thought Soviet division lasting power less than that West 

division. NATO air requirement 7600 aircraft, not counting approxi- | 

: mately 1500 UK and French home defense. Emphasized figures not — i 

precise but gave order of magnitude required. . . . NATO forces 31 ' 

December 1951, 24 divisions D day and 44 D plus 30. Estimate 31 : 

December 1952 is 30 and 55. All troops not now under SHAPE but at | 

least earmarked. All divisions cannot be considered fully effective due | 

deficiencies training and equipment. Eisenhower has made recommen- 

dations re how to make effective through training and management : 

reserves. NATO air strength 31 December 1951 is 1580 aircraft with 

3250 aircraft projected 81 December 1952. Planes lack full effectiveness 

due shortage spare planes and pilots and particularly insufficient air 

fields. Pointed out 51 fields promised end 1951 but actually only 16 

now .operational. However, 35 expected by March 1952. Planning pro- 

| gram may have been too ambitious but fact is too few fields available | 

and high percentage these in exposed German area. Mentioned infra- | 

structure plan calling for 50 additional fields 1952. SHAPE hopes | 

Council will expedite administrative procedure because air power vital 

to defense sector and is dominant factor warfare. | 

| Emphasized role navy carriers, particularly in operation emergency 

plan. Total 16 carriers needed operate in NATO waters. SHAPE 

urged speedy action in agreeing command structures, particularly _ 

SACLANT. oe ae Oo :
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Necessary establish realistic estimates military requirements. Did 

not believe NATO efforts could be labelled failure if equipment and 
troops not immediately available. Appraisal question degree success 
achieved so far did not take into account new methods warfare, such 
as atom bomb and guided missiles. Chance requirements can be reduced 7 
as result scientific developments. SHAPE realized impact on economies 
in carrying out plan but felt immediate steps should be taken reach 
capabilities figure which would not only be deterrent to aggressor but 
would give West equal effectiveness in field. Mentioned TCC-SHAPE 
and other NATO-SHAPE relationships as increasingly effective and | 
said that if statistics resulted pessimistic picture, should be remem- 
bered morale is indeterminable factor achieving superiority and West 
should lead that regard. Cautioned that Soviet rearmament effort in- 
creasing and mentioned significant increase satellite troops and war 
production. SHAPE not pessimistic, felt progress significant; was 
good spirit and good relations with various military commands and 
ministries. Officers assigned SHAPE able and had crusading spirit of 
confidence. 

| 
| Harriman presented TCC progress report.’ Reviewed Council direc- 

tive and set forth history and structure TCC. Said guiding principles 
following from central objective TCC most rapid practicable build-up 
of balanced effective combat forces were: | 

(1) Appraising present status NATO defense position both in- dividually and collectively. 
(2) Defining political and economic feasible program for progres- 

sive build-up toward acceptable security position for Atlantic 
community. 

= 
(3) Reflecting principle balanced collective forces in which contri- 

bution members mutually inter-dependent and each country contribu- 
tion appropriate its position, and Oe | (4) Outlining concerted and cooperative actions in both military 
and economic fields which are required achieve NATO objectives. 

Relations with individual countries good and conferences char- 
acterized by informal and free discussion. TCC has not yet begun 
formulation conclusions and recommendations but certain key prob- 
lems and requirements already apparent. One major field involved , 
necessary measures get military resources now at hand into most 
effective condition and press forward with development additional 
military strength, Matter priorities and allocations equipment dis- 

_ cussed with each country. Appears general accord that recommenda- 

‘The 12-page “Progress Report by the Chairman of the Temporary Council 
Committee to the Eighth Session of the North Atlantic Council,” which contains 
the verbatim record of Harriman's report, was circulated as Council Document 
C8-D/8. Rome D-24a, November 26, 1951, which was an NAC preparatory paper for the U.S. Delegation, contains the outline report which provided the basis for Harriman’s oral presentation to the Council (CFM files, lot M-88, box 159, Rome).
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tions from Eisenhower and other NATO commanders be given prior- 
ity consideration in allocation equipment in order attain maximum 

defensive strength with limited resources available. US has accepted 
this concept and is reviewing administration end-item aid so as relate E 

priorities and allocation these items to developing military capabili- : 

ties West Europe. TCC recognized it will not be able provide full E 

solution to difficult. problems production and supply equipment. How- 

ever, were attempting relate current program production to par- 
ticularly urgent requirements of phased build-up. US off-shore E 
procurement program would be of considerable assistance in activating E 

capacity Europe, but could not alone provide solution production I 

problems Europe. Stressed only thru economic as well as military co- F 

operation could common interests and national interests be effectively ; 
realized. sss | SS | 

_ TCC effective, determined group. Harriman urged member govern- E 
ments give maximum individual discretion to their TCC representa- 7 

tives. Said projects by individual countries should not be held up in 

anticipation TCC report, but was essential that NATO agencies and i 
governments proceed with build-up. Emphasized need for cooperation E 

to obtain increased European coal production. Concluded by saying an : 

added conviction West could obtain secure position and meet hopes _ : 

their peoples. Was untenable that West must live in fear of Soviets. , 

Reviewed industrial and man-power capacity Europe and North 
America as compared with USSR and satellites. There could be no : 
security on individual basis but through collective effort West had ; 
ability tochange pious wordsintoactionn = = | ' 

Plowden, UK representative Exec Bureau TCC, followed with state- f 

ment stressing burden-sharing and fact nations and peoples had to — | 

have confidence that other countries and peoples were contributing a 

fair share to common effort. | me | 
Under agenda item VIII, Eisenhower said he had two comments on 

preceding presentations. Thought TCC report gave some measure of 

progress NATO and set forth ability to cooperate and consequent 

benefits. Thought also emphasized great capacity NATO machinery. 

get away from pious statements and get results. Re Gruenther’s pres- _ 

entation, said set forth ability SHAPE to do work. SHAPE’s staff | 

worked round clock for preservation peace. He did not seek role 

philosopher but felt no man could walk thru Rome and not be aware | 

full record our civilization. Altho NATO mtg briefly in Rome, men 

fifty years from now will be aware its effort if problems facing it are 

| met with fortitude and confidence on part of its leadership. NATO 

sought no monuments to its accomplishments but that of giving free 

men an opportunity to live as they desire. Recalled SHAPE motto and 
quoted from St Luke “When a strong man, armed, keepeth his palace | 

| in order, his goods are in peace”. Strength West was in moral fiber and
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integrity its individuals and nations. The intelligence and freedom which produced economic systems and science, and capacity to arm if necessary, were “goods” West was guarding. Was not merely ma- _ terial property, but way of life which was being protected. We could not destroy from within by overburdening ourselves because economic life equally valuable as creation military strength. Goals set for the end of 1952 and 1953 left him cold—they were annual allotments our resources. What we sought was peace of mind and tranquility. We should not sit awaiting Soviet move. Only lack of unity prevented us from easily achieving our goal. Soviet police state has unity but West, if it saw its enlightened self-interest, would realize each country was served by progress of all. No one nation could provide necessary secu- rity. Old ideas of sovereignty would be impinged upon—is now neces- sary pool sovereignty. If we did not succeed in coordinating our military requirements to abilities our economies, we would destroy both. If leadership which we produced was equal to task, problem was not so important. We have come to think of morale as stemming from _ material things such as food and shelter, but morale really results from appeal to heart of man provided reasonable wants met. 
Eisenhower said he next wished discuss favorite topic, idea Euro- pean unity. Problem of unification should not be alibi for not doing | something today, but that was necessary do something now with what we have. Advantages of unity for West Europe were obvious. Single _ balanced military force for whole area would be lighter burden for each country. Costly prestige forces would be eliminated. We need _ German assistance if we can work out plan which gives respect to them and respect to ourselves. We must have European army. This would | provide us with willing German strength without traditional risk Ger- man remilitarization. He emphasized need for solution which would satisfy Germans because we could not have second-rate troops or hirelings. Schuman Plan must go forward and must be successful. Nothing more important, however, than that people West countries should have clear understanding of facts. Govts must agree and peo- ples must agree (this was responsibility of leaders). Public under- standing concept collective security through cooperation must be brought about, otherwise no hope for any plan defense. This can be ) done and must have priority. If isn’t, we will be victims either our own laziness or of Soviet propaganda. Ability to defend Rhine was one thing, is entirely different matter to mount offensive to Vistula. We _ could not possibly do latter. All propaganda assaults by Soviets this connection are specious. Soviet leaders know it and we know it, but is essential that people knowit. | 
SHAPE and subordinate military groups have good staffs. Instinct | of self preservation would make what now seems impossible merely | difficult. We are going to fight even if war is forced on us tomorrow. |
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Only Soviet advantage, outside large disposable military force, is unity. : 

However, fear of machine gun behind backs of men loses effectiveness ; 

in the face of other machine guns and Soviet unity may well dis- ; 

integrate. Free men in trouble tend to cling together. In conclusion, : 

Eisenhower said he was keenly appreciative of responsibility which | 

rested on Council members. | : | E 

| The fourth meeting of Council was scheduled for Tuesday morning, E 

97 Novila.m | SO | : 

Bn | | ACHESON F 

740.5/11-2751: Telegram hoe fa | i 

‘The United States Delegation at the Eighth Session of the North : 

Atlantic Council to the Acting Secretary of State* ——— E 

SECRET — So vo Rome, November 27, 1951—10 p. m. ; 

~Secto 938. NAC Chairman Pearson opened fourth meeting, eighth ' 

session Tuesday a. m.,” calling for Defense Minister’s report on revised ; 

MTDP and comments on agenda items V-VITI. Claxton presented | 

Defense Ministers report (MC 26/1 final plus corrigendum containing E 

views Canadian, Portuguese Ministers *) and draft resolution on de- E 

fense capabilities sent Dept Secto 83.* Commented on difficulties F 

involved citing necessity gradually adapting national sovereignty : 

towards successful collective action, burden-sharing, and standardiza- | : 

tion. Following discussion below council approved resolution as | 

amended. (See Secto 91°) | 7 | 

# Repeated to London, Paris, Brussels, The Hague, Copenhagen, Oslo, Reykj avik, i 

Lisbon, Ottawa, Athens, Ankara, and Luxembourg. — | f 

2The fourth meeting, held on Tuesday, November 27, began at 11 :00 a. m. E 

*MC-26/1 Final, “Revised Medium Term Force Requirements and Recom- _&§ 

: mended National Contributions,” and its corrigendum, as well as a covering note - 

- by the Defense Ministers, were circulated as Council Document C8-D/7. A draft : 

resolution on “Increased Defense Capabilities,” which was recommended to the ; 

Defense Ministers by the U.S. Delegation, was also presented by Claxton and E 

circulated as C8-D/7 Final. . | | a 

“Not printed ; it transmitted the text of the draft resolution which concluded : 

“« |. [the] Council , : a | 

(1) Takes note of action MC and requests that TCC in preparation of its final : 

report should give consideration, insofar as mil part of its work is concerned, to 

revised MTDP (MC 26/1) as agreed by MC. 7 | 

(2): Directs that upon issuance of TCC report, MC, in light of recommenda- 

tions set forth in such report and evaluation of current intelligence on Sov bloc, 

submit its comments of report to Council sufficiently prior to next meeting permit | 

action by govts at such meeting. , | os 

(3) Requests that member nations meanwhile take cognizance of immed | 

necessity of proceeding on 1952 portion of plan as immed step in securing finally 

approved mil objectives and that this -be done in light of (a) recommended pri- 

orities of NATO commands and agencies ; (bd) over-all training requirements ; and | 

(c) need for provision of long-lead time requirements. ae 

(4) Directs all NATO commands and agencies, after consultation with coun- 

tries concerned, to bring about greatest feasible defense combat eapability of 

NATO forces in 1952 and progressively thereafter towards agreed security | 

| objectives.” (740.5/11-2651) | | . 

5 Not printed; it reported that the draft resolution on “Increased Defeuse 

Capabilities” was approved with two minor changes in wording (740.5/11-2751). 

rac Reg PT 1--81---49 . |
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In discussion Italian Finance Minister Pella stressed Importance 
early submission TCC report noting only then cld countries take final 
decisions. Butler (UK) supported Pella on need for awaiting TCC 
report, citing importance home front economy battle and stressing 
equity theme of burden-sharing along lines Plowden’s statement at 
third mtg. Noted physical difficulties, specifically material shortages, 
which must be overcome and national commitments undertaken out- 
side Europe by certain NATO members in common interest which 
also must be considered nevertheless NATO task to receive priority. 
Italian Defense Minister Pacciardi commenting General Gruenther’s 
presentation stated Italian Govt cld not accept without reservation 
limited SHAPE calculation of threat to southern sector and stressed 
fullest preparation must continue in all directions. 

Council referred to deputies request by Norwegian Foreign Minister 
Lange for guidance on info contained statements at third mtg which 
might be disclosed in interest of education of national Parliaments 
and public opinion, both in public statements and in confidential dis- 
cussions with Parliamentary committees. Also referred to deputies 
Danish Minister Kristensen’s request for comprehensive survey eco- 
nomic and industrial resources of NATO group and relation to those of 
Soviet bloc and for study of nature of political thinking and Kremlin 
and estimate of Soviet intentions. : 
Under agenda item IX Pearson called for Schuman’s report on EDC 

conference * and Acheson’s report on contractual arrangements, Schu- 
man reviewed background of conference and cited degree of agree- 
ment reached on basic integration principles. Stated level of 
integration wld be army corps with its supporting corps elements. 
Basic air unit one half wing, approx 75 planes, under tactical Air 
Command. Stressed that lasting solution German problem eld only 
be found in integration Germany with European community and 
necessity of collaboration EDC with NATO, stating use of European 

, army forces wld be entrusted from outset to SHAPE. 
Commenting on Schuman’s statement, Stikker urged that EDC 

include all free countries of Western Europe, specifically UK and 
Scandinavian countries. Also said many questions not solved or dis- 

_ cussed thoroughly Paris including financial support of EDC, nature 
of EDC defense authority and role of proposed Council Ministers. 
Van Zeeland noted exchange of views on EDC had been on technical 
level and technical differences must give way to political principles. 

_ Urged earliest consideration by Ministers. De. Gasperi noted that | 
since task of common defense extremely urgent, temporary com- 
promise formulations required, but stressed must be only temporary 

*For Schuman’s report, which was circulated as Council Document C8-D/5, see pp. 933 ff. : |
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and be considered preparation for substantial unification Western 

European countries. . ; 

Secretary’s report on discussions of contractual arrangements,’ in- E 

cluding Nov 22 mtg of US-UK-French Foreign Ministers with | 

Adenauer, cited progress toward conclusion overall agreement on 

general relations and subsidiary agreements on transfer of responsi- 

bility of occupying powers to Fed Rep, status of foreign forces in _ : 

Germany, logistical and financial support of German contribution to ij 

western defense and security safeguards. Expressed hope contractual I 

arrangements wld be completed by end of Dec and urged completion { 

EDC by same date so both cld be considered by next NAC session. & 

Tabled US draft resolution on EDC recommending early attention to : 

problem of correlating EDC-NATO obligations and organizational 

relations and consultation by chairman Council Deputies and chair- 

man EDC conference to insure NATO views on relation of EDC to 

NATO be reflected in proposed EDC treaty, and urging that EDC 

report be given council at next session for consideration. oe 

US draft resolution referred to afternoon mtg of CD together with [ 

one indicated as forthcoming from the Benelux dels in attempt arrive t 

at agreed EDC resolution to be presented council mtg 10 a. m. Wednes- 

day. Deputies also directed consider Stikker suggestion council meet 

in next session with limited number advisers. | : 

oe ee ACHESON : 

* Secretary Acheson’s report is contained in Rome D-8/5a, a document prepared | ; 

by the Department of State and dated November 26, 1951. A copy of this report is F 

in the Conference files, lot 59 D 95, CF 98. 
| | | 

740.5/11-2051: Telegram | : 

The United States Delegation at the Bighth Session of the North | 

: Atlantic Council to the Acting Secretary of State 

TOP SECRET Rome, November 29, 1951— 4 a. m. | 

--—- Secto 105. Pearson opened fifth meeting NAC? with announcement | 

deputies had not completed work considering draft resolutions on | 

| EDC submitted by US and by. Benelux countries on previous day. | 

Deputies would present draft before meeting concluded. 

- Pearson presented report of Defense Ministers. | 

bo I. MT force requirements covered in previous discussion. 

- TL “Military Progress of NATO” (MC 5/3 final)® received by 

| council for info. | - : | 

! | 1 Repeated to London, Paris, Brussels, The Hague, Copenhagen, Oslo, Reykjavik, | 

Lisbon, Ottawa, Athens, Ankara, and Luxembourg. oe | 

2"Tne fifth meeting, held on Wednesday, November 28, began at 10:00 a. m. . 

Military Committee documents referred to in this document are not found in 

the files of the Department of State. oo | | |
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III. “Proposals for reorganization of NATO Military Structure (MC 22-11 final) received for info. | 
IV. “Progress on Command Arrangements for Mediterranean and Middle East” (MC 38 final) noted, and agreed request SG press fur- ther development and make definitive report through mil comm next 

council meeting. | 
V. “Terms Reference for Supreme Allied Commander Atlantic” (MC 22-10 final) approved. Canadian Defense Minister Claxton sug- gested clarification record indicate terms were approved subject reser- vation UK, and when UK concurrence forthcoming implementation 

commands structure possible without further ref to council. Eden said understood Claxton point but preferred text be allowed stand. | VI. “Proposals for NATO Command in Channel and Southern North Sea Area” (MC 34)‘ approved. — | : 
VII. “Division of Responsibilities in Wartime between National Territorial Commanders and Supreme Commanders and Subordinate Allied Commanders (annex C to MC 36 final)*® approved. This directs CD review MC 36 re political and constitutional points involved and return SG with any recommended modifications. Report by CD and mil com requested for next council meeting. ; | VIII. Annex D to MC 35 and MC 35-1 ¢ on standardization small arms and SA ammunition approved. Resolution stresses importance making progress in standardization and directs SG give high priority 

studies this matter. | a : : IX. Infrastructure deferred for discussion later in meeting. : X. Recommendation re “national legislation on rights and immuni- ties of NATO forces” accepted and deputies asked report on progress national legislation in process or being considered by each member . country.’ 
XI. Council noted Defense Ministers recommendation re“informa- tion concerning NATO forces” to effect full support should be given _ efforts provide adequate public information on activities NATO forces to extent consistent with security. SO 

‘The resolution approved by the Council, based on MC-34 Final, was circulated as Annex B to Council Document C8-D/9 and read as follows: 
| “The North Attantic Council: - | 

Having noted the Military Committee’s proposals for the Establishment of a NATO Command in the Channel and Southern North Sea Area (MC. 34(Final) ), Having noted the proposed terms of reference for the Allied Commander-in- Chief Channel and Southern North Sea (MC. 34/1), 
Having further noted the nomination by the United Kingdom Government of Admiral Sir Arthur John Power ag Allied Commander-in-Chief, Channel ‘and Southern North Sea. | 
Resolves: . 
That the recommendations of the Military Committee be accepted and _ That the appointment of Admiral Sir Arthur John Power as Allied Commander- in-Chief Channel and Southern North Sea be confirmed.” | *The resolution approved by the Council, based on MC-36 Final, was circu- lated as Annex C to Council Document. C8-D/9. | °The resolution approved by the Council, based on MC-35 Final and MC-35/1 Final, was circulated as Council Document C8—-D/9, Annex D. oo * This recommendation was based on paragraph X of the “Report of the Defense . Ministers to the North Atlantic Council,” Council Document C8-D/9. * This recommendation was based on paragraph XI, ibid. | a
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Council considered draft resolution covering Norwegian and Danish ; 

queries to be referred CD mentioned Secto 93.2 Acheson objected to i 

para calling for CD study economic capabilities NATO countries as ; 

compared Soviet bloc. Pointed out would duplicate TCC, and deputies : 

could not handle huge project this nature. Danish Finance Minister : 

Kristensen said had no objection in light TCC report to postponing [ 

study econ capabilities. Council accepted referral to CD of request for ; 

documents to be used inform public and official groups at home and : 

after some discussion accepted para requesting CD conclude study a 

aims Soviet foreign policy. Acheson suggested most effective means L 

synthesizing views latter point would be private discussion this topic ; 

by Foreign Ministers next meeting. | - 

Spofford presented report re infrastructure consisting of comments q 

by deputies on MC 82 and MC 82-1 said there are still delays in im- E 

plementation. MC 82-1 contained recommendations from SHAPE to oe 

avoid delays. These recommendations to be considered further by depu- | 

ties, SG. and SHAPE. Deputies now have agreed organizational and 

financial procedures for implementation. However, problem beginning | 

rather than ending. Program estimated seven billion dollars through { 

1954. New items to be subjected to infrastructure formula including L 

training facilities, radar installations and fortifications. TCC studying 

implications within its general terms of reference. Treaty agencies will : 

have to work out recommendations made by TCC. With large program 

forthcoming arrangements must be made more effective. Re burden | 

sharing, complex multilateral negots are slow and difficult. Maximum E 

delegation of authority to reps necessary but no sign this will be forth- [ 

coming. CD recommended as soon as member govts have studied ref 

documents and TCC report, deputies in connection with SG ands 

° Supra. The draft resolution that was under consideration by the Council was . 

circulated as Council Document C8-D/13 and read as follows: 7 

“The North Atlantic Council: Ca | | | 

With respect to the reports and statements presented to the Highth Session 

under Items V to VIII of its agenda, | . eos | | 

_ Requests the Council Deputies: | oo — ; 

| (a) in consultation with the NATO military agencies, to prepare two docu- | 

ments based on these reports and statements, one which may be used for public | 

distribution, and the other for. Ministers to use only in confidential discussions 

with their parliamentary committees ; | | re 

| (b) in the light of the TCC report, to prepare a comprehensive study of the 

economic capabilities of the NATO countries as compared with those of. the 

Soviet Bloc; | 7 BO | o | ae 

(c) to complete their study of Soviet foreign policy, its aims and means.” 

” Snofford’s report to the Council on the “Physical Progress of Infrastructure” 

was circulated as Council Document C8-D/10 and. contained the Council 

Deputies’ comments on MC-32 and MC-32/1. The Deputies’ recommendation was 

that as soon as the member governments have been able to study these two mili- 

tary committee documents, and, in light of the TCC and of SHAPE’s infrastruc- 

ture plans, the study should be considered further by the Council Deputies with a 

view to preparing a report for submission to the Council at an early date.
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SHAPE prepare report for council and stimulate action by member govts where necessary. Report approved. . : Pearson next raised question statement by NATO on flood relief in Po Valley. It was agreed to refer this deputies for agreement on text to be presented at afternoon meeting. . 
Council next received EDC draft mentioned para one. After dis- cussion led by Claxton re status Allied forces other than those in occu- _ pation in Germany and assurance it was intended all forces be on equal footing, resolution adopted by council." (Text cabled separately ) .2 Report by “comite on North Atlantic community” 1 presented by Pearson. Said report of interim nature because related to continuing activity. Requested approval and mandate to continue comm work. | Report covered : 7 

a. Coordination and consultation on foreign policy re steps designed promote peace. Basic principle to obtain action in common interest and prevent that against common interest. Qualifying factors such as ac- tivity in relation to UN limited community’s ability. Need for con- sultation at early stages emphasized. Increasing role which deputies could play if given additional authority mentioned. a 6. Possible relation between Parliamentary reps and NATO. Dif- ferent positions in different countries made impossible this juncture specific recommendation. 
c. Closer econ, social and cultural cooperation designed promote conditions of econ stability and well-being. Work FEB, OEEC, and conference on migration important this field. Desirable comm not _ cut across their work, | | 
d. Collaboration in fields cultural and public info. Great need in world for info re N ATO. However, believed individual countries should carry main burden and NATO should build conservatively on small organization it now has. Statement principles now under study. 
Dr. Cunha said important not overload deputies and doubted NATO should become involved problems such as movement labor. Felt de- 

“ The draft resolution, which appeared in earlier drafts as Council Documents C8&-D/11 and C8-D/12, was rewritten by the Council Deputies and presented to the Council as C8-D/14. It read as follows : | ) “The North Atlantic Council: | | 
Having received statements with respect to the status of negotiations for the establishment of a European Defense Community, and the status of negotiations with the German Federal Republic concerning the contractual arrangements to replace the occupation statute, . | Hopes that the Paris Conference will conclude its activities at the earliest Possible moment so that definitive report can be made to the Council for con- sideration at its next meeting, and | sO . Requests the appropriate treaty agencies in the meantime to give early atten- tion to the problem of correlating the obligations and organizational relationships of the European Defense Community with those of the North Atlantic Treaty so that discussions with the Paris Conference on this question may be held and concluded as soon as possible.” 

| Oo ~The text of the resolution was transmitted to the Department of State in telegram Secto 98 from Rome, November 28, not printed (740.5/11-2851). | * The 21-page “Interim Report by the Committee on the North Atlantic Com- munity” was circulated as Council Document C8-D/6,
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sirable not increase number organizations related to NATO. Lange 

thought study might pay more attention internal structure NATO : 

itself. Was time to reform our ways; too large assembly present now I 

to discuss vital issues. Did not put forth specific suggestion. Thought [ 

deputies should delegate work to subcomites. Constant problem for : 

Foreign Minister was to carry govt and Parliament along his lines 

thinking. Parliaments need same kind of education council members | L 

receive. Italian Finance Minister Pella stressed attention report paid : 

to labor problem and related problems of manpower and unemploy- E 

ment. Said Italy needed external means to meet problem and that : 

emigration must occur. Requested concrete action by comm. Pearson I 

replied although regarded Pella’s proposals as very serious he believed | 

comm should continue study and report at next council meeting rather 

than attempt bring up concrete proposal while problem under con- : 

sideration at Brussels. Re Lange’s suggestion for organization NATO 

work comm would pursue this on priority basis. Eden said must be 

careful not multiply work without multiplying result. Felt other | 

bodies could handle many problems social field. Was all right give J 

deputies tasks in econ field but they should not.be asked carry these [ 

out until TCC report available. Report adopted by council. | E 

Pearson mentioned invitation of Portugues Govt to hold next coun- 4 

cil meeting Lisbon. Was decided hold this subject over until afternoon 1 

meeting along with consideration communiqué and statement re flood an | 

relief Po Valley. ee | | : 

740.5/11-2851 : Telegram 
[ 

The United States Delegation at the Eighth Session of the North | 

a Atlantic Council to the Acting Secretary of State* 

RESTRICTED | Rome, November 28, 1951—7 p. m. 

Secto 96. Sixth and final mtg eighth session NAC this afternoon * 

agreed convene ninth council session Lisbon, Feb 2, 1952. Approved 

statement on Po Valley flood relief expressing distress at disaster and 

note emergency help given by NATO members. Statement asks perma- | 

| nent Rome missions of NATO members keep in touch changing needs | 

for relief and reconstruction in area. ; 

Approved final communiqué as revised (see Secto 95*). | 

General Baelereuin quitted MC chair to Lt. Gen Foulkes, Canada. 

Session adjourned 4: 25 p. m. | 

| , | - ACHESON | 

| 2 Repeated to London, Paris, Brussels, The Hague, Copenhagen, Oslo, Reykjavik, 

Lisbon, Ottawa, Athens, and Luxembourg. 
: 

* The sixth meeting, held on Wednesday, November 28, began at 3:30 p. m. 

2 The proposed Council statement was circulated as Council Document C8-D/16. 

2 ‘ Not printed, but the text of the communiqué is infra. .
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Conference files, lot 59 D 95, CF 98 | 
Press Communiqué of the Eighth Session of the North Atlantic — 

Council, Rome, November 24-28, 19511 

1, The North Atlantic Council has today concluded its Eighth 
Session in Rome. It was a regular meeting of the Council held in ac- cordance with the policy announced at Ottawa of holding frequent 
meetings to exchange views and to develop more effective unity of action on a continuing basis. The meeting was the first held under the Chairmanship of the Hon. Lester B. Pearson, Canadian Minister for External Affairs, and was attended by twenty-eight ministers of Foreign Affairs, Finance and Defence. , 
Pending parliamentary approval of the decision to invite Greece and Turkey to adhere to the North Atlantic Treaty, representatives of those two countries attended the plenary meetings of the Council as 

observers. 
| 

2. The Council considered progress reports from its military and civilian agencies, It instructed the pertinent agencies to put into action 
certain recommendations of the reports and to continue their work on 
others with a view to reporting further at the next session of the 
‘Council. 

| 
3. The Chairman and one Vice Chairman of the Temporary Coun- 

cil Committee informed the Council of the progress of the Committee’s 
work directed towards the reconciliation of military requirements with political-economic capabilities. They stated that the Committee’s 
final report and recommendations would be presented early in Decem- 
ber for the consideration of members governments and the Council at 
its next session. | 

4. The Military Committee, consisting of the Chiefs of Staff of 
member countries, met in Rome before the Council Meeting. The Coun- 
cil considered the reports of the Military Committee, including one on 
the readiness and effectiveness of NATO forces. The Supreme Allied 
Commander, Europe and his Chief of Staff made oral statements, The 
Council exchanged views and took decisions on various military 
matters dealt with in these reports. | 

5. The North Atlantic Council received statements with respect to ) | the status of negotiations for the establishment of a European Defence 
Community, and the status of negotiations with the German Federal 
Republic concerning the contractual arrangements to replace the _ occupation statute. . | 

The Council adopted a resolution expressing its hope that the Paris. 
Conference would conclude its activities at the earliest possible move- 

* Circulated as Council Document C8-D/15 and approved by the Council during its final meeting on November 28. 
|
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ment so that a definitive report could be made to the Council for con- ; 

sideration atitsnext meeting. 

The resolution requested the appropriate North Atlantic Treaty E 

agencies in the meantime to give early attention to the problem of cor- 

relating the obligations and relationships of the European Defence : 

Community with those of the North Atlantic Treaty so that discussions - | 

| with the Paris Conference on this question may be held and concluded | 

as soon as possible. — SO Bn | 

6. The Council approved an interim report submitted by the Com- q 

mittee on the North Atlantic Community (consisting of representa- | 

tives of Belgium, Canada, Italy, the Netherlands and Norway). _ L 

The report stressed the importance of further developing the habit : 

of consultation on matters of common concern. The Council directed : 

that fuller study be given to a number of proposals relating to eco- } 

nomic, social and cultural matters and to the co-ordination of the activ- : 

ties of NATO civilian agencies with those of other international or- | 

ganizations. In this connection the Council recommended that par- 

ticular consideration be given to facilitating the movement of labour | 

rom member countries with excess manpower to others where it could — : 

be effectively utilised. | | | 

The Council directed the Committee to continue its work. 4 

7. The Council agreed that its next meeting should be held in Lisbon i. 

on February 2nd, 1952. | | i 

Conference files, lot 59 D 95, CF 98 | a - 

Memorandum of Conversation, by Norbert L. Anschueta of the United L 

States Delegation at the Eighth Session of the North Atlantic 

Council | oo 

TOP SECRET Oo [Rome, November 29, 1951.] _ 

Subject: NATO Command Arrangements Regarding Turkey | 

Participants: Ambassador Huseyn Ragip Baydur, Observer at . 

= oe Eighth Session of the North Atlantic Council | : 

| ee The Secretary of State _ a a | 

| | NL. Anschuetz, Member U.S. Delegation | | 

~ Ambassador Baydur, presently Turkish Ambassador to Italy, called | 

on the Secretary at 11:00 a.m. November 29th. . 

The Ambassador expressed his pleasure at seeing the Secretary and 

2 in representing his government at the Council meeting. 

1 The Ambassador then said that his government had received in- 

_ formation through the Turkish military representatives in Washing- 

ton that the Standing Group had been actively considering NATO | 

| command arrangements with regard to Turkey. According to 

his information the British had advocated placing Turkey, Greece
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and Yugoslavia under British command, possibly under the proposed | MEC (Middle East Command). The American plan, as reported, pro- vided that Turkey be divided into two commands militarily: the , western part falling under the direct command of Genera] Eisenhower, and the eastern part falling under the MEC under British leader- ship. The Turkish Government is concerned at this development. The Ambassador stated that it was impossible that Turkey should have political association with N ATO, but that her military strength should | be tied to the MEC with which Turkey has no contractual obliga- : tions. Such a situation would provide a critical internal political problem for the Turkish Government. He said that Turkey had al- ready been under diplomatic attack from the USSR with regard to the MEC. Oo | 
The Secretary replied that he could set the Ambassador’s mind at rest. The Turkish aide-mémoire ? (which was submitted after the visit of Generals Bradley, Slim, and Lecheres to Ankara) setting forth Turkish views with regard to command arrangements, had been sym- pathetically studied both in the Department of Defense and in the Department of State. The U.S. is clearly aware of the Turkish desire to be included in an existing NATO command under General Fisen- hower. He felt that the Turkish Government could assume that a : solution along those lines would ultimately be developed. We have | clearly in mind that no decision on this matter can be taken without a complete exchange of views with the Turkish Government and until Turkey enjoyed the rights and privileges of full NATO membership. | The Secretary added that in his conversations with General Bradley he had received no impression that the U.S. military authorities were at this time thinking of splitting Turkey into two military commands. Ambassador Baydur expressed his pleasure at this information and assured the Secretary that Turkey was by no means hostile to the idea of the MEC, but was in fact prepared to cooperate with it at the proper time. In his opinion the proper time would arrive after a full assessment of Turkey’s military and political obligations under NATO had been firmly established. He mentioned in this connection that he was somewhat concerned at the action of the present NATO Council  mnurging the NATO agencies to press for a solution to the command arrangements in the Middle East to be submitted to the Council at its Lisbon meeting in early February 1952. 

The Secretary suggested that the proper procedure would be to examine the question of the MEC on the basis of certain assumptions: e. that Turkey would fall in the first instance under an existing NATO command directly under General Eisenhower, He added that he saw very little possibility of taking immediate action in connection with the MEC. 

* Not printed, but see telegram 349 from Ankara, October 12, p. 596.
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Conference files, lot 59D 95,CF 98 | | | : 

Memorandum of Conversation, by Norbert L. Anschuetz of the United F 

States Delegation at the Eighth Session of the North Atlantic f 

— Council | F 

SECRET | | [Romer, November 29, 1951.] f 

Subject: Greek Reaction to NATO Council Meeting a 4 

Participants: Evanghelos Averoff, Greek Observer at Eighth Session | 

of the North Atlantic Council a og 

| The Secretary of State _ | E 

| N. L. Anschuetz, Member U.S. Delegation 

Mr. Averoff, Acting Foreign Minister of Greece, called at 11:30 a.m. 

November 29th. : , | | | i 

He opened the conversation by saying that it was a privilege to have © ; 

this opportunity to speak with the Secretary at a moment when the | 

- Secretary had so many important responsibilities in hand. He said he 

was pleased to be able to sit as an observer at the NATO Council meet- 3 

ing and that he felt that the NATO had great possibilities for Greece L 

as an instrument for mutual cooperation in the defense of freedom. : 

He added that at this moment, inasmuch as Greece herself possesses E 

an army of 12 divisions, NATO can offer Greece very little in the way : 

of security. However, in the future this situation should alter. Greece | 

is bearing an extremely heavy military burden at this time. In the i 

previous fiscal year Greece had devoted 48 per cent of her national i 

budget to military expenditures, and during the current fiscal year | 

43 per cent of her budget was being devoted to military purposes. The i 

Greek economy was beginning to bend somewhat under this strain. _ 

Mr. Averoff added that Greece did not wish to reduce the size of her 

| military forces, but that Greece was determined to find ways of reduc- 

ing the military budget by approximately 20 million dollars. | 

The Secretary replied that in many NATO countries the problem 

is to increase military expenditures, but in Greece the problem is to : 

maintain them at their present level. The U.S. missions in Athens are | 

fully prepared to cooperate with the Greek Government to eliminate | 

| any unnecessary military expenditures which might presently be in | 

the budget. Oo . | | 

Mr. Averoff said that notwithstanding the magnitude of American 

: assistance to Greece, he felt that this had been an extremely productive 

investment on the part of the U.S. Had it not been for American as- 

1 sistance, Greece and Italy certainly would have been behind the iron 

? curtain, and possibly France. History would record that the Marshall 

| Plan was an act of high statesmanship. Greece is now a strong ally’ 

i with 12 well-trained divisions with high morale and a determination 

, to fight. | |
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The Secretary said that he hoped the Greek-Turkey Protocol to the North Atlantic Treaty would be promptly ratified by the U.S. Senate. He regretted that delay by the Danes after the Ottawa meeting of the NATO Council had prevented him from submitting the Greek-Turkey Protocol to the Senate for ratification before the Senate adjourned. No difficulty is anticipated, however, but there are certain formalities which must be observed. Mr. Averoff added that Mr. Eden had in- formed him that the British Government would probably ratify the Protocol within a week or ten days. | 
Mr. Averoff said that he wished the Secretary to know that the American Embassy in Athens was held in very high esteem. He said laughingly that Ambassador Peurifoy, with his open, friendly manner, 

had achieved a popularity which was almost dangerous. Mr. Averoff 
said that his government and he, personally, would be very happy to have the Secretary visit Athens. The Secretary recalled that General 
Marshall had visited Athens when he was Secretary of State. He said 
that he, too, hoped to visit Athens, but that it would not be possible 
at this time inasmuch as he had to return to Washington to prepare 
for Congressional hearings. Perhaps after the Lisbon meeting the 
situation might be different. 

Conference files, lot 59 D 95, CF' 98 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Secretary o f State 

TOP SECRET | [Rome,] November 29, 1951. 
| Mr. Eden asked me to lunch with him today, sending word that there 

were some matters on which he really wished to have some words with _ 
me before leaving Rome for London. We talked alone for a half to 
three-quarters of an hour before lunch. He had in mind two main 
subjects. | 

The first was the European Army. He thought that the situation here 
was very critical. We either did something with the European Army or 
we endangered the whole NATO structure. This raised in his mind 
the question whether the United Kingdom could make any useful con- 
tribution at this point. a 

He referred to his press conference of yesterday saying that in fact 
he believed his attitude had been too negative. He believed that one 

| paper had construed his remarks as being the introduction of new pro- 
posals, The other Italian papers had gotten what he really said, which 
was a somewhat negative attitude. 

The question which he asked me was whether the UK, by doing 
something more positive and possibly by suggesting some sort of an 
Institutional association, would help or hinder. He said that he had dis-
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| cussed this with General Eisenhower, who had urged him to stay out of : 

the situation at the present time. I said that in my judgment the time , 

was too short for any new initiative by the UK. Such action would give : 

both the French and the Benelux exactly the excuse they needed to L 

delay negotiations, and I, therefore, urged that he should not inter- 

veneinany waynow. 
: | 

He asked whether it would be helpful if General Eisenhower, Gen- 3 

eral Montgomery, or Mr. Churchill, or all three expressed the purely | 

military and professional judgment that from a military point of F 

view a European Army would be effective. I said that I thought that ; 

this had already been done by General Eisenhower and might be done og 

again, and that it would certainly be helpful to have professional | 

military views in favor of it. I doubted whether Mr. Churchill would | 

stick to professional military views and by some oratorical chance 

might introduce a confusing note. 
: 

Mr. Eden expressed the view that the release of General Eisen- } 

hower’s speech to the North Atlantic ‘Council would be a mistake. 

He thought that he should find another way of supporting the Kuro- 

pean Army from the military point of view. I agreed with this, [ 

~ Mr. Eden said that he was at a loss to understand the exact status F 

of the discussion or the exact nature of the differences between the | 

French, Benelux, and others. I said that I was in the same state of : 

confusion and had urged our Ambassador to get the Conference to E 

reduce its view to drafts of a treaty. Mr. Eden thought that this would : 

be of tremendous help. He thought that both the State Department i 

and the Foreign Office should be vigorously engaged in thinking about | 

this subject, because by the time we met in Washington in early [ 

January, we might be presented with a very critical problem. He [ 

thought that the matter had been restricted too much to a small circle | 

in Paris and that nobody else knew what was going on. I agreed and 

said that I would alert the State Department. 
: 

[Here follows the second part of this conversation, which deals with 

Korea. For text, see volume VII] _ | - | 

| 740.5/11-3051: Telegram _ | | | 

oo ‘The Secretary of State to the President * | | 

TOP SECRET : | Rome, November 30, 1951—10 p. m. | 

Dzar Mr. Prestpent: I am most grateful for your kind note of 

encouragement.” It may be helpful to you to have some impressions. 

- +The source text. was transmitted to the Department of State in telegram. | 

| Actel 28, November 80; copies, were sent to the White House on December 1. 

2 Presumably a reference to telegram Telac 57 to Rome, November 29 (762A.5/ 

11-2351) in which Webb reported that President Truman appreciated Acheson’s. 

reports and “was keenly anticipating” a further message on the Rome discussions...
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from me at the end of the NATO meeting at Rome. The first is that 
the big problems remain unsolved and will need the most energetic 
work over the next 60 days, if we aretosolvethem, _ | 

In the international field we are experiencing what the production 
people call slippages. Three months ago we hoped that the Ottawa 
meeting would start the wheels moving for decisions at this Rome 
ineeting on a defense program geared to economic capacity and upon 
the integration of Germany, both into the Western community of 
free nations and into the West defensive organization. But as you 
know, it became clear before this meeting, that the complexity of the 
German problem and the current stage of Harriman’s work in the 
Temporary Council Committee meant that the Rome meeting would 
have to be a spur to get decisions by the end of January. 

Realization that the session could not reach important decisions 
affected the atmosphere in which the meeting was held. There was 
definite lessening of enthusiasm and interest. 
Another depressing factor was the knowledge that after Harriman’s | 

report, governments will have to decide definitely on the precise degree 
of military, economic and financial effort to be made in the next year. 
In Europe, this decision is hard because of low standards of living 
and, in many cases minute Parliamentary majorities. In France, the 
slender majority consists of a weak coalition of parties which do not 
see eye-to-eye on many key issues. The Communist parties remain 
strong in France and Italy and proclam daily that the defense effort 
is leading to runaway inflation and economic chaos. : 

In this situation, our goals for this meeting were: 
1. Convince. the various nations to take the necessary steps to achieve complete battle worthiness by the summer of 1952 for the military forces which now exist on paper. | 2. Lay the ground-work for government decisions concerning the © _ findings of the temporary council committee which should be expressed at the next Council meeting. 
3. Ascertain the chances of success of the European Defense Com- munity and establish a deadline by which the Paris conference, which has been drafting the treaty since March 15, will have to report either success or failure. | 

I think all countries now appreciate the urgency of making our 
existing forces fully combat-effective by next summer and of continu- 
ing to do so gradually as strength develops instead of placing our 
primary reliance on the development by 1954 of forces which at that 
theoretic date could, insofar as can be predicted now, insure the pro- 
tection of Western Europe against Soviet attack. Here the US plays 
a key role. The combined effectiveness of the forces, which flank our 
own in Germany today depends upon our giving priority to equipping 

| them instead of to reserve formations at home.
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As to future action on Harriman’s final report, our friends now E 

know that it is quite impossible to expect an adequate defense without E 

paying the corresponding price. They know that we cannot and will E 

not pick up the check. I think that they will come through but it will : 

take them longer than we had hoped. On our part, I think that we can : 

and should demand greater efforts and greater efficiency in Europe, 

but we should not urge a degree of economic effort which is quite im- L 

possible for them adhere, and which, if attempted, would have internal 

social and economic results which would set back the whole rearma- ] 

ment program. | a | F 

We were able to accomplish very little in the Council on the Euro- ; 

pean defense force and the related question of a German contribution | 

to defense. Schuman made a progress report on the status of the q 

negotiations in Paris for the establishment of a European force which 

would ‘include Germany. I reported briefly on the tripartite negotia- 

tions with the Germans regarding their future political status, say- 

ing that we were driving to finish our negotiations on this range of 

problems by Dec 31 and urging all to complete the defense arrange- : 

ments by about that same date. This would allow us to take final action I 

on both of these matters at the next Council meeting. A resolution f 

was adopted indicating that this was the desire of the Council.* | 

The formal discussions in the Council on this subject did not reflect : 

the confusion and strain presently in Europe over the establishment 1 

of a European defense force. There is a general feeling among Foreign ' 

Ministers that the project is not going well, that the French chair- 4 

manship of the discussions is weak and confused, and that the people ; 

making plans for establishment of the force are making a theoretical | 

approach to the problem without regard to political and parlia- E 

mentary realities in Europe. Both Stikker and Van Zeeland are ex- i 

‘tremely worried along these lines. De Gasperi seems prepared to go l 

much farther towards a transfer of substantial sovereignty in the [ 

hands of central European organizations. | 

- Although Adenauer did not raise the question, his key advisers 

indicated to us in Paris their concern that present plans of the French 

led to a half-way solution which would not work without complete 

federation in Europe. They indicated on their part that they were 

ready to go all the way to federation. In this situation the French, | 

deeply divided at home and unsure of Parliamentary approval, seem | 

uncertain as to which way to move. The problem is further compli- , 

cated for Schuman in that there are two completely opposite views | 

held in French circles as to the proper approach to Germany. In gen- 

eral the Foreign Office clings to its view that Germany is a major 

threat of the future and must continue to be bound by restrictions of 

2 Hor the text of this resolution, which was circulated as Council Document 

C8-D/14, see footnote 11, p. 7 40. | | | 

|
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_ an occupational nature while those Frenchmen working on creation of 
a common force in Europe are convinced that there must be real 
equality given Germany or the whole effort will fail. 

I spoke to Schuman privately about this range of problems making 
it very clear that in our judgment these negotiations must be com- 
pleted by the end of the year and success or failure registered by that 
time. I assured Schuman that we considered the European defense 
community formula to be the best method of obtaining Germany’s | 
participation but that I had serious doubts that agreement could be 
reached unless negotiations were taken up by the Ministers themselves, 
particularly such matters as the establishment of common budget and 
common production program. This has been arranged. I am asking 
Bruce to furnish me without delay with actual texts now under nego- 
tiation at Paris and for all other information that may allow us to 
take a still more active role than we have heretofore in an effort to 
guide this complex project to early realization. 
Eden shares my view that we must move quickly or face possible 

complete stalemate on the creation of a European defense force. He 
asked my view as to whether we thought it would help if they took 
a more active role and was considering, I believe, possibility that 
British forces on the Continent could be placed inside the common 
force through some arrangement. 

I said that injection of this new element now would complicate 
negotiations and make impossible meeting the deadline of Decem- 
ber 31. He should therefore hold off now. But in the end it may be 
the catalyst that can pull the whole matter together. If it later be- 
comes obvious that the French Parliament will turn down the French 
initiative for the creation of this force or if the Benelux nations, 
with their close ties to Britain, appear about to bolt from the effort, a 
move by Britain along the above lines could be extremely beneficial. 
In view of the traditional British position towards developments on 
the Continent, I consider Eden’s statement to me to be significant and 
extremely encouraging. 

In separate meetings here with Schuman and Eden on tripartite 
matters left over from Paris, we reached sufficient agreement upon a 
short-term solution to the question of Germany’s financial contribu- | 

| tion to defense to allow McCloy and his colleagues to start negotiations | 
with the Germans.* With a reduction of expenditures by allied forces 
in Germany to the minimum consistent with military efficiency, and 
with a realistic appraisal of the cost of raising German forces during 
their fiscal year which starts in April, we expect the Germans could 
meet expenditures there without any serious gap during that period. 
This whole problem is complicated by the fact that a common budget, 

“For the text of the Foreign Ministers decision on German financial contribu- tions to the defense of Western EKurope, see p. 1685. |
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of which Germany would be a member, is under discussion in another I 

forum. McCloy will have a difficult time on this subject but, with his 

observers at the Paris conference, is in a position to work the matter 

out as well as anyone. I am giving him this responsibility. 

We did not reach agreement upon the nature and extent of pro- ; 

hibitions of manufacture of military items in Germany. I shall send 

you shortly a separate message on this subject.’ | 

While the visible efforts of the Rome meeting are not impressive, I 

believe that the meeting served to impress everyone with the urgency i 

of moving forward. The frictions and anxieties mentioned above are ; 

bound to accompany decision of matters affecting Germany and the : 

establishment of a common force in Europe. It is useful that Ministers | 

here had a chance in private to express their deep feelings on these : 

problems. If solution to these problems is found before our next coun- 

cil meeting, it will be mainly because everyone is convinced that a : 

solution must be found and that dragging matters along would spell : 

failure. There is no doubt, however, that to reach a solution we will E 

have to take a very active part, particularly with the French, to help i 

them make their own plan and initiative a success. | | | 

It was Bob Lovett’s first experience at a NATO meeting. He was i 

most effective in all the discussions in which he participated and so of [ 

course was John Snyder. SO : 

We are sailing on Tuesday on the Jndependence, with John Snyder E 

and Charlie Brannan. All of us are looking forward to a week’s rest : 

before plunging into the turmoil of the next session. | : 

‘I hope that Key West has done for you everything that we hoped ; 

and that you are rested and thoroughly well. , a : 

With the warmest greetings to you and to Mrs. Truman, if, as I | 

hope, she is with you. Respectfully and affectionately yours. — [ 

AGHESON 

5 Transmitted as telegram Actel 29, November 30, p. 1730. 

Conference files, lot 59 D 95, CF 98 
| | 

| Paraphrase of Briefing by Ridgway B. Knight on the Fighth Session | 

of the North Atlantic Treaty Council in kome, November 24-28, | 

1951? | | : 

SECRET | [Wasuineton, November 30, 1951 2] | 

: In appraising the result of the Rome meeting, one should bear in 

mind that the objectives of the meeting were of a limited character. 

1 Knight, who was a member of the U.S. Delegation that accompanied Secretary 

: Acheson to Paris and Rome, had the responsibilities for serving as Coordinator 

for International Conferences during the period from September through Novem- 

| ber 1951. | | - 

i mene cog DT 12-84 8—--50
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We wished to put across to other NATO countries the Eisenhower 
objective of securing for European defense battle-worthy forces as 
soon as possible, de-emphasizing somewhat the longer range force 
requirements. We also wish to pave the way for the final report of the 
temporary committee of the Council ( TCC). Finally, we wish to 
establish in the minds of the NATO countries the possible necessity of 
setting a cut-off date for the formation of the European defense com- 
munity; the thought being that if by a certain date sufficient progress 
toward EDC had not been made, that we would re-examine the other | 
possibilities for a German contribution to western defense. | 
The part of the participants of Rome was one of great seriousness. 

The atmosphere was heavy almost to the point of pessimism. This was 
probably due to the fact that the Europeans realize they must soon 
decide the extent to which they are able to go on rearming themselves 
and at the same time retain viable economies. 

Major Topics in Rome 
(1) Probably the most dramatic event at Rome was the triple 

presentation of the European defense problem by Gruenther, Harri- 
man and Eisenhower. General Gruenther gave a masterful presenta- 
tion of the threat posed by the Soviet Union. Mr. Harriman was not 
so gifted at speech making but in the last five minutes of his presenta- 
tion he managed to convey his personal views vividly. General Eisen- 

| hower’s talk surprised a great many Europeans, coming from a 
military figure, because he talked mostly in terms of morals and psy- 
chology. There was some criticism of this at the time but the impression 
seems not to have lasted. | 

(2) #DC—The Council adopted a resolution which says very little. 
The U.S. had wanted to lay the groundwork for fixing EDC-NATO 
relations and to set deadlines for a completion of action on EDC. 
The French proposed this idea, wanting more time. The Benelux 
countries opposed, too, but on different grounds; they did not wish a 
U.S. resolution to pass which would give to the French representatives . 
at the European defense conference a lever for extracting undesirable 
concessions from the Benelux countries. The U.S. resolution did not 
pass, but we think that in the corridor conversations we put across the © 
U.S. views. Personally, the present plan for EDC seems least likely 
of adoption. The proposals for a common defense budget and common 
defense production arrangements involve too great an abandonment of 
sovereignty for acceptance in the near future. An alternative which 
would retain the agreed military setup for EDC but adopt only 
the principal of a common budget and common military production 
would seem more likely of adoption. Still another alternative, that 
of immediate European federation, seems quite premature. One was 
struck by the ignorance of the French people and even of French
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parliamentary representatives of the actual EDC. proposals. It is 

quite possible that in the forthcoming French parliamentary debate : 

on the EDC the government will retain the confidence of the assembly F 

but that when the EDC finally comes up for ratification, it will be : 

turned down when deputies learn the full truth about the extent of | 

abrogation of national sovereignty involved. The French must put on : 

an extensive campaign of education about the EDC if it is to gain 

acceptance. The German people, on the other hand, seem somewhat : 

better educated with respect to the significance of the present draft E 

EDC treaty. ' | | f 

(3) Germany and NATO—This topic 1s, of course, closely related L 

to EDC_NATO relationships. It appears at the moment that the only ; 

practical way to achieve any kind of German guarantee toward the | E 

NATO countries not also members of the EDC is to get Germany into 

NATO as soon as possible. The approach which seems most likely to 

“have some result in this connection is to leave the matter to Messrs. : 

Schuman and Adenauer for solution. They will be able to guage the | : 

political situations in France and Germany and perhaps contrive to 

have an unofficial French statement issued which would make it clear q 

that France would support German membership in NATO at the | ; 

proper time. The U.S. must make sure in this connection that the EDC : 

contribution through NATO is made in such a way that a few small 4 

countries cannot prevent the EDC group from taking action in the : 

| event of war. Reference here is to Art. 5 of the North Atlantic Treaty : 

where each country is pledged individually and collectively to take F 

action against aggression. | oe | 

Tripartite Discussions on Germany a | | 

In the field of German financial contribution to defense we achieved : 

success. We overcame French opposition to a plan for having the 

Germans contribute financially for a year ahead. In the field of security 

safeguards we made little progress. The London working group had 

come up with proposed controls which are almost unworkable in that 

they would require too extensive an inspection force. It would be better 

either to rely on a simple list of prohibited items such as submarines, | 

planes and atomic weapons or to rely on the EDC arrangements : 

: regarding defense production to provide the necessary protection. On ! 

the latter alternative the French definitely said no, and on the former | 

they asked to postpone discussions until they could study the matter 

further. 

| Minor Problems at Rome | | 

| (1) The report of the committee on the North Atlantic community 

2 was referred back to the committee for further study. | 

, (2) The practice adopted at Rome of giving certain ministers as- 

i signed topics on which to speak instead of having a protracted dis-
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cussion by all the ministers on the “world situation” proved to be an 
efficient method of proceeding. | 

(3) There were 300 people in the Council meetings in Rome, and 
this problem of numbers is one which must be solved if the Council 
is to engage in any sort of uninhibited discussion. _ 

(4) The subject of parliamentary representation at Council meet- 
ings did not arise as such, but probably a majority of delegates share | 
the views of the U.S. which oppose such representation. 

(5) The subject of the Middle East Command was not debated at 
Rome. The Council merely adopted a factual report of progress in that 
field. However, there was a top level one-half hour discussion with 
the British and French on this matter and agreed matter of discussion 
resulted. We were agreed that for political reasons it will be neces- 
sary to start out with Greece and Turkey in a NATO command. The 
British wanted us to agree now that we would in the future support 

| the “two-hat arrangement” which would mean that the commander of _ 
the Eastern Mediterranean theater would also serve as the Middle 
Kast commander. The British seemed to agree with us that it was 
not possible to finalize that arrangement now and that we would have 

| to cross that bridge when we come to it. 

Observations Made in Answer to Questions 
There appeared to be much less fear of rash action by the U.S. than 

was displayed at Ottawa. The main reason why the European coun- 
tries were so serious at Rome is that they fear that the risk of internal 
economic dislocations due to the defense effort may be greater than 
the risk of Soviet attack. For this reason, the TCC report is quite 
likely to call for lowered security goals. This connection may be worth 
mentioning that certain military officers wish to include in the Coun- 
cil resolution concerning the revised MTDP a statement to the effect 
that the MTDP would be altered when the TCC report was issued. 
We were able to forestall this concept, however, in place of a recom- 
mendation that the service chiefs would comment upon the TCC 
recommendations when issued. A long-range alternative to lowered 
security goals for the defense of western Europe is the stepping up 
of European federation. With respect to the lack of public knowledge 
in France and other European countries of the significance of the 
present draft EDC treaty, it is doubtful whether either the NATO 
information service or the national information services are doing 
enough. 

The agenda for Lisbon will have three main problems before it: 
(1) action on the TCC recommendations; (2) NATO action with 
respect to the EDC; and (8) the relationship between Germany and 
NATO.
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POSITION OF THE UNITED STATES ON THE QUESTION ; 

- OF A GERMAN CONTRIBUTION TO THE DEFENSE OF : 

WESTERN EUROPE Bo — | f 

A. ATTITUDE OF THE UNITED STATES TOWARD THE CONFERENCE FOR : 

THE ORGANIZATION OF A EUROPEAN DEFENSE COMMUNITY, AT E 

PARIS, FEBRUARY-DECEMBER 1951 | a 4 

CFM files, lot M-88, Pleven visit | [ 

, Paper Prepared in the Department of State? | 

SECRET = a oe [Wasrineton,] January 26, 1951. ; 

, Pleven D-2/la a : 

INTEGRATED Forces AND EUROPEAN ARMY 

| Problem: — | | | 

Whether the German contribution to North Atlantic defense should : 

be in the form of German divisions integrated into the NATO force as E 

desired by the overwhelming majority of the NAT countries, or in the 

form of smaller German units no larger than Regimental Combat ; 

Teams blended with other European units of the same size into an ‘ 

international European Army resting on a framework of European : 

political institutions adequate to support and direct this non-national i 

European Army. Pending solution, it was agreed at Brussels in De- | 

cember 1950 that German units no larger than RCT’s be created as soon | 

as possible. 
So | 

U.S. Position: — | SO a oe 

We have informed the French that we would accept an invitation to 

send an observer to the Paris Conference soon to be called by the 

French Government in order to study practical ways and. means to 

form a European Army and create the necessary supporting institu- 

tions. We have stated that we would assist towards the successful out- | 

come of the proceedings. (The text of a letter from Secretary Acheson 

: 17This paper was one of a.series of negotiating papers prepared for American ) 

| officials in connection with the forthcoming meetings in Washington. between | 

) President Truman and French Prime Minister Pleven and their advisers on 

January 29 and 30. The original draft of this paper, document Pleven D-2/1, 

January 238, not printed, was prepared in the Office of European Regional Affairs 

by Ridgway B. Knight. The paper printed here represents the revision of Pleven . 

D-2/1 carried out in the light of comments made at the Secretary of State’s 

Daily Meeting on January 25. - | | - | a 

: For documention on the January 29-30 meetings between President Truman 

2 and Prime Minister Pleven, see volume IV. : | OS
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to Mr. Schuman to be made public at an appropriate time appears as Appendix A.?) However, we have made it clear that we wish other European nations to reach their decision to participate or not of their own free will and that we will not exert pressure. We have also in- formed the French that we will only accept a formula resulting from the French initiative if it is entirely sound and practical both from | the military and political points of view, if it does not delay an effec- tive German contribution to the common defense and if acceptable to the NATO. As agreed at Brussels, we strongly support the creation of German units up to the agreed RCT level as Soon as possible after the agreement of the German Government. Conversations between the three High Commissioners and the German Government are now in progress to this end.? When German RCT’s are trained and formed, we intend to review the situation to determine whether they should be made into German divisions for the NATO integrated force or merged into the French-proposed European Army, depending on results of the Paris Conference, German performance, the general situation and on military requirements, due weight being given to the views of the Supreme Commander. | . 
French Position: | 

The French insist that RCT’s are militarily satisfactory. They re- main opposed to the formation of German divisions which they view as conducive to the recreation of a German national army and of a German general staff. The French Government still holds to the posi- _ tion that the German contribution be in the form of units no larger than RCT’s merged into an international European Army which, in turn, would constitute one of the major elements of General Eisen- hower’s command. 
| _ 

Recommendations: 
| | 

That the President express our best wishes for the success of the Paris Conference and our willingness to assist in arriving at a suc- cessful conclusion. - 
That the President add, that in order to be acceptable to the United States, the recommendations of the Paris Conference will have to be | sound and practical from the military and political points of view and not delay the build-up of effective strength. | 
That the President reiterate that irrespective of ultimate develop- ments regarding the European Army, the U.S, continues strongly to support the creation of German units up to the agreed RCT or 

2 Appendix A is not printed here. For the text of the letter to Foreign Minister Schuman dated January 27 and delivered on February 5, see infra. | * The reference here is to the meetings at Bonn between representatives of the Federal Republic of Germany and the Allied Deputy High Commissioners to dis- cuss certain aspects of a German contribution to Western defense, January 9~- June 4; for documentation on the meetings, see pp. 990 ff.
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brigade group level as soon as possible after agreement is reached with 

the Federal German Government.* a | 

Discussion: | ; 

The Council adopted in September 1950 a resolution calling for 

the establishment at the earliest possible date of an integrated NATO : 

force under centralized command, and considered German participa- —_ ff 

tion in North Atlantic defense.® The Defense Committee was requested | 

to make specific recommendations regarding the method by which Ger- E 

many could make the most useful contributions, bearing in mind the q 

unanimous conclusion of the Council that it would not serve the best E 

interests of Europe or of Germany to bring into being a German : 

national army or a German general staff. : | 

At the Defense Committee meeting in Washington in October a i 

sharp split on this issue was revealed between France, weakly sup- E 

ported by Belgium and Luxembourg, and the other NAT nations, © F 

which delayed the establishment of the integrated force.® © 

France took the position that she would consider German partici- 

pation only in the context of an international European army owing I 

allegiance to the European community. German units no larger than ; 

battalions were to be blended in this army with same size units of : 

other nationalities. This European army would be responsible to a : 

European Defense Minister reporting to a council consisting of the F 

several European Defense Ministers, in turn responsible to some kind : 

of European parliamentary assembly. | 7 . | 

The majority, including the United States which, however, took | 

little part in the sometimes acrimonious debate, was of the opinion | 

that the French plan was not practical and at best would result in | 

. lengthy delay because of the constitutional processes necessary to [ 

implement the political aspects of the French scheme which would 

require an appreciable surrender of national sovereign rights. Instead, 

these countries advocated the formation of German divisions, which 

would be integrated into the NATO force. There was, however, unan1- 

«At his meeting with Prime Minister Pleven on the morning of January 30, the 

second of three American-French conversations on January 29 and 30, President 

| Truman appeared to confine his remarks on the matter under consideration there 

| to expressing thanks to the French Government for its invitation of January 26 | 

to participate in the European Army Conference (see the editorial note, p. 765) , 

and expressing the best wishes of the United States for the success of the con- | 

| ference, For the minutes of the Truman-—Pleven meeting of January 30, see volume | 

IV. | a! : 
The reference here is to NATO Council document C5—-D/11. (Final),. ‘“Reso- 

lution on the Defense of Western Hurope,” September 26, 1950. For text, see tele- 

gram Secto 55, September 26, 1950, from New York, Foreign Relations, .1950, 

vol. 11, p. 350. . : : | | 

| _ ® For reports on the meetings in Washington in late October 1950 of the North | 

Atlantic Defense Committee (the Defense Ministers of the NATO countries) 

| | see ibid., pp. 406 ff. 
.
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mous agreement that no such German military unit should be larger than a division and that safeguards should be adopted against the 
rebirth both of a national German army and a German general staff. 

After a deadlock had lasted for several sessions, the Defense Com-_ 
mittee decided to refer the problem of the form of a German partici- 
pation in the NATO defensive system to the Deputies and to the 
Military Committee, to study respectively and separately its political 
and military aspects and subsequently to prepare a joint report for 
the Defense Committee. | 

On December 18 the Deputies and Military Committee submitted 
their joint report to the Defense Committee and to the Council, which 
approved it.? | , 

The essential points were: : 
1. The German contribution should be in the form of complete | German formations with their hecessary supporting arms and services for incorporation either directly or in the form of European units _ Into the integrated NATO defense force. 
2. Safeguards were specified for the general purpose of preventing both the development of an autonomous national Germany army, and : the recreation of a German war industry capable of supporting by itself a purely German, as contrasted to N ATO, war effort. It was also decided that the German contribution should be no larger than 20 per cent of the Allied forces allocated or earmarked for the integrated force. — 3. The division was found to meet the requirements, but the regi- mental combat team or brigade group was declared acceptable “if this smaller unit is judged desirable for political or other reasons.” 4. A European defense force operating as an element of an inte- grated NATO defense force was found to be militarily acceptable if its achievement under no circumstances would delay the contribution of 

Germany to the defense of Western Europe. 
5. Took note of the French Government’s intention to call a con- | ference concerning ways and means to establish a European army. 
6. The occupying powers were invited to discuss with the German Federal Government the question of German participation along the lines of the Military Committee’s report. | 

Thereupon the Council approved the integrated defense force, the 
creation of a Supreme Headquarters and appointed a Supreme Com- | 
mander, requesting the President to designate General Eisenhower to 
this post. 

At the present time, the occupying powers are negotiating with the 
German Federal Government to obtain Germany’s participation with- 
in the limits set forth by NATO and the formation as soon as possible 
thereafter of German regimental combat teams. Should these nego- 
tiations succeed, the eventual definitive employment of these RCT’s 

*The joint report ( resolution ) summarized here is NATO document C6-D/1, December 13, 1950, “The Contribution of Germany to the Defense of Western Europe.” See Foreign Relations, 1950, vol. 111, pp. 538 ff.
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will depend on a decision to be reached within NATO and which will [ 

depend on the results of the Paris Conference concerning a Kuropean I 

army, the German Government’s cooperation in the collective defense E 

effort, the attitude of the German people, military requirements, and E 

on world conditions when such German RCT’s will be in existence due 

regard being given to the views of the Supreme Commander. _ E 

740.5/1-2751 . oe 7 | 

The Secretary of State to the French Minister for Foreign Affairs : 

ae SPS LE (Schuman)* 7 : 3 

i | .  [Wasurtneron,] January 27, 1951. ; 

‘My Dear Mr. Minister: We warmly welcome your Government's 

initiative in calling a conference of the interested European powers i 

to consider possible ways and means to implement the French pro- : 

posals concerning the creation of a European army and its participa- | 

tion in the integrated Military Force for the defense of Europe which 1] 

was established at the recent North Atlantic Council meetings at E 

Brussels. oe | a | E 

As I have said to you on more than one occasion in the past, the 1 

United States has given every evidence in statements, actions, and 

treaties of the depth and permanence of its interests in Europe, its | 

support for closer European association, its willingness to cooperate E 

1A draft of this letter had been handed to Foreign Minister Schuman by 

Ambassador Bruce on December 22, 1950, with the general understanding that it [ 

would not be released until after or simultaneously with the issuance of a French 

invitation for a European Army Conference and in no case without preliminary 

consultation with the United States (telegram 3699, December 29, 1950, from 

Paris : 740.5/12-2950). The draft letter is included in the documentation on the 

concern of the United States with the defense of Western Europe presented in E 

| Foreign Relations, 1950, vol. II, pp. 1 ff. Certain minor revisions in the draft 

| letter (incorporated in the text printed here) were transmitted to the French 

: . Foreign Minister in mid-January. Schuman was agreeable with the revisions and : 

promised to notify the United States well in advance of the convening of the Euro- 

pean Army Conference (telegram 3738, January 16, to Paris: 740.5/12-2950 and 

telegram 4140, January 18, from Paris: 740.5/1-1851). The signed text of the | 

letter printed here was formally transmitted to the Embassy in France under | 

cover of instruction 351, February 3, which explained that minor drafting changes 

2 had been made in the earlier version in order to attune the text to the coming 

European army conference instead of to the conclusion of the North Atlantic 

Council session in Brussels in December (740.5/2-351). The letter was delivered 

| to the French Government on February 5, and the text was released to the press 

the following day. Telegram 4465, January 29, from Paris, reported that Schuman 

preferred a delay in the publication of this letter which he intended first to use 

! privately vis-a-vis other NATO governments (740.5/1-2951). Telegram 4000, Jan- 

uary 31, to Paris, expressed the Department of State’s reluctance to such use 

peing made of the letter and indicated a preference for its earliest publication 

(740.5/1-2951). For a further explanation of the modalities of this letter, see 

: telegram 945, February 10, to The Hague, p. 764. | 7
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with Europe. That this will continue and increase, is, I am convinced, 
the will of the American people. 

If your Government, in close consultation with the German and 
_ other European Governments who wish to participate, can evolve the 
main outlines of a plan for bringing the free nations of Europe more 
closely together in the spirit so well represented by the Schuman Plan, 
we can reasonably hope for long term solutions of many of our prob- 
lems, be they political, military or economic. | . 

I do not need to remind you of the attitude which the Government 
of the United States has displayed on innumerable occasions, and in 
many forms, toward European Integration. My Government strongly 
favors it. If the European countries can work it out in a practical 
manner, a sound basis would be laid upon which military and eco- | 
nomic strength can be built. A rallying point will be created around 
which a free and civilized Europe can muster its energies for a suc- 
cessful defense of its beliefs and the traditions of its history. 
We know you also agree with us that it is of primary importance 

_ to press forward vigorously with the strengthening of the North 
Atlantic Treaty Organization. We are convinced that the broad frame- 
work of the Atlantic Community, embracing a strong Europe, is an 
essential part of the free world structure and the attainment of global 
security under the United Nations, _ 

The Government of the United States is happy to accept your 
invitation to send an observer to the conference which you have called 
for February 6 and will do its best to assist in bringing its delibera- 
tions to a successful conclusion. | | 

Sincerely yours, | _ Dean AcuEson 

740.5/1-2951 : Circular telegram . 

| Lhe Secretary of State to Certain Diplomatic Offices } 

SECRET WasuIneTon, January 29, 1951—7 p. m. 

439. Fol represents prelim guidance from polit viewpoint on 
projected Paris conference on Eur army and related polit institutions. 
It will be supplemented after Gen Eisenhower and Def officials have 
had opportunity to consider subj in relation to his responsibilities. 

1. We have advised Fr Govt that we will, if invited, be represented 
by an observer and do our best to assist in bringing deliberations to 

*This telegram was sent to Brussels, Ottawa, Copenhagen, Paris, Rome, The Hague, Oslo, Lisbon, London, Madrid, Frankfurt, Reykjavik, and Luxembourg. This telegram was drafted in the Office of European Regional Affairs and was concurred in by the Offices of Western European and British Commonwealth and Northern European Affairs, the Bureau of German Affairs, the Bureau of Euro- pean Affairs, and the Ambassador at Large.
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successful conclusion. We believe its successful conclusion is impor- : 

tant to realization of certain major objectives which we share with 

Western Eurs, including (a) Basic Franco-Ger rapprochement; (6) F 

Cement Ger into the West; (¢) Strengthen common Atlantic def; (d) | 

Closer assoc in Eur and North Atlantic communities. By “successful 1 

| conclusion” we mean one which will effectively and realistically con- f 

tribute toward attainment of these objectives. We emphatically do- : 

not mean acceptance by other countries of original Pleven proposal ; 

which was hastily conceived without serious mil advice and which Fr : 

mil agree with all other NAT mil auths was unrealistic and 4 

undesirable. a E 

2. “Eur” idea has strong popular appeal in many Eur countries 3 

| including Ger. We should seek to utilize it to best advantage in work- : 

ing toward these objectives. At the same time, all aspects of Eur def i 

must be constantly scrutinized and developed from viewpoint of © 4 

overriding common objective of developing maximum collective 

strength of NAT countries, plus Ger, in minimum time and maintain- | 

ing maximum unity of purpose and action. In terms of US interest, f 

this means obtaining maximum cooperation from strong and loyal i 

Allies in integrated def of North Atlantic area. | : 

8. In all these fields basic criterion from US viewpoint is, of course : 

extent to which any given action by Eurs promotes or prejudices US 

security and basic interests. North Atlantic community, which finds 

increasingly concrete expression in NATO, is accordingly framework _ I 

within which we seek maximum development of common action in | 

pursuit of basic objectives common to North America and Western | 

Europe. Within this framework we can also support purely Euractions —S fl 

insofar as they promote our common interests and strengthen North > 

Atlantic community. | | a | 

_ 4, Although present differences in nat] attitudes between (1) Ger; 

(2) France, with some support of Lux, Belgium and Italy; and (3) 

Others led by UK present severe handicaps, we believe these dangers : 

can be avoided and substantial advances made toward attainment of | 

objectives enumerated in 1 above, provided all concerned can be in- | 

| duced to subordinate local interests to overriding common interest of | 

developing maximum integrated strength of North Atlantic commun- | 

ity in minimum time. : | | . | 

| 5. Primary criterion by which we will judge result of conference is 

{ whether or not it serves to strengthen North Atlantic community. Inso- 

; far as conference deals with purely “Eur” institutions, our role will be | 

! strictly that of observer. We can, however, properly exert influence in 

! seeking result which will meet that criterion. To extent that conference 

consciously devotes itself to strengthening North Atlantic community 

by developing Eur cooperation within and in support of NAT, we can
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take a more active role. Other Eur nations who do not contemplate 
participating in “Eur Army” may well take similar position. 

6. It is recognized that there may be a conflict between our long- 
term and immed objectives; i.e., it is conceivable that a constructive : 

_ program for a militarily sound Eur army and supporting politically 
sound institutions cld result from the conference, but cause material 
delay in the build-up of our defensive strength. In such a case, we wld 
insist that there be no let-up in our def efforts, including a Ger contri- 
bution thereto, while agreeing that forces created in the meanwhile, 
including all Ger forces, wld be merged into the Eur army. when 
activated. 

(. Foregoing is intended as background guidance for any discussions 
of subj you may have rather than for any specific representations at 
this time. We wld welcome your comments, 

ACHESON 

740.5/2-151: Telegram _ 

Lhe Ambassador in Belgium (Murphy) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET Brusszxs, February 1, 1950—8 p. m. | 
1263. We are in agreement with general philosophy expressed 

Depcirtel 439, January 29.2 Following comment is offered pursuant 
to paragraph 7 reftel : 

1, As indicated Embtel 1246, January 30 repeated Paris 284, London 
238, Frankfort 99 * Van Zeeland, as chairman NATO Council has on 
a number of occasions proposed concept of a European army which is 
at variance with Department’s view as expressed paragraph 6 reftel. | 
Department speaks of agreeing that forces, including all German 
forces, would be merged into European army when activated, thus 
apparently comprising all units under command General Eisenhower. 
Van Zeeland, on contrary, envisages Eisenhower’s NATO command 
as being composed US, British, French, Belgian, et cetera, divisions, 
plus extra element which would be dubbed “the European army”. It 

_ would be this latter small group which would include any German 
formations which might be offered for NATO defense. : 7 | 

2. At Brussels on December 18 defense committee approved joint 
report of North Atlantic Council deputies and military committee in 
document C6-D/1 which was the joint report on German contribution 
to the defense of Western Europe. On same day NATO Council 
approved recommendation of defense committee and therefore this 

* Repeated for information to Paris, London, and Frankfurt. 
* Supra. 

, * Not printed. 
“Regarding document C6-D/1, see Foreign Relations, 1950, vol. mm, pp. 538 ff.
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report. Accordingly, it would seem that thus far only terms of ref- 

erence for forthcoming conference in Paris are as expressed in para- if 

graphs 11 and 12 of document C6-D/1. These terms of reference are | 

admittedly fairly vague. We do not know if French Government has [ 

prepared any more precise agenda for conference which convenes L 

February 6. We presume as Department has intimated in paragraph | 

1 reftel that Washington has general picture of what each NATO ' 

government thinks should be done re Kuropean army but we frankly 

are in dark as to whether general consensus favors Van Zeeland’s ap- j 

proach or whether majority NATO countries support concepts of E 

onc single European army made up of potentially 13 contingents, the E 

13th being Germany. © | " | 

a | - Morey i 

740.5/2-851: Telegram | 

— The Ambassador in the United Kingdom (Gifford) to the Secretary ; 

a oe : of States 7 f 

SECRET a Lonvon, February 3, 1951—3 p. m. E 

4962, 1. Shuckburgh to whom substance of Depcirtel 489 January : 

29? was communicated and who had been working on instructions to [ 

Harvey, British observer, indicated that US and British positions are E 

closely parallel on almost all points. He expressed opinion that main ' 

difference was degree of optimism as to possible useful results which | 

~ eonference might produce, adding that US appeared to entertain 

greater hopes than Foreign Oflice. | | 

2, Shuckburgh stated that (a) as UK would not contribute forces 

to proposed European Army UK representative to conference would 

rightly have observer status, and (0) as observer he would not inter- 

vene in meetings unless, for example, some matter affecting UK posi- 

) tion as occupying power or NATO arose then UK observer might ask 

to make a statement. Otherwise, his activities would probably: be | 

devoted to influence re discussions and decisions, etc., through informal —s_ | 

| conversations outside meetings. | | 

, 3. Instructions to Harvey, Shuckburgh indicated, set forth three | 

: specific conditions which must in British view be fulfilled if proposed 

European Army to be acceptable: | | | ages 

J} (a) It must be completely within NATO framework; Se 

(b) It must be militarily effective ; ee 

| - (e) There must be no tie-up between proposed European Army and 

Council of Europe. (British stand firm on position that matters of 

; defense are outside competence of C. of E.). | ee 

1 Repeated for information to Paris. . 

. * Ante, p. 760. : |
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4. It was emphasized to Shuckburgh that US view is that it would | be unfortunate if conference failed and that it is in interest of us all that something constructive result. Shuckburgh agreed although in- dicating he did not see what positive concrete contribution could re- sult from conference. 

| _ GIFForD — 

740.5/2-1051 : Telegram | | 
Lhe Secretary of State to the E'mbassy in the Netherlands} 

TOP SECRET Wasuineton, February 10, 1951—3 p.m. 
945. Re Sec’s ltr to Schuman 2 you are correct that our position was and is as outlined in Depcirtel 439, Jan. 29.3. 
FYI only, circumstances surrounding drafting of ltr must be borne in mind and which resulted in weighting ltr on “enthusiastic” side. You will remember protracted negot with Fr re form of Ger participa- tion fol deadlock Def Comite Washington last Oct. While we did not accept their proposal re Eur Army we did agree to give them every : opportunity to work out details of plan and further agreed to public | 

ltr to Schuman in order to get Paris Conference off on best foot pos- 
sible. We have not modified our position that Eur Army plan will have | | to be fully sound politically and militarily and not delay build of 
Western strength in order to be acceptable to us. We likewise maintain 
our position that we will not exert pressure on other nations to accept 
Fr proposals. 

: 
| _ ACHESON | 

This telegram was repeated to Brussels, London, Paris, and Frankfurt. - : | “For the Secretary of State’s letter of January 27, see p. 759. * Ante, p. 760. 

| 740.5/2-151: Telegram - | | 
7 The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Belgium + 

SECRET 7 Wasuineton, February 12, 1951—5 p.m. 
1102. Re Embtel 1263 2 para 6 was designed to cover possible con- 

tingency that Paris Conference wld yield a politically and militarily 
_ sound program for Eur army but entailing some delay. In this case and 
only shld we be fully satisfied as to polit and mil soundness of pro- 
posals we might find it to our best interest to seek out further compro- 

. 1 This telegram was repeated to The Hague as 948, to Paris as 4225, to London : as 3755, and to Frankfurt as 5529, 
* Of February 1, p. 762.
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mise which wld not delay the buildup of our collective strength while 

not foregoing availing ourselves of any possible constructive results | 

of Paris Conference. __ | | 

We fully agree with detailed understanding of Van Zeeland as to 

how a Eur army wld fit into NATO integrated force under first phase : 

of Fr proposal. No further official explanation yet read from Fr re _ 

their proposal but their presentation at Washington in Def Comite L 

made it clear they wld hope for second and final phase when all forces E 

for def NAT area of NAT countries participating Eur Army includ- E 

ing, of course, all Ger forces wld eventually be amalgamated into ; 

single Eurarmy. > | ] 

- We understand this hope but are not overly optimistic as to 

practicability. | 

| | ACHESON 

Editorial Note - 

| The Conference for the Organization of a European Defense Com- | 

munity (or European Army Conference) was convened in Paris on E 

February 15, 1951, and continued throughout the remainder of the j 

year. The origins of the conference from its inception as the “Pleven E 

Plan” in late 1950 are briefly described in the Department of State ; 

briefing paper Pleven D-2/1a, January 26, page 755, and in the paper : 

prepared in the Embassy in France, page 789. Invitations to partici- : 

pate in the conference were addressed by the French Government on | 

January 26, 1951, to all the European signatories of the North Atlantic | 

Pact and to the German Federal Republic. At the same time the | 

United States and Canada were invited to be represented at the 

conference by observers. Four of the invited governments, the German 

Federal Republic, Belgium, Italy, and Luxembourg, promptly agreed 

to join France in taking an active part in the conference, while the 

remaining invited governments (Denmark, Norway, the Netherlands, 

Portugal, and the United Kingdom) decided to limit their participa- 

tion to observer status. The United States and Canada agreed to send — 

; observers to the conference. Regarding the formal expression of sup- _ | 

port by the United States for the convening of the conference and the | 

decision to send an American observer to the conference, see Secre- | 

tary of State Acheson’s letter of January 27 to Foreign Minister 

Schuman, page 759, and footnote 4, page 757. , | 

: The opening of the conference, initially planned for early February, 

, was delayed until February 15 because of the French-Italian conversa- 

3 tons at Santa Margherita, February 12-13. (For materials on these 

! French-Italian meetings see volume IV.) The first meeting of the |
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conference was presided over by French Foreign Minister Schuman; 
see telegram 4846, February 15, from Paris, infra. Thereafter, Hervé 
Alphand, French Permanent Deputy Representative to the North 
Atlantic Council, served as president or chairman of the conference, 
aided by a secretariat drawn from the French Foreign Ministry. 

The heads of the delegations to the conference were as follows: 

Participants | 
France: Hervé Alphand 
Belgium : Baron Jules Guillaume, Belgian Ambassador in France 
German Federal Republic: February-March: Walter Hallstein, 

State Secretary for Foreign Affairs; J/ arch-June, Conrad 
Roediger ; June: Theodore Blank, Bundestag deputy 
(June 1951) 

Italy: Prof. Paolo Emilio Taviani, Parliamentary Deputy 
Luxembourg: Pierre Majerus of the Luxembourg Foreign Min- 

istry 

Observers | 

United States: David K. E. Bruce, Ambassador in France - 
Canada: Maj. Gen. George P. Vanier, Ambassador in France 
Denmark: Karl Kruse, Counsellor of the Danish Embassy in 

France | | 
Norway: Rolf Andvord, Ambassador in France 
Netherlands: Baron van Boetzelaer, Ambassador in France 
Portugal : Marcello Mathias, Ambassador in France 
United Kingdom: Sir Oliver Harvey, Ambassador in France | 

During the first phase of the conference, February 15-July 24, the | 
principal forum for the conference was in plenary sessions attended 
by both participating and observer countries. Three committees (mili- 
tary, financial, and juridical), composed of representatives of the par- 
ticipating countries and chaired by the French representatives, carried 
on detailed consideration of conference proposals and papers. These . 
three committees were supervised by a Steering Committee chaired by — 
Ambassador Alphand and composed of the heads of the delegations of — 
the participating countries. The Steering Committee reported period- 
ically to the plenary sessions of the conference. In the first phase of 
conference activity there were 10 plenary sessions, 29 sessions of the — 
Steering Committee, 15 sessions of the Juridical Committee, 14 ses- 

| sions of the Military Committee, and 9 sessions of the Financial Com- : 
mittee. For a summary description and evaluation of the work of the 
conference through June 1951, see the analytical paper prepared in the 
Embassy in France, page 789. | 

Sessions of the conference were held in private, but the press was 
| occasionally briefed after plenary sessions. The Embassy in Paris re-
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ported by telegram on all plenary sessions of the conference and on 

- most of the committee meetings. The Embassy also submitted to the | 

Department of State periodic reports and evaluations on the course of : I 

the conference and related events and transmitted by despatch to the 

Department copies of the official documentation (records of meetings 

and formal conference documents) of the conference. These telegrams, 

despatches, and papers are included in the central files of the Depart- r 

ment of State under file 740.5. A selection of the most important re- ; 

ports and papers is presented in the following pages. A comprehensive 

collection of conference records and papers, American delegation : 

reports and memoranda, and related messages and papers for the | 

period 1951-1952 is preserved in the EDC files, Lot 57 M 44. | 

- -740.5/2-1551: Telegram rs oe 

Tho Ambassador in France (Bruce) to the Secretary of State 

PLAIN | | So | Paris, February 15, 1951. 

4846. Schuman opened conference for organization European army ' 

February 15? with speech outlining along already well known lines : 

political and military purpose of French proposal and its general E 

content and noting for benefit Germans that all participants in con- E 

ference were on basis of equality. It was agreed chairman would be : 

French throughout and next meeting fixed for afternoon February 16 : 

when Alphand will take over. French circulated document being sum- : 

marized in separate message that 1s designed in FonMins words “serve | 

as basis for discussion”.® | | 

As to purpose Schuman placed this proposal in same context ascoal | 

| and steel pool plan insisted that “there is a European to organize” 

and that “this truth holds for organization of defense” since a Euro- 

pean army within Atlantic force will be “permanent instrument for 

security of our continent an essential element of European integra- 

tion” in pointing out that army was to be “aecompanied by establish- 

ment of political institutions” he declared “work to which it (French : 

Government) has invited your governments is in its opinion as much : 

| political as military”. | a , 

1 This telegram was repeated to London, Oslo, Copenhagen, The Hague, Brussels, | 

} Rome, Lisbon, Ottawa, and Frankfurt; a copy was sent to Luxembourg, and | 

copies were made available to the Department of Defense. | Be 

? Regarding the convening, membership, and organization of the conference, 

see the editorial note, supra. _ : 

2 3 Telegram 4847, February 15, from Paris, not printed, transmitted a digest of a 

French Foreign Ministry summary of the 25-page French memorandum presented 

| to the conference (740.5/2-1551). For the text of the official French summary, 

. see Folliot, Documents on International Affairs 1951, p. 216, or L’Année politique | 

1951, p. 625. The complete text of the French memorandum was transmitted to the | 

Department of State as. an enclosure to despatch 2323, February 16, from Paris, 

neither printed (740.00/2-1651). 
| 

536-688 PT 4--81---51
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Schuman also insistent however that French plan has an immediate military purpose namely “to construct a military tool of sure efficiency to prove not only to our technicians but to our peoples that army of United Europe is fit to be used against an eventual aggressor with cohesion and vigor at least as great as in case of national armies”. - FonMin particularly emphasized that French wanted European | army wholly compatible with and a help to integrated Atlantic forces saying “if our initiative were to result in imperiling or simply in slowing up Atlantic defense if that were proved we would not hesitate to withdraw our proposal”, Philosophy behind is summed up as ~ follows: - 

“Atlantic defense and European defense have nothing incompatible about them—do not duplicate each other but are placed on different planes. Atlantic organization is a coalition system of national armies grouped under a single command, European army will be a suprana- tional army being substituted for national armies progressively but definitively.” . | 
As to content of proposal core will be “a Kuropean defense commis- sioner collaborating with a Council of Ministers under supervision (controle) of an interparliamentary assembly”, Schuman emphatic | that such institutions necessary for army of democratic countries. Job of Commissioner will be to assure recruitment and training of con- tingents furnished by each country and “formation of European units”. Whole process will be gradual according Schuman who said French paper proposes certain processes and stages toward eventual goal of leaving only ceremonial troops (troupes de souverainete) and police and security forces at disposal of national governments. Within Euro- pean army there will be no discrimination but in preliminary stages facts of situation dictate maintenance of separate forces by countries having overseas responsibilities. European army will be “constantly _ augmented by all units formed of available [forces?] that are to be . used for European defense”, Powers of Commissioner will increase as | European army takes form. 

In addressing delegations FonMin declared FedRep invited join with Atlantic Pact powers because “we cannot conceive of Europe with- out Germany”. As to countries which had chosen to send observers he _ hoped latter would follow debates “with desire to be convinced that ob- jectives proposed for part of the reality of Kurope now being born”, He declared presence of US and Canadian ‘observers “proves im- portance that our American friends attach to our European undertaking”. 

| | 
Brucr , 

“For the text of Schuman’s address, see L’Anneé politique 1951, p. 626. The Speech is also extensively quoted and paraphrased in Adenauer, If emoirs, p. 348.
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740.5/2-2351 : Telegram Oo | | 

The Ambassador in France (Bruce) to the Secretary of State i 

SECRET | : Parts, February 23, 1951—9 p.m. 

4981. Re Embtel 4872.2 Conference reconvened late yesterday to 

| continue general discussion French plans for European army. Italian ; 

delegation made lengthy statement giving general support to idea as : 

necessary step together with Schuman Plan? toward European inte- 1 

gration. Welcomed French assurances plan within framework of NA E 

defense which must not be hampered or delayed. Time has come to go 4 

beyond simple coordination of defense forces and move toward supra- ; 

national system. Italian constitution forbids sending troops beyond ' 

frontiers and therefore necessary present European defense idea to 

Italian people. Political basis for European army can be established by | 

, treaty approved by parliament which would provide for German 4 

participation. As is important not to have multiplicity of international [ 

organizations, should utilize present or planned machinery such as E 

Schuman Plan assembly. Asked whether Austria would be included j 

in defense system, agreed with plan on relationship of Defense Com- . : 

mission to Supreme Commander, AFD [and] suggested that develop- : 

ment of air forces be transferred entirely to first phase. On conscrip- E 

tion, suggested that recruitment system should not be rigid or  &- 

necessarily uniform, as it should be flexible enough to meet different ft 

conditions in several countries. | | ; 

- Alphand in reply said Austria not represented at conference, and | 

while might participate in European army, this not contemplated for | 

first stage. Basic idea was European army to defend Western Kurope 

including Mediterranean area but starting point was difficult because 

of differences of fact, i.e. those who had forces and those who had not, 

and those who had overseas commitments and those who had not. 

oo tThis telegram was repeated to London, Brussels, Rome, The Hague, Frank- : 

furt, Lisbon, Copenhagen, Oslo, Ottawa, and Luxembourg, and copies were made 

available to the Department of Defense. 
. | 

2Pated February 16, not printed. It reported that at the second plenary meet- | 

! ing of the Conference for the Organization of a European Defense Community, | 

Alphand presented a commentary on the French proposals along the lines reported | 

upon in telegram 4847, February 15, from Paris (see footnote 3, p. 767). The con- | 

ference tacitly accepted Alphand’s suggestion that there be a general discussion 

of the French proposals followed by detailed study in political, military, and 

: financial committees. At the suggestion of the American observer, Ambassador 

: Bruce, it was agreed that the countries represented by observers would normally 

attend plenary meetings of the conference, could send representatives to meet- 

ings of the specialized committees when the agenda was of particular interest to 

them, and would be furnished complete conference documentation. (740.5/2-1651) 

| $Wor documentation regarding the attitude of the United States toward the 

d establishment of a European Coal and Steel Community (Schuman Plan), see 

volume Iv. 
So a |
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French agreed those differences should be minimized and Brussels decision on combat teams made this possible. From strictly military - viewpoint combat team was not best solution but it represented com- promise with political necessities. European army based upon a fusion of nationalities admittedly raised important difficulties and French Government cannot go beyond combat team idea without compronis- ing its plan, but conference should decide if political aspects important enough to outweigh military disadvantages. Saw no difficulty in princi- ple to transfer of air forces to first stage. Re recruitment is willing to discuss question of conscription vs. volunteers although not likely can escape conscription. Agree should not be multiplicity of political | institutions and thought same assembly might be used for Schuman Plan and European army. Was not certain that Council Ministers of Schuman Plan could be used for army as might be necessary to give wider powers to Council for European army, at least in initial stages. German delegation presented series of questions to which Alphand replied. On page 3 of French plan (see despatch 2323 February 16 ¢) reference made to Brussels decision of which Federal Republic not informed and would like text, French replied cannot answer on own authority but believed essentials given Federal Republic by US chair- man of HICOM after Brussels meeting. German delegation asked if German units would be employed outside Europe and French replied that although certain countries had overseas security obligations, Eu- Fopean army was for defense of Europe. German delegation asked for more precise definition of elementary units and was told that largest homogeneous unit of nationals is combat team from which mixed divisions would be formed. In reply to query on general reserves, were told that these would be composed of various units to support combat troops and Germany would participate. Asked if Defense Ministers can address themselves directly to Supreme Commander and were told this would be subject for careful discussion. Alphand thought answer should be yes in first stage. Germany said did not understand refer- | ence to support for combat teams by existing Allied divisions (section III of French plan). Were informed that until European army divi- sions were in existence, combat teams would have to be supported by . various Allied divisions, Germany asked when could Federal] Republic have air force and were told could participate in first stage if prac- ticable. German delegation noted re section IV that Germany was classified in combat zone and asked for definition. Alphand said such zones were fixed by NAC and could not give reply on own authority. Other German queries relating to revocation of Defense Commission 

| “ Not printed, but see footnote 3, Supra. |
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and on technical military details were put over for later discussion 

in committees.° 
| ot 

No other delegations (members or observers) offered comment E 

whereupon Alphand proposed creation of steering committee com- 

posed of participating members (but not observers) to give general 4 

directives so that committees could start work. German delegation ' 

stated both Hallstein, chief of German delegation, and high Bonn — F 

officials were concentrated upon Schuman Plan negotiations and con- L 

sequently not in position to draft directives; proposed adjournment ft 

until next week. Alphand opposed this delay and was agreed that | F 

steering committee will meet today to make such progress as it can. : 

Dutch Ambassador * informed me that his government is continuing 

participate as observer and not as member conference. Representative 3 

Von Kessel says that his present instructions consist only of a number : 

of clarifying questions and that Bonn has not yet finished its review of : 

plan. Taviani, chief of Italian delegation, states that although Italian. | 

military. are opposed to French plan, his instructions from De Gasper : 

are to make serious effort along lines of French plan provided (a) that : 

_ French really mean business, (0) that plan will not hamper or delay 

Atlantic defense forces, and (c) that other European countries will 

cooperate. Italian Government willing to go far in real European 1 

integration and believes that sound political basis is required for Kuro- | 

pean army. As starting point advanced proposal that in future war is i 

unthinkable between countries represented at conference. He thinks | 

there is considerable division of opinion still within French Govern- } 

ment on merits of plan but feels determined effort should be made | 

using French plan as basis for discussion, trying to reconcile it with — 

military opinion. Germans have asked for session with us early next | 

week and are patiently awaiting word from Bonn and probably com- 

ment from us. 
| : 

| Conference has gotten off to slow start and reluctance or present 

- inability of smaller states to give reaction to French plan increases slow 

motion atmosphere. On other hand Alphand’s clear and candid answer i 

| to Germans seems to indicate that French policy and originally vague _ : 

5 Telegram 7132, March 8, from Frankfurt, not printed, reported on a conver- | 

| sation between High Commissioner McCloy and Chancellor Adenauer. Inter 

7 alia, Adenauer observed that the French proposal to the European army con- 

ference seemed to him so deficient that he had taken steps to avoid any leaks 

about it for fear of adverse German public reaction. McCloy urged that the 

French proposal be taken only as a rough first working paper and that the Ger- 

: man delegation to the conference state their points reasonably but forcefully 

,- with the confidence that other delegations would consider them fairly. McCloy 

: assured Adenauer that substantial French groups did desire to work out a 

European army on the basis of real equality and that negotiations should be 

carried on with a view of obtaining French support for a sound scheme. (850.33/ 

i 6 Baron van Boetzelaer 
| |
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ideas have become more precise and that they are now ready to discuss the many practical problems which this plan evokes. There is certainly no take it or leave it attitude. , 
| | Bruce ee 

740.5/3-951 : Telegram 

Lhe Ambassador in France (Bruce) to the Secretary of State! 

TOP SECRET Paris, March 9, 1951—1 p. m. 
5293. French circulated today draft convention as basis for dis- cussion which sets forth in 72 articles ideas they have previously advanced on institutional framework for European army. Document now being translated and will transmit airpouch.? Summary follows: (1) First eight articles devoted general principles and institutions and give global figure on Kuropean forces projected. Institutions com- prise defense commissioner, council of ministers, assembly, and court. 
Commissioner invested with powers direct action and supervision which would enable him make decisions, formulate recommenda- | tions, and give advice. Decisions would be obligatory, recommenda- 

tions would require application of objectives but leave means open, 
and opinions would not be binding. Council given task harmonizing 
action commissioner and governments including exchange of informa- tion and reciprocal consultation, Under provisions to be set forth in convention commissioner obliged to obtain opinion of council before taking decisions or formulating recommendation. Assembly composed | of representatives of the peoples of the contracting states and exercises a control power over the administration of the commissioner. Court 
would assure respect for law in interpretation and application of | convention. 

: European ground forces would be composed of infantry and armored 
divisions within which would be combined elements of different na- 
tionalities composed of homogeneous combat teams. To these divisions 
would be attached general reserves and logistical support. Tactical 
and defense air forces, composed of groups of elements of different nationalities would be established. Light European naval forces could be established on same principles. After establishment, European 
armed forces would be put at the disposal of Supreme Commander for 
European Defense. 

| 

*This telegram was repeated to London, Brussels, The Hague, Copenhagen, Oslo, Rome, Lisbon, Luxembourg, and Frankfurt, and copies were made avail- able to the Embassy in Ottawa and to the Department of Defense. It was originally sent to the Department of State in error as 5264. 7A copy of the French draft convention summarized here was transmitted to the Department of State as an enclosure to despatch 2621, March 14, from Paris, neither printed (740.5/3-1451).
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Establishment of European defense organization to be realized in | 

successive stages (etapes). First stage would be establishment of 

ground forces of 80 divisions with general reserves and logistical 

support sufficient for their own needs within the framework of : E 

Atlantic forces earmarked for European defense. Air forces would | 

consist of 40 tactical groups (encadres) of three squadrons each and ; 

12 defense groups of three squadrons each. Naval forces unstipulated. 4 

First stage will include two phases (stades), as follows: contract- ; 

ing states will prepare the elements for the first echelon of forces, I 

which would include 12 divisions of ground forces and 12 tactical E 

groups and 6 defense groups for the air forces. The first echelon will 

| be established at the beginning of the second phase by bringing to- [ 

gether its constituent elements. In the course of this second phase the : 

first echelon of forces so constituted will be progressively increased : 

until objective fixed in the first stage is obtained. | : 

(2) Articles 9 through 25 outline projected development during f 

first stage and place obligation on contracting parties to prepare units : 

destined eventually to be placed at disposal of commissioner. Duration : 

of first stage not stipulated. - : 

Commissioner should be appointed by common agreement and on L 

basis of competence as soon as convention in effect, with renewable & 

term of office of three years. Upon appointment commissioner defines : 

armament and equipment needs of first echelon and establishes supply : 

program. He furthermore will draft general regulations harmonizing i 

national regulations on essential points and will organize and direct 

training schools. He will present a provisional estimate of financial | 

expenses and will exercise supervision over the national forces ear- 

marked for European army. | : 

Re passing to second phase of first stage, commissioner will draw up | 

, plans for European air forces, organic texts regarding recruitment 

and general organization, regulations for administration and tactical 

and technical methods, a program for the unification of instruction, 

and plans for the integration of the first echelon of forces. He will 

likewise draft a plan for equipment of the second echelon of forces | 

and a program for production of Kuropean armaments. For the execu- | 

tion of these projects commissioner will have disposal of sufficient ! 

i personnel and financial resources to be provided by the contracting | 

: partie. oe 

: Council will be designated at same time commissioner chosen and © 

2 each state will be represented by one member or deputy. Council will 

! convene as often as necessary and at least every three months. Voting 

| rights not stipulated, but weighted system implied. Commissioner will 

make regular reports to council. Council will fix provisional budget or | 

organization. Any contracting government may oppose decision or 

recommendation of commissioner and council can annul by 4% major-
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ity. Commissioner will submit his plans for second stage to council, which fixes final text by unanimous or 24 vote depending on subject matter of plan. | 

| (83) Articles 26 through 46 set forth in some detail development envisaged during second phase of first stage, relationship of commis- sioner to council and his powers over European army itself. Assembly would be established at beginning of second phase and hold annual session. Its composition left open. Commissioner would present annual report to assembly, whose principal power would be right to dismiss commissioner by 24 vote. Court of Justice, which would be that for Schuman Plan, would interpret convention and could on specified grounds annul assembly or council deliberations. Advisory opinions could be requested of it. 
(4) Articles 47 through 56 relate to financial questions and pro- vide that commissioner will draft annual budget which can be decreed by council with 2% majority. Expenses would be governed by payments from contracting states, Percentage of contribution by states not stipulated. 

. (5) Articles 57 through 65 relate largely to certain administrative matters such as seat of organization, official language, and immuni- ties. It is specified that relation of organization with contracting states, other states, NATO, SHAPE, and Schuman Plan organization entrusted to commissioner. | 
(6) Articles 66 through 72 concern supplementary accords, amend- ments and ratifications. Ratifications by all signatories required before convention comes into effect. Convention open to all European states, but new state can be admitted only on unanimous favorable vote in 

council. 
| 

(7) Draft convention includes reference to military and financial 
annexes, but no text of either presented by French delegation. | 

BRUCE 

| 396.1~PA/3-951: Telegram 

Lhe Ambassador in France (Bruce) to the Secretary of State | 

SECERT Paris, March 9, 1951—9 p. m. 
5287, European army conference held first plenary session since : February 22? on March 8 and got into heart of matter with presenta- 

tion German counterproposal as to size of national component of pro- posed international force. Germans failure declare explicitly at start 

*This telegram was repeated. to London, Brussels, The Hague, Copenhagen, Oslo, Rome, Lisbon, Frankfurt, and Luxembourg, and copies were also made available to the Embassy in Ottawa and the Department of Defense. . *¥For a report on the conference plenary meeting of February 22, see telegram 4981, February 23, from Paris, p. 769.
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that they accepted broad outlines other aspects of French proposals led 

French chairman Alphand into initial comment that he saw “nothing : 

Europe [Zuropean?]” about German counterproposal, but meeting | 

ended on happier. note with agreement to study German. statement : 

plus supplementary explanations furnished in course discussion as well F 

as defense by French General de Larminat of his delegation’s proposal F 

on grounds of its military practicability. | | : 

| ‘Next meeting will be of steering committee on March 15. Meeting : 

opened with brief summary from Alphand on work steering commit- E 

tee covered in French draft convention distributed shortly before meet- | 

ing (Embtel 5264, March 9 *). Meeting then heard prepared statement q 

by German representative Roediger replacing Hallstein. | 

German proposal based on idea of common defense and FedRep’s : 

contribution to organization European army. Given geographic con- 

ditions of central Europe, west must oppose Soviet quantitative su- i 

periority by qualitative superiority consisting of “operating units”, i 

motorized, mobile and furnished with modern arms. Roediger claimed t 

French proposal for mixed division including 16,000-17,000 combat 

troops does not entirely meet conditions that it is too unwieldy for 

rapid command and movement. Modern division must be based upon F 

number of medium tanks and infantry in balanced proportion. Ger- 

man delegation had grave doubts of military efficacy of mixed di- ' 

visions and cited several examples of difficulties that would arise | 

through differences of language, execution of orders, artillery support i 

anti-tank concentration, tactical air support, etc. | | 

Conclusion therefore drawn by German delegation that all elements [ 

of operating units including tactical aviation should belong to the | 

same nationality and be under same national command. In principle 

such an operating unit should be self-sufficient and so organized that 

could be combined according to the exigencies of the combat situa- 

tion. Two types of such operating units are foreseen, one in which 

basic element would be infantry reinforced by armor, and the other, 

armor reinforced by infantry. The two types could then be combined, 

when required, into an efficient unit. The effectives of the “combat  . | 

) groups” should be formed in such fashion that when two are combined 

an “operating unit” results which would not be more than a combat | 

| force of from 10,000 to 12,000 men, depending on whether the two | 

component groups were of same or different types. The combat group : 

, (6) would, in effect, be a small copy of a division in that it would 

| include all arms essential for such a formation. German experience | 

| during the war indicated desirability of avoiding too rigid an orga- | 

2 nization of three groups. | 3 

| | * See telegram 5293, March 9, from Paris, supra. | |
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Combination of two combat groups would require establishment of 
staff of same nationality to which would be attached signal battalion 
and such specialized staff as might be required for reconnaissance, 
engineers, and artillery. Suggested that combat group of infantry 
should be 6,500 men and of armored units 4,500 men. Supply services 
could be concentrated at a higher command such as that of the staff of | an army corps. 

In conclusion Roediger contended these ideas merited profound ex- 
amination by military experts and, in order to surmount political 
difficulties which German proposal might evoke, declared FedRep 

_ ready to renounce all armament production except small arms for 
police. 

| Alphand’s immediate reaction to the proposal was uncompromising 
in tone, He described German proposal as animated purely by military 
considerations and taking insufficient account of political factors. 
French proposal based on integrated European army and he found no 
allusion to this in German proposal. Without such integration western 
Europe would have only a coalition army. Proposal was therefore not : 
acceptable. It had been his understanding that neither French nor 
German people desired German divisions or German general staff. He | 
then requested French military advisor General De Larminat to reply 
in detail to German proposal. 

This reply was lengthy prepared statement purporting to show 
feasibility of mixed division concept both on military and political 
grounds. Although American RCT chosen as type, was not necessary 

| to follow its organization precisely. More important to work out pro- 
cedures for operation of mixed divisions as experience in last war had 
demonstrated. Standardization of communications and technique had | 
greatly developed in last war and it was therefore a question of appli- 
cation and goodwill rather than of principle. | 

De Larminat gave many citations of integration in the field of aerial 
navigation both civilian and military and the same for naval task 
forces particularly in convoy duty. On exercise of command, pointed 
out that divisional orders can be expressed in schematic form that is 
practically international. This idea can be adapted and developed. 
Admitted that interpretative part of order is more difficult but could 
be worked out with assistance of interpreters particularly as military _ 
vocabulary has much in common. Cited French experience with 
English orders during war. On communications found no problem 
within RCT, and for their inter-RCT orders would establish liaison 
groups or pass through headquarters staff. Vocabulary can be simpli- 
fied by use of common expressions and simple commands. Divisional | 
commander could direct artillery support and anti-tank fire. As to 
air forces, certain arrangements are already under way for Atlantic 
forces and such liaison system could be adapted for European army.
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De Larminat continued that supply problem not too difficult and : 

can be worked out by schedules in advance. French troops during war — E 

were supplied both from UK and US sources and readily adapted E 

themselves. Obviously munitions must be standardized by divisions. ; 

Concluded with statement that French obj ection was only against | 

creation of national divisions. He thought delay in readiness division 

~ because of its mixed nationality would be only three months. i 

German representative then proposed that military committee ex- : 

amine the French and German statements, but Alphand objected be- | 

cause of lack of European elements in German proposal. German 4 

division could obviously be put at disposal supreme commander but i 

that would not be contribution to European army. French have cate- 

goric opposition to German proposal not on basis organization RCT : 

but on principle of mixed division and this cannot be decided by mili- 

tary committee. Roediger replied that-German proposal does not neces- : 

sarily envisage establishment German divisions but was directed 

toward most effective European army. Separate units would be under : 

defense commissioner proposed in French plan, therefore a question 

of degreeratherthan principle 

As French and Germans seem to have locked horns, Italian rep- f 

resentative intervened to stress necessity of finding compromise be- 

tween military necessities and political realities. Suggested studying an | 

both statements taking into account over-all political objectives and E 

then meet to consider how to proceed. | F 

- Alphand then stated that issue was clear in that Germans believed : 

RCT inadequate on military grounds whereas French thought it was ‘ 

militarily sound and politically essential. He agreed that these positions 

should be considered after distribution of documents but not exclu- | 

sively by military committee. Roediger likewise agreed that both politi- | 

cal and military aspects be considered Dart PASSU. | 

Belgian representative stated that difference between French and 

German views appeared boil down to question of whether largest na- 

tional unit should be of 5-6,000 men or of 10-12.000 men. Alphand 

quick to state that French were certainly ready to discuss whether low- 

est international unit should be composed of two or of three national 

| units, whether total strength should be 10 or 90,000 men. What ap- : 

peared to him seriously objectionable in German proposal was that | 

components of “operating unit” were all of same nationality and that | 

this unit had staff of its own. He asked where a combined staff entered | 

picture in German scheme. | | - a | } 

: Roediger then clarified German position by stressing that two RCT, 

would not necessarily be a division but an “operating unit”, and by 

: stating that while staff of operating units would be nationally inte- 

, erated, international staff would come at army corps level. Army corps 

, ~ could obviously have units of three nationalities. |
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_ It was then agreed that Germans would incorporate these last ex- 
planations in their paper and conference would recess for several] days 
to enable delegates to consider today’s statements. Steering committee 
will be convoked March 15 to decide what to refer to committees. 

Despite Alphand’s attitude in meeting, both French and Italians 
| hopeful that some progress had been made and way open for possible 

compromise. Germans also feel that way is not completely blocked but 
insist that conference can only go at slow pace. When suggested to Ger- 

| mans that conference might continue by discussing political institu- 
tions, Germans said would probably be ready to do so within a week 
but needed time consider French draft convention. | 

- Bruce | 

740.5/3-1551 : Telegram | 

The Ambassador in France (Bruce) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET | Paris, March 15, 1951—9 p. m. 
0443. European army conference reconvened today in plenary ses- 

sion instead of steering comite because Ger desire to make prepared 
statement in elaboration of plan submitted last mtg. Ger proposal 
discussed in our tel 5287 2 was limited to exposé of the size of minimum 
effective national contribution which as stated eld not be less than a 
basic operational unit. This, as described, amounted to small division. 
Today’s Ger exposé indicated level at which European integration wld 
take place. 

To this end they proposed that the basic European unit would be 
the army corps to be made up of 2 or 3 operational units (divisions) of 
separate nationalities. They proposed that support and supply wld be 
primarily a corps responsibility. To this end the corps staff and com- 

| mand wld have to have sufficient service units composed of different 
nationalities. In addition the corps wld have assigned directly cer- 
tain mixed supporting arms of types where linguistic homogeneity is 

| not of decisive importance, such as anti-aircraft and engineer elements. 
| These might also include certain reserve elements and corps troops 

such as heavy armour and artillery. In summary the Ger proposal is 
to effect European unification at corps instead of divisional level and 
accentuate the unified nature of the corps by indicating the possibili- 
ties of blending nationalities in selected service and support elements. 

Germans proposed that the details be referred to the Military Sub- 
comite for study. They recognized that the question of tactical air 
forces and their integration wld also require expert analysis. They | 

*This telegram was repeated to London, Copenhagen, Brussels, Frankfurt, 
ie Oslo, The Hague, Lisbon, and Luxembourg.
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| rptd, however their adherence to the principle of creating a unified : 

and effective force animated by an European morale. a E 

Alphand in reply stated that there seemed to be accord on the prin- 

ciple of integration, but difficulty arises on level of integration, as | 

| indicated above. Agreed however that proposals cld be studied by 

Military Comite altho Fr Del not now authorized to accept Ger pro- ; 

posal. Fr pointed out that in essence Ger view was to create European | 

corps of 2 or 3 small national divisions as opposed to Fr view to build ] 

large European divisions consisting 2 or 3 national RCT’s. I 

Taviani said Ital representatives approved examination by Military L 

Comite but believed this Comite wld eventually have to receive politi- : 

cal directives. Inevitable that Military Comite in proposing solution 

will run against political realities and, therefore, suggested presence : 

of political representatives at Military Comite mtgs. Conference | 

agreed that Military Comite wld meet tomorrow.® , F 

Alphand then asked for comment on draft convention which evoked 

| remarks from Itals to effect that powers granted under convention wld : 

certainly be of great interest to Parliaments of participating countries. F 

He also asked whether financial charges wld be in addition to military I 

budget or wld be substitution taken from existing military budget. ; 

Alphand replied that the expenses wld naturally depend upon the i 

size of the European Army, but that in early stages it wld be question E 

of budget substitution rather than supplemental charges. _ : 

Taviani suggested a small comite of jurists to discuss institutional i 

questions. Alphand agreed that this wld be advisable and comite will i 

meet March 17.4 — a i | 

‘After this week conference will interrupt its work for Easter recess, L 

resuming probably March 29. | 
| 

oe a | BRUCE | 

2 Telegram 5475, March 16, from Paris, not printed, reported that the meeting 

of the Military Committee of the European Army Conference was primarily given E 

over to questions and answers on the French and German proposals regarding E 

the composition of European army units (740.5/3-1651). | | 

| ‘Telegram 5567, March 20, from Paris, not printed, reported that a meeting 

of.a Committee of Jurists of the European army conference had resulted in no 

| particular answer to the questions raised (740.5/3-2051). 

762A.5/3-1751 : Telegram 
7 : 

The United States High Commissioner for Germany (McCloy) to the : 

Z Secretary of State > 7 , 

SECRET | , Franxrurt, March 17, 1951—2 p. m. | 

: Subject: Ger defense contingent. 

! 7841. Bérard yesterday informally advised me that predicated on 

| ~ his own recent visit to Paris and subsequent discussion with Theodor 

: 17This telegram was repeated to Paris and London.
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Blank he has distinct impression mutually satis solution will be evolved 
for present divergent Ger-Fr views re Ger defense contingent and 
particularly differences concerning unit size and command. Stated 
Blank had indicated his hopeful view was based on report which 
Adenauer and he had recd from De Maiziere that definite progress is 
being made at Paris mtgs. Bérard stressed importance which Fr and 
Adenauer and Blank attach to creation true Eur army as real step 
toward Fr-Ger rapprochement. Further indicated Fr prepared and 
believes Ger similarly ready make concessions in view political im- 
portance achieving Eur army concept rather than adhering to rigid 
proposals their respective mil experts. Also indicated chief Fr con- 
cern is not so primarily with regard to actual unit size or other techni- 
cal factors but rather to safeguard against any possible recreation of 
a Ger army. Fear of latter possibility is apparently chief Fr objection 
to NATO concept. Particularly emphasized that as time is important 
requisite for obtaining Fr-Ger agreement on major broad aspects of 
matter US shld refrain from urging haste or exerting pressure either 
here or in Paris or via NATO. Stressed that Fr consider Eur army is 
most far-reaching factor for genuine Eur integration and develop- 

_ ment better Fr-Ger relationship far surpassing Schuman Plan toward 
achieving this all important end. Further urged that since creation 
Kur army realistically depends on Fr and Gers it shld so far as feasible 
be left to these two elements to work out satis solution, Bérard con- 
ceded US eld probably force a solution on Fr but was certain Fr people | 
wld ultimately recognize and resent such pressure thereby long range 
purpose of better Fr-Ger relationship wld be defeated. 

Iixpressed hope I wld therefore counsel against haste or pressure 
on US part in this matter and in favor of giving Fr further oppor- 
tunity play major role in working out satis solution with Gers. Bérard 
thought this wld be facilitated through discussion being handled pri- 
marily by non-mil reps with political considerations playing important 
role rather than sole emphasis on technical mil aspects. Have not 
checked with Blank correctness of Bérard’s report of Adenauer—Blank 
attitude.? I stated that US position had consistently been to permit 
full opportunity for Paris negots to produce results and provided 
negots are not too protracted and results are militarily practicable this 
wld presumably continue to be our attitude. I naturally made no com- 

"Telegram 640, March 20, from Bonn, not printed, reported that Blank had told American representatives in Bonn that he was most pessimistic about the European army talks in Paris and did not expect any concrete results to emerge, Blank said that the French had made it obvious that they would not accept Ger- | man units large enough to play an autonomous military role for fear that the Germans would use them to involve the French in a war of liberation of the east German territories and that, despite French agreement to discuss mixed corps in the Military Committee of the conference, they had privately told the Germans 3 Sue tae public. opinion would never agree to such an arrangement. ( T62A.5/
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mitment which wld preclude our resuming active role any time we | 

consider Fr-Ger efforts not producing desired results and in meantime : 

to do nothing which cld appear to be putting pressure on Fr, par- L 

ticularly in regard to units which issue can be better settled in Paris. ; 

I feel this is practicable as a number of issues remain which can be : 

explored here without any deliberate dragging of feet. ; 

i , -  McCrox : 

740.5/3-951 : Telegram | 

‘The Secretary of State to the Embassy in France? | 

TOP SECRET - Wasuineton, March 17, 1951—8 p. m. 

4875. Department awaiting with considerable interest draft con- i: 

vention re Eur Army circulated by Fr delegation and will study docu- | 

ment with greatest care. Meanwhile, Paris desp 2328, Feb 16,2 and | 

Embtel 5264 Mar 9 appear to call for certain observations. i 

| ‘We cannot help but be struck by great emphasis placed on second ; 

phase of Eur Army proposals and on permanent institutions in con- | 

‘trast with meagerness of info concerning first phase. This first phase 

. strikes Dept as being highly important as difficult escape conclusion 

that it will last long time, probably several years. This opinion based. 

on assumptions appearing both ref docs that second phase cannot be i 

ushered in before difficult and thorny questions settled, unification of i 

training and command procedures, establishment of uniform mil code, — ; 

setting in place of polit institutions. De | f 

| Regardless of far-reaching polit importance second phase both in 

mil and polit fields, Dept tends believe that Eur Army proposals will 

stand or fall on provisions for first phase. In this connection we shid | 

bear in mind US position shared by most other NAT countries and 

which has been made clear to Fr on several occasions: ie., results of 

conference in order to be acceptable must contribute to overall strength - 

of NATO, be fully sound both politically and militarily, and under | 

no circumstances shld deter the contribution of Ger to the def forces 

of WE. Consequently it is feared that however desirable long-term 3 

| plans might be, they cannot be considered unless sound and practical 

2 program established for first phase so as not to delay buildup of | 

— strength. pa | Oo | 

Therefore, Dept requests Emb for as much concrete info concerning | 

: first phase as will be possible without actions, vis-a-vis Fr Govt which 

| might be interpreted as committing US in any way. In particular, we 

| desire maximum info concerning Fr thinking as to size, status, re- 

: “a This telegram, which was drafted in the Office of Huropean Regional Affairs 

| and was cleared by other appropriate offices and by the Department of Defense, 

oo was repeated for information to London and Frankfurt. . | 

2 Not printed, but see footnote 3, D. 787. 
7 

; 8 See telegram 5293, March 9, from Paris, p. 772.
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cruitment, training and use of Ger contribution during this period. 
This required in view of importance placed by Ger on equality of status 
or approximation thereof in Eur Army. In this respect, it wld appear 
that differentiations between two categories of nations, these having 
national forces in being, and those without such forces (1e., Ger), 

. extensively discriminate against Ger.‘ 
: [Here follows a number of detailed questions regarding the sub- 

stance of the French proposal for a European Army. | 

ACHESON 
“In his telegram 5569, March 20, from Paris, not printed, Ambassador Bruce observed that the European army conference had so far concentrated largely on explanatory comment, and many of the questions raised by the Department had not yet been discussed or fully clarified. Ambassador Bruce promised to discuss the matter further upon his arrival in Washington for consultation. (740.5 /3- 2051) | 7 

740.5/4—-1851 : Telegram 

Lhe Ambassador in France (Bruce) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET Pants, April 18, 1951—5 p. m. — 
6295. From MacArthur. During informal talk with Gen Gruenther 

re European army, Alphand expressed personal view that agreement 
on size basic units and level of integration will be reached in “two 
or three months”. Does not believe however that agreement can be 
reached until after (a) French elections; ? (6) Big Four meeting. 

Re (a) above he explained that prior to elections virtually impossi- 
ble for French to modify their present position. Re (6) he observed 

_ that since Ger demilitarization one of points Sov insist discussing in 
prospective Big Four French wld probably be most reluctant to reach 
any final agreement with Ger prior to Big Four mtg since this wld 
place them in position being accused by Commie propaganda of hav- 
ing prejudiced outcome or even sabotaging CFM. 

Also perfectly clear from Alphand’s comments that at this juncture 
| political (rather than mil) aspects of level of integration of Ger units 

is all-important. [MacArthur. ] 4 | | 
| | Bruce 

? This telegram was repeated for information to London and Frankfurt. * National elections were held in France on June 17. For documentation on the 
elections, see volume Iv. 

*The reference here is to the Four-Power Talks at Paris (The Conference of the Palais Marble Rose), March-J une; for documentation on the talks, see pp. 1086 ff. 
“Telegram 6221, April 14, from Paris, not printed, reported that at the sixth 

plenary session of the European army conference in Paris on April 13, Alphand 
indicated to American observers that agreement on the size of the basic unit 
and level and integration of the proposed army was likely after the forthcoming French elections, since prior to that time it would be difficult for the French 
Government to talk about anything resembling German divisions. Because of the 
danger of Communist propagandist exploitation of the division concept and for 
other reasons as well, the French Foreign Ministry was pursuing a policy of 
minimum publicity and was content to give the public the impression that the 
conference was deadlocked or quiescent. (740.5/4-1451)
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740.5/5-951 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in France (Bruce) to the Secretary of State* E 

SECRET | oe Paris, May 9, 1951—8 p. m. : 

) 6822. Steering comite Eur army conf has had three sessions since | 

that last reported in Embtel 6052, April 10.’ In course of these meet- 

ings it completed review of draft convention and addressed itself to : 

special problems referred to it by juridical and financial comites (mil 

comite has so far submitted no differences to steering committee) ad- 

ditional session will take place May 11 whereupon plenary on same | 

date will mark end of what might be called second phase of cont.’ First ; 

phase was distinguished by confrontation of French and German I 

theses on basic unit and by presentation of French draft convention, | 

second phase involves blocking out of principal problems on under: | 

standing that the cardinal one of the level of integration is to be left | 

aside for time being. 7 | | | : 

No observers took part in proceedings of steering comite. Fol ac- EF 

count based on info furnished by De La Grandville, Fr secy of con- . 

ference and by Von Kessel, member German del. Both emphasized : 

that although certain difficulties have arisen, notably during last steer- | 

ing comite session, spirit of conf continues good and delegates continue | 

hopeful something will come of it. Von Kessel said in fact that | 

emergence of difficulties has served to give conf “atmosphere of greater | 

realism” and has served rather to encourage his delegation. Comite 

work expected to continue according to outline which will presumably 

be presented by Alphand May 11. _ 

Among differences that emerged are two in particular: | 

Italians, as already foreshadowed in reftel, have systematically 

attempted to cut down powers of commissioner and wound up in 

position where they proposed triumvirate rather than single commis- 

sioner. Juridical comite, unable to agree on this, referred matter to ; 

steering comite where French hope to arrive at compromise before the 

next plenary, by creating posts of deputy commissioners who would 

not however have veto over commissioner’s decisions. French and Ger- : 

| mans believe that Italians primarily motivated by prestige considera- : 

tions since they cannot hope to get post of commissioner. French are | 

3 strongly opposed to running army by comite and think little of Italhan | 

17Thnis telegram was repeated for information to London, Copenhagen, Brussels, 

Rome, Oslo, The Hague, Lisbon, Ottawa, Luxembourg, and Frankfurt, and the 

Department of Defense was informed of its contents. | 

2? Not printed. : Oo | 7 Oo 

2 ? Telegram 6906, May 12, from Paris, not printed, reported that at the seventh 

plenary session of the European army conference on May 11, Chairman Alphand 

presented progress reports from the juridical, military, and financial committees. | 

of the conference. There was no discussion of the reports inasmuch as substantive 

| sl) were taking place in the steering committee of the conference. (740.5/ 

536-688 PT 1--81---52 _ |
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argument that British sea lords are effectively running Brit Navy. 
Noteworthy that De La Grandville said all other delegates support Fr 
position but that Von Kessel told us Germans not prepared to force 
issue since they consider it not worth a showdown inasmuch as 
“SHAPE in the end will have effective control anyway”. 
Germans proposed that powers of assembly be increased, notably in 

financial field and advanced argumentation that national parliaments 
are more likely to vote necessary funds and that acceptance of conven- 
tion itself more probable if purse strings effectively held by assembly. 
In making this proposal German delegate said to have argued that, 
aiter all, purpose before comite is to aid in creation supranational org, 
a statement against which Italians reacted rather sharply because they 
considered it too broad. De La Grandville said French del was left with 
distinct. impression that Germans attempting to widen political scope 
of conf. Fr feel giving in to them would invite the same difficulties 
that have bedevilled Strasbourg+ and that moreover stability and | 
eficiency of Eur army organization would be impaired by suprana- 
tional parliamentary structure by which commissioners might be 
overthrown as prime mins are in France. He indicated Fr also suspect 
that Germans might hope broader powers for Eur army assembly 
would lead to relinquishment remaining allied controls. Von Kessel, 
on other hand, said to us German proposal motivated by honest belief 
that ratification of convention would have better chance not only in 
Germany but perhaps also elsewhere if broader political representation 
is afforded each country. Here again Alphand is said to have com- 
promise in mind by which greater financial powers accorded assembly 
but role will nevertheless remain consultative in essence ‘as in case of 
Schuman Plan. 
Agreement exists re German proposal that convention be drawn up 

| in two parts: one the definitive “final” document, the other containing | 
“transitional” arrangements. Germans here appear mildly disquieted 
by fact that Fr continue to talk of phase one and phase two with “first 
things first” attitude (implying possible delay in implementation phase 
two) and Fr on other hand appear still slightly fearful that Germans — 
might make demands later when definitive phase is to commence. 
Kessel in this respect perceived no difficulty. Germans would sien con- 
vention and transitional arrangements simultaneously, he said, and 
cate could be fixed when convention itself goes into effect. Probable 
that agreement on this point will be announced at next plenary. 

BRUCE 

*The reference here is presumably to the Council of Europe with headquarters 
at Strasbourg. For documentation on the attitude of the United States toward . 
the Council of Europe, see volume tv.
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740.5/6-451: Telegram | EL 

‘The United States High Commissioner for Germany (McCloy) — 
to _ the Secretary of State* | | : 

TOP SECRET = § PRIORITY | FranxFurt, June 4, 1951—6 p. m. 

9775. For Byroade from McCloy. Alphand, Arnauld Wapler and : 

Bérard came to see me yesterday to post me on progress Paris meet- ] 

' ings re European army and particularly to discuss forthcoming report q 

on Petersberg discussions re German defense contingent by Deputy q 

High Commissioners to High Commissioners who, in turn, will submit : 

it to respective governments.? Alphand stressed importance from | 

French standpoint of synchronizing Petersberg and Paris discussions F 

and reports and not having NATO receive report re former prior to ; 

report re latter. Chief French basis for this view is that they do not 3 

want NATO countries to formulate positions regarding German con- 

| tingent prior to receiving report of Paris meetings. Alphand con- E 

tinuously stressed steadfastness French view that German contingent | 

| must be integrated into European army. Alphand indicated French &- 

expected report of Paris discussions to be available toward beginning q 

of July. In light foregoing we reached following understanding: 

| 1. High Commissioners would forward report to governments as | 

soon as possible after receipt from deputies. Expect this to be by : 

June 9. | | E 

9. Question remains open for discussion with Francois-Poncet and E 

Kirkpatrick. | ve | 

| (a) Whether High Commissioners will append comments to 

(6) Extent of such comments, 1f any. 

3. I would be prepared to submit report to governments and pass 

on to my government the suggestion as put forward by the French , 

that governments withhold report from NATO until receipt of Paris 

repoit (provided not delayed). I am inclined to think there is some 

| advantage in this suggestion as 1t may give opportunity to reconcile 

differences before transmittal to entire NATO group. - 

4, Deputy High Commissioners should send to NATO their usual : 

| monthly report regarding Petersberg discussions but would not send 

text of report discussed in this cable. ae a | 

5. Agreed Bérard, who.in chair, at meeting to be held today with | 

Germans to finish text of report would make short tripartite state- : 

: ment, text of which will be forwarded separately after meeting, plus | 

additional unilateral French statement concerning importance they | 

attach to European Army concept in light of French opinion. | 

2 1This telegram was repeated for information to Ambassador Spofford in Lon- 

don, to Ambassador Bruce in Paris, and to General Handy in Heidelberg. 

*For documentation on the meetings, at Bonn between representatives of the 

Federal Republic and the Deputy High Commissioners, January 9-June 4, see 

pp. 990 ff. For the report, dated June 8, by the Allied High Commissioners on these 

: meetings, see p. 1044. : a
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French envisage four power conference US, UK, Fr and Germany 
to discuss Petersberg and Paris reports with view to reconciling any 
differences. Alphand inquired whether I saw any difficulties in such 
conference going on at same time as CFM. I stressed importance avoid- _ 
ing delay, especially in light Russian divisions and air force in east 
zone. Further, in reply Alphand’s inquiry whether US still wants 
German defense contingent and wants it immediately, I replied US has 
not changed its view as our military experts feel Germans essential _ 
to effective European defense. Alphand agreed this was view of his 
present government but could not indicate what view of new govern- 
ment might be after June 17. Agreed, however, defense measures not | 
be delayed because of fear of provoking Russians. Alphand further 
indicated belief must proceed with German rearmament but avoid 
recreation of former German Army, general staff and power of Ruhr 
industrialists. He stressed importance European army concept, espe- 
cially to make clear to French and Russian people determination not 
to permit revival of separate German military establishment which 
might have power to go off on Eastern campaign perhaps dragging 
west with it. Alphand deplored state of opinion in France and in 
England which was taking on a certain resentfulness to American 

| presence in Europe and demands for bases, installations, etc. Said it 
was increasingly important to explain NATO, NATO airfields, infra- 
structure, etc. to French people, portraying it as triumph of French 
diplomacy which had requested and finally obtained such protection. 
I said I hold European attitude faulty, including German, due in my 
judgment not so much to failure of US propaganda but utter lack of 
initiative on part of local sources actively to combat Communist anti- 
American line themselves with well directed self-cenerated responses. 
Local leaders too hesitant to offset increasing tempo of anti-American 
Communist propaganda by their own statements, I hope this made 
an impression as I firmly believe more conscious effort along this line 
is urgently needed. 

| McCrory 

740.5/6-2151 : Telegram 

Lhe Secretary of State to the Embassy in France 

TOP SECRET WasuineTon, June 21, 1951—7 p.m. 
6988. Now Fr elections held,? we must move without further delay 

on question Ger participation in def of West. First task is to take 

| *This telegram was repeated for information to Ambassadors Gifford and 
Spofford in London and to General Hays in Frankfurt. It was drafted by Ridg- 
way B. Knight, Officer in Charge of Political-Military Affairs in the Office of 
European Regional Affairs, and was concurred in by the Bureaus of European 
and German Affairs and by the Department of Defense. 

* For documentation on the French national elections of June 17, see volume rv.
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action on report resulting from mil talks in Bonn between reps occupy- 

ing powers and FedRep.* This requires initially tech consideration of 
report from mil point of view with object securing agreement on mil i 
plane between US, UK and Fr which, in their capacity of occupying / 

‘powers, have been acting as agents of NATO under NAC decision : 
taken at Brussels in Dec 19504 and have been exploring with Gers 
their concept of suitable Ger contribution. While final agreement with ; 

Ger on this subj undoubtedly will require simultaneous agreement on 

polit plane re contractual relations, work must proceed simultaneously L 

in polit and mil fields to avoid further loss of time. Bo i 

At best, in mil field, we wld hope for agreement on mil proposals 

between occupying powers subsequently agreed more or less informally q 

by Gers, depending on how different from their proposals, and then I 

presented to NAC for approval and action on any changes from 

: Brussels principles. However, it is realized that serious difficulties may : 

be encountered with Fr and, shld US, UK and Fr agreement seem ; 

impossible as to action on Bonn report, we cld not exclude possible 

desirability of referring Bonn report to NAC without tripartite agree- 

ment. In latter case, it wld be necessary for Council subsequently in- ; 

struct occupying powers further to consult with FedRep on basis of ; 

Council’s decision. Final approval wld be required from Council. We | 
hope this more complicated and time consuming procedure will be | 

avoided through development agreed recommendations by UK, US 

and Fr to CD. a | | Se , 

We have no illusion as to possibility coming to agreement with Fr ; 

on Bonn report on tech mil plane alone. Instead, we realize Fr mil rep [ 

wld wish refer certain aspects Bonn report to his Govt for polit deci- i 

sions and discussions with US and UK at govt level. Thus, we envisage 

report to govts from mil reps embodying both points agreed from mil 

point of view and those which it was impossible to solve at mil level. i 

These mil talks wld be followed by govt exchanges with view drafting F 

common answer to Gers which, when agreed by them, wld become ; 

quadripartite proposal forsubmissiontoNAC. | 

We fully realize no agreement can be reached with Fr unless results : 

Paris conference on Eur Army have received full consideration in : 

connection with Ger mil contribution in gen and Bonn report in partic- | 7 

ular. Problem is therefore, where, how and principally when findings ' 

of Paris conference can be introduced into study of Ger contribution. : 

With above in mind, you are requested present Azde-M/émoire along 1 

| fol lines to Fr Govt: Oo So | So | : 

“US Govt has received report of Allied High Commissioners of their : 
conversations with reps of West Ger Fed Govt, on question of Ger : 

* For the report of June 8 by the Allied High Commissioners for Germany on the E 

meetings under reference here, see p. 1044. oo, Oo ; 

* Regarding the decision under reference here, set forth in NATO document 3 

| C6-D/1, December 13, 1950, see document Pleven D-2/1la, January 26, and foot- . 
. note 7, thereto, p. 755. . E
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_ participation in def of Western Eur. In furtherance of decisions of 
Brussels session of NAC in Dec 1950, US Govt attaches greatest im- 
portance to early consideration of this report by three Allied Occupy- 
ing Powers in their role as agents of NATO. | 

“In interest of reaching early agreement on this important problem 
US invites reps of Fr and Brit Govts to confer with US in Wash, 
concerning mil aspects of contribution of Ger to defenses of Western 
Eur. These reps wld consider report of High Commissioners, and 
related matters, and reach such agreement as is possible on acceptabil- 
ity of mil aspects. Reps wld then report their findings to their 
respective Govts. | 
“US proposes that nat] reps be those individuals now appointed to 

SG as mil reps of Chiefs of Staff of Occupying Powers, in capacity 
distinct from that of members of SG. Upon receipt of appropriate 
instrs from their govts these reps wld confer with objective of com- 
posing their respective views. Any matters upon which reps did not 

| agree or any matters which they consider wld be beyond competence 
, of Occupying Powers under provisions of NATO doc C6—D/1, or 

primarily non-mil matters, wld be duly set forth for res on govern- 
mental level. Their report of matters which they consider to be beyond 
competence of Occupying Powers wld include their recommendations 
as to what position three govts shld take on these matters. Fol conclu- 
sion of discussions, and not until then. three govts wld decide as to 
course of action to be taken within NATO. | 

“US is of opinion that discussions currently proceeding in Paris on 
proposal by Fr Govt for formation of Eur Army have proceeded to 
point where consideration of Ger contribution to Eur Army is per- 
tinent to consultations suggested above. US wld therefore be prepared 
to consider any suggestion by Fr Govt to enlarge conversations to 
include discussion of relationship between proposed Eur Army and 
rearmament of Ger as specified in doc C6—D/1. Since procedures of 
three Occupying Powers as agents of NATO on rearmament of Ger 
will be duly reported to NATO, US suggests that it wld be appropriate 
to consider report as agreed by participants of Paris conference, which 
itself is to be reported to NAC. 
“US considers it of importance that an early report on status of 

rearmament of Ger be made to NAC. Therefore, above conversations 
shld begin in early Jul 1951, and reps shld complete their report to | 
their respective govts during Jul. It shld be objective of respective 
govts to confer on report of their mil reps and agree as to future course 
of action not later than Aug 15, 1951. US Govt perceives that undue 
delay on this important practical matter wld cause serious doubts as 

' to seriousness of purpose of NATO nations to proceed in most expedi- 
tious manner for creation of an adequate defense of Western Eur. 

| “US Govt wishes inform your Govt that if alternative methods of 
conducting above mil conversations appear desirable it wld be pleased 
to consider your suggestions. It does, however, wish to point out com- 
petence of natl reps to SG for these discussions and their established 
relations with their Chiefs of Staff.” > : 

°Telegram 8043, June 23, from Paris, reported that the Embassy had that day 
delivered to the French Foreign Ministry an aide-mémoire along the lines in- 
structed here (740.5/6-2351).
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FYTI only Gen Ely, Fr rep, indicates that he cannot agree to above 
procedure unless specifically so instructed by his govt. He has in- 
formed Gen Bradley that he wld prefer that this procedure be ar- __ 
ranged through govts by FonOff representation. Gen Ely is in com- 
plete agreement with suggested procedure but does not feel he is in 

--—-s- positionat moment tosorecommendtohisGovt. = | 
| | | — ACHESON 

Paris Embassy files, 400 European Army . | . 

Paper Prepared in the Embassy in Francet | 

| : | [Extracts] _ | | | 

TOP SECRET is a [Parts, undated.] : 

ANALYSIS OF THE Evrorpran ARMy CONFERENCE | 
| TurovucH Junr 22,1951 an 

1. THE PROBLEM — 

1. To analyze the activities of the European Army Conference, to 
date, as a basis for assisting in the formulation of U.S. policy on the 
development of European defense. | ! 

| | ‘IL, BACKGROUND» oe a 
2. The Occupying Powers were invited by the North Atlantic Coun- 

| cil to discuss with the German Federal Government the question of E 
German participation in the defense of Western Europe along the lines E 
set forth in Council document C6-D/1 of 138 December 1950.? Other | 
NATO nations were to be kept as fully informed as possible of the | 
course of the discussions and of any steps taken to initiate German | 

| participation. In C6-D/1, the Council noted the French intent to call | 
a conference on the formation of a European Army, and requested the ! 
Deputies to keep themselves informed of its progress, and in due course : 
consider any recommendations made from the point of view of NATO | 
requirements. | . . = os 

8. On 15 February 1951, the French Government called a conference : 

to “study the means of organizing, for the common defense, a European i 
Army, to come under unified European political institutions, along the : 
general lines of the declaration made by Mr. Pleven on 24 October : 
1950.7 — a oY 

4. With respect to any arrangements arrived at for developing a : 
Kuropean Army, and a German contribution within same, the North | 

1'This paper, which was transmitted to the Department of State as an enclosure j 
| to a brief, explanatory despatch 16, July 8, 1951, from Paris, not printed, was E 

drafted jointly by Ambassador Bruce, Embassy Political Adviser Riddleberger, 
Second Secretary Koren, Second Secretary Cleveland, and Second Secretary Herz. E 
* Regarding the document under reference, see document Pleven D-2/la, Jan- E 

uary 26, p. 755, and footnote 7, thereto. | a . a | F
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Atlantic Council stated in part that: “The final test of all such ar- 
- rangements must be whether, in the judgment of NATO, they were 

militarily effective and served to strengthen the North Atlantic Com- 
munity.” (C6-D/1, Paragraph 12) 

5. In the conclusions of the Military Committee report, approved 
by the Council as part of C6-D/1, it was stated that: “A European 
Defense force operating as an element of an integrated NATO De- 
fense force, is militarily acceptable if its achievement under no cir- 
cumstances would delay the contribution of Germany to the defense 
forces of Western Europe.” | 

6. The Allied High Commissioners have discussed the question of a 
German contribution with the German Federal Government, to the | 
extent of obtaining from the Germans a general indication of the 
terms under which they would be willing to make such a contribution, —_ 
the nature of the contribution as they envisaged it, and a tentative time 
schedule for its development. 

7. The High Commissioners have completed their discussion with 
the German Federal Government, and submitted their report thereon 
to their respective Governments on 8 June 1951.8 | 

8. The European Army Conference is now, and has been for several 
months, examining the military, fiscal, and political aspects of the 
problem with a view to producing a draft treaty and accompany tech- 
nical agreements which, if and when ratified by the governments con- 
cerned, will create the European Army. The conference plans to sub- 

mit a preliminary report of progress to NATO and to the national 

governments by 10 July 1951.4 - 
9. There has been no formal relationship between the Bonn discus- 

sions and the European conference, but the German delegation at the 

European Army Conference has presented in Paris essentially the 

same military proposals as at Bonn. | 
10. The fact that the Bonn discussions represented only an exchange | 

of views, whereas the European Army Conference is actually nego- 

tiating an agreement, has resulted, especially in the military field, | 

in German acceptance of some modifications to their Bonn views at 

subsequent Paris meetings. It thus appears that in some measure the 

German Bonn views are being overtaken in the Paris conference. 

Until the Paris results are approved, however, the Bonn position 

still must be considered asthe basicGerman position... 

11. The French made it very clear that no substantive issues would 

be resolved in the European Army Conference prior to the French 

general elections on 17 June.> No agreement can, therefore, be expected 

3 See p. 1044. | | _ 
‘The interim report under reference here was ultimately completed on July 24; 

ss Por materials on the French general elections, see volume Iv.
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on the size of basic units and the levels of integration until after the | 
new French Government assumes office. 

| | III. THE EUROPEAN ARMY PROPOSAL | | 

| | 12. The European Army Conference was opened in Paris on 15 : 
February 1951 under French chairmanship. In opening the Conference | 
Foreign Minister Schuman stated, as to its purpose, that the proposal 
was to be considered in the same context as the coal and steel plan, and 

! insisted that “there is a Europe to organize” and that . . . this truth 
holds in the field of defense as well as in the political and economic : 
fields. A European Army within the Atlantic Force will be a “perma- 
nent instrument for the security of our continent, and an essential ele- 
ment of European integration.” He also declared that the work 3 
of the conference was, in his opinion, as much “political as military.” ! 

f Schuman stated that the French plan had an immediate military : 
purpose, namely : “To construct a military tool of sure efficiency, and | 

| to prove not only to our technicians but also to our peoples that an | 
Army of a United Europe is fit to be used against an aggressor with ! 

; cohesion and vigor at least as great as in the case of national armies.” ® | 
2 18. At the opening meeting Schuman also emphasized that the | 
2 French wanted the European Army wholly compatible with, and a | 
: help to the integrated Atlantic Force, saying: “If our initiative were ) 
| to result in imperiling or simply slowing up Atlantic defense, and if | 

that were proved, we would not hesitate to withdraw our proposal.” | 
2 _ He summed up the philosophy behind the European Army as follows: : 

“Atlantic defense and European defense have nothing incompatible | 
about them, do not duplicate each other, but are placed on different | 
planes. The Atlantic organization is a coalition system of national | 
armies, grouped under a single command. The European Army will ) 

, be a supranational army, being substituted for national armies pro- | 

, gressively and definitively.” | - | | 
| 14, Since the opening of the conference, the various aspects of the : 
| problem have been examined, either in plenary session or by appro- | 

; priate committees: military, judiciary, and fiscal. The work accom- | 

plished by the various committees is discussed in detail in Section IV : 
| below. | | | , a | 

15. The timing set by the Chairman of the Plenary Session, Hervé | 

! Alphand, was aimed at completing all non-controversial elements of | 

the treaty and accompanying military agreement prior to the French | 

elections and isolating, for subsequent resolution, those issueson which 

ready agreement could not be reached. The completion in June of the 

3 Bonn report, however, prompted the French to propose that a progress | 

report be completed by 10 July containing as much agreement as 

| * Regarding Schuman’s opening address to the conference, see telegram 4846, 
February 15, from Paris, p. 767.
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possible. The French are concerned lest the U.S., and subsequently 
NATO, take action on the Bonn report without concurrent considera- 
tion of the European Army Conference activities. 

16. The procedure and phasing envisaged by the European Army 
Conference for the implementation of its plan, if and when agreed to, 

is essentially as follows: | 

a. Ist Phase (Approximately 18 months) 

(1) Prepare, separately and under national supervision, the forces 
which are to be integrated at the start of the second phase. 

(2) Complete plans and preliminary measures necessary to the 
second phase integration, and to the subsequent support of the forces 
concerned. | 

(3) Create the agencies required for the administration of the Eu- 
ropean Army. 

(4) Prepare the essential regulations and military laws which will 
govern the European Army in the second phase. 

(5) In general, take all steps necessary to insure the proper func- 
tioning, support, and development of the army in accordance with 
agreed plans. 

6. 2nd Phase (After 18 months) | 

(1) Assemble national formations into the agreed integrated forma- 
tions of the European Army. | 

(2) SHAPE to assume command responsibilities for Kuropean 
Army units on the same basis as for the national units of other 

, countries. 
(8) The European Defense Commissioner, or other appropriate 

European agencies, to assume responsibility for those functions not 
assumed by SHAPE. 

17. The initiation of phase one would start with the signature of 
the Treaty, if preparatory measures are permitted; or, 1f not, as soon 
as the Treaty is ratified. In any event, it is the view of the conference 
that, during the period between the signature of the Treaty and its 

ratification by national governments, certain preparatory measures | 

can be initiated in order to gain as much time as possible. 

IV. THE WORK OF THE CONFERENCE 

| A. Juridical and Political Organization 

Summary of status of treaty | 
18. The French Draft Convention has formed the basis for discus- 

sion. It calls for a framework not unlike that of the Schuman Plan: 

A European Defense Commissioner with large direct operating re- 

sponsibilities and powers; a Council of Ministers which 1s to lay down | 

broad policies for the Commissioner to follow and which can, under 

certain circumstances, entertain appeals against decisions of the Com- 

missioner ; an Assembly with limited control and supervisory powers; 

and a Court of Justice. In the French conception, which has by and 

OO
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large prevailed, the Commissioner would clearly be the most powerful | 
agency of the European Defense Organization, although he would be : 
subject to certain checks and controls. Because there was virtual agree- : 
ment that the institution of the Commissioner would have to be a 
powerful one, differences developed in the course of the conference : 

| over the precise nature of the institution of the Commissioner ) 

(whether it should not consist of more than one person) and over the _ i 

| extent to which the checks and controls upon him might be increased. | 
Differences on this point are detailed below. | 

98, The conference has benefited from the fact that some of its | 

2 participants, in the legal field, are familiar with the legal work | 

accomplished in connection with the Schuman Plan, or even partici- | 

: pated in its drafting. This fact has not always been a blessing, how- 
ever: The German delegation, for instance, has attempted to correlate | 

| the European Army treaty in its form and structure to the Schuman 

Plan treaty, and even if this is not a deliberate effort to interpose 

delay—and it does not appear to be such an effort—it is a handicap 

| rather than an asset to the conference because the correlation (com- 

| paring of texts and insertion of equivalent passages and articles) is a 

| time-consuming effort and not always a realistic one. 

99. The caliber of the participants, however, has been good. The 

| Italian member has participated actively even while emphasizing that 

he was talking without directives from Rome. The French delegation 

has commented on the high caliber of the German delegation and this 

: may be taken as an encouraging factor. The German delegation has 

frequently given to understand that its position had been cleared with 

| Bonn, or originated there, and this too is a factor indicating that the 

: juridical transactions of the conference have not been conducted in a 

: sterile atmosphere. According to the Secretary of the conference, “two __ 

of the three top legal experts” of the Federal Government are work- 

| ing in Paris as members of the German delegation. As stated above, 

| the work has been of a high professional caliber. 

| 30. The question of relations with NATO was at first shunted aside, : 

| but in recent meetings has received more consideration. The Italian 

7 delegate was the one who most persistently proposed that some rela- 

: tionship to NATO be established during the proceedings of the con- 

ference. He was also the one who desired the relationship to NATO 

to be worked out and laid down in a separate annex to the convention. 

To this, the German delegate, with the concurrence. of his French 
| colleague, replied that reference to the relationship with NATO in the 

| body of the Treaty (as is now the case) was preferable, since “one did _ 
not wish to give the Americans the impression that the European 

! Army could be easily divorced from NATO.” Everyone agreed on that
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occasion that the European Army would last even beyond the un- 
limited period provided for in the North Atlantic Treaty. The French, 
although indicating agreement with the need to relate all pertinent | 

| elements of the European Army to NATO, have insisted that this 
should be done later in conjunction with NATO agencies since this 
matterisofequalconcerntothem. 

31. A major political issue is that of full German equality, and this 
issue has been both met and avoided: The conference itself is proceed- 
ing on the explicit assumption that there will exist full equality among 
the participants. The German delegation fears that the French con- 
sider that the definitive period would see full equality but that the 
transitional period would be one in which certain discriminatory fea- 

| tures would exist. Since this issue has not come out into the open as of 
the writing of this account, it remains to be seen whether it proves to be 
insurmountable. | 

82. The conduct of deliberations in the juridical committee and the 
behavior of its members in private contacts point to the conclusion that 
the participating countries are sincere in their expressed desire to es- 
tablish a European Army based on the principle of non-discrimination. 
The two principal participants have been particularly insistent on the 
genuineness of their intentions. This is a psychological factor of some 
importance in assessing the chances of success of the conference. 

B. Military Organization 

Summary of status | 

33. The Military Committee of the European Army Conference 
has convened once or twice a week during the period 16 March to date. 
The various delegations actively participated in the work and fur- =—s— 
nished numerous papers and studies aimed at reaching agreement on 
the European Army structure. The observers of the US, UK, the Neth- 
erlands, and Denmark were present at nearly all meetings. | 

34. The Military Committee agreed initially to put aside the highly 
political question of size of basic units and levels of integration, and to 
proceed with a discussion of all other military phases of the European 
Army structure with the object of reaching as much agreement as pos- 

sible pending resolution of the above issue. | 
, 35. The German proposal, of Army Corps consisting of “operating 

units”, raised the question of what should be the most effective basic 

organization for land forces, irrespective of the question of integration. 

The deliberations to date have been aimed at resolving this question 

as a prerequisite to determining levels of integration and the ultimate 

composition of European formations. To this end the Military Com- 

mittee agreed on an agenda which included the discussion of corps 

troops, army general reserves, service elements, schools, policies, etc. 

Agreement on these elements was reached under both the French and
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German basic unit proposals, and where a difference existed depend- 
ing on the solution to be ultimately adopted, the alternatives were 
both indicated. The army of 8 corps and 10 divisions was used by the 
Military Committee as a basis for discussing the European Army or- 

| ganization. The overall magnitude of European forces envisaged, for =| 
) planning purposes, was two armies and an air force of approximately 

1800 first-line aircraft. | | 
36. As of this date, the Military Committee has reached broad 

agreement on all issues considered, and is preparing a first draft of 
an overall technical military agreement which is to accompany the 

i treaty and cover those points requisite to a clear understanding of the 
| European Army plan, and its implementation with a minimum of | 
po delay. The report of the Military Committee is to be completed by | 
| — 10 July 1951, and no further useful work can be accomplished after | 
| that by the Committee until the basic issues are resolved. | 

| Comments — | 
45. The atmosphere of the work of the Military Committee has — 

| been constantly cordial. The German delegation in particular has co- 
| operated very actively, and has benefited from detailed guidance re- 
, ceived from its superior echelon in Bonn. On the other hand, the 

Germans were hampered by the lack of a general staff organization and 
records to draw upon; hence many of its comments were prefaced by 

| the statement that they were general and based on the personal experi- 
| ence of the participating officers. ee 

46. The French representatives on the Military Committee are 
, highly qualified General officers, all of whom are on the personal staff 

| of Defense Minister Moch. French proposals and papers are prepared 
I at Defense Ministry level, but are not processed through the French 
: chiefs of staff; nor do the delegates rely on the general staff for 
| assistance. 7 

47. The caliber of the Italian delegation is particularly poor. They 
| have contributed very little to the discussions and their only comment 

| on most issues is to submit, as an annex to the agreed solution, the 

| Italian equivalent as it now is. The Italian military delegate has indi- 
| cated to the U.S. observer that he seriously doubts if his general staff 

|; even reads the Military Committee reports, and that General Marras 
. has a very low opinion of the whole conference. Belgian representa- 

: tion is relatively strong, and there is every indication that the Belgian 

: chiefs of staff are following the proceedings and providing constant 
guidance totheirdelegate. = | 

' 48, A lack of realism has existed in the deliberations, and there has 
|. ‘been an apparent tendency to ignore completely the relationship be- 

| ‘tween individual issues and their NATO counterparts. For example, 
: the force goals selected for planning purposes for the initial Euro- 

2 4
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pean Army (20 divisions and 1,800 aircraft) bear no relation to the 
NATO (DC 28) force requirements, deficits, or known contributions. 
This is true not only with respect to totals but.also with respect to 
types. It would appear that the European Army was being developed 
as a separate completely balanced force, to be contributed as a whole 
to the NATO integrated forces without regard as to whether it would 
fit into the overall balanced concept of the latter. | 

49, The ability of the nations actually to implement the agree- 
ments which they propose has not at any time been the subject of 
discussion, or doubt, within the Military Committee. Yet the initial 
combined school to be immediately established.for senior officers and 
commanders proposes a student body of 100 such officers, although the 
participating nations have been unable to furnish adequate quotas of 
senior officers to existing NATO commands. A feasibility test of the 
present agreed plans for the creation of the European Army would 
probably uncover many difficulties, principally with respect to the 
time factors envisaged. , 

50. The Military Committee work to date has developed a favorable _ 
spirit of cooperation, and has resulted in many technical points of 
view being brought together to such a degree that, if and when politi- 
cal agreements are reached between governments, certain military 

- measures can be implemented without undue waste of time. 
51. Conversely, should governmental agreement on a German con- 

tribution be delayed, the conference has reached sufficient paper 
agreement on many military issues and on the goal of the conference 

| to interfere substantially with the adoption by NATO of any separate 

course of action on the Bonn report. If the work of the European 

Army Conference does not turn out to be constructive in the develop- 

ment of a German contribution, it can certainly be used effectively to 
delay such a contribution. . ; | 

C. Financial Aspects 

Status of work | 

| 52. The work of the Financial Committee has centered around four 

major groups of questions: questions of budgetary techniques, ques- 

tions concerning the content of the budget (expenditures) , questions of 

financing (receipts), and the special problem of international transfers. 

Principal points of disagreement 

60. Approval of Budget. The original French proposal was that the 

budget (literally “etat provisionel” or forecast of expenditures) should 

be approved by the Council, acting for the member governments. The ~ 

Germans proposed that in order to strengthen the European quality of 

the organization and to ensure democratic control over the budget, the
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_ final authority to approve the budget should lie with the Assembly. As 
the matter now stands, the delegates have under consideration two 

: somewhat different drafts which can probably be compromised. The 

German draft provides that the Commissioner, like a national Min- 2 
ister, prepares the budget; that the Council, like a national Cabinet, it 
approves it, with any modifications it may wish to make; that the 
Assembly then considers it, may amend it in any way it chooses which 
does not increase the total of all expenditures except for the purpose : 

| of restoring a previous cut from the Commissioner’s proposal, and _ : 
approves it; but that the Council may override any changes of the 
Assembly by unanimous vote. The other draft, apparently supported 

| by the French and the Italians, provides for preparation by the Com-_ 
! missioner, submission by the Council to the Assembly for the latter’s 

suggestions, with final action to be taken in every case by the Council. 
| 61. When the budget is to go into effect. There has been disagree- 
| ment as to the point at which the expenditures for troop upkeep and 
| equipment (that is to say, virtually everything except the administra- 
| tive expenditures of the Commissioner’s office) should begin to figure | 
| - in the budget. The original French proposal was that such expendi- 
: tures would begin to do so only at the beginning of the second phase, | 
| when the units themselves passed under direct control of the Com- | 
: _ missioner. However, the Italian delegation proposed that in order to | 
3 provide for a reasonable sharing of the burden of the original prepara- | 
: tion of these units, the budget should include the total cost of mounting | 
: all of the units being prepared for the European Army,andeachcoun- _ 
| try’s direct contribution to the raising of its own troops should be | 
| _ deducted from its payment to the budget. In this way the burden of | 
2 raising units for the European Army would be shared on whatever 
| _ basis was decided upon in the Convention. The Germans have gone | 
| further than this, asking that account be taken of the fact that, whereas 
| the other countries already have the framework of their units, Ger- | 

| many must start from scratch. They proposed that the other countries 
' should make a particular contribution to the raising of German units. 

| This suggestion has not been enthusiastically received by the other 
delegations and the matter is still under discussion. , | 

62. Burden-sharing. The original French proposal was that the 
| percentage contributions, to be fixed in the Convention, would remain 
| in effect until modified. They could be modified by agreement among 

_ the member States at the end of five years, or sooner in the event of 
| the adherence of a new State. The Germans agree to the setting of | 

| initial percentages, but wish those percentages, as well as subsequent 

: revisions, to be calculated on the basis of a specific mathematical 
formula, which takes account of national income, tax burden, etc., and 

is progressive on the basis of “ability to pay”. The Germans also 
| wanted revisions to take place at two-year intervals. The other delega-
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tions hold that there are too many factors involved to make possible 
the use of a mathematical formula and that the fixing of percentages 
must take place by negotiation. They think it would be mistake for 
such revisions to take place as frequently as the Germans propose ex- 
cept in the case of an extraordinary change in a country’s situation, 
in which case a change can be considered under one of the general 

clauses of the Treaty. | 

Comments | a 

| 63. The work of the Financial Committee has been competent but 
not brilliant. On matters of budgetary technique, in which its members 
are obviously experts, it has virtually settled all questions and no 
particular difficulties are to be anticipated. With respect to burden- 
sharing, while preliminary discussion has taken place, the Committee 
has not really come to grips with the knottiest problems. No delegation 
has as yet proposed national percentage contributions. The discussions 
on the expenditure side of the budget and on international transfers 
have been somewhat hampered by the lack of a precise knowledge of 
the organizational framework and specifically of the scope of the effort 
under the European budget. It is fair to say, however, that to date 
not very much imagination has been used in finding ways in 
which advantage could be taken of the unprecedented opportunities 
presented by the development of a European budget and centralization 
of European procurement. The procurement question has hardly been 

discussed. 

740.5/6—2351 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in France (Bruce) to the Secretary of State* 

SECRET Parts, June 23, 1951—2 p.m. _ 
8040. Eur army conf met in plenary session 22 June. Alphand pre- 

sented status work and comments as fols : 
Reiterated objective of obtaining max mil integration, compatible . 

with mil effectiveness, as essential step in Eur unification. Emphasized 
need for close liaison between Eur army plans and NATO but con- 
sidered that detailed determination of relations can be arrived at only 

| through discussion with NATO. Restated French aim that no dis- 
crimination shld exist in Eur army except as unavoidable due to 
differences in circumstances of participants, such as having forces in 
being and outside obligations. States that obvious link existed be- 
tween Eur army conf and Bonn discussions, which must be considered 
concurrently since in his view no solution cld be derived from Bonn 
report alone due to fact that Gers will not accept all terms of Brussels 

1This telegram was repeated for information to London, Frankfurt, Copen- 
hagen, Brussels, Rome, Oslo, The Hague, Lisbon, Ottawa, and: Luxembourg, and 
copies were made available to the Department of Defense. |
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report and others wld not accept Ger Bonn proposals; hence, impasse 

exists with implied solution being Eur army formula. — SE 

Alphand announced intent to complete a report to govts by 10 J uly. 

It will represent no commitment but indicate areas of agrmt and 

| disagreement and provide basis for considering Eur.army activities | 

| in conjunction with Bonn report. Subsequent actions of conf will then ) 

depend on govt decision, either to provide dels with new instructions, _ 

or to hold mtg of mins to resolve major differences. Technical discus- 

| | sion will continue however So ge 

| Principal differences remaining are: (@) size basic unit and level | 

: of integration, (0) def commissariat to be headed by one commissioner | 

, or a comite, (c) powers of assembly on budget, and (d) degree of detail ; 
2 (such as status of forces, etc) to be included in initial treaty. These : 

| issues will probably not be resolved by 10 July report... “| 

Itals made statement to effect that Italy’s cautious participation to | 

: date, and emphasis on cutting powers assembly, did not mean. they | 

— don’t support Eur army idea, but a representation here has not had 7 

continuing instructions from Rome since they did not wish to solicit | 

| same until our work had been complete to present an overall picture. . 

| July 10th report will provide basis for Ital Govt to consider accom- 

: plishments so far and, thereafter, they may wish to participate more 

: actively. Del is however certain that govt will be pleased with progress 

, achieved. | a oe ye 

Roediger, Ger, made statement to effect that given more time a good 

. many more issues cld be covered, and the magnitude of the proj called 

for progressing thoroughly and cautiously. Gers desire that as many 

| issues as possible be covered, in principle, in the treaty since answers 

thereon will have to be provided to parliaments in order that they 

| can consider where such a treaty will lead to ultimately. This require- 

| ment precludes pushing off issues on def commissioner for later resolu- | 

| tion, as French have frequently suggested. _ | : 

| | Roediger further stated that Ger cannot divorce Eur army from 

other polit issues such as revision of occupation statute, nor cld treaty 

i be signed until these issues (those presented at Bonn) were settled ; 

| hence, Bonn and Eur army activities must be brought together soonest. 

| Alphand suggested that press silence no longer nec now that elec- 

| 2 Telegram 7836, June 17, from Paris, not printed, reported that the Steering | 

: Committee of the European army conference had agreed to submit a report to _ 

4 the participating governments outlining the progress of the conference to date and 

4 including agreed, disagreed, and reserved articles of the proposed treaty. French 

/ Delegate Alphand declared that the North Atlantic Council should be informed 

: of the results obtained at the conference in view of the considerable differences 

4 revealed in the discussions between Allied and German representatives at the 

4 Bonn conversations on Germany’s contribution to European defense. Ambassador : 

Bruce interpreted Alphand’s position to indicate that the French hoped that the 

: report on the European army conference might allow the deadlock in the Bonn 

i. conversations to be bypassed and that the French might be willing to giveinon — 

the question of German divisions with a European army framework. (740.5/ 

| 6-1751) feet | 

: 536-688 PT 1—80—53 | |
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tions were over, and recommended that the conf permit the release of 
a statement of today’s mtg indicating conf was active. All agreed, but 
details were not to be divulged as yet. Bruce 

740.5/6-2751 : Telegram - 

_ The Ambassador in France (Bruce) to the Secretary of State 

TOP SECRET PRIORITY Paris, June 27, 1951—7 p. m. 
8138. Deptel 6988 June 21 (London Todep 538, Frankfort 8729)? 

and Embtel 8043 June 23 (London 2163, Frankfort 1134) *. In handing 
us reply to our aide-mémoire of June 23, whose text of which appears in 
our immed fol tel, Wapler, Chief FonOff Atlantic Pact Division, 
made fol remarks: 

1, Timing proposed in French reply came as close to that desired by 
us as was possible under circumstances. He added that first draft of 
report on Paris conference had already been completed. | 

2. Gen Ely cld now discuss Ger rearmament only on basis of his | 
December instrs and these instructions cld not be changed until French 
Govt had closely examined conclusions of Paris and Bonn reports side 
by side. FonOff was particularly anxious that no discussions be under- 
taken with French rep tied to negative December instructions. (While 
Wapler did not mention this, new French Govt on basis election will 
be formed around July 10 and it will be this govt that will formulate 
new French position on German contribution. ) 

3. In response to question as to FonOff reaction to our proposed 
procedure, Wapler said he eld give only personal view at this time. In | 
his opinion, which Embassy believes is probably shared by his su- 
periors in FonOff, question of German contribution as political aspects, 
question cld have been settled on military grounds alone several months 
ago. Consequently Wapler’s personal view is that representation of 
three powers at July talks shld reflect essentially politico-military 
nature of question and diplomatic representatives (perhaps Perkins 
for US, Franks for UK, and Alphand for France) shld participate 
as well as representatives in standing group of three powers acting 
as military representatives their respective chiefs of staff. 

| Bruce 
*This telegram was repeated for information to Ambassadors Gifford and Spofford in London and to General Hays in Frankfurt. 
2 Ante, p. 786. 
* Not printed, but see footnote 5, p. 788. 
‘Neither telegram 8142, June 27, from Paris, under reference here or the French Foreign Ministry aide-mémoire transmitted therein is printed. The aide- mémoire indicated that the French Government urged postponement of any tri- partite discussions regarding the report of the Bonn meetings on German defense contribution until completion of the interim report of the European army con- ference and expressed a preference for the joint examination of the two reports by tripartite experts following a procedure agreed upon by the American, British, and French Governments after examination of both reports by each government. (740.5/6-2751 )
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740.5/6-2851: Telegram | , Oo - 

The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Frances : 

TOP SECRET _ | | WASHINGTON, June 28, 1951—4 p. m. 

— 7155. For Bruce. We have considered, along with McCloy, prob- 
lem of moving forward on question of Ger contribution to defense. 

Delay in initiation of Ger participation since Brussels Conference has 

seemed unavoidable in view polit situation in Ger, unacceptability of 

certain terms of Brussels Agreement to Gers, time-consuming prepara- : 

! tion for termination of occupation regime, Fr elections, possibility of : 

| Four Power mtg, etc., etc. We believe that time for attempting remove : 

this deadlock now at hand and US. leadership shld be directed : 

| energetically towards that end. a 

; The three Govts have already received report of HICOM on mil | 

| talks with Gers at Bonn.? We are attempting, through dip] channels, 

2 secure agreement of Fr and Br Govts that this report shld be studied 

forthwith by reps of their natl Chiefs of Staff on Standing Group in 

Wash. In presenting this point of view we have asked Bruce empha- | 

: size to Fr this suggested procedure was in no way an attempt to rush 

final action on Bonn report prior to consideration of anticipated prog- 

ress report on Eur army conference at Paris, but merely to start work 

| now at hand. It is our desire to give the report from Paris fullest con- 

. sideration and to have same group of mil reps consider Paris report as 

it affects Ger and give recommendations on a possible conciliation of 

the two approaches. If Fr and Brit agree this procedure, ground work 

| will at least be laid fer a mil consideration of both Bonn and Paris 

approaches to problem of Ger contribution. _ | be 

Time element involved between an agreement with Gers on their 

participation in defense and realization of fully trained Ger troops 

| 1The presumed first draft of this telegram is included in the files under cover 

j of the following memorandum of June 25 from Byroade to Acheson, Webb, Mat- 

| thews, and Perkins: | : 

3 “The attached message was drafted subsequent to the meeting on Friday 

3 [June 22] with the Secretary on problems raised in connection with the question 

3 of German participation in defense. McCloy and I are now in agreement as to | 

3 its contents, but it has not been cleared elsewhere in Washington, In view of the | 

3 time urgency, it is hoped the draft will be considered adequate as basis for an 

: early meeting with the Secretary.” oe 

The draft telegram, which was largely identical with the text printed here, con- 

: tained the following initial sentence: “The Secretary of State, the Secretary of 

Defense, and Joint Chiefs of Staff have considered jointly the problem of moving 

: forward on the question of the German contribution to defense.” The meetings 

| referred to or implied in Byroade’s memorandum and the draft telegram have 

3 not been further identified. High Commissioner McCloy was in Washington for 

3 consultation. 7 
2 The telegram printed here was also sent to London for Gifford and Spofford 

; as 6196 and was repeated to Frankfurt as 8914 and to Paris for MacArthur, 

Substantially the same message was sent by Secretary of Defense Marshall to 

/ General Eisenhower as Def 95320, June 29, not printed. . 

2 2For the High Commissioners’ Report of June 8 under reference here, see 

: p. 1044. a 

| ® See telegram 6988, June 21, to Paris, p. 786. |
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leads us to conclusion every effort must be made to start. this process 
at earliest possible date. We realize that fulfillment of this objective 
will mean return of substantial polit equality to Ger nation. This Govt 
is willing take this step rapidly, not only with a view towards facili- 
tating Ger entry into defense but as a step designed facilitate whole- | 
hearted Ger alignment with West, which seems as capable of fulfill- 
ment now as in future, and possible more so at present time than if 
occupation were continued’ indefinitely. This subj will be considered 
separately with Fr and Brit. It is not a part of problem presented 
herein except perhaps on question of Ger membership in NATO. It 
is our view Three Powers shld, in conjunction with anticipated defense 
and polit agreements with Gers, support her for full NATO member- 
ship. | | 

On mil side we may still have same perplexities that confronted us 
before and at Brussels. On one hand we had at that time US proposal 
for integration Ger units into a straight mil org of the Continent under 
NATO and on the other Fr proposal that Ger contribution shld be — 
through the concept of a strictly Eur army along lines of Pleven Plan. 
The so-called Spofford compromise gained Fr acceptance that Ger 
contingents cld be formed and integrated under the US concept as 
an interim measure while plans for creation Eur Army under NATO 
were developed at Paris. For reasons well known to you, it was not 
possible create Ger units on this interim basis and a complete plan for 
a Eur Army under Fr concept has not. been completed. We therefore 
still seem to face same dilemma as before. a 
A word may be in order as to our basic policy towards Eur Army 

concept. We favor this solution as a long term approach to problem 
of Eur defense as long as it is clearly a part of and under NATO © 
umbrella. We must look forward to a future in which in one manner 
or another tension between East and West will be at least temporarily 
ameliorated. From such long term view point it is probably neither 
practical nor in best interests Eur or US that there shld be a US 
Commander in Eur or substantial numbers of US forces on Continent. 
We wld, however, regret to see concept of internat] forces that is now 
accepted ever disintegrate to point where nothing wld remain on Con- 
tinent except natl forces solely under natl control. This is particularly 
important as regards Ger. We hope, therefore, that a complete and 

_ workable Eur army concept can be perfected. All practical steps shld 
be taken in this direction as long as in short run they do not unduly 
interfere with efficiency of forces for defense of Eur or complicate 
command structure, especially during present period of initial forma- 
tion and training of forces. We think it-most important any command 
structure which might evolve from a successful implementation of Eur 
Army be part of SHAPE command or org so long as that exists, and 
during its evolution shld not conflict in any way with realization of 
SHAPE command which is now in process.
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In our view Ger counter proposals at Bonn have on. whole been 
reasonable. It wld seem that logic wld be on our side. if we firmly 

_ pressed the Fr to agree to many of the Ger, suggestions as acceptable 
and desirable modifications of Brussels Agreement, and that Three 

| Powers shld join in recommending such alterations to NATO as.a _ . 
| whole. On the mil side this wld presumably remove Ger opposition to_ 

proceeding under Brussels Agreement and allow rapid decision on 
their partjoindefenseeffort. = © | Co 

We realize Fr may vigorously oppose this approach with argument _ | 
: that plan for a Eur army, now partially completed, wld be jeopardized 

| by Ger adherence to an interim arrangement under NATO. This wld 

| seem inconsistent with agreements Fr have already made but evidence | 
: wehaveheremakesitseemthismightbecas. 
: We believe it unwise deviate materially from, above approach, as it | 

| wld, if accepted, produce Ger units at earliest possible date. We also | 

3 believe, however, that it is in interests our long range objectives in Eur | 
2 to find some method of adding greater emphasis to Eur army concept 
| if this is at all practical without undue delay in buildup of an effective 
; defense of Continent. If possible we must find a means of obtaining 
| Fr cooperation instead of reluctant acceptance or worse. Otherwise, we 

| may anticipate being faced, as in past, with no appreciable advance | 

\ in policy, particularly as regards Ger. (sis ete | 

| In view above, we have considered approaching Fr at early date 
with a proposal somewhat as fol: It has seemed to us from observing > 

: Paris talks on Eur Army concept that problems presented might be — | 

_ divided into three fields: (1) mil; (2) fin and econ, and (8) over-all = 

: polit direction by govts. The first or mil aspect problem seems to us to 

| be quickly capable of solution through combining results of both 

| Bonn and Paris talks in manner to be acceptable among Allies andto 

| Gers themselves. Questions of fin and econ support of Eur army 

structure and supra-national polit direction of force appear to us to 
| be more difficult, and, particularly as there has been less progress to” - 

: date in these than in mil fields, to require a considerably longer time for _ 

4 solution. If there eld, however, be a conciliation of Bonn and Paris : 
: approaches to mil side of problem at early date, we wld be prepared 

lend our utmost efforts to Fr in supporting, or even helping devise,if = 
: they so desire, methods for completing a workable civilian super 

structure for Eur Army. In interim, while working out this process, > 
| formation of Ger units must proceed without further delay. 7 - 

As regards point (1) above the important thing to impress upon Fr) 
3 is that concept of a Eur force can never be realized until there isan 

organized force in the field and that once this process is in motion it, 
, will automatically ease solution of many problems now appearing 

, difficult. This cld be obtained from very beginning on mil side by 

: simple procedure of combining within NATO Army mil unitsofna- :
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tions that participated in Paris conference into internat] Corps, | 
_ Armies, etc. This wld mean in practice that, as far as practicable, Ger, 

as well as other Eur troop units, wld only be combined with other 
Kur units. The command structure need not be a problem at present 
but it is fortunate that a Eur, Gen J uin, is already in command of 
ground forces of Central Sector. Thus from point of view of forces on 
ground, heart of Eur Army wld be already in existence. For present 
phase certain exceptions in Northern and Southern flanks wld prob- 
ably be necessary as well as regards control of Air Forces on Conti- 
nent but these wld represent minor elements which cld be easily ad- 
justed as situation so changes to make SHAPE Command no longer 
necessary in its present concept. At that time Eur Army Command 
wld be able to fill gap. It shld of course be clearly understood that 
SACEUR wld have auth to deploy and assign units of Eur Army 
to achieve greatest mil efficiency. | | 
If this system cld be put into effect, with such conciliation of Bonn 

and Paris studies to date as is acceptable to our mil reps, it wld seem 
simple practical and immediate approach to problem. Appropriate 
instrs cld be given SACEUR that, as far as mil situation permitted, 
he wld so organize and train forces to further Eur concept. The back- 
bone of Eur Army wld be in existence and nothing more wld be needed 
initially except agreement of all concerned to further and complete the 7 
process. | 

Inasmuch as it is our desire, along with Fr, to insure that concept 
of a truly Eur army will be fully realized in future, we wld suggest 
that a polit protocol or treaty of simple form be concluded, by Eur 

_ nations indicating their determination to see concept of their forces | 
in Kur being placed together under Eur supra-national civilian control | 
put into effect at earliest possible date. This shld be in form of a com- 
mitment to each other that various natl forces in Eur wld never again 
return to a system of individual natl control. (In this connection, it 
seems to us the Eur concept is as acceptable in Ger as it is generally in 
France and that Fr shld be reassured by now that Ger is as susceptible 
to this approach as many of the nations on Continent). Treaty shld 
also provide for perfecting as soon as possible after sioning of Treaty 
the machinery which wld be necessary to operate Eur Army. In 

| interim other methods of furthering Eur concept might prove possible | 
of inauguration at a very early date. For instance, in fin field an 
interim comite of fin ministers of various Eur nations might be 
established to coordinate their policies with respect to the support of 
armed forces and plan for permanent fin machinery of future. There 
might be pending completion of Paris plans such an ad hoc and interim 
arrangement among Def Mins, etc. These comites shld be able to ac- 
complish a great deal towards effecting a common approach to such 
matters as length of service, pay standards, mil school system, etc. We
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realize that above represents an over-simplification of many problems 
involved but feel we must proceed along simple lines. 

After receiving your comments and obtaining a governmental de- — 
cision in the matter, it is our plan approach Fr Govt quickly and on 

oo highest level in an attempt determine their intentions and sincerity : 

of approach to problems presented by Eur army concept and a Ger 

contribution to defense. It must be emphasized that our goal wld be to 
secure an agreement which wld so clarify mil aspects of Ger participa- : 
tion that, when coupled with a broad polit agreement with Ger, wld : 

present a package which we cld conscientiously consider for our own | 

part as being reasonably acceptable to Ger Bundestag. We wld hope ! 
clarify both of these fields to that extent during next few weeks or at : 

| least byendof Aug. — as | ee : 
| Request your comments. | es . 

Defense is cabling Eisenhower for, his views mil aspects avove | 

| approach 
olay Bn a ACHESON: 

740.5/7-851 : Telegram , | Se | wo : a | | 

| The Ambassador in France (Bruce) to the Secretary of State> | 

TOP SECRET PRIORITY os Paris, July 3, 1951—11 a. m. 

: 25. Dept pass urgently to Harriman; To ISA. Re your 7155, June 
982 During the past several weeks, I have had number of conversa- 

- tions exploring situation regarding Eur army conference and Ger 

; defense contribution. These conversations induce belief that United 

| States, by wise and decisive leadership, can contribute oreatly to fur- 

ther integrating West Eur defense effort and speeding Ger contribu- 

| tion on sound basis. In many respects my views parallel gen line of | 

| action proposed in your cable, but with certain important modifica- 

| tions outlined below. Analysis of situation and comments on your cable 

| areasfollows: = - Oo Be 

| General Comments: Os - | ps 

4 1. I heartily concur in view your cable that US shld actively sup- 

port Eur army for reasons of long-range security and other interests. 

If successful, such integrated army and related financial and econ 

steps, in conjunction with Schuman Plan, wld certainly further Eur 

federation. This seems only solution of Ger problem which will tie 

Ger closely to West and offer hope for constructive and peaceful | 

This telegram, which was transmitted in six separate sections, was repeated 
| for information to London as 4 for Spofford, to-.Frankfurt as 3, to OSR for Katz, 

an aura for MacArthur. oo - | a : | - - oe | - i | : .
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future for Europe. This goal appears so basic in relation to long-term 
security of United States that no effort shld be spared to achieve it. — 

2. Any Ger contribution to defense outside Eur army framework 
seems certain to be serious blow to our objectives in Europe. US has 
officially stated its opposition to re-creation of German nat] army and 
Ger gen staff. Many Americans and Europeans other than Fr are pro- 
foundly skeptical that Ger national character has so altered since last 
war that Ger People can be trusted not to succumb once more to that 
ardent Ger militarism, which has caused so much suffering in the past. 
Gers themselves have expressed preference to participate in defense 
through Eur army partly to promote Eur unity and partly from 
domestic fear of Ger army and gen staff by important Ger demo 
elements. | 

3. Yet Petersberg proposals * appear to create nucleus for Ger nat] 
force through inspector gen and army corps commanders and their 
staffs. Step to gen staff wld be very short. After US commander and 
US troops are withdrawn, nat] components in NATO will surely re- 
vert to separate natl armies unless there is permanent Eur political 
structure. Revival of Ger nat] force wld make permanent Franco- 

| German rapprochement most unlikely because of its effects on both 
French and Ger attitudes. oO 

! 4. In addition to long-term aspects, I feel just as strongly that Eur 
| army is best method of achieving our short-range objective of rapidly 

building Eur defense, including Ger contribution. This involves not 
only recruiting and training soldiers, but also promptly mobilizing 
and applying econ resources of continent for defense. Even in short 
run, efforts to rearm continent by nat] action coordinated through com- 
mittees will be costly and wasteful in time and resources. An integrated 
Kur defense structure shld produce effective defense more quickly, and 
strengthen NATO, by reducing number of its major elements to three: 
United States, Brit, and Europe. If these conclusions are correct, they 
strongly reinforce long-range reasons for supporting Eur army and 

_ emphasize vital importance for US to do all possible to bring it to 
reality. For this reason, I am stating below in some detail reasons for 
believing Eur army is also best and quickest way to obtain Ger con- 
tribution and effective defense. - | 
German Contribution: | : 

5. Your cable assumes that German contribution will be unduly de- 
layed if it awaits completion and ratification of treaty for European 
army. You therefore propose interim solution based on Petersberg re- 
port and Brussels Decision. I believe, however, European army will 

* The reference here is to the meetings at Bonn between representatives of the 
Federal Republic of Germany and Allied Deputy High Commissioners on aspects 
of a German contribution to Western defense; for the June 8 report on these 
meetings by the Allied High Commissioners, see p. 1044.
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not delay but can speed up German contribution compared to efforts to 

force interim solution. © | oo a Othe ee 8. 

6. On this issue it is essential to analyze timing of either course on 

realistic basis. Petersberg report makes it clear that even if German 

proposals there were adopted in toto, substantial time is bound to - 

- elapse before German soldiers will be recruited. That report reiterates 

fact that. the Germans will not move until contractual arrangements 

| and related political issues are settled. Even with full cooperation from : 

po French, British and Germans, this seems likely to require at least four 

to five months, so that German defense action cld hardly begin before 

December at best. According to Petersberg report, Germans estimated | 

| that after such political decision had been taken, another four months | 

| would be required for preparation before any Germans cld be re- | 

| cruited, and that in following four months not more than 15 percent of 

, total force would be in training. On this schedule, even if contractual _ | 

: relations were worked out by December 1, first soldiers would be re- | 

cruited on April 1, 1952 and not more than 35,000 wld be in training 

until August 1,1952, 0 | | | 

| | - Moreover, any such schedule is likely to be long delayed if US seeks | 

: to abandon many military safeguards embodied in Brussels Decision ? 

| | unless done within framework of European army. French and perhaps | 

other countries will strongly oppose such change in NATO decision. 

2 Furthermore, if we force French acceptance of method of German | | 

, rearming which they consider endangers their security, it is clear they | 

| will also not cooperate in rapid working out of contractual relations. : 

|. Qn other hand, I believe that they will cooperate in dispensing with = 

| most of such safeguards and in working out contractual relations in | 

| conjunction with adoption of European army plan. | 

| -%, Even on above optimistic schedule, it wld seem that German con- | 

: tribution could be obtained on basis European army about as rapidly __ 

: as under Petersberg proposals if French and Germans cooperate en- 

| ergetically to speed its completion, and US actively supports it. This 

bo depends on time required (a) to complete treaty, (0) to prepare for | 

| action under it, and (c) tostarttraining. 
- 8, One of main reasons for relative slowness of Paris conference 

a has been uncertainty about real United States’ attitude toward Euro- 

: pean army. Both Germans and French have had doubts whether 

i United States really favored this solution. Even so, conference has 

. succeeded in reaching agreements on many basic issues, although some 

| difficult ones remain. Interim report to be submitted July 10 will show 

\ present status. With active help from United States and SHAPE, 

: unsolved problems before conference should be resolved soon enough 

| to permit treaty to be submitted for ratification by member countries 

: by time contractual agreements with Germans are completed.
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9. If that proves to be so, main issue is how long will be required 
to begin operations under such treaty. Conference so far has talked 
in terms of transitional period of 18 months during which each mem- 
ber country would train its forces with a view to later integration. 
During this period Defense Commission would (1) harmonize na- 
tional regulations for training schools, pay standards, promotions, 
discipline, general organization, etc.; (2) supervise recruitment and 
training by member states of first units to be placed within European 
army; (3) make programs for integration of mil production. Various 
methods eld be found, however, to shorten very materially time re- 
quired for getting European Army started. Br 

10. With this [in] mind, Fr are already pressing conference to begin 
work at once with SHAPE in developing organization, regulations 
and other elements required from European def force. This wld aid 
accomplishment of SHAPE mission and therefore shld be of direct 
interest to it. Within European Army framework, Fr will go far in 
accepting larger units and foregoing other safeguards as proposed by 
Ger at Petersberg, especially if SHAPE works with comite of conf 
to agree on proper organization for effective mil] force. If this course 
can be actively pursued, it shld be possible to have much of this pre- 
paratory work done in time to enable European Def Commissioner to 
organize necessary staff and assume his active responsibilities prac- 
tically as rapidly as Ger agency cld be created under Petersberg 
proposals. | | - 

11. In transitional period, under current proposals, training of units 
| of European Army wld be done by member nations for later integra- 

tion, but Gers wld operate under allied supervision. Gers are almost 
sure to consider this discriminatory and not accept. Furthermore, like 
Petersberg proposals, this plan has serious disadvantage of entailing 
creation of Ger national staff not only for supply and admin of troops 
but for training even though under allied supervision. 

12. A way out of this difficulty might be to create Eur Army as soon 
as treaty is effective, All existing troop formations of adhering nations 
and new recruits, including Ger, wld be assembled as European under 
Kisenhower’s command for training and organization. These Euro- 
pean forces composed of solely national formations could be integrated 
into European Army formations as fast as mil situation and technical 
conditions permit. Ger forces wld in this way enjoy full equality from 
start. As quickly as recruited, troop formations, including Ger, wld be 
immed European as they wld be transferred immed to Eisenhower’s 
or Kuropean command. It wld thus not be necessary to create Ger 
national structure for training. Moreover, as you point out, fact. that 
General Juin wld be logical commander and initial Fr preponderance
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in forces shld tend to reassure Fr as contribution from Ger is gradu- 

ally created. This solution might, therefore, be key to obtaining Fr : 

and Ger cooperation in rapid recruitment of Gers for integrated Euro- | 

pean force, under conditions of equality demanded byGers. 

13. If these several courses followed, Ger contribution cld be ob- 

tained and training started at least as quickly under European Army 

asany othermeans. Cee le ee 

European Army shld not complicate SHAPE command structure 

but somewhat simplify its problems. Paris conference wholly agreed 

that European Army wld operate within NATO structure and its 

| forces be assigned to SHAPE command exactly as other national _ 

2 forces forming part of NATO integrated defense production. = | 

: 14. I agree with you that financial and econ aspects of integrated 

! continental defense grouping are probably more difficult problems. 

| These problems will have to be solved, however, either with or without 

| creation of European defense community (EuropeanArmy). | 

| : Main problem of integration in North Atlantic grouping is basically | 

continental. Defense production in US and in UK provides very high 

| proportion all needs of their forces and can, therefore, be coordinated | 

, on national basis. On continent, however, much more than coordina- 2 

: tion is required if it is ever to achieve comparable level of self- 

| sufficiency in production of expensive modern weapons. There shld be | 

| central authority to standardize weapons and equipment and to 

| specialize production in order to avoid waste and duplication of ! 

7 facilities. | re pa 

| | Moreover, size of defense forces we will wish European countries 

to maintain in active status after 1954 build-up can be permanent only 

through really integrated continental defense, less-expensive through 

| better utilization of resources and supported by all who benefit from _ 

the defense. ce | OO 

15. We have been attempting to solve these financial and econ prob- 

‘lems of integration thru NATO. So far they have proved insurmount- 

able in this forum. Reason is that NATO organizations DPB and FEB 

cannot achieve satisfactory “burden-sharing” and integration of mil 

production without receiving some real centralized powers. Stated 

above, major need for such powers is with regard to continental efforts. 

| Present draft treaty of conf envisages common budget and del of 

| authority to commissioner to establish common requirements and carry 

out procurement, thereby enabling effective mobilization of production 

i for defense. This willingness of continental countries to give these 
necessary powers to what is in essence a common Eur Min of Defense 

| cld also be utilized to give substance to NATO efforts in DPB and
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FEB. Therefore, it is encouraging that you are prepared to use utmost __ 
efforts in supporting and helping to devise necessary civilian frame- 
work for an integrated continental defense under supra-national 
authority. : i - 

16. We also must soon face related problems of participation of 
Western Ger in NATO and of adequate contribution from Ger indus- 
try for Western def. A self-supporting continental defense effort is 
not feasible unless it is based on adequate contribution in defense pro- 
duction from French and Ger. However, Ger defense production as 
well as men under new Ger state must not be used again to threaten 
peace of European partners. One way to try to prevent this wld be 
through special controls on Ger, but Ger will not be willing to make 
defense contribution under such an approach. Adequate controls wld 
in themselves probably prevent Ger from making needed and desired 
level of contribution. Only alternative policy yet devised is to try to 
prevent rebirth of aggressive national aspirations by placing Ger re- | 
sources and men in the service of all European countries by full 
integration on equal basis. The Schuman Plan gives promise of solving 
the problem of coal and steel in Ruhr in this matter. A similar policy 
for placing Ger manpower and munitions industry within framework 
of European Army has been endorsed by reps of Fed Govt. This policy 
shld facilitate acceptance by other countries of equal Ger status and 
contribution by reassuring them that added strength will be used by 
and with them and not against them. 

17. Building strong, integrated, permanent force, depending upon 
same sources of supply, using same weapons, and trained and equipped 
according to same standards must, of course, be progressive, and urg- 
ing adoption of interim methods to begin progress even now is ap- 
propriate. Your suggestion of interim comites of Fin Mins and 
Defense Ministers should be explored. Perhaps appropriate commit- 
tees of European army conference could also work with SHAPE and 
NATO on other transitional and planning problems. Transitional 
duties of Defense Commissioner will include drawing up a list of re- 
quirements and programming European production. Staff-work now 
could probably shorten length time to perform this aspect of duties | 
in transitional period. | 

Conclusions and Recommendations: , 

18. Conclusions from this analysis areas follows: | 

__ (a) Creation of effective European defense community, including 
European army and defense authority, is essential to achieve objectives | 
of United States for European defense as well as for long-term security 
and other interests of United States. | -
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(6) German contribution can be obtained at least as rapidly through 
the Europeanarmyasbyanyothermeans = # © = >... 

(c) In interest of speed, economy and level of out-put, even for 
oe short-range, military production on continent will have-to be inte- 

grated far more closely by delegation to strong central agency with 
power to decide and act. This is:most vital during heavy buildup in 
next few years, moreover, if not done promptly, later integration will - 
be prejudiced seriously. can a ee 

_ (d) United States should, therefore, actively support speedy crea- 
tion of the European army and shld make that its primary objective. = —s tk 

19. In light of these conclusions, I agree in large part. with your 
views as to policy and action US should follow. I believe, however, 

that greater emphasis on prompt creation of European ‘army will best 

promote short-term objective of rapidly organizing, training, and | 
equipping effective defense forces. Further, I think that if your pro- 
posed approach to French were adopted by US, it might jeopardize 
prompt creation of European army by leading French to fear and t 

Germans to think we view it as something to be worked for in future 
and not closely related to immediate problems. United States must 
make both realize that it views quick creation of army as of pressing ; 

and critical priority. That is only way to attain promptly our ob- 
_ jectives of effective European defense with German contribution. _ ; 

| 20. I agree that Petersberg and Paris reports should be considered —_ || 
together. But since estimates about timing and political feasibility are i 

at heart of their evaluation, I doubt whether NATO should assign | ; 
them first to military group to consider. French are likely to suggest _ 
their consideration in some other forum than Standing Group for this 
reason, is a Oo on | 

On military aspects, it might be wise to submit them to SHAPE | 
for analysis and recommendations, as NATO agency responsible for i 
organizing European defense. Also, SHAPE is best fitted to reach I 
decisions promptly, especially since prestige of Eisenhower will make _ : 

| it easier for French and others to accept decisions and to work out — [ 
compromises. Moreover, SHAPE will have to carry out whatever solu- sf 
tions are adopted and should therefore have part in working them out. : 

Fact that conference is likely to propose starting work with SHAPE | 
on certain of problems also underlines the value of SHAPE 
participation, a re ae 

21. Accordingly,Irecommendthat: Mes 

| (a) US should make explicit its strong support for setting up Euro- sf 
pean army and its political. framework promptly as most effective : 
means for European defense and security now and in future. . 
(6) US should make clear to French that army must be effective = § 

as military force, and must provide basis for German contribution on 
real footing of equality from beginning. Thus, size of units, author-
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ity of commissioner and transitional provisions must meet these 
criteria. Support of US depends on acceptance of this approach and | 
genuine effort as speedy solutions. | 

(c) US should press conference to work out with SHAPE method 
of training troops in initial period such as to assure speed without 
risk of creating German military agencies. Kuropean force should 
be created from existing forces of member states as quickly as military 

_ and technical conditions permit. , 
(d) US should press conference to begin work promptly with 

SHAPE on plans for organizing army, and for other military aspects, 
with view to having these preparatory steps completed by time com- 
missioner appointed. This will ensure closest coordination between 
SHAPE and European army. | 

(e) US must insist that French recognize that German contribution 
depends on return to Germany of substantial political equality and 
French must therefore cooperate actively in bringing about contractual 
arrangements with minimum essential restrictions. If this course not 
sincerely adopted, proposal for European army is clearly not serious. 
In other words, French must recognize that German integration with 
European community through Schuman Plan and European army 
must be their main safeguards and are not consistent with restrictive | 
occupation policies. 

99. This approach seems to flow logically from French proposal for 
European army. By taking this line, we are in best position to insist 

that French carry it through with its full implications, and modify | 
certain of their present positions. If it then should become clear that 

new French Govt lacks sufficient authority and purpose to carry their 

proposal to early completion, we must face unhappy risks involved in 

pressing for creation of German forces on Petersberg basis for contri- 

bution to SHAPE, doing whatever we can to minimize prejudice to 

later absorption of these and other national units into a future Euro- 

pean defense organization. French will certainly accept latter course, 

if at all, with bitterness and after long delays. Such rift in Atlantic 

community would be most damaging and great opportunity would 

have been missed to create real situation of strength in Europe, per- 

haps for period far into future* _ | 

| Bruce 

*Telegram 132, July 7, from Paris, not printed, transmitted the text of a 
telegram from General Gruenther to Secretary of Defense Marshall, the sub- 
stance of which was as follows: OO 

“. » we have seen copy of US Emb cable Paris Nr. 25 dated 3 July and feel 
that the degree of SHAPE involvement in European Army question envisaged 
therein may be open to some misinterpretation. We have now held staff discus- 
sions with US Emb on problem and feel it is the intent of the Emb cable as well 
as that SHAPE cable reference as above [see telegram 131, July 7, from Paris, 
p. 820] that SHAPE’s role shld be primarily one of advising and assisting 
Kuropean Army agencies during their formative stages, We are inclined to feel 
that assumption by SHAPE, even on an interim basis, of any of the functions 
actually envisaged for the European army organization wld, in fact, tend to 
delay rather that to expedite establishment of that organization as a going 
coneern.” (740.5/7-151) ‘
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7T40.5/7-652 00 ee Se: 

Memorandum by the Secretary of States = 

secRET Ss Wasson, July 6, 1951.] 
German REARMAMENT AND ProsLeMs OF THE DerEnse or EvROPE | 

There are several groups of problems:which present: obstacles—and 
! indeed serious threats—to the creation of an adequate defense for 

Europe. This memorandum deals with two or three of these groups of 
problems. — lh ee oo EPPS EES Flea 

‘The first group of problems relates to the question of German par- : 
ticipation. These may be stated in several ways. One way is to separate 
them, for purposes of identification, into the problems of the United 
States, the French (and to some extent the European), and the Ger- 

| manpointsofviewn | 

A. The United States Point of View. — Be - 

I doubt whether it will be possible to provide the steady and sus- 
| tained United States effort which is necessary to solve the European 

defense problem unless the question of German participation is settled 
in the not too distant future. This flows from the strong American 

| characteristic of wanting to see a practicable program for the solution 
of a problem before whole-hearted and sustained American effort can 

beevoked. | | me | 
To us it seems that, without enthusiastic German participation, the 

problem is pretty hopeless. In the first place, when we look at the map 
of Europe, it seems clear that the area to be defended must include 
Germany in order that there can be a practicable military operation. : 
In the second place, it seems to us that, if the decision is made to 

| abandon Germany, that country and its people will fall to the other 

side and that will make the whole problem unmanageable. In the third © 
place, Americans are not going to work wholeheartedly for the defense 

of a country, the people of which are not sharing in the burden of their 
own defense. _ | an 7 ee 
For all of these reasons, from the American point of view, the solu- 

tion of the question of German participation cannot be long delayed. 

B. The French Point of View. | a 

To the French the creation of the German army presents the gravest : 
fears and dangers. They believe that this would raise the historical | 

he source text, which is unsigned, bears a marginal notation stating that 
this was a copy of the Secretary of State’s original draft paper. Copies of this | 

: memorandum were sent to Matthews, Perkins, Nitze, Byroade, and Cabot. For : 
the revision of this memorandum prepared by Jessup on July 12, see p. 827. |
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dangers of German military aggression; that it might lead to the in- 
volvement of Western Europe in a German crusade to recover Eastern 

| Germany and the lost provinces; and that it would certainly involve 
_ putting Germany in the position of holding the balance of power and 

asking for bids from East and West for German favor. The French, I 
believe, will not cooperate in a program of German rearmament which 

_ does not give what they regard as adequate safeguards. 
Furthermore, France will not cooperate in the essential program of 

progressive restoration of sovereignty to Germany until the military 
question is settled. Failure to get on with this program will raise the 
gravest questions of German adherence to the West. | 

It is for these reasons that the French have put forward the idea 
of a European Army which would include German units in such form 
and under such controls that, should British and American troops be 
withdrawn from Europe, the German contingents could not become 
disentangled from an abiding European defense structure. 
We find many of the French proposals are impracticable from a 

military point of view. Furthermore the desire to establish economic 
and political institutions, which would support and control the Army, 
in complete and final form, raises such difficult problems as to promise 
a very long delay. 

C. The German Point of View. | 

While it is hard to state this accurately, it seems true that the Ger- 
mans would accept rearmament in a European setting in which they 
had a position of equality. They fear, as do the French, the re-estab- 
lishment of the old military organizations, because they would carry 
the serious risk of increasing political control in Germany by the Gen- 
eral Staff and the Officer Corps. 

To them, the heart of the matter is the restoration of a large degree 
of sovereignty and a position of equality or lack of discrimination. 
This is Just what the French will not accord until the military question 
is settled. 

These three attitudes are producing stalemate. We Americans are 

impatient and wish to get on with German participation. The Germans 
and the French will not move—the French, because the military ques- 

| tion must be settled before the question of German sovereignty can be 

attacked; the Germans, because the question of sovereignty and 

equality must be settled before they will move on the military matter. 

It seems to me that two conclusions emerge from this analysis. 

The first is that progress requires meeting all these points of view 
simultaneously and not picking one out for priority of treatment. 

The second is that all the questions involved in meeting these points 

| of view cannot be settled finally and completely before any practical, | 
forward steps are taken—if these steps aretobetakenintime.
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Therefore, not only does progress have to be made in satisfying all 
points of view simultaneously, but it must be made by stages. And there 
must be sufficient guarantees to inspire faith that, while ultimate goals 
on every question cannot be reached at once, the ultimate goals are ac- 

cepted by binding promises. I shall return to this matter after setting , 
forth two other sets of problems. _ | a 

The second group of problems arises from the fact which I have 
been told, and believe, that there is a great difference in continental 
acceptance between the economic program embodied in the Marshall 
Plan and the military rearmament program embodied inthe Military = | 
Defense Assistance Plan. _ Ses, nwa - 

This difference, I believe, comes from the fact that the economic pro- | 
gram was and is accepted as a European program formulated by Euro- t 
peans for Europeans. True the United States inspired, stimulated, and 
underwrote the effort. But there was a great sense of participation 
among Europeans—both participation in the formulation of the pro- 

- gram and in its execution. There was also a deep conviction that it was 
a program for the benefit of Europeans. | Oe 

With the military rearmament program I do not believe that this is | 
the case. While there has been European participation, as in the work- | 

| ing out of the Medium Term Defense Plan, it has come to be regarded ; 
by Europeans as an American plan imposed upon them by the United : 
States, and imposed sometimes without full understanding of the limits I 
of their capacities, the nature of their problems, and the effect which  —s | 
excessive burdens might have upon undermining the whole objective. I 

| ~ To some extent this comes from the fact that there is no central Euro- 4 
pean planning and directing organization comparabletoOEECinthe | 
economic field. We have dealt bi-laterally with each nation. They be- — | 
lieve that often we have not kept the whole picture in mind and that I 
the guiding and driving hand is that of the United States. ' 

I believe that this situation can be remedied and that itcanbereme- = 5 
died in connection with the solution of the problems mentioned underI _ | 
above. oes pe 

| | mw | RE 

The third group of problems is related to the financial, economic, and | 
production operations under NATO. __ OE ae | 

The least satisfactory operations of NATO are those connected with i 
the FEB (Financial and Economic Board) and the DPB (Defense 
Production Board). The reason for this is, in part, connected with the : 
discussion under IT above and,.in part,.comes from the fact that = | 

NATO is too large and too disparate an organization to deal with fi- | 
nancial, economic, and production problems as a whole. Nobody really | 

536-688 PT 1—80-——54 | |
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expects that NATO is going to make decisions in these fields which will 
control action in the United States, Canada, and Great Britain. These 

countries are able to work out programs for themselves and coordinate 
the programs. _ a | 

The situation is different with the continental countries. There prob- 
lems are much more similar to one another than they are to those of the 
partners over water. These are problems which have to be worked out 
by Europeans in the framework of continental Europe and then be 
assisted by the other partners. — | | 

There is need within NATO for pulling together the financial, eco- 
nomic, and production problems of the continental partners by those 
partners and for dealing with them together as.a unit, rather than 
leaving them to generalized treatment which is equally acceptable to 
the United States, Great Britain and Canada. 

These difficulties can, I think, be dealt with also in connection with 
those stated under I and II above. 

- A POSSIBLE METHOD OF APPROACH | - 

The approach suggested is to take the idea of the European Army 
and see how it can be used to aid in the solution of the problems men- 
tioned above. — | 

The object should be, in the military field, to build on what we have 

- under General Eisenhower—doing nothing which would confuse that = 
military organization, but using it and stressing it for the purpose 
of creating what is in reality a European force in the field. It would 
be true that at present and for some time to come—perhaps for a long 
time—that force would be strengthened and stiffened by British and | 
American contingents. But it would be a force which, as a military 
force, would not have to be changed in any fundamental way when- 
ever the time came that the overseas contingents might be withdrawn. 

Its continuance as a European force could be guaranteed by the 

most binding treaty obligations and by the creation over a period of 
time of supporting political institutions, dealing with financial sup- 
port, economic support, production support, and the ultimate political 
bodies which would control the action and use of the army. Certain 

steps could be taken in all of these fields at once, but I doubt whether 
they could be final and perfect steps. Advantage should be taken of 

the fact that, due to the commitments of the United States and Great 

Britain in Europe and the presence of their troops there, factors of 

guarantee and safety are provided while these institutions are being 

subjected to actual experience and improvement. | | 

Factors Relating to the Military Force in the Field. At the present 

time it can be stated that there is 'a European Army—not complete in 

all respects, but not very far from complete. At any rate, it is complete 
enough to take as a working basis. -
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It might be stretching things a bit to say that this European Army : 
is the army commanded by General Eisenhower. Perhaps from the : 
French point of view it might be a sounder approach to concentrate on 
the central ground force, commanded by General Juin. Here, one can 
say, is an army which will be fully organized and integrated in a com- 7 
mand structure, at the head of which is a French General. It would 
have in it the bulk of the continental forces, and could have all of them 
if there were a simple treaty provision that, upon any dissolution of 
the NATO Supreme Command, the Northern and Southern Com- 
mands and the Air Force would be added to it. Ea 

| It would be into this Army that German contingents would be inte- 
grated. I do not know whether it would raise any military problems to 
accept the idea that German divisions on the Petersberg model should ' 
be incorporated in army corps with continentals rather than with 
Americans and British. If this could be done, then it could be said that 
the possible withdrawal of British and American troops would not 
affect in any way the military integration of the German contingents. 

This, of course, is probably over-simplified and undoubtedly deals : 
with only a small part of the problem. But it might furnish the be- 
ginning of a pattern and enable the French to accept some of the | 
Petersberg ideas of the size and structure of military formations of ! 
Germans for incorporation into this Kuropean Army. 

Training. Mr. Bruce has suggested that, if the training of the Euro- 
pean contingents destined for the defense of Europe were turned over : 
at the moment the troops were raised to General Eisenhower’s com- 
mand (and in the case of the central ground forces, this would mean 
+o General Juin’s command), the need for a purely German military : 
training organization would be removed and Germany would be on an 
equality with the other continental partners. __ 

- I do not know whether this is practicable, but the idea seems worth 
exploration. - | _ | f 

~ There would still be need in Germany for an organization to perform 
many functions connected with the raising of troops, but I think that 
the French would have to give way on their demand that all of this 
should be under a European commander, with no German institutions 
supporting him. ar oe - | 

The European Defense Commissioner. It would seem to me that, out- 
-side of the weapons field, there would be great need for standardization 
among the European partners of many things, such as, the length of 
‘service, exemptions from service, pay and allowances, training schools, 
“~promotions, ete. a | | | 

Here is a field in which the functions of a European Defense Com- 
missioner might begin as the Chairman of a Committee of Defense 

Ministers, including a German official, and possibly end by having for 
all the continental partners such authority as any executive official
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would have over such matters in any of the countries. Perhaps the 
treaty might establish him with certain beginning functions, set out 
certain goals to be achieved, and provide for their achievement over 
a period of timein the light ofexperience. _ 

| A European Finance Minister for Defense. It might be possible for 
the treaty to provide for such a minister to begin as the Chairman of 

| the Financial Ministers of the European partners, take over executive 
functions of the FEB for the continental partners, and provide the 
central point for discussion of American, Canadian, and possibly Brit- 
ish assistance. 

Goals might be set for the development of his office, possibly involv- 
ing a requirement that his budget estimates for each of the countries 

| would have to be. incorporated without change in the various national 
budgets presented to their legislatures. 

A European and Production Supply Minister for Defense. The 
treaty might set up such an office, the occupant of which might deal 
with the national ministers in the same way that the Finanical Min- 

| ister would deal with his counterparts, and who would also take over 
for the European partners executive functions under the DPB, and 
should be the point of contact on production matters with the United 
States and others. | : 

Provision might also be made for these three officers to form a 
Cabinet under one of them. They might start with the right to appear 

| before the legislative bodies of the Cabinets of the continental 
partners. 

| Study might be given to some method of creating a supra-legislature 
made up of the various members of the different parliamentary bodies’ 
to pass authoritatively upon problems within this field. 

The purpose of this speculative memorandum is to see whether there 
are not certain broad concepts which can be adopted without too 
much delay and which would permit, if adopted, a beginning both of 
establishing Germany in a position of equality with a progres- 
sive restoration of sovereignty and the beginning of the German 
contribution. 

It seems plain to me that the question involving finance, production, 

and the ultimate control of the European Army go so deeply into 

| the foundations of sovereignty that, if we attempt to solve all of these 
matters finally before any step is taken, it is likely that no step will 

be taken. But I think that a plan can be devised, which would be both 
inspiring and sensible, which would permit immediate steps to be 

taken to meet the problems which I outlined in 1, m1, and m1 above, and 

which would be capable of development under the blanket and protec- 
tion of the NATO force and the political institutions, which 

might have the most far-reaching effect upon European political 
developments. |
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_ If a start could be made along these lines, it would also be helpful 
both in removing the idea that the whole defense program is an Amer- 
ican program and that this country is pushing the continentals on for _ 
the purposes of American policy and also of removing the dragging 
and deadening effect of British skepticism regarding European 
unification. = ne | 
The British and ourselves would both be outside the organization : 

and yet deeply involved withitthrough NATO. Se 
It also might avoid two very grave difficulties. ee | 
One is the difficulty involved in spelling every step out in minute 

detail. This raises all sorts of problems, many of which never eventuate. 
The development of our own Constitution shows that many of the 
problems foreseen did not occur and most of the really important : 
problems were not foreseen. __ | | ; : | 

It also avoids the difficulty of trying to evolve a scheme upon which | 
the last and final wordissaid. es, 

It tries to accomplish two things: Commitment to a goal, but not 
attempting the final formulation of the goal. This has dangers, but 
it also has possibilities. oe - | 

_ I put these suggestions forward for criticism, and there is no require- [ 
ment that this criticism must be constructive. - | 4 

740.5/7-751: Telegram - eer - . a a 7 - | 

The Counselor of Embassy in France (MacArthur) to the — | 
| oe = - Aly de OS Secretary of State | - os con oS | 

TOP SECRET PRIORITY _ Parts, July 7, 1951—4 p.m. | t 
130. Eyes only Perkins and Byroade from MacArthur (distribution i 

at Perkins’ discretion). Am repeating in immediately following tele- E 
grams (a) Gen Eisenhower’s reply to Secretary of Defense re sub- ; 
stance of Deptel 7155 June 28 Paris on which Gen Eisenhower received ( 

| separate message from Secretary of Defense; (b) views (in message to. | 
Secretary of Defense) on Paris 25 July 8 to Dept. These messages will ' 

give clear indication his thinking. | | Be I Bey | 
_ For your background am adding following comments my own which | 

_ Ibelieve may amplify views: EE 
1. European Army Organization must not be rigid in sense it would : 

prevent Gen Eisenhower from deploying individual European units | 
(1.e., German units) with British and American units if such is essen- ; 
tial to achieve maximum military effectiveness. | ae a E 

2. View here is Gen Eisenhower must not become involved in min- ok 
isterial functions or responsibilities which more properly should pass - 
from National Ministers to new European Defense Organization. ~ : 

+ This telegram was repeated for information to London as 24 eyes only for L 
Spofford and to Frankfurt as 13 eyes only for McCloy. oS E
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3. If conference is held Paris to bring agreement between Peters- 
berg and European Army reports, SHAPE could lend invaluable 
assistance by giving advisory guidance on those features which are di- 
rectly related to relationship between European Army and SHAPE. 
However, responsibility for creation of European Army Organization 
and its direction must rest the responsibilities of the individual par- 
ticipating nations. | 7 

4. Our concept is that proposed European Army Organization 
would at appropriate time take over from existing National Defense 
Ministers the responsibilities for organizing, training, equipping, and 
administering all European army military units, such units when ade- 
quately trained to be made available to SACEUR as additional ele- 
ments of his NATO defense forces. Thus SACEUR’s relationship to 
new European army organization would be essentially same as his 
present relationship to National Defense Ministries. | 

| ~  TMacArtiur] 

740.5/7-751 : Telegram | | 

The Counselor of Embassy in France (MacArthur) to the Secretary 

oo of State | 

TOP SECRET PRIORITY Paris, July 7, 1951—4 p. m. 

131. Eyes only Perkins and Byroade from MacArthur (distribution 
at Perkins’ discretion). See immediately preceding message. Following 
from Gen. Eisenhower to Secretary of Defense for your information 
only. | | 

Begin verbatim teat: 1. Re Def 95320 June 29.? On basis that dif- 
ferences can be resolved which will make the army units combat effec- 
tive, I concur with your views. I should like to emphasize the impor- 
tance of two principles apparently already accepted in the statement of 
JCS views. These are, first, that the time-phasing of the build-up of 
forces now in progress for the effective defense of Western Europe must 
not be impaired or hampered by the manner in which the European 
Army concept comes into being; and second, that SACEUR’s author- 7 
ity to deploy German units to augment Allied Army forces as he may 
deem necessary is clearly recognized. | 

2. It should be clearly understood also that the title “European 
Army” should not be interpreted as referred to a military field or- 
ganization only; rather, we are referring to. an agency which includes 
primarily a directing organization concerning itself initially with the 
problems of training, equipping, and administering forces later to be 
assigned to a NATO command. With this thought in mind, I believe 
that the title “European Defense Forces” might be a more appropriate 
one. : , a 

3. It is obvious that the success of such a concept depends upon the 
good will, sincerity, and energetic efforts of the European nations 

1This telegram was repeated for information to London as 25 for the eyes only 
of Spofford and to Frankfurt as 14 for the eyes only of McCloy. | 

* Substantially the same as telegram 7155, June:28, to Paris, p. 801; see footnote 
1, thereto. 3 Bo : - | 7 .
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themselves, and that therefore the creation of the organization and 
its direction must. be entirely the responsibilities of those nations. I am, 
of course, prepared to cooperate and assist in every possible way con- 
sistent with my mission in the furtherance of this concept. In rendering 
such assistance, however, I must avoid becoming involved in minis- 
terial functions which more properly should be passed from national 
ministers direct to. the new European Defense Organization at such E 
time as that agency is prepared to receive and exercise them. I 

_ 4 Subject to the above safeguards, I consider the approach outlined } 
_ In your Def 95320 June 29 to be thoroughly sound. Lind verbatim text. 

740.5/7-801: Telegram 
The United States Deputy Representative on the North Atlantic © | 

Council. (Spofford) to the Secretary of State». | 

TOP SECRET P aggrogy! ETL Lonpon, July 8, 1951—10 a. m. I 
Depto 35. Following are my comments on Deptel 6196.? In formulat- | 

ing them I have had: benefit of consultation with US element of ' 

1. Fully concur time has come to reassert vigorous US leadership ; 
toward breaking log-jam and realizing an early German. contribution. _ i 
Various time factors, not merely French elections and progress toward __ i 
contractual relationship with Germans but also more basic one such as 
progress of West rearmament in relation to USSR and French rearma- 
ment in comparison to German, are now more favorable. On other 

| hand, unless some definitive agreement is reached. shortly other factors 
| such as solution of Korea and Soviet efforts to weaken determination 

of West to build adequate security may tend before long to make 
agreement more difficult. _- Doe - OO ; 

2. We have all along favored German membership in NATO as soon 
as practicable and believed that any European army must be integral ; 

_ part of NATO force and so organized as to facilitate rather than com- 
| plicate Gen Hisenhower’s task and strengthen his hand in developing E 

effective integrated force. Present problem as we see it is to “marry” : 
| Bonn and Paris proposals in such form as to secure whole-hearted : 

cooperation from both Germans and French in developing a sound ; 
practical program which will facilitate Eisenhower’s task and con- 
tribute toward our basicobjectives «= si po | 

3. We recognize that astute Soviet moves toward relaxation of | 
East-West tension might at some time create very strong pressures at | 

* This telegram was repeated for information to Paris, as 49 for MacArthur i 
and to Frankfurt as 21. a | | | E 

* Same as telegram 7155, June 28, to Paris,p.801. = ©... :
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home for withdrawal of US participation in collective defense effort. | 
It was against this danger which Vandenberg repeatedly warned and 
which led to inclusion in Senate Foreign Relations Committee’s report 
of statement, “treaty is in accordance with basic interests of US, which 
shld be steadfastly served regardless of fluctuations in international 
situation or our relations with any country.” In view of physical power 
relationships it is difficult to conceive of the development at any time 
in foreseeable future of individual or collective strength of European 
members sufficient to stand up diplomatically or militarily to USSR 
except as part of larger effort in which US is full partner. Accord- 
ingly, while conditions may well develop so that US Supreme Com- 
mander or physical presence of substantial forces in Europe may be 
unnecessary it would seem dangerous to permit development of any 

thought of NATO defense framework as being temporary in com- 

parison with European framework. Believe it important, therefore, 

that European army developments be considered as permanently 

rather than temporarily within NATO framework. 

4. Concur that modification of Brussels agreement in direction of 

German Bonn proposals offers most practical basis for early develop- 

ment of specific German contribution. Likewise agree on importance 

of seeking sincere French cooperation rather than reluctant and ob- 

structive acquiescence and that utilization of European army concept 

to such extent as US military and Eisenhower may consider practical 

is probably best method ofobtainingit. 
5. Look forward to learning latter’s views on military aspects of 

US proposals but to me course indicated in paragraph 9 of reference 

telegram, particularly concept of combining military units of con- ~ 

tinental countries International Corps, armies, etc., within NATO 

force, seems practical approach. To extent that existing units under 

Eisenhower’s command, and new Germany and other units as they are 

activated for it, are called “European” rather than national units this 

process should be greatly facilitated, it is assumed that any units, 

European or other, under his command could be combined or utilized | 

in any manner he might direct. 

6. With regard to economic financial and political fields, while 

French would certainly welcome maximum US support, believe that _ 

they and other Europeans would prefer to work out problems of civil- 

jan superstructure themselves, that they are in better position than we 

to do so from points of view of knowledge of their own problems and 

responsibility for coping with them and that they might consider US 

suggestions in this field inappropriate. However, Kisenhower may 

consider certain measures necessary or more desirable than others for 

best development of his integrated force and such suggestions from 

him could hardly be resented. - | -
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7. Success of Hisenhower’s task in organizing effective integrated 
force for defense of West Europe is primary consideration to which 
development of both Bonn and Paris proposals must be directed. His __ 
position, therefore, seems focal point for amalgamating them and de- 

_ veloping realistic future course. His responsibilities and function (as 
spelled out in D-C, 24/3 (final)* paragraphs 40(d), 43(¢), and 44(a), 
(6), (e) and (d)) appear to involve in addition to strictly command 

_ function a number of peacetime responsibilities of a nature similar to, 

although more modest. in extent than, those contemplated for Kuro- 
- pean Defense Commissioner (Paris despatch 3636, June 19). Similarly, 
Brussels agreement (C 6-D/I)* provides for progressive putting into 7 
effect of such arrangements as might emerge from Paris conference 
provided they were practical and suitable for integration into NATO. 
Believe Eisenhower already has all authority necessary to do this. | | 

8. As to procedure, believe that Bonn and Paris reports can be | 

“married” only by those who can effectively agree to changes in them f 
and that end product satisfactory to Eisenhower can best be achieved | 
if SHAPE participates in process. Suggest this can best be done | 
initially by informal working group in Paris in which US, UK, France [ 
and Germany participate with SHAPE furnishing such assistance and ‘ 
guidance as it considers necessary or desirable. Am advised French | 
expect to request SHAPE views on Paris report at least informally. H 

Suggest SHAPE be officially seized of both reports by governments _ L 
concerned and requested to comment and that we seek UK and French 
agreement to establish such working group. Believe good approach for t 

_ working group would be that suggested in paragraph 9 of reference 
telegram and that it could be amplified and developed into concrete I 

-_ plan along such lines'as SHAPE considers most effective and desirable. i 

While Bonn report apparently represents considerably greater degree 

of governmental commitment than Paris report, fact that both are [ 

presently being submitted to governments for their consideration pro- | 

| vides desirable latitude and flexibility. | | : 
9. End product might be NATO directive to SACEUR to integrate ; 

combat forces of those nations who so desire into European army for- : 

| mations as part of his integrated force in accordance with plans de- : 
veloped by working group, assuming of course that those plans when E 
completed are satisfactory to SACEUR. | EES ye 

oe oe oo . Srorrorp | 

* This NATO Defense Committee document was the same as document C6-D/2, 
the report of the NATO Military Committee on the creation of. an integrated F 
force for the defense of Western Europe which was discussed and. approved. at E 

| the first meeting of the Sixth Session of the North Atlantic Treaty Council in E 
Brussels on December 18, 1950. For the minutes of that meeting, see Foreign Rela- _ E 
tions, 1950, vol. 11, pp. 585-595. ti si sss oo ne F 
_*¥or a summary of the documents under reference here, see the briefing paper ae 2 

prepared in the Department of State, January 26,p.755. oe :
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740.5/7-1151 : Telegram - 

Lhe Ambassador in France (Bruce) to the Secretary of State* 

SECRET PRIORITY Paris, July 11, 1951—4 p. m. 
212. In plenary European Army Conf July 10, Theodore Blank, | 

new head of Ger Del explained Ger views on conf’s interim report and 
Chairman Alphand offered preliminary Fr comments on Blank’s 
statement. At this mtg there were officially transmitted to dels of 
observing states Fr draft of interim report and Ger substitute draft.? 
Former had been in hands participating states since June 29 but latter 
distributed to participants in Steering Comite mtg July 9. At that mtg 
Itals presented in writing some observations on Fr draft not yet 
available to Emb. | | oe | 

Steering Comite which includes only participating countries, began 
close examination two drafts of the report afternoon July 10. Press 
communiqué on plenary held to absolute minimum. 

_ Fr and Ger reps at July 10 plenary tended emphasize differences 

in approach two dels but these differences appear by no means in- 

surmountable. US observer expressed his personal opinion to effect 
that area of agreement appeared outweigh area of disagreement in 

course of urging, toward close of mtg, utility of agreeing as quickly 

as possible on conference’s interim report and of exploring means 
whereby a contribution from Ger to western defense can begin quickly. 

While repeating usual Ger emphasis on priority for military ef- 
ficiency and Ger equality in creation of European Army, Blank went 

beyond mere question of drafting report to propose—as Ger del had 

not previously done in Paris Conference—that Petersberg report be 

basis for action for a Ger contribution while conf pursues its “long and 

arduous” work of estab supra-national army. | 
Alphand declared it was impossible for Petersberg report to be a 

basis for action because it had not been agreed to by Ger and the oc- 

cupation powers and because Ger proposals at Petersberg went beyond 

safeguards laid down at Brussels. He stressed that Fr wished a con- 

tribution to defense from Ger but could only agree to this contribution 
in the framework of a European defense community thereby avoiding 

the creation of a Ger national army and general staff. a 

Blank very emphatic in repeated statements that Ger did not want 

a national army or a national general staff. He recalled his own origins 

1 This telegram was repeated to London as 54 and to Frankfurt as 20; was sent 
by air to Copenhagen, Brussels, Rome, Oslo, The Hague, Lisbon, Ottawa, and 
Luxembourg; and was made available to the Department of Defense. 

A copy of the official French-language minutes ofthis conference plenary 
meeting was transmitted to the Department of State as an enclosure to despatch 
133, July 17, from Paris, neither printed. (740.5/7-1751) __ oO St | 
2The drafts under reference here have not been further identified. For the 

approved version of the Interim Report of July 24, see p. 843. OO
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in Ger labor unions and stated necessary support from Ger people, a 
Bundestag and present Ger Govt for Ger defense contribution could 
only be obtained if it were clearly an integral part of western Euro- 
pean forces. In arguing for starting raising Ger troops under Peters- | 
berg proposals Blank emphasized that Ger units wld be under SHAPE | 
command as soon as formed. He considered that SHAPE command 

- and prohibition of Ger arms production shld be sufficient safeguard 
against Ger militarism pending constitution of European Army. 
Blank stated no national staff was desired by Gers but Ger wanted | 
participation in all international staffs including Atlantic Command 
proportionate tocontributioninGerforces 
Alphand expressed conviction that practical steps could be taken in : 

military, finance, and production fields before ratification of European — 
Army treaty in order to show determination to create integrated Euro- 
pean defense force. He also declared Fr readiness have certain Ger 
preparations for defense contribution, specifically in parliamentary 
and admin fields, go ahead while conf still elaborating treaty. 
Although he did not think it wld be possible to have Ger units created 
as such under SHAPE command he declared his personal belief that | 
it wld be possible to start them early by creating European contingents. | 
Alphand asserted non-discrimination principle wld apply to transi- 
tional as well as final period under European Army treaty. > 

Blank explained that Ger substitute draft of interim report was de- 
signed give accurate picture of conf, be realistic not pessimistic. It was 
for this reason, Blank continued, that Gers had thought it necessary E 
to underline disagreement on certain important points: | t 

(1) Size of national units and level of integration; / I 
(2) Tasks and composition of supra-national bodies, especially de- E 

fense commissioner; a | oe E 
(3) Transitional arrangements. ts” oO 

On third of these points Blank pointed out that control to be exer- 
cised by Ger Parliament over Ger formations not elaborated. Bundes- 
tag, of which he was member, would insist on same degree of control 

| over new Ger formations as was exercised by parliaments of other 
countries over their national contingents. Blank also emphasized basic 

principle for Gers that all proposals for agreements on Ger contribu- | 
tion, including proposals under Petersberg report were subject to re- | 

vision of Ger’s present international status. Unless Ger had equality 
outside as well as inside Eur Army, psychological conditions wld not | 

have been created that wld permit majority of Ger people and parlia- 
ment to support Ger defense contribution. © ca a | 

In reply to Blank’s point on Ger parliamentary control over Ger for- | 

| mations, Alphand replied that this must be studied in light of principle 
of no discrimination inside Eur Army but also in light of situation |
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of fact and law outside Eur Army that put Ger in a special posi- 
tion. He repeatedly stressed that Ger’s external obligations were be- 
yond competence of European defense community conf. As to size of 
units and level of integration, Alphand declared that he had no instruc- 
tions from his govt authorizing him to alter previous Fr position. By 2 
adding that this question shld be referred to govts, Alphand was 
clearly leaving way open for later Fr concession.® | 

| | | Bruce 

3 Telegram 228, July 11, from Paris, not printed, reported that Sauvagnargues, 
who was not a member of the French Delegation to the European Army Confer- 
ence but attended the plenary meeting of July 10, referred to Blank’s proposals 
as “La Bombe Blank” and offered the interpretation that the German Federal 
Republic was extremely disturbed by the current slight relaxation of East-West 
tension and was fearful that the quadripartite discussion of Germany might be 
raised before the European Army was firmly underway. Sauvagnargues specu- 
lated that the Germans greatly feared an East-West agreement on Germany at 
West Germany’s expense and hoped that such an agreement would be rendered 
less likely by the de facto integration of West German troops into Western 
defense. (740.5/7-1151) . : 

740.5/7-1251 : Telegram | | 

The Secretary of State to the Embassy in France? 

SECRET WASHINGTON, July 12, 1951—8 p. m. ) 

282. We cannot agree that Bonn report shld be supplied to Eur 
Army conference as “a basis for discussion”. Our reasons for this view 
are: (a) Fr or Gers cannot prejudge forthcoming tripartite considera- 
tion of Bonn report. (6) Since US and UK not fully represented at 
Paris, we desire discuss relationship of two reports in this forum as in 
Deptel 6988 to Paris (Todep 538 to London) of Jun 21. Assume Ger 
Reps are completely free to take same position at Paris as they did at 
Bonn on the whole of their mil points as they have already done. Ob- 
viously Paris conference cannot discuss correctness of HICOM judg- 
ment in isolating points of disagreement contained in HICOM portions 
of Bonn report. 
However, have no objection that Bonn report be supplied for info 

to individual countries participating Paris conference but shld be made 
clear to Fr that this to be done only on condition will not interfere 
with acceptance by Fr of some procedure along lines of reftel accord- | 

ing to which the two reports shld be considered by three oce powers 

with view to making suitable recommendations to Council under Brus- 

sels decisions and directives. | 

FYI only, while we desire successful outcome Paris conference, we 

are concerned by apparent Fr tactics which seem to have for their goal 

1This telegram, which was repeated to London as 265, was drafted by Martin 
and Knight of EUR/RA and was cleared in substance by Perkins of EUR, Lauk- 
huff of GPA, Godley of WE, Satterthwaite of BNA, and Colonel Beebe of Defense.
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the primacy of Paris conference proceedings at expense of delay in oce 
powers and NATO action on Ger rearmament problem as whole. 

Time has not permitted concerting of position with UK here. You 
shld not transmit this msg to Fr without previous agreement with 

po: your UK colleague on course of action to be followed. a 

a — _ —— AACHESON ‘| 

—740.5/7-2351 Chee ae | vee 

~ Memorandum by the Secretary of State, As Revised by the — 
Ambassador at Large (Jessup) *— Po Eee : 

TOP SECRET [Wasuineton, July 12, 1951.] 

 Geruan Rearmament AND PropiemMs or THE Derense or Kuropr 

- 1, There are several groups of problems which present obstacles— 
| and indeed serious threats—to the creation of an adequate defense for , 

| Europe. As a long-range policy we are interested in approval of pro- 

| gression toward closer European integration. Such a goal can be : 

accepted in general terms without the necessity for delaying the im- 

| mediate defense effort until solutions are found for the highly complex 
constitutional, political, economic and financial problems which would | 

- “1This memorandum was transmitted by Jessup to the Secretary of State on 
| July 12 under cover of a brief memorandum which explained that this revision 
: had been prepared, in consultation with Perkins and Knight, in. accordance | F 

with the Secretary’s request of the previous afternoon, The memorandum printed _ 
here is a revision of Acheson’s memorandum of the same title of July 6, p. 818. 
Substantial portions of the Secretary’s original draft of July 6 remained un- 
changed in this Jessup revision and are not reprinted here. Editorial interpola- 
tions in the appropriate places indicate those major portions of the Secretary’s 
draft which remained unchanged. Other briefer sections (numbered paragraphs | 
22-23, 26-27, 80, 33, 36, and 40) have been repeated here even though they were 
unchanged from the Secretary’s original draft. | | | 

| The memorandum printed here appears to be the text considered by Secretary 
of State Acheson and Secretary of Defense Marshall and their advisers at their : 

| : meeting at the Pentagon on July 13; see Acheson’s memorandum, July 16, p. 836. | 
| A copy of this memorandum was transmitted to Ambassador Bruce in France 
| | under cover of a brief personal letter from Acheson which began as follows: — 

| ' “Wein the Department have been giving very careful thought to the problems 
of German rearmament and the defense of Hurope. In order to clarify our own 
thoughts on these matters and isolate the various issues involved, I have prepared 
the attached paper, which is something of a ‘think piece’. We have discussed it 

| a bit here and Ambassador Jessup has gone over my draft and made some changes ; 

in it.’ : a | te 
Secretary Acheson acknowledged that the memorandum covered matters already 
raised in telegram 7155, June 28, to Paris (p. 801) on which Bruce had already 
fully commented but urgently asked for his comments in the light of any addi- 
tional thoughts that were developed in the memorandum. The Secretary further : 

- noted that the suggestions in the memorandum were put forward for criticism and 
“ . . there is no requirement that this criticism be constructive.” In a hand- 
written postscript to the letter, the Secretary observed : | os | 

“This is a purely personal effort on my part greatly helped by your excellent 
cable. If you would get any ideas that Doug MacArthur and Gen. Hisenhower 
would have—again for my enlightenment and not as a governmental project—it | 
would help. DA” |
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be involved in the eventual stages of integration. This memorandum 
deals with three of the groups of immediate problems. — OS 

| I. | 7 a 

| Here follow numbered paragraphs 2 through 15 which were identi- 
cal with Part I (less the final paragraph) of the Secretary of State’s 
memorandum of July 6, printed p. 813. ] 

16. Therefore, not only does progress have to be made in satisfying 

all points of view simultaneously, but it must be made by stages. And 

there must be sufficient guarantees to inspire faith that, while ultimate 

goals on every question cannot be reached at once, the ultimate goals 
| are accepted by binding promises. 

Il. 

| Here follow numbered paragraphs 17-19 which were identical with 

the first three paragraphs of Part ITI of the Secretary of State’s memo- 
randum of July 6, printed p. 813. | 

20. ‘T'o some extent this comes from the fact that the Europeans have 

not taken hold of the problem of central European planning and di- 

rection in the military field as they did through OEEC in the economic 

field. We are at least partly to blame in so far as we have emphasized 

bilateral dealing with each nation. The European nations believe that 

often we have not kept the whole picture in mind and that guiding and 
driving hand is that of the United States. 

21. I believe that this situation can be remedied and that it can be 

remedied in part in connection with the solution of the problems men- 
tioned under I above. 

III | 

22. ‘The third group of problems is related to the financial, economic, 
and production operations under NATO. | 

23. The least satisfactory operations of NATO are those connected 
with the FEB (Financial and Economic Board) and the DPB (De- 
fense Production Board). The reason for this is, in part, connected 

with the discussion under II above and, in part, comes from the fact 

that NATO is too large and too disparate an organization to deal with 

financial, economic, and production problems asa whole. Nobody really 

expects that NATO is going to make decisions in these fields which 
will control action in the United States, Canada, and Great Britain. 

These countries are able to work out programs for themselves and 
coordinate the programs. 

24, The situation is different with the continental countries. Their 

problems are much more similar to one another than they are to those 

of the partners over water. These are problems which Europeans have
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to work out in the framework of continental Europe and then be 
assisted by the other partners. i ae 

25. Within the general NATO structure there is need for the de- 
velopment of organizations and procedures which will enable the con- 

| tinental partners as a unit to deal with their financial, economic and 
production problems as an integral part of the NATO effort but not 

| necessarily in a manner identical with that which is appropriate for 
| the United States, Great Britain and Canada as other partners in 
| NATO. ee 7 re a 
| 26. These difficulties can, I think, be dealt with also in connection 

with those stated under I and II above. : | 

| | A POSSIBLE METHOD OF APPROACH 

27. The approach suggested is to take the idea of the European 
| Army and see how it can be used to aid in the solution of the problems 
| mentioned above. | | ” . | 

_ 28. The object should be, in the military field, to build on what 
| we have under General EKisenhower—doing nothing which would con- 

fuse that military organization, but using it and stressing it for the 
| purpose of creating what is in reality a European force in the field. | 
! It would be true that at present and for some time to come—perhaps 
| for a long time—that force would be strengthened and stiffened by 
) British and American contingents. But it would be a force which, as : 
| a military force, would not have to be changed in any fundamental 
| way whenever the time came that the overseas contingents might be 
| withdrawn. To state it differently, the force at General Eisenhower’s 
| disposal instead of being composed of perhaps twelve separate na- : 

tional forces would be composed ultimately of a European Army con- 
| tingent plus national contingents from those NATO partners who do 
| not participate in the European Army. For the purpose of this memo- 

randum it is immaterial whether the European Army at any given 
stage includes three, four, or more national participants so long as the . 

_ French and Germans are among those included. Military units. within | 
| the European Army, like units from other national contingents, would 
, be subject to General Eisenhower’s disposal in accordance with | 

| SHAPE?’s military requirements. a | 2 
29. The continuance of the European Army as a European force | 

| could be guaranteed by the most binding treaty obligations and by | 
the creation over a period of time of supporting political institutions, 

dealing with financial support, economic support, production support, 3 
and the ultimate political bodies which would control the action and 

use of the army. Certain steps could be taken in all of these fields at | 
once, but I doubt whether they could be final and perfect steps. Ad- | 
vantage should be taken of the fact that, due to the commitments of | 
the United States and Britain in Europe and the presence of their | 

, 
| 
| : :
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troops there, factors of guarantee and safety are provided while these 
institutions are being subjected to actual experience and improvement. 

30. Factors Relating to the Military Force in the Field. At the 
present time it can be stated that there is a European Army—not com- 
plete in all respects, but not very far from complete. At any rate it is 
complete enough to take as a working basis. | 

31. It might be stretching things a bit to say that this European 
Army is the army commanded by General Eisenhower. Perhaps from 
the French point of view it might be a sounder approach to concen- _ 
trate on the central ground force, commanded by General Juin. Here, 
one can say, is an army which will be fully organized and integrated 
in a command structure, at the head of which is a French General. It 
would have in it the bulk of the continental forces, and could have all 
of the forces of the nations participating in the European Army if 
there were a simple treaty provision that, upon any dissolution of the 
NATO Supreme Command, this would occur. From this point of view, 
General Juin would be wearing three hats—one as a general in the 
French Army, a second as Commander of the European Army, anda __ 
third under Eisenhower’s command as Command|[er]-in-Chief of the | 
central ground force. If SHAPE were dissolved, the third hat would 
be disposed of but the second as well as the first would remain. 

32. It would be into this European Army that German contingents 

would be integrated. If this could be done, then it could be said that the 

possible withdrawal of British and American troops would not affect 

in any way the military integration of the German contingents. 

33. This, of course, is probably over-simplified and undoubtedly | 

deals with only a small part of the problem. But it might furnish the 

beginning of a pattern and enable the French to accept some of the 

Petersburg ideas of the size and structure of military formations of 

Germans for incorporation into this European Army. 
34. Training. Mr. Bruce has suggested that, if the training of the 

European contingents destined for the defense of Europe, were turned | 
over at the moment the troops were raised to General Eisenhower’s 

command (and in the case of the central ground forces, this would 

mean to General Juin’s command), the need for a purely German mili- 

tary training organization would be removed and Germany would be 

on an equality with the other continental partners. Since it appears 

that General Eisenhower does not wish to have SHAPE assume basic © 

training functions it might be possible to establish this function under 

General Juin’s command in his capacity as Commander of the Euro- 

pean Army rather than as a subordinate of General Eisenhower. In 

any case it would appear that the preliminary basic training might be 

organized on national lines without creating the kind of German mili- 

tary structure which the French fear and which we also oppose. These
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are matters on which military advice is required but the idea seems | 

| worth exploration. a ee | | 

35. ‘There would in any case be need in Germany for an organization _ 
to perform many functions connected with the raising of troops, but I 

| think that the French would have to give way on their demand that all 

_ of this should be under a European commander, with no German in- 

stitutions supporting him. ee t 

| 86. The European Defense Commissioner. It would seem to me that, | 

outside of the weapons field, there would be great need for standardiza- | I 
tion among the European partners of many things, such as, the length | 
of service, exemptions from service, pay and allowances, training | 
schools, promotions, etc. oo | 

37. Here is a field in which the functions of a European Defense | 

Commissioner might begin as the Chairman of a European Defense 
_ Committee, including a German official, and possibly end by having 

. for all the continental partners such authority as any executive official E 

would have over such matters in any of the countries. Perhaps the | 

treaty might establish him with certain beginning functions, set out 

certain goals to be achieved; and provide for their achievement over a 

period of time in the light of experience. It should be possible to work | 

out a formula which would give to the European Defense Commis- : 

sioner requisite authority during the interim period. Subject to appro- [ 
| priate coordination with SHAPE, it might be agreed for example that E 

at least certain parts of military aid would be made available only | 

after certification by the Defense Commissioner that his specified re- 

‘quirements had been met. | | OS 

38. A European Finance Minister for Defense. It might be possible E 
for the treaty to provide for such a minister to begin as the Chairman I 
of the Committee of the Financial Ministers of the European partners. | 
He would provide the focal point for coordinating the financial efforts : 

of the members of the European Army and with those of the European 
members of NATO.. He would also provide the central point for dis- 

cussion of American, Canadian, and possibly British, assistance. | 

89, Goals might be set for the development of his office, possibly in- | 

- volving a requirement that his budget estimates for each of the coun- 

tries after approval by his Committee would have to be incorporated 

without change in the various national budgets presented to their | 

| legislatures. — | OO - oo | 

40. A European and Production Supply Minister for Defense. The | 

treaty might set up such an office, the occupant of which might deal | 

with the national ministers in the same way that the Financial Minister &F 

would deal with his counterparts, and who would also take over for the | | 

European partners executive functions under the DPB, and should be | 

536-688 PT 1--81---55 | | | Oo | |
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the point of contact on production matters with the United States and 
others. | | 

| 41. Provision might also be made for these three officers to form a 
Cabinet under one of them. They might start with the right to appear 
before the legislative bodies of the Cabinets of the continental partners. 
Appropriate organizational relationships between such a cabinet or its 
members and the NATO Council of Deputies would have to be 
developed. == | | 7 | 

42. Attention must be paid to the problem of selecting the three offi- - 
cers, having in mind the national jealousies involved. A possible ap- 
proach would be to consider individuals who might be available and 
acceptable, for example Spaak as European Defense Commissioner and 2 

a Stikker as European Finance Minister for Defense. 

[Here follows the remainder of this revised memorandum (num- | 
bered paragraphs 43 through 52) which was identical with the final 10 
paragraphs of the Secretary of State’s memorandum of July 6, printed 

p. 818, beginning with paragraph “Study might be given... .”] 

%740.5/7~-1651 : Telegram 

The Secretary of State to the Embassy in France | 

TOP SECRET WasHINGTON, July 16, 1951—6 p. m. - 

846. Pass MacArthur. Urtels 8138 and 8142 Jun 27.2 | 
| 1. Dept gratified that Fr Govt agrees Bonn report shld be subj early 

discussions among 3 occ powers. While we believe Fr reply shldenable 

us reach agreement on procedure at early date, we do not believe ac- — 
ceptance all Fr suggestions wld permit as prompt action as we desire. 

2. We especially regret Fr view that preliminary consideration of. 
Bonn report shld not even be initiated until Paris report is ready. | 

| We have believed that need for prompt action on question of Ger par- 

ticipation in defense made imperative earliest possible start on con- 
sideration of Bonn report while awaiting Paris report. Nevertheless 
we are willing to agree that both reports shld be considered together, 
since Paris report is apparently almost completed. | 

3. Do not want any misunderstanding of our favorable attitude 
toward Eur Army plan, though Deptel 7155 Jun 28, rptd London 6196, 

HICOG Fkft 8194, shld have made that sufficiently clear. We feel it , 
most desirable for reps studying Bonn report to have also beforethem 

1This telegram, which was alse sent to London as 326 to be passed to Spofford | 
. and was repeated for information to Frankfurt and Bonn, was drafted by Lauk- 

huff of GER/GPA and Knight of EUR/RA and was cleared by Matthews, Cabot of 
S/ISA, and Martin of EUR. This is section one of a two-section telegram. For 
section two, see telegram 347 to Paris, infra. 

4 Telegram 8142 is not printed, but see footnote 4, p. 800.
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_ Paris report for consideration and comparison. Only this way can 
| problem be considered from broadest angle, as well as full Fr coop- 

eration be obtained. You shld make this clear to Fr, at same time mak- 
ing clear we are sorry that time which cld meanwhile have been used +t 
in immediate consideration of mil and polit questions arising from 
Bonn report shld have been wasted marking time waiting for Paris 
report. | | | | | 

4, While it wld be possible build case on Brussels decisions which 
charged oce powers with approach to Gers and which were not made — | 

- dependent on results Paris Conf, we think wiser in our approach to Fr 

-- avoid such legalisms. Instead, we shld insist on urgency of proceeding 
with buildup of Western strength which requires incorporation Ger 

| contribution. This urgency has increased in months elapsed since | 
‘Brussels; while useful work has been done in Paris and Bonn time has : 
been lost because of slow tempo due to such factors as Fr elections and E 
CFM Deps talks. We are most anxious to move forward again and : 
place great importance on Fr agreement initiate next phase, as pro- i 
posed para 6. Consequently, you shld approach Fr Govt along fol _ | 
lines, ce a OT | 

| 5. We wld accept their concept as ultimate solution with adequate i 
safeguards for Eisenhower’s full power to dispose all units as he deems © i 
necessary but we cannot accept delay inherent in solving all practical | 

| problems involved. We wish start taking immediate steps for re- i 
cruiting and training Ger units for NATO forces, steps which will be i 
consistent with and even promote ultimate solution proposed by Fr. | 
Fr position wld cause unacceptable delays because of necessity of find- { 

| ing in advance answers to intricate polit and finan problems, in addi- | 

tion to mil ones. Meanwhile as London’s Depto 35 Jul 8 points out in | 
its para 1, various factors may begin to operate to weaken Western __ I 
‘determination and make agreement on Ger participation more difficult. : 

While we therefore are prepared to go very far to meet Fr position | 

stated in Embtel 8142, and are fully prepared to cooperate in finding | 

such solution as most desirable one in long run if practical plan can be i 
worked out and permanently set within NATO framework, we cannot. ff 

~ accept Fr solution as only immediate one any more than in Nov in view : 

urgency build up strength soonest. | oe 
6. We wld therefore again urge Fr Govt to authorize Rep on SG to : 

join Brit and US members in examination of mil aspects of Bonn | 

report and in isolating polit and other questions which shld be referred 
to govts as outside competence of SG. We propose that this study of 

Bonn report be begun in Wash on Jul 30 and that at same time there ; 
be begun in Wash study of polit questions involved by another group ; 
of three dip] Reps. We agree that Paris Conf report shld bestudied by => 
same groups at same time. Polit questions wld be those arising from
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Bonn and Paris reports, including those isolated by SG Reps, but wld 
not include question of modifications in polit regime in Ger, which 
is now under discussion elsewhere. Thus we hope that three govts 
can have before them by Aug 13 recommendations based on Bonn and 
Paris reports. At that time and depending on nature these recom- 
mendations, on degree of agreement and on seriousness of conflicting | 

| views, decision will have to be reached as to level of tripartiteforumin 
which to seek joint position as matter urgency. Not unlikely mtg three 

| FonMins will be required at which decisions on Ger polit regime cld ) 
also be taken. oo | 

7. FYI only we agree with London’s Depto 35 Jul 8 and Paris 130 
Jul 7 that SHAPE guidance and consideration are essential Ger par- 

ticipation. Do not believe however that.these problems can be moved 

_ forward fast enough at working party level and therefore feel they 

shld have consideration by SG Reps as proposed above and by dipl : 

Reps in Wash (perhaps Franks and Alphand as suggested in Paris 

8188 Jun 27) and Byroade-Perkins. Necessary questions shld be re- 

ferred by mil Reps to SHAPE, as fast as isolated and perhaps 

SHAPE Rep cld come over in last stages of consideration, Attach 

particular importance to personal guidance Eisenhower. Tentatively 

we think this best secured through his participation in later FonMin 

mtg rather than at working group level. Do not believe shld bring in 

Gers until substantial coordination occ powers views have been 

| obtained. | | } 7 | 

8. Approach Fr FonOff in this sense. London convey substance fore- 

going to Brit FonOff. Have received aide-mémotre from Brit Emb 

July 12 expressing general agreement with our original proposal and | 

making a few suggestions entirely in line with para 6 above, Anticipate. 

| favorable response from Brit FonOff, therefore. _ a 
' ACHESON _ 

740.5/7-1651 : Telegram : . : 

| The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Frances 

TOP SECRET Wasuineron, July 16, 1951—6 p. m. 

} 347. 9. We have meanwhile received various tels whose full discus- | 

sion of problem furnish most useful contribution to its solution (Paris 

95 July 3, rptd London 4, Fkft 8; Paris 130, 181, 182 July 7, rptd | 

London 24, 25, 26, Fkft 18, 14, 15; London’s Depto 35, rptd Paris 49, 

Fkft 21). We still awaiting Gifford’s reaction. | 

Fanner ee a anette geted by Leak o 
GER/GPA and was cleared by Matthews, Perkins, Cabot of S/ISA, and Knight 

and Martin of EUR/RA. This is section two of a two-section telegram. Section 

one (telegram 346 to Paris) is printed supra. |
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10. Without undertaking point-by-point discussion of tels, we wish 

to comment on certain basic points. This comment is FYI and not to be 

passed on to Fr or Brit in its specific points at this time. Thus, funda- | 

~ mental issues are raised by statement in opening sentence of para 2 | 

Paris 25 that Ger contribution to defense outside Eur Defense Forces 

framework will be serious blow to our objectives. This wld only seem 

to be true on two assumptions, first, that such contribution wld preclude — 

later working out of Eur Defense Forces idea, and second, that US 

| participation in NATO defense plans will terminate at some indefinite =| 

time in future. As pointed out in paras 8 and 5 above, whole tenor of | 

. Deptel 7155 June 28 was to effect that we wld hope for ultimate success [ 

of Eur Defense Forces plan. We wld have thought US attitude of sup-_ 

port for this plan had been made sufficiently clear to everybody begin- _ [ 

ning with Secy’s ltr to Schuman dated Dec 20.? As for second assump- a: 

| tion, we think long-term interests of US will be best served not alone | : 

by development of Eur Army but by policy of permanent association [ 

with other nations in defense scheme for Atlantic area. We cannot be | 

| sure that western Europeans are sufficiently strong by themselves to I 

outweigh Ger influence in future Eur Defense Forces. We thoroughly _ } 

| subscribe to views in para 3 of London’s Depto 35. a | 

: 11. There appears to be an increasing tendency to disregard the ' 

long-range problem of development of cooperation both in milit and = i 

other fields in the Atlantic Community, and to treat Eur integration ik 

and a Eur Army as final solutions for all problems including that of | i 

security against Ger. This is a dangerous tendency and we think it t 

ought to be checked both in our own long-range interests and in the f 

interest of bringing about more widespread Eur support for the idea : 

of Eur integration, including Eur Defense Forces. Dutch, for exam- : 

| ple, are opposed to a Eur Army precisely because they fear it will | 

: expose them to Fr leadership (which they dislike) or to possible future ' 

domination by Ger or other unknown forces, unless closely tied in 4 

with the US and Brit in the North Atlantic Community. To be suc- I 

cessful, our influence in favor of Eur Defense Forces must be com- 

| bined with reassurances of active interest in the expansion and making _ ; 

permanent of North Atlantic cooperation. | a | | ; 

12. We readily recognize delays inherent in producing Ger troops 

for contribution to NATO force whether along lines our 7155 or other- ; 

wise and our latest thinking here with regard to polit difficulties is ; 

that solution can and shld be found much earlier than Paris anticipates. 

- On other hand our feeling has been that not only are some delay : 

factors operative in case of Eur Defense Forces plan (e.g. necessity of : 

| completing contractual arrangements, etc.) but in addition there wld a : 

be delays attendant upon solution of most difficult polit problems sur- sf 

- 2 Regarding the Secretary’s letter of December 20, 1950, see his letter of Jan- ] 

uary 27, to Foreign Minister Schuman, p. 759. | . | F
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rounding estab of common finan contributions, common training pro- | 
grams, common defense org, etc. Until these questions are solved, a a 

| Eur Defense Force is such in name only and does not go beyond what 
we suggested wld be possible under NATO org in our 7155. 

13. We have particular difficulty in understanding precisely what . . 
scheme Paris has in mind under para 12 of its tel 25. Apparently 

SHAPE feels it shld not become involved in basic training of raw re- 
cruits, if we understand correctly para 3, Paris 131, and paras 2 and 4, 

Paris 130. Accordingly do not see how estab Ger recruiting and basic | , 
training org cld be avoided unless all Ger contribution is to be held up 
until Eur Defense org is agreed and set up as going concern. It is hard 
to see how Ger demands for equality are met by Paris’ proposal and we | 
wld welcome amplification of views on this point. | 

14. Dept wishes to emphasize it is wholly prepared support two 
points Eisenhower makes in para 1 of Paris 130. We also like and have 
adopted throughout this Section, Eisenhower’s suggestion of substi- 
tuting “Eur Defense Forces” for “Eur Army”. This strengthens point 

we make in paras 10 and 11 above. 

15. Essence of Dept’s attitude (and this can be passed on to Fr and 
Brit) is that this whole problem must continue to be approached with 

-open mind and that it is not necessary at this time to make choice as 

between the Petersberg and Paris reports. We believe soundest decision 

will be reached if we consider both of these reports on their merits and 

try to find, as we go along, answers to many problems which reftels 

usefully point out. We simply do not know on basis of any info now 

before us the practical answers to most important aspects of Eur De- 

'  fense org. It is for this reason that we adhere to views expressed in first 

Section of this tel and believe it desirable to continue to press. for 

| earliest consideration of Bonn and Paris reports. We hope that you 

will be able to persuade Fr to agree to expedite this consideration as 

only way of determining what is most satis solution to problem from 

practical and polit viewpoint. : 
AcHESON | 

762A.5/7-1651 | | 

Memorandum by the Secretary of State | 

TOP SECRET | [Wasuineton,]| July 16, 1951. 

This morning we had a meeting at the Pentagon on my memorandum 
| entitled German Rearmament and Problems of the Defense of Europe.* | 

Messrs. Jessup and Matthews attended with me. General Marshall had 

1 Under reference here is the memorandum by the Secretary of State as revised 
by Ambassador at Large Jessup, July 12, p. 827.
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| with him Mr. Lovett, General Bradley, Frank Nash and Colonel 
Beebe. | | | 

| I reviewed the problem of the memorandum, which was to find a | 
-. method of making progress on European rearmament which would _ 

| - renconcile the French, German and United States points of view. The 
concept of the European army or the European defense force seemed — | 
to furnish such a possibility. I stressed the importance of going for- | 
ward simultaneously with the European defense force idea, the restora- 
tion of German sovereignty, and the raising of German troops. The dis- + 
cussion lasted approximately an hour, much of it devoted to clarifying | 
possible misunderstandings. —__ | | mee « 

Mr. Jessup read a telegram received this morning reporting the latest. 
decisions of the Steering Committee of the European defense force 
talks in Paris.? General Marshall read views expressed by the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff and by General Eisenhower on the earlier telegram 
along these lines. - cs | | 

_. The principal concerns of the Defense representatives were: First, f 
| To get as early a start as possible on the raising of German forces. | 

They believed this was essential to continuing Congressional support | 
of MDAP. Second, they did not wish a European Army to interfere in 
any way with the organization and management of General Eisen- f 

| - hower’s forces. The recent telegram from Paris seemed to meet many of | | 
their fears in this regard. Third, they stressed the importance of our © ft 
not being trapped into a position where we would have accepted the | 
European army as a step which must precede any other action, thereby | 
depriving ourselves of any freedom of action and putting ourselves 
entirely in the hands of the French. | | 4 

| - After discussing all of these factors fully it was decided that as 
| soon as I had heard from Mr. McCloy and Ambassador Bruce I was to | 

prepare a paper stating proposed US policy for discussion with De- L 

fense and later submission to the President. There seemed to be gen- +t 
eral agreement that this paper should be for internal US guidance and i 

not to give to foreign governments. There seemed to be at least tenta- | 
tive agreement that the policy recommended might be to give the | 

| French and British a draft contractual agreement with Germany and — 
_ plan for beginning the recruitment of Germans and to propose to them | 

that we be prepared to discuss and settle the three matters either before 

the next NATO meeting or before the General. Assembly, but in no 

__*® The reference here is presumably to telegram 289, July 15, from Paris, not | 
printed, which reported that the Steering Committee of the European Army Con- 
ference had made appreciable progress in two meetings on July 18. The Committee — F 
had agreed to substitute the words “European defense forces” for “European  & 
Army,” that General Eisenhower would have full power to organize and deploy. 4 

_ - Huropean units as required by any military situation, and that the views of | E 
_ General Eisenhower would be duly taken into consideration before the Conference : E 

: reached military conclusions. (740.5/7-1551) oe | | | OE 
| *For General Eisenhower’s views, see telegram 131, July 7, from Paris, p. 820, q
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event later than November 1. The three matters should be some sort _ 
of an agreement on a European defense force which would not neces- 
sarily be complete in all political and economic details but would be | 
subject to reaching agreement on the latter two. These two should be ~ 
the contractual arrangement with Germany and the plan for raising | 
German contingents as soon as possible. ) ' 

Our general attitude should be that we would be prepared to take 
these up simultaneously provided agreement could be reached by the Ss 
date mentioned. If this were not agreed to, we would not be committed ; 

| to wait on either of the other two for final conclusion of the European 
defense force talks. | a 

The next step is for us to agree upon such a paper and then to pre- | 
sent it to Defense and attempt as scon as possible to lay an agreed 
paper before the President.* | 

| | D[zan] A[cHeEson ] 

“For the joint memorandum of July 30 by Secretary Acheson and Acting Secre- 
tary of Defense Lovett and approved by President Truman on that day, which 
eventuated from the agreement recorded here, see p. 849. Regarding the prepara- | 

| tion and approval of that joint memorandum, see the editorial note, p. 847. 

740.5/7-1851 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in France (Bruce) to the Secretary of State * ) 

TOP SECRET PRIORITY Paris, July 18, 1951—6 p. m. 

382. From MacArthur. Distribution as directed by SecState. Fol is 
text of personal msg from Gen Eisenhower to SecDef and SecState - 

sent today thru US mil channels: oo 

Begin text. Personal for Marshall from Eisenhower pass to SecState 
personal for Acheson from Eisenhower. Re SHAPE cables Alo 192 
dated 6 July ’51 and Alo 194 dated 7 July 51. 

, 1. After continuing observation of the buildup of the integrated def 
force for the last six months, and as result of recent discussions with 
Bruce and McCloy as to the latest developments in the Paris negots, I 
am convinced that the time has come when we must all press for the 
earliest possible implementation of the Eur Army concept. Bruce, 
McCloy, and I are in full agreement that implementation of the Eur | 

| army concept despite the many complicated details which will have | 
to be worked out, offers the best and earliest possible chance for a solu- 
tion to the problem of (a) obtaining the necessary def contribution 
from West Ger, and (0) enabling the nations of WE to move toward 
the unity which they must possess if they are to make an adequate _ 
and sustained defense effort. I feel strongly that the US must exert 
constructive and vigorous leadership if a workable solution is to be 
found. | | 

*This telegram was repeated for information to London for Spofford as 8&8 and 
to Frankfurt for McCloy as 36. : =
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| 2. [have also told Bruce and McCloy of my willingness to do what- | 
| ever I can to break the present impasse and thereafter to assist as best 

I can to obtain Eur army units, including a Ger contribution at the | 
. earliest possible time. I am convinced that a solution of the problem 

_ of Eur def is impossible until we have solved the Ger problem. 
3. I understand from Bruce that the Fr Govt is anxious for SAC- i 

: EUR to send an observer to the Paris Eur army conf but is reluctant to 
extend an invitation unless it is sure it will be accepted. | 

4, Having become convinced that the establishment of an Eur army if 
will be a major constructive step, I now propose to support 1t in every 

- possible way. Consequently, if you see any major objection to my ace : 
cepting an invitation to designate an observer to the current Paris — : 

Eur army conf, I request that you notify me promptly. My thought is 
| that after receipt of this invitation I wld advise the council deputies _ 

through the standing group of the invitation and my acceptance 
thereof. E'nd teat.” a a a | 

Texts of Alo 192 and 194 contained in Paris Embtels 131 and 182 

rptd London 25 and 26, Fkft 14 and 15. [MacArthur.] * oe 

The telegram quoted here was designated telegram Alo 208, July 18, from E 

General Eisenhower at SHAPE Headquarters in Paris. It was the first item to be E 
discussed at Secretary Acheson’s regular meeting on foreign policy matters with & 

President Truman on July 19. Secretary Acheson’s memorandum of conversation E 

on this item of discussion read as follows: _ | - E 

“We read together General Eisenhower’s message and the reply which had been f 

. agreed upon between General Marshall and me. The President expressed himself : 

| as much pleased, both with the message and with the reply, and hoped that the 

| - presence of an observer from SHAPE at the Paris Conference and possibly at [ 

- gome time the personal intervention of the General, might speed up the whole : 

: development of the matter.” (Lot 53 D 444, memoranda of conversations with the E 

President) ae , : | : 

The “reply” under reference by Secretary Acheson is presumably telegram Def [ 

96731, July 19, to General Eisenhower, p. 842. | co [ 
®Telegram 131, July 7, from Paris, is printed on p. 820; telegram 132 of the — E 

same date is not printed, but see footnote 4, p. 812. . : 

740.5/7-1951 : Telegram . oe - Se 

| _ Lhe Ambassador in France (Bruce) to the Secretary of State * 

TOP SECRET —-_- PRIORITY Lo Parts, July 19, 1951—1 p.m. | 

| 391. From Bruce for the Secretary only. No distribution except as 
he directs. Copy sent to Gen Eisenhower. — a co 

lan identical telegram, mutatis mutandis, was sent to the Secretary of State 
as telegram 529, July 19, from Frankfurt from McCloy. A memorandum of July 19 | F 

by Jessup, not printed, records a discussion in the Secretary of State’s office on [ 

this telegram as follows: | | a | | : [ 

“The Secretary said that we could not tie ourselves absolutely to the European | 
Defense Foree concept. Our position should be that if the Europeans can work out ; 
this plan and get a treaty so that decisions can be made in September we’re for i 
it. When the treaty is signed and the Contractual Agreement with Germany is F 
agreed upon, Germany would go ahead with action in the Bundestag on the consti- 
tutional amendment and then proceed to raise troops and if the treaty was not E 

| ratified that would be the fault of Europe.” (740.5/7-1951) 7 | :
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_ 1. McCloy and T had joint discussion in Paris on July 17 with Gen 
Eisenhower and others on subj of Eur defense force (EDF). We found 
we had both recd your memo of July 132 for comment. Since we 

| reached same views on this subj we have prepared this joint reply. - 
2. Your memo (paras 1 to 26) contains what we consider to be ac- 

curate analysis of situation subj to comments below relevant to your 
| paras 9 and 15. 

3. We also agree with your view that constructive solution must 
come through Eur army. In order to break present stalemate, we are 
convinced, however, that it will not be sufficient to set creation of its | 
institutions as future goal, but that their basic structure must be 
settled and agreed and in course of being created in definitive form. 
We believe that this can be done in way to avoid delay in completing 
treaty and to achieve German contribution speedily. Our reasons for | 
this conclusion are set out below. | a 

4. Fed Govt cannot recruit any soldiers until Ger constitution 
amended to authorize such action. This will require two-thirds ma- 
jority in Bundestag. Moreover, Adenauer has repeatedly stated he 
cannot seek Bundestag action on mil contribution unless support of | 
very large part of Bundestag is assured. To get such vote over proba- 
ble sharpshooting of Schumacher, it will be necessary to present issue 
to Bundestag in way creating greatest popular appeal. Strongest. in- 

_ducement wld be package combining contractual agreement granting _ 
new status replacing occupation statute and high commission and a 
treaty creating EDF. This wld appeal to (a) desire for substantial | 

| pol equality; (6) strong sentiment for creating Eur community; and 
(c) desire to establish effective defense further east. Any partial or __ 
piecemeal proposal can be attacked strongly by SPD and can hardly 
have required popular appeal. oe | 

5. French will clearly not agree to requisite change inGermanstatus 
or to Ger contribution without bitter opposition and costly delay un- , 
less EDF institutions are in process of actual creation and Ger con- 
tribution is within treaty framework. Interim treaty merely combin- 
ing armies in field with agreement to work out Eur defense institutions 

in future will in all probability not be acceptable to Fr. This does not | 
mean that treaty must contain details of solutions for all problems, 7 
but it must at least create institutions and empower them to develop 
solutions within terms of treaty. | | 

6. Consequently there is no tentative or interim solution which will 

result in recruitment of a Ger soldier because it cld not meet these — 
essential conditions. Unless Bundestag has before it solemn undertak- 

| ings spelling out in substantial detail changed status and basic form 
of Eur army within which Ger soldiers will serve, Bundestag will 

*'The reference here is presumably to the memorandum by the Secretary of 
State as revised by Jessup, July 12, p. 827. |
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not (a) pass constitutional amendment or (b) vote defense | 
participation. | ee | 

7. For these reasons we are convinced that most practical and 
swiftest road to our objective is by working to complete basic treaty for _ 
EDF in shortest possible time. We shld use every influence and all ap- | 
propriate pressures to get French-Ger agreement promptly on suitable 

_. treaty, creating Eur institutions and agencies with adequate powers to | 
solve detailed problems and fixing basic principles to guide their solu- © | 

| tion. Conference is now actively considering proposals based on this 
| concept. This wld permit progressive solution to problems of finance, E 

production and admin much as you suggest. Under these proposals, 
treaty wld provide that Eur def comm wld act initially through exist- fF 

- ing defense agencies on regional basis but progressively take over dis- [ 
charge of full responsibilities regarding admin, common budget, and ss fk 

| common procurement as rapidly as feasible. Do | 
8. By adopting this approach it shld be possible to complete treaty L 

in final form for submission to parliaments by about same time as _ [ 
agreement on contractual relations will be ready for Bundestag ratifi- | 
cation. This timetable presupposes full support from US Govt and _ | 

| active participation on part of US officials in deliberations of EDF [ 
conference as well as continuous advice and guidance from Gen Eisen- Sf 

- hower. Fr and Ger officials are urging this course. Conference has | ; 
already, on Fr initiative, adopted all mil suggestions thusfarmadeby —>-— gx 

_ SHAPE. Size of units yet to be worked out but believe Fr will change L 
their position to one acceptable to SHAPE. Conference is taking steps i 

| to obtain further SHAPE guidance. This procedure shld ensure prac- | 
tical mil solutions thoroughly agreeable to Gen Eisenhower. Fr officials I 

_ have been made aware that support of United States and Gen Eisen- oF 
hower hinges upon their giving an earnest of determination for speed I 
and mil effectiveness. _ | | BS | 

9. In view of fact that Gers cannot recruit in any case until basis © | 
had been laid for constitutional amendment, we shld concentrate on | 
means of shortening time thereafter for required recruiting and train- | 
ing of Ger-speaking recruits. On basis of discussions here, we believe 4 
it will be possible to accompany treaty by convention providing for 4 
training of recruits by SHAPE (and its subordinate structure) and 4 
existing defense agencies under delegated authority from EDF during | 
an interim period until EDF agencies become operative and can pro- 

_gressively assume this function. Ger will need agency to handle re- - i 
cruitment and other matters which are to be on natl basis in all ; 
countries and to carry out certain admin and supply functions under __ E 

_ delegation from EDF while common Eur institutions are getting under | F 
_ way. Useful work might be undertaken soon to prepare for this agency. | 

_. Above procedures will avoid delay in recruiting and training of Gers _ ;
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- and will meet Ger demand for no discrimination even during initial 
period of EDF. | | a 

10. We have in mind time schedule which wld permit consideration _ 
_ of both mil and pol parts of package by FM at 15 Sept mtg. Present 

schedule provides that AHC report on contractual relations wld be 
| sent to governments not later than 15 Aug. Report will indicate basis | 

areas of agreement and matters of disagreement which mins will have 
to resolve. | | | | 

_ Interim report of Paris EDF conference shld be completed within 
next week and submitted to govts. Report shld represent constructive 
basis for settlement of mil problems. This wld permit joint considera- 
tion of Bonn and Paris reports. 

By time of FM mtg Paris EDF conference shld have under consid- 
eration draft treaty. By having FM thus consider mil and polit parts 
of package together at 15 Sept mtg, we shld obtain maximum Fr co- 
operation in working out acceptable contractual arrangements and in 
resolving other outstanding issues. __ : - 

‘11. The above program seems to us soundest route to our objectives. — 
Moreover, while we are fully aware of polit pressure at home for get- 
ting on with Eur defense and Ger contribution, we believe this pro- 
gram, if fully explained, wld be understood and supported by Amer 7 
public for several reasons: 

(a) Ger contribution will be obtained as quickly as is possible and © 
within framework offering greatest safeguards against Ger militarism 
in future}; a 

(0) Eur central agencies wld greatly facilitate task of creating 
effective defense force for West Eur, mobilizing its econ resources for 
defense, and ensuring most efficient use of Amer mil assistance in | 
building such defense; | | - | | 

(c) This wld further, perhaps decisively, Eur polit integration and | 
help to overcome Amer impression of Eur weakness and confusion. 

a | Brucsg 

S/S-NSC files, lot 68 D 351, NSC 115: Telegram oo | | 

The Secretary of Defense (Marshall) and the Secretary of State to the | 
Supreme Allied Commander, Europe (Eisenhower), at Paris* : 

TOP SECRET PRIORITY | WasHineton, 19 July 1951. 

Def 96731. Noforn from Marshall and Acheson personal for 
_ Eisenhower AmEmbassy London England personal for Spofford. | 

| This telegram and the message to which it replied (Alo 208, July 18, from 
General Hisenhower included in telegram 382, July 18, from Paris, p. 888) were 
approved by President Truman at a meeting with Secretary Acheson on July 19; — 
see footnote 2, p. 839. ; Sn : | | | 

This telegram together with telegram Alo 208 were included as annexes to 
document NSC 115. Regarding NSC 115, see the editorial note, p. 847. ,
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Limited distribution. Reference Alo 208. Greatly appreciate expres- | 
_ sions of your views contained in your message of July 18 on subject of 
support for Eur Army concept. We are in complete accord with you 
that realization of this concept is important in achievement of United 
States political and military objectives in Eur. We also place great 
emphasis on French and Germans arriving at some agreement which ; 
will allow initiation of German units at earliest possible dateandthat = = | 

- completion of plan for European defense force should not defer this 
date. | 7 —_ - oo SS | 

, Developments in past few days at Paris conference have been so oe 

| rapid that it is difficult for us to judge here at this time where United 

States influence may be needed. We are therefore in complete agree- —s_ |yqX 
ment with your suggestion that you send an observer to Paris con- [ 
ference. Suggest that you consult Spofford in advance in order thathe | 

| may have opportunity for prior informal discussion with certain Ff 
_ deputiesifheconsidersthisadvisable. a [ 

Paris Embassy files, 400 European Army. | Oo | 

| Interim Report of the Delegations to the Conference for the Orga- I 
mization of a European Defense Community to the Participating : 

| Governments* | , | | 

TOP SECRET | a ‘Paris, July 24, 1951. . 

| PREAMBLE? | os 

| The Delegations of the countries participating in the Conference 

for the Organization of European Defense Forces, which opened at 
Paris on January 26, 1951, herewith submit to their Governments a ; 
joint interim report on the results that have so far been achieved in — 

| the accomplishment of their mission. _ a | | | 
- The views set down in this interim report are those which were 
expressed by the Delegations in the course of the work of the Con- 7 
ference, and they do not commit the governments themselves. The ; 
governments remain free to modify in whole or in part the agreements _ E 
reached at the conference. — | | - | 

- * The source text, an informal translation prepared in the Embassy in Paris, 4 
was transmitted to the Department of State as an enclosure to despatch 2386, — E 
July 27, from Paris, not printed. The French-language original of this Interim E 
Report comprised 29 pages together with a 4-page annex on the origin and F 

| organization of the Conference. The translation comprised 49 pages, and the F 
| annex was not included therein. This Interim Report was formally approved by E 

the Conference at its plenary meeting on July 24, reported upon in telegram F 
542, July 25, from Paris, infra, For a summary comparison of the major points , E 
of agreement and disagreement in the Interim Report, see William T. Nunley’s F 
paper of August 24, p. 862. | | | it 

| *In the source text, this preamble is preceded by a brief table of contents. ,
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| There are annexed to the present document a note on the origin 
and organization of the conference, and a list of members of the 
Delegations, both those that participated actively and those that 

| attended as observers. | | , 

| Cyapter I 

OBJECTIVES AND GENERAL PRINCIPLES 

. 1. The five Delegations of the participating Governments agreed to 
incorporate certain objectives and general principles in the Treaty on 
the Creation of a European Defense Community, particularly the 

| following: | 

(a) The final aim is the fusion, under joint supranational institu- 
tions, of the armed forces of the participating countries with a view to 

| assuring the defense of Europe on a permanent basis and to guaran- 
teeing the peace against all threats, whether present or future. The 
forces necessary for the defense of the overseas territories of the par- 
ticipating countries would be excluded, as would be police troops. 

| _ (6) The moral strength and the European character of these de- | 
fense forces will be guaranteed by as complete an integration as pos- 
sible consistent with military requirements of the human and material 

| elements that are gathered under the single European political and 
military authority. | : . 

(2) This integration must in no way reduce the efficiency and com- 
bat effectiveness of the forces of the West, but should on the contrary | 
enhance them, without involving any delay in the implementation of | 
Atlantic military plans. a 

(d) The institution of a Defense Community of the free peoples of | 
Europe represents an essential step on the road towards European 
unification. | 

(e) The treaty will involve no discrimination whatever among the 
member states. | 

(f) The European Defense Community will have at its disposal 
certain resources in order to meet the common expenditures. Those 
resources will come chiefly from the contributions by the member 

7 states, which will be allocated equitably among them. 
The European Forces will have a common supply system, and there 

| will also be established a common armament program. In the long run, 
the costs which are involved for the member states in the organization 
of a common defense might certainly be less burdensome for the econ- 
omy of each than would be the costs resulting from a defense effort | 
organized within a purely national framework. Asa matter of fact the 
standardization of arms and the specialization of armament produc- | 
tion would make possible a better and more economical utilization of | 
the resources of the participating countries. Moreover, the provisions 
of the treaty should be drafted in such a way that the European defense 
effort does not jeopardize the social progress that has been realized by 
the member states or to which they aspire. 

(g) In all respects, and notably with respect to economic and arma- 
ment matters, the European Defense Community will work in close 
cooperation with the nations of the free world, and in particular with 
those of the Atlantic Community. — |
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2. The Conference considers it necessary, moreover, to emphasize 

that this enterprise has a purely peaceful character. On the military | 

: side, it has no other objective than to assure the defense of Europe 
against any aggression. Pooling the interests of peoples which have 

until now been opposed to each other, constitutes a guarantee for all 

that nationalistic considerations with all their dangers will disappear 
' and will give way to the collective will of the European Community. 

_ This conception in no way does away with national patriotisms, but 
rather superimposes upon them a larger European patriotism. == : 

-—s-8- Relations between the European Defense Community and NATO | 
In view of the threats which weigh at present upon the world, the 

| conference recommends ‘that all the command functions and other 
functions relating to the employment of the European Forces 

be assumed by the Supreme Atlantic Commander from the moment 7 
| the European Forces are created. In particular, the Supreme Com- 

mander would have all the powers necessary to organize and deploy : 
the European units to the extent that the military situation might 

| require it. | | Oe a 
~ In line with the above, the Conference considers that the establish- a 
ment and functioning of the European Defense Community should | | 
be assured in close liaison with the appropriate organs of NATO and, | | 

_-with respect to matters within its military competence, in accordance 
| with its directives. In view of the need to establish effective forces for | 

the common defense as quickly as possible, liaison between the Euro- | 
pean Community and NATO is of special necessity in the following —s_—| 

| fields: | ee RS | : | es | 

_ —organization and training of the forces, | | | 
—establishment of equipment programs, | | 

| —external aid, | | oe | 
oe production problems, | 7 | 

_ —deployment of European units by country and area. oe | 

A more precise definition of the relations between the European ) 
| Defense Community and NATO requires detailed discussions with | 

the competent Atlantic organs. These discussions should begin as soon 
as possible in order that the contribution of all the member states to | 

western defense may be brought about with the least possible delay, | 
_ thanks to their participation in the European Defense Community. | 

: The Conference calls attention, moreover, to the fact that the recom- 
- . mendations made to the Governments in the military field ought to be. 

examined jointly with SHAPE before they are adopted, in order that 

_ the views of the Supreme Commander may be duly taken into | 
consideration. | Bo |
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4, Transitional Period | - 
_ The forces furnished by the participating countries will be European - 
from the beginning in the sense that they will be immediately placed 
under the authority of the European Defense Community. It would, | 
however, be necessary to have a convention separate from the Treaty 
creating the European Defense Community. That Convention would | 
cover the transitional period while the political and military institu- 
tions are being created. During that transitional period, the Defense _ 
Community would hold all the powers and responsibilities that it 
would later exercise but would be unable to assume them completely _ 
because of the time-lag before the organizations envisaged in the treaty 
are physically created. The institutions would thus be created from the 
beginning, but their functioning during this transitional period would 

: be subject to special rules which are described in Chapter VI of the 
present report. | | 

[Here follow Chapter II—Institutions, Chapter III—Military 
Questions, Chapter IV—Financial Questions, Chapter V—General 
Provisions, and Chapter VI—Transitional Provisions, comprising 40 __ 
of the 49 pages of the source text. ] | a 

CONCLUSIONS 7 , 
33. According to this provisional report, the delegations feel that, 

despite the difficulties inherent to the creation of a European Defense 
Community—because of the present structure of Europe—essential 
progress has already been made in view of attaining this objective. 7 

While a large degree of agreement has been reached, important ques- 
tions have not yet been settled and their solution will require new effort. 

| Aware of the necessity to create, without further delay, a European 
force sufficiently powerful to contribute to the discouragement of any 
aggressive intentions, the Conference submits this temporary report to 
the interested Governments and requests their instructions. _ 

At the same time, the Conference will continue its work, especially 
within technical committees charged with preparing texts which are | 
necessary to set up the Organization, and hope that these studies will __ 
be carried on in close contact with the Supreme Atlantic Commander 
and, if possible, with his assistance. | 

| Paris Embassy files, 320 western bloc (military) : Telegram | 

Lhe Ambassador in France (Bruce) to the Secretary of State? 

SECRET Paris, July 25, 1951—8 p. m. : 
042. European Army conference July 24 approved interim report 

to Governments. Copies of the 44-page report being airpouched to- | 

2 This telegram was repeated for information to Frankfurt, London, Copen- 
hagen, Brussels, Rome, Oslo, The Hague, Lisbon, Ottawa, and Luxembourg.
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| gether. with informal translation. In approving report, conference 

noted point brought up earlier by Italians calling attention to ree) 

oe strictive features of peace treaty and need to remove them. Two | 

| specific observations of German delegation which likewise exceed _ 

_ framework of conference, having to do with (a) political status of f 

Germany and (0) special financial considerations (that is, occupation . 
costs), were also noted and by agreement incorporated in brief supple- 

mentary document * to be transmitted to Governments separately but | 

at same time. This document going forward to Department with 

report. Oo | 

- Alphand announced, and conference noted with gratification, that 

General Eisenhower has agreed detail observers to its further proceed- 

ngs.‘ There will be no interruption in conference work. Military and | 

| juridical committees resumed meetings today and financial committee 

will resume Friday or Saturday, outline for future work for all | 

committees having been informally agreed upon yesterday. Plenary 

session yesterday was marked by homage which Blank paid to 

Alphand, and general good feeling and optimism concerning outcome.’ 

_ By agreement, Alphand held background press conference after  *§ 

meeting, ~~ | a | —— 

_ . . . , Bruce 

7¥or extracts from the translated report under reference, see supra. 

| * Not printed. — | 

oo - @eneral Michaelis was designated by General Hisenhower to serve as SHAPE E 

observer at the European Army Conference. | | —_ 

| ''This appears to have been the last plenary session during 1951 of the Euro- & 

| pean Army Conference. When the next phase of the conference began on Sep- 

‘tember 3 (see telegram 1420, September 3, from Paris, p. 878), direction of the E 

conference devolved upon the smaller Steering Committee, | a E 

- , Editorial Note Bo 

| At a meeting on July 16 between Secretary of State Acheson and 

Secretary of Defense Marshall and their advisers (see Acheson’s mem- 

- orandum, July 16, page 836), agreement was reached regarding the 

preparation of a joint memorandum for the President on policy with = 

| respect to the problems of the defense of Europe and the German con- | 

tribution thereto. A first draft of the proposed memorandum was pre- _ 

| pared by Jessup and cleared by Acheson, Matthews, Perkins, Cabot, | 

_ Nitze, and Geoffrey W. Lewis, Deputy Director of the Bureau of 

German Affairs, by July 20. Jessup sent a copy of this draft to Frank 

Nash of the Department of Defense in a letter of that day (7 40.5/7- 

9051). In ‘a memorandum for Secretary Acheson on July 25, Jessup 

| reported that the Joint Chiefs of Staff and intermediate-level officers 

of the Department of Defense did not disagree either with the sub- 

| | 536-688 PT 1--81---56 | a
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stance or the wording of the draft memorandum, and no difficulties 
were expected from high-level Defense officials. Jessup indicated with | 

| approval, however, the feeling of the Joint Chiefs of Staff that ap- 
| proval for the memorandum should be obtained from the membership 

of the National Security Council. (S/P-NSC files, lot 62 D 1, NSC 
115) | | 

The final text of the joint memorandum of July 30 (infra) which 
contained only a few revisions of the draft of July 20, was presumably — 
prepared as a result of consultation between State and Defense De- 

_ partment officials. In a memorandum to Secretary Acheson on the | 
morning of July 30, Jessup observed that the joint memorandum had 
been signed by Acting Secretary of Defense Lovett in the absence of 
Secretary Marshall and was ready for delivery to President Thuman at 
noon of that day. Jessup pointed out that in accordance with an under- 
standing reached with the Department of Defense, Secretary Acheson, 
when he presented the memorandum to President Truman for ap- 
proval, was to suggest an informal procedure for securing the con- | 
currence of other members of the National Security Council. (740.5/ | 
¢-8051) An informal clearance procedure had previously been utilized 
in connection with NSC 82, September 11, 1950. (See Foreign Rela- 
tions, 1950, volume ITI, pp. 278 ff.) | 

President Truman approved the joint memorandum of July 30 dur- 
ing a meeting with the Secretary of State at noon of that day. Jessup 
reported the Secretary of State’s account of that meeting in a memo- - 
randum of July 30 to Nitze: | 

“The Secretary told me that the President had read the memoran- 
dum on ‘Definition of United States Policy on Problems of the Defense | 
of Europe and the German Contribution’ signed by Mr. Lovett and the 
Secretary. The President immediately initialled it as approved. The 
Secretary suggested to the President that he would probably wish 
NSC approval through the informal procedure of a memo of decision 7 
which was utilized in the case of NSC 82. The President agreed but 
nevertheless gave the Secretary the signed copy of the memorandum _ 
with his initials of approval.” (S/P-NSC files, lot 62 D 1, NSC 115) 

James Lay, Executive Secretary of the National Security Council, 
promptly undertook special handling of the memorandum of July 30. 
National Security Council Record of Action 516, August 1, 1951, de- — | 

_ scribed the result of the special concurrence procedure as follows: 

“The other Council members and the Secretary of the Treasury con- 
_ curred in the reference memorandum on the subject by the Secretary 

of State and the Acting Secretary of Defense. The Assistant to the 
Director of Defense Mobilization also concurred on the assumption 

| that there will be included in the terms of the German settlement ar- 
rangements for harnessing, under appropriate safeguards, German | 
production for the benefit of the mobilization effort of the free world.”
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| On August 2 the President, after consideration of the joint memo-_ . 
randum of July 30 and the concurrence recorded in NSC Action 516, 
formally approved the memorandum and directed its implementation 

_ by all appropriate executive departments and agencies of the United 
‘States Government under the coordination of the Secretary of State | 
(memorandum of August 2 from Lay to the Secretary of State: S/S- 

_ NSC files, lot 63 D 351, NSC 115). The text of the joint memorandum | 
of July 30 together with the substance of NSC Action 516 and the 
President’s response thereto, together with the texts of telegram Alo 
208, July 18 from General Eisenhower to Secretary of Defense Mar- I 

a shall and Secretary Acheson (text contained in telegram 382, J uly 18, 
_ from Paris, page 838) and telegram Def 96731, July 19, from Secre- _ 

taries Marshall and Acheson to General Eisenhower (page 842) were | 
7 _ circulated to the National Security Council as document NSC 115, sf 

August 2, 1951, not printed (S/S-NSC files, 68D 351,NSC 115), sdf 

- 740.5/7-8051 ow Yous 

| Memorandum From the Secretary of State and the Acting Secretary E 
7 of Defense (Lovett) to the President*. oO I 

TOP SECRET a  Wasuineton, July 30, 1951. [ 

Subject: Definition of United States Policy on Problems of the | 
Defense of Europe and the German Contribution = 

‘Jt seems to us desirable that you should determine certain general : 
_ principles which will guide United States policy in bringing about | 

most effectively and most rapidly German participation in the defense [ 
| of Western Europe without arousing European antagonisms which : 

would militate against continued European cooperation in the defense f 
effort. — | : | - | 

It is a basic assumption that a German military contribution to the | 
North Atlantic Treaty Organization defense force in Europe is neces- | 
sary. This contribution cannot be secured until existing German and | 
French objections have been harmonized. The Germans will not adopt = | 

| the necessary amendment to their Constitution and the necessary legis- f 
lative action authorizing military contributions until they are assured _ 
that they are to have a position of political equality and of nondis- ; 
crimination in military matters. From their point of view, this requires | 
the restoration of a large degree of sovereignty. The French will not | 
cooperate in the essential program of restoration of sovereignty to | 

| +The source text was approved by President Truman in his own hand. I 
| This memorandum, as subsequently concurred in by the other members. of the F 

National Security Council and again approved by the President, was circulated — - 
as document NSC 115, August 2, 1951. Regarding the preparation, original sign- E 
ing, and promulgation of this document as NSC 115, see the editorial note, supra. _ ]
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Germany until agreement is reached on certain limitations controlling 
German rearmament in order that they may secure what they regard 

as adequate safeguards for the future. At present, the French and 

_ German demands conflict with each other and produce a stalemate. 

By the very nature and interrelation of these two sets of demands, the 

_ stalemate cannot be broken unless simultaneous progress is made 
toward meeting them. 

In the long run, the problem can best be solved in terms of more _ 

general Continental European arrangements. Due to the British atti- 

tude and the consequent attitude of certain European peoples such as 

the Dutch, satisfactory progress in terms of an increased measure of 

Continental European integration can be secured only within the 

broader framework of the North Atlantic community. This is entirely 
consonant with our own desire to see a power arrangement on the 

Continent which does not threaten us and with which we can work in 
close harmony. Under this pattern Continental European arrange- 

ments can be utilized to offset the individual fears of the French and o 

the Germans while the broader North Atlantic Treaty Organization 

relationships, in which the United States participates, can be utilized 
to mitigate British and other fears of Continental European integra- 
tion. These are, however, complex problems which can definitely be © 
solved only over a period of years. The situation does not permit delay- 

ing progress on the defense of Europe and therefore on the German 
contribution until these problems are fully met in detail. 

It is our conclusion that the solution is to be found in simultaneous 
progress on three points: | | 

1. Agreement on the creation of a European Defense Force which | 
| would serve under the North Atlantic Treaty Organization; ~ 

2. A specific plan for raising German contingents at the earliest 
possible date; and | 

3. A political arrangement with Germany restoring substantial 
German sovereignty. | 

These three matters should be settled prior to November 1 and pre- 
sumably be ready for action at the North Atlantic Council meeting 

now contemplated for the end of October. The United States position | 
would be that our support of point No. 1 would be contingent upon 

the three points being treated simultaneously and within the indicated | 
time period. 

In regard to a European Defense Force, you are familiar with Gen- 

eral Eisenhower’s views as expressed in his telegram No. Alo 208,? 
| and you have approved the favorable reply which we sent expressing 

*¥or the text of the telegram under reference here, see telegram 382, July 18, 
from Paris, and footnote 2 thereto, p. 838. -
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our concurrence in his designating an observer to attend the Paris 
| Conference dealing with this matter. We recommend that on this _ 

subject the position of the United States would be that we would make | 
_ known in the clearest terms to the French as well as to the Germans ~ 

| and other countries concerned that the United States supports the | 

= concept and will be prepared to assist in its execution and implementa- 
_ tion provided that certain conditions are met. These conditions would 

include the following: __ . a oe 

1. The concept of a European Defense Force would include the 

| evolution of such necessary administrative arrangements as would | 
enable it to participate in the common defense of Europe, not simply 
for the support of individual national aspirations. — . _ 

_ _ 2. The European Defense Force would not constitute a separate 
| European field army but would be based on the idea of European con- : 

tingents which could be disposed of by the Supreme Allied Com- i 
, mander of Europe in accordance with military necessity. * 

3. The elaboration and implementation of the necessary adminis- E 
trative structures and political arrangements would not be a condition — & 

_ precedent to the actual beginning of the German contribution to the ; 
defenseeffort.  —’ | f 

oe 4. The administrative machinery for managing the European | ; 
Defense Force would be appropriately related to the North Atlantic | 
Treaty Organization. | - cee | 

| In regard to raising German contingents at the earliest possible date, 

| the position of the United States would be that a plan should be agreed | 
to which would provide for the earliest possible application on an f 
interim basis of those aspects of a European Defense Force plan which | 

would permit the immediate recruitment and training of German t 
_. soldiers under such safeguards as may be required. Such a plan might + 

provide, for example, that existing defense agencies or national | 
agencies to be created could provide for the training of recruits under f 
delegated authority from the European Defense Force during the =} 
interim period until the European Defense Force agencies become | 

- operative and can progressively assume this function. The United | 

States would place great emphasis on including in the planagreement  =—=_ Ty 

| which will allow initiation of German units at a specified target date | 

and that completion of the plan for a European Defense Force should [ 

motdeferthisdate. © ee Oe 
| In regard to the contractual arrangements with Germany for the ' 

| restoration of German sovereignty, the position of the United States ; 

would be that we must move broadly and decisively in creating a new | 
status for Germany. We believe that in general the Germansshouldbe = Tf 
given full power to run themselves and that our mission there should : 
be changed from one of “occupation” of the territory of a defeated = |
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enemy to one of military assistance to a partner who is freely con- | 
tributing to our mutual defense. This will involve abolishing the ‘uni- | 

_ laterally-imposed Occupation Statute and replacing it with a 
negotiated agreement or agreements. It will involve the substitution 

of Ambassadors for High Commissioners and the consequent abolition 

of the High Commission. We expect to retain supreme authority in 
, four fields only: (a) the right to station troops in Germany and to pro- 

tect their security; (0) Berlin; (c) the unification of Germany and a 
subsequent peace settlement; (d@) territorial questions. In keeping with 
its new status and its contribution to Western defense, Germany | 

| should be admitted as a full member of the North Atlantic Treaty 
Organization. So far as procedure is concerned, we plan to push for- 
ward the work now being carried on by the High Commissioners, but | 
we are considering a proposal for a short cut to high-level government 
consideration which we would expect to lay before you for your 
approval. | : | 

| | Dean AcHESON 

| | | Secretary of State 

a Rosert A. Loverr | 
: : Acting Secretary of Defense 

_ Approved, July 80, 1951. Harry S. Truman 

-%40.5/8-1051 : Telegram | 

_ The Chargé in the United Kingdom (Holmes) to the Secretary 
a | of State? | oo 7 

| TOP SECRET Lonvon, August 10, 1951—7 p. m. | 

819. On Gen Eisenhower’s invitation I flew to SHAPE yesterday , 

and had a talk with him. He had also invited Gen Sir John Whiteley, 

an asst Chief of the Imperial Gen Staff who was formerly asst Chief : 
of Staff both AFHQ and SHAEF. Eisenhower read us part of a 

letter which he had written to Gen Marshall on the subj of the Eur 

army and German military contribution. He said that no time shld 

be lost in concluding arrangements which wld allow a start on Ger- 

_ man forces. He felt that the Eur army presented the only feasible 
means of bringing them into Western defense. He believes that the . 

greatest element of delay will be the agrmts and arrangements neces- 

_ sary for a Eur Defense Min to function. He is prepared, if he can 

get satisfactory commitments from five govts involved, principally 

? Repeated for information to Paris and Frankfort.
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France and Germany, to undertake on a temporary basis the func- | 
| tions of European Defense Minister in order to get the practical $ 

business of the recruiting, training and formation of the force started. _ : 
_ He made it clear that he wld do this on a personal basis and not as : 

_ SACEUR and that it wld naturally have to be for a limited period. 
_ . Gen Eisenhower authorized Whiteley to convey the foregoing to 

| Shinwell. I shall not mention this to British until receipt of instruc- 
tions from Dept. I have informed Spofford of foregoing. 
—— a Hotes | 

Ss  Bdtorial Note | a 

In letters to Foreign Secretary Morrison and Foreign Minister —s_ | 
Schuman, transmitted by telegram on August 9 to the Embassies in E 

| the United Kingdom and France for immediate delivery, Secretary of | 
State Acheson proposed a working program to enable the three For- 
eign Ministers to reach decisions on the problem of integrating a Ger- 

_ man contribution into the defense of Europe and establishing anew —S> gy 
contractual relationship with the German Federal Republic. Secretary 
Acheson’s proposed program was partly based upon the hope and pos- 
sibility that the European Defense Community Conference would suc- —_f 

| ceed and that a German contribution to Western defense could be 
quickly obtained through the establishment of a European defense [ 

__ force. For the text of Secretary Acheson’s letter, see page 1164.Thetext | 
was transmitted in a circular telegram of August 10 to Brussels, Ot- 

__tawa, Copenhagen, Rome, Lisbon, Oslo, The Hague, Reykjavik, and | 
| Luxembourg, not printed. The Missions were to seek informal oppor- | 

tunities to express Acheson’s views to key personnel in the governments. t 
to which they accredited. (740.5/8-1051) - | 

| _ In his response of August 17 (see page 1174), Morrison agreed that I 
the establishment of a European defense force might well offer an | 
acceptable solution, but he felt that there must first be assurance that | 
such a force was a practicable proposition and could be satisfactorily 4 
organized for the defense of Europe. In two replies of August 25, f 

_ Schuman concurred in the need for an early agreement on a European 4 
defense community but raised a number of specific problems bearing: : 

_ on United States relations with suchacommunity, = => | ot
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740.5/8—-1151 : Telegram | . . | 

The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Italy * 

SECRET __ Wasuincton, August 11, 1951—2 p. m. 

722. 1) If appears desirable after consultation with Fr Emb (re 

~ Paris tel 892 Aug 8 rptd Rome 39?) Emb auth urge on Itals desir-. 

ability rapid action Eur Army Conf. May explain our understanding 

govts participating Paris Steering Comite not committed by attend- 

ance mtgs, and having understood Itals shared this view we unable 

understand their hesitation. You may also explain our interest in rapid 

_ action as described Secy’s ltrs to Morrison and Schuman (Depcirtel 
126 Aug 10).8 | 

2) FYI Dept appreciates Itals attach similar urgency ques revision 

Ital Peace Treaty ¢ for reasons closely analogous those set forth Secy’s 
ltr on Ger relationships. Anticipate that Itals will one way or another 

, learn of ltr and if have not already done so will perceive opportunity 

they have to assure that progress on Ital Treaty revision keeps pace 

with progress on Ger ques by blocking action in Eur Army Conf until 

assured their Treaty will be handled on approx same time table. Also 

: anticipate deGasperi will want discuss Ital Treaty problem during or 

after Sep NATO mtg and request any info Emb has in this respect. | 

8) Accordingly, if Itals raise this aspect Emb auth inform them 

Dept appreciates urgency Ital Treaty ques and will endeavor conclude 

: consultations with Brit and Fr during mtgs Secy with Morrison and 
Schuman prior Ottawa NATO mtg in expectation three govts con- 

clusions and suggestions may be conveyed Ital Govt mid-Sep. 

| | | ACHESON 

1This telegram, which was drafted by Joseph N. Greene, Jr., of the Office of 
Western European Affairs and was concurred in by Matthews and James G. 
Parsons, Deputy Director of the Office of European Regional Affairs, was repeated 
for information to Paris as 936 and to London as 923. 

2 Not printed. It reported that the Italian Government would not agree to any 
meetings of the Steering Committee of the European Army Conference prior to | 
September 10. The Italian Government appeared to be unwilling to become com- 
mitted to any text of a draft European defense treaty before that date. The , 

| French Ambassador in Italy was urgently instructed by his government to per- 
suade the Italian Foreign Ministry to instruct the Italian representative to 
participate in Steering Committee meetings necessary to complete action on a 
draft treaty in the coming few weeks. (740.5/8-851) 

- 8The circular telegram under reference is not printed. Regarding the Secre- 
tary’s letter under reference, see the editorial note, supra. | 

‘For documentation on the attitude of the United States toward the revision of 
the Treaty of Peace with Italy, see volume Iv.
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740.5/8-1451 : Telegram a OS a, | 
| The Chargé in Italy (Thompson) to the Secretary of State | 

SECRET | Rome, August 14, 1951—noon. | 

- %50. Pursuant Deptel 722, Aug 11 discussed European army ques- 
_ tion with Zoppi who stated Ital Govt had never considered this matter __ 3 

| and. that discussions so far had been held on authority officials or as- | 
sumption they would never lead anywhere. In view far-reaching com- | 

mitments involved governmental consideration was necessary before | 
they cld proceed further. Said Itals were concerned since about one- 

| third their budget went for military expenditure and place and manner 

of this expenditure major economic and social importance to Italy. | 
| Until political machinery agreed upon they would not know how con- 

trol such matters would be exercised. Control over armed forces one © 
_ of major attributes of sovereignty and he doubted if scheme practical 

| unless there was a large measure of political integration which Italy 

favored but was not sanguine of accomplishment. He said papers had | 

been given to PriMin to study during his vacation as a matter of 
| urgency. > | | oe 

When I pointed out that attendance steering committee did not in- 
- volve commitment and stressed bad impression that would be caused | 

by Italy’s blocking further action at this time, he agreed to send tele- __ 

. gram to De Gasperi for instructions. - | | | 

From earlier discussions with Vitetti we know Itals are concerned | 
| by inability ascertain just what political arrangements French have 

in mind. They have been evasive in answering Ital queries and Itals 

fear they are being asked to let the Fr play their cards? _ | 7 
| - - a — : - Trompson 

1 This telegram was repeated to Paris and London. . 
*In telegram 1359, August 30, from Paris, not printed, the Embassy reported E 

that Alphand had been informed by the Italian Foreign Ministry that Prime E 

| Minister De Gasperi had not yet studied the Interim Report of the European 
Army Conference and consequently would not send an observer to the Septem- E 
ber 3 meeting of the Conference Steering Committee (740.5/8-3051). Telegram ©  & 
1049, September 1, to Rome, not printed, urged the Embassy to continue efforts to — F 
persuade Italian representatives to attend the Steering Committee meeting and 
to underline General Eisenhower’s support for the European Defense Com- : 

munity (740.5/9-151). In a conversation with Italian Chargé Luciolli on Au- | E 
gust 31, not printed, Western European Affairs Director Byington expressed : 

, American concern over Italian nonattendance at the Steering Committee meeting | 
| and urged that an Italian representative be present at the meeting (memo- . 

randum of conversation by Byington, August 31, 740.5/8-3151). Telegram 1420, 
| September 38, from Paris, not printed, reporting on the meeting of the Conference — : 

Steering Committee that day, indicated that an Italian representative had been | 
in attendance (740.5/9-351). | a :
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740.5/8-2451 : Telegram | 

Lhe Ambassador in France (Bruce) to the Secretary of State — 

SECRET PRIORITY Panis, August 24, 1951—5 p. m. 

1184. Dept pass Defense. Subj is Eur def force. In response to your | 
1031, Aug 17 ? and 1066, Aug 18 * I will send series related msgs. This 
one contains my comments on course of conf as a whole. Second cable 4 
will report on present status of conf and progress since approval of 
interim report. Fol msgs * will contain comments and analysis of cer- - 
tain major points in conf interim report. Final msg* will contain 

my recommendations on best approach to Schuman on EDF and Ger 
contribution. 

| Course of the Conference. : | 

1. In evaluating interim report, it is essential to consider course of 
_ conf and background and purpose of report itself. _ | 

_ 2. From beginning, it was clear to objective observers that success 
| of EDF conf in creating Eur def community wld depend on whether 

members could agree, in reasonable time, on plan which wld: 

_ a. Provide effective mil force which wld receive support of US, Brit 
| and other NATO members; | | 

6. Assure equality of treatment for all participants including Gers, 
who rejected from start any discrimination. | 

Necessity for speech in working out plan and treaty was also apparent. 
: 8. For several months conf made less progress than it shld have 

in developing a plan meeting these tests. Work of conf was impeded 
by several factors: | 

(a) French del, largely on account of pre-election atmosphere, was 
not prepared fully to apply criteria of efficiency and equality. ‘Thus 
in dispute over size of basic unit, which received undue attention, 
French delegation had to adhere to original instructions for “combat 
teams” despite general recognition of military defects. Again, Gers __ 
were certain to reject as discriminatory original French proposal for 
maintenance by other countries of nat] forces outside Eur forces while 

1This telegram was repeated for information to London, Frankfurt, Rome, 
Brussels, Luxembourg, and The Hague. 

| ?Sent personal for Bruce and repeated as telegram 1010 personal for Gifford, 
not printed. It asked for Bruce’s (and Gifford’s) advice and recommendations 
as to the most effective approach to Schuman (and Morrison) regarding the 

'  Buropean Defense Force and the German contribution when those matters were 
taken up at the forthcoming meetings of the American, British, and French 
Foreign Ministers in September. Bruce was also asked to provide a short sum- 
mary on the status of the European Army Conference meetings. (740.5/8-1751). 

?Not printed; it urgently requested an analysis of the Interim Report of the 
BHuropean Army Conference (740.5/8—-1851). For extracts from that report, dated | 
July 24, see p. 848. 

* Telegram 1185, August 24, from Paris, infra. . 
® Telegrams 1265 and 1266, both of August 28, from Paris, the third and fourth 

din a series of five messages, neither printed (740.5/8-2851). 
* Telegram 1216, August 25, from Paris, p. 865.
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| all troops from Ger wld be Eur, and for transition period during which 
Ger recruits wld have been trained under allied direction while recruits — | other members were trained under natl direction. | Tos | 

| (6) Belief was general among Gers and others that US strongly 
| preferred Brussels approach which formed basis of discussions at _—S_—f 

7 Petersberg, and did not take seriously idea of Eur def community. It 
was recognized that active US support was essential to successful 

_ creation of suchacommunity. _ : | | 
_ (¢) These conditions led to skepticism among participants about — | 
real importance of conf and consequent lack of interest by govts. | 
Within French Govt this in turn played into hands of those who may f 
have seen conf largely as opportunity for delaying German contribu- | 
tion, and weakened position of those who sincerely desired prompt 

| creation of Eur def community. | : 

4. Since early in July, atmosphere and attitude of conf have changed — 
_ completely. French began to take initiative and others to play more 
active role. This was due to variety of causes: _ | 7 

(a) Submission of Petersberg report? to govts led’ French delega- 
_ tion to call for progress report by Paris conf. In taking stock of work | 

up to that time, French del, without a govt, cld not yet change its posi- ; 
_ tion on size of units, it did, however, propose and secure adoption of  & 

number of other major decisions to meet requirements of mil effective- E 
ness and equality. Certain of these are mentioned in this and subse- 
quent msgs, especially radical inclusion of all troops in EDF from E 
beginning and radical change in handling of transition period to meet 
test of non-discrimination. a ae 7 

_ (0) Petersberg report itself undoubtedly helped to revive interest | 
| in Eur Army. Rejection by Gers of number of safeguards provided | 

_ for in Brussels decisions * led many Eurs to fear that outcome might : 
| be substantial recreation of Ger nat] force, and that remaining safe- b 

guards which Gers did accept might prove illusory. These Eurs : 
| profoundly feared that creation of Ger forces under Ger nat] control [ 

might endanger neighboring countries and Eur stability by encourag- | 
ing Ger to attempt attain Ger unity, return of lost territories or other | 
advantages vis-a-vis East by direct action. | Oo ff 
_(c) Experience with effort to organize def on continent by coor- | 

__ dinating natl programs under NATO was leading many responsible 
officials to conclude that this method might entail so much waste and 

| deiay as to endanger maintenance of essential level of def or to risk  & 
_ undermining economies of Western Eur. These officials were reaching 

conclusion that creation Eur def community was best way to enable 
Western Eur to make adequate and sustained def effort. wee L 

_ 5. Major substantive change agreed to in July meetings of conf 
and recorded in interim report was decision that all existing forces of 

"For the Report of the Allied High Commissioners for Germany of June 8, 
sometimes referred to as the Bonn or Petersberg Report, see p. 1044. | 

* Regarding the “Brussels decisions” under reference here, see the Paper Pre- © E 
Dated by che? Department of State, Pleven D-2/la, January 26, p. 755, and foot- | E
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member states and all new forces created in those countries for def 
of Eur are to be included in EDF from time treaty comes into force. 
Only forces to be excluded will be those assigned to def of overseas 

territories and those required for internal security. 
Initial French proposal had been that during eighteen-month “first 

phase”, Ger forces wld be created under allied supervision while 

French, Ital and Belgian forces wld be prepared under natl direction. 

At end of that period, first segment of Eur Army wld have been 
created by amalgamating forces thus prepared. Even after end this 

first phase, natl forces wld have continued to exist. Eur Army under 
this formula could easily have been merely a device to keep down or 

to postpone Ger def contribution. | | 
It was clear from beginning that it wld never be possible to reach 

| Franco-Ger agreement on basis this proposal, in light Ger insistence 
on equal status. This position meant that if nat] armies existed in other 

countries, Ger shld also have right to purely nat] formations in ad- 

dition to those assigned to Eur Army. Organization of nat] formations 

wld have led to creation of Ger def min with full powers, German natl 

army and Ger gen staff. Conscious of fact that such a development wld 

have been entirely inacceptable to French and cld only have dead- | 

locked and perhaps broken up conf, Gers did not press this line of 

argument; but it was not until concept was changed to include all | 

forces for def of Eur in EDF that realistic planning for EDF became 

possible. | 

Furthermore, under initial French proposal, creation of Eur forces 

wld have meant simply addition of another separate army to existing | 

nat] armies. In each country one group of forces wld have been _ 

equipped and supported by single budget and production program 

and single administration, pay and training system of Eur community | 

and another group by present natl organization. US wld presumably 

have had to provide equipment separately to each nation and to Eur 

force. Thus potential benefits of common Eur def effort wld have been 

largely lost and problems of NATO’s and SHAPE wld have been | 

further complicated. | - 

| 6. Interim report itself was prepared at stage when implications of | 

change in French approach and new influences of SHAPE and US © : 

Govt support had not yet had their full impact, and show this to some | 

extent. Its purpose was to record progress so far in developing work- 

able plan and to define certain basic issues which remain to be settled . 

| before plan can be made reality. 
Present status of conf is reported in second tel this series. 

| | | | Bruce
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, 740.5/8-2451: Telegram a | 

| The Ambassador in France (Bruce) to the Secretary of State* — 

SECRET PRIORITY => Panis, August 24, 1951—2 p. m. 
| --: 1185. Subject is Eur Def Force. This is second in series of messages 

described in Embtel 1184? re Eur Def Force Conf. This cable deals 

with present status of conf work. _ Oo 

| A. General. oo | - | | 

‘1. Since issuance of interim report, essential effort of dels has been _ 

devoted to obtaining govt approval of report and guidance for future 

discussions. In view of support of Eisenhower, increased interest of 

| US and other factors outlined in first tel this series, member govts ap- 
| parently giving outstanding questions serious study and attention. _ 

9. Fr Cabinet has appointed Interministerial Comite on Eur Def 

Force, composed of PriMin, FonMin, FinMin, Def Min, Dep Def Min 

| and three Secretaries of State for Armed Forces. Since creation of new 

govt, interested mins have been studying interim report of conf and 

special report prepared by Alphand on discussions to date. Chiefs of = 

Staff Comite (Fr JCS) met Aug 23 to discuss future work of confon 

| mil side. Interministerial Comite also met Aug 23 to make recommen- : 

| dations to Cabinet for final decision. Results these mtgs not yet 

available? ae | | | | | 

: 8. Specifically, Interministerial Comite and govt are being asked: 

_ (a) To reaffirm their approval of creation Eur Def community with 
all that implies concerning Fr armed forces, Fr contribution to a— 

common budget, establishment of common armament program, and, in | 

| general, necessary transfers of soverignty to a supra-national auth; 

' (b) To approve principle that all forces of member countries for 

def of Eur be immed included in EDF; Bets 

, - (c) To accept that essentially mil problem of size and composition = _ 

of basic unit should be settled on basis SHAPE recommendations, 1. 

being understood that, regardless of solution adopted, the basic units 
should in principle depend for command, armament, financing, tactical. 

- gupport, etc., on integrated higher echelons or auths; and a 

| * This telegram was repeated for information to London, Frankfurt, Rome, 

| Brussels, Luxembourg, and The. Hague and copies were distributed to the Depart- 

ment of Defense. oo | Sg ee E 

. * Supra. | Cs oo oe oe Be : 

: 2Telegram 1082, August 19, from Paris, not printed, reported that Alphand had | 

| distributed to interested French Cabinet ministers his report on the status of the 

European Army Conference and the questions.of Germany’s political status and. | 

defense contribution. Alphand was requesting agreement at the Cabinet level to 

proceed on the basis of the Interim Report of the Conference and on broad _ 

os instructions from the Cabinet on major questions left open by the Conference. 

Telegram 1207, August 24, from. Paris, not printed, reported that the French 

, - interministerial committee on the European Defense Force had met the. previous 

day on the points referred to the Cabinet by Alphand’s report. Discussions at the 

meeting apparently proceeded very favorably. The French Chiefs of Staff com- : 

mittee also met the previous day and took favorable action on the Interim Report. 

| — (140.5/8-2451) co eS
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__ (d) To agree to creation of Ger civil agency to handle recruitment, 
Ger representation in Council of Mins, and handling of def questions 
before Ger parliament, as well as to creation of necessary Eur agencies 

_ to carry out mil functions in Ger under auth of community during 
transitional period, to extent such functions cannot be delegated to 
SHAPE. | | | 

_ 4 We have no definite info on status of govt action in other coun- _ 
tries. Ger del has informed us that FedRep govt would settle its posi- — 
tion on outstanding questions as soon as Adenauer returned. We _ 
understand that Blank will be ready to reopen discussions in Steering 
Comite early next week. Ital position is still obscure; however, we 
understand that under urging of some of its Paris reps, Ital Govt has 
begun to take serious interest in work of conf and may be expected 
give its del more backing than in past. In both Ital and Belgian case, 
Fr del believes attitude will depend on how firm a position is taken 
by Fr Govt. 

5. Fr del hoping call members of Steering Comite back to Paris 
early next week to begin work on remaining problems on basis of 
positions taken by govt on interim report. At that time we will be in | 
better position to judge results of govt consideration in other 
countries. 

~&B. Military Questions. | 

| 6. F'r have informally requested assistance of SHAPE in drawing 
up specific goals for total forces, equipment and costs of Eur army for 
initial build-up period. This is required both to insure conf planning 
consistent with NATO objectives and to form basis for work of conf, _ 
especially in field of procurement and finance. SHAPE decision on | 
this request now under consideration, and will be subj subsequent 
message. | | oy 

7. Fr are proposing replace Mil Comite with permanent combined 
Staff headed by senior mil del, to conf assisted by specialist officers 
from the various participating countries; this staff with which appro- - 
priate officers from SHAPE will work, is to be charged with: | 

(a) Working out technical solutions required to complete urafting 
of mil sections of treaty; Co So | 

__ (6) Planning system for carrying out functions of community dur- 
| ing transitional period; Oo 7 

(c) Preparing documents such as code of mil justice, agreement on | 
status of forces, etc., which are either to be attached to treaty or to be | 
placed in effect soon after it comes into force; and 

(d) Making studies of problems of standardization of armament, 
equipment, doctrine, training methods, uniforms, etc., as basis for per- 
mitting commissioners take rapid decisions these problems as soon as 
appointed most important, this staff will form nucleus for future Eur 
general staff under commissioner, and serve useful purpose in estab- 
lishing common staff procedures and accustoming officers of various 
countries to operation of integrated gen staff. Fr Govt plans to make
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available office space for combined staff in single building so that mil | 
dels can work closely together. Fr have also assigned number of 
subordinate staff officers to their del. Ger subordinate officers are also 
arriving in Paris, and Gen Speidel expected arrive early next week as 
head.of Ger mil del. It is hoped that combined staff may be established 
and start work within very short time. | 

8. As reported Embtel 1029, Aug 15,‘ international staff and Amer & 
element of SHAPE, respectively, have been working on two most _ 

_ immediate mil problems—size and composition of basic unit and orgn | 

| of Eur higher echelons and gen staff. Papers on these subjs expected 

be ready at end of this week and will probably be presented to conf —s_ [|X 
early next week. These studies should enable conf to reach quick agree- | 

, ment these questions. a 7 
| 9. Work on structure of community and allocation of functions =—s_ |j 

during transition period is less far advanced. Fr JCS now making 
study of services which could be created to carry out def functions in _ 

- Ger and of closely related question of how Fr def services aretobe = | 
transformed into Eur organization. Fr feel these questions can be 

usefully discussed in conf only when outline of organization of Com- 
— missioner’s services has been agreed upon. They agree that when this ; 

outline is available, work must be pushed on transitional questions. 

C. Financial Questions. a | 7 

| 10. At its last meeting, Fin Comite decided to establish three sub- | 
comites to deal with standardization of troop pay, drafting of “fin _ 
regulation,” and criteria for determination national contribution to 4 

Eur budget. National govts have been requested supply necessary | 

statistical data prior to next mtg of Fin Comite now scheduled Sept5. Ss 
At that mtg, comite will begin consideration of outstanding questions. | 

11. Determination national contributions to Eur budget. has been 
subj lengthy discussions at several mtgs of Fin Comite since issuance 

| interim report. Has been agreed that statistics on national income, _ 

population, tax burden and other relevant data will be submitted by 

govt and worked over by sub-comite of experts to insure comparability 

: of figures. Fin Comite can then settle down to work out percentage =—s_ | 

- gontributions to be included in treaty. However, dels will certainly be : 

| reluctant commit selves to definitive formula until they have some | 

idea, of what initial program will cost. Oo es 

12. Germans have presented to conf a draft for “fin regulation” ! 

which will regulate manner in which budget is prepared, executed and 

audited. This draft now being translated by secretariat and will be =| 

| distributed to dels this week. It will form basis of work for subcomite, 

which will be charged with preparing a final version. — oo : 

| D. Other Work, a a | 

: | 18. Juridical Comite, assisted by other Tech Comites, has drawn up 

| a proposed draft treaty and transitional convention based on interim | 

“Not printed. a ae
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report. These drafts have been distributed to dels on secretariat’s re- | 
sponsibility as working documents, Emb is working on analysis of | 
powers of community based on secretariat draft, which will be for- 
warded to you. | | | 

| | 7 Bruce 

. -740.5/8-2051 : | a 7 

Paper Prepared by William T. Numley of the Office of European 
fegional Affairs? | 

“TOP SECRET — [Wasuineton, August 24, 1951.] 

Magor Points or AGREEMENT AND DISAGREEMENT IN INTERIM Report 
oF Paris CONFERENCE ON ORGANIZATION OF EvropraN DEFENSE 
Forcrs ? | | 

Agreed | | Unresolved | | 

A. OBJECTIVES AND GENERAL PRINCIPLES | 

Fundamental aims and broad a | a 
consequences of the EDC (Euro- 
pean Defense Community) 

including: | | | | 

(1) Purpose of fusing Western 7 | 
European armed forces under | 

, joint super-national institutions. _ 

_ (2) Defensive and peaceful char- — | | 
acter of such institutions. , 
(3) Most complete integration of | 
armed forces possible in view of | 
political circumstances and con- . 
sistent with combat efficiency. : | | 

| (4) No discrimination among 
member states. — 
(5) Close liaison with NATO | - a 
institutions. | | ee 

| (6) Common financial base, sup- 
ply system and armament pro- . 
gram for integrated armies. | 
(7) Necessity of transitional | 
period before assumption of full 
responsibilities by EDC. | 

*The text of this paper, which was prepared at the request of Ridgway B. 
Knight, was also circulated in the Department of State as document WFM T+4, 
August 29, 1951, one of a series of briefing and position papers prepared in connec- 
tion with the forthcoming meetings of the American, British, and French Foreign 
Ministers in September 1951 (CFM files, lot M-88, WFM-tripartite). 

; For extracts from the Interim Report, July 24, see p. 843. |
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| Agreed Unresolved | 7 

| B,, INSTITUTIONS a 
(1) Independent juridical per- : 

_ sonality for EDC, with retention | | 
of institutional procedures of | . 
Schuman Plan, including: (a) a | eT 
European Authority; (6) a | 
Council of Ministers; (c) an As- : | 
sembly; (d) a Court of Justice. | | : 

_ (2) European Authority would (2) Some nations favor single 
. have powers like those exercised Commissioner; others a 

by any national defense minister plural Commission.  —s_—> | 
over national forces. Would con- nn 
sist. of Commission or Commis- a | 
sioner named by unanimous ~ | Oo | 
agreement of participating : - | 

_ states. Would be subject to both | f 
Council of Ministers and Assem- | 
bly. Could be suspended by unan- | | | _ | 
imous Council decision. Could be | | 
removed by Court of Justice on ts | | | 
petition by Council, or on vote of - ff 
censure by Assembly. a | 

| - (8) Council, composed of minis- (8) Subject matter and condi- 

ters of participating — states, tions for Council directives, | 
would issue general directives to acts of Authority requiring | 
Authority on subjects and under prior concurrence by Coun- | 
conditions to be specified. Certain cil, number of votes to be | 
unspecified actions of Authority possessed by each member | 
would require Council concur- —— state within Council and cir- t 

| rence. Council would have exclu- =. cumstances requiring more | 
sive power over changes in than bare majority vote for | 

statutory texts of EDC and con- decision. - f 

stitution of forces. Would require | / | | 

periodic reports from Authority a a 
and conduct special studies. _ - | 

(4) Assembly, with same general (4) Specific distribution of As- | 
- eomposition as Schuman Plan  —_—_ sembly seats among partici- | 

Assembly, would have functions _ pating nations, and extent of | 

of debating, study, observation, participation by Assembly I 
and supervision, including power in budgetary process. - I 
to obtain information from a [ 
Authority. oe i 

536-688 PT 1--81---57 | | |
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| | Agreed | Unresolved 

: B. INSTITUTIONS—continued 

_ (5) Court of Justice would have (5) Need for lower courts to 
| essentially same status as Schu- handle expected Jarge num- 

man Plan Court. Competence, ber of military offenses and 
appeal, procedure, and condi- civil suits. | 
tions for interpretation of Treaty 
agreed in general terms. 

: C. MILITARY QUESTIONS | 

EDC will have air, land, and Level of integration of national 
naval forces. Forces will consist units, French believe largest na- 

| of major units containing ele- _ tional land unit should consist of 
- ments of different national ori- combat team with approximately 

gins. Major units will be “Euro- 6000 men; Germans propose 
pean” with integrated command, national operative unit of 10,000 
supply, general reserves, etc. questions, such as ratio of tacti- 
Military doctrines would be _ cal air power to ground forces, 
standardized,“European” schools _ also unresolved. | 
and research institutes estab- | 
lished, and other standardization 
measures, such as common unl- 
forms, adopted. 

D. FINANCIAL QUESTIONS 

EDC would have common bud- (1) Majority required for Coun- 
get, made up of contributions cil approval of estimates. 
from member states on basis of (2) Extent of participation by 
agreed formula. Estimates would Assembly in approval of 
be prepared by Commissioner estimates. 

and approved by Council. Exe- (3) Formula for sharing burden 
cution, control, and audit of among member states. 

oxpengwures would fol low tra- (4) Practicability of advanée 
litional national practices. f 1 ee a 

ormula not subject to an- 
nual revision. | 

E. TRANSITIONAL ARRANGEMENTS 

Major EDC institutions would be (1) Matters which should be 
created immediately after Treaty settled at time of treaty sig- 
signature but would temporarily nature, rather than worked 
delegate responsibilities to na- out during transitional per- 
tional authorities and gradually 1iod, such as status of forces, 
reassume same. All existing financial regulations, etc.
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| | Agreed _ - Unresolved Pees 

E, TRANSITIONAL ARRANGEMENTS—continued _ , 

forces placed at disposal of (2) Procedure for liaison with 

_ SHAPE by member countries SHAPE during transition. 
would be declared European as (8) Length of transitional | 
of a fixed date, as well as forces —_—_—speriod. | , 
recruited for NATO after that — | a | 

date. Forces retained for internal | | 

security purposes excluded. Dur- a | 

ing interim period actual recruit- | | 

ing and training would be car- | 

vied on by national authorities | | 
under broad NATO directives. | 7 

During transitional period, | 

Authority and Council would 
cooperate in development of - | 

standard regulations and proce- 
‘dures, etc. Preparatory work _ | | | : 

would be performed in close | | a 

. liaison with SHAPE. | | 

| F. GENERAL PROVISIONS | - 

Duration of Treaty would be (1) Procedure for ratification | 

fifty years. and amendment of Treaty 
| - and its entry into force. 

. - | (2) Conditions under which : : 

| | other nations may adhere. 

| | (3) Site of EDC Headquarters. : 

‘740.5/8-2551 : Telegram | Oo : | | : 

The Ambassador in France (Bruce) to the Secretary of State? 

- SECRET PRIORITY OC Paris, August 95, 1951—5 p. m. | 

| 1216. Personal for Secretary. Re Deptels 1031 and 1066.? This is | 

fifth and last in series of msgs responsive reftels. First two have gone : 

~ forward as Embtels 1184 and 1185 and intermediate msgs will follow. | 

1 This telegram was repeated for information to London for Gifford and | 

Spofford and to Frankfurt for McCloy. The text was subsequently included as an | 

annex to document WFM T-4/2a, September 8, 1951, a briefing paper entitled | 7 

“Buropean Defense Force and the Question of a German Contribution to Defense,” | 

prepared in the Department of State in connection with the forthcoming meetings | 

of the American, British, and French Foreign Ministers in Washington in Septem- | 

ber. (CFM files, lot M—88, WFM papers) oe | a 

: * Neither printed, but see footnotes 2 and 3, p. 856. Loe : : | 7
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This contains my recommendations on best approach to Schuman | 
in Sept, subj to possible further comments after receipt his reply your 
msg Aug.9 (Deptel 905 *). —_ | - 

The most effective approach to French FonMin to obtain desired 
Fr Govt action on three major questions, namely, Eur def forces, con- 
tractual arrangements with Ger and an adequate Fr def effort wld be 
to eliminate possible uncertainties in his mind and in those of his col- 
leagues as to US policy on these questions. 

A. In order to encourage progress in Eur def forces conf US shld 
make clear that its policy is as fols: | 

_ i. That US is convinced that Eur def community is most prac- 
ticable means: a | 

(a) To create and maintain effective Eur def with the mini- 
mum drain on Eurs econ resources for this purpose; 

(6) To obtain Ger contribution needed for Eur def with 
minimum risk of revival of Ger militarism. 

2. That accordingly US is actively supporting creation of Eur 
def community on the fol assumptions: | Oo 

(a) That present Fr Govt is determined to create Eur def 
forces as rapidly as possible; 

| (6) That since decisions facing the Eur countries are very 
fundamental and. hence require reasonable time to obtain firm 
acceptance by both Parliaments and public opinion—even if 
this requires modification of existing deadlines—pressure will 
be maintained by all participating govts for rapid settlement of 

| outstanding questions; 
(c) That treaty will be rapidly signed and ratified; 
(d) That oustanding questions will have been settled inman- 

ner to create an effective def force; 
_ (e) That Ger recruitment will begin immed after treaty has 
been ratified and in any case without waiting for commissioner 
to be able to exercise his full functions. | | 

3. That US will actively support all realistic steps toward Eur 
integration as best means for effective def, econ progress and pol 

| stability. In particular the US: | . 

(a) Will work to strengthen Eur institutions (such as Schu- | 
| man Plan High Auth and EDF commissioner) as they are 

created ; | 
| (bd) Will as appropriate act thru Eur agencies, rather than | 

_ with the member states, in the areas of their competence; 
(¢c) Will strongly urge active Brit cooperation and support 

: of integration on continent even if they do not wish to join. 

B. In order to obtain French cooperation in working out new pol 
status for Ger consistent with role as freely participating member in | 
common def, US shld ask Fr Govt to conduct negots on contractual 
arrangements on premise of establishment of Eur def forces. It wld 

- *The telegram under reference is not printed. Regarding Secretary Acheson’s 
- letter of August 9 to Schuman (and to Morrison) and Schuman’s two replies of 
August 25, see the editorial note, p. 853. | 

|
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be understood that French position is conditional on Ger ratification 
of Eur def forces treaty. In this way the nonrestrictive sitn permitted : 

by creation of EDF cld reduce controls established under contractual 

arrangements to minimum. It is preferable to give generous arrange- 

ments immed in order to strengthen democratic forces in Ger sincerely 

committed to Eur community rather than have concessions extorted 

later by extremists in detriment to status of Adenauer and his 

supporters. | | . 
‘In pressing this policy on FonMin Schuman it should be made clear i 

that US will take account of extra risks assumed by France and other 

countries in forming def community with Ger and will urge Brit to do 

the same. In particular, this will mean: | 7 

(a) That US, France and, we hope, Great Brit will assure 
in some way continuance in Ger of a stable democratic order 
which will live up to its engagements, and | - i 

_ (b) That the US intends to continue its support and assist- 
ance on which the success of the Eur community depends; __ E 

- (e) That US hopes Schuman will be successful in obtaining. : 

. rapid ratification of coal-steel community treaty; _ — 

| (d) That, if Schuman raises problems of Saar and develop- 

ing Eur coal crisis, US hopes he will propose Eur solutions for b 

| their settlement. _ | | 

, C. The French rearmament program as it presently exists is a subj 7 i 

of grave concern to Fr Govt. Competent officials and certain mins sense | 

substantial revision and postponement may be inevitable for fol 

, reasons : | 

1. In their view, additional substantial increase which wld be f 

required in calendar 1952 def appropriations to carry out present. | 

| -_- program is out of question because econ assistance ‘From US and } 

other countries will not be large enough to provide flow of supple- _ [ 

mental resources into French economy adequate to justify risk of i 

-_ substantial new inflationary financing and to prevent serious de- I 

_ preciation internatl value of French franc. Rightly or wrongly : 

there is considerable dissatisfaction with admin of US assistance ; 

since bilateral talks last Oct. Revelation that $290 million was i 

ECA figure allocated to French for US fiscal 1952 in light of : 

French plans came as surprise. Assuming additional cuts by Con- [ 

gress will reduce this figure to little more than equivalent of : 

amount necessary to cover their dollar debt servicing, they do not : 

| gee how US Admin can commit itself to additional help even if [ 

it shld wish to do so. | | | | 

| 9. In their view French forces have real significance for se- _ i 

curity of France and for NATO only in conjunction with collec- ; 

tive Allied forces and it is questionable whether present French F 

rearmament program provides for creation of type of forces and I 

equipment adequately related to those of France’s allies. Opinion | 

| is increasing that substantial revisions in French program are re- E 

quired if French build-up is to proceed in a balanced way and to : 

| be fully consistent with Eur def force and collective NATO forces. I 

8. In their minds there is an increasing political and mil urgency E 

for France to make its full contribution to Eur def in view of | 

necessity for quick solution Ger problem. This will require a new E
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assessment of the French effort in Indochina. The question is very 
_ acutely raised as to how France can carry Indochina and Eur def 
tasks at same time. This relates not only to financial capabilities | 
but also to capabilities in terms of officers, technicians, men and 
resources as well. | 

‘Maximum encouragement will be given France to continue its def 
efforts both in Eur and in Indochina and to take lead in committing 
member nations to undertake a maximum feasible goal in EDF treaty 
if the Secretary can declare that US policy will be along fol lines. | 

(a) To continue to provide such margin of financial assistance thru 
ECA as wld enable France and other countries to carry out level of 

_ def substantially in excess of amounts which wld be possible if plans 
had to be based only on their own resources. If Congressional action | 
shld not make it possible to realize this policy fully, to be prepared to 
consider maximum flexibility in use of US funds, for example, by 
utilizing US def appropriations for off-shore procurement to assist in 
meeting payments problem, or by accepting broader definition of end- 
items in mil assistance program. If this is still not adequate, to seek a 
supplemental appropriation ; | 

(6) To assist the EDF conf, and later the institutions of the EDF, | 
_ in working out a balanced def program to develop in an orderly way 

over three years; | 
(c) To provide a single program of mil equip and supplies in 

specific quantities for EDF to complement a single production pro- 
gram to be provided by EDF. 

René Mayer, as well as Schuman,‘ will probably wish to raise these 
questions while in Wash. In view of delay and difficulties being en- 
countered with respect to enactment of aid legis for FY 1952 they 
realize that it may not be possible to obtain any positive commitments 
from US in immed future. However, they feel they must begin to seek 
your views on these questions in connection with preparation of their 
1952 budget, which is scheduled for submission to French Parliament | 

_ during autumn months. In this connection, they may indicate that if 
it shld appear that an agreed balanced program and an understanding 
with US will be long delayed, they may have to present mil budget on 
an interim basis on assumption of no US econ assistance with under- 
standing that voting of supplementary program wld be requested later 
in line with agreed allocation of tasks and with amount of assistance 
forthcoming. | 

| Obvious that French Govt feels great concern at repercussions both. 
at home and abroad which wld result from announcement of down- 
ward revision or postponement of French defense program. | 

| Brucg 

‘French Finance Minister Mayer was in Washington for the Sixth Annual 
Meeting of the Boards of Governors of the International Bank for Reconstruction 
and Development and the International Monetary Fund, September 10-14. Foreign 
Minister Schuman was in Washington for the meetings of American, British, and | 
French Foreign Ministers, September 10-14; see the editorial note, p. 882.
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Bonn Embassy files, lot 311, McCloy project 7 | oe : 

Memorandum by the Chancellor of the German Federal Republic 
| (Adenauer)? — oe a 

SECRET —  ——-« FBonn ?] August 25, 1951. 

-  —(51)1256 | | : 

Pre~rminary Sonurions or A Evrorzan Derense CoMMUNITY i 

1) The Federal Government is fully aware that it is necessary to 

| build up a European Defense Community, and is willing to cooperate 
with all its powers. A number of essential questions have already been 
the subject of the negotiations within the framework of the Paris 

Conference for the creation of a European Defense Community and 

- has to a great extent resulted in a jointly accepted clarification as may 

be seen from the Interim Report of that Conference.” It will, however, 

take considerably longer time to create the Defense Community itself — 

and its instrument the European Army. For this purpose such a great 

number of political, military, legal, and other questions must be clari- | 

fied and settled that the aim may only be reached by careful, detailed, : 

and therefore protracted joint work. | Oo 
2) Time is short. The Federal Government, therefore, believes that 

it is necessary and possible to come to an agreement on a number of 

basic questions in a relatively short time. It would then be possible for 

the governments to reach an agreement which, as a precursor to the 

Treaty for the Establishment of a European Defense Community, 

would permit to make a start with the legal and military measures 

necessary for the creation of European armed forces without delay. 

‘This agreement could be concluded after the signing of the general 

Treaty being discussed now, and without waiting for the completion 

of the Treaty for the Establishment of a European Defense Com- | 

munity. Participation in this agreement shall be open to allEuropean  —S_s ff 

-_- members of the Atlantic Treaty and to the USA. : | 

| 3) The Federal Government proposes that provision should be made | 

in this agreement for certain general and specific items which, in a 

| sense, constitute elements anticipated from the future Treaty for the | 

| Establishment of a European Defense Community. Generally speak- 

ing this would refer to items with respect to which considerable clari- | 

fication of opinions has been reached in the Paris discussions. These 

items would be: - | 

a) to create a provisional European Defense Council as a trustee- 
ship organ for the future European Defense Community. This Council 

: 1The source text is on stationery of the Office of the High Commissioner for | 

Germany. The memorandum was presumably translated by HICOG. The manner E 

of transmission of this memorandum to High Commissioner McCloy has not been : 

determined. — | 
7See p. 843. | a :
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is to be composed of the defense ministers of the participating Euro- 
pean countries and the United States. It is to be charged with, and 
entitled to, coordinating the measures to be taken in the individual 
countries in the spirit of the European Defense Community. It is to be 
able to give factual.directives within limits to be defined. The execu- 

: tion of these directives is incumbent upon the competent agencies of 
the participating countries. | | 

, The provisional European Defense Council furthermore. prepares 
the transfer of the armed forces of the individual States into the Euro- | 
pean Defense Community pending the date of ratification of the 
Treaty or the Establishment of the European Defense Community ; 

6) tosafeguard that all armed forces of the participating countries, 
with the exception of overseas troops and police forces, are of .a Euro- 
pean character from the very beginning, instilled with a European 

, spirit, and trained on a European level ; | 
c) to charge the appropriate agencies in the individual States with 

carrying through the tasks which according to the ‘Treaty will later 
devolve upon the European Defense Community ; | 

d) to fix the total extent of the German contribution within the 
framework of the European army. a | 

The Federal Government is of the opinion that this contribution 
could consist of 250,000 men out of whom 12 divisions with the army 

_ troops, tactical air forces and coastguard forces belonging thereto 
should be formed; | | | 

¢) to fix the size and organization of the formations of the European 
, Army including air forces and coast guards. The German proposal en- 

visages an armored or mechanized division composed of 11,000-—18,000 
men ; | 

f) to define the German political and military authorities. As re- 
gards this item, the Federal Government is of the opinion that a Ger- 
man Defense Ministry and a superior German Military Authority 
should be established which would carry out in Germany the measures 
necessary for the German contribution according to the directives of 
the provisional European Defense Council; 

_ g) tosafeguard equal participation by all participating States in all 
common political and military institutions concerned with planning 
and directing European defense; 

h) to elucidate the possibilities existing for the equipment with. 
matériel of the formations to be set up for the European Army, as , 
regards time and extent. 

4) Measures must be taken from the very beginning to insure that 
the armed forces of the members of the projected European Defense 
Community be subordinated to SHAPE.
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—-'740.5/8-2751: Telegram - : | | 

The Chargé in the United Kingdom (Holmes) to the Secretary : 
| ) of States Pa es 

SECRET - _ Lonpon, August 27, 1951—5 p. m. 
1073. Re Deptel 1010 Aug 17, Paris 1031, rptd Frankfort 1206.2 

Fol is Embassy assessment of probable Brit attitude towards. EDF | 
and Ger defense contribution during Sept talks and suggested ap- __ 

- proach to Morrison. ; | : a 
1. Brit no longer regard EDF as visionary and unreal Fr scheme. 

Spurt of activity which produced interim report,? realization that US 
favors EDF, and recent press accounts that Eisenhower will support 

it have had cumulative effect of dispelling some of Brit’s original fears _ 
about EDF, and positively, of awakening interest in it, at least to 

--- point of seeking precise info as to what it will entail. FonOff rep has | 
said Brit still tend to be of two minds about EDF (Embtel 969 Aug 
21+) and we believe that this will be reflected in Morrison’s approach 
to subj in Washington talks. It is likely that he will come with a 

: reserved and faintly skeptical attitude, but willing to be convinced. | 
2. To this end we believe it essential that US support for EDF 

buttressed by statement from Eisenhower be presented to him in forth- | 

right terms. He will probably desire assurance that support for EDF ; 

_--will not weaken close US-UK relationship or detract from build-up [ 
NATO forces. It will be helpful to assure him that we arenotthinking == ff 
in terms of Brit participation in EDF, and that our commitmentsin —S_—i|fK 
Eur are such as practically to preclude development of Eur, with f 
forces united in EDF, into any kind of “third force” or pressure bloc | 

| against UK or other non-participating WE members of NATO. | 

3. Frank Roberts told EmbOff’s Aug 27 Brit consider it essential to | 
_ have mil talks by SG reps on mil aspects EDF and Ger contribution | 

prior to ministerial talks. Mil talks cld use Petersberg report for tech- i 

_nicalpurposes. = —™S re | 
4, Brit mil experts generally tend to be more conservative in their | 

approach to EDF than civilian officials. This is due in great part to 
historical Brit distaste for continental mil combines. It can be over- | 
come by forceful presentation of arguments listed above (statement I 
By Eisenhower and/or Montgomery wld have particularly persua- [ 
sive effect on Brit mil) and detailed explanation why we now con- | 

This telegram was repeated for information to Paris and Frankfurt. The text — ; 
was subsequently included as a supplement to document WIF'M T-4, August 29, :. 

, 1951, a briefing paper identified in footnote 1 to the paper prepared by Nunley, 4 
August 24, p. 862... 0.0... - | oe of 

| * Not printed, but see footnote 2, p. 856. | | co ; 
*For the Interim Report of the European Defense Community Conference, : 

| July 24, see p. 843... - | a oo | E 
* ‘Not printed. _ OO a ae E
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vinced EDF most practical method of obtaining Ger troops for west 
def, since Brit mil have solid appreciation of Ger soldierly qualities 
and value of significant Ger contribution. 

Houtmes 

740.5/8-3151 : Telegram | 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in the United Kingdom + 

SECRET WasuHineTon, August 31, 1951—9 p. m. 

1308. Pass info to Spofford. FYI question as to whether Standing 
Group reps shld study Report of EDF Conf Paris from practical milit 
point view, making use of HICOM Report or Bonn Discussions as 
raised by recent lett Morrison to Sec and referred to Lon 1128 and 
Paris 1358,? discussed with rep Brit Emb today. Regret delay in clari- __ 
fying this issue. 

We had hoped avoid this procedure and thought our proposal for a 
suspension of consideration of Bonn Report and context of Sec’s lett 
to Schuman and Morrison wld have had that effect. We consider it a 
mistake that there shld be formal assignment this problem to Standing 
Group proper at this time which we feel wld not only produce delay in 
continued progress at Paris but wld also introduce matter in untimely 
manner into NATO. It has seemed best to us that advice and assistance 
of SHAPE shld be used at present juncture to make milit aspects of 
EDF practicable and that, pending further developments at Paris on | 
milit aspects of EDF, there was little of substance for Standing Group 
to consider. We of course hope that milit Annex to Paris Report will 
reflect advice provided by SHAPE. Until this is received here there 
seems little of substance on milit side to consider. 

Principal point made by Brit rep was that Fon Mins wld be discus- 
sing EDF here and they felt any guidance that cld be furnished them | 
on milit side for these talks wld be useful. Brit stated that they did not 
consider problem need be referred to Standing Group as formal matter — 
but that national reps on Standing Group shld consider problem on 
purely informal basis. Request on this basis is of course difficult to 
refuse. They were unsure as to whether Lon desired tripartite report 
to Mins. | 

Question as to whether national reps on Standing Group (as distinct 
from Standing Group proper) shld jointly and informally consider 
Paris and Bonn Reports with a view towards providing guidance to 

*This telegram, which was also sent to Paris and was repeated to Frankfurt, 
was drafted by Byroade. 

* Neither of the telegrams under reference here is printed. Regarding Secretary : 
Acheson’s letter of August 9 to Foreign Secretary Morrison and Morrison’s reply 
thereto, see the editorial note, p. 853. For the Interim Report of the European 
Army Conference, July 24, see p. 843. For the Report of the Allied High Commis- 
sioners for Germany of June 8 (the “Bonn Report” ), see p. 1044.
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their respective Secs of Def and Fon Mins on unilateral basis now | 
under consideration at Def. Do not expect Def answer prior to Tues. 

| In meantime, we are asking Brit here locally to provide Def with more . 
concrete view of what Brit have in mind as result such conference. 

' Situation further complicated by fact that Fr rep of Standing Group 
__ has apparently not received guidance from his Govt. | 

a | Oo — Wees © 

| 740.5/8-3151 oe | , | | 
Memorandum of Conversation, by the Deputy Under Secretary of | 

State (Matthews) | | 

SECRET _ — P Wasrtneton,] August 31, 1951. | 

Following his return from an extended vacation in Europe, Am- | : 
bassador van Roijen called on me this afternoon at his request. He left | 

| with me the attached memorandum ! containing the views of the Dutch 
Government on the European Defense Force problem and its relation- 
ship to the North Atlantic Treaty. He stressed orally that his govern- =| 
ment was still far from convinced that the EDF concept is a practical 
one or that it can be brought into being without extended delays. How- __ 
ever, the Dutch are willing to give it a try if the proposals worked out 

| at Paris can be modified in several respects designed primarily to _ | 
simplify the EDF structure and to avoid the relinquishment of certain 
sovereign powers in the degree contemplated. Specifically, he said his 

a Prime Minister felt strongly that rather than a single European de- ; 
fense minister with extended powers the latter should be vested ina  —S_f 
three or five man executive board in turn responsible to a Council of | 
Ministers on which should be represented all the member states. A ; 
second problem which worries the Dutch is the extent of budgetary 
control turned over to the EDF organization which he said would 
mean an abdication of its authority by the Dutch Parliament of any _ 
control over what might amount to 30% or 40% of defense ~~ | 
expenditures. ree : 

Basically, however, his government feared that the proposal merely 
_ Meant a strong revival of French hegemony over continental European _ , 

problems and a corresponding dilution of the NAT concept. His gov- 
ernment felt that everything should be done to build up the North | 
Atlantic community idea which is in keeping with Dutch economic and 
political traditions rather than the narrower continental concept. He 

: did not wish to convey the impression that his government was against 
| a closer integration of Europe, but it felt this was something that must : 

+The 12-page Netherlands memorandum of August 31 under reference here is : 
oe not printed (740.5/8-3151). It apparently was also delivered to the United King- | : 

dom, French, and Italian Governments. Regarding the memorandum, see also ; 
telegram 1858, October 5, to London, p. 885. | :
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evolve slowly and in the right direction and his government had doubts 
that the French plan was soundly based.? 7 

I explained to the Ambassador our reasons for coming to the con- — 
clusion that the EDF concept is both sound and practicable and offers 
the: best prospect of getting ahead with German contribution to Euro- | 
pean defense. I talked along the lines of the Secretary’s memorandum — 
to the President of July 30% and read excerpts therefrom without, 
however, identifying the document. I told the Ambassador we would, 
of course, give careful study to the proposal outlined in his memoran- 
dum, copies of which he indicated had likewise been given to the 

| French and British and possibly others. He asked that a reply be given 
him. : 

Turning to general conditions, van Roijen said he found quitea _ 
strong feeling in Holland that the Americans are trying to push the 
country too fast in defense matters and a lack of the sense of urgency 
which exists over here. He said that contemplated defense expenditures 
will mean postponement of the government’s much needed housing 

| program and that people are saying “the Americans took Indonesia 
away from us and now they are taking our houses”. I said I hoped 
some of these people would stop to recall that America had likewise 

| made substantial contributions to the Netherlands, both militarily and 
financially, which he readily acknowledged. I said I thought the Dutch | 
should realize that the defense of Holland perhaps concerned them as 
much as the United States. This was true, he said, but repeated that the 
Dutch have less belief that the danger is imminent and therefore favor 
a slower and less dislocating military buildup. 

H. Freeman MatrHews 

2In a conversation reported upon by Spofford in his telegram Depto 246, 
August 22, from London, not printed, Netherlands NATO Deputy Representative 
Starkenborgh reviewed his government’s attitude toward a European Defense 
Community in much the same terms as expressed by Ambassador van Roijen 
(740.5/8-2251). Telegram 277, September 1, to The Hague, not. printed, instructed 
the Embassy to utilize every opportunity to urge on key Netherlands officials the 
utmost importance which the Department of State attached to the creation of an 
effective European Defense Community and suggested that the Embassy under- 

: line General Eisenhower’s support for the EDC and the impetus that such support 
gave in transforming the.concept into practicality (740.5/9-151). 

* Ante, p. 849, 

7 Bonn Embassy files, lot 311, McCloy project 

Memorandum by the United States High Commissioner for 
Germany (McCloy). | | 

SECRET . [Bonn ?] September 1, 1951. 

The course proposed in the Memorandum of 25 August 1951 en- 
titled “Preliminary Solutions of a European Defense Community” ? 

— Ante, p. 869. .
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seems to me open to objections in respects which I feel are most im- | 
portant. In order to make clear what I feel should be our course I 
would like to restate briefly: (1) what is our goal; (2) how can it be : 
reached most quickly and effectively. ) . 

1. The objective is to create effective defense of Western Europe 
promptly in such a way— | , | 

(a) that the European countries can maintain and support over a 2 

long period the essential defense forces without undermining their | 

- economic stability ; | | : 
(6) that it will foster rapid development of a federated European 

| Community; | a ae | 
(c) that Germany can participate in such defense without recreat- : 

ing the fears of German militarism which have plagued Europe for : 

generations So | 

2. By creating a single integrated force under its direction, the — | 

| European Defense Community will meet these basic tests in the most | 

direct and acceptableform: = BS 

| (a) it will enable Europe to provide the maximum defense with its 
| men and resources by eliminating duplication and waste; 

(b) it will overcome, by uniformity of training and equipment and 

unity of command and use, the weakness and confusion inherent in 
separate national forces in Europe; | oe a 
_“(c) it will create an acceptance of German participation without 

distrust ; ey cae ce | nyo | 

(d) it will be a major, and probably decisive, step toward Kuro- 

pean political federation. _ | Co oo 

These benefits depend on the transfer to common European institu- : 

tions of full power and responsibility for creating and maintaining 

the single integrated defense force. | Oo | 

8. Accordingly, the most expeditious course to the basic goal of | 

effective defense and a German contribution is, in my opinion, as 

follows: | / ee 

| (a) The Treaty establishing the European Defense Community and : : 
the Transitional Convention should be negotiated, signed and ratified 
as rapidly as possible. The Treaty should establish the institutions, 
and confer on them the necessary powers to create, maintain and use 
the defense force. The Treaty need not contain all the detailed pro- 

| visions, but like a constitution, should authorize the institutions to 
_ work out and put into effect such provisions by legislation and regula-_ 

tions of the Community. In this way, it should be feasible to complete 
and sign the Treaty within three months. In my opinion, it is essential | 
to execute first the document of greatest dignity which embodies the |
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definitive act creating the Community and provides the foundation for | 
its implementation. | : 

(6) A Transitional Convention should provide, as the Conference | 
has already agreed, that recruiting can begin in Germany as soon as | 
the Treaty is ratified without waiting for the Commissioner and other 
institutions to be fully organized and ready to exercise all their func- 
tions directly. During this interim period, all of the forces would be 
European at once, but certain of the functions of the Community have 
to be delegated to suitable agencies in each country, and training would 
be handled by SHAPE. The Commissioner would have full authority 
to supervise and take over the exercise of these delegated functions as 
rapidly as he was prepared to do so. The Transitional Convention 
should contain the basic decisions necessary to carry out this program, 

_ such as the number and size of units of the European Forces, the num- 
ber of men to be provided by each participating country, the powers 
to be exercised during the interim period for the Community by 
SHAPE, and those to be delegated to agencies in each country. 

(c) Meanwhile the Conference should at once create a military plan- 
| ning staff to begin work on military problems which will have to be. 

solved for the Transitional Convention or by the Commissioner in 
establishing the EDF, such as regulations regarding organization, 
equipment, training, discipline and administration. This staff should 
be fully integrated, should include Germans, and could be the nucleus 
of the future European General Staff. | 

(¢) As soon as the basic structure has been settled, and before the - 
Treaty has been ratified, the Germans would be authorized to begin 
preparatory work to enable action under the Treaty to begin as soon 
as ratified. This work might include preparing legislation to create 
national agencies for performing agreed functions, and to provide the 
basis for recruiting under the Treaty ; selection of people for whatever 

_ posts are to be filled; planning and acquiring of necessary facilities, 
etc. ) 

| In my opinion these various measures, taken together, should permit 
the Treaty to be put into. force promptly and the Germans to be re- 
cruited on the basis of the ratified Treaty as quickly as could be done | 
in any other way. To accomplish this, however, the French and Ger- 
mans in particular, will have to devote themselves wholeheartedly to 
working out the Treaty and solving the basic problems as quickly as 
possible. | 

| Til 

In my judgment efforts to find short-cuts outside the Treaty, except 
as outlined in II above, will only divert energy from the main job, 
create doubts and suspicions, and delay the accomplishment of the final 
objectives. 

Lhe proposals in your Memorandum of August 25, as I read them, 
cause me concern. Under these proposals, it appears that German 
national forces would be created under a German Defense Minister
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and a “superior German Military Authority”. The only European body | 
| would be the “Defense Council” composed of Defense Ministers of the 

participating countries, with authority merely to “coordinate” the ac- : 

tivities of the national agencies and to issue “factual directives” toa ; 
limited extent. , | | Oo | | 

| The basic objections tothis proposalareasfollows: = = =| | 

| (a) It would not save time. Drafting of an Interim Treaty and its | 
foe ratifiication would take about as long as a final Treaty in the terms out- 

| lined above. ‘The work on an Interim Treaty would only delay the © | 

completion of the final Treaty. _ | | | 

2 (6) It would not attain the advantages of the European Defense | 
| Community. There would be a German national force and its merger . 
| into European defense forces would depend on an European Defense , 

7 Community Treaty being negotiated and ratified by the Bundestag. | 

: The economic advantages of integration would also not be achieved I 

i as the experience with NATO has shown. | a | 
7 _ (e) The proposal would endanger the creation of the European | 

: Defense Community. If separate German forces were created and a | 
? new political status were granted, this would strengthen the hands 

of all those opposed to a European Defense Community. Having ob- 

| tained the political concessions, the opposition could freely oppose the __ 

7 European Defense Community. Likewise, with a national force started, | 
many of the military men, who are now neutral or mildly favor a 

: separate force, would be inclined to oppose the “experiment” of the 
European force, and be better able to stir up nationalist sentiment 
against it. The nationalists of all types would certainly respond to this 

| type of appeal. | , | 
| | (d) In view of these objections, the proposal is hardly calculated 
2 to induce the Allies to make the basic change in political status en- 
t visaged as essential for Bundestag approval of a German defense | 
: contribution. | | | 

: Moreover, unless safeguards are provided by the integration from 
the beginning of German forces within the European Army, other _ 

: _ safeguards would need to be established to prevent the recreationofa __ 
: German national army. The latter safeguards would in all probability 
: be less acceptable to Germany from both a military and political stand- 

, point than European integration. | | 

| For all these reasons, and they appear to me to be most weighty, I 
| ___- strongly urge that the Federal Government concentrate on the early 

. solution of the limited number of basic issues required to complete a 
: - general Treaty for the European Defense Forces, and on the prompt 

: drafting, signing, and ratification of the Treaty itself. | 

| | ) - J. J. McCrory
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740.5/9-351 : Telegram | | 

Lhe Chargé in France (Bonsal) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET _ Parts, September 3, 1951—8 p. m. 
1420. Subject is European Defense Force. Steering comite EDF 

conference met this afternoon. Present were Fr, Ger, Belg and Luxem- | 
bourg dels and an Ital rep. | | 
Alphand opened mtg with statement that Fr Govt cunsidered EDF 

best road to effective defense and had instructed Fr del to continue 
work on basis of interim report. Govt had approved inclusion all 
European forces assigned to NATO in EDF from beginning and has 
agreed that size and composition of basic unit shld be settled as mili- 
tary question in cooperation with SHAPE. In defining forces Fr Govt 
expected that conference wld take account of problems created by need 
to rotate forces in Indochina. , | 

Ger, Belg and Lux dels also stated respective govts had instructed 
them to proceed on basis interim report. Belgs however reserved posi- 
tion on forces to be included in EDF from beginning, took position — 
that EDF shld include “forces placed at disposal community be mem- 
ber states.” - | | 

Ital rep said his govt wld not be ready with definitive decision and 
instrs till Sept-10; also had problem of naming new head of del to 
replace Taviani. Position to be considered by Ital Cabinet Sept 4. Ital 

| Govt “faithful to basic conception of ED community,” and presence 
of rep at today’s mtg demonstrated Ital desire continue work at con- 
ference “in spirit wholehearted participation”. : 
Alphand then stressed that in view Rome mtg end Oct,’ conf shld | 

have plan for political, military, and economic aspects of EDF as 
well worked out as possible at that time. To this end, he proposed pro- 
gram of work for conference comites during coming month. Dels went | 
over this program today and will meet tomorrow to discuss directives 

| to be given to comites. — | 

Translation proposed program of work fols: | 

a. Military comite. 

1, Size and composition of basic units, taking account of SHAPE © 
, recommendations. 

2. Application of principle of integration in higher echelons, serv- _ 
ices and tactical support units, and agencies and organizations of com- 
munity, taking account of SHAPE recommendations. _ 

"This telegram was repeated for information to London, Rome, Brussels, : 
Frankfurt, The Hague, and Luxembourg. | 

* For extracts from the Interim Report of the Conference for the Organization — 
of a European Defense Community, July 24, see p. 843. 

*‘The reference here is to the meeting of the North Atlantic Treaty Council, 
soo ae 68 th in Rome, November 24-28; for documentation on that session,
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3. Organization of community, particularly of commissioners’ | 
services, This study to be undertaken in conjunction with other tech-_ 
nical comites (especially financial) as concerns financial and supply  —s_ | 

a problems, = —— _ | 7 ) | : 
4, Total size and composition European services on basis SHAPE 

recommendations (in particular number of units, effectives, armament | 

and cost) and time-phased program for creation these forces. : 
_5. Decisions concerning functions of commissioner during transi- : 

tional period : Functions assumed immed by commissioner; functions 

| temporarily delegated by commissioner to appropriate services in each : 
country ; functions remaining natl; roleof SHAPE during transitional | : 

period. This study to be carried out with assistance financial comite 
concerning problems within itscompetence. =| | 

| To carry ‘out these tasks military comite will have support of | 
integrated planning group constituting nucleus European general 
staff, to which each delegation requested delegate qualified reps, ‘This | 

| group will have special offices provided by Fr Govt. | | 

| b. Juridical comite. - | | : 

1, Keeping draft treaty up to date on basis progress realized by : 
other technical comites. a a | 

9, Preparation of annexed agreement concerning status of EDF. 

c. Financial comite. | a | 
| 1. Evaluation of cost of formation of European forces and of an- : 

nual appropriations for first budget (in cooperation with military 
| - comite). - | SO | 

2. Distribution of burden among participating countries. o | 
8. Budgetary and financial system during transitional period : Func- 

tions immed assumed by European defense community; functions : 
delegated by community to appropriate services in each country; 
services remaining natl (in cooperation with military comite). 
4, Financial regulations. | | | | 

d. Further task to be assigned to a new comite: Everything con- 
cerning establishment of armament and equipment program and its 
execution by community, as well as role to be assigned during transi- 

| tional period to existing services which will carry out these functions. | 

ee a - Bonsau : 

: 740.5/9-551 ; Telegram | | a 

The Ambassador in Italy (Dunn) to the Secretary of State | 

SECRET : Rome, September 5, 1951—10 Dp. mn. 

: 1097. In my conversation yesterday with Prime Min I stressed again | 
interest of our government in rapid conclusion of arrangements with 

| respect to European army. Signor de Gasperi said that Italy was rep- | 

resented in present meeting in Paris and Ital Govt was firmly dedicated = | 

to principle integration of Europe, both along lines of defense ar- : 

| 1 This telegram was repeated for information to Paris, London, and Frankfurt. 

536-688 PT 4--81---58 :
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rangements, as well as political unification. He said comprehensive 
plan for integration and equalization of European armed forces at 
present before European army conference in Paris raised difficult con- 
stitutional questions in Italy. The derogation of power and control 
over Ital armed forces would not be welcomed by Ital Parliament nor 
in fact was he at all sure that any such derogation could be achieved 
under the constitution. | | 

Another phase which would be difficult to have accepted by Parlia- 
ment here was appropriation of funds by Ital Govt for expenditure by 
some other authority. He said Ital Govt accepted the principle of all of 
these ideas but that he did not feel it was practicable to attempt to have 
them approved by Parliament here as he was sure a prolonged discus- 
sion would take place and there would be interminable delays largely 
based upon constitutional issues. He said, and I am not at all sure this 
has been proposed (apparently only recently has this matter come up 
to him personally), that Itals want to have a solution to this problem 
found promptly and one way of achieving this might be to separate 
what might be called the political administration of the European : 
army from military command headquarters. Headquarters could then 
be set up providing for international general staff on an equality of 
status and pay according to their respective ranks. General Eisenhower 
or his designate put in supreme command, the necessary schools and 
training arrangements centralized under this general staff, and forces 
of each country in their present respective national status as far as con- 

cerns rank and pay be placed entirely under military jurisdiction of 
this general staff and whole matter of integrating of European forces | 
be proceeded with immediately. He said he thought this was one way 

- of advancing progress toward unification of forces and command and 

matter of what might be called political administration of defense 

forces left for continued discussion and development subsequently.? 

Signor de Gasperi said that one of the most important elements in 
obtaining prompt solution of this matter was to bring about an assur- 
ance that Germans would make their maximum contribution to defense 
of Europe. He said in his opinion it was tremendously important to 
do everything possible to support Adenauer in Germany, that | 
Adenauer was losing in his position as the strongest political leader 

in Germany today, and that it would be fatal for the whole future 
of Western Europe to lose Adenauer. | | 

*Telegram 1598, September 12, from Paris, not printed, reported that the 
' Embassy had been informed that the Italian Delegation to the Conference on a 

European Defense Community had received new instructions from its government 
which were based on a “strong European approach” and authorized the Italian 
Delegation to go beyond the Conference Interim Report of July 24 (p. 848) in 
seeking solutions to Italian problems, especially in the financial field, in the 
organization of s Enronean Defense Community (740.5/9-1251).
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_ He said probable successors to Adenauer, the Socialists, would make 7 

same portentous mistake of building on a nationalist platform which 

he felt might easily develop into inevitable German strong-arm govt. 

He said he appreciated that United States particularly was working 

_ along lines of freeing German Govt from restrictions and putting : 

them more on their own. He said from his own experience in Italy : 

he felt that that was the only way in which Adenauer’s position could | 

| be maintained as a real democratic leader of Germany. | 

| I said that we were very much in favor of removing restrictions 

from Germany and setting up its govt in authority and control, but 

that of course it was essential that some arrangement be arrived at for 

not only the defense of Germany but the mutual defense of Germany _ 

and other Western European countries. Ee 

| - He said he felt sure that Adenauer would be able to bring about full 

cooperation of Germans in such a defense arrangement, but. todo so  — | 

‘he must have authority to act as a German Government and not be 

continually accused of not standing up sufficiently in defense of 

| - German national interests in the face of allied controls. | 7 : 

OP NE me Dunn 7 

| Secretary’s memoranda, lot 53 D444 | 

| Memorandum of Conversation, by the Counselor of the Depariment 

- | of State (Bohlen)* | | 

TOP SECRET | [San Francisco,] September 6, 1951. . 

Subject: European Army and French Military Budget Pg res : 

| Participants: Mr. Robert Schuman, French Foreign Minister | 

: Mr. Henri Bonnet, French Ambassador | | 

- The Secretary of State a 

| | Mr. Charles E. Bohlen 7 | | 

| European Army Oo | | | 

After dinner on September 6, Mr. Scuuman, in discussing the ques- 

| tion of the European Army stated that it was his intention to work for | 

| a simplification of immediate procedures in order to reduce any delay 

in beginning the actual steps for a German military contribution. | 

/ Specifically what he had in mind was to shortcut the long and involved | 

process of establishing a common Ministry of Defense and the institu- 

| tions necessary for the political framework of the European Army by ? 

perhaps recommending that in the interim period SHAPE should 

assume the responsibility for recruiting Germans into a European : 

-14Secretary Acheson and Foreign Minister Schuman and their advisers were in 

San Francisco in connection with the signing of the Treaty of Peace with Japan 

a eee 8, 1951. For documentation on the treaty, see vol. VI, Part 1,
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Army without waiting for the entire structure to be completed. He felt 
that if SHAPE was in charge this would prevent the danger of the 
beginning of a German national army by getting on with the work 
without waiting for all the involved matters of a political and an ad- 
ministrative nature to be settled. He emphasized several times that the 
chief French pre-occupation was to prevent the beginning of German 
armed forces without some direct international supervision and control 
since they were convinced that once a German armed force began to” 
come into being, if it was on purely national lines, it would continue _ 
along those lines and end in a German national army. : 

Mr. Schuman was particularly appreciative of the support which 
General Eisenhower had given to the European Army concept, which | 

_ hesaid made a great impression upon the British. 
Tue Secretary outlined to Mr. Schuman how vitally important it 

was from the point of view of Congressional approval of future aid to 
be able next winter and spring to demonstrate to the Congress that a 
serious beginning had been made in bringing in a German contribution. — 
Without that he said it was increasingly difficult to convince the Con- a 
gress that the appropriations for aid to Europe for its own defense 
would really be able to achieve its objective since it was visible to all 
that a German contribution was essential to success. 

French Military Budget 

Both Mr. Schuman and Ambassador Bonnet emphasized the very 
serious budgetary problem the French would have in next year’s mili- 
tary appropriations which would be almost doubled compared to this 
year—from about 840 billion francs to 1500 billion. They said there 

was no serious deficit this year but that there would be a very wide 
gap in the 1952 budget because of this great expansion of military 

expenditures under the agreed programs. | 

[Cuarites E. Bouien] 

*For additional materials regarding the concern of the United States with 
France’s economic problems, see volume Iv. 

Editorial Notes | 

Secretary of State Acheson, Foreign Secretary Morrison, and : 
| Foreign Minister Schuman and their advisers held a series of bilateral 

| and trilateral meetings in Washington, September 10-14, to discuss a 
wide range of world problems. The progress and prospects of the 

negotiations at Paris at the Conference for the Organization of a — 
European Defense Community were considered at the first meeting | 

between Acheson and Morrison on September 10; at the small meeting _ 
between Acheson and Schuman on September 12; at the third tripartite
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meeting of the American, British, and French Foreign Ministers on | 

September 12; and at the fourth tripartite meeting of the Foreign , 
| Ministers on September 13. In a declaration made public on Septem- 

ber 14, the three Foreign Ministers reaffirmed their support for the 

establishment of a European Defense Community including Western : 
Germany. In a meeting held in Ottawa on’ September 16, Secretary 

Acheson, Foreign Secretary Morrison, and Foreign Minister Schu- 
man apprised the Belgian and’ Netherlands Foreign Ministers and the 
Luxembourg Prime Minister of their discussions in Washington and 

their views relative to the European Defense Community and the : 

problems of regulating German participation in Western defense. For 

records of the meetings under reference here and the text of the declara- : 

tion of September 14, see pages 1228, 1256, 1268, 1272, and 1806. 

| At its Seventh Session, held at Ottawa, September 15-20, the North 

| Atlantic Council was informed of the discussions held in Washington | 
by the American, British, and French Foreign Ministers relative to the ; 

European Defense Community. For documentation on this council 

session;seepages616 ff. | | oo : 

Prime Minister De Gasperi of Italy and a party of advisers visited ) 

‘Washington on September 24 and 25 and held a series of conversations 

with Secretary of State Acheson and principal officers of the Depart- 

| ment of State on aspects of American-Italian relations and related 

topics. At their first. conversation on September 24, De Gasperi spoke 

briefly of the problems of organizing a European Defense Force, but  —ss gk 

he stressed Italian support for such a force. Acheson agreed with De 

- Gasperi’s analysis and expressed his own belief that it would prove —sf 

possible to solve the organizational problems and bring about such — 

a force. For the record of this conversation, see volume IV. 

| 740.5/10-851 : Telegram | 7 | 

The Ambassador in France (Bruce) to the Secretary of State * | 

| SECRET 7 -. Parts, October 3, 1951—3 p. m. 

- 1987. Subject is European Defense Force. First mtg EDF Confer- 

ence since Alphand’s return from Wash? was held yesterday. Main 

purpose of mtg was to review accomplishments during past monthand =—s 

| plan work of Conference from now untiltreaty written, | 

1Thigs telegram was repeated for information to London, Rome, Brussels, 
Frankfurt, The Hague, and Luxembourg. | —_ 

2 Ambassador Alphand was part of the French Delegations at the meetings of 

American, British, and French Foreign Ministers in Washington, September 10- 
14, and of the Seventh Session of the North Atlantic Treaty Council, held in i 

Ottawa, September 15-20. Regarding those meetings, see the editorial note, supra. |
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Aiter welcoming Brit observers and new German military delegate, | 
General Speidel, and reporting briefly on Wash and Ottawa Confer- 
ences, Alphand gave brief résumé of work accomplished since last 
steering comite mtg. Called attention to SHAPE recommendations on 
basic unit and level of integration, which were acceptable to Fr Govt 
with minor changes. It was agreed that these questions as well as 
organization of Eur General staff cld and shld be settled without delay. 
Mil Com today set Oct 8 as date for staff to submit final studies. Ques- 
tion of total forces to be built up by EDF in first three years depended 
on outcome work of “wise men”,? however, French Del wld propose 
an initial figure to be used by Conf as a working hypothesis. In Alp- 
hand’s view, transitional problem was most difficult mil question re- 
maining, and help wld certainly be needed from SHAPE in solving it. : 

| Fin Comite had been meeting steadily for past two weeks, Alphand 
reported, and had discussed org of Fin Directorate under Commis- 
sioner, problem of currencies and transfers, principles of financial , 
regulation and standardization of troop pay. No serious discussion 
had yet been held on distribution of burden because of lack of info re | 
total cost. , | 

In the light of this balance sheet, Alphand proposed that these two 
comites be given one more week in which to finish work if possible on 
outstanding questions already under discussion and to draw up a list 
of questions remaining to be solved before treaty and transitional 
convention cld be finalized. It was agreed that steering comite wld 
meet Oct 9 and remain in constant session to over see the work of the 
technical comites until this agenda concluded. | | 

Highlight of session was speech by Ital Del setting forth new Ital 
position on EDF (see Embtel 1598 Sept 12+). After profound study he ~ 
said, Ital Govt was now prepared to accept interim report as basis of 
discussion on most questions, and to drop a number of its previous _ 
reservations. Specifically, Itals prepared to abandon concept of a com- 
mission of several members in place of single Commissioner for Euro- | 
pean Defense, provided commissioner is given several deputies in his’ 
major fields of responsibility, qualified to act in their own name under 
the authority of the defense commissioner. Italians also abandoning 
insistence on unanimous action by council on all major questions, and 
wish instead to increase powers and responsibilities of assembly. — 

On the budgetary problem which they have always considered most 
serious, Italians are now ready to seek solution through formal sur- 

render by natl parliaments to European Assembly of sovereignty over 
military budget. They hope to get around problem of what wld happen 

* The reference here is to the Temporary Council Committee (TCC) established 
at the Ottawa session of the North Atlantic Treaty Couneil. For documentation on 
the Committee’s work, see pp. 1 ff. : 

* Not printed, but see footnote 2, p. 880.
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if a Natl parliament refused to vote its contribution to the common — | 

_ budget by depriving nat] parliaments of discretion in this matter. 
| Their views on the detailed solution are fluid within this general 

-framework= | ree 
| - Bruce 

-® Telegram 2106, October 10, from Paris, not printed, transmitted the translated 
text of a lengthy aide-mémoire by the Italian Delegation to the Conference, dis- 
tributed to other delegations on October 9, describing in detail the Italian com- 
ments and proposals on political institutions and budgetary procedures reported 

! on here, (740.5/10-1051) | - | Sn 

| 740.5/10-851: Telegram a co , : | 

Lhe Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in the United — 

: SECRET -., ‘Wasrineton, October 5, 1951—6: 14 p. m. | 

| - 1858. London for Spofford, Paris for MacArthur. Re Depto 399, : 
Oct 3, from London.? Dutch memo Aug 31 states Neth Gov “prepared 
support idea linking Eur armies together, although on basis different | 

_ from that proposed during Paris Conf”. Bulk of memo devoted to | 
criticisms important points in interim report Paris Conf and to Dutch 
counterproposals. Our view however is that note does represent per- | 

| ceptible shift in direction of more favorable Dutch attitude toward : 
| EDF. | ea | 

Dutch apparently came to decision to participate, under certain con- 
ditions in EDF with great reluctance. Initial Dutch attitude had been ] 
marked by skepticism and, until quite recently, this attitude had been : 

| maintained both publicly and privately. Privately Neth Emb officers | 
| here explained in detail Hague’s-strong preference for bringing Ger | 

into Western defense system through NATO rather than through org | 
| of continental states. They expressed Hague’s fear that with presently | 

contemplated composition, org of Eur army wld ultimately be domi- | 

| nated by Gers or by Fr, either one of which undesirable from Dutch | 

‘viewpoint. With respect possibility Fr domination, they argued Fr . 

commitments Indochina and North Africa plus commie strength | 
metropolitan France wld make for weak mil outfit. They thus initially : 
saw no reason join in development such org when they were already | 

member in good standing of NATO. This connection shld be noted _ | 

2 This telegram was repeated for information to Paris and The Hague. It was | 
: drafted by Joseph W. Scott, Officer in Charge of Swiss and Benelux Affairs, and 

was approved by Deputy Assistant Secretary of State Bonbright. = ~~ | 
4Not printed; in it Spofford asked for Department of State comment on the | 

Netherlands memorandum of August 31 regarding the European Defense Force | 
problem (740.5/10-3151). Regarding the Netherlands memorandum and its de-. | 
livery to the Department, see the memorandum of August 31 by Deputy Under | 

| ‘Secretary Matthews, p. 873. oo a ae
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_ memo Aug 31 emphasizes that NATO “remains best safeguard against _ 
aggression and more safety shld therefore be sought in first place by 
strengthening link between. members this org, thereby increasing its 
power and efficiency”. | a 
_ Neth objections to Paris Conf proposals center not on integration 
concept itself, which they specifically favor at above division level and 
under direction SHAPE, but on impracticability of three organiza- 
tional aspects of Paris proposals which they describe as “unified ad- 
ministration of Eur Army, common budget. and common armament 
program”. Dutch consider that on these three points Paris proposals 
go “beyond limits of what is necessary, useful and realisable under 
present circumstances”. Their objections to Paris proposals these three 
points are followed by counterproposals which they believe wld. sim- 
plify EDF structure. — | 

| Our view is that shift in Dutch attitude toward EDF primarily due 
economic considerations. This spelled out in Starkenborgh conversa- 
tion Spofford reported Depto 246,.rptd info Paris 385, The Hague 

—s- 89, Aug 22.8 | : 
You may wish inform Brit colleagues our view is that Neth can be 

persuaded ultimately support EDF consonant with basic US ap- 
proach to EDF and question Ger contribution set forth WFM paper 
"T-4/2a, Sept 8. Think this will be slow and tedious process, however. 

| Copies Aug 81 memo pouched London for Spofford, Paris for 
MacArthur, Oct 4. So | 

| WEBB : 

* Not printed, but see footnote 2, p. 874. | 

740.5/10-1451 : Telegram | a 

The Chargé in France (Bonsal) to the Secretary of State? 

‘SECRET Parts, October 14, 1951—7 p. m. 

9184. Subject: European Def Forces. Mil Comite of conf has 
reached substantial agreement on size and composition of basic land 
units. Report to Steering Comite has been held up to permit working 
out of certain details, particularly concerning corps troops, and will 

| probably be made next week. Basic air unit under consideration by air 
working group in combined planning staff; report this subj expected 
‘soon, 

Approximate strengths of basic land units now agreed in principle 
are as fols: | 

1. Infantry—14,300 men peacetime, 16,300 wartime. 

1This telegram was repeated for information to London, Frankfurt, Rome, 
Brussels, The Hague, and Luxembourg.
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. 9, Armored—12,500 meni peacetime, 14,250 wartime. a : 
_ 8. Mechanized infantry (to accompany armored division) 13,000 

men. Need for this unit is still under discussion. | | , | 7 

oe On basis informal request from TCC, conf planning staff now work- : 

, - ing up list of equipment required by each of these basic units and by 

| corps and army support troops. These lists will probably be approved | 

next week.® | ; | 

| | - BONSAL 

7 At its Seventh Session in Ottawa, September 15-20, the North Atlantic Coun- 

cil established a Temporary Council Committee (TCC) to prepare a plan of action 

for integrating the defensive strength of the member countries. Contact was soon : 

established between the TCC and the European Defense Community Conference. © 

_ For documentation on the Temporary Council Committee, see pp. 1 ff. 
: ® Telegram 2268, October 18, from Paris, not printed, reported that the Military 

: Committee of the Conference had reported to the Steering Committee on Oc- 
: tober 16 a paper on the size and composition of the basic land units of the pro- | 

posed European Defense Force. West German representative Blank congratulated : 

the Military Committee on the “excellent work” in reaching a solution to a prob- | 

lem which had created so much difficulty in the early stages of the Conference 

| (740.5/10-1851). A preliminary translation of the Military Committee paper was 

| transmitted in telegram 2269, October 18, from Paris, not printed, (7 40.5/10-1851) 

740.5/10-1451 ; Telegram , : | . 2 

The Chargé in France (Bonsal) to the Secretary of State* : 

SECRET | Parts, October 14, 1951—7 p.m. 

2185. Subject: Eur Defense Forces. Steering Comite EDF conf 

adopted Oct 10 tentative paper prepared by mil comite on size of active : 

Eur forces to be built up from now to 1954. In introducing 58S paperto 

Steering Comite, Alphand stressed that determination of final pro- | 

gram was task of TCC; mil comite paper represented an assumption | 

required to permit financial and armament comites of conf to pursue | 

their work. 7 : | | 

| Figures in mil comite paper are only for active ground force units to 

| be ready on D Day; divisional slice estimated at 30,000 men based on | 

| new basic units under consideration by conf. Breakdown of forces by | 

national origin follows: | —— | | 

| Oo Country Units Men . | 

Germany 12 360,000 | | | 
Belg and Lux 3 90,000 | | 

| France — 14 420,000 | 

oe Italy 12 360,000 | | 

Total 41 1,230,000 | 

|  Ihis telegram was repeated for information to London, Frankfurt, Rome, | 
Brussels, The Hague, and Luxembourg. _ oe
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Netherlands joined conf too recently to permit inclusion of figure, 
which will presumably be added later. | 

| _ Bonsab 

 * Telegram 2098, October 9, from Paris, not printed, reported that at the meeting 
that afternoon of the Steering Committee of the Huropean Defense Community 
Conference, Chairman Alphand announced the decision of the N etherlands Gov- 
ernment to participate as a full member of the Conference. Netherlands repre- . 
sentative Van Vredenburch attended the Steering Committee meeting.with a full 
staff and made a brief speech commending the progress made by the Conference 
and expressing hope for a speedy completion of the tasks of the Conference, 
(740.5/10-951 ) 

740.5/10-1751 : Despatch 

Lhe Ambassador in the Netherlands (Chapin) to the Secretary 
of State? 

CONFIDENTIAL | Te Haar, October 17, 1951. 
No. 721 | | | | 

, On October 9 it was announced officially that the Netherlands Gov- 
ernment had decided to join the European Defense Force as an active 
participant and that the Dutch delegation at the Paris Conference 
would be headed by Jonkheer van Vredenburch, ex-Administrator to | 
the free territory of Tangiers. | 

| The Embassy Counselor was informed by Netherlands Defense Min- 
| ister Staf that this announcement had followed a Cabinet meeting of 

October 8, when a final decision was taken to participate. Until this 
Cabinet meeting and final decision was taken, no information could be 
released. Minister Staf indicated that the decision had been somewhat 
conditional and until the French answers had been obtained, it was 
necessary to keep the entire subject secret. In spite of Dutch participa- 
tion in the Pleven Plan, it is well-known that the Cabinet and many 
high-ranking Dutch officials, including General Hasselman, Chief of 
the Army General Staff, are most skeptical of the usefulness of a Euro- 
pean Defense Force as envisaged by the French. : 

Why the Dutch Finally Decided to Join. | 

In short, the Dutch did not want to stand alone. Their neighbors 
had signed up, and economically, as well as politically, they felt them- 
selves obliged to follow suit. Another important factor was General 
Kisenhower’s active support of the Plan, for when this became known, 
many Netherlanders concerned with the subject, including Defense 
Minister Staf, believed that his support was reason enough. It is dif- 
ficult to over-estimate Eisenhower’s influence in the Dutch Govern- — 
ment and among the people. Furthermore, as mentioned above, within 
the Cabinet, Defense Minister Staf had been urging participation and 

1 Copies of this despatch were sent to the Embassies in London and Paris. .
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on lower levels, such highly regarded and energetic officials as Ernst 
| van der Beugel, Commissioner for the Government’s Bureau for ERP, 

as well as others who had worked on the Schuman Plan, all supported ; 

- joining. | Ss - / 

_ The Embassy understands that when the Cabinet finally decided to ) 
participate, it was only after having received some sort of agreement 

__ by French that the member nations: would look into the Dutch request | 

that there be a clearly understood link between the EDF as a sub- | 
ordinate unit and the NATO as a higher authority. In addition, the : 

| Dutch wished assurance that the EDF would not mushroom into 
another unwieldy bureaucracy. | a | 

Why the Dutch are Skeptical about the EDF. oe 

The Netherlands Embassy in Washington submitted a Memorandum 
of August 31 to the Department specifying a number of questions and — : 
doubts in the minds of the Dutch. | | 

: | Behind these doubts lie many years of traditional Dutch neutrality 
| and abstention from international affairs. In addition, through the | 

! years, Dutch diplomatic and economic ties have been close with Great 3 
| Britain and Scandinavia. Therefore, what Foreign Minister Stikker | 
: has described as only “platonic” British interest inthe European Army _ | 

| had its effect in the Netherlands. | | | | 
: Some Foreign Office officials are highly dubious of the basic French | 

: motives behind the Plan. More specifically the views of the officials | 
, responsible for European Army affairs are something along the fol- | 

, lowing lines: _ | | ca Oe, | 

, - The Plan is brilliant, they say, but only so far as France is concerned. | 
_ French economy, her government, and her army are all weak and only : 

: in her fear of the Germans is she really united. Resentful of the need | 
) for economic aid from America, she strives, above all, to tie Germany , 
| to some sort of an organization where, militarily speaking, the Ger- | 
| mans will not outstrip the French. French nationalism and her desire | 

| _ to develop a “Third Force” in Europe, with France as the leader, have 7 

2 not been thoroughly understood and have, so the argument goes, been | 

| underestimated in Washington. This Third Force is not to be confused _ | 
7 with the neutrality concept, for it is, these Dutch officials point out, the _ 

: conviction that Western Europe must become militarily and economi- | 

cally strong under French leadership and entirely independent of any 

large power. - oe | 

As to the Plan itself, it is pointed out that in France, De Gaulle is 
- opposed to it and so are the French Communists. West Germany, under 

! the decreasing power of Adenauer is for it, but not Schumacher. Fur- 

- thermore who can tell if the Socialists will not be in power when it | 

comes time to submit any EDF ratification bill before the Bundestag __ 
, at Bonn? Italians are so bent on obtaining American economic and
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military aid that they will support the EDF just to placate the Ameri- 
cans. And the British are only lukewarm. In brief, they ask, has anyone 

| really thought the Plan through ? | | 
As evidence of the questionable practicability of this Plan, these 

officials direct attention to the Council on Europe, where, it is stated, 
in discussing generalities, there was reasonable accord among the 
various deputies. But as soon as specific proposals and resolutions were 
made, “sparks flew”, particularly between the French and Germans. 
The disillusionment which they allege has resulted from Strasbourg _ | 
has, therefore, in some circles, a direct relation to the disbelief in the 
realism of the European Army concept. (See section below on this 
“disillusion”. ) | 

Netherlands States General. | a 
In contrast with the above doubts and arguments, a sizeable segment _ 

of the Dutch Parliament supports the Plan. There are several reasons 
for this. Firstly, by tradition, Dutch Parliamentarians, many of 
whom are lawyers by profession, have great regard for erecting legal : 
structures and devices as the solution for a given problem. The 
Netherlands-Indonesian Union Charter is an example. Therefore, the 
deputies see the European Army, with its higher authority and rep- 
resentative council, as a neatly arranged mechanism to manage a 
European defense force. Secondly, ever since the war, the deputies — 
have been more and more conscious of a shift in power from the States 
General to the executive. Sensitive to this gradual loss of power to the 
Government, they look upon the supra-national authority as an op- | 
portunity for Parliamentarians, not only in the Netherlands, but 

throughout Western Europe, to regain that lost power. 
At this writing, any draft legislation favoring the EDF will in all 

probability be sustained by a Parliamentary majority. The Catholics | 
favor it. The conservative Anti-Revolutionaries and Christian His- 
torics also support, as do the Liberals, the Party of Foreign Minister | 
Stikker. One factor which is largely responsible for the pro-European | 
Army views of the normally ultra-nationalistic Christian Historic and 
Anti-Revolutionary deputies is the educational effect of the Council 
of Europe and the influence which those sessions have had among 
formerly provincial Dutch Parliamentarians. Mr. Schmal, leader of 
the right-wing of the CHU is an example. At this writing, the Party | 
of Labor is divided but will probably fall in line too. Opposition ele- 
ments in that Party can be traced to those of neutralist or pacifist 
tendencies. | | 

Press and the People. | 

The average Dutchman has little interest and less understanding 
of a European Army. The press has covered it from time to time, but 
its lack of enthusiasm has reflected the attitude of many Dutch officials.
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Today, what the press needs and is requesting is a clear explanation | 
_ of the problem and the contribution of a European Defense Force. If ? 

| the Plan fails, it will be regarded by those practical minded Dutch- 7 
men who give it any thought as another good theory which collapsed : 

pO when puttothetest. | | 

) | - For the Ambassador: 
oo | Puitre Crock | 

| | Secretary of Embassy | 

Lo 740.5/10-1851 : Telegram . | | | 

: The Uniied States Deputy Representative onthe North Atlantic _ ? 
rs Council (Spofford) to the Secretary of States = : 

: ‘SECRET | Lonvon, October 18, 1951—7 p. m. | 

: - Depto 473. If decisions are to be taken at Rome? on Ger participa- _—s_i| 
jo tion in West defense thru EDC, considerable preparatory work willbe _ | 
i necessary in NATO as well as that going on in Paris conf and con- ) 
: templated for big three mtgs.* We know contemplated schedule from 

Byroade and Reinstein. _ | a : 
Byroade’s suggestion that Fr keep CD fully and currently informed | 

: of developments at Paris EDC conf has been given Burin in Alphand’s ) 
: absence. Understand Alphand will present full report in CD on | 

: Monday.* Oo 7 a } 
2 Wld appreciate early indication Wash thinking (and SHAPE’s if | 

c it wishes) on timing and nature of other preparatory work, including | 

: that on question of how Eur Def Force is to be integrated into NATO. 

[ This is question which will obviously require NATO attention before 
: Rome and one to which Brit as well as Dutch and others attach much 
| importance. They, like we, are concerned not merely that EDF achieve 

: stated “European” objectives of Paris conf but also that it be so de- | 

veloped as to fulfill less clearly stated objective of assuring that EDC 
both in short term and long term, will serve common interest of NAT | 
nations rather than becoming possible divisive element or more serious 

| long-range problem. Effective integration of EDC into wider North 

: Atlantic framework on:firm basis of common interests appears to be — 
key to situation. => : | 

2 - 4 Phis telegram was repeated for information to Paris and Frankfurt. | 

| The reference here is to the Eighth Session of the North Atlantic Council 
_ held in Rome November 24—28 ; see pp. 693 ff. _ 

fo * The American, British, and French Foreign Ministers planned to meet in Paris 
and Rome during November. | 

i “Regarding Alphand’s report to the Council Deputies on Monday, October 22, 
2 | see telegram 496, October 23, from London, p. 897.
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We accordingly welcome indications both in interim report * and in 
Paris 2182 to Dept ® early discussions on EDC-NATO relations are 

— contemplated. Question however, Alphand’s use of word “agreement” 
between EDC and NATO. Situation of fact appears to be not one of 
two separate groups but of small tightly-knit unit within larger 
loosely-knit one and relationship eld presumably be spelled out in EDC 

| treaty and in Rome council decision. (In this connection see Brussels 
agreement, C6—D/1,’ paras 10, 12, and 15 (3)). | | : 

Fol is our preliminary thinking on problem of EDC integration 

into NATO. As we see it, problem has two aspects. First is to assure 

effective control over EDF. Second is to serve best interest of both 
EDC and NATO. 

First aspect is apparently being developed along sound organiza- 

tional lines with respect to EDF (as distinct from EDC) in that “all 
command functions and other functions relating to employment of 

Kuropean forces” will be under SACEUR from outset (first para of 

para 8, chapter I, interim report). SACEUR is subject to higher | 

strategic direction from SG and SC subject to polit guidance from 
| NAC and CD. This aspect organizationally therefore seems to present | 

problem only of further developing NAC and CD along lines already 
charted. into effective instruments for extending coordinated polit | 
guidance. NATO control cld be effective counterpoise to exercise of 
undue dominance by any one nation in EDC. How effective its control 

wld be in event, for example, of De Gaulle or a similarly-minded Ger- 
man acquiring leadership of EDC wld depend upon degree and effec- 
tiveness of NAT integration. : 

On second aspect, we believe objective of serving best interests of 
both EDC and Atlantic community can best be achieved thru develop- | 
ment of some form of “osmosis”. While EDC will be more tightly in- 

tegrated than NATO, both, while based on separate formal treaties, 

are living and developing structures with substantially similar objec- 
tives and many common functions. Relationship of smaller to larger 
shld avoid rigidity as far as. possible. There shld be maximum meshing 
of procedures, free two-way flow of ideas and results, and absorption 

by each body of practical and beneficial developments in other. 

We note that second para of para 3, chap I, interim report, states | 
“establishment and functioning of EDC shld be assured in close liaison 
with appropriate organs of NATO” and lists fields in which liaison 

considered specially necessary. Do not believe “liaison” enough sub- 

*The reference here is to the. Interim Report of the Conference for the Organi- 
zation of a European Defense Community, July 24, p. 843. 

: *Not printed. | 
7 Regarding the NATO Council document under reference here, see document 

Pleven D-2/1la, January 26, p. 755. ,
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| stantively. Furthermore, this may cloak possible Fr desire to keep Ger : 

out of NATO indefinitely. Believe best answer neither liaison nor | 
representation of EDC bodies as such in NATO bodies but rather use | 

| to maximum extent of same individuals in comparable positions in 
| : both, | : - | | 

This wld appear both to provide maximum effectiveness and to avoid | 
fo problem of natl vs. corporate representation. To extent greater corpo- | 
) -- rate entity of some EDC bodies might require, some form of supple- : 
| mental corporate liaison cld be considered. | ; | | 

| ne / | | SPOFFORD | 

740.5/10-1951 : Telegram a | 

| The Ambassador in France (Bruce) to the Secretary of State* | 

7 SECRET re Paris, October 19, 1951—8 p. m. | 

Po 9300. Re Deptel 22702 and ref cables from London rptd Paris for __ 
info have caused me concern for several reasons: | 

: 1. As Dept knows, as US observer I and my staff have been fol 
| EDF conf in detail for some months. We sit in on mtgs of steering 
to. comite and sub-comites and keep close contact with French and other 
: dels. I had assumed US del London was aware of this situation and , 

wld make use of this Emb to obtain info or arrange any desired mtgs ; 
regarding relation of EDF to London talks. As US del London con- 

: ducts separate discussions with EDF conference, this is bound to 
. create confusion and cross wires just as individual discussions between _ 
1 US del London and Germans wld compromise HICOM position in 
! - contractual negots. In view of current TCC study, HICOM contractual 
| negots and EDF conf, it is obvious that US del London must work 
| closely with officials handling these related matters to avoid misunder- 

standing and duplicationofwork, - 
| | 2. Some misunderstanding already seems to have arisen. As re- 

quested your Deptel 2270, Oct 18, Emb asked FonOff about reported 
To unwillingness of French to agree to an informal mtg in Paris on 
‘ EDF with experts of London dels. FonOff had not heard of any re- 
} quests for mtgs and stated it wld, of course, cooperate in arranging: 
| any informal mtgs the US and UK observers to EDF conf thought | 

-1~This telegram was repeated for information to Frankfurt for McCloy, to 
3 London for Reinstein, and to OSR for Harriman... | : : 
; ~2Dated October 17, not printed. It explained that the U.S. approach to the 
‘ London tripartite conversations regarding the German financial contribution to 
: Western defense was based upon assurances given by French Foreign Minister 
fo Schuman to the effect that the final working out of economic. and adminis- | 

i trative details of a European Defense Force would not hold up agreement on 
; -- German. contractual relations or the recruitment of Germans into the European 

| Defense Force. The telegram observed that the French Delegation to the tripartite | 
; talks in London was nevertheless unwilling to agree to an informal meeting in 
3 Paris of experts to discuss the relationship of the European Defense Force with | 
: the financial planning for German contractual relations and the financing of 
3 Germany’s contribution to Western defense. (740.5/10-1451) |
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useful in connection with London talks. Alphand believes such in- 
_ formal mtg here wld be helpful? _ - 7 —— 

" 8. Ref cables from London have implied that Schuman agreed in 
‘Washington that EDF wld be started without settling basis financial. | 
provisions. I did not understand this to be the case. French did state 
they were prepared to launch EDF and permit recruiting of Germans 
‘as soon as treaty establishing basis EDF institutions and conferring 
necessary powers had become effective, leaving to institutions working | 
out of details without waiting for institutions to exercise full func- | 
tions, French have always considered the common budget for EDF 
as one of its essential features. , | 

| Your Deptel 2270 appears to be consistent with my understanding 
as stated above. : 

Bruce 

8 Telegram 1994, October 23, from London, not printed, commented that the first 
two paragraphs of the telegram printed here involved a misunderstanding. It 
observed that the U.S. Delegation to the tripartite conversations regarding the 

- German financial contribution to Western defense had made no suggestion that 
the London negotiators have any discussions with the European Defense Com- 
munity Conference in Paris. The American proposal had simply been for tripar- 
tite conversations in Paris that could include those officials concerned with the | 

| European Defense Community Conference. (740.5/10—-2351 ) . 
Alphand discussed French views regarding a German financial contribution to 

a European Defense Force and support of Allied forces in Germany with Ameri- 
can Embassy representatives in Paris on October 20 and with American, British, 
and French negotiators in London on October 22; see telegram 2329, October 21, 
from Paris, p. 1656, and footnote 2 thereto. | 

740.5/10-1851 : Telegram - 

The Secretary of State to the Embassy in the United Kingdom * 

SECRET WasurneTon, October 20, 1951—6: 17 p. Mm. 

Todep 256. Re Depto 473, Oct 18,2? Dept concurs necessity prepara- 
tory work in NATO on EDC NATO integration. Suggest full CD 

consideration this problem soonest. Probably after Mon Alphand re- | 
port * wld be too soon, but leave this your discretion. | 
Our prelim thinking this subject in gen agreement your approach. 

Fol specific comments are offered. 

: 1. Ref NATO control over EDF as counterforce to undue dominance 
any one nation in EDC, agree value this concept which shld be useful 
in controlling Fr fears re Militarized Ger. Suggest possible pitfalls 
here are that NATO ony recommends and does not control; also in- 
herent here is concept Ger participation NATO. a 

2. Agree liaison only between EDC and NATO inadequate. On ques- 
tion EDC individuals being also NATO reps our thinking is tenta- 

This telegram was drafted by John L. Barnard of the Office of European Re- 
gional Affairs and cleared by John A. Calhoun, Deputy Director of the Office of 
German Political Affairs, and by Assistant Secretary of State Perkins. , 

* Ante, p. 891. | 
>For a report on Alphand’s statement to the NATO Council Deputies on Mon- 

day, Octaher 2°. see telegram Depto 496, October 23, from London, p. 897. _
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tively that this may be necessity in view of lack of qualified personnel, 
but that subj requires further study. Wld appreciate expansion your _ & 
views this matter, - | Oe | 
oe ee oe _ ACHESON | 

| 740.5/ 10-2251 : Telegram | . oe - a 

 _ The Ambassador in France (Bruce) to the Secretary of State 

| CONFIDENTIAL | Paris, October 22,1951—8 p.m. 
2358. Subject is Eur Defense Forces. October 19 meeting of steering  —_— 

comite largely devoted to statement by newly appointed chairman of 

conference armament.and mobilization comite on problems which this 
comite wld have to face. Chairman is Hirsch who had primary respon- 
sibility under Monnet for negotiationsfor Schuman Plan? = 

According to Hirsch’s statement, new comite will be responsible for 

_ dealing with all questions raised by economic role of commissioner—in « 

particular preparation and execution of armament program, exercise 
of control over production and trade necessary to assure carrying out 
of this program—and problem of industrial mobilization, = 

Comite’s proposals will serve as a basis for drafting such provisions 
as may be necessary on these subjects for treaty transitional convention 
and other attached documents. re : 

In introducing Hirsch, Alphand stressed conference’s agreement 

recorded in Art 10 of interim report * that common armament. and 

equipment program for Eur forces wld be established and executed =| 
by commissioner, as well as provision in interim report that end-item 

aid received on basis mutual aid program wld be received and allocated | 
| by commissioner. In his report Hirsch noted number and complexity — 

_of problems which fell within competence of his comite and stated that 
as general principle comite shld deal first with those problems whose | 

. solution wld be embodied in treaty, transitional convention or attached 

protocol. He dealt at some length with fol points: — : 

1. Establishment of armament program. In Hirsch’s view, financial 
comite recommendation (Embtel 2245, October 17 *) that Eur budget 

1 This telegram was repeated for information to London, Frankfurt, Rome, | 
Brussels, The Hague, and Luxembourg. — rae ae 

* For documentation regarding the attitude of the United States with respect f 
to the establishment of a European Coal and Steel Community (Schuman Plan), | 

see volume Tv, ot Fa 
®Seep.848. 0 a we F 

-* Not printed. It reported that the Financial Committee of the European Defense E 
Community Conference would present three papers to the Steering Committee of 
the Conference shortly: (1) a paper on the financial regulations outlining the ; 
principles of preparation, presentation, execution, and auditing of the common [ 
defense budget; (2) a paper that dealt with the “transfer problem” that would E 
probably arise from the fact that the EDC would be required to effect in certain — E 
countries expenditures greater than the amount of such countries’ contributions 

to the EDC; (38) a paper on the Organization of a financial directorate operating | : 
under the Defense Commissioner. (740.5/10-1751) ME os | I 

| 536-688 PT 1—80—_59 :
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__ shid be broken down in some detail meant that broad armament pro- 
gram wld in effect accompany budget and discussion of it by various 
institutions of community, in particular council and assembly, wld 
take place at that time. Hirsch did not believe any particular pro- 
visions wld be necessary in treaty on this subject. 

Execution of armament program. Major preoccupation of armament 
wid in Hirsch’s opinion be to work out powers required by the com- , 
missioner for effective execution of armament program and conditions 
under which such powers wld be exercised. In his preliminary view 
fol questions in particular wld come up: 

_ (a) Because execution of armament program wld have im- 
portant effects on economies of member states, commissioner wld 
have to work closely with council representing member govts. To 
assure effectiveness of execution, however, no formal limitations _ 
shld be placed upon commissioner except perhaps as concerns 
financial questions such as transfer problems (see Embtel 9945). 
Commissioner shld also be required consult on certain questions 
with consultative comite representing producers, workers and in- 
terested groups. 

(6) Commissioner wld need power to obtain and verify info to 
the extent required for execution of armament program. This cld 
be done somewhat on same basis as Art. 47 of Schuman plan 
treaty. , 

(c) Comite shld also make clear that procurement contracts wld 
be placed directly by commissioner and that commissioner wld 
have full power to supervise their execution. | 

(zd) In order to do his job, commissioner wld need extensive 
_ knowledge of total production and imports of armaments in mem- 

_ ber states. Provision shld therefore be made that any manufacture 
| or import destined for non-EDF forces of member states shld be 

_ reported to commissioner by member govt in question. To the ex- 
tent that such manufactures or imports might affect execution of © 
comite’s armament program, commissioner shld explore with 
respective govt what practical measures cld be taken to prevent 
programs from being in conflict. Manufactures in member states of 
mil goods for export shld be subject to prior authorization by the 
commissioner. 

(e) Commissioner shld have certain special powers during a 
period of heavy rearmament and hence of shortages in mil goods | 
and raw materials; these powers might resemble those described 
in Article 59 of Schuman plan treaty. Such powers shld include 
compulsory orders, priorities and requisitions. | 

3. Mil research. Commissioner shld have right to fix research pro- 
grams and to centralize and use info resulting therefrom. : 
4, Relations with outside organizations as concerns armament and 

mutual aid programs. Commissioner shld be the normal intermediary 
between the community and the technical organizations of NATO, 
as well as between community and non-member countries, on questions 
of armament which affect community. He shld also, as Alphand had 
said, allocate matériel received under mutual aid programs on the | 
basis of the community’s armament program, as well as assure neces- 
sary liaison with international organizations such as Eur coal and 
steel community. : a
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In Hirsch’s view, certain other provisions of the treaty wld also be : 

necessary to assure proper execution of common armament program. 

These might include exemption for material and supplies of the 

community from all tariffs within territories of member states, an | 

| exemption which might be extended to semi-finished products and 

| raw materials essential for manufacture of such matériel; and some 

| form of special tax regime for these same materials and supplies, 

In answer to a question of Dutch delegate, Hirsch added that com- 

| mittee wld of course have to study transitional problems in connec- 2 

| tion with armament program and particularly question of how soon a | 

| common armament program could be established. SO | 

2 In conclusion, Alphand proposed armament comite hold first meet- | 

: ing on fol Monday, Oct 22. On request of Ger delegate who argued 

| necessity of giving further study to these questions, first meeting | 

finally set for next Thursday, Oct 25. ee } 

| Be 
BRUCE | 

740.5/10-2351: Telegram | On 

: The United States Deputy Representative on the North Atlantic 

| Council (Spofford) to the Secretary of State * - 

SECRET oe | - Lonpon, October 23, 1951—2 p. m. 

: Depto 496. In CD yesterday Alphand summarized progress and re- 

maining ques Ger EDF conf. He pointed up problem of EDF link with 

; NATO and considered it especially delicate since “Ger not NATO 

member”. He hoped Paris conf wld be able to submit draft treaty to 

: NAC at Rome? although some details wld probably still be unsolved. 

Port suggested that main point of Rome mtg is ques of Ger and that 

mtg might well be postponed until final Paris report available. US 

| dep argued strongly that experience had demonstrated disadvantages 

of trying to wait until all problems ripe for final decision, that Rome 

| mtg might facilitate final decision on Ger and Nov 24 date shld be 

1 maintained. UK grumbled and said TCC report wld also be available 

] if mtg postponed to mid December but did not at this mtg press 

| postponement. | Ce | , . 

‘ Neth dep was worried about tripartite negots with Ger which might | 

affect NATO. Alphand assured him no decision affecting NATO wld 

; be made without NATO discussions and said that Bonn discussions 

included ques of guarantees beyond NATO Art 6 demanded from oce 

; powers by Ger and Ger reciprocal obligations. Belg asked if was im- 

: posing conditions on participation in west def. Neth. and Italy re- 

quested occ powers report on contractual arrangements negots which 

Fr and US believe cld be made. Fr argued that Rome agenda item 

1 Repeated to Paris, Frankfurt, and Bonn for information. 7 a 

3 -2The reference here is to the forthcoming Highth Session of the North Atlantic 

3 | Council held in Rome November 24-28; see pp. 693 ff. pe Td
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shld be “report of Paris conf on Ger participation in west def”, Fr 
stated and US agreed that occ powers report called for in Brussels 
decision was given at Ottawa and that principal basis of Rome dis- 
cussions wld be EDF report. US with support of Neth and Can ob- 
tained agreement to retain broader title of “Ger participation in West 
def”, | | 7 
Chairman said that if Ger participation is to be treated fruitfully at 

Rome, deps must soon begin to pull together from NATO point of view 
loose ends involved in present multiplicity of discussions on Ger and 
particularly to consider ques of EDC link with NATO. Neth com- 
mented timing tricky because nec to avoid present NATO with take- 
it-or-leave-it proposal but also to permit present negots to solve as 
many problems'as possible. oe ae 
Chairman read para 15 of C-6-D/1,; particularly 15(3) in which | 

NAC requested CD to consider recommendations of Paris conf from 
point of view of NATO requirements. | 
CD accepted Chairman’s statements deps wld be kept as fully and 

currently advised as possible of all developments on Ger of concern to 
NATO that subj wld be kept currently on CD agenda and specific 
problems dealt with as soon as possible, and that necessity time wise 
might have to be criterion rather than readiness any specific topic. 

: | | - _ SPorrorp | 

* Not printed, but see Department of State paper Pleven D-2/1a, January | 26, p. 755. - BS ne 

740.5/10-2851 : Telegram Be a 
The United States Deputy Representative on the North Atlantic | 

| Council (Spofford) to the Secretary of States 

SECRET - _ Lowpon, October 23, 1951—7 p. m. 
Depto 502. Re Todep 256 * and 250.* At lunch yesterday I urged on 

Alphand necessity of mtg Nov 24 target date for council. While he 

* Repeated for information to Paris, Frankfurt, and Bonn. 7 eo °* Dated October 20 p. 894. : SO 
* Dated October 20, to London, not printed. In it the Department of State re- viewed arguments against postponement of the Rome session of the North Atlantic Council, It also observed, inter alia, that it was becoming daily more clear that the question of German membership in NATO would soon have to be faced. It. observed that the French view that a German relationship to NATO be exclusively through the EDC was unacceptable to Germany as it would give Germany a status inferior to other EDC members, It was suggested that the least Germany could. accept was a firm tripartite assurance, at the signing of the contractual relations agreement and European Defense Force treaty, that the allies would support German candidacy in NATO. Ambassador Spofford was asked to con- sider whether Alphand’s visit to London would provide Spofford an opportunity “to edge into this problem with him in private conversations in which you 

would be speaking in a private capacity.”’ It was also suggested that Ambassador Bruce might also wish to take up the matter with Foreign Minister Schuman and other key French officials when the opportunity offered. (740.5/10-1851) :
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considered time very short, was uncertain how loose threads might | 

best be pulled together and was not sure EDF treaty cld be completed. 

by then, he appeared to agree desirability of mtg target date if 

| _ Alphand and Burin des Rosier themselves brought up question of : 

Ger membership in NATO, several times using phrase that Ger was 2 

bo not a member of NATO “for time being”. They spoke of it as being = 

| responsible for many complications in EDF and its relations to NATO | 

2 “which wld otherwise be simple” and in general their attitude on subj | 

2 was much softer than in previous conversations. They nevertheless | 

3 expressed view that obtaining Fr ratification of EDF treaty wld be | 

difficult in any event and that prior raising of Ger membership might | 

swing balance against ratification. Alphand volunteered, however, , 

: that Ger wld undoubtedly raise it before that time and stated frankly | 

| he saw no logical answer to Ger demand for NAT representation. We | 

expressed understanding of Fr polit problem and said we wid wel- 

come any Fr ideas as to how Ger membership question might be | 

treated. They hadnonetooffer. ae 
7 _ Alphand was thinking of EDC-NATO relations primarily in terms 

of who decided when what forces shld be committed. While he had 

obviously given much thought to problem of duality in this field, he | 

: stated it was probably “temporary” complication due to Ger absence 

: from NATO. 'They both seemed to react favorably to suggestion that | 

problem might be met provisionally by concurrent (and adjoining) 

mtgs of NAT and EDC Council of Mins shld emergency arise, with all 

| members of Council of Mins other than Ger also representing their 

 govts in NAC. They were initially casual about other aspects of EDC- 

NAT relationships. However, with a view to securing decision at 

Rome, avoiding adverse repercussions from other 9 NATO members 

| and of avoiding repetition of ‘complications similar to those we are | 

| still having over MEC, they appeared to agree that it wld be desirable 

1 to work out in CD as well as Paris conference prior to Rome, prin- 

| - ciples, where necessary in some detail, which shld govern relationship. 

| It did not appear possible either in conversation with them or in 

to subsequent discussion in CD to fix timetable for deps discussions on 

: Ger and EDC but, as reported separately, it was agreed by CD that _ 

4 subj shld be kept concurrently on our agenda, that Fr and other oc- 

: cupying powers wld keep deps as fully and currently informed as 

| possible on developments with respect to Ger and that we wld deal 

with specific problems whenever adequate material was available. — 

“Incidentally, Alphand believed NATO shld give prompt attention _ 

1 to Ger unity problem, primarily from informational point of view. 

: Cablingseparatelyonthis = 

| | oo SRORFORD
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| 740.5/10-2751 : Telegram | 

| Lhe Ambassador in France (Bruce) to the Acting Secretary of State 

SECRET Parts, October 27, 1951—8 p. m. 
2485. Deptel 2343, Oct 20 (rptd London Todep 250, Frankfurt 2533, 

Bonn 150).? Whatever the substantive merits might be of having Ger 
in NATO, as far as Parliament and public opinion here are concerned 
such merits are relatively unimportant and question is primarily 
emotional and political in nature. National Assembly will in near 
future consider Schuman Plan, EDF and other items bearing on Ger 
more or less as single package, and whether or not Ger accession to 
NAT is understood to be implied on that occasion may make crucial 
difference in the voting. We believe that if govt is unable to side-step 
question and if impression gains ground in Assembly that Ger acces- 
sion to NAT is implied, entire succession of these important measures 
wld fail of acceptance here, involving disastrous setback to our policy 
objectives and very substantial loss in time. 

The parliamentary picture is this: While Gaullists may conceivably 
abstain in voting on Schuman Plan, there is every evidence that they 
plan to make major issues of EDF, so that one must count with Gaul- 

a list plus Commie opposition block of over one-third of votes to start 
with. Of the four remaining groups (the Socialists) is virtually cer- 
tain to vote en bloc against project that implies Ger admission to 
NATO, since even now their acceptance of EDF is shaky and they 
have certainly not yet fully faced up to implications of fact that 
France and Ger wld be equals in EDF. Given the symbolic value of 
NATO membership (which Socialists have furiously denied to Spain, 
for instance), raising it in connection with EDF wld in our view 
almost certainly drive them into arms of opposition. Even assuming 
that MRP, as the most disciplined of the remaining parties, might 
vote solidly for govt in such contingency, which is not certain, sub- 
stantial portion of RGR and independents are sure to oppose plans 
whose acceptance in their view involved acceptance also of Ger acces- 
sion to NAT. Our estimate therefore is that if Ger NATO membership 
is thought by Parliament to be included in package, govt wld go down 
to defeat by heavy adverse vote in Assembly. | 

Govt is aware of this, but it is also becoming more and more aware 
of compelling necessity of including Ger in NAT as soon as may be 
possible. Question keeps presenting itself with insistence at EDF conf 

1This telegram was repeated for information to London, Frankfurt, and Bonn. 
. Secretary of State Acheson departed by ship from the United States on Oc- 

tober 25 for Europe where he and a party of advisers participated in the opening 
meetings of the Sixth Regular Session of the United Nations General Assembly 
in Paris on November 6; regarding the Secretary’s activities in Paris, see the 
editorial note, p. 1312. 

* Not printed, but see footnote 3, supra.
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in connection with use of EDC Forces and with relationship between 

EDC and NATO, and it is obviously also troublesome in connection _ 

with security guarantee in contractual negots. The logic of the basic 

French European initiative, the complexity of the above problems 

if Ger is not admitted to NATO, and of course the exigencies of the 

political situation in Ger which France realizes eld jeopardize accept- 

| ance of EDF treaty there, all suggest that question cannot be dodged 

in the long run. | | 

| We ourselves have let no opportunity pass to do missionary work : 

in persuading French officials of inevitability of Ger NATO mem- — 2 

bership, and feel that we are mtg with increased receptivity. Inaddi- Ss | 

tion to arguments implied in the above, we have pointed out that it | 

7 is only means whereby Ger can accept full obligations of NATO with- 

? out establishing direct military arrangements with non-EDF coun- | 

tries, and that from US point of view it is formula that allows us best sf 

: to support French initiative for irrevocable incorporation of western ; 

! Ger into Europe. OB a i | 

; We agree with Dept’s view in reftel that it is best not to attempt to 

| foree issue at this time since that might merely crystallize French op- | 

| position, whereas need for simple solution is bound to reveal itself ) 

2 more insistently as discussions proceed. We also agree with McCloy’s | 

: view in Bonn’s 238 to Dept (rptd London 85)% where, speaking of | 

security guarantee, he envisages that Sept guarantee shld be left in | 

: force until Ger enters EDC “at which time” we cld undertake to sup- | 

port its admission to NATO. We note that this implies not attempting | 

. to obtain French commitment on this prior to Ger accession to EDC, | 

: but we fully realize that it will not be possible to leave matters simply 

, in suspense until that time. | Se 

It seems to us that there is in effect only one way of mtg this situa- 

| tion and that is by gradual approach. We believe Pleven’s and Schu- 

man’s statements on European Federation were designed to create 

atmosphere in which question of relationship of one individual Euro- 

| pean country to NATO cld become submerged in larger question of 

continental unity. It is true that federation idea will not move ahead 

quickly enough to solve the problem of Ger NATO membership for 

. us, but we believe in any event it is preferable to work with Schuman 

and his European-minded subordinates in this matter, helping them 

: to ease France into posit where Ger NATO membership will be ac- _ 

| cepted, rather than to exert high-level pressure that may find French 

individually receptive enough, but unable to give way because of the 

i hard facts oftheinternal politsituation, = = aa 

- What has to be found, then, is formula that can bridge gap between 

time of EDF ratification and time afterwards when full attention can 

®* Not printed. | | | | ao
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be focussed on admitting Ger to NATO without danger of upsetting 
entire train of agreements that must pass through Assembly here dur- 
ing months immediately ahead. Oe a ae | : 

Ogee | BRUCE 

740.5/10-2751 : Telegram Sp tes 
Lhe Ambassador in France (Bruce) to the Acting Secretary | 

of State | 

SECRET | Paris, October 27, 1951—8 p. m. 
2484, Belg Amb Guillaume called secret mtg of heads of del to | 

_ EDF conf Thursday evening? He apparently indicated that his govt 
was concerned about recent developments in EDF conf leading to 
broad grants of polit authority to supra-national org. Belg Cab tended 
to view that France was pushing European countries into federation 
through back door. He asked that his comments not be interpreted as 
Belgium having negative attitude towards federation but only that, 
if federation was objective, it shld be faced directly. Heads of Ger 
and French dels were very firm that discussions of EDF conf were 
within framework of interim report which had been accepted by all 
dels as a basis for deliberations of conf and that they cld not. accept 
view expressed by Amb Guillaume. We understand that after discus- 
sion it was agreed Beg del wld continue in conf on basis of interim 
report. | | | 

Dutch sources indicate that question was discussed by Belg Cab 
but concern was not nearly as strong as that indicated by Guillaume. 
It originates in their view with Van Zeeland who claims to be worried 
about internal polit complications that wld be involved in necessary 
changes in Belg constitution. Van Zeeland is reported to wish to call 
an informal mtg of interested ministers in Paris around Nov 5 to con- 
sider progress of EDF conf. I have only third hand reports on this 
subj. 

| | Bruce 

* This telegram was repeated for information to London, Frankfurt, The Hague, 
Brussels, and Rome. 

Telegram 409, October 26, from The Hague, not printed, reported that the Embassy had been informed that the Benelux meeting at Brussels on October 25 
was called to organize a united front against the European Defense Force. The 
Embassy was further informed that the N etherlands cabinet was split regarding 
the EDF but the Socialist and Catholic deputies in the Netherlands parliament 
supported the plan. (740.5/10-2651) Telegram 595, October 29, from Brussels, not 
printed, reported that the Embassy had been informed that the Benelux meeting in Brussels on October 25 had discussed the European Defense Force but no 
decision had been reached. The Embassy was further informed that Belgian Foreign Minister Van Zeeland appeared to favor the EDF in principle, but the 
Dutch and Luxembourg officials appeared to be cool to the plan. (740.5/10-2951 ) 
See also telegram 419, October 30, from The Hague, p. 905.
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Paris Embassy files, 400 European Defense Forces : Telegram | es ee 

The Ambassador in France (Bruce) to the Acting Secretary of State * | 

TOP SECRET - Paris, October 28, 1951—9 p. m. | 

9489, Restrict distribution on need-to-know basis. Subject: Euro- 7 

| pean Defense Forces. Re Embtel 2330, Oct 21.2 Alphand transmitted | 

, to chairman TCC last night EDF Conference Report in reply to ques- | 

3 tions asked by TCC and reported reftel. Conference’s Military Com- | 

: mittee and its combined planning staff have been in almost continuous 

| session since last week to complete report. ae ee ) 

| Following isabriefsummary: ee ee | 

1. Basic Units ae Oo oe a ) 

Agreement was reached on basic units for both ground and air | 

forces, along general lines described paragraph B-areftel: | 

Infantry groupement—peacetime strength about 18,000 men, war- - 

time strength about 15,600; - : 

Armored groupement—peacetime strength about 12,700 men, war- 

: time strength about 14,600; 7 . a 

For air forces, “demi-brigade” (roughly equivalent to an American 

wing) with 75 combat aircraft in most cases and 48 in ‘a few special 

cases. a a en - 

Steering Committee’s agreement to these units subject to reservation 

1 that “definitive form” of units may later be modified within the frame- 

| work of general manpower and matériel requirements stated, and In 

4 particular (on insistence of the German delegation) that “mechanized” 

7 division could later be reestablished by the Commissioner. _ | 

, 2, Divisional Slice | ne 

' - Agreement reached in Military Committee and approved by Steering = 

| Committee on corps and army troops required to support a hypo- 

thetical field army of three corps and 12 groupements of which eight . 

; - infantry and four armored. (This is equivalent to D-day and D plus 7 

, strength of German contribution.) On this basis, groupement slice was 

; worked out at 31,200 men; this includes only groupement, corps and | 

: army troops and excludes troops in communication zone, which ac- 

cording to SHAPE estimates would raise size average slice by about 

: 5,000 men. Essential elements of wing slice for air forces have been 

-“inpnis telegram was repeated for information to London and Frankfurt. | 
2 2 Not printed. It reported that at the meeting of the Steering Committee of the 

; European Defense Community Conference on October 19, Chairman Alphand , 

announced that the Executive Bureau of the Temporary Council Committee of — 

: NATO. had asked the Conference to supply information on the size and composi- 

; tion of the West German contribution to the projected European Defense Forces. 

: The Steering Committee accepted the task and instructed the Military Committee 

: to present the necessary data by the end of the month. (740.5/10-2151). |
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worked out by Air Working Group of combined planning staff and will be transmitted to TCC Monday. Oe 
3. Volume of German Contribution | 
Agreement reached for planning purposes on total German contri- bution to ground forces of 18 groupement slices, of which eight to be ready for use on D-day, four on D plus seven, and six on D plus 30. No agreement could be reached on air contribution. French delega- tion presented figures based on Paris Plan and approved by SHAPE, involving contribution of 1,158 planes; these figures acceptable to all | dels except Germans. Latter insisted that to support ground forces of German origin already agreed to, a total of 1,746 planes would be re- quired. As no agreement could be reached within deadline set, Con- ference Steering Committee decided to forward both sets of figures to ICC and let latter choose. This agreement was subject to German reservation that if lower figure should be chosen, a redistribution of each type of plane among various members of EDF should be negotiated. a | 

4. Phasing of Build-up of German Forces : | 
Agreement was reached for planning purposes on a general time- phased program for build-up of European forces in Germany, assum- ing coming into force of Treaty April 1, 1952. | 
The French on Monday presented their ideas on phasing along gen- eral lines reported Embtel 2828, Oct 21; after studying this plan, 

Germans presented in Military Committee their own proposal, under 
which recruiting would start somewhat. later than French had en- 
visaged but ready dates of units would be approximately same. Ger- 
mans claimed this proposal was based upon estimate of when it would 
be politically possible to obtain approval of recruiting law in Germany 
and physically possible to establish necessary machinery in view of 
destruction of records, ete. Plan finally adopted was based on German 
proposal. 

This plan may be summarized as follows: 18 German groupements 
would be formed in three waves of six groupements each. Approxi- 
mately six months following entry into force of Treaty would be nec- 
essary for selection of cadres, issuing of necessary legislation and 
regulations for recruiting, establishing recruiting organization, taking 
census of population of military age, etc. At end of first six months, 
cadres previously selected, consisting of approximately 60,000 former 
officers and non-coms, would be inducted, given three months’ re- 
training, and organized into skeleton units to receive first recruits. 
These would be inducted during ninth month. Subsequent waves would 
be formed around cadres obtained from trained soldiers of first wave. 

On this basis, first six groupement slices would be ready for use 
November 1, 1958 ; second six groupement slices would be ready for use |
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March 1, 1954; third six groupements would be at full strength on 

July 1, 1954, would already have received five months’ training and 

could be used on this dateif necessary. = : 

5. Equipment needs for growpements and groupement slices will be 

worked out forTCCbySHAPE. = a | | 

| a oe | .. Bruce 

i 740.5/10-8051: Telegram | a | | | | 

; The Chargé in the Netherlands (Gaspard) to the Acting Secretary : 

| CONFIDENTIAL Tun Haeus, October 30, 1951—1 p. m. 

419, ReEmbtel 409 to Dept.? Stuyt, Chief West Coop Section Neth 

FonOff, says Min has again instructed Amb Van Roijen to review 

? NethGovtviewsonEDFwithDept, 

: Lf he not already done so Van Roijen will make following points 

which continue disturb Dutch about Pleven Plan: 7 

(1) Dutch oppose post of Eur Def Min. Prefers some form EDF 

Comm. Dutch believe even if post created scope auth too broad and 

i lacks sufficient definition 8 = ws a 

3 (2) Common EDF budget wld necessitate revision Neth Constitu- 

1 ton. Neth prefers natl Parl reps advise on expenditures common | 

| (3) Believe shld be specific link between EDF and NATO. Also — 

a that NATO reps should besittinginonParistalkks = 

- Stuyt stresses his govt favors EDF as mil plan or wld not have 

: joined but Neth and Belg fear EDF being expanded into political and 

econ fields far beyond original concept. Says FonOff does not believe 

sufficient checks and balances exist in provisions estab EDF Min and 

‘ common def budget. - a | a 

Adds Neth Govt now informing Parl deps of plan and implied once 

MP’s aware full significance EDF States Gen will not be as receptive 

as it is today. This connection in yesterday’s De Volkskrant, Romme, 

: Catholic Second Chamber leader, urged caution against “heavy risks” 

: of going to work “too quickly” in EDF. This may indicate Romme 

: working on his deps and leaders to examine EDF carefully. 

- Stuyt contends Benelux mins mtg Brussels Oct 25 was “only ex- 

change views.” He confirms purpose mtg called by Belg Amb Guil- 

; laume Oct 24 as described Paris tel 2484 to Dept Oct.27.2 | 

ea , | GQ ASPARD 

: —1~Phig telegram was repeated for information to Brussels, London, and Paris. 

2 Not printed, but see footnote 2, p. 902. | | 

; 8 Ante, p.902 Dek oR REL
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740.5/10-3051 : Telegram ae | oo Lhe Acting Secretary of State to the E'mbassy in the Netherlands? 
SECRET Wasuinaron, October 30, 1951—6 : 50 p. m. 578. Paris tel 2483 Oct 27.2 Van Roijen called on Perkins Oct 30 to discuss Schuman remarks about Eur federation before Fon Press Assoc last Thurs. He said that The Hague thought than an effort to create an Eur polit assoc at this time was going too far too fast and that Schuman’s newest idea gave Hague some cause to review whole idea of EDF. He said that Hague had come a long way in resolving its original misgivings about EDF essentially down to two points, namely, question of common defense budget and question whether there shld be a single high commissioner for defense or a defense comite of three. He argued strongly for Dutch view that estab of a common Eur defense budget wld raise so many polit and constitutional] problems as to make it difficult to see how Neth Parliament cld accept it. As for Dutch idea that there shld be a comite of three instead of a high commissioner for defense, he argued vigorously that members of a comite wld be more representative of the several interests involved and two members of such a comite cld be expected to have a realistic, sound and moderat- ing influence on its chairman. | 
With respect Schuman’s remarks of last Thurs, Perkins read ex- _ tracts from Bruce’s tel 2483, Van Roijen appeared somewhat less worried when he heard that neither Pleven’s nor Schuman’s recent speeches shld be considered as constituting new Fr initiative. He seemed particularly relieved to hear that Fr govt is still undecided | how and when federation plan is to be formally launched. | With respect van Roijen’s remarks re EDF, Perkins replied along lines US has been fol since Ottawa and spelled out in some detail why, from US point of view, we considered it desirable that participants get on with job of bringing EDF into being. | Oo In light of reports contained Hague’s 409, Oct 26, Paris’ 2484 Oct 27, and Brussels 595, Oct 29,° gen tenor of van Roijen’s remarks gave some reason believe Dutch may be looking for some excuse back out of EDF, pulling Benelux partners with them, unless their views in opposition to common budget and high commissioner can be met. Embs Paris, Hague and Brussels requested continue report fully any further developments this direction. 7 | 

) | | | WEBB 
| _ + This telegram, which was repeated for information to Brussels and Paris, was drafted by Scott and approved by Perkins, ee 7 In a speech to foreign correspondents in Paris on October 25, Foreign Minister Schuman proposed that the question of Huropean political federation be taken up at the November session of the Council of Europe. Prime Minister Pleven had made similar remarks in a Speech at Marseille several days earlier. The telegram under reference here reported Schuman’s explanation of his speech to Ambassador 

oi rolegrams 409, October 26, from The Hague and 595, October 29, from Brus- Sels, not printed, but see footnote 2, p. 902.
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740.5/10-8151 : Telegram | 1 ba PALS Ze } 

The Ambassador in Belgium (Millard) to the Acting Secretary. i 

_ of State pee ag ea 

| SECRET | OO Brusses, October 31, 1951—7 p. m. | 
| - 616. Re Eur army—in reply to my questions Van Zeeland, who had | 
| been unable to receive me until today, gave me fol info: Benelux talk © | 
_ on Eur army was only an exchange of views and no decisions reached. | 

He described these viewsas“parallel.” = | 
-_-He said for several weeks he had been urging, thus far without suc- | 

, cess, that the Mins of EDF countries shld meet to exchange views. _ | 
Technical comites had been discussing details based on working paper | 
on which, as he had explained at Ottawa, he reserved his position. 
Some of the recommendations arrived at in technical comites met with 

hisapproval;othersdidnot see . 
| - _He insisted that his position vis-4-vis EDF was not changed either 

: one way or another. He is in favor EDF. He fully agrees on basic 

1 force units but wld not accept a Eur Def Min since this implied powers a 
3 - equal to that of Mins of EDF countries. He did not like the idea of an 
| assembly as he considered that this wld waste time but if the others 
| insisted he wld reluctantly consent. - a 

He wants an EDF org analogous to NATO and Council of Eur, 
controlled by Mins. These Mins in turn cld appoint commissioners but 
there need not necessarily be one foreachcountry. .... 

2 He had instructed Belg reps on technical commissions to withhold 
i further expression of views until he cld obtain consent of EDF Mins 
: to an exchange of views between them. eae es BP eel os 

_ Asked how Schuman felt on such exchange of views, he said he did 
not know as he had as yet recd no reply. He did not think there was, ~ __ 
necessarily any wide divergence of opinion between the various Mins 

i but was most positive he wld not move further until such exchange of | 
: views cld take place. He did not foresee difficulty in arriving at mu- 
|. tually agreeable conclusions at such mtg, after which directivescld be 
: sent to technical comites and the work cld proceed. 2 i—est—s 
: - He said several times it is the method, not the objective, which he is. 
: against. Technical comites had proceeded too far without directives 
3 and he regarded this as putting cart before horse and. running the | 

danger of arriving at a point where govts wld be confronted with a 
| take it or leave it situation with injury to whole scheme and embarrass- | 

4 ment to all govtsconcerned notonlytoBelg, = ca 
4 _ Van Zeeland expects to proceed to Paris afternoon Nov 5 and hoped 
: _ mtg eld be held that evening or on Nov 6; adding that mtg cld be 
; informalifthe Minssoprefer, Ce fo Se 

* Repeated for information to London, Paris,and The Hague. =
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Asked re effect the Dutch position wld have on Belg, he said it wld 
be very difficult for Belg to go along without Dutch. He wld like to 
see Brit and Scandinavian countries included. — 

Except as stated above that in gen Belg and Dutch views were 
“parallel,” I was unable to draw out of him any specific statement 
regarding reported Belg fear that EDF might be expanded into polit 
and econ fields far beyond the original concept as mentioned in The 
Hague’s tel 28 October 30.2 : ) | 

Asked re chances of approval by Belg Parl of EDF, he said provided 
his major thesis of control by Mins wld be agreed upon, he regarded 
chances of passage in Parl as 6 or 7 to 10. | 
Asked reviews on whether the Belg constitution wld have to be 

amended, Van Zeeland said in his opinion, and it wld be position of 
his govt, EDF is neither provided for nor prohibited by the constitu- 
tion and that Parl cld properly approve Belg participation in EDF. 
It wld be “hopeless” he added, to attempt amendment of constitution 
‘before passage of necessary legislation, but advocated such amendment 
later to clear up any doubts as to constitutionality of EDF and Schu- 
man plan (latter reported separate tel). | 
7 | — Minnarp 

*Same as telegram 419, October 30, from The Hague, p. 905. | 

740.5/11-151 : Telegram | | oe 
Lhe Ambassador in France (Bruce) to the Acting Secretary o f State? 

TOP SECRET § PRIORITY _ Parts, November 1, 1951—2 p. m. 
2585. Subject: European Defense Forces. Re Embtel 2489 rptd 

London 631, Frankfort 314.2 French authorities, particularly defense 
authorities, have been in disagreement with acceptance by EDF conf 
of 18 groupements for proposed German contribution to EDF. Their 
position is that French delegation exceeded its instructions in agreeing 
to number of groupements greater than that proposed by Germans in 
Petersberg report and in Paris conference. French position arises in 
part because French authorities, in face of serious balance of payments 
crisis and increasing demands for Indochina, are convinced that size 
of their own defense program in Europe will have to be reduced even 

, more than reduction that was inevitable when previous requests of 
French Defense Minister were confronted by French financial capa- 
bilities in TCC analysis. | | 

After advance notification to SHAPE that French could not pro- 
ceed unless figures for German contribution were reduced, Alphand 

* This telegram was repeated for information to London and Frankfurt with a 
request that distribution be restricted. = BS 

* Dated October 28, p. 9038. . .
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made following statement to Steering Committee EDF Conference 

Oct 31; he had recd, he said indication from TCC on cost of German 

contribution, based on the 12 groupement and the 18 growpement 

figures. TCC estimated 12 groupements plus corresponding Naval and | 

Air Forces would cost around 11 billion dollars, and 18 groupemenis, : 

po with naval and air support, around 16 billion dollars. In light these 

: facts, he believed that conference would have to take a more realistic | 

2 view of what was possible; otherwise, in pro] ecting planning from | 

: now until 1954, total cost of German contribution would be so great as | 

to create discouragement re possibility of building European forces | 
: abel ea | 

Alphand therefore proposed that conference agree, both for its own | 

|. and for TCC planning purposes, to return to original figure of 12 

— groupements for initial German contribution to be built between now 

and 1954, a figure which was within capabilities of European com- 

munity. He asked Steering Comite to agree to this proposal = 

2 In reply, Blank recalled that 12 groupement figure had been pro- 

posed by Germans, both at Petersberg and in Military Committee of 

Paris conf. He was of firm opinion that as a matter of principle all — 

! ‘member countries should make maximum effort and maximum contri- 

1 bution within their means. But in his opinion, it would not be possible . 

: to build more than 12 groupements of German origin during period 

: from now until 1954, if only because necessary manpower in classes of 

military age would not be available. He agreed that conference must | 

take realistic view and therefore approved Alphand’s proposal. 

_ Alphand replied that he entirely agreed that every member country | 

should make maximum effort and added that if European community 

’ ‘could build more forces than provided under present conference plans, 

3 it would do so. But he feared that if, taking into account political, 

financial and social situation in member countries, they tried to do 

too much, result might only be to disappoint all concerned, and par- 

| ticularly their American friends whose help was so essential for the 

defenseof Europe. ee ree 

| - In reply to Alphand’s request for comment, SHAPE observer stated 

that SHAPE was fully aware of the problem which Alphand. had 

4 raised. SHAPE could not modify its estimate or military require- 

‘ ments, which was based upon overall strategy and upon SHAPE 

4 estimate of what was needed to support that strategy. However, 

; SHAPE would have to accept conference’s decision as to financial 

’ capabilitiesof member states. ae 

As other delegations raised no objection, Steering Committee -de- 

_ cision was referred to Military Committee with instructions to modify _ 

; agreed phasing plan accordingly. Conference decision and this modi- 

fied plan will be reported by Alphand to TCC without delay, 

? | BS Bruce
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740.5/10-2751: Telegram 
| 

_ Lhe Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in France 1 

SECRET Wasurneton, November 1, 1951—8: 50 p. m. 
2613. For Bruce and MacArthur. Ref : Paris 2485, rptd London 629, Frankfort 312, Bonn 43 and Depto 508, rptd Paris 839, Bonn 38, Frankfort 270.3 Sek hs —— Dept most appreciative Embtel 2485 with its excellent analysis of probable Fr reaction to Ger membership in NATO and is requesting similar analysis Ger polit scene to determine extent Ger can be pushed on accepting now something less than full equality including NATO membership.* | re | Since Dept understands possibility exists Ger might accept EDF membership only on basis positive tripartite assurance to support 

Ger’s NATO candidacy, if not prior to Ger EDF commitment almost immediately thereafter, and since apparently even implication Ger membership in NATO might cause fall of Fr Govt which therefore may not give NATO assurance desired by Gers, it seems we are reach- ing impasse. | 
Dept has considered UK suggestion (Depto 508) for tripartite dis- cussion EDC-NATO relationship but believes little can be accom- | plished talking to Alphand as he already fully cognizant problem. Re 

full dress CD discussion EDC-NATO relationship, wld appreciate ur 
views whether this wld embarrass Alphand with Fr Govt at this time 
owing to inevitability whole Ger-NATO question arising this outside 
forum. Dept believes next step toward resolving this issue and thereby 

1 This telegram, which was drafted by European Regional Affairs Director Martin and John L. Bernard of the Office of European Regional Affairs, was con- curred in by Deputy Assistant Secretary of State Bonbright and German Political Affairs Director Laukhuff, and was approved for transmission by Deputy Under Secretary of State Matthews, was repeated for information to London, Bonn, and Frankfurt. 
* Of October 27, p. 900. a 
*Dated October 25, from London, not printed. It reported that the British preferred an early tripartite discussion of the EDC-NATO relationship prior to consideration of the question by the NATO Council Deputies. British thinking on the question generally paralleled the views set forth in telegram Depto 473, October 18, from London, p. 891. (740.5/10-2551) 
Telegram 2738, November 6, to Paris, repeated to London, informed that the British Embassy in Washington had proposed in an aide-mémoire of October 31 that informal official talks be held in London and Paris on the relationship be- tween EDC and NATO and on the procedure for handling at the forthcoming Rome session of the North Atlantic Council. the expected report from the Euro- pean Defense Community Conference (740.5/11-651). 
“Telegram 2789, November 2, to Frankfurt, requested the best estimate by the Office of the High Commissioner for Germany of the possibility (1) of persuading Chancellor Adenauer to accept an arrangement providing for German entry into the European Defense ‘Community on the understanding that the question of German membership in NATO would be held in abeyance until the relationship of the European Defense Force to NATO could be worked out and (2) of obtaining . German Bundestag approval of such ‘an arrangement if Adenauer accepted it (740.5/10-2651). For the reply to this request see telegram 351, November 9, from Bonn, p. 1576.
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preparing for useful NATO consideration of EDF-NATO problem, — | 

in view of Sec’s presence Paris, wld be personal talk Sec-Schuman on 
basis Sec’s letter to Schuman and Morrison giving our support to | 
EDF within NATO framework. (Deptel Paris 905 Aug9*) : 

. Suggest this talk with Schuman cover following: (a) What. is : 

| _ Schuman’s understanding concerning timing in creation of EDF and | 
3 extent agreement on terms of essential treaty that could provide basis | 
| NATO consideration and also could cover this area in Ger contractual | 
: talks? (b) How does he intend to handle Fr parliamentary opposition  —Ss_| 

to probable Ger insistence on NATO equality, either as prerequisite : 
to Ger participation in EDF and Contractual Arrangements, or in | 

- near future assuming Ger acceptance of these on basis assurance of 
_ tripartite support eventual Ger candidacy NATO? Dept believes point — 

shld be stressed to Schuman that whole concept EDF in jeopardy on 
this issue and that US urgently desires help him overcome difficulties. | 
London and Bonn please comment to Paris for Sec and rpt to Dept. 

eee ra en oe ne 1'6 01:5") 

4 5 See footnote 1, p. 1164. ‘Regarding the Secretary of State’s letter of August 9 
; under reference here, see also the editorial note, p. 853. | oe 
4 — *Secretary Acheson does not appear to have held a private conversation with 
{ ‘Foreign Minister Schuman regarding the European Defense Community. The 

topic was discussed at. Acheson’s meeting with Schuman and Eden in Paris on 
: November 22, regarding which see the editorial note, p. 982. | 

740.5/11-251: Telegram De BB be 

! The Ambassador in France (Bruce) to the Secretary of State — 

t secRET  =——s—<“‘isé‘ié;SS~””C S&P arts, November 2, 1951—1 p. m. 

, - 2602. Subj is Eur Def Forces. In confidential conversation, member _ 
Ger del EDC conf told us that at another secret mtg of del chiefs, | 

; Belg Amb had renewed in stronger terms line of argument described — | 

Embtel 2484, Oct 27? (rptd London 628, Frankfurt 311, Brussels 62) 
| expressing doubt that his govt.cld permit him to continue to work on | 
: basis of such broad grants of authority to supranational institutions, 
: Belg del took exception to a number of points on which until now conf 
: believed agreement had been reached. | Ee | 
; In particular, Belgs reported to object to establishment any form of 
4 real common budget or burden-sharing, preferring a “defense fund” 
4 composed of contributions volunteered by member states to cover cer- 
1 _ tain common expenditures, with each member continuing to pay and 
4 _ supply its own troops. Belg Amb also seems to have insisted that full 

responsibility for procurement should remain with national govtsand 

This telegram was repeated for information to London, Frankfurt, Brussels, 
; | The Hague, Rome, and Luxembourg. oy PE cs mE 

PAnte,p.90200 8 
1 586-688 PT 1—80-——60 |
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| that commissioner shld be required to work through nat] govts in the 
| performance of his responsibilities. In short, as our informant put it, 

“anything which is necessary to create a real Eur Army, the Belgs do 
not want”. — | 

Fol this mtg, Belg del expected to play relatively passive role in 
conf and take a general reservation on all past and future conf de- 
cisions. (This report was confirmed in gen terms by member of conf 

| secretariat, who added that Belg Govt position against granting 
sovereignty to supranational bodies because of Belg constitutional 
question may beextendedtoSchuman Plan.) 

_ Our informant stated that while members of German delegation to 
conf continue to support concept of a real Eur def community with all 
necessary powers, they are having considerable difficulties with various 
admin in Bonn, who as our informant put it “have not been subj to 
Paris atmosphere”. Number of Ger officials seem to be taking a posi- 
tion not very different from that of Belg; in particular, they are in- 
sisting that commissioner shld be required to work exclusively through | 
natl govts of member states. Some of these officials even seem to favor 
a system whereby all contacts of European commissioner with nat] 
govts wld be channeled through nat] Def Ministers, who wld sit on 
council and also be responsible for transmitting gen directives of com- 
missioner to the financial, econ, procurement and other agencies of 
natl govts. Members of Ger del have returned to Bonn this weekend 
to thrash out these questions, and may have a definite decision before 
their return Nov 6. | 

During same conversation, our informant indicated that Ger counter- 
‘proposal on initial period (in reply to French proposal described 
Embtel 2328, Oct 21 rptd London 585, Frankfurt 282) will be pre- | 
sented to conference next week. He indicated that Gers cld not accept 

French idea that first echelon of Ger-origin units shld be created and 
trained by existing Eur and NATO units in Ger, and that for polit 
reasons they wld like to start putting volunteers in uniform prior to 

a Ger ratification. Proposal appears to involve creation, during period 
fol signature and before ratification EDC treaty, of some types of 

defense agencies in Ger under gen supervision of an interim committee 

representing member states, which wld act as “trustee” for future 
community. Within this framework, cadres necessary for raising first 

echelon of Ger forces wld engaged on volunteer basis and given neces- 
sary training. Recruiting by compulsory service cld not, however, 

start until some time after treaty came into effect, as recruiting law and 

* Not printed. It reported that the French Delegation to the Buropean Defense 
Community Conference had. shown Embassy representatives a preliminary study 
on the handling of problems envisaged during the initial period of. building up 
European Defense Forces including the buildup of German forces. {740.5/10-2151)
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regulations cld not be put through Bundestag until treaty had been | 

ratified. This is confirmed by Speidel’s statement in mil committee. 

(Section 4 Embtel 2489, Oct 28+) that recruiting cld not begin until i 

six or eight months after effective date of treaty because of time re- _ | 

) quired to pass law, issue regulations, set up machinery and take census | 

| ofmenofmilage. — | | - : 

fo Details of proposed agencies and method of training, paying and | 

| equipping first recruits were not clear from discussion, as our inform- : 

| ant either did not know or wld not discuss them. However, he indi- 

? cated that proposal had been discussed with unspecified Americans _ | 

inBonn,and had recdcertainsupport. | 

Se an Bruce 

‘Ante, p90 hee) pba pe 

{ 740.5/11-751: Telegram) oo ce Fe Co 

The United States Deputy Representative on the North Atlantic 
: - Gouneil (Spofford) to the Acting Secretary of State» 

secrer = =~=~—._.___..__ Lonpon, November 7, 1951—7 p. m. 

_ Depto 580. Re Depto 508. Hoyer-Millar and Hood yesterday ampli- 

: fied to us UK thinking on EDC-NATO relationship in fol terms: . 

: Basic criteria for EDC must be that it strengthen rather than _ 

: weaken def of West Eur. This was stated in Brussels decisionand was 

at least as important for EDC nations as for UK and US. EDC- 

NATO relations must be such as to insure immed and effective use of 

EDF under SACEUR in event of aggression in Eur since otherwise 

US and UK forces wld be only substantial ones immediately available. 

Situation wld be satis if chain of auth were clear and unbroken with 

| EDF under SACEUR, SACEUR under higher strategic guidance of 

| SG, and SG subj of polit guidance of NAC. It wld not be satis if chain 

i of auth wére complicated by necessity for other action by EDC on 

basis unanimity since this wld permit Ger or any other one nation to 

: immobilize at least temporarily all available NATO forces on the © 

4 continent except US and UK.? Oo 
1 | | ~ SPOFFORD 

: - 4~his telegram was repeated for information to Paris, Bonn, and Frankfurt. 
; ~ 2In telegram Secto 22, November 8, from Paris, Assistant Secretary of State 
3 Perkins, who was serving as an adviser to Secretary Acheson in his talks with the 

; French and British Foreign Ministers in Paris, reported that during a conversa- 
: tion that morning, Sir Pierson Dixon confirmed that the British Government had 
3 not changed its opinion regarding Germany’s eventual admission into NATO, 
: put he indicated clearly the British feeling that such admission would have to be 

| postponed for some time. Dixon in particular expressed great concern that a dra- 
: matie entrance into NATO by Germany would cause “serious trouble’ with the 

4 Soviet Union. (740.5/11-851) | |
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740.5/11-851: Telegram ee Be 
Lhe Ambassador in France (Bruce) to the Acting Secretary of State? 

SECRET SE Paris, November 8, 1951—5 p. m. 
2727. Subj is Eur def forces. - | 
1. At November 6 mtg EDC conf armaments comite,? Belg del stated 

with some apparent embarrassment that since it was for the present, at 
least, the position of the Belg del that NAT force contributions to 
EDF wld be nationally trained and nationally equipped, he must 
enter a general reservation concerning all efforts of comite to determine 
commissioner’s powers to establish and execute a common armament 
program. He added that he was quite aware that this position was 
completely inconsistent with the whole tenor of the discussions, and | 
consequently that he did not intend to adhere to it in detail as the dis- 
cussions progressed. The French chairman, Hirsch, immed replied that, 
as the Belg del had stated, the Belg position was so completely at 
variance with discussion of common program that the comite wld 
merely have to take note of the Belg reservation. Since this exchange : 
Belg del has taken comparatively little part in the discussions. | 

The Dutch del stated that at a later time Dutch del might wish to 
enter certain reservations but for present wld not do so. Dutch del has 

| been extremely active and constructive in suggestions concerning estab 
and execution of armament program; on the whole his position has not. 

| varied greatly from that of the French chairman. 
Ital del has in general supported French chairman’s position. 
Position of Ger del not altogether clear. 
2. At November 8 mtg, Dutch del declared that whole del wld meet 

next week in Hague to arrive at agreed position on major issues now 
being discussed in armaments and financial comite; and therefore re- 
quested that there be no meeting of comite during forthcoming week. 
Ger del added that his del also wld like to use coming ‘week to reach 
agreed positions on a number of outstanding issues, Belg del said that 
he hoped his del cld make a statement on its position next week or 
week after. | | 

Bruce 

*This telegram was repeated for information to London and Frankfurt. - * Regarding the establishment of the Armament and Mobilization Committee of the European Defense Community Conference, see telegram 2358, October 22, from Paris, p.895. 
| |
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740.5/11-951: Telegram | igh Yes gh er gece 

| | Lhe Ambassador in France (Bruce) to the Acting Secretary of State 

| CONFIDENTIAL Paris, November 9,1951—noon. 

| 9750. Subj is EDF. At meetings on November 6 and 7, EDF conf | 
, Steering Comite adopted texts of 14 articles of prospective EDF | 
: treaty. This in addition to a preamble and two articles previously ; 
| agreed to. Comite also set schedules for resolution by heads of delega- | 
2 tions, assisted as may be appropriate by legal or mil advisers of re- | 

maining issues before conf. | co ee | ' - : | : ms . | 

, _ Articles adopted deal with : Creation of supra-national community ; 
principle of non-discrimination; juridical personality of the Assem- | 

| bly; creation of a high court of the community; time limits for ap- 
peals to the court; enforcement of a judgment of the court nullifying 
an action taken by the executive; giving the court interlocutory equity — 
powers; giving the court jurisdiction to hear disputes between member 

i states arising under the treaty; providing for an annexed protocol 
| to contain a code of the court; extending necessary privileges and im- 
| munities to the institutions of the community; providing for a con- 
| | vention on transitional provisions; procedure for amending the treaty ; 

procedure for adherence of other states to EDC; providing the treaty 
4 is to be in the French language; providing that original text is tobe 
: - depositedin Paris. Seg hee ; 

Steering Comite also explored several other matters. In discussion - 
of protection to be extended by EDF to member-states against internal 
threats to their security, it. was agreed that national components might _ 
be released upon request of ‘a member-state to meet such threats and 

: ‘that EDF as such wld be available in case of natural catastrophe, but 
: not necessarily, according to Alphand, in case of political troubles. _ 

German delegate (Blank) thereupon said that his country wld play 
host to large number of troops:of many nationalities and that threats, | 
whether or not political, to security of FedRep wld at same time be © 

| threats to security of-troops stationed in Western Germany. For that == 

4 reason he favored using EDF troops as such is adopted each member- 
state shld be required to give its opproval before troops of its nation- 

: ality cld be used to quell.an internal disturbance in another state. 
4 _ Comite was also asked whether in stating that protection of territory | , 

{ of member-states wld be a mission of EDF it shld be mentioned that 
this measure wld be carried out in coordination with NATO. = 

: Steering Comite also discussed at length question of whether com- 
munity executive arm shld be a single commissioner or a cabinet-like 

| group. Blank proposed appointing a group of at least 3 persons, one of 

-tThis telegram was repeated for information to London, Bonn, Rome, The 
Hague, Brussels, and Luxembourg. | | | ae
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whom wld take precedence as a sort of Prime Minister (Blank men- 
tioned example of German Chancellor who has authority to issue 
policy directives but under whom Ministers within the limits of those 
directives exercise individual responsibilities). The other two members 
of the group wld be charged one with mil matters and the other with 
econ and finan. Blank emphasized very strongly that in his view the 
man responsible for mil matters shld be a civilian. Finally, he stated 
that he was not set on any of the details of his proposals; not even on 
the principle of “cabinet” rather than Prime Minister responsibility. 
His only essential point was that he thought the community’s execu- 
tive body shld contain in positions of real dignity and authority na- 
tionals of at least three of the member-states. He added that terms of 
office cld be set at something like three years so that nationality of 
members of executive cld be rotated. This proposal received very 
sympathetic hearing from Ital and Dutch delegates. Belgs seemed 
opposed and Alphand suites strongly stated French preference for a 
single responsible commissioner, able to act with speed in time of 
emergency. It was decided to discuss the matter again at end of this 
week on basis of papers to be prepared by several delegations. 

| , | BRuUceE. 

740.5/11-1851 : Telegram ae i : 

The Ambassador in Italy (Dunn) to the Embassy in France } 

TOP SECRET OO ‘Rome, November 138, 1951—7 p. m. 

243. ‘Taviani, Under Secy for Fon Affairs, informed me today he 
is leaving for Paris tomorrow to attend the next meeting of the 
comite on the European Defense Force. He stated he did not think the 
EDF could be brought into being unless the US took an active role in 
forcing agreement on the outstanding issues. He pointed out that fail- 
ure to create the EDF would probably mean no German mil contri- 
bution to NATO. | | 

According to Taviani there are three proposals under consideration. 
The first amounts to European federation. The second which is ad- 
vocated by Alphand would have national parliaments voting funds to 

be spent by a European organization. He believes that Schuman real- 

izes that this plan is not practicable. The third proposal would be for 

national govts to provide units up to divisions with a command struc- 

ture provided by national govts allocating funds to a central comite. 

In Taviani’s opinion only the first or third proposals are workable. 

| The Ital Govt is committed to the first and will continue to press for 

federation, he considers that if this is not possible and he seems to _ 

*This telegram was repeated for information to the Department of State 
as 2127. |
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| believe that it is not now feasible, the US should actively support the — 
last alternative. It is requested that every caution be taken to protect 

the source of this info. ee . | : 
| | BO rere | Dunn 

| 740.5/11-1851 : Telegram tad ae | 
j The United States Deputy Representative on the North Atlantic — ? 

| —. Council (Spofford) to the Acting Secretary of State* | , 

: SECRET | a | , Lonpon, November 13, 1951—7 p.m. | | 

! ~Depto 609. Re Depto 584.2 Met with Alphand and Hoyer-Millar | 
Nov 10 EDC-NATO problems and relationships and extent to which 
NAC might act at Rome on EDC and Ger problems. Mtg included 

representation from three FonOffs (Perkins, Byroade and Knight for 
; US) andfromthreedelstoEDC conf. 4 422 2 

Much of mtg devoted to juridical aspect of reciprocal guarantees 

: between EDC and NATO to cover Ger. Alphand envisaged dealing 

1 with this through provision in EDC treaty that attack on one wld be — 

1 considered attack on all, plus two reciprocal statements, one by all 

{ EDC members and other by all NATO members, that attack on any 

member of other wld be considered attack on all. | 7 

Hoyer-Millar emphasized EDC must strengthen NATO and must 

: not by any unanimity requirement or otherwise impede its action in | 

§ event of attack. Obligation in Art 5 NAT ® was on each. In view cor- 

porate nature EDC he feared unwillingness one member to act might 

: immobilize whole body. Alphand stated Fr view was that SHAPE, 

q acting under NAC and not subj to decision by EDC, shld engage 

: EDF and that this wld in practice be automatic although inability of 

US and probably UK and others to accept obligation for “automatic” 
action wld make it impossible to include specific provision for this in © 

| EDC treaty. US and UK confirmed they cld not accept any form of 

obligation for automatic action. - | oe 

US also stated any commitment covering attack on Ger wld pre- 

| sumably require formal or informal Senate approval and cld not 

| 17This telegram was repeated for information to Paris, Bonn, and Frankfurt. 
: / 7 Dated November 8, from London, not printed; it transmitted a preliminary 
3 draft outline of a paper defining the American position on the relationship be- 
s tween the Huropean Defense Community and NATO (740.5/11-851). The com- 
: ments of the Department of State, later confirmed and supplemented by Defense 
9 Department officials, were sent in telegrams Todep 317, November 8, and Todep 
7 320, November 9, both to London, neither printed (740.5/11-851). Todep 317 
q observed that the proposed paper would be highly valuable in informal consulta- 
: tions on the problem but pointed out that any American suggestions would require 
4 very careful working out. in the light of the political situations in France and 

West Germany. For the text of the proposed paper as later revised in the light 
: of sojments from Washington, see telegram 1067, November 16, from London, 

4 ‘For the text of the North Atlantic Treaty, April 4, 1949, see Decade of Ameri- 
3 can Foreign Policy, p. 1328 or Basic Documents, p. 812. - es
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go beyond Art 5. Alphand contemplated statement by NATO members 
wld use Bonn formula‘ which was itself merely restatement of tripar- 
tite NY communiqué of Sept 1950.5 UK suggested that formula, pref- 
erably for inclusion in EDC treaty, might be “armed attack on any 
member EDC shall be considered attack on all and shall automatically 
engage EDF on recommendation of NAC to employ armed force”, 
Alphand agreed SHAPE must get its instrs from one single source, 
NAT through SG, but cited presumable Ger insistence on voice in 
decision. He requested further indication Wash and London thinking 
on this whole problem soonest so that he might take it up in EDC conf, 

Discussion on other aspects EDC-NATO relationships brief. US 
did not submit paper in view Todep 317 ° (it had been decided pre- 
viously to omit any ref to special relationship covering Ger). Alphand 
suggested leaving all organizational matters other than those between 
EDF and SHAPE to Eur def commissioner who wld be charged with 
working out relations with other orgs including NATO. He thought 
that EDC shld be represented in NATO at least initially by natl reps, 
with possibly some corporate representation eventually. | 
US assumed agrmt on gen concept of relationship designed enable 

each most effectively assist in attaining common objective and believed 
details eld be worked out later. | , 

On question of action to be sought at Rome mtg, US suggested coun- 
cil pick up where it left off at Brussels by (1) disposing of Petersberg 
phase, (2) receiving Fr report on EDC conf and noting principle with 
approval and (3) taking action under para 10 (a), (6), and (¢) on C 
6-D/1* on such aspects of EDC report, particularly milit, as were 
sufficiently advanced. This wld require prior or concurrent SG and MC 
consideration. Fr and UK pessimistic as to action. Alphand said Schu- 
man cld present full progress report, but council, in absence of whole 
EDC agrmt, cld do little beyond extending encouragement even on 
milit aspects. UK emphatic that action at Rome on milit aspects wld 
be premature in absence complete picture, especially financing of Ger 
contribution. US cited adverse public reaction if council achieved 
no progress year after Brussels and importance NATO consideration 
EDC problems and relations to NATO before EDC treaty finalized. 
UK and Fr agreed early consideration of milit aspects by SG or MC 
and of other aspects by CD wld be useful but felt too little time before 
Rome to contemplate really concrete action. — | | | 

“A version of the formula presumably under reference here is set forth in 
telegram 2528, October 19, to Frankfurt, p. 1555. — - 

* For the text of the communiqué on Allied policy toward Germany issued at 
Washington by the American, British, and French Foreign Ministers, Septem- 
ber 19, 1950, see Basic Documents, p. 1711. : | 

* Regarding the paper under reference here and Todep 317 , See footnote 2, above. 
‘Regarding the paper under reference here, see Department of State paper, 

Pleven D-2/1la, January 26, p. 755.
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It was agreed Schuman’s report wld be circulated to all 12 just | 
before Rome (Nov 23) as wld report on contractual negots which | 
US, as current chairman HICOM, requested to prepare. Three dels : 

: will further explore nature and extent of possible council action. | 
7 After mtg Spofford again stressed to Alphand importance from ; 
: Congressional and other points of view of taking maximum action ; 

at, Rome and also desirability of bringing other nine into discussions on | 
matters of NATO concern before EDF finalized. He seemed to rec- | 
ognize validity of point, but said they cld not do anything which | 
implied taking of decisions pending Fr parliamentary consideration. 
He has apparently changed emphasis on this since first brushon EDC 
with Fr Assembly comite which hesaysdidnotgowell. oo 

| | , SPorrorD | 

: Telegram 2868, November 14, from Paris, page 1664, reported that at 

: a meeting of the tripartite working group on Germany’s financial con- 

: tribution to Western defense, attended by American and British ob- 
servers. to the Conference on a European Defense Community, Al- 

{ phand outlined a proposal for an interim European Defense Commu- 

j nity common budget which the French intended to introduce at the 
i Conference. . | ee 

740.5/11-1451: Telegram 

, The Ambassador in France (Bruce) to the Acting Secretary of State* 

SECRET PRionITy = ~—_-« ~Paris, November 14, 1951—9 p.m. 

| ——s- 9888. Subj is Eur def forces. Mins of six countries participating 
EDF conf will meet tomorrow in Paris to exchange views on progress 

| of treaty. Mtg apparently called on request Van Zeeland, and discus- 
4 sion will probably center around Belg position in conf. — 
; In addition to opposing common budget and common armament | 
4 program as reported in Embtels 2484, October 27;? 2602, Novem- 

ber 1 [2]; ? and 2727, November 7 [8] * Belgs have now made clear that _ 
they consider EDF as special force added to rather than replacing _ 

; national armies. They have proposed specifically that any member state _ 
: should have right to maintain national forces outside EDF without 
L limits. Oo | , 
; We are informed that French and Italian Mins intend to oppose | 
; Belg position firmly, and expect to be supported by Hallstein. Alphand 

; - this telegram was repeated for information to London, Rome, The Hague, _ 
: Brussels, Frankfurt, and Luxembourg. 7 orn a a 

* Ante, p. 902. rs | ee | 
8 Ante, p. 911. | . | 

4 * Ante, p. 914. | | ee | : ,
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said to have told Belg del at recent private meeting that if certain coun- 
tries participating in conf would not accept basic principle of common 
force, he saw no alternative for them but to withdraw. Luxembourg 
Min expected to support Belg. Dutch position not clear, but state- 
ments by Dutch del in conf give impression that Dutch are veering to 
support of Belg position. Bo ) 

Bruce 

740.5/11-1451 : Telegram 

The Acting Secretary of State to the United States Deputy Repre- 
sentative on the North Atlantic Council (Spofford), at London? 

SECRET PRIORITY Wasurineton, November 15, 1951—7: 16 p. m. 
341. Following-up comments in Todep 317 2 and having in mind in | 

particular discussion in Depto 618,? wish to suggest following points. 
_ 1. Agree wld be desirable from many standpoints to take decisions 
in Rome mtg on EDF or EDC matters of concern to NATO. Have felt 
desirable to keep pressure on Fr to reach conclusion in Paris con- 
ference to permit this. However seems to us time has now come to take 
stock of where we now are and to make our decisions accordingly. Use 
of Rome mtg as further pressure device seems to us to have lost value 
as time too short. 

2. Continue to see serious objections to taking definitive NATO 
action on some aspects EDC proposal without having clearly before 
NAC proposal as whole in its broad outlines. In particular, still foresee 
great difficulties in resolving EDC-NATO relationship with respect to 
Ger without facing up to Ger membership in NATO problem. Forcing 
issue prematurely in NAC wld probably have harmful rather than 
helpful effect particularly re Fr position in EDC and Contractual 
negots. Unless there shld be quite major changes of view between now 
and Rome mtg, seems quite unlikely we can be in position by Rome mtg 
to take clear position one way or another on question Ger membership 
in NATO shld this become necessary precondition to satisfactory con- 
tractual arrangements or EDC. 

3. Agree fully in necessity keeping all NATO members informed 
on progress of discussion and assume reports now planned will do so. 

_ See no objection to gen discussion of problems raised by NAC as guide 
to further negots. Agree also important to have NAC action before 

‘This telegram, which was drafted by Edwin M. Martin, cleared by Calhoun, 
and approved for transmission by Parsons, was repeated to Paris for Perkins and 
Byroade. 

* Not printed, but see footnote 2, p. 917. 
* Not printed. In it Ambassador Spofford emphasized the importance from the 

congressional and other points of view that maximum action be taken at the 
forthcoming Rome session of the North Atlantic Council on European Defense 
Community problems and the relationship to NATO. Spofford considered it im- 
portant that the matters receive NATO consideration before the EDC treaty was 
completed and that other NATO members be brought into the discussion. 
(740.5/11-1451)
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EDC treaty finalized. Assume here that for this and other purposes _ 

Jan Council mtg will be necessary and will be quite in time for final 

EDC action. : SB 

po 4, As practical matter seems to us unwise to be in position of pressing : 

! countries relatively uninformed about EDC developments to take ac- | 

| | tion during Rome mtg on any part of report received by them as late. | 

as Nov 28.4 | | | | | 

5, Assuming as we do there will be Jan mtg at which this matter | 

can be dealt with, do not feel there is any need for action at Rome | 

3 from standpoint US Congressional attitude. Present tentative thinking | 

here is that MSP hearings cannot at earliest begin before February and 

if past experience any guide may well be later. Do not think problem | 

will arise in acute form prior tothesehearings. es 

6. While we agree that action by NATO shld be in form of gen 

statement of principles, believe these principles must be founded on 

; carefully worked out understanding of how in fact the relationship 

will work on all major points in the political-mil field. By “how it will 

1 work” mean what the authority and responsibility relationships will - 

3 be and not organizational details. — | a, 

In summary, believe we are in agreement on everything except de- 

| sirability and possibility of formal NAC action at Rome. Agree fur- 

4 ther that situation may develop rapidly in course of next ten days and 

final decision must be made by NAC but believe it shld be made in light 

considerations outlined above. | - oe 

| oe 
i ‘Telegram Depto 618 (see footnote 3, above) reported that Foreign Minister 

Schuman’s report on the progress of the European Defense Community Confer- 

4 ence would not be presented to the NATO Deputies until November 23 in Rome, 

| | making it difficult to plan definitive NATO action in the | absence of the report. 

| 740.5/11-1651: Telegram - — a . - - | : 

i The United States Deputy Representative on the North Atlantic 

| | Council (Spofford) tothe Embassy in Frances 

| SECRET | | ‘Lonpon, November 16, 1951—3 p. m. 

7 1067. For Secretary and Byroade. We have revised paper ref EDC- 

‘ NATO relationships? which we feel shld serve as guide for adoption | 

‘ US position for consideration by NAC Rome. oe 

’ We have endeavored to incorporate suggestions made in Todep 317.’ 

In light of recent discussions in Paris (Depto 609 *). Ref special rela- 

] ‘tionship covering Ger (para 5a Depto 584°) has been omitted but 

1 1The source text telegram was sent as Depto 625 to the Department of State 

4 | and was repeated for information to Frankfurt and Bonn. oo 7 

? Regarding the paper under reference here, see footnote 2,p.917. o 

4 ’ Not printed, but see ibid. ae re 

: “Dated November 13, ibid. oo be Se var 7
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statement that “attack on forces, vessels or aircraft of any of parties includes attack on EDF” remains as originally drafted. We believe that since this refers to no geographic area but only to forces under the exclusive command of SACEUR it does not raise question of con- gressional sanction. Security guarantee ‘problem (pending definitive | solution of Ger membership NATO might be met by Fr suggestion for statement by NATO members using Bonn formula which merely re- | state tripartite New York communiqué of Sept 50.5 We question whether such statement, which presumably wld be unilateral on part ‘of US although made in conjunction with similar statements by other NAT parties and therefore not an agrmt, wid need any greater sanc- tion than we had contemplated for Bonn formula and that it wld be covered by sanction for latter, Oo oe - 
Re section dealing with obligations under NAT 3, 8a, 3, we believe ‘these questions shld be spelled out to provide for any possible con- 

tingency. While paper may, as dep suggests, reflect: assumption EDF 
membership contemplates greater break with NATO than may be 
warranted, we believe strongly that it wld be equally unwise to as- 
sume that EDC-NATO relationships will develop along lines desired 
unless firm agrmt is reached prior to finalization EDC treaty. | 

Revised paper fols: In joint report of Council deps and mil. Comite 
dated Dec 18, 1950, which was approved in Brussels at 6th session of 
NAC ® it was agreed that any EDF, if and when created, must: (a) 
strengthen NAC and integrated def of NA area; (6) Be integrated 
into NATO framework, and (¢) promote closer association of coun- 
tries of West Eur and tie West Ger more firmly to West. This same 
report also expressed opinion that final test any arrangements for 
EDF must be whether, in judgment NATO, they were militarily 
effective and served to strengthen NAC. It is therefore duty of NAT 
organs, particularly Council Deps and Council itself, to estab certain 
principles which shld govern relationship of ED community to NAT 
org. It important to reach agrmt upon such principles while the ED 
community treaty is still being finalized in order that they may be 
appropriately reflected in its provisions. 

These principles shld be directed at two sets of problems arising out | 
of creation ED community: (1) correlating obligations of ED com- 
munity treaty with North Atlantic treaty; (2) organizational 
arrangements. 

In defining these principles account must be taken of fact that rela- 
tionships will probably change as concept of ED community develops. 

5 Regarding the “Bonn formula” and the communiqué under reference here, see : telegram 2528, October 19, to Frankfurt, p. 1555, and Basic Documenis, p. 1711. °The reference here is to NATO document C 6-D/1 regarding which, see the | Department of State paper, Pleven D-2/1a, January 26, p. 755.
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There will be initial period in which EDF will come into being but — : 
development of ED community institutions, particularly those at polit 

level, will not have been completed. The principles governing EDC-— : 

| NATO relationships therefore shld be subj to modification as both 3 

organizations evolve. oe 7 | 

1. Objective. ED community and NAT org have one basic identical ; 
objective—to strengthen collectivedef West Eur, = © | . 

. 2. Gen concept. Relationship between them in all fields shld be one | 
which will permit this common objective to be most effectively attained. | 

: To this end relationship shld be not one of two separate bodies, but of | 
one group within another, in such manner as to enable each to benefit 
from operations and developments in either and to promote closer 

: associationofallNAT members. Whe ge sen She 
3. Obligations under NAT. Under art 8 of NAT each party under- 

; takes not to enter into internal obligations in conflict therewith. Ac- 
| cordingly, obligations undertaken by these parties to NAT who are also 
| parties to ED community must be in conformity with their obligations 
| under NAT. Itistherefore,understoodthat: © | 

1 a. Obligation ED community members under art 3 of NAT 
to maintain and develop their individual and collective capacity 
to resist armed attack may in part be performed through ED com- 

: - munity. This in no way limits their obligation under art 3 nor 
obligation under NATO as whole to seek development of all neces- 

! sary collective strength of parties to NAT to resist aggression, 
4 - b. Obligation of each party under art 5 of NAT to regard an 

armed attack on any one of them as attack upon all and to take | 
-. such action as it deems necessary is In no way modified by crea- 
_ tion of ED community. Insofar as ED community ‘members are 

2 --- concerned, use of armed force under art 5 may be effected through | 

4 7 -¢. Ref in revised art 6 as contained in Gr-Turk protocol to | 
attack on forces, vessels or aircraft of “any” of parties includes ) 

3 an attack upon forces, vessels or aircraft of EDF as part of | 

: integrated NATO forces. 
ee 

1 4. Organizational arrangements. Relationship between two orga- 
4 nizations shld maintain maximum flexibility and shld seek to avoid 
: duplication of responsibilities and functions. For this purpose, maxi- | 
; mum practicable use of same personnel for corresponding positions in 
1 both agencies is desirable. Consistent with foregoing, fol arrangements | 

shldbeapplied: = _ | OE 

: | a. ED community will contribute forces to command of 
; .:- SACEUR to extent of agreed contributions under approved 

NATOplan. | | | ae 
; 6. SACEUR will continue to receive his higher strategic direc- | 

‘tion exclusively from standard group with respect to all sources 
under his command, including EDF. Standard group will con- 
tinue to receive its polit guidance from NAC and Council Deps.
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ce. During initial period representation of ED community in 
other NATO agencies will be by representatives of ED commu- 
nity countries in these agencies.?7 _ ) 

. | SPOFFORD: 

*Telegram Todep 356, November 17, to London, repeated to Paris, not printed, 
. - observed that in general the paper presented here provided a useful basis for an 

American position at the Rome session of NATO. The Department of State 
believed that it would be useful to convey the general character of the points in 
the paper to those participating in drawing up the EDC treaty, provided their 
work had gone far enough to justify as specific a discussion as the paper would 
involve. The Department nevertheless felt strongly that final action on the ques- 
tion ought not be taken at the Rome NATO session and that. it also ought to be 
delayed until at least a draft text of the EDC treaty was available. The Depart- 
ment also offered specific drafting suggestions on the paper. (740.5/11-1651) The 
text of the paper presented here, as revised in the light of the Department’s 
comments offered in Todep 356, was circulated to the United States Delegation to. 
the Rome session of NATO as document Rome D-18a, November 21, not printed 
(CFM files, lot M 88, Rome). 

740.5/11—1651 : Telegram . 

The Ambassador in France (Bruce) to the Acting Secretary of State? 

CONFIDENTIAL _ Parts, November 16, 1951—4 p. m. | 
2924. Subject is European Defense Forces. 
1, Proposed financial articles of draft treaty approved by Steering 

Comite Nov 14 subject to blanket reservation of Belgian and Dutch 
delegates to entire financial section. Following is summary of financial 
articles to be inserted in treaty : | 

_@ Council is to approve common budget by November 1 each year 
by two-thirds majority. Benelux countries desire unanimous vote. As- 
sembly would have until December 15 to modify budget by suppress- | 
ing, reducing, increasing or creating expenditures or receipts other 
than contributions of member states. However, Assembly could not in- 
crease total of expenditures proposed by Council except in case where 
it re-establishes an expenditure proposed by commissioner but reduced 
or rejected by Council. Council may override any changes made by 
Assembly by unanimous vote. 

6. If budget has not been voted by beginning of calendar year, in- 
stitutions of community are authorized to utilize three monthly ap- 
propriations equal to one-quarter budget of previous year. 

c. Budget will include all expenditures of common armament, sup- 
ply, and infrastructure program and will be established in single cur- 
rency unit to be selected by Council. Benelux countries have 

_ formulated specific reservations on content of common budget and 
fact that it will go into effect day treaty enters into force. _ 

d. Commissioner will be responsible for execution of budget and 
will have sufficient flexibility to shift credits between budgetary chap- 
ters as well as to open credits for new expenditures with approval of 
Council. : 

This telegram was repeated for information to London, Bonn, Rome, The . 
Hague, Brussels, and Luxembourg. |
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e. Role of financial comptroller will be to follow execution of budget | 
| for Council and to certify proposed expenditures as conforming to pur- 

poses set forth in common budget. Community’s acounts will be subject 
to post audit by independent comite on accounts which will report both : 

| to Council and Assembly on execution of common budget by commis- : 
| sioner’s service. ke, a | 
| f. Contributions are to be paid quarterly and in advance on basis | 

exchange rate in effect day contributions are due. Dutch have reserved | 
: this point specifically. _ a | ee ; 
| g. Each member state is required to furnish over and above original ) 

contribution further amount up to 10 percent of contribution against | 
receipt of currencies of other EDC members at going rate of exchange. 

| EDC currencies thus received in exchange will be Freely utilizable in | 
territories of all other member states. Member states also agree gen- | 

: erally to soften present restrictions on capital movements and to aid 
| community as much as possible in obtaining currency of non-EDC 

members. Germans have provisionally reserved position on this article, | 
| while Dutch again have formulated specific reservation. 

| 9. Italian delegate Lombardo stated that although financial section 

of treaty did not correspond to Italian ideas (Embtel 2106, Oct 107), 

| he engaged himself personally to accept all these articles in spirit of | 

| conciliation and in order not to delay conference by joining ranks of 
“reservistes”. However, he reserved right to re-open this question if 

| other delegations formulated reserves on right of first Assembly to 

, consider during initial period definitive manner in which Assembly 
, might be elected on basis of universal suffrage with power to legislate 
1 European taxes. — BO a | | 

| | Bruce 

| * Not printed, but see footnote 5, p.885. (os ey. - es 

| 740.5/11-1351 : Telegram BS | 

| The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in France* — 

2 _ SECRET prioriIry |§ Wasuineton, November 16, 1951—7: 26 p.m. 

4 | 2979. For Perkins, Byroade and MacArthur from State. a 

| 1. With respect to discussion of automatic nature NATO action in — 
| para 3 of Depto 609 ? Alphand assumptions not accurate with respect 
: to SHAPE recommendations now being considered by SG. Separate > 

message this subj being sent Spofford and Perkins. Under SHAPE 
procedure clearly might be deliberate polit decisions which wld con- 

’ trol action of NATO forces including EDF. Germany wld have no _ 

i voice in these decisions until full member NATO, as Ger veto through 
i EDC impossible, as was apparently recognized. _ 

| iThis telegram, which was drafted by Martin and cleared by Calhoun, was. 
: repeated. to London for Ambassador Spofford... =| | poe | 

2 Dated November 13, p. 917. a — | es a
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2. Though of course tighter than NATO arrangement, formula, pro- 
posed by UK for inclusion in EDC (Depto 609) seems suitable lan- 
guage to prevent use of EDF without NAT approval but does not 
insure that Gers committed if attack is on non-EDF NATO country. 
Alphand reply is unresponsive, referring to SHAPE getting instrs 
from “one source” but not to EDF doing so. With respect to request for 
Wash views, in this as so many these issues we are involved inexploring __ 
tortuous Rube Goldberg devices as substitute for simple solution of 
immed NA'T membership for Germany. Cannot go much beyond mes- 
sage brought by Laukhoff to Perkins and pouched Nov 16 in revised 
form * to reflect S/P and Ger views. | a | _ 

3. We have just received Depto 631, rptd Paris 1076, which seems 
to represent an advance over UK suggestion in Depto 609, rptd Paris 
1032, in that it meets our objection cited above. It, however, still does 
not get around our comment that Ger wld have no voice in the decision. 

| | | - : WErB 

-®Not further identified. _ Oe : an 
‘Dated N ovember 16, from London, not printed. It reported that the British had 

advised the French of their thinking on the question raised by Alphand as to the _ 
. possible EDC-NATO guarantees. Although generally reserving their position 

pending further information on the European Defense Community, the British 
expressed a preference for an EDC treaty commitment to regard any attack on 
any NATO member as an attack on the EDC and a reciprocal NATO commitment, 
perhaps in additional treaty protocol, including the German Federal Republic in 
the area covered by Article 5 of the North Atlantic Treaty. (740.5/11-1651) 

740.5 /11-1651 : Telegram | | OO, 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in France? 

SECRET PRIORITY Wasurneton, November 16, 1951—7: 52 p. m. 

2980. For Perkins, Byroade and MacArthur from State. | 
1, Realize under current circumstances most decisions respect 

NATO-EDF-German complex of problems must be made in Europe. 
However think certain observations from here on recent developments _ 
may be useful from this more distant vantage-point. _ Oo 

2. Assume in fol comments that US position continues to be that 
agreed on in preparation for Sept Tripartite talks? and conveyed 
during those talks, namely. full support for Ger contribution to 

Western defense through EDF provided practical EDF arrangement 
within NATO framework can be worked out in reasonable period of 
time. a | Oo — 

| *This telegram, which was drafted by European Regional Affairs Director 
Martin, was cleared by German Political Affairs Deputy Director Calhoun and 
was repeated to London for Ambassador Spofford. | BO _ . 

* Regarding the meetings of the American, British, and French Foreign Min- 
isters in Washington in September, see the editorial note, p. 882. 7 .
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3. There appears to be mounting area of disagreement as Fr raise 

crucial issues involved in full development their EDC concept which 

from here appears to follow middle line described in Rome 2127 (rptd 

| Paris 243°) by Itals as impractical. Belgs have had serious second 

thoughts (see esp Paris 2602, rptd London 658;* Paris 2883 rptd 

: London 767°) as have at least some of Dutch. Have some doubts ? 

fo whether Itals prepared stay in den alone with Fr and Gers. Moreover : 

: these developments along with Fr spell-out of proposed transitional | 

: arrangements have created new difficulties for Gers, partly attributable : 

| to violation of their, on the whole not unreasonable, definition of —_ | 

“equality”. Suspect Alphand’s reported difficulties with Chamber , 

) comite may also arise from Fr “middle” course. (See last para Depto. | 

| 609, rptd Paris 1032.°) Thus appear to be facing serious delays if not | 

possible breakdown of proposal. We have no good alternative salable : 

| toFrandGerss os 
|. 4, While action at Rome appears to us difficult if not impossible (see 

|  Todep 317 rptd Paris 27997), would for many reasons be bad if action 

| not possible at suggested Jan mtg. By then Ger talks generally shld be 

-_-well along and further delay for EDF undesirable. Also important 

| have some kind of decision on Germany for US MSP presentation. 

| Suggest therefore that time may have come to pursue with Schuman 

| question of how EDF agreement can be reached meet this new delayed — 

| time sched. So far as basic issues are with EDC aspects, rather than 

EDF, it may be time indicate, along lines which do not seem to usto be — 

: inconsistent with Schuman—Acheson conversations in Sept, that choice 

| looks to us as likely to be between EDF with only general reference to 

future development of EDC (alternative three of Rome 2127) or 

4 necessity, as understood all along, of getting German contribution 

made through other means than EDF in order meet time table for 

; Western rearmament. | 

| 5. Realize this approach does not cover EDF-NATO problem 

which we still think must be approached within framework of con- 

siderations contained in separate airgram this subj, revising draft 

carried to Paris by Laukhuff.® _ OS 

| oe sb ioe Wee 
| 8 Of November 13, p. 916. re a | 
4 * Of November 2, p. 911. —_ ee 7 ci ES 

4 ® Dated November 14, p. 919. | a | 7 

4 ® Dated November 18, p. 917. - oe a 

4 7 Not printed, but see footnote 2, ibid. _ | oe | Se 

_§ Draft under reference here is not further identified. _ | 

_ B86-688 PT1—80-—61 Oo
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740.5/11-1951 : Telegram Q 

Lhe Ambassador in the Netherlands (Chapin) to the Acting 
Secretary of States = 

CONFIDENTIAL Tue Hacvr, November 19, 1951—5 p. m. 
503. During evening Nov 17 Spierenberg, chairman OEEC, dis- cussed with Emb officer certain aspects EDF. Stated privately that 

within few days Dutch will present alternate “plan for common bud- | get” which they have just completed. Declined reveal any details. 
Besides himself, said draftsmen were Kohnstamm, Van der Beugel, 
and Blaisse, that they now “have FonOff SecGen Boon in full support 
EDF”, and that FonOff gradually swinging over to same view, Stikker 
still hesitant, however. Spierenberg claimed FonOff tried some time 
ago drag him into EDF negots ( presumably this refers to Paris dis- 
cussions) but that he “refused categorically” arguing subject matter 
was F'onOff responsibility. Also claimed have “argued with his friends 
in Fr Fin Ministry” to amend their views re EDF financing so as make 
EDF more acceptable to Neth Cabinet. | 
Spierenberg wld not state specifically that Cabinet had approved 

his “plan” but indicated he had no doubt re its approval. Said “plan” 
had not been completed at time Stikker talked with Secretary in 
Paris (Paris tel 58, November 162), therefore no mention made of it. 

Spierenberg described his conversation Nov 17 with PriMin Drees 
wherein Spierenberg argued strongly and apparently convinced Drees 
that his “common budget proposal” must be submitted now order 

_ demonstrate that Neth Govt not endeavoring hamper EDF talks and 
order disassociate Neth from what he described as “Van Zeeland atti- 
tude”, Said Van Zeeland more opposed to EDF than ever before for 
which Spierenberg bitterly critical. Said Van Zeeland simply “play- 
ing politics” because latter certain Belgian constitution wld have to | 
be amended in order adopt draft EDF legislation, that Belgian Govt 
cld not obtain two-thirds votes thereby resulting in fall Van Zeeland 
Govt. oe oe 
‘He repeated what is common knowledge here, namely that Neth 

states generally more sympathetic to EDF than is Cabinet, but latter 
“coming around”. Acknowledged that most deps not well informed on 
subject but added that govt now explaining its provisions and sig- 
nificance to (second chamber) comite members. When asked if he 
believed draft EDF legislation wld require constitutional revision, 
said he did not believe so, but not sure. Apparently this an open ques- 
tion until EDF talks progress further. Regardless, he believed Neth | 

* This telegram was repeated for information to Brussels and London. | * Telegram 2920, November 16, from Paris, repeated to The Hague as 58, not 
pote pat, for a paraphrase, see the circular information telegram, Novem-
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Govt could muster two-thirds vote for EDF legislation including his _ 

“common budget proposal,” whatever latteris. | mo 

In reading above shld be kept in mind that Spierenberg ardent | 

Schuman Plan and EDF supporter, and possibility exists he may be : 

overly optimistic in his description Neth Cabinet attitude. —_ 

7 - He concluded by stating he convinced Stikker will not be in | 

| Cabinet after 1952 elections and FonMin will begin shopping around | 

: for “good international job”. Mp oo | | 

: | ce Oo — Crraprn | 

| 740.5/11-951 : Telegram Te hoe | 

‘Phe Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in France* 

| SECRET Wasuineton, November 20, 1951—5: 30 p. m. 

: 3053. For Perkins, Byroade, MacArthur and Bruce. Ital rep EDF . 

| Lombardo in talk with Martin Mon stressed anxiety over recent Bene- 

4 lux reaction to EDF conf and asked what US intended doing. Martin 

| pointed out that principal US reps concerned were now in Paris where © 

4 understood sit moving fairly rapidly; US of course was deeply inter- 

; ested and considered EDC most practical way achievement Ger con- 

1 tribution to West def; EDC had better prospects of success if Benelux | | 

: countries members, but only if they were willing members, fully under- 

standing nature of enterprise on which embarked and committed to | 

\ | working out problems necessary to make it work. Indicated thought 

| this was attitude we would convey if opportunity arose. Alsoindicated 

| solution perhaps required compromises in degree to which full EDC. 

| ~ concept worked out now and applied from start but that was matter _ 

which EDC members wld have to resolve in terms of desire for Ben 

membership vs need for full-blown scheme at start. a | 

| Lombardo. made clear thought Belgian attitude much more adverse 

4 to real EDC than Dutch. When asked whether this at all due to gradual — 

| development of proposal from simple EDF to all now involved in EDC 

1 concept, replied in negative citing number minor issues in mil field on. 

which Belgians had been reluctant give Def Commissioner any au- 

- thority except with unanimous approval Councilof Ministers. a 

7 “When asked what Ital wld do in event Ben countries withdrew EDF, | 

4 Lombardo said that wld be unfortunate but main thing wastogeton 

4 with Eur integration, implication clearly being that Ital wld continue — 

4 2This telegram, which was drafted by John L. Barnard of the Office of Euro- 

3 pean Regional Affairs and approved by Office Director Edwin M. Martin, was. 

3 repeated for information to London for Ambassadors Gifford and Spofford, to © | 

: Frankfurt for High Commissioner McCloy, and to Rome, The Hague, and | 

3 aaa four named officers served as advisers to the Secretary of State during his 7 

4 meetings with other Foreign Ministers in Paris coincident with the Sixth Regular. 
Session of the United Nations General Assembly. Oo Pa ee
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with Ger and Fr. Saw no alternative solution to Ger problem. Lom- 
bardo eloquent re integration idea for which youth of Eur cld fight, 
eited Marshal plan progress which if not interrupted by rearmament 
effort wld itself have gone far towards accomplishing Eur integration. 

On matter Ger membership NATO, Lombardo did not consider this 
pressing issue at this time; Blank at Paris had raised. question, but — 
Lombardo thought he was satisfied with step by step return of Ger to 
equality status. In Lombardo’s view Adenauer was not too concerned 
although he might be forced into raising issue by Schumacher. Note 
disparity our thinking. (See Bonn 348, rpt Paris 143, London 124, 
Frankfurt 465.*) , 

a _ / ‘WEEB 

* Not printed. se | 

700.00(S)/11-2151: Circular telegram 
The Acting Secretary of State to Certain Diplomatic Missions 

SECRET | Wasurneton, November 21, 1951—5:44 p. m. 
Infotel. During conversation with Secy in Paris Dutch FonMin 

Stikker stated that he and his Benelux colleagues were very much 
confused and worried as result of developments in Paris Conference 
on Eur Defense Force. He said that subject to overcoming certain con- 
stitutional limitations, Dutch Govt favors some form Eur Defense 
Force, and added that other Benelux countries do too. Stikker said 
he is principally worried about two points: first, that matter had 
progressed so slowly, with consequent increasing difficulty in bringing 
about Ger defense participation; and second, that various proposals 
advanced by national reps do not seem be grounded in firm govt posi- 
tions. He said that while discussions are developing plans which seem 
to be militarily sound, he doubted that they are politically feasible. 
He said he felt that ultimate solution would have to be full Ger par- 
ticipation in NATO and that sooner this was brought about the 
better. He left impression that Dutch were not backing out, but were 
becoming increasingly pessimistic. In outlining to Stikker our reasons 
for continuing strong support of Eur Defense Force concept, Secy 
said he felt there was good chance that Conference would work out 
something politically feasible. He added that while there was little 
chance that NATO Council meeting this month would have before it 
firm Eur Defense Force plan, he felt it essential that next meeting in 
Jan should have such plan. This would give govts opportunity to con- 
sider firm proposition and to move forward. | oo 

| | | WEBB 

1'Fhis message was sent to Brussels, Copenhagen, Lisbon, London, Moscow, 
sto, pemaviks and Rome. It is a paraphrase of telegram 2920, November 16, -
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E 

740.5/11-2351: Telegram - : kh PEt oe el , 

The Chargé in Belgium (Millard) to the Acting Secretary of State* 2 

SECRET = , Brusseis, November 23, 1951—8 p. m. : 

| 419. Re EDF. In brief talk with Van Zeeland just’ prior leaving ? 

: for Rome,? questioned him to elicit confirmation of Stikker’s state- : 

: ment to Secretary, reported Dept intel Nov 21, 2 a.m. Found him in | | 

| complete agreement with Stikker except that when asked re German _ : 

fo participation NATO, Van Zeeland said that though he assumed Ger-- | 

: many might eventually participate fully in NATO, he was strongly : 

: opposed such participation forlongtimetocome. | 

Asked re yesterday’s debate Senate, principally on EDF and | 

whether he thought odds of passage Parliament remained 7 or 8 to 

10 in favor (see Embtel 616, Oct 31, 1951), Van Zeeland said oppost- 

tion in Belgium to EDF growing and he wld now reduce such odds 

to5or6tol0. Se ely a Oe 

. a Asked his impression talks Paris with other EDF ministers, Van 

: Zeeland said of ten points on agenda, eight were fairly easy of solution —_ 

by minor adjustments and compromises but that he remained adamant 

European defense authority be under and not superior to ministers of 

: EDF countries. Also strongly insisted that terms on which various 

2 countries wld contribute forces shld be precisely stated and that these 

terms shld not be discriminatory. Asked to elaborate, he explained 

; that Belgium willing contribute six divisions and air force but wld 

leave out security forces within Belgium navy and Congo Force 

4 Publique. Under proposed terms, other countries might hold out of | 

EDF more or less indefinite military contribution owing vagueness 

present proposals. Re other minor objections alluded to above, he said 

Belgium could not accept units in EDF being divided on grounds 
language since though Belgian units are based on French ‘and Flemish 

speaking troops, officers are bi-lingual and it is cardinal political 

policy not to permit a division of Belgian army on linguistic grounds. 

He admitted that Flemish were more strongly opposed to EDF than | 

Walloons. Flemish fear that though now majority in Belgium their 

; position wld be weakened shld Walloon troops be linked with French 

4 and Flemish with Dutch. He also confirmed that Flemish feel more 

4 strongly than Walloons that Belgiums’ traditional safety depends on 

4 Anglo-French alliance and absence British participation EDF makes 

3 Flemish most reluctant join. Van Zeeland also mentioned that Flemish 

] being Catholic and more conservative, fear their young men wld be | 

q * This telegram was repeated for information to Paris, The Hague, and Rome. | 
3 2 Belgian Foreign Minister Van Zeeland headed his government’s delegation 

q at the Eighth Session of the North Atlantic Council at Rome, November 24-28; 

see pp. 698 ff. | : : | 

: ® Supra. | | | | | 
1 * Ante, p. 907. |
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“contaminated” by association European. army with French troops 
because prevalence communism and lack of religion. 

Van Zeeland mentioned he had lengthy talk with General Eisen- 
_hower in which he set forth his views on “impracticability” EDF as 
now conceived. Embassy wld be grateful for memo this conversation 
if available. CO | 

. Miniarp 

, | Editorial Note | | 

During the period of their presence in Paris as delegates to the Sixth 
Session of the United Nations General Assembly, November 6, 1951- 
February 5, 1952, Secretary of State Acheson, Foreign Minister Schu- 
man, and Foreign Secretary Eden held several informal discussions on 
various international problems, particularly questions relating to 
Germany. Regarding these meetings of the Foreign Ministers, see 
the editorial note, page 1312. Of particular importance to the develop- 
ment of a European Defense Community was the meeting on Novem- 
ber 22 in Paris of the three Foreign Ministers and Chancellor Adenauer 
(reported upon in telegram 3086, November 22, from Paris, page 1605) 
to review the general political situation of the Federal Republic and 
the progress of negotiations for the establishment of a new contractual 
relationship between the three occupying powers and the Federal Re- 
public. Agreement was reached with Chancellor Adenauer at that 
‘meeting on a range of problems discussed, and a communiqué was 
issued to the press. One of the agreements reached stipulated that entry 
into effect of the contractual relationships between West Germany and 
the occupying powers would be dependent upon the successful com- 
pletion of arrangements for German participation in a European De- 
fense Community. | 

The North Atlantic Council held its Eighth Session in Rome, 
November 24 to 28. The United States was represented by Acheson, 
Snyder, Lovett, and a delegation of advisers. For comprehensive docu- 
mentation on the Council session, see pages 693 ff. The work of the 
Kiuropean Defense Community Conference was an item on the 
agenda of the Council. At the fourth meeting of the Council session on 
November 27, Foreign Minister Schuman presented a summary report 
on the progress to date of the Conference (see infra). At meetings on 
November 27 and the morning of November 28 the Council Deputies 
considered various compromise draft resolutions on the European De- 
fense Community and subsequently agreed upon a version which was 
approved by the North Atlantic Council at its meeting on November 28 
(see telegram Secto 105, November 29, from Rome, page 737). _ 

_ During and after the Eighth Session of the North Atlantic Council, 
Secretary Acheson, Foreign Minister Schuman, and Foreign Secretary
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Eden continued their informal discussions on various international | 
problems, including the European Defense Community. On November 
96, they held a meeting with the Belgian, Netherlands, and Luxem- | 
bourg Foreign Ministers (reported upon in telegram Secto 114, Novem- | 
ber 29, from Rome, page 1611) who indicated their concern with the | 
contents of the communiqué on the meeting in Parison November 22be- | 

| tween the three Western Foreign Ministers and Chancellor Adenauer. | 

| ‘The Benelux Foreign Ministers were assured that recent decisions with 7 
fo respect to the timing of the completion of contractual relationships , 
? with the Federal Republic were not intended to give West Germany © | 

/ any advantage within the European Defense Community. Secretary 
- Acheson emphasized to the Benelux Foreign Ministers the urgency of | 
completing arrangements for the EDC. In a meeting on November 27, 

Acheson, Schuman, and Eden continued their Paris consideration 
of the question of the German contribution to Western defense and 

t reached agreement on several important considerations bearing on 

| a German contribution to a European Defense Community budget. 
| At a private luncheon meeting on November 29 (see the Secretary’s 
| - memorandum of conversation of November 29, page 746) Acheson — | 

and Eden discussed urgent measures to be taken to assure the suc- _ 

; cessful completion of the negotiations for a European Defense 

, Community. oo | Leas | 

—-740.5/12-751 — | RS SG oO | 

i Report by the French Foreign Minister (Schuman) to the North 
a | ee Atlantic Council 

: TOP SECRET : | [Rome, November 27,1951.] 

: Tue Work OF THE CONFERENCE FOR THE ORGANIZATION OF A | 

| | | _- Europran Derense ComMuNITY = | 

-- 4, The Council will remember that, by their Brussels Resolution of 

| | 18 December 1950,? they had taken note of the French Government’s 
‘intention to convene a meeting in Paris with a view to creating a Eu- 
ropean. Army. As was agreed, the Council Deputies have been kept 
informed regularly of the work of the Paris Conference; today I wish, — 

4 2 This report was presented by Foreign Minister Schuman at the Fourth 
: _. Meeting of the Highth Session of the North Atlantic Council, held in Rome, 
: November 27. This report was there circulated as document C 8-D/5. For the 
E ‘United. States record of that meeting, see Secto 938, November 27, p. 735. The source 
4 text was transmitted as one of several enclosures to a letter of December 7 from _ 

Ambassador Bruce to Assistant Secretary of State Perkins, not printed. — 
4 * Regarding the Brussels Resolution under reference here, see the Briefing 
3 Paper prepared by the Department of State, Pleven D-2/la, January 26, p. 755. |
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on behalf of my Delegation, to give you an overall report on the 
progress of the work. eas = 
In this report, I shall endeavor to bring out as fully as possible all 

the points on which agreement has already been reached, as well as 
the differences still existing on important questions which it has not 

_yet been possible to settle and the solution of which will call for fur- 
ther efforts by all participants. wos | 

The Conference, aware of the necessity of creating forthwith a 
European force sufficiently strong to deter any intended aggression, 
had throughout their work two main ideas in mind; on the one hand, 
the creation of a European Defense Community must meet the dic- 
tates of effectiveness of the forces contemplated for Europe; on the 
other, it must, at the same time, provide the Western world with the 

/ necessary guarantees against a revival of German militarism ; and that 
in the interest both of Germany and of peace. _ | Oo 

Bearing in mind these two principles, I shall give you a report on 
the results obtained in order to enable the Governments represented 
here to judge, when the time comes, whether these two main aims have 
been achieved. : 
_ 2. I would first of all remind you of the procedure approved in 
Brussels on 18 December 1950 for studying the question of German 
contribution to defense. At the same time that they noted the intention 
of the French Government to put forward a plan for a European 
Army, the Atlantic Council instructed the three Occupying Powers 
in Germany to make a joint study with the Federal Republic of con- 
ditions for German participation. | 

Thus it was that two studies were initiated almost simultaneously _ 
at Bonn and in Paris at the beginning of this year. The object of the 
first was to work out conditions for German participation on the basis 
laid down in Brussels, that is to say, within the strict limits of the 
unilateral guarantees imposed on Germany by the Atlantic Council. 
The second was intended to lay down the principles which would 2Ov- 
ern the building up and the functioning of a European Army within 
which German forces would not be subjected to any restrictions other 
than those to which all the participating countries freely agreed. 

The work of the so-called Petersberg Conference was continued 
until 4 June 1951. The results were recorded in a report by the High 
Commissioners in which note was taken of the comments of the Fed- 
eral Government.’ It can be seen in this report that the German 
Delegation at the Petersberg Conference made a certain number of 
provisos to the formation of a new national army, such as the setting 
up of a “general command” at an intermediate level between the 
Supreme Atlantic Command and the Divisional Staffs, the setting up 

* See p. 1044. : | |
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of divisional military zones under military authorities with both 

territorial powers and the command of troops. These provisions 

meant in fact the building up again of the pre-war German Army 2 

Corps. On the other hand, the Federal Office responsible for dealing | 

| with questions of the German contribution should, for this solution, : 

have taken the form of a Federal Ministry with seven departments, : 

for implementing ministerial decisions, and an “inspectorate generale” | 

| of the German contingent also sub-divided into seven sections. This | 

inspecter general would have been the supreme Commander of all | 

German troops. | - , 

This standpoint adopted by the German negotiating authorities met : 

the requirements both for military effectiveness and for political 7 

equality. It was in pursuance of this principle of equality that the | 

German Delegation rejected the idea of an allied control which would 

; not be common to all participants. | | 

‘The outcome of these Petersberg talks was therefore negative. — 

| While these talks were going on in Germany, invitations were sent 

: out by the French Government, on 26 January 1951, for a Conference 

on the formation of the European Army, based on the draft submitted 

| by the Head of the French Government in his statement on 94 October 

: 1950. They were sent to all the signatory European countries of the 

| North Atlantic Treaty, and to the German Federal Republic. The 

| two non-European signatory Governments, the U.S.A. and Canada, 

were requested to send observers. oO | a | 

2 Four of the countries invited, Germany, Belgium, Italy and Luxem- 

bourg decided to unite immediately with France in active participation 

in the work, whilst the other countries preferred to attend the Confer- 

: ence as observers, some of them reserving their decision as to full | 

participation. | | | : | 

Thus the Conference opened in Paris on 15 February 1951. As you 

: know, a preliminary stage in the work was marked by the submission — 

| of an Interim Report by the Delegations to their Governments on 

| 94. July 1951.4 The submission of this report did not interrupt the work 

of the Conference. It simply enabled Delegations to ask their Govern- 

ments for further instructions while the technical committees con- 

tinued to prepare the texts required for starting the organization. At 

the same time, at the unanimous wish of the Conference, the Supreme 

Atlantic Commander agreed to send an observer, who would be respon- 

sible for maintaining close liaison and providing technical assistance 

: whenever required. - OO 

4 On 8 October, the Netherlands Government decided to unite with 

the participating countries. CS 

, * See p. 848. | | a
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_ 3, All the participating Delegations expressed complete agreement on the principles on which the creation of a European Defense Com- munity was based. , | | SP 
_ Its object is to contribute, in conjunction with the free nations, and in the spirit of the United Nations Charter, to the maintenance of 
pace against all aggression, in close cooperation with other agencies 
with the same aim. For this purpose, the Community will have to en- 
sure without discrimination the fullest possible integration, as far as 
is compatible with military requirements, of human and material ele- 
ments which will be obtained by the Defense Forces of the member 
countries within a supra-national European organization. Such in- | tegration will cover not only the High Command, but also the creation, 
the training and the whole organization of the armed forces. It should also result in the most rational and most economic use of the resources 
of the member countries, in particular thanks to the elaboration of a 
joint armament program. 

4. I will deal first of all with the military aspects of the organization 
of the European Defense Community. | | 

In the first place, the Conference never lost sight of the fact that the 
European Defense Forces were intended to form an integral part of 
the NATO Defense Forces. That is why the Delegations taking part 
in the Paris Conference made a study of the military questions which 
were submitted to them in close and constant liaison with SHAPE. 
They also kept the military observers of member countries not taking 
part in the Conference informed of the progress of their discussions. 
The military observers of the United States and the United Kingdom 
took an active part in the work of the Military Committee set up by 
the Conference, a 

Furthermore, the Governments represented at the Paris Conference 
| were aware of the necessity of speedy results so as not to delay unduly 

the effective contribution of the German Federal Republic to Western 
Defense. With this in mind, the Military Committee of the Paris 
Conference endeavored in the first place to settle the military ques- 
tions which had to be solved before agreement could be reached on a 
treaty, a military protocol, and an Agreement covering an interim 
period. 

| On the other hand, no attempt has been made to develop in detail 
the technical arrangements involved in setting up the Defense Com- 
munity. Such technical arrangements will be worked out at a later 
date, either in the interval between the signature of the basic texts 
mentioned above and their ratification by the Parliaments of the coun- 
tries concerned, or even, in certain cases, after the date on which the 
Treaty comes into force.
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A—Methods of integration and basicunits | ee 

The European Defense Forces will be composed of both conscripted : 

and regular troops contributed by the various Member States. They | 

will probably wearacommonuniform. ~~ a | 
In the case of the land forces, integration will take place in the Army 

Corps composed of basic units of different nationalities, except in , 

special cases arising out of tactical or organizational requirements. In | 

pe the Army Corps the media of command, the supporting units and the : 

| ~ logistical support formations will all be of an integrated type. | | | 

: ‘Only the European Army Corps will be able to carry out inde- ? 
| pendent missions and give combat with its own resources for any : 

: length of time. For this purpose, it will comprise, in addition to the | 

i basic units, supporting elements belonging to the different arms (artil- | 

lery, armored units, Engineering Corps, ete.), as well as a complete | 

group of logistical formations for the maintenance of the forces com- | 

osing it. at a | | , | 

R Under its orders, the basic unit of “Groupement” will only include | 

t . a sufficient variety of arms to enable it to go into general action ; it 

cannot continue to exist without the assistance of the Army Corps, 

which will provide it with the necessary reinforcements and in par- 

ticular its daily maintenance. — ne | 

: The normal establishment of an Army Corps will be about 80,000 

men. The establishment of the Groupement will vary between 12,600 

(armored Groupements and mechanized Groupements) and 18,000 

, (infantry Groupements). The latter figures represent the peace-time 

establishment under constant training which ensures that the unit 

4 is ready for combat: in time of war, these figures will be increased by 

, the addition of approximately 2,000 non-specialized and untrained 

4 men. (reservists, trainees). | | ; 7 

1 In the case of the Air Forces, it has been agreed that the basic unit 

; will be the “demi-brigade” including 75 machines for the majority of 

4 specialized branches; it would correspond to the “Wing” of the 

American Air Forces. | oe 

: In peace-time, the average strength of the demi-brigade would be 

1,200 men. It would form part of the major Commands, known as , 

1 Tactical Air Forces, and would be grouped in Tactical Air Commands. 

The supporting and maintenance services would be grouped on the 

a level corresponding to the “Tactical Air Forces.” wee 

3 _ B—Definition of the Huropean Defense Forces — oe oS 

i The European Defense Forces will include all the land and air forces 

: of the member countries, with the following exceptions: _ : a 

i (1) national forces for the defense of the overseas territories of 

J the Member States, and the units required for the main- 

: —- tenanceandreliefofsuch forces; > | | 

| (2) national forces which the Member States will have to recruit | 

and maintain in order to carry out the international mis- 

oO sions which they have undertaken (for example, forces | 

Ronen) in Berlin and Austria, and forces operating in 

orea) 3 es | | 

: (3) the police forces which Member States will maintain to pre- 

- serve internal order. a | 

| | |
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The Conference agreed that in the case of a serious emergency affecting an overseas territory of a Member State, the fraction of the contingents contributed by that State to the European Defense Forces required to deal with the emergency would be made available to that State by the European Authority, at the State’s request and with the approval of the Supreme Command (NATO). The military, economic and financial implications of such withdrawal of contingents would be studied and adjusted in each case individually by the Community. The Member States would be free to carry out individual exchanges of personnel between the contingents which they make available to the European Defense Forces and the forces which are not part of the European Defense F orces, provided that such exchanges were not likely to result in a reduction of the European Defense Forces. The Conference also agreed that in the event of disturbances or threatened disturbances within the territory of a Member State, the European Defense Forces might be used, in certain circumstances, to_ provide the assistance required to deal with the situation. | The question of the composition of the European Maritime Forces is still under study. . ) oe 
C—Size of the Furopean Defense Forces and Contribution of the Federal Republic oo | 

The Paris Conference agreed, in consultation with SHAPE, on certain working assumptions regarding the size of the land and air forces which the European Defense Community should have at its disposal by 1 July 1954. These assumptions should, of course, be adapted to the results of the discussions also in progress in the military (ECO) the Atlantic Treaty and the Temporary Council Committee 

According to these working assumptions, the land forces on 1 J uly 1954 should have reached the approximate figure of 43 Groups. Ger- many’s contribution was estimated at 12 Groups, as follows: 
8 infantry Groups and 
4. mechanized Groups 

Kight of these Groups, comprising the covering troops, would be ready immediately, and the others would be available after a very 
short interval for mobilization. 

_ In addition, the Federal German Republic would make tactical air forces and Naval Coastal Defense Forces available to the European Defense Committee. The size and type of such forces is at present | under study. | 

D—Time-table for bringing the Forces into being 
The Paris Conference is studying the conditions in which the forces ef the European Defense Community would in fact be brought into being. In the case of already existing forces, the question at issue is 

how they will be incorporated into the framework envisaged for the 
organization of European defense. This problem is at present under 
study. In the case of the contribution expected from the German Fed- eral Republic, the problem consists in planning the successive opera- tions whereby that contribution will become effective in the shortest 
possible time. A detailed time-table has been drawn up to meet. this 
point. The time-table is governed by the following principles: in the
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first place, it-is understood that personnel of German origin will be : 
recruited on the basis of compulsory military service. It is also agreed 
that the proportion of regular personnel should not exceed the propor- 
tion which applies to the European Defense Forces as a whole. Once | 
these principles have been laid down, it goes without saying that the : 
time-table of implementing measures will in practice depend on the 

: dates on which the instruments instituting the European Defense Com- | 
| munity come into force, and the dates on which the basic texts laying : 
. down regulations for the census and call-up of National Service Men ssid 
2 have been drawn up by the German legislative authorities. On the | 
: assumption that the instruments instituting the European Defense : 
2 Community would come into force on 1 July 1952, a time-table was | 

drawn up by the Paris Conference for the raising of the German con- 
tribution. It emerges from this time-table that the 12 Groups of Ger- 
man origin would be ready for serviceonlApril1954. 

: E—Subjects now under discussion | 7 ee Sane 
_ Several types of problems have also been the subject of detailed 

2 Study in the Military Committee of the Paris:Conference. I quote 
| them here as a reminder, for I propose to return to them below in © 
| connection with the institutional questions with which they are directly 

: connected. | oo 7 oo — 
1 | The major issues are the arrangements to be made in the initial 
4 period, the territorial organization, the status of forces, the adminis- 
| tration of personnel and lastly, the relations to be established between 

the forces of the European Defense Community and the media of com- 
: mand of the Atlantic Organization. With regard to the last point, I 

think it important to stress that the aim of the surveys in progress is, 
of course, the adaptation of future arrangements in the Kuropean 

4 Defense Community to the command structure already in force within 
: the Atlantic Organization. — | | | | 

In addition, the Conference is ‘studying the problems arising out of 
setting up and running command training and instruction schools as 

| earlyasintheinitialperiod, 2) DC 

_ 5, Since the final purpose to be achieved by our work is the fusion 
of the armed forces of participating countries in order to ensure the 
permanent defense of Europe, these armed forces must be attached te 

political institutions of a supra-national character. In trying to define 
these institutions, the draft submitted by. France to Delegations was 

j _ based on the precedent formed by the Coal. and Steel Pool. Of course, 
account had to be taken: of the obvious differences between the twe | 

| cases. But the Conference considered that, with the appropriate adap- 
tations, similar institutional provisions should be laid down, since the 
European Defense Community will one day have to become part of 
the general political framework of an integrated Europe, of which the ~ 

: Coal and Steel Pool will form the first concrete achievement. _ | 

A—The European Authority = = Co - oe 

_ In general, all Delegations agreed that a European Authority would 
2 be created, whose powers with regard to the European Forces would-be
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comparable, to the greatest possible extent, with those of a Minister of 
Defense in relation to national Armed Forces. | | 

However, the Conference has not yet decided on the form to be given 
to this Authority. Two formulas, one based on the idea of a Board 

| and the other on that of an Individual Commissioner are at present 
| contemplated. os 

The question of the powers of the Authority is more difficult, since 
it touches more deeply on the very problem of the creation of a supra- 
national Authority responsible for the organization of the Defense 
Forces. In the draft Treaty, which is at present in course of prepara- 
tion by the Conference though not yet unanimously agreed by the 
Delegations, the Commissioner would have large powers of execu- 
tion and control over the European Defense Forces: _ | 

—it will watch over the recruitment carried out, at least in the 
first period which will follow the entry into force of the 
Treaty, by the Member States; 

_  ==it will be responsible for training the Forces, following uniform 
| methods; | | 

| —it will direct the Military Colleges; 
—it will inspect and review the troops; 
—it will decide the territorial location of units of the forces on 

| the basis of the recommendations of the Supreme Atlantic | 
| Command; | | 

. —it will exercise judicial and disciplinary functions; 
—it will administer staff and equipment ; 
—it will have important financial duties which will be described 

| below ; | | 
—it will’ ensure liaison with States and international 

organizations ; 
— it will deal with questions of foreign aid. 

' Two other important duties are also contemplated for the Euro- 

pean Authority with regard to which no agreed formula has yet been 

| found. The first is the appointment by the Authority to ranks and 

posts in the armed forces and civil services. Three Delegations ex- 

pressed the view that the national authorities should alone be author- 

ized to appoint officers. We believe that a compromise solution can be 

found. - | 
_ The second question still the subject of controversy concerns the 

establishment and execution by the Authority of the armament pro- 

gram of the European Defense Community. I will refer later to the | 

‘problems raised by this very important question. - | 

~ ‘'The solutions that we propose seem to us capable of ensuring the sys- 

tem that best adapted to our goal, that is, the creation of a European, 

and not a coalition army. I have grounds for believing that all Delega- 

tions reject the idea of a simple coalition, and this leads me to hope that 

if we are agreed on the purpose to be achieved, we shall succeed in 

agreeing on the methods of achieving it. | 

B—Couneil of Minasters | 

As in the case of the Coal and Steel Pool, the council of Ministers 
would be composed of representatives of the participating States, each | 

‘State nominating a member of its government or a deputy.. =
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-. he Council would harmonize the action of the Commissioner with : 
the policy of the governments of Member States. Itcouldissue general =| 
directives in cases provided for in the Treaty: haison with other 

| international defense bodies and, where necessary, with other states, _ | 
| safeguarding the economic and social equilibrium of Member States | 

and, perhaps, questions relating to foreign aid. _ | | , 
2 The Council would decide on modifications to the basic texts and the | 

make-up of the European Defense Forces. In certain cases provided | 
, for in the Treaty, the Commissioner is obliged, before taking a decision ) 
! or making a recommendation, to obtain the views or the approval of | 
: the Council. These cases cover in particular territorial location of | 
: units, the establishment of the armaments, equipment, and supply | 

programs, appointments to ranks and posts, and liaison with Member 
States 0 eg pee pt ete ge em | 
_ However, while certain Delegations consider that this advance ap- _ 
proval should be given either by a simple majority or by a two-thirds 
majority, other Delegations insist that in most cases unanimous ap- 
proval of the Council must be obtained. 7 Se — 

I would make it clear that the whole question of the powers of the 
1 Council is obviously inked with that of the powers of the Authority, 
: and is the object of the same general reservation as was the case with 
1 the powers of the Authority. _ | 7 | be 

: C—The Assembly oe ye a 

| The Assembly is composed of representatives of the peoples of the 
4 States joined together in the Community. Its composition and method 
3 of election will be determined at the end of the work of the Confer- 
j ence, but.a formula is contemplated which will make it possible to 
4 nominate, for the First Assembly, representatives of the Parliaments _ 
to of the various Member States, with the possibility of transforming it 
: subsequently into an Assembly specially elected on the basis of uni- 
; versal suffrage. It is for this reason that it will be provided that the | 
; First Assembly nominated will be charged, in addition to its normal 

duties which we will examine later, with the task of examining during 
| the transitional period the conditions under which an Assembly elected 
4 under universal suffrage can be created, the powers which would de- 
: volve on it, and the modifications which might have to be made in _ 

consequence in the other institutions of the Community. | | — 
: _ Agreement has already been reached on the way in which the As- _ 
3 sembly will operate. It is provided that it will hold an ordinary annual 
q Session; and extraordinary Sessions at the request’ of the Commis- 

sioner, the Council, or the majority of the members of the latter. | 
4 Apart from the budgetary duties which will be examined later, the — 
4 powers of the Assembly have also been worked out. It will be its duty, 
: in particular, to pronounce on motions of censure on the administration _ 

of the Commissioner. If such a motion is carried, the Commissioner | 
i, must resign. ee : tg ae a | 

3 D—The Court = - Lape GE ae a! 

j -_In view of the conflicts which may arise between Member Statesand 
3 the Community, a Court of Justice will be organized to ensure respect 
] for law in the interpretation and applicationofthe Treaty. 
3 Delegations agreed on the provisions relating to competence, ap-. 
4 peals, cancellation of the decisions and recommendations of the Com- |
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: missioner, cancellation of the deliberations of the Assembly or the 
Council, legal effects of appeals, and conditions for interpreting the 
Treaty. 

The Court could be the same as that provided under the Coal and 
| Steel Pool. 

6. The financial questions raised by the creation and operation of 
the European Defense Community will be settled according to prin- 
ciples to be laid down in the future Treaty, its annexes, or its financial 
regulations. | 
From the beginning a common budget would cover, in the draft at. 

present being studied by Delegations, all the expenditures necessary 
for the maintenance and creation of European forces. To meet this 
volume of expenditure, the European Community would dispose of 
the contributions of Member States. Further, owing to the great, vol- 
ume of expenditure, the Paris Conference hoped to benefit from foreign 
aid for the Community. - | 

The preparation of the budget of revenue and expenditure would 
be the duty of the Commissioner. The draft prepared by him would be 
submitted to the Council and the Assembly, in conformity with the 
procedure which I shall indicate later. s | 

(juestions relating to the composition, establishment, voting and 
execution of the budget give rise to serious preoccupations in the minds 
of several Delegations. ; | . | 
Some Delegations consider that, contrary to what is provided in the 

| draft at present under examination, the common budget should only 
cover the operational expenditure of the Authority bodies and the 
headquarters, together with the integrated services. In the opinion of 
these Delegations, units of the same national origin should remain at 
the charge of national budgets. oe - 

_ Several Delegations also expressed the view that a distinction should 

be drawn between an interim period and a final stage. In the interim 

period, since the supra-national Authority would not be in a position 

to exercise its full powers, there could in any case be only a limited 
common. budget at the beginning. 

The budget establishment procedure is at present. envisaged as fol- 
lows: the draft budget drawn up by chapters by the Commissioner 

would first be approved by the Council of Ministers, then submitted 

to the Assembly which could amend it, without however increasing 
expenditures beyond the initial proposals of the Commissioner. The 

budget as thus revised would be submitted again to the Council of 
Ministers for final decision. | - | 

The Conference reserved for the end of its discussions the whole of 
the important question of the contributions to be paid by the Member 

States in accordance with rules to be defined. This problem is con-
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nected to a great extent with the decisions to be reached by the Tem- 

porary Council Committee (TCC) presided over by Mr. Harriman. — 

| The Conference has also drawn up draft financial regulations for | 

the guidance of the Commissioner and prepared a report on the ques- | 

tion of the monetary problems. : | a | 

: 7 The Conference is also studying the question of Armament Pro- 

grams for the European Forces. The first problem is that of the : 

: establishment of Armament Programs. T have said that the Common 7 

: Defense Budget, in the project under current discussion by the Con- 

i ference, was established under headigs. As a result the different | 

: organisms of the Community, each within its respective terms of | 

reference, will discuss simultaneously and under the same conditions 

: Armament Programs and the Budget. In this way, it would not be 

: necessary to introduce into the Treaty particular arrangements for 

setting up the Programs. _ oe OO 

- On the other hand, the execution of the Programs poses numerous 

problems which will have to be taken care of by provisions in the 

Treaty. From the beginning of its work, the Conference thought that 

it would be wise to investigate a common system of supply and a com- 

| mon Program of Armaments in order to lighten the burdens which 

the organization of a common defense would lay upon Member States. 

j The standardization of weapons and the specialization of armament 

: production would make possible a better and more economical use of 

. the resources of the member countries. ce 

| Further, the execution of the program has a direct bearing upon the 

{ economy and the social life of each of the member countries. It is 

consequently necessary that, in their execution, the Commissioner acts 

in close liaison with the Council. Be 

; The Armament Board came to a certain number of preliminary 

i conclusions, with the general reservation formulated by one of the 

2 Delegations: wo | | 

: (a) The Commissioner will establish a Program of requirements 

i for the whole of the Community. This program will be incorporated in 

the provisional Annual Statement of Expenditure, and approved as 

such. For the establishment of this Program, the Commissioner will 

: get in close liaison with governments. The Council will determine by 

; means of directives to the Commissioner the distribution into more or 

a less detailed sections. oe / 

: (b) The Commissioner will ensure the execution of the Program, _ 

taking into account, so far as monetary transfers are concerned, the 

dispositions of the Treaty. He will get in close liaison with the Coun- 

1 cil, the Advisory Committee. and governments, as. much in order to 

be in a position to appreciate the economic and social consequences of 

4 the execution of the Program as to avoid, as far as possible, the diffi- 

; culties which might delay or hinder execution. ee 

| ~The Commissioner will place orders in such a way that these will 

be realized in the best conditions both as far as prices, delays, and 

| 536-688 PT 1—80—62
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the rhythm of production are concerned, and so as to ensure the best standardization and the greatest possible specialization of military production within the interior of the Community. 
The placing of orders will be made freely, in particular on the basis of tenders te the Commissioner. a 
The Commissioner will be free to determine in which cases centralization or decentralization of the placing of orders will be 

necessary. ‘he Purchasing Commissions to be set up for the Com- 
missioner will be consulted by him for the placing of orders exceeding 
a certain sum, the sum in question to be fixed and reviewed in con. 
sultation with the Council. The Commissioner will account to the 
Council for orders placed in execution of the Program. 

(c) If the execution of the Program encounters difficulties because of an insufliciency in the supply of raw materials, of a lack of equip- 
ment or of installed capacity, the Commissioner will be empowered to 
address to governments the appropriate recommendations. _ a 

(d) An Advisory Committee will be set up for the Commissioner, 
It will comprise representatives of producers and of labor and its role 
will be to assist the Commissioner in the execution of Programs by 
means of an exchange of information and reciprocal consultations. 

The following questions have not yet been discussed by the 
Committee: | | 

—Conditions in which the Commissioner obtains the information _ hecessary to him on those firms which manufacture war 
material. 

—Control by the Commissioner of military production in the 
Community as well as the import and export of military 
material. | , —The role of the Commissioner in the matter of scientific and | technical research in the military field. | 

—The role of the Commissioner in respect of relations with the 
technical bodies of NATO. 

—The customs and fiscal regulations for products necessary to the 
Community. | 

8. THE LEGAL STATUS OF THE FORCES 
Finally, the Conference is studying the legal status of the European 

Forces. A special committee has been charged with elaborating drafts 
of texts dealing with juridical, fiscal and customs questions, with pub- 
lic security and the utilization of public services by the Community. | 

9. CONCLUSIONS 

The Council will have seen that considerable progress has been made 
by the Conference, particularly during the last few months, when, as I 
mentioned earlier, it had the benefit of valuable technical assistance 
from SHAPE experts. - 

_ At military level, the Conference has succeeded in laying down the 
principles for the integration of forces of different nationalities 3 it 

| has laid down in detail the basic unit of homogeneous nationality and
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| the integrated European Army Corps; it has worked out a definite | 

time-phasing for the building up of German units. In the institutional | 

| field, the technical Committees of the Conference have thoroughly in- — | 

jo vestigated the problems of the structure and the powers of the various } 

7 bodies between which a working equilibrium must be established. _ 7 

| ~All questions connected with the composition, the preparation, the | 

| swoting and the implementation of a European Defense Budget have — | 

: ‘been discussed in detail. In all, a draft Treaty, a draft interim Agree- | 

| ment, draft military and financial protocols and a draft agreement on | 

| juridical status have been drawn up. There are still considerable gaps _ 

in these drafts owing to differences of opinion between the Delega- | 

; tions on certain major points which I mentioned just now. I would 

stress that these points are chiefly connected with the budget, the => 

structure and the powers of European Authority, the appointment of — 

officers, and the drawing up and the implementation of armament | 

programs. —™ Siete) on 

i There are certain other points which it has not yet been possible : 

‘ for the Conference to consider, owing to lack of time. There are in 

particular problems presented, when the Community is first estab- 

; lished, by the raising of German troops when there is no territorial 

organization in Germany to make this initial operation possible and _ 

| when the troops which are to be brought into being must immediately 

be of a European character. — ee ee ee 

: : Another question which has not yet been dealt with concerns inter- 

national provisions for the use of Defense Forces and the relationship 

of the European Community with the North Atlantic Treaty Organi- 

: zation. The draft Treaty already stresses the principle of close co- 

operation. between the two organizations. Further, it stipulates that 

4 the Commissioner act in close liaison with NATO, and above all it was 

| specifically decided that, from the outset, the command and use of the 

: European Forces are to be entrusted to the Supreme Atlantic Com- 

| mand. Nevertheless, the fact that the structure of the two organizations — 

is not identical makes it necessary to find a method of ensuring that 

to the decisions of each with regard to going into action are in agreement, 

q and which provide the various member countries with guarantees of 

moutualaid, | OARS 

_— The Conference has not yet laid down in detail the geographical 

area covered by the Treaty and has left a few political questions, such 

io asthe weighting of voices in the votes of the Council of Ministers, until 

oe the end. a oe 

Some of the difficulties which I have mentioned briefly may be capa- 

ble of solution by compromise. Others call for modification in the posi- 

2 tions adopted by certain Delegations. | oe
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At the beginning of this report I stated that the main concern of the 
Conference was to ensure both military effectiveness and a guarantee: 
against a revival of German militarism, : | 

As regards military effectiveness, all the Delegations consider that: 
the Group chosen as basic unit is a flexible and maneuverable active. 
unit which is the best suited to modern combat, whilst being the small- 
est possible homogeneous unit in an integrated army. It is released as: 
far as possible from logistic tasks. It has only the essential services: 
and therefore depends, for maintenance, on the higher integrated 
echelons. We hope that, when the time comes, all the military aspects. 
of the plan will be put before the military bodies of the Council and. 
that the latter will give their view as to its eff ectiveness. 

| We also think that, thanks in particular to the existence of a joint: 
armament program and a joint budget, this organization will provide: 

_ the required guarantee against a revival of German militarism. | 
It now appears clear that no valid guarantee could be obtained in- 

the event of a national German army being formed. | 
Even those guarantees to which Germany might agree under a dis-. 

criminatory system would become illusory; in fact, numerical 
restrictions alone would only be of a precarious nature. Further, the: 
assignment to the Atlantic Command of operational duties would: | 
not prevent the reappearance of a General Staff since the German: 

| Petersberg plan revives a centralized military framework open to- 
autonomous expansion. | | | 

On the other hand, the merging within a Community of the inter-. 
ests of peoples who a short time ago were in opposition will be for- 
everyone a guarantee that national considerations and the dangers. 
which these involve will disappear to make way for the will of the. 
Community. | 

In this way, a sound solution would be found to the problem of 
relations between Germany and Europe. Neither the revival of a 
Wehrmacht, nor the neutralization of Germany meet the requirements: 
of the present international situation. Only the integration of Germany 
in Europe, in the conditions which we envisaged in Washington last: 
September, offers a valid solution. ae OF 

For this reason, despite the great difficulties with which we are 
faced in an unfamiliar field, I reaffirm the conviction that. with the | 
goodwill of all parties and. with the collaboration of our Atlantic 
partners, we shall be able to draw up a complete draft Treaty within: 
a few weeks. |
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740.5/11-2801: Telegram | / | . | 

| The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in Italy * a | 

SECRET | Wasutneton, November 28, 1951—11: 28 a.m. , 
: 2467. For Perkins, Bruce, Spofford, and MacArthur. Re: Deptel | 
| Rome 24384, rpt Paris 3177, London 2679.2 Neth Emb has furnished us | 

translation report by Chief Neth Del on 2nd part of Ministerial Cont | 

? re EDF held Paris Nov 15.2 According Neth report, Schuman summing | 

up results mtg, stated znzer alia “that before NAC mtg end of Jan it | 

shld be clear whether EDC cld be achieved or not. At that time it wld | 
be better to acknowledge, if necessary, that an EDC was not feasible | 

than to. leave this matter further in suspense”. Neth report ends “all 
the other Ministers present concurred in Schuman’s statement”. | 

Neth Emb tends view EDC crisis may be developing due first time 

realization on part Fon Mins real sovereignty issues involved. Schu- 

man all or nothing statement (double checked translation), while pos- 

sible mere exasperation with Benelux position, strikes us as serious 

. recognition our position time running outon EDC solution, 
| | | Sn a | WEBB 

“4 This telegram was repeated for information to Paris and London. It was 

‘ drafted by John L. Barnard of the Office of European Regional Affairs and was 
4 ‘approved by Office Director Edwin M. Martin. | 

q Not printed: it stated that there was an impression in Washington that an 

4 | important European Defense Community Conference at the ministerial level had 

4 been held in Paris prior to the Rome session of the North Atlantic Council, and 

5 it asked for information (740.5/11-2651). In telegram Secto 113, November 29, 

d - from Rome, not printed, Assistant Secretary Perkins replied he knew of no EDC 

: Conference at the ministerial level other than that held 10 days earlier in Paris 
4 ‘and reported upon in the press (740.5/11-2951). os oo 
: % Regarding the meeting under reference here, see also telegram 2883, Novem- 

) iber 14, from Paris, p. 919. , 

: 740.5/11-2951: Telegram _ | 7 

| The Secretary of State to the Acting Secretary of State* 

: ‘TOP SECRET ee Rome, November 29, 19511 p. m. 

| Secto 109. Dept pass Defense, Treasury, Executive Office of the 

President and ECA. All agencies requested restrict internal _ 

‘distribution. 4 oe | oe Se - 

Following was decided re EDC at top-level delegation meeting 

| November 26, including Secretary, Lovett, Snyder, Harriman, Brad- 

: Jey and Gruenther.? Summary of their position was: _ 

: 1, US must know whether or not EDC will be successtuily 

organized. — ee 7 oe 

4 | + This telegram was repeated for information to London for Spofford, to Paris 
: for MacArthur, to Brussels, and to The Hague. 

2 Officers present for the meeting were principal advisers to the Secretary of 
State for the Eighth Session of the North Atlantic Council in Rome, November 24— 
28. Regarding the Council session, see the editorial note, p. 1312. | ee
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— 8. While we would prefer December 31, as we must know by Jan- 
uary 15 deadline. | - 8 

3. It is up to Schuman to handle Benelux countries and problem 
related to their current position. | | 

4. Indicated if Benelux not satisfied in time, would approve EDF 
composed of France, Italy, and Germany. | . 

| o. Benelux problem re financial aspects is EDC problem and not: 
US problem. : | 

6. US reserves right to withdraw support of EDC if no result by 
January 15. | oe 

| ACHESON: 

740.5/11-3051 : Telegram | 7 
Lhe Ambassador in France (Bruce) to the Acting Secretary of State 

SECRET Panis, November 30, 1951—1 p. m. 
8233. In conversation with PriMin Pleven last night I stressed the | 

tremendous importance of getting ahead rapidly with European de- 
fense force conference in Paris and bringing its deliberations to a con- 
clusion by Dec. 31. I told him I thought chief difficulty at present was: 
that officials representing the various participating nations needed 
governmental decisions on outstanding items of disagreement in order 
to complete their work. He agreed with this and said that as soon as. 
Schuman Plan was out of the way he wld personally take charge of 
the affair from the French side and press it vigorously to settlement. 

, | a Bruce: 

? This telegram was repeated for information to London for Ambassador Gifford, 
to Rome for the Secretary of State, and to Bonn for High Commissioner MecCloy.. 

Paris Embassy files, 400 European Defense Forces: Telegram 

Lhe Ambassador in France (Bruce) to the Embassy in Italy | 

TOP SECRET PRIORITY Paris, December 3, 1951—3 p. m. 
272. Eyes only for Acheson from Byroade. Since learning of your 

private conversation with Eden on the subj of the EDF,! I have been 
wondering whether a short personal message from you to him might be 
desirable to retain greater flexibility of action in the future when a. 
move by the UK in this field might be extremely beneficial. An added 
factor is that position taken by Sir Maxwell-Fyfe at Strasbourg last 
week? and several editorials are beginning to indicate that position. 

This is presumably a reference to the private luncheon conversation of No- 
vember 29; see the Secretary’s memorandum of conversation, p. 746. 

7In a declaration to the Consultative Assembly of the Council of Europe in. 
Strasbourg on November 28, British Home Secretary Maxwell Fyfe defined 
British policy toward Western Europe including the possibility that Britain: 
would associate itself with the European Defense Force in some practical way. 
For documentation on the interest of the United States in the activities of the- 
Council of Europe, see volume rv.
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of new British Govt, after giving pre-election impression of more : 

liberal attitude towards moves toward unity on the continent, is going | 

to revert to traditional position of past govt. My fearisthat Eden,in =f 

| key role of formulation of policies for new govt, may give broader : 
; interpretation to your remarks than was intended as I understand you : 

| were speaking merely on question as to whether UK should at this late : 

| date formally enter in EDF negotiations. Should not think message | | 

: need be specific in nature. Oo _ eg : 

: - Suggested draft follows which may of course need considerable re- | 
: - vision to reflect-your actual conversations : Oe A , 
| [Here follows the draft text of a message from Secretary Acheson to: | 
3 Foreign Secretary Eden which, with the exception of paragraph 6, is- | 

identical with the message subsequently delivered to Eden on Decem- | 
| ber 8, page 955. For Byroade’s version of paragraph 6, see footnote 3, ] 

: page956.J 0 ee oe ee 

‘This message has been discussed with Bruce who agrees. Although 

: Eisenhower has not seen message, substance has been discussed with 
him and he is in general agreement. As this will reach you shortly 

7 before you embark you may wish to consider matter until your arrival | 
i Gibralter. If you consider idea has merit, arrangements can be made: 

there for dispatch via Madrid.* [Byroade. | 

fe a BRUCE. 

: - *Tn telegram 367, December 4, from Rome, not printed, Secretary Acheson: 
q replied as follows : | "ha OS , 

: : -“T shall send final reply to Byroade’s message (Paris 272) from Gibraltar. My. . 
3 first impression is adverse because first—any leak would be fatal, and, second, the- 
: -. 6th paragraph indicates an almost lethal weakness.” (Paris Embassy files, 400 

_ Huropean Defense Forces.) : . an 

: ‘Seeretary Acheson and a party of advisers departed from Naples for New York 
aboard the SS Independence on December 4. Byroade flew from Paris to Gibraltar: 

4 late on December 6 or early December 7 to join the Secretary’s party, and the 
? agreed text of the message to Eden was then sent to Paris for subsequent delivery 
| — in London. oS | 

- Paris Embassy files, 400 European Defense Forces : Telegram . . 

The Ambassador in France (Bruce) to the Secretary of State, at Rome 

a TOP SECRET PRIORITY = Parts, December 3, 1951—5 p. m. | 
3 973. Personal for Secretary from Bruce. Have discussed with | 
1 Byroade message he is sending you today as regards the British posi- , 
; tion on the EDF? and am in complete agreement with its contents. 

4 Since returning to Paris I have been weighing in my mind a closely 
related problem. | ee | 

: + Telegram 272, December 3, from Paris to Rome, supra. Be | : pe
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You will recall that when the Paris Conference on the EDF started 
the US and UK designated their Ambassadors here as their official 
observers. This was probably a good solution for the long pull, but 
I believe in the remaining few weeks a different approach might be 

_ helpful. My reasons for this are as follows: | 

(1) The British Ambassador here is quite ineffective on this prob- 
lem. I feel it most desirable that the British have a really qualified man, 
with political stature and imagination, during the remaining phases 
of the Conference. I do not see how we would approach the British 
with the suggestion that they nominate a new individual to this mission 
unless we both change the procedure of using our Ambassadors as 
observers. 

(2) Believe we should find some way of publicly impressing Europe 
of great importance we and the UK attach to successful and early com- 
pletion of plans for the European Defense Force. One method of ac- 
complishing this would be for US and the UK each to send a well 
known and highly placed individual to Paris in the immediate future 
as our official representatives. I would of course continue to devote my- 
self almost exclusively to project. 

Have discussed this only with Doug and Hank? who agree that on 
our side John Foster Dulles would be a possibility, particularly in 
view of his recent success on the Japanese peace treaty. Do not of 
course know whether his services could be obtained but task should be 
only of few weeks duration if we are to succeed with our present time 
schedule. | 

_ If you consider idea has merit, we should have to determine whether 
British would follow suit (and whether qualified individual could be 
found as US observer). While direct message from you to British 
would be best approach, I could, if you desire, discuss matter with 
‘Gifford and British in London in view of your imminent departure. 

As time schedule we have fixed is pressing, it would be desirable if 
you approve for you to start some wheels in motion on our side so that 
US observer could be prepared to depart at least shortly after your _ 
arrival in Washington. | 

Sorry to complicate your last day in Rome. If you wish, perhaps 
your views could be forwarded to us from Gibraltar .as suggested in 
message from Byroade.* 

You have undoubtedly heard that prospects of passage of the Schu- 
man Plan by the French Parliament were unfavorable. The corner has 
however in my opinion been successfully turned and Pleven, his col- 
leagues and prominent parliamentarians expect its ratification after 

debates this week end. 
Bruck 

? Presumably the references here are to MacArthur and Byroade. . | 
In telegram 367, December 4, from Rome to Paris, not printed, Secretary 

Acheson replied to this message as follows: . 

“As to Bruce’s suggestion (Paris 273) re Dulles, this seems wholly impossible. 
He is either in Japan or on his way on a major assignment. To change him now 
would confuse everything. I believe on our side that you should continue. Per- 
haps you can discuss with Lloyd or otherwise [seek?] an improvement in British 

‘situation.” (Paris Embassy files, 400 EDF)
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740.5/12-651 : Telegram So | : | — - ere 

The Chargé in the Netherlands (Trimble) to the Acting Secretary 

- | | Of Btate* . a o 

| SECRET | : —., Turs Haceur, December 6, 1951—3 p. m.. 

| 573. During call Stikker yesterday afternoon I inquired to his im- : 

| pression Rome mtg NATO FonMins. He replied that as he had told. 

| Chapin and me two weeks ago (Embtel 507 Nov 20 rptd Brussels 37 : 

! Paris for Usdel 892) had not expected much and therefore not been. | 

: disappointed. Mtg he continued had not only been far too large but. | 

| also there been inadequate preparation with consequence that rela- ! 

: tively little constructive been achieved. ee ere | 

: _ Stikker said continued support EDC concept primarily I gathered. — | 

because it backed US. However Fr overloading it with polit stipula- 

tions to detriment in his opinion early estab effective Eur Def which — ) 

wld naturally necessitate active Ger participation. These requirements: : 

: present serious constitutional problems for several countries In par- 

| ticular Belg. It wld be nec amend Belg constitution action which 

: wld require new elections and present Belg Govt opposed holding 

| them for time being. Sitn not as difficult case Neth as elections sched- 

uled next year which time constitutional amendment required for 

: EDC cld also be voted on. Stikker said seriously questioned whether 

: Fr Parl wld ratify EDC Treaty basing his observations on remark 

| _ that effect which Maurice Schumann recently made to him. He stated: 

that in talks Rome on EDF between Benelux FonMins on one hand 

; and Secs Schuman and Eden on other he had adopted what might 

q be considered as obstructive attitude but had done so not only preserve 

| Benelux unity but also and more important to point up difficulties: 

| reaching agrmt re EDF basis provisions which Fr insisting be in- 

po cluded plan. Stikker recalled he been among first to propose inclusion. 

: Ger contingents in West Def Force. He continued be firmly that 

i opinion and also had made it clear Neth considered FedRep shld be: 

4 admitted NATO on status full equality with other members. Thisin 

| 1~his telegram was repeated for information to Paris, London, Bonn, and’ | 

; Brussels... _ 

: - *Not printed. It reported that Dutch Foreign Minister Stikker had told Am- 

passador Chapin that he felt that the forthcoming Eighth Session of the North | 

: Atlantic Council in Rome and the session scheduled for Lisbon in early 1952’ 

4 would probably accomplish little that was constructive. With respect to the 

3 projected European Defense Force Stikker observed that there was no general 

3 meeting of the minds and little likelihood of reaching one in the near future. 

Stikker noted that France and Belgium were at extreme ends with the Italians. 

: and Dutch in the middle. He pointed out that the Netherlands, which had joined a 

; the European Defense Community conference primarily because of Belgium's: 

: urgings, found itself in a position of attempting to moderate the Belgian position 

: and to persuade Belgium to remain in the conference. (740.5/11-2051)
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his view was only logical way in which West cld gain useful Ger coop . def Eur. Moreover believed all other members with single exception Fr wld be agreeable such step. For example Lange had told him few days ago Nor wld Support move and he also ascertained it wld be ac- ceptable Dan. 

7 
Turning to current sitn Ger Stikker expressed regret contractual] arrangements been presented Benelux as fait accompli. Likewise critical phraseology UN Res F edRep GDR plebiscite characterizing it | aS negative in that it merely calls for Inquiry into possibility of hold- ing elections. Indicated certain concern Sov wld agree to holding elections on condition West Powers in turn wld agree Gers shld same time vote neutrality issue and in this connection asserted neutrality sentiment appears be growing alarming rate FedRep. 
Stikker concluded conversation with remark effect, he did not see 

how much real progress cld be made estab West Def Force next few 
months despite obvious necessity this be done soon as possible. 

Trueie 

| 

740.5/12-651 : Telegram 
Lhe Ambassador in France (Bruce) to the Acting Secretary of State 

‘CONFIDENTIAL Paris, December 6, 1951—5 p. m. 
38377. Subject is Eur Def Conference. At mtg of conf steering comite 

yesterday, Alphand extended invitation from Schuman to participat- 
ing states for mtg of EDC Mins at Strasbourg on 11 and 12 Dec.? Mins 
wld discuss and attempt settle major outstanding issues, in particular 
re common budget and common procurement, use of EDC forces and 
perhaps composition of executive.? Conf wld continue meeting in mean- 
while and Mins wld meet again either before or just after Christmas 
to discuss rest, of outstanding issues. | 

* This telegram was repeated for information to London, Bonn, Rome, Brussels, | ‘The Hague, and Luxembourg. — 
_ “At the meeting of the Highth Session of the North Atlantic Council in Rome on November 27, the decision was reached for the six fully participating govern- ments in the European Defense Community Conference to hold ministerial-level meetings on EDC problems ; See the editorial note, p. 932. 

* Telegram 3396, December 7, from Paris, not printed, reported that a draft agenda for the EDC ministerial conference at Strasbourg was presented by Al- ‘phand and approved by the Steering Committee at its meeting on December 6, Items on the agenda were: 1. common budget; 2. armament and supply of Com- munity ; 8. composition and use of forces ; 4. structure of the commissariat ; 5. rela- tive powers of the Commissioner, Council, and Assembly ; and 6. method of desig- nation of officers, ( 40.5/12-751) _ .
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: ATI dels indicated acceptance of invitation, although one or two © 

! wished first to consult govts concerning availability of Mins on dates 

named.* - ee - a 
Oo a | BRUCE | 

; * Telegram 3353, December 5, to Paris, not printed, stated that the Department — 

| of State attached the greatest importance to the NATO decision to transfer EDC 

¢ _megotiations to the ministerial level and counted heavily on the active personal | 

5 - participation and interest of the ministers as a means of reaching an agreed EDC 

formula prior to January 15, 1952. (740.5/12-951). Telegram 2545, December 6, 

, from Rome, not printed, reported. having learned that Italian authorities would 

; attempt in private at the Strasbourg ministerial conference to reconcile at the 

: highest political level the outstanding differences on the constitution of the 

4 European Defense Community and would devote particular attention to the 

1 Benelux officials (740.5/12-651). | no oe | a 

3 740.5/12-651 ie oO } | 

Memorandum of Conversation, by Elwood Williams III of the Office — 

: | a of German Political Affairs Oo | 

| SECRET | — PWasurtneron,] December 6,1951. 

i Participants: Mr. Gontran de Juniac, Counselor of French Embassy 

4 Mr. Perry Laukhuff, GPA oe 

| _ Mr. Elwood Williams, GPA | | 

Calling at the Department regarding another matter, Mr. de Juniac 

raised the subjectofthe EDC. | 

i. Mr. de Juniac referred to several recent articles in the press includ- 

: ing, specifically, articles by Baldwin, Sulzberger and the military cor- 

: respondent of the Baltimore Sun. In varying ways they referred to | 

' difficulties allegedly appearing around EDC and suggested various 

alternatives that might have to be adopted if the EDC scheme failed. 

Mr. de Juniac felt that the effect of these articles might be unduly up- | 

; setting as indicating that the U.S. has given up the EDC as a lost _ 

| cause. He referred to his recent advices on the subject, particularly re- 

| garding the Socialist Party in France which occupies a key position 

+ regarding this matter in French politics and gaid that, as far as he 

could see, the EDC would be acceptable to the French Parliament.’ He 

7 wondered where the American news stories came from and what. sub- 

4 stance they might contain. , ee ae 

; _ Mr, Laukhuff replied that he was not familiar with all the articles 

4 mentioned but that he had read the Sulzberger article. He also under- 

stood that things were going well within France, but he pointed out 

: 2 Telegram 3302, December 3, from Paris, not printed, reported on Ambassador | 

4 Bruce’s discussion with French Socialist leader Guy Mollet regarding the Socialist 

3 attitude toward a possible European Defense Community. Mollet favored such 

4 a plan provided sufficient powers were given to the central authority to prevent 
i German domination. Mollet felt the ideal solution would be for Britain to be a 

member of the EDC from the outset. At least the British would have toin some — 

7. ~way associate themselves with the EDC. (740.5/12-3851) eB
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_ that there were other and grave problems connected with EDC and 
mentioned particularly the matters of a defense contribution by the: 
Germans, the need for NATO progress and the need for the American 
Government to have something substantial in the way of accomplish-. 
ment in this area to report to the Congress early next year. 
- Mr. Laukhuff said that the Sulzberger article, at least, had ob- viously originated in Paris and undoubtedly reflected, in some degree,. 
the discussions between Mr. Acheson and Mr. Schuman, in which Mr. Acheson made very strongly (among others) the points that time was running out on the question of Germany’s contribution to western 
defense and on Congressional willingness to wait for evidence of 
progress on the integrated European contribution to N ATO. Mr. Ache- 
son had made it quite clear that, while we were still putting our entire 
support behind the EDC idea, we considered it imperative that the 
treaty take final form very rapidly so that by the middle of January 
the basis of German participation in defense and the future role of the 
European forces in NATO plans would be clear. Mr. Laukhuff re- 
called, however, that the U.S. Government has made plain from the 
beginning that it would seek another means of bringing about a Ger- 
man contribution to the NATO forces if, in spite of all its hopes and 
support, the EDC could not be brought to effective life. 

740.5/12-851 

Lhe Acting Secretary of State to the Secretary of State, Aboard the 
SS “Independence” 1 

SECRET Wasurneton, December 8, 1951—1: 15 p.m. 
Since Rome NAC spate of editorials and news stories has appeared 

in US press to effect that Paris Conf re EDC has failed for all intents 
and purposes and that question is now posed as to what form Ger 
participation in def west will take. 

While we believe effect of above on Paris conferees can be useful to ) 
some extent as prod for agreeing some form of draft EDC treaty, there 
wid appear also to be danger that rash these press stories cld be in- 
terpreted as indication US Govt has given up all hope any kind EDC 
this time. 

: 
Therefore, we wonder if it might not be useful for you at press conf 

upon your landing to strike two notes re EDO negots:1) urgency reach 
agreement and that NATO cannot wait indefinitely ; 2) confidence that 
agreement will be reached. | 

" This telegram was drafted by Ridgway B. Knight, Adviser on NATO Affairs, Secretary of State Acheson departed from Naples for New York aboard the SS Independence on December 4. |
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French Emb indicated yesterday Fr Govt fears that US wavering 
in its support and that this wld handicap negots about to start at min 

level. We reaffirmed our position of full support along lines your con-— 
versation Schuman Plan but think above public statement by you wld 
‘be helpful.? | | 

| | . | - oS WEBB 

2 See Williams’ memorandum of conversation, December 6, supra. ae 

740.5 /12-751 | — Oe a ee 
i The Secretary of State to the British Secretary of State for Foreign 

: ra Affairs (Eden)* 

| ‘SECRET | _ [Decemper 8, 1951.] 

1 _ My Dzar Mr. Epen: Since your departure from Rome, I have been 

‘thinking of the conversation we had on the Eur def force when you 

and I lunched last Thurs.? You will recall that you asked my view as to 

| whether your country cld make a useful contribution at this point to 

; -assist in a solution to what we both agreed was a very confused sitn. 
“My offhand reaction was that any new initiative at this particular 

- moment might serve to complicate negotiations. - | 
While I retain this view as to any immediate action on your part, I 

; Shave been wondering whether the time may not shortly arrive when 
: -some positive move by the UK cld provide the catalyst that seems so 
4 necessary to move this effort along to fruition on the continent. I am | 

‘thinking here primarily in terms of the polit and Parliamentary 
: aspects of the prob rather than the mechanics of securing and agreed 
4 draft treaty by experts. : 
3 I know you share my concern over the French sitn. We are skating 

_ -on thin ice on the question as to whether the French Parl will in the 
| end support its govt’s initiative for the creation of acommon forcein _ 

j 1 The source text was sent in telegram 891, December 7, from Paris to the Em- 
bassy in London, eyes only for Ambassador Gifford, with instructions that it be de- 

i ‘livered to Foreign Secretary Eden, and repeated for information as telegram 3398, 
3 ‘from Paris to the Department of State, eyes only for Acting Secretary of State | 
{ Webb and Deputy Under Secretary Matthews. This message appears to have 
4 ‘been delivered in London on December 8. ae | 
4 ‘With the exception of paragraph 6, this message is identical with the draft 
/ -proposed by Byroade in telegram 272, December 3, from Paris to Rome, p.948. The 
3 text of paragraph 6 in Byroade’s draft is indicated in footnote 8, below. The copy 
3 -of this message signed by the Secretary of State and indicating his personal cor- 

: rections to a revised version of paragraph 6 (see footnote 3, below) was appar- 
= ‘ently delivered to the Embassy in Paris by the pilot who had flown Byroade to 
s “Gibraltar to join the Secretary of State and his party aboard the SS Independence. 
; (Paris Embassy files,400 EDF) ~:~ | - , 
: * The reference here is presumably to the private luncheon between Secretary 
i Acheson and Foreign Secretary Eden reported upon in the Secretary’s memo- 
: wandum of conversation of November 29,p.746; © = _ .
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Kur. This concern has, I believe, diverted our attention somewhat from 
Adenauer’s position with the Bundestag, where again the outcome | 
cannot be forecast with any comfortable degree of certainty. You are | 
closer to the Benelux sitn than I, but here also there will undoubtedly 
be severe strains prior to the governmental and Parliamentary ap- 
proval of the concept of a single Eur force involving any degree of 
common polit and financial control. | 

, While the above may sound pessimistic, I still believe the task can: 

be accomplished if we all do everything we can to insure a realistic: | 
draft treaty at an early date and if we address ourselves to aiding the- 
various govts with their Parliamentary problems. 

I know you have these problems very much in mind, but I shld take- 
great comfort if you wld continue to weigh your position, particularly 
as regards the latter problems above. If, for instance, we come to. 
foresee Parliamentary disapproval in France, or even Ger, or a pos~ 

sible withdrawal by the Benelux nations, it is quite possible that the- 
position of your govt might be the factor which cld make success out. 
of failure. The consequences of failure wld indeed be tragic, as there- 
seems, at least to me, no satisfactory alternative approach at this late- 
date to the problems of securing the assistance of Ger in the def effort.. 

I do not suggest that you make any move at this time. Furthermore,. 

I do not believe that it is possible to make a helpful move until mat-. 

ters have progressed a little farther in Paris and it is clearer than it is: 

at present and we find what the sticking points are. Perhaps the most 

useiul area to explore is what form of association by the UK with the- 

Eur Army wld be possible for you.? — | 

I have communicated with Gen Eisenhower on the substance of this: 
message and find him in gen agrmt with the views expressed herein.. 

*In Byroade’s original draft of this message (see telegram 272, December 8,. 
from Paris to Rome, p. 948), this paragraph read as follows: . : 

“{ have no definite suggestion at this point as to what you might do in the. 
above eventuality, nor the complications for you in announcing your willingness: | 
to some type of institutional association with the defense community, some asso-. 
ciation of your troops in Europe with the Force, or perhaps some formal declara- 
tion of a warmer UK support for the concept of the European Defense Community. 
I shall continue to think of this problem and send you such thoughts as I may 
have. I think you can see that what I am groping for is a possible boost of a 
psychological nature rather than legalisms.” | 

In the copy of this message carried from Gibraltar to Paris and amended by the 
Secretary (see footnote 1, above), paragraph 6 initially read as follows: . 

“Y do not suggest. that. you make any statement at. this time. Indeed it still 
seems to me, as it did when you and I talked, that even the slightest suspicion. 
that you might be about to make some suggestion would end any chance of the > 
six nations working out some solution for themselves. Furthermore, I do not 
believe that it is possible to make a helpful suggestion until matters have pro- 
gressed a little farther in Paris and it is clearer than it is to me at this moment 
what the sticking points are. Perhaps the most useful area to explore is what 
form of association by the UK with the European Army would be possible for 
you.” 7 | - | 
The Secretary of State himself initialed the excisions and correction resulting in. 
the version of the paragraph as printed here. ne SO |
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y I was greatly encouraged by our association in the recent mtgs and | 
the frankness and clarity of your views. I look forward to our mtgs 

i next month with a certainty that we shall move even farther forward __ 
j to a similarity of view on many of the issues that confront us both.* | 

Sincerely, 7 a _ Dean AcHEsoN | 

; ‘In a reply of December 19 ( transmitted to the Department of State by the a 4 British Embassy on December 20), not printed, Eden stated that he had given | 
; the Secretary’s message much thought and had had it with him during his visit | 
4 with Prime Minister Churchill to Paris on December 17 and 18. Regarding that. 
1 visit and Hden’s evaluation thereof, see telegram 2813, December 19, from London, | 
: and footnote 3, thereto, p. 971. | | a as | 

—— 740.5/12-1051: Telegram FR on TE en | a | 
4 The Ambassador in France (Bruce) to the Secretary of States = 

i _ SECRET Parts, December 10, 1951—1 p.m. 
_ 8446, Personal from Bruce to the Secretary. Ref Embtel 3442 Dec 
9.? Subject is end-item assistance to European defense community. 

/ 1 As presently drafted, EDC treaty provides that its executive - 
i shall handle questions regarding financial or material external aid 

furnished to the community. French paper on common armament and 
‘ supply program, recently submitted to conference, contained similar 

provision, that “executive will have charge of directing and admin- | 
| istering outside aid to the community, under general direction of 

Council of Ministers”. In discussion, Alphand, for French, stressed 
importance of this provision in relation to preparation and execution _ 

] of common budget and supply program. Blank, for German delega-. 
; tion, stated that FedRep wld fight for this approach. Other delegates, 

by implication or silence, appeared to approve. | OS 
| 2, Later Alphand, at suggestion of German and Belgian delegates, 
| asked on behalf of conference that I obtain official US Govt position | 

on whether US wld accept administration of military end-item assist- 
i ance by executive of EDC in place of member states. Alphand asked __ 
; for assurance that US wld arrange for US military authorities and 
| SHAPE to deal directly in these questions with executive andmilitary = 
i authorities of community instead of member govts. _ SAAS a 
| 3. Isuggest US reply that it wld handle end-item assistance through 
| community as proposed. Mandate under Mutual Security Act to use 
* aid “to further encourage the economic unification and political feder- 
; ation of Europe” and our support of creation. effective forces under 

EDC concept seem clearly to require this position. Any other attitude 

_ ‘ This : telegram was repeated to Bonn for the. eyes only of McCloy. 6 Sea 
7 Not printed ; it reported that at the meeting of the Steering Committee of the 
| Huropean Defense Community eonference on December 6, there was a discussion _ | of a French draft paper on the armament and procurement problems of the EDC. | (F4O.B/12-1051) EE 

| 
|
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wld obviously undermine common armament program, which both 
French and Germans stated to be indispensable for agreement on EDC 
treaty, and wld indeed by inconsistent with whole EDC concept of \ 
single integrated force equipped by community. Any bilateral agree- 
ments necessary under act shld reflect thisarrangement. = = 

4, Question may also arise about our attitude on external aid to 
Belgium or Netherlands, if they shld fail to join an EDC created by 
remaining countries. It wld probably be inappropriate to state that 
US military assistance to these countries wld be conditional on par- | 

ticipation in common defense and procurement program. However, I 
suggest reply shld state (a) that US views creation of single force as 

increasing effective military strength; (6) that US in allocating mili- | 
tary assistance wld continue its present policy of giving priority where 
defense build-up is most useful and effective; and (¢) this policy might 
affect allocation of equipment between forces within community and 
continental forces remaining outside community. De Staercke, new 
Belgian delegate, implied that such statement by US might be useful 
im securing support of Belgium for larger degree of a central authority 
in production, finance and planning. 

5. Our reply shld also be drafted with a view to aiding the various 
govts with their Parliamentary problems. It wld be very helpful for 
French Govt in assembly debate on EDC, scheduled for late Dec or 

, Jan, to be in position to refer to this concrete support by US of system 
of common supply with its inherent safeguards against creation of 
separate German national military forces. 

6. Request of conference on this proposal provides opportunity to ’ 
: help speed action on draft treaty. A prompt response, giving vigorous 

support to the common armament program of EDC, shld materially 
assist in resolving some of present differences by posing issue in sharper 
terms for Benelux countries. Moreover, such action cld not be mis- 
represented as improper pressure or inteference since conference has 
asked for expression of US position. 

7. This subject was discussed with Byroade in Paris before his . 
departure. I think matter of sufficient importance for you to discuss 
with Lovett. I will explore further with Harriman here.® 

| : | | [ Bruce | 

2In a telegram of December 9 from the SS Independence, Secretary Acheson 
stated the following : | 

“EDF conf proceeding on assumption community will be recipient mil assist- 
ance. Bruce feels would be helpful if US eld soon announce our acceptance this 
procedure provided EDF becomes workable institution. Pls check present legisla- 
tive flexibility and attitude other depts prior my return.” (740.5/12-951) — 

In-his telegram 688, December 11, from Bonn, not printed, High Commissioner 
McCloy heartily endorsed Ambassador Bruce’s position and urged a prompt reply 
along the lines he suggested. McCloy concluded : Oo 

“It would seem that at just this time it would be particularly eloquent of our 
serious intent in regard to the economic and political federation of Europe.” | 
(740.5/12-1151) .
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, 740.5/12-851 : Telegram | 

A | The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in France * 

i SECRET Wasuineton, December 10, 1951—6: 27 p. m. 

3498. Subj is Paris tel 8489.2 Dept fully concurs Gers entitled to 

' detailed info concerning SHAPE’s terms of reference as these will 

; - govern use great, bulk EDC forces. Dept believes, however, it wld | 

' be more appropriate for Fr Govt as member and in chair Paris Conf | 

| take initative with NAC Deps instead US which is observer. Dept 

desirous provide max help bring EDC negots successful conclusion 

po but thinks preferable continue operate through members Paris Conf — 

s and bi-laterally back-stage with those members as complications arise 

f rather than openly giving impression assuming leadership and — 

initiative. | , 7 . | | 

Se - | | Wess 

1This telegram, which was drafted by Ridgway Knight and cleared by Parsons, 

} was repeated for information to London for Spofford. — 

4 - 8Pated December 8, not printed. It suggested that West German authorities be 

) provided with the SHAPE terms of reference before they were obliged to agree 

? to definite provisions on the use of European Defense Community forces. (740.5/ 

- 81) ge 

—-740.5/12-1151: Telegram | ote 

( | The Ambassador in the United Kingdom (Gifford) to the Acting 

; | | ae Secretary of State | | 

‘TOP SECRET — | Lonpvon, December 11, 1951—6 p. m. 

pO 2684. In conversation with Eden this morning I raised question of | 

po EDF. He said Brit position was unchanged, so far as putting troops 

; in EDF was concerned and that he had discussed matter with Mont- 

gomery who had urged him to keep to this position. He added that he 

j appreciated very much Acheson’s message to him of December 7 (Paris 

| __ tel to Dept 8398, December 7?) and that he and Churchill expect to _ 

do everything they can to help support EDF, short of agreeing to | 

actual Brit participation, when they are in France on 17th and 18th 

of this month. He said that if in spite of all efforts EDF did not ma- | 

terialize, he was considering what new approach to problem might be _ 

proposed. eS 

| 1This telegram was repeated for information to Paris. | - 

t 2 Not printed; it transmitted the text of Secretary Acheson’s personal message 

; of December 8 to Foreign Secretary Eden, p. 955. (740.5/12-751) : 

: 536-688 PT 1--81---63 
-
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740.5/12-1151 : Telegram | | 
| Lhe United States Deputy Representative on the North Atlantic. | i 

Council (Spofford) to the Acting Secretary of State* ‘ 

SECRET 7 Lonvon, December 11, 1951—6 p.m. 
Depto 697. At CD mtg yesterday Chairman ? cited Rome resolution 

on EDC-NATO relationships and suggested Deps might send rep- 
resentation of one or more members to Paris to establish contact with 

_ conf (we contemplate group of three representing respectively non- 
European govts) Wilgress (non-EDC European Govt) Bryn (and 

| EDC govt) Benelux or Ital rep (EDC dels have indicated strong 
preference for establishing group liaison rather than leaving ittotwo 
chairmen) also requested Deps particularly from EDC countries to \ 
ascertain their govt’s views on relationships. Suggested possibility 
joint mtg of EDC delegates and CD at some point. 

| Lindsay reported SG acting on Rome resolution has asked SHAPE 
to prepare a study of military relationships. Neth and UK showed 
some concern at initative being taken from SG. 

Sir Ernest Wood of DPB cited importance of linking production 
work of EDC and DPB. | 

Fr called attention to important aspects to be discussed by Mins 
at Strasbourg today (agenda as in Paris Embtel 3396*) and noted 
difficulties of pursuing parallel negotiations simultaneously in both 

, Paris and London under time pressure. Suggested Chairman Paris 
conf and chairman CD cld work out liaison arrangements. | 

_ Burin then made lengthy statement on (a) compatibility of obliga- 
tions-under NAT and EDC treaties and (0) mechanics of correlation — : 
between two communities. EDC treaty cld contain article declaring 
attack on one attack on all. On signature of EDC treaty two declara-_ 
tions cld be made; EDC members wld consider attack on any NAT 2 

_ member attack on EDC and.NATO govts wld consider attack on any 
members of EDC an attack on all of NATO. He raised question of 
whether use of EDF shld be decided by unanimous or majority consent 

| of ministerial council and expressed belief both methods impractical : 
and best solution was to keep silent asin NAT Article V. 

As to link, draft treaty contained article making commissioner re- : 
sponsible for liaison with all international organizations whose aims 
related to EDC. Relationship must not assume Ger membership in 
NATO, since that wld constitute recognition of Ger as sovereign state, 
remove basis for residual rights, provoke Russia and change basic 
character of NAT. Single representation of EDC council in NAC wld 

“This telegram was repeated for information to Paris and Bonn. 
? Ambassador Spofford. | . 
* Not printed, but see footnote 3, p. 952. Regarding the EDC ministerial meeting 

under reference here, see telegram 3533, December 13, from Paris, p. 9638.
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have minority status; therefore preferable maintain present national 
| representation NAC and CD and arrange for EDC commissioner to 

2 deal with those bodies directly on matters of common concern. EDC 

, wld be represented collectively in DPB and FEB. SG wld continue as 

: at; present but with EDC representative on M.C. officers of EDC 
po countries on SHAPE staff wld become EDC officers: (Text of Fr 

: ‘statement being forwarded separately). Oo . 

Belg Dep said if EDC is created it wld be NATO’s role to establish : 

link and saw no difficulty if EDF were fairly simple military organi- . 

| zation. On compatibility of obligations he saw: no difficulty, noting | 

| ___ obligation of Brussels pact states under both that pact and NAT. 
:  Deps then agreed to consult govts and discuss tomorrow establish- 
. ‘ment of relations with EDC conf and begin substantive consideration a 

of relationship. | | : es 
| | | oe SPOFFORD 

740.5/12-1251: Telegram Oo ae 

po The Ambassador in France (Bruce) to the Secretary of State* 

SECRET Pants, December 12,1951—6 p.m. 
| 8510. Personal from Bruce to the Secretary. Ref Embtel 3446, 

| Dec 9 [10], 1951.? | ; | 
| 1.-In addition to request for US views on end-item assistance, 

, Alphand on behalf of steering comite asked that US Govt study ques- | 

| tion of transferring to EDC common budget local currency counter- OO 

part of financial or econ ‘assistance provided by US to participating 

: nations for support of their def efforts. He envisaged that present ar- 

| | rangements whereby US and each govt separately determine amount 

| and conditions of US assistance for dollar needs wld remain un- 

i changed but each govt wld agree to contribute counterpart to common — 
- budget under control of community’s executive. A participating govt 

. wld not be able to credit such counterpart against its agreed financial 

| contribution to EDC. I informed steering comite that I wld ask my | 

govt to explore this proposal and I wld communicate any comments 

| to conf. (If any aid is allocated for nondef purposes counterpart  —__ 
generated thereby might, if desired, be separately treated.) _ | | 

| 2. In my opinion proposal wld be an effective method of furthering 
purposes of Mutual Security Act in strengthening def and in encourag- 

| ing econ unification and political federation. | | 

| *This telegram was repeated for information to Bonn for the eyes only of 
High Commissioner McClvy. a | | 

4 Ante, p. 957. . |
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| (a) Each participating country wld take treaty obligation to make . | an equitable net contribution to def from its own resources. Net con- tribution cld not be reduced by receiving US aid because counterpart of US assistance wld be automatically over and above total contribu- tions. Thus financial availabilities for def of Eur wld tend to be increased. . 
(6) Substantial funds cld be made available to community inde- pendent of contributions and actions of national parliaments. Inde- pendent resources cld greatly enhance authority of common executive _ . and, if desirable, powers of common assembly. In crucial initial period independent funds shld offer even more possibilities of benefit from standardization and savings which wld result from production for community-wide use. | | | | | (c) Direct negots with authorities of community shld improve posi- tion of US Govt or of SHAPE, if we wished, to use influence to obtain ‘most effective results from US assistance. In particular participation in utilization of counterpart wid give US and NATO greater leverage in influencing community’s decisions on placement of production or- ‘ders in Germany and in influencing community to cooperate with DPB in overcoming national barriers and sentiments which are preventing a sound basis of def production in Europe. 7 | 

3. Use of counterpart in this way is not, of course, sine gua non for 
EDC as is community’s administration of common end-item program » | 
but an encouraging response to conf request wld also be of considerable 
assistance in obtaining governmental and parliamentary approval of 
concept of single European force involving common political and 
financial control. 

| 
Bruce 

| Editorial Note a 
Secretary of State Acheson held a press and radio news conference 

aboard the SS Jndependence in New York harbor on his return to the | 
United States on the afternoon of December 12. The Secretary re 
viewed in general terms the course of his discussions in Paris and 
Rome during his 6-week visit in Western Europe. In the course of his 
review of the discussions at the Rome session of the North Atlantic 
Council, the Secretary commented as follows about the prospects for 
the European Defense Community : | 

“We have been dealing chiefly with the matters of the European , Defense Force. You know that after the meeting in Rome there was convened a meeting of the six Foreign Ministers in Strasbourg where decisions were made, and I am not familiar with the details of those 
decisions, since I have been on this ship. But, from the talks which I had with all of those Ministers before they met, and from the very meager reports which I have been able to get on the ship, I feel certain | that important and helpful decisions have been made, and that when they meet again on the 27th of December we will be much further
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: along with the European Defense Force, which includes in it a fair 

: and important contribution by Germany to its own defense and to the 

: defense of Western Europe.” | 

! Later, in answer to a question as to when the first German soldier 

| would become a part of NATO forces under General Eisenhower, the 

| Secretary commented as follows: | 

| Well, I can’t answer that question. That all depends on the progress 

which is going to be made this month in the discussions on the Euro- 

; pean Defense Force. As I said, the Ministers had their meeting two or 

: three days ago. They are having another meeting on the 27th. We | 

should hope that the whole matter could be worked out in time for 

to NATO to put its approval on it, on the 2nd, 8rd or 4th [of February | 

jo 1952] during our meeting [at Lisbon], and that we can then get to 

i work. I wouldn’t want to predict when the first German will be in the 

1 European Army, but we hope it will be soon. We believe it is vitally 

important. We believe it can succeed, and we believe it is going to 

q succeed.” | | , 

, Still later in the conference, the Secretary expressed his conviction of 

the importance of the Rome session of the NATO Council in resolving | 

problems of the European Defense Community : | 

7 | “J think also in regard to the European Defense Force that the meet- | 

i ing in Rome gave the Foreign Ministers a chance to express problems . 

which they had in their mind, raised the principal unsettled questions, 

i aired different views, and gave a general line on the path which can be ~ 

; taken to solve these questions. In that way it was absolutely essential. 

If it had not been for that meeting, we could have not been about to 

make the progress which I am sure we are going to make. In that sense 

I meant it was productive.” So a 

! | The full text of the Secretary’s press conference is included in file 

110.11/12-1251. 

| 740.5/12-1351 : Telegram , | 

The Ambassador in France (Bruce) to the Secretary of State? 

SECRET | Paris, December 18, 1951—5 p. m. 

i 3533. Attn Ridgway Knight. Subj is Eur Def Force. Re Deptel 

; 3412, Dec. 8.? a | | 

1. Fol is a summary of Mins discussions at Strasbourg on EDC ~ 

: based on preliminary conversations with Alphand and conf Secretariat 

who returned to Paris late yesterday. Other heads of delegations re- 

a This telegram was repeated for information to London, Bonn, Rome, Brussels, 

4 The Hague, and Luxembourg. — a | | 

3 2 Not printed. | | oe |
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| turning Paris only today for steering comit meeting this afternoon. | We hope to obtain a clearer picture after we have had a chance to 
canvass various delegates. 

2. Discussion ranged over most of outstanding questions during all- _ day session which lasted until 1: 30 Wednesday morning. Few definite 
decisions were taken, altho conf Secretariat tells us that points of view of Mins on several important questions were brought considerably closer together. Next meeting will open Dec 27 (earliest date on which | 
all Mins cld be present) ; Mins then plan to continue meeting until 
questions requiring their decision have been cleared up. Present sched- 
ule calls for four days. 

| | 3. Despite sharp exchanges, notably between Adenauer and Van Zee- 
land on Belgians desire to maintain nat] forces, atmosphere of this 
meeting appears to have been much better than at previous mtgs at | Paris and Rome. Mins apparently showed real desire to solve issues 
and reach conclusion by end of year. Alphand was particularly im- 
pressed with conduct of Adenauer, which he described as “wise and 
calm”. Benelux Mins appeared somewhat more conciliatory than at 
past mtgs, altho they made few of necessary concessions on common 
financing and common procurement. : 

Conf Secretariat claims to be encouraged by results and particularly 
by general atmosphere of this mtg. They say Schuman shares their 
view. Schuman was very moved by announcement of remarkable vote | 
of French Assembly on Schuman Plan late Tuesday and by ovation 
he recd from other Mins who realized full favorable implication of 
this vote. Blank, Lombardo, and Alphand are, however, discouraged 
because results did not include clear instructions on particular points 
at issue before EDC conf. 

4. Alphand thought that Spaak resignation from Presidency of 
Council of Eur*® might be significant and useful move. He was also 
very pleased with Spaak’s article in Paris-Presse yesterday (Embtel 
3527).* He interpreted these actions as Spaak taking issue with atti- 7 
tude of Van Zeeland. | 

| 5. No definite conclusions were reached on common budget. Alphand 
claims there was no change in Van Zeeland’s insistence on natl armies 
financed by natl budgets and equipped by natl programs. Conf Sec- | 
retariat, however, states Van Zeeland gave indications he wld abandon | 
his objections to common budget in definitive period. Stikker con- __ 
tinued to object to any modification of medium-term defense program 
already approved by Parliaments of member states. Dutch Finance 
Min also is apparently reluctant to agree to community control over 
admins of external aid. Adenauer, supported by Schuman, was very 

* Paul-Henri Spaak resigned as President of the Consultative Assembly of the | 
Council of Europe on December 10. 

“ The telegram under reference is not printed. |
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: firm on present French-German position for common financing in 

| - 4nitial period and common budget in permanent period. This question 

| will be taken up again on Dec 27, possibly with participation of 

Finance Mins. | | Oo | | 

| 6. Main problem on composition of forces was Van Zeeland’s in- 

sistence on maintenance as natl forces of two regiments of Belgium 

\- regular army in addition to Gendarmerie and Royal Guard. Ap- 

parently Blank in Paris had said he might agree to this. Accordingly — 

| ‘Van Zeeland was surprised and hard-pressed for explanation when 

: Adenauer bluntly asked him why this was necessary. Van Zeeland 

2 made vague argument that Belg was in exception because of “two | 

communities” in Belg state and that these bilingual regiments were 

symbolic of Flemish-Walloon unity. Adenauer refused categorically , 

po to accept this proposal and said he could not defend EDC his own _ 

: Parliament if all other members except Germans were to find reasons 

f to maintain nat] forces. | 

7. At insistence of De Gasperi, Mins agreed that during transitional | 

period Assembly shld study: | 

i (a) Means of constituting directly-elected Assembly for EDC, 

(b) Powers to be given such an Assembly and, | 

(c) Any modifications necessary in other institutions to bring sys- 

tem in line. They also agreed that final organization of EDC shld have 

- &£ederal or contederal structure” characterized by “bicameral assem- 

bly and executive powers.” Stikker was very irritated with De Gasperi | 

| for insisting on this commitment but finally gave in after both Van 

Zeeland and Bech had agreed. | | 

8, Mins agreed that recruiting shld remain a natl function but shld = 

be carried out under common rules set out in protocol annexed to 

treaty. Common rules wld include uniform length of service for re- 

cruits in each branch of service from all member states. | 

, 9, Ad referendum agreement was reached on French compromise | 

: formula on designation of officers. It provides that officers of German, 

French and Italian origin wld be designated by ‘Commissioner but 

| officers of Belg, Luxembourg and Dutch origin could maintain mon- | 

, archical tradition by having respective sovereigns make appointments 

on binding recommendations of commissioner. Apparently both natl 

' auths and commissioner have a right of veto. Corps commanders and 

; higher generals wld be appointed by commissioner with unanimous 

4 concurrence of Council. | 

: (Texts of papers approved by Mins on role of Assembly, recruiting, 

and designation of officers are being cabled separately.*) | 

fo 10. In absence of instructions from Mins, we have pressed Alphand | 

to have conf draft treaty on basis of broad French-German-Ital agree- | 

® Reference here is to telegram 3551, December 13, from Paris, not printed | 

: (740.5/12-1351). | : | )
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ment permitting Benelux countries to make reservations or to submit 
counter-draft articles as they wish, draft treaty with reservations wld 
then be ready for decisions at Mins level on Dec 27. Alphand agreed 
and is seeking agreement of Blank and Lombardo before this after- 
noon’s steering comite session. It may be desirable for this approach 
to be pressed in Rome and in Bonn. Only major obstacle to broad agree- 
ment between French, Germans and Itals may be Ital position on 
French-German proposal for common financing in transitional period. 
However, Ital objection has been largely based on fact that adequate 
commitment did not exist for common Assembly to have power of 
taxation in permanent period. Ital delegation here has always sup- 
ported French-German proposal even without this commitment. 
Alphand hopes that concession obtained by De Gasperiin para 7above _ 
will enable Lombardo to obtain agreement from his govt to go ahead 

_ on transitional arrangements, | 
, BrucE | 

ee 

740.5/12-1551 : Telegram | | 
) Lhe Ambassador in France (Bruce) to the Secretary of States 

CONFIDENTIAL Paris, December 15, 1951—5 p. m. 
3582. From MacArthur. Re Embtel 3527, rptd Brussels 102, London 

945.? Spaak called on General Eisenhower yesterday. He went over _ 
ground covered reptel and said Eur must reach agreement on EDC 
and EDF before Lisbon NAT mtg Feb. He had resigned from Council 
of Eur because he wished to be free to conduct campaign looking to 
early agreement on EDF which with Schuman plan was most im- 
portant step in Kur unification. He regretted very much UK refusal 
to participate in EDF, but said WE continental countries shld rec- 
ognize this decision as final at this time and proceed without UK. He | 
expressed strong hope Churchill might make some positive declara- 
tion of support of EDC and couple with it offer of some concrete ac- 
tion such as some form of political association. | 

Re Belg he said Van Zeeland was in very difficult position. Neither 
Belg people nor Parliament had been kept informed of EDC-EDF 
developments. They did not understand what it was all about and 
there was very little time to conduct campaign to obtain understand- 

_ ing and support for EDC. He said that at present moment Van Zee- 
land was not only ahead of Belg Govt and Parliament opinion but 

* This telegram was repeated for information to Brussels and London. *Not printed. |
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| -Van Zeeland had very difficult problem with his own Catholic Party 
. not only on common budget but also since it was largely Flemish, it __ 

was oriented toward UK, and therefore was reluctant to participate in 
any Eur move toward integration in which UK wld not also a 

: participate. | a | | 
: He said for last fifty years smaller Eur countries had fol Eur policy 
| based on UK-Fr axis. Absence of UK from EDC meant in effect that = 
: small countries wld base their Eur policy on Fr-Ger axis. They were 

naturally reluctant to change almost overnight as it were. a 
Re US Spaak said US internat! policy in past fifteen years had been 

i nothing short of “revolutionary.” He felt US Govt, Cong, and people | 

2 were showing much greater international political maturity than was 

: case in either UK or Fr. He felt, with respect these two countries in 

: particular, there had been lack of enlightened leadership to make gen- 

; eral public understand “what world is all about” and why they must do 
po certain things if they wished to survive. Oo oe 
| De Staercke (newly appointed Belg rep to Paris EDF conf) joined 
| General Eisenhower and Spaak for luncheon. He said Dec 11 EDF 
: ‘Ministerial mtg at Strasbourg * had marked definite step forward par- 

j ticularly with respect to Belg Govt. At this mtg Belg fully accepted | 
L principle of integrated rather than coalition EDF. Although no agree- 

ment had been reached on key problems of common budget and com- _ 

mon procurement he was hopeful agreement wld be reached by Mins 
in their mtg at Paris Dec 27-28. He did not think technical committees 

: eld make any further real progress before Min mtg other than to pre- 

pare different positions and possible areas of compromise thoroughly so 
that Mins cld reach agreement. He said there was growing realization 

~ among WE continental countries that if they fail to reach agreement _ 

| on EDF in time for Lisbon mtg grave repercussions in terms of US 
| policy toward Eur might result. He and Spaak both felt that in final 
2 analysis Eur wld reach agreement because of their fear of US reaction 

shld they fail. This wld not make US popular with Eur allies and 
indeed was not best basis upon which Eur shld enter EDF (i.., they 
shld enter by conviction not pressure). Nonetheless this cld not be , 
helped since he feared there was not sufficient time to develop full 

2 understanding and support in different Eur countries before Lisbon.* 

- a | ‘Bruce © 

=. ? Regarding the meeting under reference here, see telegram 3538, December 18, 
from Paris, supra. : ae : 

3 ‘The reference here is to the forthcoming Ninth Session of the North Atlantic 

4 Council scheduled to be held in Lisbon in February 1952. | 

) |
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740.5/12-1751 : Telegram oe 

Lhe Ambassador in Italy (Dunn) to the Secretary of State? | 

SECRET Rome, December 17, 1951—3 p. m. 
2682. Zoppi informs us Itals believe there is a good possibility of 

completing treaty on EDC at next meeting or at least to make real 
progress before NATO meeting in Lisbon. He outlined situation as 
follows: Benelux countries wish to do the absolute minimum necessary 
to satisfy Eisenhower and the US. They are not prepared for real 
European federation but, on the other hand, are not greatly concerned 
over Ger in contrast to Fr whose chief preoccupation is to prevent any 7 
possibility of creation of Ger army and Defense Ministry. Differences 
center chiefly on problem of common budget on which Germans and 
Fr agree, but for quite different reasons. Itals, who really want Euro- 
pean unity, are opposed to any in-between solution which wld mean 
derogation of a large measure of sovereignty without compensating 
advantages for them, since they are neither concerned over possibility 
of creation of Ger army nor with enabling Ger quickly to re-establish 
herself on basis of equality, with other European powers. 

Meeting at Strasbourg nearly broke up in failure, but De Gasperi 
was able at last moment to bring about sufficient reconciliation of views 
to give hope of solution at next meeting in Paris. Chief point was his 
insistence that if national Parliaments were to be asked to ‘give up such 
large measure of sovereignty, could not delegate it to a commissioner, 
who wld in effect be a dictator, but wld only transfer basic powers to 
a central democratic body. Since small states fear they wld have 
little influence in an Assembly chosen on basis population, solution 
appears to be an organization resembling US Congress with states | 
having equal representation in one of its two parts. Delegates to 
assembly wld probably be chosen by national Parliaments which wld 
mean they wld represent the governmental majority, and the problem 
of having Communist representation could be avoided. Although the 
problem is chiefly political, it was agreed that Finance Ministers wld 
attend the Paris meeting in effort to work out budgetary question.? 

| | Dunn | 

*This telegram was repeated for information to Paris, London, The Hague, 
Brussels, and Frankfurt. | 

* Telegram 3680, December 20, from Paris, not printed, reported that Lombardo, 
| the Italian representative to the European Defense Community Conference, had 

called on General Eisenhower and reviewed recent developments relating to the 
_ EDC. He indicated that the Italian Government believed it imperative that a treaty be concluded by mid-January 1952. (740.5/12-2051)
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| 740.5/12-1151 : Telegram | a 

| The Secretary of State to the United States Deputy Representative on. 

| : the North Atlantic Council (Spofford)* —— | 

SECRET Wasutneton, December 17, 1951—7: 19 p. m. 

: Todep 413. Fol are preliminary State views on Depto 697 Dee 11, 

| rptd Paris 1235, Bonn 107.7 | | 
1. See no objection to some such procedure set forth para 1 for con- 

7 tact with Paris Conf but doubt value joint mtg EDC delegates and | 
| CD. Real work of conf has gone to Min level and outcome still not 

known, also wonder if joint mtg might not militate for certain parity 

to between EDC and NATO whereas we wish relationship where NATO 

| alone gives polit directionto EDF. | | | 

: 9, Agree also importance point made by Sir Ernest Wood re linking | 

production work EDC and DPB. | - 

‘ 8. Declarations envisaged by Burin wld probably require us to ob- — 

i tain Senate approval because to agree that attack on territory of Ger 

: (as a member of EDC) wld be attack on NATO wld be an extension 

| of area of NATO territory. (Art VI as it is to be revised by the Gr- 

: Turk protocol includes only forces in Ger, not territory.) While need 

: for Senate action wld complicate and delay extension of US commit- 

: ment, it of course does not confront us with ‘an insuperable difficulty 

to this course of action. However, we shld not overlook that reciprocal 

declarations wld give Ger benefit of Art V guarantee without obtain- 

ing from Ger commitments in other arts of NAT. We are sending 

separate tel giving our current thinking on question Burin raised re 

| how to decide upon useof EDF. _ | - 
: Further statements Burin re status Ger, provocation to Russia, etc., __ 

| seem directed towards freezing Ger’s return to Eur community of na- 

| tions at halfway point and are unrealistic. Furthermore, they are ir- 

| relevant as no one is pressing Fr now on Ger membership in NATO. 

Although not unsympathetic to Burin’s views on EDC representa- | 

tion in NATO bodies, we believe until EDC organization and powers. 
: of Commissioner clarified, it wld be premature attempt to deal with 
+ how this shld be handled. May wish to comment further when text Fr 

| _ statement arrives. : 
Lo | , AcHESON 

a *This telegram, which was drafted and approved for transmission by Parsons 

: and cleared in substance with Perkins, Laukhuff, and Alfred Vigderman of L/E, 

| We tnie >9 oo information to Parisand Bonn. - |
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News Division files 

Memorandum of the Secretary of State’s Press and Radio News 
Conference, December 19, 19511 | 

| [Extract] 

No. 31 | [Wasxrnaton, undated. ] 

European Army 

Secretary Acheson, when asked if it was his view that British par- 
ticipation was essential for the conclusion of the European Army 
scheme, replied that we had been talking about the scheme for exactly 
one year on the basis that the British were not going to be members 
of it, and therefore it had been accepted that that would not be 
essential, He went on to say that everybody had hoped that another 
decision might be reached and that we still hoped that if the scheme 
went forward the British might find ways of participating in some 

| way and perhaps eventually of joining it. 
When asked what reasons the British had advanced for their un- 

willingness to be unified and for their unwillingness to join fully in 
the Schuman Plan, Mr. Acheson answered that there were many 
reasons but he declined to be the spokesman on this matter. 
Secretary Acheson was asked if he had any comment on Senator | 

Green’s statement that he would remind the Administration that. 
Britain was ineligible for foreign aid the way the bill? was written 
unless she did join the Strasbourg Plan and the European Army.® 

_ Mr. Acheson replied that he did not know the provision the Senator | 
was referring to. The correspondent explained that Senator Green 
had said that the British would have to have self-help and mutual aid 
and join in and that they were ineligible. The Secretary said he was 
not familiar with this. | 
When he was asked if he thought it was possible for Western Euro- 

pean Continental political and military integration to take place 
without British participation, the Secretary replied that of course | 
there would be British participation of some sort. He said he was sure 
that there would be a most sympathetic attitude on the part of the 
British toward this thing, adding that it would be very greatly helped 
by anything the British could do to move closer to it. 

* This memorandum was prepared by Michael J. McDermott, Special Assistant 
to the Secretary of State for Press Relations. 

* Presumably the reference here is to the Mutual Security Act of 1951, approved 
October 10, 1951. 

| * Senator Theodore Green of Rhode Island was one of 14 American Senators : 
and Representatives who attended a joint session with European parliamentar- 
ians in Strasbourg, N ovember 19-23. During the session, Senator Green criticized 
the United Kingdom’s reluctance to associate itself more closely with Europe. 
For materials on the joint session, see volume Iv.
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: When asked if he felt this would be enough to allow the integration _ 

} to come about, the Secretary replied in the affirmative. — 

: - -740.5/12-1951 : Telegram | | 

The Ambassador in the United Kingdom (Gifford) to the Secretary 

1 | of States | | 

| CONFIDENTIAL | _ Lonpvon, December 19, 1951—6 p. m. — | 

a - 9813. Makins, who accompanied PriMin and Eden on Paris visit, _ 

; gave us today brief fill-in. He said that Churchill had made it quite 

| _—s clear to Fr that EDF is not the kind of a Eur army he had in mind in 

3 his early speeches. It wld not be possible for any Brit Govt to join a 

7 supra-natl authority on the continent. Nevertheless, the UK wld do all 

: in its power to encourage and assist in the success of both the Schuman | 

3 Plan and EDC; it wld cooperate to the maximum degree possible short _ 

‘ of becoming an actual member of these orgs. Makins said that the 

; communiqué was fully expressive of the PriMin’s attitude which was 

: well understood by the Fr. He added that Schuman had told Eden, 

; just before their train departed from Paris Tuesday night, that he 

Schuman, had been in touch with several influential Fr journalists 

; and that their reaction to communiqué had been very satisfactory.? 

4 Makins said that PriMin did not discuss with Fr subjs which he wld 

take up in Wash # and the Fr asked no questions on this score. Makins 

| described PriMin, Eden e¢ al as being pleased with visit. | | 

: | | : GIFFORD 

, a This telegram was repeated for information to Paris. 7 

| 2 Prime Minister Churchill and Foreign Secretary Eden visited Paris on Decem- 

4 ber 17 and 18 and had a number of conversations with Prime Minister Pleven, 

: Foreign Minister Schuman, and other French ministers. For the text of the 

: communiqué issued in Paris on December 18 on the conclusion of the talks, see 

‘ Folliot, Documents on International Affairs, 1951, p. 141. | . 

, In his message of December 19 to Secretary Acheson (see footnote 4, p. 957), 

: - Biden observed that the French and General Eisenhower were well pleased with _ 

: the communiqué. Eden felt that this step covered the immediate need of helping 

: | to make the EDC more acceptable to European opinion. (740.5/12-2051) | : 

| * Prime Minister Churchill was scheduled to visit Washington in January 1952.
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740.5/12-1951 : Telegram _ | | | 

Lhe United States Deputy Representative on the North Atlantic 
Council (Spofford) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET | Lonpon, December 19, 1951—8 p. m. 
Depto 724. Off-record CD mtg yesterday on EDC-NATO relation- 

ship revealed consensus: 2 

1) Noproblems under Articles 3 or 40f NAT; | 
2) Best solution on Articles 5 and 6 wld be article in EDC treaty 

_ declaring attack on any NATO member attack on all EDC plus some _ 
reciprocal NATO undertaking covering Germany. (Consensus favored 
ratification of NAT reciprocal guarantee but US cautioned Senate wld 
‘express strong disapproval any attempt to deal with German problem 
other than through full NAT membership. ) 

3) All forces under SACEUR whether EDF or others must be 
subject exclusively to NATO strategic direction and political 
guidance; , 

4) The EDC shld not interpose new political layer where minority 
might prevent all from acting. | 

_ During discussion Norway stressed vagueness Article 5 being com- 
pensated by experience in cooperation and consultation which shld 
bring sound, generally acceptable decisions in emergency. He stressed 
fact Germany wld have proportionately far greater influence in EDC 
than in NATO where it cld be kept in proper perspective. Netherlands 
stressed relationship shld be based on concept of inner and outer 
circles, that German NAT membership essential, and that EDC rep- 
resentation in NATO must be national rather than collective. 

Deputies requested EDC reps to advise their Ministers of substance 
| of discussion. 

| [‘Sporrorp] 

*This telegram was repeated for information to Brussels, Copenhagen, The 
Hague, Heidelberg, Lisbon, Luxembourg, Oslo, Rome, Reykjavik, Wiesbaden, and 

Othe private, off-the-record meeting of the Council Deputies under reference 
here was reported upon in much greater detail in telegram Depto (22, Decem- 
ber 19, from London, not printed. At that meeting it was agreed that the discus- 
sion of HDC-NATO relationships should be based upon the articles of the North 
Atlantic Treaty rather than the French proposal summarized in telegram Depto 
697, December 11, from London (p. 960) or the American proposal set forth in 
telegram 1067, November 16, from London (p. 921). It was also agreed that the 
Council Deputies send observers to the Paris EDC conference. (740.5/12-1951) - |
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:  %40.5/12-2051 : Telegram | | me 

; The Ambassador in the United Kingdom (Gifford) to the Secretary 

, of State : 

SECRET  Lonpon, December 20, 1951—4 p. m. 

2 2823. Personal for the Secretary. Eden at lunch today said he was , 

| upset at report in London Zimes of your press conference Decem- 

| ber 19,1 from their Washington correspondent. Item referred to said: | 

| “The Secy of State, in answer to a question, said that the European 
| Army had been discussed for a year without any idea that the Brit 

to were going to join it, and it must therefore be accepted that their par- 
ticipation was not essential. Everybody might, however, have hoped 
for a different answer, and still hoped that the British would find it 

i possible to participate later. | | 
“It is not quite clear who ‘everybody’ is in this context. Those who 

have been to Paris recently and seen General Eisenhower have come _ 
; back with the impression that he wants a European Army, a British 

Army, an Amer Army, and a Canadian Army, and has never hoped 
: for a different answer from Britain. If the Dept of Defense wants 
; Britain in the European Army it has hidden its wishes better than it 
j usually does, and there has not previously been any evidence that Mr. 

Acheson himself, or any significant number of people in the State 
Dept, were very eager. | oe | | 

: “It is true that everybody concerned here has wanted for some time 
J. a warmer tone in the Brit statement of welcome, and more signs of 

intimate cooperation with the European Army when it exists. But the 
communiqué issued yesterday in Paris should surely have been satis- __ 

| factory, and Mr. Acheson made no reference to it today. Instead he 
q_ _ gave the impression that the US was dissatisfied with the Brit attitude. 
: “As the Congressional delegation which went to Strasbourg? came | 

2 back and made public statements about what shld be done to the Brit 
if they did not join the European Army, this statement has the air of 
having been designed to give Congress the impression that the. State 

: Dept was pushing and prodding the Brit. Or perhaps it was the first 
sign that the Dept is actually trimming its policy to suit Congress.” 

2 : Eden expressed view, in which he said Churchill concurred, that 

Eden had thought he and you were in complete agreement on this mat- 
ter and that Paris communiqué was consistent with that agreement. 

; Both he and Churchill were disturbed about it and Eden hoped I 
1 might feel like mentioning their concern to you. My own belief is that 
: they were particularly upset as they consider that this accountof your 
4 press conference detracts from what they consider to have been a suc- 

cessful mission to Paris. | | 

i | GIFFORD 

1¥For the memorandum of the Secretary of State’s press conference of Decem- 
ber 19, see p. 970. | | an 

2The reference here is to the Third Session (Second Part) of the Consultative 
i Assembly of the Council of Europe, held in Strasbourg, November—December. 

: For documentation on the interest of the United States in the Council of Hurope, | 
1, see volume IV. | | , |
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740.5/12-2051 : Telegram | 

The Ambassador in France (Bruce) to the Secretary of State 

‘TOP SECRET § PRIORITY Parts, December 20, 1951—5 p. m. 
8685. Eyes only from MacArthur, for Secretary Acheson, Secre- 

_  taries Lovett, Harriman, rptd London for Ambassador Gifford. Fol is 
résumé of Gen Eisenhower's and Gen Gruenther’s conversation with 
Churchill and Eden Dec 18:3 

After usual amenities, Churchill opened conversation by discussing 
EDF. He reviewed briefly his Strasbourg talk in 1950 stating he was in 
favor of Eur army then and he still is. However EDF now being advo- 
cated is not what he had in mind. He said “I want a fagot of staves 
bound by a ring of steel and not a soft putty affair such as is now con- 

| templated”. He added “UK wld never put troops in such an army nor 
wid US”. Churchill criticized present EDF concept as inefficient and _ 
lacking effectiveness and made it clear that in his view EDF shld have 
been coalition force (consisting of nat] contributions of certain number 
of divisions including Ger) rather than truly integrated force. He was 
vague as to how to avoid dangers of Ger natl army. He also complained 
about huge admin and polit org envisaged in connection with EDC as 
impractical and going too far. He said however, that even tho he did 
not think present EDF concept wld be effective enough, he wld not 
stand in way or hinder it since continental nations seem to want it. 
(He reiterated on several occasions he wld not hinder or throw cold 
water on EDF.) He added he favors strong Fr army and believes | 
without this Eur cannot defend itself. Therefore he will do everything _ 
he can to help Fr build up their forces. He said Fr are concentrating . 
cream of their army in defense of their “colonial empire” and thus do ~ 
not have sufficient forces for defense WE. He does not blame Fr for 
this and wishes UK Govt had taken similar step vis-4-vis its empire. 
Thru foregoing conversation Gen Eisenhower pounded Churchill 

vigorously emphasizing vital importance of UK support for EDF, 
emphasizing UK prestige in Eur particularly in Benelux and Scan- | 

| dinavia. Gen Eisenhower added : “You can do a great deal in this field 
. because you have great prestige on continent.” Churchill replied, “You | 

must remember we have been in office only eight weeks. Pls give us a | 
chance. The task is more complicated than I ever imagined.” 

While foregoing discussions in full swing, draft UK-Fr communi- 
qué on Churchill visit? was brought in. Eden said they had “rather a 

* Prime Minister Churchill and Foreign Secretary Eden were in Paris on Decem- | 
ber 17 and 18 for a series of conversations with French leaders ; see telegram 
2813, December 19, from London, p. 971. 

* Regarding the communiqué under reference here, see footnote 2, ibid.
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: tough time with Fr this morning” and that “young Schuman was more 

; difficult than older one”. Churchill thought communiqué went too far 

i and suggested that in beginning para “the Brit Govt wld welcome the 

conclusion of an agreement between those countries participating in 

- the Paris conf”, all be deleted after [garble] sentence as being unneces- 

sary. Gen Eisenhower thought it much better without this deletion. 

Eden said “I knew you wld think so since it was written chiefly from 

: your point of view”. After further discussion and few minor modifica- 

tions by Churchill, latter agreed to communiqué unenthusiastically. © 

| (Later Eden said privately he had anticipated much difficulty with 

, ‘PM over communiqué and attributed Churchill’s acceptance largely 

to Gen Eisenhower.) = - | 

| -Kden then commented that UK was somewhat confused over Gen 

Eisenhower’s exhortation that Eur be unified. Gen Eisenhower replied 

he had tried to make his own personal views clear in his July 3 London 

, speech. He felt UK shld support EDC project constructively and soft — 

= pedal decision not to join; UK shld emphasize its positive support. 

[Here follows the portion of the telegram describing the discussion 
| of Indochina, the defense of the British Empire, the British need for 

steel, the importance of American-British unity, and the last volume 

of Churchill’s wartime memoirs. ] | 

: - During conversation Churchill became quite emotional when telling 

Gen Eisenhower UK will always support SHAPE. Both in this con- 

o nection and in his talk to SHAPE staff he paid highest possible trib- 

4 utes to Gen Eisenhower’s inspirational leadership and magnificent job | 

| ____ he is doing under most trying conditions. He complimented Gen Eisen- | 

i. hower for his public statements showing confidence and said he wld 

| support this stand. | 

: In the talks it appeared on numerous occasions that Churchill did 
: not understand very clearly proposed org of EDF and questioned its — 

3 effectiveness. He appeared wedded to coalition concept of individual _ 

nat] contributions of specific number of divisions. Eden on other hand | 

+ geemed sympathetic to EDF and not too worried about its organiza- 
: tional and effectiveness aspects. He seems convinced UK must give 
3 EDF real support. [MacArthur.] _ 7 

a , | Bruce 

536-688 PT 1--81---64 : oe a oo
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740.5/12-2051 : Telegram - 

. Lhe Secretary of State to the Embassy in France ? : 

SECRET Wasurineton, December 20, 1951—1: 09 p. m. 
3595. For Bruce and MacArthur. Ref Paris 3446 rptd Bonn 134? 

you may if you think advisable state to Alphand as Chairman EDC 
Conference the fol in manner you consider most suitable: | 

“US Govt has not yet been fully informed of draft treaty proposing 
a Kur Def Force and in particular technical details by which a com- 
mon armament and supply program wld be constituted. US has sup- 
ported creation of Eur Def Force and is fully aware of necessity for 

_ Teorganizing certain national armament and supply functions under 
broader concept of the Force. Under present legislation US can legally 
make deliveries of US end items to directing or executive head of any 
Kur Def organization shld that be the body authorized to receive out- 
side aid on behalf of organization and is body responsible for efficiency 
of its use within EDC in manner similar to aid received by national 
govts at present time. Furthermore, shld EDC become something more | 
than an aggregation of member states (e.g., assume more than role of 
central executive agency for participants, which might cast doubt on 
present legal authority to provide aid to EDC commissioner) we antic- 
ipate no difficulty in securing appropriate amendments from Congress. 

“It is not feasible for US discuss this aspect in detail until such time 
as proposed EDC has come into being and its details are both under- 
stood and agreed to. It wld be our hope that by coordination of na- 
tional armament and supply programs suitable basis wld be created 
for more efficient and economical administration of outside aid. Con- 
ditions under which US Govt furnishes such aid wld not be changed | 
by such adjustment but channels and administrative details under 
which such aid is furnished wld be re-examined with view to support- | 
ing concept outlined in draft treaty for EDC and in particular its pro- 
posal for common armament and supply program. Insofar as creation - 
of EDF does increase effectiveness of mil contribution of member 
nations administration US end item aid will take account thereof. _ 

“US wishes to make clear it wld retain its present policy of US giv- 
ing priority on delivery of US equipment where creation of defense 
is most useful and effective. It must be understood that views of re- | 
sponsible mil commanders are fundamental in determining priority in 
allocating available resources. Position of SACEUR in this matter is 
of highest importance. Development of EDF details under which US _ 
aid wld be distributed to receiving mil units must take this factor into 

: “On its part US in recognizing effectiveness of a comprehensive _ 
EDF wld seek to promote through coordinated policies increased ef- 
ficiency in armament and supply so as to be mutually beneficial to both 

, US and proposed community.” 

FYI we do not consider it appropriate at this time to distinguish 
between members and non-members of EDC in amount or manner of 

*This telegram, which was drafted by European Regional Affairs Director. 
Martin, was cleared by telephone with ODMS, ECA, GER, and Defense. 

* Dated December 10, p. 957. |
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: receiving US aid. It is not considered advisable to suggest that Bene- | 

: lux countries may be penalized for not joining EDF. Believe essential 

: that delivery priorities be maintained on mil basis determined by 

SHAPE and that any priorities received by units composing EDF be . 

: based on their performance only. Believe this consistent with decision 

1 reached at Rome and contained in Secto 109 * that we will accept EDF 

| __-without Benelux and that problem of dealing with Benelux is up to 

Schuman. Believe it also essential in dealing with NATO countries 

| generally that'from political standpoint they may be treated alike. 

= Tel on economic aid following. | | | - 

Ot } — | ACHESON | 

‘ * Of November 29, p. 947. | | | 

740.5/12-2151 : Telegram 

The Secretary of State to the Embassy in the United Kingdom * 

SECRET - Wasuineron, December 21, 1951—4:58 p.m. 

: 8012. Personal for Amb. I believe Eden’s concern at press report of 

| my remarks? must be due to fact they were reported out of context. 

3 I was asked whether Brit participation essential for conclusion of 

4 EDF. My reply intended convey surprise that after year’s discussion 

1 anyone shld have assumed. Brit participation essential. “Kverybody’s 

j hope for another decision” meant hope Paris EDC conference would 

1 succeed thus permitting Brit to find means of associating themselves. 

} At time of press conference if I had reed report of Churchill Paris 

} talks * and hence been able to refer to them, I wld have expressed satis- 

faction with results. Omission was unintentional. There is no intended 

| conflict between my remarks and Paris communiqué. — | 

: Dept attempting clarify situation with local press. 

Pls convey sense of above to Eden. © | | 

| | ) :. ACHESON 

~ 4 This telegram was signed personally by the Secretary of State. 

tO 2 See telegram 2823, December 20, from London, p. 973. 

: ® Regarding the Churchill talks under reference, see telegram 2813, .Decem- 

per 19, from London, p.971. . | oo | 

| _ 740.5/12-1251 : Telegram | 

The Ambassador in France (Bruce) to the Secretary of State* 

SECRET : Paris, December 21, 1951—noon. 

2 3720. Subject: Eur Defense Force. Ger del EDF Conf has intro- 

duced proposal for creation “Eur community for scientific research”. 

4 Dhis telegram was repeated for information to Bonn, London, Rome, Brussels, 
The Hague, and Luxembourg.
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Purpose of community would be to “pool” scientific research in mem- 
ber states in fol fields: 

a. Nuclear physics. 
b. Telecommunications. 
c. Chemical and biological warfare. | 
d. Submarines and submersible craft of any type designed for mil 

purposes, | : 
é. Any aircraft for mil purposes and 
f. Guided missiles of any type. List of fields could be extended by 

Council. | 

| Ger proposal would establish a Eur research commission independ- 
ent of EDC Exec but subject to other EDC institutions. Commission 
would have task in cooperation with EDC. Schuman Plan high author- 
ity and other internat] institutions concerned, to stimulate research and 
establish cooperation among states as well as to expend funds for re- | 
search as allocated in EDC budget. | 

Significantly Ger proposal would also give the commission power 
to make all research in enumerated fields within member states subject 
to license from commission or prior notification to commission. Com- 7 

| mission would also have right forbid research in certain cases or re- 
quire that certain types of research be undertaken only under its direct 
authority. Exercise of these mandatory powers would apparently re- 7 
quire agreement of EDC Exec and commissioner and of “a rep of —__ 
NATO”. | | 

Translation of Ger proposal and report of Steering Committee dis- 
cussion will be cabled soonest.? | | 

| Bruce 

*The text of the German proposal was transmitted in telegram 3725, Decem- 
ber 21, from Paris, not printed (740.5/12-2151). | 

740.5/12-—2251: Telegram | 

Lhe Chargé in the Netherlands (Trimble) to the Secretary of State} 

SECRET Tue Hacus, December 22, 1951—5 p. m. : 
631. I called on Stikker by appointment this morning. He said that 

he was greatly disturbed by what he described as Fr efforts to tie into 
EDC matters not immediately related to rapid build-up Western Euro- 
pean defense. Reasons for his concern were well known to us and there 
was no need to repeat them now (he presumably was referring to his 
statements at Rome meeting of NATO FonMins and views expressed 
by Neth del in EDC discussions Paris). However, he wished me to 

B 5 This telegram was repeated for information to Paris, London, Brussels, and 
nD.
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know that Neth cabinet divided on EDC issue and while he himself 
: would continue to support concept, he must constantly bear in mind 
: three important considerations: : a 
, In first place Stikker said he realized that from short-range view- _ 
3 point EDC offered best possibility for early creation effective Eur 
; defense establishment, since Fr would not agree at this time to prefer- 
: able solution involving admission Ger FedRep to NATO. Secondly he : 

‘was concerned about possible cooperation with Benelux partners as 
j basic objective Neth foreign policy. Therefore, if one of them such as 

Belg should refuse to take part in EDC, then Neth would also be _ 

forced to abstain. Equally, if Dutch should be unwilling to associate 
themselves with EDC, then Belg would probably take same position. _ 

Finally Stikker said he was particularly concerned that progress 

development Atlantic Community was not keeping pace with that in 
i proposed EDC. He had wholeheartedly subscribed to statement in 

Ottawa last Sept on Atlantic Community. He was worried, however, 
1 that developments in Paris re EDC seemed to be proceeding along 

‘somewhat different channels. EDC should definitely be subordinate to 
a NATO, but Paris discussions have tended to place NATO in back- 
; ground and concomitantly to bring continental as opposed to Atlantic 

’ concept more and more to foreground. Continuation of this develop- — 

| ment would ultimately have effect of destroying balance of power re- 

, lationship between Fr on one hand and smaller nations of Eur on the 
1 other. oS 

In this connection Stikker said he was also worried about changes 

| __ in status Ger FedRep which would result from contractual arrange- 
ments and abolition LAR. These changes in relationship between three 

occupying powers and FedRep would necessarily mean that former 

would have far less control over FedRep than in past, in particular 

industries essential to Ger rearmament, without. compensatory in- 

| crease in overall authority Atlantic Community. At same time by join- 

ing EDC Benelux powers would commit themselves to consider attack _ 

: on FedRep as an attack on themselves. In other words Benelux would | 

| in effect be required to subscribe to the tripartite declaration re | 

4 FedRep and Berlin on Sept 19, 1950 in a continental as opposed to 

: Atlantic Community sense. Under circumstances Stikker considered it | 

essential that progress in developing EDC should be accompanied by — 
| further strengthening of North Atlantic Community which would 

- make it entirely clear that former was not only integral part of but 

also subordinate to latter. | A | 
At conclusion conversation Stikker asked me to convey his views my | 

3 govt, adding in this connection that he had also discussed them atsome _ 

i length with Eden when he saw him yesterday. a 

Seems obvious from foregoing that notwithstanding assurances US 

2 has given and actions it has taken past five years, Dutch still have |
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qualms re possibility recrudescence US isolationism with consequence 
that they might be thrown to Fr or Ger wolves. Ilogicality their atti- 
tude as illustrated Stikker’s attempt to differentiate between tripartite 

_ commitment FedRep and their own as prospective members EDC | 
attributable to their neutrality tradition, which despite lesson of 1940, 
has not entirely disappeared, and to insular psychology of small power. 
Stikker, however, who is more internationally minded than his col- 
leagues and more aware of facts of life, is in position to exercise con- 
siderable influence in determination of Dutch policy. In circumstances, _ | 
therefore, suggest advisability personal message to Stikker from Secy 
reassuring him of our full support North Atlantic Community concept 

_ and of our view that EDC, far from being inconsistent with it, is re- 
garded by US as necessary adjunct to NATO and indirect interest all 
its members.” Believe similar assurances by Eden would also be helpful. | 

| | TRIMBLE 

3 Telegram 3734, December 29, to Paris, not printed, transmitted a personal 
message from Assistant Secretary Perkins to Ambassador Bruce observing that 
Trimble’s suggestion for a personal message from the Secretary of State to 
Foreign Minister Stikker might be useful. Perkins asked Bruce for his views on - 
what might be included in such a letter. (740.5/12-2251) 

Editorial Note 

The Foreign, Finance, and Defense Ministers of the six nations 
| actively participating in the Paris Conference for the Organization of 

a European Defense Community (France, Federal Republic of Ger- 
many, Italy, Belgium, the Netherlands, and Luxembourg) and their 
principal advisers met in Paris from December 27 through 30 for a 
series of meetings to pursue the discussions begun in Strasbourg on 

_ December 11 (see telegram 3533, December 13, from Paris, page 963). 
On the basis of a previously agreed upon agenda, the Ministers dis- 
cussed institutional questions including the structure of the executive | 
and the respective role and powers of the institutions of the commu- 
nity, the use of armed forces, common budgets, armament programs, 
the composition and organization of military forces, and the duration 

_ Of the treaty and its transitional period. Although the meetings were 
closed, detailed information on them was made available to American | 
officials on a personal and confidential basis. The Embassy in Paris 

| reported in some detail by telegram to the Department of State and 
interested Chiefs of Mission in Europe on the seven meetings of the 
Ministers, two separate meetings of the Finance Ministers, and a single 
separate meeting of the Defense Ministers. All these telegraphic re- | 
ports are included in the 740.5 segment of the central files of the | 
Department of State. For a summary review and analysis of the results 
of the meetings, see telegram 3957, January 8, 1952, from Paris, page
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po 985. For the communiqué issued by the Ministers at the conclusion of __ 
2 their meetings on December 30, see Folliot, Docwments on International 

Affairs, 1951, page 255, or L’Année politique, 1951, page 692. 

-740.5/12-2051: Telegram 7 | | 7 

The Ambassador in France (Bruce) to the Secretary of State 

TOP SECRET | Parts, December 29, 1951—5 p. m. 

3 3868. This morning I had breakfast with Chancellor Adenauer and 
_ Blankenhorn and Hallstein at Chancellor’s invitation. 

3 1. The Chancellor said that conversations yesterday and before on | 
2 EDF ? had at least served to define sharply differences in various mem- 
: ber states views on subj. He feels necessity for pressing forward vigor- 
: ously to agreed draft of treaty, but does not think his sense of urgency | 
in is sufficiently shared by his colleagues. Instead of departing tonight 

as he had expected, he will probably remain through tomorrow so that 
: there can be further mtgs. He will attempt to secure a written state- 

4 ment from the Mins defining areas of agmt and disagmt. | | 
9. Adenauer believes that French, Gers and Itals shld be able to 

reach a substantial accord at this mtg except for security controls and 
| Ger financial contribution mentioned below. Such an accord wld then 

fo isolate the Benelux countries. Adenauer then believes that US and | 
UK shld attempt to induce the Benelux countries to moderate their 

/ position and reach a compromise acceptable to all concerned. However, 
no such compromise shld be at expense of cardinal points which Gers 

4 and French consider essential to creation of a real EDC. | : 

4 _ 8. One of matters which cannot be concluded at this mtg is security 

: controls although Adenauer hopes to discuss this privately with Schu- 
: man and possibly also with Pleven while he is in Paris. To my surprise 

: he did not appear to think that this shld prove too difficult. He said 

i that a good deal of confusion had arisen in relation to it because of =| 
i+: many places and comites where it had been dealt with. 
i, 4, A second and much more important matter which cannot be 
| settled at this mtg is Ger financial contribution. Adenauer said that he 

felt very strongly that Ger’s econ and fin capabilities shld be examined | 
: by the Wise Men ® so that same criteria wld be applied to Ger as had 

been case with the NATO countries. In addition, such findings by | 

j Wise Men wld make his own sitn vis-4-vis his Parl and people much | 
more understandable to them. He continues to maintain position that 

, 1'This telegram was repeated for information to London and Bonn. . 
7 * Chancellor Adenauer and his advisers were in Paris for the meetings of the 
3 BDC Ministers described in the editorial note, supra. : | 
7 _ * The reference here is to the Temporary Council Committee ; for documentation 
i on the Committee, see pp. 1 ff. oe |
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any arrangement which wld be regarded by the Ger people as a con- 
tinuation of occupying costs of foreign armies wld be completely un- 
acceptable to them. That is why he wld prefer that support for US 
and UK forces shld be made from the EDC common budget. 
Adenauer said that he must tell me quite frankly that present pro- 

cedures for handling this question were not adequate and wld cause 
a long delay. He wants to bring this matter to Mr. Harriman’s atten- | 
tion and to that of the other Wise Men, but does not know procedurally 
how to do so. Unless something of the sort proposed by him were done, 
he thought our negotiations wld bog down. 

5. Adenauer said that time might come when Ger, Italy and France | 
wld have to have a showdown with the Benelux countries, and if so, 
he trusted that US wld back stand of former group on EDC. However, 
if the Benelux countries persisted in being obdurate and the other 

| three countries shld decide to go ahead regardless of them, it wld pose 
difficulties in the Ger, French and Ital Parliaments which cld make 
ratification very difficult. | | 

He was uncertain how much of Belg position was bluff and how 
much was confusion. He wondered if the Belgs were hoping to receive 

| some sort of special treatment, such as they had in connection withthe _ 
_ Schuman Plan. He thought it likely that the Dutch might be to some 
degree influenced by supposed Brit hostility to the EDC, and perhaps ~ 
in this respect the Brit shld be induced to aid in matter. 

6. If present FonMins mtg fails to make all decisions of principle 
nec for implementation of the conf’s work, he expects to ask for 
another ministerial mtg in Jan. 

He does not believe that it will be possible to get a draft treaty 
signed by the govts by Feb 1, but considers that it is possible, if 
Benelux nations prove more reasonable than they have to date, to show 
such progress toward agmt by Feb 1, as to make creation of EDC a 
certainty, subj, of course, to final ratification by the various 
Parliaments. 

As to timing, his estimate was same for contractual arrangements. 
¢. Adenauer has been very impressed by Pleven and thinks it ex- 

tremely important that all of these negotiations be terminated if pos- 
sible while Pleven is in office. 

_ He believes that as quickly as possible French Govt shld take the 
initiative in a serious proposal for a polit federation in Eur. 

He said that he had no doubts about ratification: of the Schuman 
Plan by the Bundestag and expected a majority of 40 to 50 votes. 

8. The entire conversation was marked by the Chancellor’s strong 
conviction of necessity to tie FedRep to Western world irrevocably 
through media of Schuman Plan, EDC and a Eur fed polit structure, 
As to a def contribution from Ger, he does not contemplate any alterna-
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tive to the EDF which he said must be constituted. It was clear that 
) he saw no other way to solve such probs as security restrictions, support 

; of US and UK forces and an adequate financial contribution to def, 
to and. the demand for equality of treatment. He clearly feels he must 

carry the EDC through in view of his domestic polit sitn, fear of many 
a Gers of revival of natl militarism, and his own settled policy to build a 

; Eur community. | | | 
to oo , _ BRuUCcE | 

740.5/12-2951: Telegram Oo 

The Ambassador in France (Bruce) to the Secretary of State? - 

SECRET | - Parts, December 29, 1951—5 p.m. 
i 8870. From MacArthur. Gens Eisenhower and Gruenther lunched 
: yesterday with De Gasperi, Zoppi, and Amb Quaroni at Ital Emb. 
| Folis résumé of conversation : | 

_ Gen Eisenhower inquired as to progress being made in EDC conf? | 
; stressing vital importance of reaching agreement prior to Lisbon NAT 
3 mtg. De Gasperi said he fully appreciated necessity of agreement but | 
{ unfortunately cld not point thus far to substantial progress in this 
: direction in present EDC mtg. Unfortunately there was still not agree- __ 
| ment on certain fundamental issues and Benelux countries were being 

’ very difficult. De Gasperi hopes and believes it will be possible to get 
4 agreement on fundamental principles of EDC by Lisbon which wld 
to insure early action thereafter but.seemed to doubt as things now stand 
: that completely agreed draft treaty will be ready by Lisbon. He urged 
: that US encourage and press Benelux to go along and also hoped US 

eld get UK to take similar action vis-A-vis Benelux. | 
| De Gasperi then stressed need for eventual polit and econ unifica- 
: tion of WE continental countries. Gen Eisenhower made ref to his 

_ July London speech * and agreed eventual unification is essential if 

security and well-being of WE peoples is to be assured. He said it 

fo seemed clear that on an individual and separate natl basis the WE | 

+ ——- eountries do not have capability of sustaining necessary def effort 
over coming years while at same time holding out hope for better way 

| of life. Only by making maximum collective use of their individual | 

| capabilities—econ, finan, production, and manpower, etc.—can WE 
goal of security with econ and social stability be achieved. While such 

| unification is a not possible overnight and will take time it shld be 

This telegram was repeated for information to Rome and London. 
: * See the editorial note, p. 980. | 
4 * The reference here is to General Eisenhower’s speech on the unity of Western : 
3 Europe made before the English-Speaking Union at London on July 3, 1951; for 
] : pele 168 the notes for the address, see Department of State Bulletin, July 30,
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primary objective. In his view both Schuman plan and EDC are 
practical steps in this direction. De Gasperi mentioned difficulties of 
obtaining adequate public and Parl understanding and support for 
what we are all trying to do. Eisenhower agreed but expressed view 
that there were not enough leadership in enlightening public and Parl 
opinion. Gen Eisenhower said if it would be helpful or useful, he wld 
be delighted to have a group of 20 to 30 Italian Parliamentarians visit 
SHAPE. Furthermore, he wished De Gasperi to know that if ever | 
latter has any questions or thoughts about matters within scope of Gen : 
Eisenhower's activity he shld not hesitate to bring them to his atten- 
tion. Furthermore, if De Gasperi ever wished discuss problems re- 
lated to SHAPE’s mission with him, Gen Eisenhower or Gen Gruen- 

_ ther wid arrange to come to Rome to see him. —_ | 
| De Gasperi expressed appreciation and seemed genuinely touched 

by Gen Eisenhower's offer and his understanding of De Gasperi’s 
problems. | 

At Gen Eisenhower’s invitation, De Gasperi, Pacciardi, and Pella 
visited SHAPE this morning where De Gasperi gave good informal 
talk to staff. [MacArthur.] : 

| BRvucE 

. 740.5/12-3051 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in France (Bruce) to the Secretary of State | 

| SECRET Parts, December 30, 1951—1 p. m. 
3886. From. MacArthur. As host at EDC conf? Schuman invited 

Gens Eisenhower and Gruenther to meet with the six EDC FonMins 
and DefMins at 6:30 last evening during a break in the conf. 
Gen Eisenhower gave the mins a good and inspirational pep talk 

stressing urgency and vital importance to Eur and NATO to reach 
agreement on EDC prior to Lisbon. He suggested that if mins cld 
not reach final agreement at this mtg they not adjourn but rather sim- | 
ply recess till after New Year and then rapidly reconvene and finish | 
their work. 

The mins then told Gen Eisenhower they had reached agreement to 
call a Eur constitutional convention. They did not say where or when 
it wld be called but emphasized they were all in agreement. Gen 
Eisenhower congratulated them warmly on this initiative. — 

In the course of the discussion Schuman again lamented UK failure 
_ to make unequivocably clear that it really favored and wld warmly 

support EDF concept. | 

' ® Regarding this conference, see the editorial note, p. 980.
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 Stikker felt EDC must fit integrally into a much more closely knit 

Atlantic community and asked if Gen Eisenhower cld support some 

: form of Atlantic federation. Gen Eisenhower said that he cld not 

speak,to this question since it was beyond the scope of his activity. He | 

: wld like to observe, however, that he believed in first things first. In | 

3 this case the first thing was the EDF which is essential if there is to 

be any adequate def for WE. Therefore WE countries shld now 

; concentrate all their energies on reaching agreement on EDC. 

1 | Oo [MacArTHor]. 

. | | | Bruce 

| 740.5/1-352 : Telegram | | | 

: | The Ambassador in France (Bruce) to the Secretary of State * 

{ss SECRET —s- PRIORITY | Paris, January 3, 1952—5 p. m. 

1 3957. Personal attention of Secretary. Distribution as determined 

i by Secretary’s office. Subject is European defense forces. Ministerial 

| meeting concluded Sunday made considerable progress.’ 

3 Over and above other progress, ‘a highlight of meeting was agree- 

7 ment on federal structure for EDC, as well as on desirability of even- 

] tual overall federation of six countries. Ministers reaffirmed their 

: agreement that initial assembly should study federal reorganization of | 

oo EDC, placed deadline on completion of such study, and undertook as 

: well to recommend to their governments an immediate study at gov- 

ernmental level. Split between French, Germans and Italians on one 7 

, hand and Benelux on other, which characterized meeting otherwise, 

{ was not evident in regard to federation.® / 

i Balance this message sets out summary of accomplishments in seven 

| major areas in which unresolved EDF issues can be grouped. Im- 

: mediately following message sums up positions of each country and 

suggests action to move conference forward as rapidly as possible. 

: 1. Composition of EDC forces. | 

2 Ministers agreed on all but two issues concerning forces to be in- 

i; eluded in, and units to [be] excluded from, EDF. (Among excluded 

4 units are those in Indochina and Korea.) Status of internal defense 

: forces and deep-seas navy left uncertain. All but Belgians agreed on 

- European status of internal defense forces—that is, their inclusion in © 

4 1This telegram was repeated for information to London, Bonn, Rome, The | 
i Hague, Brussels, and Luxembourg, for the eyes only of the Chiefs of Mission. 

4 2 Regarding the meetings of the Foreign, Finance, and Defense Ministers of the | 

4 six nations participating in the Conference for the Organization of a European 
2 - Defense Community, held in Paris, December 27-30, see the editorial note, p. 980. 

: 8The agreement on a federal structure for the EDC and an eventual overall 
: federation of the participants was emphasized in the conference communiqué __ 
: cited in the editorial note, ibid. | | .
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EDF. Question of who shld exercise operational control over such of 
these forces as SHAPE does not take command of, raised more diffi- 
culty. French, Germans and Italians favored European control no dif- 
ferent from that exercised over ‘any other part of EDF. Belgians and 
Dutch wanted operational control over internal defense forces to re- 
main wholly national. On deep-seas navy, ministers noted that ten- 
dency was to exclude it from EDF, but did not formalize an agreement. 
Both questions were remanded for further study by experts. On first, 

_ advice of SHAPE isto be solicited. 

2. Use of forces and relations NATO. 

Germans and French agreed that Council should have power to 
direct use of EDF. But majority by which Council might do so not 
settled. Benelux position not clear. Matter remanded for further study 
by experts. Relations with NATO not discussed, altho fact that forces 
wld come under SHAPE clearly accepted. : 

8. Institutional questions. 

Ministers agreed that EDC will have four institutions: Executive, | 
Council of Ministers, Assembly and Court. — | | 

(a) Executive and Council: On basis of French concession, it was 
agreed that Executive was to consist of number of commissioners and 
a president. Everyone agreed also on supranational allegiance (rather 
than allegiance to govts) of president and commissioners. Unresolved | 
issues : 

(1) Number of commissioners. Dutch and Belgians favored six; | 
French, Germans and Italians thought fewer, perhaps three, 
would work with greater efficacy. | | 

(11) Powers of president. Dutch and. Belgians thought these 
should be restricted pretty much to formal ones, and that Execu- 
tive should act by majority vote. Germans, French and Italians | 
favored giving president preponderant voice thru power to co- 

| ordinate work of commissioners and give policy guidance. 
(111) Distribution of powers between Executive and Council. 
Belgians proposed, with Dutch concurrency, to limit role of 

president and commissioners practically to that of an executive 
secretariat of Council, and charge latter, acting by unanimity in 

| all matters of importance, with directing EDC activities. French, 
Germans and Italians felt Council should have role of taking 
major political decisions and acting as a check, but president and 
commissioners should be responsible for day to day operations. 
This effort to meet Belgian-Dutch position was as far as French, : 
Germans and Italians thought they could go, since, 

—binding Council by rule of unanimity in all matters of im- 
portance would make meaningless any grant of powers to 
EDC, as each govt could at every step decide that EDC is not 
to exercise a given power and net effect would therefore be a 
coalition relying on coincidence of policies of several govts 
rather than a community capable of independent action, and
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—vesting all or substantially all power in a six-man body acting 
thru another multiple-member body would—even in absence | 

| of rule of unanimity—render EDC operations so cumbersome | 
j as to make EDC in fact weak and ineffective combination no 
: matter what powers are nominally given to it. Belgians 
- showed some willingness to compromise by giving a measure 

of leeway to Executive. Experts are to study these matters — 
further. — | | | | 

(6) Assembly: Constituent role in studying federal structure, 
1 - which was given to Assembly in Strasbourg, was confirmed by 
: | ministers in Paris. French, Germans and Italians. pressed for 
: larger role, argued Assembly should at very least have powerto  —| 
i approve budget and require resignation of president and com- | 

missioners. Belgians at first opposed giving any powers at all to | 
{ Assembly, but again indicated some willingness to compromise, 

agreed Assembly might have power to dismiss Executive. French, 
; _ Germans and Italians further met Belgians by dropping insist- _ 
J ence on any further Assembly power except share in approval of 
4 budget. This matter remanded to experts. - 
7... (e) Court: No serious issue under this head. So 

‘ 4, Duration of treaty, | | | | 

: Everyone was agreed that in fact end of this treaty in form in which | 
now drafted would come with federation, which ministers undertook 

3 to hasten thru study assigned to Assembly at Strasbourg, as well as 
thru simultaneous governmental study. In order not to give EDF 

; appearance of temporary expedient in comparison with Schuman Plan, 
: the Germans, French and Italians insisted on treaty of fifty-yeardura- _ 
i tion and opposed Dutch-Belgian proposal to make EDF treaty coin- 

cide in duration with NAT. | | 
3 _ No decision, as discussion of this matter, like that on distribution of 

power between Executive and Council, brought out fundamental con- © _ 
to flict between Dutch view of EDF as loosely knit coalition under larger 

| coalition of NATO, and French Ger and Ital view of it as entity of 
: great value, both immed and long-range, both to Eur and to NATO, 
; which it can truly strengthen only if it is itself strong. a 

5. Fin Arrangements. | : Ses a 

_ Fin problems were discussed at considerable length but few agree- 
i. ments reached because of hasty recommendations from Fin Mins 
] which were rejected by Schuman and Adenauer because they involved 
| discrimination against Ger in initial period by having all mil budgets 
: of NATO members remain national while Ger’s contrib wld be under 

_ Eur control; and they gave nearly all real authority to Council acting — | 
: by unanimity. | - | CN eR 
; ~~ All dels agreed that fol establishment directly-elected bicameral | 
1 assembly capable of levying taxes, existence of federal budget ap- 

_ proved and executed by community institutions wld create no further 
difficulties of principle. ne |
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Disagreement persisted on period prior to creation of such an 
assembly. Gers and French agree on fol program: 

(a) There shld be common financing from first day. Gers and 
French consider it essential that Eur institutions have responsibility 
for determining and carrying out expenditures from the beginning. 
Until EDC services ready to undertake all fin functions directly, 
treaty itself for EDC executive cld delegate their actual exercise to 

: appropriate existing agencies. However, community institutions wld 
have latitude to makeshifts and modifications in existing programs 
where necessary to improve rapidity and effectiveness of buildup pre- 
community wld be required to respect contracts already let any 
member states. | 

(6) Contributions of member states for first year shld be set forth | 
in transitional convention of treaty. Contributions of NATO members 
shld be based on TCC exercise; Ger contribution to be fixed on same 
criteria. Gers wld like TCC to make recommendation on Ger contribu- 
tion. (French wld probably not object but at present feel bound by 
commitments to settle this matter in Bonn; they are also worried that. 
TCC might confuse principle of common financing from first day by 

| getting into issue of use of Ger fin contribution and limiting it to cost. | 
of Ger-origin forces and to expenditures in Ger.) | 

(c) Member states should be able to deduct non-EDC def costs. 
‘(such as Indochina and support costs of US and UK forces in Ger) - 
from total contribution before paying into common fund. First year’s 
deductions to be stated in transitional convention of treaty; new de- 
ductions for subsequent years to be approved by council. (Gers wld 
like support costs to be taken over by EDC as common responsibility. 
French will not consider this because of agreement with US and UK 
concerning Bonn contractual negots.) | | 

(2) For second and any subsequent years of transitional period : 
contributions. shld be fixed by individual countries negotiating in- 
dividually in new TCC or similar NATO exercise. Transitional con- 
vention of treaty shld state that these contributions cannot be less than 

| those of first year plus a 5 percentage of any increase in national in- 
come. This provision designed to prevent failure of one parliament to 
vote funds from paralyzing effective action on budget. : 

(e) From end of transitional period full-fledged common budget | 
shld be in effect. (Gers hope it will be end 1953.) Budget should be 
prepared by executive and approved by qualified majority of council , 
and of assembly. Contributions by member states to be based on fixed 
percentage scale agreed by unanimous vote of council during transi- 
tional period; states should be obligated to make these payments. | 

(f) External assistance in end-items shld be negotiated by, and go. 
directly to, community for distribution. Position not yet clear on 
counterpart of military-support aid of offshore procurement, which are 
to some extent determined by balance of payments needs and other non- | 
def considerations and negotiated by individual govts. | 

Ital del in general supported above principles. Pella, like other Fin _ 

Mins, does not like prospect of disclosing full details of his mil budget.
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to Eur auth and does not like obligation to account to someone else for — 

, actual expenditure of funds. a Oo | | 
to Benelux position differs from above proposals on 2 essential points: 

7 (a) Benelux oppose common financing from first day for any ex- 
-penditures necessary to fulfill national programs within framework 

‘ MTODP. For this reason, they propose that from now until end of 
; medium-term def program, national programs of NATO countries 
3 shld continue to be executed on national basis without substantial mod- 

ification. Common arrangements wld apply only to Ger, which has no 
j NATO program and to unsubstantial expenditures for headquarters _ 
| buildings, ete. - | | | 
4 (6) In absence of a directly-elected Eur assembly capable of levy- 

ing taxes, Benelux insisted final say on any common budget arrange- 
1 ments must be national. For this reason they proposed that unanimous 
| approval of council be required for both contributions and expendi- 
j tures, even after end of medium-Ger plan, at which time they accept 
; existence of a common budget to be administered by executive. 

| French-Ger proposal for TCC-NATO determination of contribu- 
| tions in transitional period goes considerable distance in mtg Benelux 
q position. oe | _ 

i 6. Common armament and procurement program. : | 

Existence of a common armament and procurement program de- 

| pends on community having power to administer and spend funds, | 
Other issues (such as extent of attempt at standardization, duty ta 
consult national govts in placing orders, power to ensure that priority 

is given by manufacturers to filling EDC orders) do not arise before 
: power to spend is established. Except: as possibility of common pro- 
to curement program implicit in common budget question, former was 

not discussed at this mtg since common budget issue still unsettled. 

| 4%, Perritorial org of EDF. — 7 , . - 

L This question was discussed by Def Mins. It was agreed that EDF 
: mil district commands shld exist at local levels and consist largely of 

- personnel of nationality of country in which district located. It was 
: | further agreed that these commands wld exercise certain local supply, 

| _. procurement and other housekeeping functions and perform training | 
and recruiting and admin of reserves. Issue arose over whether these | 

i mil districts shld be responsible to EDC exec directly or through an 
intermediate command at national level, as Gers and others wish. This 
intermediate level wld be a command encompassing each member state 

| __ headed by an officer of the nationality of the state in question. French 
pO strongly opposed existence of this intermediate command level. No 

; decision reached. | : a | oe
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B. MEETINGS AT BONN BETWEEN REPRESENTATIVES OF THE FED- 
ERAL REPUBLIC AND THE ALLIED DEPUTY HIGH COMMISSIONERS 

TO DISCUSS CERTAIN ASPECTS OF A GERMAN CONTRIBUTION TO 

THE DEFENSE OF WESTERN EUROPE, JANUARY 9-JUNE 4, 1951 

Editorial Note —_ | 

On December 18 the NATO Council at its sixth session in Brussels — 
approved a decision to begin talks at Bonn between the Allied High 

Commission and representatives of the Federal Republic of Germany — 

concerning certain aspects of a German contribution to Western de- 

 fense. On the following day the Foreign Ministers of the United States, 

the United Kingdom, and France agreed to begin discussions with 
the Federal Republic on a new contractual relationship to replace the _ 

Occupation Statute for Germany and the Charter of the Allied High | 

Commission. These decisions, together with the approval given to the 
projected talks at Paris for a European Army, became known as the 

“Brussels decisions” or “Brussels formula.” 
The documentation that follows indicates the main lines of the 

- Bonn talks (sometimes referred to as the Petersberg talks) on a possi- 

ble German military contribution to Western defense. For documenta- _ 

tion on contractual relations and the European Army talks, see pages 

1446 ff. and 755 ff. : 

740.5/1-1051 : Telegram 

The United States Deputy High Commissioner for Germany (Hays) 
| to the Secretary of State? oo 

TOP SECRET PRIORITY Bonn, January 10, 1951—9 a.m. 7 

449, First meeting took place today between representatives of 

HICOM and FedRep on German military contribution to defense of 
Europe.? Present Ward (chairman), General Wansbrough-Jones, UK ; 
Bérard, General Ganeval, France; Hays, Buttenwieser, US; Blank, | 
Generals Speidel and Heusinger, Germany. Meeting was informal with 
no secretariat, record or minutes, and confined to verbal discussion 

with no written documents exchanged. Brief opening statement by 
chairman contained the general principle that any military contribu- 

tion of Germany must be within the framework of NATO. This was 

accepted by Blank as the only method by which Germany would be 
willing to contribute. Chairman then passed ball to Germans asking 
their proposals. 

1 Repeated to Frankfurt and Heidelberg eyes only for McCloy and Handy. 
7 sic whe necting took place January 9 at Petersberg in the Allied High Commis-
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: Blank asked first the general extent of the military contribution to 

| be expected of Germany ; said Chancellor would have to be able to in- 

| form the Bundestag of the defense forces provided by other NATO | 

| countries for European defense in support of German contribution. © 

HICOM deputies stated size and composition of contingents to be 

provided by each country was in planning stage and would be firmed 

; up only after Eisenhower had made his defense plan and secured firm 

commitments from. each country concerned. Moreover, necessity for 

i secrecy would prevent disclosures except of very general nature. Blank 

y acquiesced that only general nature of contribution could be made 

known but stated that some idea of the numerical extent of German 

: military contribution must be made known to the Bundestag: HICOM — 

deputies stated that view of NATO was that maximum German land — 

contribution should be 20 percent of total land forces under command 

2 “SHAPE. Note: British state they interpreted paragraph 24-fof C - 

| 6-D/1* to mean that German land forces could be one-fifth of other 

NATO forces which would result in German land forces comprising 

‘maximum of one-sixth of the total land forces available to SHAPE, 

} _ this interpretation was not commented on by French or US. =~ 

3 In order to give the Germans some idea of extent of military con- 

tribution which might be expected by them by end of 1951, HICOM 

| deputies agreed to seek advice from their governments of a numerical 

total to include sum of combat and service personnel to be given Ger- 

: mans for planning purposes. (Request advice.) ee 

= on German representatives agreed to formulate their proposals for 

: administrative machinery for recruitment and training and assistance 

: ‘they contemplated should be furnished by Allies in equipment and 

i military instructors for presentation at next meeting. a 

- Blank stated FedRep did not wish to produce armament as they 

wanted to convince the world that Germany will not again become a 

| threat to peace of the world. He states, however, there were many items 

| needed by soldiers other than armament which Germany could pro- 

| duce. Chairman pointed out NATO view was that to considerable 

| extent Germany should produce armament for her own needs as ca- 

pacities of armament industries of NATO countries needed by them _ 

selves. Blank agreed to explore this subject further. 9. 

Meeting held in cordial atmosphere. German representatives seemed 

sincere and displayed no evasiveness. Date of next meeting agreed 

| 10:30a.m.,Tuesday January16. 

| rs Bn ae [Hays] 

 * For text of Document C6—D/1, December 18, 1950, see Foreign Relations, 

| 1950, vol. 111, pp. 581-547 ; in particular footnote 1, p. 538. acer. 

| 586-688 PT 1—80——65 |
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| 762A.5/1-1751 : Telegram | | | 
Lhe United States Deputy High Commissioner for Germany (Hays) 

to the Secretary of State1 — | 

TOP SECRET PRIORITY Bonn, January 17, 1951—10 a. m. 
_ 463. Personal for Byroade from Hays eyes only. Technical com- 
mittee met with German representatives in their second meeting in 
regard to German contribution to the defense of Western Europe.? 
Chairman (Ward UK) opened the meeting with following remarks: 

“At our last meeting Herr Blank was particularly interested to 
know the size of the German land forces which the North Atlantic 
Treaty powers considered that the Federal Republic should contribute _ 
to the common defense of Western Europe. As explained at the last 
meeting it is not possible to give precise details as to the future 
strength of the forces which will come under General Eisenhower’s 

| ‘Integrated command, and as then indicated much will necessarily de- 
‘pend on General Eisenhower’s own recommendations. However, the 
matter has been considered by the Allied High Commissioners and I 
am instructed on their behalf to tell Herr Blank that the Federal 
Government is authorized to prepare plans for the raising of a total 
of 100,000 ground troops between now and the end of 1951.3 I must 
emphasize that this figure relates exclusively to the German land 
forces which the Federal Government would contribute to General 
_Hisenhower’s command and does not include such service organizations 
composed of German citizens as the allied forces in Germany need to 
maintain their own administrative support. | 

I should also emphasize that the figure of 100,000 for land forces 
up to the end of 1951 relates to the immediate transitional period and 
is without prejudice to longer term arrangements which will have to 
be worked out in connection with both the French proposal for a. _ 
European Army and possible later developments on the NATO struc- : 
ture and plans after General Eisenhower has had time to develop his 
own plans. | | 

The Allied High Commissioners hope that, having received this in- _ 
formation, Herr Blank will now be able, as requested at the last meet- 
ing, to give an idea of the Federal Government’s proposals for 
recruitment, accommodation, equipment and training of the German 
land forces. | | 

After we discuss the German proposals for these administrative ar- 
rangements we might discuss the size, organization and composition 
of the combat elements to be contributed by Germany. | 

* Repeated to Frankfurt eyes only for McCloy and to Heidelberg eyes only for | 
Handy. 

The meeting took place on January 16 at Petershberg. | 
*McCloy had reported in telegram 256 from Bonn, January 11, not printed, 

that the Council of the Allied High Commission had agreed to inform the West 
Germans that they “could make provisions as an interim measure for FedRep 
contingents up to 100,000 men in uniform.” ( 762A.5/1-1151) The Department 
of State had noted this figure in telegram 4899, January 15, to Frankfurt, not 
printed, but had proposed a figure of 195,000 men instead (762A.5/10-1551). 
Apparently McCloy was unable to obtain High Commission agreement on the 
higher figure. | ae
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In discussing the size, organization and composition of the combat — 

: | elements to be contributed by Germany, the view of our covernments 

is that we should be guided by the consideration that an interim ar-— 

| rangement should permit immediate recruitment, organization and 

| training of units of a size which is useful for combat without preju- 

| | dicing the later agreements which may result from the conference on 

| the European Army.* We are now in a position to discuss with you the 

| form, character and size of the units to be created during this interim — 

i period. _ | oe 

to - During this interim period we are authorized to agree on a size of 

| combat unit which is so organized and equipped with appropriate arms 

: and servicesastobeself-sustainingincombat. == 
: - Such units would correspond to the British reinforced brigades or _ 

fo US reinforced combat teams, containing in balanced ‘proportions 

infantry, armor, artillery, with accompanying communications, en- — 

- gineerandservicetroops. © 
| ~ However, when these regimental combat teams or brigade groups ~ 

are formed and trained, the question of the manner in which they — 

: -ghould' be used must be determined in the light of conditions at the 

: time, due weight being given to the views of the Supreme Commander.” 

: | Further comments follow in another cable.° | ee 

| ~ 4For documentation on the Conference for the Organization of a European 

Defense Community, sometimes. referred. to as the European Army Conference, 

; which opened in Paris on February 14, see pp. 755 ff. ote Ja! 

| 8 Telegram 464, infran an 0 UR ec 

 GQA.5/1-1751: Telegram Es | eageee Sa 

The United States Deputy High Commissioner for Germany (Hays) | 

po to the Secretary of State * oe oy 

: TOP SECRET PRIORITY | - Bonn, January 17, 1951—11 a. m. 

: 464. Eyes only for Byroade from Hays. Reference Bonn 463 today’s | 

: date,? further discussion was as follows: oe Po Gee STE | 

| - Bérard, France, stated that Schuman and Pleven were now con-_ 

| ‘sulting in regard to their choice of a chairman for the Conference on 

- Buropean Army, and hoped that the date of the European Army Con- 

| ference could be announced intheverynearfuture, = 

~ Blank, Germany, stressed psychological problems which confront 

Germany. Stated he assumed that German military contribution should 

. be effective and useful contribution; therefore, the pre-conditions as 

1 Repeated to Frankfurt eyes only for McCloy and to EUCOM Heidelberg eyes 
‘ only for Handy. . | | ee ne re oS he Os
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set forth by the Chancellor in his statement last Sunday,? some of 
which was of a political nature, should be pointed out first. It was 
agreed that Germans would furnish the Allies with an accurate copy | 
of this statement which consisted of the following points: 

1. Adequate Allied land troops and air forces must be stationed in 
the Federal Republic to give protection to German rearmament. __ 

2. The Occupation Powers must be transformed into contractual 
agreements. - 

3. The Allied High Commission must be turned into a “Conference | of Ambassadors”. | | | | 
4. German units must be given military equality as regards their | 

organization, armament and command structures. ~ | | od. Adequate financial assistance would be required by the Federal 
Republic. | - Bo SO 

Blank then stated that a study was being made as to whether or not 
German contingents would be afforded protection under international 
law in the Hague convention. It might wish to raise this question later. 

Blank said that only under assumption that the above pre-conditions 
would be created would he be able to outline to the High Commission 
the German plan for participation in the defense of Europe. 

The allied representatives pointed out to the German delegation that 
it was beyond their competence to give any assurance in regard to the | 
above pre-conditions, and made it clear that by participating in further 
discussions the Allied representatives were not committing their gov- _ 
ernments to satisfaction of the pre-conditions as listed above. | 

Blank then stated that after agreement has been reached by the 
Bundestag to participate in the European defense a minimum delay 
of three or four months will be required to set up the appropriate 
Federal office and to pass the necessary legislation. (It appeared from 
the discussion that the Germans are unwilling to take preparatory | 
steps such as drafting of legislation, conscription laws, et cetera, prior 
to the agreement. by the Bundestag on the issue as a whole.) © | 

General Speidel then made the following comments: Demilitariza- 
tion has been so effectively carried out that there is no basis in Germany 
for the organization and equipment of German troops. The first step 
would be to create a Federal office in charge of administration and 

: personnel. The Federal Republic have no statistical records so they 
must gather from old Wehrmacht records or from German organiza- 
tions such information as they can, in regard to Germans with prior | 
service which would be suitable as cadres. Initial nuclei and cadres 

8 In his address to a meeting of the CDU at Bielefeld on J anuary 14, Adenauer 
had stated that the German people adhered to the West, that the Occupation 
Statute must be replaced by a contractual relationship, that German participation 
in Western defense must be on equal footing with other powers, that the Federal 
Republic needed financial aid from the West, and that the Four-Power conference 
must avoid decisions which wou!d injure Germany. HICOG reported on the speech 
in telegram 5850, January 16 (962A.61/1-1651).
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| -—-— would be obtained from volunteers except where it might be necessary 
: to conscript certain skilled specialists. The ethical standards and 

| training of the cadres would have a great influence on the. combat 
; efficiency of the units created. Therefore, they would plan to make a 
: special effort. to secure cadres of best. qualified personnel. = 

| ‘If a general conscription law is introduced, it should be based on | 
| the model of the conscription law now ineffectinthe US. 

_ When queried in regard to the Federal office in charge of German | 
military contribution, Speidel stated that the head of this office must. 

be a civilian; Blank stated that the Federal Republic was a democratic | 

| government and therefore, the military must be under full control of. 
Parliament, and that the Bundestag must decide. the nature and char- 
acter of the Federal office, but in his opinion it should approach that 
of Ministry, 

_ German plans regarding conscription are that it will be resorted to 
only if necessary; that is, if there is a shortage of qualified: volun- | 

| teers—but that all laws, both for forced conscription or for volunteers, — 
shouldbe passed'atthe outset. SNe na: 

: General Speidel and Heusinger presented ‘the following plans for 

the creation of new units: ee a 
First phase. Approximately of four months’ duration. In case of 

certain specialists, a longer time may be necessary. 15 percent of the 
final strength of each unit would be selected as a nuclei. During this 

| _ period, the nuclei consisting of officers and key non-commissioned offi- 
cers would be trained by Allied experts and indoctrinated in the prin- | 
ciples of the leadership of the Western Allies. oe 

The selected Germans should be sent to schools and military acade- 
| mies in the Western countries. Joint schools should be established for 

| officers of all NATO powers. Language courses should be instituted 

2 | especially for liaison officers. Translations of training manuals in the 

| German language should be available at, the beginning of the first 

| ' Second phase. The nuclei of the first phase would be expanded into 
cadres. The cadres would consist of 40 percent of the final strength of | | 

| the unit and would consist of all the officers and non-commissioned 
/ officers and specialists for the unit (that is, the 15 percent of the first _ 
| phase would be increased to 40 percent of'the final strength in the | 
po second phase). 

_- During the-second phase the cadres should have 50 percent of the 
2 | armament requirements for the final units. Only a few instructors of . 
| | the Allied Powers would be necessary, but training in Allied schools 
| and academies would continue. The training period for the second 

phase wouldamounttothreemonths, (9 
_ Third phase. The cadres would be brought wp to full strength. ‘It 

) is difficult’ to set the exact'time necessary for the final training in the
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third phase, but in any event a minimum of four months should be | 
allowed. OE Spee ae 

During the third phase the Western Powers should provide training 
institutions, instructors and arms in sufficient quantities. oo 

Under the program envisioned above, if a final decision were taken. | 
| by the Bundestag on May 1, the training of the nuclei would start in 

September or by October 1. The training of the cadres would start 
in January 1952. The third phase, training of the entire unit, would 
start in April 1952, and the unit would be available for combat in 
the fall of 1952. | | | | 

Discussion centered around the need for information in regard to 
the total contribution to be expected from Germany in 1952. It was 
recognized that under the training plans envisioned by the German 
representatives that in order to determine the strength of the nuclei 
and the cadres to be created in 1951, it would be necessary to know the 

size of the German forces to be arrived at in 1952. The Allied repre- 

-_ gentatives took note of this and stated it [they] would seek to get 

as soon as possible the size of the German contribution in 1952. | 

- It was agreed that the next meeting would be held at 1030 hours | 

Friday, January 26, and at that meeting the Germans would submit 

their proposals in regard to equipment and accommodations for the 

German contingents, and their proposals in regard to the size, orga- 

nization and armament of German units under the combat team or 

brigade troop formula. a ee ae 
, Ds os mo oo [Hays] 

762A.5/1-2751 : Telegram 8 Co a 

The United States Deputy High Commissioner for Germany (Hays) 
| to the Secretary of States = = | 

TOP SECRET — Bonn, January 27, 1951—11 a. m. 

484. Personal and eyes only for Byroade from Hays. The third 
meeting was held by the deputies and German representatives today 

January 26 re German military contribution to the defense of Europe.? 

The same German delegates were present as announced for the meet- 

ing held on January 16. US, French and British. delegations were the 
same except for the addition of Colonel Gerhardt on the US side. 

Meeting opened with an exposition by Minister Franken (Ger) on | 

the legal aspects of the German contribution as it is affected under 

international law. | 

Repeated to Frankfurt personal and eyes only for McCloy and to Heidelberg 
personal and eyes only for Handy. . 

2On January 29 Buttenwieser sent Byroade two copies of his notes on this third 
740.5) C: ons i supplement to telegram 484; one of these two copies is in file
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| The first point that Franken made was that, under international 
| law, a country that does not have sufficient sovereignty to negotiate 

with other countries is not recognized under international law as a 
| power which can wage war. He developed this theme on the basis that 
t FedRep was operating under an Occupation Statute rather than on a 
: treaty. While the FedRep was controlled by the Occupation Statute, it — 

was not a country that was subject to international law. He stated 
that, under the Occupation Statute, the FedRep was not directly or — 

| indirectly under international law able to conduct its own affairs, and 
4 that the right to wage war either directly or indirectly depended upon 

1 the independence of the country concerned. Be Es 

Franken then turned to that part of The Hague Convention that 

provided for levies in mass in the face of approaching enemy, and 
: quoted certain provisions which must be fulfilled to permit Germany 

_ to legally wage war under this formula, which were: a 

| 1. FedRep could only wage war if its units control part of the terri- 
tory occupied bytheenemy; Be NS ee, 

- 9, That military units of that country must be under the organized 
: command of a government such as a government inexile; 

3. Military unitsmustadheretotherulesofwar, = | 

He stressed that, if these conditions were not fulfilled, the troopsof 

| the FedRep would be considered to be guerillas. He summed up his 
analysis by stating that in his mind 8 conditions must be fulfilled in 

| order that the FedRep would be entitled to wage war, which were: 

1. ThecessationoftheOccupationregime; 
Do 9, Far-reaching return to the FedRep of sovereignty over their 
: foreign affairs; 
: 8. The establishment of armed forces after the laws in regard to the 
| demilitarization of Germany had beentakencareof.. = = - 

| As regards the latter point, Franken quoted the Allied Control _ 
Council proclamation Number 2 dated September 20, 1945, and Laws 

| Numbers 8, 2, 23,25, 84 and 48 passed by the Control Councilinregard 
| to demilitarization of Germany, which provide penalties including the 
! penalty of death for violation of these laws by any German. > 

_. Franken stated that the 3 Western powers can deprive of effect these 
| __ laws in the territory of Germany which they control, but that the3 

4 Western powers cannot abrogate these quadripartite laws. without 
seeking the agreement of the Soviets. Oh lee | 

: 8 Por the texts of the first five documents enumerated here, see Occupation of 
: Germany, 1945-1946, pp. 89-90, 120-122, 94-96, 96-98, and 98-101, respectively ; 

the proclamation and Laws Nos. 8, 2, 25, and 34 are printed in Ruhm von Oppen, 
3 - Documents on Germany, pp. 68-81, 90-92, 181-135, and 151-152; copies of all the | 

documents referred to are also printed in the Control Council Oficial Gazette and 
: in the Military Government Gazette Germany, British Zone of Occupation in vari- | 

ous ISSUES. . .
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_ He pointed out that in this situation the German soldiers in a mili- 
tary contingent which might be captured by the Russians could be 
legally tried and given punishment up to death for violating the pro- 
visions of the quadripartitely-agreed Control Council laws regarding 
demilitarization. ee? — / 7 a 

Upon the conclusion of Franken’s statement, Blank said that the 

Germans wished to point out that in their view under the present 
situation any member of a German contingent who fell into the hands 
of the Russians could be tried legally for violating Allied Control 

Council legislation and that this also applied to all civilians who fell 
into the hands of the Russians who had likewise participated in re- 
armament. Blank wished to point out this problem and asked it be 
studied as he was concerned not so much from its application during 
war but from the psychological effect it may have on recruitment if the 
opponents of rearmament for propaganda purposes announce that any 
member of a German contingent can be legally hanged if they fall into 

| the hands of the enemy. ee | 
The deputies agreed to have legal advice in regard to the above mat- 

ters and discuss this subject further with the Germans at a later 
‘meeting. - | 

_ The next subject was with regard to accommodations for the Ger- 
man contingent. Blank stated that it was their plan to construct new 
camps of inexpensive temporary construction to last for a period of 
20 years. These camps would be designed to accommodate the men, 
equipment and transportation for each of the combat units which 
might be decided upon. Camps were not to be located in or near cities 
but be located where they could have access to suitable training areas. 
The construction of the camps would take from 4 to 6 months. The rea- 
son they must resort to new construction is because the present military 
barracks are all occupied either by the Allied forces or by DP’s or Ger- | 
man civilians and, in the event that they evacuated the DP’s or Ger- _ 

mans, they would have to build accommodations for them anyway. 

Blank stated that an inner-ministerial building committee had been 

appointed to take care of construction needs and he would like to be 

able to inform this committee of the construction material which would 

be needed at an early date. | 7 a | 

The next subject aired German proposals on the size, organization | 
and composition of the German units under the combat team or brigade 
group formula. Blank stated that the German proposals were based 
on 5 years of warfare in all types of country but were especially based 
on the experience the German armies had gained in combat against
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| ‘Russia and the country and climate they had encountered during the — 

: Russian campaigns. Therefore their proposals took into account both 
the experience the Germans had during the last war and also the situa- 

|. tion which confronts Germany and Europe at the present time. He 

then called on General Speidel, who gave the following views: _ | 

| In German opinion, based on their experience, the decisive arm in 

land warfare is the tank accompanied by appropriate infantry, artil- 

lery and engineer, and supported by tactical air force. He stated that 

| the Soviets, who initially had a different concept, had now also adopted 

‘ the armored and mechanized divisions, each of which has 250 to 300 
tanks as its decisive weapon. He stated that of the Soviet 26 divisions 

present in Eastern Germany, at least 18 of them are of this type. 

fo Speidel said it was obvious-that Soviet armored units can best be met 

: by Allied armored units, He stated that'there might be difference of 
opinion in regard to the proportion of armor, but that on broad terms 

: there should be no difference of opinions in regard to the fact that the | 

most effective unit now is not an infantry division to which is attached 

| a certain number of tanks but that it is a division with a competent 

| allotment of armor which is given appropriate infantry and artillery 

J support. He stated that NATO forces in Europe will be fighting with 

io a numerical disadvantage of numbers over relatively open country and 

2 that the best: way to counter the numerical disadvantage of numbers 

| would be by mobility and equality, and stated that the above considera- 

. tion would determine the size, organization and composition of the 

| units which Germany wouldwishtocreata 
: _ Speidel then quoted. at some length the US Field Manual on the 

passages which describe an infantry and armored division and a com- 

| pat team and developed that in the US army the only unit that was 

organized to act independently was a division. Speidel also quoted | 

General Eisenhower’s statement that he could not function as Com- 

bo - mander-in-Chief of units if units are forced into an organization and 

| are discontented. His comments were very general but in the aggregate 

indicated that the German delegation considered that any organization 

| of a unit smaller than that able to act independently should not be | 

, practical value to organize. => fue gal ie mage? 

: - General Heusinger then stated that since the northern swing of the 

NATO forces would be based ‘on the Baltic, some coastal protection 

would be necessary, particularly against amphibious landings or to 

carry out such landings themselves, and some provision must be made 

| to counter the Soviet submarines stationed in the Balti 

| - Heusinger then stated that in such an important issue as the defense — 

of freedom against Soviet aggression only the best organization is good
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enough, and then described the type of combat unit which the German 
delegation recommends as the smallest force capable of independent | 
action, to be a unit whose decisive weapon rested on armor with balance __ 
supporting units therefor. Such an organization would consist of the 
following: | | | 

A commander and staff with appropriate communications. 
One armored regiment consisting of 3 battalions of 80 tanks each. 
Two battalions to be equipped with medium tanks, and one bat- 

talion with heavy tanks. | 
Two motorized infantry regiments, each consisting of two bat- 

| talions, 
Half of the infantry would travel on the armored vehicles, the 

: other half in their own transportation. The infantry would 
| be armed with all light and heavy infantry arms and anti- 

| . tank and anti-aircraft armament. | 
One motorized artillery regiment of 3 battalions, one of which 

_ would be heavy (exectly what calibre was meant by heavy was 
not disclosed). 

One reconnaissance battalion. | 
One engineer battalion. 

The above force would consist of 12 units of battalion streneth with | 
a staif and signal unit and would approximate a strength of 10,000 
fighting troops. | | 

Heusinger then compared the above German proposal with the 
Soviet armored or motorized divisions now present in the Soviet Zone 
and stated that the Soviet division consists of 4 armored regiments 
each of which approximated the size of the German armored battalion, 
but that each Soviet armored regiment has attached to it a machine 
pistol battalion, one infantry regiment with 3 motorized battalions; — 
one artillery regiment with 3 battalions, one heavy mortars regiment 
of 2 battalions, one anti-aircraft battalion, one rocket battalion, one 
engineer battalion. He concluded that the Russian division contained 
20 units at battalion strength as compared with the German proposals 
of 12 units at battalion strength, and that the Russian division strength 
was approximately 11,500 fighting men. From this proposal Heusinger 
stated that he thought the German division was the minimum-sized 
unit which should be expected to oppose a Russian division. — 

| Heusinger then discussed tactical air support for the German units 
and stated that in their opinion it would be necessary to have a su- 
perior command to be created for each 2 German divisions in order to 
have sufficient territory in width and depth to appropriately utilize 
tactical air force. He made a point of the necessity for the 4 elements 
of the tactical air force, which he listed as reconnaissance, fighter, 
ground attack and liaison, to work not only closely with one another 
but also with the ground troops, and stated that it was essential for air 
and ground troops cooperating together to speak the same language.
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. he gist of Heusinger’s comments with regard to the tactical air 

support seemed to be that it would be impractical to give independent 

divisions tactical air support and that higher headquarters such as _ 

po corps or army would be necessary for this purpose. | 

| Heusinger then commented on the chain of command and stated that 

the NATO troops must be so organized and controlled as to be able to 

- comply with the intentions of the commander and, in view of the Rus- __ 

to sian numerical superiority, it would be essential for NATO troops to 

: be mobile and trained in mobile warfare. This condition would only 

| exist if the Allied troops are organized to meet rapidly any threat 

which might develop. Therefore, the chain of command must be per- 

3 fectly clear and easily understood, and that the problems of leading 

Allied forces could only be overcome in the framework of the proper 

. Upon conclusion of the above remarks the deputies decided to with- 

: hold any question or comments until the next meeting, which will take 

place Friday February 2. 7 | | 

Blank asked.the deputies to announced at the next meeting the com- 

ments on the Allied side in regard to the German proposals that have 

been made at the first 3 meetings. It was pointed out by the deputies 

3 that, as they were only agents of the High Commission in regard to 

these matters, the deputies could not give any definite statements but. 

would be prepared to announce at the next meeting those points inthe 

: - proposals which have been made by the Germans so far which may or 

, may not give difficulty within the Brussels formula.‘ In addition to the 

above comments, at the next meeting Allied deputies may ask certain 

‘questions in regard to the German proposals on the size and organiza- 

. tion of the combat units and will hear the German proposals inregard _ 

to the equipment and armament of the German contingents. 

| In the light of the German proposals, advice would be appreciated 

as to the position to be taken by the US deputy. If it is proposed that 

we tell the Germans that their proposal on the size and composition of 

| their combat units is not acceptable under the Brussels formula, it is 

| anticipated the Germans will then say : “Well, these are our proposals. 

| - What alternate type of organization do the Allies propose within the 

Brussels formula?” a eS - 

pe ea ae i Se [Hays] 

j ‘For documentation concerning the NATO Council and Defense Committee 

a meetings at Brussels, December 18, 1950, and the meeting of the Foreign Ministers 

of France, the United Kingdom, ‘and the United States on December 19, see 

oreign Relations, 1950, vol. 1, pp. 585 ff., and volume ve a
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“TO2A.5/1-2751 Telegram, re 
Lhe Secretary of State to.the Office of the United States High Com- ot cl missioner for Germany, at Frankfurt*. 

“TOP SECRET = act = Wasuineron, February 1, 1951—7 p. m. 
. 9301. Eyes only McCloy. Deliver by 9. a.m. Feb 2. Have discussed ‘with Defense the point raised in your Bonn 484? whether or not -HICOM negots shld include judgment on Ger mil proposals, including ‘expressing HICOM views on compatibility with proposals of Brussels ‘agreement. It is our gen view that HICOM shld not be the determining body on mil proposals or acceptability of Ger proposals from the NATO viewpoint. It seems to us that mil discussions so far fall into | three categories: first, internal Ger administrative problems, including housing ; second, over-all troop strengths; and third, matters of higher mil org. We believe that Gers are entitled to fullest info on categories one and two to the extent necessary to achieve a realistic estimation of 
the Ger over-all effort involved. However, we do not believe that cate- 
gory three can be decided at this time, nor even tentative answers 
attempted by HICOM. Initial purpose of discussions is to obtain Ger 
viewpoint. | ee | | 
Several considerations lead to this conclusion. Obvious that no agree- ment may result from discussion of first two categories alone altho 

this wld be desirable as Brussels agreement indicates. Gers may not 
take action to start recruitment or training in absence of decisions on third category and until polit discussions between HICOM and Gers 
have advanced much further. In attempting to find answers to cate- gory 3, Eisenhower’s recommendations will be very pertinent factor, and Mil Chiefs of Oce Powers must be consulted and NATO must be brought in somehow. _- a | 
For your Feb 2 mtg, believe you shld take line that HICOM can- 

not pass judgment on Ger proposals at this time since this is matter 
_ for later determination when mil chiefs of Occ Powers and NATO 

have studied all facts and recommendations. FedRep shld be informed 
their recommendations will be given most careful consideration and 
be basis for oce powers recommendations to NATO. Meanwhile you 
eld inform FedRep that answers will be obtained as soon as possible 
to their inquiries re over-all strengths and internal Ger mil administra- 
tive problems. We in turn wld wish to have more specific proposals 

_ trom Gers re their plans to finance and procure equipment. We believe 
rather protracted delay must be expected pending resolution of polit 
problems in discussions with Gers. Present negots must be considered 

_ This telegram, drafted by Lewis. and. Laukhuft and cleared with the Bureau of European Affairs and the Department of Defense, was repeated to Bonn eyes only for Hays for delivery by 9 a. m., February 2, and to Heidelberg eyes only for Handy. 
| 2 Supra. 

- :
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2 first basic step and when all possible problems have been raised ‘it 
3 might be advisable to recess mil talks for some time. Recess period cld 

| be profitably used by Gers to work out recruitment and administrative | 
problems while we seeking answers to problems of mil organization. 

: Realize this may be disappointing to Gers but we see no other basis 
_ for handling negots. OO es 

| _ FYI only, difficulties may be expected to arise with Fr during early 
stages their conference on Eur army. Meanwhile problems of higher 

|, formations of Ger units will continue under study by Defense and 
additional thinking by Gerrepswldbehelpful 

: _ Dept considering legal points raised by Franken and will comment 

a Rye a es wg ee os A OEESON 

. 740.5/2-251 : Telegram . ; CE ; - Oo re oe “2 

, Lhe United States Deputy High Commissioner for Germany (Hays) 
to the Secretary of State — Se 

| TOP SECRET = = Bonn, February 2, 1951—11 a. m. 
: _ 900. Eyes only for Byroade from Hays. It has been tripartitely 

agreed that I, as chairman, would start off our meeting tomorrow with 
thisstatement: 2 . Oe ted 

| “At our last meeting, held January 26, the representatives of 
| HICOM agreed to inform the German representatives in regard to the 
| matters that. have been discussed up to this time, which items we con- 

| sidered would be acceptable, where there might be difficulties, under 
| the terms of our instructions. — | | 
| “The principle—that the military contribution of Germany must 

be within the framework of the military establishment created under 
the North Atlantic Treaty Organization has been accepted by the Ger- 
man delegation and therefore provides no difficulties. ce 

“The German proposals in regard to their general plans for recruit- 
: ment and conscription we consider would also not involve any 

difficulties. | - | ae errs 
| “As regards the equipment and armament of the German contin- 

: gents, we have as yet to hear a detailed discussion on this problem, but 
it should be kept in mind that to a large extent the capacities of the 
armament industries of the NATO countries will be needed for equip- 

= pingtheirowntroops. > | | - | 
| 7 “At the second. meeting, held January 16, Mr. Blank outlined five 

1 pre-conditions which he stated should be met before the Germans could 
| _ agree to a military contribution. As most of these pre-conditions are 
_ of a political nature and beyond the competence of our committee, I 
| am not in a position to comment on whether or not difficulties will be 

encountered in meeting these pre-conditions, © | ras 

4 * Repeated to Frankfurt eyes only for McCloy and ‘to Heidelberg eyes only | 
for Handy. =. | ae - Dor ay oy Lo oH
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“As regards the German proposal for the creation of a federal office 
under civilian control in charge of administration and personnel, we 
have not received the German proposals in detail, but from what has 
been discussed on this subject so far we do not foresee any major 
difficulties. ge 

“As regards the German plan to recruit and train nuclei and cadres, 
establish schools, et cetera, we see no difficulties which will arise in 
regard to the German proposals with respect to training, and we will 
explore, with our military commanders, the extent to which they are 
‘able to give Allied assistance in conformity with this plan. 

“As regards the selection and appointment of officers, we welcome 
the German statement that appropriate measures will be taken to 
ensure the appointment of officers who will maintain democratic ideals. 

“Regarding the availability of armament, we shall first have to have 
further discussions on what equipment can be produced in Germany, 
and then determine how the equipment that cannot be produced in 
Germany can be supplied. a 

| “As regards the legal aspects of the German contribution under 
international law, I should like to defer comment on this matter until 
we have received advice from our experts. 

“Regarding the German plan for accommodations for German con- 

tingents, we foresee no difficulties. We should like, however, to be kept 

informed of the location of any camps to be constructed and the train- 

ing areas, in order that we can ensure the coordination of the needs of 

the German forces with those of other NATO forces in the same 

general area. oe — 
“Regarding the German proposals on the size, organization and 

composition of the German units under the combat team or brigade 

group formula, I should like to say that we find the German proposals 

of great interest and have forwarded them to our respective govern- 

ments. In this connection I would like to repeat the instructions we 

have been issued in regard to this matter, which are as follows: 

The size of German formations to be constituted should not ~ 

under present conditions exceed that of regimental combat-teams 
or brigade groups. However, when these regimental combat-teams 
or brigade groups are formed and trained, the question of the 

manner in which they should be used must be determined in the 

light of conditions 'at the time; due weight being given to the views 

of the Supreme Commander. 
The aim is to obtain with the utmost dispatch formations capa- 

ble of fighting effectively. To this end, the formation of small 
units should be started in the immediate future, and these gradu- 

ally built up to units of the required size and so contribute to the . 
ability of the Allies to ensure the defense of Western Hurope. This 

requirement is’a primary concern, and any solution which preju- 

dices it should not be accepted.’ 

“Tn view of these instructions, it would be useful if the German dele- 

gation would consider what measures can be taken to prevent any 

delay in the formation and training of German units. | 

“As regards the comments by the German delegation on the necessity 

for intermediate commands, these comments were also referred to our 

| governments. Our instructions do not authorize the establishment of
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such headquarters. The decision in regard to the type and kinds of 
2 intermediate higher headquarters between the Supreme Command and 

the divisions is a matter that will be influenced by the decisions taken: 
at the Paris Conference on the European Army and by the views of 

the Supreme Commander. From the discussions we have heard to date : 

, of the German proposals in regard to tactical air forces, we foresee no _ 

| difficulty provided it is understood that the German tactical air forces 

| would also be a part of the integrated air forces under the Supreme 

| Commander. oe | | 

, “Reoarding the need for naval contingents for harbor defense and 

| | coastal protection, we see no difficulties in connection with the German 

proposals which have been made.” | OC | 

} wee a [Hays] 

740.5/2-851: Telegram 

_ ‘Lhe United States Deputy High Commissioner for Germany (Hays) 

: to the Seoretary of States = 

ror secRET = =~=~=~=~—~——._.___ Bonn, February 3, 1951—11 a. m. 

: 507. Department eyes only for Byroade. The fourth meeting between 

| the Deputy High Commissioners and the German representatives in 

regard to German contribution to Western defense was held February | 

| -—- Gnd? Personnel attending on the German, French and British side 

|. was the same as that present at the third meeting. Personnel on the | 

US side was the same, except that Lieutenant Colonel B. F. Taylor 

| ofthe OPOT? Division, EUCOM,alsoattended. | 

| The tripartite statement as forwarded by Bonn’s cable 500, dated 

| February ond,* was presented to the Germans with some minor incon- 

| sequential deletions desired by Bérard (French). In the first sentence | 

of the statement in unnumbered paragraph 12, a period was placed 

: after the word “units,” and the words “under the combat team or 

! brigade group formula” deleted. | | OO 

| In the third from last paragraph of the statement, in the second 

| sentence, the words “between the Supreme Command and the divisions” 

were deleted. | | le 

_ The statement was read with these deletions except that after un- | 

| numbered paragraph 12 the chairman, ‘having then received Depart- 

ment’s cable 5301 to Frankfort, repeated Heidelberg 198, Niact 

| Bonn 57,° secured agreement from his colleagues to state: “I should | 

~ like to interrupt here to ask that further discussions on the German — 

4 1 Repeated to Frankfurt eyes only for McCloy and to Heidelberg eyes only 

3 for Handy. | Oo : a . ; 

4 2A eopy of Buttenwieser’s notes on the fourth meeting, sent to Byroade on 

to February 7, is in file 740.5/2-751. oe Sip aegi eeee 

| : ® Operations, Plans, Organization, and Training. _ On ao 

4 *Supra. So oe RE a 

6 Dated February 1, p. 1002. |
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proposals in regard to the size, organization and composition of the 
German units be postponed until we, on the Allied side, have received 
advice from our governments.” Then the remainder of the prepared 
statement was presented. | LP che | 

In commenting on the prepared statement, Blank asked whether he 
interpreted the remarks in regard to the German proposals on the size, 
organization and composition of the German units to be unacceptable, 
and whether he should so state to the Chancellor. He was told that he 
should not make such interpretation but that he should inform the | | 
Chancellor that the representatives of the High Commission wished 
to have more time to study the German proposals and to hear from 
their governments in regard thereto, and therefore the question would 

| remain opened until further discussions took place. oo 
Blank then commented on unnumbered paragraph 13 and stated that: 

it would be impossible for the Germans to undertake any recruitment: 
or training of small units until the broader issue as to the size, organi- 
zation and composition of the German units was decided. 

The chairman asked the German delegation whether there were not 
a number of administrative problems which should be studied and pre- 
pared, such as laws on recruitment and conscription, the selection of | 
areas for accommodations and training, et cetera., in order to prevent. 
zation and composition of the German units was decided. 

Blank made it clear that they were not in position to undertake any | 
detailed work on these problems until the broader issue was settled. 
(As chairman, I considered that Blank was carrying out instructions 
he had received from the Chancellor in regard to this point. I there- | 
fore queried that in order that we might have a clear understanding on 
this point, was it the German position that they would be unable to | 
undertake any further detail work until the question of the size, Or- 
ganization and composition of the German units was settled. Blank 
stated that was the position of the German delegation.) —_ , 

Blank made other brief comments on the matters covered in the pre- 
pared statement, but these comments were of no importance except to 
clear up errors in translation. | | 

It was finally agreed that we would postpone any further discussions 
on the size, organization and composition of German units until a 
further meeting, —/ a | | 

_ The German delegation then discussed the armament and equip- 
ment of the German contingents. Blank stated that the production of 
equipment in Germany for the German contingents would not provide 
any difficulties. He then repeated that the production of armament was 
another matter; that a cardinal point of the program of the Federal 
Government was to achieve good relations with France and avoid tak- 
ing any action which might cause difficulties with France. That the
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; German Government believed that the renunciation on their part of | 
the re-creation of an armament industry would promote good relations _ 

: _ with. France. because, he stated, it would be well-known that if Ger- 
: man units were not backed up by their own armament industry they 

could never become an aggressive threat to France. Therefore Blank 
said, that before they engaged in the production [of] armament they 

yo would wish to have a specific request from France for them to do so. He 

| further stated that should the combined armament industries of the 
NATO countries prove to be insufficient to provide equipment for an 

| effective force in the defense of Western Europe, and depended upon 
| the recreation of a German armament industry for this, then Germany 

would be prepared to recreate their armament industry on the specific 
: - request of the French Government. — Ce eae a 
: - Blank stated that he had been requested by the Federal Minister of 

Economics* to ask that the High Commission establish one office 
which would be able to deal with questions of procurement and items | 
in short supply. He stated that, at the present time many individuals 

Po were contacting German firms in the attempt to place orders for equip- 
ment for Western countries, and that orders were also being placed to 

|. satisfy the military requirements of the Allied troops stationed in Ger- 
| many. He stated it would be necessary to have all such orders chan- 

neled through one central office in order to satisfy the Allied require- | 

ments and the requirements of the German contingents. The Allied 
: deputies agreed to bring this matter to the attention of their High 

| | Commissioners. Bre oe, aaa 
i Blank then stated that the Germans had examined the capacity of 

| their industries and were prepared to make proposals [in] regard to. 
the equipment which could be produced for both the NATO forces and 

the German contingents. He stated that the following branches of 
| industry are not at present operating at full capacity: steel construc- 
, tion, machine construction, vehicle construction (both trucks and 

| cars), ship construction, engineering, fine mechanics, optical industry, 
to ‘iron, steel and sheet iron industry, metal goods industry. 

Blank stated that the following industries have a limited capacity 
available: chemical industry, timber, rubber and rubber goods, leather | 

| and leather goods, textiles and clothing. | | 
| _ Blank was asked whether any of the industries mentioned might not 

be able to provide the equipment needed for the German contingents. 
: He stated that that depended of course upon the size of the German 
| contingents, and the demands made on German industries by other _ 

NATO powers; but insofar as he could see at present, no difficulties 
would arise except: for the provision of raw materials. Blank stated 

| that he would explore this question further, and give additional in-. | 

formation in regard thereto. | A | | 

| °Dr,Ludwig Erhard. $= | oO 

536-688 PT 180-66 | | 
|
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Blank was asked whether or not the government’s position in regard 
to the production of armament extended only to complete end products 
or whether it also extended to parts of arms. He replied that his posi- 
tion extended only to the complete end product; that certainly a tank 
without a gun was only a tractor, and that the Germans could produce 
tractors; there would be no difficulty in producing parts of arms in 
Germany if other parts of the assembled whole were produced in some 
other NATO country. _ | 

In the light of the above discussions it was decided to hold the next 
meeting on Friday, February 16th, in order to have the time, on the 
Allied side, to receive instructions in regard to the question of the size, 
organization and composition of German units. It is noted in Depart- 
ment cable 5301 that extensive discussions may be necessary between 
the occupying powers and NATO in regard to this subject. Therefore, 
two weeks may be insufficient time to permit an answer to be given to 
this problem. Nevertheless, because of the interest of the press in these 
negotiations, we do not think it wise at this time to postpone negotia- 
tions for a period longer than two weeks. 

In the event an answer cannot be given by February 16th on this 
question, the chairman will propose that the legal points raised by 
Franken be commented upon at our next meeting. I would appreciate 
advice by February 16th as to how much longer a delay will be neces- 
sary in order to give an answer to the German proposals on the size of 
their units. - | 
Ward (British) prepared a tripartite statement for dispatch to the 

deputies of NATO on the results of the conferences which have taken | 
place during the month of January. This statement will be forwarded 
when received in corrected text.” | 

[Hays] 
7No copy of this statement has been found in Department of State files. 

762A.5/2-851: Telegram | : | 

Lhe United States High Commissioner for Germany (McCloy) to the 
Secretary of State 

SECRET co _ Bown, February 8, 1951. 

Unnumbered. Last fortnight or so has produced considerable specu- 
lation, both among Allied and German observers, that SPD opposition 
on issue of German defense contribution has eased somewhat, at least — 
in comparison with essentially negative views evidently held at year’s 
end and outlined Frankfort’s 5443 to Department January 5.? 

* Repeated to Frankfurt, Berlin, London, Paris, and Moscow unnumbered, 
? Post, p. 1317. :
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| Main recent SPD pronouncements of importance in this connection __ 

would appear to be: Schumacher’s January 26 Heidelberg election — 

| ss gpeech and statement (Bonn’s Unnumbered telegram to Department 

January 80, 4 p. m.,? Stuttgart Consulate’s despatch 420 January 20 * 

and OLC W/B’s repeated 7 January 31 *) ; Schumacher’s January 29 

, Bonn press statement (Bonn’s 2 unnumbered telegrams to Department, 

| January 30%); and Carlo Schmid’s January 15 Tuebingen speech 

(Stutteart’s despatch 405 January 24°). In addition to statements 

: made on these occasions, attention might be drawn to following: ap- 

: _ parent willingness of SPD to participate in Paris Conference re Euro- 

pean Army (Bonn’s 512 to Department February 6°) ; party’s nega- 

tive attitude toward Zentrum’s draft bill vs conscription (Bonn’s 501 

to Department February 2*); SPD’s opposition to both Nauheimer 

Kreis and Wiesbaden (Niemoeller-Gereke-Noack) Peace Proclama- 

: tion (Bonn’s Unnumbered telegram to Department January 23 *) ; 

Adenauer’s claim that SPD’s views on defense issue are now prac- 

tically identical with those of Government and Schumacher’s apparent 

; _- willingness to at least discuss defense issue with Chancellor with rela- 

: tion to possible development of “common front” for negotiations with 

| HWICOM. | og 
| With regard to latest SPD pronouncements, observers have com- 

mented particularly on Schumacher’s evident attempt to disassociate 

| SPD from “Ohne mich!” (Without me) state of mind. In this con- 

nection, KRO Heidelberg reports that Schumacher both mentioned _ 

to this briefly in his January 26 election speech and again when queried 

during subsequent pressconference. = ere 
| Those who believe that SPD “line” on rearmament issue has in fact. 

changed in last few weeks suggest as possible reasons: effect of grow- 

| ing opposition within party to “ohne mich” and generally negative 

defense attitude, particularly as result of election defeat suffered in 

, - Berlin; favorable impression made on party and leaders by Hisen- 

hower’s visit and statements,‘ including his remarks to Congress upon 

i return re Germany’s defense role; increasing concern by party leaders 

| over possible effect on both public and party opinion of mounting 

| GDR-SED_KPD propaganda and tactics re unity, peace and anti- 

{  yearmament (encouraging development of psychology characterized 

by apathy, indecision and neutrality, which SPD leaders increasingly - 

| realize is at present both impractical and dangerous for Germany) ; 

: and concern over growing isolationist sentiment in USA, plus per- 

Co haps doubt in minds of SPD leaders over continuing validity of party’s 

i basic thesis that US and Western powers “must” defend western 

: 
*Not printed. 

| 
oe : 

aan 
- — 

3 ‘Regarding General Hisenhower’s visit to Germany, January 20-23, see tele- 

; gram 6080, January 24, p. 445. nee - “
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| Germany regardless of FedRep’s participation. Though Schumacher reacted very bitterly to Kirkpatrick’s recent Hamburg speech,> there is some reason to believe it may have helped jar party’s complacency in this connection, a BC 
_ Study of above developments and statements, particularly against background of well-established SPD views on issues involved, leads Bonn Liaison to believe that though there has been some change in party’s emphasis on defense issue, there is as yet not sufficient evidence 

to indicate any real change in basic position. Most that can be said 
at present is that party is now stressing conditional acceptance ap- 
proach and seems to have eased up somewhat in its “ohne mich” appeal, 
and has taken pains to disassociate itself from renewed efforts of | _ KPD to form a common anti-rearmament front and from pacifist, 
neutralization school of Nauheimer Kreis and N ilemoeller—Gereke— 
Noack group. During heat of last autumn’s election campaign, SPD 
position got fairly close to latter for a time, at least in popular pres- 
entation. Ollenhauer’s recent remark to Bonn Liaison re adoption of 
measures to correct “misinterpretation” of SPD policy in US (Bonn’s— . 

_ unnumbered telegram to Department J anuary 24°) may well indicate 
major reason for this shift away from “ohne mich” and pacificism, 
Le. concern over veering US opinon, though other reasons indicated 
above may also have affected party leadership. | 

At same time, SPD does not, at least as yet, show sign of having 
dropped any of its basic demands for Gleichberechtigung (Equality), 
both military and political, and necessity for prior build-up in Allied 
military strength in Germany. In fact, several press articles which 
have appeared in last few days, which are presumably SPD-inspired, 
have emphasized this viewpoint (see particularly separate telegram ¢ 
re February 6 “Franfurter Rundschau” article). Schumacher’s politi- 
cal ambition and hope of undermining present Adenauer coalition have 
presumably not diminished, and if anything have probably increased 
as result of obvious differences within Cabinet over co-determination, 
tax reform and Lastenausgleich issues. Though Adenauer’s problems 
with his coalition partners (EDP and DP) may have tended to force 
him to seek rapprochement with SPD on other basic issues, Schu- 
macher may be expected to endeavor to exploit this situation to 
Chancellor’s disadvantage. Likewise, SPD may be expected to continue , 
to press demands for new elections as long as Schumacher believes his 

°In his speech at Hamburg on J anuary 12 Kirkpatrick had stated that it wag time for Germany to drop international intrigue and irresponsible nationalism and stand up and be counted in the fight against international Communism. The Germans must choose, he said, full association with the West without equivoca- tion. For a more extensive account of the Speech, see the New York Times, Janu- ary 13, 1951, p. 3. a | | ° Not printed.
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oe party is likely to gain therefrom, and rearmament issue still provides 
: him with convenient pretexttodoson. 

However, in view of slight shift in emphasis which has evidently 
| occurred, question of SPD’s policy on defense will merit careful 
| _ scrutiny in coming weeks, particularly as Lower Saxony and French 
: Zone elections and Petersberg negotiations re contractual relationship 

get under way,’ and also in view of Adenauer’s current efforts to de- 
_ velop common. front with Schumacher re defense and basic occupation 

problems 2 2 rs 
cn ce __ . McCrory 

"For documentation on the negotiations for a new contractual. relationship 
3 ‘with the Federal Republic, see pp. 1446 ff. 

762A.00/2-951 : Telegram’ * - | - 8 " ee | | | - “ | | 

The United States High Commissioner for Germany (McCloy) to the 
: oo  Seeretary of States 

SECRET ae wt ere Bony, February 9, 1951—2-a. m. 
) 524. AGSec from Slater. Following is brief summary report of 
1 executive session HICOM Council held 8 February on implementation 

, of Brussels decisions: a Ene 

1. Contractual Relations. an Be 
| | Here follows Part 1 of this telegram; see page 1461.] 
, 2. Defense Contribution. — / - Be 
: In lengthy discussion on status of HICOM talks on Federal Repub- 
i he’s participation in Western defense, following views were expressed. 

| (a) Poncet, who appeared to be in no hurry to terminate talks at 
HICOM level, made following points: OO mo 

, (i) That in next meeting with Blank scheduled for 16 Febru- 
| ary, fuller and more informal exchanges of views should take 

_ place between HICOM and Federal Republic; 2 
| (il) ‘That. Federal Republic should be asked to make additional 
po proposals within framework of Brussels decisions which could be 

_ discussed by defense committee; od aby _ 
i _. (1) That, for an alternative, Federal Republic might be asked _ 
4 to put aside further discussion of combat groups and lack of 

equality until after forthcoming Paris discussions and also asked 
fo . whether they would be prepared at once to commence general pro- 

gram of planning, recruitment, supply, et cetera. (In. Poncet’s 
_ opinion, Federal Republic will not want to commit themselves 

\ before Paris and Chancellor in the meanwhile will. attempt to 

Repeated to Frankfurt eyes only for King, to Paris eyes only for Bruce, and 
to London eyes only for Gifford. = i at
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extract political concessions from HICOM in advance of Federal 
Republic military contribution) ; i. | 
_(iv) That Federal Republic be told Brussels decisions pro- 

, vided that German lack of equality (restricted to combat groups) 
would only last until European or NATO force was established. 
Federal Republic should be given opportunity to state whether 
they would accept non-equality in certain matters in this interim 
period or whether they believed that there was no room for 
agreement on such basis; Cn | | 

(v) That defense committee must in any event submit its report 
to Council which will decide what further action can be taken and 
what type report should be madeto NATO. — | 

(6) Kirkpatrick, who portrayed present HICOM-—Federal Re- 
public discussions as being in state of complete deadlock, made the 
following points: | 

(i) That although he believed Federal Republic had already 
rejected concept of less than full equality for Federal Republic 
forces (i.e., combat groups) in the interim period and that 
HICOM, in accordance with Stikker’s instructions at Brussels 
Conference, should refer the entire matter back to NATO. In 
view of this deadlock, he was prepared to have Federal Republic 
informed at next meeting of defense committee that HICOM 
must report at once to NATO substantial divergence of opinion 
which now exists and to ask Federal Republic whether they had 
anything more to say before such report was submitted. (Kirk- 
patrick went on to say that he did not think that a Wehrgesetz 
could pass Bundestag at this time) ; ) 

(ii) That HICOM should be honest in admitting that NA 
forces under discussion were not composed of Germans, allies 
would ask for all the troops which could be supplied and would 
agree that they coyld be organized in the strongest and most 
efficient force possible. (In this connection, he stated that in his | 
opinion Federal Republic in discussions of combat groups and 
concept of equality could logically ask whether French, for ex- 
ample, were going to organize their forces into such combat 
groups. ) 

(c) General Hays and I, after giving résumé of present Federal 
Republic position, made following points: 

(i) That in our opinion Federal Republic delegation headed by 
Blank, was acting on direct instructions from Adenauer when it 
opposed concept of Federal Republic combat groups; | 

(ii) That US element has no instructions which would permit | 
it to inform: Federal. Republic of greater details concerning size, 
composition, et cetera, of combat groups contemplated for interim 
period or to decide on various alternatives with Federal Republic; 

| (iii) That it was not within HICOM’s competence to pass one 
way or another on Federal Republic’s proposals and that HICOM 
must not tell Federal Republic whether their proposals are either 
acceptable or unacceptable but merely tell them they will be re- 
ported to NATO. | 

After considerable discussion, Council agreed that Deputy High 
Commissioners would draft carefully worded statement which could be
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presented at next meeting to Federal Republic experts and whieh 
|. would indicate: St 

(i) That HICOM is merely exploratory and reporting body _ 
| and it is not within its competence to make decisions on such ques- 

tions as form of German defense participation in interim period, __ 

| (ii) That before HICOM refers any Federal Republic pro- 
_ posals for Federal Republic defense contribution in interim period 

ae or reports Federal Republic position to higher authorities, it 
| wishes to have further opportunity to explore with Federal Re- 

| | public military experts latter’s proposals for Federal Republicde- 
: -fense participation during interim period. = OO 

(Text of draft tripartite statement will be forwarded Department 
| soonest.) [Slater] 8 8 . | a 

(740.5/2-1051:Telegram ts tee 

The United States High Commissioner for Germany (McCloy) to the 
po Seeretary of State BB | 

, CONFIDENTIAL _ Franxrort, February 10, 1951—6 p. m. 

6650. Byroade? met with Blank and his assistant, former Colonel’ | 
Count Kielmannsegg, and discussed course of current technical mili- 

: tary negotiations. Blank complained rather vigorously that he had! 
: been Jet down by Allies since he had not been told what had been 

agreed to at Brussels. Consequently he had set. forth in great detail | 
plans for a German contribution which apparently went far beyond 

to what Allies had agreed at Brussels. Thus he was left in awkward posi- 
| tion of having frankly stated his case only to be confronted with nega- 
| tive silence by Allies. The political opposition could make great. capital 

out of this development should it become known. Blank reiterated that 

| he fully shared American objectives but did not apparently enjoy our 

: support. pd | cole a 
| Byroade took exception to these allegations by Blank. He explained 
1 that our chief aim at Brussels and elsewhere had been to maintain 
} flexibility in NA'TO plans so that the subject could be developed with 

| full consideration of German views. Subsequent to the Brussels de- 
| cisions we could have presented them to the Germans as a fixed.proposi-_ 
: tion for their acceptance or rejection. We had intentionally avoided 

such a procedure as we believed a better end product for all concerned 
| would come from full and open discussions with German authorities. | 

é ? Repeated to Bonn, London, and Paris. | no 
*Byroade was in Europe for the meeting of U.S. Ambassadors to Western: 

| rope, yoid at Frankfurt, February 5-7; for documentation on this meeting, see
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‘It was obvious that Blank, as well as many other Germans, consider 
that the Brussels decisions were in the nature of detailed plan covering 

| all aspects of creation of the German force. Byroade attempted to 
correct this impression, and indicated that the primary aspects of the 
Brussels decisions had been presented to the Chancellor by the High 
Commissioner immediately following Brussels, 8st 

The necessary delay in formulating tripartite answers to various 
questions raised by the Germans was also explained. It was precisely 
because there is not on the Allied side a detailed plan that causes delay 
in answers to their questions. He explained that the process would 
undoubtedly be somewhat simplified when the Supreme Commander 
and his staff were in a position to function, and that it was his hope 
that the views of the Commander-in-Chief and of the Germans them- 
selves would be given great weight in determining an exact manner 
in which the Brussels decisions were to be implemented. 

Byroade stated that he considered it to be in the best interests of all 
concerned for Blank to continue the military discussions in such a 
manner as to make general progress over the whole range of problems 
involved rather than take the attitude that the Germans must know the ) 
eventual end product in detail now before being able to proceed fur- 
ther. In the meantime it would be helpful since no publicity need be 
involved, for Blank and his staff to do all possible preliminary plan- 
ning, including drafting of legislation, which need not be materially 
affected by final decisions on such matters as size and armor of German 
units. | Oo 

Blank seemed receptive to this advice and departed professing agree- 

ment with and understanding of our position. Oo 
| | | McCtoy 

740.5/2-1051 : Telegram | 

The Secretary of State to the Office of the United States High — : 
Commissioner for Germany, at Frankfurt 1 

TOP SECRET PRIORITY Wasuineton, February 14, 1951—7 p. m. 

5599. Eyes only for McCloy. Since receipt Bonn’s tel 507 Feb 3, rptd 
Fkft 594, Heidelberg 20,? State and Defense have been analyzing care- — 
fully info exchanged and questions raised in course of four mtgs betw 

HICOM Mil Comite and Fed Rep Delegation. We have also read urtel 
6650 Feb 10? and Bonn’s tel 524 Feb 9.4 Re part 2 Bonn’s 524 we do not 

*This telegram, drafted by Calhoun and cleared by Lewis, Knight, and the 
Department of Defense, was repeated to Bonn and Heidelberg, eyes only for Hays 
and Handy. | a | =. Oo, ces 

? Ante, p. 1005. a . | ce , 
— * Ante, p. 1018. oe 

* Ante, p. 1011. |
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: agree with Kirkpatrick’s statement HICOM-Fed Rep discussions in 

: complete deadlock and believe discussion of certain subjects can. prof- 
itably be continued. General lines of proposed statement for F eb 16 mtg 

seem consistent with views Deptel 5301 Feb 1° and this tel (we have 
not yet received fulltext of tripartite statement), 

\ In gen we consider comments contained Deptel 5301 Feb 1 shld 

3 govern our actions for present. It is apparent Mil discussions cannot 

___ proceed much further until specific answers'to some major questions 
are forthcoming. We believe Fed Rep is entitled to this info which 

shld be provided through Occ Powers. You are therefore authorized 

| to inform Ger del that we view present talks as exploratory and upon 

their conclusion Occ Powers will wish to consult betw themselves and, 

, | as appropriate, with NATO before making certain specific replies or | 

concluding any agreements with Fed Rep. You shld therefore request 

Ger del to proceed with current, discussions on points not yet covered 
having an important bearing on broad Allied decisions, e.g. financing, 

production, sources of Mil equipment. Upon conclusion of discussion 

these subjects HICOM shld compile an agreed report on Ger proposals 

for consideration by three govts. Three govts shld arrive at joint 

answer in a manner to be determined and shld inform NATO at an 

| appropriate time of the status of negots together with any necessary 

| requests for additional guidance required to reach agreement with Fed 

| Rep. Fol such consideration HICOM shld inform Fed govt of agreed 

- eonelusions . coe yagay th 
~ This procedure wld necessitate a rather lengthy recess of present dis- 

/ cussions. This delay cld be explained publicly by pointing out fact 

that initial mtgs were purely exploratory in nature and Occ Powers on 
one side and Gers on other are now considering info exchanged. Despite 

Ger statements in fourth mtg, we wld hope they might be working out 

| certain internal Ger. recruitment and administrative problems (urtel 

| 6650 Feb 10 encouraging in this respect). As pointed out paras 2 and 3 

| Deptel 5301 we believe polit discussions with Gers shld go ahead as 

| rapidly as possible and shld in fact be considered to have priority 
over mil talks. It is apparent Gers are not prepared to reach any — 

po definitive agreement on mil subjects pending receipt info on matters 

of higher mil org and. indications new polit relationship will be gen- 

| erallyacceptabletothem, 
_ Although some public speculation has arisen both here and in Ger _ 

: whether. Ejisenhower’s report * represented a fundamental change in 

: our policy on Ger participation in western defense, we do not consider 

: this to be the case. Hisenhower’s comments are clearly in line with our 
4 en TR 

_ 5 Ante, p.1002,  .... Se er 
| ®¥For the text of General Eisenhower's report to members of Congress on Feb- 

fo ruary 1 concerning his.tour of Western Europe, see Department of State Bulletin, 
February 12,1951,pp.245-251.
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policy in this field. He has in effect highlighted publicly certain con- 
clusions re the tactics of implementing this policy which had become 
apparent even before the Brussels mtg and which were generally ac- 
cepted there, although not publicly stated. His statements underline 
the necessity for a “package” arrangement with Gers covering broadly 
both political and mil relationships. 

| For your info Brit Emb has shown State copy of HICOM report 
transmitted by UK High Commissioner (addressed to Standing 
Group) raising certain questions brought out by Gers in mil comite 
mtgs. We discussed briefly possible procedures for handling such re- 
ports and agreed to consult further. State and Defense are exploring 
this problem and will keep you informed. Believe procedure suggested 
para 2 above will assure adequate govtal consideration of such ques- 
tions and also offer opportunity to iron out answers tripartitely before 
pushing them into more cumbersome NATO machinery. Appreciate , 
yourcomments it | 

oe : | ACHESON 

762A.5/2-1751: Telegram a 
Lhe United States Deputy High Commissioner for Germany (Hays) 

, - | to the Secretary of State | 

TOP SECRET PRIORITY _ Bonn, February 17, 1951—noon. 
548. Eyes only for Byroade. Report of the fifth meeting held Feb- 

ruary 16 between the Deputy High Commissioners and German rep- 
resentatives re German contribution to Western defense? Present: 
same personnel on the German side, omitting Mr. Franken. On the 
French side the same personnel, omitting General Ganeval; on the 

. British side the same personnel, omitting General Wansbrough-Jones, 
and adding Mr. Melville (legal adviser). Present on the US side the 
same personnel as at the fourth meeting. 

The Chairman (Hays) opened the meeting with the reminder that 
these meetings were exploratory and must develop insofar as possible 
all information on the subjects; that when sufficient information had 
been obtained, the Allied representatives would submit a report to the 
High Commissioners, who in turn would submit a report, with their 
comments, to their governments; that the Allied representatives did 
not feel they have sufficient information yet to prepare their reports 
and wish to get further information on some of the subjects already 
covered, and in addition to discuss financial matters which have not 

+ Repeated to Frankfurt eyes only for McCloy and to Heidelberg eyes only for 

| Te Copy of Buttenwieser’s notes on this fifth meeting, sent.to Byroade. on 
February 19, is in file 740.5/2-1951.
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as yet been discussed. He then read the following prepared statement 

: which had been agreed upon tripartitely prior to the meeting: = | 

“At our last meeting, we drew your attention to the conditions | 

: attached by the Brussels decisions to the organization of the German | 

t Participation to Western Defense during the transitional period. The 

2 proposals for the creation of an European Army, also adopt the com- 

j bat teamasthesize of theenvisagednationalunits. = 

j _ We should like to know how you envisage the proposals you made 

; on January 26 can be adapted so as to make progress during the transi- 

) tional period.” — oe aa | oe - 

3 _ Following the above quotation, Ward (UK) stated there were many 

other matters upon which he would like information, such as the gen- 

4 eral location of the training areas, the location of the depots, et cetera. 

Blank (Germany) stated that. his task was to deal with the require- 

ments of the Allied forces stationed in West Germany; that he was | 

now busy making arrangements for the US reinforcements which | 

| were to arrive, and was: also busy making arrangements for the UK 

reinforcements which were to arrive; that it was plain to him that | 

3 in the course of this work he must plan from the beginning where 

German contingents would be accommodated. Because of the shortage 

of barracks, as they had told us previously, the German contingents | 

4 would be housed in wartimecamps. | a oo 

: - The German experts. had worked out the general location for the 

i German forces based on certain assumptions re their strength which 

they would be prepared todiscussnow. Oo ne ee 

- General Heusinger then presented the following: the peacetime ac- 

: commodation for, German troops must: be. based: upon. the final goal — 

4 and when the size of the final total German contingency [contingent?] | 

: is known the individual units would be fitted. into an overall frame- — - 

| work. He had made a plan on assumed final strength of a German con- 

| tribution of 250,000 men, and had broken down this total figure as : 

| follows: | es . - any 

| Twelve combat units of 10,000 men which total 120,000 men: 

, _.. Service units totaling 30,000 men; | a oR 

: Tactical airforce and coastal force units totaling 65,000 men; 

: Reinforcing troops such as artillery, armor, engineers, et centera, | 

: 90,000 men; > aa a ee 

The remainder of 15,000 men would be taken up by staffs, terri- | 

: a torial units, and administrative personnel | 

, Heusinger then discussed the location of the twelve combat units. | 

Their location depended upon three guiding principles. First, their 

location adapted to the general vicinity from which the personnel was 

recruited. Second, the location in proximity to appropriate training fa- 

cilities. And third, the location should take into account operational 

; plans in case of war. Unless the units were located in an area which ~~
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facilitated operations, favorable time would be lost in regrouping or 
redeployment. Therefore, it was. essential. that the troops be located | in areas which would facilitate their prompt employment in the event 
of a sudden attack without warning. As regards point three, the loca- 
tion to facilitate operations, Heusinger analyzed the terrain of the 
FedRep and divided it into three main sectors. The southern sector con- sisted of the territory south of the Main River, which would be the 
group to cover Italy, Switzerland and the valleys and gateways to | Burgundy in France. He stated that this was the decisive southern 
pillar of the defense of middle Kurope, and a group of forces sta- 
tioned in this area would be in a position to make an attack against 
the southern flank of any Soviet penetration. The central sector, includ- 
ing the area between the Main River and the mouth of the Weser River was the area in which any Russian advance must be brought to a, halt, 
and this area includes the vital area of the Ruhr. The area north of the 
mouth of the Weser River and the Lubeck Bight was the northern 

_ pillar of central European defense. If this area, and Denmark could be 
held, Russia could be prevented from breaking out of the Baltic—and, 
like the southern pillar, would provide a base for a flank attack on the 
northern flank of the Russian penetration, = | oe 

In conclusion Heusinger stated that in their opinion a Russian ad- vance must be held on the southern and northern flanks so that it | 
would be channelled into the central sector and that this would be a 
decisive pre-condition for the success of the defense of Western 
Kurope. This operational plan in their opinion plays an important part 
in the consideration of the location of German units, a 

- General Speidel then stated that with the above explanation, they 
had planned in each of the three sectors the location of four of the 
twelve German divisions. He agreed, at our next meeting, to furnish 
the Allied representatives with maps showing the general locations 
that they had selected. oe | | 

The chairman then asked how the 30,000 supply troops would be 
organized and would function. Heusinger replied that for reasons of | 
mobility and economy they had planned to create service troops for 
each two combat units, that they found considerable saving in person- 
nel to create a service agency for each two units rather than for each 
unit, and that in movement the combat units had far more mobility if. 
they did not have supply units to worry about. On this basis they plan - 
a Service organization of about 4500 men strength for each two combat 
units, and stated that this type of organization gave them a higher 
percentage of fighting men to total strength than the percentage they 
had had during the war where each division had its own service unit, 
The German plan was to have the service organizations which supply 
each two divisions, commanded by an intermediate: commander, and
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i division commander would be relieved of all responsibility and worries 
about supplies and service. Under the German plan it would be a de- 
cisive advantage when combat units were moved by rail, as without 

: service units they could be moved by only 35 trains, whereas with 
| service units they would need approximately 70trains. = = 

_ The chairman then stated that there had been considerable discus- 

| sion among the NATO powers of the establishment during the interim | 
; period of combat teams or brigade groups which would be considered 

a component part of a division, and for combat.operations would be 
| combined together. with other like units as a division. He asked Herr 

Blank, under the hypothesis that equality of treatment would be given 
: to any German units organized under this formula, whether the Ger- 

: manswouldhaveanyproposalstomake. $= = 
Blank stated that under the hypothesis that the other participating 

nations would form their units on the same basis, the Germans would 
make such proposals. In view of the reaction in the press re such pro- 

: posals, he would like it understood. that the German proposals would 
be proposals that would apply to all participating units including 
German units. In other words, his proposals were not proposals for a 

|. German contribution under this formula if other participating units 
| were not similarly organized. Blank then stated that in order to make 
|. intelligent comments it would be helpful if the Germans knew how, 

| under this formula, the other NATO units would be organized. He 
|. stated that in the German view it would be unwise to propose an or- 

ganization which would not produce effective fighting units compatible 
: with the desiresoftheSupremeCommander, 
| _ Bérard (France) stated that the French proposals in regard to com- 
; bat teams had been given to the German delegates in Paris and were’ 
| being discussed there, and therefore the German delegation would have | 

the French ideas on the composition of combat teams for the formation 
| of infantry divisions and combat commands for the formation of 

| armored divisions... = ee tate ae | 

Blank made a point, with which the Alhed representatives agreed, : 

that we should not in our conversations enter into a discussion of the 

same matters which were beingdiscussedinParis = ss st 
7 _. Ward stated. that in the British Army they do not -have. combat 

_ teams, but they do have a number of brigade groups which do not have | 
| fixed tables of organization, but number between 6,000 and 8,000 men— 

_the armored brigade groups being somewhat higher in strength than 
3 ‘theinfantry brigade groups... eee be oat | | 

-» Blank finally agreed that at our next meeting the German delega- 
. tion would present its: ideas on how a division could be formed from — | 

: two or more national combat units, again under the assumption that 

these proposals would only be set forth on the basis of equality. «:
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Ward again pressed the German delegation to come up with plans 
which would contemplate proceeding with the formation and train- 
ing of small units while awaiting the final answer to the size, com- 
position and armament of the basic combat unit. Blank replied that 

even disregarding the political problems involved, his experts felt, 

that for technical reasons it was necessary to know the end product 

before small units were formed and trained. But, he stated, if the 

British experts had any proposals to make in regard to how training | 

could commence without knowledge of the final units to be created, 

they would be very pleased to consider these proposals. 

It was agreed that the next meeting would be held Friday, March 2, 

at which time further German proposals would be made in regard to 

the composition of combat teams, and discussion would take place re- 

garding the legal aspects of a German contribution under interna- 

tional law. ny | | | 

TERA.D/22151 0 | | a 
Memorandum by the Director of the Bureau of German Affairs 

_ (Byroade) to the Secretary of State | 

SECRET Be _ WasHineton, February 21, 1951. 

Subject: British Statement left by Sir Oliver Franks on “German 

Defense Contribution”.* | 

1. British paper which was left with you by Sir Oliver Franks 

seems to summarize the facts of the situation as regards possible Ger- 

man rearmament. We do not disagree with the British view that 

German reactions to date mean there is very little likelihood of any 

immediate creation of German armed units. But we do not exclude the 

possibility that as the situation develops, and if we actively push our 

discussions, the Germans may agree to participate even before all of _ 

their present demands are fully met. We agree with the British con- 

clusion that “it would be tactically a great mistake to appear to be 

running after the Germans for a contribution or to allow the military 

discussions in Bonn to take the limelight and to get ahead of the larger 

questions of establishing the political background and building up 

the Allied forces”. We should emphasize our agreement with the con- 

clusion that “it is naturally essential to avoid giving the impression 

| that there is any drawing back in the desire of the NATO powers _ 

to obtain a German contribution”. If the Germans get the impression 

(as they already have from statements by Mr. Attlee, General Eisen- 

hower and others) that there is a change of policy on our part, 

Not printed (762A.5/2-1251). |
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: they will seek a motive for that change. They appear already to be 
to speculating that the motive is not to commit ourselves too deeply 
| before a CFM in which we might possibly reach an agreement at their 

expense. In these circumstances, they will tend on their side to avoid — 
2 commiting themselves. Any hint of a change of policy will therefore be 

verydamagingtoourobjective = = mo 
_ 2. We are somewhat concerned by the flavor of paragraph 8 of the 

_ British paper and particularly the last sentence of paragraph 9. Both 
these formulations seem to indicate a tendency to hold off on the matter 

| _ .of German rearmament until the outcome of a possible Four Power 
fo Meeting is known. — | ee ee 

3. We are bound to consider this statement in the light of Mr. 
i Attlee’s statement in the House of Commons on February 12. The 

formulation and spirit of the two statements are not altogether con- 
sistent. Mr. Attlee made four points: _ He ee 

| (1) rearmament of NATO countries must precede that of Germany. 
=: (2) building up of forces in democratic states should precede crea- 

, tionof German forces. ee a _ (8) German units must be so integrated as to preclude the emer- 
: gence ofa German militarymenace. a | 

: (4) there must be agreement with the Germans themselves. 

4, The distinction between Mr. Attlee’s first and second ‘points is 
unclear. It has always been agreed, however, that insofar as shortages 
in equipment may exist, priority goes to NATO countries and Ger- _ 

| _ many comes second. The Brussels decisions did not include a decision 
: that German rearmament must be postponed until some indefinite _ 
. _ stage of strength is reached in the armament of NATO countries. With _ 

Mr. Attlee’s third and fourth points we find no disagreement. = 
: ~ 5. The difference between the British statement and Mr. Attlee’s 

statement seems to be that the former recognizes certain political facts 
and draws certain conclusions as to the probable sequence of events _ 
from those facts, while Mr. Attlee’s statement, on the other hand, sets 

| “up new conditions precedent, which must be achieved before we can _ 
| turn to German rearmament. a - ; ene 

i _ 6. We have noted also that Mr. Attlee repeated that the British 
| “have agreed in principle” to German rearmament. We are somewhat 
4 disturbed by the use of this phrase, as it implies that the Brussels 
4 _ decision to proceed with German rearmament was one taken in princi- 
: __ ple only, and not seriously to be implemented as soon as possible. 
|. %-'There is one imprecision in the British statement. In paragraph | 
to 4 there is reference to “the NATO decision that (the Germans) be _ 

limited to brigade groups.” In fact, it was agreed that this limitation 
--_isonly temporary and the final decision was postponed. | ce
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Recommendations: It is recommended (1) that you express our 
agreement with the political analysis of the decision in the British 
paper; (2) that you express our concern over the differences between 
the British statement and Mr. Attlee’s statement of February 12; (3) 
that you express our concern about the tendency of the British state- 
ment to suggest that nothing should be done before a four-power meet- 
ing; and (4) that you impress upon Sir Oliver our continuing sense 
of urgency, our belief that we must continue energetically to seek ways 
and means of overcoming German hesitations, and that we must on 
no account permit Soviet maneuvers for a CI'M to delay our plans for | 
building strength.? _ | 

2 Apparently Secretary Acheson saw Ambassador Franks at 6 p. m. and dis- 
cussed the British paper along these lines since at the top of the source text is . 
the handwritten notation “6:00 Appointment”; however no record of a conversa- 
tion between Acheson and Franks on this subject has been found in Department 
of State files. ae . 

740.5/3-251 : Telegram oe ) | 

The United States Deputy High Commissioner for Germany (Hays) 
| to the Secretary of State : | 

TOP SECRET , Bonn, March 2, 1951—7 p. m. 

581. Eyes only for Byroade. The sixth meeting on German contri- | 
bution to European defense was held today, March 2,? at which were 
present : on the US side, General Hays, Mr. Buttenwieser, Colonel Ger- 
hardt, Colonel Taylor and Mr. Sultan. On the French side, Mr. Bérard 

| General Ganeval, Mr. Jacomet and Mr. Kleinman. ‘On the British side, 

Mr. Ward, Mr. Bathhurst, Colonel Craddock and Mr. Calpin 

[McAlpine?]. On the German side, Mr. Blank, Generals Speidel and 

- Heusinger; Colonel Kielmannsegg, and Mr. Ostermann. ae 

The opening statement by Bérard (chairman) is going forward 
under separate cable (sent Department 582, repeated Frankfort 706, 

Heidelberg 27, London 1652). After opening statement by Bérard, 

1 Repeated to Frankfurt eyes only for McCloy, to Heidelberg eyes only for 

Handy, and to London eyes only for Spofford. | | 

2A copy of Buttenwieser’s notes on this sixth meeting, sent to Byroade on 

March 7, is in file 740.5/3—751. . 

®Not printed; the statement transmitted in this telegram was the agreed 

tripartite reply to the legal questions raised by the German representatives at the 

third meeting on January 26 concerning German participation in Huropean 

defense, and read in part: | - 

“(qa@) Under international law, a state need not possess. all attributes of 

sovereignty in order to enjoy, in an armed contest, belligerent status and the 

benefits of the rules of land warfare. ... 0 
_ (b) Even should the USSR not recognize the Federal Republic’s belligerent 

status, it may nevertheless either be legally required to, or otherwise find it 

practically appropriate to, accord the latter the treatment owing to such 

status. ... 
(c) There is some legal and substantial practical reason to believe that na- 

tionals of the Federal Republic would not be penalized under various Control 

Council measures prohibiting remilitarization.” (740.5/3-251)
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‘ Blank gave the German views on integrated divisions consisting of ; 
= combat teams of several nationalities, and discussed this froma mili- 

| tary viewpoint. He re-stated briefly that the question of equality wasof 
{ great importance to the Germans and that the question of German | 

contribution could only be put to Parliament if full equality is granted. 
Re the military aspects of the multi-national divisions, Blank stated oe 

| __— that any force they created must be one which could meet Russian | 
‘ forces with a reasonable chance of success. Therefore, the Allies must 

create quality in order to overcome quantity. = = | 
| _ The Germans feel that their moral responsibility vis-i-vis the force __ 
; as a whole and each soldier as an individual, was that the important 

task of the defense of freedom makes the best possible military for- 

mations only good enough. The decision to create multi-national divi- — 
sions should be considered underfourpoints: 
f First, the necessity for the rapid build-up of the European defense __ 
OP(O. oe gene SE that ehh 

|. Second, the necessity to create a highly effective defense force which | 
i istheequalofany Russianforces;. ee 
3 Third, the necessity to create a force that was simply organized and — 
: easily and rapidly employed with great flexibility. = 
|. And fourth, that we should consider that faults contained in the _ . 
3 original structure would be diffiiculttoelimimatelater. =8- | 

- Blank stressed that they hoped to find a solution which would be | 
acceptable both to the French and the Germans, and would makeevery _ 

|. effort to view the problem not only from the standpoint of theGerman 

opinion, but of the opinion of the other NATO countries as well, 
| __ Blank also stressed that they had explained before the reasons why — 
| they think the armored division is the best; and the second best would 
| bea mechanized infantry division supported by armor. 5 sis 

General Speidel discussed the formation of a division consisting of 
combat teams of several nationalities. He stated that it could be done 
on paper but did not think it would be possible in practice because 

: great difficulties would be bound to occur. He cited the difficulties in = 
{ - chain of command, in the field of mutual tactical support and firesup- 
1 port; the difficulty with tactical air support and supply. He stated that = 
| _ these difficulties were so great that this composite division might not 
; operate effectively in battle and therefore might become an easy prey 

| -—- He cited examples. The division must issue operational orders to 

: about twelve subordinate units. In case there were three nationalities, | 

| this would require three translations and would be very time-consum- - 
ing. He stated it was common practice for an infantry combat unit 

: to be given armored support, artillery support, and transport support. 
If the infantry were French, and the armored were German, artillery __ 

Italian, and the transport were British, it would be impossible to | 

to 536-688 PT 180-67 | o
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secure, proper coordination without interminable delays. Regarding 
communication, he stated each telephone man or signal man would 
have to be tri-lingual, or they would have to have a triplicate strength 
to pass ‘down orders. There would be difficulties over food as Bavarians 

_ would want sauerkraut and beer, French troops white bread and red 
wine, and Italians spaghetti and. chianti. To satisfy the troops would 
require a complicated supply organization and many more supply 
troops than would be normally justified. Speidel further stated that 
difficulties would apply to weapons until such time as standardization 
of weapons takes place throughout the command. However, in the | 
beginning—that is, for the time being—troops would have to be armed | 
with such arms and ammunition as is presently available, which in the 
case of three nationalities would create a difficult. problem for am- 
munition supply. He stated the German view was that for an effective 

_ fighting unit, all the constituent parts of that unit and the tactical 
air support should consist of persons of the same nationality and under _ 
the command of a person of that nationality. He further stated that 
for economy of forces on the battlefield, it was constantly necessary 
to create special forces for a particular job. This was particularly im- 
portant for reinforcing artillery. If these forces are of different na- 

_ tionalities, they would create difficulties. He stated, finally that the © 
German view was that the division is the lowest level where the line 
of demarcation of nationality can be drawn. Any division composed of 

| mixed nationalities would be more expensive, more complicated and 
more difficult to handle without producing as great fighting ability. 

_ He stated if for reasons other than military it was desired to con- 
stitute a division of several nationalities then in the German view, 
the following must prevail: (1) The national unit (the combat team) 
must itself reflect a vest-pocket edition of a division. That is, it must. 
have all the arms that a division has. (2) That they would proposetwo | 
types of combat units so constructed that they could be coupled to- — 
gether, or coupled with another unit exactly similar. Each one of these 
combat units could be so equipped that it would be able to carry out 
a combat task independently. The size of the combat units must. not 
be so great that when they are put together in a division, the division is _ 

too great and difficult to move. | - 
The German view is that because of the large number of vehicles 

presently required for a division, that a division should consist of a 
total strength of 10,000 men. When a division gets to 15,000 or 20,000 

strength, the command and movement become so difficult that it takes 

| too much time to move all the components of divisions into battle posi- 

tions and for these reasons the advantage gained by superior strength 
is lost through difficulty of employment. | | 

The German view was that as a result of their war experience, it is 
not necessary to have a division in three component parts. Under the
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German proposal three combat units, each with all the armamentofa 

: division, would when put together create too large a division, and 
; therefore they would propose a division consisting of two.combat units po iafollows: | 

: A division commander of nationality of one of the units with staff; 
: communication; artillery; engineer; and reconnaissance; an infantry 

| combat unit consisting of: a commander, staff, communications com- 
pany; engineering company; and reconnaissance company. One 

| mechanized infantry regiment consisting of three batallions; one of | 
| the, battalions to have armored. troop carriers, antitank and. anit; 
| aircraft units. One armored battalion of four companies, one artillery 
| regiment of one light battalion, and one heavy battalion. Such supply 

| - and_ medical units as are necessary for the immediate needs. of the — 
‘ troops. The other unit would be an armored combat unit consisting of.a 

commander; staff; communications company; engineering company 

| __ and reconnaissance company. One tank regiment, of two battalions — 
; (a total of eight tank companies). One infantry battalion equipped 
| __-with armored troop carriers with anti-tank and anti-aircraft. One 

oo battalion light artillery of three batteries. Supply and medical units 
as are necessary for the immediate requirements of the troops. The 

4 - strength of the infantry unit would be about 6,500. The strength ofthe 

4 armored unit about 4,500. In putting these units together, they could 

fo put the armored unit with the infantry unit, and have a light-armored 
division; or they could put the two infantry units together and have 

po ‘an infantry division; or they could put the two armored units together, — 
andhaveaheavyarmoreddivision. 8 ©£§ ©...) 
 Speidel closed with the statement that'the Germans were moved by 

oe the same ideas regarding security and protection of freedom as the 

| other NATO powers. They are convinced of the necessity of the Ger- 
man contribution to the defense, and are prepared to proceed along 
any path that is politically acceptable to Germany. Bérard then stated _ 

: to Blank that from what he could understand of the presentation, the 
: German view was that from political and military considerations the 

: solution previously proposed by the German delegates is the only one — 

that is feasible. Blank corrected this statement by saying that their oe 

i discussions with us only presented the military views and the political _ 
aspects of the German contribution should be worked out by the politi- 
cal representations. | ee eee 

| Tt was agreed that the next meeting would be held on. Friday, | 
March 16, at which time the Germans would discuss the financial 

1 aspects under the same assumptions that, had been made for their pre- 

| vious proposal—that is, nuclei training to start. in September, cadre 
training in January, and divisional training in April. Total assumed 

force 250,000 men. : | oe ce eeeern i: Oe
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7624.5/8-1651: Telegram ee ee 
The Liaison and Political Reporting Division of HICOG to the Office 

of the United States High Commissioner for Germany, at 
Frankfurt + | ee ee | 

CONFIDENTIAL _ Bown, March 16, 1951—10 p. m. 
_ 760. From Liaison Bonn. During course of off-the-record discussion 

with Joseph Alsop in presence of Liaison Bonn, Adenauer today 
bluntly blamed British as well as French for postponement of German | 
defense contribution. Only by strongest and continued pressure could 

| US hope to force through integration of Germany into Western — defense, ) : EES EEN a 

Discussing forthcoming FonMin conference, Adenauer stated all 
_ too few Europeans seem to understand that dictators can only be 
handled from a position of strength. Many Frenchmen and even 
British, some of them influential in their govts, seem to think a Russian 

| attack on their countries could be bought off at the cost of Germany. | 
| The chief Soviet objective today is to delay the rebuilding of Western 

defense and to split the Western Powers. Both France and England 
, were susceptible to Russian blandishments. At forthcoming confer- 

ence Russians wld probably “play on every available flute” to appeal 
to every soft element in the West in an effort to block Western defense. 

In fact Soviets had already won partial victory by British reluctance 
to join in a joint declaration on intentions to grant Germany limited 
sovereignty which was a prerequisite of a German defense contribu- 
tion. He explained such declaration had been drafted, agreed and was 

_ ready for issuance when Kirkpatrick sent word through his subor- 
dinate that the UK was not ready at this time to join in such a declara- 
tion. Thereupon, all real progress on both pol and mil matters ceased 
and discussions undertaken on a series of minor points of no individual 

_ importance. Thus Russians had achieved a considerable measure of _ 
success. Concerning the mil conscription and the size of units, | 
Adenauer stated that these matters shld be left for decision by com- 
mander-in-chief and his mil experts. Pol considerations shld not be 

~ allowed to influence purely technical mil matters. He ascribed French 
fear of German divisions partly to fact they were concerned that 

German and American generals might conspire to place the line of 
Western Defense too far to the east for French tastes. _ an 

| Adenauer stated his mil experts believed the danger of a Russian - 
invasion this year could be largely avoided if the British and Ameri- 
cans concentrated ten divisions each in Schleswig-Holstein and 
Bavaria respectively. Basing themselves on the traditional German 
concept of the pincers maneuver, such forces, the German generals 

_ + Repeated to Washington, Paris, and London. The source text is the copy in the 
_ Department of State files. : | OO |
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\ said that light forces between these two bastions would be sufficient to 
; complete the defense and intimated this task cld be left to the French. 

Pointing out that the US was already committed to six and one-half _ 
fo divisions, an additional three and one-half wld be necessary to mount 

American share of this defense force. However, he added the British __ 
|. had already indicated through requisitioning of barracks etc. that | 
| | they intended to station their forces on an east-west line between 

4 Lower Saxony and the Dutch coast. This he said, gave rise to disturb- 

| ing suspicions in the minds of himself and his mil experts. 
_ Asked why British policy had swung away from the advanced 

_ American position until it was scarcely discernible from the French 
| __ position on Germany, Adenauer took exception to the question stating | 

that: Bevin’s policy, though not Robertson’s, had always been weak in 
| Germany. After reminiscing on his bitter experiences with the British 

during the early period of occupation, he expressed the view that the — 
| only good thing the British had done was to fire him from his post of = 
J lordmayorofCologneforincompetence: 

2 While expressing both respect for and confidence in. US policy, 
Adenauer pleaded for the. strongest. possible American support. to 

: hasten Europe’s defense. Throughout the conversation, Adenauer can- 
| | didly expressed distrust and disappointment at the British and con- _ 

| tempt for France and her fighting spirit. Illustrative of his attitude, 
po when the new Allied occupation cost budget was handed to him during 
{ the course of the conversation he examined it briefly and commented _ 

only “as usual the French soldiers seem to be the. most expensive.” | 
: _As has been explained also, German officials are sometimes not above 
| ___- sowing a little dissension between Allies. It might therefore be wise to _ 
| _ take Chancellor’s praise of US witha pinch of salt. 

| | 7624.5/3-1751: Telegram a : 7 = 7 ; a, oy Pak | - a | 
; The United States Deputy High Commissioner for Germany (H ays) 
2 | tothe Seeretary of State» cal LEIP A 

j TOP SECRET PRIORITY. =. —_—séBown, March 17, 1951—1 p.m. | 

: 633. Eyes only for Byroade. The seventh conference on German 
| contribution to European defense was held today March 162, ; The same German delegation was present as at the previous con- | ference, and the same personnel present for the US, British and 

: _.1 Repeated to ‘Frankfurt eyes only for McCloy, to: Heidelberg eyes only for 
q 6 Handy, to London eyes only for Spofford, and to SHAPH Paris eyes only. for 

MacArthur. oo esa (ORE ENE 
; . * A copy of Buttenwieser’s notes of the seventh meeting, sent to Byroade on 

March 20, is in file 740.5/3—2051. - cetera BAe oe aoe o
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| _ The item previously agreed upon for discussion at this meeting was 
the estimated cost of German military contribution in accordance 
with the assumed German plan for: European recruitment and train- 
ing, and the assumed ‘numerical figure of 25,000 [250,000] strength 
for the year 1952.00 

The German delegation stated there were two aspects to this prob- : 
lem. One was the cost of the German military contingents; the other 
was the question of how this problem would be related to the total | 

_ amount that Germany could contribute in the light of the social situa- 
tion within Germany, and the payments now made by Germany for 
occupation costs and mandatoryexpenses. = 
-» The statement made by Blank that he had been informed by the Fed- 
eral Ministry of Finance that no more than six billion Deutsch marks 
could be contributed for defense purposes, under present social con- 
ditions in Germany. This amount was already used for the require- 

| ments of Allied forces under occupation costs and mandatory expense, 
and left no funds available for the financing of German contingents. | 
Blank further stated that in their view the German military contri- | 

__bution must not be permitted to be stopped because of fiscal reasons — 
and therefore other methods to raise revenue must be discussed, includ- 

-  ingthequestionofloans, 
--The Allied representatives stated it was not their intention to dis- 
cuss the problem of what Germany could contribute, and the relation- 
ship between the cost of the support of NATO troops and the cost of 
support of German contingents to this total contribution, that this 
was a matter to be left to the financial advisors. The Allied representa- 
tives ‘did want:to know, however, insofar as could be ascertained, the 
estimated cost of the German military contribution without discussing — 
now how those costs would bemet. | : 

The German delegation stated they were handicapped by lack of any 
records of the Wehrmacht and Reichwehr which could be used in the 
preparation of estimate of costs. Moreover, they would require a large | 
part of their armament and equipment to be furnished by the West 
Allies, and they would have to secure the costs of such items from the 

government of source. _ | oe 
| ' The German delegation also stated that the lack of knowledge of - 

firm plans regarding the kind and type of units to be organized, and 
the total strength, handicapped their efforts to procure. cost. estimates. 

They ,were not prepared to. give any estimated sums at this meeting. 
After discussion it was agreed that at later meeting, they would pro- 
vide estimates under the following headings: a 

' (1) Non-recurrent items of initial armament and ‘equipment for 
 theirtroops gt Ree 
» (2)-Non-recurrent items of troop-handling housing, training areas, 
ranges and stores. Co yt hPL lub SR be oe
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| —-_ (8) Current ‘expenses to include pay, hospitalization, spare parts, 
: etcetera,onanannualbasis, 

4 - (4) Current.expenses to include maintenance, housing accommoda- 
1 tions, stores, and training areas, included in item 2 above. 2 css. 

(5). Current expenses involved in training exercises to. include = 
Maneuvers, ammunition,etcetera, 

‘ ‘The German delegation stated they could compute fairly accurately | 
- items (2) and (5). In connection with item (1) however, certain as-_ 

4 sumptions would have to be made with regard to what ‘armament — 
would be produced in Germany and what armament would be provided = 
by the Western Allies, ie ETE fe 8S EE Qe 

: It was agreed to hold the next meeting on Friday April sixth at— 

d which time the German representatives would explain in detail the 

establishment of the office for national defense; their views on the — 
| composition and organization of the German tactical air force; and 

their concept. and proposals regarding the air defense of critical areas, 

| including an air-warning system. At this meeting they would also set _ 
forth their views in regard to the composition, organization and equip- 

ment of German navaland coastal defenseforces. 
: ays] 

762A.5/8-1751: Telegram BOOTS a - ee ee 

‘The United States High Commissioner for Germany (McCloy) — 

q 7481. Subject: Ger defense contingent. Bérard yesterday infor- 
mally advised me that predicated on his own recent visit to Paris and — 

| subsequent discussion with Theodor Blank he has distinct impression — 

mutually satis solution will be evolved for present divergent Ger Fr | 

views re Ger defense contingent and particularly differences concern- > 

ing unit size and command. Stated Blank-had indicated his hopeful 
| view was based on report which Adenauer and he had recd from De _ 

Maiziere that: definite progress is being made at Paris mtgs. Bérard — 
stressed importance which Fr and Adenauer and Blank attach to 

1 creation true Eur army as real step toward Fr-Ger rapprochement. 

| Further indicated Fr prepared and believes Ger similarly ready make 

concessions in view political importance achieving Eur:army concept — 

rather than adhering to rigid proposals their respectivé mil-experts. | 

“Also indicated chief Fr concern. is not so primarily with regard ‘to | 

| actual unit’ size or other technical factors but rather to. safeguard 

_* Repeated to Paris for Bruce and MacArthur and to London for Spofford. ~ - 

_*¥or further documentation on the meetings at Paris concerning the Buropean 
: Defense Community, see pp. 755 ff. Seg gp
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against any possible recreation of a Ger army. Fear of latter possi- 
bility is apparently chief Fr objection to NATO concept. Particularly 
emphasized that as time is important requisite for obtaining Fr-Ger. 
agreement on major broad aspects of matter US shld refrain from 
urging haste or exerting pressure either here or in Paris or via NATO. 
Stressed that Fr consider Eur army is most far-reaching factor for | 
genuine Eur integration and development better Fr—Ger relationship 
far surpassing Schuman Plan toward achieving this allimportantend. 
Further urged that since creation Eur army realistically depends on 

| Fr and Gers it shld so far as feasible be left to these two elements to | 
work out satis solution. Bérard conceded US eld probably force a solu- | 
tion on Fr but was certain Fr people wld ultimately recognize and 

_._-resent.such pressure thereby long range purpose of better Fr—Ger re- 
lationship wld be defeated. a re ae 
-Expressed hope I wld therefore counsel against haste or pressure 

on US part in this matter and in favor of giving Fr further oppor- 
| _ tunity play major role in working out satis solution with Gers. Bérard 

thought. this would. be facilitated through discussion being handled 
primarily by non-mil reps with political considerations playing im- 
port role rather than sole emphasis on technical mil aspects. Have not 
checked with Blank correctness of Bérard’s report of Adenauer—Blank 
attitude. I stated that US position had consistently been to permit 
full opportunity for Paris negots to produce results and provided 
negots are not too protracted and results.are militarily practicable this 
wld presumably continue to be our attitude. I naturally made no 
commitment which wld preclude our resuming active role any time 
we consider Fr-Ger efforts not producing desired results and in mean- 
time to do nothing here which cld appear to be putting pressure on 
Fr, particularly in regard to units which issue can be better settled 
in Paris. I feel this is practicable as a number of issues remain which _ 
can be explored here without any deliberate dragging of feet. =» 

--740.5/8-2861 : Telegram 7 | Be 
The United States High Commissioner for Germany (McCloy) to the 

| OT Secretary of State = 

- TOP SECRET = NIACT | _ Franxrurt, March 23, 1951—7 p. m. 

7632. Personal eyes only for Acheson and Byroade (no distribution 
in or outside Department). At my suggestion Hays and Gerhardt saw 
Eisenhower 22 March to discuss negotiations by military experts at 
Bonn on German contribution to Western defense. I felt it necessary 
to determine Eisenhower’s views on essentiality and urgency of Ger- 

* A memorandum of conversation on this meeting at Paris, prepared by Gerhardt 
on March 23, is in Bonn Embassy files, lot 57 F 24, McCloy Project, TS(51)51A.
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man contribution for adequate defense Western Europe. At' present = 

rate of progress it would seem possible to conclude discussions with 

4 Germans'and submit report from commission to governments by end of | 

: April or beginning of May. Probability is that agreement could be 

reached on a factual report, but practically no possibility on sub- 

mitting agreed recommendations, particularly on issue of size of units 

| and type of organization. It would be possible for us to extend negotia- 

‘tionsoverlongerperiodifadvisable. = 
| ‘Hays and. Gerhardt saw Eisenhower, Gruenther and members his 

| __ staff at private conference at which US personnel only present. Hays 

| - outlined my desire to get Eisenhower's view as to timing so that our 

| position could be consistent with his thinking. In summary Eisenhower 

| stated that his position outlined to me last January remained the same.” 

He felt it necessary that Germany attain a political status which wld 

| permit vast majority support by German people themselves, and. not 

; mere government support for provision of German contribution. Only | 
with such popular support basis would there be the necessary will. He 

| did not want in his command hired mercenaries or “Hessian soldiers”. 

He was, of course, anxious to have all the German units he could :get 

if there was the proper spirit behind them. After long discussion which 

a reviewed negotiations on European Army in Paris and relative merits 

| | and demerits of German small division organization versus Allied 

heavy division, Eisenhower expressed view that he was opposed to hav- | 

sing report of disagreement go from commission to governments and — 

| NATO, which would raise maj or issues between French and Germans © 

| __ or between French and Allies. He felt before such event SHAPE could 

i play strong influencing role, particularly on French. He understood 

though. issues were primarily military that they had strong political 

_ implications. He felt that SHAPE staff as an international body could 

1 prepare for him an objective study, which could develop a compromise 

| which was militarily and politically acceptable, and which he could | 

| - yecommend to participating countries. He instructed Gruenther to 

set up such a study group and suggested that Charpentier be named 

to head it. I understand that Gruenther has already spoken to- 

_ At start of conference Gruenther indicated that: though no other | 

| __ Allies of SHAPE staff had been invited, they had been informed that = 
| _ meeting with Hays was to take place. Since Charpentier has been in- 
| formed, feel you may reesive inquiries from French and British in 
| Washington. I have informed French here of Hays’ visit, taking line _ 
| _ that I felt isenhower might benefit from review of Potersberg nego-_ 
, tiations and his thoughts might be helpful. I did not indicate to them _ 

. 3 For documentation on General Eisenhower's tour of Western Europe. during 
January of 1951, including his talks with McCloy, see Dp. 392 ff ee :
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Kisenhower’s decision to initiate a study, since I consider this to be | 
| _ Inatter within his discretion, and did not wish to give appearance that 

we had pressed him into such a decision, which, of course, we did not. 
However, French may feel that Hays’ visit designed to exert pressure 
to bring Paris 'and Bonn negotiations to head. In talking to French 1 
learned that they were already aware of Hays’ visit and felt my con- 
versation had put his visit in proper light. Eisenhower's undertaking 
study of this problem does not, of course, commit him to anyactionon 
this problem, but is in nature of development of possible future lines 
of ‘action if necessary. Feel Eisenhower decision should be closely held, 
although realize that once study group is formed, it will be difficult to 

_ keep the lid on. a on 
| Oo ~  ... MoCroy 

762A.5/4~751 : Telegram | | | Oo a 
Lhe United States Deputy High Commissioner for Germany (Hays) | 

| CO to the Secretary of States == 

TOP SECRET — PRIORITY Bonn, April 7, 1951—11 a. m. 
05. Eyes only for Byroade. Eighth conference in regard to the Ger 

contribution to defense was held Apr 6, 1951. Present were personnel 
_ Who attended previous meetings plus Col. Richardson, Air Force, on 

the US side. ae Be | 
_ The Ger rep, Blank, commenced the discussion with the Ger pro- 

| posals in regard to the Defense Ministry. He stated this Min would 
have to deal with Parliament and the public; must prepare and. imple- 
ment legislation in regard to mil matters and must be the supreme 
authority acting under the control of the Bundestag. The cardinal 
point in the Gers proposals is that any Ger mil contingent must be =| 
subject to the control of the Ger Parliament. The Min of Def, who is a 
civilian, must be appointed, and wld be under the same control of 
Parliament. as other members of the Cabinet. The Min of Def wld 
establish a definite [defense] dept under the fol main headings—politi- 
cal, personnel, budget, admin, econ, legal and welfare. Under the Min 
of Def, there wld be a mil dept which wld be called the Inspectorate 
General, headed by an officer of the rank of Gen, who wld be the su- | 
preme commander of all Ger soldiers and wld be charged with carrying 
out the instructions and orders of the Min of Def. The Inspectorate | 
Gen wld not establish separate divisions for the army, navy or air 
force, but as one dept, wld administer the three branches of the service. 
The Inspectorate Gen wld have three main divisions—one for orga- 
nization, one for personnel, and one for discipline, legal problems, 

* Repeated to Frankfurt eyes only for McCloy, to Heidelberg eyes only for 
pandy, to London eyes only for Spofford, and to SHAPH Paris eyes only for
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education, etc., and wld also have depts for training, admin, supply 

: and for gen.affairs and liaison with the Supreme Commander of 

_ It was stressed that these proposals are a departure for [ from?) the 

| former Ger mil org and wld create a defense org that wld remain 

responsible to a democratic govt. That these proposals wld be sub- | 

| mitted to the Ger Parliament and what the final shape of the Ger def 

j dept wid be, wld be determined by the Ger Parliament. = 

’ _ Bérard commented that the Ger proposals were rather’ far from 

: those agreed upon in the Brussels agreement because for political rea- 

: | sons, the Council of Fon Mins wished to avoid the re-establishment of a | 

1 defense dept.in Germany. Allied reps agreed to take note of the Ger 

, ‘proposals and defer further comment until a later meeting. Upon query 

: from UK rep, Herr Blank stated that the supply of mil equipment 

4 from Ger industry wld be controlled by the Min of Def, but that the _ 

Fed Rep wld create a comite of the Mins of Def, Econ and Finance to | 

| coordinate the requirements for mil equipment and to maintain close 

contact with similar NATO agencies. The Ger rep also stated that 

2 under the Ministry of Def, there wld be only one supply system which 
4 wid serve all three branches, that is, army, navy and airforce. 

Gen Heusinger then outlined the Ger proposals regarding the orga- 

nization of the tactical.air force. He first outlined the tasks to be_ 

: undertaken ; reconnaissance in areas where the ground troops cld not 

: penetrate. Attacks against ground targets, particularly in those regions 

| beyond the reach of friendly artillery. Such attacks to be. carried out 

by both low level and high altitude aircraft. The task of. protection 

7 of friendly ground troops against hostile aircraft by assisting the anti- 

! aircraft defensesinthisprotection, = 
| _ For the.above tasks wld need fighters—fighter bombers, light bomb- 

; ers and reconnaissance aircraft and light anti-aircraft protection for 

_ air installations. Of the above aircraft, in the Ger view, the need for 

| fighters was of paramount importance because if fighters cld obtain 
air superiority, it made the tasks of. the reconnaissance and bombers 

‘much easier. Without such air superiority, the use of reconnaissance 

and bomber was made much more difficult. Concluded that the tactical 

| fighter arm must be as. strong as possible and equipped with most — 

modern equipment. The need for a common language between ground 

‘units and the supporting air forces wasemphasized. oe 

to . The policy of the Sovs during the late war to concentrate very large 

| numbers of planes against one objective was emphasized and in ‘the 

Ger view, allied air forces shld be so organized so-as to bé able to mass 

1 ) quickly a large number of planes against any such concentration. 

, ~ Ger propose to adopt the same org as the US Air Force, which they _ 

; outlined as fols: A reconnaissance squadron of 18 aircraft; a recon- 

naissance group of three squadrons of 58 aircraft, a fighter or fighter
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bomber sqtiadron of 25 aircraft: a fighter or fighter bomber group of | three-squadrons totaling of 80 aircraft; a light“-bomber squadron of 16 aircraft and a light bomber group of three squadrons totaling 52 air- eraft.-Ger proposal in adopting US organization is greatly influenced _ -by-the need for US assistance in planes, fuel supplies, etc. Ger views | re how a tactical aircraft shld be employed was discussed from two 
standpoints. First, that the NATO forces ‘wld be divided into army corps of three divisions each, each corps being of one nationality. _ Under-this assumption, the tactical air force cld be attached to sup- port an army corps and in the Ger view, each army corps shld have for its support the fol: Five reconnaissance squadrons totaling 90 recon- | naissance aircraft; three fighter groups totaling 240 aircraft; one fighter bomber group totaling 80 aircraft and one light bomber group containing 52 aircraft. On the hypothesis that the Ger contingent wld _ consist.of four such army corps of three divisions each, in Ger view | | they should have approximately 1,900 tactical aircraft for the support | 
ofthesecorps. © = ts” So i | | In Ger view, it wld not be advisable to attach a tactical aircraft to. _ the support. of army corps because this wld not permit arapid con- centration of all available aircraft against hostile formations. They, 
therefore, propose that except for reconnaissance aircraft, all tactical 
aireraft be allocated in support of armies assuming that there wld be | several armies each consisting of three corps of three divisions each. 
As regards reconnaissance aircraft, they recommended . that each di- 

_ vision havea reconnaissance squadron in support of it of the same 
nationality as the ground troops of the division. They calculated that 
this wld require nine reconnaissance squadrons to be attached to di- 
visions plus two reconnaissance squadrons for each corps headquarters. 
Under this assumption, the Ger share of reconnaissance aircraft for _ 12 Ger divisions wld number approximately 360 aircraft. As regards fighter aircraft, each army shld have mine fighter groups and three fighter | bomber groups. As regards light bomber groups, each army shld have three. In Ger view, if aircraft were provided to armies in | the above proportion, Ger share of such tactical aircraft. wld be ap- proximately 1,960 aircraft. In addition to the aircraft, light. anti- 
aircraft batteries wld be needed in defense of the airfields and ground 
staffs and air warning units wld be needed. Statement was made that 
there were insufficient airfields present in West Germany to take’ care _ 
of the needs of the large number of aircraft and in the Ger view,‘the 
establishment: of air bases was one that cld only be undertaken under 
joint planning for the defense of Western Europe as a whole in which 
the German. tactical air forces shld participate. In summation, Gers 
wish to stress the fol points: That.except for reconnaissance aircraft all 
tactical ‘aircraft. shld be concentrated in the army; that they wish to _



adopt US type organizations; that the greatest emphasisshldbeplaced 
| on fighter aircraft; that in the Ger view to support 12-divisions, the __ 

Ger tactical air force shld consist of approximately the fol: 1,000-fight- 
po ers; 360 reconnaissance; 320 fighter bombers; 210 light, bombers and = 

100 light. anti-aircraft batteries of caliber less than 75: millimeters for 
the protection of airfields. For the above, they estimate their personnel 

. requirements as flying personnel 3,000; ground personnel-30,000, anti- 
aircraft personnel 6,000; air warning and air control personnel 6,000. 

| for a total of 45,000 personnel. It was stressed that this personnel wld _ 
| __ not include any personnel for troop losses or replacements and that.a 
| numberof additionalcivilianswldbeneededs = 

: __As regards air defense of West Germany, Ger view is air defense of West. Germany must be a part of the plan for air defense of West 
Europe as.a whole. They stressed the need of a-close knit air warning 

| and-radar system and stated it was not known whether the-allies 
desire for Germany to participate in such a system, but were prepared 

4 _ to do so-and felt that they shld be permitted to participate in the air Crees 
warning system. a ee ue - be oe Baad a ey he ae | 
_In conclusion, comment was made that the proposal for tactical air 
may seem extravagant, but supported their proposals by the fol argu- 

: ments. Since 1945 the Russians have placed all their emphasis on = 
] creation of a tactical air force and on a strong air defense system and 

in case of war, the Russians wld have a very strong tactical air force. 
. Second, that success of allied ground operations largely depend onthe 
1 mastery of the air, and, therefore, the allies must not be saving as 
: regardstacticalairforces. = oh FE a ao? 

2 _ Allied reps took note of the Ger proposals and agreed to defer 
comment until a later meeting. It was then decided to hold the next 

conference on Fri, 20 Apr at which time Ger reps wld present their _ 
: views on coastal defense and light naval forces; on the financial esti- , 
| mates of the Ger contribution and on the selection and training of the 

personnelofthetacticalairforces, 

| T62A5/4-T51: Telegram ee ee ee 
L The Secretary of State to the Office of the United States High Com- 

—. massioner for Germany, at Frankfurt» > pg ee ou 

TOPSECRET = = = Wasuineron,May1,1951—7p.m. 
|. 7829. Eyes. only McCloy. Ger proposals for org of Def Admin in — 
: Ger as outlined Bonn 705 Apr 7 ? appear to us to be logical and reason- 

2 ‘This telegram, drafted by Byroade, Hays, and Nunley and cleared by the De- 
j partment of Defense, was repeated to Bonn, London, Heidelberg, and.Paris, eyes 

| only for Hays, Spofford, Handy, and Macarthur.
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able. They seem to provide a method of insuring civilian and parlia- 
mentary control which we consider most important and therefore cld 
be accepted by this Govt without serious reservation. © oo 
Considerations supporting single responsible ministry seem com- 

pelling. Such admin obviously far more efficient and more capable of 
handling relations with NATO and SHAPE. Most important is fact 
that single ministry shld actually be more cautious and prudent and 
more likely to avoid revival of uncontrolled Ger militarism. To bury 
vital defense functions in other ministries wld render defense policies | 
less sensitive to parliamentary control and wld make effective super- 
vision by occupation authorities more difficult. Also hiding defense | 
functions in two or more non-defense ministries might encourage as- 
sumption military planning activities by informal committee-type 
groups and possibly stimulate growth of sub-rosa general staff. Com- 
bining defense functions with important domestic functions, might 

| inject military influence unnecessarily in important areas of domestic ) 
life. For instance, we wld not wish see portions defense function 

_ deposited in Interior. Ministry in manner which wld combine mil and . 
police responsibilities. Nor do we believe it desirable to have office set 

| up in chancellery, which might result in less parliamentary control 
than in separate ministry. _ Co 

| Chief difficulty involved Ger proposals is whether or not they violate 

ltr or spirit Brussels Agreement. We think not, but Allies may not 

| agree. Para 7(f) of C-6-D/1* clearly envisages possibility that Allies, 

after discussions with Ger authorites, may determine establish defense 

functions in single agency. At same time, para 7(/) is equally clear 

in rejecting assignment to the Ger admin any functions which might 

permit redevelopment of Ger Defense Ministry. Most reasonable ex- 

planation of apparent ambiguity is that NAC desires prevent rede- 

| velopment of complete Defense Ministry as normal in nations that 
have national forces under their own complete control, including full 

- operational and intelligence staffing. We do not interpret current 

Ger proposals as suggesting this type of organization, to which of 

course we cld not agree. In other words we wld consider unacceptable 

- the redevelopment of a Def Min which wld permit either secret Mil | 

operational planning or the rebirth of a Ger Gen Staff in the tradi- 

tional sense. | | | ae : 

---* Tf, as wld seem likely, Fr and Brit reps cannot readily agree that 

| Ger proposals do not violate intent of Brussels Agreement, believe best 

alternative may be to persuade them to leave this question open pend- 

ing’ final report of High Comm so that this question wld be one of 

those to be considered by Govts. 
a | | : ne ACHESON 

| * Wor text of C6-D/1, December 13, 1950, see Foreign Relations, 1950, vol. 111, pp. | 

531-547 ; in particular footnote 1, p. 538. | |
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j 7624.5/5-951: Telegram OS | | o : | - * L a © zt | 

The Ambassador in France (Bruce) to the Secretary of State? 

TOP SECRET | -- Parts, May 9, 1951—noon. 
6803. De La Grandville, French Secretary of European Army Con- 

3 ference, in course of discussion with Embassy officer indicated French 
i _ disapproving proposed organization of German defense administra- 
) tion. He also showed in confidence copy of telegram which Foreign _ 
i Office recently sent. to Frangois-Poncet quoting substance of memo- _ 
| . randum from Moch. Memorandum vigorously dissented from recom-_ | 

| mendation (apparently from Poncet) re-establishment of a single 

i German ministry or administration (to be called other than Ministry 
of Defense) in Bonn to coordinate German Defense functions. oo 

4 - Following is substance of messagetoPoncet: 

| French Defense Minister disapproves proposal to allow Gotmany 
| | to form organizations similar to Defense Ministry. Moch wants Ger- 

man defense functions to be split up among various civilian ministries _ 
| | without creation of any new ministry or organization. It is premature | 

| for NATO or European nations to take over control of German De- , 
to fense under a plan which provides for gradual transfer of control 
1 powers. Modification or ending of controls on German defense should | 

be an end and not a beginning. Moch also opposed specifically | 

; creation of post of inspector general. In his view this would of neces- 
|. sity place centralized control in hands of a German general and would 
4 be prelude to re-establishment of German general staff. He considers | 

| present a particularly unfavorable moment to contemplate any of 

| Foreign Office official commented on message to effect Foreign Office 
j disagrees with Moch’s view and hopes these matters will appear. in 
‘ new light after forthcoming elections.? He called attention to “conti- 

:  -nuity” of Foreign Office thinking these subjects which he described 

as “consistently occupying middle position between views of Moch = 
: and Americans”. ES 
i . Foregoing : confirms views other French position prior to elections => 

nowslatedforJune. = | ee BS ye Et GEREEE Ee egg Beg 

‘ Repeated to Bonn, London, Frankfurt, and Heidelberg. 8” 
| * For documentation on the French national elections, June 17, see volume Iv. |
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740.5/5-1751 : Telegram | | Co | 
The.United States Deputy Representative on. the North Atlantic 

Council (Spofford) to the Secretary of State 

TOP SECRET — a _ _Lonpon, May 17, 1951—7 p. m. 

. Depto.943. Depto 914.2 Mtg on problems of Ger def contribution | 
held May 15 with reps of HICOG, SHAPE, Paris and London Em- 

_ bassies, OSR, EUCOM, CINCAFE, ISAC, State, Defense, ISG, 
JAMAG, SUSRep, Munitions Board and USDep attending. | 

Fol comments in summary form set forth areas where discussion 
indicated action can be taken now to implement US policy towards | 
Ger def participation. OE ee | 

_ 1. In order accelerate Ger action, effort shld be made to present 
more realistic and specific picture to Gers in current tripartite talks 
as to what is expected of them as a mil contribution. In this connection, 
standing group has been asked by HICOM for data which has not 
been forthcoming altho considerable time has elapsed. | 

2. US shid urge that HICOM report on the mil discussions with the 
Gers, which shld shortly be transmitted to the govts, be submitted by 
them to NATO, probably CD, as promptly as possible. | | 

3. Franco-Ger disagreement on basic unit size and level of integra- 
tion may at some time have to be referred to SACEUR by NATO. 
Obviously there is no possibility of a change in Fr position before Fr 
elections, and US shld therefore avoid having SACEUR brought 
formally into question until after that time and then only at request | 
interested govts and at carefully chosentime. | 

4. US shld continue to press for early implementation of system of __ 
contractual relations * and suggest utilization of declaration of intent 
formula if latter feasible and offers better opportunity for initiating 
prompt action toward defcontribution, = =——t 

5. Question of Ger’s association with NATO will arise in near future | 
in the first instances in connection with DPB and FEB. An over-all 
US position including specific steps and timetable contemplated lead- 
ing towards full NATO membership shld be readied. It is anticipated 
that matter will reach the deputies for discussion at time contact be- 
tween the Gers and FEB and DPB is desired. This cld presumably © 
take place in near future and shld initially be through HICOM al- 
though different formula may be adopted towards association with 
the FEB and DPB. After the initial contacts, stages of auxiliary Ger 

| -membership leading to full membership in various NATO bodies eld 
be evolved when Ger mil contribution has been determined and 
requisite Pol safeguards established. Question of possible Fr attitude 
toward foregoing and other specific steps to associate Ger with NATO 
shld be discreetly explored. | | : 

- Repeated to Frankfurt, Heidelberg for Handy, Wiesbaden for Norstad, and 
Paris for MacArthur and Riddleberger. 

*Not printed; it transmitted a “suggested agenda for discussion on Germany 
May 15.” (740.5/5-1051) 

*¥or documentation on the negotiation and implementation of a new system of 
_ eontractual relations with the Federal Republic of Germany, see pp. 1446 ff.
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_ 6. US shld: be prepared: for further revision of Law 24+ upon: Ger 

: agreement to a def contribution, especially in view of effect of this 

| _ 7. Utilization of Ger production capacity when available unused. 
2 capacity exists in NAT countries is a difficult concept, for DPB to sell. 

_ However, DPB shld proceed to integrate Ger production picture into 

|. scheme of NATO planning and US shld push hard to get NAT coun- 

| | tries to place orders in Ger including West. Berlin. Fr and UK with 
| EPU surpluses shld be specially encouraged to place orders in Ger. 
i Utilization of a pooled approach through establishment of some type 
| of NATO. purchasing commission under DPB shld be explored. 

SUSRep and HICOG will maintain continuing contact on these prob- 
, lems and seek to develop DPB-HICOM contact in due course. | 

| __...8. Re def orders priorities plan, HICOG shld submit to SUSRep — 

{ .. soonest. regulations under revision of Law 24, type of priority order 
: _ form required, procedures for placing orders in Ger, Ger agency to 
: be dealt with, and a list of Ger availabilities. SUSRep will then table 
| paper in DPB and press to get machinery into operation, = 

:  -Y, Essential: element to. providing technical ‘assistance ‘to (Jers in 

, production. matters is prompt establishment of adequate security 

3 sysem by FedRep. ee ee 

: 10. Size of gap between cost of mil program as currently outlined 

: - in Ger discussions and funds expected to be available to meet that cost | 
: accentuates necessity for Ger association with FEB burden-sharing 

: exercise 

fo ~ 4¥or the text of Allied High Commission Law No. 24, “Control of Certain 
1 Articles, Products, Installations and Equipment,” of March. 30, 1950, see Laws, 

| Regulations, Directives and Decisions, vol. 1, pp. 74-1538, ae , 

: q62A.5/5-1951: Telegram a : oe i o : o- 

|. The United States Deputy High Commissioner for Germany (Hays) 

| TOP SECRET - PRIORITY , Bony, May 19, 1951—11 am. 

| | 870. Eyes only for Byroade. The eleventh meeting * with Ger dele- 

‘ gates on Ger contribution to European defense was held Friday May 18. 

i Attendance thesameasatpreviousmeeting, = (| CE 

7 The chairman opened the meeting with a reminder to all present _ The ch opened the meeting with der to all present — 
__ for the continued need for secrecy in regard. to the meetings,and men- 

4 | tioned leaks to the press which had taken place and shld be avoided in | 

| | - The chairman then read a tripartitely agreed statement as follows: _ 

oe a Repeated to Frankfurt, ‘Heidelberg, London, and Paris, eyes only for McCloy, 

a Handy, Spofford, and MacArthur. Oo os plo ge geile | 

: 2 At the 9th and 10th meetings on April 20.and May 4 air force and naval per- 

3 sonnel and the financing of their training and equipment were discussed... Hays 

: reported on these meetings in telegrams 761 and 827 from Bonn, April 21 and 

i : May 5 (7%62A.5/4-2151 and 5-551). Copies of Buttenwieser’s notes on the two 

| meetings are in files 740.5/4~2351 and 5-751.,00020C~C—C—™ POS LN ed 

536-688 PT 1—80-—_68 | |
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“At our last meeting we agreed that at this meeting the allied reps 
wld comment on the Ger proposals for the administration of defense. | 

_ We have instructions from NATO on the question of the administra- 
tion of Ger defense. These instructions do not enable us to approve 
your proposals. We have in any case sent your proposals to our govts. 
We feel that we shld now inform you that our instructions provide | 

that the defense administration in Germany shld be subject to some 
system of allied control. Also, our instructions provide that the func- 
tions of a general staff which are appropriate to the plans, operations 
and intelligence sections of military staffs, above the level of author- 
ized. tactical units, shld be discharged only by an international staff 
under the Supreme Commander, and shld not be permitted in any Ger- 
man agency. 2 | SF 

_ We examined the list of questions previously raised by the Ger | 
delegation which had not yet been answered and find that until we have 7 
the views of NATO we are in position to give a reply only to questions : 
7,8,9and10,asfollows: = - | re 

_ % With respect to training facilities and training personnel 
- made available by the Alles in Germany we agree in principle 

with you that facilities and personnel will be made available sub- 
' - ject, of course, to a solution of the practical problems involved. 

| 8. Insofar as we understand the Ger proposals for accommoda- 
_ tions, we hope to be able to adjust such accommodations to the 

_. Allied projects without serious difficulty. - 
| 9. Regarding the type and quantity of arms and equipment 

-which'can be supplied by the Allies for the Ger contingent, we will 
give you information on this matter as soon as we have received it : 
from our govis. ~~ - 

10. With regard to the price of arms, when we have determined 
| what arms and equipment can be supplied, we will then be in a 

_ position to tell you the cost of these. 

_ The other questions will be incorporated in our report to our govts | 
as items which shld be brought to the attention of NATO for reply.” , 

- (The Ger questions referred to in the above statement are as follows: 

1. What are the views of the Allies regarding the overall strategic 
situation? | - 

9. What is the strategic planning in Kurope? os oe | 
-3. What will be the overall strength of the European forces? — | 
4. How large shall bethe Gercontribution? —_ HO 

- 5. What shall be the tasks assigned to us within the framework of | 
the European overall defense ? oe 

6. Shall the Ger units have the same type of organization, training 
| and command as the other units ? : | | Oo 

7. What training facilities and training personnel can be made © 
available bythe Allies? = | | | 

8. To what extent do the Ger proposals for accommodation overlap 
Allied projects? — Z 

9. What kind of arms and equipment can be supplied? . — | 
10. What [are] the prices of the arms? | Be
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| -1.°What are'the Allied views on the detailed work requested by 

them, which is to be done even before ‘a decision has been made re- — | 

garding the size of the Ger contingent ? ne er ee 

7 "19. What are the Allied views on the extent of the contribution of = 

‘the Ger industry towardsarmament?). 
. In commenting on the statement of the chairman, Blank ‘asked: — 

“What wld be the nature of Allied control over the Ger administra- _ 

1 tion?” The Chairman replied: “We do not know the nature of such 

: control; it may be in the framework of the European Army or in the 

framework of NATO, but our instructions provide for some form of 

| Allied controls” ee 8S gas 

__ Blank then stated that if the form of Allied control over Germany 

| were the same as over other. NATO or European countries, it wld be | 

| acceptable—otherwise it wld not be acceptable, as.such control wld 

not give Gers full equality. The chairman noted the Ger viewpoint 

and stated this information wld be forwarded to our govts. © 

: . Blank then inquired as to whether or not Germany wld be repre- . 

po sented on the Supreme Commander’s staff in thosefunctionsofthegen- 

io eral staff that are appropriate to the plans, operations and intelligence 

4 sections of military staffs, above the level of authorized tactical units. 

The Ger delegation was informed that our instructions provided that 

7 Gers may be represented in the international stats, but that the Allied 

4 reps, did not know what. form and what degree of Ger representation 

| Blank replied that if Germany had the same representation as other 

NATO countries on international:staffs in functions of plans, opera- 

: tions and intelligence of higher ‘units, it wld be acceptable. If not it 

; wld not be acceptable as this action. wld deny Germany full equality. 

| ‘The Allied reps stated the German viewpoint on this matter wid 

Blank then outlined the Ger views on the territorial organization = 

for the administration. of defense. The Gers proposed to adopt the — 

French pattern of establishing territorial command over'an area which 

wld contain two to four divisions, grouped together in a corps. Each © 

: such territory wld be under the command of a military commander of 

1 the rank of general, who wld command all the troops in his area and | 

be responsible for territorial problems and ‘administration. The terri- 

torial commander wid have a military staff for command of the units, | 

and a territorial staff for administration. He wid be responsible not 

: only for the Ger troops within his territory, but also for Allied troops 

in his territory, when the Occupation Statute is replaced by contrac- 

tualagreements. EEE MRE trae Boo 

: Blank stated it was necessary to create these territorial ‘commands 

| beeause the Central Federal Administration of Defense cld not. ade- 

: quatély handle local problems, and if attempted to do so wld‘become _
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too large. The territorial commander. wld be guided and. coordinated 
by the:Ministry of Defense and wld have the following responsibilities : 
_1.. Organization and maintenance of all local installations within 
the command, both Ger and Allied. ME 

2. Control of depots, work shops, airfields, maintenance depots, etc. 
38. Recruitment of Ger contingents to include. statistical research, medical examination, decisions on selections made, and final induction. 
4. Execution of all measures necessary for mobilization of Ger | troops, and any assistance that may be needed for mobilization of allied ‘Troops. | 7 | pe 

_ 5. Administrative functions under the direction of the Ministry of | | Defense which wld be largely carried out by civilian personnel. 
_ 6. Procurement procedure as applied within this territory. | 

_ From the above responsibilities it was clear that each territorial 
commander wld need a military staff for command, an administrative 
office, and a recruitment office. Each agency with appropriate sections. 

In deciding on the delimitations of the territorial commands, civilian 
| territorial delimitations wld be adhered to ‘as far as possible, but the 

delimitation of the territorial command must not be impeded by dand 
| boundaries as defense matters shld be the responsibility of the Federal 

Republic—and not delegated to laender authorities. _ oo 
_ The Gers decided on the establishment of four such territorial com- 
mands as follows: | oe | Oe OC 

1. Southern Command consisting of laender Bavaria; Wuerttem- | berg-Baden; Wuerttemberg—-Hohenzollern; and Baden. Estimated | population: Fifteen (15) million. os | | 
2. Central Command consisting of laender Rhineland Palatinate; 

and Hesse. Estimated population : seven ‘and a half (7.5) million, 
3. Western Command consisting of land North Rhine Westphalia. 

Estimated population: Thirteen and a half (18.5) million, ©. 
4. Northern Command consisting of Lower Saxony; Schleswig- 

Holstein ; Hamburg’; and Bremen. Estimated population : Twelve (12) 
million. | | 7 | Se | 

Blank in conclusion stated the problem of territorial commands 
| required a more detailed study, and that these views were only very 

general, | 
‘Berard (French) asked what responsibility the territorial com- 

_ Inander wld have for the maintenance of international law and order. | 
Blank replied that under the Basic Law the maintenance of law and | 
order is a police matter for daender authorities, and not a matter forthe 

| Ganeval (French) asked what authority the territorial commander 
wld have over the Ger troops stationed in his territory. Blank replied | 
that he, as commander of all Ger troops stationed in his territory, wld 
be an intermediate commander, corresponding to a corps commander. - 
The Ger delegates were informed that the Allied reps had commented
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2 previously on the question of intermediate commands above'division __ 
3 level,-and those comments wld also apply to the territorial commander - 

asoutlined by theGerreps. - 
| Blank also stated that the territorial commander wld be responsible 

| for the recruitment of tactical air force and naval personnel, as well = 

: charge of his corps as corps commander in active operations. © = 

i was agreed that the final report shld be completed and agreed upon in. 
order that the Allied reps might forward it to their High Commis- 

| _-Slonersby June3atthelatest. _ Three copies of Ger translation of a tripartitely agreed draft which | __ covered the first part of the report were given to the Ger delegation.’ 
: _ After reading the report Blank stated that he was unwilling tohave 

the Deputies confer on comments or changes, as he felt this wasa 
| matter of sufficient importance which he shld handle personally. | _ | 
, _ It was finally agreed that the Ger comments on that part of the = 

report which has now been furnished them, wld be forwarded by the 
| __ Gers in writing within a week. When the Ger comments were received, 

the Chairman wld meet with his allied colleagues to see if the Ger | comments or changes were acceptable. Questions arising wid be han- 
dled on an interim basis between the chairman, for the allies, and Herr 
Blank. As the remainder of the report is drafted and agreed upon 
tripartitely, it will be forwarded to the Ger delegates for their com- | 

| ments under a similar procedure, the object being that at the next 
| meeting a final report will be prepared with agreed or disagreed items, 
: _ upon which the fourreps wldtakefinalaction, © 

The date of the next meeting ‘was set for 10:30 a. m., Friday, — 
. Fine 14. 8 et er SNR LL tea 

: _.*No copy of this draft has been found ‘in Department of State files. ©. |) se 

| ___ At the 12th meeting on June 1 the first nine paragraphs of the final report were 
3 agreed, and the reconciliation of the remainder delegated to a committee of 
4 deputies (telegram 904 from Bonn, June 2, not printed (762A.5/6-251)). Regard- 
4 ing the final report of the technical committee, see the letter from the High — 
) Commissioners to their Governments, infra, and footnote 2 thereto, “ ~ - . - : Oe
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740.5/6-2251 | an ee 

The Allied High Commissioners for Germany to the Governments. of 
 - . the United States, the United Kingdom,.and France. _ 

TOP SECRET 7 a | 
On 20th December 1950, at the Brussels Conference, the Occupying | 

| Powers were invited by the Powers signatory to the North Atlantic 
Treaty to discuss with the German Federal Government the question 

of German participation in the defense of Western Europe, on the — 

| basis set forth in the reports of the Military Committee and of the 
Council of Deputies. | | 7 — 

On 21st December, the Allied High Commissioners and the Federal 

Chancellor agreed to instruct the Deputy High Commissioners and, on 

the German side, Herr Blank, to make a first study, both sides being 
assisted by military experts. This report is the result of that study. . 

_ The study was essentially of anexploratory nature. = 
‘It is, indeed, important to note that, although the substance of the 

NATO paper was fairly indicated to the Chancellor on 21st Decem- 
ber by a statement of the duty Chairman of the High Commission and 
subsequently to the German delegation, neither the complete text. of 
the document nor every detail of all its stipulations were commu- 

nicated to the German delegation. It was desired moreover that the 

German delegation should be able to express their point of view freely. 
They have thus not considered themselves bound by the requirements 

ofthe NATO paper. er 
- It appears that the main concern of the German delegation was to 
make known the form which, in their opinion, the German contribu- 
tion should take in order to achieve for the common cause the greatest 

: effectiveness in the face of the Soviet menace. They worked. from an 

essentially technical military standpoint and presented their proposals | 
clearly and firmly. oe 

In doing this, the German Delegation stressed the fact that a Ger- 
man contribution to Western defense could only be envisaged after | 

the realization of a certain number of political conditions. It was 

understood that the discussion of these conditions was reserved for 
meetings between the High Commissioners and the Chancellor. _ 

The following tables show the principles incorporated in the NATO 

| proposals which (a) the German Delegation accept, (0) those which 

they did not accept in these discussions, and (c) those which they may 

accept with certain qualifications. It will be seen that while the German 

1The source text was attached to a memorandum by John F. Hickman, Secre- 
| tary of the International Security Affairs Committee, not printed, and was | 

circulated to members of the committee as ISAC D-16, dated June 22. |



proposals in certain important particulars are within the framework 

laid down by NATO, in a number of others they depart considerably 

: from the conditions set forth in the document approved. by. the 
Brussels conference. BEER EE eo OR 

; A. The following safeguards (of those set forth in the Brussels _ 
Agreement) are acceptable to the German Delegation: 

1 a (1) Any system of German participation must be within the | 
j _  NATOstructuren ee ty 
, _- (2) A European rather than a nationalistic spirit will be in- — 
3 __ gtilled in German military personnel. Bo SEUSS GR 
fo - (8) Although the German Delegation rejected a control which 
: would apply only to the German contingent (see lists B and C), | 

| it agreed that any system of control that is applicable to all par- __ 
+ ticipating NATO forces would be accepted by the Germans. | 

: (4) Appropriate German air units for the defense of Western | 
; _ Germany in support of German ground units will be a part of the 
3 -. integrated air forces under the Supreme Commander... 
|. as". (5) Military personnel would be secured initially through vol- 
: -untary enlistment followed by conscription (selective service) and 
: _. it appeared that a satisfactory formula could be worked out with | 

the German authorities. 
: (6) An armament industry will not be established in Germany 
i _. except'to the extent specifically requested by France. 

- . (7) Although the German Delegation insisted on the creation 
: of a Defense Ministry (see list B), it agreed that the German ad- 
1 ministration of defense would be of civilian character and under 

-thecontrolofthe Bundestag. = si 
; | | (8) The Germans will create such naval forces and accept such _ 
; _- navaltasksasmay bedeterminedbyNATO.- 0 ss 
i (9): The number of German land formations should not at any 

| time. exceed one-fifth of the total.of like allied land formations 

| allocated to and ear-marked for SHAPE. i | ) 

| “ B. The following safeguards (of those set forth in the Brussels 
: Agreement) were not acceptable to the German Delegation: === 

| _ (1) The Germans do not consider in principle that the brigade 
is groups or regimental combat teams fulfill the requirement that 

| _.... any units formed must be militarily acceptable and effective. ~ 

— (2): The Germans do not accept a transitional period during — 
; which they form and train units before the decision is made with | 

- regardtothedivision, © 0 
(8) The Germans insist that the size of the German ground | 

_.. formations to be constituted should be a division of 10,000 fighting 
‘ _. -men, and preferably in the form of an armored division... - 
| __:_ (4) The Germans insist that the administration of defense 
| should bein a defense ministry and do not accept an administra- 
: _. tiveoffice or offices in one or more other ministries. 

| - + (6) The Germans: do not accept the provision that German 
_ units should not be permitted to contribute complete: heavy
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°a¥mored | formations, as they consider the armored division the 
~~» most efficient and insist on being equipped on a basis of equality. 

~-C. The German Delegation declared that the following safeguards _ 
(of those set forth in the Brussels Agreement) were not acceptable a 
unless some procedure can be worked out on the basis of equality ; that 
is, they would be acceptable only if they apply tothe forcesoftheother = 
powers participating in the defense of Europe, or if an agreed pro- | 
cedure is worked out that will satisfy German public opinion. | 

(1) Defense administration must be subject to some system of 
allied control. | ee | 

_.., {2) The functions appropriate to the plans, operations and in- | 
_. telligence sections of military staffs, above the level of authorized 

___ tactical units, should be only discharged by international staffs 
under the Supreme Commander and should. not be permitted in | 

_. any German Agency. OO re 
_-. (3) The German land contribution to any NATO defense force 

should, from the point of view of safeguards alone, under no cir- 
-. cumstances, be organized into solely German formations which 

_ . exceed the ceiling of division strength. | Oo 

_ .(4) The occupying powers should retain general supervision 
over officer recruitment and should rely as far as practicable upon 

_. recruiting and training of new officers. Similarly, supervision 
_ should be exercised over the training of non-commissioned officers. 

N.B. The following safeguard provided in the NATO agreement was 
not discussed with the German delegation, as it seemed premature to 
discuss this point before an agreement is reached on the German 

| contribution. _ | a ne, | 

| (1). The rotation of individuals from the regular forces to any 
_ Yeserve should be controlled so as to insure that no unforeseen or 

undesired expansion of German forces is possible at any time. 

It will be seen from the above tables that, except on a certain number 
of points which they regard as fundamental, it does not appear that 
the German Delegation will be hostile to some compromise. It should 

be noted that these first negotiations took place in a particularly con- 

fident atmosphere ‘and, on the German side, showed a definite desire 

to achieve something. oo a 
Although the German Delegation did, on the other hand, point out 

on several occasions the importance in Germany of the movement in . 

favor of abstention from military matters and the necessity of ful- 

filling certain conditions to overcome this, they did not hide their 
belief that, in due course, if satisfactory political conditions were 

created, a majority which, moreover, they hoped would be large could 
be found in the Bundestag to pass the Laws which would be presented 

by the Federal Government. | ee
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It will be for the Governments concerned to determine what relative 

_. Importance they attach to the points on which the German proposals 
| respectively fall in with or diverge from the Brussels proposals. The 
_ three Governments will doubtless exchange views to the end that - instructions be sent to the High Commission to enable further dis- 
---- @ussions to be held with the Germans? wo 

_ A. Francors-Poncer | OB, : Ivonz Kirkpatrick _ 
- French High Commissioner U.K. High Commissioner 
2 for Germany | for Germany ) 

a Joun J. McCrory _ | 
ee U.S. High Commissioner © 

So _ Franxrurr am Mary, June 8, 1951. rs 

® | * Attached to the source text was the Report of the Technic al Discussions Con- Be ducted at the Petersberg concerning the Question. of a German Defense Contribu- : pe tion (9 January—4 June 1951), dated June 6, not printed. This report summarized — Pa in 16 numbered sections the discussions between the Deputy High Commissioners - ae and the West German Representatives and indicated the positions taken by both Ge sides on the various questions considered during the 12 meetings at Petersberg..
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DISCUSSIONS CONCERNING POSSIBLE CONVENING OF A | 
_ SESSION OF THE COUNCIL OF FOREIGN MINISTERS. — | 

A, EXCHANGES OF NOTES AMONG THE FOUR POWERS, AND RELATED | 
Hg ACTIVITIES, NOVEMBER 1950-MARCH 1951 4 : aa | 

nO Editorial Note : | : 

| On November 3, 1950, the Soviet Government presented notes to the 

American, British, and French Embassies in Moscow proposing a 

meeting of the Council of Foreign Ministers to consider the question ! 

of fulfillment of the clauses of the Potsdam Agreement regarding the = 
demilitarization of Germany. In their replies of December 22, the three / 

Western powers proposed instead a meeting of representatives of the 4 

_ . four.Governments to discuss a wider range of questions as a basis for a | | 
- subsequent meeting of the Foreign Ministers. The texts of the notes : 

! exchanged by the Soviet Union and the United States are printed in : 

ss Foreign Relations, 1950, volume IV, pages 902 ff., as well as in the De- i 

| partment of State Bulletin, January 1, 1951, pages 11-12. The note of . | 

: December 22 is also printed in American Foreign Policy, 1950-1968 : “| 

Basic Documents, volume II, pages 1784-1786. ee 4 

| CFM files, lot M88, box 157, volume I ETS | Be | / | 

| Paper Prepared by the Policy Planning Staff * - | 

TOP SECRET a — | WasHINGTON, December 28, 1950.» 2 

Exploratory TALKS Wir THE Soviets | | 

| PROBLEM | ere 

To determine the most useful tactics in exploratory talks with the . 

Soviets if they accept the suggestion of the three Governments. — 

ao "DISCUSSION ee : 

The attitude of the French and British in the preliminary talks in 

Paris before the Brussels meeting indicated that they both were will- . 

ing to attend a CFM even though there were no prior indication of — 

1-Attached to the source text was a cover sheet which indicated that this paper 

had been approved by Secretary Acheson on December 27. oo 

1048 | | | |
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Soviet. willingness to agree upon any acceptable solution of any out-_ 

| ‘The U.S. refused to commit itself to a CFM unless exploratory 

| talks indicated some Soviet willingness to enter upon talks which | 

| would justify the participation of the Foreign Ministers. = 
| ~ At Brussels, Mr. Schuman and Mr. Bevin agreed with the Secretary 

| upon the U.S. thesis. However, it can be anticipated that they will tend — 

to accept rather readily any arrangement which will make a CFM 

| possible. The U.K. is reluctant to accept the idea that talks at the — 

“official” level can consider important “questions of substance. ‘The 

: French seem ready to make the gesture of starting ministerial talks 

| to satisfy their public opinion even though no satisfactory basis is laid. 

They both may be expected to take in the exploratory talks what we 

| would consider a“soft” attitude, = 

: - The standard Soviet technique is to enter upon negotiations. with a 

| rigid insistence upon their own position and a refusal to consider even 

: a compromise with their adversaries’ position. They seem to count = 

| upon the Western tendencies to be “fair”; to be impatient; to yield to | 

the pressure of public opinion. which demands “results” from such _ 

negotiations es oe dw tae ae 

| The Soviets would have strong reason to believe that the Western 

: powers themselves consider that they are leading from weakness ‘and 

2 that they are prepared to make concessions to avoid war. They would 

| expect to enhance such tendencies by prosecuting the “war of nerves”. 

: Actually the Western position, in terms of basic Soviet estimates, 1s 

| one of strength. The Soviets are fully cognizant of the productive 

: power of the United States and admire it. They are impressed by the 

| ‘results of our effort in World War II and have not. forgotten the re- 

! covery we made after Pearl Harbor. If they do not launch World War 

| III now it may be because they realize better than we admit the basic 

| strength of our position and because they believe our allies can be split 

: and our position softened by the warofmerves. oped Fees 

| ‘There are two contrasting tactics which could be used in the ex-— 

| ploratory talks with the Soviets. wag Pesan ae Uae ee, 

: J. We could start with a clear understanding among the British, 

: French and ourselves of the subjects which we would be -willing to — 

| have on the agenda of a CFM. For illustrative purposes we might — 

| assume these would be Germany and Austria. We could argue with the 

: Soviets-against taking the. Prague declaration as a basis and insist on | 

including merely such items as “The German Problem” and “The — 
, Austrian Problem”. In accordance with precedent, we might agree on 

a statement that “The Agenda will include such other items as the 

Ministers agree upon when they meet.” — Se Bt aie eh ey | 

| Such an approach would probably be satisfactory to the. British 

and French. It would not. involve any real advance probing of Soviet 

intentions and would probably lead'to the holding of a CFM at-an-early’ 

: date upon terms which would give the Soviets substantially what they:
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asked for in their original proposal. Such a development would not be im. accord with the essence of the position taken by the Secretary at _ Brussels. It would still leave open the possibility of endeavoring atthe CFM to build a record for possible propaganda exploitation of Soviet | unwillingness to discuss many causesof tension. mee es | If. ‘We could as an alternative begin the exploratory talks with the _ tactics commonly employed by the Soviets. This would Imply appear- 
ance of rigidity and the immediate airing of a list of questions in’ regard to which Soviet conduct or positions have been unacceptable to | us. By way of illustration it might be suggested that we insist that an | _ agenda item on the German question must include such matters as the — _ eastern frontiers, a land corridor to Berlin, return of German POWs, © 
etc. We might also insist that the agenda include items such as the vio- | , lation of the Bulgarian and Rumanian Peace Treaties with respect to | - human rights and the limitation of the armaments of those countries. 3 | We could bring up such clearly non-negotiable subjects as the inter-. : — national subversive activities of the Cominform or the restoration of 4 | the democratic government of Czechoslovakia. We would take the — : | offensive and raise one after the other a long series of issues, many of _. . which have previously been argued with the Soviets and on which we | _-- havereceivednosatisfaction, ee | 

Such tactics would presumably involve some discussion of substance 
_ and might well lead to prolonged argument with the Soviets. They ] _ would require long drawn-out exploratory talks requiring the kind of ‘ 

patience we have not usually displayed in such negotiations. They 
would probably meet with French and British resistance which would 

| have to be overcome as it was when the Security Council “neutrals” : 
endeavored to solve the Berlin case at Paris.? Such tactics might or 
might not lead to a CFM which would have some chance of being pro- 
ductive of results. Even if it eventually resulted in agreement on a ] 

| CFM ‘agenda which included only. such. items as “The Problem. of | 
Germany” and “The Problem of Austria”, it might give the Soviets. 

| _ the idea that -we were not in a mood to capitulate or that we felt we 
were in a weak position. It might jay the groundwork for strong | 

_ positionsin the CFMitself.: ae ee eee | | _ If there has been preliminary discussion of substance in the explora- | 
tory talks, we would be in a better propaganda position to break off the , 

_ CFM when it was apparent that the Soviets were unwilling to reach a 4 
| settlement. A “White Paper” or other publication could reveal the 

_ Soviet intransigeance. ca ue | 
- If the Soviets are willing to reach agreement on any issue on a basis a 
acceptable to us, we are more likely to reach such agreement through | 

| aggressive than through soft tactics. GR i 
| It. would. be possible while the four-power exploratory talks are in | 

| progress to attempt private conversations with the Soviets to feel out 

*¥or documentation on consideration by the Security Council’s “Neutral Com- 7 ert the Berlin question in 1949,..see: Foreign Relations, 1949, val. my,
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any possible basis of agreement on any specific questions or on any | 

general issues. Opportunities for such private conversations should si 

not be disregarded because of fear of French or British susceptibilities. | 

a RECOMMENDATIONS tw a | 

1. We should approach the exploratory talks and, if it eventuates, a | 

CEM, with the belief that their value lies in a) gaining time; 6) prop- 

| aganda advantage; and ¢) convincing the Soviets that we are deter- | | 

| mined and confident. We should not be sanguine of reaching any real | 

( settlements although we should always seek them. fe ee 

| 9, We should adopt as tactics the line indicated under IT above on. 

| the. ground that such tactics would best contribute to a), 6b) andc) | 

| under paragraph 1. edhe Oo (| SPARE aga oe | | 

+ 8, We should try to persuade the British and French of the sound- | 

: ness of this approach and should not give in to any evidence of “soft- | 

| ness"ontheir part. ss an | 

| _ 4, If necessary we should insist on following our approach in the | 

Lo exploratory talks with the Soviets, laying plans in advance to meet 

| adverse public opinion reaction perhaps stimulated by French and | 

| Britishlinestothepress| Be | 

: so6./1-85L aa | 

| The Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Soviet Union to the Embassy : | 

| : of the United States* — Ce | 

p HRB Silk ote “ppransiation] Z fen be seig the Shoes 

| - The Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Union of Soviet Socialist a 

! Republics confirms receipt of the note of the Government of the 

| Wnited States of America of December 22 which is in answer to the 

| note of the Soviet Government of November 3 of this year on the ques- 

| tion of calling a Council of Ministers of Foreign Affairs, and on the | 

instructions of the Soviet Government, has the honor to. state the | 

| following. ~ oa | | - eS 

| 1. The Soviet Government in its note of November 3 proposed call- 

ing a Council of Ministers of Foreign Affairs of the United States of 

| America, Great Britain, France and the USSR for consideration of the 

| question of fulfillment of the decisions of the Potsdam Conference re- 

| garding demilitarization of Germany. Introducing such a proposal 

the Soviet Government proceeded, thus, from the necessity of holding 

| not simply a meeting of the four ministers for the purpose only of | 

- 2The source text and a copy of the Russian text of this note were transmitted 

as enclosures to despatch 341 from Moscow, January 3 (396.1/1-351). The note 

| was delivered to the U.S. Embassy at 11: 50 p. m. Moscow time on December 31. 

| | | |
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consultations on these or those questions, but from the necessity of calling an actual Council of Ministers of F oreign Affairs for con- a sideration of questions related to the competence of the Council of : Ministers. as constituted. In this connection the Soviet. Government 
considered it necessary to discuss first of all the question of the de- | militarization of Germany as the most acute question for Europe. 
Continuing to consider that the question of demilitarization of Ger- 
many is most important in the cause of insuring international peace 
and security and touches upon the basic interests of the peoples of | Europe and, primarily, of the peoples who have suffered from Hitlerite | aggression, the Soviet Government expresses its agreement to the dis- | 

_ cussion also of other questions regarding Germany, which corresponds 
to the position of the Soviet Government set forth in its note of No- 
vember 3 and to the Prague Declaration of eight countries? = | | The Soviet Government does not object to the proposal for calling a | preliminary meeting of representatives of the USA, Great Britain, 

) France and the USSR with the purpose that the meeting work out the 
agenda for a session of the Council of Ministers of Foreign Affairs. — 
It goes without saying that in the tasks of such a preliminary dis- 
cussion the consideration of questions which should be considered at 
the meeting itself of the four Ministers of Foreign Affairs will not be 
included. | | | | | 

| _ As for the place of calling the preliminary meeting, the Soviet Gov- 
ernment proposes that such meeting be called not in: New York but 
in Moscow, Paris or London in view of the fact that the holding of such 

, _’ & meeting in one of the capitals mentioned presents undoubted prac-— , 
_ tical conveniences for the maj ority of its participants. - 

| 2. The assertion of the Government of the United States that the 
_-_ proposals set forth in the Prague Declaration cannot serve asa basis 

for a favorable solution of the German problem calls forth legitimate 
doubt, since this assertion was made before the proposals mentioned 
were subjected to consideration of the four powers. The assertions also 
of the American note that these proposals were allegedly rejected by | 
the majority of the German people are at least baseless and do not at | 

| all conform to the real situation. In any event, it is not difficult to be 
| convinced that in broad circles of the German population, including 

the population of West Germany as well, the proposals of the Prague 
meeting have met with great interest. a 

As far as the remarks contained in the note of the Government of | 
the United States of America with respect to the letters of the High 
Commissioners to the President of the Soviet Control Commission 
on the question of conducting all German elections,? which are simply 

oe an evasion of a question having great significance for the German 
| people, are concerned, this question was the subject of repeated dis- 

cussion among the Governments of the four powers and the positionof 
the Soviet Union on this question is well known. | | | 

*¥or the text of the Prague Declaration, issued by the Foreign Ministers of the Soviet Union, East Germany, Poland, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Romania, _ and Bulgaria and the Albanian Minister in Moscow on October 21, 1950, see Ruhm von Oppen, Documents on Germany, pp. 522-527 , or Documents on German Unity, vol. 1, pp. 158-161. a | 
*For documentation on the question of all-German elections, see Foreign Rela- tions, 1950, vol. tv, pp. 590 ff. 

oot sate PE are oe Me | | :
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3. From published data it is seen that the Governments of. the | 

‘United States of America, Great Britain and France are creating in | 

Western Germany a regular German army, forming not just some | 

police detachments, as has been officially stated by the Ministers of | 

- Foreign Affairs of the three Western powers, but whole divisions. It 

is known also that. recently representatives of the Governments of 

the USA, Great Britain and France have been carrying on negotia- 

tions with the government of Adenauer concerning the number of 

German divisions being formed and their armament even with tanks 

and heavy artillery and concerning inclusion of these divisions in the ! 

- so-called “united armed forces”.* attempts to camouflage these meas- . | 

ures with references to the necessity of strengthening the security of | 

the USA, Great Britain, France and other states of Europe are clearly | 

untenable since no one has threatened or is threatening these states. | 

All the more untenable are the attempts in the note of the Govern- __ 

ment-of the USA to justify plans for the remilitarization of Western | 

- Germany by reference to the rearmament allegedly taking place in ! 

Eastern Germany. Everything said in the note of the Government of 

the USA on this matter is fabricated from beginning to end ‘and. does 

not conform to reality in the slightest degree. In the note of the Soviet | 

Government of October 19, it was already pointed out that such asser- | 

tions of the governments of the three powers were without any | 

foundations re Bee a et | 
| 4. The note of the Government of the USA of December 22, fur- | 

| - nishes a basis for considering that it is agreeable to the proposal of | 

) the Soviet Government with respect. to the joint consideration by the 

| four powers of the question of demilitarization of Germany. The 

| Soviet Government attaches important significance to this since the | 

| realization of the demilitarization of Germany is not only provided 

r for by the Potsdam Agreement between the USA, the USSR, Great 

| Britain and France, but remains a most important condition for secur- | 

| - ing peace and security in Europe, corresponding also to the national 

| interest of the German people itself. es Soe | 

| Furthermore it is known to the whole world that 1t is in fact the 

| - Governments of the USA, Great Britain and France which have | 

| recently been taking every kind of measure for the revival of a regular | 

| German army and for the restoration of war industry in Western | 

| Germany and are already carrying on official negotiations on these 

: questions with the government of Adenauer, which is an expression | 

| of the desire of certain aggressive circles to confront the peoples of 

- Europe with accomplished facts. There is no necessity to prove that 

| such actions by the Governments of the USA, Great Britain and 

| France clearly contravene the obligations undertaken by these govern- a 

| ments concerning the necessity for carrying out the demilitarization 

| of Germany and also that they cannot but create serious difficulties in 

| the solution of those questions which should be considered by the Coun- 

| cil of Ministers of Foreign Affairs, the calling of which is being de- 

| layed further and further for some reason or other. . - 

| ‘For documentation on the talks at Bonn concerning a German contribution 
to Western defense, see pp. 990 ff. | | 

| ’ Wor the text of the Soviet note of October 19, 1950, concerning the remilitari- 

| zation of the Eastern Zone of Germany, see Ruhm von Oppen, Documents on 

| Germany, pp. 520-521; for further documentation on the question, see Foreign 

| Relations, 1950, vol. rv, pp. 942 ff. o : aa — 

| |
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Similar notes are being sent by the Soviet Government simultane- _ ously to the governments of France and Great Britain, ae 

_ Moscow, December 30, 1950. “eps, - a 

396.1/1-151: Telegram age a 
The Chargé in the Soviet Union (Barbour) to the Secretary o t State 

SECRET PRIORITY = Moscow, January 1, 1951—8 p. m. | 
1277. Embtel 1275, January 1.2 Soviet note on CFM 3 obviously de- signed leave general impression it constitutes agreement on explora- __ tory talks as suggested by Western Powers leading to actual calling CFM. Wording seems deliberately ambiguous and calculated less | toward immediate propaganda gain, as far as argumentation con- _ 

cerned, than toward maintaining flexibility for propaganda successes 
during course of talks themselves. - | | 
Note on whole contains no indication any change in Soviet position __ that question of demilitarization of Germany is most important for | CFM discussion and that it considers Prague declaration. as proper 

basis for discussion German problems in general. Note worded as to 
suggest demilitarization already accepted as first agenda item, re- 
gardless of others. | | a 

| _ Intimations that scope of discussions might be broadened obscurely 
reflected in second sentence section ohne concerning competence of 
CFM. Implication here that problems having world-wide and 
perhaps particularly Asiatic significance can only be appropriately _ 
considered if fifth world power, China, is included In composition of _ 
CFM. Another indication of willingness to broaden field of discussion 
at, proposed session, perhaps to include Austrian question and others | 
of European significance, is statement in section four that remilitariza- 
tion of Western Germany creates serious difficulties for those questions 
CFM should consider, leaving presumption that price for settlement 
these questions would be discontinuance such remilitarization. 

_ Proposal that talks be held Europe instead of New York can be 
interpreted as attempt to remove them from under aura UN, where 
USSR outweighed in votes and sentiment and where also Communist 
China not so attractive, eastward to area in which World Peace 
Council has more influence. | - | 
Although Soviet Government makes plain it takes for granted that 

_ exploratory talks will be procedural dealing only with fixing agenda, 
it cannot be ruled out that this reservation may only be intended to 

| * Repeated to London, Paris, and Frankfurt, | _ * Not printed: it transmitted a preliminary translation of the Russian note of Sue 30, 1950 (396.1/1-151) . |
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disarm Western Powers of careful advance preparation of substantive a | 

and propaganda positions in order obtain advantage from outset. | 

‘On January 2 Embassy London reported that the initial British Foreign | 
Office. reaction to the Soviet note corresponded “in general’ with these views, | 

while Embassy Paris reported on the same day that the initial French reaction : 

was that the note “was mild in tone and... appeared to insist upon narrow / 

base of discussions proposed in original Soviet note of November 3.” (Telegrams. | 

3700 from London: and 3752 from Paris, neither printed (396.1 /1-251) ) | a | 

Phe Ambassador inthe United Kingdom (Gifford) tothe... | 

rs Seeretary of States Pk | | 

gecRET prioniry © .  —  Lonpon, January 2, 1951—8 p. m. | 

8688., Deptel 3185 December 28, repeated, Paris 3469, Moscow 439, 

Frankfort 4587.2 Foreign Office has only just started to prepare posi- 
tion papers for proposed Four-Power meeting and as consequence its _ 

thinking with respect to German issues which may come up has not yet | 
crystallized at working level much less at official level. Therefore, 

while our following estimates believed to reflect fairly closely current _ | 

Foreign Office views,-they are subject to modification and possible | 
revision as further study is given to matter and in light of discussion | 

on governmental level. It should also be berne in mind that Foreign 
Office from Bevin on down is not sanguine as to results of CFM. 

“Accordingly, British tend. to concentrate on developing ways and 
means to checkmate Soviet propaganda moves rather than to formula-_ 
tion positive proposals for settlement German'problem. 9 

(a). Unification. of. Germany and all-German elections. Foreign | 

Office continues -to..feel that. program’ set. forth May 25 letter to | 

Chuikov* provides satisfactory. basis for reunification and would be 
willing to proceed along such lines should Soviet indicate willingness | 
to accept these proposals. Thinking in Foreign Office is that West ~ | 
should not agree to standstill on German rearmament while program | 
was being implemented. To do so in its view would seriously jeopardize si 
attainment goal adequate defense of Western Europe without sufficient, _ | 

compensatory advantages to Western Powers. Similarly, Foreign — | 

Office, officials. would probably, favor rejection any suggestion for | 

“permanent neutralization” of Germany, for ‘they feel that demili- . 
tarized Germany would sooner.or later fall under Soviet domination. 
They might, however, be willing to take this risk if Soviet should show. 
willingness to settle other outstanding. differences between East and 

"2 Repeated to Paris, Moscow, and Frankfurt. 99 jose us 
*? Not printed. - co ae | oe : 

® Transmitted in telegram 121 from Bonn, May 25, 1950; for text, see Foreign 
| Relations, 1950, vol. rv, p. 641. | Byiigccs bok | 

536-688 PT 1—80-——69 | | | 

:
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“(b): Preparation. and terms of peace settlement: Foreign Office does: 
not believe Soviet seriously desirous peace settlement: with Germany:at: 
this time on terms which would be acceptable to West. However, as 
matter of tactics British would probably agree in principle to initiate 
further negotiations looking towards a settlement -if Germany were 
reunified: and ‘all-German Government formed on basis program:en- 
visaged Iétter to Chuikov. Indeed they do not see how it would be pos: 
sible from standpoint public opinion in West to reject such an.offer if 
phrased ‘in ‘such manner.as to. give: impression: of sincerity. Foreign: 
Office has given little thought to terms of German peace settlement 
in past several years, and we doubt whether it is devoting much atten- 
tion to subject at present. UK objectives with respect to Germany have,. 
however, changed in past year. Where British once considered their 
interests would best be served by création relatively: weak, demilitar- 
ized Germany, they now desiré formation’strong anti-Communist Ger- 
man state which would serve to bulwark Western defense. Change in 
attitude has been: primarily occasioned by realization-that Western. 
Europe, including UK could not adequately defend itself against 
Soviet without German manpower. and, secondarily, because of con- 

_tinuing concern re French will to fight, a view which is’ strengthened: by 
what, they regard as French tendency to inaction. As stated in previous 
message (Embtel 3417 December 12, 1950, repeated Frankfort.-617, 
Paris 1150 *), however, British are not at this time thinking in, terms 
of Anglo-US-Germanaxis, © 0 

(cy) Withdrawal occupation troops. British consider withdrawal 
| occupation forces in Germany in advance peace settlement would be 

disastrous. But would, they. feel, make far more. difficult: maintenance 
substantial US forces in Europe which they consider vital. European. 
defense. Moreover, British believe Western Powers have convincing | 
argument from standpoint public opinion to counter any Soviet pro- 
posal for’withdrawal occupation forces; namely, that such step could 
not. be taken as regards former enemy until after peace settlement; and 
as mentioned above, latter development. in; their: opinion’ is quite 
remote. — | 

-_| (d): Demilitarization of Germany. As stated paragraph (6) above, , 
Foreign Office opposed to demilitarization of Germany: Nowthat NAT 
powers have agreed for good and. sufficient’ reasons to German re- armament it feels that it would be calamitous to take retrograde step. 
This view is not as widely shared by British public whose memories of 
German aggression are still: fresh. Nevertheless, we believe govern- 
ment could swing public opinion to this way of thinking depending 

| of course,onfinalouteoome CFM. = 
- (e) Quadripartite investigation of German remilitarization: For- : 
eign Office, and it is felt Cabinet, would strenuously object to any pro- 

| posal for Four-Power investigation remilitarization activities in Ger- 
many. They consider Soviet would seize upon existence industrial 
police corps in UK and US Zones to becloud Berettschaften issue and, 
further, that any assurance which Soviet ‘might give to dissolve that 
body in return for corresponding action with respect to industrial 
police groups by US and UK would not be honored. Foreign Office, 
therefore, concerned that Eden and other Conservatives have suggested 

“Not printed. TPE gS Se ty DEO eubhe tat,
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Four-Power investigation. and. is-doing its best to make him aware of | 
pitfalls involved in such proposal before it strikes public imagination, | 

(f) Divisive tactics. Foreign Office keenly aware divisive aspira- | 

tions of Soviet and fully.appreciative opportunities which CFM would 

furnish. in this regard. They are particularly concerned about French 
whom they. feel tend to rise to Soviet bait... ces we gh ed i | 

- To sum ip, British objectives with respect to Germany have under- 

gone ‘material change in past year as result ‘developments in: interna~ | 

tional ‘scene. These changes will, we believe; be reflected in’ position | 

they take’in tripartite talks. British positions will not, however, be ) 

rigid and inflexible. On contrary, they would be prepared to modify | 

their views to ensure‘common front by three Western Powers, situa- | 

tion -which ‘they consider indispensable prerequisite any talks with | 

Soviet on Germany. a poe tse wie ean | 

_.. Foregoing drafted before receipt Soviet reply (Moscow’s 1274 Jan- | 

uary -1 to Department *)..We are seeking Foreign Office reaction .to | 

datter:latertoday**-- 0 WA or rat matt gs Cig 

Sot printed. For the text of the Soviet reply, seep.1051. 5 | 
_ Regarding the British reaction, see footnote 4, supra. | 

396.1/1-851: Telegram 8 Lien | 

"The Seorétary of State to the Embassy in France» = 

cséorer priory... Wasureron, January 8, 19518 p. m. 
2 8598..1. Our next tel ? transmits our draft:of proposed reply to. Sov 

note De 30'ré CFM: Pls hand copy to FonOff and ‘discuss with them 

fol points. We will also give copies to Brit and Fr Embs. (FYI only, | 

substance of draft has been discussed on a personal informal basis with 

Franks and Chauvel, ‘whose suggestions have been taken into account, 

and we therefore hope.that it:will meet with: Fr and: Brit concurrence 

without substantial change. Under no circumstances should fact that | 
Chauvel commented on draft bedivulged*) = inn 

2, On Jan 6 Fr Emb left with Dept Aide-Mémoire indicating > | 

_ (a) Council of Mins of Jan 3 indicated preference for Paris as site | 

for “quadripartite: conference on agenda of four-power conference”. | 

_ (b) If this agreeable, logical that Paris also be site for tripartite | 

exchange of views for purpose drafting reply to Sev. note, 9 8" | 

“Tiphis telegram was drafted by Bonbright and ‘sent also for action to London | 
‘and repeated to Moscow. and-Frankfutt. Pen Me 

hy es 

2Telegram 3594, infra. a | es 

SAnte,p.1051. a Oo | es 

| ~ * Memoranda of Jessup’s conversations with Chauvel and Franks on January 2, 

| with Franks on January 5; atid with Chauvel again on January 6 are in files 396.17 | 

| 1-251, 1-551, and 1-851. SO IS, ad TREE | 

| 
|
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_-{¢) Choice of Paris for preliminary’ conversations ‘wld not prejudice : designation of city where CF M wld eventually be held.® Se 

8. Our draft holds to position that. ultimate CFM shld be in US on | 
principle of rotation so far followed, and that N.Y. wid therefore be 
most convenient site for quadripartite exploratory talks. If agreed by 
Brit and Fr this will dispose of points 2(@) and (c) of Fr Aide- 
Mémoire. Re point (b) we hope that, on basis of our draft, agreement 
on reply to Sov note can. be obtained . through diplomatic channels 
without reconstituting Paris working group.* (FYI Chauvel supports 
New Yorkaslocus.).. be oy 

_ 4. There remains important question of: time, place and personnel 
for reaching tripartite agreement on positions to be taken in explora- 
tory talks with Sovs. Se be ave 
__(a) As to time, we think that we shld aim at initiating tripartite discussions as soon as possible, preferably next: week; even if agreement 
has not then been reached with Sovs on holding exploratory talks. 

(6) As to place we still prefer US (preferably NY) as stated above. 
(c) As you know Jessup has been designated to represent US. Problem has been complicated by Bonnet’s hurt feelings resulting from 

original meeting with Franks and Chauvel in ‘Washington. We gather 
that Chauvel has been instructed to keep out of it but we are not clear whether this means only such discussions as may take place in Wash or . only question of reply to Sov note. We wld appreciate clarification. One ‘Solution wld be for talks to take place in NY, the Brit switch from 
Franks to Jebb and Fr redesignate Chauvel. Another wld be for 
Parodi to rep Fr (FYI we understand from Bohlen Parodi was think- ing of doing this). Second alternative wld straighten out Bonnet— 
Chauvel tangle regardless of whether talks took place in:Wash or NY. © In this case Brit cld use either Franks or Jebb,as they prefer. 

®A copy of the French aide-mémoire and an English translation are in file 396.1/1-651.° - ES 
*The Paris :working group,. establishéd in November 1950 ‘to coordinate a reply to the Soviet note of November 3, had consisted of representatives from the French Foreign Ministry and the’ Embassies of the United States and United Kingdom. | Se te eg a 

396.1/1-851 : Telegram re / Se, - if re 

Lhe Secretary of State to the Embassy in France». | 

SECRET PRIORITY... - - Wasurcron, J anuary 8, 1951—8 p.m. 

_ 8504. Following is text of US drft of proposed rep to Sov note Dec 30 re CFM referred to in immed preceding telegram PR 

ot This telegram, drafted by. Jessup and cleared by Matthews, was gent also for 
action:to London and _ repeated to Frankfurt and Moscow: Pr ee _ * Telegram 3593, supra. - PEM bes
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“(Usual acknowledgment) ata Pot a es | 
“The US Govt, after a careful study of the note of the Sov Govt | 

of Dec 30, asks for clarification in order to, determine whether that | 

Govt is in agreement with the proposals set forth in the US Govt’s note | 

of Dec 22 and in notes of the Govt of the UK and of the Fr Rep of the | 

“Since. it is the purpose of the US Govt and of the Govts of UK | 

and Fr Rep to find a basis for beginning: discussions between their | 

reps and the rep of the Govt of the Sov Union in order that the cause | 

of international peace and security may. be furthered, the Govt: of US © | 
- now confines itself to.comments relating to its previous proposals. It | 

refrains at this time from refuting the false allegations on a number | 
of points inthe Sov Govt’snoteof Dec380. 0 | 
©The note of the Sov Govt does not refer to a desire, correspond- 

ing to that of the other three Govts, to bring about a real and lasting | 
improvement in.its relations with the other three Govts or to eliminate | 

the causes of present international tensions throughout. the world. | 

_ “The note of the Sov Govt seems to suggest that solutions of out- 

| standing problems in regard to which the Soy attitude has created a | 
sense of insecurity in the minds of peace-loving nations cannot even 
be explored unless the Govts of the US, UK and France accept in. | 

advance the unfounded Sov statements re the state of affairs in Ger 

which were set forth in the notes of the Sov-Govt of Nov 3 and Dec 30 | 

‘and also intheso-called Praguedeclaration. = = | | 
| “The US Govt explained in its note of Dec 22 that these totally false | 

allegations offered no hope for the firm establishment of peace for 

which, together with the Govts of UK and Fr, it has consistently | | 

etriven, 0 ee IRE a SE 
~ “The US Govt in its note of Dec 22 stated that the Sov proposal for 

a mtg of the CFM confined to considering the demilitarization of = | 

Ger in the context.of the so-called Prague declaration was not accept- 

able for the reasons stated. The note proposed specifically: = 

“1. That a mtg of the ForMins should include in its discussion 

not only questions related to Aust and Ger but also the principal | 

problems whose solution would permit a real and lasting improve- | 

ment. in the rels between the Sov Union and US, Great Brit and | 

sr and.the elimination of the causes of present international ten- | 

' gionsthroughoutthe world. = = = | | 
_ 2, That reps of the four Govts be designated to meet and ex- 

| amine the problems referred to in the preceding para with a View 

~~ to finding a mutually acceptable basis for a mtg of the ForMins : 

... of the four countries and recommend to their Govts a suitable 
O ipgendiil, fiers eh Se 0 he oe Pade ee. 

_,.. “3, That the repsmeet forthispurposeinNY. . | 

“The note of the Sov Govt leaves it open to doubt whether. that  .. | 

Govt .will participate in'a mtg of the ForMins of the four powers | 

_unless questions related to Ger are the sole items.on the agenda. | 
_ “It was precisely because the Sov Govt’s note of Nov 3 did not mani- | 
fest a willingness to arrive at real solutions inspired by a desire to | 

| promote international peace and security, that the three Govts, unwill- _ | 
‘ing to omit any effort which might contribute to that result, suggested, | 

| in their notes of Dec 22, a prelim discussion to explore the possibility | 

; |
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of ‘finding a mutually acceptable basis for a:mtg of the ForMins_ of 
the four countries, which could fruitfully-address itself.to-the:lessen-. 
ing ofthe international tensions. © 9-0 ee - 
“The note of the Sov Govt states that it does not-obj ect to'a,prelim 
conference of reps of the four Govts but; in view of other statements 
in the note, does not make clear whether the Sov Govt agrees that the 
function of such a preliminary conference should be as stated in para 
numbered two above. The necessity of exploratory conversations de- | 

_ sigried to finda mutually’ acceptable basis. for a mtg of the four. 
ForMins appears all the more important in view of the-uncertainties 
regarding the Sov attitude to which ‘attention has just been éalled. The 
Govtof the US obviously cannot agree upon the order of itéms-on an 
agenda until the exploratory conversations havé considered what items _ would'be included. re ce 

| » Ks for the place of mtg, the three Govts suggested NY because itis 
the'seat' of the UN where all four Govts are-represented ‘ail where 
discussion of several important issues: is currently ‘in progress.’ In 
addition, the US is designated by the accepted. principle of rotation 
as the country in which the next mtg of CFM will take place: "There- 
fore, it would be particularly convenient to arrange the prelim:and ex- 
Ploratory mtg of reps of the four Govts in the same country, Since, as the US Govt is informed, this is also the view of the Govts. of Great 
Brit and Fr, NY is practically convenient for a majority of the Govts - 

| 1,1 Lhe Govt of US renews its proposal made on’ Dec 22: and hopes 
that the Sov Govt will not take the position that it is unwilling to dis- 

_ cuss the causes of present international tensions throughout the world. 
Ifthe Sov Govt is willing to accept.the proposal, the US Govt for its 
part: is -prepared.to arrange, in. agreement with the Govts of the:UK 
Fr:-and. Sov. Union, the ‘exact: time of: the ‘exploratory. mtg: of 
representatives.”” ce ob tes ao bleh uavetetoot ahi 
Body .0 oo oe oe m vad - So . Be a wot Rh Loop tee QS . Lo ACHESON 

The Secretary of State to the United States High Commissioner for 
sy hee Germany (McCloy), at Frankfurt 920 

4745. For McCloy from Byroade. In.considering: various aspects 
| possible CFM, we have become increasingly concerned about: problem 

of consultation with Ger ‘leaders.-Fol are certain tentative ideas on 
: which wld like your comments earliest. -/° =), 9.0 =. ese 

. ‘With development our policy -on.Ger.in: past few. months. and ‘par- 

ticularly on Ger participation western defense, we are convinced time 
has’passed when we can negot on Get in’ four-power\CFM without 

| Prior. and continuing consultation with responsible Ger auths. Such 
consultation all more important now. as Gers.in. increasingly. strong 
‘position,. particularly re possibility :carrying, 6n ‘talks ‘or: other negots |
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themselves -with East. Ger auths. Therefore seems: important’ obtain | 

early ‘UK-Fr acceptance principle of consulting with Gers on these | 

matters so we wld be able initiate such consultation without undue — | 

delay when time seems appropriate. Provided you concur, we prepd ! 

take question up with UK and FrFonOffs, ages 2 BP ee | 

.; At-present moment we are holding firmly to position of refusing | 

aecept commitment for CFM until preliminary conversations with | 

Sovs reveal acceptable basis. To consult formally with Gers.at this ! 

stage wld therefore be inappropriate and might prejudice ‘position | 

vis-a-vis UK and Fr that we are not yet committed to CFM. Assuming | 

there might be agreement on opening exploratory talks fol further a 

exchange of notes between Western Powers and USSR, we might con-. 

sider: broaching. subj with Ger auths when such agreement reached. 

This wld seem best done by HICOM, perhaps at time it informs Ger | | 

auths re substance further exchange with Sovs. In doing so, wld be | 

important to avoid discussion. of possible positions. with Gers since | 

tripartite positions wld probably not be sufficiently advanced. Initial | 

‘approach to Gers shld probably be limited to request for their ideas re | 

whether acceptable basis for agreement with Sovs on Ger exists andif 
‘so what they.wld consider to be its principal elements. In eliciting Ger | 

views, wld also be important that views shld be,.so far as possible, | 

broadly rep of Fed Rep (as opposed to Adenauer or govt coalition 
parties only). Realize this raises very delicate. problem and involves 

certain risks but believe we cannot afford at this juncture to base our 

jnfoon Ger viewstoonarrowly. 
inlpvy ha Py bee | 

Fear Fr may oppose this proposal but consider it sufficient im- 
| portance to warrant pressing it in Paris (and London) if you concur | 

| and. consider main lines practicable.t [Byroade.]} Be | 

eon eS | ACHESON 
~20n January : 11. McCloy ‘reported his concurrence with the idea of consulting | | 

the Germans through the High Commission and with the idea that. the German 

views should be broadly representative of the Federal Republic. (Telegram 454, 

from Bonn. (396.1/1-1151) ) .. pee ee op ete mt ng eet ie | 

do6.t/1-1401 Telegram — oe oO oP 7 : - oe Seal poe ~ | | 

Phe Chargé in the Soviet Union (Barbour) tothe Scoretary of State 
‘SHCRET TR aE Moscow, J anuary 14, 1951—2 p. m. 

1356. Deptel to London 3185, December 28, repeated Paris as 3469, | 

Frankfort as 4587, and Moscow as 439.? Following is our estimate posi- | 

tion on Germany which Soviets may adopt at possible four-power. ) 

, 4 Repeated-to.London, 
Paris; and Frankfurt. 

= 2-3 cylin 7 oe oo | 

2 Not printed. — ce ey Bet a ne |
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7 1. We assume that Soviet’ motives in seeking CFM are compounded of two main elements. Main purpose almost certainly is slowing down 
or even suspension of NATO Yrearmament, and removal present pros- ‘pect of creation of military force capable. of withstanding armed on- slaught from Soviet orbit. To‘achieve this objective we believe Soviets 
ay be prepared to go further in the way of making “concessions” to 

_ west than would be apparent from study of Praha. declaration. At 
same time, we consider Kremlin has in mind fullest use of another 
‘CFM for propaganda purposes, and in that sense will attempt-to pose 
its.case in manner sufliciently attractive to make refusal by west un- 
palatable‘and possibly unpopular. ss OC 
_ 2. Both with respect to its general propaganda, and in connection 
with attempt to bring about some form of modus vivend} along lines 
favorable to it, Soviets probably are countingon: © © ©. 

(a) Real or imagined divergencies of opinion among NATO powers over Far East policy andGermanrearmament: == © (0) Belief, shared by many Europeans, that any:CFM held in near future would reflect. relatively unfavorable bargaining position of west (expressed in terms realities of power) ;__ a Co | (c) West European fears, bolstered by recent speeches Hoover, Taft and Kennedy, that US is not prepared to underwrite rearmament European partners over indefinite period; be (d@) Conclusion that substantial body of opinion in West Europe will not contemplate with equanimity an indefinite deferment of long anticipated economic and material gams; oO _ (é) Fears of many West Europeans, based on awareness of cur- 
rently indefensible military situation of west, that Soviets.may react — 
militarily to implementation plans to. rearm West: Germany;. 
_ (f) Reluctance of West Germans themselves to participate in mili- | tary effort; EI IEE 

| (9) Reluctance of French to have such: West German participation; 
and = | 

__ (A) Present instability of French Government and resultant limita- | _ Hons placed upon French ability to take forceful.action.on interna- 

3. Comparison inevitably is invited between general world situa- 
tion obtaining now and that which preceded last CFM held at Paris 

_ from May 23 to June 20, 1949.* In spring of 1949 steady and spectacu- 
dar gains were being made by Chinese Communists, and when C¥M 
met it was obvious that Communist control would be extended over 
whole of China. While this represented gain for Soviet cause, there oe 

-. +.s-. Were several debit. items. Perhaps most. important of these:included. (2) signing of NA Pact of April 4, 19495 (6) failure of Soviet 
s For documentation on the sixth session of the Council of Foreign Ministers, held at Paris, May 23-June 20, 1949, see Foreign Relations, 1949, vol. 11, - 

| a For documentation on the signing of the North Atlantic Treaty at Washington | _ on April 4, 1949, see ibid., vol. 1v, pp. 1 ff. Mts
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blockade of Berlin, which was raised May 12, 1949; ° (c) Tito defec- | 

tion and resultant crippling Soviet designs on Greece; and (d@) visible | 

anti-Soviet development of German opinion. These European develop- 

ments deprived USSR of initiative insofar as Germany was con- | 

cerned. They are paralleled by current developments in Europe, most a 

important: of these obviously being steps now underway to imple- : 

ment NATO through creation of viable European army under US | 

command. On other hand, in Far East Soviet star continues to be | 

in ascendancy, notably in Korea, Indochina and in China itself (where — | 

hopes of those who had anticipated development Titoist tendencies | 

thus farhavereceivednosupport),  — | le | 

4, Soviet position at Paris CFM in retrospective seems to have been 

based on three main premises, briefly summarized below: - = | | 

(a) Fundamental determination not. to be drawn into any. agree- | 

ment on Germany which would involve weakening of their absolute _ | 

and unilateral control overGDR; _ Oe ey ey apes | 

_ .(b) Desire not to see complete collapse of quadripartite association, | 

no matter how tenuous and imperfect that association might prove to 

beinpractice;and = es har ae | 

| (ce) Dogmatic belief in imminence of shattering economic crisis in| | 

west, implying thattimeonsideof USSR. | 7 

5, Another interesting parallel between 1949 CFM and one which 

might be held in near future lies in fact that both were preceded by 

orbital policy declarations with respect to Germany, in second of which 

GDR itself was associated. Warsaw communiqué of June, 1948,° set | 

forth position from which, in the event, Soviet negotiators at Paris did 

not substantially recede. If same pattern is followed, logic would ex- | 

pect Praha communiqué of November [October] 1950 to constitute 

Soviet “asking price” innewCFM. ee | 

6. These parallels, attractive as they may superficially be, may not, | 

: however, prove to be a reliable guide to Soviet intentions. In inter- 

vening period there has been greatly accelerated development east- : 

west tension. This has been accompanied by concrete steps in direction | 

| effective NATO rearmament, steps which may actually alarm Kremlin. 

and in any case run counter to its own designs. To reverse this trend | 

probably is focal point current Soviet policy, since continuation of 

politico-military status quo in Europe still would permit Soviets to | 

make territorial and other gains in more remote sections of world, 

| particularly in vulnerable Middle East and South Asian areas. | 

7, Inshort, possibly in part by miscalculation force of western desire | 

Sor documentation on the raising of the Berlin blockade, see Foreign Rela- | 

tions, 1949, vol. m1, pp. T51f— es oy a | 

__ ° For the text of the Warsaw declaration by the Foreign Ministers of the Soviet 

| Union, Albania, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, ‘Yugoslavia, Poland, Romania, and | 

Hungary, dated June 24, 1948, see Ruhm von Oppen, Documents on Germany, | 

) pp. 300-307. | ge | os 

| | |
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for some form of agreement to ease present tension, Soviets might be 
willing at CFM toagreeto: BE 

(a) Immediate establishment of German Constituent Assembly — drawn from existing Parliaments of GDR and GFR, not on basis sim- 
ple parity but in accordance with relation populations Fo (6). Creation by that assembly of all-German government in which Communists would be represented;' ee ge ae (c). Negotiation with that government of definitive peace treaty, in. which provision would be made for return of Ruhr to permanently de- militarized German state; 
~(d) Early withdrawal from Germany ofall foreign troops; (e) “Ratification” of foregoing steps by plebiscite, possibly super- vised by four allied powers or even conceivably by UN. 

8. If Soviets do make these proposals, they probably could count on 
some measure of favorable response both from Germans and from 
West Europeans generally. While on face of it they would represent 
concessions, and could be cited as evidence of more moderate Soviet. . 
policy, in point of fact they would not run counter to basic Soviet.aims.. 
From military standpoint, Soviet army would merely need to be drawn. 
back'‘few hundred miles into protective satellite belt, from which it 
could emerge at short notice. Allied forces, on other hand, necessarily 
would not. only lose Germany as base and forfeit. utilization German 
manpower but necessarily would be scattered to more ‘distant points. 
Politically Communists would find themselves.one of strongest politi- | 
cal parties in United Germany, and able to.take full advantage of 
factional differences between democratic parties. Into such new Ger- 

. many would be drawn body of well indoctrinated and: highly skilled 
propagandists, secret agents, trained youth groups, and militarists, all 
formed over past several years in GDR. These instrumentalities of 

_ Soviet power might with reason be considered. by Kremlin as fully 
capable of. (a) prolonging neutralization. Germany. for indefinite 

_ period and (4) working towards ultimate’ trarisformation Germany 
into another Soviet satellite mo io Be st 
_ 9. To peoples of Europe, if not to their governments, creation of 
neutralized Germany might well be received with satisfaction, or so 

.. “the Kremlin may calculate. ‘Espécially to those groups in Franceand 
elsewhere theoretically oriented towards non-alignment:and’ genuinely 

_ ~ hostile to resurrection German military power, such solution might 
appear highly desirable, especially if weighed against alternative of 
drifttowards World WarTII.- See Bee a 

10. It seems clear that establishment of neutralized Germany along 
lines indicated above would not-be a. satisfactory objective for US and 
its European allies (we expect to offer our comments in this regard in 

_ &subsequent telegram). While elimination West Germany as a positive 
.__ factor in the struggle against Soviet imperialism (Germany as such of
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course would continue to be a focal point of struggle), it would simul- | 

taneously leave USSR as preponderant military power in Europe, and | 

would establish a power vacuum likely in the final analysis to lead to | 

| even more serious causes for east-west tension. ee roe 

396.1/1-2051 : Cireular telegram - So a - - a : - _ | 

The Secretary of State to Certain Diplomatic Ojfices* Na | 

‘SECRET PRIORITY |= | WASHINGTON, January 20,1951—4. p.m. | 

407. FYI fol is agreed text tripartite reply to latest Sov note re 
_four-power mtg of FonMins. Instr fol in separate tel? | 

_ “1, The Chargé d’A faires of the United States of America has the | 
honor to acknowledge the receipt of the note of Dee 3; 1950 of the 
Soviet’ Minister of Foreign Affairs and under instructions, from his 

Goyt,toreplyasfollows: 
“49. The purpose of the United States Government is to seek to allay 
éxisting international tensions by discussing all problems likely to 
threaten world peace with a view to resolving the fundamental =, 

differences between nations. It therefore confines itself 1m this reply 
to a. further examination of the question. of the basis on which.such 

negotiations might take place and refrains from refuting in. detail the 

allegations on a number of points, especially in regard to Germany, | 

which are made in the Soviet Government’s note. As the United States _ | 

Government has repeatedly pointed out, particularly in its note. of | 

December 22, 1950, these allegations are competely without foundation. | 

“3” With regard to the substance of the Soviet Government’s note, | 

the United States Government. observes that the Soviet Government | 

does not object to a preliminary. conference of representatives of the. | 

four governments but, in view of other statements in the note, the | 

United States Government feels it necessary to ask for clarification 

“TPhis telegram’ was drafted by Bonbright, cleared by Jessup and Matthews, — | 
--and sent to Moscow, London, Paris, Brussels, Luxembourg, The Hague, Vienna, ; 

and Frankfurt. © | 
~® Circular telegram 408, January 20, not printed (396.1/1-2051). It instructed. 

| Embassy Moscow to concert with the British and French for early delivery of 

| the note to the Foreign Ministry, if possible ‘on: January 23, and. instructed 

| Embassies Paris and. London that.agreement.on Paris as.the.site for the explora-. 

: tory talks was conditioned on a firm commitment. to holding the subsequent | 

: Foreign Ministers talks inthe United States, | 

| -. Following the transmission of telegram 3594, January 8 (p. 1058), the Depart- > 

| ment of State had Teceived the comments of the British and ‘French and its own: 

| Missions on the text of the draft reply. While the U.S. Missions had suggested 

| -yarious minor revisions, the British had expressed agreement with the general | 

| line taken but had wanted a more legalistic approach. The French had suggested | 

| a shorter reply, had considered. the refutation of the Soviet allegations to be — | 

| useless, and had preferred London or Paris as the site of the exploratory meet- 

ings. Coordination of the several views was begun in Washington by Jessup, Am- | 

| bassador Bonnet, and Chargé Steel. The revised draft reply resulting from their 

| discussions had been transmitted to U.S. Missions in France, Germany, the United 

| Kingdom, and the Soviet Union on January 16. This second draft was largely the 

| game as’ that of the final text transmitted here. A copy of the second draft and — | 

| documentation reflecting the views of the various governments and U.S. Missions | 

bo are in file 306.1. a aE | 
| 

: 

| | | 7 
, |
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in order to avoid any misunderstanding and to make it possible that such a preliminary conference should serve a useful purpose.. | “4, The United States Government in its note of December 22 stated that the Soviet. proposal for a meeting of the Foreign Ministers con- fined to considering the demilitarization of Germany in the context of the so-called Prague Declaration was not acceptable for the reasons therein given. The note proposed specifically that a meeting of the | Foreign Ministers should include in its discussions not only questions related to Austria and Germany but also the principal problems whose solution would permit a real and lasting improvement in the relations between the Soviet Union and the United States, Great. Britain and France and the elimination of the causes of present international tensions throughout the world. | | “5. In its reply the Soviet Government limited itself to an indica- tion that it is willing to discuss questions concerning. Germany. In this connection, the note of the Soviet Government refers again to the so- _ called Prague Declaration which the United States Government as well as the Governments of France and the United Kingdom have made clear they could in no circumstances accept asa limitation on or as a basis for discussions. a oO a 7 “6. The note of the Soviet Government thus does not reveal whether that government agrees that a meeting of the Foreign Ministers of the four countries would deal with the other questions indicated in the note of the United States Government. The United States Govern- | ment wishes to emphasize, as was stated in its note of December 29°nd, that the tension which exists in the world today does not arise from the German problem. A discussion limited to the questions proposed by the Soviet Government would therefore be inadequate and unreal. “7. Consequently, the United States Government would be glad to | know whether the Soviet Government does agree that those further | questions and problems referred to above will be among those which the Foreign Ministers may discuss. | OO _ 8. In its note of December 22 the United States Government fur- ther proposed that representatives of the four governments be desig- nated to meet and examine the problems just referred to with a view to finding a mutually acceptable basis for a meeting of the Foreign Ministers of the four countries and recommend * to their governments a suitable agenda. oe | oe | “9. In the view of the United States Government, these representa- tives would need to give some consideration to the questions and prob- lems involved in order to determine their formulation for inclusion in the agenda as well as the order in which they would appear so that | the mutually acceptable basis referred to could be established. It would: _ not be the function of the representatives to attempt to arrive at solu- tions of the problems, this function being reserved for the Ministers _ themselves | : ee fe _“10. While the note of the Soviet Government states that it does not object to a preliminary conference of representatives of the four gov- ernments, it is not clear in view of other statements in the note whether the Soviet Government agrees that the function of such a preliminary 

8In telegram 1395 from Moscow, J anuary 23, Barbour reported that the final text of the note would have the word “recommending” instead of “recommend.” (396.1/1-2351) 
oo
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conference should be as stated above. Consequently, the United States | 
Government would be glad to know whether the view of the Soviet | 
Government in this matter is the same as its own. | 

“11. As for the meeting place of the preliminary conference the | 
- _ United States Governmentis prepared toagreeon Paris. =. | 

“19. The Government of the United States renews its proposal made 
on December 22 and hopes that the Soviet Government is prepared | 
to discuss the elimination of the principal causes of present interna- 
tional tensions and that it will accordingly agree on the points men- | 
tioned above. If the Soviet Government does agree, the United States 
Government for its part is ready to set, in agreement with the Govern- 
ments of the United Kingdom, France and the Soviet Union, the date 
of the exploratory meeting of representatives.”* | 

The U.S. note was delivered to Vyshinsky at 3 p. m. GMT on J anuary 23 : 

(telegram 1400 from Moscow, January 23 (396.1/1-2351)). 

B96.1/1-2051: Telegram | 

— The. Ambassador in France (Bruce) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET .- =... ~—~—~-—s*#Parrs, January 25, 1951—8 p.m. 

4371. Deptel 3834, January 19 (sent London 3966, repeated Frank- 
fort 5027)? and Embtel 4338, January 24 (repeated London 1051, 

_ Frankfort 501). FonOff in accord on desirability consultation with | 
FedRep authorities when and if agreement obtained on exploratory 
quadripartite talks re CFM. Envisage such consultation on continuing | 

basis “from time to time,” ie., without obligation on our part or 
formalization of procedures, involving merely exchanges of views and | 
information. FonOff agrees that this best done by HICOMs and that — | 

Adenauer is logical opposite number, particularly as long as Germany | 

has no Foreign Minister. Re necessity eliciting views also of elements | 

other than government proper and coalition parties, FonOff agrees 

but understands this would not. be done by HICOMs themselves but : 

informally and perhaps on individual basis rather than tripartitely, 
on somewhat lower level. Above is definitive FonOff reply, cleared by : 

Parodi and consistent with-what La Tournelle told us yesterday. In ! 
communicating views, Sauvagnargues pointed out however that prac- _ | 
tical problem will arise during first contacts with Chancellor on sub- | ! 

ject CFM, since HICOMs will find it difficult to confine themselves. to. 

eliciting German views, without themselves entering upon discussion 
of such views. French want “discussion” with Adenauer in initial stage | 
to be limited, although they realize this will be difficult. cpt | 

ee re Bruce. 

2 Repeated to Frankfurt and London. » ee 
| *Not printed... = 7 a wb | 
| * Not printed ; it reported a preliminary discussion with De la Tournelle on the 

| | question of consultations with the Germans (396.1/1-2451).. airman 
| 
| 
| | 7
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762A.5/1-2951 >Telegram | . ; - | By Se aS ces te 

The United States High Commissioner for Germany (McCloy) to 
a the Secretary of States 

TOP SECRET §_ PRIORITY — Franxrort, January 29, 1951—8 p.m. 
_ 6261. Eyes only for Byroade. Regret delay in commenting your. 
letter January 6 with, enclosures.2 We have been ‘giving much thought 
to basic problem which must be answered in any discussions with. 
Soviets at this time as they will undoubtedly attempt force us choose 
between an unarmed, unified Germany, which stands between. East and 
West, or West Germany in West camp. If this unity could be obtained 
on reasonable conditions and at same time united Germany be per- 
mitted to align itself with West, there would be-no problem, but. this 
is undoubtedly impossible of realization, and certainly not negotiable 
at present time. We are inclined to feel that consolidation of Europe 

| which must include at least West Germany and creation of strong 
Western defense are today conditions which must précede imification 
of ‘Germany which can now probably be only achieved on: basis ‘of 
neutralization. We recognize, however, that there will be considerable. 
pressure to bring about unification and only through its achievement. 
can continuing source of friction and problem of Berlin be liquidated. | 
We must also recognize Soviet tactics are. intended to capture that 
opinion in Germany which is more concerned with unification than 

_ with providing defense contingents for West and that there is in 
Europe a body of opinion which regards neutralization of Germany. 
as a means of reducing Soviet pressure. We are continuing to give 
study to this aspect of problem and hope further to discuss this ques- 
tion with you soonest. _ a 
- In meantime, however, I have following comments with regard to. 
approach outlined in your letter and enclosures. We are fully in agree- 
ment that German problém cin no longer be considered in isolation’ 
with Soviets and that we must open any conference -with ‘them ‘on: 
broader lines. For this purpose we need a concrete plan of wider scope 
and of nature which every reasonable individual can recognize as con- 
stituting a program for relaxation of principal points of tension at . 
least in Europe. These are as ‘you have “in general outlined in your 
letter. Into such a plan, specific proposals re Germany can be fitted. 
thus reducing danger of dealing with Germany as an isolated issue. 
The question posed therefore is what wider scheme can be put forward. 

‘| Repeated to London and Paris, eyes only for Gifford and Bruce.) 
.* Not-found in Department of State files; according to a memorandum by Gerhardt dated January 22, not printed, however, Byroade had asked that HICOG consider a paper called “Exploratory Talks with the Soviets.” A copy of the paper; nof printed, is attached to Gerhardt’s memorandum (Bonn Mission. files, lot 311, TS (51)13). On January 27 Gerhardt had sent Byroade his own -draft: feply. to the: letter of January 16; the substance of ‘which ‘was the same as that presented in this telegram. A copy of the draft.is in file 396.1/1-2751... 0.5 © cee Bears
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We have reached conclusion that time. has come to present proposal | 

looking toward stabilization of armed.forces of East and West which | 

could create a balance of forces facing each other so that neither con- 
stitutes a threat to other. In this way it might be possible to set a ceil- | 

ing for creation of. Western defense forces which need not, however, | 

necessarily be reached if Soviet Union is prepared sincerely to talk | | 

disarmament. and to effect‘reductions in its-own forces. In my opinion j 

it is unwise merely to consider limiting proposals to.creation of parity | 

of forces in Germany as such would merely create illusion that progress 

had been made and probably slow rate of European.rearmament.. 
_ I recognize that at time when we are making every effort to increase | 

defense possibilities of Western world, which would necessarily in- 

volve atomic question, careful consideration must be given to full | 

implications of such proposal and that its danger and disadvantages | 

are obvious. On the other hand, it would represent positive step toward | 

restoring peace and in addition would ‘enable us to take necessary . | 

initiative and alter our approach to forthcoming meeting. It would | 

also give opportunity to rehabilitate position of US leadership which | 

has been wavering in Europe in face of current uncertainties re US 

intentions.-It will likewise give us possibility of placing Soviet de-- 

mands for demilitarization of Germany in their proper perspective. 
Such proposal would further, give us opportunity of insisting upon 

reduction of satellite forces as prior condition to any limits on German > 

strength. If Soviets should refuse even to consider such proposal or | 
argue that it cannot be handled through meeting of ministers, it will = 
then be possible for us to reply that in that case the obligations and | 

undertakings of Potsdam must be re-examined in broader context.and | 
in light of existing conditions today. We shall, of course, make it,clear | 
that we have no intention whatsoever to create a German national | 

_ army, but in present state of international anarchy and world rearma-— | 
ment, it can be demonstrated that it is unreasonable to deny Germany — | 

any right to provide for its own defense through adherence to.collec- | 
tive security system dedicated tosupportofUN. 
- If an initiative of this sort.is taken at outset, it will provide better — 
frame for.our own proposals re Germany. which are preferable to. | 

series of counter-proposals brought forth only as rejoinder to, Soviets. | 

I think, therefore, an adoption:of program you outline should be pre: _ 
sented on our own initiative without waiting to find out nature of So- | 
viet, proposals. It may be that taking initiative on our own is dangerous | 
in that it would inevitably run into questions of unification and neu- | 
tralization of Germany. This issue must, however, be faced and any | 

counter-proposals which would have to be made.in answer to Soviets | 

would run same risk without compensating advantage, 
" ‘Purther, I do not believe we can afford merely to assume Soviet pro- 
posals will be limited to reiteration of Prague Declaration which have 

| ,
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| already been rejected, both by Allies and Federal Republic, as an ac- ceptable solution, but they may wish to embarrass US ; particularly in 
Germany, by moving toward acceptance of some of our proposals on 

_ German unification, coupling this with insistence upon demilitariza- 
_ tion. Even if they are not sincere in such an offer and have no inten- 
_ tion of implementing it, they could still make an offer hoping to create _ embarrassment or prolong discussions, as they have done in case Aus- 

_ tria, thereby further delaying decision on German defense contribution. 
’ Tam sending my comments on specific points of program outlined _your letter inseparate telegram. i | | 

ee . rc a McCrory 

396.1/2-551 : 7 | | 
| Lhe Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Soviet Union to the Embassy : of the United States} = 

oo | a [Translation] 8 8 = | 
No. 4 on | 

In connection with the note of the Government of the United States 
of America of January 23, 1951,2 the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of 
the USSR has the honor to state the following: SO 

1. The fulfillment of the decisions of the Potsdam Agreement on 
_ the question of the demilitarization of Germany and the elimination 
of differences in the positions of the four powers on this question have 
the most important significance for the relaxation of the presently 
existing tension in the international situation and, without a doubt, 
would considerably promote the improvement of relations between _ 
the US, France, Great Britain and the USSR. However, the N ew York | 

_ conference of the foreign ministers of the USA, France and Great 
| Britain in September 1950 and the subsequent measures of the gov- 

ernments of the three powers are definitely aimed at the re-creation in 
West Germany of a regular German army and at that huge increase 
of armaments in Europe and in the US which is creating more and 
more alarm among the peoples’ who very recently experienced the 
shocks and calamities of the Second World War. It is precisely for a 
this reason that the Soviet Government took upon itself on November 
3 of last year the initiative in convoking the Council of Foreign Min- 
isters for the discussion of the question of the demilitarization of 
Germany. Since the Government of the US, as well as the Govern- 

+The source text is the translation of the Soviet note: ‘prepared by Embassy | Moscow and transmitted in telegram 1466, February 5 (396.1/2-551). ce *¥or the text of this note, see telegram 407 , January 20, Pp. 1065, and footnote 3 

"e For documentation on these meetings, see Foreign Relations, 1950, vol. 1m, | pp. 1108 ff. oO |
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ments of Franée and Great Britain, likewise set forth their striving | 

for a lasting:improvement in relations between the US, France, Great | 

Britain and the Soviet Union, and also for the elimination of the | 

grounds for the international tension existing at the present time, the 

Soviet Government considers that in such a case there should not: be | 

any basis whatever for further delaying the convocation of the Coun- | 

 cilof Foreign Ministers. = © - fe! | 

2. The Soviet Government cannot ignore that which has been going __ 

on before the eyes of everyone in recent months. While the New York | 

conference of the ministers of the three foreign powers only raised the | 

question of the revival of the German armed forces and of the restora- : 

tion of war industry in West Germany, since that time the real sig- | 

nificance of this decision of the three powers has been revealed in many | | 

ways. It is well-known to the whole world that betw een the govern- | 

ments of the USA, France and Great Britain, on the one hand, and the | 

Bonn Government of Adenauer, on the other hand, there have been 

going on for already more than a month far reaching negotiations, 

| the dangerous purpose of which is comprehended by all peace loving | 

peoples of Europe. In this connection there must also be noted the 

fact of the negotiations of General Eisenhower with the Government | 

of the revanchist Adenauer regarding the inclusion of the restored. 

German army in the composition of the so-called “integrated armed | 

forces” and the appointment itself at the present time of General Eisen- 

hower as commander-in-chief of these armed forces, a fact which does 

not at all tally with the official statements about striving for peace. | 

— There is nothing surprising in the fact that it is precisely in view of _ | 

such a situation in West Europe that extreme militarists and revanch- | 

ists are raising their heads and the Hitlerite lackeys of yesterday from 

among the most aggressive elements are acquiring great influence. The | 

existing intentions to utilize the revived German armed forces as an 

obedient tool of a certain grouping of powers are built upon unstable 

ground since under the protection of the Government of revanchists : 

like Adenauer and Schumacher, militarists, from among the Hitlerite 

diehard adherents, who are embittered by failures, are now in West 

- Germany more and more strengthening their influence and direct domi- 

nation; they themselves want to utilize the situation which has been ss 

| created ‘for their own aggressive goals. The circumstances that, more- ) 

| over, in a number of states in Europe and in the USA: the increase of 
the army and the armaments race have assumed unprecedented propor- 

| tions, of course intensifies in many respects the tense international 

| situation and the disquiet. among the people. an 

| There has been created a situation where the meeting of the foreign 

| ministers, for one reason or another, is being postponed even further, | 

| and along with this the demilitarization of Germany is not only not. | 

| 536-688 PT 1—80-——70 | | 

| |
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being carried out, but on the contrary, measures are being conducted 
for the reestablishment of a regular German army and war industry in. 
‘West Germany, as well as numerous other measures which are directed 
towards speeding up preparations for a new war. If such a:situation is 
continued further, then the conference of foreign ministers, obviously, 
will be confronted with fatis accomplis. The Soviet Government has 
already declared its negative attitude towards such a: policy of ‘faits — 
accomplis. It is possible that such a policy answers the desires of these. 
or those aggressive circles, but the Soviet Government cannot but. call: 
attention to the inadmissability of the situation which has been created. 

_ 8. In its note, the Government of the US states that it considers it 7 
necessary to request a clarification on certain matters brought’ up in: 

| the previous note of the Soviet Government. In particular, the Gov- 
ernment of the US inquires whether the Soviet Government agrees to. 
discuss, in addition to the question of the demilitarization of Germany, 
other questions also, although the Government of the US at this time: 
says nothing about precisely what questions are concerned... 
_ The Soviet. Government, considers as possible the discussion at the: 
session of the Council of Foreign Ministers of other questions also, 
having in view that these questions will be considered by. the Council - 
of Ministers.in the composition-and in the manner provided for by the: | 
Potsdam. Agreement: between the USSR, USA; Great’ Britain and: 
France. 2 - Se Re te es : 

. As for the remarks of the Government of the US to the effect. that 
_the Prague declaration cannot be adopted. as the basis for ‘the: discus- | 
sion, on this question the position of the Soviet Government. already. 
has been set forth in its note of December 30, 1950.:It goes without:-say-" | 
ing that-the Soviet Government is proceeding in this from. the equal: 
right of all members of the Council-of Foreign Ministers to introduce : 
for the discussion of the:Council any proposals on questions whieh will 
be adopted for consideration. 2 0. nig Lites 
.. & The Government. of the US in-its note of January. 23 raises. the. 
question of the tasks of'a preliminary conference of representatives of. 
the four powers. The position of the Soviet: Government on-this ques- | 
tion was also set: forth in its note of December 80, 1950..'The Soviet 

| Government. considers that a preliminary meeting of representatives. 
of the USA, France, Great Britain and the USSR should be-confined- 
to drafting an agenda, including the establishment: of the order of the’ 
consideration of questions. Thus the consideration of the substance of’ 
questions included on the agenda should not enter into the tasks’of the- 
preliminary meeting. -© 2... 0.0. Soa eS ae tk, Doe 
_$.. The Soviet Government does:not oppose the convening of a pre-_ 

liminary meeting of representatives of the:four powers in Paris... <2
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- The Soviet Government is sending analogous notes at the same time | 

to the Governments of France and Great Britain, | 

‘A. copy of the Russian text of this note was transmitted ‘as an enclosure to | 

despatch 433 from Moscow, February 8 .(396.1/2-851). 
De 

306.1/2-751: Telegram CL Bee - po poe, ve fhe “ 7 ee 

The United States High Commissioner for Germany (McCloy) to the | 

: cep Sa teeth _ Seoretary of States a | 

| top SECRET  Nisct | Franxrort, February 7, 1951—3 a.m. | 

6518. Text of Soviet reply discussed today by conference of | 

Ambassadors? | 
Following represents general ‘sense of. their discussions and | 

recommendations. oO Ngbtiddss gag rye Ine gee ita) sash: pag tos SE | 

Attack in the Soviet note on general build up of western defense | 

tunity for vigorous response from western allies placing matter in | 
proper’ perspective and turning attention to general aggressive atti- 

tude of Soviets and excessive military strength in being. This fact | 

can, in our opinion, be éffectively utilized in counterpropaganda in | 
reply and should be borne in mind in press conference dealing with | 
Soviet note..: ee oh uo ae Borys ty ee oe na eh 2 UP re Sateen | 

“We believe the time has arrived when we should adopt in our reply, | 

proach which clearly identifies the basic causes of tension and full | 

Soviet responsibility. Therefore, such an approach based on the need 

to protect our position and our interest, which we believe to be like- 

German disarmament or any other question involving Germany must _ | 

be dealt with in its relation to these broader issues which have created | 

discussions be limited to the Potsdam CFM arrangements. Since we | 

: over technicalities. oes : ! weg 8 ays hn tes : cooly, PL LeMY poe 

2 ; For further documentation on the meeting-of ‘Western Huropean Ambassadors | 

| at Frankfurt, February 5-7, see volume Iv; a translation of the Soviet -note-1s- 

| 
|
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Inasmuch as Soviets have pointed out that allies have not stated precisely what they consider to be those causes of international tension we believe it important now to list these principle causes with ample 
details and examples. Such a list mightinclude: — 

1. Existence of huge Soviet military forces far in excess of legiti- | mate needs of defense. | | 2. An aggressive imperialist policy which is conducted through satellite and extra-governmental agencies. (Itemize—particularly Czechoslovakia for general Kuropean consumption—Indochina for French.) | | | | 3. Soviet domination of satellite countries and Soviet inspired vio- lations of peace settlements. (Itemize—particularly armaments and human rights.) | | | | I _ 4. The division of the world by iron curtain tactics which has sealed off the areas under Soviet domination to the free exchange of goods, persons and ideas. _ | | a } - 5. Utilization of international Communist organizations as instru- ment of political warfare and subversive activities. oo 6. Obstructionist tactics of Soviets in UN (itemize). 7 7 ¢. Refusal of the Soviet Union to support the efforts of the UN to resist aggression in Korea as well as failure to use their unquestioned influence on the aggressor towards that end. 7 | | 8. Failure to abide by agreement of the Foreign Ministers in Sep- tember 1949 for the conclusion of a treaty with Austria and thereby continuation of Soviet forces in Austria, Rumania, Hungarys =~ 9. Failure to abide by agreements for the economic and political unification of Germany, the retention of excessive and heavily armored forces in the Soviet Zone of that country and the remilitarization of theeastGermans, | | re OF _ 10. Denial of individual and human rights with particular emphasis on secret police, concentration camps, slave labor, retention of pris- __ oners of war, et cetera. | oe _ Oo 
The Soviets accuse us of creating a situation of faits. accomplis. It 

should be pointed out that examples as above are the faits accomplis 
which accompanied by continual threats have made it necessary for 
the free nations of the world to take measures for their own common 
defense. a | | SO | an 

If the Soviets indicate their willingness to discuss the above funda- 
mental security issues, we are inclined to believe that continued in- 
sistence upon our present position of the nature of exploratory talks — 
would have little substance. Furthermore, Soviet acceptance of the _ 
type of reply envisaged in this message would in world opinion logi- 
cally necessitate prompt meeting of the four Ministers. If the Soviets 
accept this basis, we therefore conclude that we should forego our posi- 
tion requiring prior exploratory, substantive talks and agree to prompt 
meeting of representatives in Paris to determine agenda which would 
presumably be fairly well fixed in theexchange of notes. _—- 7 

* For documentation on the discussion of the proposed treaty on Austria at New York in September 1949, see Foreign Relations, 1949, vol. 1, pp. 1066 ff.
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Our reply should also include rejection of charges that Adenauer and | 

Schumacher are militarists and among the Hitlerite die-hard adherents. ~ | 

| Both were in fact victims of Nazi persecution and their defense in note 

will have strong effect here in gaining German support and bringing | 

CDU and SPD closer together. — a ae, 
‘We urge early tripartite reply to the Soviets. This should be accom- | 

panied or preceded by vigorous and continuing propaganda campaign 

to recall to and reimpress on the peoples of the western world the basic | 

Soviet responsibility for aggression and tension throughout the world. | 

| | | | ~McCtoy | 

396.1/2-951: Telegram : / - | | - | 

‘The Secretary of State to the Embassy in the United K ingdom* | 

secret = = ~~~-~« Wasuineron, February 9, 1951—8 p. m. | 

8744. At tripartite mtg this morning re proposed talks with USSR,? 

we informally submitted draft possible reply Sov note Feb 5 as tenta- 
tive basis for discussion. Text draft as submitted and still being con- 
sidered in Dept followsinnexttel® a A a | 

We emphasized our present draft merely tentative but embodied 

our understanding of informal opinions reps of three govts expressed 
last tripartite mtg Feb 6. - _ oe et | 

Both Brit and Fr Ambs also emphasized they cld comment only 

informally and wld refer text their govts. Brit Amb took line that | 

first seven paras draft went beyond previously agreed policy in fixing | 

responsibility on Sov Union for aggressive actions its satellites espe- 

cially aggression in Korea and presented too monolithic picture of | 

Sov aggressive tactics throughout world. For example he questioned : 

whether Chi Govt, while pursuing policies parallel Sovs, was under | 

domination of latter to extent implied in our recital. He expressed 

doubts although agreeing with accuracy of picture so presented, that | 

Brit Govt cld accept this in its entirety as proper counter blast at — 

this juncture to Sov propaganda in last Sov note since it was impor- 

tant for Brit opinion that.we do not appear in our reply to be entering | 

negotsinatotally negativemanner. > SO 
- Fr Amb thought that material in first seven paras cld be com- : 

_ pressed and shortened to make counter blast sharp and concise with =| 

* This telegram, drafted by Davis and cleared by Bonbright and Jessup, was | 

a repeated to Frankfurt, Paris,and Moscow. _ a | 

| 2 On January 31 the first of a series of informal meetings among representatives 

| of the United States, United Kingdom, and France had been held at Washington 

| ‘to discuss questions relating to a Four-Power meeting. The representatives “met | 

| nine times in all with the last meeting taking place on February 27. A set of the | 

| records of decisions for all the meetings and a set of summary records of the last | 

eight meetings are in the CFM files. lot M-88, box 157, tripartite discussions, | 

| - ‘Washington, February 1951. | | ee | | 

| ’Telegram 3745, infra. Coe Be oe Bg ys Sk ae he ee |
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chief emphasis on disparity in’ existing level armaments and aggres- . Sive policies-Sov Govt. He also doubted wisdom mentioning Korea. 
. Both Brit and Fr were in general agreement with us on subjs sug- 
gested for broadening agenda and on desirability seeking Sov agree- 
ment inclusion such topics on ‘agenda before: prelim mtg Paris. 
Suggested date of mtg considered-satis, ~~ OEE en EE 

_. Above for your background infoonly. © | 

396.1/2-951 : Telegram an - 

Lhe Secretary of State to the Embassy in the Onited Kingdom* _ 

- SECRET: 8. Wasrtneron, February 9;-1951—8 p. m. 
3745. Fol is text draft note possible reply Sovnote Feb5: 

_ “Govt of USA has honor ack receipt Sov.Govts note Feb 5; 1951, relative proposed mtg FonMins USSR, France, UK and US. | - | US Govt regrets Sov Govt in its reply rpts and further exaggerates inaccurate statements about policies Western democracies. Sov allega- tionstotally without foundation. = == ©. aS 
_US and free nations Eur are bldg up. their defenses. Reason why is clear. Free nations, confronted with vast. armed forces Sov Union and states under its control, had no alternative to reducing great dis- parity mil force in world. This inequality between armed forces Sov bloc and free world forced US ‘and free nations Eur increase their _ defense programs. © ge gp a 
Sov bloc has maintained its armed forces at level far above any conceivable defense needs.. This: has been. accompanied: not. only by 

Sov Govts constant use menace and threat but also by invasion ROK 
last June. These actions demonstrate Sov bloc armies are not intended solely fordefense. __ 
Sov Govt refuses respect independence nations outside Sov Union. | 

It: tries dominate other nations by threatening use its armed forces, | _. by undermining other nations’. polit-institutions, and using its agents 
other countries, - 

Sov. controlled Eastern Eur countries have violated peace treaties. _-by..denying human rights and increasing mil forces and. armaments 
.. ....above ‘treaty limitations. Sov. control certain. Eastern: Eur-countries — _. .... has made possible its attacks internal security of Greece. In area it | .-.... ..¢ontrols; Sov. Union has restricted movements people and flow.normal 

intercourse. It has sealed off legitimate commerce and usual exchange 
persons and info between nations. Through internatl Commie orgs, | 
it: has conducted polit warfare against, democratic countries, and car- 
ried on subversive activities aimed at destroying these-govts... 

Continuing efforts Sov Govt control even larger areas outside its: . 
borders and conditions it has imiposed in areas it now controls gives | free govts an indication future intentions Sov. Govt. Existence. exces-. 
sive armed forces Sov bloc regarded by ‘free govts and peoples as) 

| * Repeated to Paris, Moscow, and Frankfurt. ee .
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| evidence Sov Govts desire for further expansion its control. Sincere | 

attempts free govts and peoples reduce armaments have béen blocked | 

by. Sov Union. | ee | 
~~ For these reasons among others, all free govts and peoples recognize 

that Ger problem, including a Ger contribution defense Western Eur, 

isnot cause present tension in Eur. In this connection, US Govt notes | 

with reprobation that Sov Govt has slandered duly elected leaders of 

Fed Ger Republic, whose records opposition Nazi regime are well 

KnowntoSovGovt. 
“US Govt considers that any mtg four FonMins USSR, France, UK | 

and US cannot confine their discussions single topic Ger and ignore | 

“US Govt interested only in assuring discussion at any mtg four Mins 

shall include these real causes tension and that suitable agenda that | 

end be drawn up their consideration. Govt US accordingly proposes 

that reps four govts in prelim conversations which have been agreed | 

to shld take as basis their task prep agenda which wld include at least | 
fol gen subjs: causes existing tension in Eur, including level existing | 

armaments, situation Southeastern Kur and other factors; comple- 

tion and sig.treaty for re-establishment an independent and democratic | 

Austria; problems affecting Ger; and elimination barriers to friendly : 
‘Official and unofficial contacts between govts andpeoples. =... os 

“The exact formulation topics under these gen headings which might 
be placed on agenda mtg four Mins, as well as their order on agenda, | 

) can be considered and agreed to by reps four powers at prelim con- 

ferences Paris. But it essential that there be in advance an understand- — 

ing among four govts that foregoing subjs in whatever form or what- | 

| ever order agreed upon in prelim conference, shall form part agenda, 
mtg four Mins. Other subjs which may be agreed upon wld also be | 

“Tf Sov Govt agrees with basis outlined above for prelim conference | 

Paris, US Govt suggests that reps four powers meet there Mar 5. | 

| T£ prelim conference reps finds mutually acceptable basis for mtg = 

Mins, Govt US suggests that FonMins US, France, UK and Sov Union | 

meet in Washington on date to be recommended by reps. Govt US is | 

informed that these arrangements wld be convenient to Goyts France | 

and UK.” | REE ee | 

ae SO Co ACHESON 

| _ 896.1/2-1051 : Telegram ee os oe . ge Pyehe gion page a 

| _. The United States High Commissioner for Germany (McCloy) . 

secret =—S——<ti‘i;S*S*~*~*~;:C KF URT, February 10, 1951—6 p. m. | 

~ 6646. In Thursday’s meeting between Perkins, Byroade,? myself and 

| Adenauer, Chancellor emphasized his concern about forthcoming four- 

power conference. He felt that French insistence upon this meeting | 

| 1 Repeated to London and Paris. rare igen fa PEE os aot | 

| - ? Byroade and Perkins were at Frankfurt for the meeting of U.S. Ambassadors / 

| to Western Europe, February 5-7 ; for documentation on this meeting, see volume: 

! 
. |
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_ combined with other information he possessed clearly indicated that 
French, being well aware of the increased: tension should conference fail, must envisage a certain success (from their point of view) at 
conference. He repeated reports he had. of French-Soviet talks though. 
admitting these had not taken place at Ministerial level. He cited as 
example of French willingness to push conference, Pleven’s recent 
statement to French Chamber that President had assured Pleven he would do everything possible to bring about. conference.? Byroade in- 
formed Chancellor that, having been present at Truman—Pleven talks, 

_ No assurance in such terms had been given Pleven. Chancellor stated | 
that in view of this French attitude and uncertainty of British posi- 
tion, due to confusion in FonOff since Bevin’s ‘absence, he fearful of 
US position at conference being isolated as only one to take strong 
stand against Soviets. Chancellor’s view was that since French were __ 
hopeful of some positive result emanating from conference it could 

_ bode nothing favorable for Germany and that he was expecting its 
outcome with heart in mouth. If conference should fail situation, in his 
opinion, would be worse than if no conference had taken place. He was 
very appreciative of Perkins’ and Byroade’s assurance that US policy 

_ ve German defense contribution had not changed and also praised | 
Secretary’s recent strong, resolute statement. Furthermore he ap- 

_ plauded our firm position on Korea and China and, though it may © 
have cost. us some sympathies, he personally could only praise such 
attitude. Chancellor regards any agreement resulting in German 
neutralization and disarmament as extremely dangerous. He views 
unification under those terms as the beginning of unified Germany 
coming into the Russian orbit to be followed by all of Western Eu- 
rope. Germany and Europe can be only saved by Germany’s ‘firm | 
integration into the West with the military contribution as planned 
and he trusts that allies, particularly US, will continue to back him _ 
fully in this policy. | | Sg 
Byroade replied that he believed Chancellor was taking too pessi- 

mistic view of British-French position on neutrality. Re French at- ) 
titude, judging from his presence Truman—Pleven talks, he was 
able to inform Chancellor that Pleven had given satisfactory re- _ 
assurances to President. Adenauer is embarking on a campaign along ! 
the lines of his Tuesday’s speech on Bavarian radio to enlighten Ger- 
mans on danger of neutrality. He is confident that if issue intelligently 
explained without emotion, average German will understand pitfalls — 
of neutrality and can be persuaded to follow him in his policy of 

*Prime Minister Pleven had visited Washington at the end of J anuary for 
_ talks with President Truman and his advisers. For records of his discussion with 

the President, see volume rv. ee ee Lo . ‘Presumably a reference'to Secretary Acheson’s remarks at a news conference 
on December 22, 1950; for the text of these remarks, see Department of State 
Bulletin, January 1, 1951, pp. 3-6. |
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Western | integration and contribution to Western defense. He em- | 

phasized that in this campaign a political declaration of principle by = 

allies to relinquish Occupation Statute® before details of present | 

Petersbere discussions * are worked out would aid him considerably | 

and be of greatest political value in his fight against neutrality and | 

: disarmament. Oo POR oe | 

After our talk with Adenauer, Byroade and I met with Schumacher 

| who described pitfalls he foresaw at a four-power conference: 

(gq) He thought Soviets might possibly offer free elections only in 
East Zone with participation of SED and existing East LDPandCDU © 

but without SPD which is officially banned in East Zone. Since East | 
LDP and CDU are complete captives of Soviets such a solution would | 

be fatal despite its attraction for Western bourgeois parties, = | 

_. (6) Another gambit Russians might try would be all.German elec- | 

tions with SED and new single non-Communist bourgeois party com- | 
posed of all Western bourgeois parties and various mass organizations 
such as FDJ, Democratic Women’s League, Independent Peasants’ | 

Party, etc. The exclusion of SPD and plethora of these minor Soviet _ 

controlled mass organizations would inevitably result in swamping out | 

new bourgeois party, | 

| -. (e). Third alternative might be a roof government by. appointment 

in which Soviets would be prepared to exclude prominent Communists 
in return for West excluding prominent democrats. Such shadow gov- | 

ernment, though powerless, would have great propaganda possibilities 

and would be at mercy of Soviet stooges in it, e.g., Nuschke, et al. | 

"None of these solutions, Schumacher reiterated, could possibly be | 
accepted. Only type of free elections we could accept are those which | 
would 
(a). Cover all four zones simultaneously. hei owl Pb dha tii: | 

.. (6). Be truly free with full SPD participation, 

_.(c) Body elected should not be confined to Constituent. Assembly 
but should have immediate power to act legislatively so as to protect 

- - ‘If Soviets did offer . or accept genuine free elections on condition | 

_ that. Germany remain, disarmed and be denied right to associate in 

regional. defense groups, Schumacher felt we would have to. accept | 

such a solution and trust to strength of German. democracy to protect. _ 

| itself against. inevitable Communist infiltration. “by which Soviets | 

would endeavor to: capture government. If Communists: failed and 

democratic elements succeeded in consolidating power worst Soviets | 

ce could do would be:to lower Iron Curtain: again, re-establish present / | 

status but with great loss of prestige both in Germany and in satellites. | 

| -Jf-we refused such an.offer German public opinion would despair at our - | 

8 For documentation concerning | the revision’ of the Occupation Statute for 

Germany, see pp. 1410 ff. CSUR eget 

! '.§ For documentation.on the talks at Bonn concerning:a German contribution to 

| | - Western defense, see pp. 990 ff. SEN UE es tee Or ety Boyle ak 

| . !
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_ ack of courage and would turn to fellow traveller solutions. -Schu-_ macher clearly intimated that. disarmament and isolation conditions 
‘would only be temporary and that. once democrats were firmly estab-_ 
dished politically Germany would rearm -and associate herself with 

Should question of withdrawal of troops arise, Schumacher stated 
that he himself was not interested whether Germany. were completely 
evacuated provided greater equilibrium between forces-was-achieved. | A withdrawal of US troops to America and Soviet troops to Russia’ 
would merely increase present disparity of strength. To decrease this 
disparity he even suggested we could agree to mix occupation troops in. 4.zones provided we took such reasonable precautions as-not to 
allow Soviettroopstooccupy Ruhr, es 
_” Concerning Oder—Neisse line Schumacher strongly urged us not to 
Taise ‘question, since for time being, it was a lost cause, support of 
which would only dissipate any hopes we had of positive achievements 
sat conference. Soviets. could never concede here-unless.they were will- 
‘ing-to sacrifice established loyalty of satellites for questionable loyalty 
of Germany. If Soviets, on other hand, raised issue we should support 
‘Gorman claims with greatest vigor for not to do so would inevitably drive Germans to East in fear or despair. Schumacher maintained that. 
if Soviets do raise this issue it will be a sure sign that they are prepared 
.to break up.conference without results, __ ee ee 
_ Puming to Pleven Plan,’ Schumacher said we were putting cart of _ Lunctional integration before horse of political integration just asin Schuman Plan For this reason Schumacher confidently predicted that 
both Pleven and Schuman Plans would fail. Byroade explained oiir 
support of Pleven Plan provided it was workable and gave. all. par- 
ticipants the equality essential to fighting forces. Schumacher stated that despite official French protestations to the contrary, his unofficial 
and perhaps more reliable sources were unanimously of the opinion 
France was not acting in good faith and was really attempting to re- 
‘establish French hegemony throughout Western Europe to detriment 
not only of Germany but perhaps of US ‘interests. After 1100 years 
‘French should be made to realize empire of Charlemagne was defunct. 
‘Schumacher once more outlined SPD’s 8 prerequisites for ‘German 
‘defense contribution : (a) adeqtiate Anglo-Saxon ‘forces in’ Europe; 
(6) political equality; (c) equality among participating military units 
-and ‘at command level with share in decision of disposition ‘of:troops | 
‘and no “black rearmament”. In this connection Schumacher. spoke of 
-our industrial police, stating he did not object to Germans performing 

"For documentation on the Conference for the Establishment of a European 
“Defense Community: (Pleven Plan) ‘that: opened:in ‘Paris “on February 14, ‘see 

pe For documentation on Foreign Minister Schuman’s plan for a European | coal 
and steel community, see volume Iv. TEMS lek loses ten dna Sy
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services. which réeliéved our troops for combat training but deplored : 

the military ‘manner in which Germans were organized, and .disci- | 

‘plined.:In-conclusion, I pointed out that we hoped we could establish | 

-adequate procedures. before and. during possible 4-power: conference to | 

Aseep’ Germans informed and to obtain their counsel. I was fearful how- | 

| ever.that the:counsels of Adenauer and Schumacher might be conflict- | 

ing. Schumacher stated that current negotiations between himself and 

Chancellor -gaye some hope for a more united German front. on the 

issues. that-svill confront us at. conference. Diametrical approach by 

‘Schumacher and-Adenauer to problems such as neutralization as re- 

‘ported. in foregoing makes hope for real agreement, between these two | 

appear rather dim though both seem to accept the impracticability of 

a neutral Germany atleast inthelongrun. wong PE ae od | 

wt Sgt veo eau. : a McCuor | 

‘996.172 121 : Telegra mp he Pee - SE | 

“‘Thé Ambassador in the Soviet Union (Kirk) to the Secretary of State 

"Top SECRET 2 oe en - ee Moscow, February 12. 1951—5 p. m. | 

“ “4498, ‘Goviet note of February 5 concerning calling CFM seeks to 
Iéave ‘impression that current increased international tension is due 
entirely. to “temilitarization” of Western Germany and stepped up | 
Suilitary preparations in US and other countries, that Western Powers 
‘are temporizing on mnatter of discussion with USSR in order to present _ | 

it with accomplished facts and that if agreement were obtained on de- 

ed sation Gerhiany, other obstacles to relaxation of tension could | 

be readily overcome. It is important that this erroneous impression not | 

“gain currency in public mind to point where popular opinion might re- | 

‘qaid settlement on this issue as most ungent need and hence give the | 
‘Sovidts an advantage in any discussions that may take place. Therefore, 

‘wo, feel that, clear presentation of specific Soviet bloc actions basically : 
‘esponsible for this tension. as elaborated, in the Department's draft | 

‘reply to the Soviet note of February 5 (Deptel 507, February 9) is of 
major importance.. eee Been eet lhe! | 

“" ‘Since Soviets lay stress on charge that Western Powers intend to | 

present them. with accomplished facts, a charge that may have super-_ | 

ficial appeal to popular judgement in, freo world, it might be well to | 
-» gephrasé some points in Department’s draft and show clearly that it | 

4s Western Powers who have long been victims of such maneuvers, i.e. | 
‘that accomplished facts are maintenance of huge Soviet army while | 

‘rest of world demobilized, seizure of power in EE countries by Com- | 
‘taunist ‘Minoritiés, expansion of satellite armies beyond treaty limits, | 

: 1 Repeated to London, Paris, and Frankfurt. | | al : - | | 

| " Same as telegram 3745, p. 1076. pot oe ttt age ag bat pag wen ERE
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‘Yremilitarization of Eastern Germany, Polish-GDR ‘agreement on 
Oder—Neisse line, et cetera. It might be pointed out that Soviet point of 
view on all issues has been freely available in Soviet’s own words ‘to | ‘peoples of countries charged by Soviet Government with malicious 
intentions whereas such’ has not been case throughout entire Soviet 
orbit where people unaware of true reasons why free world countries _ have been obliged to build uptheirdefenses. == tt meh _ Although it is clear in Department?s draft that we regard question 
of German remilitarization as only one and not the most important 
factor responsible for present strained situation, so much attention has 
‘been focused on this problem that regardless of where it may be placed on agenda, if one is agreed upon, it is essential that Soviets neither 
achieve an agreement for demilitarization nor gain major propaganda 
victory from relative rearmament efforts being made in two parts of 
Germany. Some doubts appear to have arisen over actual size of re- 
militarization of Eastern Zone and our own efforts may be overshad- 
owing them. In addition, Soviets have stirred up both Poles and Czechs 
against revanchist aspect of Germany’s rearmament based on desire to 
recover lost territory east-of Oder—Neisse line which tends decrease the _ 
extent of their dependence upon military efforts of East Germany. 
Thus we should be prepared to explain bigger force in Western Ger- 
Many (apart from its relation to N ATO in collective security sense), 
as defense against Korea type operation from east in which East Ger- 
mans would be joined by Polish and Czech “volunteers”. It could be pointed out this connection that it is the Soviet and satellite press that 
has made most of alleged similarity between German and Korean 
situation, 

__ As to text of draft itself, it is our feeling that beginning paragraphs are somewhat diffuse and could be improved by revision along lines suggested by French Ambassador (Deptel 506, February 9 *). Mention 
_ of Korea might be retained by.elimination of directreference'to Soviet 

Government in paragraph 4. We suggest following reviewed. [re- 
.vised?] wording that paragraph: “Soviet bloc has maintained its 
armed forces at level far above any conceivable defense needs. Inva- 
sion ROK last June demonstrates Soviet bloc armies are not intended 
solely for defense”. re Co _Reference to Soviet Government “using its agents other countries” in paragraph 5 as phrased might apply as well to free world countries 2 | ~ We concur in desirability of insisting on. advance agreement on a | 
minimum of questions to be discussed by Four Ministers as indicated 
in Department’s draft since it is procedure which leaves our hands 
free to reject others that the USSR might wish to impose on the 
meeting, | | | So 

| * Same as telegram 3744, p. 1075. Be |
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| : We agree with Frankfort’s No. 96, February 10,* that discussion of 

! the Austrian question. would provide the best opportunity for the 

Soviets to bring up Trieste * and that therefore there seems to be no 

| reason for omitting mention of thesatellite problems. 

|  * Por further documentation on Trieste, see volumeIv. © © 7 

. The Ambassador in the Soviet. Union. (Kirk) to the Soviet... 

7 Ministry for Foreign Affairs* 

| Stes oy wioheasiigd beens? hel a 7 Moscow, February 19, 1951. 
2 _- The Ambassador of the United States of America has the honor to 
: acknowledge the receipt of the Soviet Government’s note of February 5, | 

: 1951, and under instructions from his Government, to reply as follows: , 

: The United States Government regrets that the Soviet Government 
| in its: reply repeats and further exaggerates inaccurate statements 

| about the policies and motives of the United States, France and the 

| United Kingdom as. well as the German Federal Republic. The, Soviet 

 allégations are totally without foundation. = cs 

i .. The attempt to eliminate the causes of international tension is a 
_ subject which so. deeply. touches. the interests of all peoples that it 

: demands. the most serious. and honest consideration. Clearly, 1f these | 

causes are to be eliminated, they must first be correctly identified... 
| .. It is obvious that it-is not the German problem or the consideration | 
: of a German contribution to the defense of Western Europe which hes 
| atthe root of the present tension. The United States Government 
| wishes to emphasize, moreover, that in Western Germany there do not 
| exist any German military forces, or any German war industry and 

that, the.only fait accompli in this field in Europe is the existence of 
| the huge armaments maintained by the Soviet bloc which include 
| forces raised in East Germany. In short as the United States Govern- 

| ment stated in its note of December 22, the serious tension which exists 
po at present arises in the first instance from the general attitude adopted 

2 by the Government of the U.S.S.R. since the end of the war. 

_ tphe source text is the copy printed in the Department of State Bulletin, 
| March’ 5,°1951, p. 866. It was drafted. at Washington by a tripartite. working 

bo group consisting of Bohlen, de Juniac, and Steel and approved by the representa- 
tives of the three Western powers at their informal meeting on February 16. The 

text was then transmitted to Moscow on February 17 together with instructions 

ae to,concert with the British.and French for its delivery. (Circular telegrams 484 

‘and 485, 306.1/2-1751.) On February 23 Ambassador Kirk reported that on Feb- 
: ruary 19 he had delivered the note, numbered No. '38,:as instructed ‘and that | 

-Vyshinsky had stated upon reading it that the last sentence of paragraph four 

| did not correspond with realities.’ (Telegram 1533 from Moscow, 396.1/2-1951.) 

7 Copies of the. note were released to the press by the Department of.State on 

! February 20. feubae cba. eine f goede eb eg te ees :
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The Soviet Government has referred to the defense program:under- | 
_ taken bythe United States and ‘the free nations of Europe. It.'must | 
be as apparent<to the Soviet Government, as it is to: -world public 
opinion, that the free nations of-the -world, confronted ‘with the wast 

armed forces maintained by the Soviet Union and the nations under | 
its control and in the face of the frustration by the Soviet Governmieéjit 
of the sincere efforts of a large majority of the members-of the. United | 
Nations to obtain effective international control and reduction of 
armaments, have had no course except to move to redress for their own 

security. the great disparity in armed. forces existing inthe workk —> 
- The United States Government wishes to-insure that the discussion | 
at_ any meeting of the four Ministers shall include these real causes of q 

: tension and that a suitable agenda to that end be drawn up. Since the ) 
Soviet Government has admitted the possibility of discussing questiéns 
other than Germany, and has itself drawn attention to that of arnias | 

ments, the Government: of the United: States; which desires:to raise 7 
: this question, assumes that the Soviet Government does not object. to 

the representatives of the four-Governments in the preliminary con: | 
versations preparing an agenda which will cover the:causes of tetsion 
in Europe, including the existing level of armaments; problems affect- 
ing Germany ; the Austrian treaty. The formulation 6f these and. other 
subjects which may be agreed upon; as well. as:their -order on’ the 
agenda, will naturally bé considered at the preliminary -conferénee! ©: 

| _ If the Soviet Government agrees with the basis outlined above-for- 
a preliminary conference in Paris, the United States Government sug: 

gests that the representatives of the Four Powers meet thereon March | 
5. If, as the Government of the United States hopes, the preliminary. 
conference of representatives finds a mutually acceptable basis for's 
meeting of the ‘ministers, the Government of the United States siigy 
gests that the Foreign Ministers of the United States, France, thé 
United Kingdom, and the Soviet’ Union meet’ in Washington’ ona | 

- date to be recommended by the representatives. The Government’ 6f 
the United States is informed that these arrangements would be con- | 
venient to the Governments of France and the United Kingdom," 

The Ambassador inthe Soviet Union (Kirk) to the Secretary of State: 7 

SECRET PRIORITY. --- —- ~_- . Moscow, March 1;.1951—3.p.m, | 
1591. I was requested. by Gromyko at 11:00 a. m, today. t6 call’ oni 

him at 1:40'p. m.‘The French and British Ambassadors had received ! 

similar requests for 1:00 and 1:20 p. m. respectively.: 00s, 

2 Repeated to London, Paris, and Frankfurt. — 6 cpeeeidall
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| Upon receiving me Gromyko presented a very brief note indicating 

| that the Soviet Government considered US note of February 19? as 

rej ection without foundation of facts in. Soviet note of February 5, 

! and that Soviet Government affirms its position as set forth in that 
| note. Note concludes with expression of agreement for proposed pre- 
--—-——s: Himinaty meeting of Deputy Foreign Ministers on March 5 in Paris 
| ‘(textcontained in precedingtelegram*). ss - 

| I pointed out to Gromyko that note did not indicate whether Soviet, 
Government accepted broader agenda proposed in our note of Febru- 

: ary 19 and he replied that this was subject, for discussion at Paris, 
| When-I pressed-him further on this point, he replied that all he could 
| say at this time. In accordance with Deptel 537 of: February. 27+:1 

| stressed that US Government. took proposed Paris talks seriously and 

he-replied that Soviet Government. did likewise as indicated all their 

: “nétes-on subject: After: my informing.-him that Jessup: and: Bohlen 

: would represent US, Gromyko replied to my query about Soviet rep- 

| resentative by stating that he would go to Paris for this purpose. Ona 

| question from me Gromyko said there did not seem to be any objection 

; to Washington as place for Minister’s meeting but that this could be | 

discussed at Paris. (Question of terminology ic. CFM not posed by 
! Gromyko.) - wo, - oh fa PSE SAS On - hs 

| -” Lasked him if note would be released to press and while he said that 
| the Soviet Government did not intend to do so, I did not feel he was 

! being categoric on this point. In brief closing chat, I asked if Vyshinski 

| ‘were away or ill. Apparently somewhat discomfited, Gromyko replied 
| that Vyshinski was not feeling well and perhapshad influenza, 

This being one of the rare Moscow sunny days, I remarked upon it 
and Gromyko countered amiably that such weather should not bring 

| merely light but warmth. I expressed the pious wish that this feeling 
: would pervade the Paris talks and Gromyko came out with the in- 

: > 8 gupra. ce Fetes ete EN a a 

| .- Not printed. The note, dated March1,read:; cee | Lane 
| -' #Soviet Government considers that note of Government USA of February 19, 
| 4951 is. rejection without foundation of facts cited in Soviet note of February 5 
! and contains no elements whatever which would: require new answer:.on: part 
r Government USSR. Soviet, Government affirms its position set forth in its note | orMebruary5. 

“Ag to. question of preliminary meeting in Paris, Soviet: Government expresses _ 
| ‘agreement, with proposal for fixing of preliminary meeting of Deputies of Foreign 

| Ministers USA, USSR, Great Britain and France for March 5 in Paris.” 
| (396.1/3-151). 22 rey ee! 

‘Not printed. — | Ce
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B. THE FOUR-POWER EXPLORATORY TALKS (THE CONFERENCE AT | | __ THE PALAIS ROSE), PARIS, MARCH 5-JUNE 21,1951 | 

The Four-Power Exploratory Talks, sometimes referred to as the ; 
conference at the Palais Rose or Palais Marble (Marbre) Rose, began 
at Paris on March 5 and continued until June 21. The United States 
Representative was Philip C. Jessup, and his principal advisers were - 
Charles E. Bohlen (Alternate Representative), Perry Laukhuff, 
Bromley K. Smith, and William R. Tyler. The British Representative 
was Ernest Davies, whose principal advisers were William I: Mallet 
and Geoffrey W. Harrison. The French Representative was.Alexandré 
Parodi, and his. principal advisers were Guy Le Roy.de la Tournelle, 
Frangois Seydoux, and Jacques de Bourbon-Busset. The Soviet. Rep- 
resentative was Andrei. A. Gromyko, whose ‘principal adviser was _ 
Vladimir S. Semenov. The four Representatives were also referred to 
frequently as Deputies.to the Council of:Foreign Ministers... ._., 

The chairmanship, for the meetings rotated with each session start- 
ing with Parodi for the host Government. No official quadripartite 
minutes ‘were kept of 7 4 meetings that were held, but the United | 

States Delegation kept its own record of the various sessions in a series 
of summaries indicated by the prefix ETUS SM. An official secretariat, | | 

consisting of one member from each delegation, handled the documents 
submitted by the delegations. Its papers are designated by the series | 
indicator SUP/P/51/D. = 
_ In reporting on the talks, the United States Delegation filed four — 
series of telegrams: (a) a report on each meeting giving a factual 
account of what had taken place, (b) a press guidance noting points 
to be stressed in the press releases of the Department of State, (c) | 
messages transmitting Jessup’s personal insights and responses tothe = 
course of the talks, and (¢) messages about the talks which dealt with == 
tripartite preparations, generally at a meeting in the morning before 
each session and with other events not within the province of the first 

In preparation for the talks the Department of State drafted two 
sets of papers. The first, designated ETS (Exploratory Talks with the 

| Soviets), consisted of eight series of papers dealing with the following | 
topics: General Issues; Economic. Issues;. Europe;.Germany; the — 
Near East and Africa; the Far East; the United Nations; and various | 
background issues. One of these papers is printed on page 1048. The 
second series of papers, designated by the indicator RPTS: (Policy Re- | 

view for Possible Talks with the Soviets), considered only problems 
that were possible of resolution directly with the Soviet Union. None 
ofthese is printed. __ Se a |
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The most comprehensive collection of materials dealing with the 
| talks is in the Executive Secretariat files, lot 59D95, CF 54-87. It con- 
| tains sets of the United ‘States Delegation summaries, the ETS and — 
| RPTS papers, memoranda on various tripartite and quadripartite 
| meetings, telegrams to and from the delegation and other posts con- 
! cerning the meetings, and other miscellaneous papers relating to the 
| talks. Two other repositories, the CFM files (lot M-88, boxes 156, 157, 

| and 253) and file 396.1-PA, contain respectively the summaries, sec-_ 
retariat documents, sets of ETS and RPTS papers, and various memo- 

: randa and telegrams to and from Paris and other posts and the 
: transcripts of the telecons (teletype conferences) held between the 

! ‘United States Delegation andthe Departmentof State. ss 
| _ For additional information about the Four-Power Exploratory 
| Talks, see Participation of the United States Government in Interna- 

tional Conferences, July 1, 1950-Jume 30, 1951, publication 4571, pages oe 

| ‘Because of the great volume of documentation on the talks, theedi- 
| tors are presenting here only a small part of the papers available, 
| documentation that illustrates the main points of United States policy, 
| and the salient features of the more important meetings of the deputies. 

| 396.1-PA/3-551 : Telegram Oe | a 7 

| The United States Representative at the Four-Power Exploratory 
| . _ Talks (Jessup) to the Secretary of States | 

| secRET = §= =... Parts, March 5, 1951—midnight. 

| 5182. From Jessup. First session quadripartite exploratory talks =» 
! convened March 5 with Parodi chairman. In discussion conference. 
: procedures Jessup proposed and UK supported suggestion that Parodi | | 

| serve aS permanent chairman. Gromyko countered with request for | 
: rotation of chairmanship each meeting. Three powers did not press 
: point and agreed. Agreed have one meeting daily at outset and oftener 
| if necessary. Re press relations, agreed each delegate free decide own | : 
po relationships with press but should use discretion. After meeting So- 
, viets promptly released unofficial translation of its agenda proposal, 

: UK Deputy Davies led off substantive discussions stressing that ob- - 
| jective of western powers since war was to preserve peace and solve. . | 

| _ international differences through peaceful negotiations. Nevertheless, _ | 
| relations among big powers had deteriorated but this cannot be at- | 

- tributed to aggressive intentions on part west. He said Soviets had no- | 
cause. fear aggression from. west. but deterioration of situation had | 

1 Repeated to London, Moscow, Frankfurt, and Vienna. 2 ! 
536-688 PT 1—80——71 | |
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caused UK to enter defensive alliances with like-minded nations. UK _ 
has never abandoned principle peaceful negotiations therefore desire 
that Foreign Ministers meet, discuss and resolve basic causes of ten- _ 
sion, such discussions being based on sincerity of the parties and 
agenda broad enough provide for discussion basic causes of tensions in | | 

Europe. He cited as symptoms of tension: (1) fear that war is im- 
. minent; (2) building up of armaments; (8) fear on part western peo- 

ples of aggression by Soviet armies and possible loss of national 
independence; (4) stronger nations imposing their will on weaker na- a 
tions; and (5) internal subversion of governments. Therefore, German 
problem was not solely responsible for tensions. Stated that to confine / 

- agenda to discussion German problem would be futile. He stated that. | 
Germany was merely one of many problems and not most vexing Euro- 

_ péan question as the Soviets had indicated..He stressed that German. 

problem must be discussed within the broader context of the causes of 
tensions in Europe. He emphasized that any agenda for ministerial “4 
talks must be so drawn that the Foreign Ministers can discuss basic 
causes of tension. Therefore item providing such latitude must be in- | 
cluded as the first item on agenda. At this point he introduced the 

tripartite agenda proposal (Embtel 51427), After comment on each 
item he added that Soviet acceptance of last tripartite note created 

presumption that Soviet prepared accept these items as basis for | 
discussion. oe | oe a | 
~Gromyko replied that since UK deputy in addition to expressing 

‘Opinions concerning possible agenda items had commented on inter- | 
national situation Soviet delegate would do likewise and that Soviet 
views proceeded from point that German demilitarization has vital 
significance for Europe and the world in terms of relaxing tensions. | 

Said UK has given no facts substantiate claim of peaceful intent 
of UK. Arguments advanced by UK concerning fear of war and | 
threat of aggression on part Soyiets is unmasked in recent UK-Soviet > 
notes on violation of Anglo-Soviet treaty. Use by UK of this argu- 
ment can be considered only'as camouflage for arms race in other | 
countries particularly US. He charged that three powers have 

? Not printed ; the agenda under reference, which had been agreed at a tripartite 
meeting on March 4, read : | Bo a oe 

“1, Examination of cause of present international tensions in Europe and of 
means to secure a real and lasting improvement in relations between Soviet Union 
and US UK and France. 7 | a - - | 

2. Completion of treaty for re-establishment of an independent and democratic 

tS Problems relating to re-establishment of German unity and to preparation | 
of a peace treaty.” (396.1-PA/3-451) . oe - a, — 

The U.S. Delegation had reported on the tripartite meeting in telegram 5143 — 
from Paris, March 4, not printed (396.1—PA/3—451). | a 

*¥For the texts of the notes of December 15, 1950 and January 5, 1951, ex- 
changed between the United Kingdom and the Soviet Union, see Folliot, Docu- | 
ments on International Affairs, 1949-50, pp. 179-182, and ibid., 1951, pp. 321-323, 
respectively. . ee | |
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| launched arms race which cannot be denied nor reconciled with west. 
! profession of peaceful intent. Soviets preferred not rest on UK state-. | 
| ment of intent but on facts. Not only was there threat of aggression 
| on part states embarked on this course but acts of aggression had 
i actually occurred. Gromyko said Soviet Government already stressed 
| importance German question, that is, importance of demilitarization 
pe Germany and prohibition remilitarization Germany, since cognizant 
| that implementation of quadripartite agreement this question would 
| contribute greatly amelioration present situation. = os 
| -Gromyko then introduced Soviet agenda proposal po 

_  .. “1, On fulfillment by four powers of Potsdam Agreement regard-_ 
| ing demilitarization of Germany and prohibition of remilitarization _ 

| “2. On acceleration of conclusion of peace treaty with Germany 
| and in accordance with this withdrawal of occupation forces. - | 
| “3. On improvement of situation in Europe and immediate passing 
| over to reduction of armed forces of four powers—USSR, US, UK 
| and France.” a a 

| In connection with item 1, Gromyko pointed out four powers already | 
| assumed certain obligations re Germany and solution German ques- 
: tion of interest all European powers. Re item 2, cited that five years” 
| elapsed since four powers assumed obligations concerning this ques- 
| tion but obligations not carried out. Re item 8, stressed that Soviets 
- had put forward pruposals this question in UN but they had been 
i systematically rejected by other powers and if three powers really — | 
| serious concerning peaceful intent their position on this item would 
! be criterion. In summary he stressed that main question is demilitari- 
| _ zation of Germany and that it should merit a place on the agenda in _ 
| conformity with its significance. OS | 
| Prior to adjournment Jessup inquired whether there was any sig- 
| ‘nificance in fact that Soviet proposal did not include subject of | 
| Austria. Gromyko said Soviets believed three questions advanced : 
| suitable for agenda but have no objection to discussing question of | 
: including Austria on agenda at the next meeting or following - 

ss Meetings. — 7 en - . SD : 
| ‘Next meeting scheduled 8 p. m., March 6. we | 

pe gs Sse] 

|
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896.1-PA/3-751 : Telegram | a - , ae . 7 

‘The United States Representative at the Four-Power Exploratory oe 
| _ Lalks (Jessup) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET  NIACT _ | Parts, March 7, 1951—4 p. m. 

5218. From Jessup. While it is too soon to reach any definite conclu- 
sion as to ultimate Soviet position at this meeting, Gromyko’s propa- 
ganda blast yesterday may indicate that Soviet Union is primarily 

| interested in exploiting this preliminary conference for propagation 
of their chief lines on German rearmament and reduction of armed 
forces of four powers.? oe 
We have been making suitable impromptu answers to Gromyko’s | 

charges during the meetings but are basically in accordance with in- | 

| structions still endeavoring to confine this meeting to the preparation | 
of agenda without going into substance. We propose to continue this 
line at today’s meeting but if Gromyko continues to go into substance 
for propaganda purposes, we will clearly be confronted with a situa- 
tion which might require a change in our present agreed tactics. - 

We would obviously be at considerable disadvantage propaganda- 
wise if we were avoiding substantive discussion as to real causes of 

- present tension while Russians were exploiting to the full their charges 
that present tension is primarily caused by question of German re- 

| militarization and Western rearmament. In order to enter into sub- 
stance, however, we would have to be prepared to give a full exposition | 
of our view as to the real causes of the existing tension (or possibly 
even to propose agenda items expressing our view) i.e., Soviet ag- 
gressive attitude, use of intimidation and threat, paralysis of UN by 
abuse of veto, maintenance and direction of fifth columns (Comin- 

form) and similar questions which under existing instructions and _ 
tripartite agreement we have refrained from putting forward. } 

One serious difficulty in shifting our tactics is that the three Western 
powers have as yet no agreed tripartite position or firm individual . 

position on substantive questions nor agreed material or details re | 

satellite or. Soviet armament. __ ae 
Present Soviet propaganda line is to contrast “vague, unspecific na-_ 

ture of Western agenda with concrete, positive identification of true : 
~ causes.of tension in Soviet agenda proposal”. 7 ees 

Jf considered undesirable for reasons given above to attempt to 
transform this preliminary meeting into substantive conference, we 
might take positive line that Soviets are expressly violating basis on | 

+In telegram 5207, March 7, from Paris, the U.S. Delegation had reported that 
Gromyko at the second meeting of the Deputies had launched into a long propa- 
ganda argument, asserting that the future of Germany had been decided at — 
Potsdam and charging the three Western Powers with violating the Potsdam 

| Agreement. (396.1—PA/3—-751)
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| which preliminary conference at their insistence was called and that 
| West. is unwilling to have preliminary meeting substitute for discus- 
| sions which should properly be dealt with by Foreign Ministers. This 
| would immediately raise question of breaking off conference. 
| ‘We will know more after today’s meeting as to which course Soviet 
| delegation intends to pursue and, therefore, this cable should be re- 
| _ garded as preliminary in order to acquaint Department with situation 
| we may be confronted with in next few days. EE Ee 
po sh bgt ee ee | | [Jessup] 

| The Director of the Office of German Political A fairs (Laukhuff)* — 

! to the Director of the Bureau of German Affairs (Byroade) 
bo | Sos oS a : ee oe - 

| ‘SECRET oe a _ [Parts,] March 7, 1951. 

| Dear Hank: Somewhat to our surprise, Gromyko chose not to 
: pursue yesterday’s line but devoted himself to the Austrian treaty and 
| tied it in with the question of Trieste. The atmosphere was less tense 

today since Gromyko’s tone was more moderate. You know the course 
! of the arguments from the telegram.? When all is said and done, how- 
| ever, our business was not advanced in the slightest by today’s Russian 
| tack. We had the impression that they had decided their omission of 
| the Austrian item was going to be disadvantageous to them from a 
| propaganda point of view and so they sought to recover lost ground. 
| Gromyko seemed not altogether facile or happy in his discussion of the 
| Austrian item although he was more at ease when he got onto Trieste. 
| The British professed to feel that today’s discussion gives a little more | 
| room for hope that the Russians really want to draw upan agenda. To _ 
: us, however, again, the main Soviet motivation seemed to be propa-_ 
| gandistic, though on a relatively minor point. gale ot rp 
| On the basis of the first three days, it is still not certain that we will 
| not be pushed into a discussion of the substance of various items though _ 

, ‘I judge the three are in a mood to try to continue their insistence upon 
| a procedural and businesslike discussion of the agenda for another — 
| day or so. — | | OE Tip Ea NS U8 oe - 

| + Laukhuff was in Paris as a member of the U.S. Delegation at the Four-Power 
; Exploratory Talks. | J a —— 
! _ *The U.S. Delegation characterized the third session on March 7 as follows: 

| _ “Third quadripartite session exploratory talks March 7 brought forth Soviet 
| declaration that they have no objection to placing Austrian question on agenda 

| if 3 powers agree inclusion ‘fulfillment of peace treaty with Italy in the part 
| concerning Trieste.’ Meeting characterized by Soviet insistence 2 questions in- 
| separably linked and Western position no connection questions. Throughout ses- 

sions Soviets took basically propaganda approach to. discussions, attempted 
| reverse Western arguments, and paid little attention to. logic their position.’ 
| Telegram 5237 from Paris, March 7 (896.1-PA/3-751). : oo 

| 
| |
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There was not very much mention of Germany today except by  —/ 
‘Gromyko toward the end when he addressed himself to Parodi and 
insisted that if, as the French claimed, it was important to deal with 
the Austrian treaty as a means of lessening tension in Europe, it was | 
all the more important to deal with the problem of German demilitari- 
zation which was the central problem in Europe. Parodi’s reply was 
quite in the spirit of the position agreed among the three but was per- | 
haps carelessly formulated and may give us some trouble. What he 

_ said in effect was that the Western powers were quite prepared to | 
_ examine the problem of German armament as one of the causes of | 

tension and in the context of all of the causes of tension. That is to say, 
the Russians would be perfectly free to expound their ideas on this 
subject under our item 1, “Examination of the causes of tension, etc.”. 
He actually said that we were willing to discuss “German demilitari- 
zation” under item 1 and may have laid himself open to a Russian 

| assertion that he agreed to accept their first item under our item 1. 
This was not the case and I feel sure Jessup and the others will clarify . 

_thisastimegoeson, ~~ oe Sr  , 

_ Sincerely yours, ) Perry 

396.1-PA/3-1051 : Telegram a, fn a 

The United States Representative at the Four-Power Exploratory | 
oe Talks (Jessup) to the Secretary of State = = | 

SECRET | PRIORITY | | - Parts, March 10, 1951—11 a. m. 
5291. From. Jessup. Ourtel 5290.1 Two hour tripartite discussion 

last night of revised agenda item revealed basic divergence between | 
our position and approach which British and French think we should © 
take toward Soviet’s present position on agenda. Se | , 

First indication of British and French desire to make things easier 
for Gromyko came out when both Parodi:and Davies argued strongly 

| _ against specification “D” concerning Iron Curtain.? Both favored | 

3 Not printed; it transmitted the following revision of the proposed agenda 
which would be introduced at the Four-Power Talks by the French : 

“Hxamination of causes of present international tensions in Europe and of 
7 means to secure real and lasting improvement in relations between USSR, the 

US, the UK and France such as: measures to eliminate fear of aggression; ful- 
fillment of present treaty obligations ; examination of existing level of armaments 
and of questions concerning Germany in this sphere.” (396.1-PA/3-1051) 

2 At their tripartite meeting on March 4 the Western powers had agreed that 
the following four specifications might be added to Item I of their original agenda 
(see footnote 2, p. 1088) if the tactical situation required: oe : 

“A. The fear of aggression. | 
| B. Existing level of armaments (and its effect on the problem of German. 

demilitarization). | 
C. Non-fulfillment of treaty obligations. . | 
D. Barriers to official and unofficial intercourse between government and 

peoples.” (Telegram 5142 from Paris, March 4, 396.1-PA/3—451) | .
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_-—s dropping subject from agenda proposal because they said it would 
| be difficult to raise with the Soviet at this time since no prior mention 

| ofithadbeenmade. OO Oo 
i - Second indication was British and French insistence on using 

| words “demilitarization of Germany” in revised agenda proposal. 
| Davies asked whether in last resort we would not have to use this 
| phrase if Soviets insisted. He said that if Soviets insisted on including 
| it he did not think we could break on this question but would have to | 

| give in. He said what. he wanted to do was to make it easier for Gro- 
| - myko to ask for revised instructions and easier for Moscow to accept 
| our agenda proposal. | Egy i Baebes PS eg a ey 8 oe 

| _ At later point in meeting Davies made strongly worded appeal for 
doing everything possible excluding appeasement or acceptance Soviet 

pe agenda to ensure that conference would be held. He referred to British 

) public opinion which he said favored Ministers meeting if only for 
| sake of meeting and even though chance of accomplishing anything — 

_ was very remote. He said representatives here had obligation to do 
| what they can to make possible Four Power conference in attempt to 
| buy timeandtoseektoavert war, 424 
: Parodi echoes most of Davies views. He also believes our revised 
| agenda proposal should be worded in such a way as to make it easier 
_ for Moscow toalterGromyko’sinstructions 
! Jessup insisted our immediate objective was to convince Gromyko 

that if the Soviets want an agreed agenda he would have to get new 

| instructions. By standing firm here on the agenda we would not only 
 ——- force the Soviets to decide whether they wanted. a. conference. but if 

they did accept our agenda we would have greatly facilitated work of 
| Ministers meeting by providing real besis for this meeting. He re- 
: viewed ABC of negotiating with Soviets and pointed out that partial 
| concessions did not produce reciprocal concessions on Soviet part. He | 
| insisted that unless we remain firm now we might endanger our present 
: diplomatic position as well as destroy any chance of successful Min- | 
| isters meeting.® - a | | oe ee o sy 

| ,  ®8The revised tripartite agenda item was introduced by Parodi at the sixth 
i session on March 10 and rejected by Gromyko at the seventh session on March 11 
| as offering no solution to major problems. The U.S. Delegation reported on these : 
| two sessions in telegrams 5306 and 5337, March 10 and 13, neither printed 
| (896.1-PA/3-1051 and 3-1351). At the seventh session Gromyko had also intro- © 
| duced a new proposal for Item 2 in the Soviet proposed agenda (telegram 5182, — 
| p. 1087) which read “Reestablishment of German unity and conclusion of peace 
| treaty with Germany.” | . . oo, a 

| - ae 

| L 
| ;
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896.1-PA/3-1351 Of ge : 

The Director of the Office of German Political Affairs (Laukhuff) to 
| the Director of the Bureau of German Affairs (Byroade) 

SECRET  [Parts,] March 13, 1951. 
Letter No. 7 | BE ee al 

Dear Hanx: One thing stands out more and more clearly from the ) 
talks. The Russians are hammering over and over again on their point 
that the two really important things which “the peoples of the world” | 
want the Ministers to discuss are “fulfillment of the Potsdam Agree- 
ment providing for the demilitarization of Germany and the prohibi- - 
tion of the remilitarization of Germany” and “immediate reduction of | 
the armed forces of the four powers”. These points are repeated over | 
and over and over. My own impression is that the Russians want a 
Conference—if it is held on those two items. If not, they are indifferent | 
to a Conference but will conduct a world-wide propaganda campaign 
on the basis of those two propositions, and accusing us of being against 
them. _ | a . | | 

. ‘To counter this Soviet line, we are able to produce nothing except 
generalities both in our agenda text and in our arguments. It is easy 
to have hindsight but I think we made our usual mistake of starting 
with a reasonable, moderate, “neutral” position which allows of no 
compromise and which does not really illustrate our case against the __ 
Russians. What we should have done was to put up an agenda which 
stated our views on the real causes of tension. The way it is we have 
neither a good propaganda position nor a good base for maneuver. 

| What really is disturbing is the attitude of the French and British, , 
| especially the latter. We had a long tripartite session last night which 

was a, repetition of the one described in Letter No. 6.1 It was, if any- 

thing, worse. Davies went so far as to say he really couldn’t see why 
we couldn’t eventually accept that part of the Russian wording dealing 
with the prevention of German remilitarization, too, providing it was | 

in a “harmless” context. This may have been only his personal feeling 
since Mallet, in a meeting with Chip? and me this morning, insisted 7 

_ that the British instructions reject the phrase “fulfillment of the Pots- 
dam Agreement”, the phrase “prevention of the remilitarization of 

- Germany” and also reject the idea of discussing German demilitariza- | 
tion in any connection save that of the existing level of armaments. 

_ What. is clear, however, is that the British have a different evalua- 
tion of Soviet motives than we do. They believe the Soviet Government | 

1Letter No. 6, not printed; for a report on the tripartite meeting under ref- 
erence, see telegram 5291, supra. The U.S. Delegation had reported on the tripar- 
tite meeting of March 12, along lines similar to Laukhuff’s, in telegram 5350 from 

: Paris, March 18, not printed. (8396.1-PA/3-1351) 
* Charles HE. Bohlen.
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«wants a conference, wants to stop our plans for German defense by 

| some agreement with us and consequently is willing to pay a stiff price | 

| for our agreement. We also think the Soviets want to stop our plans but 

| we see no signs that they want to do it by an agreement costly to them. 

| Rather they seek a basis. for inhibiting and confusing western action 

\ and playing upon western fears of Germany. For this purpose, @ con- 

| ference is immaterial, unless held strictly on their terms. cel 

mo I do believe the British think of themselves as quite firmly com- 

| mitted to the Brussels decision and as intending to push right on with 
attempts to work out German participation, regardless of any agenda 

po item. (Though Harrison did say, “would delay really matter, since it © 

would only be a question of a month or six weeks”?) But they do not | 

| seem fully to appreciate the scope for maneuver which adoption of 
| some or all of the Soviet wording would give to the Soviet Union, and 

the inhibiting pressures which would easily be build [bud/¢] up against 

| us. Besides, it seems to me public opinion would jump to the conclusion 
| that we had all agreed to review the Brussels decisions with the 

: Russians = | ee 
| Our feeling is that the British attitude (the French attitude has 
| been less expressly put) has revealed a very slippery path leading down | 
: infrontofus. = arr oe as 

Sincerely yours, =  . |... Perry 

| 396.1-PA/8-1751 a re es vod. cf Ae Rae mo 7 oo Rei ease 

| The United States Representative at the Four-Power Exploratory : 

| ee Talks (Jessup) to the Secretary of State Sh PS 

| ‘Dear Dean:  Just.a few lines at the end of our second week to 

! give you a few personal impressions of the way things are going—or 

: It is of course always impossible to be sure what the Russians are 

! up to but personally, I do not yet see any signs which lead me to be- 

! lieve that they are going to break off. Although I think Chip * is not 

! convinced of it, I still think they want a meeting of the Ministers. _ 

| and, if this is true, we will get one on terms satisfactory to us if we 

wait long enough and if the French and British stay in line. oh SS. 

: As far as the French are concerned, I think on the whole their basic 

Pe attitude is not too bad. As you know, Parodi is a very sincere and 

| honest person and I am convinced that he simply cannot see why we 

object to including on the agenda a simple unqualified reference to 

! “the demilitarization of Germany” as a separate item. Curiously 

| ? Charles E. Bohlen. a
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enough, he thinks that a simple reference to the question of German | 
- armament would be very bad. Apparently, that question has overtones 

and connotations which he feels would be upsetting to French opinion, 
whereas I tried to point out that the unqualified use of the word “de- 
militarization” has similar overtones and‘ connotations for American — 
opinion. It is true that, as he indicated during the Pleven visit in 

_ Washington,” he has vague hopes of eventually reaching some kind | 
of interim agreement with the Soviets about Germany which would | 
lessen the tension, although we have never been able to find out from 

| any of the French j ust what they have in mind. From his point of | 
_ View, it would be very bad indeed if we do not get a meeting of the 

Four Ministers. I do think, however, that he is pretty well convinced 
| that we are right in insisting that the best way to get such a meeting 

is to continue plugging along firmly on our lines. N evertheless, the 
| _ point may very well come when Gromyko makes further gestures in 

7 the direction of our phrasing and where the issue will be sharply _ 
drawn on whether or not the phrase “demilitarization of Germany” 
canbeusedalone. : 

__ The British attitude is more puzzling. As far as Davies is concerned, sy 
T am sure that a great deal of the difficulty is due tohis ineptness and __ 
lack of experience in dealing with the Russians. He made another 
speech yesterday afternoon which was put in just the wrong way and 
led to Gromyko’s outbursts against what he called the British ulti- | 

- matum.* I am afraid that this morning Davies will try to explain this _ 
away and in doing so will blunder into statements suggesting toGro- 
myko that instead of an ultimatum he meant we would make some 
more concessions to them.* Morrison has made no gesture in the direc- 

| tion of seeing me and Dave Bruce agrees that I cannot very well press 
him. We have an impression that although Davies is one of Morrison’s | 

_ protégés, Morrison is not very happy about the way Davies has been 
handling his job here. No one seems to have any authoritative informa- | 
tion as to how Morrison really feels about the question of German | 
participation in western defense. tt 
Gromyko is about the same as ever. He has ‘been rather dumb in 

some of his presentations. He has said just the things which were 

. * For documentation on Prime Minister Pleven’s visit to Washington at the end | of January, see volume rv. | 
*The U.S. Delegation had reported on the 11th session on March 16 in telegram | 

5486 from Paris, March 16 (396.1-PA/3-—1651) which indicated that Davies, | 
inter alia, had questioned whether the Soviet Union really desired a meeting of 
the Foreign Ministers. a | 7 | “Jessup’s fears proved to be unfounded. The U.S. Delegation reported that at 
the 12th session on March 17 Gromyko took up most of the meeting with a long 
propaganda statement that repeated in general previous Soviet arguments. (Tele- gram 5502, March 17, from Paris, 396.1-PA/3-1751) -
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| | ~ needed to convince the British and French that he was unreasonable, | 

| and he has lost opportunities to play them up against us. During the 

| tea intermission the Russians join in socially in a very affable way. By 

| and large, Gromyko’s statements in the meetings have not been vitri- — 

| olic and, in terms of the usual Russian operation could even be de- 

| scribed as somewhat restrained. = 7 | oe 4 

| | I do hope that you and Alice had a good time in Bermuda. It was 

| extremely comforting to see your name appearing on the list of con- — 

| ferees on the telecon ® the other night and I appreciate your reference 

| to the work here in your press conference yesterday as reported in __ 

| today’s papers. Just to prove that nothing changes, I can report that 

| the same doves to which you called Vishinsky’s attention in 1949 still 

| perch on the tree outside the Palais de Marbre Rose. They offer an 

| interesting bit of variety when one gets tired of looking at the ladies — 

| and gentlemen sitting on the cloudsoverourheads. its” 

| -Sinerelyyoursy i ss—isi‘sSSSSP 
| P.S. Morrison has just called asking Dave Bruce and me to come 

| see him this afternoon.* / | | 

| 5 A transcript of the teletype conference of March 14 between Paris and Wash- 

| ington, not printed, in which the U.S. Delegation was told not to accept any. 

| wording in the agenda which might imply suspension of the December 1950 

| Brussels decisions for the integration of the Federal Republic into Western 

| Europe, is in file 396.1-PA/3-1451. | 

| * For a report on this meeting, see telegram 5507, infra. a 

| 396.1-PA/3-1751: Telegram a 7 OB 

| ‘The United States Representative at the Four-Power Exploratory 

| Lalks (Jessup) to the Secretary of State* — - 

SECRET cn Parts, March 17, 1951—9 p. m. 

| «5507. From J essup. At Morrison’s invitation Bruce, Bohlen and I 

| met with him at Brit Emb this afternoon. Among other Britons, 

RS Davies and Dixon were present. In response Morrison’s question I gave 

| him our analysis situation stressing obvious Sov design interfere with | 

| | execution Brussels decisions through adoption slanted agenda or prop- 

| - aganda, based on it. Morrison responded with very firm statement that 

po their parliamentary position fully supported Brussels decisions and 

- that he personally firmly supported that policy. Morrison reviewed. 

| | difficulties Ger situation but only in terms of problems confronting the 

| west and not vis-a-vis Sovs. Morrison restressed their strong desire for 

| Minsmtg. | | 

: 1 Repeated to London, Moscow, and Frankfurt. ° | a
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Bohlen and I emphasized our belief best way secure Sov agreement 
is by convincing them of tripartite solidarity. Argued if Sovs really 
want mtg will eventually agree on agenda acceptable to US. I pointed 
out we started with neutral agenda and, therefore any moves on our 
part are not towards compromise position but towards acceptance => 
slanted Russ position. Suggested possible advantage going back now 
to our original agenda as only possible neutral formulation since Sovs 
rejected our amendments. Davies interposed objection Gromyko: wld 
refuse and insist upon demilitarization of Ger as separate item. Mor- 
rison contradicted Davies saying he thought my suggestion which he 
developed might be good move. Bohlen talking privately with Dixon 
fully satisfied soundness Dixon’s position. = «sit | 

| = | ae as [ Jessup | 

396.1-PA/3-2151: Telegram Ce cn a 
Lhe United States Representative at the Four-Power Exploratory 

| _ Lalks (Jessup) to the Secretary of State» = 

CONFIDENTIAL NIACT Parts, March 91, 1951—1 a. m. 
_ 5575, From Jessup. In fourteenth session quad talks today Sov del 
tabled new proposal contained in Embtel 5574 to Dept, rptd London 
1859, Moscow 263, Frankfort 683, Vienna 170.2 Three powers took pro- | 
posal under consideration. Initial, reactions to Gromyko’s statements 
and new proposal best demonstration tripartite solidarity to date. 

Gromyko led off with two-hour “balance sheet” on work to date 
which was essentially restatement Sov positions. Stated agreement 
reached on agenda item re Ger unity and preparation Ger peace treaty 
altho Sov del still cld not understand how three powers cld object to | 
original Sov proposal if they sincerely desired conclusion peace treaty 
and withdrawal occupation forces. Western objections “compelled” | 
Sov del agree to less clear wording now contained in agenda, but agreed 
in hope FonMin consideration result in speedy conclusion peace treaty 
and withdrawaloceupation forces. - 
Gromyko said Sov del advanced other proposals with clear purpose 

maintenance peace and improvement situation in Eur. However, fail- 

1 Repeated to London, Moscow, Vienna, and Frankfurt. — ee - | 
“Not printed; the text of the Soviet draft, presumably of Item T,read: . 
“Examination of causes of present international tensions in Eur and of means 

necessary to secure a real and lasting improvement in relations between Sov | 
Union, US, Britain, and France, including questions of reduction of armed forces 
of USA, USSR, UK and France and of establishment of international control over. . 
implementation of reduction of armed forces, as well as of other measures for 
elimination of threat of war and fear of aggression, and question of fulfillment of 
present treaty obligations and agreement of four powers.” (396.1-PA/3-2051)
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| | | 
| ure of three powers “pay attention” to these proposals indicates lack 
| | desire on their part find common solutions to agenda items. While this 

| West attitude apparent from beginning talks, it became more evident 
| after Sov del presented new proposals on Mar 14.° He then analyzed 
) these proposals in detail emphasizing (1) Ger demilit most important 
| question; (2) Sov agenda includes main questions put forward by | 

| Sov del and by three powers. Felt Sov del had every grounds expect 
| favorable West response to these proposals for above reasons and be- | 

| cause they are logical and consistent. Claimed tripartite proposals | 

| illogical and inconsistent, and cannot be considered otherwise if assume 
| three powers motivated by sincere desire discuss important issues in | 

| FonMin meeting. | ee ee 

| Gromyko said Sov Mar 14 proposal aimed at providing framework 
| within which each FonMin cld discuss questions he considered most 
: important. Furthermore, Sov del cannot agree to replacing Sov word- 

| ing re reduction armed forces of four powers by tripartite wording 
. which full of double meanings. Claimed West assurances that dif- 

| ferences in wording not great and that Sov FonMin cld express his 
| views on Ger demilit designed mislead Sov since tripartite phrasing on 
| “existing level of armaments” had nothing in common with Sov pro- 

| posals on Ger demilit and reduction of armaments. Repeated charge 
| that tripartite wording might mean a considerable increase of arma- | 
| ments and “be tantamount to increasing arms race” which not in inter- — 
| est maintenance peace. Said three powers insistence on their wording 
| compels Sov del be more attentive to wording of this item. _ ) - a 
| Gromyko elaborated at some length on familiar Sov arguments that — 
| tripartite wording drowned significance of issues and that West guilty 

| gross violations Potsdam. Stressed that Sov objections arise from fact _ 
| tripartite wording “does not assure observation of obligations assumed a 

| by three powers under Potsdam” and wld leave West “free hand” to 

| rearm Ger and increase pace of armaments race. Stressed that CFM to 
be convened for purpose discussing burning issues and maintenance | 

| peace and,this purpose incompatible with Ger remilit or further in- 
crease arms race. — | ee eee oan 

| The Soviet proposal for a draft agenda, presented at the ninth session on. 
| March 14, read: | | - CO oe 

| “I. Regarding fulfillment by four powers of Potsdam Agreement on. demili- 
, tarization of Germany. | | TS 

| 2. Problems relating to reestablishment of German unity and preparation of. 
| treaty of peace. | 7 wl ge rte ea 
/ 3. Examination of causes of present international tensions in Europe and of. 
| _ Ineans to securing a real and lasting improvement in relations between the USSR, . , 
| US, UK and France, including question of reduction of armed forces of four _ 
| powers—USSR, US, UK, and France.” (Telegram 5389 from Paris, March 14, _ 
| 396.1-PA/3-1451) oe ey
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| Gromyko said Sovs hold no convincing arguments can be advanced - 

against acceptance Sov proposals Ger demilit and reduction arma- 

| ments and in latter case three powers arguing against own item since 
Sov formulation merged with original tripartite item one. a 

Re tripartite objections to Sov failure mention fear of aggression 

and fulfillment present treaty obligations, Gromyko explained Sov 

del had considered it undesirable to have major questions covered up 

_ by secondary issues, Claimed that fear of aggression arose from 

present armaments race. and demilit of Ger and since latter questions 
included in Sov proposals no need to mention former. | 

| At this point Gromyko introduced’ Sov proposal contained in 
__-reftel, making fol observations: 7 

(a) Cannot isolate treaty obligations from those arising from agree- 
ments therefore Sov proposal provides for able consideration both ; 
an ee ek | | 

(6b) Sov proposal takes into account four power desire for “control” 
| over reduction armaments. 8 

| Parodi stated that Gromyko’s early remarks not conciliatory but he 

would consider new Sov proposal. Reviewed Gromyko’s remarks to 

point up fact Sov apparently desired him to accept agenda which wld 
condemn present def policies Fr Govt and inquired whether this Sov 

| intention. After receiving an unintelligible reply from Gromyko, 

Parodi said Gromyko’s position still unclear but assumed from reply 
it was Sov intention to seek in Deps meeting agreement to agenda, con- 
demning Fr policies. | | a 

After reserving right to comment later, Jessup made initial com- 
ments new Sov proposal, refusing this connection to spend time necess 
deal with numerous false statements by Gromyko. Jessup stated that __ 
stripped of false and derogatory verbiage Gromyko has stated in 
effect that | | | 

(a) US has certain policies, in particular its def policies, which Sovs 
— donotlkeanddesiretochange, — . | Oo | 

(6) Sov desire US sign this piece of paper, which Sovs present as 
agenda proposal but which constitutes agreement that US will change 
its policies. Jessup noted Gromyko had made this point very clear and 
was very explicit that his proposal was made not for the purpose of 
leaving US Govt free hand to carry out this policy. Said Gromyko had 
illustrated this point in negative way as well by objecting to tripartite 
proposals for very reason that it left three govts free between time of. 
preliminary meeting and of FonMin meeting to carry out their policies. 
Stated that Gromyko in effect proposed that Deps negotiate some sub- | 
stantive agreements designed to bind govts at least until FonMin 

: meeting. Contrasted this position with Sov note Feb 5 stating Deps 
_ meeting shld be confined to agenda and that substance of questions. | 

shld not enter into meeting. ne
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| Jessup stressed that Gromyko addressing himself not to framing 

| agenda for Mins but to substance of questions. Cited asexamples: 

| | (a) Gromyko’s criticism tripartite Mar 16 formulation of item 1a,* 
b as not assuring respect for obligations of three powers and wld permit 
| them carry on their policies re Ger and engage in what Gromyko calls 

“arms race”. Jessup stressed that US policy perfectly open and clear 
| since adopted by true democratic process. Emphasized US had noth- 
io ing conceal re its policies or reasons for its policies. = | 
| _ (6) Gromyko’s statement that three powers objected to words “ac- 
| celeration of conclusion of Ger peace treaty”, whereas three powers did 
| not discuss pro or con question of peace treaty, merely stating term _ 
| “seceleration” was substantive conclusion to be left to Mins. Jessup 
| noted Gromyko saw force our objection thisinstance. = 
| _(¢) While possible provide numerous other examples by reviewing 
| Gromyko’s statements it wld be too. repetitious and time consuming. — 

| Jessup called attention to other Sov attitude which unacceptable to 
| US; that is, Sovs decide what is most important question in world or 

| most pressing problem in Eur and, having decided that this subj is 

| matter of discussion, Sov word is final. Furthermore, when Gromyko 

| considers some of West items he says Sov Govt did not consider it 
| necessary to cover these. Jessup characterized this attitude as revealing 
| arrogance not appropriate to negots with other three govts represented. 

! Jessup said Gromyko had not eliminated fear of Sov aggression, 
| which is one of present causes of tension, merely by using false de- 
| scription policies of three powers. Expressed sincere hope US Govt 
| that existing fear of aggression can be eliminated by concrete proposals | 
| and agreements arrived at by FonMins. Re Gromyko’s contention that 
| items which Sovs considered important are “drowned” in tripartite 
S | formulation, J essup inquired how Gromyko wld apply this analysis to 
| new Sov proposal. If Gromyko does not. believe these. questions are — 
| “drowned” in Sov proposal, then he shld withdraw this objection to 
| tripartite proposal | Oe 
| Jessup concluded by requesting Gromyko to review again various 

tripartite agenda drafts in order realize three powers attempted draft 
| these items in completely neutral fashion. Stated three powers wld con-. 
| sider seriously any points Gromyko might raise re failure tripartite _ 
| proposals achieve objectivity and neutrality. Cited agenda item “Ger 
| | and Aust questions” for 1946 CFM in NY under which FonMins con- 
| sidered wide range subjs. Stated that shld be possible for Deps agree 

| ‘The tripartite draft, introduced by Jessup at the 10th session, read : | 
| ‘Examination of the causes of present international tensions.in Europe and of 
| the means to secure a real and lasting improvement in the relations between the | 
i USSR, US, UK and France, such as: the existing level of armaments, its effect 
| on the question of the demilitarization of Germany, and the means for the control 
| , and reduction of armaments; measures to eliminate the fear of aggression; ful- 
| fillment of present treaty obligations.” (Telegram 5420, from Paris, March 15, oe 

| 396.1-PA/3-1551) ees oo ee Coe et vote BS | 

| | 
| : |
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_ on words having similar Jack prejudicial: quality and given co- 
operation Deps work cld be brought successful conclusion. He re- | 
minded Gromyko that he did not possess plenipotentiary auth and that 
three powers cld not use agenda, as Gromyko suggested, to reach sub- 

_ Davies stressed'that. Gromyko’s long and contentious speech made 
clear differing approaches to drawing up-agenda and ‘had confirmed 
West conviction that Sovs attempting to commit FonMins to policies 
in advance their consideration. Stated this made clear in Gromyko’s. 
objection to inclusion existing level of armaments.in agenda for reason _ 
that no relationship exists between.:this subj-and demilit of Ger or 
reduction of armaments. Inquired: why Gromyko objected to includ- 
ing existing level of armament. unless Sovs desire not to discuss this 
sub}. Said Sov: position this regard.completely illogical, 
_ Davies stated that exchange of notes made clear that West def poli- 
cies dictated by disparity between West and Sov-satellite countries and 

_ certain policies Sovs have pursued. Expressed view Sovs objected to 
examination current situation because'of fear what examination might 
reveal. Stressed that. agenda shld neither “tie hands nor untie hands” 7 
but merely provide framework for FonMins discussion. Inquired 
whether Sov hands were tied concerning any policy or whether satel- _ 
lite hands were tied when they increased armaments beyond levels 

: specified in peace treaties. Stated that Gromyko cld not use argument 
of peoples fear of arms race in support his proposals since people fear 
aggression more. Expressed view that if FonMins agreed reduce 
armaments without adequate security guarantees they wld be failing 
their duties. Concluded that while West will study new Sov proposals. 
it will do so in light of Gromyko’s statements which are totally un- | 

. acceptable and will take into account fundamental difference in ap- 
proach to drafting agenda, Oo OO | 
a Oo a ES esse] 

B96.1-PA/3-2101 rere 
The Director of the Office of German Political A fairs (Laukhuff) to 
; the Director of the Bureau o f German Affairs (Byroade) 

SECRET = sts Parts, March 21, 1951. 
Letter No.10 > a oO net | 
Dear Hank: Yesterday Gromyko again proved that the Russians 

are sometimes our best allies. He made a very long speech (two hours, 
with translations) in the course of which he completely exposed the | 
Soviet hand, so that even the French and British could see the game, 
The sentences which really leaped out of his discourse were these: (1)
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| “Tf [the Western] wording is accepted, it would untie the hands of 

| those desiring to engage in an arms race”; and (2) “This [Western] 
, formulation leaves a free hand to the three powers [to. remilitarize 
| Germany |.” + a cbr ti 7 

! _ These phrases and their context gave the plainest intimation that the 

| Soviets desire to have a wording accepted which wid tie the hands of 

: the three Powers. Parodi picked up the point immediately and said he 

| of course cannot and will not accept an agenda which binds the French 

| Government to condemn a policy which it has adopted. Jessup and 
| Davies both took off in the same line. We were delighted because Gro- 

| -myko succeeded, better than we had been able to, in showing what the 
| - Soviet Government seeks to do with this agenda. We thought it ought 

| to make our discussions of tactics with the French and British much 

| easier, oh tte Coot pe 
| Today, however, in the tripartite talks we again got.a very sharp 

| conflict of view. Accepting all that we drew as conclusions from 

| Gromyko’s words of yesterday (though Parodi tended to accentuate | 

) their application to the question of arms reduction and play down their 

! application:to German demilitarization) the French and British were 

! still very strong for trying still another concession to the Soviets. They 

| want to put in “the question of the demilitarization of Germany” as a 

| separate item under our first main heading, “Examination of the causes | 

| of tension, etc.” Phil and Chip argued very strongly that this was bad 

| tactics because it would lead the Russians to believe we are moving 

| towards their position, and because it actually would produce an 

| agenda dangerously close to being usable by the Russians for their pur- 

| poses. That is, it would cast some doybt in the minds of the public on 

: | the firmness of the western governments’ decisions taken at Brussels, — 

| and it would enable the Russians through propaganda, “peace” move- 

| ments, and even diplomatic notes, to bring pressure to bearonthethree _ 

: of us to “cease and desist” in view of the “commitment” we had taken 

| to discuss demilitarization of Germany and arms reduction with them 

| ata Ministers’ meeting. — rel pa: 

; - Parodi and Davies remained unconvinced and made great play of 

| the necessity of convincing their public opinions that we had “gone to 

| the limit” to be reasonable and reach agreement. Davies has at various - 

! times come very close to saying, if indeed he has not said, that it | 

| would be more disastrous to break because of inability to agree on an 

| agenda, than it would be to cast doubt on the Brussels decisions. 

This disagreement has become almost the central problem here, I 

| would say. While both Parodi and Davies (especially the latter) are 

| 2 All brackets. in this sentence are in the source text. a one oe 

: 536-688 PT 1—80-———72 | - | ee
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: _ at pains to say that of course their governments’ execution of the Brus- 
sels decisions will not be affected by anything on the agenda, there is | 
more than a little reason to suppose that their hearts (especially the 
French) are not in it? - 

I myself feel we should not give way another inch in the use of the | 
phrase “demilitarization of Germany” in the direction of the Soviet 

_ thesis. Even the use we have made of it in our present draft is bad but 
| we’re stuck with that. a 

Sincerely yours, . _ Perry 

. _ ® Next to this paragraph in the source text, Laukhuff had written “This ig 
understatement, of course.” . ee 

396.1-PA/3-2851: Telegram Oo | | 
Lhe United States Representative at the Four-Power Exploratory 

| Lalks (Jessup) to the Secretary of State | 

SECRET § NIACT © ) Parts, March 23, 1951—1 p. m. 
_ 5664. From Jessup. At the tripartite meeting this morning I argued 

_ strongly present US position concerning phrasing agenda item on 
German demilitarization. | | 
Davies and Parodi maintained their positions. Both said they could | 

not understand US position and believed it necessary to arrive at 
formula on this subject which in their opinion would be more accept- 
able to Gromyko. | | | 

Davies revealed for first time that his government was prepared to 
accept as second item on agenda the demilitarization of Germany in 
relationtofirstitem, | a oo | 

Both said it would not be possible to resolve our differences here. 
| Parodi said he would talk to Premier Queuille in the absence of Schu- 

man and stated frankly that he would not seek to obtain authority to | 
accept our view. Davies said he would talk to Morrison when he re- 
turns to London this weekend. a OS oo 

_ Parodi indicated willingness to discuss completely new neutral 
agenda but Davies opposed such discussion saying he could contribute 
nothing since his. government did not now favor this proposal. _ 
_ We agreed that in restricted session this afternoon we would (1) | 
present no new formulation but would continue yesterday’s luncheon _ 
discussion * making clear to Gromyko we could not accept his item on 

? At the luncheon on March 22, attended by the four Representatives with one. 
' adviser each, Gromyko had made plain that his instructions were definite on the 

need for a separate item on German demilitarization, while the three Western 
Deputies had made clear that. such a proposal was unacceptable. Telegram 3561 _— 
from Paris, March 22 (396.1-PA/3-2251). |
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| German demilitarization and (2) give Gromyko opportunity to make 
| oye . . 

| new proposal on German demilitarization.? Vek et, | 

| eS | | | [Jessup] 

2 At the restricted (16th) session in the afternoon of March 23, Gromyko offered 
| to accept Item I of the March 4 Western agenda (see footnote 2, p. 1092) or the 

| Soviet revision of it presented on March 14 (see footnote 3, p. 1099), in exchange 

| for Western acceptance of the item on German demilitarization. The three West- 
! - ern Deputies informed Gromyko that the Soviet proposal for a separate demili- | 

| tarization item was still unacceptable. (Telegram 5672 from Paris, March 23, 
396.1-PA/3-2351) | | oe 

! 396.1-PA/3-2351 : oes a 

| The Director of the Office of German Political Affairs (Laukhuff) to — 
| the Director of the Bureau of German Affairs (Byroade) | 

| SECRET | OS | _ Parts, March 28, 1951. 

| Letter No. 11 _ oe | 

| Dear Hanx: I will enclose in the copies of this letter which go to 

oa Mr. McCloy, Sam Reber and Bill Trimble copies of last night’s tele- 
| : oo . o “e 
| con, so that they will be fully informed at least as to everything which 

| ison paper. | | 

: A good deal has happened in the last two days, in the sense of meet- 

| ings, arguments, discussions. I won’t try to summarize in any detail 

| _ but rather to give a general impression of the point at which we are. 

po The atmosphere can only be described as thoroughly unhappy. _ 

| Phil gave to the French and British this morning a very direct hard- 

| hitting account of our position, well fortified as it was by the Depart- 

| ment’s unmistakable instructions in last night’s telecon.? In fact, he 

| clearly implied that if there is any monkey-business in their remarks _ 

yo +o Gromyko, he will have to break our unity openly before Gromyko. 

! ‘The other two had to accept the situation of course but. most unhap- | 

_ pily, and I can well imagine the remarks exchanged about us after- 

| wards. It is quite clear that they don’t (or don’t want to) understand 
| what our objections are to their various proposals to accept the phrase 

| “demilitarization of Germany”. They obviously regard us as stubborn, 

| rigid, overly-suspicious, and probably averse to a Conference anyway. 

In their eagerness to “compromise” with the Russians, they are argu- 

| ing themselves into a frame of mind where they feel there is no harm 

| in taking any Soviet phrasing so long as it does not in somany words 

: commit us to abandon our Brussels policies—and so long as “we our- 

| | 1A transcript of the telecon between Washington and Paris on March 22, not 
| printed, in which the U.S. Delegation was instructed to stand firm and to tell 

| the British and French, if they insisted on compromise, to take the matter up 

| with Washington through their Governments, is in file 396.1-PA/3-2251. Par- 
ticipating in the telecon for the Delegation were Jessup, Bohlen, Laukhuff, and 
Smith ; for the Department of State Bonbright, Lewis, Calhoun, and others. _ 

| 2 For a report on this meeting, see telegram 5664, supra. a ger Sl tsphelstt
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selves know that our governments are determined to carry on with 
those policies”. Davies was most insistent on this, though after the 
way he flubbed the matter in the House of Commons some weeks ago, 

-» I should think he was a poor one to reassure anyone as to the UK’s 
intentions. Naturally, these are things onecan’tsay! 

Parodi and Davies harp constantly on the impatience of public | 
opinion and the demand that a conference be held at almost any price. 
We are unable to discern any great impatience or demand in the 
French press or in what we hear of the British press. | , 

It becomes increasingly difficult for us here, I think, to distinguish 
the very fine line which separates us from dangerous acceptance of the 
Soviet thesis. We play all day with the phrases and formulas about 
German demilitarization until our own judgment is apt to become ~ 
fuzzy. So I think the Department can play a very important role by 

| sitting back at its more detached distance and examining all such 
proposals with a very fishy eye! As Phil put it to the others today, 
whatever was the case six months ago, the fact today is that the 
Soviets, through their notes, their propaganda and their arguments 
at this meeting, have come pretty close to establishing in the public 
mind that by “demilitarization of Germany” is meant the idea that | 
the four Powers should seek to fulfill Potsdam and prevent the re- 
militarization of Germany. Indeed they may soon feel they have done | 
this so successfully that they can “compromise” by dropping the refer- 
ence to Potsdam as they have already dropped the reference to “re- | 
militarization”. We need to be ever more wary, not less. — a 

More power to you.® | | | | 
_ Sincerely yours, : PERRY 

* At the bottom of the source text Laukhuff had written “I do hope these letters 
are serving some useful purpose.” a : | 

896.1-PA/3-2451 : Telegram | | a 
The United States Representative at the Four-Power Exploratory — 

. -Lalks (Jessup) to the Secretary of State * - : 

SECRET : Paris, March 24, 1951—4 p. m. 

5685. From Jessup. Seventeenth session quadripartite talks devoted 

discussion Austrian agenda item.” Sov del maintained previous posi- 
_ tion that: (1) Aust Trieste questions inseparably linked and (2) Sov 

del desired inclusion Trieste question as separate item on agenda. | 
Parodi led off with statement that although divergent Sov and 

tripartite positions had been developed in previous mtgs deps might 

. 1 Repeated to Moscow, London, Vienna, and Frankfurt. | oo 
*¥For the text of the Austrian agenda item proposed by the three Western 

Delegations, see footnote 2, p. 1088.
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| turn to question of agreed wording for agenda item relating to Austria. 
| Davies fol then with query as to whether Sov del cld accept tripartite 
| formulation. Gromyko replied he cld see no reason why deps shld | 
| discuss wording this item since question of principle still not agreed. 
) He countered with question as to whether Sov formulation Trieste 
: item acceptable to West. Jessup sought clarification Gromyko’s re- 
| marks since he had not understood that Sov del had ever questioned 

! that FonMins wld discuss Aust question. Again asked whether Sov del 
| willing accept tripartite formulation Aust item. Gromyko replied that 
| problem not one of wording but one of differing opinions. Said tripar- 
| tite wording presented no real difficulties but Sov del first desired know 
| whether three powers accept Soviet wording re Trieste. . 
| _ Jessup recounted previous discussions in which three powers pointed 
| out: (1) no connection between Austria and Ital peace treaty; (2) 
| record of Sov obstruction re conclusion Austrian treaty culminating 
| in introduction extraneous Trieste question at late date; (3) three 
| powers not accept idea any connection between Trieste and fulfillment 
| Moscow agreement 1948.* Jessup inquired whether, if Sov del feels 
| FonMins shld discuss Sov allegations re Ital treaty, it shld be dis- 
| cussed under fulfillments treaty obligations, which occurs in both Sov a 
| and tripartite proposals, or whether Sov del thinks agenda shld specify 
| every treaty or agreement concerning which any FonMin might raise 

questions. Pointed out if Gromyko taking position FonMins cannot 
| discuss fulfillment obligations without specific mention of treaty or 
| agreement on agenda, necessary for deps make complete catalogue. 

Jessup felt this wld load agenda with unnecessary detail. a 
| _ Davies reviewed briefly Sov obstructions re conclusion Aust treaty, 
| making fol points: (1) Gromyko’s remarks raised doubts re seriousness 
| Sov intent conclude Aust treaty and Trieste gambit merely pretext for 

further delay; (2) public opinion clear on fact Sovs attempting 
| escape obligation, assumed under Moscow declaration; (3) no founda- 
| tion for Sov allegation re Western use of Trieste or Austria as military 
| bases; and (4) if Sovs desire discuss Trieste in FonMin mtg, they free 
| do so but this desire no excuse for separate treatment Trieste question. 
| in agenda. RE me : a Leahy gh 

| Gromyko developed familiar argument that Western powers respon- 
_ sible for violating agreements re Austria and for obstructing conclu- 

| sion Aust treaty by their attitude in London deps mtg, citing Western 
| attitude on specific articles draft Aust treaty as examples. After re- _ | 

| jecting Davies’ statement re non-fulfillment Moscow declaration by 
: _ Sovs, Gromyko claimed that three powers object each time Sov del. 
| puts forth proposals aimed at heart of Potsdam and Moscow 
: declaration = a - 

* For the text of the Moscow Declaration on Austria, see Foreign Relations, 
! 1943, vol. 1, p. 761, : — | . |
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_ Sov del stated flatly that Trieste shld be included in agenda as 
| separate item and it was “not sufficient” to consider this question under 

_ fulfillment treaty obligations. Re Jessup’s query on listing of other 
treaties, Gromyko said he had never made such a proposal and could 

| not see why deps shld go to extremes of not listing any treaties or of 
listing them all. ese 
Gromyko said no grounds for doubt re seriousness Sov Govt inten- 

tion conclude Aust treaty and that Sov Govt has more grounds for 
doubt this connection than West. In countering arguments re late 
introduction Trieste issue in Aust negotiations by Sovs, Gromyko 
traced UN consideration question Trieste contending that West re- 
sponsible for frustration UN efforts. 
Gromyko developed familiar argument that US-UK had turned 

_ Trieste into military base in violation Ital peace treaty and that 
_ Western assurances of no aggressive intent do not change actual state 

of affairs. After stressing necessity fulfillment treaty obligations, 

-Gromyko claimed that policy of three powers re Trieste [not?] in 
keeping with consolidation of peace. Drew parallel between action 
three powers in Trieste and in West Germany. 
After developing thesis that Western powers not judges their as- 

surances re lack of aggressive intent, Gromyko applied this reasoning 
_ to tripartite proposals re existing levels of armaments. Stated that 

Western allusions to strength Sov armed forces incorrect and Sov 

answer given in its note to UK in connection with Anglo-Soviet agree- 
ment. Stressed again Sov view that acceptance tripartite proposals — 
would untie hands Western powers re arms race and German demili- 

_ tarization [remilitarization?], citing as evidence recent US announce- 
ment that 2.9 million men under arms and US armed forces will 

continue increase. | | | 
| Deps agreed reconvene 4 p. m. Tuesday. | 

Co a  [Jzussur] 

396.1-PA/3-2751 : Telegram oe , | 

The United States Representative at the Four-Power Exploratory 
: | Talks (Jessup) to the Secretary of State> = 

‘SECRET  NIACT Paris, March 27, 1951—2 p. m. 

5697. From Jessup. Davies requested this morning mtg restricted to 

Parodi, himself and me. I arrived for mtg early but Davies was already 

closeted with Parodi confirming our impression bipartite position to: 

_ bring pressure on us. Davies reported conference with. Morrison yes- _ 

terday and then read tel from Morrison to Brit Emb Wash which he 

* Repeated to Moscow and London. | , |
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| said had not yet been sent but which they were sending. Tel instructs _ 
| Emb to take up with SecState Morrison’s views as follows: _ | 

| f (1) Does not agree Sovs likely to concede to our view if we stand. 

: (2) Believes ref to “question of demilitarization of Ger” must be 7 
| included in agenda. | a | 
| (8) Proposes we suggest as first formula that advanced by Davies 
| referred to in ourtel 5664,? para 3 and our telecon Mar 22? namely 
| Separate second item “question of demilitarization of Ger in relation 
| to above”. Second position wld be to substitute for “in relation to 
| _ above” some such words as “taking above fully into account”. Third a 
| position wld be to put in item referring simply to “question of de- 
| militarization of Ger’. Brit Emb to tell SecState also Morrison at- 
| taches great importance to ensuring mtg of fourMins* = = 

| Parodi said similar approach to Dept wld be made by Fr Amb. — 
| _ Davies answered my question by saying that if Gromyko turned 
| down successively these three positions they wld then be willing to 
| propose Parodi formula for combined agenda. UK still opposes idea of 
| return to completely neutral agenda which after our original item one 
7 wld refer simply to “questions concerning Ger”. Morrison calls this 
| a “skeleton” agenda and says it wld still leave it up to Mins to decide 
Po what totalk about. | | 
| I said I had no new instructions but had had opportunity thorough | 
| discussion Webb®*® over weekend and that he had stressed effect on. 

| Amer opinion including Cong opinion if this mtg resulted in what 
: was interpreted as capitulation to Sov thesis that “question demili- 
: tarization of Ger” was subj to debate with Sovs and that therefore 
| implementation of Brussels decisions might be held in abeyance pend- 
| ing CFM. I touched on possible serious effects such a position on Cong 
| action for appropriations for Eur aid. I pointed out to Davies that 
| ticker already carried accurate summary of what he had just told me 

| and noted Fr press has continued to play line of western split with 
: US opposing Franco-Brit willingness reach agreement with Sovs. I 
: told him important point in his statement was willingness to accept 
| eventually demilitarization of Ger as separate item divorced from all 
. other considerations thus repudiating statements three of us have 
i frequently made in quadripartite mtgs. Parodi and Davies argued we | 
| wid first propose alternate formula indicating relation to other topics 
| but I insisted they had given away their hand by admitting they wld 

agree to drop statement of this relationship. They then argued that — 

* Dated March 25, p. 1104. oo Oo oe a | 
* A transcript.of this telecon, not printed, is in file 396.1-PA/3-2251. 
“On March 28 the U.S. Delegation was informed that Steel had seen Perkins ' 

on that day and left with him the substance of an instruction from Morrison along 
these lines, ‘Steel was informed that the United States still opposed the inclusion 
of “demilitarization of Germany” and was determined not to. accept an “unneutral | 
or slanted agenda.” Telegram 5082 to Paris. (396.1-PA /3-2751). lo 

| *The discussion under reference has not been identified further. | |
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having this as item 2 wld permit Mins to bring out relationship at 
CFM. I recalled previous discussion with them in which they admitted 
in last analysis cld not break on question of order of items. They in- 
sisted they would not agree to have this as first item but had no con- 
vincing answer to argument that if they wld move step by step as. 
suggested towards Russian position final concessions wld not be forth- 
coming if Gromyko remained adamant. : | | 

I told them since they were taking it up in Wash I did not wish to | 
argue matter further here but felt sure SecState wld be unable agree 
with their proposal. | —_ ae 

_ All agreed nothing of this kind cld be done for several days pending 
Wash consultations. Agreed we wld at present attempt overcome news- 
paper reports by reemphasizing basic position of West, including ref 
Korea, change of conditions since 1945, fact current western policies _ 
adopted as result changed conditions and were fully justified, and 

_ finally that Brussels decisions stand until Sov reaches agmt which wld_ 
modify factual situation on which our policies are based. Only dis- 
agreement was Davies reluctance to mention Korea. Further agreed to. 

table today 8 separate items on Hung, Bulg and Rum peace treaties _ | 
reading substantially as in our 5694.° Davies still hesitant about men-. 
tioning human rights clauses but thought he cld. We will confer on 

this just before afternoon quadrapartite mtg. Parodi indicated they — 
felt more strongly on Trieste question than:on question demilitariza- 

tion Ger. He said Fr much concerned effect on Ital and Yugo opinion 
of current publicity about. Trieste discussion in deps mtgs. However, | 

we all agreed listing satellite treaties items cld be coupled with Ital 

treaty item re Trieste cast in same form. © a ee 
_ Only hopeful aspect of present tripartite situation is apparent de- _ 
cision Fr and Brit to make strong statements during next few days | 

firming tripartite unity and fixed determination. They will evidently | 

do this in hopes it will be prelude to accepting item on demilitarization 
of Germany. Next developments will necessarily await result of con- 
versations in Wash. | a 

Suggest Dept consider desirability telling Br-Fr Ambs since im- 

possible accept Br proposal best procedure is to move at once to Parodi. 
formula for combined agenda regarding which Webb took my ex- 

®In telegram 5694 on March 26, Jessup had transmitted the draft of a new | 
six-point agenda which he hoped might get the meetings “off dead center.” Item 3, . 
Part II, of the proposed agenda read as follows: | 

“Treaty of peace with Hungary in regard to its provision on human rights, its 
military clauses and its final clauses on settlement of disputes.” . 

Parts III and IV read the same for Bulgaria and Romania. (396.1-PA/3-2651) : 
These items were tabled at the 18th session on March 27 as one proposal. Tele- 
gram 5721 from Paris, March 27 (396.1-PA/3-2751). For additional documenta- 
tion on the efforts of the United States to secure implementation of the Treaties of 
Peace with Bulgaria, Hungary, and Romania, see volume Iv. |
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| planatory memo for Secty. Wld appreciate Dept’s further views for- 

| mulation Western position on Parodi formula as forecast telecon : 

| Mar22 EE ta) | 

| Spe OE  [Sussur] 

| 396.1-PA/8-2851: Telegram Bs - 

| The United States Representative at the Four-Power Exploratory 

| are Talks (Jessup) to the Secretary of State — | 

SECRET  NIACT Paris, March 28, 1951—9 p. m. | 

| 5754. For Matthews from Jessup. New proposals put in today by 

| Gromyko represent first formal and serious break in Russian position 

| on anything of major importance.’ It shld be regarded in light of his 

| ‘introductory remarks which while largely purely propaganda, never- | 

theless contain interesting para on substantive discussion to effect that 

| Soy del had been driven to such discussion by Western dels. While not 

| conclusive, these remarks rather indicated desire to shy away from 

| policy discussions possibly as result of our intervention on satellite 

| treaties yesterday. It looks to us, therefore, as though Moscow had 

: instructed Gromyko to make this concession based at least partly on 

: desire to arrive at agreement within reasonable time. 

| ‘Present draft obviously contains unacceptable portions in wording 

| of phrases relating to armaments and fulfillment of treaties which in 

: both cases are limited to four powers. Problem may also exist with 

| respect to location of phrase re existing level of armaments. We think _ 

! we can deal with these points, but essential question is acceptability 

| present reference to demilitarization of Ger. We feel that Ger de- 

militarization formula having come as Sov move to West rather than 

: further Western concession to their point of view is element of great 

importance in present public position of Western Powers. For same 

| reason, we anticipate great difficulty with French and Brit in turning 

. down out of hand Russia formula offer, which is now under our gen 

: heading Item 1 with no specific reference to Potsdam. Furthermore, we 

! have doubts whether our previous arguments wld be convincing if 

| +The Soviet proposal for Item 1 of the agenda, tabled at the 19th session, read: 

| “Hxamination of causes of present international tensions in Europe and of 

: means necessary to secure a real and lasting improvement in relations between 

| Soviet Union, the US, Great Britain and France, including the following ques- 

tions: on demilitarization of Germany; on reduction of armed. forces of USA, 

| USSR, Great Britain and France and in connection with this discussion of exist- 

| ing level of armaments and question of establishment of international control 

| over implementation of reduction of armed forces ; on other measures for elimina- 

| tion of threat of war and fear of aggression; on fulfillment of present treaty 

obligations and agreements of four powers.” Telegram 5742 from Paris, March 28 

(896.1-PA/8-2851), HEE Gah 8 a 

| The U.S. Delegation reported on the 19th session in telegram 5755 from Paris, 

| March 28 (396.1-PA/3-2851), On a |
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advanced against acceptance in its present form either for quadripar- 
_ tite presentation or explanation to press. Rey 

We have been so close for several weeks to drafting details of word- 
ing, et cetera, on these items that we wld appreciate Dept’s opinion as | 

_ to whether or not as presently formulated item on Ger appears to be 
dangerous or slanted in Sov direction, and as to ‘probable reaction in - 
US. Wld re-emphasize that since this draft came from Sovs and not 
from us, it affects line of thinking and arguments reflected in exchanges 
of tels and our tels. Assume Secretary will convey his view to Schuman 

| and that you will instruct us accordingly for our guidance in tripartite 
and quadripartite tomorrow.2. | oe 

| os | - SEs] 

_, “At 11 p. m., March 28, the Department of State cabled Paris that it was unable to forward authoritative guidance in time for the quadripartite meeting on March 29 but that its preliminary view was that the “Sov draft, while ostensibly constituting important concession, is full of bugs.” (Telegram 5084, March 28, 396.1-PA/3-2851) a : 

Conference files, lot 59D95,CF51  —/ a oo 
Memorandum of Conversation, Prepared in the Department o F State 

TOP SECRET . . -[Wasurneron,] March 29, 1951. 
Participants: The Secretary Mr. Schuman Sir Oliver’ 

| ee Mr. Harriman = Mr.Daridan Franks > 
| + Mr. Bruce Mr. de Juniac ; | 

- Mr. Perkins oe | | | 
oo Mr. Bonbright a a a 

Mr, O’Shaughnessy ee 
After greeting Mr. Schuman, the Secretary inquired whether it 

‘would be agreeable to take up first the latest Soviet proposal tabled 
yesterday in Paris by Gromyko.? Mr. Schuman agreed and asked the 
‘Secretary if he would give his impressions. — : 
_. The Secretary said that the views which he was about to express 

| ‘were tentative and he wished to advance them solely for the purpose 
of discussion. Frankly he thought that the Gromyko proposal was not 

__ very satisfactory and did not represent a great concession. It was true 
that the question of German demilitarization was now included in | 
Item I of the agenda but it thereby came under the heading of “Causes 

_ of Tension” and was also placed as the first specific subject to be dis- 
cussed under the Item. He asked whether there was any need for 

*This meeting, which took place from 3:15 to 4:45, was the. first of three be- 
tween Schuman and Acheson held during the visit of President Auriol to Washing- 
ton. For further documentation on Auriol’s visit and the other conversations 
between Schuman and Acheson, see volume rv. . 

* For the text of this proposal, see footnote 1, supra. —_ |
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| hurry. If not, we should seek some method of improving our tactical 
| ‘position since if we take the Gromyko proposal as a basis for discussion _ 

| and they refuse to make changes in it, we may be stuck with it. He 

: thought this was bad bargaining tactics. He said that all of us were 

| anxious to have an agenda which would not prejudice the outcome of a 

: ‘meeting of the four Ministers where our task will be difficult enough. 

| (Mr. Schuman agreed.) Therefore, we were thinking of how best to 

| negotiate an agenda in such a way as not to help the Soviets and not to 

| limit action by the Western powers before the conference takes place. 

| We must also avoid giving the Russians a propaganda advantage 

| which they can exploit before the meeting ofthe Ministers. = 

| -. The Secretary said that we thought the way to do this might be to 

| put in a counter-proposal now. This would give us time to bargain 

| ‘back and forth. In our view the best counter proposal would be along 

| the lines of the “Parodi formula”. The Secretary thought that it 

| | would be very hard for the Soviets to break on the Parodi proposal - 

| because this formula permits each side to present its view and it gives 

| us a chance to be flexible. If we suggest changes in the Gromyko pro- 

| posal and the latter does not accept them, he can go home and we 

| would be in a bad position. This would not appear to be the case with 

the Parodi formula. Consequently, we felt that it would be disastrous 

| to accept the Gromyko proposal asa basis for discussion. _ | | 

Mr. Schuman said that when he first read the text of the Gromyko 

Po proposal last evening and again this morning his impression was that 

; it was “not too bad”. He thought it showed very considerable progress 

| on the part of the Soviets because it accepted our proposition that all 

| details would be discussed under our general heading “Causes of Ten- | 

! sion”. He thought the Gromyko proposals left freedom of action for 

| ‘both sides to advance their views and it did seem like an effort on the 

| _ part of the Russians to move in our direction. Mr. Schuman said that 

| Mr. Parodi had informed him that this was also his personal 

| impression, . | Oo 
! Mr. Schuman went on to say that he did not by any means rule out 

, Mr. Acheson’s proposal. He thought that if the Soviets did agree to the 

| Parodi formula, it was probably the best way to write the agenda. He 
| thought that the formula would also be helpful if we ran into trouble 

on the questions of Austria and Trieste which we could then handle in : 

| the same way. In fact, he had no trouble personally in accepting the _ 

! idea. However, he said that Mr. Parodi did not believe the Soviets 

| would accept it. | | 

! _ Mr. Schuman said that it was an important fact that the opening 

| statement of the Gromyko proposal was the same as what we had 

* Under the “Parodi Formula” a split agenda would have been agreed with _ 

| _ those items which had obtained quadripartite agreement placed first, followed by | 

| the unagreed items which each side wanted to submit. | : |
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tabled. He also thought that the question of German demilitarization 
need not necessarily be discussed first under the general heading. The 
order in which questions were listed under Item I did not in his opinion 
affect the order in which they might bediscussed. __ | 

The Secretary interjected that in his opinion the Soviets would in- 
sist on discussing questions in the order that they appearontheagenda. _ The Secretary referred again to the harmful propaganda to which. — 
we would be subjected if the Soviets were in a position to say that all 
four governments agree that German demilitarization was a cause of 
tension. They would also claim that the Ministers were to meet to 

_ decide how the demilitarization of Germany can go forward. This 
would be very discouraging to Germany and would adversely affect 
the present conference in Paris on the formation of the European 
army. The Soviets would probably say that this conference should 
stop. Unless we can keep our momentum, we will run into harmful 
delays and the chances for achieving a European army, which next to 
the Schuman Plan holds out the greatest hope for European unity, 
will be lost. | | | | 

The Secretary also stressed that there are other objections to the 
Gromyko proposal. Among these he referred to the Soviet desire to 
limit the “reduction of armed forces” to the forces of the four powers. 
This would leave the satellites out. The Secretary found the next 
phrase of the Soviet proposal very obscure and thought that under it 

| the Soviets would again bring out their proposal for a one-third re- 
duction in the armed forces of the four powers, | 
‘With regard to the last point made by the Secretary, Mr. Schuman 

indicated that this would be unacceptable. He referred to the fact that. 
-we had already refused it at Lake Success and would continue to do. 

_ so. However, he found some “extenuation” in the Gromyko draft. He 
pointed out that the first Soviet text spoke of the demilitarization of 
Germany and specifically referred to the Potsdam Agreement.t Their | 

latest. proposal dropped the reference to Potsdam and inserted the: 
word “question” before the reference to the demilitarization of Ger- 
many. He thought this was an improvement and said that in discussing: 

_ the subject he did feel very free to talk as he pleased on the German. 
| question. In other words, he would not be a prisoner of the Russian. 

wording. However, Mr. Schuman agreed that Mr. Acheson’s point 
regarding the propaganda dangers prior to a conference of the four 
Ministers was well taken. | 

Mr. Perkins remarked that by putting the German question under __ 
the causes of tension and listing it first, Europeans would wonder if 
we have changed our minds about the Brussels’ decisions. | 

Mr. Harriman interjected that this would cause confusion in this 
country too. | oe | 

‘ wor the text of the first Soviet draft agenda, see telegram 5182, March‘ 5, 
 -p. 1087. 

.
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| | 
| Mr. Perkins also referred to the other difficulties connected with the 
| Russian wording and thought that if we took the German subheading a 
| we would no longer have a major issue on which to stand firm and — | 
| which the public would understand. | | 
| In reply to a question from Ambassador Bruce, Mr. Schuman ad- 
' mitted that under the Gromyko draft the question of German de- 
| militarization is a cause of tension. He certainly did not think that 
| we could deny that it was a cause of anxiety. However we have already 
. accepted on a tripartite basis the idea of talking about it underItemI 

and we could not go back on this without great difficulty, LO 
| The Secretary then said that what faces us is the decision of what. 
: we do tactically at this time. He repeated that he saw no harm in” 
_-—s- putting forth the Parodiformula. a 
| Mr. Schuman again agreed that the Parodi formula was a good one’ | 

but he was still fearful of anything which might cause the negotiations 
: to be broken off. In reply to a question from the Secretary as to whether 
! he thought the Soviets really would break off, Mr. Schuman said that 
| he did not have sufficient information. He agreed, however, that for _ 
| them to break on the Parodi formula would not be reasonable. — 
| ‘Mr. Harriman observed that if the Soviets did break, it would at . 
| least show the world that a conference of the four Ministers would 
| have had no chance of success. OO CO 
_ - Mr. Schuman said that the Parodi proposal had originally been a 
| suggested to Mr. Davies and Mr. Jessup with his (Mr. Schuman’s) © 

personal approval. He also again expressed anxiety about the Trieste 
ot question. He then asked how the discussion in the Ministers’ meeting 

! would proceed after they had got beyond the general causes of tension. 

_--He thought the fact that the Soviet proposals and our proposals were 
_ different and in a different order would create an extremely confused 

| situation and the Russians would certainly point this out. It was ad- 
| mitted that this problem would create difficulties. _ a 
| Ambassador Bruce observed that if we believe that the Soviets would. 
: break on the Parodi formula, we must conclude that we have no | 
: alternative to accepting the Soviet text. _ | | re 
| ‘The Secretary then outlined the points which he suggested might. be 
| embodied in a message from him and Mr. Schuman to Messrs. Jessup 
: and Parodi. Mr. Schuman agreed with the Secretary’s outline as a- 
: result of which the following message wasapproved: =—=s— a 

7 “We have. discussed. the latest Soviet proposal and are agreed that 
_ while it represents an advance on the part of the Soviet Government, - 
| the text is not yet satisfactory. We have been considering what the best _ 
| tactic would be to obtain an improvement in the Soviet.draft. We fear 
| that if we accept Gromyko’s latest proposal as a basis for discussion : 
| and Gromyko subsequently refuses to agree to such further changes as 
: ‘we all feel will be necessary, we will be trapped. We would, therefore,
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like the Deputies to consider the wisdom of introducing the ‘Parodi’ 
formula as a tactical move. Our hope would be that in order to avoid 

the ‘Parodi’ formula Gromyko may agree to improve his present. 
draft.” : EE go eS | | - 

_It was then decided to call in the British Ambassador and get his 
| views on the preceding discussions. The Secretary explained to Sir 

Oliver what had transpired before his arrival and acquainted him with 
the text of the telecon message which.he and Mr. Schuman had agreed | 

| tosendtothe Deputiesin Paris = | et , 

Sir Oliver said that when the British Government was correspond- 
| ing with the Russians and exchanging notes with them they believed _ 

| that the two points on which the Russians would insist would be: 1) 
that the Potsdam Agreements must be used as a basis for discussion; | 
and 2) that the demilitarization of Germany must be the main topic | 
of the CFM. Therefore, he supposed that the first thought in London | | 
was that a substantial advance had been made by not having Potsdam | 

as a basis and having the demilitarization of Germany in the wider 
context of causes of tension. He said that he believed that the judgment: 
in London on the broad issue would be that the Russian move was to. 
bring the CFM nearer, and that the Government. would, therefore, 
approve the use of the “Parodi” formula in terms of tactical discus- . 
sion within the broad framework. So far as the precise suggestion _ 
went, he believed that London would be quite willing to put it up to the 
Paris Deputies but. would probably tend to estimate the degree of | 
advance more highly than the U.S. and French did. He said that so 
far as the tactics were concerned, he could see no reason not to try | 
to see what more could be gotten from the Russians. He added that - 
this might get rid of one or two of the difficulties of the last weeks but — 

notallofthem. — | | a 
The Secretary said that we were concerned about the considerable | 

period which would elapse before the CFM, perhaps as much as 60 
days. In the meantime we must live with the agenda set up and con- | 
sider its effect on Germany, its effect on the Paris negotiations for a 

European Army, and its effect here on the Congress in terms of its 
decisions on foreign assistance and the sending of troops to Europe. : 
The reaction of public opinion would be very important and if public 

opinion felt that we had accepted the demilitarization of Germany, 
it would havea very bad effect. oe a 

| Mr. Harriman said that many people here would think that we had - | 
conceded the demilitarization of Germany and gone back on the 
Brussels Agreement. | | - 

5 At 3p. m. the Department of State had begun a teletype conference with the 
U.S. Delegation, during the course of which the agreed message was transmitted 
as well as the substance of Ambassador Frank’s remarks. A transcript of the | 
telecon is in file 396.1—-PA/3-2951). ae
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| The Secretary added that if we had the wrong agenda, the people — 
| | in this country would think that we are considering the demilitariza~ | 

tion of Germany and, therefore, Congress will tend to wait for the 
| question of demilitarization to be settled before taking any action. Mr. 
| Schuman said that no such interpretation would arise in France, and 
| that we must have an agreed tactical position. «= | oe 
| ~Mr. Schuman then asked how many weeks we thought would be. 
7 necessary to prepare for a CFM after the Deputies’ work was over. 
| He said it was very important to present a strong common front on 
| the question of Germany, Austria, Trieste and the level of armaments. | 
: He believed that it would take at least two months ‘as we were now 
| quite insufficiently prepared and our Deputies in Paris were not even’ _ 
| prepared to think about it. _ PEEP NEE ges Bs 
| Mr. Schuman mentioned one other difficulty, namely, the date of the 
| CFM. The French Government, he said, desires to hold elections on 

June 10, and that it will be. necessary to have several weeks for the 
campaign and, therefore, it would be difficult. for the French Gov-_ 

P ernment to participate in an international conference after the 20th of © 
| May. (Mr. Schuman subsequently said that he personally did not con- | 
| sider it likely that elections would be held before the fall.) 
: In answer to Ambassador Bruce’s question as to the likelihood of 
| elections being held in June Mr. Schuman replied that Premier 
| Queuille had called President Auriol and will propose next week that 
! the date be fixed for June 10. It is not possible, he said, to hold elec- 
| tions after June 10 because of the Feast of Ramadan which lasts for 
| four weeks during which it is impossible to ‘hold elections in the Mo- 
| hammedan areas. Moreover, Vishinsky must not be given the impres- | 
| sion that the conference must. be finished in three or four weeks as 
| this would be distinctly to his advantage. Mr. Schuman said that he 
| had to be home for the election period. The suggestion was made that 
| it might be possible to recess the conference during the election period. 
| Mr. Schuman made the suggestion that the conference might be held 
| after June 15 if Washington was not too hot. Mr. Harriman cautioned 
| against holding a CFM without ample time. He asked Mr. Schuman. 
| what effect the holding of a conference would have on French elec- _ 
| tions and Mr. Schuman replied that it would have | very little if any. 

|
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396.1-PA/3-8151 : Telegram | - | 

The United States Representative at the Four-Power Haploratory 

Talks (Jessup) to the Secretary of State* — - 

SECRET § NIACT - Parts, March 31, 1951—2 p. m. 

5835. From Jessup. Ourtel 5824.2 Introduction yesterday by Sov del 
of agenda item on Atlantic treaty has given West opportunity to 

demonstrate again that it wants to get on with drafting agenda rather 

than engage in propaganda exchanges or substantive discussions with 

Sovshere, = OS | 

At tripartite mtg this morning Davies, Parodi and I agreed to | 

recommend to our secretaries that fol: proposal be tabled at quadri- 

partite session Monday. | | 

| “J, Examination of causes and effects of present internat] tensions 
in Europe and of means to secure real and lasting improvement in rela-_ 

tions between USSR, US, UK and France, including fol questions: | 

A. Existing level of armaments and armed forces, and meas- 
ures for internatl control and reduction of armaments and armed 

| forces, including those of USSR, US, UK and France, (subj to 
minor drafting changes), | | CE 
. B. Demilitarization of Ger, 

C. Fulfillment of present treaty obligations and agreements, 
- —D. Measures for elimination of threat of war and fear of 

- aggression. © Oo | oe | a 

II. Completion of treaty for re-establishment of an independent and 
democratic Austria, = — ae 

III. Problems relating to re-establishment of Ger unity and prep- 
aration of treaty of peace.” - | | oe BS 

This “common sense” approach wld be presented to Sovs as a serious 

draft in spirit of real negot, aimed at eliminating differences separat-'_ 

ing us. | SO : CO 

All here agree that this approach shld be made Monday. | | 

(1) -Tactically it gives us an opportunity to get talks here moving in 
our direction. oe ee OS 

| a Repeated to London, Moscow, and Frankfurt. | | a - 
2Not printed. At the tripartite meeting on March 30 the Western Deputies © 

| agreed that the introduction of the “Parodi formula” would not be good tactics 
and decided to ask Gromyko to explain the differences between his draft and that 
of the Western Deputies. This was done at the 20th session on March 30 at the 
end of which Gromyko introduced the two following new agenda items: | 

“1, Atlantic Treaty and creation of American military bases in England, Nor- 
way, Iceland and in other countries of Europe and Near Hast. 

2. Treaties of peace with Italy, Rumania, Bulgaria and Hungary including 
their provisions on human rights, their military clauses and their final clauses on 
settlements of disputes; arguments of four powers concerning Germany and 
Austria, including questions of de-nazification and democratization and of war 
criminals.” (396.1-PA/3-3051)
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| (2) From propaganda point of view it presents us In excellent light 

| and reasserts our unchanged attitude toward agreed. task of reps to 

| draft agenda. - A 

| (3) In view of tels from London (to Dept as 5155) and Moscow (to | 

| Dept as 1738)* as well as reaction of Reber who arrived here this. | 

| morning, addition of “and effects” in introductory sentence of item 1 | 

| we consider removes chief remaining disadvantage of phrase “demili- 

| tarization of Ger.” . OO | 

| If Dept approves above text, we wld appreciate views on whether | 

| we must under all circumstances, even to breaking point, insist on | 

| “Ger demilitarization” being second point under item 1. : 

| It might develop that we wld have to decide whether it was more 2 

| important to get Sovs to accept “and effects” in introductory sentence, — ; 

| with “Ger demilitarization” as first sub-point, or yield to Sovs if they 

refused “and effects” while insisting that “Ger demilitarization” 

| cannot be listed first. Obviously we will seek to obtain both points but — 

| my question is whether Dept considers we must irrevocably stick by 

po both, if choice develops. | a | 

| - This recommended approach for Monday reflects situation .as it | 

| existed at tripartite mtg this morning but may of course be affected by 

| private discussion at lunch today of four reps or by quadripartite mtg 
. . . . > . ; : a mo ar : . : ‘ | 

| this afternoon, if Gromyko insists on holding one despite preference of 

| three not to meet until Monday. aga a | 

| If situation remains tactically unchanged this afternoon, I strongly 

| urge Department approve recommended course as calculated protect 

| our substantive interests as well as our. tactical and propaganda, 

| Oo oo | - | Lo [Jessup] 

| 8 Neither printed ; they both expressed support of Jessup’s view that the new 
Soviet proposal should be taken seriously and accepted as a basis for discussion 

: (396.1-PA/3-3051). Ce er | 
| 4 At the luncheon Gromyko agreed to postpone the 21st session until April 2 and 

gave the impression that he was “very anxious to have some Western draft which 

| he could submit to Moscow.” Jessup concluded that further meetings would make 

- no progress and “little sense’ until the three Western Deputies agreed on a 

| written proposal. (Telegram 5839 from Paris, March 31, 396.1-PA/3-3151) 
! © At 5 p.m. Washington time the U.S. Delegation was informed that the draft 

| was approved subject to the understanding that this was the limit of U.S. con- 

| cessions. The draft was tabled at the 21st session on April 2 with Item I of the 

| agenda revised, at the suggestion of Schuman, to read: we 

! “T, Examination of causes and effects of present international tensions in Eur 
( and of means. to secure real and lasting improvement in relations between Sov 

| Union and US, UK and France, including fol questions relating to: existing level 
of armaments and armed forces, and measures for internatl control and reduc- 

tion of armaments and armed forces, including those of USSR, US, UK and 
France: demilitarization of Ger; fulfillment of present treaty obligations and 
agreements; elimination of threat of war and fear of aggression.” Telegrams 5160 
to Paris and 5851 from Paris, March 31 and April 2 (396.1-PA/3-8151 and 4-251). 

| 536-688_PT 1—80-——73 |
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896.1-PA/4-851: Telegram ee | | 
The United States Representative at the Four-Power Exploratory — 

Talks (Jessup) to the Secretary of State? — 

SECRET NIACT = = = — _ Parts, April 3, 1951—2 p. m. | 
5881. From Jessup. At tripartite mtg this morning Parodi and 

Davies indicated initially willingness accept mention on agenda of 
Atlantic Pact and American mil bases in foreign countries. 

Jessup said his personal view was that West cld not accept this sub- 
ject for agenda. He pointed out Gromyko’s ref to “decision” to be 
taken on this subject by Foreign Mins. He noted essentiality of dif- 
ferentiating between discussion of present international situation and 
decision by four Foreign Mins on NAT Treaty which was permanent 

_ part of peace machinery. He called attention to fact that other than 
three Western powers involved in NATO and USSR not member. 

Parodi promptly saw the light, but Davies continued point to diffi- 
culty of refusing mention subject on agenda. Davies opposed Jessup’s 
tentative suggestion that Gromyko might be told privately today to : 
tell his govt that West wld not accept NAT base item on agenda. | 
Davies said he wld have to consult London. a oo 

_ Alternative methods handling Sov item were discussed. It was 
agreed: (1) West wld ask today for further reply from Gromyko on 
new complete agenda presented yesterday; (2) Consideration wld be _ | 
given to future moves including proposal to counter-balance Sov item _ 
with one referring to Sov support of armed aggression or something _ 
of same type; (3) To obtain our govt’s position on whether we were 
ready to face deadlock here if Sovs insisted on NAT and bases item. 

Ref Deptel 5194, cancellation of this afternoon’s quadripartite _ 
meeting seemed quite impracticable. Mtg will be used to find out if | 
possible Sov purpose in introducing NAT and bases item and Sov 
reaction to new Western agenda. If Gromyko renews propaganda 
attack on NAT and bases, appropriate replies will be made? _ , 

me CS [Jessup] 

| 1 Repeated to Moscow, London, and Frankfurt. - og - | 
* Not printed ; it stated that, if the meeting on April 83 could not be postponed, 

the United States should continue to challenge Gromyko’s willingness to reach 
agreement and should attack the Soviet military alliance system and its station- 
ing of troops outside the USSR (396.1-PA/4-251). a 

*At the 22d session Gromyko said that the April 2 tripartite proposal was : 
unsatisfactory since it did not list the Soviet proposals on Trieste and NATO. 

| Telegram 5911, from Paris, April 3 (396.1-PA/4-351). _ | = _
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whatever in German unity, a peace treaty, etc., and their emphasis 
on German demilitarization and Potsdam has slackened way off. What | 
increasingly comes to the fore is “the arms race” and their emphasis 
on a reduction of armaments. They seem—and I emphasize that we 
ean only get an impression, of course, from a lot of little things—but _ 
they seem to be really worried by the U.S. rearmament effort, and to” 
a lesser extent that of the other NAT countries. These things are 
dangerous to prophesy about but I incline to think we’re not in for 

| anything startling as far as Germany is concerned but that every 
Soviet effort will be directed towards frustrating what they now 
recognize as the main threat—the rearmament effort of the U.S. I 
think we must be extremely careful here not to give them any handle 

| in the agenda to implant doubts in the minds of the Congressional op- 
position as to the firmness of the Administration’s intention to get on 
with a very pressing job—nor as to the firmness of British and French 
intentions. Parodi seems more alive to the danger than Davies, who is 

_ really most extraordinary in his willingness to take anything, almost, 
in order to reach agreement. Chip feels, perhaps rightly, that there is 
personal ambition behind this attitude; you know, the thing which 
bites so many newcomers, “the man who reached an agreement with | | 

the Russians”. | | 
Sincerely yours, | PERRY 

396.1-PA/4—951 : Telegram . | 

The United States Representative at the Four-Power Exploratory 
Talks (Jessup) to the Secretary of State 

‘SECRET NIACT Paris, April 9, 1951— 11 p. m. 

6048. From Jessup. At tripartite meeting today Davies said he be- 
lieved West had very largely achieved its objective and that deps were | 

relatively near agreement. He argued strongly for submission his 
compromise on agenda (ourtel 5954 2). He said that unless West made | 
further attempt to meet Sov we wld be in danger of losing propaganda 
battle with public losing interest or becoming pessimistic about our 

reaching agreemnt. His second fear was that Gromyko wld get fed 

up and Sov wld break conference after saying we not seriously inter-. _ 
ested in agreeing on agenda or on holding FonMins conference... When 

| * Repeated to London, Moscow, Frankfurt, and Bonn. © | | a 
*Not printed; it reported on the tripartite meeting on April 5 during which 7 

. Davies had indicated that he would be prepared (a) to accept German demili- 
tarization at the first agenda subitem; (0) to accept level, reduction, and con- 

_ trol as the order of phrases dealing with armaments; and (c) to accept a sepa- 
rate item on Trieste in return for dropping the NATO and Balkan treaty items; 
and that he could make no commitment to break off the talks over accepting . 

_ NATO and bases as an agenda item. (396.1-PA/4-551)
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| 7 : 
| I pointed out danger of ending up here with Soviet-slanted agenda, : 

| | Davies contended that bargain he proposed wld make possible mins 

bo meeting without danger to West. He said greater damage to West wld 
! come from break here over agenda than from having less satisfactory | 

| agenda formins. _ 
: I suggested we might give Gromyko choice of (1) continuing dis- | 
| cussions on basis our April 2 draft (ourtel 5851); (2) confining item _ 
| one to fol agreed wording based on Mar 5 draft as amended: “exam- 
| ination of causes and effects of present international tensions in Eur 
| and of means to secure real and lasting improvement in relations 
| between USSR, US, UK and Fr” (ourtel 5851) ; (8) splitting agenda 
| along lines Parodi formula (second Fr proposal given ourtel 5546 *) 
| as amended to take accétint of extent of present agreement on treaty 

| _ fulfillment and fear of aggression points. ae 
| Parodi supported split as last resort if Sov remained adamant but 
| Davies strongly opposed adding that his latest instructions London 
| supported his belief that tripartite discussion of split agenda was pre- 
| mature. Davies said that agreement here on split agenda wld be ad- 

mission of political failure. I disagreed with him and with Mallet who 
! said that among ourselves we cld admit Sov thesis that our original 
: agenda item one was not a neutral statement but West’s analysis of | 
| present situation. I pointed out that UK apparently wanted to give 

| in to Gromyko here even if result was acceptance of heavily Sov- 
| slanted agenda. I said US favored standing firm here even if agree- | 

: ment cld be reached only on basis of split agenda with result that 

| FonMins wld have to deal with remaining agenda differences when 

| they met. I noted final agreement cld not be limited to item one but 

Po - must also cover Sov Triesteand NAT items. _ OS 
| Parodi restated his belief that West shld find minor concession to 
2 include in revised Western agenda proposal to be tabled shortly before 

| resorting to split agenda. He proposed fol revision arms sub-item: 
| “Existing level of armaments and armed forces; reduction and control 

! of armaments and armed forces of US, UK, USSR and Fr.” 
| | Parodi called attention to fol concessions included in revision. (1) 

| Phrase “existing level of armaments and armed forces” is separated 
| _ from remainder of armaments sub-item in order to answer Gromyko’s 

| criticism that West is trying to “drown” Sov arms reduction proposal | 
| in words. (2) Specific reference to armaments of four powers. Davies 
p reported he cld support (1) and eventually (2) but for time being he 

| wanted to continue to press Sov to yield on limiting armaments sub- 
7 | item to four powers. I said I was unable to accept any changes this 
| | sub-item without specific approval Wash. | 

| - ® Not printed, but see footnote 5, p. 1119. — | | 
| ‘Not printed. Regarding the “Parodi formula,” see footnote 8, p. 1113. 

|
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Parodi and Davies disliked Dept revised phrasing armaments sub- 
‘item (Deptel 5292 *) reading “existing level of armaments and armed | 
forces and measures for establishment of international control over 
limitation and reduction of armaments and armed forces including 
those of USSR, UK, US and Fr.” Both said it wld be considered back- 

ward step by Gromyko since it included new word “limitation.” Both 
‘were prepared to accept “control over reduction” but only as part | 
of Fr revision. Item wld read “existing level of armaments and armed 
forces; reduction and control over armaments and armed forces of 
US,UK,USSRand Fr.” a - - 

_ It was agreed to continue general debate today to give Gromyko full 
: ‘opportunity to present any new concessions. _ ee —— 

| a [Jessup] 

5 Not printed. 7 | | . | — _ | 

396.1-PA/4-1351: Telegram a 

_ The Secretary of State to the United States Representative atthe — 
_  Four-Power Exploratory Talks (Jessup),at Paris 

TOP SECRET = NIACT _-Wasutneton, April 18, 1951—6 p. m. 

PRIORITY = OS | - 
5430. For Jessup from the Secretary. Following represents US posi- 

tion on the agenda points under discussion in Paris and unless further 
instructed, should serve as your basic guidance. Within the limits of 

| the positions outlined below we will leave to your discretion the tactical | 
handling of the discussion and timing in submission of new items, with, _ 

however, prior notification to the Department before adopting the new 
approach authorized in Section ITI of this message: a 

I. With reference to the three points in disagreement under Agenda 
item one, our position is (a) we are not prepared at this stage to accept 

| the change in the position of the sub-item on German demilitarization, _ 
but as previously indicated (para 3 Deptel 5377?) if this point is the 
only remaining obstacle to complete and satisfactory agenda, ‘you 
would be authorized to accept; (6) we are not prepared to accept in 
any circumstances the mention of control and reduction of armaments 
and armed forces ahead of level of armaments and we understand this 
is an agreed position with other delegations; (¢) we are not prepared | 
to accept the limitation of control and reduction of armaments and 
armed forces of the Four Powers alone. We consider that such limita- 
tion might cause serious difficulties at actual CFM discussion and in 
any case it is misleading-and dangerous to convey impression 1n agenda 

— 17his telegram was drafted by Bohlen, who had returned to Washington for 
consultations. Secretary Acheson had discussed it with President Truman at the 
Cabinet meeting on the morning of April 18, and the President had approved it. 

oe Memorandum by Battle, April 18, not printed (396.1-PA/4-1351). oo, 

*Not printed. _ a a re BO ,
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| , item that control and reduction could be applicable only to the Four 
| Powers. The arguments which you and the French and the British | 
| representatives have developed on this point seem to us entirely con- | 
| vincing and should be continued if the Soviets continue to stress it. — 
| IT. Other outstanding items on agenda. ee | 

| A. We will not accept the inclusion on any agreed Four Power 
| agenda of the North Atlantic Treaty and US bases items. We 
| understand both British and French in agreement with us in this 
| - position. We will endeavor to obtain Defense concurrence in your 

use, in your discretion, of Soviet military alliances and stationing 
| of Soviet troops abroad, as debating point. : | 
| B. Trieste-Balkan items. We consider, in following order of 
| preference, positions which you might take on Trieste and Balkan 

| ‘Items: See PR teh oe 

| | (1) Drop Trieste and other items which specifically name existing 
| - treaties on ground that general treaty sub-head in item I 
| affords complete opportunity for ministers to raise any treaty 

| _ (2) Amend tripartite Balkan treaty item to include “Italy (in- 
! eluding provisionson Trieste)”, ssi | 
! _ (8) Include both Trieste and tripartite Balkan treaty item as | 
| separateitems, | vite | ee 
| _ (4) As final position, you are authorized to suggest acceptance 
| - of Soviet amended Italian-Balkan treaty item so long as no 
| - geparate Triesteitem appearsonagenda. = | © 

: | ~ We will leave to your discretion the tactical handling of these 
| related subjects within the limits set. forth above, but before sub- | 
| - mitting (4) make prior reference to Department. OF vee 

| ©. We must insist upon inclusion of Austrianitem. | 
| _ D. No problem is presented by German unity and peace treaty 
| itemsincethisisanagreeditem. 9 = ©... 

: TII. In the event that you come to the conclusion there is no possi- 
___ bility of obtaining an agreed agenda in accordance with the positions 
| set forth in I and II above, you would be authorized, in agreement with 
| British and French colleagues, to submit as one proposal the following 
| three alternatives to the Soviet delegation (para 2 urtel 6048*) as a 
| means of breaking theimpasse: > pe Ps 

| A. Resubmission of our April 2 complete agenda proposal ¢ as 
| maximum to which West could go in attempting to list specific 
i ~.- pointsin order to meet Soviet views... 
! B. Return to March 5 completely general. and non-specific — 
| | agenda.® . | OC | 
| | C. A split agenda on Parodi formula containing notification by 
| | Soviet and Western delegations of points they intend to raise in 

a gupra, (8 

5 not ihe text of this proposal, see telegram 5835, March 31, p. 1118, and footnote 

° For the text of this agenda, see footnote2,p.1088. = 

| .
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_ discussions at CFM. We will furnish you with suggested points 
_ for inclusion and hope you will give us any points you wish to 

| FYI you will note this message is not being sent to any other ad- 
dressees for time being. _ | 

| BOR eS ACHESON 

® The proposal for submitting these three alternatives to the Soviet Delegation 
became known as the “triple play.” oe | . 

396.1-PA/4-1551: Telegram | ee 

The Secretary of State to the United States Representative at the 
_ -Four-Power Exploratory Talks (Jessup), at Paris 1 

SECRET | PRIORITY 5 7 WASHINGTON, April 15, 1951—12 midnight. 

5463. For Jessup. Franks came to see Sec’y late this afternoon with 
long message from Morrison along following lines. Message apparently 

_ drafted before receipt of Davies account of luncheon with Gromyko 
_ Saturday (which closely paralleled your account). a | 

_ Brit believe that we have reached period of serious negotiation and 
next week will reveal whether agreement is possible or break may 
occur. Morrison made clear that Brit cannot for internal political rea- 
sons contemplate break at. Deputies level. Reason given was that 
agenda language is so technical and vague that public would not under- 
stand that more than words are involved. It wld appear that in Brit 
view only two points of real importance exist: (1) order of subitem 

on German demilitarization and (2) wording of armament subitem. _ 
Message made it clear that Brit are ready to yield on (1). | 
Re (2) they stress need for finding compromise formula. They put 

forward following draft: = ; | | | 
“Questions relating to measures for the reduction of the armaments 

and armed forces of the USSR, the US, the UK, and France, in the 7 
light of the existing level of armaments and armed forces and with a 
view to international agreement on the reduction and control of 
armaments.” OS | 

Morrison also indicated strong dislike for “split agenda” but Franks 

| said that if everything else failed they would accept it. | 

This telegram was drafted by Bonbright. | OS 
? Jessup Summarized the luncheon with Gromyko on April 14 as follows: 

“Informal quadripartite conversation after Parodi’s lunch today ‘produced 
nothing decisive but seemed to shed some light on Sov idea of priorities. Impres- 
Sion is absolute rigidity on armaments item, probable insistence on position of 

Ger demilitarization, possible elimination NAT item and possible deal on Trieste.” 

Telegram 6227, from Paris, April 14 (396.1—-—PA/4—1451). Oo
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| Brit were apparently under impression we were pressing for, split | 

| agenda now, that we were adamant re order of subitem on German | 

| demilitarization, and in general weretoorigid*® 

| Sec’y took following line in reply. Oo | 
. * . 

| _ He agreed that next week might be crucial. oo gh | 

| He still believed that Sovs wanted mtgof Mins. | 

| He thought that tactics were important element and that if we were © 

| to give in now on German subitem Russians wld merely move on and 

| concentrate on armaments item and so on down the line. This was why : 

| we had been trying in recent days to get Gromyko to discuss agenda 

! as whole. He made it plain that if we were successful in knocking out | 

| Sov item on NAT (which we wld not accept) and saw prospect of 

| agreement on other items (notably Trieste and Balkan treaties) ques- 

| tion cld be viewed in different light. In that event we might consider 

| agreeing to German subitem as first subject under item one if Sovs 

! accepted our wording of armaments subitem. We wld not however 

| accept wording of armaments subitem which wld leave us open to 

charge, between now and conclusion of Mins mtg, that western powers 

: had agreed to forego rearmament. Rearmament was policy which 

| ‘three western govts were determined to carry out to correct present 

| balance in favor of USSR. Brit draft proposal quoted above did not 

| - appear to meet western requirements in this respect but we were still 

| opentosuggestion, i, PoE Ee a | 

| In conclusion and without going into detail Sec’y gave indication of 

| our present thinking along lines para Roman III Deptel 5430.4 We 

| were not pressing now for split agenda, but failing agreement with | 

: Sovs he thought that if we put up three alternative choices to Sov Govt 

| western opinion wld understand and if break occurred wld feel that our 

| position was reasonable. To meet Morrison’s point that break shld not 

! occur on Deputies level Sec’y, suggested that ultimate presentation of 

! three point proposal might be made by governmental note or by 

L Deputies in name of FonMins® - © |... So —_ 

Oo Sy fet a | a ACHESON 

| ?In a subsequent telegram Jessup was informed further about the message 

| “Morrison’s msg to Franks suggested that our attitude toward Brit might be 

| influenced by our fear that their desire to move toward accepting Russian word- 

| | ing armament item and order of German demilitarization item might be preview 

| of Brit action at CFM. Franks was instructed to stress that. this was not true 

| and that once Mins met Brit wld be just as firm as Fr and ourselves. Franks 

| added personal comment that Brit. eld not forget disastrous consequences of _ 

| Strang’s experience with Sovs in 1939. He thought this was real basis for Brit 

unwillingness to contemplate break at lower than Ministerial level.” (Telegram 

| 5476 to Paris, April 16, 396.1-PA/4-1651) | 
| | * Supra. _ | 
| : 'On April 16 the U.S. Delegation reported that Allen had made a similar ap- 

| proach to Bohlen and De la Tournelle. Bohlen took the same line that Secretary 

| Acheson had, and De la Tournelle rejected the proposals for the same reasons. | 

| (Telegram 6240, April 16, from Paris, 396.1-PA/4-1651) |. Oo sie 

| | |
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7624.00/4-1851 tt re 
The Director of the Office of German Political Affairs (Laukhuff) to 

a the Director of the Bureau of German Affairs (Byroade) 

TOP SECRET PERSONAL = a Paris, April 18, 1951. 
Drar Hank: I do not know whether my letters have been of any 

_ usefulness to you or not. However, in any event there would seem to be 
- very little reason left for my writing any more letters, except if some , special point, arises, since the Department has made its decision to 

give way on the last remaining point concerning Germany. I regret 
this decision to give way at the last if necessary on the question of 
putting German demilitarization first. I think it will cause us no end | 
of trouble on the propaganda front as well as put us in a disadvan- 
tageous position at a CFM itself. All this in addition to the bad effect 
of our already having accepted the item in any form. I confess I 
am almost sorry I ever thought of adding the words “and effects”, 
which enabled us to get this demilitarization point into item 1. (Delete 

| “almost”? !) re | OO 
Incidentally, I understood the Department's position to be that we 

would give way on this point only after all other points are settled 
satisfactorily. I detect signs here of a disposition to offer this lamb ) 
on the altar in an attempt to buy Soviet acceptance of our point of 
view on other items. I doubt that this would ever work, since the 
Russians would just gobble it up and move on to wear us out on the 
other points. . Er a | 

| Besides, the only real j ustification which could be advanced for giv- | 
ing way on German demilitarization is that it would meet the British 
and keep the tripartite front intact. But it is all too clear that this 
will not placate the British any more than it will the Russians. The 
British will just grunt, and move on to attack us next for being too 
rigid on the armaments point, on Trieste, or indeed on N ATO. For 
it seems clear that the British will stop at no concession whatever to 
“meet the Russians” in order to ensure a CFM. And it must be a CFM 

_ with an agreed agenda. They are more adamant in opposing the desire 
of the French and ourselves to try the “split agenda” (the so-called 
Parodi formula) than they are in opposing the Soviets, _ : 

| The British attitude here can leave one with only the following con- 
clusions: that they regard the Brussels decisions on Germany as an 
agreement in principle only, not to be carried forward seriously before 
a CHM; and that they will not even put their hearts into their own re- | 
armament or try to convince their allegedly unwilling public that it is 
absolutely necessary to re-arm, until they have had a CFM discussion. 
These are not their words, but this is increasingly the sense of what 
they are saying in our tripartite meetings. This is frightening, and it
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| would blow our NATO program sky-high if any intimation of such an | 

| attitude got out. ee | 

| It does seem to me that we ought to confront the British now, with- 

| out any further delay, with a completely firm end position and with a 

| frank warning that their position seems to us to add up to whatIsaid 

po in the paragraph above. The more so since the French are now increas- | 

po ingly on our side. In other words I should think the time has come for | 

| a show-down, though I sense a cautious disposition here to avoid facing 

| that.t We haven’t much time to fiddle-faddle around at this point if we 

| want to keep the public with us, and the only alternative to a show- 

: down is a slow but steady surrender to the British and then to the Rus- 

| sians, point by point. That would make me really sorry I ever had to 

| get connected with this enterprise. | ROME aa my 

| ~ [hope you don’t mind my unburdening myself like this. Some of 

| this is not my particular business and I don’t expect you to do anything 

about it. I am sending a copy of this to Arch and to no one else. _ 

/ - [hope the load is not too heavy on you these days. I’m sure neither 

| of us anticipated that I would be away so long. If I ever get back I 

| may have to take a week’s leave right off the bat to recover ! My best. 

! to every one. | Ege occ | | 

Sincerely yours, = —s—s—‘—s—s—S os | PERRY 

| 7 At this point in the source text, Laukhuff had inserted an asterisk, and had 

| written below “April 19. —- *Therée have been two new developments. First, the 

| Davies letter which we've telegraphed and which just. confirms my diagnosis. | 

Second, a tripartite meeting this morning at which the atmosphere got a little 

: strained when Phil clearly characterized the British position as one of ‘capitula- | 

| tion’, without a stopping point.” A copy of Davies’ letter was transmitted in tele- 

| gram 6328 from Paris, not printed, while the U.S. Delegation reported on the 

| tripartite meeting in telegram 6337 from Paris, April 19 (396.1-PA/4—1951 and 

| 4-191), © Mg ee | 
| _ Above these remarks Laukhuff had also written “Am I getting too steamed up ? 

| It’s hard to keep perspective when one runs around the same squirrel cage day 

| after day.” res a oe ee 

| 396.1-PA/4-2151: Telegram eas 

| The Secretary of State to the United States Representative at the 

Four-Power Exploratory Talks (Jessup), at Paris* = 

| SECRET — a } Wasuineron, April 21, 1951—3 p. m. 

po 5606. For Jessup from Perkins. ReDeptel 5597? I told Franks 

| | personally of our concern over position which had been adopted in 

| Paris by Davies in recent days with particular reference to the letter 

which Davies had addressed on April 19 to you and Parodi (urtel 

6328 *). I said that while letter seemed to be based fundamentally on — 

| 1 This telegram, drafted by Bonbright, was repeated to London and Moscow. | att 

| ? Not printed ; it reported that Perkins had spoken to Franks on the afternoon 

| of April 20 (896.1-PA/4~—2051). | . | 

| * Not printed. SO eo an ne
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Morrison’s views as expressed to the Secretary by Franks, it seemed~ 
_to us to go beyond Morrison’s message and showed a degree of inflexi- : 
bility which worried us.‘ As Secy told Franks last Sunday we were 
not pressing for use of “triple play” formula ® at this precise moment 
but we felt that it might have possibilities if we continued to be faced 
with continuation of present Soviet tactics. We thought it shld be | 
thoroughly and rapidly explored and drafts prepared by our three 
delegates in Paris so that they wld be ready for use on short notice 
when and if three govts decided this was best move. However, Davies 

| had shown complete unwillingness to even discuss it and was still urg- 
ing his package proposal, which we cld not accept. Moreover, both we 
and Fr thought it was tactically wrong now to present Sovs with our 
ultimate concessions. We were reinforced in this view by brief account 
we had just received of Friday’s quadripartite meeting where Gro- 
myko’s attitude did not indicate a move towards a break® 

Franks, who had just received a copy of Davies letter, agreed that 
Davies seemed to have “poured cement around Morrison’s ideas”. He 
agreed to send message to Morrison. , . : 
We have just received urtel 6399 ? and will work on possible message | 

from Secy to Morrison. Will endeavor discuss with Secy tomorrow fol 
his return from Vandenberg’s funeral.’ [Perkins.] _ 

| - ACHESON 

* Regarding Franks’ conversation with Secretary Acheson on April 15, see tele- | gram 5463, April 15, p. 1126... ee Oe oo 
* Under reference here is the choice of agenda proposed by Jessup in telegram 6048, April9,p.1122. CO | . | 7 
*The U.S. Delegation had reported on the 35th session, April 20, in telegram 

6409 from Paris, April 21, Stating that no change in position was made on either 
Side (396.1-PA/4-2151). Se | . | | 
Not printed; in it J essup indicated that the U.S. Delegation was faced: with 

two alternatives: to continue the minor give-and-take with Gromyko which might 
in 2 more weeks work out the Trieste, Balkan, and Austrian items or to initiate 
the “triple play” formula at once. Jessup favored the latter and hoped that 
Secretary Acheson would press: Morrison to permit it. (396.1-PA/4—2151) © 
*Senator Arthur H. Vandenberg had died at his home in Grand Rapids, Michi- 

gan on April 18. BT os 

396.1-PA/4-2251: Telegram ae | 
| The United States Representative at the Four-Power EKaploratory 

Laiks (Jessup) to the Secretary of State i 

SECRET § NIACT Parts, April 22, 1951—noon. 
_ 6415. From Jessup. At buffet fol showing of Russian film by Sovs 

_ last night Gromyko opened upon how we cld finish our work. He said 
we already had some agreed parts of item 1 and then we cld have the 
item on Ger unity and peace treaty ; the Trieste item; and the Austrian 

* Repeated to London, Moscow, Bonn, and Frankfurt. 7 a a
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In discussion with Mallet and Allen this morning, I said my tenta- | 

tive thinking was that we shld have regular mtg tomorrow since Gro- 

_ myko indicated yesterday he had not finished his statement.? We might 
tell him before mtg we wld like private conversation perhaps at lunch 

_Tues.* At such private mtg we might show him paper not labeled as 
proposal but designed to indicate where we stand. Such a paper wld 

take advantage of explicit and implied agreements by Gromyko last 

night putting in parallel columns as unagreed items perhaps only 
armaments point and perhaps Balkan item. I suggested leaving Ger _ 

demilitarization in second place with possibility of shift on this if 
necessary to reach full agreement. I agreed if we cld find by Tues 
mutually satisfactory re-draft armaments item we cld put that on 
paper opposite his present formulation. In alternative positions on 
Balkan item we might start with II B 2 (Deptel 5430 *) or use at some 

point alternative proposed in ourtel 6401,° if this is approved by Sec. 
Practical acceptance by Gromyko of Aust. item and omission of 

| NAT bases item makes negotiating position easier but difficulty with 

Brit may still turn on armaments item and tactics of presentation to 

Gromyko. Inclined to believe both Fr and Brit wld ultimately accept 

above positions concerning possible mention Ital treaty item.  — 

We may send additional comments later today. 
| | SS [ Jessup | 

3The U.S. Delegation reported that the 36th session on April 23 “brought no 
change in position on either side, and propaganda blast from Gromyko on arma- 
ment question, NATO, and American bases.” (Telegram 6442 from Paris, April 23, 
396.1-PA/4-2351) _ } | | 7 | 

* At the luncheon on April 24 “Gromyko proved absolutely adamant on all points. 
of difference between Western and Sov positions on agenda items.” (Telegram 
6455 from Paris, April 24, 396.1-PA/4—2451) 

* Dated April 138, p. 1124. - 
- @Not printed; it suggested acceptance of the Soviet wording on the Balkan 
treaties and Trieste in exchange for Soviet acceptance of the Western position. 
on an Austrian treaty. (396.1-PA/4-2151) | a
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| | 
| CRM files, lot M-88, box 157, Paris—official Secretariat documents _ / re 

| Revised Draft Agenda Proposed by the Delegations of France, the | 
| United Kingdom, and the United States at the Four-Power Ha- | 
| ploratory. Talks * | ares a | 

| SECREF [ Panis, May 2, 1951.] | 

| | oe oe ALTERNATIVE A OE | | 

| _ I. Examination of the causes and effects of present international 
| tensions in Europe and of the means to secure a real and lasting im- | 
| provement in the relations between the Soviet Union, the United. 
7 States, United Kingdom and France, including the following ques-_ 

| tions relating to: the demilitarization of Germany ; the existing level 
- of armaments and armed forces and measures to be proposed jointly 

| by the U.S.S.R., United States, United Kingdom and France for the 
| - international control and reduction of armaments and armed forces; 

| fulfillment of present treaty obligations and agreements; the elimina- 
| tion of the threat of war and fear of aggression. lee a | 

| II. Completion of the treaty for the re-establishment of an inde- 
| pendent and democratic Austria. ee ere 
po III. Problems relating to the re-establishment of German unity and | 
| the preparation of a Treaty of Peace. - Ph Be 

| _ IV. Fulfillment of the treaties of peace with Italy, Rumania, Bul- 
| garia and Hungary and of agreements of the four powers concerning | 

| Germany and Austria. wo ee | - 
| V. Fulfillment of the treaty of peace with Italy in the part con- 
| cerning Trieste. ee 
| ne a  » ALTERNATIVE B Ly tes | 

po Examination of the causes and effects of present international ten- 
| sions in Europe and of the means to secure a real and lasting improve- | 

| +The sessions at the end of April having brought no change in the Soviet posi- 
— tion, the Western Representatives on April 28 agreed on the need for introduc- 

ing the “triple play” (first proposed by Jessup in telegram 6048, April 9, p. 1122, 
| | and approved by the Department of State in telegram 5430, April 13, p. 1124). An 
| initial draft was transmitted from Paris in telegram 6600, April 30 (396.1-PA/4— 
| 3051). The text presented here is the same as that draft except for minor textual 

| differences. , _— : 
| Jessup introduced the agreed tripartite proposal on May 2 at the 42d meeting | 
| of the Representatives. The three alternatives, presented here as one document, 
| - were designated SUP/P/51 D/20(A), (B), and (C), respectively, in the records . 
— of the official Secretariat. In presenting the “triple play,” Jessup traced the 
| course of the Four-Power Exploratory Talks since March 5, indicated that the | 

Soviet Delegation had not submitted a new proposal for a full agenda since that 
| date, and stressed that the three Western Governments were prepared to hold 
| a meeting of the four Foreign Ministers on the basis of any one of the three 
| alternatives. oo on eee oo 

| _ Documentation relating to the drafting of the “triple play,” its presentation, 
and purpose is in file 396.1-PA. For the full text of Jessup’s statement in pre- 
senting the “triple play,’’ see Department of State Bulletin, May 21, 1951, pp. | 

| | |
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ment in the relations between the Soviet Union, the U.S., the U.K. and | 
France, including the following questions relating to: a 

| (U.S., U.K. AND FRANCE) _ (U.S.8.R.) 
the existing level of arma- the demilitarization of Ger- _ 
ments and armed. forces and many; measures for the re- 
measures to be proposed = duction of armaments and 

: jointly by the USSR, U.S., = ——saarmed forces of the U.S.S.R., 
U.K. and France for the in- — | the U.K., the U.S. and 
ternational control and re- - __—‘ France, the existing level of 
duction of armaments and == — armaments and armed forces 
armed forces, the demilitari- ~*~ and the establishment of an 
zation of Germany; == = =—=—=—- ss appropriate _— international 

ee gontrols. | 

| fulfillment of present treaty obligations and agreements; the elimina- 
tion of the threat of war and fear of aggression. _ Oo 

Completion of the treaty for the reestablishment of an independent _ 
- and democratic Austria.: en 

Problems relating to the reestablishment of German unity and the 
preparation of a Treaty of Peace. — _ oe " 

Fulfillment of the treaties of peace with Italy, Rumania, Bulgaria 
and Hungary and of agreements of the four powers concerning Ger- 

: many and Austria. oe ne 
Fulfillment of the treaty of peace with Italy in the part concerning 

Trieste. Fa / , | 

| / _ ALTERNATIVE C | ee 

I. Examination of measures for the elimination of the present inter- 
national tensions in Europe, of the threat of war and of the fear of 
aggression. ne co 

| IL. Questions concerning armaments and armed forces. a 
IIT. Questions concerning Austria. ee 

_ IV. Questions concerning Germany. 
V. Fulfillment of Treatiesand Agreements. = = 

S96.1-PA/S-451: Telegram =  , 
| The United States ‘Representative at. the Four-Power E aploratory 

Te Talks (Jessup) to the Secretary of State Ey 

CONFIDENTIAL NtAcT ==  ~——Ss—~ Parts, May 4, 1951—8 p. m. 
| 6733. From Jessup. In 43rd session Gromyko said SovDel prepared. 

| to agree to alternative A * on condition that West accept Sov “amend- | 
ment” on armaments sub-item, which consisted of acceptance Sov 

* Presumably a reference to Alternative A in the Revised Draft Agenda; supra.
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| wording of Apr 4 on this sub-item.? Despite repeated questions, 

| | Gromyko merely restated terms of his offer. He made no mention of his 

| NAT and bases item. oo OO 

| Gromyko as chairman led off with statement that SovDel wld agree 

| to adopt alternate A of tri proposal on condition that fol amendment 
| be made. (At this point Gromyko read present tri item on armaments : 
| in item one which was to be replaced by Sov wording of Apr 4 on ! 

| armaments. Gromyko said full agreement now depends on position of 3. | 
| _ powers reduction of armaments and armed forces of 4 powers. Re order 
| of items on agenda, said he already pointed out that deps cld return 
| - this question after agreements had been reached on individual items. 
| He suggested that West take 5 minutes recess study Sov proposal.) 
| Parodi asked Gromyko to explain difference between Sov proposed 

| “amendment” of today and the main Sov proposal of Apr 4. Gromyko 
| replied that this was reason he had suggested deps take 5 minutes to 

———pperusétextofSovproposa. 
| Davies said that SovDel proposal was same as Sov proposal of Apr | 
| _ 4, which West had already said was unacceptable since it prejudged 

| the question in advance of FonMins mtg. Davies pointed out that 
| major difference among deps re item one of alternative A was over the 
| formulation of armaments sub-item and that new Sov proposal did 
| not facilitate deps work. Gromyko restated Sov proposal, commenting 

| that it is impossible to consider this amendment out of context of Sov 
| acceptance of other items contained in alternative A. Furthermore, 
| tabling of Sov amendment was new factor and shld be considered in 
| connection withallofalternativeA, £22 2 
| Jessup said sitn was different from that stated by Gromyko. Sitn 
| actually is that in May 2 proposal, 3 powers indicated they were pre- 
| pared to accept Sov proposal on position of Ger demil providing 

y SovDel wld agree to Western wording on armaments sub-item. Where- 
| as SovDel suggested that full agreement depends on position of 3 — 
| powers re Sov “amendment”, agreement on alternative A actually 
| depends on SovDel agreement to wording on armaments acceptable to | 
| _ West. Noted that position of Ger demil was step by 3 powers to meet 

_--—-—- Sov viewpoint and that SovDel response does not meet Western posi- 

! _ 2'The proposal under reference, SUP/P/51D/16,read: 

: _ “Wxamination of the causes and effects of the present international tensions in | 
| Europe and of the means necessary to secure a real and lasting improvement in 
: the relations between the Soviet Union and the United States, United Kingdom 
| and France, including the following questions relating to: the demilitarization 
| of Germany ; measures for the reduction of armaments and armed.forces of the 
| USSR, United Kingdom, United States and France, the existing level of arma- 
| 7 ments and armed forces and the establishment of an appropriate international 
| control; the fulfillment of present treaty obligations and agreements; the elimi- 
| nation of the threat of war and fear of aggression.” (CFM files, lot M-88, box 157, 
| Paris—official Secretariat documents) 

356-688 PT 1—80-——_74 
| .
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tion re unacceptability Sov formula on armaments, since Sov-amend- 
| ment exactly same as their Apr 4 proposal. Therefore position of 

SovDel is that it accepts Western moves re Ger demil and Trieste, but 
_ agreement not reached onarmamentsitem.. : a 

Parodi said he was tempted after Gromyko’s explanation to agree 
that new Sov proposal is not likely to advance deps work. Noted that 
it was clear from previous meetings that West cld not accept Sov | | 
wording on armaments item. However, certain measure of agreement 
outside item one had been reached which deps shld preserve. Said deps — 
cld assume that agreement had been reached on all items other than 
item one and that place of Ger demil and formulation of armaments 
were still unagreed. Recommended that deps note their agreement on 
items 2 thru 5 than concentrate efforts onitemone. a 

_ Gromyko repeated that agreement depends on position of 8 reps re 
reduction of armaments and armed forces of 4 powers. Pointed out 
that SovDel as well as Western delegations had made positions clear 
on armaments question. Davies observed that it wld be helpful if 
Gromyko wld state whether agreement reached on all items other than _ 
item one; then deps cld turn full attention to item one. Gromyko re- 
plied that Davies question was unclear and that SovDel had made it 
clear that it was prepared to accept alternative A on condition that | 
West adopt Sov amendment. Davies restated same question. Gromyko 
gave same reply, observing that question of order of items on agenda 

_ was separate question which cld be established by deps after agreement 
reached on individual items. a — 

Davies restated his question, commenting in passing on Western 
| concessions to Sov viewpoint and expressing surprise at Gromyko fail- 

ure to answer his questions. Gromyko made same reply. Davies re- 
phrased his. question with greater emphasis this time on extent of : 
Western concessions to Sov viewpoint. Gromyko observed that Davies 
-was repeating the same question to which answers had already been 
given. Davies rephrased question in terms of specific questions as to 
whether SovDel agreed to item 2, item 3, etc. Gromyko replied that 
answers had already been given to these questions and that it was clear — , 

that “the matter did not stand on the wording” of these items. a | 
Jessup summarized sitn as fols: SovDel had not accepted any of 

three alternate proposals introduced on May 2. In effect Gromyko, __ 

under guise of an amendment, says that if West accepts Sov proposal _ 

on item one agreement cld be reached on alternative A. Since SovDel | 
knows West cannot accept Sov wording on armaments item, matter 
stands exactly as it did before introduction. of amendment. Jessup — 

suggested that if his analysis of sitn were correct, and if no dep de- 
sired to comment further, meeting might be adjourned until tomorrow.
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| Gromyko noted that SovDel replies to Davies question had ‘been 

| given and adjourned meeting until 1100 Saturday? = re | 

; 3 At the 44th session on May 5 the Western Deputies emphasized that the Soviet | | 

| amendment was unacceptable since it merely restated a previous position, re- | 

: : iterated that the three Western alternatives were still open, and stated that | 

i Gromyko was attempting to obtain substantive decisions from the Deputies for 

| the reduction of armaments of the Four Powers. Gromyko took the position that | 

| the Soviet view on the Western proposals had been fully stated on May. 4 : 

| and that agreement now depended on the Western position on the reduction. of | 

| armaments. Telegram 67 44, from Paris, May 5 (396.1-PA/5-551). Gromyko con- 

| tinued these tactics at the 45th session on May 7. (Telegram 6765, from Paris, 

May 7, 396.1-PA/5-751) ee i ee 

| 396.1-PA/5-1151 : Telegram. va Oe 

S The Minister in France (Bohlen) to the Secretary of State 

| SECRET | NIACT fe SE + Paris, May 11, 1951—1 p.m. | 

| 6859. For Matthews from Bohlen. It might be helpful if I give you 
| my personal views on status of conference following Sov move yester- | 

| day? since from last night’s telecon? there appears to be some con- — 

| fusion. OB 

| The Sov move of yesterday represents another break from a con- 

| sistently held Sov position : namely, the impossibility of sending any 

| unagreed items to Ministers. There is a temporary fluidity in Sov 

| position on which we shld capitalize and shld, therefore, make up our 

| - mind and move quickly. If we were playing the hand alone the pre- 

: ferred position wld obviously be to stand pat on alternate B as pre- 

| sented in triple play but we have real doubts whether we.cld hold | 

| British and French to that position. My fear is that we will stand pat | 

| - now on alternate B as presented in triple play and then after several | 

: meetings probably because of tripartite difficulties end by yielding on 

| one of the outstanding points. __ | oe 

| assume you realize in Washington that longer meetings go on fol- 

| lowing triple play our public position which is now excellent will 

| inevitably worsen and not get better. Our inquiry yesterday was to find _ 

out which of the two points of difference Dept regarded has greater 

| importance—namely, position of demilitarization as agreed item or 

| 1 At the 48th session of the Representatives on May 10, after a “long propaganda | 

| | harangue,” Gromyko had offered to accept Alternative B of the “triple play” 

| - (see p. 1133). if the Western Representatives would accept German demilitariza- , 

| tion as subitem 1 of item 1 and if they would accept the Soviet proposal on NATO - 

| and: American bases as an unagreed item. The U.S. Delegation reported these 

| events in telegram 6856 from Paris, May 11 (396.1-PA/5-1151). rs 

| 24 transcript of the telecon between Washington and Paris on May 10 is in 

| file 396.1-PA/5-1051. ee
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| inclusion of NAT as unagreed point. We had assumed from previous: | 
instructions that Dept was firm against yielding German demilitariza- 
tion position as agreed item but that inclusion of NAT as unagreed 
item was a last ditch possibility. My personal view is very definitely 
along those lines since an agreed item is a definite and unjustified con-. 

| cession to Sovs and I do not think we shld pay any price to get them. 
to accept a split agenda. On other hand, an unagreed item is not in. | 
my view a concession to Sovs by its very nature since as unagreed item. 
it contains evidence of Western refusal to accept it. Proper publicity 
cld make this entirely clear in interval before meeting of the Ministers.. 
At Ministers’ mtg itself it wld seem to me very easy for three Western. 
Ministers merely to continue to refuse to accept NAT as appropriate. 
item on agenda and it is inconceivable that Vyshinsky wld walk out of 
conference on that basis. We will, of course, get a full-dress prop- 
aganda statement when point comes up, but as previously pointed out. 
in our telegrams, Soviet Minister can do that anyway. | | 

Main point I wish to emphasize is that we must make up our mind’ 
quickly and not let meetings drag on to detriment of our public posi- 
tion ending by an acceptance next week of something we refused to do- 
now. I hope, therefore, you can speed up Dept’s decision so we can act: 
before weekend recess. | 

| : | ee | - [Bonreny] 

396.1-PA/5-1451 OS SO — 
Memorandum by Lucius D. Battle, Special Assistant to the Secretary — 

| - | of State a oe 

TOP SECRET a _ [Wasuineton,] May 14, 1951.. 
FOR THE RECORD ONLY _ Oo _ a 

The Secretary went over to see the President on Friday afternoon: - 
Mr. Harriman was also present at the meeting. The Secretary had re- 
quested the appointment to discuss with the President the action the. 
United States takes with regard to the Council of Foreign Ministers. 

_ On his return from the White House, the Secretary told a group of 
people from the Department that the President has very strong feel- 
ings about this matter. He believes that the sound course is to stick to. 

__ the “triple play” and, if the British and French would do so,he would. 
strongly prefer this course. The President is also inclined to believe: 
we would win out on this stand. The President will authorize Mr.. 
Jessup to make a package proposal if the British and French agree- | 

| that this is the end. The President wanted it made very clear that Mr.. 

1 May 11. | . | ee |
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| | 
| Jessup 

should 
do this in an off-the-record: 

meeting-as: 
something: 

he. 
| would propose 

if the others 
would 

accept. 
He also. wanted 

it made very 
| - clear that this was not a step from which Mr. Jessup would bargain. 

— | 
| He should 

also make clear that there would be no other proposals 
and | 

‘that this was the end. — 7 es | 
| The President 

expressed 
himself 

as feeling 
very strongly 

that the | 
: North Atlantic 

Treaty 
Organization 

should 
not be on the agenda 

in | 
| any ‘way. The President 

takes the attitude 
that this is not something for the CFM to discuss. 

He also felt it would be preferable 

to give on — | 

| the German 
demilitarization 

item since from a negotiating 
point of 

| view it was better to put forward 
the item which we had already 

given 
| in on in Alternative 

A. He feared 
that any other course 

might end up 
| in our giving 

in on both NATO 
and German 

demilitarization. 

In so 
| far as order of items on the Agenda, 

the President 
does not care as long 

as the Austrian 
item precedes 

the itemon 
Trieste. 

/ 
| The foregoing 

is merely 
for the record, 

as action 
has been taken on it. 

| a - | — - Lfucrus] 
D. Blarrie] 

| 396.1-PA/5-1151: 

Telegram 
| - | - . Oo os 

| The Secretary 
of State to the United 

States 
Representative 

at the | 
_ Four-Power 

Exploratory 
Talks (Jessup),at 

Parist 

| ‘TOP SECRET 
PRIoRTTyY 

= Wasutneron, 
May 11,1951—10 

p.m. 

! 6043. 
For Jessup 

fromthe 
Secretary. | 1. After careful 

consideration 
of ur recent tels and yesterday’s 

tele- 
| con, I discussed 

with President 

this afternoon 
the problem 

with which 
| you are presently 

faced in Paris.? 
In Pres’ view the sound course for 

_ Western 
Govts to follow is to stick to triple play and he believes 

that | 
| if we do this we will win out. | OO 
| 9, As Brit FonOff 

indicated 
in its press release 

of May 2, Morrison | ‘said in his speech 
on May 6, and I said in my press conf on May 9, 

we have reached 
the limit of our concessions 

to the Soviet 
Union and 

| have gone to the utmost 
bounds 

of reasonableness 

to make a meeting 
| possible. 

If we begin 
the process 

of yielding 
on the triple play we 

| will progressively 
diminish 

the strength 
of our position 

and make it 
: more difficult 

not to make still further 
concessions. | 3. The President 

has the deepest 
feeling 

against 
having 

NAT ap- 
| ‘pear on agenda in any form. oa oe 

| 1This 
telegram 

was drafted 
by Bonbright, 

signed 
by Secretary 

Acheson, 
and 

‘repeated 
to London 

eyes only for Gifford. 
| 

7A memorandum 

of Secretary 
Acheson’s 

discussion 
with President 

Truman | iS supra. 
| 

|
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4. It is his wish that you make strongest possible effort to persuade | 
Fr and Brit reps of wisdom of this course and to early delivery of 

- tripartite aide-mémoire.in Moscow. ~ Bs ee 
5. (FYI Matthews and Nitze had conv with Franks this afternoon _ 

and urged same course. Franks expressed personal agreement and said 
| that he would telegraph his govt thisafternoon.) = a 

6. If it shld prove impossible to persuade Fr and Brit govts to hold 
the line, the Pres has consented to the fol proposal: oo 

, _ Three Western Deps shld seek private meeting with Gromyko and: 
put up to him as absolutely final a package deal agreeing to alternative 
B of triple play with Ger demilitarization as first item on both sides. 

_ of split item I; no mention whatever of NAT ; agreement on any order 
of items IT through V provided. Austria precedes Trieste. 

7. You are only authorized to present this proposition to Gromyko 
if Brit and Fr reps give you commitment of their govts that this is 

_ final and that if Gromyko turns it down three Western Govts will im- 
mediately dispatch aide-mémoire to Moscow. | 

8. Reason for insisting on private meeting with Gromyko as op- 
posed to quadripartite session is that this permits us to maintain our 
public position with respect to triple play. | 

_ 9. Apart from substantive reason Pres feels that there is tactical 
advantage in this line of action rather than alternative 2 of telecon of | 
last night * since Gromyko has indicated (by his conditional accept- 
ance of alternative A without a NAT item) that he regards NATO as) 
a bargaining item. Similarly, we have indicated corresponding weak- 
ness re position Ger demilitarization in Alternative A. He believes 
therefore that if any further concession is to be made it shld be made 
where our position is already undermined. If we start showing weak- 
ness in another direction, Gromyko will be encouraged to believe that. - 

he can get both. | os 
an | | ACHESON 

* Toward the end of April, the U.S. Delegation had suggested the possibility of 
sending an aide-mémoire to the Soviet Government, indicating the impasse that 
had been reached at Paris and asking that new instructions be sent to Gromyko.. 
Various drafts of such an aide-mémoire were prepared by the three Western 
Delegations, but none was finalized pending further developments at Paris. Docu- 
mentation relating to the drafting and discussion of the proposed aide-mémoire is. 
in file 896.1-PA. : 

*Not printed; the second alternative was to add NATO and bases to Alterna- 
tive B as an unagreed item, preferably as a footnote at the end of the agenda | 
(396.1+PA/5-1051). -
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| 896.1-PA/5-1451: Telegram 

The United States Representative at the Four-Power Exploratory 
| a Lalks (Jessup) to the Secretary of State JO ers | 

, TOP SECRET NIACT ©. ~~~. __ Parts, May 14, 1951—8 p. m. | 

| _ 6931. From Jessup. During tea interval this afternoon Semenov | 
| sought out Bohlen and stated as “personal opinion” that if Western | 
| Powers accepted NAT as disagreed item putting in Western column ? 

| _ such reasons as they desire for refusal of Sov proposal, position of _ 

| Ger demil cld be worked out without “difficulty”. Semenov stated Sov 
| del was genuinely unable to understand strong Western objection to — 

mentioning NAT as disagreed item since this merely reflected what 
| had happened at conf namely, that a Sov proposal had been presented 
| and had been rejected by three Western Powers, but not having been 
| withdrawn was still therefore outstanding. He appeared to lay con- 

siderable emphasis on fact that Western Powers wld be entitled to put 
| their explanation of their objectionin parallelcolumn. == 
| - Semenov also approached in identical vein Laloy of Fr del who also | 
| ‘speaks Russian. He added, however, one detail in regard to settlement | 
| of position of Ger demil by saying that this might be arranged by 
| inclusion of footnote circulated by Jessup this afternoon which ex- 
| plained that only difference this sub-item was on position and not on 
| wording. : | Bn Oo 
' Semenov’s remarks were clearly offer under instruction for deal 
| along these lines. Under our present instructions and those of Brit this _ 
| is unacceptable,? but it might forecast a public Sov offer of a similar 

| nature which wld then leave unagreed NAT item the only outstanding | 
question. If such offer is made, strength of Sov position wld lie in fact 

they were prepared to submit all these items in disagreement to Mins. 

| Since NAT item is disagreed and proposed manner of reference to it 
| wld clearly reflect positions taken in this conf, situation resulting our 

| rejection this offer wld not be easy to handle publicly especially if 
| this were considered cause for not holding any CFM. 
| _ While we continue to doubt that Sovs will yield on total acceptance 

of both outstanding points there is, as always chance that they might 

presumably this is a reference to the Western (United States, United King- 
dom, and France) column in Alternative B, p. 1134. a - | 

| * At the 51st session, before the tea interval, the Western Representatives had 
| introduced a written statement that the only disagreement on the question of 

, German demilitarization concerned its place in item 1. Gromyko did not react 
specifically to the statement, but, in reiterating the Soviet position on the three 

| alternatives, he was more insistent on referring NATO and American basestothe | | 
| Foreign Ministers as an unagreed item. (Telegram 6932, from Paris, May 14, | 
| 396.1-PA/5-1451) | | | 
| * At the tripartite meeting before the 51st session, Davies reported that Morri- 
| son felt the Western Representatives should stand fast on Alternative B and make 

no more concessions on German demilitarization. (Telegram 6917 from Paris, | 
May 14, 396.1-PA/5-1451) 

|
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do so with some face-saving coloration. We wld doubt if even this out- 
‘side chance wld materialize. unless.and. until Sov Govt is convinced... 

that there will be no conf unless our alternative B is accepted in toto. 

Shid we continue to stand firm on total acceptance and Russians remain 
_ adamant on at least one of the issues, breakdown wld occur in cir- 

‘cumstances considerably less favorable to West than they were im- 

mediately after presentation triple play. In any event, we feel strongly 

that continuance of present. fruitless mtgs are working to Sov advan- 

tage and deteriorating our position. We therefore feel we must either 
process as rapidly as possible to presentation tripartite note or indicate 

willingness to trade out one or other of two open questions in private 
“session. , oo - | ' 

We still think there is vast difference between NAT as an agreed 

item and NAT as a disagreed item clearly reflecting positions taken. | 
We wonder if President had in mind all possible variations of state- 

ment on agenda explaining our rejection NAT item. For example, if 

NAT item is printed only in Sov column, we might insert opposite in 
our column “this item was rejected because it is not considered a sub- © 
ject for discussion by the four mins”. We still do not understand why 

| ‘such a presentation wld be injurious to US or prejudicial to NAT. 

_ We have gone into general situation here in light of Semenov’s offer 

‘because we feel bound to reopen possibility of indicated ref to NAT 
instead of yielding on Ger demil. If this possibility is open for re- 

consideration, it wld be a variant to para numbered 2 ourtel 6923.4 

Does Dept consider we can count on Brit standing firm up to break- 

‘ing point if propaganda picture begins to turn against West as result 

— -of several more negative mtgs? Davies’ personal views make it likely 

‘that in such circumstances he will strongly recommend yielding rather 

‘than breaking. Cr oO : - 

Suggest’ Dept keep Franks informed of any alteration in Dept’s | 

‘views already communicated to him. (Para 5 Deptel 6043.°) 

: oe |  [Jrssur] 

*Not printed; in it Jessup suggested that there were two assumptions from 
-~which the Western Representatives could proceed if the Soviet Delegation stood | 
firm: (1) plan each move with the knowledge that the Western Representatives 
‘would not change their position and proceed with the delivery of a note to 
Moscow and the ending of the meetings in Paris, or (2) try out a deal on German 
Oe vune nen in an effort to get full agreement at Paris (396.1-PA/5-1451).
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396.1-PA/5-2151 | - 7 , | 

| Memorandum of Conversation, by the Deputy Assistant Secretary of 

| | State for European Affairs (Bonbright) | | 

| SECRET a [Wasurneron,] May 21,1951. 

| Subject: Deputies’ Meeting in Paris _ | 

| Participants: M. Bonnet, French Ambassador | | : 

| | J.C. H. Bonbright, EUR . | 

| The French Ambassador came to see me at 3:45 this afternoon at: 

| his request. He said that he had been instructed to convey to the Sec- 

| retary an expression of French concern about the way the Deputies. | 

| meetings are progressing in Paris. He said that he realized how busy’ 

| _ the Secretary was and did not wish to impose on his time but, 1f neces- 

| sary, would have to ask to do so. 7 | | 

| M. Bonnet said that the French were bothered about two things,. 

| the handling of the sub-item on German demilitarization and the 

| question of a reference to NATO. He argued strongly for agreeing to. 

| the latest proposal by Gromyko to put the German demilitarization — | 

| sub-item in two places on the agenda with a footnote making clear: 

| that the only difference with regard to this item was the order under 

| which it was to be discussed.t The Ambassador apparently was not 

L aware that the Western Deputies had already today indicated in the 

: quadripartite meeting that the Gromyko proposal appears satis- | 

| factory. (This was based on my telephone conversation with Mr.. 

| Bohlen this morning shortly after the commencement of the quadri-. 

: partite meeting. Mr. Bohlen indicated that it was too late to go back on 

| this since the French representative had already spoken favorably 

| ~ about the Gromyko proposal.) I explained to M. Bonnet what I under- 

| stood had happened today. | | 

| : The Ambassador was equally strong in urging upon us acceptance: 

| of the Parodi proposal for dealing with the NATO problem as an 

| annex to the agenda or in a covering letter from the Deputies to their — 

| Foreign Ministers. He made it perfectly clear, as we had already” 

| - gathered from M. Daridan’s visit on Saturday * and from cables from 

| Paris, that the French cannot contemplate a break in the negotiations: 

in view of the forthcoming French election.’ He spoke in picturesque 

| language of the harmful effects of Communist candidates in every” 

| village and hamlet in France exploiting the break as proof of Western. 

2 war-like intentions. Oe 

! 1 Gromyko had made this proposal at the 56th session on May 19. 

| 2 A record of Daridan’s conversation with Perkins on May 19 was transmitted to- 

| the U.S. Delegation in telegram 6229 to Paris, May 20 (396.1-PA/5-2051). 

| ?-The French national elections were scheduled for June 17. | : 

| |
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I explained to M. Bonnet that we did not want a break either and — ; 
frankly we did not think that the course we had been urging would 
lead to such a break. I told him of the depth of feeling here against 
any reference to NATO. I also spoke of our concern over the eradual - 
erosion of our proposition. I indicated that the German demilitariza- 
tion item now seemed to be over the dam; he was now urging us to give 
way on NATO; and I assumed that if we did this the Soviet delegate 
would then try to put Trieste ahead of Austria and the French would 
then come back to us and say that we should accept it because our pub- 
lic opinions would not countenance a break on such a flimsy issue. I 

a expressed full appreciation of the French Government’s anxiety in an | 
electoral period and felt that the logical conclusion of his argument 
was that we should give in to the Soviets on every count. He replied 
that the question of order might be taken care of by making an ac- 
ceptable order a condition for accepting some reference to NAT as an 
unagreed item. | 7 

7 _ In conclusion, the Ambassador said that Paris felt the talks there 
should not drag on and that we should try to wind them up. He hoped 
the Secretary would give sympathetic consideration to his representa- 
tions. I told him I would be glad to bring his observations to the | 
attention of the Secretary.‘ | a | 
— a | J. C. H. Blonericnr] 

—640n May 24 Bonnet again asked to see Secretary Acheson, but since the Secre- tary was engaged he saw Webb instead and repeated the position that he and Daridan had previously stated. Webb told Bonnet that Secretary Acheson and President Truman were following the matter closely but still opposed any con- | cession on NATO. The substance of the conversation. was sent to Paris in telegram 6349, May 24 (396.1-PA/5-2451). | —_ 

396.1-PA/5-2951 : Telegram OS : 
The Secretary of State to the Embassy in Frances 

SECRET — PRIORITY Wasutneton, May 29, 1951—7 p. m. 
NIACT _ : a | 

6447. For Ambassador and Jessup from Secy. Needless to say, I am 
much disturbed by the developments reported urtel 7 321,? which are 
latest indication that in recent days Fr are becoming hypnotized by 

| their electoral situation. I gather from what Parodi told you this 
morning there is even some doubt that Queuille and Schuman will rec- | 
ommend to Cabinet sending of note. It seems clear that unless they take 
strong initiative chances of Cabinet approval are extremely slim. In 

"This telegram was drafted by Bonbright; cleared by Secretary Acheson, 
Perkins, Laukhuff, Ferguson, and Reinhardt; and repeated to London, Moscow, ~ and Frankfurt. oe — : | : | — * Not printed, but see footnote 2, infra, :
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| 

| your discretion and if you think it wld be helpful, you may therefore | 

| present the fol personal message from me to Schuman. This might at | 

| least ensure our view being adequately considered by Cabinet. 

| “Dear Mr. Schuman: I learned from Mr. Jessup today that you have 

| been thinking of the possibility that the Deputies might recess the © ! 

| four-power conversations in Paris for a month in the hope that during | 

| this period the international situation might change in such a way. as : 

| to make possible an agreement on an agenda for the Foreign Ministers | 

| meeting later in a better atmosphere. You know of course that J am : 

| deeply conscious of the problems and difficulties facing the Fr Govt : 

| at this time and want to avoid any action which wid add to them. But | 

| I think that a recess of the Deputies meeting wld be harmful to the 

| Western position and wld increase rather than diminish any feeling 

of uncertainty which may exist. My own view is that if properly han- | 

| dled, the dispatch of notes to the Soviet. Govt will not run a serious risk 

| of causing a break and that on the contrary this procedure holds out 

: the best hope of bringing about early agreement for a meeting of the 

| four Foreign Ministers. It seems to me that a note which contains a 

| direct invitation for such a meeting, including ‘a proposed date, wld be 

| difficult for the Soviets to reject and wld appeal strongly to Western 

| public opinion. I think that there are very real risks in the indefinite 

| continuation of the present situation in the Deputies and that the best 

yo thing we cld do wld be to address the notes to the Soviet Govt. im- 

| - mediately. I mention these factors in order that you may have them | 

- before you when you consider this problem with your colleagues 

tomorrow. Oe 
| With warmest regards and best wishes.” Oo 

| If Fr Cabinet refuses to agree to dispatch of tripartite notes sug you 

| consider possibility of getting Fr and Brit consent to our dispatching 

note unilaterally containing invitation from us as host govt. My 

| thought wld be that Brit and Fr might reply on fol day accepting 

| invitation. While this procedure has certain disadvantages it may be 

! that it wld appeal somewhat more to Fr than tripartite notes® = | 

| | EO one Oo 7 ACHESON | 

| *On May 30 Jessup reported that he had delivered Secretary Acheson’s letter | 

| to Schuman that morning and that he had been told that the French Cabinet had 

agreed to the delivery of the notes on May 31. (Telegram 7357 from Paris, May 30, — 

396.1-PA/5-3051) tt” ee : i. 
| | 

| —— | 

| 
Bi 

| | | 

| | oe
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396.1-PA/5-3051__ pe | | 
Memorandum of Conversation, by the United States Representative at 

the Four-Power Exploratory Lalks (Jessup) 

‘SECRET BER [Parts,] May 30, 1951. 
— Subject: Four-Power Exploratory Talks 

| Participants: M. Robert Schuman, French Minister of Foreign: 
, Affairs ~ | | . 

M. Alexandre Parodi, Chairman, French Delegation: 
Mr. Ernest Davies, Chairman, UK Delegation | 

: Mr. Philip C. Jessup, Chairman, US Delegation 
In accordance with the’ arrangements made by Parodi, Mr.. Davies: 

and I met him in Schuman’s office at 8:15 last evening. De Bourbon- 
Busset was also present 
Schuman referred briefly to the situation in our meetings. He com- 

mented particularly on the changes which had taken place in regard 
to the notes since the idea was first advanced. He found particularly | 
satisfactory the fact that the present draft? omitted all polemics and _ 
that we had in mind delivering it to Gromyko at the meeting. This 
procedure was important in avoiding the impression of an ultimatum. 
He then referred to the suggestion which Parodi had passed on to us 
that the Deputies might recess for a month. He said this was an idea 
which had occurred to him personally and he then referred to the 
objections which Davies and I had made in our morning tripartite 
meeting.? Parodi had evidently briefed M. Schuman fully and he 
seemed quite familiar with our point of view. 

| _ J repeated our view that the sending of the note was the only move 
remaining to us in a last effort to induce the Soviet Government to. 
agree to the meeting. I emphasized that the sending of the note would 
not itself constitute a termination of the deputies’ meeting and that 
the note would constitute a continuing open invitation. On the other 
hand, I did not wish to pass over the fact that if the Soviet reply to 
the note was a complete rejection then presumably we would have to: 
tell Gromyko that while the invitation remained open there seemed __ 
to be no value in continuing the discussions at the Palais Rose. Mr.. 

os Schuman indicated that he accepted this point of view. 
Davies then said that he had just received for delivery to M. Schu- 

man a personal letter from Mr. Morrison, from which he read a few 

* Presumably a reference to the draft note referred to in footnotes 1, 2, and 7 
to the May 31 note, infra. 

* At the tripartite meeting on May 30, Jessup had argued that a long recess: would give the Soviet Union a great propaganda advantage, while Davies had stressed the need for sending the note at once before the Soviet Delegation despatched a similar note inviting the Western Ministers to a conference and' PAVE OMI” as an agenda item. (Telegram 7321 from Paris, May 29, 396.1—
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| | | | 
| extracts before handing it to Schuman. Morrison’s line was that as an | 
| old political campaigner he was very sympathetic with M. Schuman’s | 
7 problems. He hoped M. Schuman would not mind his expressing his : 
| own point of view. In Morrison’s opinion the idea of a month’s recess | 
: for the deputies was not a good one. He suggested that the com- | 
_- munists (and I think he said also the Gaullists) would seize upon this | 

as a basis for attacking the French government on the ground that the | 
| French government was trying to avoid facing an important interna- 
| tional question during the election period. Davies told me later that 
| _ the rest of the letter contained im some detail the arguments for send- | 
| ing the notes immediately. | 
| Schuman then said that his colleagues in the Cabinet had been con- 
! sulted briefly about the idea of sending a note to the Soviets and that 7 
! they were in full agreement with the idea of the note. The difficulty 
| arose in connection with the timing. He said also that the note was a 
| somewhat different from the one which he had discussed with his 
| colleagues previously. Schuman said that he was having his consulta- 
| tion with his colleagues tomorrow on this point; he emphasized that 
| it was a Conseil de Cabinet and not a Conseil des Ministres. In talking 
: about taking this question up. with the Cabinet Schuman didn’t flatly 
EO say that he would urge them to agree to sending the note on Thursday | 

‘but both Davies and I had the impression that that was his attitude | 

| and he did indicate that he thought the Cabinet would agree. We went. 
| over together all of the various arguments for sending the note and 
| against the indefinite continuation of the meetings and M. Schuman 
| weighed and restated the various arguments from the point of view of 
| evaluating their effectiveness when presented tothe Cabinet. ts | 
| Schuman began to discuss the problem of presenting this matter to 
| French public opinion and asked Parodi to consider the preparation 
| of a statement which would explain and fortify our position par- 
! ticularly with a view to making it clear that we were not responsible 

| for a rupture. I said we had been giving some thought to this matter 
| and had discussed among ourselves various alternatives. We had | 
; ‘thought about a tripartite statement which might be issued by the 
| deputies but we had felt that this would not be an advantageous plan 
| since the note itself would be in the nature of a tripartite statement — 
| issued at the same time and from higher authority. We had also dis- } 
i cussed but had not taken up with Washington the possibility of state- | 

ments by the three Foreign Ministers separately. The third plan we 
! _ had talked about was for each one of the deputies to have a press con- 

| ference after the notes were delivered in order to give such explanation 
as he thought suitable. M. Schuman and Mr. Davies agreed that a tri- 

| partite statement by the deputies would not be the best method and a 

| both thought that the individual press conference would be the best, 
| Davies emphasizing that each public opinion needed to be handled a 

|
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little differently, and Schuman supported this view. Parodi nodded 
agreement but did not seem very well satisfied about this public rela- | 
tions end of the problem. M. Schuman went on to say that we had to. | 
consider the presentation of the case to public opinion both at the 
time the notes were delivered and at the time when the Soviets replied, 
in case they rejected the invitation. He thought that perhaps at that | 
time, which might be Monday or Tuesday of next week, it would be 

_ appropriate for Mr. Acheson, Mr. Morrison and him to issue indi- 
vidually some public statement. | | 

| a Pamir C. Jessup) 

The Secretary of State to the Foreign Minister of the Soviet Union 
a CP yshinsky)} _ 

| The Secretary of State presents his compliments to His Excellency 
the Foreign Minister of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and 
has the honor to refer to the current Four Power negotiations in | 
Paris. | | | 

Since March 5 the representative of the United States together with 
the representatives of France and the United Kingdom, has been en- 
gaged in discussions with the representative of the Soviet Union in a | 
preliminary conference in Paris. This preliminary conference was 

| agreed upon as a result of an exchange of notes which ended with the 
note of the United States Government dated February 19, 1951;4 and 
the reply of the Soviet Government dated March 1, 1951.4 As indicated 

in that exchange of notes, the purpose of the conference was to reach | 
agreement on a mutually acceptable agenda for a meeting of the For- 
eign Ministers of the United States, United Kingdom, France andthe 
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics. Such an agreement has not yet — 
been reached. ee 

In the course of the discussions, the views of the four delegations 
were brought out and clarified. Considering that the discussions had 
provided all the elements necessary for agreement on an agenda, the 

_ representatives of the United States, United Kingdom and France 
presented to the Soviet representative on May 2a new proposal con- 

i _ 1The source text is that printed in the Department of State Bulletin, June 11, . 
1951, p. 933. At the 64th session of the Representatives on May 31, Jessup handed 
a copy of the note to Gromyko. In Moscow copies were delivered to the Soviet 
Foreign Ministry by Representatives of the three Western Embassies, and on the 
Same day, copies were released to the press. Jessup had previously transmitted an 
agreed draft on May 29, the text of which is indicated in footnotes 2 and 7, below, - 

| in telegram 7346, May 29, from Paris (396.1-PA/5—2951). - | 
* This introductory paragraph was not present in the draft transmitted by | 

Jessup on May 29. — a | te 
* Ante, p. 1083. | | a 

| “For the text of the Soviet note of March 1, see footnote 8, p. 1085.. SR
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| taining three alternative agenda.® The purpose of these three alterna- 
| tives was to assure the possibility of the meeting of the four Foreign 
| Ministers. It has been, and remains, the view of the United States | 
: | Government that such a meeting is desirable in the interest of strength- | 

ening peace, which is the constant objective of the foreign policy of 
| the United States. 7 
| _ In the course of the examination of these three alternatives the rep- 
| resentatives in Paris were unable to reach full agreement. As regards 
| _ the first alternative, the only difficulty was that the wording proposed | | 
| by the three delegations for the sub-item concerning armaments was | 
| not acceptable to the Soviet delegation. The third alternative was not | 
| accepted by the Soviet delegation as a basis for agreement. In the. | 
| second alternative, however, modifications were made in Item 1 and | 
| _ there is now agreement among the four delegations on the presentation | 
' of this item as well as on the inclusion of four other items in the agenda | 
| and on their wording. Apart from the final order of these four items , 
: which remains to be determined, but ought not to present major diffi- 
| culties, agreement could have been réached on the second alternative 

| if the Soviet delegation had not insisted on the acceptance of their 
| proposal relating to the North Atlantic Treaty. a | | : 
| The United States Government for its part considers that the amount - 
| of agreement so far reached on the agenda makes possible a meeting of 
| the four Foreign Ministers which would permit discussion among | 

: others of all topics proposed by the Soviet Government in the exchange 
| of notes preceding the Paris conference and on the 5th and 7th of 

| March at the outset of that conference.* Accordingly, the United States | 

| Government is pleased to invite the four Foreign Ministers to meet in | 

| Washington and suggests that the meeting begin on July 23.’ The 

United States Government is prepared to participate in such a con- - 
ference not only on the agenda (alternative B) described above, but | 

| also on either of the two other agenda (alternatives A and C). The 
| texts of these three proposals are enclosed.® | | 

| The United States Government hopes to receive an early reply from 
| the Soviet Government indicating its readiness to accept this invita. 

| tion and stating which of the three agenda it finds acceptable for the 
| purpose of holding a meeting of the four Foreign Ministers. Any | 

further arrangements for the meeting could be worked out on receipt = 
| of a favorable reply from the Soviet Government. __ ee 

| WasHineton, May 31, 1951. | 

_. § Ante, p. 1183. _ | OS | | | 
* Regarding these topics, see telegram 5182, March 5, p. 1087; and footnote 2, | 

| OB This sentence in the May 29 draft read “Accordingly, the US Govt is pleased | 
| : to invite the four FonMins to meet in Wash beginning July 23.” nn 
| For the text of these three proposals which are not printed here, see p. 1188. 

| 
| | |
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396.1-PA/6—451: Telegram . - 7 me Be Bogs - : - | | 

The United States Delegation at the Four-Power Exploratory Talks 
, to the Secretary of State Ce 

RESTRICTED «= NIACT _ Paris, June 4, 1951—5 p. m. 

7473. The following text is free translation of Soviet reply handed 

in at conference by Mr. Gromyko this afternoon. Copies likewise de- 

livered to three Embassies in Moscow. | = : 

“The Soviet Government considers necessary and desirable as it has 
previously considered, the earliest convocation of a CFM of the Four 
Powers for the consideration of the most important questions relating 

to the liquidation of the tense situation in Europe and the strengthen- 
ing of peace re | 

However, the Soviet Govt considers that it would be inexpedient to 
‘break off the work of the Conference of the Deputies of the Ministers 
‘in Paris and that it shld be given the possibility of continuing its work 
for an agreement on an agenda for the CFM and the inclusion in the 
agenda of the question concerning the Atlantic Pact and military 
bases of the USA as an unagreed item. _ 7 | | 

The Soviet Govt considers that a frank consideration of the ques- 
tion of American bases and of the Atlantic Pact, which constitutes the 
chief cause of the worsening of relations between the USSR and the 

| Three Powers wld appreciably relieve the atmosphere of tension in 
Eur and wld facilitate the work of the mtg of the CFM. | 

| In conformity therewith, the Sov Govt will be prepared immediately 
+o send its rep to a mtg of the CFM in Washington as soon as the mtg 
of the Deputy Foreign Ministers in Paris will have favorably decided 
the question of the inclusion in the agenda of the item concerning the | 
Atlantic Pact of the military bases of the USA.” ? : . 

1 Repeated to London, Frankfurt, and Bonn. re 

2 A copy of the Russian text of this note is in file 396.1-PA/6—451. The text was 
-also published in Pravda on June 5. | so | 

:396.1-PA/6-451 : Telegram - , | | 

The Secretary of State to the United States Representative at the 

Four-Power Exploratory Talks (Jessup), at Paris* | 

‘SECRET PRIORITY Wasuineton, June 4, 1951—8 p. m. 

6570. For Jessup. Urtels 7473 and 7479.2 We have had preliminary 
| discussion with Sec based on text Sov reply * and ur account of mtg. 

*This telegram was drafted by Bonbright ; cleared in substance with Secretary 
Acheson, Perkins, Matthews, Ferguson, Laukhuff, Leverich, and Reinhardt ; and 
‘repeated to London, Moscow, and Frankfurt. . 

* Telegram 7479 is not printed ; it indicated that the main difficulty in formulat- 
een yeply to the Soviet note would be the coming French elections (396.1-PA/ 

~ 8 Translation in telegram 7473, supra. |
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| We believe that if we are to avoid interminable continuation of Deps | 

| mtgs reply to Sovs shld be written, not oral, even though we recognize | 
problem of coordination between Govts. In view of apparent Fr feel- | 

ing that decision wld have to be taken by Cabinet which will not meet | | 

| until Thursday, it may not be possible for us to reply to Gromyko on | 

pO Wednesday although the sooner the better. If Western position not | 

| coordinated by Wednesday, Deps shld adjourn without. discussion | | 

| pending receipt of their Govts views. | | 

| We do not like the idea of referring to alternate reps of three Govts. | 

| who might be reconvened if Sovs have new proposal. . | | | | 

| Fol are preliminary views on main lines which we believe reply shld | 

| take: oo | | | | | 

1. We regret very much that Sov Govt did not see fit to accept the | 
| invitation which Western Govts extended on May 31.4 Our alternative — | 

| proposals included or took into account the many points of agree- 
ment reached after many weeks of discussion. If Sovs sincerely want | 

| mtg, a broad and generous avenue has been prepared. | 

| 2. Sov Govt now states question of “American bases” and Atlantic | 

! Pact constitute chief cause of worsening of relations between USSR : 

| and Three Powers. It is difficult to reconcile this statement with orig- _ : 

| inal proposal made by Sovs Nov 3 when they took position that mtg | 

/ shld be on German demilitarization alone. Furthermore, in course of 

| Paris mtgs Sov rep on different occasions expressed view that reduc- 4 

| _ tion of armed forces of Four Powers was crucial. On other occasions 

| Sov rep stressed essentiality of discussing Trieste. Finally, as late as 

| May 4 Sov rep expressed willingness to accept an ‘agenda in which 

| NATO and the “American bases” were not mentioned in any way and 

| his one condition had to do with wording of armaments item. 

| 3. These facts raise question in our minds what will be next pretext 

| of Sov Govt for avoiding mtg of Foreign Ministers by prolonging _ 

| Deps mtg and confirm our view that Sov Govt’s enthusiasm for mtg 

___ of Foreign Ministers is less than they seek to imply. _ 

| 4, In view of foregoing facts and nature of Sov reply of June 4, US 

| Govt considers that Deps have reached limit of contribution which 

| they can make. Needless to say, the invitation extended by the US 

| Govt in its communication of May 381 stands and it again expresses 

| the hope that the Foreign Ministers can meet on July 23 in | 

| Washington. | | : 

| | _ ACHESON 

| ‘ Ante, p. 1148. | a | | 

536-688. PT 1--81---75 | | 

| | |
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896.1-PA/6-551 : Telegram | | 
The United States Representative at the Four-Power Eaploratory 

Talks (Jessup) to the Secretary of State 

SECRET NIACT | Paris, June 5,1951—10 a.m. 
7508. From Jessup. At his request I saw Parodi last evening. He had 

talked with Queuille who feels strongly that Western Powers shld take 
no definite action to interrupt mtgs of deputies prior to Fr elections 
June 17. Parodi was sure that regardless of results of elections, it wld 
be possible immed thereafter to terminate deputies mtg. 

Queuillc’s idea is that another identic note shld be sent by Three 
Govts answering Sov’s reply. This note wld contain a full statement of 
reasons why we are unwilling to include NAT and base sites even as 
unagreed item. Fr were already working on text of such a note and 
Parodi hopes to let me see it this afternoon after it has been shown to 
Schuman. As a matter of timing, Parodi said that it wld probably be 
necessary to postpone next mtg until Thurs instead of tomorrow and 
that wld leave only ten days. He contemplated possibility of notes 
being sent on Thurs with a recess until Monday to await Sov reply. 

| He was not quite clear what deputies wld talk about next week. I think | 
| he personally agrees that a series of inconclusive sessions in which Sovs 

wld have splendid opportunity for propaganda wld not be helpful _ 
| for Fr electoral sitn. However, in defending Queuille’s view he took 

line that Gromyko’s propaganda was printed only in Humanité, read- 
ers of which already have their minds made up and that other papers 

oe wld give Gromyko’s statements small circulation. He emphasized that 
Queuille was pleased with way election campaign was going and 
anticipates that Communists will lose large number of seats. He 
stressed point that Queuille’s political judgment is very good and said 

| that he personally was also convinced that it wld be undersirable to 
break off deputies sessions in next twelve days. | 
When I asked Parodi whether he was also going to inform UK del 

about his talk with Queuille he said “perhaps” and again revealed his 
lack of sympathy with operations of UK del. He seemed to think that 

| UK position was relatively unimportant and was obviously hoping | 
for US understanding and support. I did not undertake to argue with 
him about appraisal of Fr opinion and effect on elections of any break. 
I did stress that we also had political problems in US and I pointed 
out that we must keep in mind longer range view in terms of whole 
internat] sitn and Western position vis-a-vis Sov Union.? 

| [Jessup } 

* Repeated to London, Moscow, and Frankfurt. . 
*On June 6 the U.S. Delegation reported that the British had moved to support : 

the French position and that nothing could be done which would even suggest 
| breaking off the conference before June 17. Telegram 7539 from Paris, June 6, | 1951 (396.1-PA/6-651). | : |
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| 896.4-PA/6-751: Telegram | | 

| ‘Lhe Minister in France (Bohlen) to the Secretary of State | | 

| SECRET  NIACT | Paris, June 7, 1951—noon. | | 

| 7577, Personal for Matthews from Bohlen. Distribution only as in- | 

: dicated by Matthews. At [As] last night’s telecon * revealed that we 

: are miles apart in our thinking on present status of conf and moves | 

| for next phase I am again bothering you with personal plea. I do not | 

: wish to go into any post-mortem of how we arrived at present awk- 

| ward situation since our recommendations and estimates of probable | 

| developments were fully set forth in messages immediately fol Gro- | 

| myko’s move of May 10.? The fact is we are in very awkward situation _ | 

| for two reasons: (1) necessity of postponing termination until after 

| French elections and (2) difficulty of making argument genuinely con- 

| vincing to public opinion re our refusal accept NAT as unagreed item. | 

| In circumstances we envisaged note presently under consideration as | 

| interim measure which wld not contain any hint of finality or rupture 

| but wld be drafted for maximum propaganda effect here in France. 

' - Jt is not only maneuver to gain time but to gain time with definite pur- 

| pose. It is for these reasons we consider draft outline in Dept’s 6570, 

| _- predicated entirely on termination of conf, no longer adequate or 

| desirable. | | | 

We must recognize that only question in public mind in Eur and 

particularly in France is who is to blame for failure of CFM to 

| materialize and this centers naturally on respective positions re only 

outstanding question. We do not see therefore how we cld duck this | 

| question as completely as Dept desires in this interim note. Tri draft 

| was worked out with these considerations in mind and reps probably 

| best we can get on agreed basis. Telecon objections related less to sub- 

| __ gtantive criticism of note than to its departure from line previously 

| agreed by Secy (Deptel 6570) on totally different basis. If tripartite 

draft is disregarded completely it is virtually certain there will be 

| , three distinct positions in three capitals with little prospect of coor- | 

| dinating on text without considerable and extremely damaging delay. 

Contents of tri draft contains nothing that has not been said over and 

over again at conf in support of West position and therefore unless 

1In the teletype conference on June 6, in which, inter alia, Jessup, Bohlen, and . 

| Smith participated in Paris and Matthews, Perkins, Bonbright, and Laukhuff 

; participated in Washington, the U.S. Delegation had transmitted the text of a 

note drafted by the British Foreign Office which had been sent to Davies and the 

text of a tripartite note agreed by the three Delegations. The conferees in Wash- 

| - ington told Jessup that it was “clearly impossible” for them ‘to agree at this 

stage with type of note exemplified by either UK or tripartite drafts particularly 

| since they are so far removed from Secretary’s views which were expressed in . 

| our 6570.” (396.1-—PA/6—-651) | 7 

| 7 See footnote 1, p. 1187. | | 
* Dated June 4, p. 1150. oe Oo |
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there is some substantive element which is regarded as genuinely 
damaging to West position, I hope very much that you will be able 
to amend it rather than to return to outdated line 6570. It seems to me 

| perfectly apparent that all arguments concerning Sov unreasonable- 
ness, inconsistency, etc., which is chief theme of note are useful and | 
necessary for final note terminating Paris conf but are not very valid 
arguments for refusal of unagreed NAT item since they wld apply 
with equal force to entire question of CFM in view demonstrated Sov 
bad faith. | , 

| _ I think it is better to keep this alive consistently in any written 
communication to Sov Govt. Therefore hope you will have new look 
with above considerations in mind at tri draft, recognizing that to 
start now with what wld amount to three divergent new governmental 
positions wld make it unlikely that reply cld be sent before weekend. 

| 7 [ Bonen] 

396.1-PA/6-851 : Telegram oe | 
The Secretary of State to the United States Representative at the 

Four-Power Exploratory Talks (Jessup), at Paris} 

SECRET NIACT WasHINnGTON, June 8, 1951—3 a. m. 
PRIORITY | 

6655. For Jessup. Had long discussion with Secy tonight in which he 
went over various proposed drafts and the different points of view 
that have been expressed. The following represents his considered | 

- views : 
1. We are convinced that tri-draft note is bad for all of us. We do 

not think the material in the note is convincing and we would antici- 
pate a Soviet reply which would place us in worse position than we are 
in right now, since we do not see what answer we could give in the 
light of our position as stated in para 2 below. In fact, we would expect 
that Sov reply would merely result in enormously increased pressure 
from French to urge upon us one of the Parodi proposals? as the only 

| means of extricating French Govt from a difficult situation in the _ 
elections. | 

2. We want to be as helpful as possible to French in their present 
situation and we want them to understand our concern. We think that 
for their part they should recognize that we have our own problems _ 
with American public opinion which is of vital importance to the 

+ This telegram was drafted by Bonbright and repeated to Moscow, London, and 
Frankfurt. 
*Presumably this is a reference to Parodi’s suggestion that NATO and Ameri- 

can bases be included as unagreed items in the agenda by means of an annex or 
covering letter or that the Foreign Ministers meet without an agenda.
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| west. We are therefore not willing to pay the price of helping French © 

| if this leads us into a situation where we must accept either a meeting | 

| “without an agenda” or any variation Parodi formula or outright 

| acceptance of Soviet proposal. | | | 

| 3. Consequently, as we see it there are only two alternatives to con- 

: tinued postponements of Deps meeting which we would consider. | 

| 4, The first is to proceed now on basis of tactics we described in 

| telecon June 6 and two draft notes sent to you June 7, involving with- 

| holding renewal of invitation until end of next week. | 

: 5. The second, much as we dislike it, is to resume quadripartite | 

| discussion temporarily while seeking tripartite agreement on note to | 

be sent sometime next week on which we would stand until French 

7 elections. | | 

| 6. If second alternative is followed, you should speak along follow-— 

ing lines, with addition of material from our June 8 draft note, at — 

next quadripartite meeting: . | 

| We understand that Soviets are unwilling to accept our invitation 

| - to meeting in Washington on any one of three agenda proposed our 

| - note May 31 and we regret that is case. (This statement could be fol- 

| lowed by propaganda speech emphasizing broad and generous avenue | 

| opened by our proposals.) We want Soviets to understand we are 

| aware that their purpose is either to block a meeting of the four Min- 

| isters by injecting an issue which they know we would not accept or 

| to create the false impression that we had in some way agreed to the 

| inclusion of a NAT item when in fact we had not agreed. | 

This is our attitude and we want the Soviets to be under no mis- 

apprehension about it. | 
_ Apparently Soviets think further discussions among the Deputies 

_ in Paris would be helpful. We have always kept the door open for 

| | discussions and still do. We hope the Soviets may have something to | 

say which will remove the obstacles which they have been placing in | 

| the way of a meeting of the four Ministers. We are certainly ready | 

| to listen to anything Soviets wish to say. | | 

| 7 It is our view that statement along this line, with addition of 

material from our June 8 draft‘ at next quadripartite meeting would 

be used to provide opportunity to keep Deputies meetings going long 

| enough to permit tripartite agreement on note which would be fired 

| at Soviets sometime next week and on which we would stand until elec- 

tions. We again want to emphasize that in such note we are neither | 

*Transcripts of the telecons on June 6 and 7, neither printed, are in files 

| 896.1-PA/6-651 and 6-751. | 

“Under reference here is a draft entitled “Suggested United States Draft of | 

Tripartite Note for Delivery to Mr. Gromyko June 8,” not printed. A copy of this | 

draft is attached to the transcript of the June 7 telecon referred to in footnote 

3, above. | | | 

| a | a 
|
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prepared to accept any of the Parodi proposals nor any Russian pro- 
posals re NAT base item.® , 

ACHESON 

. ° At the 66th session on June 8 each of the Western Representatives spoke from the text of the draft reply which reflected the “particular points of view im- portant from angle‘ of public ‘opinion of each country.” J essup reported that the ' meeting went off very satisfactorily and that the Session would continue into the | following week. (Telegram 7635 from Paris, June 8, 396.1-PA/6-851) 

396.1-PA/6-1151 ; Telegram 

The United States Representative at the Four-Power Eeploratory 
Talks (Jessup) to the Secretary of State* 

SECRET  NIACT Pants, June 11, 1951—4 p. m. 
(671. From Jessup. Follows summary of personal letter just re- 

ceived from Parodi: | 

Parodi brings to Davies’ and my attention his serious concern about future tactics here. He points out that last Friday’s quadripartite ses- sion makes it possible for us to handle quadripartite session today and possibly tomorrow ? without great difficulty but he foresees that Wed or Thurs we will find ourselves in a very embarrassing position. He points out that we must always keep in mind possibility of Sov maneu- ver which will upset Fr public opinion on eve of elections. He urges that three of us agree now on how we wld handle any Sov maneuver. | Parodi points out that he had presented last week three possible solutions. First, to accept NAT as unagreed but offset it with item concerning Sov policies. After saying that US had opposed this sug- gestion he adds it is too late to make such proposal now. Second, an annex or letter covering NAT item, was also opposed by US and Parodi says it now does not have same advantages as when he first 
suggested it. Only remaining formula wld be to offer Gromyko meet- ing without an agenda. Parodi points out that no agenda is little dif- 
ferent from alternative C which we included in our May 31 note.® 
Formulation of item in C is so broad that it cld lead to all kinds of discussion and he does not believe Mins wld have greater difficulties if 
they meet without any agenda than if they meet on one like C. 

It seems to Parodi very unlikely that Sov wld accept offer of meet- . ing without an agenda and he foresees that if we propose it Gromyko 
wld say we are trying to avoid discussing concrete questions and at- 
tempting to prevent FonMin meeting. 

* Repeated to London, Moscow, and Frankfurt. _ | *7On June 11 and 12 the U.S. Delegation reported on the 67th and 68th meetings | of the Representatives. :At the former Gromyko insisted that there was no basis for a session of the Council of Foreign Ministers if the Soviet proposal on NATO 
and American bases was not accepted, while Jessup emphasized the inconsistency of the Soviet position on NATO and stressed Soviet utilization of a Series of 
pretexts to obstruct the convening of a Foreign Ministers meeting. At the latter 
Davies made a strong statement emphasizing Western refusal to allow NATO on the agenda, Soviet noncooperation since the war, and obstruction of a Foreign Ministers meeting to which Gromyko responded with a 2-hour propaganda harangue. (Telegrams 7691 and 7718 from Paris, 396:1-PA/6-1151 and 6~-1251) Ante, p. 1148. |
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| Parodi, however, points out that proposing meeting without an 
| agenda wld place us in excellent public position since it wld be ir- : 
: refutable proof that we have neglected no opportunity to bring about 
| meeting of Mins. 7 

Parodi says that in presenting no agenda offer we cld say that Mins | 
| wld be guided by amount of agreement reached by deps here andin | 

recent exchange of notes. Such a presentation wld change in no way | 
: discussion by Mins of their agenda since Sov FonMin will raise NAT 
| under any circumstances. Parodi says that if we cld make this sug- | 

| gestion Friday we wld influence public opinion in simplest and most 
2 effective manner and at same time prepare ground for ending talks | 
| here next week in case Sov response is negative. | | 
| - Parodi points out that any compromise which Gromyko wld propose | 
| such as an annex or even a conference with no agenda wld endanger : 
: our position if we rejected it flatly. If Gromyko proposes an annex of | 
| NAT and bases item, he believes we must accept it. He says he under- 
| stands that my instructions do not permit acceptance and he asks that : 

Wash re-examine this question. At very least he believes we wld have 
| to reply with counter proposition such as no agenda offer. He adds that ) 
| he does not think we cld refuse if Gromyko, as is highly unlikely, pro- 
| poses meeting without agenda. However, in either case, he feels it is 
| essential for us to reply at same meeting at which Gromyko makes any | 
| proposal and turn Sov maneuver against them. . 
| Parodi then asks me to ask my govt to consider no agenda proposi- | 
| tion again. He recalls that all suggestions put forward by Fr del in last 

| few weeks have been turned down, either by US or UK and that 
-. _ present we are in an immobile situation which prevents any maneuver. 

End summary+ | 

We think there is something in Parodi’s arguments expressing 

| similarity between alternative C and his proposal for no agenda. It 

| | might be possible to work out some text in note which wld suggest not 

| that Sovs wld accept alternative C as such but that Mins cld take into 

| account alternative C as indicating general range of subjects which 

_ they wld consider. They wld also have in mind discussions here and 

| exchange of notes and with these as a guide they wld be able to organize 

| their work. 

| At lunch today Davies told me they were. working on somewhat | y y s ¢ 
similar idea before they receive Parodi’s note. Their idea 1s very | 

| similar to what we argued in our tel 7587 ° namely that Mins meet and 

| take into consideration alternative B and notes as representing nature 

| of agreement and disagreement which had resulted from Paris 

| meetings. | | | 
| | LS ESSUP] | 

“On June 12 Ambassador Bonnet discussed the sessions in Paris with Secretary 
' Acheson stressing the importance of some affirmative action by the Western 

| - Representatives and pressing Acheson to accept one of the three points raised by 
| Parodi. Secretary Acheson expressed sympathy for the problem facing the French, 
| but stated that Parodi’s proposed solutions were unacceptable. (Telegram 6769, to 
| Paris, 396.1-PA/6-1151) 

5 Not printed. : |
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396.1~PA/6-1951 , 
The Secretary of State to the Foreign Minister of the Soviet 

| Union (Vyshinsky) 1 | | 

The Secretary of State presents his compliments to His Excellency 
the Foreign Minister of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and 
has the honor to refer to the current Four-Power negotiations in Paris. 

1. The United States Government communicated on May 31st to 
the Soviet Government a note designed to remove the Deputies Con- 
ference from the deadlock in which it has been for some weeks? To 
this end the United States Government proposed, together with the 
Governments of France and the United Kingdom, that a Conference 
of Ministers should meet on the basis of whichever one of the three 
agenda which had been submitted to it, the Soviet Government should 
prefer. 

The negative reply of the Soviet Government * has put the Deputies 
Conference back to the point at which it was before May 81. 

The Soviet Government stated in its note of June 4 that in its view 
it would be inexpedient to interrupt the work of the Conference. The 
United States Government took account of this recommendation. As 
a result, the Deputies have held further meetings. These meetings have 
shown again that it is impossible to make any progress. The Soviet 
Representative in fact continues to make the meeting of Ministers of 
Foreign Affairs conditional on a demand which it knows to be unac- 
ceptable to the other Delegations, although the Soviet Delegation has 
obtained satisfaction in so far as concerns the inclusion in the agenda 
of all the questions which the Soviet Government stated that it wished 

. to have discussed in its notes leading up to the Conference or in the 
proposals which it made tor the agenda at the beginning of the 
Conference. 

2. If the insistence of the Soviet Government on including in the 
agenda some mention of the “Atlantic Treaty and American military 
bases” is to be explained by its desire thus to secure, directly or in- 
directly, a decision of the Ministers calling into question a Treaty con- 

cluded by twelve powers for the purpose of insuring their common 
defense and to which the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics is not a 

| *On June 12 the U.S. Delegation transmitted to Washington a translation of a 
French draft note to the Soviet Government. In the course of the next two days, 
the three Western Delegations to the Four-Power Talks, using the French draft as 
a basis for discussion and consulting with their respective Governments, suc- 
ceeded in reaching agreement on the text of a tripartite note to be delivered to the 
Soviet Delegation at Paris and to the Foreign Ministry in Moscow on June 15. 
Identical notes were delivered by the British and French in Paris and Moscow. 
Documentation relating to the drafting of the note, including a copy of the initia] 
French draft and comments thereon, is in file 396.1-PA/6-1251 through 6-155]. 

7 Ante, p. 1148. 
* Presumably a reference to the Soviet note of June 4 transmitted in telegram 

4473, June 4, p. 1150.
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| party, it is clear that this insistence is entirely unjustified, since such a | 

| decision does not come within the competence
 of the Meeting of | 

! Ministers.
 — Oo os | | 

| If, on the other hand, the purpose
 of the Soviet Governme

nt is solely 

7 to reserve the right of the Soviet Foreign Minister fully to give his : 

| interpreta
tion of the causes and effects of internatio

nal tension, this” : 

bo insistence is unnecessary
, since it has been agreed that the agenda ) 

- ghould contain a general heading which would permit each Minister | 

to express his point of view on these matters. | 

| | 3. Consideri
ng that the further discussion

s between the Deputies on 

this question which the Soviet Governmen
t proposed in their note of | 

| June 4th have not advanced the prospect of agreement
, the United ! 

! States Governme
nt proposes that the Foreign Ministers of the Four 

| | Powers, without further efforts by the Deputies to complete an agree- 

J ment on the agenda, should meet on the basis of the large measure of 

| agreement
 already reached by the Deputies in Paris. Taking into ac- 

count Agenda B and the notes which have been exchange
d between the 

| Soviet Governmen
t and the other Governme

nts in which their respec- 

| ‘tive points of view are recorded, the four Foreign Ministers should be 

| able to proceed without delay to their task of seeking to reduce the 

| existing tensions in Europe. | 

| WasHIncTo
n, June 15, 1951. | 

| 396.1-PA/6
-2051 | | | 

—-The Government of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics to the 
| Governmen

t of the United States of America* | 

| a -——ss«E Translatio
n] , | 

| | | [Parts,] June 20, 1951. 

The Governmen
t of the USSR, having examined the note of the , 

| Governmen
t of the United States of America of June 15 ? on the sub- 

|. - ject of the current negotiatio
ns of the four powers in Paris considers | 

it necessary to state the following:
 In its note of June 4, 1951 ° the 

Soviet Governmen
t stated that it is prepared to send without delay 

| - its represen
tative to the meeting of the Council of Foreign Ministers 

in Washingt
on as soon as the conference

 of the Deputy Foreign Min- 

 isters in Paris will favorably resolve the question of the inclusion in 

the agenda of the item regarding the Atlantic Treaty and military 

| + The source text was transmit
ted to Washing

ton as prelimin
ary material

 for 

a teletype conferen
ce held on June 20 (396.1-P

A/6-2051
). 

For another transla- 

| tion, see Folliot, Documen
ts on Internat

ional Affairs, 1951, pp. 262-263. The 

Russian text of the note, which was presente
d to the Western

 Represen
tives at. 

—_ tn cor session of the Four-Pow
er Talks on June 20, is in file 396.1-PA/

6-1951, 

8 Transmi
tted in telegram

 7478, June 4, p. 1150. |
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| bases of the US. The Soviet Government considers necessary the in- 
clusion of this item in the agenda of the CFM in the form of a dis- 
agreed item proceeding from the fact that firstly the American mili- 
tary bases and Atlantic Treaty are the principal cause of the tense 
‘Situation in Europe and secondly the Government of the US, as well as 
the Government of Great Britain and France also recognize the neces- | 
sity of alleviating the tense situation in Europe. 

The meeting of the preliminary session of the Deputy Ministers of 
Foreign Affairs for the four powers in Paris has shown that the repre- | 
sentatives of the US, Great Britain and France entirely groundlessly 
make the convocation of the CFM conditional upon the renunciation 
by the Soviet Government of its proposal to discuss the question of the 
Atlantic Treaty and military bases of the US. However, in refusing to 

, accept the proposal made by the Soviet Government to include on the 
agenda the question regarding the Atlantic Treaty and American 
military bases when all the questions without exception, which were 
proposed for discussion for the meeting of the Ministers by the rep- 
Tesentatives of the three powers were included on the agenda with the | 
full consent of the Soviet representative, the three powers thereby put 
the Soviet Union in a position of inequality. It is quite clear that the 
Soviet Government cannot reconcile itself to the position of inequality 
in which the representatives of the three powers want to place it. The 
Soviet Government is surprised that the representatives of the three 
powers are afraid to give their consent to a consideration of the ques- 
tion of the Atlantic Treaty at the CFM. As it is known the Soviet 

| Government has pacts of mutual assistance with China, Poland, | 
| Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Rumania, Bulgaria, Finland, and finally | 

with France and England. The Soviet Government has no objections 
whatsoever to the consideration of any of these pacts at the CFM 
should the powers so desire. | | 

Therefore the Soviet Government cannot understand why the three | 
Western powers refuse to take the same path and do not wish to include 

_ on the agenda the question of the Atlantic Treaty and military bases, 
for this is not a matter of empty curiosity but one of alleviating the 
tense situation and facilitating the task of the preservation of peace. 

| The Soviet Government states again that it is seeking a frank con- | 
sideration of all the causes which give rise to the tense situation in 
Europe. The Soviet Government considers it necessary forthe Deputy =s_—> 
Ministers of Foreign Affairs to continue their meeting in Paris in 
order to reach agreement on the basis of equal rights of the participants | 
on the agenda for the CFM, having in mind the inclusion. (in the form. 
of a disagreed item) of the question regarding the Atlantic Treaty and 
Military Bases of the US, since this question is the most important 
one of the liquidation of the tense situation in Europe.
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896.1-PA/ 6-2251 : Telegram . . | 

| ‘The United States Representative at the Four-Power Exploratory : 

| : Talks (Jessup) to the Secretary of State* | 

| CONFIDENTIAL PRIORITY Paris, June 22, 1951—1 p. m. | 

7987. From Jessup. Seventy-fourth and final session deps mtg went : 

- as planned. Western deps delivered prepared statements to which | 

| Gromyko replied with standard restatement Sov position on NAT | | 

| item. After Davies read tri declaration (ourtel 7964?) Gromyko said | 2 

| he wld reply at tomorrows mtg. Davies and Jessup informed Gromyko | 
| . 

e , e o : 

| that there wld be no mtg tomorrow and that tri statement clear in this : 

| respect; whereupon Gromyko delivered two hour propaganda ha- 

| rangue from prepared text following short recess. | 

| As first speaker Jessup delivered prepared statement contained 

| ourtel 7952.* Davies followed with prepared statement which: 

fo 1. Deplored the negative attitude toward Western attempts to bring | 

| about FonMin mtg. — | : : 

| 2. Developed Davies usual argument on unacceptability NAT item. : 

| 3. Rejected Sov contention that exclusion NAT item from agenda 
wld place Sovs in position inequality. | 7 

| | 4. Stressed that treaties of mutual assistance concluded between 

| - countries represented here and other countries are unsuitable for 

| “treatment and for decisions” by FonMuns. | 

: 5. Emphasized futility further mtgs here and importance of | 

| _ FonMins mtg as means for reaching decision which may improve rela- 

| - tions and reduce tension. | 

Parodi read short statement which: 

1. Regretted Sovs unable accept Western invitation. | 
! 2. Contrasted Sov insistence on condition (which Sovs knew unac- 

ceptable to West) with Western invitation of June 15 which imposed 

~ nosuch condition on Sovs. | , 
| et | 

| | 1 Repeated to London, Moscow, Vienna, Frankfurt, and Bonn. 

| 2 Not printed. The statement under reference read : : 

“1, On June 15 the Three Western Govts communicated a renewed invitation 

to the Soviet Govt to attend a meeting of the Four Foreign Ministers on the basis 

of the large measure of agreement reached at the Paris Conf on an agenda and 

taking into account the views of the Sov Govt and the Three Western Govts 
concerning the chief point in disagreement. 

2. As has been fully explained by the three reps today, the Sov Govt’s reply of 

June 19 constitutes a rejection of this invitation since it is a reaffirmation of the . 

| position previously taken up by the Sov Govt. The experience of the deputies 

| in resuming their meetings in accordance with the proposal made in the Sov note 

of June 4 shows that the continuation of this discussion has no practical utility. — 

8. The invitation to the Sov Govt for a meeting of the Four Foreign Ministers, 

: in accordance either with the notes of the Three Western Govts of May 31 or 

those of June 15, 1951, remains open and the Three Govts express the hope that 

| the Sov Govt, after further consideration, will find it possible to transmit through | 

. the diplomatic channel its acceptance of this invitation. In this case, if necessary, 

reps of the Four Govts could meet immediately in order to settle the date and 

| other detailed arrangements for the meeting of Ministers.” (396.1-PA/6-2151 ) 

?Not printed. For the text of Jessup’s statement, see Department of State | 

Bulletin, July 2, 1951, pp. 14-16. | 

| .
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| 3. Noted impossibility further progress of mtgs here. 
4. Stressed that discussion mutual assistance treaties were not within 

competence of Mins, although Mins cld, on basis of complete equality, 
express their own interpretation of causes and effects of tension under 
general clauses in Item I. | 

d. Stressed that agenda was not an end in itself but merely means to 
| an end and more important task was establishment of mutual goodwill __ 

at Mins mtg. | 
6. Expressed view that large measure agreement reached here wld 

facilitate work of Mins. | | 

Apparently without full understanding of what had been said,Gro- 
myko delivered standard restatement of Sov position on NAT item. At | 
conclusion Gromyko’s remarks Davies, as chairman read tri declara- 
tion (ourtel 7964) on behalf three dels. Gromyko responded that he 
reserved right to make statement at tomorrows mtg on tri declaration 
and on individual statements of three deps. Davies replied that Gro- 
myko had heard declaration and that it was self-explanatory. He said 
that if Gromyko had any statement to make he cld do so through diplo- 
matic channels as stated in declaration. Gromyko repeated his previous 
statement and added that if three reps did not agree to meet tomorrow _ 
they shld say so directly. After two further exchanges in same vein 
Davies inquired if anyone else desired to speak. J essup seconded 
Davies statement and emphasized finality of Western position by 
reading third para tri declaration and sentence immediately preceding. 
After further confirmation that Western deps did not agree to meet 
tomorrow, Gromyko said he had a statement to make at current mtg 
and suggested an intermission. After brief intermission Gromyko 

| launched on two hour propaganda harangue reading from prepared 
text. In laying blame of deadlock here on Western powers, Gromyko 
went through various Western and Sov agenda proposals from begin- 
ning of conference, restating Sov position thereon in detail. He devoted 
majority of his remarks to usual Sov charges on aggressive nature of 
NAT and US bases, citing all recent developments to substantiate his 
thesis. | 

Regarding the tri statement Gromyko said it cld not be considered 
as anything but an act by West to prevent convocation of CFM and 
that responsibility for situation as developed here wld be born by. 
West, whose obstructionist tactics did not permit agreement on an 
agenda. 

At conclusion of Gromyko’s remarks Davies said if no one else de- 
sired to speak, the mtg was adjourned. oe 

(Verbatim text of statements by Davies, Parodi and Gromyko being | 
air pouched Dept.) 

[JEssuP]



! MEETINGS OF THE FOREIGN MINISTERS OF THE UNITED | 

bo STATES, THE UNITED KINGDOM, AND FRANCE, AT | 

| WASHINGTON, SEPTEMBER 10-14, 1951 — | 

| A. PREPARATIONS, AUGUST-SEPTEMBER 1951 : 

| 694.001/8-351 oe | 

The Secretary of State to the French Foreign Minister (Schuman)? 

SECRET » WasuineTon, August 3, 1951. 

In view of the crowded schedule of mtgs and conferences we all 

| have ahead this autumn, I have been trying to work out plans for : 

| informal talks with you and Mr. Morrison on various of the important : 

- subjs on which we wish to make progress this fall. With this in mind, | 

| I shld be glad to have your views on the fol suggestion. : 

_ I hope that matters will develop so that you can be in San Fran- 

| cisco for the signing of the Jap Treaty.2 Mr. Morrison expects to be | 

there and I am suggesting that he stay over Sunday in San Francisco 

and lunch with me quietly that day. If you cld be with us too, I shld be 

| very pleased. In any event, it wld be extremely useful if, during the 

| week before the Ottawa mtg of the NATO Council,’ we cld have sev- 

| eral days in Wash, say beginning the 12th during which we cld talk 

| together and with Mr. Morrison, not so much on NATO subjs which © 

| we will be discussing with all the member nations in Ottawa as on 

| other matters which are of particular interest to the three of us. If 

| this is agreeable to you we can exchange lists in advance of those subjs 

| which any of us may wish to discuss. I hope to be able to send to you 

some time next week an indication of our views on some of these subjs. 

You may wish to defer your answer until you see this later msg. © | 

| ACHESON 

| 17 nis message was transmitted to Paris in telegram 809, August 3, for delivery 

to Schuman. A similar message was sent through Embassy London to Foreign _ 

. Secretary Morrison. The telegram was drafted by Parsons ; cleared with Acheson, 7 

Jessup, Cabot, Spofford, Matthews, Perkins, Byroade, and Ferguson; and signed. 

by Acheson. . . - 

2 For documentation on the San Francisco conference for the signing of a peace 

treaty with Japan, see vol. v1, Part 1, pp. T77 f£. 

?For documentation on the seventh session of the NATO Council at Ottawa, 

September 15-20, see pp. 616 ff. : | 

| 1163
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751.18/8-951 | 
The Secretary of State to the French Foreign Minister (Schuman) 

SECRET Wasuineton, August 9, 1951. 
_ Dear M. Scuuman: I have been thinking a good deal about the | 
range of problems we face jointly in integrating a Ger contribution 
into the defense of Eur and in establishing a new contractual relation- 
ship with the Ger FedRep.2 We clearly ought to reach a common 

_ understanding as to how satisfactory solutions to these problems can be 
reached as quickly as possible. Accordingly, I am writing to you per- 
sonally with a view to agreement upon a working program which will | 

| enable us to reach decisions on the various questions involved. In view 
of this purpose, I shall not attempt here to discuss detailed solutions 
to these problems since I believe this can be handled more satisfactorily 
through appropriate channels after we have agreed upon the general 
approach. | 

The urgency of these matters arises from their inseparable connec- 
tion with building the defense of Western Eur. We all agree that our 
common plans for Western European defense will not be complete 
without a Ger contribution. We also agree, and recognized at Brussels, 
that a Ger contribution depends upon simultaneous progress in adjust- 
ing relations between the Western Occ Powers and the German Fed 
Rep. Nor is the immediate problem of defense the only reason for 
urgency. Both of the above matters bear directly upon the develop- 
ment of an integrated Europe, which depends to a great extent upon | 
decisions soon to be made—the ratification of Schuman Plan ? and the 
success of the efforts now being made in Paris by European nations to 
establish a common defense community.‘ | 

Our approach to these problems has not been a static one. We have 
thought—and still think—that rapid progress toward European as- 
sociation within a developing Atlantic Community is essential to our 
common peace and prosperity, and to that of the whole free world. We 
have also thought—and still think—that urgent progress in realizing 
our common hopes for a concrete Ger contribution to Western defense | 

_ is also essential. During the past year we have given full support to the 
development of a European defense force under the Atlantic umbrella 

1This message (in the form of a personal letter) was drafted by Secretary 
Acheson and Byroade: cleared also with J essup, Matthews, and Bonbright; and 
transmitted to Paris in telegram 905, August 9, for delivery without delay to 
Schuman as an expression of Secretary Acheson’s views referred to in his message 
of August 3, supra. A copy was also sent to McCloy. | 

*For documentation on the talks at Bonn concerning a new contractual rela- 
_ tionship with the Federal Republic of Germany, see pp. 1446 ff. : 

*For documentation on the U.S. attitude toward the formation of a European 
Steel and Coal Community (Schuman Plan) , see volume Iv, 

“For documentation on the Conference for the Organization of a European 
Defense Community (European Army Conference) » which opened in Paris on 
February 14, see pp. 755 ff. | :
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| as a long range concept to which all of our efforts shld be devoted. 
7 _ At the same time we have thought that the urgency of securing a Ger- 
| man contribution 

to defense required 
an interim solution which wld : 

: allow Ger preparations 
to get under way in such a way as to be com- | 

, patible with the longer range goal of establishing 
a truly European 

| defense force. | | | - | 
| - We now see a real hope that these two objectives 

can be combined. 
| The recent and striking progress 

made in the Paris conference 
on the | 

establishment 
of a European 

defense community 
makes it possible 

bo that a German 
contribution 

can be obtained 
quickly through 

the es- | 
| tablishment 

of a European 
defense force. General 

Eisenhower 
be-— 

| lieves this can be done. We are prepared 
to act on the basis of this | 

| hope and possibility. 
We will give the fullest support to a program 

| which wld combine the short range necessity of obtaining 
the German — 

| - eontribution 
quickly and the fulfillment 

of the long range concept of | : 
| the establishment 

of a common 
defense force in Europe. 

We will do | 
i this vigorously 

if the European 
nations themselves 

approve 
this course, 

: if they will promptly 
work out the military aspects satisfactorily 

to 
the NATO Military 

Comite and to SACEUR, 
and if they will com- | 

| plete the process in time to allow Germany’s 
contribution 

to become 
| effective within the time schedule 

we have all agreed must be urgently 
| met for the defense of Europe. For this reason we believe it essential 

; 
that the full elaboration 

‘and final implementation 
of all the necessary 

administrative 
structures 

and political 
arrangements 

in connection with the European 
defense force would not be a condition 

precedent 
| to the actual beginning 

of German 
defense preparations. 

We wld hope | 
that agreement 

in the Paris conference, 
acceptable 

to NATO as a . 
| whole, could be reached this fall among the European 

nations par- 
|  ticipating 

at Paris which wld allow initial preparations 
in Germany 

| to proceed pending 
the final and formal act of establishment 

of the 
| European 

force. We believe such steps can be taken without 
prejudice 

to the security 
considerations, 

relative to Ger rearmament, 
which we 

) all have in mind. | | 
| With these considerations 

in mind I turn to a plan for moving to 
rapid agreement 

on the new political 
relationship 

to be established } between 
the Western 

Occupying 
Powers and the Ger FedRep. 

We 
| agree, I think, that the progress 

made in this field must be equal to 
| that made in the defense field. For a variety of reasons the three govts 

have been slow in this field and my present concern is that the com- 
| _ pletion of an agreement 

recording 
a basic change in our relations 

with 
the Fed Rep might in itself be a delaying 

factor in its entry into 
defense. 

The cumulative 
effect of recent world events and the present _ 

: temper of German 
opinion make it not only necessary, 

but in our own 
interest, 

to put forward, 
simultaneously 

with the military 
solution,a 

| political 
formula of a far-reaching 

nature. I ‘also believe that we can-
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not ignore the effect in Germany of the forthcoming Peace Treaty with 
JapanS | 

I suggest that.in general the Germans shld be given full power to | 
, conduct their own affairs and that the powers we retain shld be de- 

termined solely by the fact that Germany is a divided nation con- 
fronted with a menace to its security beyond its own control. Our 
mission there shld be changed from one of ‘occupation’ of the territory | 
of a defeated enemy to one of assistance to a partner who is freely con- a 

| tributing to our mutual defense. This will involve, as we have already 
agreed, abolishing the Occ Stat and the High Commission. Supreme 
authority would be retained in four fields only: (a) the right to sta- 
tion troops in Germany and to protect their security; (b) Berlin; (c) 
unification of Germany and a subsequent peace settlement; and (d) 
territorial questions. I believe we shld also begin to give thought now 
to the admission of Germany to NATO as a full member after she has 
obtained this new political status and final decisions have been taken 
on Germany’s defense contribution. By proceeding along these lines 

| _I believe there is a good chance of building a solid foundation for fu- 
ture German cooperation with Western Europe and the whole Atlantic 
community. 7 | 

_ The High Commissioners are now working on a report to Govern- 
ments on the results of their political conversations with the Germans.*® 

We should receive this report within a few days. The High Commis- 
sion has done a great deal of essential work in exploring the numerous 
complex problems to be dealt with. But I am told that they will be 
unable to reach agreement on a substantial number of fundamental 
questions regarding Germany’s new status. Governmental agreement 
on these matters will clearly be necessary prior to final negotiations 
with the Federal Republic. So it seems to me that we should make 
this one of the primary subjects to be dealt with by the three Fon ) 
Mins when we meet here in Sept. I wld urge that we be prepared to 
reach tripartite agreement on these matters at that time. In view of 
the work schedule we all face this fall, the High Commission, after _ 

submitting their report, should continue to work together and with | 

the Gers on certain matters which do not have to be reserved for our 
personal consideration in the conference in Wash. 

In the light of what I have said, I suggest the following work- | 
ing program: | | 

1. We shld each give urgent attention to the forthcoming High 
Commission report on their discussions with the Gers on contractual 
relations. We shld exchange views as soon as possible after study of 

* For documentation concerning the signing of the treaty of peace with J apan, 
see vol. v1, Part 1, pp. 777 ff. 

* Regarding the report of the High Commissioners to their Governments con- 
cerning their political talks with the West Germans during the spring and summer 
of 1951, see pp. 1446 ff.
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their report, and do such other preparatory work as will enable us 

| ‘to reach tripartite agreement on all matters presented in their report 

when we meet in Sept. — | : 
2. Agreement reached in our tripartite discussions in Wash on Ger- 

: many’s new status shld be sufficiently complete so that the High Com- 
| missioners cld subsequently conduct and conclude final negots with 
| reps of the Ger Fed Rep. We shld do our best to give them a text of a 
| basic agreement with the FedRep along broad lines susceptible of ! 

public understanding. We wld also, of course, discuss progress on | 

defense arrangements with special emphasis on the accomplishments 
at that time of the Paris conference. | | 

| 3. The three Fon Mins shld meet in Eur in late Oct before the mtg of | 
| the North Atlantic Council to reach final agreement on contractual : 
| relations. Sufficient progress shld have been attained in Germany so : 
| that the Ger Fon Min cld join our mtg. We shld aim for final four- : 

| power agreement then. By that date also, I hope that a completed 
treaty on the establishment of the European Defense Community wld | 

| have been signed by govts and be ready for submission to Parliaments. 
| ~ This wld allow the simultaneous submission in the German Bundestag 
| of the final arrangements on both the political and military aspects of | 
| Germany’s association with the West. I am sure we all agree that this 
| is essential. Both from our point of view and from the German point 
| of view questions of political equality and military contribution must 
| be finally considered and decided together. | 

4, At the mtg of the North Atlantic Council in late Oct in Rome, we 
shld endeavor to obtain final agreement on those aspects of the above 
arrangements which are within the competence of that body. At this 

- mtg we wld make the appropriate formal disposition of the NATO 
action regarding a Ger contribution assigned to the three powers at _ 
Brussels and of the separate mission undertaken by European nations 

| to plan for the formation of a European Defense Force. In other 
words, we shld aim for final agreement, acceptable to NATO as a 
whole, on the problem of the German Defense contribution at that 

| ‘time. : | ee oe 

| If some schedule along these lines seems possible to you, I suggest 
| that we shld, for the present, postpone any formal action on the report 

recently received from the High Commission of their discussions with 
| Ger representatives at Bonn on a Ger military contribution. 

Such a schedule of work and accomplishment wld put us well on the | 

road to a stabilization of the German problem and a major strength- 

ening of our own defenses. In confining this letter to the subjects which _ 
I have discussed, I do not intend to limit the scope of our talks in Sept 
about which our reps willcontinuetoconsult. ss | ; 

I wid greatly appreciate receiving your views. 

Iam sending a similar letter to Mr. Morrison.” _ 

_ AcHESON 

7 Transmitted to London in telegram 894, August 9 (740.5/8-951). 
| | | 
| ; | | 

536-688 PT 1--81---76 

|
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| 7624.5/8-1051 | 
_ Lhe Mister in the United Kingdom (Holmes) to the Secretary 

| , of State 

‘TOP SECRET § PERSONAL Lonvon, August 10, 1951. 
Dear Dean: Having read your memo of July 13th on German 

‘Tearmament and problems of the defense of Europe, and having seen 
also: your letter to Morrison? which I have delivered today, I am 
prompted to send you a few personal observations about British atti- 
tudes on this subject and to make a few suggestions that may be of some 

| use in dealing with them. I feel that if we can get an understanding 
with them and an identical position, or at least a close one, that can be 
of real assistance in evolving a solution with the Germans and the 
French. | oe : 

If we do not secure their cooperation, they may be a real obstacle to 
progress. As you know, they have set a leisurely pace regarding Ger- 

_ ‘Iman rearmament. However, I believe their attitude is undergoing sub- 
| stantial change and that they are becoming more favorable to the 

European Army plan. I think we can get them in step with us and 
convince them that they should assume a more positive attitude in the 
coming negotiations. | | | 

The European Army scheme raises some major. issues with the 
British in terms of their relations with us and with Western. Europe. 

_ "To anticipate possible misgivings, it would be useful to clear the air : 
with them on the general question of Anglo-American relations and on 
our views on British relations with the Continent. I have in mind some | 

_ explicit reassurances of our special relationship with them, and of the 
, fact that we do not advocate their political merger with the Continent, 

along the lines set forth in the paper prepared for you on this subject 
(FM D B-160*) for the meeting in London in May, 1950.‘ This got — 
bogged down somewhat but I believe its conclusions were valid then | 

, and are valid now. On the other hand, I think we should make it clear 
to them that, while recognizing that their global commitments and 
other considerations are such that they will not join the Schuman and 
Pleven plans, we do expect them to play an active role on the Conti- 
nent and to work with us in attempting to obtain the realization of | 
those plans; that their interest here is identical with our own. We 
should tell the British that their negative attitude has had a deaden- 

ing effect, and that a change in their approach is essential if we are to 
crack this problem with the French and Germans. | 

*Presumably a reference to the memorandum of July 12 by the Secretary of 
State, p. 827. — 

7 Not printed. This letter was the same in substance as that printed supra. 
*For documentation, see Foreign Relations, 1950, vol. 11, pp. 869-881. 

. “For documentation on the Foreign Ministers meetings at London, May 11-18, 
1950, see ibid., pp. 828 ff. .
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| Up to now, it has appeared to the British that we have been follow- 

7 ing two roads toward German rearmament—a direct contribution to 

| NATO and support for the European Army. This impression should 

: now be dispelled by your letter to Morrison. | | 7 

Co We should make clear to the British our firm conviction that the : 

| European Army must be an integral part of NATO and within its” : 

: command structure. This is basic. There are already indications of | 

: potential British fears that the Continental combindtion which may _ 

| result from the Schuman plan, Pleven’s proposal, etc. may threaten 

| their interests. These fears should be mitigated if the European Army 

| is fully integrated and bound up with NATO. Here again our interest 

: and theirs is the same. In addition, the British will be wary of any 

! situation which they feel might lead to a reduction of US force com- 

| mitments in Europe. Therefore, we should make sure they understand - 

| that in our view the European Army would in no way diminish the 

2 commitments under or development of NATO but rather that it would 

| provide a means for strengthening it on the Continent. | 

| ~ The fact that German rearmament has seemed to be pushed mainly 

ss *by us, against the “better judgment” of others, has done us some dam- 

: age in the UK. The Prime Minister, you will recall, had to back off | 

| somewhat last February under pressure from his back benchers. This 

2 damage may be hard to counteract and the same impression may be 

! hard to avoid in the future. It might be useful to discuss this frankly 

| with Morrison. More important, however, is the necessity for keeping 

S the British fully informed of our thinking as it develops, and for _ 

letting them know well in advance prior to making major proposals 

| - 4n this field. Your letter to Morrison, a month prior to your meeting | 

| with him, is the kind of timing that should pay real dividends. _ 

| In the next few weeks we will do what we can here to explain to the 

| Foreign Office the various factors motivating your letter and attempt 

| to obtain as much agreement as possible before Morrison comes to 

| Washington. His principal assistant will be Sir Pierson Dixon, one 

| of the best in the Foreign Office, and I shall try to do as much mis- 

| sionary work with him as possible. : a | 

| With warm regards, | | 

| Sincerely yours, JULIUS 

| | Jd. C. Hotmes 
| | : | 
| | 

| 

pe
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740.5/8-1051 | | | | 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Acting Assistant Secretary 
of State for European Affairs (Bonbright) 

SECRET [Wasuineton,] August 10, 1951. 

Subject: Forthcoming Ministerial Talks a 
Participants: Mr.C. E. Steel, British Minister 

Mr. J. C. H. Bonbright, Acting Assistant Secretary 

I asked Mr. Steel, the British Chargé, to come in this afternoon and 
handed him copies of the following informal papers (copies attached). 

1. Suggested timetable for bilateral and tripartite talks with Mr. 
Morrison and M. Schuman. 

2. Proposed topics for tripartite discussion. | 
3. Proposed topics for US—UK discussion. 

With regard to the timetable, Mr. Steel thought that this was about - 
the best we could do, although he feared that the tripartite agenda was 
so heavily loaded with important topics that it would be difficult to 
get through the list in the time available to us. ) 
With regard to Item 1 on the tripartite list, I pointed out that al- 

though the British had originally put this down for bilateral discus- 
sion with us we thought it was more appropriate as a subject for 
tripartite discussion. I indicated, however, that we had no objection 
to talking it over bilaterally with the British too if they so desired. 

Mr. Steel was obviously unhappy about Items 2 and 8 on the tri- 
partite list. He hoped that we would have reached agreement between | 

| us by September, but felt that things were going very badly and was 
not sure that they should not be dropped in the absence of US-UK _ 
agreement. I said that we too hoped that we would reach a meeting : 
of minds, but that, in any event, since these topics were both to come 
up in Ottawa I thought we probably should discuss them tripartitely 
before the Council meeting. Mr. Steel agreed that they should at least 
be left on the agenda for the time being. 

_ I told Mr. Steel orally that we might wish to discuss tripartitely 
considerations involved in accomplishing the MTDP, although we had 
not placed this subject specifically on the agenda. 

With regard to Item 5 on the US-UK list, I told Mr. Steel that we _ 
| would like to have word as rapidly as possible with respect to the 

specific topics which they plan to deal with. I said that we would also 
appreciate being informed whether the British thought these topics 
had to be dealt with on the Morrison—Acheson level or whether they 
were things which Mr Gaitskell could handle with our economic 
people, ECA, and possibly the Treasury. 

J[amzes] C. H. B[onsricut]
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fAttachment 1] : 

Suggested Timetable for Bilateral and Tripartite Talks With 

a Mr. Morrison and Mr. Schuman | | 

SECRET a [WasuincTon, August 10, 1951.] : 

In addition to the luncheon and informal discussion scheduled. for . 

| San Francisco on September 9, we suggest an official US-UK meeting _ 

in Washington on Monday afternoon, September 10, and another on | 

Tuesday morning, September 11. If M. Schuman reaches Washington _ | 

| in time, we hope there could be a US-French discussion on Tuesday ! 

| afternoon with at least four tripartite sessions scheduled for Wednes- 

day and Thursday morning and afternoon, September 12 and 13. Fri- : 

| day morning would be left open with departure for Ottawa that | 

afternoon or evening. In the event that M. Schuman does not reach ! 

| Washington until late September 11, it would be possible to hold | 

| another US_UK session that afternoon. In that event, Mr. Acheson — | | 

! would like to meet alone with M. Schuman the morning of Septem- — 

| ber 12, with tripartite talks beginning that afternoon and running 

| through Friday morning, September 14. | | 

| [Attachment 2] _ | 

| List of Proposed Topics for Tripartite Discussion 

| SECRET — [Wasutneron, August 10, 1951.] | 

| 1. Survey of progress in the policy of containment of the Soviet | 

| Union and its satellites. — | , 

| —- 2, Atlantic and Mediterranean Commands. | | 

I 3. Greece and Turkey and North Atlantic Treaty Organization. 1 

| 4, European Defense Force and problem of early German contribu- | 

| tion with particular reference to procedure and methods. | 

| 5, Contractual arrangements with Germany. oe 

| 6. Italian Treaty revision, including Trieste. : 

| %, Austria. | | | 

| 8. Spain. a e 

| 9. Problems of protecting nationals in Eastern Europe. ° 

| 10. Far Eastern questions | eo 

| a. Korea—next steps (with or without armistice) | 

}. Policy toward China, including representation in the United 

Nations. a |
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an Oo [Attachment 3] | 

| | List of Proposed Topics for American-British Discussion 

SECRET a [Wastmneron, August 10, 1951.} 
1. European Problems and the United Kingdom attitude toward 

_ European integration. : | 
| 2. Alignment of US-UK policies in Middle East: 

a. Egypt - 
6. Iran 
c. Kashmir 

3. Alignment of US-UK policies in the Far East: | 
a. Korea—next steps (with or without armistice) 

_ 6, China, including representation in the United Nations. 

4, East-West trade. | 
5. Economic questions. . 

740.5/8-1051 | 
Memorandum of Conversation, by the Acting Assistant Secretary of — | 

State for Huropean Affairs (Bonbright) - - 

SECRET | [Wasuineton,] August 10, 1951. 
_ Subject: Forthcoming Ministerial Talks : 

Participants: Mr. van Laethem, French Embassy | | 
| Mr. Bonbright, Acting Assistant Secretary 

Since the French Chargé, Mr. Daridan, was tied up, he sent Mr. van 
Laethem of the Embassy staff to see me this afternoon. I handed him 
copies of the following informal papers. 

1. Suggested timetable for bilateral and tripartite talks with Mr. 
Morrison and M. Schuman. (Copy attached ) — : 

2. Proposed topics for tripartite discussion. (See memo of conversa- 
tion with Mr. Steel of today’s date.*) 

| In explanation of the first paper I said that the Secretary was very 
‘gratified to-learn that:M. Schuman could come to Washington for the 

' tripartite talks beginning September 12. We understood, however, that 
he had not yet reached a decision on the question of attending the San 
Francisco conference. | 

With regard to the tripartite list I told him orally that we might 
wish to discuss considerations involved in accomplishing the MTDP, 

*The memorandum under reference here is printed supra; the list of topics 
is attachment 2 thereto.
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although we did not wish at this time to place the subject definitely 
| on the agenda. | | 
| I then said to Mr van Laethem that we had not attempted to draw 
| up an agenda for the bilateral talks between Mr. Acheson and M. | 

| Schuman, but that as far as we were concerned the only broad ques- | 

| tions we wished to discuss were those involving Germany and Indo- : 

| China. I said that we would welcome an indication of M. Schuman’s. | 
| wishes with regard to the bilateral talks as well as his comments on the: | 

| proposed tripartite list. With regard to Indo-China, I referred to the | 

| fact that General de Lattre would be coming here shortly after the ! 

| middle of September and wondered whether the French would want — 

| questions about Indo-China to be taken up with him or whether there: | 

| were some topics which M. Schuman would wish to discuss. Mr. van. | 

| Laethem expressed the view that they would probably want General 
| de Lattre to stick pretty closely to military problems and that M. | 

| Schuman would probably wish to discuss political problems himself. 

| Mr. van Laethem had no particular comment regarding the papers. — | 

| I gave him except with respect to Item 9 on the tripartite list. He said | 
| that he had had quite a lot to do with this particular problem inthe ~— | 

| past and recognized that there were considerable difficulties in the way | 

| of synchronizing tripartite positions. He did feel it would be useful 

for our three governments to exchange information on the methods. | 

| employed by satellite governments in terrorizing and extracting con- | 

| | fessions from our citizens who fall in their hands. 

| He went on to say that he would pass the papers on and would let’ 

| us know as soon as he received any word from Paris. | 

| | | J[amus] C. H. B[onsrient], 

: [Attachment] , 

Suggested Timetable for Bilateral and Tripartite Talks With 

| Mr. Morrison and Mr. Schuman | 

| SECRET [Wasnineton, August, 10, 1951.} | 

| Depending on how M. Schuman’s plans develop, it is hoped he will | 

reach Washington in time for a bilateral US-French discussion on | 

| Tuesday afternoon, September 11. If this proves possible we would : 

| plan on at least four tripartite sessions, Wednesday and Thursday | 

|. morning and afternoon, September 12 and 13. Friday morning would 

| be left open, with departure of all principals for Ottawa Friday after- 

| noon or evening. In the event that M. Schuman does not reach Wash- | 

| ington until late September 11, Mr. Acheson would like to meet alone 

| with M. Schuman Wednesday morning, with tripartite meetings be- 

ginning that afternoon and probably running through Friday _ 

morning. | 

|
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—— 762A.5/8-1751 | a 

The British Foreign Secretary (Morrison) to the Secretary of State* 

Lonpon, 17 August 1951. 
My Dear AcuEson: I was very glad to have your personal message _ 

_ «communicated by the United States Embassy about the problems 
_ which we face jointly in integrating a German contribution into the 

defence of Western Europe and in establishing a new contractual rela- 
tionship with the German Federal Republic.? I have been giving much 
thought to these questions and I am happy to see that we are thinking 

_ on similar lines. 
2. As regards the contractual arrangements, I have only just re- 

ceived the report which the High Commission has prepared and have 
| not yet had time to study it. My first impression is, however, that the 

United States and British elements are in agreement on the most 
| essential points. Our first objective must be to reach tripartite agree- 

ment and I hope this will be possible when we meet in Washington in 
| September. You will already be aware that I have suggested to this 

end that our meeting in Washington should be preceded by tripartite 
official talks. Like you I hope that agreement in our tripartite dis- | 
cussions will enable the High Commissioners to conduct and conclude 
final negotiations with representatives of the German Federal Repub- 
he. I would attach importance to the production of a basic agreement 
with the Federal Republic along broad lines which will be readily _ 
understood by the general public. | 

3. The central problem in the contractual negotiations is that of the 
retention of supreme authority by the three allies. I agree that the 
fields in which supreme authority would be retained should be defined. 
While, however, I am in broad agreement with the four points men- 
tioned in your message, the precise definition of these fields clearly 
requires further consideration prior to our meeting next month. 

4. I agree with you on the urgency of pressing on towards a de- 
cision on these questions. The working programme which you suggest 
is a very tight one. We will do our best to adhere to it, but it is clear 

that the contractual relationship is not a question that can be considered 
by itself. As you say, both from our point of view and from the Ger- 

man point of view questions of political equality and military contri- | 

- “bution should be finally considered and decided together. a 
5. As regards a German defence contribution, I agree that the estab- 

lishment of a European defence force may well offer an acceptable 

| solution. Before we give our full support to this project, however, I 

*This letter was transmitted to Secretary Acheson as an endlosure to a letter 
from Steel, dated August 17 (762A4.5/8-1751). 

* A reference to the letter indicated is at the end of Secretary Acheson’s note to 
Foreign Minister Schuman, August 9, p. 1164.
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| : 
| think we must first be sure that it is a practicable proposition and can : 
| be satisfactorily organised for the efficient defence of Europe. I note 
| your view that the recent and striking progress made in the Paris | 
| | Conference makes it possible that a German contribution can be ob- | 
| tained quickly in this way. We have no information on this beyond | 
: the interim report of the Conference,? which is, as you know, vagueand | 
| incomplete on many points of military detail. We are now looking at : 

| it and Iam sure it would be valuable to discuss it with Monsieur Schu- | 

| man in Washington. In the meantime, since the time factor is im- 
| portant, I think it would be useful if our national representative on | 
| the Standing Group could study it from a practical military point of : 
| view. At the same time, I think they should make use of the report : 
| from the High Commission on their discussions with the German rep- si 
| -resentatives at Bonn, since it contains much useful practical ma- | 

| terial on the possibilities of a German defence contribution. Oo 
| 6. We shall of course have to consider the big issue of Germany’s 

| admission to the North Atlantic Treaty Organisation at a later stage 
| in the light of the progress achieved in regard to her new political | 
| status and her defencecontribution. Oo | 
; 7. I am bound to say that the final phases of your proposed time- 
| table strike me as a bit ambitious, given the complexity of the subject. 

_ But you may be sure that my colleagues and I, for our part, willdoour  —s—> 
i best. | oe 
| Yours sincerely, HERBERT Morrison 

| ° For extracts from this report, see p. 848. | - | 

| 762.0221 /8-1851 | | | — 

| The United States High Commissioner for Germany (McCloy) | 
| to the Secretary of State | 

| SECRET Franxkrourt, August 18, 1951. — 

| - Dear Dean: I have read with interest your letter to M. Schuman 

| and Mr. Morrison.? Most of the matters it covers were discussed with _ 
| Byroade on his recent visit here, as he doubtless reported to you. The : 

| letter raises several important points, however, on which I want you~ 
| to have my views directly in preparation for the coming meetings. 

| 1. Emergency Powers. One question to which I have devoted much : 

thought is whether under the agreements the Allies should retain 

any ultimate right to intervene if the basic democratic order is | 
threatened in Germany. With the contractual relations we must clearly 

| 4 Marginal handwritten note on the source text reads as follows: “No reply i 
necessary as substance discussed with McCloy cleared with GER.” | 

3 Dated August 9, p. 1164. . |
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_ and definitely renounce any right to interfere under normal condi- 
tions; but if basic political developments should later threaten the 
stability of the Federal Republic as a democratic state, this would 
affect the security of the Allies, and I feel that we must have some 
final authority to deal with the situation. 

| No one can say today how great the risk of such developments may 
be, but the German social and political structure is clearly not yet - 
stable or firmly based. The social fabric is still torn by basic tensions 
and discontents resulting from the Nazi period, the refugees, the war 
and its aftermath, etc. The lack of civic courage to speak out against 
totalitarian groups is most noticeable and the gradual emergence of 
More intransigent attitudes is apparent. They will probably become 
more pronounced rather than less as the date for a German contribu- 
tion approaches. If the steadying influence of Adenauer were with- 
drawn and economic conditions took a turn for the worse over the 
next few years, it is not inconceivable that we would see in Germany 
a strong nationalist. development. I am not saying any such:course _ 
1s probable, but the risks inherent in this basic instability seem to me 
too serious to ignore. We have a tremendous investment in our victory 
and occupation in Germany and our future could be instantly and 
directly affected by any defection in Germany. | 3 | 

I have talked with a number of Germans about this question and the 
great majority recognize this risk and consider that the Allies should 
keep some ultimate power to protect the Federal Republic against 
major domestic subversion from the right or left. If such changes 
should occur, I feel we should step in, or at least have the right to step 
in, for our own protection, because a Germany:so directed would cer- | 
tainly endanger the security of the West. Essentially, our policy aims 
to solve the German problem by firmly integrating her politically, 
economically, and socially into a European community, and while the 
institutions for this purpose are in the formative stage, some special 
safeguard seems to me necessary. | 
Furthermore, I feel that a reservation of such authority or a clear 

declaration has three positive advantages : , _ 
(1) By providing a legal basis for action, if the need should arise, 

it would avoid objections based on the lack of aright to intervene and 
might facilitate decisions to act in time. | 

(2) Our guarantee of support for the democratic order would 
strengthen: the courage and will of the German democratic forces to 
combat the rise to power of anti-democratic forces while that would be 
effective. In view of their experience in the last twenty years, the civic - 
courage of even well-intentioned Germans is likely to be low, if they 
‘are uncertain whether such elements will prevail. Moreover, it would 
act as a deterrent to those who might otherwise be tempted to adhere 
to such groups. | - | ; 7 

(3) Such a declaration might well lead the other European nations 
_ to a more ready acceptance of a full German partnership. The French, :
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| _ the Belgians, and the Dutch all have good reason to be doubtful of | 
L German democratic tendencies, and of noncontinental attitudes toward | 
| Europe and Germany. British policy which, over the years, has tended 
I to favor German strength as an offset to France, has tended to generate | 
| gome distrust, and the European countries become very uneasy when | 
| the United States appears disposed to follow a somewhat similar at- | 

titude, or at least to disregard these dangers. The United States point : 
| of view is more imaginative.and' more’ constructive, but it can lead | 

) these European countries to a realistic and effective solution of the 
| European problem only if it takes into account these attitudes. If these : 
| countries felt that the United States was as much interested in the : 
| political stability of Europe as in its military strength, and was deter- 
| mined that no new political adventure such as Nazism would be | 
| tolerated, I believe they would show more boldness in going forward | 
| toward European unity. | | 

| | The formulation of such a provision is not easy. The power must be | 
| clear but must obviously be limited to extreme situations, and must | 
: avoid reflecting on the standing of the Federal Republic. It might take | 

| the form of a guarantee of the existence of the Bundes-republic, or a 

| reserved power, or a declaration of our intention not to permit a | 
| totalitarian coup, if a contractual power were thought to be too great | 
| | a political burden for the German Government to assume in the face of | 
| a strong opposition. Your letter speaks only of retained power to pro- 

| — tect the security of our troops in Germany. That concept seems to me 7 

| too ambiguous to meet what I have in mind. If taken literally, it would 
| not justify action in the face of basic political changes which did not. | 

| immediately affect their physical safety. What is needed is the express 
: recognition that a serious breakdown in the political field would justify 

action if itendangered our generalsecurity. , 

| I realize this is a fundamental point and seems to run counter to 

| Department thinking but I have given much thought to it and have | 

| slowly come to the conclusion that we should reconsider our position 

i in view of what I feel are the serious hazards we face if we do not do 

| so. I may add that German individuals whose judgment I respect 
| (and even some whose judgment I do not) have in impressive numbers 

| conveyed to me their concern over the way things might go here if it | 

| | were felt no intervention by the Allies was likely even if a totalitarian | 

| coup were effected. , | 

| _ -Y, Timing of German Contribution. | 
| Your letter to M. Schuman (end of paragraph 4) expresses the hope 

that initial defense preparations in Germany can begin before “the | 

final and formal act of establishment of the European force.” This — 
| statement seems to me to be open to misunderstanding. For the reasons | 

stated in detail in my earlier cables, and in my discussions with 

Byroade, I am convinced that any efforts to work out an interim basis 

| to begin the German recruiting outside the provisions of the European _ 

|
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| Defense Forces Treaty would defeat their end. In my opinion the Ger- 
man contribution must take place under the Treaty creating the 
European Defense Forces but need not await the ability of the Com- } 
missioner to assume the exercise of his functions for training, etc. | 

In other words, while the Commissioner and other institutions of 
the European Defense Community are being organized and preparing 
for their operations, the recruiting of Germans, and their training | 
under the direction .of SHAPE, can and should begin. It seems to me 
just as clear, however, that the German recruiting and training must _ 
await the signing of the Treaty and its ratification, at least in Ger- 
many. If other countries should be slow in ratifying, I believe we could. 

| insist on initial German recruiting without waiting for ratification in 
| these other countries. I think, however, that it would be most unwise 

to attempt to start such recruiting of Germans until the Bundestag has. 
ratified the European Defense Treaty in order to establish the basis . 
on which the German contribution would take place. 

Of course, the Germans could be permitted before that time to do 
any preparatory work preliminary to the raising of troops. Indeed 
the Paris conference will be doing some of the planning work in con- 
junction with the work on the Treaty. | 

For the reasons already explained in my cables, I do not believe that | 
this.course will result in any loss of time which could otherwise in 
fact be avoided. Indeed I believe that this will be the most expeditious __ 

| way to bring about the German contribution. A piecemeal approach 
will only play into the hand of Schumacher and throw away our best. 
cards. 

3. Time Schedule for Decisions. | 
When Byroade was here we advised him that, in our best judgment, 

the contractual arrangements and the EDF Treaty could be com- 

pleted for submission to the Bundestag by December 15. After our 

conversations he cabled you recommending that November 15 should 

be set as the date for the meeting of Ministers to arrive at the final — 
decisions regarding contractual arrangements and the defense contri- 

bution. At that time I hope I made it clear to him that while this might 

be all right as a target, it might be optimistic in practice. The schedule 

proposed in your letter has set the meeting of Ministers for the last 

part of October and thus has further shortened time by about three 
weeks, | 

Frankly I think that this schedule is likely to prove too tight. As- 
suming that the three Ministers arrive at decisions on the outstanding 

points on contractual relations at the meeting on September 15, you 

must bear in mind that it will still be necessary to draft the various 
| conventions and agreements with our Allies and to negotiate them with 

the Germans. According to the schedule in your letter, only three or
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| four weeks would be available for this process. In view of our ex- — 

| perience in working out much simpler documents with the Germans, ! 
| I think that this is much too short a period to expect to complete the | 
| actual drafts of these agreements. It would seem to me wiser to hold : 
| the meeting of Ministers in the middle of November or at least after the | 
| NATO meeting instead of before, in order to allow at least several : 

| more weeks to negotiate with the Germans as well as to let the new 

ideas “settle” in Germany with the ebullient nature of German public 

opinion. I consider this last to be most important. | 

| I am fully aware of the need for expedition in completing the con- 
tractual arrangements and the EDF Treaty but I also believe that this | 

| is a situation, within limits, in which “the more haste, the less speed” : 

| may well apply. If we give the Germans the feeling that we are under 

| extreme pressure to reach agreements, they are tempted to raise their : 

| demands to an unreasonable extent and thereby to retard the ultimate | 

| agreement. | | | 

| I think we should keep the pressure constantly on the French and | 

| the Germans with respect both to contractual arrangements and the | | 

- European Army, but if we attempt to force action so rapidly that they | 

: do not have adequate opportunity for orderly discussions within their 

| governments and parliaments, I think we will not really hasten the 

| final outcome but may create obstacles of our own making. oe 
: Above all it is essential not to let the Germans receive the impression 

| that we must have agreement at all costs. To do so will only play into 

| the hands of the opposition to Adenauer and force him to adopt un- 

| reasonable positions. We must make it clear that we do not seek Ger- __ 

| man participation at any cost but only on the basis of reasonable | 

| principles to which they must adhere. All cardsare notintheirhands. =|. 
| Germany will greatly need our continued assistance in many forms 

| before they reach a stable condition. To give them a contrary impres- | | 
! sion will prejudice both a sound political and a sound military solution 

| of the German problem. | | 
| The above thoughts are not new. We have endeavored to put them | 
; before the Department in several different forms, but I cannot escape : 

the feeling that they have not been given the weight or consideration | 
at home which I feel they deserve. . | 

| T have just received the memorandum to the President on which the : 

NSC decisions appear to be based and I see in it no evidence that these 
considerations, which I feel to be supremely important, were 
presented. | . 

Sincerely, | Joun J. McCuoy | 

* For text of the memorandum to President Truman from Secretary Acheson 
| and Acting Secretary of Defense Lovett, dated July 30, seep. 849. | | 

an
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896.1-NE/8-2551 : Telegram 

The Chargé m the United Kingdom (Holmes) to the Secretary | 
of State+ 

_ SECRET Lonpon, August 25, 1951—2 p. m. 

1040. 1. For your background forthcoming talks with Morrison there 
is summarized below Brit pol situation and present attitudes toward 
US. These factors will have direct bearing on Morrison’s probable atti- 
tude toward talks and his position on particular issues. We are sending | 
in separate tels our estimate Brit preoccupations re and position on 
each agenda item as well as more detailed as [report on?] econ 
situation.” | 

2. Fol factors in polit situation here will make Morrison unusually 
anxious to bring home some bacon. | 

(a) Fall election possibility will influence Morrison’s approach in 
talks. Govt’s present majority in Commons has imposed real strain on 
mins and MP’s and Labor’s margin may be still. further reduced in 
prospective. by-elections. This wld make job of staying in office even 

_ more of a physical burden. Labor has been of two minds re election, 
but it seems generally agreed that it will be held by end Oct or not 
before next spring because of bleaker winter prospects in view of pos- 
sible coal and power crises and diminution living standards as econ 
consequences def program bites deeper.* However, fall election is not. 
a certainty. Labor leaders wld be reluctant to give up power, and 
many. fear: consequences Tory rule. Decision re election rests with 
PriMin alone and he has not revealed his intentions. _ 

(6) Latest Gallup poll shows reversal of trend toward Labor which 
_ had developed early summer and Conservatives now lead Labor by 

12.5 per cent, which wld mean substantial Conservative victory. Voters 
- main dissatisfaction with govt is cost of living. Labor has been hoping 

that some.internat] development wld turn up to boost its popularity. 
_. This desire will be intensified in view of latest poll result. © 

: (c) Fight with Bevan within Labor party will come to head first 
week in Oct at Labor party conf—shortly after Morrison returns. No 
one, even those stung with Bevanity, believes that. Labor rebels can 
capture the party. But party leaders are sensitive to their criticism and 
do not want to give them ammunition. They have shown this sensitive- 
ness in number of important ways. For example, Gaitskell’s proposal 
to US in June for internat] commodity price stabilization agreements. | 
was made partly so he cld tell his party and country that govt, with 
US, was “vigorously” tackling problem of raw materials and import. 
prices.* This proposal had more form than substance, and when it got 

a Repeated to Frankfurt, Paris, and Moscow. _ 
Embassy London reported its estimate of the British position on the various: 

- agenda items in telegrams 1073, 1074, 1076, 1077, 1078, 1080, 1081, 1082, and 1083, 
all dated August 27. For telegram 1080, see volume Iv; the other telegrams 
under reference are not printed. For telegram 1047, August 27, which transmitted , 
information on the British economic outlook, see ibid. . 

* For documentation on the British defense program, see ibid. . = 
“For documentation on the discussions at Washington in July concerning raw 

materials, see ibid. OO a 

-
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| down to specifics Brit had nothing in mind. One of Bevan’s chief com- — | 
| plaints is that govt doesn’t “stand up” to US; that it doesn’t have | 
| courage of its convictions or use bargaining power it does possess with | 
| us. Morrison will be anxious to prove that this charge from left-wing | 
) is false. | | : 
2 (@) Morrison also has his troubles from the right. Conservatives 
| claim they cld “do better” in fon policy than Labor and maintain they | 

wld once again make Brit voice heard and heeded in world affairs. This | 
| criticism strikes home, especially when even Persians and Egyptians / 
| seem able to twist lion’s tail with impunity. Sensitiveness to this criti- | 
po cism partially explains strong tone of Morrison’s recent message to | 
| Secy on Egypt.’ Churchill and Eden are constant threats on fon 
| policy questions, alert to probe for soft spots in govt’s actions, and 
| Morrison has not shown up well against them in Commons. He has | 
| often resorted to charges of “Tory politics” and “reaction” which have — , | 

not helped his standing. If Labor is to secure any marginal inde- : 
| pendent support, Morrison must try to recoup loss govt will suffer 
| because of failure in Iran by demonstrating ability to present Brit : 
| case, secure acceptance Brit point of view, and safeguard Brit interests. 

| | 8. Although Morrison will want to come home with something in | 
; hand to wave at the voter, we doubt that he will have any new major | | 
| proposals of his own. Govt lacks former toughness and initiative, and | 

| is sterile in ideas. In 1945 it knew what it wanted; now it doesn’t know 

| where it wants to go. There has been much talk about “new directions”, 

but neither govt nor Labor party have produced ideas or programs. | 

| Govt leadership is not as strong as it was. Morrison and Gaitskell are 
| not equal to Bevin and Cripps. Morrison can scarcely provide inspired | 

| leadership when he seems to have few well-developed convictions him- | 
| self on fon policy (see my ltr to Secy of August 23 *). Gaitskell is com- | 

petent, and friendly to us, but his recent decision on dividends has 
! been widely regarded as a patent political maneouver and kind of 
| action which Cripps wld not indulge in. (We suspect this decision may 

| have been forced on Gaitskell.) Second-stringers, while promising, 
| have not come up to replace old guard. In addition many govt mins | 
| are tired after ten years in office, and after particularly gruelling | 

| Parliament session this year. This was evident when House of Com- | 
mons slowly came to halt early in August in atmosphere of bad | 

tempers and frustration. While there are some factors off-setting this _ | 

| gloomy appraisal, result is nonetheless a lack of sharpness, vigor, and 

| _ drive which has its effect throughout govt and on its fon policy. Mor- | 

| rison’s response to Secy ltr re Ger and Eur def force isan example of __ | 

a “we agree, maybe” attitude, with no prescription for alternative | 

| action encountered with discouraging frequency.’ | 

° For the text of Morrison’s message, dated August 15, see volume v. | 
* Not printed. | | 
* Dated August 9, p. 1164; for Morrison’s reply of August 17, see p. 1174. 

| : |
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| 4. Precarious polit position of govt and signs of deterioration in 
econ situation will make Morrison anxious to avoid decisions which 7 
might have disagreeable polit connotations or upset balance at home. 
These polit forces on Morrison wld be brought directly into play, for 
example, in any discussion of NATO “gap” ® and of need for immed 
increases Brit def effort. Within Labor party, govt is under attack 
from Bevan and his group because of magnitude present program. 
Apart from any influence Bevan may have, Labor’s rank and file gen- | 
erally have expressed strongest dissatisfaction with rising cost of liv- 
ing and profits, and how to avoid further increases is major 

governmental preoccupation. Furthermore, increase in def program, 
in economy whose resources are now fully employed, wld produce econ 
issues of first magnitude. This is not kind of bacon Morrison will want, 
or perhaps cld afford, to bring home. 

5. Public attitudes toward US compare favorably with those pre- 
vailing last Dec when PriMin visited Washington.? At that time wide- 
spread fear that US involvement in FE might touch off general war 
caused sharp criticism US on this and other issues and found dramatic 
expression in reaction to inaccurate reports of Pres’s press conf re- 
marks on use atomic bomb. In this setting, the Brit generally stood 
united behind PriMin, viewed his mission as one to relieve world crisis, 
and anxiously awaited his return and news of talks with Pres. Since 

| then there has been considerable improvement here in general attitudes 
toward US. While Morrison will be conscious of important domestic 
pol and econ, forces, he will not be under same pressure as Attlee so 
far as attitudes toward us are concerned. There are meany reasons for 
this improvement: There is realization following great debate that 
America has rejected isolationism; MacArthur’s removal ?° confirmed 
civilians still control US Govt; heat was taken off Ger rearmament 

after Eisenhower’s “unwilling hessians” remarks; ™ intl raw materials 
conf seems to be paying dividends; immediate danger bigger FE hos- 
tilities seems to have been removed; and Brit have appreciated Harri- 
man’s efforts in Iran.?? 

6. Altho apart from Spain and hold up in Aust of Brit youth 
bound for Berlin festival,* there are few specific aspects US policy 

: which are agitating Brit public at moment, certain gen attitudes are 

*¥For documentation on the gap between NATO military plans and member 
states production, see pp. 1 ff. | 

*For documentation on Prime Minister Attlee’s visit to Washington in Decem- 
| ber 1950, see Foreign Relations, 1950, vol. 111, pp. 1698 ff. 

* For documentation relating to General MacArthur’s removal as Supreme 
Allied Commander in the Pacific on April 10, see volume viz. 

™ Regarding General Hisenhower’s remarks to the Congress on his return from 
his tour of NATO capitals and Germany, see editorial note, p. 449. 

™ For documentation on Harriman’s efforts to mediate the Iranian dispute with 
the Anglo-Iranian Oil Company (AIOC), see volume v. 
pp. 1987 documentation on the Welt Jugend Spiel held at Berlin in August, see
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! disturbing. Both Labor’s left and Conservative strongly criticize govt 
| for not exerting its due influence in world affairs and for not carrying / 

oy out role of equal partner with US. From Labor left this eriticism has | 

| strong anti-American bias, while Conservatives blame govt misman- | 
| agement and inertia rather than US. However, there is widespread | 
_. opinion, shared by members govt, that US forges ahead on sometimes | 

| reckless paths regardless of others views, that we too frequently obtain | 
| agreement by coercion, and that mil considerations seem too dominant 

in determining our policies. Incidents in Austria when Brit youths — | 
attempted to reach Berlin festival is example to Brit public of un- | 

| inhibited behavior on our part which they fear will lead to trouble. 
| Absence multilateral approach Spanish question was deprecated even | 
| _ by some Conservatives. Many of those who have long accepted neces- 
| sity for Ger rearmament have believed our too-fast-a-pace hindered 
| rather than helped attainment this objective. While Brit rearmament 
| regarded by most as essential, magnitude of def program is viewed by 
: many as result Amer initiative and pressure. Of course, these and other _ | 

: similar beliefs arise in part because HMG is not sufficiently forthright | | 
| itself in taking leadership and explaining facts of life and its own _ | 
| views to public. Altho these preoccupations continue, they are not as 
| sharply focussed as when Attlee went to Wash last December and as ! 
| described Embtel 3241, Dec 3, 1950.4 oe | 
| 7. Furthermore, there are some important policy differences be- | | 
| tween US and Brit which, if they spill into arena of public debate, | 
| cld have adverse effects on opinion here. We have in mind FE policy, | 
i pace we wish to set on Ger rearmament, east-west trade, ME situation, | 

| and adequacy present def effort. FE questions have been quiescent but 
| differences may appear depending on developments Korea (Embtel 
| 709, August 31°) and perhaps because of Commonwealth differences | 
2 arising out of Jap treaty. We doubt that past hesitations about Ger | 
! rearmament will be as great.as they have been. However, on question | 

| east-west trade and ME, we feel Brit are taking firms stand and there | 
| will be little room for accommodation-in.their position. Besides Brit | 
: note re Kem amendment and Battle bill, Shawcross has made strong | 
| speech on necessity continuing trade with Sov bloc.1* Shawcross speech . 
| was largely addressed to US, and constituted public notice that govt | 
| felt limit of restrictions had been reached (Embtel 913, August 16*°). | | 
| It is significant that Eden promptly applauded Shawcross views. Brit | 
! have spent anxious summer over ME problems, and now feel entire | 
! Brit position that area is at stake. Failure in Iran will stiffen their 

determination not to be pushed out of Egypt. They are convinced of | 
| mil necessity of keeping Suez base, and intend to do so regardless of | | 

- M4 -For text, see Foreign Relations, 1950, vol. II, p. 1698. OO Co 

| Not printed. ee oe | 
|  * Por documentation on East-West trade, see vol. 1, pp. 998 ff. ee tg | 

| 886-688 PT 1—S80——77 | a | 

po | | | 
po , |
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Egypt’s attitudes on def, Brit. will doubtless resist efforts to increase 
program at this time altho their attitude will depend on many factors 

: including way in which. we meet gen problem outlined para 6 above. 
— 8 Above analysis domestic pol forces and attitudes toward US has 
been devoted mainly to problems which exist and which may influence 

_ Morrison. There are, of course, many favorable elements in Brit situ- _ 
, ation but we believe it unnecessary to elaborate on them. We shld 

always remember, however, that basically Brit is orderly and. politi- 
cally mature country; that determination to resist Sov Commie ag- 
gression is unwavering; and that if chips go down Brit will fight as 
they did in 1940. Furthermore, there have been substantial accomplish- 
ments here in econ field and present def program is high relative to 
other Eur countries, compares favorably with ours, and willbe ef- 
ficiently carried out. In addition to these generalities, Brit positions 
on number of specifics to be discussed Washington have moved: closer | 
to our own. For example, there is growing support for Eur def force 
and for our view on contractual relations with Ger, and Brit are taking 
more positive attitude toward questions involving west: Eur 

| integration.  - — - 7 oe rae 
__9. In many fields and on many issues Brit feel themselves on. the 
razor’s edge. They are tightly stretched possibly over-extended: eco- 
nomically, politically, and militarily. But their will to carry out.their 

| commitments and. responsibilities is strong. There is almost noevidence __ 
of any “little England” tendency. Resources and energies are being 
strained to maintain UK as center of empire, head of Commonwealth 

| and. controller of ‘sterling. area. And Brit generally and Morrison — 
specifically recognize necessity closest possible Anglo-American: co- 
operation. They are conscious of their weakness and extremely sensi- 
tive to any hint that we are not. standing four-square with them: Both | 
by ‘conviction and circumstance they feel themselves committed 'to a 
shoulder-to-shoulderrelationship withus. evs | 
re re oo oo - Hotmes 

London Embassy files, lot 59 F'59, 320 Western bloc (policy): Telegram | os | 

- The Ambassador in France (Bruce) to the Secretary of State? . 

SECRET PRIORITY = =——S—=S—«sé@&PacRs, August 25, 1951—5 p: m. 
1216. Personal for Secretary. Reference Deptels 1031 and 1066.? 

This is fifth and last in series of messages responsive reftels. First two 

#4 Repeated to London for Gifford and Spofford and to Frankfurt for McCloy. 
The text of this message was subsequently included as an annex to document 
WIFM T-4/2a, dated September 8, a briefing paper for the Ministers meetings 
entitled “European Defense Force and the Question of a German Contribution 
to Defense,” prepared in the Department of State, not printed. ee 
° an aan we ;. regarding these messages of August 17 and 18, see footnotes
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i have gone forward as Embtels 1184 and 1185 and intermediate mes- 

| sages will follow.*: a | OR Oe Be, | 

| This contains my recommendations on best approach to'Schuman 

| in September, subject to possible further comments ‘after receipt his 

| reply your message August 9 (Deptel 905 *). ae | 

| The most effective approach to French Foreign Minister to obtain 

| desired French Government action on three major questions, namely, | 

| European Defense Forces, contractual arrangements with Germany | 

| and an adequate French defense effort would be to eliminate possible 

| uncertainties in his mind and in those of his. colleagues as to US 

i policy on these questions. | se i eS TS | 

Co A. In order to encourage progress in European Defense Forces. Con- | 

ference US should make clear that its policy.is.as follows: 

| 4. "That US is convinced that European defense community is | 

| most practical means: oe ee | 

i a. To create and maintain effective European defense with the | 

| -. minimum drain on Europe’s economic resources for this | | 

purpose; | | a | ES 

| 6, To obtain German contribution needed for European defense 
| _ with minimum risk of revival of German militarism. - | 

po 9, That accordingly US is actively supporting creation of Euro- | 

| pean defense community. on the following assumptions: . | | 

bo a. That present French Government is determined to create Kuro- 

| pean Defense Forces as rapidly as possible; = | 

| __b. That since decisions facing the European countries are very 

| fundamental and hence require reasonable time to obtain firm 

! ~~. aeceptance by both parliaments and public opinion—even if — 

| . this requires modification of existing deadlines—pressure will 

| _.. be'maintained by all participating governments for rapid set- | 

J >. tlement of outstanding questions; 

| _ _@ That treaty will be rapidly signed and ratified;...00 0 uo. | 

| qd, That outstanding questions will have been settled in manner | 

| — to create an effective defense force ; OS | | 

bo ~  e, That German recruitment will begin immediately after treaty | 

| has been ratified and in any case without waiting forcom- —| 

; : ~ missioner to be able to exercise his full functions. | 

| _. . 8. That US will actively support all realistic steps toward ‘Kuro- | | 

| _ pean integration as best means for effective defense, economic 

| _ progress and political stability. In particular the US: | | 

| - @ Will work to strengthen European institutions (such as Schu- | 

| man Plan High Authority and EDF Commissioner) as they 

oe are created ; | | | SO : | 

® For telegrams 1184 and 1185, August 24, from Paris, see pp. 856 and 859. Tele- | | 

grams 1265 and 1266, August 28, from Paris, neither printed, the third and _ | 

| fourth in the series of five telegrams under reference, contained detailed. comment | 

| ‘and analysis of certain major points in the Interim Report of the European : 

| Defense Conference (740.5/8-2851). For extracts from the Interim Report, see | 

| p. 843. ) | — ) | 

| “Not printed; the text of the message under reference is printed,.p..1164,.; 

| | |
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6. Will as appropriate act through European agencies, rather 
than with the member states, in the areas of their com vetence; 

_  ¢@ Will strongly urge active British cooperation and support of 
| integration on continent even if they do not wish to join. 
B. In order to obtain French cooperation in working out new politi- 

cal status for Germany consistent with role as freely participating 
- member in commen defense, US should ask French government to 

conduct negotiations on contractual arrangements on premise of estab- 
lishment of European defense forces. It would be understood that 
French position is conditional on German ratification of European 
Defense Forces Treaty. In this way the non-restrictive situation per- 
mitted by creation of EDF could reduce controls established under 
contractual arrangements to minimum. It is preferable to give gen- 
erous arrangements immediately in order to strengthen democratic 
forces in Germany sincerely committed to European community 

| rather than have concessions extorted later by extremists in detriment 
| to status of Adenauer and his supporters. _ 

In pressing this policy on Foreign Minister Schuman it should be 
_ made clear that US will take account of extra risks assumed by France 

and other countries in forming defense community with Germany and 
will urge British to do the same. In particular, this will mean: | 

a. That US, France and, we hope, Great Britain will assure in 
some way continuance in Germany of a stable democratic 

| order which will live up to its engagements, and 
6. That the US intends to continue its support and assistance on 

which the success of the European community depends; | 
¢. That US hopes Schuman will be successful in obtaining rapid 

ratification of coal-steel community treaty ; | 
| _ d@, That, if Schuman raises problems of Saar® and development 

European coal crisis, US hopes he will propose European 
a _ solutions for their settlement. 

C. The French rearmament program as it presently exists is a sub- 
ject of grave concern to French government. Competent officials and 
certain Ministers sense substantial revision and postponement may be 
inevitable for following reasons: , : 

| 1, In their view, additional substantial increase which would be | 
_ required in calendar 1952 defense appropriations to carry out 

| present program is out of question because economic assistance 
| from US and other countries will not be large enough to provide 

‘flow of supplemental resources into French economy adequate to 
justify risk of substantial new inflationary financing and to pre- 
vent serious depreciation international value of French franc. 

| _. Rightly or wrongly there is considerable dissatisfaction with ad- 
- ‘ministration of US assistance since bilateral talks last October. 

_ Revelation that $290 million was ECA figure allocated to French 
for US fiscal 1952 in light of French plans came as surprise. As- 
‘suming additional cuts by Congress will reduce this figure to 
little more than equivalent of amount necessary to cover their 

_ dollar debt servicing, they. do not see how US administration can 
commit itself to additional help even if it should wish to do so. 

| ° For documentation on the question of the Saar, see pp. 1970 ff.
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| _ 9, In their view French forces have real significance for security 
| of France and for NATO only in conjunction with collective allied | 
| forces and it is questionable whether present French rearmament ! 
| program provides for creation of type of forces and equipment : 
| adequately related to those of France’s allies. Opinion is increasing } 
| that substantial revisions in French program are required if 
| French build-up is to proceed in a balanced way and to be fully 
| conaistent with European defense forces and collective NATO | 
| _ forces. a | | | | 
| 3. In their minds there is an increasing political and military | 
| urgency for France to make its full contribution to European | 
| defense in view of necessity for quick solution German problem. | 
| This will require a new assessment of the French effort in Indo- : 

| China. The question is very acutely raised as to how France can 
| carry Indo-China and European defense tasks at same time. This _ ! 
| relates not only to financial capabilities but also to capabilities in | 
| terms of officers, technicians, men and resources as well. 
| Maximum encouragement will be given France to continue its 
i _ defense efforts both in Europe and in Indo-China and to take lead | 
2 in committing member nations to undertake a maximum feasible 
| goal in EDF treaty if the Secretary can declare that US policy - | 
/ willbe along following lines: —_.. | | 

ee a. To continue to provide such margin of financial assistance | 
| through ECA as would enable France and other countries to | 
| carry out level of defense substantially in excess of amounts 
| oo - which would be possible if plans had to be based only on their | 
| own resources. If Congressional action should not make it © 
: | possible to realize this policy fully, to be prepared to consider 
: | maximum flexibility in use of US funds, for example, by 
| | utilizing US defense appropriations for off-shore procure- 
| - ment to assist in meeting payments problem, or by accepting 
| broader definition of end-items in military assistance pro- 
! gram. If this is still not adequate, to seek a supplemental 

| | appropriation; => - ic 
/ 6. To assist the EDF Conference, and later the institutions of the _ 
| | EDF, in working out a balanced defense program to develop | 
| In an orderly way over 3 years; | es | 
bo, ce. To provide a single program of military equipment and sup- 
| plies in specific quantities for EDF to complement a single 7 

! production program to be provided by EDF. | ee | 

| _ René Mayer, as well as Schuman, will probably wish to raise these 

| questions while in Washington. In view of delay and difficulties being | 
| encountered with respect to enactment of aid legislation for FY 1952 | 

| they realize that it may not be possible to obtain any positive com- | | 

mitments from US in immediate future. However, they feel they must | 

| begin to seek your views on these questions in connection with prep- | 

| aration of their 1952 budget, which is scheduled for submission to | 
French Parliament during autumn months. In this connection, they | 

| may indicate that if it should appear that an agreed balanced pro- 

| gram and an understanding with US will be long delayed, they may |
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have:to present military budget on an interim basis on assumption of 
no US economic assistance with understanding that voting of supple- 
mentary program would be requested later in line with agreed alloca- 

| tion of. tasks and with amount of assistance forthcoming. = | 
Obvious that. French government feels great concern-at repercus- 

sions both at home and abroad which would result from announcement 
of downward revision or postponement of French defense program. 

| 7 a : | Bruce 

740.5/8-2651 - | | | 
' Lhe French Foreign Minister (Schuman) to the Secretary of State 

: a _ [Translation] | 

SECRET a Parts, August 26, 1951. 
I wish to thank you for your kindness in making known to me on a 

personal basis, in your letter of August 9, your thoughts on the basic 

| _ problems which will be the subject of our conversations in Washing- | 

- tonin September. — a | — | 

My answer, while it is also of a personal nature, has been delayed 

by the need to consult the new govt on the manifold and serious prob- 
lems which will be examined during the coming mtgs and which in- 

_volve several ministerial depts. en 
May I say at the outset how happy I am to note the interest you take 

| in the. efforts France is making to create a Eur community, as well as 
the support which your govt is giving to our projects. a 
‘Concretely, this policy means the speedy ratifications and putting © 

into effect of the plan for the coal and steel pool, now before the six 

| interested Parliaments, and agreement on the treaty for the organiza- 

tion of a Eur def community, which we must complete in the shortest 

possible time. We will thus be involved in the preparation of a real 
polit community among the free states of West Eur, incl West Ger. 

These initiatives have been inspired by one controlling idea, to 
which my govt remains firmly attached: To integrate West Ger on a 

basis of equality into a Eur community, which is itself included, as 
~ you have said, “within a developing Atlantic community”; thus to be © 

able to abandon a system of control guaranteed by force, which—as our 

experience after the first world war proved—would not constitute a 

satis and lasting solution; but at the same time to avoid the risk, so 

serious for peace, and for the Gers themselves, of rebuilding a nation- 

t This text, a translation prepared in Embassy Paris, was transmitted to Wash- 
ington in telegram 1224 from Paris, August 26 (740.5/8-2651). The telegram was 
‘repeated to London for Gifford and Spofford and to Frankfurt for McCloy.
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alist Ger which might be tempted to play the role of arbiter between : 
 Bastand West : 

| _ It is with this perspective, I believe, that you and Morrison. and I : | 
| should approach theexaminationoftheGerproblem. == =. - 
| I need not dwell on the fact that France earnestly hopes that Great 
| Britain can participate in these arrangements or be associated with 

| them in a manner compatible with her interests. If, for, reasons which 

_ are peculiar to her case and of which she is the sole judge, Great | 
| Britain could not agree to becoming an integral part of the Eur com- 
| munity, we would regret it, while resting assured that, in conformity 

| with the gen objective of our common policy, she would bend every | 
| effort to facilitate our action and would. cooperate closely with the | 

| US and the Eur community within the Atlantic framework as thus | 

[ reinforced. _ | a , | 

__ The policy of Eur union implies for all participants, and for France : 

| in particular, important sacrifices, a fundamental modification of tradi- | 

: tional systems which have been in existence for centuries, and the | 

surrender of sovereignty in favor of supra-national auths, This is a | 
! contribution which we feel we are making not only in our own interest ! 

| but in that of the whole Atlantic community. If this Fr initiative | 
| makes possible the integration of Ger into West Eur, this is of benefit | 

toallpeacefulanddemocraticcountries. == , |... a 

- An all too recent past has taught us that Ger is likely to evolve 

| in rapid and unpredictable ways. In our own interest and in that of | 

| the Gers themselves, we must secure the Atlantic community against 

| such possible developments. If we want the integration of Ger into a 

| solidly organized Eur to be and to remain an effective guarantee, dur- 

| ing our forthcoming talks we will have to provide for the necessary | | 

| safeguards. On the other hand, the Eur in which we wish to include | | 

! Ger will not come into existence overnight. Its formation will require 

| a certain time, a factor which we willhavetoreckon with, oo | 

| - Tam happy to note our agreement with respect to the fundamental 

| principles on which the new regime in Ger must rest. I feel that after | 

| a preliminary mtg of experts at the governmental level, we will be | 

| able to reach a speedy decision on all the essential points, taking as a | 

| basis the report of the HICOM and the recommendations of the | | 

_ London Working Group. I feel as you do that we will not have enough | 

time to study these documents in detail and that our task will be above | 

all to agree on general directives that will put our reps in'‘a position 
| to continue and complete their work. But it must be clearly understood 

that the new contractual status will not be put into effect before the | 

| treaty for the organization of the Eur def community is signed and 

| ratified by the Parliaments, in particular by the Ger Parliament. You
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will recall in this connection that we have felt that the international 
auth for the Ruhr could not-be abolished before the entry into force of 
the coal-steel plan. | Oe . a 

With regard to a Ger contribution to the common def, I understand 
perfectly your concern to have us get on quickly to the stage of imple- | 
mentation. You are justifiably desirous therefore of not awaiting the 
definitive establishment of all the admin and polit arrangements for 
the Eur force before adopting a certain number of measures in prep- 

| aration of the organization of def in Ger. I am in agreement with you 
provided that this does not mean the beginning of implementation 
and provided that these measures do not include recruiting soldiers in 
Ger. It is absolutely indispensable in my view that the first man re- 
cruited in Ger be able to put on a Eur uniform, just as it is indispensa- 
ble that the forces furnished by all the participants become Eur as 
soon as the community is established. If an embryo of a Ger army 
exists for a single moment, the whole idea underlying the Eur def 
community runs the risk of a fatal setback. We must therefore examine 
with the greatest care the nature of the preparatory measures which 
might be both necessary for and compatible with the realization of our 
project. Furthermore, I can assure you that with the help of SHAPE 
we will do everything within our power to draw up this treaty and get 
it functioning in the shortest possible time. Our target is to have an 
agreed text by the end of October. You will recall that as soon as the 
treaty is ratified the institutions it provides for will be established. 
Recruitment can then begin in Ger, even if the Eur organizations only 
start functioning gradually as for the admission of the Ger FedRep 
to NATO, I consider it most inopportune to raise the question under 
present circumstances. Our entire Eur policy and especially the inte- 
gration of Ger forces would: be compromised by the prospect of direct 
Ger accession to the Atlantic community. I consider it my duty to 
point this out to you at this time. At a later date and when the Eur 
community, econ, mil and polit, has been established, we shall be called 
upon to examine how this community can be adapted to other inter- 
national organizations. ee | es 
These are, my dear Mr. Acheson, the principal problems, all so sig- 

nificant for the future of our countries, which I have thought best to 
take up in this letter. We shall certainly have the occasion to discuss 

_ them at length in Washington and then in Ottawa and Rome. I won- | 
der, however, if the timetable set can be adhered to in view of the im- __ 
portance of these questions added to others. We can talk further about 
this in the course of our forthcoming meeting. | — 
- PS:Tamsendingacopy of thislettertoMr. Morrison. = 
Ce a ee ES crronran] |
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| 740.5/8-2651 | | anne | 

| The French Foreign Minister (Schuman) to the Secretary of State* | 

| - Pvanslation] | 

| SECRET Pants, August 26,1951, 

| At the time that I acquaint you with my thoughts on the subject of | 

| the tripartite conversations. that are to take place in Washington, I | 

| believe that I must also emphasize the importance of certain problems | 

| that especially. concern either France-America relations or relations 

| between the United States and the new European. defense communi ty. | 

| In regard to these I shld like to mention three considerations that | 

| appear to me essential. — aba OE 

| _- First of all, the establishment of an effective European defense force | 

! within a time limit compatible with strategic necessities cannot be done ! 

| without adequate American aid, both in equipment and in money. It | 

| is necessary that the amount of this aid be determined as soon as | 

| possible and that as a result the Kuropean armaments program be | 

| established with the double objective of achieving an effective defense | 

| and of avoiding a dislocation of our economies that wld make the con- | 

| tinuation of the necessary effortimpossible. | Oo | 

: In the second place, American aid should be given to the Kuropean 

| community and not separately to the nations which compose it. All 

| plans concerning armament and employment of forces ought to be 

| worked out directly with the European community. — ene | 

_ Finally, with respect to France in particular, I feel that I must 

| stress the fact that if our country is to be in a position to make its full | 

-_-- gontribution to the European Army—something which is essential 

; both for the defense of Europe and for proper balance within the | 

/ community—there must be a marked lightening of the special burdens 

| arising out of the struggle in the common interest that we are carrying 

| on almost alone in Indochina. All our plans would be seriously com- 

promised if France were not to receive separate assistance because of 

| the sacrifices she has been making for the past five years. — Soa | 

fe All these questions must be the subject of private conversations be- | 

| tween you and the French representatives, in particular Messrs. | 

_.  Bidault and René Mayer, who will be in the United States at the same | 

| time as I. ae ee ee | 

| Oe ee oe [SS oruman] - 

| | 1The source text, a translation prepared by Embassy Paris, was transmitted 

| to Washington in telegram 1225 from Paris, August 26 (740.5/8-2651). This 

| second Schuman reply, according to telegram 1225, was not shown to the British, | 

| but Embassy Paris repeated it to London for Gifford and Spofford and to Frank- | 
| » furt for McCloy. | ae OL ea c SESeP ke | 

| | | 

| | | ,
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896.1-WA/9-351 | _ | | 
Memorandum by the Director of the Bureau of German Affairs | 

(Byroade) to the Secretary of State | 

SECRET | [Wasuineton,] September 3, 1951. 
In the past several months I have had a series of discussions with 

you concerning the general nature of the course which we must pursue 
in terminating the occupation in Germany. One of the fundamental 
problems which has repeatedly concerned us has been the question of 
retaining emergency power in order to preserve democracy if it is 
threatened in Germany. In view of the fact that a decision must now 
be made as to our position on this question, I feel I should formally 
summarize the factors involved and make a final recommendation. 

This is perhaps the more desirable since Mr. McCloy in a personal 
| letter to you dated August 18 * has particularly recorded his conviction 

that. the emergency power referred to above must be kept. Speaking 
| for myself, as well as for all the senior members of my staff, some of 

whom have seen long service in Germany, I wish to record my dis- 
agreement with the general philosophy and conclusions advanced by 
Mr. McCloy on this subject. | | 

There can be no question but that the objectives sought by those who 
work on German problems, whether in Germany or here in Washing- 
ton, are identical. Our goal is to obtain the type of German nation in 
the future which will not again cause the United States to be plunged 
into war, but will instead freely cooperate with the West. We are 

| striving for a Germany in which the fundamentals of democracy as 
we see them will be retained and in which the freedom and protection 
of the individual in every sphere will be upheld. We hope for a gov- 
ernment which will be able to withstand pressures from either the 
extreme Right or the extreme Left and which will not again allow the 
military to assume control. | | 

In furtherance of these objectives, we have brought about in Ger- 
| many, partly by order and partly by persuasion, the establishment of | 

governmental and political forces which are democratic. From local | 
levels to national level, the mechanics for safeguarding against total- 
itarianism are in being. | : | 

Mechanics are not enough, and we have therefore devoted an enor- 
mous effort to influencing the spirit and minds of the German people, 
to “reorienting” them, so that the machinery would be in safer hands. 
However, we dropped our reserve power based upon supreme authority 
in this field on the coming into being of the Occupation Statute in — 

| 1949,’ as we felt the objectives to be achieved could be obtained more ° 

* Ante, p. 1175. . * For the text of the Occupation Statute for Germany, signed at Washington on 
April 8, 1949, see Foreign Relations, 1949, vol. 1, p. 179.
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| readily by cooperation than through a reservation of our sovereignty. 

| The project has been successful in so far as such an approach can be | 

| successful in a short number of years. It 1s our desire to continue this | 

| type of activity in Germany to the extent funds are available. Fore- 

| seeing that appropriated funds for such a purpose will greatly dimin- _ 

| ish in future years, we have started to enlist the support of private | 

organizations and private funds to carry on our work in the future. | 

| We are thus dedicated to continue through public and private funds | 

| our efforts with the German people to the extent of our capabilities | | 

| and to the extent that positive results are being obtained. oe 

| Any attempt to “protect”, by reservation of supreme authority de- | 

rived from the unconditional surrender of Germany, the progress 

made in the establishment of democratic forms and the democratic | 

| spirit would, however, in my opinion be an error of historic propor- | 

| tions. I believe this would be true even if we were proposing to end the 

| occupation under the most “normal” circumstances. It is especially 

| true under the existing special circumstances. 

Present tension in the world has led to a situation where we believe | 

| that Germany must be prepared for effective defense in our own in- 

| terests. It has been generally agreed that the defense of Europe is not 

| realistically possible without the addition of German strength, both 

| / economic and military. These facts have unavoidably stepped up the | 

: political time table which calls for a termination of the occupation of | 

| _ Germany. It is illogical for us to expect that Germany’s strength will 

| be added to our cause without her being accorded the greatest possible | 

| equality. In any event, military strength exacted by a suzerain is no 

| strength at all. To be worth anything in a crisis, it must be the strength 

| of an equal and a convinced ally. We should therefore plan to return | 

| full control over foreign and domestic affairs to the Germans, with | 

| only such exceptions as are made necessary by two results of Soviet | 

| policy: (1) The division of Germany and (2) the existence of a — 

| security menace outside the Federal Republic. We should pursue | 

: this plan as the one best designed to bring about wholehearted Ger- | 

| ‘man cooperation with the West and to eliminate so far as possible all — , 

| erounds for irritation and interference which can only lead in future 

| to the rise of extremist nationalismin Germany. = ee | 

| ~The power in foreign hands to declare a state of emergency forany —s_i| 

| reason is a serious infringement of German sovereignty. It can be 

justified only as it relates to the two exceptions noted above. It should | 

| be severely limited so as to be applicable only in cases of external 

| attacks, or of disorders likely to weaken our readiness to meet external 

| attack. Thus limited, it can be justified to, and accepted by, an ally, : 

whereas an ally cannot accept the power of foreigners to protect him 

| against himself. Such a reservation of authority would stick out like 

a sore thumb among the arrangements which the military menace com- — 

} | |
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pels us to make. However, because the Government. of the Federal 
Republic has no constitutional power to declare an emergency, it may | additionally be agreed that: such authority be used by the Allies in 
the case of the overthrow of the constitutional (democratic) order, | 
but only at the request of the Germans. To go beyond that would bea _ 
basic mistake, because (1) it would permit and possibly encourage 
interference in domestic affairs; ( 2) 1t would weaken the position of 
any German government agreeing to it; (3) it would be a prop which 
would appear to shore up, but would in reality weaken, German 

| democratic elements by leading them into complacency, and (4) it 
would be astanding rallying point for German zenophobes and | 
totalitarians. a Done | | 

I am well aware that there is risk in not retaining express power to 
protect democracy by declaring a state of emergency. This is a risk 
which will exist for many years. It is a risk to which some of Germany’s 

: European neighbors may be especially sensitive. But we must realize 
that the danger to German democracy will perhaps be greatest after 
five or ten years. I find it difficult to believe that we can keep our legal 
powers in Germany for that long a time, and the immediate adverse 
consequence of retaining a power of intervention would only be equalled 
by the ultimate adverse consequence of giving it up under the pressure 
of rising German nationalism. We cannot hope to retain such power 
and expect at the same time to convince the Germans that they. are _ 
equals and should cooperate with us. This is particularly true of those 
Germans who yet remain to be won over to democracy and coopera- 
tion with the West. Our greatest guarantee in the immediate future will 

_ be the presence of our armies and the menace of Soviet imperalism, 
two prime political factors. In the long run, the best guarantee will be 
to bind Germany securely to the free world and to demonstrate to the — 
Germans that their democratic regime has the world’s confidence and | 
friendship and has won strength and successes: _ a 

I understand that Mr. McCloy feels that perhaps 90 per cent of the 
_ German people would agree to our retention of this emergency power 

to intervene for the preservation of democracy. It may well be that 
large numbers of them will now say privately that the future would 
be safer under such an arrangement. I feel completely sure, however, 
that very few if any German leaders would publicly take such a. posi- 

| tion and that when this issue would be debated, the demagogues and 
nationalists would have no inhibitions and no difficulty in stirring up 
a profound public reaction. This would be the more easy as it could 
be pointed out that the Treaty with Japan contains no such provision 
and that the West apparently puts more trust in Orientals than in 
Germans. | 

I should also like to emphasize the danger of drift. Many things 
show signs of “going sour” in Germany now. This is natural in an in-
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| between period when the talk is of ending the occupation but the acts 
| and powers are still those of the occupation. The present drift must be | 
| ended soon and decisively if it is not to generate so much acrimony 
| and so much doubt of our good faith and good intentions as to put in 
| jeopardy the alliance we seek. The break with the past must be clear | 
| and permanent. = —™ | PE had 
| There is much more at stake in this decision than the question of a 
_ few German divisions. We have publicly started on a course of adding 

German strength to the West and there-is public expectation in Ger- 
| _ many that this will be accompanied by equality. If, because of failure | | 
| on our own part, or failure to obtain tripartite agreement, we are now | 
| to show our unwillingness to accept the Germans as equals, we risk 

starting on a course that could result in the loss of all Germany, and — | 
| perhaps more. We cannot expect them freely to contribute to defense 
| if we indicate publicly our distrust in their ability to handle their own _ | 
| affairs and retain the ultimate right to handle them ourselves. We | 
| cannot expect the Germans to be enthusiastic members of our club if | 
| we retain a “safety first” attitude which would continue tobe a form = | 
: of control over their domestic development. If we adopt such a course, 
i I am firmly convinced either the Germans would resentfully comply, : 

for a short time only, with our plans and policies or, what is much | 
more likely, would reject the package we offer as politically impossible. | 

| In either case, we risk the danger of being turned against by the Ger- | 
| man people as a whole. The future prospect for democracy in Germany 
Ps would surely be imperilled by such a development. : | 
| I am firmly of the opinion that the whole success or failure of our | 
| efforts to obtain our dual objectives of adding German strength se- | 
| curely to the West and obtaining a stable and lasting democratic sys- 
| tem in Germany may rest on your decision on this one fundamental 
: point. | | | | 
| I have discussed this matter at length with various senior officials 

| of the Department who have indicated their general agreement with 
i me on this subject. | | | 
| | | a Henry A. Byroaps 

eee 
Editorial Note . | 

| On August 13 the British suggested that representatives of the three 
| Western Powers should meet in Washington for preliminary discus- 
| sions on Germany before the Foreign Ministers met. This suggestion 

| was accepted and the preliminary meetings began on September 6 and | 
| continued until September 11 with Byroade and Reinstein represent- | 
: ing the United States, Allen representing the United Kingdom, and 
| Seydoux and Sauvagnargues representing France. Apparently no | 
| 

. I
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formal United States minutes of the discussions were kept, and the — 
only records of the meetings found in the Department of State files — 

| are a handwritten set of notes taken by Reinstein and the summary 
of the sessions given to the Belgian, Netherlands, and Luxembourg 
representatives by Byroade on September 11. Reinstein’s notes are in 
the CFM files, lot M-88, box 158, notes on WFM;; regarding Byroade’s 
summary, see memorandum of conversation, September 11, page 1214. 

The preliminary meetings succeeded in narrowing the differences on 
various issues and eliminating a number of disagreed points from the 
High Commissioners’ report. The resulting document WFM T-5a, 
dated September 10, was transmitted to the Foreign Ministers for 
resolution of the remaining differences. For a copy of the High Com- _ 

| missioners’ report, see page 1501; the text: of WFM T-5a is printed 
nfra. | a | 

In preparation for the Foreign Ministers meetings the Department. 

of State drafted three sets of papers covering the topics to be dis- 
cussed with the British, the French, and tripartitely. All documents 
and their subsequent revisions were drafted in the responsible offices 

| and: cleared within the Department of State and by the Department of 

_ Defense before being approved for use by the United States Delega- 
tion. Some of the documents were approved personally by Secretary 

Acheson. | - | | 
The first set of papers, designated WFM B, was prepared for talks" 

with the British and dealt with the following topics: European 
integration, the Middle East, Egypt, Iran, Kashmir, India, East-West 

trade and economic assistance to the United Kingdom. The second set 

of papers designated WFM F, was prepared for discussion with the _ 

French and consisted of papers on Indochina, Morocco, and economic 
assistance to France. The third set of papers was designated WF'M T. 

- Prepared for the tripartite talks, these papers considered the follow- 

ing topics: containment of the Soviet Union, Chinese aggression in 

Asia, NATO and related questions, the European Defense Force, Ger- 

| many, the Italian Peace Treaty, Austria, Spain, Korea, Eastern 

Europe, the United Nations and related subjects, the Singapore Con- 

ference, Formosa, trade with Czechoslovakia, the Saar, and defense 

costs sharing. 

Sets of these papers and additional materials relating to the Foreign 

| Ministers meetings, including administrative memoranda, minutes, 

records of decisions, and documents, are in the CFM files, lot M-88, 

boxes 158-159. | : oe
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| CFM files, lot M—88, box 158, WF'M tripartite talks — ET oe ate he | 

| Draft Instructions From the Three Foreign Ministers to the Allied 
7 ates ae High Commissiont = = = | | 

| SECRET _ [Wasuineron,] September 10, 1951. 

| _ The Ministers have examined the “Report of the Allied High Com- | 

| mission Concerning a New Relationship to be Established Between the 
| Allied Powers and Germany”, dated August 9, 1951,° and, subject to | 
| the modifications contained in the present instructions have approved 
| its main recommendations. ‘They have been guided by the following 
| principles which should govern the negotiations with the representa- | 
| tives of the Federal Republic and remain the basis for all solutions | 

which willresult fromthesenegotiations = | 
| 1. The guiding principle of the policy of the Three Powers with | 
| regard to the Federal Republic continues to be the integration of | 
: Western Germany on a basis of equality within a European community | 
| itself included in a developing Atlantic community. This will make | 
| it possible to renounce a system of restrictive controls, and to establish, | 

ina manner best calculated to prevent the resurgence of militarism. or | 

_ of a Nazi or other totalitarian movement, a new relationship with | 
| Germany based, not upon the occupation of a defeated country, but ==> | 

| upon the cooperation of the Federal Republic with the free nations, | 

| including participation in the system of collective defense set’ up for 

| the North Atlantic area. This requires granting to the German people 
| | a status of freedom and equality in a Kuropean framework and a, feel- | 
! ing of partnership. The Ministers are convinced that the stage has now | 
| been reached at which the retention in the future of an occupation — | 
| status or of power to interfere in Germany’s domestic affairs will de- | 
| velop antagonisms, blunt Germany’s sense of responsibility, and gen- 
| erally impair the achievement of the common objectives of the Three 

Powers. | | vo _ 
| 2. The objective cannot be reached by according full sovereignty to 
| the Federal Republic because Germany remains divided and because | 

_ the Federal Republic is confronted by a security menace from beyond _ 
2 its borders and beyond its control. As long as this situation continues ! 

- the source text was attached to a cover sheet, not printed, which indicated 
| that it had been revised during the tripartite preliminary talks and that the dis- 
| agreed passages were indicated by brackets. : 
| * An earlier draft of this paper, WFM T-5, dated August 29, not printed, had _ 
Lo been prepared in GER and distributed within the Department of State and to 
| the British and French. It was the basis of discussion for the tripartite prelimi- : 
| nary talks. (CFM files, lot M—88, box 158, WFM tripartite talks) | | 
| * Post, p. 1501. | | | |
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and in order to deal with it, we must retain the right to exercise in cer- 
tain fields the supreme authority assumed under the Declaration of __ 

June 5, 1945.* In the opinion of the Ministers, this is in the interest of 
the Germans as well as the Allies, since it offers the possibility of 
limiting Soviet initiative in.Germany and constitutes the safeguard 
for the peaceful reestablishment of German unity. We should relin- 
quish the right to exercise supreme authority in all other fields includ- | 
ing that of German domestic developments. The special responsibilities 
of the Allies will require the continuation of tripartite action through 
a Council of Ambassadors. Furthermore, the three Foreign Ministers 
will continue to meet periodically to consider German questions. 

_ 3, It is the desire of the Foreign Ministers that the arrangements | 
with the Federal Republic should establish a firm political basis for 

the association of the Federal Republic with the defense of the West 
and for its relations with the free nations which can be maintained 

| until a peace settlement with a unified Germany becomes possible. 
_ 4, There is complete agreement that the formation of German mili- 

tary units will be permitted only as a part of an international defense 
force of such a character as to prevent the creation of a German na- 
tional army or the utilization of German forces for solely German 
purposes in a way which could endanger the security or peace of the 
free world. [A basic assumption on which the Ministers have noted is | 

that the fulfillment of these conditions will promptly be achieved 

through the proposed European Defense Force, which will form a part 
of the joint defense forces established under the North Atlantic Treaty 

Organization. US/Fr] * This will make unnecessary the continuation __ 
of certain existing security controls which have in the past been ex- 

| ercised by virtue of supreme authority. Other such security controls 
should be replaced by contractual safeguards reduced to the minimum 

and compatible with the partnership status which we seek to create 

for the Federal Republic. The objective is to retain only such safe- 
| guards as are necessary and can be maintained effectively for an ex- | 

| tended period of years. . 

‘For text of the Declaration Regarding the Defeat of Germany and the 
Assumption of Supreme Authority by the Allied Powers, signed at Berlin on 
June 5, 1945, see Department of State Treaties and Other International Acts 

: Series (TIAS) No. 1520, or 60 Stat. 1649; or Documents on Germany, 1944-1970, : 
Washington, Government Printing Office, 1971, pp. 12-17. | 

° Brackets throughout this document appear in the source text. In the final 
draft of this paper, Tripartite D-8, approved by the Foreign Ministers on Septem- 
ber 18, this sentence read : . . 

“A basic assumption on which the Ministers have acted is that the fulfillment 
of these conditions will be achieved without delay through the proposed European 
Defense Force, which will form a part of the joint defense established under 
the North Atlantic Treaty Organization.” (CFM files, lot M-88, box 158, WFM | 
tripartite documents) | . 

| The other textual differences between WFM T-5a and Tripartite D-3 are indi- 
cated in subsequent footnotes. 7
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5. The legal basis for maintaining Allied troops in Germany will  —s_— 
| continue to be the supreme authority of the Three Powers. However, | 

! in keeping with the new status of the Federal Republic described | 

| above, the mission of the forces of the Three Powers (as well as of | 
| other NAT powers) will no longer be that of the occupation of the 
: territory of a defeated enemy, but that of cooperation in the common a 

| defense to which the Federal Republic will be contributing as a | 
| partner. The status of our forces should therefore be adapted to this ) 

| new situation, and special rights or privileges should only be retained | 

| insofar as necessary for the accomplishment of the mission of these 

| forces. Taking into account these considerations, the arrangements | 

should be assimilated as closely as possible to the standards applicable | 

| to the stationing of friendly forces in other countries, except as neces- | 

| sitated by the fact that extraordinarily large number of troops will be | 

| stationed in the Federal Republic and that the latter is a forward area | 

! in the strategy of European defense. _ - | | | 

! _ 6. Guided by the above principles, the Ministers have reviewed the | 

| areas of disagreement set forth in Section IV of the Report and desire 

| that the outstanding issues be resolved by the High Commissioners as 

| follows: | | | 

| 7. Security Controls os | | 

| A. Disarmament and Demilitarization, Scientifie Research, and : 

: Industrial Production a 

L ~ The maintenance of supreme authority to control these fields would _ 

7 be incompatible with the new relationship which the Allies wish to | 

| create with the Federal Republic. In addition to the safeguards which 

| will be provided by the arrangements for associating Germany with 

| Western Defense, the other limitations in these fields which are to be | 

| preserved should be placed in contractual arrangements and should be 

: as follows: | | 
; L 

| (i) The Federal Republic should undertake not to create or permit 
the creation of forces which are in fact military or para-military be- 

| yond or other than those necessary to provide for its agreed contribu- 
| tion to the Western defense system. This undertaking applies equally 

| to police forces. _ ope we , | | 
| [ (ii) The Federal Government should undertake (a) nottoproduce, | 

or permit the production of, the articles the prohibition of which was 
provided for in the Brussels Agreement and (in order to make effec- 

| ___ tive the prohibition of military aircraft) civil aircraft, and (0) not to 
engage in or to permit scientific research relating to these prohibited 
articles; except as agreed in either case with the three Allied Powers | 

in the interest of NATO. US/UK] | | | | 

| [ (ii) The three Governments are in agreement that in fields not 

dealt with by the European defense community, certain activities of an | 

| 536-688 PT 180-78 | |
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industrial or scientific character should continue to be prohibited or 
| imited. | ee 

The nature and scope of these prohibitions and limitations, which 
should be adapted to the situation created by the participation of Fed- 
eral Germany in defense should be established before the Rome Con- 
ference by expert conversations at the Governmental level. Fr]*® __ 

(ii) The Federal Republic should also undertake to maintain con- 
trols in the field of atomic energy, the character and scope of which 
will be determined later, and these should be specified in the con- 
tractual arrangements, and to adopt such additional measures as may 
be necessary to provide effective security checks on persons engaged 
in activities in the field of atomic energy. re 

(iv) The Federal Republic should undertake to provide such infor- 
mation as the Allies may require regarding the matters specified in 

| (1), (11) and (iii) above, and to permit its verification. There should 
be no Allied control agency in the security field. However, provision 

_ should be made for the establishment of an Allied body subordinate to 
the Council of Ambassadors which will be concerned with problems 
arising in regard to the undertakings of the Federal Republic. This 
body would have, on the basis of the contractual arrangements, the 
necessary authority to obtain and verify information and carry on | 
such inspections as may be authorized by the Council of Ambassadors. 
It would report to the Council of Ambassadors any evidences of Ger- 
man violation of the security undertakings and recommend action with 
respect thereto. | —— 

If the High Commission and the Federal Republic, as a result of 
their negotiations, consider it desirable, there should be a formal rela- 

: tionship between the Allied body and the German authorities for the 
purpose of providing a means of dealing with problems arising be- 
tween the Allies and the Germans in this field. This formal relation- | 
ship might be accomplished by associating representatives of the Fed- 
eral Republic with the Allied body in a mixed commission. The mixed 
commission would deal with matters relating to the execution of the 
contractual arrangements with respect to security safeguards, ob- 
taining and verifying information, and possibly some inspections. The 
German representatives, however, would not be associated with the 
Allied body in its reports and recommendations to the Council of Am- 
bassadors or other activities which relate to purported violations of | 
the arrangements. . oo 

B. Civil Aviation | | 

Allied controls over civil aviation should be abandoned but the con- 
tractual arrangements should ensure operating rights in the Federal 
Republic by flag carriers of the Three Powers operating to Berlin. The 

Federal Republic should be required to give assurances of non- 
discriminatory treatment with respect to flying and landing rights for 

°In the final version of this paper, Tripartite D-8, approved by the Foreign 
Ministers on September 13, the US/UK draft of paragraph 7, subparagraph ii, 
was adopted with the addition of the following sentence: 

“The above prohibitions should be clarified and defined as required as quickly 
as possible, and in any event before the Rome Conference, through discussion by 
experts at the governmental] level.” (CFM files, lot M—88, box 158, WFM tri- 
partite documents)
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| 

-__ aireraft of non-Soviet orbit countries, to conform with internationally | 

| accepted standards in the field of civil aviation and to maintain exist- 

| ing rights of flag carriers of such countries for a reasonable period 

| pending the conclusion of bilateral civil aviation agreements.* Pro- | | 

| vision should be made in appropriate agreements on security arrange- 

| ments to insure that civil aviation does not become the basis for the | 

| creation of a German strategic air force. _ | | | | 

| C. Soviet and Satellite Aircraft a | oo | | 

| The Allies should continue control provided under existing quadri- | 

| partite agreements over all overflights of the Federal Republic terri- ) 

| tory by Soviet civil and military planes. Assurances of cooperation in ) 

| the implementation of Allied policies respecting civil aircraft of Soviet 

| Satellite countries will be sought from the Federal Republic and will 

| be apart from the contractual arrangements. The Federal Republic 

| should undertake not to permit military aircraft of Soviet satellite — | 

! _ countries to overfly its territory without the consent of the Allies. — | 

| These matters relating to Satellite Aircraft should be handled | 

| confidentially, oon | oe | 
! 8. Preservation of Democracy. | | Be | | 

| _ [No rights of intervention in the constitutional system of the Fed- | 

| eral Republic should be retained. However, it should be understood, 

: that the arrangements as a whole are premised on the continued exist- | 

| ence in the Federal Republic of a constitutional system guaranteeing | 

_ democratic government and protecting individual liberties. The inclu- | 

; sion of appropriate language in the preamble to the General Conven- 

| , tion would draw attention to this fact. U.S./U.K.] | Be Et | 

| [The Federal Republic should give an undertaking regarding the 

| preservation of democracy which would permit the Allies to have re-- 

po course to the Arbitral Tribunal, without having to invoke a state of | 

! emergency. Proclamation of a state of emergency would be of too | 

' serious a character and would constitute too obvious a political failure | 

| on the part of the Allies to be a practical method for dealing with this | 

7 problem. It is, moreover, possible that the Federal Government would | 

| not be opposed to the inclusion of a provision of this character in the | 

| contractual arrangements. Fr.J7 Paes ? | 

: 9, Allied Emergency Powers. oo | 

‘In the exercise of Allied powers in the event of emergencies the 

| advice and, when employment of troops is involved, the agreement of 

| the appropriate military authorities must be a prerequisite to action : 

| by the Council of Ambassadors to declare a state of emergency. The 

| ____— = | 
| *Rights respecting Allied military aircraft will be dealt with under the heading Sf | 

| of Logistical Support. [Footnote in the source text. ] | | 

| 7In Tripartite D-3, the Foreign Ministers approved the US/UK draft of ‘para- — : 

| 7 graph 8 (CFM files, lot M-88, box 158, WFM tripartite documents). 

| , | 

| | |
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text of provisions in the General Agreement regarding the exercise of 
_ Allied powers in the event of emergencies is to be included in the final 

contractual arrangements.® __ ee | 
| 10. Retention of Allied Powers BS | | 

The supreme authority assumed by the Allies in the Declaration of 
June 5, 1945, will be exercised only in order: (a) to discharge their | 
responsibilities regarding Germany as a whole, including the unifica- 
tion of Germany and the final peace settlement; (b) to deal with ques- 
tions relating to Berlin; and (c) to station forces in Germany and to | 
protect the security of these forces. It is understood and must be made 
clear to the Germans that the responsibilities referred to in (a) above 
include the obligations of the Allies expressed in international agree- 

7 ments relating to Germany as to which the Federal Republic does 
| not assume responsibility by virtue of the contractual arrangements. 

As the agreements are intended to define the new relationship be- 
tween the Allied Powers and the Federal Republic the areas within 
which the exercise of supreme authority is retained should be specified 
in the agreements. Even though included in the agreement this specifi- 
cation should be made by Allied declaration and in such manner as to 
avoid the implication that supreme authority rests on a contractual 
basis. ‘The determination of the scope of the powers retained by the 
Allies should not be subject to arbitration. 

11. Character of the Agreements | 
| While the agreements between the Three Powers on the one hand 

and the Federal Republic on the other will not constitute a treaty of 
peace, they should take the form of intergovernmental agreements 
which would enter into force as a whole immediately upon the entry 
into force of the agreement providing for German participation in | 
Western defense. The agreements should be drawn in such form as to 
ensure these results and to indicate their binding character upon the 
four governments. Their legal status within each of the signatory 

| countries will necessarily be determined by the constitutional arrange- | 
ments within that country. In the case of Germany, they should be 
approved by the German legislature, as required by the Basic Law. a 

| 12. Logistical and Financial Support of the Allied Forces 7 
1. These subjects should be covered by a contract to be worked out 

_ In the greatest detail possible before the conclusion of the contractual 
arrangements. | | Oo | a | 

[2. The Federal Republic should undertake to make a total con- 
tribution to the costs of defense which will represent a use of German 

*In Tripartite D-3 the Foreign Ministers rejected paragraph 9 as agreed during 
the preliminary talks and substituted the following: . 

“9. Allied Emergency Powers | | This is covered by Article VII of the annexed draft general agreement.” (CFM 
files, lot M—88, box 158, WFM tripartite documents) . a 

|
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! resources for defense to an extent comparable to the use by the other | 
| principal Western countries of their resources for defense (including 
) expenditures outside Europe). This contribution will consist of agreed : | p p g ) 
| : costs borne by the Federal Government of raising and supporting 
| forces contributed by Germany to the common defense (German | 

costs) ; as well as of US/Fr] [agreed costs in Germany of supporting | 
| Allied forces stationed in that country (Allied costs). US] [lump sum | 
| _ to be determined for the support of Allied forces stationed in Ger- | 
| many.+ Fr] ['The Ministers believe that a contribution in both of these | 
| fields would be equitable in view of the fact that the Federal Republic | 
| does not have extra-European commitments and should take into. ac- | 
| count the provisions of the future treaty for the European Defense _ 

| Community regarding the contribution of the Federal Republic. | 

| US/Fr] ® we es Ls. | 
| [3. The amount of the German contribution shall from time to time : 

: - be determined by agreement between the Federal Republic and the | | 

| three Allied Powers in accordance with the standard described in the | 
! preceding paragraph. To the extent that at any time these negotia- 

! tions disclose that the total of agreed “Allied costs” and agreed | 

mo “German costs” exceed the amount of the agreed German contribu- 
| e Cyan oe : ae | 

| tion, the balance will be borne by the Allied Powers concerned, and 

| shall be shared among them on an equitable basis to be mutually | 
| } i | 
| agreed.US] — OB | 

| - [In general terms, the contract should provide that Germany is re- 
| quired to make a total contribution to defense which is comparable | 

| in scale to that being made by other leading Western Powers and which 
| . ° oo . ., ° _ | 

D will provide for essential Allied expenditure in Germany as well as 

Ss that part of the cost of equipping and maintaining a German. Military | 

| Force which will fall on the German Government. It should also pro- _ | 

| vide that the proportions to be devoted to each of these two objects | 

| should be determined from time to time by the Four Governments 

| concerned. UK] 7° co - a | 

| +After the setting up of a European Defense Community the expression ‘Allied | 
Forces” will apply also to Huropean units contributed by those powers members - | 
of the community which have at the present time troops in Germany. [Footnote | 

| in the source text.] _ a | 
| . In Tripartite D-3 the Foreign Ministers approved the first sentence of the : | 
| US/Fr draft of paragraph 12, subparagraph 2, for the whole text of the para- | 
| graph (CFM files, lot M-88, box 158, WF'M tripartite documents). ps ee 
| 10In Tripartite D-3 the Foreign Ministers approved the following text for | 
Do paragraph 12 subparagraph 8: , : 

| “3. Representatives of the three Governments should meet as soon as possible | 
| in order to prepare recommendations to the Governments for dealing with the 

aspects of these subjects on which agreement has not yet been reached, The 
recommendations should be. prepared urgently. with a view to. permitting dis- 
cussions with the Federal Government at the earliest possible date. The repre- 
-gentatives of the three Governments may refer to the High Commission consider- | 
ation of any aspects of these questions which they believe can be most effectively 

| dealt with in Germany.” (CFM files, lot M-88, box 158, WIFM tripartite 
| documents) : | 

| 
| |
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| 13. Security of the Allied Forces ay 

a. Offenses Against Allied Security 
The Germans should undertake in the agreements to try in their 

courts offenses against Allied security by non-Allied persons other 
| than those serving with the Allied forces and subject to their jurisdic- 

tion; and to enact or preserve appropriate legislation to protect Allied 
| security. [Such offenses may be withdrawn in exceptional cases from | 

German courts and tried by Allied military courts, regardless of the 
nationality of the offender. US/Fr] ™ | | 

6. HKapulsions 
_ The German proposal should be accepted. 

| 14. Legal Status of Certain Allied Personnel = 
Allied nationals attached to the three Ambassadors and their de- 

pendents should be accorded those privileges and immunities which 
they would enjoy under normal diplomatic practice. 

15. Allied Tribunals | | | 

Occupation courts, except military courts, should be abolished as 
soon as pending cases have been completed. | | 

16. Reparation — | | 
The reserved power on reparation should be terminated on condi- 

tion that the Federal Government recognize themselves to be bound 
by such agreements on reparation, and to accept to maintain the 
Divesting Law and such other Allied legislation in this field, as may — 
prove necessary to safeguard. The agreements and legislation in ques- 

_ tion shall be specified by the High Commission who in so doing shall 
take into account potential allied requirements in respect of Portugal, | 
Switzerland and Austria. A clause should be included in the appro- 
priate agreement maintaining the rights reserved in Article 2 B of the 

Paris Reparation Agreement? with respect to the reparation 
settlement. | | oe 

While the Foreign Ministers appreciate the difficulty which this sub-. 
ject involves for the Federal Government, the Governments of the 

Three Allied Powers have assumed international commitments in this | 

field which can only be given effect in Germany and which they must 

, therefore insist be assumed by the Federal Government. - 
17. Foreign Interests | | | | 
The reports of the Intergovernmental Study Group concerning 

foreign interests are approved with the following changes in IGG/ 
_  P(51)41 Second Revise: #8 _ - 

“In Tripartite D-3 the Foreign Ministers approved the US/Fr draft of this 
sentence (CIM files, lot M—88, box 158, WEM tripartite documents). 

| ' “For text of the Paris Reparations Agreement, January 24, 1946, see TIAS 
No. 1635, or 61 Stat. (pt. 3) 3012. 

“* Not printed. For further documentation on the work of the Intergovernmen- 
tal Study Group on Germany, see pp. 1344 ff. | |
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| a) The first sentence of Recommendation 1(@) is amended by insert- | 
| ing “in its present condition” after “. . . United Nations and their | ! 
: nationals shall be enabled to secure the return of their property .. .” | 
| 6) The following language is added at the end of Recommendation | 

— Aa)e Bs a | 
“The Federal Government shall be informed in the course of | 

| the negotiations on foreign interests that the undertaking is with- | 
) out prejudice to the right of the Allies to advance, at an appro- 
| priate time, claims for losses attributable to discriminatory 
| treatment of the property, rights and interests involved and of 
| property situated in territories purported to have been annexed | 
| _ by the Reich during the war.” | oe 

| c) Recommendation 1 (6) is eliminated. | 
| Appropriate clauses should be included in the contractual | 
| arrangement. | oe a | 

| 18. Internal Restitution - Cy es oo | | 

| Action should immediately be taken by the appropriate Allied | 

: authorities in Germany to ensure the adoption of measures of com- 

| pensation for victims of Nazi persecution in those Laender in which | 
| no such measures are presently in force, and this requirement should = 
| be confirmed in the contractual arrangements. The contractual ar- | 

'_- rangements should provide for the harmonization, the application, 

/ and the maintenance of such laws throughout the Federal territory on 

: a basis no less favorable than that provided in the laws in effect at | 
the present time. The High Commissioners should inform the Federal | 

| Chancellor and other appropriate German leaders that, in the view of | 
| _ the Three Foreign Ministers, the failure of the Federal Republic thus 

far to provide any significant meastire of compensation to victims of | 

| Nazi persecution, including those resident abroad, constitutes a major | 
| obstacle to the acceptance of the German people by.the free peoples of | 
| the world as equal partners in their activities. The Foreign Ministers | 

! regard the obligation to make compensation as a matter which should | 

| rest heavily on the conscience of the German people and they feel it 
| should not be necessary for the Allied Governments to lay down re- | 
| - quirements as to the measures which should be taken to discharge this | 

7 obligation. | | | | 

| 19. The High Commissioners should be guided by the following : 
| instructions in regard to the areas of particular disagreement with | 
| the German representatives listed in Section V of the Report and not | 
: dealt withabove. | an - 

| |
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(20. Reafirmation of Existing Commitments | | 
_ The Commitments specified by the Foreign Ministers in September 
1950+ as a condition to the abandonment of the reserved power on 

__ Displaced Persons and Refugees (other than those relating to compen- 
sation for victims of Nazi persecution) should be included in the con- , 
tractual arrangements. Commitments regarding strategic commodi- : 
ties control are not considered as appropriate subjects for submission 
to arbitration. The commitments regarding raw materials previously 
given by the Federal Republic need not be reaffirmed. | 
21. Definition of Allied Personnel Benefiting from Immunities 
The Three Governments still have this subject under consideration. 

_ They will unilaterally instruct their High Commissioners at the 
earliest possible moment, so that a final tripartite position may be ar- 
rived at in the High Commission. - | | 

22. Persons Sentenced by Allied Courts | 
‘The High Commission’s position should be maintained with respect 

to persons sentenced for offenses against Allied personnel or property 
or against the Allied administration. In all other cases, the German a 

| authorities should have the right to determine measures of clemency | 
and parole. (This does not apply to war criminals, but the Three 
Ministers request the High Commissioners to examine and make rec- 
ommendations urgently on the future handling of war criminals in 
Germany. ) . oe 

| 23. Jurisdiction over Allied Personnel in Civil Cases 
The position of the High Commission is approved, but withdrawal 

_ of civil cases should only be on certificate of the highest military and 
diplomatic authorities of the Allied Power concerned that the security | 
interests of the Allied forces would be jeopardized by such trial; or 

that special conditions exist which, in their opinion, would prejudice 
a fair trial. : . 

| IV | 

24. In addition to their decisions on the points raised by the High | 
Commission in its report, the Foreign Ministers have reached the fol- 
lowing conclusions: 

a. Information and Statistics ae 
_ They have noted that the High Commission proposed to include in 

the general convention provisions regarding submission of information 
and statistics. In their view, these provisions should be included inthe _ 

| appropriate conventions, such as those on security, programs, and 
logistical support. | ne a 

4m For documentation on the Foreign Ministers’ decisions on refugees and dis- 
placed persons at their meeting in New York, September 12-19, 1950, see Foreign 
Relations, 1950, vol. 111, pp. 1108 ff.
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| 
| 6. Observance of Agreements) OO | | 
| It is essential that these agreements be observed and carried out. by | 
! the political sub-divisions of the Federal Republic as well as by the 

Federal Government. The High Commission in drafting the agree- | 
| ments should see to it that they are binding on the political sub- : 
| divisions and that the Federal. Government can ensure execution by | 

them. Oo oe | | 
| c. Berlin a a | 

Although the Three Powers will retain supreme authority with re- _ | 
| spect to questions relating to Berlin, and such authority will not be 
i affected by the contractual agreements with the Federal Republic, : 
| the High Commissioners should, in consultation with the three Allied 

| Commandants in Berlin, examine the conditions of Allied control in 
| Berlin in the light of the arrangements contemplated with respect to 
| the Federal Republic with a view to granting the Berlin governmental 
| authorities the maximum possible authority consonant with such 
| arrangements and with the conditions obtaining in Berlin. As rec- 
| ommended by the High Commission the suspension of Article 23 and | 
| 144 (2) of the Basic Law should be continued by legally effective — | 

| $d. Deconcentration = | | 
The Ministers approve the recommendation of the High Commission 

| regarding the carrying out of Law 27.15 They recognize that the im- 
| plementation of Law 27 is an essential condition to the establishment 
| of the steel and coal community and will not be affected by the entry | 

! into force of the Schuman Plan or the abolition of the Occupation | 
| Statute. The control groups will be continued under the contractual 
| arrangements, but after the entry into force of the Schuman Plan will 
| exercise only those functions which are strictly necessary to decon- | | 
| centration and will terminate their activity as soon as the deconcentra- 
| tion program has reached a sufficiently advanced stage. It would be | 

| desirable that steps should be taken to insure that certain former 
Nazis will be effectively excluded from positions of ownership or 

| management in the Ruhr industries. The High Commission should 

: study the methods of accomplishing this result. _ a 
! e. Enforcement of Contractual Arrangements a 
| _ The Foreign Ministers approve the recommendations of the Allied | 
| High Commission for the setting up of an Arbitral Tribunal with the : 
| following modifications :— ° 7 | os oe | 

| (i) The composition proposed by the High Commission is likely | 
| in practice to throw too great a burden of responsibility upon the 
| _., Presiding Officer. The proposal of the United States Element that — | 
| the Tribunal should consist of nine members is therefore accepted. | 

. (ii) In the event that a defaulting party should fail to carry | 
| out a decision of the Tribunal within the time specified by the _ 
; ‘Tribunal, the Tribunal could, at the request of the complamant © | 

. % Wor the text of Allied High Commission Law No. 27,“Reorganization of Ger- 
man Coal and Iron and Steel Industries,” dated May 16, 1950, and the three regu-. : 

| lations thereto, see Laws, Regulations, Directives and Decisions, vol. 1, pp. 155-178. 

S ae 
oO -
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party, authorize the latter to take specific steps to. remedy the 
vo isituationn Be 

_Thé annexed conventions shall include undertakings from the Fed- | 
eral Republic along the lines proposed by the Intergovernmental Study 
‘Group in paragraphs 2 and 6 of IGG/P(51)91 Finale a 

g. Soviet Missions 7 
The High Commission should make clear to the Germans by appro- 

‘priate'means, but not in the contractual arrangements, that in the dis- 
charge of the responsibilities of the Three Powers concerning Germany 
as a whole, the representatives of the Three Powers may continue to 
receive Soviet missions, and that all immunities and facilities should 
be accorded by the Federal Republic to such missions.7 | 

; 25. The Ministers consider that in general the recommendations of 
the Report as to the form of the contractual arrangements are satis- 
factory.. They stress the importance of the general agreement which 
should reflect the new arrangements in such a way as clearly to impress 
upon the general public the nature of the new relationship being estab- 
lished ‘with the Federal Republic. The Ministers have ‘reached general __ 
agreement upon the form and content of a draft General Agreement 
which is annexed hereto and they desire that this draft be used in dis- 
cussions with the German representatives. The High Commission will, 
if necessary, point out to the Germans the various respects in which | 
the draft of a security treaty suggested by the Chancellor 38 is incom: 
patible with the present instructions. Be 

26. It is planned that a meeting of the North Atlantic Treaty Coun- 
| cil will be held in Rome at the end of October. The Ministers are agreed 

"Not. printed. a. Soa | 
“In Tripartite D-3, the Foreign Ministers approved the text of a subparagraph 

4 which read: | _ 
“h. Security Guarantee - | 
‘The Ministers have considered the advisability of reaffirming the security decla- 

ration. made at New York on September 19, 1950. A textative suggestion was 
-advanced by the U.S. Delegation that the following language might be used for _ 
‘this purpose: oe 

' . On.19 September 1950, the three Foreign Ministers declared that their Gov- 
-ernments would treat any attack against the Federal Republic or Berlin from 
any quarter as an attack upon themselves. The change in the status of the Fed- 

eral Republic and in the mission of the Allied forces there does not alter or 
‘diminish the effect of that declaration.’ = oe 

. _ It-was agreed to leave open for the present the question of the advisability of 
‘placing such a statement in Article V of the General Convention, or of advancing 

it as part of a separate declaration by the Governments, or of handling it in some 
other manner. It was also agreed that the Governments would take this question 
wuurgently under consideration, but that meanwhile the High Commissioners could 
explore the problem with the Federal Chancellor in light of the Ministers 
‘discussion:” (CFM files, lot M-88, box 158, WFM tripartite documents) | 

'™ For the text of the draft security treaty proposed by Chancellor Adenauer 
- on August 80, see telegram 2026 from Frankfurt, August 31, p. 1520.
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-__ that,.they ,will seek final decisions at that time on the question of Ger- 
: man -participation in defense and they are in accord that the par- | 
| ticipating Powers should be requested to complete the plans: for ai 

: European Defense. Force by that date, in order to permit German 

association in defense upon the safest and most European basis pos- | 

: sible. It.is in accord with our own interests and with German desires | 

| to reach a final solution of the question of the Federal Republic’s polit- | 

| ical status concurrently with rather than separate from the making of | 

| defense. arrangements. Therefore, the High Commissioners should 

! make every effort to complete their negotiations on the questions | 

| covered in their Report well prior to the scheduled meeting of the 

! North Atlantic Treaty Council. It is the intention of the Ministers to | 

meet in Europe and to invite the German Chancellor to join them 

immediately prior to the North Atlantic Treaty Council meeting in | 

| order to.arrive at a final understanding on both the contractual agree- | 

: ments and defense arrangements. [Last sentence reserved for the. | 

: Ministers’ decision] ® | ne | 

: 27. In view of this timetable, the High Commissioners are directed _ | 

: to report to their Governments without delay any disagreements which | 

2 may arise regarding the contractual arrangements after receipt of the | 

! present instructions, and which are not covered by the present. 

! soba 0 SL Enclosure A | . re 

| SECRET | [Wasuincton, September 10, 1951.) | 

| _ AGREEMENT oN GENERAL Revations WITH THE FreperaL REPvuBLIC | 

| ee PREAMBLE | CS 

po WHEREAS a, peaceful and prosperous European community of na-. | 

| tions firmly bound to the other free nations of the world through. 

| dedication to the principles of the Charter of the United Nations, can 
| be attained only through united support and defense of the common 

| freedorn and the common heritage; | | Oo | 

| Wuereas the achievement of a fully free and unified Germany — | 

| through peaceful means and in the framework of a peace settlement, 

| | though prevented for the present by measures beyond their control, | | 

| remains a fundamental and common goal of the Federal Republic and | 

| of the United States, the United Kingdom and France; Ee 

| Tn Tripartite: D-3 the last sentence of this paragraph as approved by the | 

: Foreign Ministers read: | | oo a 

“Tt is the intention of the Ministers to meet in Europe and to invite the German 

Po Chancellor to join them in order to arrive at a final understanding on both the 

| contra¢tual agreements and defense arrangements.” (CFM files, lot M-88, box | 

| 158, WFM tripartite documents) = | pe 

| 
| | |
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__Wuersas the four Governments, while determined to defend them- | 
selves against aggression, are moved by a common will to promote 
peace and harmony among nations, to eliminate war and foster Justice 
for all men, and intend to follow common policies in pursuit of these 

Wuereas the Federal Republic is determined and is, indeed, com- 
mitted, under its Basic Law, to maintain a system of government which _ 
is democratic and federal in character and which guarantees the rights 
of the individual, and has developed free and responsible politica] 
institutions; 
Wuenrgas the Federal Republic shares with the United States, the 

: United Kingdom and France a determination to abide by the principles 
of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights; __ a | 
Wuergas the Federal Republic hag manifested by practical steps, 

and in particular by adhering to the European Steel and Coal Com- | 
munity [as well as the European Defense Community, US/Fr] 2° its 
determination to establish with the other nations of Western Europe 
a free and peaceful community and to associate itself with the free 
nationsofthe world; = 
Now ruererore, the United States of America, the United King- 

dom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, and France, on the one 
hand, and the Federal Republic of Germany, on the other, have agreed 
on the following convention which will establish, pending the peaceful si 
reunification of Germany, the basis for a new relationship between 

| them: a , | oe 
ARTICLE I | | 

The United States, the United Kingdom and France, hereinafter | 
referred to as the Three Powers, hereby agree that, upon the coming 
into force of this Agreement, and with the exceptions hereinafter set 
forth, the Federal Republic will have full authority over its domestic 
and external affairs. | | | 

OO ARTICLE II 

1. The Three Powers declare that, while retaining in the common 
interest, in view of the international situation, the right to exercise the 
authority assumed with respect to Germany in the Declaration of | 

— June 5, 1945 to the extent necessary to (a) discharge their responsibili- | 
ties regarding Germany as a whole, including the unification of Ger- 
many and a peace settlement; (6) to deal with questions relating to 

_ Berlin; and (c¢) to station forces in Germany and to protect the secu- 
| rity of these forces, they renounce the exercise of this authority in all 

| other respects. - 

In Tripartite D-8 the Foreign Ministers approved the US/Fr draft of this 
phrase (CFM files, lot M-88, box 158, WFEM tripartite documents). |
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| 2. The Three Powers declare that they will consult with the Federal | 
| Republic in regard to exercise of this authority with respect to ques- | 
! tions relating to the discharge of their responsibilities regarding Ger- : 
! many as a whole, including the unification of Germany and a peace | 
| settlement, and with respect to questions relating to Berlin. | | 
: _ 8, The Federal Republic and the Laender will refrain from any : 

| action prejudicial to the special authority of the Three Powers. | | 

! 1. Upon the entry into force of this Agreement, the Three Powers 
| will revoke the Occupation Statute and abolish the Allied High 
| Commission. re | oe (Bs | 

a 2. Relations between each of the Three Powers and the Federal Re- | 
public will thenceforth be conducted through Ambassadors. The Am- | 

! bassadors of the Three Powers accredited to the Federal Republic or, | 
in their absence, their representatives, will sit as a Council of Ambas- | 

! sadors to deal with any matters affecting Germany which require 
: tripartite consideration, = — ee 
| Os | ARTICLE IV ne = 
: 1. The Federal Republic, in the conduct of its foreign relations,and, = 
| pending the peaceful reunification of Germany, in the conduct of its | 
i relations with other parts of Germany, agrees toabidebythe principles Ss 

set forth in the Charter of the United Nations which guide the com- 
| munity of free nations throughout the world, and by the’ aims defined 
| in the Statute of the Council of Europe. The Federal Republic affirms | 
_ its intention to associate itself fully with the community of free nations 
| through membership in international organizations contributing to the — | 
| common aims of the free world. The Three Powers will support appli- 
| | cations for such membership by the Federal Republic in all appropriate — 

| cases. OO ee | | 7 ee 
: - 2. At the request of the Government of the Federal Republic, the | 

Governments of the Three Powers will arrange to represent the inter- 
ests of the Federal Republic in relations with other states and in 

: - eertain international organizations or conferences, whenever the Fed- 
| eral Republic is not in a position to dosoitself. Me ME | 

pO ARTICLE VO ct | 
; (There will later be inserted here an appropriately worded article | 
| by which the Federal Republic undertakes to the Three Powers to con- | 

tribute to Western defense.) Oo oe | 
! US Proposal—Reserved for Discussion by, the Ministers. [The | 
| United States, the United Kingdom, France and the Federal Republic | | 
| mutually agree that for a period of ten years or longer, as may sub- © | 
/ sequently be agreed, an armed attack on the territory of the Federal | 
| Republic or of Berlin or on the defense forces stationed in such ter- |
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‘ritory will be considered as an attack against all the signatory 
powers. | 22 : . a BE 

Oo - 7 ARTICLE VI re 

' 'The Federal Republic will facilitate the task of the Three Powers in 
the discharge of their special responsibilities with regard to Berlin. To 
this end it agrees to continue to aid the political, cultural, economic 
and financial reconstruction of Berlin. In particular, it agreés to 

| _ render, to the maximum extent possible, assistance required for the 
economic maintenance and development and the security. of Berlin, to 
provide for coordination with Berlin on monetary and fiscal policies, 
and to assure the participation of Berlin in trade negotiations and 
trade relations. | Co ee | 

_, The Three Powers declare that they will exercise their special. au- 
thority to protect the security. of their forces referred to.in Article II 

| in order to proclaim a state of emergency in the whole or any part of 
| the Federal territory and to act thereunder only in accordance with the 

| following provisions: Co , 

1. In the event of an attack or threat of attack on the.territory of 
. the Federal Republic or Berlin, such authority of the Three Powers 

may be employed by the Council of Ambassadors to declare a state of 
‘emergency in all or in part of the territory of the Federal Republic. 
Such a state of emergency may be declared upon the request: of the 
Supreme Commander, acting in the interests of the North: Atlantic — 
Treaty Organization, or upon the initiative of the Council itself... — 
_ 2, In the event that the security of the forces of the Three Powers 
‘In Germany is deemed to be seriously endangered by a grave disruption 

| ‘of public or constitutional order or a grave threat of such disruption, 
the Council of Ambassadors may likewise employ such authority to 
declare a state of emergency in all or in part. of the territory of the | 
Federal Republic. They shall. act in this case only if they find that-the 
German authorities are unable to deal effectively with the situation. | 

8. This authority may also be employed in the circumstances spec- 
‘ified in (1) or (2) above to declare a state of emergency on the request 
of the Federal Republic.?? — _ 
4, Upon the declaration of a state of emergency, the authority re- 

tained by the Three Powers may be employed to take all méasures 
which they deem necessary to deal with the emergency. They will 
terminate the state of emergency as soon as the situation permits. . 

| .. §. The Council of Ambassadors, before declaring a state of emer- 
| gency, will consult to the fullest extent possible with the Government 

of the Federal Republic and will utilize to the greatest possible extent _ 

“Jn Tripartite D-3 the text of Article V was limited to the sentence within 
the parentheses and no mention was made of the US proposal (CFM files, lot 
M-88, box 158, WEF'M tripartite documents). ns 

In Tripartite D-3 the Foreign Ministers approved the following wording for 
‘Article VII paragraph 3 “This authority may also be employed. to declare: a. state | 
of emergency on the request of the Federal Republic.” (CFM files, lot M-88, box 

. 158, WFM tripartite documents) | | hes
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| the assistance of the. Federal Government and the competent: Germam | 
authorities to deal with the emergency. _ a eae : 

| ee ARTICLE VITA | : 

: a [The Federal Republic undertakes to maintain the democratic'and | | 

federal: character of its political institutions, to take all necessary | 

measures to safeguard human rights, as they are defined in the Basic 

Law, by recourse to the courts, and not to allow the creation of.a secret | 

, police organization, or to allow the police to exercise legislative. or 
judicial powers, or to exercise political control, or to lose their decen- | 

_ tralized structure. | | 

Article 29 of the Basic Law will continue to. be suspended. until , | 

Po otherwise decided by the Council of Ambassadors. Fr] oo. | 

: a _ ARTICLE VII a 

: The Three Powers on the one hand and the Federal Republic on the | 

: other have signed certain Agreements listed in Annex A hereof which | 

| are to take effect upon the coming into force of this Agreement. |"! Bo 

: - | REPENS AS - vs / Pornee a ARTICLE Ix on, : peepee ey peep se ee 

: | _ 1. There is hereby established an Arbitration Tribunal, which shall 

_ be constituted, shall have the powers, and shall exercise its functions, . | 

in accordance with the annexed Charter. | 

_ 2, Except as otherwise provided in paragraph (8) below, or in any 

: of the Agreements listed in Annex A, the Arbitration Tribunal shall’ 

_ have exclusive jurisdiction over all disputes arising under this Agree- 

: ment or any such listed Agreement, which the parties fail to settle by | 

| negotiations. = CO | 

3 _, 8. No action taken under the provisions of Article IT or Article VIL 

: _ of this Agreement shall be made the subject of any arbitration or other 

| proceeding before. the Arbitration Tribunal or before any other tri- | 

— bunal or court. | re 

: _ 1, This Agreement shall be ratified by the States which sign it. The 

instruments of ratification shall be deposited by the signatory States | 

: with the. Government of the _____-_. This Agreement shall come: 

into force immediately upon: | | | | 

Po a. the deposit by all parties of ratifications of this Agreement and. | 

‘ of all the Agreements listed in Annex A,and \.. °° 3) 
- §, the coming into force of the treaty relating to German participa- | 

: tion in Western Defense. | | | 

| 2. This Agreement shall be deposited in the Archives of the Gov- | 

| ~ ernment of the _______ which shall furnish each signatory State 

23 Article VII A was deleted by the Foreign Ministers from the text of Tri- 

i partite D-83 (CFM files, lot M-88, box 158, WFM tripartite documents). |
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with a certified copy thereof and notify each such State of the date of 
the coming into force of this Agreement. Oo oe 

| In rarra wHereor the undersigned Plenipotentiaries have signed _ 
_ thisAgreement. | 7 | 

| Done at —_____. this ___ day of _________ 1951, in the 

English, French, and German languages, all being equally authentic. | 

Note: Annex A referred to in this document is not yet available 
and therefore is not included inthisdraft. = | 

London Embassy files, lot 59 F 59, 3850 Germany | | oe | 

Memorandum of Conversation, Prepared in the Bureau of German 
| Affairs - : 

SECRET | | [Wasuineron,] September 11, 1951. 
Subject: Contractual Arrangements with Germany Se. 

_ Participants: Netherlands—Dr. J. G. de Beus, Minister Pleni- 
| potentiary, Netherlands Embassy. 

| - —Mr. M. Kohnstamm, Director of the 
| | German Department, Netherlands 

a Foreign Office. | 

| —Mr. C. Vreede, First Secretary, Nether- 
oe lands Embassy. 

| Belgium—Mr. Scheyven, Director-General of the . 
| | Political Office, Belgian Foreign 

Office. 
| | —Mr. Carlier, Director of German Depart- _ 

ment, Belgian Foreign Office. — 
| —Mr. Robert Rothschild, Counselor, Bel- 

| gian Embassy. | 

- | France—Mr. Jean Sauvagnargues, Deputy Di- 

| _ rector of Central European Affairs at | 
7 a the Foreign Office. | | 

SO _ —Mr, Christian d’Aumale, Officer of the - 

Bureau of Central European Affairs 
a, ey at the Foreign Office. | 
— United Kingdom—Mr. Denis Allen, Head of the German 

_ — Political Department, British Foreign 
Office. / 

. oo —Mr. C. D. W. O’Neill, Office of the Brit: 

ee ish High Commissioner for Germany, 
a | _ —Mr. LF. Porter, First Secretary, British | 

So _. Embassy. OS Oo
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) 
| | United States—Mr. Henry A. Byroade, Director, Bu- 
| | | reau of German Affairs, Department | 
| of State. | 
| | _ Mr. Samuel Reber, Director of Political 
po | Affairs, Office of the U.S. High Com- 
| missioner for Germany. — 

; oe —Mr. J. J. Reinstein, Bureau of German of 
po Affairs. | | 
po —Mr. J. W. Auchincloss, Office of German | 
| | Political Affairs, | ! 

| A meeting was held at 11:30 a. m. on September 11, 1951, at the | 
| Department to hear the views of the Benelux representatives concern- _ a 

ing the proposed contractual arrangements with the Federal Republic 
. of Germany. : | 
| _ Mr. Byrroape stated that the talks preliminary to the mecting of the 

| Foreign Ministers had been profitable and useful and had resulted ina | 

| wide measure of agreement. He would give some account of what had _ 

| been done in the last few days, before asking the Benelux representa- 
| ‘ tives for their comments. What has been done will result, not in specific 

| texts of agreements with the Germans, but rather in guidance to the | 
| High Commission for use in negotiations with the Germans. | | 

| There are certain general principles which, it has been agreed, should | 
| govern the new relationship with Germany. The first of these is that | 
| the Federal Republic will continue to be integrated on a basis of 2 

equality into the European community, which is in turn within the | 
| Atlantic community. This will make it possible for the three powers to | 
| renounce restrictive controls. A peace treaty cannot now be concluded, | 
2 for Germany is a divided country with a security threat outside its 
- borders and beyond its control. For these reasons the supreme authority 

of the occupying powers must be retained, to be exercised with respect | 
| to (1) the discharge of their responsibilities regarding Germany as a 
| whole, including the unification of the country and a peace settlement ; 
' (2) questions relating to Berlin; and (8) the stationing of forces in _ | 

! | Germany and the protection of the security of these forces. The Ger- | 
mans should be able to understand the maintenance of authority for 
these purposes, since it is in their interest as well as that of the Allies. | 

: It represents a basic change in the existing relationship between Ger- sis, 
| many and the three powers. | | | | 
| It is also agreed that there should be no German national army. In | 
| the recent conversations there has been no discussion of how Germany | 
| should be brought into a defense framework, because the group has | 
| been concerned with the proposed contractual arrangements. It is, | 
| _ however, the hope of all concerned that the European Defense Com- | | 

536-688 PT 1--81---79 . |
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munity will supply the framework for a German participation in the 
~ common defense. i 

| As a third principle, it is expected to modify the present security 
controls. The German participation in defense will cover many mili- | 
tary safeguards. There will remain, however, the question of prohibited 
and limited industries and similar controls. It has been agreed that 
these will be put on a contractual basis, and that the controls will be of 
such a fundamental character as would be appropriate in a peace 
treaty. Any violations would be referred to the Arbitral Tribunal. 
There has been no final agreement on the specific areas to be controlled, 
and much more work will be required, even if the controls conform to 
the Brussels list (since the term “heavy weapons” in that list has never 
been defined). It is expected that the work will be done by experts at 

the earliest possible moment. | | 
The question of an agency to administer these controls is one on 

| which the Benelux views are particularly desired, in accordance with 
the 1948 agreement on consultation with respect to a possible successor 
to the Military Security Board. With a revised list of controls there 

| should be a much less formal organization than the Military Security 
Board. There has been proposed a body that would collect and verify 
information, report violations of the controls to the Council of Ambas- 
sadors, and make recommendations as to what action should be taken. 

It would be up to the High Commission to consider whether the Ger- 
mans should participate in such a body. [ A paper describing this body 
was then circulated and copies of it are attached. | ? 7 

| The fourth and last general principle concerns the status of Allied 

troops in Germany. The legal basis for the presence of troops in Ger- 
many is unchanged. The forces of the three powers will continue to be 

stationed in the Federal Republic by right, under the Declaration of | 

June 5, 1945,? rather than by agreement with the Germans. There will, 

however, be a change in the relationship between the Germans and the 

three powers, for this relationship must be one of partnership in de- 

fense, rather than that of an occupation. The psychology of the troops, 

as well as their status, should be adapted to this new conception. The 

standards defining their position in Germany should conform to those . 

applicable to friendly forces in a foreign country, except as modified 

by the fact that there are extraordinarily large numbers of troops in 

Germany and that the country is a forward area in the strategy of , 

defense. There cannot be, therefore, an agreement on the exact terms 

of the standard NATO Agreement, but the High Commission would 

‘take into account the principles of that agreement. 

1 Brackets throughout this document appear in the source text. | 
2For the text of the Declaration Regarding the Defeat of Germany and the 

Assumption of Supreme Authority by the Allied Powers, signed at Berlin on 
June 5, 1945, see TIAS No. 1520, or 60 Stat. 1649; or Documents on Germany, 
1944-1970, pp. 12-17. |
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—  —- Gwil Aviation—Relations in this field will be put on a contractual 
basis. The three powers will keep their rights of access and operation : 

| to Berlin, and the German Government will give assurances against | 
_ discrimination. Questions of military aviation are not dealt with here. : 

The three powers intend to keep authority to control all flights by air- 
craft of the Soviet Union. — | | 

Preservation of Democracy—The problem of guarding against the — 
: the appearance of another Hitler is one that affects the security of us 

| all. We have considered the whole range of methods of dealing with 
the question. The entire contractual arrangements might be made to 

| depend upon it, but, on the other hand, it might weaken the Germans | | 
yo to retain this power. It is a subject which the Ministers themselves must : 

discuss, and we should be very glad to have the Benelux thoughts on | 
the matter. aes 

State of Emergency—The Federal Government has no power to de- 
clare a state of emergency. The three powers will retain the right, in 
case of an external attack or of internal disorder involving the security | 

| _of troops, to declare an emergency in a civil sense, and to take the steps 
| necessary to deal with the situation. They might also declare an emer- 
| gency upon request of the German Government. a | 
| Form of Agreements—The contractual arrangements will take the | 

form of international agreements to be formally approved as appro- 
| priate, depending on the constitutional processes of the different 
| countries. | 
pO Logistical Support—This has proved a very difficult question. The : 

Germans should contribute to the support of their own forces and 
_ those of other countries as well, since they have no extra-European 

| : commitments. The total share of German resources devoted to defense 
| - should be on a comparable scale with the share of other leading 
| nations in the defense of the West (not only the defense of Europe), 

but at the same time Germany’s capacity to pay must be taken into | 
account. There is likely to be a gap between the German contribution 

| and the total costs in Germany of support of Allied forces and forces 
| contributed by Germany. How to fill such a gap is a problem which 
| will have to be studied after the Ministers’ meeeting. The Germans : 
| cannot be expected to agree on the arrangements as a whole before : 
____ this question is settled, and the Bundestag will certainly want to know | | 
| what arrangements are contemplated in this field. | 
| Status of Forces—This includes such matters as offenses against | 
| Allied security and the status of Allied personnel in Germany. The | 

| question is a difficult one, because it is a matter of extra-territoriality. 
Questions such as whether dependents of military personnel should be 
subject to German criminal law and whether certain cases in German 
courts should be subject to withdrawal by the Allies have not been mi 
decided. The position is somewhat clearer with respect to civil cases, 

| |
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where it is recognized that the German courts will have primary 
jurisdiction. It will not be possible to make all changes of this kind 

_. at once, and we shall have to go through a transition period between 
the atmosphere of the occupation and that of the new relationship. 
Reparation—Mr. REINsTEIN stated that the Germans would be re- 

quired to recognize certain agreements and to maintain certain legisla- 
| tion, particularly the law on Divesting of Title * and Law No. 5.4 The 

power over reparation will be given up, but it will be made clear to 
the Germans that the rights of other countries with regard to a final 
settlement which were reserved under the Paris Agreement ® in con- 
nection with a peace treaty are maintained. 

Foreign Interests—Since the reports on this subject by the Inter- 
governmental Study Group on Germany have not been approved by 
Governments, this subject has not been discussed as yet with the Ger- 
mans. A formula for dealing with the disagreed point pending before 

| governments has been worked out, on which the views of the Benelux 
representatives were requested. [Copies of the proposal were dis- 
tributed at the meeting, and a copy is also attached to this 
memorandum. | ° | a 

Internal Restitution—Mr. Byroape said that an effort will be made 
to obtain uniformity in the application of compensation laws through- 
out the Federal territory. | | 
Lerlin—The control arrangements with Berlin will be modified in 

the light of the contractual arrangements with the Federal Republic. 
It is not intended that Berlin should be a Twelfth Land. 
Deconcentration—Mnr. Brroane said that Law 277 would be carried 

cut, but that, after the entry into force of the Schuman Plan, the func- 
tions of the Control Groups would be restricted to those necessary to 
complete the deconcentration. a . 

Arbitration Tribunal—The High Commission has already giventhe —_ 

Benelux representatives a good idea of what the Tribunal will be like. 
The view has developed in the recent discussions that the composition 
of the Tribunal should be three German judges, one American, one 
British, and one French judge, and three judges of other nationality. 

* Presumably Reinstein was referring to U.S. Military Government Law No. 19, 
dated April 20, 1949, disposing of properties in the U.S. zone and U.S. sector of 
Berlin which belonged to the former German Reich, States, Laender, or Provinces. | 
For the text of this Law, see Military Government Gazette, Germany, Office of 
the U.S. Military Government for Germany, Issue N, June 16, 1949, pp. 9-12. 

‘For the text of Control Council Law No. 5, “Vesting and Marshalling of Ger- 
man External Assets,” dated October 30, 1945, see Military Government Gazette, — 
Germany, British Zone of Control, No. 5, undated, pp. 40-42. | SO 

°¥or the text of the Paris Reparations Agreement, January, 24, 1946, see TIAS 
No. 1635 or 61 Stat. (pt. 3) 3012. | . 

®* The paper on foreign interests is not printed. : 
‘For the text of Allied High Commission Law No. 27, “Reorganization of Ger- 

man Coal and Iron and Steel Industries,” dated May 16, 1950, and the three 
Regulations thereto, see Laws, Regulations, Directives and Decisions, vol. 1, 

| pp. 155-178. .
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Violations of the contractual arrangements would be submitted to the 
Tribunal for arbitration. The Tribunal could, if its judgments were 
not carried out, direct specific action to be taken by the defaulting 
party. This is a very important international aspect of the Tribunal. | 

| It is believed that most of the issues likely to arise under the con- | 
tractual arrangements will not be suitable for the International Court | 

| of Justice at The Hague and should, therefore, be submitted to a body | 
| which will have a closer connection with the German problem. | 
| Mr. Bynoape said that it was hoped to meet all these issues this 

autumn and to solve them at the same time. Some way must be found— 
| but not too blunt a way—of relating the new status of Germany to 
| German entry into defense. The questions must all be submitted to the | 

Bundestag, and the High Commission will attempt to conclude its | 
! negotiations with the Germans by the time the North Atlantic Council 
| meets in Rome. | | | 

Dr. pe Beus said that he much appreciated the way the meeting had | 

' been organized. It is important for the Benelux countries to come in at | 
| & preparatory stage because the contractual arrangements will, for | 
| - gome time to come, take the place of a peace treaty. He noted the satis- 
| faction of the Netherlands Government that the Divesting Law had 
| been enacted. | | 

| The general line of approach comes very close to the feeling of the | 

Netherlands Government on the subject. The arrangements will be as | 

close to a peace treaty as will be possible for a long time. The Dutch | 

| have no deep love for the Germans, but consider that there is no choice 
in the matter of German rearmament. Since the Germans must rearm, | 

| they must be given a sense of equality in their participation, and the | | 

| occupying powers should go as far as possible in dropping controls in 

| order to enlist German cooperation. Certain safeguards must be kept. | 

: but there is no use in setting up elaborate legal provisions that would | 

| never be enforced. Such provisions were established after the first | 

World War, and the Germans gradually nibbled away at them. There © | 

| should be no guarantee on paper that would not be enforced in case of 

i necessity. The best safeguard, however, would be to keep the Germans 

| in the joint defense. | | 

| Dr. pe Brus then presented the views of the Netherlands Govern- 

| ment on particular points contained in the information given to the | 

| Benelux representatives in Bonn by the High Commission. 

| State of E-mergency—There must be a legitimate basis for any re- : 

! newal of Allied authority, but the circumstances for such a renewal | 

| should not be specified in advance. A decision on the assumption of : 

| authority could be made only in the light of conditions existing at the - | 

time, so the general principle should be stated without any details. | 

| Council of Ambassadors—Dnr. pr Brus asked if there were any prac- | 

i
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tical advantage to a Council of Ambassadors. It seemed to offer no | 
substantive change from the existing High Commission, and would — 
give the Germans a feeling of tutelage. There would be no practical 
difference between a Council and close consultation by the Ambas- 
sadors whenever that was needed. He also asked if it was necessary to 
prevent the Germans from taking up matters of tripartite concern in 
the Allied capitals. | 

Maintenance of Democracy—Dr. px Brus asked what would be 
gained if the Germans were made to guarantee the maintenance of 
democracy. He thought that such a requirement might even have the 
reverse effect. A reference to democracy should be made in the pre- 
amble, rather than in the body of the agreement, and Dr. ne Bevs sug- 
gested the following language for this purpose : 

| “In view of the fact that the Federal Government has for sonie time 
been operating a democratic system of Government on the basis of 
free general and secret elections, the three Allied Powers feel justified 
to suspend the exercise of their supreme authority in as far as com- | 
patible with the international obligations undertaken by the three 
powers.” : 

This would provide a link with the Potsdam Agreement. Both the 
Yalta and Potsdam Agreements contemplated that Germany would 
return to the community of nations, so it would be in the spirit of 
these agreements to state that supreme authority would now be 
suspended. | | 
Sovereignty—F rom the psychological point of view it would be 

advisable for the preamble to specify that the Federal Republic was 
_ resuming its place as a sovereign state, insofar as this was compatible 

with the obligations of the Allies. 
Berlin—A specific reaffirmation of the special position of Berlin 

should be included in the agreement. | 
Military Arrangements—The contractual arrangements should not 

have clauses regarding a German military contribution, but these | 
should be included in a separate, accompanying agreement. It should 
not be stated in so many words that the contractual arrangements and 

a defense contribution are related. There should be a clause, as there 

| is in the Japanese Peace Treaty, to the effect that the Federal Republic 
has the right of individual or collective self-defense expressed in the 

Charter of the United Nations. The political agreement should also 
provide that the Allied forces are security troops, rather than oc- 

cupation troops. | 
Foreign Felattons—The Germans should conduct their foreign af- 

fairs, so far as compatible with the international responsibilities of the 

three powers, and in constant consultation with the three Ambassadors. 
International Obligations—Such obligations undertaken by the 

| Allies should be taken over by the German Government, except for —
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obligations such as those in the Yalta and Potsdam Agreements. The 

contractual arrangements should deal only with obligations under- 
taken in the past, and the Germans should not be required to accept 

agreements to be made by the Allies in the future. | 

| - Reparation—The provisions on this subject should cover only exist- 

ing obligations, and anything regarding the future should be left for 

a peace treaty. 

| Decartelization—It should not be stipulated that the pending Ger- | 

| man law in this field can be abolished only with Allied authorization. — ! 

| International Ruhr Authority—No controls should be retained with 

respect to the Ruhr after termination of the International Authority | 

| for the Ruhr. | | | | | 

| Allied Tribunals—Article 11 of the Japanese Peace Treaty is better 

| adapted to the problem of clemency and the handling of war criminals | 

| than the corresponding proposals of the High Commission. Dr. DE 

| Brus believed that it might be easier for the Germans to maintain the 

| Nuremberg judgments if a reference were made in the agreement to the | 

International Criminal Court which has been proposed by the Inter- _ 

| national Law Commission of the United Nations. | 7 : - 

| | Debits—Dnr. ve Brus suggested that it should be stated as a gen- 

| eral principle that Germany is responsible for the damage done during _ 

| the war. This would correspond to Article 14 of the Japanese Peace | 

| Treaty (except that the Dutch do not like the clause about the Govern- : 

| ments waiving the claims of their nationals and would, therefore, omit 

| it). The agreement to be reached in London with respect to German 

debts should be incorporated in the contractual arrangements. | 

| Arbitration—Dr. pe Brus said that it was wise to establish a _ | 

| Tribunal for arbitration but that any delicate political questions in- | 

| ~ volving the Soviet Union should be expressed, not in the agreement | 

| itself, but in the preamble, so that they would not arise in a form which | 

_ would subject them to arbitration. | | | 

| Military Agreement—The Federal Republic should be admitted to 

| NATO in the not too distant future; it would then have a security 

| guarantee and would be prevented from making any agreement con- 

| trary to the North Atlantic Treaty. The contractual arrangements 

| should, accordingly, be conformed to the NATO arrangements. At | 

) present, Germany is protected by the provision in the Treaty which © | 

declares an attack on the occupation forces to be an attack on the 

| signatory powers, and by the statement of the Foreign Ministers, made | 

| in September of 1950, that an attack on the Federal Republic would be 

| treated as an attack on the three occupying powers.® These safeguards 

| ~would be formalized by membership in NATO. | 

aa eearding the statement, see Foreign Relations, 1950, vol. 111, pp. 1248-1296 | 
passim. | |
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| Dr. ve Beus said that the Netherlands Government believed that 
the restrictions on industry and scientific research would be impossible 
to enforce, and that no provision for them should be made. 

| Mr. Kounstamm said that the approach should be that of the 
psychologist rather than the jurist, and that he believed the High 
Commission had handled the problem with too legalistic an approach. 
The Germans do not accept things just because they are written down 

: in black and white, but they do respect simple and forceful facts. 
The present political opposition to the Federal Government is mala 

fide, and the present cooperation from the German authorities is the 
| best we are likely to get for some time. The contractual arrangements 

should, therefore, be handled in such a way as to strengthen the Fed- 
eral administration. The Allies should not write too much into the 
agreements. Mr. Konnstamm mentioned Law 27 as an example of | 
excessive detail. Everything will be done by reason of the relationship — 
existing between the Germans and the Allies. It is all a matter of the 
strength of the ties between them, even if the rights as expressed on 
paper are not very clear. | 
Any prohibition on the repeal of legislation without Allied comment 

will expose the Government to constant attempts by Schumacher and 
the opposition to change such laws in the Bundstag, and, whether the 
laws or the changes are wise, the Government will be in the position of 
having to say that it can do nothing in the matter without Allied 
approval. 

Mr. Brroapr stated that he was encouraged by these observa- 
tions, and that he thought our position was very close to that of the 
Netherlands on matters of importance. | 

| Mr. ScHEYVEN associated himself with the general approach de- 
scribed by Dr. de Beus, and stated that his Government agreed the 

| contractual arrangements were close to a peace treaty, but believed 
the High Commission’s proposals amounted, in effect, to a further 
revision of the Occupation Statute. He said it had been difficult to 
consider the general approach, because only a résumé of the texts had 
been available. German opinion has been impressed by the Japanese 
Peace Treaty, and, in comparison, the new decisions do not really look 
as though they constituted a fundamental step. They do not go far 

_ enough to have the proper psychological effect on the Germans. 
Mr. Kounstamm asked about the interpretation of the phrase “state 

of emergency”. Would a state of emergency be declared at an early — 
stage, or only at the last moment? Would a border attack or disorder __ 
somewhere in Germany be sufficient for a declaration of emergency ? 

Mr. Brroanve said that the circumstances could not be specified in 
advance. However, the basis for a declaration of emergency would 
always be the security of Allied forces. It is contemplated that the | 
agreement would provide that an emergency could be declared in part
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or all of the Federal territory. A Soviet attack might result.in a dec- 
laration of emergency for the entire country. While disorder in the | 

| Ruhr might result only in a local declaration. | 
| Mr. Scuryven asked whether it was expected that the Germans 

: would be allowed to conduct relations with the Soviet Union and the 
\ satellite countries, and whether any provision concerning this had 

| been expressed in the documents. | 
| _ Mr. Byroape replied that there would be no prohibition against 
| German relations with the countries of Eastern Europe in the con- | 
| tractual arrangements, 

Mr. ALLEN stated that the emphasis would be on the ties to the 
| | West, rather than on prohibitions against dealing with the East. 

Mr. Scuryven asked what were the future agreements which the | 
| Germans would undertake to recognize. He was told that the only | 

| agreements which the three powers had in mind were the Safehaven | 
agreements.? : | , | 

| Mr. Scuryven asked whether the exemption from equalization of 

| burdens legislation for Allied property and the debt settlement would 
| be covered in the contractual arrangements. Oo | ! 
| Mr. REINstEIn stated that the first question would be covered in 
; the agreement on foreign interests. In answer to the second question, he | 
_ said there would be an international agreement on debts, but it would | 

not be part of the contractual arrangements. It was likely that the 
| debt negotiations would go on for some time, and, if the contractual | 
| arrangements were concluded first, they would have to contain an 

: interim provision on debts. | Ss 
| Mr. Brroape spoke of the form of the contractual arrangements and | 
| explained that there would be a general agreement concerning the prin- | 
| ciples involved, with separate conventions on more specific matters. | 
| Mr. Scuryven then asked how it was intended to associate the | 
| Benelux countries with the future work on contractual relations. | | 

| Mr. Byroave said that, when the Ministers had reached their de- 

| cisions, further work would be referred to the High Commission. There 

| would then be a period of considerable activity, and the only practical — | 

| place for consultation would be Bonn. The representatives of the three 

| powers there would take all possible steps to keep the Benelux mis- 

| sions informed. — | | | 
| ‘Mr. Scrtryven stated that it was important to receive the docu- 

ments on the military forces. If Bonn is to be the place for consula- : 
| tion, and no group such as the Study Group will be established any- 
| where else, will it be possible for the Benelux to see the documents in | 

| a formative stage? | 

| °A reference to the several agreements between the United States, United | 
| | Kingdom, and France and various other countries attempting to settle the dispo- | 

| sition of German external assets and looted gold.
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Mr. Byroape replied that the only expert group which was con- | 
| templated would be one to deal with the question of prohibitions and | 

limitations on industry. It has not been decided where such a group | 
would meet. He was not clear enough about the procedures of the High 
Commission to know just when documents are furnished to the Benc- 
lux representatives, but the High Commission would make every effort 
to see that this was done in matters of direct concern to them. 

Mr. Brroave stated that he much appreciated the views which had 
been expressed in the meeting. They represented a’ broad approach, 
which was very fine in the light of past events. | | 

Mr. Byroape then reviewed some of the specific questions in order 
to compare the views of the Benelux countries and the occupying 
powers. The two positions are very close with regard to declaring a 
state of emergency. As for the Council of Ambassadors, it is not in- 
tended merely to change the name of the High Commission and con- 
tinue it in another form, but a three-power authority is still required 
because of Berlin and because of the necessity for joint action in case 
of emergency. The Council will be kept as informal in character as 
possible, and no charter has been prepared for it yet. 

The proposed preamble to the general agreement is similar to the 
Netherlands’ suggestion regarding preservation of democracy. With 
respect to stating that Germany is a sovereign state, Mr. Byroapr ob- 
served that the three powers would declare that they keep the right 

| to exericse supreme authority in certain fields, but renounce it in all 
others. At this point, Mr. Sauvacnarcues observed that it was not 
possible to give sovereignty to Germans and keep the right to act in : 
an emergency, but Dr. pr Brus said that he believed there were ways of 
combining the two. | 

With resepct to the connection between the contractual relationship | 
and a German defense contribution, Mr. Byroapr said this would re- 
quire very careful handling, but there must be some link between them, 
for otherwise the Germans would be likely to accept the contractual 
arrangements and refuse the defense participation. The arrangements 
for bringing Germany into the common defense have not been dis- 
cussed at the recent meetings. | | 

The question of war criminals has not been dealt with in Washing- 
ton, but will be studied by the High Commission. 

It is not intended that political questions will be submitted to the 
Arbitral Tribunal. It seemed to Mr. Byroape that the Benelux rep- 
resentatives would go further in reducing security controls than the 
three powers were prepared to go, but that question had not been 
finally decided. 

Mr. ALLEN said that the general ideas expressed had been most 
useful and stimulating. He had been impressed by the emphasis placed | | 
by the Netherlands and Belgian representatives on going as far as |
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possible in the direction of a peace settlement. That is the spirit in 
which we have considered the High Commission report, and the ideal 
we have in mind. We do not, however, delude ourselves that every- 
thing has been settled or that the negotiations in Germany would be SO 
easy, | | ) | | 

Mr. Byroane said that he believed we would arrive at a politically 
acceptable agreement which would be better than what the Benelux | | 

| expected on the basis of the documents they had seen so far. | 
| Mr. Komnsramm said that he believed the Netherlands could ac- | 

cept the paper on foreign interests which had been distributed at the | 
| meeting. Mr. Scireyven said that the Belgian representatives would | 

study the paper further and give their views on it at a later time. [He — 7 
| subsequently informed the U.S. Delegation, for the information of the 
| British and French, that the formula was acceptable to the Belgian | 

| Government. ] | | | | 
| With respect to future mectings, Mr. ByroapeE pointed out that the | 

situation was most unusual, since the Foreign Ministers would have | 
| no time in Washington after their talks were concluded. He suggested, 

therefore, that there should be another meeting with the Benelux 
| representatives when the Ministers’ discussions were over, in order to 

inform them of the decisions which had been reached. The Ministers 
| would also look forward to meeting the Benelux Ministers in Ottawa. 
| This would be an informal talk, and there would be no experts on 
| German matters present. 
| It was agreed to plan for a further meeting on Friday morning, 

September 14, and to set the exact time later. The Ministers would 

| probably meet in Ottawa on Sunday, September 16.7 

| [At the close of the meeting Dr. de Beus gave a copy of the notes 

from which he had spoken, and these are attached to the present | 

! memorandum. Copies are also attached of the papers which were cir- 

| culated on security controls and foreign interests. ] 2. | : 

| | [Attachment] | : | 
| Paper Prepared by the Tripartite Working Group : : 
| - an 

| SECRET | _ [Wasutnoton, September 10, 19512] 

| SEcuRITY CoNTROLS oe ) | 

| The Federal Republic should undertake to provide such information 
| as the Allies may require in connection with the contractual arrange- 
| ments in the security field, and to permit its verification. There should 

| | ” For a report on the Foreign Ministers meeting on September 16 at Ottawa, 
| See p. 1309; regarding the meeting on September 14, see footnote 2 thereto. 
| 1 Only the paper on security controls is printed. | , So 

| | 
| | |
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be no Allied control agency in the security field. However, provision 
should be made for the establishment of an Allied body subordinate . 

to the Council of Ambassadors which will be concerned with problems 
arising in regard to the undertakings of the Federal Republic. This 
body would have, on the basis of the contractual arrangements, the 
necessary authority to obtain and verify information and carry on 
‘such inspections as may be authorized by the Council of Ambassadors. — 
It would report to the Council of Ambassadors any evidences of Ger- 
man violation of the security undertakings and recommend action with 
respect thereto. | 

If the High Commission and the Federal Republic, as a result of 
their negotiations, consider it desirable, there should be a formal rela- 
tionship between the Allied body and the German authorities for the 

purpose of providing a means of dealing with problems arising be- 
tween the Allies and the Germans in this field. This formal relationship 

might be accomplished by associating representatives of the Federal 
Republic with the Allied body in a mixed commission. The mixed 
commission would deal with matters relating to the execution of the 

contractual arrangements with respect to security safeguards, obtain- 
ing and verifying information, and possibly some inspections. The 
German representatives, however, would not be associated with the 
Allied body in its reports and recommendations to the Council of Am- 

bassadors or other activities which relate to purported violations of the 

arrangements. | , 

665.001/9-1151 | | 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Director of the Office of — 
| Western European Affairs (Byington) 

SECRET [ WasHinoTon,| September 11, 1951. 

Subject: Italian Peace Treaty | 

Participants: Mr. B. A. B. Burrows, Counselor 
Mr. K. D. Jamieson, Second See-| British Embassy 

retary | 

| Mr. P. Francfort—French Embassy _ | 
_ Mr. Homer M. Byington, Jr. |WE a | 

Mr. Howard J. Hilton 

In opening the meeting I suggested that the problem was to deter- 

mine the areas of agreement and disagreement preparatory to the 

meetings of the Ministers on the question of the Italian Peace Treaty.’ 

After I had reviewed our position, Mr. Burrows circulated a paper 

(copy of which is attached) setting forth the British suggestions for 

1 For further documentation on the U.S. position with regard to revision of the 
Italian Peace Treaty, see volumetv. —
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procedure and timing for the de facto revision of the Italian Treaty on | 
| a bilateral basis. | | | | 
| Mr. Burrows said that they preferred the position set forth in this 
| paper to the position advanced by the United States since it afforded 
| greater flexibility and best met the problems posed by differing public | 
! opinion in the United States, Italy and Yugoslavia. On the one hand, 
| public opinion in the United States and Italy is demanding some — 
. action in the near future. In Yugoslavia, on the other hand, agreement | 
: with Italy on the future of Trieste has been set by Tito as a condition 
| for Yugoslav support of revision of the other parts of the Italian | 
| Peace Treaty. Mr. Burrows said that the British suggestions had been | 
| drafted with the view of meeting these different demands. The issuance 

| of the declaration is a step, which could be taken in the near future, — 
| to indicate the desire of the three Powers to achieve some action on the 
| Italian Treaty. The delay between the declaration and the final notes 
| accomplishing de facto revision would provide time for Italo- Yugoslav 

negotiations on the question of Trieste. Since the United States posi- 
| ‘tion contemplates the completion of formal action immediately after 
| the Italian request, it does not provide the period for such negotia- 
| tions. He recognized that there would be a period of some six weeks for 

| | diplomatic preparation for formal action, but felt that the exchange of 
notes might come at the most inopportune time in connection with the : 

| Italo- Yugoslav negotiations on Trieste. | 
| In this connection I emphasized that the important point in the 
| British procedure is that the formal notes are not conditional upon 

Italo- Yugoslav settlement of the Trieste question. I indicated that it | 

| was my interpretation of point 5-a that the final step, following about 
| six weeks to two months after the declaration, would not be dependent : 
! upon an Italo-Yugoslav settlement of the Trieste question. I said I 
| believed the United States Government would not be willing to accept 

any proposal which made solution of the Trieste problem a condition | 
| to revision of the Treaty. Mr. Burrows agreed in general with this 
| interpretation but said that they would verify this point. I repeated 

| that if this interpretation was incorrect a fundamental difference of 

! opinion would exist since we did not contemplate delaying action on 
| the Italian Treaty pending such a settlement. | 

| The French position as expressed by Mr. Francfort remains un- 

| changed. It contemplates first the issuance of a tripartite declaration, 

| second, endorsement by the United Nations, and then formal notes to 

| the Italian Government waiving the Italian obligations to the govern- | 

: ments concerned and renouncing the moral stigma of the Treaty. The 

| following dangers of this position were stressed in the discussion of 

| Mr. Francfort’s remarks: it would not provide the Italians with the 

| initiative; and endorsement of this action by the United Nations 
would present serious obstacles. I pointed out that both the British 

| | | | 

| 7
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and ourselves were still uncertain about the desirability of going to | 
the United Nations and that if we were to go to the United Nations 
it would not be for endorsement but merely for a resolution in which _ 
the United Nations would note with satisfaction the action taken. 

7 Moreover, unless we were assured of a big majority, it would be best 
not to submit the question at all. 

Mr. Francfort also expressed concern about the juridical effect of 
our action revising the Italian Treaty. We commented that the action 
taken would not in legal terms constitute revision of the Italian T reaty 
but would rather consist of a renunciation of Italy’s obligations to 
the governments concerned in connection with the specified articles of 
the Italian Treaty. We hoped, however, that the action would be con- 
sidered by the public at large as revision and that the press would so 
term it, although in legal terms it would not, in fact, be revision. Mr. 
Francfort said that he did not know what Mr. Schuman’s position 
would be on this, but that he would endeavor to present to him our 
views before the discussions on this question. I turned to Mr. Franc- 
fort and said that this subject would be discussed with them this after- 
noon at the meeting of Mr. Acheson and Mr. Schuman.? 

: I agreed to present the British suggestions * to the American delega- 
tion and give him an early reply. | 

Homer M. Byineron, Jr. 

*¥For a report on Schuman’s meeting with Acheson, see U.S.-Fr. Min-1, p. 1249. 
* Not printed ; a summary of this paper is included in the minutes referred to 

in footnote 2, above. 

B. PROCEEDINGS, SEPTEMBER 10-14, 1951 

CFM files, lot M~88, box 158, Secretary’s briefing book | 

United States Delegation Minutes of the First Meeting of the F oreign 
Ministers of the United States and United Kingdom Held at Wash- 
ington, September 10, 1951, 3: 30 p.m. 

SECRET | | 
U.S.-U.K. Min-1 

| MEMBERS | 

| Mr. Acheson (U.S.) | 
Mr. Morrison (U.K.) 

| Atso PRESENT | 

U.S. | U.K. 
Mr. Harriman Sir Oliver Franks 
Mr. Gifford | Sir Pierson Dixon 

Mr. Jessup Sir F. Hoyer Millar
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Evrorean Prostems anpD U.K. AtrirupE Towarp EvuROPEAN 

| INTEGRATION 

1. Mr. Morrtson led off the discussion by noting the unusually 

| strong movement on the Continent in favor of European integration. | 
All feared the Soviet menace and believed that close integration would 
mitigate the danger. Whether adequate thought had been put into | 

| these plans was another question. This movement was particularly _ i 
! strong in France, Italy and in the Christian Democratic Union in West 

| Germany. The feeling for European integration was somewhat less 
| strong in Holland, while in Belgium and Luxembourg some strength 
: existed for such plans. The Scandinavian countries, however, were of | 

| the same mind as the U.K. Although having a sense of weakness, they. | 
did not allow a feeling of inferiority to involve them in other difficul- | 

! ties. The European countries are likely to think that by setting up some | 
| kind of federation they have solved the problem, instead of making © 

| a point of strengthening individual responsibility. Far from discour- | 
| aging plans for integration, the U.K. encouraged them. The U.K. be- 
| lieved that further integration of Europe would be a good thing if 
| handled in the right way. Whether the U.K. should join such a move- 
| -- ment was a different question. There was not only the fact that the 
| British Isles were separated from the Continent, but there was also a 

vast difference between the countries of the Continent, and the U.K. 
| Britain, however, would not be prejudiced against joining such move- 
: ments and would always be ready to consider each particular plan 

when presented. 
- 9. In the case of the Schuman plan Mr. Morrison said that the | 

; British people and the British Government could not accept it. When — | 

| questions were asked in Parliament about coal and steel, it would be 
| embarrassing to state that it was impossible to answer because such 

: matters were under the jurisdiction of a supra-national organization. | 

| At Strasbourg there has been criticism that the U.K. had been drag- | 
| ging its feet in the Council of Europe.’ He said that this quasi-parlia- 

| mentary body had the weaknesses that the agenda was not drawn , 

| up systematically and that no responsible persons presented docu- | 

| ~ uments to the Assembly. Committees were established for every prob- 

| ~ lem without regard to the importance of the issues involved. There | 

| was no technical staff to help draft these papers nor did he think there 

should be. The U.K. was continually trying to think of ways to place _ 

well constructed documents before the Assembly to provide it with 

practical problems. The relations between the Assembly and the U.K. 

were now very much improved. Moreover, the Chancellor of the 

| Exchequer would attend the next meeting in order to exchange views 

, * For documentation on U.S. interest in the European Coal and Steel Community 
| (Schuman Plan) and the Council of Europe, see volume Iv. 

|
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on fiscal and economic matters. There should be an increase in ad hoc 
cooperation with the Assembly, and the Assembly must make ad hoc 
arrangements, so that eventually a series of such arrangements would 
be possible. Mr. Morrison noted the criticism of the U.K. in such 
articles as the recent one by Clarence Streit, which stated that what 

| Europe needed was a constitution like the U.S. constitution. While 
he was fully in favor of constitutions, he believed that languages and 
traditions made such plans very impractical. As to the relationship 
between the integration of Europe and NATO, he said that if eco- 
nomic and social problems could be taken up in NATO and could be 
helpful, so much the better. In any event the U.K. believed, like the 
‘Scandinavian countries, that before integration was possible, well 
thought out solutions to concrete problems must be forthcoming. It was 

impossible for the U.K. to join movements for European integration 
at this time. 

3. Mr. Actteson believed that the U.S. and U.K. were not far apart 
in their thinking. He agreed that in the press and in the Congress 
there were some criticisms of the U.K. reticence about European 
integration, but it was not the attitude of the Executive Branch to 
force the U.K. into such schemes. The U.S. was sympathetic to plans 
for European integration, such as the Schuman plan and the Euro- 
pean army, and the Administration had its difficulties with Congress - 
which sometimes wanted to make British adherence to European 
integration plans a condition of certain matters of foreign policy. The 
Executive Branch was aware that there were differences between the 
U.K. and the countries of the Continent and believed that the U.S. 
and U.K. must work as closely as possible with regard to such plans. 
The importance of European integration in the U.S. view was based 

| on the fact that Europe is in a precarious economic and military posi- 
tion and would be strengthened by further integration. Western 
Europe is a small area with the iron curtain on the other side, it would 
be helpful to have a unified front. The countries of the Continent since 
the war have a:rived at the point of view that nationalism is not the 
main spring of all action. Perhaps a new loyalty, such as an integrated 
Europe, might be useful. The U.S. believed that everything in this : 
field could be done under the canopy of NATO. It recognized the 
risks of the U.K. joining a federation with France, Italy and Germany, 
but under NATO it believed that these risks were not too great. 

| 4. Mr. Acuweson assured Mr. Morrison that the U.S. Government 
was not in favor of formulating theoretical constitutions, but in really | 

working out practical problems. In this respect the U.S. believed that 

the Schuman Plan was very helpful, as would be a European army. 

The Continental countries were beginning to see this, and in the not 
too distant future some political institutions might be established 
which would be beneficial in solving European problems.
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5. Mr. Morrison said that he agreed with this approach and he be- 
lieved that something short of formal adherence to such plans by the 

| U.IS. might be worked out. ) | 
| 6. Mr. Acireson noted that the U.K. was close to the Continent and of 
' would want to have ways of working out the various problems it had 
| with the Continental countries. If the iron curtain were broken, how- : 
| ever, it might be easier for countries which were currently USSR | 
| satellites to join a Europ2an organization if the U.1. were not par-_ 
| ticipating as a member. | _ | 
| 7. Mr. Harriman agreed that the OLEC was most successful, but | 

2 he was disturbed that ths organization had heen reglected. He ex- 
/ pressed the hope that its work could be stimulated. It might work in _ 
| with the NATO and the European Defense Force in some way. a 
| _ 8. Mr. Acueson noted that there had been some thought of merging 
| the ECE and OEEC, but this the U.S. believed was a mistake partic- | 
| ularly in view of the position that Germany should take in Western 
| affairs. The OEEC was still useful in its present form. | 
| 

| ALIGNMENT oF U.S.-U.K. Poricres in Mippitr East 

| (a) Egypt? | 
| 9. Mr. Morrison began this discussion by noting the long history of : 
: - Egypt’s relation with the U.K. and pointed out that the U.K. did not 
| _ seek to hinder the independence of the Egyptians in any colonial way. : 
| The politics of Egypt were very bad and the social structure with its 
| broad masses layered by a few on top was very backward. The U.K. 

did have the treaty of 1936 however, and there were no provisions to | 
bring it to an end. Mr. Bevin had taken on the Egyptian problem and 

: some progress had been made for a settlement. The situation had de- | 
| _ teriorated again, however. The Egyptians now wanted the U.K. to | 

: move out in 12 months and stated that if war came, U.K. troops could a 

: come back to Egypt. It was obvious even to the Egyptians that they | 

| could not defend themselves, yet Egypt was important militarily since 

‘it affected the Southern perimeter defenses against the Soviet Union. | 

} The U.K. could not leave Egypt and there the matter rested. The U.K. | 

| had put forth propositions to the Egyptians that went further than the | 

| U.K. wanted to go, but these propositions were rejected and the prob- 

: lem of Sudan was taken up. The Egyptians had given the Sudanese | 
| a rough time during their control over the Sudan and the U.K. ad- _ | 

| ministration was a good one which the Sudanese liked. The U.K. was : 
| looking to a time when the Sudan could be given self-government. The : 

| Sudanese should decide this question and similar arrangements should : 
be made to those in Libya, which had gone much further toward in- : 

| | *For further documentation on U.S. interest in Egypt’s relations with the 
| United Kingdom, see volume Vv. 

| 536-688 PT 1--81---80 |
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dependence. He did not know whether the Sudanese would want to 
| control foreign affairs and their defense, but he believed the U.K. 

might still maintain control of those matters. In all of these matters 
the U.K. would have scrupulous respect for the self-determination of 
the Sudanese. The Egyptians, however, wanted more control of the 
fore:gn affairs, defense and fiscal matters of Sudan. In addition they 

wished to control the Nile, which was important both to the U.K. and 
the Sudan. The U.K. would like to see France, the U.S. and the U.K. 
cooperate in solving this problem. | 

10. Mr. Morrison said that perhaps a new approach in the form of 
an inter-allied defense command should be established in which Egypt 
could make its own contribution as a full partner. Under such an 

7 arrangement there could be no charge of a U.K. occupation. He 
thought that such a command would be in the interest of the free | 
states, and in accord with the Egyptians’ pride and prestige. He be- 
lieved, as did the U.K. Chiefs of Staff, that this matter could be worked 
out in spite of the fact that it would tie up forces in Egypt which might 
be otherwise used for strictly U.K. purposes. It was important that 

| ’ agreement between the U.S. and the U.K. be obtained on this problem, 
since the Egyptians were currently attempting to play off the two 
countries against each other. 

11. Mr. Acueson said that the U.S. Chiefs of Staff agreed with 
those of the U.K. that the British forces must stay in Egypt. The prob- 

_ lem was to prescribe a medicine which would effect the desired cure ; 

mere force would apparently not work. A plan must be devised in | 

which the Egyptians would have a legitimate position to which they 

could adhere. The procedure of an inter-allied arrangement was such a 

method, but since the same troops would be in Egypt this procedure _ 

would take some dressing up to make it palatable to the Egyptians. __ 
The U.S. had endeavored to leave no doubt with the Egyptians regard- 
ing the U.S. support for maintenance by the U.K. of its strategic 

facilities in Egypt. | | 
12. As to the Sudan the U.S. recognized that it is not possible for 

a union with Egypt under the crown. He made the following sugges- 

tions: | 

(a) A UN commission might be established which would have a 
general advisory position with regard to the Sudan. It would have no 
powers to interfere but only to report to the UN. | 

(6) The U.K. might renew the offer of the proposals which were 
rejected before. 

(c) Thought should be given to the possibility of an international | 
guarantee of an Egypto-Sudanese Nile waterway agreement. A Nile 
waterway authority might be established under the International 

ank. 
(d) There might be some advantage in fixing an early date for the 

attainment of self-government by the Sudan. .
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| | (e) Consideration might be given to the appointment of a neutral 
| Governor General of the Sudan. | | 

Mr. Acueson said that some means should be devised to place Egypt 

in an embarrassing situation with regard to international opinion, if | 
| it refused the proposals for solution of the problem. It was important 
| both to have some place for the Egyptians to go and some means to | 

prod them toward it. He stressed that this problem was so important 

| that the U.S. was very desirous of working it out with the U.K. | | 
| 13. Mr. Morrison agreed with the last point made by Mr. Acheson 
| and pointed out that the question of the Suez Canal alarmed the | | 

_ Sudanese as much as it did the U.K. He noted, however, that he was 
| not able to make favorable moves toward the Egyptians because of , 

| the thin majority his government held in Parliament. It was necessary 

| to show strength at times and the U.K. must not be driven into the 

| position of having to agree with whatever moves the Egyptians | 
| wanted. Not only was the position difficult because of Parliament, but | 

| Mr. Morrison said he was not the kind of man who wanted to diminish | 
| the prestige of the U.K. in the world. an 

po 14. With respect to the suggestions Mr. Acheson made regarding : 
| the Sudan, Mr. Morrison made the following comments: | 

| | (a) It was possible that a UN commission might be utilized if it 
| were to merely observe elections in the Sudan, but such a commission | 
| would not be agreeable if it were to give a running commentary on | 
| events in that country since this might weaken the U.K. position there. : 
| _ (6b) Reiteration of U.K. readiness to consider a statement on the | 

principles already offered might bea possibility. = = 7 | 
! _ (e) The proposal of a Nile waterway authority was a good | 
: possibility. | we oe 

__ (d) The fixing of a date for attainment of self-government by the 
| Sudan was also a good possibility. | oe 
| (e) The suggestion of a neutral Governor General of the Sudan was 

probably not feasible, since the staff of the U.K. would probably not | 
work under a foreign Governor General. There was also the problem 

| of who would be appointed: the Belgians did not have a good repu- | 
_ tation in the Sudan and the Scandinavians did not have the experience | 

| needed. This suggestion appeared too much as though the U.K. was 
trying to “scuttle” away from the area. a ene Se 

| He warned against making proposals which would be impossible to | 

live up to, since this would create a situation which would be worse | 

than ever. The situation must not come about in which the U.K. was | 
| forced into a position of accepting the terms of the Egyptians. If the 7 
| Egyptians became too unreasonable the U.K. would have to take a | 
| forceful position. Mr. Morrison said he did not know whether the | 

Egyptians would insist that the Sudan problem be solved before the | 
| military question. | | | 

| |
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15. Mr. AcHeson said that he was not forgetting the possible neces- 
sity of getting tough with the Egyptians, but the U.S. did not believe 
that taking forceful action merely for its own sake would solve the 
problem. In fact, the Egyptians could make it quite difficult for the 
U.K. The question was whether forceful action would get the desired 
results. Mr. Morrison replied that the U.K. Chiefs of Staff reported 
that the Egyptians would not take more than administrative measures 
against the U.K. and that, although riots might be engendered and 
might get out of hand, the position would not be untenable or worse 

than the one existing in Persia. | 
16. Mr. Morrison said that a timetable has been drawn up with 

regard to an approach to Turkey and Egypt on an inter-allied com- | 
mand which he believed was acceptable.? The sooner action was taken 

on this the better, since the Egyptian problem depended on the ad- 

_ herence of Turkey and the establishment of the command structure. 
[Here follow paragraphs 17-386 dealing with Iran. | | 

Chancellor Konrad Adenauer 

3 For documentation on the problem of a Middle East Command within NATO 
see pp. 460 ff.
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(c) Kashmir+ | 
39. Mr. AcHzson said that events were moving very rapidly toward 

| a collision in this area. The question is whether to put forward any 
| plan at this time. It appeared that the Pakistani would be willing to 
! do anything to which India would agree to solve the problem. It was 
| first necessary that the U.S. and U.K. should act together. In the UN 
Z it would be possible to muster an impressive vote against India. Out- : 

! side of the UN attempts should be made to have the Asians take the | 
| initiative in intervening, especially such countries as Burma, Indo- | 
| nesia and Ceylon. Another possibility would be to postpone the dis- 

position of Kashmir for an extended period such as ten years and | 

make provision for UN administration of the area. The attempt should 
be made to remove the dispute from the political sphere and to con- | 

| centrate on its technical aspects. If progress were made on water | 

_ development, the whole economic basis for the dispute would 
| lisappear. | | | | | 

| _ 40. Mr. Morrison said that the more we could delay, the better the 

| chances would be for a peaceful settlement. Perhaps this was wrong 
| but at least there was no use to use force at this time. Both countries 
| were in the British Commonwealth and the U.K. was trying to be 

| impartial, but it made clear in the UN that the Indians were wrong. 
| It was impossible for the U.K. or UN to intervene by force. Perhaps : 

| at the right time the British Commonwealth could collectively inter- | 

| vene. The Asian intervention which Mr. Acheson mentioned. might be | 

a strong influence. India was sensitive to any U.K. or U.S. interference | 
| with regard to Pakistan. Whether the UN would be a suasive force | 

| was not sure. Even though this was no time for bullying Nehru, a 
| stalemate should be avoided. If the U.S. agreed to this general line | 

details could be worked out by the respective UN delegations. 
41. Mr. AcuEson said that while Mr. Scott was here he would like 4 

| to have the appropriate officials in the Department meet with him on | 
| this matter. Regarding taking this question up in the Security Council _ 

2 and especially in the General Assembly, it should be raised “more in 

| sorrow than in anger”. Meanwhile, it would be most helpful to try | 

| to make progress on the Punjab development scheme which would | 

| help to remove the dispute from the political field. | 

| ‘For further documentation on U.S. interest in the Kashmir question, see vol. ) 
| vT, Part 2, pp. 1699 ff. | | | 

| | | 

| | | a 
| |
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42. Mr. Morrison made the general point with respect to Middle | 
Kast affairs that both the U.S. and U.K. were open to criticism re- 
garding failure to maintain mutual consultations. He asked that be- 

| fore the U.S. minds become too firm on a given problem that they 
consult with the U.K. With regard to the situation in Iran it was 
certainly capable of improvement with respect to consultation, and he 
was sending word to change the instructions to Iran to conform to the 
foregoing discussion. 

| Press RELatIons | 

43. It was agreed that the usual practice in bipartite talks would | 
be observed, in that the press would merely be informed of the fact 
of the meeting and the persons present. 

CFM files, lot M—88, box 158, Secretary’s briefing book 

United States Delegation Minutes of the Second Meeting of the For- 
eign Ministers of the United States and United Kingdom Held at 

- Washington, September 11, 1951, 10: 30 a.m. | 

SECRET | | 
U.S.-U.K. Min-2 

MEMBERS | 

Mr. Acheson (U.S.) | 

Mr. Morrison (U.K.) | 

| | Aso PRESENT 

| U.S. U.K. 

Mr. Harriman Sir Oliver Franks 

Mr. Gifford Sir Pierson Dixon 
Mr. Jessup Lt. Gen. Sir K. MacLean 

: [Mr. Linder] Mr. R. H. Scott | 
Mr. Gaitskell 
Sir Leslie Rowan 

ALIGNMENT oF US-UK in Far East 

a) Korea? | 

1. Mr. Acueson said the US side had been getting its ideas together 

regarding a course for UN action in Korea in case there is an armistice. 

The plan was to get on with political discussions keeping them confined 

to Korea and avoid discussing issues such as Formosa and China. The 

possibility of political agreement regarding Korea is not bright. We 

| would not go back to where we were before hostilities began, and desire 

a united, free Korea. We recognize there is not much chance for agree- 

1Wor further documentation on the Korean conflict and the question of an 

armistice, see volume VII. . 7
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ment on this point, but we would not “sanctify” a division of the coun- | 
| try at the 38th parallel, which line had been drawn solely for pur- | 
| poses of the Japanese surrender. Our policy called for a united Korea. 
| 2. Mr. Morrison said he agreed that discussions should be kept to 
! Korea, keeping in mind, however, the possibility of a comprehensive | 
. _ approach to settlement of problems in the area. He said the UK also 
: desired a unified, democratic regime. In the back of his mind, how- | 
| ever, were thoughts regarding UK public opinion on China, and also : 
| the point that Korea might not be ready for democracy immediately | 
lo and if a democratic state were created and left to its own devices, it | 
| might easily be upset by a Fifth Column. This was a danger to be kept | 
: in mind. Regarding the nature of a cease fire conference and any ; 

armistice talks, he felt these should not be conducted in such a man- | 
| ner as to make it appear that it was the UN versus the Communist : 
_ powers which were debating the issue. We should emphasize that the | 
| UN 1s a world organization—everyone is in it—and are working their | 
| problems out among themselves. | | : 
Lo 3. Mr. Actieson then read from a position paper setting forth a | 
| proposed US course of action in case of no armistice. In addition to 
| general consideration of the problem by the UN nations we believed we 
| must accelerate military preparations. The free nations must get them- 

| selves in a state of readiness for general war. He did not wish to alarm 
| anyone, but he believed there was a clearly increased likelihood of 
| general hostilities. We have evidence of a considerable build-up in the 
| Chinese air force, and at least two armored divisions have appeared in | 

North Korea. The Western Allies should increase the tempo of their | 
production and carry out their defense plans as quickly as possible. - 
The Joint Chiefs of Staff have developed a paper 2 which includes a 
number of recommendations. | 

If the fighting falls off, the UN Commander in Chief should be | 
directed to increase immediately the scale of military operations in 
order to retain the initiative in battle and prevent deterioration of 
morale. | ! 

| Restrictions on General Ridgway’s movements should be removed in | 
| order to give him tactical leeway to make advances into North Korea : 

to the waist of the North Korean Peninsula. 
| , Expedite the organization, training, and equipping of Japanese | 

roops. | | 
| Develop and equip additional Republic of Korea military units, in- 
| creasing their responsibility for the defense of Korea. | | Mr. ACHESON said forces of this type took a long time to develop. | 

| Two of the ROK divisions had turned out all right (the First and 
| Capital Divisions), but there had been several disasters when ROK 
| divisions had broken in battle allowing the enemy to come through and | 

the UN Command had lost several months repairing the damage. The © | 
military policy now was not to place two ROK divisions side by side | 

* Memorandum dated July 18, 1951, volume vit. 

|
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and to keep them on the Eastern side of the Peninsula where there was 
less chance of Communist pressure. Time is the important factor since | 

there were few effective Korean officers and non-commissioned officers, 
and it would take time to train them. 
Remove restrictions against attacks in North Korea, especially 

against the Yalu River Dams and the power installations on the 

Korean bank. | 

Mr. Morrison asked why we had originally embargoed action 

against these objectives. Mr. Actteson explained that we thought such 

action might be provocative to the USSR. However, the Communists 

had now removed most of the equipment which generated power for 

North Korea so that the entire output is going into Manchuria. In addi- 

tion, one of the Dams serves as a main highway into North Korea. With 

regard to air attacks on Rashin, these would be approved on an in- 

dividual case basis, and the emphasis in this connection was to keep 

UN aircraft clear of the Soviet border.’ Mr. Morrison said he was 

| not familiar with Rashin and Mr. Acrieson explained its location and 

proximity to Manchuria and Soviet territory. We had bombed it — 

approximately three weeks ago, destroying the railroad marshalling 

yards and large quantities of war material. Mr. Morrison asked if 

there had been any Soviet reaction, and the Secretary replied that 

there had not been any evidence of it but that there may well have been 

concern. | | 
_ A complete economic blockade of China by the UN nations was also 

recommended. 

4. In case of any large-scale air attacks against UN troops and 

installations in Korea, General Ridgway was to carry out his standing 

instruction of informing Washington, which would in turn carry out 

consultation with the UK and other participating nations to the 

extent permitted by the situation, after which Ridgway might be 

authorized to conduct pursuit and retaliation against Communist air 

bases. Mr. Morrison recalled the UK had agreed this point in the past 

| in a communication with the Secretary. Mr. Acueson said that as far 

as action in the UN is concerned we plan to give a history of the ) 

Kaesong discussions,‘ including full detail on the alleged violation 

of the neutral zone, emphasizing that any breakdown in talks was not 

the fault of the UN. We believe the UN should reaffirm its decision to 

carry on the struggle against aggression and that members should take 

diplomatic action to bring political pressure to bear. Additional eco- 

nomic measures should be considered looking toward a complete 

blockade of China and the US would seek to give effect to such a 

blockade either through the UN or bilaterally. The US would also 

seek to get increased military support and participation in the Korean 

operations. 

Tn an addendum to these minutes, not printed. it was noted that the JCS 

standing directive did not require approval from Washington on individual cases. 

The British were informed of this by the Department of State following the | 

second meeting. 
‘For documentation on the Kaesong armistice negotiations, see volume VII.
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6. Mr. Morrison said he agreed on a lot of points and had some | 
_* questions about others. It was desirable to give the UK background _ | 

and approach to the problem. The UK was anxious not to become . 
| involved in a mainland war with China. This was partly because of the 

| general UK attitude toward China and partly because they must look 
| at the world as a whole with all its potential for trouble elsewhere. One | 

difficulty was that there were so many places where the Soviets might | 
| make trouble. The Middle East with its bad governments and restless , 
| peasant classes could be exploited quite easily by persons wishing to 
| cause trouble. It would be the adoption of a policy of desperation by 

| these people. They had no labor movements comparable to those in 
| the US and UK to support their point of view and the potential for | 

_ trouble always existed. He remarked, “If I were Stalin, I would have 
bo a go at it.” The UK didn’t want to become involved in a war with | 

China. He agreed that if UN forces were heavily bombed, we would | : 
have to strike back, but the UI didn’t want to do things needlessly. | 

, As diplomats, it was our business to avoid World War III. Communist | 
| China need not necessarily be a slavish Communist satellite. Mr. Bevin | 

had believed that Chinese history, character and sheer numbers gave | 
| some basis for the assumption that they would draw a line between | 
| themselves and the Soviets. He had also believed that the USSR pur- | 

posely made it difficult for China to be admitted to the UN in order to | 
| force China to turn to the Soviets for understanding and assistance. | 
| The UK didn’t want to do anything to drive China to further cement | 
| its defensive union with the USSR. Another point was that if the UN | 

became more heavily engaged in the Far East, the Soviets would likely 4 
| start trouble elsewhere. These, he felt, were the basic UK points of 
| view. | | a 
| 7. Mr. Morrison was not clear on whether the JCS was an entirely 
| American military group; when this point was made clear to him, he : 
| said that his comments might be subject to those which General Mac- | 
| Lean might wish to make. As for Korea, he said the British were | 
| satisfied to depend on Ridgway’s discretion regarding tactical moves. | 

He felt that it was necessary for a field commander to have such dis- 
| cretion, and he well understood the point regarding troop morale | 
| because London had experienced a similar problem when undergoing ! 
| the terrific German bombings and a job to do was vital in maintaining i 
| morale | 
| 8. With regard to training Japanese forces, Mr. Morrison said that | 

he had not heard of this before and the question was being raised — 
| sooner than he expected it might be. He wanted to get advice from 
! his colleagues before he commented. There was some apprehension ! 
| among certain people in the UK regarding German rearmament which | 

he personally did not share because he felt to leave Germany out of : 
the picture would result in the North Atlantic Treaty nations being | 

oe | |
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| lined up on one side against the Soviet Union and its Satellites on the 
other. However, he felt the idea of arming Japanese would raise some 

excitement in Britain. As far as training South Korean troops went 

he felt this was perfectly all right. He remarked that the question of 

bombing the Yalu Dam was “apparently under control”, but that Gen- 

eral MacLean might wish to comment further. As far as a blockade 

by the UN was concerned, he was not sure it would be effective. He _ 

also felt it might cause China to rely even more heavily on the USSR. | 

The Ridgway report,’ he agreed, must make clear that it is not the 

UN’s fault that cease fire negotiations have been terminated. The UN 

should reaffirm its decision to resist aggression. 

9, GreneraL MacLean said that the British Chiefs’ view was that 

they accepted the idea of UN tactical advances as far as the waist of 

Korea. They really didn’t know enough about the situation and were _ 

satisfied to leave it up to Ridgway. They did feel, however, that the 

UN forces were in a good position at the present time and that if— 

they went to the waist, it would add to their line of communication 

and internal security problems, at the same time shortening the 

Chinese lines which were vulnerable to air attack. Their consensus 

was that it was best for the UN to stay where it was. Mr. ActtEson 

said that these same factors had been considered by the JCS and the 

general idea of maintaining our present position was considered | 

sound. General MacLean interjected that the British forces held the 

_ view that pursuit beyond the waist was considered a problem requiring | 

governmental decision. | , 

10. Ampassapor Franks asked if he might pose a question regarding 

Mr. Acheson’s earlier statement that if fighting were resumed the gen- 

eral danger had markedly increased. He wondered what the back- | 

ground for this assumption was. If fighting was resumed, the Chinese 

would require additional men and equipment both on the ground ~ 

and in the air. He supposed that it might be that the Chinese felt they | 

could not withdraw. At the same time the USSR did not want to push 

the fighting further or give up larger amounts of material to the 

Chinese, but their commitment to the latter made them take a larger 

risk, and it is not clear where the fighting will stop. 

11. Mr. Acueson said that is the underlying thought. In speculating 

on the situation it was possible to reach the conclusion that the Malik 

| suggestion was based on an analysis by the Russians which foresaw 

that the fighting would proceed on a larger scale which might easily 

spread and endanger the Soviet position. The Chinese may desire to 

press on in an attempt to gain a victory. This posed for the Russians 

the problem of providing equipment and building a strong China or 

of attempting to conclude hostilities and waiting until the general 

8 Hor General Ridgway’s report on the failure of the cease-fire negotiations at 

Kaesong, see volume VII.
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| _ situation was more favorable to the Soviets. For some reason this idea 
was not working out. The IXaesong protests were continuing and ap- 

| parently were designed to continue until someone loses patience and 
| feels there is no use in attempting to come to terms with the Commu- | | nists. Ridgway was being very careful in this connection. However, we 

fo had reports which indicated that considerably more equipment was | 
| arriving for the Chinese Communists, including the armored divi- | 
| sions and large numbers of aircraft. A new attack on the UN forces” | | might be very serious. If large-scale fighting does resume, the world : | situation is markedly worse. In this connection he doubted that there | 

| was much value in worrying about Chinese reactions to such things 
| as additional restrictions placed on them by the UN. He felt that these | 

could not irritate them a great deal as compared with the larger _ | 
situation. _ | | 12. Mr. Acreson said that to go back to the Japanese troop point, | 
he desired to make it plain that there was no intent to use Japanese | 
forces in Korea. What we were proposing was to expand the Japanese | 

. police reserve. They could easily be made a military body by increasing 
| their training and armament. The purpose was to increase the defenses 
| of Japan. Our Defense Department had been disturbed last autumn | 
Po when Japan was denuded by transferring all available United States 
: troops and supplies to Korea. A situation had existed where it would | 

| have been easy to take Japan and if that ever happened the position : 
| of our forces in Korea would be untenable. It was difficult for the : 

US to meet the security requirements of J apan and also to send troops | 
to Europe under NATO commitments. _ a a | 

| 13. Mr. Morrison said this explanation improved the situation _ | 
| greatly from his point of view. He understood the problem in Japan. | 

| He thought it was agreed between us that we must do everything we | 
! could not to “go over the line.” It was not inconceivable that the Soviets 
| might .be forced in their own thinking to “preventive war.” On the 

| question of additional troops for Korea he felt that he must state now - | 
| that this would not be easy for the UK. They were having trouble in | 
| Malaya and elsewhere and unless there was partial mobilization or the 
| possibility of obtaining troops from Australia was looked into he 

could not foresee any availability. He wanted to consider this question | 
_ with his colleagues in London. | | Ce | 

| 14. On the question of a blockade, Mr. Morrtson wondered if this 
implied that UN naval units might actually stop Russian ships at- , 
tempting to proceed to China. © CP re | 

15. Mr. Acueson said that we did not at present believe it was rea- | 
sonable to have a naval inspection of vessels in the area but rather our 

_ thought was that UN member countries should agree to order ships | 
| under their registry not to go to China. Mr. Morrtson said he appreci- | | 

| 
|
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ated having our many points with regard to the Far Eastern situation | 

and would report fully to his colleagues in London. | 

East-West TRADE ® | | 

16. Mr. Morrison introduced Mr. Gaitskell, Chancellor of the Ex- 

- chequer, in order that Mr. Gaitskell might discuss a number of eco- 
nomic problems related to the agenda item on East-West trade. 

17. Mr. GartsxEtt said he had had discussions with a number of 

people in the US Government? and he thought it appropriate for 

him to describe the situation now existing in the UK within the con- 

text of the meetings between the Foreign Ministers. The UK imported 

two vital commodities from the USSR, timber and grain. Evcry year 

negotiations between the two countries reached a critical point when 

‘the British wondered whether they would get a trade agreement for 

the ensuing year. These commodities were vital to the economy of the 

UK yet, if the items which the Soviets could buy for sterling were 

severely limited there was always the possibility that they would not 

wish to accumulate additional sterling, and terminate the agreements. 

The British were now in debt under the current agreement for a con- 

siderable amount because restrictions had been placed on the export 

of rubber to the USSR, but that quantities of timber and grain had 

been imported at the very high prices now prevailing in the world 

market. This deficit was continuing to grow. He felt that he might 

just as well say plainly that the UK is now in the beginning of a very 

serious dollar crisis. On October 4 he would have to report to Parlia- 

ment on the sterling-dollar situation. He would have to say that a 

deficit of nearly $500 million in the dollar account was projected for 

the years 1951-52; the over-all deficit including the sterling area 

| would be approximately $1.2 billion. This was approximately the 

amount which the UK had gained as surplus in the previous year. By 

the end of fiscal year 1952 British reserves would be reduced to the 

equivalent of approximately $2 billion which was almost the same as 

the low point reached prior to the devaluation of the pound. The 

reasons for this situation were that there was more purchasing by 

sterling area countries from the dollar area. Defense production, and . 

| the high prices of raw materials were contributing factors. In 1950 

the British Treasury thought it had solved the dollar deficit problem 

and were able to dominate the situation. This they now found was not 

so. ‘The situation held a potential of very serious political consequences 

if the Government was unable to cope with it. 

18. Mr. Garrsxetyt thought this was a European problem and not 

entirely one for the UK. Europe was now getting back to the pre- 

. €or further documentation on U.S. policy with regard to East-West trade. . | 

see vol. 1, pp. 993 ff. | an 

7For documentation on Gaitskell’s conversations with U.S. officials in Wash- 

ington on September 6 and 7, see volume Iv. |
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| Marshall aid situation as a result of the new factor—world rearma- : 
ment—which had been introduced into the total picture. With regard 
to East-West trade within the context of NATO he believed that other 

| members would feel the same way as the UK. The USSR and satellite 
areas would have goods available which the US might not be able to | 
supply and which some of the European countries would not have the | 
dollars to buy even if available. Serious repercussions were apt to | 

| occur in the defense programs. However, the defense program was not 
| the major cause of the situation but most people in Europe will think 

so. The pressure within the UK will be particularly noticeable since — | 
| the balance of payments figures will be unfavorable yet exports will | 

have been sacrificed to defense. This in fact has been British treasury . 
policy up to now; the UK cannot continue to do it. With regard to : 

| military requirements as scheduled under the NATO he felt that there 
would be confusion and unpleasantness unless the economic realities of | 

| the European economic versus military situation were met squarely. 
| There had never been in NATO a bringing together of these two. As _ 
. things are going, Europe would have to adopt a war economy to go on. 
| He felt it was highly desirable to discuss this problem among the Big | 
| Three before the question was taken to the full Council. 
| 19. Mr. Morrison said that he felt he must explain the difference in | 
| approach of the UK as contrasted to the US. Exports and imports 

| were vital to the livelihood of the UK. Now the UK had to live and 
| carry out a rearmament program. The US was self-contained and only i 
| a small part of its production was related to overseas trade. It was 
| much harder for the UK to say “no” to the Soviet Bloc on trading 

questions. As a matter of policy the UK also felt that “the Soviets may 
| change their tune”. The UK was principally interested in exchanging | 
| with the USSR not war materials but economic goods. They had found ) 
| the Soviets very business-like to deal with and that they generally 
| stuck with their bargains. It was not bad to have contact with them 

| through this channel from a foreign policy point of view. The UK 
| could not carry out a control policy to the point where it was not harm- | | 
| ing USSR but was really hurting the UK—ie., the UK would be ! 
| cutting off its nose to spite its face. It was good to make these general ‘| | observations because he thought it made the UK position better | ' understood. Oo foes | | 

| 20. Mr. Acurson asked Mr. Gaitskell if the UK could live with its | 
present trading agreement and did not desire to go further. Mr. | 

| GAITSKELL said that they could live with the present agreement ; how- | 
; ever, the Soviets can cut it off at any time if they can’t spend their 
| sterling and that if this happened it would cause a large additional | dollar liability for the UK. | | _ | 
| 21. Mr. Morrison remarked that conditions placed by the US Con- | 

| _ gress on aid in relation to the East-West trade problem were extremely | 

| | 
if
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- annoying. He recognized that this did not reflect a State Department 

point of view and remarked that the Executive Branch could not con- 
trol the Congress the way the Cabinet controlled the Parliament. He 
said that such conditions make the British people angry. 

22. Mr. AcHeson said that we disliked the procedure and that the 

President had stated his dislike to the Congress. One problem which 

| we face is our inability to tell the Congress and the people what has 

been done in the field of controlling strategic exports to the Soviet 

: area. because this information is classified. Congress has the feeling 

that nothing has been done and actually we know that a great deal has _ 

been accomplished. The Kem Amendment could not be vetoed by the 

President because it was a rider on an important military appropria- | 

tion. However, we feel the situation is somewhat improved—we feel 

that we have prevented even stronger legislation. In reply to a ques- 

tion by Mr. Gaitskell as to whether the Battle Bill was all right Mr. 

. Linper said that we regarded it in a favorable light and hoped to 

- get together on the remaining twenty items of the controls list. He 

said that if a good administrator was appointed and if the US and 

UK could reach an agreement regarding some further items the situa- 

tion would not be too bad. He pointed out, however, that we would be 

faced with the problem the matter becoming alive from time to time 

because we would be required to make periodic reports to Congress. 

He hoped that we could make our primary strategic lists coincide and 

that this would be extremely helpful. Mr. Garrsxeuy said that he 

thought we could not avoid the fact that there would be continuing 

difficulties. For instance, he understood that public opinion in the US 

was very sensitive regarding the question of rubber which was one of 

the primary products which the UK had available for export and 

which the Soviets desired to purchase. Mr. Linper said that we de- 

sired to have further bilateral discussions on such questions; that we 

have given some education to the public and are hopeful that we 

can reach an agreed position. Mr. GarrsKety said he hoped we were 

not too optimistic regarding the twenty items. Mr. Morrison inter- 

jected that the UK had gone “a devil of a long way.” Mr. Linper said 

it was highly desirable to get a few more items included. 

93. Mr. AcnEson inquired whether the proposed administrator is 

to be a full-time man or someone who has other responsibilities else- 

where in the defense production set-up. Mr. Linper said that the House 

and Senate bills differ on this point and the matter will have to be 

resolved in conference. Mr. Morrison inquired if the responsibility | 

might rest in the State Department. Mr. Acntrson replied that that 

would be the last place they would consider placing it. Mr. GarrsKELL 

said he wanted to state that the UK appreciated very much the assist- | 

ance which had been provided by the US and that he understood some 

of our present problems in regard to this matter of trading with the
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| communists. However, he felt that he must make it clear that the UK | 
“was up against it.? 

fo 24, Mr. Acneson said that he would like to return to Mr. Gaitskell’s 
remark that defense expenditure was not the major cause of the pres- 

| ent British imbalance and deficit situation. Mr. GarrsKeEty said that | 
: the UK had very low postwar reserves and that it could not afford - 
| balance of payments deficits even in sterling for very long. There had . 
| been a change in world prices—an increase which cost British more 

in imports, and upset the balance of payments. In order to hold the | 
| balance relatively equal the British have to sell more. The material | 

| which must go into defense items and the industries which must build 
| defense material are the same ones as those which provide fifty percent | 
| of British exports. The burden of the defense program plus the world | 
| rearmament with the resultant increase in raw materials prices forced 
| the UK to face a double burden. Rising prices in the US had caused | 
| | higher import prices which directly affected the dollar situation and 
| in addition prices were rising on the Continent and in the sterling area. 
| The loss of revenue from Persian oil also was a factor. The UIs own : 

part in the defense effort had had its effect but the UK was really more 
| vulnerable to world changes resulting from the total rearmament ef- 2 
| fort. Repercussions of a defense program would not cause any particu- 

| lar political reaction if a deficit were confined to increased cost in the — 
| sterling area, but that if these costs were coupled with a dollar drain | 
| this is a real danger signal in the eyes of the public and opinion, par- | 

ticularly that supporting the left-wing portion of the labor party, 
| would declare that the Nation was going bankrupt and that this was | 

| a vindication of their statement that the country could not carry out — 
: such a program. He was almost certain to face these charges on Oc- | | 
| _ tober 4 when he reported to the Parliament. The point now reached | 
: was what can Britain do? It must produce enough exports to bring | 
| the balance of payments situation into line since the deterioration 
| could not be allowed to continue. Materials shortages limited expansion 

| and the existing plant could not take defense orders at the same time | 
| it was meeting the need for export goods. Britain must slow down its _ 
| expenditure dollars and earn currencies which were useful in place of 

| dollars. If it were not for the deterioration in the terms of trade : 
po resulting from the price changes in the world picture he had no doubt | 
! Britain could do the program without chancing bankruptcy. | 
| 25. Mr. Harr an said that he had discussed this question the pre- “| 

| vious evening with Mr. Gaitskell and that while he felt that no early 
| conclusions could be expected there certainly was a major problem | 

which had to be discussed further while the Chancellor was in this | 
country. | | 

26. Mr. Acuerson asked how the question should be brought up for 
discussion between the Governments. Mr. Gaitskell said he felt that at 

| 
536-688 PT 1--81---81 CO |
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the beginning the question had to be taken out of the NATO program. 
It was necessary to have a frank discussion and make up our minds 
what we think the solution might be. He hoped that a meeting could 
be held before the end of the week with the Secretary’s colleagues, 
including the Secretary of the Treasury. As far as staff work went he 
said that while the figures he would submit might be subject to official 
check by our government there was no other additional evidence neces- 
sary to begin the discussion and “as things are happening now it is a 
dangerous situation.” The UK was going to reduce dollar expenditures 
by the sterling area. Additional stiff internal measures on consump- 
tion were already contemplated. However, he was convinced that the 
problem could not be solved without US cooperation and it was neces- 
sary to immediately get down “to where we are.” He was not conscious 

| of any treasury policy weakness and was convinced that the problem 
is outside British fiscal and budgetary control. Mr. AcHEson said that 
he presumed that such a meeting should include the Secretary of the 
Treasury, Mr. Lovett, and Mr. Harriman, and that he would re- 
quest that arrangements be made for an early meeting, possibly on 
Friday. — 

27. Mr. Harriman said that while he felt no decisions would be 
reached this week end it was very important to avoid another run on 

_ sterling. Mr. GarrskeLu said that if he returned to the UK and had 
nothing to say after three weeks in this country there would be violent 
reaction. He must give information to the British people that we are 
cooperating with them in this situation. His staff would have a paper 
ready for discussion this week end. In answer to a question by Mr. 
Acheson, Mr. GartrsKE.u said that he definitely preferred bilateral 
discussions rather than a meeting including the French. The French 
were friendly but would not be of assistance in these discussions. The 
British contribution in terms of equipment for NATO under the 

| present interim program might not be carried out unless this problem 
were met and some method for settling it brought forth. We must have 
a sharing exercise worked out on this program. That this question was . 
bound to come out at the NATO meetings in Ottawa. The ECA agreed 
with him that we must have this exercise as an early item of business. 
In any discussion this week he would propose not to go over the whole 
sterling area problem but rather to confine our first attention to this | 

| immediate problem. | 
98. Mr. AcHESON said that we would attempt to arrange a meeting 

for Friday, although he was committed to a very full schedule includ- 
ing a Cabinet meeting. He was leaving for Ottawa Saturday morning. 

However, he would talk to Mr. Harriman and see what could be done. 

29. Mr. GAITSKELL said he also thought it essential to have Mr. Wil- 

son attend the meeting. Mr. Harriman said that his thought generally 

was that we must give attention to the procurement of end items
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| including the possibility of helping the program through dollar pur- | 
| chases on the Continent. He also thought a consideration of steel and | 

raw materials would enter into the discussion; as well as UK deficit in 
| EPU and the question of German occupation costs. | 
| ! 

| | CFM files, lot M—88, box 158, Secretary’s briefing book oe | 

_—s-: United States Delegation Minutes of the First M eceting of the Foreign | 
| Ministers of the United States and France Held at Washington, : 
| a September 11,1951,3: 30 p.m. — . | | 

| SECRET | a a 
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| a _ MEMBERS | | 

| | Mr, Acheson (U.S.) | 
M. Schuman (Fr) a 

| | . | Aso PRESENT | 

| | - | | U.S. | FRANCE | | 

| | Mr. Harriman | M. Bonnet | 
| Mr. Jessup _ M, Alphand | 
| Mr. Perkins | M. de Margerie | 

| a Mr. Bruce | | 

| [Here follows a table of contents. ] 

| Indochina res By 
| 1. M. Scuuman said that his Government was preparing a note on | 

| Indochina dealing with the present troop strength and casualties and | 
| containing a projection of plans and problems for 1952. Without going ! 
| into details it was clear that it would be impossible for France to carry | 
| out the proposed effort in Indochina and to fulfill its obligations with 
- respect to the defense of Europe. France planned to spend a billion | Pp p p p 

| francs a day in Indochina alone and faced many problems in obtaining 

| a maximum effort there as it was engaged to do. As to the financial | 
a problem the Finance Ministers would be discussing it further. In brief, : 

| after July 1, 1952, the French would be unable to continue their effort | 
| at the present rate and would face a 150 billion franc deficit for the 

| year. This deficit incidentally was included in the French estimate on : 

| the dollar gap. It was not suggested that the U.S. finance French policy 
directly but it was hoped that the U.S. could assist by arms and other | 

troop supplies, especially in establishing the national armies of the | 

| Associated States. In this connection General de Lattre hoped to ex- 
| pand the present strength of 25 battalions to 50 battalions. 

| 1 ¥or documentation on U.S. interest in the question of Indochina, see vol. v1, 
| Part 1, pp. 332 ff. - | | 

| - | | |
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| 2. Mr. AcHEsoN said that M. Mayer, French Finance Minister, had 
discussed this matter with General Marshall and had made a deep 
impression upon him. The need for a solution was generally recog- | 

| nized. There was general agreement on the principle as discussed - 
during the talks with M. Pleven,? that France should continue to be | 
primarily responsible for Indochina, that U.S. troops should not be 
used, and that first priority in military aid should go to Indochina. 
This difficult problem needed careful study, since funds directly avail- 

able for Indochina under the present aid program were not sufficient. 

Both General Marshall and Mr. Foster of ECA were examining all 
possible ways to find other routes to reach the common goal. All that 
could be said now was that the importance of this problem was fully 
understood, that the question would be given urgent attention, and 
that the U.S. had the will—even if it were not sure as to the means— 
to assist in solving this problem. Perhaps General de Lattre would be 

able to make some helpful suggestions. | 
3. M. Scutman said that Mr. Acheson’s reply was cause for hope 

in the future. He recalled the first promise in May 1950 for aid to 
Indochina which has been effective and well used.? General de Lattre 
would develop more information on the long-term problem and relate 
it to the Singapore Conference. When he presented General de Lattre 
to Mr. Acheson personally on September 14 it might be possible to 

explore this problem further. 

| Germany | 

4, Mr. AcnEson complimented the work of the Tripartite group 
discussing the Draft Instructions to the Allied High Commissioner 
and the Draft Agreement on General Relations with the Federal] Re- 
public (WFM T-5a, September 10, 1951‘), for although there re- 
mained important differences they had reached a broad area of agree- 7 
ment. He suggested that only those points of difference between the 
U.S. and France be discussed at this time since the document as a whole 
would be considered by the Tripartite meeting. 

5. M. Scuuman joined in complimenting the group on its work and 
noted that there was no question of principle separating the two Gov- 
ernments. He was preoccupied with the need to give a large measure 
of satisfaction to the Federal Republic in order to help it resist oppo- 
sition pressure. His only hesitation arose from the means in which the 
general objective could be obtained and agreed to consider various | 
points at issue. | | 

(a) With respect to security controls (pp. 5-6, WFM T-5a) M. 
. Scuuman accepted the U.S. position providing agreement were _ 

2 For documentation on the Truman—Pleven talks, January 29-30, at Washing- 
ton, see volume Iv. . 

* Regarding this assurance, see Foreign Relations, 1950, vol. 111, pp. 1007 ff., and 
fhid., vol. v1, pp. 812 ff. 7 

_ “Ante, p. 1197. | |
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| reached on a European Defense Force and this plan became effective. | 
Mr. Acneson replied that this was the premise on which the paper : 

| _was based. If this community of effort were not realized the policy : 
| would have to be reexamined. 
| (6) On preservation of democracy (p.9, WFM T-5a) and Article? — | 
| of the Draft Agreement (p. 26, WFM T-5a) Mr. Acuegson said that 
: any agreement with the German Federal Republic was based on the of 
| premise that Germany had established a democratic regime and would | 
i maintain it. If this premise were violated all three powers would con- : 

| sult as to what they should do. He understood that the French Gov- | 
| ernment desired to survey the activities of the Federal Republic in a : 
| more detailed fashion and to have the right to appeal to a tribunal if | 
| a specific infraction of democracy were discovered. He thought that : 
| _ this would involve the governments in too great a detail. M. ScHumMANn 
| proposed that a unilateral declaration be made—possibly in the Pre- 

| amble or by some other method—that if German democracy were over- 
| thrown the three powers would reconsider their own position. If this | 

were done he would agree to the U.S. point of view. He wished to avoid 
| the impression that all measures of the German Parliament would be | 

| surveyed or that there would be constant intervention. He would like | 
to think the problem over until the next day but hoped to be able to | 
reach an agreement on this basis. In a declaration, Mr. ACHESON ! 
noted, the three Governments would wish to be tactful and to indicate 

| the benefits that Germany and the free world would receive from 
| such statement. , | 
| (c) As to logistical and financial support of Allied forces (p..11, | 
| WEFM T-5a) Mr. Acreson noted that each of the three Governments | 
| had different views. The problem arose from the fact that Germany 
| ~ was contributing approximately 6-14 billion DM during the coming 

year, while estimates indicated that 10 or perhaps 12 billion D\ 
might be required. This amount was either close to or slightly above | 
the level that Germany appeared able to bear. If in addition Germany 

| contributed to its own armed defense then the load would be too great. | 
| It would be impossible to apply to Germany the formula existing in 

| | Austria, where the U.S. pays its own way while the U.K. and France | 
| do not. Congress would not agree to this policy. He did not see a solu- : 
| tion to the problem but believed that it must be solved some way. | 

M. Scrruman agreed that a solution could not be found today or | 
tomorrow, and in any case it was a matter with which the Finance 

! Ministers were primarily concerned. The difficulty lay in the fact that 
| the Germans thought they were already paying too much, and when ! 
| their own army was involved they would want to credit the sums as- | 
| signed to them against their present payments. A sum must be de- ! 

termined for German contribution both to European defense and to : 
| support of Allied troops. He suggested that a working group of ex- | 

| perts be established to determine an agreed sum both for German con- _ . 
| tribution to the European defense force and to the support of Allied 

! troops. Mr. AcHEsoN indicated his interest in this proposal. | 
| (zd) As to the proposed Article 5 of the Agreement on General | 
| Relations with the Federal Republic (p. 25, WFM T-5a) M. Sctruman | | 

raised the question of a guarantee to defend Berlin. He agreed in prin- | 
ciple to guarantee the Federal Republic and had further agreed in | 
New York, September 1950, that an attack upon Allied troops (includ- 
ing those in Berlin) would be considered an attack upon the North | | 

| | | |
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| Atlantic community. He doubted the wisdom of guaranteeing Berlin — 
in an agreement with German Federal Republic. The Allies were in 
Berlin of their own right, while the Federal Republic did not have 
such a right. He thought it illogical and possibly dangerous to under- 

| take a reciprocal agreement with the Federal Republic on this ques- 
tion. The Soviet Union which did not recognize the Federal Republic 
might react adversely. There was no difference among the three Gov- 
ernments as to Berlin, but he was reluctant to undertake such an en- 
gagement with the Federal Republic. | 

6. Mr. Acneson said he appreciated M. Schuman’s point of view. 
He himself had doubts concerning the proposal, since the agreement 
might have to be placed before the Senate. There was no reciprocal 
element in this guarantee and it might impinge on certain provisions, 
especially Article 5 of the North Atlantic Treaty. He had been think- __ 

_ Ing in the following direction: Perhaps the three Governments might 
make a special agreement or declaration reaffirming the New York 
declaration and stating that the change in status of Allied troops in 
Germany would have no effect on previous commitments. He was not 
in @ position to lay this plan before the other two Governments in pre- 
cise detail as yet. M. Scouman indicated his approval of the proposal. 

Italy ® | 
7. Mr. Acueson said that he had received a proposal from the U.K. 

with respect to revision of the Italian Peace Treaty which he under- 
stood had also been handed to the French Government. The U.K. 

| envisaged five steps: 

(a) Agreement with Italy on terms of a note to request revision of 
the Italian Treaty. 

(6) Tripartite Declaration indicating that the spirit of the North 
Atlantic Treaty should govern their relations with Italv. | 

(c) Note from Italian Government to include the following points: 
(1) in order to assure Italian self defense the military clauses of the 

treaty should be revised; (2) the general military clauses were no 
_ longer applicable; (3) the moral stigma of the Preamble should be 

removed; (4) the spirit of the U.N. Charter should govern it instead ; 
and (5) Article 46 concerning militarv limitations should be revised 
since the Soviet Union had blocked U.N. action as provided by the 
treaty. | 

( a) After receipt of this note an interim reply followed by a period 
of possibly six to eight weeks, which would give time for Italy and 

_ Yugoslavia to settle their differences over Trieste and also for pres- 
sure to be exerted on other nations such as India, Ethiopia and Greece. 

| (e) Three powers reply that as far as bilateral relations with Italy 
were concerned they would no longer enforce the articles of the treaty 
mentioned above. | 

8. The U.K. proposal had the merit of avoiding notes to the Soviet 

Union and reference to NATO. In its general approach it accorded 

®For further documentation on U.S. relations with Italy, including the pro- 
posal for revision of the Treaty of Peace, see volume Iv.
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_ with U.S. view that there should be no international treaty to revise 
the Italian treaty. | | | 

_ 9, M. Sciruman indicated that as yet he had had no opportunity to 
| study the note and his views were therefore preliminary. If this pro- 
| cedure involved notes to all the signatories, he questioned whether the : 
| Italian Government would wish to humiliate itself in that manner. | 
| Moreover, he had hoped to arrive at a declaration on this question, if | 
| not at Ottawa, at the NAC meeting in Rome. The British proposal 
| seemed to be unnecessarily complicated and to dissipate the possible — | 
| good effect upon Italian morale. Finally, if Trieste were tied into the | 
| | revision, it was possible that the Italian Government might react ! 
| against this and not act at all. At present, Italy and Yugoslavia were. 

like a petrified dog and cat, each refusing tomakea move. | | 
10. Mr. Aciuzeson replied that since a tripartite declaration would be | 

_ issued as the second step, one of M. Schuman’s objections would be 
overcome. Perhaps the agreement on the Italian note and the declara- 

| tion could be executed quickly. He himself had queried the U.K. 
representatives as to whether or not they were making agreement on | 

| Trieste a condition to the treaty revision and was informed that this 
| would not be the case, although it was hoped that the interval before 
| the revision would assist in resolving the problem. M. Scuuman re- 
7 marked that the three governments were dealing with an extremely | 
| sensitive people and that they should be very tactful. He promised | 
! to reflect on the matter further before the tripartite meeting. 

| Morocco ® | oe | 7 

| 11. Noting that the Resident-General in Morocco was directly under 
| the Minister of Foreign Affairs, M. Sciruman emphasized his direct 
| interest and responsibility for Morocco. He had been concerned in early 
| 1951 when he received a note from the U.S. to the effect that it would 
| be difficult, or even impossible, to support France if the Moroccan | 

question were raised before the U.N. He thought that it would be best 
; to have a frank, friendly discussion before the Moroccan question : 
/ became an issue of open debate. He would not, however, discuss the | 
| legal status of U.S. citizens in Morocco, since that question was pres- | 

| ently before The Hague Tribunal and France would of course loyally 
| adhere to any decision which was reached. | | | 
! 12. He was pleased to recognize and emphasize the important role | 
| that Marshall Plan aid had played in Morocco and to note that the 
| relations between the Moroccans, the French and the Americans with | 

| respect to the military bases were very good. | | | 
| | 13. He did not need to discuss in detail the content of the two memo- 
| randa of September 6 in which the French Government had set forth _ | 

* For further documentation on the situation in Morocco and the U.S. position | 
| on the Moroccan question at the United Nations, see volume v. | 

po | 
| |
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its attitude with respect to communism and nationalism in Morocco © 
| and the political evolution of Morocco (WIM F-4/1, September 8, 

_ 19517). Instead he wished to describe present French policy which was | 
- opposite to the old colonial concept of the pre-1914 period. France 

would make a modern democratic state of Morocco. This was the pur- 
pose of the reforms of General Juin and of the new Resident-General, | 
General Guillaume. The latter had received specific instructions to — 
undertake additional reforms. France, however, could not impose these 
reforms but had to persuade the Sultan to accept them. Unfortunately 
the Sultan did not favor democracy, and since he was an absolute 
sovereign, he did not renounce his prerogatives easily. Moreover, the 
Berbers were also feudal and medieval in their point of view and were 
opposed to democracy. In addition, the European and Jewish colonies 
needed to be brought into a cohesive whole of Moroccan life. The 
Istiqlal, the anti-French opposition, was not interested in democracy 
and sought a representative assembly only in the hope of eliminating 
the French from Morocco. In undertaking necessary reorganization 
of the social structure, the reforms were directed to municipal improve- 
ment. They had evoked resistance but he hoped soon to get results. 

14. In this policy France should not be isolated from the U.S. | 
| Neither the Sultan nor the Istiqlal should find a difference between 

the two countries. There was of course freedom for journalists to come 
to Morocco and freedom for Moroccans to travel abroad. Events of _ 

._ relative unimportance, such as a broadcast by Bourghiba from Lon- 
don, could be greatly exaggerated in Morocco. As to the communists 
in Morocco, they should not be confused with the nationalists. The two 
elements were entirely separate, but they could form a temporary 

| alliance for their own purposes. Thus, the nationalists might try to use 

communist labor unions to create disorder. 

15. As to the possibility that the Moroccan question might be placed _ 

before the U.N. by a member of the Arab League, M. Scuruman asked 

_the U.S. to discourage such action. Such a public discussion would not 
aid the situation in Morocco. Passions would be inflamed and it would 

be more difficult to make progress with the proposed reforms. At 

present there was no great difficulty in Morocco. General Guillaume 

was close to the Sultan and it was hoped that he would be able to 

influence him. Tf a debate did develop in the U.N., France and the U.S. 

| should discuss their common attitude. At this point he had no specific 

ideas concerning exactly what should be done. France recognized its 

responsibility to lead Morocco forward toward independence in the 
French Union. This would be done in the same spirit as it had been © 
done in Indochina. He appreciated the opportunity to explore this 

7 Not printed; it contained copies of the two French memoranda. (CFM files, 
lot M-88, box 158, WFM British and French talks, memo)
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| problem which was of common strategic interest and in which the two | 
| countries had a common stake in an ordered, democratic regime. 
| 16. Mr. Acueson said that the interests of France and the U.S. in 
_ Morocco were identical and that the two countries should work in 

: close relationship. He appreciated the French assistance in making 
| military facilities available. He would not want to hurt the position of _ 
: France. He agreed that Morocco was not ready for independence and 

that it was the role of France to guide these people toward inde- 
| pendence. In this effort he wished to be helpful. He also agreed that no 
| useful purpose would be served by bringing the question before the 
| U.N. and he would use such limited influence as he had to discourage 

such a step. He would study what had been said.and would try to work 
| out a common attitude if the question of Morocco came before the U.N. 
| _ He observed that nationalist agitation merited careful consideration, | 

as indeed the French were giving it, since such agitation was often used 
to direct attention away from local problems. He welcomed the offer 
of M. Schuman for further discussion of this question and thought 

| perhaps this should be worked out. - | 

| Economic Situation — | | | 7 

| 17. M. Scrruman said that as Foreign Minister he was naturally 
| concerned with the general economic situation as it affected the North | 
| Atlantic Treaty effort. It was necessary to have an over-all view of 

| the financial problem. Such a comprehensive survey had not yet been 
| done, even though it was extremely important to make progress on 
| | the financial problem. He suggested that a high-level group be ap- | 
| pointed to analyze the question and find a solution. The group might _ 

| consist of four members: a U.S. chairman, a British and a French : 

| ‘member, and a representative of the smaller countries. This study 

| could not appropriately be made by the North Atlantic Council 

| Deputies. These experts should of course have access to all data. He did | 

| not expect this action by Ottawa but hoped it could be done before | 

| the Rome meeting. | | | | 

| 18. Mr. Acreson replied that this problem also preoccupied Mr. | 

| Gaitskell. It was hoped that a meeting could be arranged with French : 

| and British representatives, as well as representatives of other depart- | 

| ments of the U.S. Government, to discuss this problem. It was gen- 

-. erally agreed that such a meeting would be useful prior to the Ottawa 

| session of the North Atlantic Council, and the afternoon of September 
| 14 was considered a possible date. | 

! Press : | | | | 

| 19. It was agreed that the press should be informed as to the par- | 

| ticipants of this meeting. It should be stated that the discussions were | 

in preparation for the tripartite meeting tomorrow and included Jndo- | 

china and Germany. | | 

| | | | | |
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896.1-WA/9-1251 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Assistant Secretary of State for | 
European Affairs (Perkins) 

TOP SECRET [ WasHINGTON,| September 12, 1951. 

Participants: M. Schuman Mr. Acheson | 
M. Alphand © Ambassador Bruce 
M. Bonnet Mr. Perkins 

The Secretary stated that he had asked for a small meeting because 
he had several questions he wanted to ask M. Schuman about the poli- 
cies of the French Government. He referred to the draft Tripartite 
Declaration on European Integration which had been handed to Am- 
bassador Bruce by M. Alphand? and to M. Schuman’s letter of Au- 
gust 26 to him in which he had spoken of a real political community 
among the free states of Western Europe including West Germany.” 
He stated that he wondered, in view of these statements, whether or 
not the French Government had any specific plan in mind in connec- : 
tion with European political unity. 

M. Schuman answered that he did have a plan. They felt that the 
Schuman Plan and the EDF Plan constituted the foundation of a 

structure, which, when complete, would make possible the erection of a 
roof over this foundation—the roof to be a real political set-up with 

wider powers than those contained in the two Plans and perhaps with 

membership which differed from that of either of the two Plans or 

the two Plans combined. He also stated that their Plan for action 

| called for ratification of the Schuman Plan late this fall. It would © 

7On September 10 Alphand had transmitted to Bruce a draft declaration on , 
European integration which Schuman had asked be delivered to Secretary Ache- 
son. Bruce’s translation of the draft read as follows: | 

“The three Ministers of Foreign Affairs declare that the objective of the policy 
of their governments is the integration of a democratic Germany on a basis of 
equality into a continental European community within the framework of a 
constantly developing Atlantic community. 

The three Ministers recognize that the initiatives taken by the French Govern- 
ment for the creation of a Eurcpean community of coal and steel and of a Euro- 
pean Defense Community constitute an essential contribution toward the pro- 
gressive formation of a unified Europe. The establishment of these projects must 
be accelerated in every possible way, notably with a view to reinforcing the 
economy of Western Europe and to assure German participation in the common 
defense. 

This participation will necessarily include the suppression of the present 
occupation statute and the establishment of a contractual regime between the 
three governments and the German Federal Republic. | 

The British Government, without fully participating in the continental com- | 
munity, hopes to establish a close association between this community and the 
United Kingdom. | 

The three Ministers reaffirm that this policy, which must be undertaken in 
common with the other free nations of Europe, has for its aim the establishment 
and the maintenance of a durable peace founded on justice and right. Their aim is 
to reinforce the security and the prosperity of Europe without altering in any 
manner the purely defensive character of the North Atlantic Treaty Organiza- 
tion.”” Memorandum by Bruce to Secretary Acheson, September 10 (740.5/9-1051). 

7 Ante, p. 1191.
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take two actions by the Assembly—one in November, the second in 

| December. They were also proposing to obtain from the Assembly at 

| the same time as the first action on the Schuman Plan in November 

| an endorsement of the principles of the EDF. 

| They further had in mind a declaration by the French Government : 

| on European political unity which might be made at about the time | 

: as the two November actions indicated above. Their thought was that _ | 

| such a declaration would help the passage of the other two actions in 

| the Assembly, | | 
| M. Schuman was not specific as to exactly what the declaration would : 

| contain. He mentioned the possibility that the declaration would call 

| for commencement of talks, perhaps in the Council of Europe or by 

| other means not yet decided, to get on with political unity. He also 

| referred to the result of thetalksasatreaty. | | 

| He also indicated that the proposed tripartite declaration which 

| _M. Alphand had submitted was a preliminary step in connection with | 

| this action which they hadinmind. __ | | | 
| M. Schuman further said that within the last ten days both Prime | 

| Minister De Gasperi and Chancellor Adenauer had come to the French | 

| with similar suggestions and had indicated their agreement that Euro- | 

| pean political unity was highly desirable and that initiative regarding | 

| _ it should be taken by the French. | | 

| CFM files, lot M-88, box 158, Secretary's briefing book | 

United States Delegation Minutes of the First Meeting of the Foreign — 
Ministers of the United States, United Kingdom, and France H eld 

| at Washington, September 12, 1951, 10: 30.a.m. | | 

| U.S.-Tri. Min-1 , Bes an | 

| . MEMBERS | 

| | | _ Mr. Acheson (U.S.) oe | 

. | Mr. Morrison (U.K.) | | 

| | | -. M. Sehuman (Fr.) : : : | 

p | Aso PRESENT Pee | 

| | | US. —  ULK. FRANCE | 
| Mr. Jessup Sir Oliver Franks © M. Bonnet | | 

| | Admiral Wright Sir Pierson Dixon M. Alphand © 

| Mr. Spofford | 

| [Here follows a table of contents. | | | | 

| Press RELATIONS : 

1. Mr. Acueson noted that the impression had been received from | 

| the French press officer that the French delegation intended to brief _ 

| | 

i 
. [
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| the press thoroughly on all events that occurred at the meetings. He 
wished to have a clear understanding about this so that completely 
frank and free discussion could exist at the meetings. Mr. ScuruMan 
said that it was not the intention of the French to brief the press. Mr. 
Morrison suggested that the three press officers get together at the 
close of each meeting and agree upon some minimum statement that 
could be made without embarrassment to the participants. Mr. AcHE- 
son and Mr. ScHumAN agreed to this procedure. 

Survey or Procress in Pouicy or CoNTAINMENT OF SovieT UNION 
AND Its SATELLITES 

| 2. Mr. Morrison said that he had suggested this topic merely to 
give the ministers an opportunity to survey the situation and the 
actions and policies which were intended to secure the peace of Europe 
and the world. The Western countries had sought to make clear to the 
Soviet Union that if it continued with its policy of aggression the 
West would resist. The West had succeeded at slowing down or per- 
haps stopping Soviet aggressive policies. This was true, particularly in 
Korea. There were, however, other points in the world in which danger 
still existed mainly the Middle East. The backward and difficult areas 
of the Middle East were strategically important to the southern pe- 

rimeter of the Soviet Union. | 
- 3. Mr. Morrison suggested that there should be a joint study of this 
area where a gap exists in policies for effective containment of the 

Soviet Union. There might be a time when the containment policy is | 

successful and forces of the free world approximate those of the 
Soviet Union and its satellites. When that point is reached it should 
be obvious that hostilities would be a danger to both sides; but another — 
danger would arise from this situation, namely a period of tension ~ 
which would exist both in the Communist world and in the free world 

caused by the fear that the other may precipitate the third world war. 
It was important that [no?] action should be taken which would in- 
advertently precipitate a third world war and, therefore, it was neces- 
sary to consider what policies might endanger peace. In this considera- | 

| tion it would be wise to keep in mind not only those acts which would 

likely precipitate a war but also that the free countries must not lose | 

their nerve and should coolly calculate the policies necessary for 

Western security. :
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| 5. Mr. Morrison said in summary the West must increase its mili- 

tary strength, its unity and means of consultation. The West must be | 

ready for a real change of heart in the USSR but should make sure 

| that such a change was made in good faith. Mr. Morrison reempha- 

| sized the need for constant consultation." 

; 6. Mr. Scuuman said that he fully agreed with Mr. Morrison’s 

| statement and noted that the word “containment” contained no con- | 

| notation of aggression but merely meant preventing one country from ! 

| endangering the peace. All were happy that in Korea results had been | 

| obtained. These were mainly attributable to U.S. efforts. The French 

| had at the same time been met with some success in Indochina also 

| with containment in mind. If containment is the aim of Western policy 

bo then in Korea it must be made clear that the only aim isto secure the | 

| defense of the area and an armistice based on defense. The West must | 

po avoid giving the Soviets the idea that they were being encircled and | 

| | that all their outlets cut off. This raised the question of how far the © | 

| West should go to extend NATO and still remain faithful to the policy 

| of defense. The West must measure its resources and not spread them | | 

| too thinly in attempting to cover the geographic advantage of the 

| Soviets. The West could not be equally strong in all points. In light of | 

| the astronomical expenditures being made for the defense of the West, 

| Mr. Schuman wondered how far it was possible to go without seriously 

| hurting Western economies. Defensive forces must be placed where 

they would do the most good, but the West should not give the im- 

pression to the Soviet Bloc, to other countries, or even to elements in | 

| the three countries that aggression was intended. It was for this reason 

that Western Germany had not been given an army which could unify 

: all Germany by force. At the same time we must not show fear or 

| disunity. France had always maintained that it was necessary to con- 

| sult not only through diplomatic channels but through high level | 

| groups in order to agree upon what resources are available and how 

i they might be used. Such consultation would also assist in the formula- 

| tion of the global strategy of the West. | | 

! 1 For documentation on the Soviet Union, see volume Iv. 

| 

Oo
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7. Mr. AcuEson said that advances had been made in the policy of 
containment in Europe and indeed the Soviets had lost ground in 
Yugoslavia. If the West continued to build its strength without under- 
mining its economies, it could succeed. The U.S. was in agreement that 
provocative actions should be avoided. The West must continually 

watch for ways in which the Soviets might try to slow down the prog- | 
ress of the free world or to divide the countries from each other. Look- 
ing to the Near East and Far East both problems were disturbing and 

| Mr. ACHESON agreed to a combined study on the Middle East and Far 
_ East. He mentioned the great troubles existing in Iran with the Arabs, 

with Egypt, with Pakistan and India. He believed that the Soviets 
_ would not be wise to resort to aggression in the Middle East since they 
had enough allies in the form of troubles without the risk of aggression. 
Those making a combined study of the Middle East would find com- 
plex problems. No extensive forces were available in those areas and 
Western economies were already strained to achieve present goals. 
The study should answer two major questions: 

(a) What measures must the West take so that Western countries 
- would not be identified as opponents of nationalism ? . 

_ (6) What must be done to place in constructive channels those forces 
started by Western countries which were ripe for extreme nationalistic 
or communistic agitation. In the Far East almost the entire area was | 
at war and these hostilities were created and kept alive by the Soviet 
Union. | 

Mr. Schuman had talked with Mr. Acheson with regard to Indochina 
and Mr. Morrison had talked about Malaya and the efforts being made 
in both of these areas by France and Great Britain.2 The strain on 

_ both U.S. manpower and material resources caused by the Korean war 
might slow U.S. efforts to accomplish the MTDP. At present it seemed 

| that the only way to solve the problems in the Far East was by military 
action, although if other solutions could be presented they would be 
most welcome. 

Action: | 

All three ministers agreed to a combined study on the Middle East 
and Far East. | 

* For a record of Schuman’s discussion with Ackeson on Indochina, see U.S.—Fr. 
Min-1, p. 1249; regarding Morrison’s discussion with Acheson on Malaya, see 
U.S.-U.K. Min-2, Item 13, p. 1243.
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ATLANTIC AND MEDITERRANEAN CoMMANDS ° | 

8, ApmiraL Wricrrr, at the suggestion of Mr. Acheson, reported to 

| the ministers on the progress of the Standing Group on this problem. 

ApmiraL Wricut briefly mentioned the origin of this question at 

| _ Brussels and noted that it was still pending before the NAT Deputies. | 

| On the recommendations of General Eisenhower a command of the © | 

| south flank was established to take charge of the land campaign and 

| to establish a line of communications. This had to be done in coopera- 

| tion with all countries in the area. When General Eisenhower madehis 

proposals, he recognized that the relationship of Greece and Turkey 

| to the NAT had not been established. The Deputies had asked the 

| Study Group to answer 14 questions to increase their understanding : 

| and to advise the Deputies how Greece and Turkey might be admitted 

| to NATO. A detailed study was prepared by the Standing Group 

| which was made more difficult since NAT countries had differing ideas 

| on the admission of Greece and Turkey if admitted what their relation | 

i to the Organization should be. The Standing Group believed that a ] 

: Unified Military Command in the Middle East must be established par- 

| ticularly to provide for the participation of Turkey. As a starting | 

: point, it was believed that Greece being more closely related to Europe | 

should be under General Eisenhower’s command rather thanthe Mid- —f 

| dle East Command. Turkey being primarily a Middle Eastern country 

: should be a part of the Middle Eastern Command. The Standing 

| Group was conscious of the fact some of the NAT countries would not 

| | wish to be connected with a command over territory beyond the North 

' Atlantic Community, nor should such a command be concerned with | 

| matters not pertaining to the Middle Eastern area. Thus, the Middle 

P Eastern Commander must be responsible to NATO on matters concern- 

| ing Europe but must be responsible to another body concerning the ter- | 

| ritories. The report of the Standing Group also provided means by | 

| which the Middle East Command would be coordinated with Genera] 

Eisenhower’s command. , | | 

- 9. Mr. Scuuman said that he saw the difficulty of bringing together | 

| military and political questions under this command. First it was 

| necessary to have a new command since the forces would be largely | 

?¥or further documentation on the question of Atlantic and Mediterranean 

2 Commands in NATO, see pp. 460 ff. : | : 

oe | 
[ 
k 

Oe | 
| | | |
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_ Turkish. In the second place, however, it would appear necessary for 
political questions to be handled by a political structure other than 

- NATOandasyetunknown. | | | 

CFM files, lot M—88, box 158, Secretary’s briefing book 

United States Delegation Minutes of the Second Meeting of the For- 
eign Ministers of the United States, United Kingdom, and France 
Held at Washington, September 12, 1951,3: 00 p.m. 

SECRET | | 
Tripartite Min-2 | 

Members | 
Mr. Acheson (U.S.) | 

| Mr. Morrison (U.K.) 

| M. Schuman (Fr.) | 

Aso PRESENT 

U.S. | UK. FRANCE 

Mr. Jessup Sir Oliver Franks M. Bonnet 

| Admiral Wright Sir Pierson Dixon M. Alphand | 

Mr. Spofford 

[ Here follows a table of contents. ] 

Atlantic, Mediterranean, and Middle Fast Commands | 

1. Mr. AcueEson, noting that “many questions could be decided 
which could not be answered”, turned to certain points raised by Mr. 

Schuman during the previous session. As to a political authority over 

a Middle East Command, it was hoped to obtain military cooperation 

without the political commitments and hence there would be no su- — 

-  perior political body. This was a somewhat theoretical matter, how- = ——s 
| ever, for in practice the military committee would get its direction 

from the NATO governments, which would give informal if not pub- 
lic guidance. : | 

2. Mr. ScuumAnN wished to dispel a possible misunderstanding. He 
saw no advantage and in fact some real difficulty if the Middle East 
Command were included in NATO. While he would vote for the ad- 

| mission of Greece and Turkey to NATO, he wished to raise certain 
problems which would result from this action. He recognized that the
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| Standing Group had done its best to resolve the various problems. He 
| would recommend to his Government, which was not yet aware of 
| the plan, that it accept the Standing Group’s proposals. However, he | 
| wished to state two reservations: (2) The Middle East Command _ 
| should be autonomous and outside of NATO and should be an inte- 

grated command. In view of French traditional interest in the Middle 
| East, especially in Syria and Lebanon, France should be accorded an | 
| appropriate place in the command and be given the position of As- ! 
| sistant Commander in Chief. (2) He recognized that there would be 
| an Eastern Mediterranean Command headed by a British admiral to 
: support the Middle East Command. In the Western Mediterranean, 

where France has special relations with Africa, and across which re- 
| serves must come to support the defense of Europe, France had the 
| duty and right to request that a French admiral be in command. As _ | | 

| to Mr. Acheson’s comment on the political direction for Middle East 

; Command, he read between the lines a possible solution. However, the 

| situation was not yet entirely clear in view of the need for a unified 
! policy in the Middle East. 
| 8. As an additional question Mr. Scouman asked what the Stand- | 
| ing Group planned to do with respect to the Straits, would they be 
| under SHAPE, the Middle East Command or both? Apmrrat Wricut 
| replied that the Standing Group recognized the critical and strategic 
| importance of the Straits and the fact that they were located near / 

| the dividing line between the southern flank of the European Com- 7 
mand and the Middle East. In all probability defense of the area would 

! involve Turkish ground troops and air and naval units from General / 
| Ejiisenhower’s command. The various commanders concerned with the | 
| Straits would act under mutually agreed plans which had been ap- 
| proved bya NATO authority. — | 
' 4, As to the views of the Standing Group with respect to the West- 
|» ern Mediterranean Command, Apmirat Wricut said that there were | 

| many factors involved. General Eisenhower recognized the special 
position of French naval forces in the Western Mediterranean and | | 

| their responsibility for lines of communication between North Africa 
| and southern Europe. Yet the Western Mediterranean was a confined | 
} naval area in which there would be a number of other combat opera- | 

! tions. The French Commander would work with and be under General 
| Eisenhower’s Chief of Command for the southern area, Admiral 

| Carney. | a 

- | 

536-688 PT 1--81-~---82 .
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5. Mr. Scouman replied that Admiral Wright’s comments ap- 
peared to be somewhat different from those in the Standing Group’s 
paper on the Mediterranean Command. He understood that under 
SHAPE there would be several commands of which one of the most ; 
important would be for the Western Mediterranean. It appeared that | | 
this would be a geographic command rather than a merely functional 
one for the transport of troops. | 

6. ApmiraL Wricut commented that the naval forces in the Medi- 
terranean would have two tasks, to support SHAPE in Europe and 
to support the Middle East Command. In the Western Mediterranean 
the naval command structure would have to be of a nature to carry 
out functional tasks of transport across the Mediterranean, which 

was one of the most important lines of communication to Western 
Europe. The special interests of France in this area were recognized, 
but all the details have not yet been worked out. | 

7. Mr. AcHESON said that he understood that a naval command was 
to be established in the Western Mediterranean under the command 
of a Supreme Commander, and that the French Government was inter- 
ested in having a French admiral in this position. : 

8. Mr. ScuumMan was of the opinion that when his Government 
considered the entire problem, including the Middle East Command, 
it would be influenced by the command situation in the Western Medi- 

_terranean. The present explanation was not sufficiently clear to per- 
mit an immediately favorable decision. In making his own point of | 
view precise, he repeated that he would ask his Government to accept 
the proposals of the Standing Group provided: (1) That it was clearly 
understood that the Middle East Command would be an integrated | 
command and that an adequate position in the command would be ~ 
given to France, including the position of an Assistant Commander in | 
Chief. (2) That the Western Mediterranean Command would be so 
regulated as to reserve the command position to a French admiral 
and that his responsibilities would be similar to those of the U.K. | 
admiral in the Eastern Mediterranean Command. Whether the French 
commander went directly to Eisenhower or through an intermediary 
such as Admiral Carney was not as important as some other elements 
of the problem. Moreover, in defining the area over which the Frenchy 

admiral would command he considered it to be between the coast of 
_. North Africa and France and between the coast of Spain and Sardinia. 

The command would not include the waters around Italy or the | 
Adriatic. Mr. Scyuman asked his colleagues to recognize that in 
reaching a governmental decision technical questions were not the 
exclusive considerations. 

9. Mr. Acueson said that as to the first point it would be imme- 
diately taken under consideration and that while no answer could 

*Presumably Schuman is referring to SG 80/4, dated August 22, p. 575.
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be given at the moment, the proposal appeared reasonable. As to the : 

second point, while the Standing Group’s paper dealt with two com- | 
| mands, one in the Middle East and one in Europe, Mr. Schuman ap- | 
| peared to propose a third area command. This obviously presented | 
| difficulties. Moreover, on appointments General Eisenhower would 

have to be consulted. ApmiraL Wricut commented that the prime task | 
| in the Western Mediterranean was to support General Eisenhower. | 
| There would be many kinds of forces in the area, anti-submarine, — | 

| carrier forces, convoys, et cetera. The military operations would be | 

| under the southern flank commander. The French navy would have 
| important responsibilities but other units would be involved. It, there- | 
| fore, appeared desirable to have a functional rather than an area 
| commander. Mr. AcHESON suggested that these questions needed fur- | 

| ther study, perhaps by the Standing Group representatives here at : 

| this meeting. | 7 . | 

10. Mr. Morrison hoped that there would be no delay in reaching 

agreement on the proposals in the Standing Group. He was not entirely | 

sure that the Western Mediterranean problem depended upon the | 

_ Middle East Command, At the same time he recognized a relationship | 

| between the Western Mediterranean and Atlantic Command problems. © 

| It would be desirable if all of these problems could be cleared up | 

| during these talks. | ) | | : 

| 11. In Mr. Scuuman’s opinion one could not disassociate the various | 

| phases of the problem. The commands in the Western Mediterranean 

| and the Middle East were related, as well as in the Atlantic. These 

were all related to the admission of Greece and Turkey into NATO, 
| although at the same time they went beyond the Greek and Turkish 

| question. He regretted the differences but they were due to the situa- | 

| tion. Mr. Morrison suggested that further informal conversations at | 

| this meeting might bring progress and assist Mr. Schuman’s commu- | 

| nication to the French Government. ae oe 

| 12. Mr. Scttuman asked whether or not Turkey was in accord with | 

| the proposals on the Middle East Command. Mr. Morrison replied 

: that on July 3 Turkey recognized that the defense of the Middle | 

| - East was a key to the defense of Europe and that if Turkish security | 

| were assured it would assume its full responsibilities along with the , 

| U.S., U.K. and France in such a defense organization. On July 20 : 

| the Turkish Foreign Minister declared that if it joined the NATO 
it would enter into negotiations to play an effective role in the Middle 
East. At Strasbourg on August 2 the Foreign Minister stated that 4 

| Turkey would make no difficulties in cooperation once admission to | 

: NATO was arranged. | | | 

13. Mr. Acuerson noted that there was no thought of imposing a | 

decision on Turkey but hoped that the three Ministers could reach 

| an agreed position on which to negotiate with Turkey. While it ap- | 

| 
| | |
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peared that the Ministers had done as much as they could now, he 

hoped that the matter could be dealt with urgently. 

| 14. Mr. Scuruman said that he was not quite clear concerning the 

urgent need for a position with respect to the Middle Kast Command 

since negotiations with Turkey would not be taken until later. What 

should be decided first was the admission of Greece and Turkey to 

NATO. On this the Ministers agreed. The constitution of the various 

commands, however, could be kept separate. | 

15. Mr. Morrison replied that the Middle East Command was rele- 

vant to admission to Greece and Turkey and would be a factor at 

Ottawa in persuading some of the more reluctant countries to agree 

to admit these two countries. He was glad that Mr. Schuman had said 

that the two questions should not be confused and that there appeared 

to be no difference of principle with respect to the Middle East Com- 

mand. In his opinion the Western Mediterranean Command question 

was separate and though urgent was not as urgent as the others, and 

he hoped that the French could come to an agreement on the Middle 

East Command urgently. | | 

16. Mr. Scuuman replied that he did not see how the organization 

of the Middle East Command would affect potential opponents to the 

admission of Greece and Turkey, since it was well known that the 

Scandinavian countries, who had little interest in the Middle East, 

were the most reluctant. As to the command organizations, they should 

| not be established piecemeal. Otherwise, there would be various com- 

mands in the Mediterranean and the situation would be unclear. An 

attempt should be made to settle the whole problem and if the Ministers 

were successful it would greatly facilitate his own position. 

. 17. Mr. Actreson recognized the urgency of the problem, saying 

that plans must be moved ahead to discuss the command with the 

Turks or they would misunderstand. Moreover, since the situation in 

Egypt was getting no better, urgent security reasons dictated rapid 

action. 

18. Mr. Morrison hoped that he had not been misunderstood earlier 

in the meeting for he did not wish to imply that the question of a 

Western Mediterranean Command was not urgent for the French. He 

recognized that it was. It was also urgent to reach agreement on the 

Middle East Command before Ottawa. He was working in the con- 

fident hope that the questions raised by Mr. Schuman could be satis- 

factorily answered. : | 

19. Mr. Scuruman repeated that his Government and Parliament 

must have a debate before passing the law to invite Greece and Tur- 

key to join NATO. Under the pressure of debate it would be difficult 

to get agreement on the matter unless his questions were solved. He 

could not engage himself, his Government or Parliament beyond that. 

Mr. Morrison appreciated the problem faced by parliamentary dis-
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, cussion but hoped that the Ministers would be in a position to make 
| the recommendation at Ottawa for the admission of these two coun- 

tries. Ratification of their admission was a separate matter from 
| Middle East and Western Mediterranean Commands. Mr. ScHuMAN 
| rejoined that in parliamentary debate the question of the Mediter- | 
_ ranean Command would inevitably come up and the failure to solve | 
| it might risk the ratification vote on Greece and Turkey. Mr. Morrison | 

| hoped that Mr. Schuman would accept the Standing Group recom- 
| - mendations and the Ministers were trying to solve the problems he | 

| faces. Mr. Scuuman promised to do his best and to take into account 

| the statement of Mr. Morrison. 
| 20. Mr. Morrison noted that there appeared to be no real difficulty 

as far as the French were concerned in the Middle East Command | 
| itself. He asked if the Ministers could agree on the timetable proposed 

p by the Standing Group as follows: _ a 

| (a) Agreement in Washington on the Middle East Command. 
-—- (b) Agreement at Ottawa to invite Greece and Turkey to join | 

| NATO subject to constitutional and procedural questions. | | 
po (c) Decision to advise Greece and Turkey of this action. . 

| (d) Provision of full information to Turkey with respect to the - 

| Middle East Command through diplomatic channels so that Turkey 
| might approach Egypt. | | | os : 

| 21. Mr Scuuman replied that he could not give a definite answer as | 

| to the first step; however, he would try to obtain his Government’s 

| approval with the reservations stated above. As to the second and third ) 

points he saw no difficulty. The fourth point concerning Egypt, how- | 

| ever, raised a new problem on which he could not yet take a position | 

| since he lacked instructions, noting that he had only been informed of : 

. this proposal on September 8. Such action possibly involved a new 

| extension of defenses and he required moreinformation. __ | 
| 92. Mr. Morrison regretted Mr. Schuman had not had earlier in- | 

| formation. He noted that the best facilities for such a Middle Kast _ 
| Command were found in Egypt. At the same time discussions in Cairo 

| had been going on concerning radical revision of the 1936 Treaty which 

: gave Britain use of these facilities. If the Command headquarters 
| could be made interallied (U.S., U.K., France, Turkey and Egypt) 
, and located in Egypt, it might solve the Egyptian problem. He re- | 
| marked that the Egyptian Foreign Minister was somewhat impatient 
| and he would like to make him happy. - | 
| 23. Mr. Scrruman recognized the great importance of the matter to 

the United Kingdom and he would ask urgently for further | 

: instructions. : - | | | 

| | Admission of Greece and Turkey | | 

| 24. Mr. Acueson brought to the attention of the meeting the paper 

| containing a draft agreement and protocol to be used in connection :
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| with the admission of Greece and Turkey to N ATO. He noted that 

this paper, which proposed certain procedural steps, had been delivered _ 
to his French and British colleagues that morning and that it had not 

yet been fully studied.? It was agreed to discuss this matter the next 
day. 

*The documents under reference here were distributed as WFM T-5/2a and | 
T-5/3a and were subsequently combined into Tripartite D-4, September 13, 
p. 1801. There is no record of any further discussion of these ducuments by the 
Foreign Ministers at Washington. | 
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European Defense Force and Problem of German Participation 

1. By way of preliminary, Mr. Acneson raised three procedural : 
points with respect to the meetings. He noted the need for a commu- | 
niqué and, after discussion with his colleagues, indicated that Mr. 

Bohlen, U.S., Mr. Ridsdale, U.K. and M. de Margerie, France, would 

prepare an appropriate draft. He also noted that M. Schuman had 

| suggested a Tripartite Declaration and it was decided to ask Mr. 

MacArthur (U.S.), Mr. Rose (U.K.) and a French representative to 

consider this problem. Because of difficulties of scheduling on Friday, 

it was necessary to change the previous plans and tentatively set the 

meeting for discussion of economic questions at 9:30 a.m. While Mr. | 
Morrison had no objection to a working group on a tripartite declara- 

tion, he had some doubts, primarily for domestic political reasons as _ 

to the wisdom of issuing such a declaration at this time. It might be |
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| possible for such a declaration to be made part of the general 

communiqué. | | 
| 2. Turning to the Eurovean Defense Force and Germany’scontribu- | 

| tion thereto, Mr. ActEson said there were two related problems: the | 

| way the Ministers should discuss this matter here, and their attitude 

| at Ottawa. It would be unfortunate to debate this question extensively | 

| ~at Ottawa. Each of the three governments, however, might deal gen- | 

| erally with an aspect of the question. Thus, M. Schuman might talk 

| on the European defense force developments, while Mr. Morrison and | 

| he might deal with the Bonn talks on German military contribution _ 

and contractual relations. He thought that the three should indicate | 

their general agreement but should not go into details at that time. . 

| This approach was tentatively accepted by the three Ministers. 

|. 3. M. Scuuman said he would not go into technicalities in discuss- 

| ing the interim report of the Paris Conference on the European army * 

| but noted that not only France but Prime Minister de Gasperi of Italy | 

| and Dr. Hallstein, representing Chancellor Adenauer, likewise sup- : 

| ported the project. He envisaged certain problems, of which the fol- 

lowing were most important. | mo | 

| | (a) In dealing with the question of how to make the transition from | 
| national armies to the European defense force, France agreed that all | 
- of its forces which would be available in Europe or North Africa to | 
| NATO should immediately be put into the European army. These | 
| forces would not, of course, include troops necessary for defense of | 
| overseas possessions. France made this considerable sacrifice in order | 
| to meet the German desire for equality. At the same time Germany | 
| would refrain from developing a national army and would put its 
| troops, even during the transitional phase, into the European defense : 
| force. The first soldier recruited in Germany would be recruited for : 
| the European army. eer | | 
| (6) He was naturally preoccupied with the problem of when the | 

first recruitment of these effectives could take place. In order to pro-_ 
|. ceed as rapidly as possible, it was desirable to have a simplified mecha- | 
| nism. He did not require that all the political and supervisory institu- | 

| tions be fully functioning before the army could be made effective. 
| The question needed further study to see if existing organizations, 
| such as SHAPE and other command organizations, could not be used 
| temporarily. 7 | 
| (c) As to the question of the size of national units, he noted that a : 
| year ago this matter had assumed great importance. Now with a sound : 

structure envisaged, the size of units was less important, since with a : 
| sound super-structure there would be less concern over this problem. | 

The French Government was willing to accept SHAPE’s recommenda- 
| tions in this connection. a , 
| (d) Inorder that the European army should be free from the danger | 

of being used for purely national designs, it was necessary that the | 

| *For extracts from the Interim Report of the European Army Conference, | 
July 24, see p. 843. |
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army have an integrated command and staff and an autonomous ad- 
| ministrative organization. This point of view was accepted with re- | 

spect to the French units under NATO, as well as for other units. 
(e) Finally certain additional military, legal and financial questions 

needed to be solved in order to put this project into effect. 

4. For the information of his colleagues, M. ScurumMan said that the 

French Government proposed to have a Parlimentary debate in 

| November on the European defense force in order to get the necessary 

affirmative support even before the plan was finally completed. 

5. Mr. Acueson said the U.S. policy could be stated briefly and 

simply. After studying the concept of the European Defense Force 

carefully, he was convinced that it was the best method to solve a num- 

| ber of major problems relating to the defense of Western Europe, such 
as the integration of Germany into Europe and the securing of Ger- 

| man contribution to European defense. While there had been some 

question as to the practicability of the plan, General Eisenhower was | 

convinced that it could work. M. Schuman’s assurance that a way 

would be found to work out the technical problems with SHAPE was 

most helpful. The U.S. therefore gave vigorous enthusiastic and full | 

support to the plan. There would be no turning back and no doubts. 

At the same time this attitude was consistent with the view that if 

after all possible effort had been made the project was not feasible, 

then it would be necessary to review the policy and see what else 
. could be done. Such a step was not being considered now. The U.S. 

| favored the French plan not only asa forward step in the development 

of the moral and material strength in Europe, but not least of all 

because it was advocated by M. Schuman himself. What had been said 

about not developing all the institutions envisaged by the interim 

| report was very important for such action would take some time. By 

using existing institutions the decision could be worked out in a rela- 

tively definite period of time. 7 

6. Mr. Morrison said that his Government was disposed to favor the 2 

European defense force plan. As was perhaps typically British, how- 

ever, his Government disliked approving general principles until they 

had been spelled out in practical details and, therefore, he hoped that 

a number of arrangements could be worked out before the Rome meet- 

ing of NATO. To assist in this matter, he proposed to send high level 

military representatives to Paris and hoped that General Eisenhower 

would be adequately represented since his thinking in this matter was 

extremely important. There were additional questions, such as how 

to keep adequate three-power control over forces in Germany and 

he hoped to continue private discussions among the three powers to 

that end. He also hoped that his colleagues would accept the principle
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| | that allocation of arms to NATO countries would continue to have 

| priority over allocations to German forces. He thought at an appro- 

| priate time perhaps it might be well to give the Petersberg report on | 

| the Bonn discussions * to other NATO countries for if broad informa- 

| tion were given out in the near future it would be easier later on. As 

| M. Schuman would appreciate, the British Government had changed | 

| its position appreciably during the past year towards favoring the — | 

| Kuropean defense force. With respect to the matter discussed earlier, | 

| that of Egypt and the Middle East Command, he hoped that France | 

: would do its best to follow sympathetically the British problems and | 
| point of view. The three governments need to be strong everywhere and 

| such a development in the Middle East would aid the common cause. 

7. M. Scuuman thanked Mr. Morrison for his sympathetic views _ 

| with respect to the French effort to solve the European defense prob- 

lem and Germany’s contribution. He appreciated the sending of high 

| level officers to the conference and noted that General Eisenhower | 

would be well represented. There was some merit in making the Bonn | 

| report available, providing it was clearly indicated to be out of date. | 
| He hoped to be able to move towards the British point of view on 

| 8. Mr. AcuEson agreed with his colleagues as to the importance of | 

| Genera] Eisenhower’s views and said that any plan envisaged must be | 
| workable in his eyes. As to release of the Bonn report, he expressed 

| doubts as to releasing a document which might fix attention to prob- : 

| lems which no longer existed and might therefore cause difficulties. 

| He suggested that the three High Commissioners discuss this matter | 
_ and report to the meeting tomorrow. If they and his colleagues desired | 

| to release it, he would not object. - 
| _ 9. M. Scuruman said he had possibly misunderstood the proposal, 

| since he thought that the Bonn report in any case would not be re- | 

leased until Rome and then only as part of more general documenta- 

| tion. He did not think that it should be put before the Council at | 
| Ottawa. | | | 
| 10. As to Mr. Morrison’s point on the priority of arms allocation to 

: - NATO countries, Mr. AcwEson did not think it was a problem but he ~ | 
i nevertheless wished to make clear that the present system of priorities — : 
— would not change. Korea naturally received first priority; Indochina 

was next. Germany would not be put into a special position, although, 

| of course, training equipment would be a problem to be worked out. . 

| Other areas would be treated as they were today. | 

* Regarding the Technical Report on the discussions at Bonn concerning a 
German contribution to Western defense, see the letter from the High Commis- 
sioners to their Governments, June 8, p. 1044, and footnote 2 thereto. 

| | | |
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ConTRACTUAL ARRANGEMENT FOR GERMANY 

_ DRAFT INSTRUCTIONS FROM THE THREE FOREIGN MINISTERS TO THE ALLIED 

HIGH COMMISSION | 

Mr. AcHEson said a paper had been prepared on this subject in 
which the differences between the three Ministers were set forth in 
brackets (WFM T-5a, September 10 2). 

Mr. Morrison said the British originally had reservations on para- 
graph number four of the “Instructions” regarding the statement that 
“the basic assumption on which the Ministers have acted is that ful- 
fillment of these conditions will promptly be achieved through the — 
proposed EDF, etc.,” but that they now felt they could agree providing | 
the word “promptly” could be removed from the sentence. British 
public opinion was split regarding German rearmament with some 
elements favoring a German force in some form, others totally opposed 
to German rearmament, and a third group which felt that a Euro- | 
pean army was the best way of utilizing the Germans. He wished to | 
make clear that Britain did not wish to delay a German contribution 
but he did not want to cause needless complications at home by sug- 

| gesting that Britain was pushing German participation in EDF. 
Mr. Acneson said that although he was not too concerned regarding 

wording, he felt it was essential that the EDF be developed without a 

delay. Mr. Scuuman said that the question of wording was not too 
important to him and it was agreed that the word “promptly” would 

*In the source text these minutes are mistakenly identified as “Minutes of the 
Third Meeting.” | 

* Ante, p. 1197. |
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be deleted and the words “without delay” inserted before the phrase | 
| “through the proposed EDF.” | 

| | SECURITY CONTROLS : 

| Mr. Scouman said the French Government agreed with the sug- 
| gested US-UK wording with the exception of paragraph (ii) of the | 
| text. It was necessary to define the prohibitions and limitations which | 
| were referred to in the Brussels agreement. The language of that | 
Po agreement was frequently vague and it was necessary to set forth | 
| explicitly what types of heavy equipment Germany would not be | 
| allowed to make. The same was true for light weapons. Study by mili- | 
| tary experts from one of the Allied organizations was necessary. He | 
| submitted a substitute paragraph which the French believed should 
| be inserted into the “Instructions” reading “The Brussels text should | 
| be defined as required as quickly as possible and in any event before the | 
| Rome conference through discussion at the governmental level.” This | 
| was accepted by the US and UK. It was agreed that these experts | 
| should work in cooperation with the High Commissioners who are in 
_. touch with the German situation, but it was understood that the 
| experts will have to carry the burden and merely consult with the : 
| High Commissioners. Mr. Morrison felt that there was advantage in | 
| an elastic situation which would allow consultation between the experts | 
| and the Allied governments. Mr. AcHEson indicated that this was | 
| provided for in the first paragraph. — | | 

PRESERVATION OF DEMOCRACY | | 

| Mr. Scruman said he was willing to accept the US-UK proposals | 
on this subject (paragraph 9 “Instructions”). Mr. Morrison said that : 

| he was concerned regarding the clear right of the Allies to intervene | 
| if a situation developed in Germany which they did not like. He 
| wanted the Three Powers to be free to move in if any menace to the | 
| democratic regime developed, and was not sure that that right ex- 
| isted. He recalled what had happened to the Weimar Republic and 

| said that although the right to intervene might be included in the | 
| present text he was not certain. Mr. Scuuman said he thought the 
| answer could be found in the annexed draft treaty (“Agreement on | 
| General Relations with the Federal Republic”)—Article VII—where 

it is stated that if the security of the Allied armed forces isendangered 
| the Allies can assert their authority. Mr. AcHEson agreed that it was 

| necessary to be in a position to meet quickly and vigorously any dis- | 
| ruption of public or constitutional order. There would be included in | 

| the Preamble to the “Agreement” a statement that the contractual | 
| arrangement was premised on maintenance of constitutional order. 
| Mr. Morrison said he was satisfied. Mr. AcuEson added that we might 

| keep in mind the principle that the high commissioners should make 
: a declaration of political principles at the time the contractual rela- 

| |
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tionship went into effect, making clear what the Allies meant—no 

return to totalitarian Government. Mr. AcugEson raised a point re- 

garding the inclusion of the words “grave threat” in this paragraph __ 
in referring to constitutional order, and wondered if it should not be 
confined to refer only to public order. Mr. Morrison said that 
historically it was not only the question of public order that caused 
the difficulties. Constitutional processes could lead to disruption of 
constitutional order. If someone was about to be appointed to a high 
office, who, in the opinion of the Allies, constituted such a threat the 
Allies might wish to intervene. He recalled that Hitler was appointed 

- Chancellor by a German council. He believed, however, that the Allies — 
| should use discretion in exercising their powers in such a case. Mr. 

ScrumMAN said he was inclined to agree with Morrison and felt the © 

| power to intervene in case of a “threat” to constitutional order should 

certainly be retained but used only if otherwise unavoidable and after 

warning to the Germans. Mr. AcHEson indicated that the US was 
willing to accept the position of France and the UK with the proviso 

that there really must be a grave threat before it would be made opera- 

| tive. If Remer [Reimann?] picked up five or six additional Parliamen- 

tary seats this would hardly constitute a threat. Mr. Morrison said he 

did not disagree with the spirit of what Mr. Acugson had said and 

pointed out that the Three Powers must confer if they believed any 

such threat existed. | 

With regard to paragraph 8 of Article VII, of the draft “Agree- 

ment” Mr. AcieEson said that, as written, this paragraph did not have 

any meaning. He suggested deleting a portion of the sentence, leaving 

it to read “This authority may also be employed to declare a state of 

emergency on the request of the Federal Republic.” This was agreed. 

_ ALLIED EMERGENCY POWERS 

Mr. Morrison referred to the wording of the first sentence of the 

first paragraph under this heading and said that he did not like the 

idea of civilian authority being subordinate to the military asa matter _ 

of constitutional doctrine. As written, the text would require the 

Council of Ambassadors to receive the agreement of the appropriate — 

Allied military authorities before they could exercise Allied powers | 

in an emergency. He naturally presupposed an amicable understand- 

ing between the civilian and military authorities in reaching any such 

decision. Mr. Scuuman said that he could not possibly expect the 

Chamber of Deputies to accept a treaty relationship with Germany 

under which the Government of France must obtain the approval of 

its own military before taking emergency action in Germany. It was 

~~” agreed to delete the entire first sentence in this paragraph, dropping 

all references to the requirement of agreement by the military 

authorities. |
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| , LOGISTICAL AND FINANCIAL SUPPORT OF THE ALLIED FORCES 

Mr. ACHESON said in relating this subject (paragraph 12, “Instruc- | 
pF tions”) to the question of occupation costs and the problem of financ- 

| ing Germany’s future contribution to the EDF, it was necessary to | 
| find a procedure which would enable the Allies to arrive at the neces- | 
| sary answers at an early date. If, as was estimated, Germany next year | 

| reached the limit of the resources it could devote to military purposes— | 
, approximately 12 billion Deutschmarks—in meeting the costs of the | 

| -- oeeupation forces, the problem remained of how Germany could finance | 

| its contribution to the EDF. British High Commissioner Kirkpatrick | 

| said he thought the question was whether the Allies should commit | 
| themselves now to a formula which might allow the Germans to refuse. ) 

| He felt this action should be left open for later consideration in order 

| to avoid that possibility. Mr. AcHEson said that we might have to | 
: have a group of experts study the problem but we must eventually | 

| face it. We might put it off for a while but it was not possible to avoid it | 
| in the long run. If all Germany’s resources which could be utilized for a | 
| military effort were engaged in supporting merely the occupation | 
' forces and if they therefore were unable to support a contribution to _ 
| the European Defense Forces then the Allied powers had gone through | 
| much lost motion in all the recent programs designed to enlist German | 

participation in the defense of Europe and thereby build up the de- | 

| fensive capacity of that area. The US could not carry out the prin- | 

| ciple on which it was now operating in Austria—ie. pay our own | 

| occupation costs—and obtain in addition, the tremendous sums re- | 

| quired to carry out the total defense effort. This matter was one of : 

| great political importance in Germany because they would not move | 
| on other problems until they knew what the answer would be to this | 
| one. He thought it desirable to take certain portions of the present text 
| and utilize them for giving such direction to the High Commissioners : 
| as was now possible. Mr. Morrison said that Britain was worried 

r about the possibility that the Germans would squeeze the Allies to pay 
| expenditures which they should be carrying for themselves. He said 
| that this had occurred several times in German history and that he | 

thought the Allies must be very careful to ensure that it did not | 
| happen again. He recently had conversations with both the German | 

| and Austrian Chancellors and had listened to their sad tales regard- 

ing operation costs. He had, however, told them flatly that they re- | 
: quired defense; that Britain was paying for its own defense, that the 

defense which Germany and Austria now had happened to be the | 
: forces of the Allies and that they were obligated to pay for it. He 
| proposed to continue to be “flat” with the Germans and said that when | 

| they produce forces for the EDF, and if they asked for an adjust- 

ment then, maybe the Allies should make such an adjustment. Britain 

| - was carrying a big burden and could not carry an additional one. The 

| |
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Allies must be very careful that the Germans did not exploit them. 
Mr. ScoumAN said that the Germans were always harping on the 
theme of equality. It was a logical consequence then that they should 
carry an equal burden. The Germans should be treated the same as 
other NATO countries. He said that discussions which would occur 
shortly would establish a schedule of what would be expected from 
all countries in terms of a percentage of national income. Since the 
German and French national incomes were almost equal then the 
Germans should spend as much as the French, including the latter 
expenditures in Indo-China and elsewhere overseas. The second part 
of the problem was how this German contribution should be distrib- 
uted. The French point of view was that the German contribution to 
the EDF should be no larger than that of the French and that the 
difference between this figure and the total French expenditure for 
military activities would then be available to the Germans to pay. for 
occupation costs. He believed the British position was that the Ger- 
mans should pay the occupation costs and that amount should then be 

subtracted from the total available and the balance utilized as the 

German contribution to EDF. He believed the US viewpoint was to 
pool the amount the Germans paid for occupation costs plus that 

which she gives to EDF and that this total would be determined by 

the limit of Germany’s ability to pay. Presumably, the balance would 
have to be paid by the Allies. He proposed a compromise under which 

the German direct contribution to EDF should in no case be greater 

than that of France. Germany then could not exaggerate its position 

and the balance would be available for occupation costs. Mr. Morrison 

| said he was very apprehensive about any formula tying the German 

contribution to that of a particular country. Ifa French Government | 

came into power which cut expenditures in half then the Germans 

could cut their contributions to that level. Also, the proposal could 

act the other way if the French contribution were increased substan- 
tially, which might allow Germany to arm to a point beyond that 

desired by the Allies. The Germans should continue to meet the occu- 
| pation costs and when a German contribution to EDF comes along : 

then the Germans can argue about occupation costs. He doubted that 

the group could arrive at a formula now and thought that the High 

Commissioners must continue to discuss the matter with the Germans 
as we go along. He repeated his admonition that we must be careful. 

For these reasons he preferred the UK draft as stated in the last para- 

graph on page 12 wherein the requirement that Germany should make 

a, total contribution to defense comparable in scale to that being made 

by other leading Western powers was stated in general terms. He said | 
the possibility existed that the staffs of the Three Ministers could have 

another look at the UK proposal and submit a new draft, but that in
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| any case he did not desire to attempt to arrive at a definite formula 

during the course of these meetings. | 
| Mr. AcuEson suggested that the Ministers not try to reach a formula 

| at this juncture. He thought that the problem should be transmitted — | 

( to a working group and emphasized that this group should use cer- 

| tain elements of agreement which existed as a basis for its deliberation. _ 
! These included agreement that the German contribution will be subject 

| to a contractual arrangement and that the Germans must pay their | 

| full share based on the same criteria which is applied to other NATO | 
| countries. The question which remained was how that share would 

| be apportioned between occupation costs and Germany’s contribution 

| to EDF. He agreed that the Allies must be firm with the Germans 

! and that undoubtedly they would try to squirm on the problem. Al- ! 

| though we are disinclined to face the problem right now, we must look | 

| forward to facing this problem in the near future since it was essential | 

| to get on with a German contribution to EDF. The question had to | 
| be faced in. December or at least in the first part of the new year. It | 

| was agreed that representatives of the Three Governments should | 
meet soon to prepare their recommendations, although no definite date — | 

was set. Mr. ScuumAN said he wished to reaffirm the principle of equal _ | 

. burden and that it was understood in the case of France the whole | 

| military burden included the French effort in Indo-China and else- | | 
| where overseas. Mr. AcHEson and Mr. Morrison indicated agreement. | 

| SECURITY OF THE ALLIED FORCES 

| Mr. Morrison said that the UK had previously had some reserva- 

| tion on the question of court jurisdiction (paragraph 18, “Instruc- 

i tions”). The Allies might be sorry if they got mixed up in too many __ | 

| cases and there was considerable to be said for “coming clean” and | 

| getting out with regard to this function. On the other hand, he rec- | 

| ognized that if German courts prosecuted and convicted British | 

| soldiers the UK public would resent it. He said he was willing to | 

| agree to the US-French proposal but trusted that the allies would be | 

| restrained in their execution of thisfunction. | 
: - The question of when the Ministers should meet in Europe and | 

| invite the German Chanceller to join them (Paragraph 26, “Instruc- | | 

| tions”) was presented by Mr. AcueEson, who said that the problem was 
| whether the Ministers were near enough to a final decision to decide | 

now when this event should take place. Mr. Scuuman said that he 
| agreed that it probably was best not to fix a final date since all ques- 

tions should be settled when this event occurred and it should be a 

solemn and forceful occasion. Mr. Morrison said that he did not want | 

| to delay this matter but felt that realistically it would not be accom- 

| ee |
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plished in October. He said if the matter were rushed it would result | 
in an untidy job and he did not want to feel that we must be ready by 

October because it was very important to do a good job. He also felt 
that such instructions to the High Commissioners might give them the 

_. feeling that they must work under pressure to reach solutions for the | 

several problems remaining. It was agreed that it was too early to set 

a date but that it must be accomplished as soon as reasonably possible. 
In this connection, Mr. Acreson said that the Allies must keep in | 

| mind the principle of having Mr. Adenauer present when the agree- 

ment was concluded—and that the matter must not be let drag be- 

cause this had a great deal to do with the defense of Europe. 

AGREEMENT ON GENERAL RELATIONS WITH THE FEDERAL REPUBLIC | 

. | PREAMBLE | 

The British next withdrew their reservations on paragraph 6 draft 
“Agreement” which mentions the participation of Germany in the 

European Defense Community as one manifestation of that country’s 

determination to establish with the other nations of Western Europe 

a free and peaceful community. 

ARTICLE V | 

Security Guarantee for Federal Republic - | 

Mr. Acueson said that with regard to the security guarantee pro- | 

posed in the draft under Article V, the US would like to use a different 

approach and reaffirm the previous declaration by the Allies regard- 

ing action they would take in the event of an attack against the Fed-_ 

eral Republic. He proposed that the Declaration of September 1950, 
be restated and a sentence added to the effect that the change in status 

| of the Federal Republic does not alter or diminish the effect of that 

Declaration. Mr. Morrison said that while he was disposed to agree, 

the matter had numerous implications and that he would have to 

discuss it with his colleagues in London and confirm it by cable. Mr. 

Scuuman said that he saw no difficulty with the US proposal but 

felt that rather than including it in this text he thought the Declara- 

tion should be linked with the statement to be made by the High Com- 
missioners defining the Allied concept of democracy which was to be 

issued at the time the contractual relationship was announced. As it 

was he thought this statement would have no tactical value. Mr. AcHE- 

son agreed that he thought this a very useful idea and one that should 

be pursued. Mr. Morrison did not dissent. 
Article VIIa was removed by agreement. It was felt that the sub- 

stance of this paragraph was covered in other ways.
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396.1-WA/9-1351 a | 

| United States Delegation Minutes of the Fifth Meeting of the Foreign | | 

| Ministers of the United States, United Kingdom, and France Held | 

| at Washington, September 13, 1951, 3 p.m. | | 

! SECRET oo ce | 
| Tripartite Min-5 . | oe 

| - | 
a MEMBERS . | 

| - Mr. Acheson (U.S.) | | 

| : | Mr. Morrison (U.K.) | 

| | M. Schuman (Fr.) _ | 

| Aso PRESENT | 

| : . US. | U.K. _ FRANCE | 

| Mr. McCloy Sir Ivone Kirkpatrick M. Francois-Poncet | 

| Mr. Jessup Sir Pierson Dixon M. Bonnet 

| Mr. Perkins Sir Oliver Franks --M, Alphand 
| Mr. Allen M. Seydoux 

| [Here follows a table of contents.] | | 
| 1. Mr. Acueson wished to make clear his understanding of the pre- 

| vious day that the Bonn Report was not to be circulated but that an 

| oral report only should be made. | 

| 2. Mr. Acueson also noted that a meeting of the three ministers | 

| with the Benelux ministers would take place on Sunday with regard 

| to Germany. 

| -Prosrems Raisep By THE Hic ComMissioNER > 
| : 

| ALLIED UNDERTAKING TO STATION TROOPS IN GERMANY | | 

| 3. Mr. McCuoy said that Chanceller Adenaucr had presented the | 

; Commissioners with a draft security arrangement which included a 

| security guarantee and made provision for the allies to station troops 

| in Germany.? Such troops along with NATO forces should make an | 

| attack on Germany a heavy military risk. In addition, it was stipulated | 

| that sufficient forces should be stationed in Germany untilthe Euro- | 

| pean Defense Force could take over. Until now the stationing of allied | 

| troops had been a right rather than an obligation. The High Commis- 

, sioners could not answer this question without further instructions so° | 

: that preliminary views from the Ministers would be most helpful to | 

a the High Commissioners. | | 

: 4. Mr. Morrison said that he was not without sympathy for the — | 

: Chancellor’s request. He had talked with Schumacher and Adenauer, | 

and the former had said if war came Germany must be defended and 

treated as an area of conflict in which the greatest damage would be _ 
inflicted. It was the U.K. view that the Soviets must be kept as far. 

| 4 Transmitted in telegram 2026, August 31, p. 1520. 
i 

536-688 PT 1--81---83 | | | 

.
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East as possible and it was therefore in the interests of the West to 
maintain the defense of Germany. Germany, moreover, might provide 
a good training ground for allied troops. If, however, Adenauer was 

| requesting the allies to effectively resist a Soviet attack, it would be 
hard to give an affirmative answer. It was impossible to give any firm 
answer at all without consultation at home, but the first step was to 
determine the nature of the Chancellor’s request and whether it would 
be possible to live up to such commitments if granted. 

5. Mr. Scouman said that the High Commissioners must note the 
_ ministers’ views before making negotiations with Adenauer. His per- 
sonal reaction was that the renewal of the 1950 declaration on the 
defense of Germany and Berlin was the maximum position to which 
the allies could go.? This declaration was not a contract, but if it were 
to become one, it would be in the form of a mutual defense pact and 
subject to legislation. Under NAT in the event of war each country 
acts in accordance with its own judgement. Under the Chancellor’s sug- 
gestion the allies would be committed in the event of war regardless 
of their judgement. If the allies were to accept such an undertaking, 
moreover, they would be committed to take their troops out of Ger- 
many upon a German decision. The High Commissioners should say 
to Chancellor Adenauer that the Federal Republic had enough guaran- 
tees through the declaration on Germany and Berlin since it was neces- 
sary that the allies keep troops in Germany as long as they were in 
Berlin. 

| 6. Mr. AcHEson said that the U.S., like the British and French, 
could not make a firm decision. The matter was now under considera- 
tion by the President. It was probably impossible to commit troops by 
treaty on such a vague standard and for such an indefinite period. The 
High Commissioners might say after reaffirming the declaration that 
the three were committed to the policy of a democratic Germany, and | 
that under NATO the West was proceeding with security arrange- 
ments. He agreed with Mr. Morrison in his sympathy for the German 
position. Means could be found, however, to give the Chancellor politi- 
cal support without creating treaty commitments. Close agreement of 
the three ministers might be enough for the High Commissioners at 
this time. 

WAR CRIMINALS 

7. Smr Ivone Kirkpatrick said that the Commissioners would be 
attacked by Adenauer unless the present status regarding war crimi- 
nals was changed. He felt that this problem was probably more politi- 

cal than juridical. 
8. Mr. ScHumAN said that this was of primary interest to France. 

He recognized the fact that a number of war criminal cases in France 

7 Reference is presumably to the Draft Agreement on Berlin Security and the 
Communiqué on Germany discussed by the three Western Foreign Ministers at 
their meeting in New York, September 12-19, Foreign Relations, 1950, vol. 111, 
pp. 1283 and 1296.
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had not yet been judged by French courts. He would recommend a 
| speedy liquidation of these pending cases. With regard to sentences | 
| imposed in the past, review of cases judged in Germany might well | 
| be represented by a German in an advisory capacity on the Pardon 
| Commission. In France, however, it would be unconstitutional for a 

| foreigner to sit on such cases. | | 
| 9. Mr. Acueson said that there were two sets of problems—those | 
: cases in France and those in Germany—and he assumed that the 

present discussion only affected the latter. Both the questions of 
| custody and clemency rights were involved. With regard to custody, it 
a was possible to leave the prisoners in Germany under allied control, 
| take them out of Germany under allied control, or turn the prisoners 
| over to Germany. He felt that the latter solution would cause least 
| trouble. Even though some prisoners might escape and some laxity 
| would exist, the other alternatives would produce one kind of irrita- 
| tion or another. With regard to clemency, he agreed with Mr. Schu- | 
| man that there would be an advantage in having a German repre- 

sentative on the Pardon Commissions. | | 
| 10. Mr. Morrison did not believe that His Majesty’s Government | 

would change their mind in view of the great trouble in the past with 
regard to judging these cases and the probable strong reaction of the | | 

| British public opinion if criminals were turned over to the Germans. | 

| _ He suggested that the criminals be left in allied hands and that the : 

| situation be reviewed in three years. : 
| 11. Mr. Scuuman said that the experiment had been made in the | 

French Zone of turning over several prisoners to the Germans. These | 

| prisoners were surrounded by an atmosphere of veneration, and he 

| concluded that such an experience would be generalized if all pris- | 

| oners were turned over to the Germans. | ! 
| 12. Mr. AcHESON said that if Mr. Morrison would review the cases | | 

| before this matter came up for decision in Germany and if Mr. Schu- | 

| man would press his Government to speed up trials, it would be a great 

| help to the High Commissioners. The Germans could very well argue ! 

| that in Japan the occupying power maintained the right of clemency 

| but had turned prisoners over to the Japanese. : | | 

| | BERLIN 3 . 

| 13. Mr. Francors-Poncer stated that the situation became more : 
and more tense, and that Soviet provocations recurred continually. In 

| retaliation the allies seemed to have fewer weapons at their disposal | 

| than the Soviets. If the Soviets went to extreme lengths, it would be __ 

very difficult to again establish an air lift. There was a trade agree- | 

ments treaty in preparation, however, which the Soviets greatly | 
| | 

| * For further documentation on Berlin, see pp. 1828 ff. | | 

| | 
|
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desire.‘ It might be possible to refuse to sign this treaty unless Soviet _ 
provocations stopped. Even if provisions were made through this 
means for curtailing the present vexations the Soviets might invent 

new means of harassing West Berlin. | 
14. Mr. ScuumaN said that his own inclination was to avoid making 

the situation more difficult than it was. He recognized the difficulties 
borne by the West and Britain during the period of the air lift and 
hoped that a renewal of that operation could be avoided. Through the 

| use of the treaty mentioned by Mr. Francois-Poncet it might be pos- 

sible to make the Soviets understand that their best interests lay in 
stopping provocative actions. The Soviets must be made aware that 

it was up to them to make the decision. a 
| 15. Mr. Morrison said that it must be remembered that Soviet 

policy was to get the West out of Berlin. The policy of the West was to | 

remain. The USSR and East Germany were breaking agreements 

regarding the free accession to Berlin and new signs of half measures 

by the three governments would not solve the problem but would ac- 

| centuate it. Taking a stiff line would not make the Soviets more difh- 

cult. The West Germans and people in Berlin were of course looking 

for short solutions with which to meet their day-to-day troubles and 

consequently might employ a soft attitude hoping for a let-up by the _ 

Soviets. Reprisals were perhaps the best means of solving the prob- | 

lems. The Soviets might be informed that a tax on barges would be | 

instituted unless matters were straightened out. 
16. Mr. AcuEson agreed with Mr. Morrison that a stiff line should 

be taken but believed that the forthcoming trade agreement was the 

main instrument in the hands of the West. The Soviets had been very 

firm in their desire for this. If the tax on barges would be a counter 

measure for any length of time it might be useful, but since East _ 

Berlin was about to complete a canal around the city this would not 

be enough. While it was necessary to be tough with the Soviets in 

Berlin it was also important to be liberal with the Germans there. This 

did not mean establishing a twelfth Land, but it would not be wise to 

treat those Germans badly who have stayed with the allies in the past. 

17. Mr. Morrison suggested that the High Commissioners submit 

agreed recommendations to the Ministers within a week. | 

| 18. Mr. Scruman was in full agreement to rely again on the High 

Commissioners and emphasized that he was not in favor of a weak | 

line. Reprisals, however, might be two-edged. For example, the West 

uses more barges on the river than the East Germans. He agreed that 

the trade agreement was the chief weapon at hand. ) 

‘For further documentation on the negotiations for an interzonal trade agree- 

ment, see pp. 1828 ff.
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| ‘DECLARATION OF THE Fore1iGN Ministers or FraNcE, THE UNITED © | 

| | -Itanepom anp THE UniTep States 

| 19. This declaration concerning European unity was examined by | 

| the Ministers and approved after minor changes. It was agreed that 

the declaration would be published at the same time as the final com- i 

| muniqué on the talks.® | | 

. | DECLARATION ON CONTROL OF THE RuuHR ® | | | 

| | 20. Mr. Scuuman noted that this declaration should be published | 
| before the Bundestag debate in October and asked whether the diffi- 7 
| culties the U.K. had found in it could be speedily settled. | 
| 21. Mr. Morrison said that matters with regard to Luxembourg. 

| were on the verge of settlement and that the problem would be solved | 

| withinafewdays. - | | 

| | _ Instructions to THE HicH CoMMISSIONERS 

| 22. Mr. Acuerson noted that the High Commissioners would have 
| difficulties in negotiating the contractual arrangements with the Ger- 
| mans and asked whether it would be agreeable to allow them some 

| freedom within the instructions given them. | : a | 
| 23. Mr. Morrison agreed and Mr. Scuuman said that the High © 

| Commissioners had seen the flexibility in the minds of the Ministers, 

but also the limits. He believed it would be useful to the High Com- 

| missioners if they agreed to keep their instructions secret from the — 

| Germans. | a | oe 

| | REVISION OF THE ITALIAN Prace Treaty? 

| 24. Mr. Acurson noted the procedure submitted by the British and | 

| recorded U.S. agreement provided that it would be understood that 
| while there would be a sincere effort to attain settlement of the Trieste | 
| issue and cooperation of other signatories of the treaty, the attainment | 

| of those objectives would not be a condition to the fulfillment of the | 

! rest of the procedure as outlined by the British. | | | 
| 25. Mr. Scuuman said that he had several reservations to make with _ | 

| regard to this procedure. If the Italians made their request to the | 

| Western governments before the tripartite declaration is public it = | 
| might weaken the value of the declaration. The Italians, moreover, 
| might request more than could be granted. Otherwise he believed this | | 

procedure to be a good one. Mr. Schuman added that while it was | 
| Coo | / 
| | 5 For the texts of the Declaration on European Unity and the final communiqué, | 
| see p. 1306. _ _ ) | tf 

For documentation on the negotiation of the Declaration on Control of the | 
| Ruhr, signed at Paris on October 19, see pp. 1701 ff. | | | 
| _ "For further documentation on the revision of the Italian Peace Treaty, see : 

volume Iv: for the text of the documents on the treaty considered here by the , 

| Foreign Ministers, see p. 1295. a 

i [
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necessary to liquidate the Trieste issue he believed it was unfortunate 

to tie Trieste to the declaration even in terms of chronology. He sug- 

gested that the Ministers might speak to Prime Minister de Gasperi 

in Ottawa with regard to Trieste, thus obtaining an indication of the 
Italian position on this whole matter. | 

26. Mr. Morrison said that the three governments should have an 

understanding with the Italians to the effect that the request should 

be in conformity with paragraph 4 of the Draft Tripartite Declara- 

tion on the Italian Peace Treaty.® He agreed that if the Italians re- 

quested more than was envisaged in this paragraph it would be em- | 

barrassing to the three governments and therefore the Ministers should 

meet with de Gasperi in Ottawa as Mr. Schuman had suggested. 

27. Mr. Morrison approved the U.S. condition with regard to the 
procedure but noted that if the Italians, through clumsy handling of 
the problem, exaggerated the part played by the West there might be 

trouble with Yugoslavia. The Italians might also delay the settlement 

of the Trieste issue, which might also cause trouble with Yugoslavia. 

28. Mr. AcHEson pointed out that according to the U.K. procedure 

the first step after consultation with the Italians would be to publish 

the tripartite declaration which would set forth the limits of the re- 

quest. This would obviate Mr. Schuman’s fear of troubles on this 

score. There should also be an understanding with the Italians before 

and after the declaration is published in which the three governments 
would make clear the limits of the request. Some time would elapse 

after the publication of the declaration before the receipt of the Italian 

note. During this time it would be possible to attempt to secure the 

cooperation of the other signatories. During the same period the three | 

governments could privately take up with the Italians the Trieste 

_ issue and utilize the six weeks or two months following the receipt of 

the note to work this matter out. 

29. Mr. ScouMAN agreed with the procedures but cautioned against 

pressuring either the Italians or the Yugoslavs since this might have 

an unfavorable reaction. 

30. Mr. Morrison said that any pressure should be discreetly ap- 

| plied. He suggested the deletion of the first clause of the first sentence 

in the draft tripartite declaration. 

81. Mr. AcuEson believed it would be helpful if the U.K. and 
French Embassies and officials of the State Department informed the 

Italian Embassy of the general nature of this procedure so that Mr. 

de Gasperi would be informed that the three Ministers would hold a | 

discussion with him on this subject in Ottawa. The declaration could 

® Dated September 13, p. 1295. | :
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be described in a general way and the procedure of the Italian note a 

could be explained. Mr. Perkins would get in touch with the Italian 

Embassy and officials of the three governments would prepare the 

declaration so that it would be possible to show Mr. de Gasperi at 

Ottawa. | | : 
32. Mr. Morrison and Mr. Scuuman agreed to this procedure. 

| Austria ® | 

83. Mr. AcHEsON said the question here was whether the West gov- 

- ernments would accept the Soviet version of the disagreed articles of | 
the Austrian Peace Treaty ?° or whether the abbreviated form of the 

treaty submitted earlier that week to the British and French should be | 

used.** The U.S. favored the latter approach. The U.S. was proposing 

_ that a meeting of the Deputies be called in which the West would offer 

the abbreviated treaty for study. The U.S. also proposed that if the | 
USSR asked whether the three governments were abandoning the 

old text that the position should be kept open. | | | 

34. Mr. Scuuman had not read the treaty but agreed to have the 
_ Western Deputies meet to decide upon using the abbreviated form 

with the Soviets. a | | 

35. Mr. Morrison noted with regard to timing that if the Italian 

Trieste issue were out of the way before the Austrian treaty were 
raised by the Deputies there might be a better opportunity to settle _ | 

the Austrian question since the Soviets were claiming a connection 

existed between the two matters. | 

36. Mr. AcuEson pointed out that this would be highly desirable but : 

it would be difficult to postpone the Deputies meeting on Austria | 

beyond November. The Ministers should review the progress on this | 

matter in October. The other two ministers agreed. | 

87. Mr. Acuxson asked the other Ministers to instruct their High | 

Commissioners in Vienna to meet and consider occupation costs. He | 

pointed out the new and critical situation with regard to occupation | 

costs and increased need for France and the U.K. to pay for their share 

of these costs.” | | 

_ 88. Mr. Morrison said that the new price-wage agreement had | 

caused expenditures in Austria to be more than ever. While he had no | 

objections to the High Commissioners meeting to consider this prob- 

lem, the U.K. Commissioners would have to take the line that the 

Spor further documentation on U.S. relations with Austria, see volume IV. 
| Regarding the disagreed articles of the draft treaty on Austria, see Foreign | : 

Relations, 1950, vol. Iv, pp. 480 ff. 
1¥or the text of the abbreviated draft treaty on Austria. see volume Iv. | 

| 2 For further documentation on the reduction of occupation costs in Austria, i 
see ibid. | 

| | 
| i
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_ Austrians would have to pay more of the occupation costs to make up : 

for the decrease in purchasing power of theschilling. = | | 
89. Mr. Scouman agreed to convey to the French High Commis- 

_ sioner the U.S. desire for such a meeting. | | | | 

Clb Spain #8 | - 

40. Mr. Morrison said that the U.K. had strong feelings with regard | 

to U.S. relations with Franco Spain. While the U.K. appreciated being = 
informed of the arrangements being made by the U.S. these arrange- | 
ments were highly regretted not only by the U.K. but also by France — 
and the Scandinavians. It was the U.K. hope that the U.S. would not 
move any further than was necessary from the U.S. point of view. 

__ Under no circumstances, however, should the question arise bringing 
- Spain into NATO since such a question might even cause a break-up 

in the Organization. While appreciating the pressures of Congress 
and the U.S. public opinion, it was unfortunate that the U.S. had laid 
itself open to propaganda and world criticisms of its intentions. 

41. Mr. Acuzson said that he could assure Mr. Morrison that the . 

U.S. was fully aware of French and U.K. public opinion and noted 

that there was no difference between military authorities of the three 

governments with regard to the military importance of Spain. The 

US. was only attempting to make arrangements for anchorage rights, 

landing rights, and over flight rights. No attempt was being made to 

| bring Spain into NATO. It would be very hard to explain to the U.S. 

public that it was impossible to make military arrangements with 

Franco when much more is being attempted with Tito. If the recent 

trip of Admiral Sherman to the Mediterranean ™ had been prevented 
some of the criticisms directed toward the State Department would be 

_ directed instead toward the U.K. and France. The U.K. and France 
could be assured that the U.S. was moving very cautiously in this 

| field.. 
| 42. Mr. Scuman thanked Mr. Acheson for this statement which 

he believed would help appease French public opinion. What would 

cause most trouble in France would be a Spanish national army 

equipped by the U.S. on the Pyrenees. Such a situation would make 

it appear that the U.S. sought to base the defense of the West on the _ 

Pyrenees, which Mr. Schuman knew was contrary to intentions of all 

the three powers. Equipping of the Spanish army by the U.S., more- 
over, would compete with French requirements. a 

43. Mr. AcHEsoN assured the Ministers that the U.S. would keep | 
_ Britain and France informed on this matter. 

* For further documentation on U.S. relations with Spain. see volume tv. 
| cco in a report on Admiral Sherman’s visit to Spain and the Mediterranean.
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United States Delegation Minutes of the Sixth Meeting of the Foreign | 

Ministers of the United States, United Kingdom, and France Held 

at Washington, September 14, 1951,9:30a.m. — | 

SECRET | 7 | 

Tripartite Min-6 | ) 

: Mr, Acheson (U.S) | | 
Mr. Morrison (U.K.) | 

: | -M. Schuman (Fr.). es | 

- Atso PresENT | | 

US. : U.K. FRANCE | 

Mr. Harriman Mr. Gaitskell M. Mayer 

Mr. Lovett | -—S—=SSii Oliver Franks — M. Alphand | 
Mr. Foster Sir Edwin Plowden | : 

| [Here follows a table of contents. ] | 

| - Communiqué AND DECLARATION | | 

1. Mr. Acurson suggested, and it was agreed, that the Commu-. | 

niqué on the Tripartite Meeting should be embargoed for release at | 

3:00 p. m. today. Considering the revised draft of the communiqué, | 

the following changes were agreed. On page 1, paragraph 1 the con- | 

cluding date of the talks was changed to September 14. On page 2, | 

paragraph 1 M. Scuuman suggested a revised wording for the last 

sentence. Instead of “forming part of the joint defense forces under / 

the North American Treaty Organization” it should read “integrated. | 

| within the framework of the forces placed at the disposal of the | 

North American Treaty Organization”. He proposed this revision. ! 

since the original draft implied that Germany would be participating | 

in NATO. His suggestion. was accepted subject to minor revisions in 

the English text. On page 3, the last paragraph, the third line from. 

| the end was deleted and after the phrase “new and resolute effort” | 

i the phrase was inserted “in the meetings of the Austrian Deputies”. | 

i On page 4, paragraph 1 the phrase “of possible revision of the treaty | 

and this question” was deleted, and the word “which” inserted. This | 

: change was based on M. Schuman’s point that the Ministers did not _ 

| propose formally to revise the Italian treaty. On page 4, the last | 

| paragraph, the first sentence was revised to read “the three Ministers - | 

| on behalf of their Governments and peoples restate their fidelity to | 

| the purpose contained in the UN Charter that international differences | 

( should be settled by peaceful means and not by force or threatened | 

| 1 Wor the text of the communiqué, see p. 1306. ae a 

536-688 PT 4--81---84 . :
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| force”. This revision was based on. Mr. Morrison’s feeling that the 
original draft was too narrow in its meaning. 

_ 2. It was also agreed to release at that time the Three Power Dec- 
laration on the goals of European union and German participation 
therein.” | 

EconoMic QUESTIONS | 

3. Mr. GarrskeE.t said that a discussion of the economic problems 
facing the three countries appeared desirable prior to Ottawa ® since 
the question would certainly come up there. The UK was faced with — 
a contrast between the economic.realities in Britain and in Europe, 
and the military requirements of the Medium Term Defense Plan, 

_ to say nothing of subsequent plans which have been proposed by Gen- 
eral Eisenhower.* The UK was especially dependent upon foreign trade 
and balance of payments. These were matters of greater importance : 
now than before the war since British reserves had diminished. The 
rise in the price of imports had caused a burden roughly equal to that 

| embodied in the extra burden of defense. They were aware of the 
problem when they undertook the defense program; but the recent 
deterioration in prices was bringing about a substantial deficit in the 
balance of payments. This deficit might reach 400 million pounds — 

_ sterling this year. It was conceivable that this deficit might be financed 
by drawing on the sterling block or possibly from EPU, but thiscould © | 
not be done at this time. Moreover, there was a gap as between the _ 
dollar and sterling areas. In the fiscal year 1951-52, there would be 
a dollar deficit of over 1 billion dollars. He would not go into the 
various steps which the UK was considering in order to meet this 
situation, but he did wish to point out how this situation affected 
the defense program. Of the approximately 2 billion pounds involved 
in the 4.7 billion program, about 1.3 billion had already been placed. 

| These orders naturally fell primarily to the engineering and steel 
industries. But the products of these same industries were necessary | 
for the expansion of trade essential to improving the balance of pay- 
ments. The British would soon be faced with the problem of whether 
exports or defense programs would have priority. They had not 

_ reached that point yet, but they were faced with the probability under 
present circumstances that anything beyond the 4.7 billion program 
would become impossible. In addition to the two gaps—UK imbalance 

| in sterling trade and the dollar deficit—there was a third gap between _ | 
the existing defense programs and the Medium Term and other pro- | 

* See Tripartite D-5, p. 1306. | 
* For documentation on the NATO Council meeting at Ottawa, September 15-20, . see pp. 1309 ff. 
“For documentation on the Medium-Term Defense Plan, see pp. 1 ff. |
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grams. This third gap was a major cause of concern. The 4.7 billion | 

program was not enough to provide equipment for the interim forces 

for NATO and forces elsewhere in the world. This deficiency was | 
approximately 1.5 to 2 billion pounds. A further gap existed between 
this and the Medium Term Program. General Eisenhower’s latest 
plans would mean an even greater gap. He did not see how the UK 

- could do any more than it was doing, and it was doubtful that it could 

even carry out the 4.7 program on schedule. He was submitting prob- 
lem to the meeting, but hedid not haveasolution, = | | | 

| ‘4, M. Mayer said that a parallel existed between the British situa- | 
| tion and that of France with respect to ability to obtain foreign ex- | 
| change. In the plans as presently set up or under contemplation, there 2 
| was a certain amount of excessive optimism concerning the economic | 

| capacities of Britain and France. France was now working on a 45: 
hour work week, and in certain industries even 48 to 52 hours. France 

| had not completed ‘its reconstruction from the war, especially in the _ 
_ fields of housing and public works. Moreover, the assistance it had : | 

| _ obtained to modernize its industrial plant under ECA was to be termi- | 
nated. One of the bottlenecks was power. Another was the steel in- 

| dustry which needs coke and was importing it even from the US. As | 
| a result of its inability to obtain fuel, it was operating at only 85% | 

; capacity while the German industry was working at 100% capacity. As 
| to balance of payments, France needs raw materials from the dollar | 

: area and is having difficulty in its export trade. Because of the defense 
| program, there are fewer products available for internal consumption 

| and this makes it difficult to fight inflation. He anticipated that the | 
| dollar gap for 1952 would be between 500 and 600 million dollars. 

L 5. In addition to these problems the war in Indo-China was causing | 
| a severe strain on France, not only financially but in trained cadres. | 
| France would have, therefore, to determine the maximum limit to 
| which it could go in trying to equip its armed forces and subdivide its 

| aid between its forces in Indo-China and Europe. If it did not do | 
| this, it may face such dangerous inflation as to undermine its basic , 
| economic stability. He noted that the economic and financial body of | 
| NATO had studied this problem and would report at Ottawa. France | 

would propose to NATO that a new global review of the capacities : 
2 of the various NATO countries would be undertaken. Such a review 
| would set up a goal which could be reached and which the people 
| could understand without destroying the basic economy of the member | 

countries. This global review would also seek the best way to inte- : 
grate the effort of the US and other NATO countries, especially with | 
respect to the placing of orders in industries in Europe for armaments ! 
needed by US and other troops in Europe. This last problem had not | 

|
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| been studied sufficiently and new ideas might emerge, especially asto 
_ how and where to place these orders and how best to use the European 
industrial and steel industries. He, therefore, hoped that persons ap- 
pointed would be especially qualified to examine this problem and 

: would be capable of broad political judgments as well. They would 
make the analysis and submit their ideas to NATO for an overall | 

| review and division of responsibilities. , | | 
_ 6. Mr. Acuzson said that the US Government was giving very care- 
ful attention to this problem which both Mr. Gaitskell and M. Mayer 
had discussed during the past few days.* The US attitude is that be- | 
cause the Governments face difficulties there should.be no slackening of 
the effort to defend Western Europe. Ways must be found to proceed 
with the military program and to solve the difficulties facing the vari- 
ous countries. It would be obviously unwise to bring about the destruc- 
tion of the economic stability of various member countries in order to 
provide defense since that would be self-defeating. The proposal for 
a high-level study was being called “Operation Wisemen” in the US 

| Government.® He thought that there should be discussions in order to 
reach agreement on the resolutions to be submitted to NATO. Per- 

| haps the three Deputies and the Financial and Economic Board could 
begin immediately on this problem. Mr. Acheson indicated that he 
might ask Mr. Harriman to assist in this matter. | 

7. Mr. GarrsKe.u approved this general procedure and thought that 
the delegations could get together informally at Ottawa to discussthis 
further. He noted that both technical and political decisions were nec- 
essary and at times the people with technical information and politi- 
cal judgment were not the same. | a ’ 
_ 8. Mr. Foster agreed with Mr. Acheson’s general statement. He 
noted briefly the three. gaps: balance of payments, ‘internal, and the 
difference between economic production and military requirements. : 
The last seems somewhat like the immovable object and the irresistible 

| force. He thought that the situation was roughly comparable to that 
faced in 1948 and agreed that high-level discussion was needed to 
consider the problem. 

| ‘For documentation on Gaitskell’s discussions with various American officials 
in Washington on September 6 and 7, see volume tv. 

* For documentation on the work of the Temporary Council Committee (TCC) 
of NATO, sometimes referred to as the “Wisemen,” see pp. 1 ff.
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{Here follows a table of contents. ] | a | 

| Mipptz East Commanp | | 

1. Mr. Morrison opened the meeting by reading a statement on the | 
Middle East Command. He said that in the course of the “first” Tripar- | 
tite meeting the question of the Standing Group proposals for a Middle 

| East Command had been left open for further consideration (U.S.— 
|. ‘Tri. Min-1, September 12, 19512). He recalled that M. Schuman had | 

said he could accept the Standing Group proposals on two conditions. | 
(See Tripartite Minutes-2, September 12, 1951, Paragraph 2.7) The | 
British could now agree to the first French condition. It had always | 

| been the British view that the NE Command would be a fully inte- | 

| grated Allied command. It would, of course, be for the Supreme Com- : 

| _ mander himself to designate the precise post. With regard to the second 
| condition relating to a French naval command in the western Medi- | 

| _terranean, he felt this was a technical matter which the Foreign Min- 

| isters should not attempt to solve, but which should be passed to the | 

| Standing Group, who were, he understood, almost in agreement. In | 
| Ottawa the Defense Ministers should be in a position to agree at the | 

| ministerial level. Mr. Morrison said he viewed the French proposal 
| with sympathy and agreed to it in principle. He was confident techni- _ 

| cal details could be resolved during the next day or two. If the US 
| could also accept the French position, he hoped that M. Schuman | 

| could now accept the SG proposals. If this were possible, he believed | 
| the Ministers should turn their attention to the following immediate 

steps: (1) agree at Ottawa that Turkey and Greece should be invited 

* Ante, p. 1257, ne | 
| * Ante, p. 1262. | 

| |
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| to join NATO, (2) the Turkish Government should be approached 
| immediately thereafter regarding the proposals on the ME Command, 

and (8) when Turkish agreement has been received, an approach 
should be made to the King of Egypt in order to determine how best, 
to approach the Egyptian Government. As he had previously ex- 
plained (see Paragraphs 10 and 11, U.S.-U.K. Minutes-1, Septem- 
ber 10, 1951 *) it was essential for the Allies to retain the Egyptian 
base for the new Allied command. This must be done quickly or we 
might be in a position where the Egyptians would refuse. Following 
this there would be approaches to other Middle Eastern and Common- 
‘wealth countries. What to say to Israel would also have to be con-| 
‘sidered. The purpose of the British proposals was to reach a stage 
where the three governments could announce the establishment of a 
Middle East Command as quickly as possible. Owing to political 
necessities, he felt UK could not go ahead with vital NATO matters 
such as the announcement of the Atlantic Command until the Middle 
East Command could also be announced. He believed it was essential 
to talk the problem over before the Ottawa meeting, and he hoped M. 
Schuman was able to indicate at least tentative agreement. | | 

2. M. Scuuman thanked Mr. Morrison for his declaration of under- 
standing for the French position. He said that:he had sent messages in 
the previous two days to Paris indicating the urgency of this matter. 
He had received a preliminary reply and thought he would be able 
to give a final answer at Ottawa on Monday, which he hoped would 
be favorable. The French Minister of Defense was in transit to Ottawa 
and had been out of reach for consultation. With regard to the question 
of approaching Egypt, M. Scuuman had telephoned Paris and hoped 
to give a final answer soon, which he hoped would be favorable. He 
mentioned that in the plan to approach Middle Eastern countries, 
consideration be given to the position of Syria and The Lebanon. 

3. Mr. Morrison said he did not know if the agenda item proposing 
| membership for Greece and Turkey was due to come up Monday morn- 

ing or afternoon. He indicated that if the French could indicate their 
answer before then, it would be of great value. M. Scuuman suggested | 
the timing of the agenda could be discussed with Chairman Van Zee- 

land. Mr. Morrison said he had authority from his Government to 

_ agree to the admission of Greece and Turkey, but he wanted approval 

of the Standing Group proposals for the Middle East Command be- - 
fore the vote on the admission question, if at all possible. He was not 

proposing to make the foregoing public, but as M. Schuman could 

understand “the road would then be clear”. With regard to M. Schu- 

man’s point on Syria and the Lebanon, he desired to say “Yes” in 
| principle, but the matter was one of timing and there undoubtedly 

* Ante, p. 1228. |
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would be consultation between the representatives of the three govern- | 

“ments participating in the Middle East Command. M. Scuruman said | 
that we must also see on what contractual basis the structure would | 

rest, but that that was a problem for the future. Mr. AcHEson said that 

the Standing Group would have a proposal establishing a basis on — 

which the Command could be implemented. The United States was in : 

agreement with the proposals of the Standing Group and had been | 

informed that with regard to the question of a French naval command, | 

the Standing Group had already made a proposal to the French which 

_ the United States hoped would be satisfactory. He understood the ap- | 

propriate military authorities had already relayed his latest proposal | 

| to Paris. Mr. ActEson then said that he believed he ought to raise one 

| point to prevent the possibility of any future argument, Ashe under- | | 

| stood the UK position, it, in effect, established a condition on which a 

| favorable British vote to admit Greece and Turkey rested. This was 

understandable. However, he hoped it did not mean that the election to 

| membership would be conditional. Mr. Morrison replied the less said 

| regarding conditions the better. M. Scuuman indicated that he under- 7 

| | stood the steps to be taken. | Oo | 

| | Far East | | 

4. M. Scuuman said that he believed the Ministers would be in- | 

terested in information from Mr. Acheson regarding Korea, the mili- | 

tary situation in general, and any forecast which could be made re- 

| garding the possibility of an armistice. Mr. AcHEsON set forth the — | 

| military situation as based on current reports from the JCS and pro- | 

| ceeded to explain what steps the United States proposed to take in | 

| case an armistice was agreed in Korea. He next outlined the steps | 

which we propose to take if no armistice was established. This entire 

| discussion followed closely the exposition reported in Paragraphs — 

: 1-15 of the minutes of the second US-UK meeting on September 10, 

: 1951.4 M. Scuuman thanked Mr. Acheson and indicated there was | 

| no need for discussion. He said he assumed that any questions arising 

| in the future would be discussed in the Consultative Committee of the 

| United Nations. Mr. Morrison said that he would report to his col- 

| leagues ‘and see how they reacted to the US proposals. He reiterated | | 

his doubt regarding the effectiveness of a blockade or “embargo” and 

| pointed out that Hong Kong must trade with the mainland to live. _ : 

| He said he believed Communist China was not a servile satellite of the 

| USSR and that he did not desire to take any steps which would drive ! 

| her toward the Soviets. | | _ | | 

* Ante, p. 1238. | 

a
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| _ IypocuHina | | 

5. M. Scuruman said that he desired to report briefly on the situation 
in Indochina. The military situation was much improved after many 

_ setbacks last year. General de Lattre had reestablished the position 
from a political and psychological point of view. The latter was par- 
ticularly important from the standpoint of the Indochinese. France 
was taking steps to implement its agreement with the Associated 
States and was assisting in the development of the armies of the States. 
Mobilization had been decided upon and would occur after October 1. 
The main responsibility of the force of the Associated States would 
be the defense of the interior. The French Army would be responsible 
for the area in the north. The situation in the northern area worried 
them. They did not know what the nature of Chinese intervention 
would be. If an armistice was reached in Korea, this would increase 
the danger, because Chinese “volunteers” would be freed for action 
against Indochina. If this occurred it would create a new situation 
affecting the interests of all three powers in the area. The three coun- 
tries should keep in close contact and should carry out consultations 
similar to those held at the Singapore Conference. The French Gov- 
ernment strongly believed such consultations should be continued and 
before a crisis arrived. He said that, finally, he would like to ask for 
the conclusions of the US and UK regarding the Singapore Confer- 
ence. He did not expect an immediate answer. He said the Conference 
had made recommendations of a military nature which France had 
accepted, but he did not know if the US and UK had. 

6. Mr. Morrison expressed appreciation for M. Schuman’s outline 
and said he was glad to hear that the military situation was improved. 
He desired to express on behalf of his people their admiration forthe _ 
French effort in Indochina and particularly for the achievements of 
General de Lattre. He had noted M. Schuman’s wish for further tripar- 
tite military talks and would consult his government. The conclusions 
of the Singapore Conference were under consideration at the present 
time by the British Chiefs as were some of the other points raised by 
M. Schuman. He desired to say he was wholeheartedly behind the 
general approach but could not be more specific at this juncture. 

7. Mr. Acueson said that the United States regarded as of vital 
importance the operations in Indochina. It was of great importance 
that the area be held. While the Ministers were in Ottawa, United 
States Government representatives, including the Secretary of De- 
fense, would be working with de Lattre and considering problems of 
the type mentioned by M. Schuman. The Department of Defense had 
been discussing a number of problems with French military repre- 
sentatives in Washington and had raised some technical questions, the
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answers to which were now being sought in Paris. The economic prob- | 

| lems of Indochina would also be discussed while General de Lattre | 

was in this country. M. Schuman said he wanted to thank hiscolleagues ! 

for their consideration and understanding of the Indochina problem | 

and for their kind words regarding General de Lattre. He very much ! 

appreciated their recognition of Indochina as a part of the common | 

cause. | — | | 

8. Mr. Morrison, in closing, said that he desired to state his sincere 

| appreciation for the excellent manner in which Secretary Acheson had | 

conducted the conference, and was profuse in his praise of the Secre- | 

tary’s tact and ability. He said that this was the first “high-powered” : 

conference he had attended and he was impressed with the value of | | 

~ guch conferences. He hoped that they could be held oftener, since he — | 

| believed it was valuable to exchange ideas. He had been surprised and | 

pleased by the high percentage of agreement which had been reached 

| during this meeting. He said the success of the conference owes a big : 

| ~ debt to Secretary Acheson and that he felt that it could be truly said | 

| this was the Secretary’s second big triumph in as many weeks. M. | 

| - Scuuman said that he had had the pleasure of dealing with Mr. Ache- 

| son for over three years and that he heartily seconded Mr. Morrison’s | 

| words of praise. Mr. Acurson thanked the Ministers for their com- 

| pliments and said he would pass on their words of commendation to 

| his organization. He was sure he could speak for M. Schuman in saying 

| - that they had found Mr. Morrison a worthy successor to his predeces- 

sor, Mr. Bevin, who had been such a fine man. 

| C. DOCUMENTS AND COMMUNIQUE, SEPTEMBER 13-14, 1951 | 

CFM files, lot M—88, box 158, WFM tripartite documents | | | | 

| Paper Prepared by the United States Delegation* | 

| SECRET | Wasuineton, September 138, 1951. 

| Tripartite D-1 | | 

| Iranian Prace TREATY a 

| The United States Government, while maintaining the views ex- 

| pressed heretofore with reference to the Italian Peace Treaty, 1s pre- 

| pared to associate itself with the following procedure and timing as | 

| suggested by the British Government for the de facto revision of the | 

| Treaty on a bilateral basis on the understanding that while there will 

| be a sincere effort to attain the objectives of paragraphs 5(a@) and 5(6), 

| the attainment of those objectives is not a condition to the accom- — 

: _ plishment of paragraphs 6 and 7: | 

| 1This paper was prepared for the use of the U.S. Delegation and apparently | 

| | circulated to the other delegations for discussion at the fifth meeting on Septem: 

| | ber 13; see Tripartite Min-5, p. 1279. | 

: 
| | |
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1. Agree with the Italian Government the terms of a note from | Italy to all signatories (US proposed draft attached as Annex I) This note would: 
| (a) Draw attention to the fact that under present circumstances the military clauses prevent Italy from ensuring her own defense, and ask for assistance in ending this state of affairs. 

(6) Draw attention to fact that the general political clauses (15-18) are no longer applicable. 
(¢) Request a statement from the signatories that the moral stigma applied to Italy in the Preamble no longer affects their | relations with Italy. | | (d) Request, that in general, relations be based on the spirit | of the United Nations Charter rather than on that of the Peace Treaty. | ) | 
(¢) Point out, that Article 46 of the Treaty envisaged revision of the military clauses by means of agreement between the Allied and Associated Powers or, after Italy became a member of the United Nations; by agreement between the Security Council and Italy, but that through the unjustifiable attitude of the USSR neither of these means of revision is open to Italy. a 

2. Issue a tripartite declaration. (US proposed draft attached as Annex IT) 
3. Delivery of Italian note as soon as they wish. | 4. Interim and fully sympathetic acknowledgment, but no further commitment beyond the terms of the declaration, 
o. Interval of about six weeks to two months during which 

(a) avery strong effort should be made to persuade the Italians and Yugoslavs to settle the Trieste issue, and 
(6) there should be diplomatic activity to ensure the coopera- tion of other signatories—with particular reference to India, Yugoslavia, Ethiopia and Greece. 

6. Formal notes from each signatory to the Italian Government (US proposed draft attached Annex III ) stating in essence: 
(a) That so far as their bilateral relations are concerned, and 

without prejudice to the rights of third parties, they agree not to 
enforce certain specified articles. 

(6) That the moral stigma inherent in the Preamble no longer 
affects their bilateral relations. 

7. Italian acknowledgment, constituting with 6 above bilateral ex- 
changes of notes. | 

[Annex T] 

_ SECRET 

Drarr Iranian Nore to THE SIGNATORIES OF THE Irartan PEAcE 
| TREATY 

Sir: I have the honor to refer to declarations made by the Italian 
Government and to statements made by officials of other governments
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regarding the anomaly created by the existence of the Italian Peace 

Treaty and the position which Italy occupies today. ‘The Peace Treaty | 

signed with Japan on September 8, 1951, and the present proposals for | 

contractual arrangements for the Western German Republic strongly 

emphasize this anomaly. | | 

It was contemplated by the Peace Treaty that Italy would be ad- | 

‘mitted to membership in the United Nations. The basic assumption | 

was that membership in the United Nations by the Allies and Italy | 
and universal adherence to the principles of the United Nations Char- | 

ter would assure the security of Italy and of other nations. Although 

limitations were placed upon Italy’s military forces, it was not the | 

intent of the Treaty to deny Italy the right of self-defense. It was be- : 

lieved that the forces and other defensive facilities permitted Italy : 

| under the conditions of peace and security, which the world was to 

| enjoy, would be sufficient to protect the integrity of Italy. oe | 

As represented by all of these matters, the assumptions on the | 

basis of which the Italian Peace Treaty was negotiated, was signed, | 

| and was ratified have not been fulfilled. Even though the preamble of | 
| the Treaty contemplated admission of Italy as a full member of the : 

| - United Nations, Italy’s application for membership, although receiv- 
| - ing on three occasions the support of the majority of member states 

| voting in the General Assembly, has not been approved, due to vetoes | 

| in the Security Council on the four occasions when it was considered. 

| Rather than the peaceful world for which all peoples hoped at the _ 

| time the Treaty was negotiated, the free nations are faced with mil1- 

| tary aggression launched in Korea and with threats of further Com- 

; munist aggression in various parts of the world. Under these condi- 

| tions the forces and defensive facilities permitted Italy under the 

| Peace Treaty are not sufficient to protect the integrity of Italy. In | 

addition, the Free Nations of the West which are cooperating in the 
| _— development of a North Atlantic Community have been required to | 

| create a collective defense system to deter aggression and insure their | : 

| security. This collective self-defense arrangement is fully consistent | 

| with the United Nations Charter. Italy is a member of the North 

| Atlantic Treaty Organization but the provisions of the Italian Peace ! 

: Treaty do not permit Italy at the present time to discharge in full its 
| obligations of membership. | | | 

| _ Italy is now a democratic state, supporting the efforts of the United 

: Nations to maintain international peace and security and participating 

| in concert with other nations in a number of international organiza- | 

| - tions working to establish peaceful and improved conditions of life | 
for the peoples of the world. In these circumstances the spirit and cer- 

tain restrictive provisions of the Peace Treaty designed to ensure the 
7 

- |
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| establishment of democracy in Italy and to protect the rights of those — 
who assisted the Allies no longer appear to be appropriate. Italy does 
not intend to devote its resources to build large armies for aggressive 
purposes, but to develop forces sufficient to defend its frontier and to 
contribute more fully to the growth and development of collective 
security. | CO 

Italy, therefore, requests the Government of the United States and 
other signatories of the Peace Treaty to whom similar notes have been 
addressed to recognize that the spirit of the Peace Treaty no longer 
accords with the situation prevailing today nor with Italy’s status as | 
an active member of the democratic and freedom-loving family of 
nations. Italy specifically requests recognition that the spirit reflected 
by the Preamble no longer exists, that Articles 15-18 of the political 
clauses are no longer necessary and that the military clauses, Articles 
46-70, with the relevant annexes, are no longer consistent with Italy’s 
position among nations. With reference to Articles 15 and 17 , the 
Italian Government wishes to point out that not only is it the settled 
policy of the Italian Government to support the principles stated 
therein, but also that the Italian Constitution assures to all Italians the 
safeguards provided for in those Articles. In addition, Italy fully 
supports the provisions on human rights and fundamental freedoms _ 
contained in the United Nations Charter. As for Article 16, the spirit | 
of present-day Italian democracy has rendered it obsolete. Accord- 

| ingly, the Italian Government proposes that each of the Allied and 
Associated Powers enter into new understandings with Italy which 
will be in accord with Italy’s present position. In particular, the Ital- 
ian Government proposes that each of the Allied and Associated 
Powers waive Italy’s obligations to it under Articles 15-18 and Articles - 
46-70 with the relevant annexes of the Italian Peace Treaty. 

The Italian Government would appreciate confirmation from the 
Government of the United States and from other signatories of their 
concurrence in these proposals. 1 

| Annex II | 
SECRET 

Drarr Tripartite DECLARATION oN THE ITaLIAN Peace Treaty oe 

1, At the request of the Government of Italy, the Governments of 
the United Kingdom, France and the United States have considered 
for some time how best to resolve, in the interests of the harmonious 
development of cooperation between the free nations, the problem 

presented by the Peace Treaty with Italy. |
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--Q, In accordance with the desire of the Italian people, Italy, which 
fully cooperated with the Allies during the latter part of the last war 
asa cobelligerent, has established democratic institutions. In the spirit | 
of the United Nations Charter Italy has invariably extended to the 

_ peace-loving and democratic governments that cooperation indispensa- 
‘ble to the solidarity of the free world. - ! 

oo 3. Nevertheless, although Italy has on three occasions received the | 
support of the majority of member states voting in the General As- | 
sembly, it is still prevented by an unjustifiable veto from obtaining | 

_ membership into the United Nations and is still subject under the Peace 
Treaty to certain restrictions and disabilities particularly affecting | 
its capacity for self-defense. These restrictions no longer accord with | 

| the situation prevailing today nor with Italy’s status as an active : 
| member of the democratic and freedom-loving family of nations. . 

4, Each of the three governments therefore declares hereby its readi- | 
ness to consider sympathetically a request from the Italian Govern- | 

ment to remove, so far as concerns its individual relations with Italy, 

those permanent restrictions and discriminations now in existence | 
to which are either wholly overtaken by events or have no justification in _ 
| present circumstances. oe oe 
| 5. Each of the three governments hereby declares its intention to — 

| continue its efforts to secure Italy’s membership in the United Nations. 
| 6. The three governments trust that this declaration will meet with 

| the wide approval of the other signatories of the Peace Treaty and 

that they will likewise be prepared to take similar action. 

| | a - | Annex III | 

| Drarr Reety To THE Proposep Irarian Nore on Trarsan PEACE | 

Te | TREATY | 

Sm: Ihave the honor to refer to your Excellency’s Note No, ___ 

_ of - __. regarding the anomaly created by the existence of the : 

Italian Peace Treaty and the position which Italy occupies today. The ! 
Government of the United States can attest to the fact that the Peace | 

| Treaty contemplated that Italy would be admitted to the United Na- 
| tions and that membership in the United Nations by the Allies and | 

_ Italy and universal adherence to the principles of the United Nations | 

| Charter would assure the security of Italy and of other nations. It has | 
| always been the position of the United States that the limitations 
| placed upon Italy’s military forces by the Treaty were not intended to — | 

| deny Italy the right of self-defense, since the forces permitted Italy ! 

| would, under conditions of peace and security, be sufficient to protect. 
the integrity of Italy. | | , 

|
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| _ The United States recognizes that in these matters, the assumptions 
_ on the basis of which the Treaty of Peace was negotiated, was signed, 

and was ratified, have not been fulfilled. Although strongly supported 
by the United States and other democratic nations, Italy’s applica- 
tion for membership in the United Nations has not been approved due 
to successive vetoes cast by the Soviet Union in the Security Council of 

_ the United Nations. The United States also recognizes that under 
present conditions, in which free nations are faced with military ag- 
gression launched in Korea and with the threats of further Communist 
aggression in various parts of the world, the forces permitted under | 
the Peace Treaty are no longer sufficient to protect the integrity of 
democratic Italy. In addition, Italy is recognized as a democratic na- 
tion having fully provided the rights and freedom specified in certain 
of the political clauses. | 

The United States recognizes, therefore, that the spirit of the Peace 
"Treaty no longer accords with the situation prevailing today, nor with 
Italy’s status as an active member of the democratic and freedom- 
dJoving family of nations. The United States and Italy have previously 
taken measures to restore normal financial and economic relations be- 

tween our two countries. These measures have included a Treaty of 
Friendship, Commerce and Navigation signed at Rome on Febru- 

ary 2, 1948 and Memorandums of Understanding dealing with certain. 
_ financial and economic matters arising under Articles 73(2), 76, 78, 

and 79 and Annex XV of the Italian Peace Treaty. These measures 
did not affect, however, Italy’s obligations to the United States under 
the political and military clauses of the Treaty. Accordingly, and in 

view of the circumstances set forth in your Excellency’s Note No. | 
, __.___ of ______, the United States hereby relieves Italy of all ob- | 

ligations to the United States under Articles 15-18 and Articles 46-70 
of the Italian Peace Treaty, including Annexes XII and XIII in so 
far as they relate to these Articles and affirms that the spirit reflected 

, in the Preamble no longer affects the friendly relations between the 
two countries. 

Editorial Note | 

Tripartite D-2, September 13, not printed, consisted of a cover sheet 
and the text of the abbreviated Austrian peace treaty. For the text of 
the abbreviated treaty, see volume IV. 7 a 

For the text of Tripartite D-3, September 14, see WFM T-5a, 
page 1197, and footnotes thereto.
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CFM files, lot M-88, box 158, WFM tripartite documents | 

United States Proposed Draft Procedure for Accession of Greece and | 
| : Turkey to NATO? | | | 

SECRET | Wasuineron, September 18, 1951. 
Tripartite D-4 | : 

At the Ottawa meeting of the North Atlantic Council the United | 
States will propose that Greece and Turkey be invited to accede to the 
North Atlantic Treaty. The United States will at that time be pre- | 
pared to advance reasons why it believes that membership of these 
countries is the most practicable and desirable means of associating | 
them with the North Atlantic Treaty defense system. The North At- | 

_ lantic Treaty countries are already familiar with many of the con- | 
_ siderations which make it desirable to associate Greece and Turkey 

more intimately with the western Defense System and the Council of _ | 
| Deputies have in fact passed these along to the Council in the form 
po of a Working Group report. There has, however, been little or no con- | 
| - gultation on the precise steps which would actually be required to | 

| effect the accession of Greece and Turkey to the North Atlantic Treaty. : 
When the North Atlantic Treaty itself was in the process of ratifi- | 

| cation, some of the signatories advised their respective legislatures ! 
| that if, pursuant to Article 10, the Parties decided to invite any other | 
| | European state to accede to the Treaty they would, before agreeing 
| to such an invitation, seek the consent of their respective legislatures. 

The United States Government so advised the United States Senate. 
The Department of State understands that some of the other Parties 
who did not so advise their legislatures may now consider it preferable _ 

| to obtain the consent of the legislative branch in advance of final 

| action to invite new members. There is, therefore, a need on the part of 
most of the North Atlantic Treaty countries to obtain the consent of 7 
their respective legislatures before a definitive invitation can be issued | 
to Greece and Turkey to accede. On the other hand, if it is agreed that 

i these two countries should be invited, the action of the Council in : 
|. inviting them should obviously reflect as clearly as possible the intent 

sof the parties that Greece and Turkey should be enabled to become 
_. full members as soon as the requisite constitutional procedures have 
| been complied with, Sa | | | 

: The Parties to the Treaty defined in Article 6 the territory be cov- : 
| ered for purposes of Article 5 which relates to their obligations in the | 

| event of an armed attack on one or more of them. Should Turkey, —s 

pursuant to Article 10 of the Treaty, be invited to accede thereto, a | 

| lana | i 
| 1 Attached to the source text was a cover sheet, not printed. Copies of this paper 

were delivered to Schuman and Morrison on September 12, and it was discussed | 
briefly at the second meeting of the Ministers on that day; see Tripartite Min-2, 3 
p. 1262 ; for further documentation on the question of Greek and Turkish accession 
to NATO, see pp. 460 ff. , ! 

| | 
| is
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| question would arise as to the obligations of the Parties in the event of 
an event of an attack upon that portion of Turkey which lies outside 
of Europe. An attack upon this portion of Turkey would be as likely 
to lead to serious consequences as an attack upon the European area 

_ of Turkey, and yet it would be outside the area presently defined by 
Article 6. Furthermore, so long as this area is not within the area 
specifically covered by the Treaty, an aggressor would be in some doubt 
as to the consequences of an act of aggression directed against the area 
and, to that extent, the intent of the Treaty to deter aggression would 
be vitiated. Finally, if the Parties desire Turkey to assume the obli- 
gations towards them of Article 5, it is clearly necessary that they on 
their part recognize that the entire area of Turkey is covered for the 
purposes of this Article. An amendment of Article 6 is therefore 
required and this in turn must, in the case of most North Atlantic 
Treaty countries, be placed before their respective legislatures for 
ratification. 
From the foregoing paragraphs, it will be apparent that the par- 

ticipation of parliaments will be required (1) to permit a definitive _ 
invitation to Greece and Turkey and (2) to amend the Treaty to cover 
the territory of Turkey in the event it wishes to accept the invitation. 
It would obviously be desirable to obtain legislative approval on these 

_ two separate matters by a single reference to the parliaments. Simi- 
larly, the procedure devised should be such as to make the amendment 

| to Article 6 effective only at the time when the Government of Turkey, | 
by depositing its instrument of accession pursuant to Article 10, 
becomesa Party tothe Treaty. _ | | 

7 The Government of the United States believes that, in the event the 
Council decides that the Parties should invite Greece and Turkey to 
accede, the necessary formalities can best be complied with by adop- 
tion by the Council of a Resolution which would recommend to the 
Governments that Greece and Turkey should be invited to accede and 

_ that effective upon the accession of Turkey, Article 6 of the Treaty 
would be appropriately amended. It further believes that these pur- 
poses could best be accomplished by bringing into force a Protocol | 
annexed to the Resolution which would be signed by duly accredited 
plenipotentiaries as soon as possible following the adoption by the 
Council of the Resolution. It would for its part submit the Protocol 

| for the advice and consent of the Senate to ratification. | : 
‘It may be noted that the proposed amendment to Article VI, in 

addition to including the territory of Turkey, would accomplish the 
two additional purposes of including the Islands of the Mediterranean 
(notably Cyprus)? which belong to the Parties and were not hitherto 
specifically included in the Treaty area and deleting the adjective 
“occupation” in anticipation of the time when the forces of the Parties 
in Germany will no longer be occupation forces. This change is neces- 

* Subsequent extension of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization did not in- 
clude Cyprus.
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sary to assure the substantial retention of Germany in the area to be | 

covered by the Treaty. | | ! 

Srers To ACCOMPLISH THE ACCESSION OF GREECE AND TURKEY TO | 

Oo NATO | | 

(1) Adoption at Ottawa Council Meeting of the draft resolution | 

to which proposed Protocol is annexed. ; 

(2) Signature of the Protocol. If it is possible for the Foreign | 

| Ministers to procure full powers from their governments after the 

adoption of the resolution, the Protocol could be signed before the 

conclusion of the Ottawa Meeting. Another alternative would be to 

have the Council recommend that the Deputies be empowered to sign | | 

the Protocol at the earliest possible date. Still a third possibility would | 

| be to. have the ambassadors, when duly authorized, sign it in 

Washington. | | | | 

(3) Greece-Turkey to be advised of decision at Ottawa by Chair- | 

man of Atlantic Council and requested to indicate whether or not they : 

wish to accede. | | 

(4) Notification by all Parties to US of their definitive agreement | 

| to invite Greece and Turkey, and notification by US to all Parties 

| when notifications of all of them have been received. 

| (5) Note sent by US to Greece and Turkey inviting them to deposit _ 

| their instruments of accession. | 

| (6) Deposit of instruments of accession by Greece and Turkey, at | 

| which time they become Parties, and upon deposit by Turkey the Arti- 

— cle VI revision becomes effective. | | 

| _ : Annex I — 

| United States Draft Resolution on the Accession of Greece and Turkey | 

| to the North Atlantic Treaty | 

| _ SECRET [WasHrncron, September 18, 19517] | 

| The Council — a | | | 

| Hawing considered the proposal put forward for the accession of the 

| Kingdom of Greece and the Turkish Republic to the North Atlantic 

| Treaty, | : 

| Satisfied that the purposes of the North Atlantic Treaty will be | 

| served and the security of the North Atlantic area enhanced by the ! 

accession of Greece and Turkey to the North Atlantic Treaty, | 

| Having examined the question of amendments which might be desir- 

| able in the provisions of the North Atlantic Treaty, 
| Recommends to the Governments which are parties to the Treaty, 

That, pursuant to Article 10 of the Treaty, the Parties agree to in- 

vite the Kingdom of Greece and the Republic of Turkey to accede to 

536-688 PT 1--81---85 | | | 

|
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___ the North Atlantic Treaty, and so notify the Government of the United 
States of America, the depository under the Treaty of instruments of 
accession, 

That, pursuant to Article 10, Greece and Turkey shall become Par- 
_ ties to the Treaty upon date of the deposit of their respective instru- 
ments of accession with the Government of the United States of 
America, | 

That, effective upon the deposit with the Government of the United 
States of America by the Government of the Turkish Republic of its 
instrument of accession, the Parties to the North Atlantic Treaty agree 
to the modification of Article 6 of the Treaty so that it will then read 
as follows: | 

“For the purpose of Article 5 an armed attack on one or more 
_ of the Parties is deemed to include an armed attack on the ter- 

ritory, forces, vessels, or air craft of any of the Parties in Europe, 
North America, the Algerian Departments of France, Turkey, or 
in the Mediterranean, or North Atlantic Ocean north of the 
Tropic of Cancer.” | | 

A grees | | 
That these purposes would be achieved and the requirements of Ar- 

_ ticle 10 of the Treaty would be met by bringing into force a Protocol 
as annexed hereto. 

Recommends | 
That the Parties to the Treaty notify the Government of the United 

States of America that they are prepared to enter into such a Protocol 
and that the Protocol be prepared, in English and French texts, for 
signature at _________ as soon as possible. 

Annex II : | 

United States Draft Protocol to the North Atlantic Treaty | 

SECRET | _[Wasuineron, September 13, 19512] 
The Parties to the North Atlantic Treaty, signed at Washington on | 

April 4, 1949, ) | 
_ Being satisfied that the purposes of the North Atlantic Treaty will 

, be served and the security of the North Atlantic area enhanced by 
| the accession of the Kingdom of Greece and the Turkish Republic to 

| that Treaty, | | 
Agree as follows: | | : | 

ARTICLE 1 | 

Upon the entry into force of this Protocol, the Government of the 
United States of America shall, on behalf of all the Parties, com- 
municate to the Government of the Kingdom of Greece and the Gov-
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ernment of the Turkish Republic an invitation to accede to the North | 

Atlantic Treaty, as modified by Article 2 of the present Protocol. | 

Thereafter the Kingdom of Greece and the Turkish Republic shall : 

each become a Party on the date when each deposits its respective | 

instrument of accession with the Government of the United Statesof = 
America in accordance with Article 10 of the Treaty. | | 

| _ ARTICLE 2 a - | 

In the event that the Turkish Republic becomes a party to the North | 
Atlantic Treaty, Article 6 of the Treaty shall, effective on the date | 

of the deposit by the Government of the Turkish Republic of its in- : 

strument of accession with the Government of the United States of : 
America, be modified to read as follows: — , 

“For the purpose of Article 5 an armed attack on one or more of | 
| the Parties is deemed to include an armed attack on the territory, 

forces, vessels, or air craft of any of the Parties in Europe, North _ 
America, the Algerian Departments of France, Turkey, or in the | 
Mediterranean, or North Atlantic Ocean north of the Tropic of ) | 

| Cancer.” | | a | 

| | : ARTICLE 8 ae | 

Upon its entry into force the present Protocol shall be subject to | 
| the provisions of Articles 12 and 138 of the North Atlantic Treaty to . 

| - the same extent as though the Protocol were an integral part of the | 

| Treaty. | | 
a ARTICLE 4 | | 

| The present Protocol shall enter into force when all the Parties to 
| the North Atlantic Treaty have communicated to or deposited with 

| the Government of the United States of America their respective | 
notifications or instruments of approval. The Government of the © 

| ‘United States of America shall notify all the Parties to the North | 
| Atlantic Treaty of the date of the receipt of each such notification | 

or instrument of approval and the date of the entry into force of the | 
' present Protocol. . | 

| | ARTICLE 5 | | : 

| ‘The present Protocol, of which the English and French texts are 

| equally authentic, shall be deposited in the Archives of the Govern- 4 
| ~ ment of the United States of America. Duly certified copies thereof | | 

| shall be transmitted by that Government to the Governments of all 

| the Parties to the North Atlantic Treaty. | 

| IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned plenipotentiaries have 
| signed the present Protocol. | | | / 

Done at —._____. the _______ day of —_______, 19_____ \ 

For [etc. |
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CFM files, lot M-88, box 158, WFM tripartite documents | 
Declaration o f the Foreign Ministers of France, the United K. ingdom, 

and the United States * 

_ Tripartite D-5 | Wasuineton, September 14, 1951. 
The three Foreign Ministers declare that their Governments aim at 

the inclusion of a democratic Germany, on a basis of equality, in a 
Continental European Community, which itself will form a part of a 
constantly developing Atlantic Community. _ 

The three Ministers recognize that the initiative taken by the French © 
Government concerning the creation of a European Coal and Steel 

| Community and a European defense community is a major step to- 
wards European unity. They welcome the Schuman Plan as a means 
of strengthening the economy of Western Europe and look forward 
to its early realization. They also welcome the Paris Plan as a very 
important contribution to the effective Defense of Europe, including 
Germany. | 

The participation of Germany in the common defense should nat- 
urally be attended by the replacement of the present Occupation 
Statute by a new relationship between the three Governments and the 

| _ German Federal Republic. | | 
The Government of the United Kingdom desires to establish the 

closest possible association with the Kuropean continental community 
at all stages in its development. a 

The three Ministers reaffirm that this policy, which will be under- 
taken in concert with the other free nations, is directed to the estab- 
lishment and the maintenance of a durable peace founded on justice 
and law. Their aim is to reinforce the security and the prosperity of 
Europe without changing in any way the purely defensive character _ 
of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization. They reaffirm their de- 
termination that in no circumstances shall the above arrangements be 
made use of in furtherance of any aggressive action. 

* Attached to the source text was a cover sheet, not printed. This declaration, : frequently referred to as the Declaration on European Unity, was approved by | the Ministers at their fifth meeting on September 18. For a record of that meeting, | See Tripartite Min-5, p. 1279. The text of the declaration was released to the 
press on September 14, 

CFM files, lot M—88, box 158, communiqué and declaration | 

Communiqué Issued by the Foreign Ministers of the United States, 
| ‘United Kingdom, and France» | | 

| WasHIneron, September 14, 1951. 
The Foreign Ministers of France, the United Kingdom and the 

United. States have held meetings in ‘Washington from September 10 
* Approved by the Foreign Ministers at their sixth meeting and released to the | press at 3 p. m., September 14.
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through September 14. The three Foreign Ministers have met fre- 

quently in the last few years primarily because of the special and | 

explicit responsibilities of their Governments in regard to Germany : 

and Austria. The meetings equally offer a convenient opportunity for 

the three Ministers to exchange views on world developments and in- 

formally to review problems of mutual concern to their three countries. 

The Foreign Ministers have noted with satisfaction the results | 

already achieved by their three countries, together with other free — | 

| nations of the world, in order to insure their common security and to ) 

safeguard the peace. They again recorded the fundamental unity of — 

the policies of their three governments in regard to the many and | 

acute problems facing them today. i . : 

The Foreign Ministers have reviewed the relationship of their coun- _ : 

tries to the German Federal Republic, and have agreed on instructions 

~ to the Allied High Commission for negotiation of mutually acceptable | 

| agreements with the Federal Government, the effect of which will be i 

| to transform that relationship completely? | 

Asa result of the agreement reached by the three Foreign Ministers | 

in Brussels last December, the High Commission has already explored | 

| with the Federal Government the way to establish relations between _ 

the three Powers and the Federal Republic on as broad a contractual | 

| basis as possible, in the light of German participation in Western De- 

| fense. The Foreign Ministers have now instructed the High Commis- 

sion to proceed to negotiations with the Federal Government, which — 

will, it is hoped, culminate in early agreements between the four Gov- 

ernments to enter into effect together with the agreement for German | 

| ce participation in Western Defense through the proposed European De- | 

| fense Community, whose forces would form part of the joint defense 

| forces under the North Atlantic Supreme Command. | 

| _ The Foreign Ministers have agreed on certain general principles to 

| guide the High Commission in its negotiations with the Federal Gov- 

| ernment. As stated in the Tripartite Declaration issued today * the | 

: guiding principle of their policy continues to be the integration of | 

: the Federal Republic on a basis of equality within a European com- i 

: ‘munity itself included in a developing Atlantic Community. Such in- | 

| - tegration would thus be inconsistent with the retention in future of an | 

L occupation status or of the power to interfere in the Federal Re- | 

| - public’s domestic affairs, a 

| | The Ministers believe that the agreements now to be reached with | 

| the Federal Government should provide the basis for its relationship | 

| to their countries until a peace settlement with a unified Germany 

| becomes possible. The division of Germany, however, presents the con- 

| clusion of such a settlement at this time. This division and the security 

2 For the text of the instruction, see WFM T-5a, p. 1197, and footnotes thereto. | 

*Tripartite D-5, supra. ee | 

! 
| oe |
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| _ problem confronting the Federal Republic obliges the Allies to retain, 
_ in the common interest, certain special rights but only in relation to 
the stationing of armed forces in Germany and the protection of the — 
security of those forces, as well as to questions affecting Berlin and 
Germany as a whole, including the eventual peace settlement and the 
peaceful reunification of Germany. 

The High Commission will proceed to negotiations with the Federal 
Government as rapidly as possible. The Ministers hope to be able to 
consider at an early meeting final drafts both of the agreements tobe 
reached by the three Powers and the Federal Republic and of the 
agreement for the establishment of a European Defense Community 
including Germany. 

The three Foreign Ministers were unanimous in stating that in the 
view of their Governments there is no justification for any further de- 
lay in the conclusion of a treaty for the re-establishment of a free and 
independent Austria. This has been the constant aim since the conclu- 
sion of hostilities. They will not desist in their efforts to bring the 
Soviet Government to the same view and to that end they have decided 
to make a new and resolute effort in the meetings of the Austrian : 
Treaty Deputies to fulfill the long over-due pledge to the Austrian 
people. | 

The Italian Government has pointed out the contradiction between 
Some provisions of the Italian peace treaty and the present Italian 
position in the family of free nations. The Ministers studied sympa- 

| thetically this question which will be the subject of further conversa- 
| tions between the Governments. 

Note was taken of the necessity further to examine in collaboration 
with the other members of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization 

| the most effective use of their combined resources taking full account 
of the social and economic. as well as of the military needs of their 
peoples. : 

While recognizing the gravity of the world situation, especially in 
the face of the continued defiance of the United Nations by the forces 
of aggression in Korea, the Ministers nevertheless found solid grounds 
for confidence in the growing strength and unity of the free world. 

The three Ministers on behalf of their Governments and peoples 
restate their fidelity to the principle contained in the United Nations _ 
Charter that international differences must be resolved by peaceful 

- processes and not by force or threat of force. They therefore express 
the hope that the forthcoming meeting of the General Assembly of the 

_ United Nations in Paris will afford a real opportunity for contacts 
and exchanges of views which the three Foreign Ministers are, for 
their part, prepared fully to use. -
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the sugge

sted 
arran

ge- 
| 

ments
 

went as far as possi
ble in the circu

mstan
ces 

in givin
g 

Germ
any 

| a free hand.
 
There

 
were still probl

ems 
to be solve

d, such as the status
 

| 

: of the forces
 

of the Occu
pyin

g 
Power

s 
under

 
the new arra

ngem
ents

 

— 

| and what contr
actua

l 
oblig

ation
s 

there
 shoul

d 
be as to the defen

se 
bur- 

|. den to be borne
 
by the Feder

al 
Repub

lic. 
This proba

bly 
shoul

d 
be based

. | 

: on an equal
ity 

of burd
en 

in relat
ion 

to what
 
other

 
count

ries 
parti

ci- 

| patin
g 

in Weste
rn 

defen
se 

were doing
. 

— 

) 1The
 

Mini
ster

s 
were

 
in Otta

wa 
for the seve

nth 
sessi

on 
of the Nort

h 
Atla

ntic
 

| 
| Coun

cil 
: for docu

ment
atio

n 

on this meet
ing,

 
see pp. 616 ff. . : | 

| For a repo
rt on the first

 meet
ing 

with
 

the Bene
lux 

repr
esen

tati
ves 

on Sept
em- 

| 

ber 11, see mem
ora

ndu
m 

of conv
ersa

tion
, 

p. 1214
; the seco

nd 
meet

ing 
took place

 
| 

| at 3:30 on Septe
mber 

14 at which
 

time Byroa
de, 

Seydo
ux, 

and Allen expla
ined 

i 
| the deci

sion
s 

that had been
 

reac
hed 

on Germ
any 

and gave
 

the Bene
lux 

repre
- 

| sent
ativ

es 

copie
s 

of the decl
arat

ion 

on Germ
any,

 
the Fore

ign 
Mini

ster
s 

comm
uni-

 
| 

qué, and the pape
r 

on gene
ral 

prin
cipl

es 

rega
rdin

g 
the cont

ract
ual 

rela
tion

s 
with

 | 

the Fede
ral 

Repu
blic

. 

A repo
rt 

on the seco
nd 

meet
ing,

 
not prin

ted,
 

is in file. 

396.1-
WA/9-1

451. 
| 

100 | 
| | / |
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| In response to an inquiry for comments Mr. Stikker stated that he 
| felt that the procedure used in Washington in keeping Benelux in- 

formed was excellent and thought that the general direction of the 
conversations was absolutely right. He said, however, there were some 
questions that he wished to raise. The first of these was that he recog- 
nized the difficulty of establishing a contractual relationship on the 
defense cost to be borne by Germany. The second was that he won- 
dered about the question of equality of status. Did this mean equality 
of status with the three Occupying Powers? If so, what consideration — 
was given to the fact that Germany did not have outside responsi- 
bilities as did these three Powers? He indicated that the Netherlands 
did not object to participation of Germany in NATO but hoped that 

| equality did not mean that Germany would be in on the Standing 
Group. : 

Mr. Van Zeeland indicated that he agreed with the procedure and 
proposal which they had heard about. He was not worried about the 
unsolved problems—feeling that these were technical and soluble. He | 
felt that on Germany’s share of the burden the principle to be followed 
was that it should be broadly equal to that of others. He felt that the 
military participation could be taken care of through the EDF. The 
budget would then cover the cost of the army and such other costs for 
defense as it could. The question of the division of the German budget. 
between its own army and the support of other forces in Germany was 
a technical question and not too disturbingly difficult. He felt it was 
important that the Western Powers should not take untenable positions 
with Germany, and the Germans must not feel that they were sup- 
pressed. He questioned the desirability of establishing a Council of | 
Ambassadors, feeling that this might contribute to a feeling of sup- | 

| pression by the Germans and wondered if the three Ambassadors in 
Germany would not in fact constitute a Council without being so 
named. | 

Mr. Stikker asked if the question of NATO membership would be 
discussed. 7 a 

Mr. Acheson replied that no doubt this question would arise, but 
that it should not come up now. 

| Mr. Morrison agreed that the question of NATO membership 
should be deferred and felt there were certain questions which had | 
not yet been dealt with which need action. He pointed out the obliga- _ 

| tion of the Germans to pay for their own defense and said that they 
would have a case for claiming relief of occupation costs when they 
‘were paying for their own forces. He further indicated that he felt 
that the relationship of the Occupying Forces needed adjustment 
under the proposed set-up and that they should be certain that they 
were exercising economy in their expenses to justify continued con-. 
tribution of the Germans to these expenses. | |
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Mr. Acheson pointed out that once the agreements were signed : 

the occupation forces became defense forces. Therefore, the German | 

contribution was to defense, not to occupation. | 7 | 

Mr. Morrison raised the question of what would happen if the | 

Germans did not contribute their full share to total defense. | 

Mr. Acheson said that the situation was most difficult since the 

Germans really were entering into two contracts—one with the Oc- | 

cupying Powers and one with the EDF. The relationship between | 

these two obligations had to be worked out. : | , 

M. Schuman indicated that he felt strongly that the Germans 

must contribute adequately, and that this problem was now under 

discussion. | | oe | — | 

| Mr. Acheson agreed, but indicated that the amount which the 

| Germans should contribute should not be excessive or we would repeat 

| the experience after the first World War. : 

_ Mr. Stikker said that he had been impressed by the development of 

: the EDF. However, their mention as members has been, perhaps, | 

: premature. He asked how the work of the EDF would proceed and 

| particularly what England meant by saying that it hoped to be | 

| associated with it. — | | , | 

| _ Mr. Morrison replied that England did not intend to contribute | 

- troops. | | | | : | 

| In response to Mr. Stikker’s inquiry as to where he could get more | 

- detailed information, M. Schuman referred him to M. Alphand. _ | 

| - Mr. Stikker indicated that they have difficulty with the EDF 

| formula, but might be able to follow some other formula, and, there- 

| fore, were particularly interested as to how the British proposed to” | 

| proceed. | | | | _ 

| | In response to Mr. Van Zeeland’s inquiry as to what the next proce- i 

lo dure should be, Mr. Schuman indicated that first of all there should | 

be a treaty of the five most interested Powers and that after that there — | 

should be general approval of the twelve Members of NATO. | 

| 7 | 

po 

a 
oe | 

| | 

|



MEETIN GS OF THE FOREIGN MINISTERS OF THE 
UNITED STATES, THE. UNITED KINGDOM, AND 
FRANCE, AT PARIS AND ROME, NOVEMBER 1951 

Editorial Note | 

On October 25, 1951, Secretary Acheson departed by ship for Eu- — 
rope where he and his advisers participated in the meetings of the 
Sixth Session of the General Assembly of the United Nations at Paris | 
beginning on November 6. During his stay in Paris, November 2-23, - 
the Secretary of State met on a number of occasions with Foreign 

| Secretary Eden and Foreign Minister Schuman on questions of 
mutual concern. Since their meetings had to be scheduled around the 

_ Sessions of the General Assembly, the three Foreign Ministers decided 
at the conclusion of each meeting when they would meet next. Accord- 
ing to the records of the Department of State, Secretary Acheson , 
initiated the meetings with a call on-Schuman on November 2. This 
was followed by bilateral talks with Eden on November 4,5, 6, and 7 
‘which were largely devoted to the topic of Iran. The three Foreign | 
Ministers met on November 6 and 9 and discussed problems related 
to the United Nations and the North Atlantic Treaty Organization. 
Because of the press of General Assembly meetings, only one further 
meeting, that:of November 14 between Acheson and Eden, was held 
until November 20, when Acheson discussed Austria with Schuman 
and Foreign Minister Gruber. On the 21st Acheson, Eden,.and Schu- 
‘man resumed their meetings, and on the following day they met with 
Chancellor Adenauer to inform him of the decisions that they had 
taken with respect to Germany. On November 23 the three Foreign 
Ministers and their advisers traveled to Rome for the eighth session © 
of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization Council. While in Rome 

| the three Ministers continued their discusssions on Germany and Aus- _ 
tria and briefed the Foreign Ministers of Belgium, Luxembourg, and _ 
the Netherlands on the decisions that had been taken on Germany. At 
the same time Acheson and Eden also held three conversations dealing 
respectively with Egypt, Korea, and the European Defense Com- _ 
munity. Secretary Acheson departed from Naples on the SS Jnde- 
pendence on December 4, arriving in New York on December 12. 

The Department of State drafted two series of position papers in 
preparation for the meetings of the Foreign Ministers. The first, 
designated PAR D. dealt only with problems concerning Germany 

1312 
|
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| and numbered nine papers in all. The second, designated NOV D, was - | 

prepared for the expected talks between Acheson and Eden and con- _ | 

| sisted of papers on the Far East, Germany, the British financial situa- | 

tion, and other European questions. Sets of both series of papers are | 

in the Conference files, lot 59 D 95, CF 96-98. In addition to the records | 

in the Department of State two of the main participants, Acheson and | 

Eden, have also written their recollections of the meetings: Acheson, 

Present at the Creation, pages 511 and 578-587, describes the talks on 

Iran, Germany, and the subjects before the General Assembly; while 

Eden, Full Circle, pages 10-18, 17-19, and 217-225, describes the dis- 

~ eussion of issues before the General Assembly, Korea, and Iran. 

— The Foreign Ministers and their principal advisers for the meetings 

were: | | 

United States: Dean Acheson, Secretary of State 

. | Robert A. Lovett, Secretary of Defense _ | 

| | Frank Pace Jr., Secretary of the Army | 

| | John W. Snyder, Secretary of the Treasury | 

: General Omar N. Bradley, Chairman of the Joint | 

| | Chiefs of Staff | 

| David K. E. Bruce, Ambassador to France | 

| | Walter S. Gifford, Ambassador to the United | 

| | Kingdom | 

| ~ John G. McCloy, High Commissioner for Germany 

| W. Averell Harriman, Special Assistant to Presi- 

| a dent Truman and Chairman of the Temporary 

| . —- Council Committee | | | 

George W. Perkins, Assistant Secretary of State for. | 

| European Affairs — a 

| Harold F. Linder, Deputy Assistant Secretary of 

| State for Economic Affairs | | 

| ~ Colonel Henry A. Byroade, Director of the Bureau 

- of German Affairs | | 

| G. Hayden Raynor, Director of the Office of British 

| Commonwealth and Northern European Affairs — 

| | Lucius D. Battle, Special Assistant to the Secretary | 

| of State | | 

| United Kingdom: Anthony Eden, Secretary of State for Foreign 

i Affairs | | 

po | R. A. Butler, Chancellor of the Exchequer 

| Lord de L’Isle and Dudley, Secretary of State for 

| | Air | 

Sir Ivone A. Kirkpatrick, High Commissioner | 

| for Germany a | 

| Sir Oliver C. Harvey, Ambassador to France 

: |
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Sir Pierson J. Dixon, Deputy Under-Secretary of 
State for Foreign Affairs © | 

| Selwyn Lloyd, Minister of State | 
Frank G. Roberts, Deputy Under-Secretary of 

| State for German Affairs a 
| Sir Reginald J. Bowker, Assistant Under-Secre- 

, tary of State for Foreign Affairs oe 
Cecil C. Parrott,, Head of the United Nations 

| Political Department | | 
| Charles A. E. Shuckburgh, Private Secretary to 

| the Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs 
| France: Robert Schuman, Minister for Foreign Affairs 

René Mayer, Minister of Finance | 
Maurice Schumann, Deputy Foreign Minister 
Henri Bonnet, Ambassador to the United States 
André Frangois-Poncet, High Commissioner for Germany 
René Massigli, Ambassador to the United Kingdom | 
Alexandre Parodi, Secretary-General of the Foreign . 

| Ministry , 
Jean Chauvel, Permanent Representative at the United 
_ Nations Security Council 
Hervé Alphand, Deputy Representative at the NATO Coun- 

cil and President of the European Army Conference | 
Vincent Broustra, President of the Interministerial Com- 

| mission charged with preparation for the General 
| Assembly 

Jacques Bourbon-Busset, Director of the Cabinet Ministry 

With respect to Germany the three Foreign Ministers approved a 
draft of a general agreement on relations between the Federal Re- 
public and the three Western. Powers to replace the Occupation Stat- 
ute for Germany and a draft security guarantee. On November 22 the 
texts of these agreements were communicated to Chancellor Adenauer 
who approved them. The Ministers also reached agreement on the 
terms for a German financial contribution to Western defense and on 
the terms for German security controls to replace the Prohibited and 

_ Limited Industries Agreement. For documentation on the Foreign 
Ministers discussions on contractual relations including the texts of the 

| draft agreement on general relations and the security guarantee, see 
PAR M-1, PAR M-2, telegrams 3086, and Actel 20, November 22-26, 
and the communiqué dated November 22, pages 1597, 1604, 1605, 1609. 
For documentation on their discussion of a German financial contribu- 

: tion, see PAR M-2, PAR M-3, and PAR D-9a, November 26-27, pages 
1676, 1681, 1685. For documentation on their discussion of German 
security controls, see PAR M-1, PAR M-3, and PAR M-4, Novem-
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ber 23-28, pages 1715, 1721, 1726; for Secretary Acheson’s report to | 

President Truman on.this subject, dated November 30, see page 1730. : 

_ In their discussions on Austria the three Foreign Ministers agreed : 

| to call.a meeting of the Austrian Treaty Deputies to see whether the 

Soviet Union would accept the text of the draft Austrian Treaty as it 

stood at the end of, 1950. If, at such a meeting, the Soviet Deputy | 

| refused to accept the draft, then further discussions would take place | 

between the three Western governments concerning the introduction | 

of the United States “Abbreviated Treaty” which Secretary Acheson | 

had pressed his colleagues to accept but which both Eden and Schu- | 

- man-were reluctant to introduce at that time. For documentation on 

| the Ministers discussion of the Austrian Treaty, see telegrams 3030, | 

November 20; Secto 68, November 22; and Secto 101, November 28,in | 

volume IV. For a report on Secretary Acheson’s conversation with 

Gruber on November 20, see telegram 3013, November 20, ibid. | 

In their initial meetings the three Foreign Ministers discussed ques- : 

tions that were germane to the meetings of the United Nations General | 

Assembly including disarmament, Chinese representation at the | 

United Nations, and the status of Morocco. With regard to the first. 

topic, the Ministers drafted a resolution and agreed on the strategy | 

| of its introduction to the General Assembly ; with regard to the latter | 

topics, they discussed how each should be handled during the session. | 

For documentation on the question of disarmament, see volume I, | 

pages 443 ff. Regarding Chinese representation and United States in- 

terest in the inclusion of the Moroccan question on the agenda of the” | 

General Assembly, see volume II, pages 209 ff. and 135 ff. | 

In his bilateral talks Secretary Acheson discussed Iran and Korea 

with Eden and the French financial situation with Schuman and other 

French officials. Acheson was especially interested in obtaining British 

agreement to the resolution of the Anglo-Iranian Oil Company 

(AIOC) dispute with the Iranian Government. Prime Minister | 

| Mossadegh was in Washington at the time, and the communications | 

‘between Washington and Paris show the efforts of the Secretary of 

State to persuade the British to modify their stand on Iran, continue | 

ss negotiations with Mossadegh for a settlement of the dispute, and | 

: prevent Iran from falling into the hands of the Communists (see vol- I 

ume V). At the same time Secretary Acheson wanted to keep the | 

| British fully informed on the armistice talks in Korea. For records — | 

| of his conversations with Eden on the subject of Korea on November 

28 and 29, see volume VII. | oe 

| The talks with French officials took place periodically from the 
time of Acheson’s arrival in Paris until his departure from Rome. | 

| The Secretary of State did not participate in all of them, but a gen- | 

eral agreement was reached to accord France $650 million in financial 

|
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aid by July 1, 1952. For documentation on these talks, see telegrams | 
Actel 2, November 2; 2827, November 13; 2967, November 17; Toeca 
1503, November 22; and Secto 111, November 29, volume IV. 
From time to time during their meetings the Foreign Ministers also 

discussed the European Defense Community and arrangements for | 
the Eighth NATO Council Session. Regarding these discussions, see - 
pages 755 ff. and 693 ff. | | | | 

BO Index for Parts 1 and 2 
a Appears at End of | 
Os - Part 2.
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